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FOREWORD
It is a great pleasure to present the Book of Abstracts of the 5th Conference of the Federation of European Zeolite Associations (FEZA), FEZA
2011, held in Valencia (Spain), from 3rd to 7th July, 2011. This is the first time that the Extended Abstracts of a FEZA Conference are edited only in
electronic format, while keeping the Short Abstracts as paper form. This has been done according to the FEZA board decision of shortening as
much as possible the time between the deadline for abstract submission and the presentation of accepted communications at the Conference.
We hope that this policy will increase the novelty and quality of communications, as it will permit to publish the scientific results as articles in
paper-printed periodic Journals.
In this Conference, we have approached an unusual referee process aiming the reduction of time delays, by building a pyramid of referees
with different levels of involvement in the paper selection. We have asked to more than 100 recognized researchers working in porous solids
to participate in this selection process. The work done by these evaluators has been outstanding in quality and time, rigorously reviewing
more than 600 communications in 45 days. The work of the referees was harmonized by 26 coordinators who are experts in each Conference
Topic. The whole process, elaboration of expert panels, evaluations, etc. have been tracked through the Web page of the Conference (www.
FEZA2011.com). The Paper Selection and the Organizing Committees are deeply acknowledged to all experts involved (coordinators, evaluators
and chairs of Paper Selection Committee) since the high level of this Conference could not have been reached without their input.
We also want to thank the support of industrial, academic and governmental entities that has been vital for the celebration of this event.
Finally, the Book of Abstracts you have on your hands include 513 communications, including Recent Research Reports, that have been
distributed in seven main topics, 5 Plenary and 7 Keynotes Lectures delivered along the FEZA 2011 Conference.
We believe that these Abstracts are relevant because they present the main achievements on Zeolites and related fields in the last three years,
as the result of continuous efforts invested in research. The oral and poster contributions have been classified in the main seven topics of the
Conference:

•

Synthesis and characterization of porous solids.

•

Developments of new materials.

•

Modeling and theoretical studies.

•

Petrochemical and environmental catalytic applications.

•

Catalysis for fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals.

•

Separations.

•

Advanced technological applications.

We hope that this Book of Abstract will show the important advances reached since the last edition of the FEZA Conference held in Paris in
2008 and, more importantly, this collection of different contributions from all around the world will serve as inspiration of researchers for
further achievements in the field of zeolites and porous materials.
Valencia, 14th June, 2011
On behalf of the Organizing Committee
Avelino Corma
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PL-1

Directing Zeolite Structures into Hierarchically Nanoporous Architectures
Ryong Ryoo
Center for Functional Nanomaterials, Department of Chemistry, and Graduate School of
Nanoscience and Technology (WCU), KAIST, Daejeon 305-701, Korea. E-mail:
rryoo@kaist.ac.kr
Tremendous efforts were made in recent years to prepare mesoporous materials with
microporous crystalline frameworks, using soft templates or hard templates. A new, exciting
method is just emerging from surfactants that are functionalized with zeolite-structuredirecting (ZSD) groups. The surfactant molecules contain one or two long alkyl tails that are
joined with a ZSD multi-quaternary ammonium head group. Depending on the detailed
structures, the head group can function as a ZSD agent for MFI, MTW or β zeolite. A large
number of surfactant molecules can self-assemble into a lamellar, disordered or ordered
mesoporous structure while their head groups act as ZSD agent for a crystalline microporous
zeolite in aqueous solution. The use of these surfactants results in the generation of ultrathin
zeolite nanosheets, zeolite nanosponges, or hierarchically mesoporous-microporous zeolites.
The mesopore diameters of the hierarchically porous zeolites can be controlled by the length
of the surfactant tails, and also by the addition of a pore swelling agent like trimethylbenzene.
The thickness of the mesopore walls (or nanosheets) is controlled by the number of
ammonium in head group, which can be rationally designed. The zeolite synthesis using this
type of surfactants is expected to open a new field of nanomorphic zeolites or hierarchically
nanoporous zeolitic materials. These zeolites would find new opportunities as adsorbents and
solid acid catalysts for organic reactions involving large molecules.
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PL-2

Zeolite particles by disassembly and uses in thin films
Michael Tsapatsis
Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA
tsapatsis@umn.edu
As energy conservation continuously rises in importance, the necessity also increases to
explore potential alternatives to many established thermally-driven processes such as
distillation and crystallization. High-resolution molecular separations membranes have
been reported based on preferential adsorption and/or minute size and shape
differences. Among the candidates for selective separation, zeolite materials have been
explored due to their molecular sieving potential predicted from intrinsic crystalline
properties1,2.
It has long been recognized that polycrystalline zeolite thin films can be used in a
membrane or membrane reactor configuration to achieve improvements in separation
and reaction process efficiency and operating cost savings. Supported polycrystalline
zeolite membranes show serious promise for gas, vapor, and liquid separations
including hydrocarbon mixtures, biofuel/water, and hydrogen/carbon dioxide separation
for energy-efficient clean refineries, biorefineries, and zero emission power plants,
respectively.
Although the first reports on zeolite membranes can be traced back to the 1940’s, it is
only since the 1990’s that renewed research efforts were devoted to achieve this goal.
To manufacture highly selective supported zeolite membranes, a deposition process to
form crack-free, compact, polycrystalline zeolite thin films on porous substrates is
essential. Despite the promising proof-of-concept demonstrations, commercial
implementation is lagging behind because cost-effective, reliable and environmentally
benign thin film deposition methods that can be scaled up to produce commercially
relevant film quantities do not exist. Zeolite membrane technology for industrial-scale
operations depends on reliable manufacturing that can generate hundreds to thousands
of square meters of membrane area and achieve essential membrane characteristics:
continuity with low defect density, appropriate out-of-plane orientation, and thin
membrane thickness3,4.
I will describe an emerging potentially scalable zeolite membrane fabrication method
based on the combination of three recent enabling developments:
I. Films from zeolite nanosheets This concept was introduced about a decade ago5-7 and
is based on materials with structures intermediate between those of crystalline zeolite
frameworks and typical layered materials, such as clay minerals. In contrast to typical
clays, in these “layered zeolites”, each layer includes a porous network (similar to
zeolites), while the gallery between layers (as in clays) provides the ability for
intercalation and exfoliation. Layers with 68, 85-7, 109 and larger member ring
apertures10 are available, and recent progress in exfoliation techniques11 is enabling the
synthesis of nanosheet suspensions for coatings.
II. Secondary growth methods Nanosized defects that could form in-between the zeolite
layers during and after coating create non-selective pathways for transport which reduce
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selectivity. They should be reduced or eliminated. However, non-zeolitic pathway
closure should be accomplished without excessive deposition which would increase the
membrane thickness and reduce flux without a corresponding gain in selectivity.
Secondary hydrothermal growth in the presence of certain structure directing agents and
crystal shape modifiers can achieve compact molecular sieve films with minimal
thickness12-13.
III. Rapid thermal processing methods After the zeolite membrane is made, it has to be
activated at high temperature to remove molecules occluded in the zeolite micropores.
Moreover, zeolite membranes often should be activated after fouling during operation.
These necessary calcination processes often create cracks and other grain boundary
defects with detrimental consequences in membrane selectivity. Furthermore,
conventional calcination is a time-consuming and energy-intensive process that
contributes significantly to the zeolite membrane fabrication cost while it creates a
bottleneck for large-scale production. A calcination technique using lamp-based rapid
thermal processing avoids defect formation and cuts processing time and cost
significantly14-15.
Recent progress in this front will be described.
1. Lin, Y. S.; Kumakiri, I.; Nair, B. N.; Alsyouri, H. Microporous inorganic membranes. Sep. Purif.
Methods 2002, 31, 229-379.
2. Caro, J.; Noack, M.; Koelsch, P. Zeolite membranes: from the laboratory scale to technical
applications. Adsorption 2005, 11, 215-227.
3. Morigami, Y.; Kondo, M.; Abe, J.; Kita, H.; Okamoto, K. The first large-scale pervaporation plant
using tubular-type module with zeolite NaA membrane. Sep. Purif. Technol. 2001, 25, 251-260.
4. Caro, J.; Noack, M. Zeolite membranes – Recent developments and progress. Micropor. Mesopor.
Mater. 2008, 115, 215-233.
5. Jeong, H.-K.; Nair, S.; Vogt, T.; Dickinson, L.C.; Tsapatsis, M. A highly crystalline layered
silicate with three-dimensionally microporous layers. Nature Mater. 2003, 2, 53-58.
6. “Layered Silicate Material and Applications of Layered Silicates with Porous Layers” Tsapatsis
M., Nair S. and Jeong H.W. U.S. Patent 6, 863, 983 B2 (2006).
7. “Layered Silicate Material and Applications of Layered Silicates with Porous Layers” Tsapatsis
M., Nair S. and Jeong H.W. U.S. Patent 7, 087, 288 B2 (2006).
8. Corma, A.; Fornes, V.; Pergher, S.B.; Maesen, T.L.M.; Buglass, J.G. Delaminated zeolite
precursors as selective acidic catalysts Nature 1998, 396, 353-356.
9. Choi, M.; Na, K.; Kim, J.; Sakamoto, Y.; Terasaki, O.; Ryoo, R. Stable single-unit-cell nanosheets
of zeolite MFI as active and long-lived catalysts. Nature 2009, 461, 246-249.
10. Wei, B.; Yu, J.H.; Shi, Z.; Qiu, S.L.; Li J.Y. A new layered aluminophosphate [Al2P4O16]
[C6H22N4][C2H10N2] with 4.12-net porous sheets. J Chem Soc. Faraday Trans. 2000, 13, 1979-1980
11. Maheshwari, S.; Jordan, E.; Kumar, S.; Bates, F.S.; Penn, R.L.; Shantz, D.F; Tsapatsis, M. Layer
structure preservation during swelling, pillaring, and exfoliation of a zeolite precursor. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2008, 130, 1507–1516.
12. Lai, Z.; Bonilla, G.; Diaz, I.; Nery, J. G.; Sujaoti, K.; Amat, M. A.; Kokkoli, E.; Terasaki, O.;
Thompson, R. W.; Tsapatsis, M.; Vlachos, D. G. Microstructural optimization of a zeolite membrane
for organic vapor separation. Science 2003, 300, 456-460.
13. “Crystalline Membranes” Tsapatsis, M. and Lai, Z. U.S. Patent 7, 357, 836 B2 (2008).
14. Choi, J.; Jeong, H. K.; Snyder, M. A.; Stoeger, J. A.; Masel, R. I.; Tsapatsis, M. Grain boundary
defect elimination in a zeolite membrane by rapid thermal processing. Science 2009, 325, 590-593.
15. “Molecular Sieve Membranes and Thermal Treatment Methods for Making the Same” Tsapatsis
M., Choi J. and Jeong H.K. U.S. Patent Application
Funding was provided by the National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy and ADMIRE.
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PL-3

High-valence transition metals Metal Organic Frameworks : from
synthesis to applications
C. SERRE
Institut Lavoisier de Versailles, UMR 8180 CNRS- Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin, 45
avenue des E.U., 78305 Versailles, France ; Email : serre@chimie.uvsq.fr
Most MOFs are based on divalent cations (Cu, Zn, Co…) or Lanthanides.1 This is due both to
the easier synthesis of single crystals for structure determination purposes as well as less
chemical constraints compared to those of higher valence metals. For higher charge density
metals such as Ti, Zr and to a lesser extent Fe or Al, coordination between the linker and the
metal comes in direct competition with the formation of metal oxide or hydroxide. However,
if one excepts metal imidazolate solids, most MOFs usually exhibit a poor moisture stability
which might restrict their use for some practical applications (separation, catalysis…). Recent
studies have shown that the hydrothermal stability of MOFs is strongly related to the strength
of the metal-oxygen (or nitrogen) bonds, increasing thus for a given coordination number,
with the charge of the metal.2 MOFs based on tri- or tetravalent transition metals (Fe, Ti, Zr),
offer thus a better water stability. We will report here the synthesis of trivalent metal
polycarboxylates (M= Fe, Al…) either rigid or highly flexible,3 as well as a few
zirconium(IV) and titanium dicarboxylate MOFs.4,5 On the contrary, for drug delivery
applications, degradability represents an advantage to avoid accumulation within the body of
exogeneous species. However, a (too) fast degradability will induce a burst release of the
cargo and thus a sufficient stability of the MOF, over a few hours or days in physiological
conditions, is required. Finally, in addition to the discovery of new high valence metals based
MOFs and the study of their stability,6,7 we will report here some of their properties in the
field of adsorption, separation and biomedicine.8
[1] Themed issue: Metal-organic frameworks, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2009, p. 1201
[2] J. J. Low, A. I. Benin, P. Jakubczak, J. F. Abrahamian, S. A. Faheem, and R. R. Willis J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2009, 131,
15834–15842
[3] G. Férey, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2008, 37, 191-214
[4] J. H Cavka, S. Jakobsen, U. Olsbye, N. Guillou, C. Lamberti, S. Bordiga, K. P. Lillerud, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130,
13850
[5] M. Dan-Hardi, C. Serre, T. Frot, L. Rozes, G. Maurin, C. Sanchez and G. Férey : J. Am. Chem. Soc., 131, 2009, 10857
[6] V. Guillerm, S. Gross, C. Serre, T. Devic, M. Bauer, G. Férey : Chem. Comm., 2010, 46, 767
[7] V. Guillerm, M .Dan-Hardi, A. Vittadini, S. Gross, T. Devic, G. Férey, C. Serre submitted
[8] P. Horcajada, T. Chalati, C. Serre, B. Gillet, C. Sebrie, T. Baati, J. F. Eubank, D. Heurtaux, P. Clayette, C. Kreuz, J.-S.
Chang, Y. K. Hwang, P.-N. Bories, L. Cynober, S. Gil, G. Férey, P. Couvreur, R. Gref, Nat. Mater., 2010, 9, 172
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selectivity. They should be reduced or eliminated. However, non-zeolitic pathway
closure should be accomplished without excessive deposition which would increase the
membrane thickness and reduce flux without a corresponding gain in selectivity.
Secondary hydrothermal growth in the presence of certain structure directing agents and
crystal shape modifiers can achieve compact molecular sieve films with minimal
thickness12-13.
III. Rapid thermal processing methods After the zeolite membrane is made, it has to be
activated at high temperature to remove molecules occluded in the zeolite micropores.
Moreover, zeolite membranes often should be activated after fouling during operation.
These necessary calcination processes often create cracks and other grain boundary
defects with detrimental consequences in membrane selectivity. Furthermore,
conventional calcination is a time-consuming and energy-intensive process that
contributes significantly to the zeolite membrane fabrication cost while it creates a
bottleneck for large-scale production. A calcination technique using lamp-based rapid
thermal processing avoids defect formation and cuts processing time and cost
significantly14-15.
Recent progress in this front will be described.
1. Lin, Y. S.; Kumakiri, I.; Nair, B. N.; Alsyouri, H. Microporous inorganic membranes. Sep. Purif.
Methods 2002, 31, 229-379.
2. Caro, J.; Noack, M.; Koelsch, P. Zeolite membranes: from the laboratory scale to technical
applications. Adsorption 2005, 11, 215-227.
3. Morigami, Y.; Kondo, M.; Abe, J.; Kita, H.; Okamoto, K. The first large-scale pervaporation plant
using tubular-type module with zeolite NaA membrane. Sep. Purif. Technol. 2001, 25, 251-260.
4. Caro, J.; Noack, M. Zeolite membranes – Recent developments and progress. Micropor. Mesopor.
Mater. 2008, 115, 215-233.
5. Jeong, H.-K.; Nair, S.; Vogt, T.; Dickinson, L.C.; Tsapatsis, M. A highly crystalline layered
silicate with three-dimensionally microporous layers. Nature Mater. 2003, 2, 53-58.
6. “Layered Silicate Material and Applications of Layered Silicates with Porous Layers” Tsapatsis
M., Nair S. and Jeong H.W. U.S. Patent 6, 863, 983 B2 (2006).
7. “Layered Silicate Material and Applications of Layered Silicates with Porous Layers” Tsapatsis
M., Nair S. and Jeong H.W. U.S. Patent 7, 087, 288 B2 (2006).
8. Corma, A.; Fornes, V.; Pergher, S.B.; Maesen, T.L.M.; Buglass, J.G. Delaminated zeolite
precursors as selective acidic catalysts Nature 1998, 396, 353-356.
9. Choi, M.; Na, K.; Kim, J.; Sakamoto, Y.; Terasaki, O.; Ryoo, R. Stable single-unit-cell nanosheets
of zeolite MFI as active and long-lived catalysts. Nature 2009, 461, 246-249.
10. Wei, B.; Yu, J.H.; Shi, Z.; Qiu, S.L.; Li J.Y. A new layered aluminophosphate [Al2P4O16]
[C6H22N4][C2H10N2] with 4.12-net porous sheets. J Chem Soc. Faraday Trans. 2000, 13, 1979-1980
11. Maheshwari, S.; Jordan, E.; Kumar, S.; Bates, F.S.; Penn, R.L.; Shantz, D.F; Tsapatsis, M. Layer
structure preservation during swelling, pillaring, and exfoliation of a zeolite precursor. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2008, 130, 1507–1516.
12. Lai, Z.; Bonilla, G.; Diaz, I.; Nery, J. G.; Sujaoti, K.; Amat, M. A.; Kokkoli, E.; Terasaki, O.;
Thompson, R. W.; Tsapatsis, M.; Vlachos, D. G. Microstructural optimization of a zeolite membrane
for organic vapor separation. Science 2003, 300, 456-460.
13. “Crystalline Membranes” Tsapatsis, M. and Lai, Z. U.S. Patent 7, 357, 836 B2 (2008).
14. Choi, J.; Jeong, H. K.; Snyder, M. A.; Stoeger, J. A.; Masel, R. I.; Tsapatsis, M. Grain boundary
defect elimination in a zeolite membrane by rapid thermal processing. Science 2009, 325, 590-593.
15. “Molecular Sieve Membranes and Thermal Treatment Methods for Making the Same” Tsapatsis
M., Choi J. and Jeong H.K. U.S. Patent Application
Funding was provided by the National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy and ADMIRE.
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PL-4

Needs and Trends in Rational Synthesis of Zeolitic Materials
Zhuopeng Wang, Jihong Yu* and Ruren Xu
State Key Laboratory of Inorganic Synthesis and Preparative Chemistry, College of
Chemistry, Jilin University, Changchun 130012, P. R. China
Corresponding author: jihong@jlu.edu.cn
In this work, we will discuss the relationship between the geometric structures and catalytic
properties of zeolitic materials, and highlight recent efforts and progress toward the designed
synthesis of zeolitic materials. The future developing trends in this area has been prospected
as well.
Introduction
The great importance and increasing needs for zeolites in adsorption and catalysis have
become the driving force for developing new zeolitic materials with high catalytic activity
and selectivity [1]. The superior catalytic properties of zeolites are closely related to their
unique porous framework structures, as well as compositions and morphologies [2, 3].
Therefore, how to design desired zeolite structures based on practical catalytic requirements,
and to achieve the rational synthesis of target zeolite materials is of great academic and
industrial interest [4]. In this work, the needs and trends in rational synthesis of zeolitic
materials will be discussed.
The relationships between geometric structures and catalytic properties
Zeolite catalysts can be considered as molecular reactors since their uniform channels or
cavities of molecular dimension can accommodate molecules and allow catalytic reactions to
take place inside. The most attractive property of zeolites which makes them distinct from
other solid catalysts is the shape selectivity. Several types of shape selectivity have been
proposed such as reactant shape selectivity, product shape selectivity and transition-state
selectivity. The geometric characteristics such as the size of pore opening, shape of channel or
cavity, channel dimension, and pore topology significantly affect the performance of zeolites
in adsorption and catalysis. In this section, Studies on the geometric effect of zeolite
structures on catalytic performances are reviewed, which may provide useful guidance for
synthetic chemists to synthesize, modify, or tailor new zeolitic catalysts with desired
structures.
Strategies toward designed synthesis
Rational synthesis of zeolites with desired structures remains great challenge for the synthetic
chemists unless the complex formation mechanism is fully revealed. In the most recent
decade, with the advances of our understanding on the fundamental of zeolite synthesis, many
research efforts have been made toward the syntheses of tailor-made zeolitic materials with
specific structures. In this section, some novel strategies toward the designed synthesis of new
zeolite structures are highlighted, including designing novel OSDAs, introducing alternative
framework elements directing specific building units, and 2D-3D topotactic condensation, etc.
Computer-assisted design and synthesis
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Computational simulations have become an important tool in assisting in the design of
zeolites with specific structures and properties [5]. By means of computational simulations,
hypothetical zeolitic frameworks can be enumerated or even designed on purpose. In addition,
molecular mechanical and quantum mechanical techniques are introduced to assist the studies
of many aspects in zeolite field, such as predicting the structure directing effect in zeolite
synthesis, simulating the adsorption and diffusion behaviors of guest molecules and active
sites for catalysis. Data mining technique was employed to guide the synthesis of zeolitic
materials as well. These works pave the way toward the ab initio synthesis of new zeolite
materials.
Conclusions
We have discussed the relationships between catalytic properties and geometric structures of
zeolites, and described recent progress that has been made in the aspect of the rational
synthesis. The map to direct the rational synthesis of target materials with desired functions
and structures can be drawn based on the understanding of the relationship of
function-structure-synthesis. It should be pointed out that the most direct and final solution
for rationalization of the synthesis of zeolites depends on a full understanding of the
crystallization mechanism thus will allow us to chemically control the formation of zeolitic
materials with predictable functions and structures.
Acknowledgements
This work is supported by the National Basic Research Program of China (2011CB808703)
and the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
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[2] Corma, A., State of the art and future challenges of zeolites as catalysts, J. Catal., 216 (2003), 298-312.
[3] Cejka, J. and Wichterlova, B., Acid-catalyzed synthesis of mono- and dialkyl benzenes over zeolites: Active
sites, zeolite topology, and reaction mechanisms, Catal. Rev.-Sci. Eng., 44 (2002), 375-421.
[4] Yu, J. and Xu, R., Rational Approaches toward the Design and Synthesis of Zeolitic Inorganic
Open-Framework Materials, Acc. Chem. Res., 43 (2010), 1195-1204.
[5] Catlow, R., Bell, R., Cora, F. and Slater, B., in Introduction to Zeolite Science and Practice, eds. Cejka, J.,
van Bekkum, H., Corma, A. and Schuth, F., Elsevier, Amsterdam, 3rd revised ed edn., vol. Studies in Surface
Science and Catalysis 168, 2007, pp. 659-700.
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PL-5

The formation of zeolites from solution - analysis by mass-spectrometry
Ferdi Schüth
Max-Planck-Institut für Kohlenforschung, Kaiser-Wilhelm-Platz 1, 45470 Mülheim
Introduction
The mechanism of zeolite formation from solution is one of the most elusive problems in
zeolite science. Although substantial insight has been obtained by a variety of different
experimental and theoretical methods, a deep understanding is still lacking. The nature and
the dynamics of silicate and heteroatom-containing silicate species in solution is not well
known – at least for the larger units -, and the elementary processes leading to the formation
of specific zeolite structures are highly disputed. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(ESI-MS) is a powerful tool for the analysis of silicate solutions. It allows the elucidation of
masses of species present, and by using MS-MS experiments, also structural information can
be obtained.
Experimental Configurations
Depending on the specific question, different experimental configurations are used for the
MS-analysis of zeolite synthesis solutions. For slow reactions proceeding on a time scale of
hours, batch experiments are performed and samples are withdrawn periodically and injected
into the inlet system of the mass spectrometer. For intermediate time scales, reaction solutions
can be placed directly in a syringe and injected continuously from the syringe into the mass
spec. Short times scales on the order of minutes are analyzed by using a tubular reactor with a
split. After mixing the reagents, the reaction time is determined by the length of the tube and
the flow rate of the solution. After the desired tube length, a split is used to collect most of the
solution, but a small fraction is fed into the mass spec for analysis. Different systems are used,
which can be heated as well, to allow reactions at different temperatures.
Different types of mass spectrometer and sprayer geometries have been evaluated for the
analysis of pre-nucleating and nucleating zeolite solutions1. Off-axis sprayer geometries were
found to be advantageous, since they prevent incrustations on the apertures and avoid memory
effects.
Pre-nucleating Solutions
Several pre-nucleating systems have been studied with different goals. The hydrolysis of
alkoxysilanes is important as the first step in the formation of zeolites from clear solution. MS
analysis shows that depending on an organic additive (tetramethylammonium or
tetraethylammonium) the system develops towards different oligomers, i.e. the cubic octamer
or the trigonal prismatic hexamer, over a time period of several hours, if one starts with
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) as the silicate source2. While at the end of the reaction, either
the octamer or the hexamer prevails, depending on the alkylammonium ion, both species are
present at intermediate stages of the reaction. The temporal development of the system is
highly dependent on the nature of the silicate source. The longer the alkyl chains of the
alkoxy groups are, the slower is the hydrolysis and thus the development of the system. From
methoxy over ethoxy to propoxy the time to reach the final species distribution increases by
about one order of magnitude for each carbon atom in the alkyl chain.
However, the system is not static after reaching the final oligomer distribution. Using isotope
labelling with 29Si, it could be shown that the cubic octamer and the prismatic hexamer
exchange silicon atoms also under steady state conditions on time scales of minutes to hours,
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depending on temperature. This exchange proceeds in a concerted manner, i.e. it is not single
silicon atoms which are exchanged, but complete faces of the oligomeric polyhedra3.
Nucleating Solutions
The analysis of nucleating solutions by mass spectrometry poses special problems, since
severe incrustation and clogging of the injector often accompany the experiments, because
they are run under conditions, under which solid can form. Nevertheless, in most cases
experiments could be performed for several hours before such problems occurred.
After the start of a zeolite synthesis, in all systems studied, first a population of small
oligomers exists. These species grow in time, until, after solid is formed, rather smaller
oligomers reappear, probably caused by the lower effective silicate concentration in solution.
Experiments for three different zeolite systems, MFI, LTA and BEC, revealed that
immediately before particles are detected by light scattering, structural elements of the zeolite
structure to be formed are already present in solution, i.e. five-ring species in the case of MFI,
cubic octamers linked directly via corners for LTA, and cubic octamers linked via a silicate
tetrahedron for BEC4. This does not necessarily imply that the respective zeolite is formed by
direct assembly of such oligomers, but does suggest, that the solution conditions favor the
formation of specific structural elements, as they are also found in the later zeolite structure.
The evolution of specific oligomers were studied in more detail for the MFI system. MS-MS
experiments were used to discriminate precisely between different oligomeric structures.
Using this technique, it was possible to obtain insight into the processes occurrring during the
induction period for MFI-formation. Initially, different cubic octamer species are
predominant, but over time, the fraction of double five-ring species increases on the expense
of double four-rings. If the ratio of the signal intensity of double four-rings over double five
rings reaches approximately ten, MFI starts to form. This takes approximately 6 h at 170°C,
13 h at 100°C and over 400 h at 40°C. Thus, the induction time is required for a sufficient
concentration of species to form which seem to be required for nucleation5.
Incorporation of Heteroelements
Mass spectrometry is also highly suitable to analyze the incorporation of heteroelements into
zeolites. Several different systems have been studied, including aluminum, germanium,
gallium and titanium. ESI-MS confirms that germanium prefers sites in four-rings and double
four-rings, while gallium was found to be located preferably in positions bridging closed ring
species6. Aluminum incorporation is more difficult to study, since replacing silicon by
aluminum (which requires an additional proton for charge balancing) leads to species with
almost identical mass. Nevertheless, high resolution MS experiments and experiments with
29
Si allowed to also study such systems. Interestingly, clear proof was found that in solution
species exist which violate Loewenstein’s rule, something rarely found in solid state
structures.
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In-situ spectroscopy of zeolite materials at the single particle level
Bert M. Weckhuysen
Debye Institute for Nanomaterials Science, Utrecht University, Universiteitsweg 99, 3584 CG
Utrecht, The Netherlands; e-mail b.m.weckhuysen@uu.nl
Introduction
Heterogeneous catalysis is a fascinating, multidisciplinary science, which is core business
to our energy, chemical and pharmaceutical industries as most reactions are catalyzed by at
least one catalyst containing a multitude of distinct active sites. Although tremendous
progress has been made in our understanding of catalytic solids, their functioning under
realistic reaction conditions still represents a scientific challenge to both academia and
industrial scientists. Deep mechanistic insight in the fundamentals of heterogeneous catalysis
can only be acquired by using advanced characterization methods, often in combination with
theory, as well as by the use of proper in-situ reaction cells and related measurement
protocols.

Figure 1. Schematics of the in-situ approach as applied to powdered catalyst materials (left)
and the in-situ single molecule-single particle characterization approach (right).
In recent years we have seen the development of space-resolved in-situ characterization
approaches, ultimately allowing performing single molecule-single catalyst particle studies,
as illustrated in Figure 1. In this lecture, our work on the spatiotemporal characterization of
individual zeolite catalyst particles at the micron- and nano-scale will be presented.
Results and Discussion
Three examples will be discussed: The first one relates to characterization methods, in
particularly Electron Back-Scattering Diffraction (EBSD), UV-Vis micro-spectroscopy,
confocal fluorescence microscopy and synchrotron-based IR, to shed insight in the presence
of molecular diffusion barriers within large zeolite crystals and how they can be understood
in relation to their morphology (Figure 2). As a showcase micron-sized ZSM-5 zeolite
crystals will be discussed and in this manner the effect of dealumination processes on the
removal of these diffusion barriers will be presented. In a second part of the lecture a
thorough investigation of fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) particles will be discussed, in which
intra- and inter-particle heterogeneities as a function of different deactivation protocols are
elucidated. For this purpose, the styrene oligomerization in combination with fluorescence
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micro-spectroscopy is used to compose changing Brønsted acidity maps. A final part of the
lecture relates to the use of Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM) to unravel
dealumination processes as well as coking profiles during methanol-to-olefin catalysis within
industrial relevant ZSM-5 zeolite crystals at the nanoscale.

Figure 2. Schematic of molecular diffusion barriers occurring in micron-sized H-ZSM-5
crystals leading to spatiotemporal distributions of reaction products during catalysis.
Outlook
The characterization toolbox of catalyst scientists for investigating zeolite materials under
realistic reaction conditions has been significantly expanded in the last decade. It is now
possible to obtain within a ‘single shot’ (a) multiple in-situ characterization data, which are
highly complementary; (b) 1-D, 2-D and 3-D chemical information of a zeolite catalyst as a
function of reaction time down to microns and nanometers; and (c) single molecule and
single active site information, providing insight in the catalyst dynamics. As more
laboratories, including stations at synchrotron radiation facilities, are equipped with in-situ
measurement facilities it should be clear that the future looks bright for scientists aiming to
unravel mechanistic insights in the working and deactivation principles of zeolite materials.
Based on such insights new and/or improved catalyst formulations can be developed.
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Microporous Heteropolyhedra Framework Silicates:
From Light Emission to NO Drug Delivery
João Rocha
Department of Chemistry, CICECO, University of Aveiro, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal,
rocha@ua.pt

The frameworks of zeolites and related crystalline microporous oxides, such as
aluminophosphates (AlPOs), are built up of tetrahedrally coordinated (Si, Al, P) atoms.
Materials possessing mixed octahedral-pentahedral-tetrahedral microporous oxide
frameworks (OPT solids) have been comprehensively studied since the early 1990s, and
encompass silicates of Ti, Zr, Nb, V, Cu, Sn, Ca [1]. Owing to its wide-pore nature,
fascinating structure and thermal stability titanosilicate ETS-10 is one of the most important
OPT microporous material prepared so far. OPT materials display topologies and
compositions unknown in the realms of zeolites and AlPOs. By the turn of the last century,
the constituent elements of heteropolyhedral silicates were extended to lanthanides and,
thus, important properties, such as photoluminescence (PL), became available [2].
Here, I shall review some of the main achievements in the field of OPT materials in the last
fifteen years or so, encompassing new topologies [1], processing (membranes production)
[3] and less ‘conventional’ zeolitic properties, in particular light emission
(photoluminescence), slow release of drug gases (NO) [4], and magnetic resonance contrast
agents [5].
Photoluminescent materials
One of the most important properties of OPT materials is light emission. PL materials, or
phosphors, find applications in cathode ray tubes, projection televisions, fluorescent tubes
and X-ray detectors. Lanthanide (Ln3+)-doped materials are of great interest for a wide range
of other photonic applications, such as tunable lasers, light-emitting diodes, low-energy
scintillators, amplifiers for optical communications and optical storage.
One of the grand challenges in the field of materials engineering of luminescent centres is to
develop multifunctional systems combining light emission with other properties, including
porosity. Clearly, OPT materials may help to effectively meet this aim.
Some milestones of the work in the field photoluminescent microporous OPT materials are:
a) Na4K2Tb2Si16O38·10H2O (AV-9) [2] is the first example of a microporous X-ray
scintillator (emitting light upon excitation with CuKα excitation).
b) An intriguing chiral system, Na3[(Y,Ln)Si3O9]·3H2O, for which it was shown that Eu3+
photoluminescence spectroscopy with excitation by unpolarised light in the absence of an
external magnetic field is able to identify enantiomeric domains in chiral frameworks [6];
and c) K7Eu3Si12O32·3H2O, the first silicate possessing Eu3+-O-Eu3+ dimers (inter-Eu
distance ca. 3.9 Å), i.e., two edge-sharing {LnO6} octahedral embedded in a crystalline
matrix [7]. The dimers exhibit a remarkably long emission 5D0 lifetime of 10.29 ms at 12 K.
Slow release of NO
In the human body, NO is extremely important in vasodilatation, prevention of platelet
aggregation and thrombus formation, neurotransmission, and wound repair. Only a few
papers report on the biological activity of NO-releasing zeolites. Generally, in dehydrated
zeolites, NO binds to extra-framework cations and is released after the materials contact
with water and cations hydrate. We have developed a novel approach to design NO storage
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and releasing microporous agents based on very stable OPT materials possessing
unsaturated transition-metal centers (e.g. pentacoordinated Ti4+ in ETS-4) in the framework,
rather than in the pores (Fig. 1) [4]. The capacity of ETS-4 to release NO in biologicallyrelevant amounts has been assessed experimentally using the oxyhemoglobin method.
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Fig. 1 – Left: Kinetic profiles of NO desorption on titanosilicate ETS-4 and zeolite mordenite, in high vacuum
at 25 °C, after adsorption at 80 kPa. Right: interaction of the NO molecule with the pentacoordinated Ti4+
atom gives ETS-4 exceptional storing and releasing properties for nitric oxide delivery. The presence of water
molecules helps to stabilize the NO adsorbed species.

MRI Contrast agents
The use of magnetic resonance in molecular imaging (MRI) applications is often limited by
the low sensitivity of this technique, despite its high spatial resolution (µm). The
investigation of molecular events at the cellular level requires a relatively large local
concentration of contrast agent (CA) in order to achieve an observable contrast
enhancement. Zeolites have already been explored as CAs in MRI, usually with Ln3+
introduced via ion-exchange of extra-framework cations. OPT materials have the advantage
over zeolites that the Ln3+ ions are embedded in the framework in stoichiometric amounts
and, thus, leaching of the metal is very much reduced. We have investigated aqueous
suspensions of Ln-AV-9 crystals and found negligible water 1H longitudinal relaxivities (r1)
for all Ln3+ ions studied and quite large transverse relaxivities (r2) [5].
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Zeolites and Related Mesoporous Materials for Multi-talented
Environmental Solutions.
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ITALY.
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Despite of over 25 years of intensive technological effort, sub-surface environment cleanup
still remains a challenge. Traditional technologies have succeeded in reducing immediate
threats of contaminated sites, while their ability to get further quality water improvements
have been severely hampered by site-to-site variability, contaminant properties and
inadequate design/implementation of remediation systems. Undoubted difficulties have been
met in presence of heavy contaminations and within this framework, reliable and economical
methodologies are still sought. Biological treatments are suitable mainly when few
contaminants are present or low contaminant concentration allows microbial activities. In
more complex situations, physical-chemical treatments are preferred. Among them,
adsorption technologies are considered simple and effective for water treatment: the challenge
is finding adsorbents able to operate in situations involving natural interfering species (e.g.
humic substances or inorganic ions). Nanomaterials and membranes could provide a
technological breakthrough in this field. Ideal adsorbents should have excellent adsorptive
capacity, fast adsorption/desorption kinetics, long service life and stability under operating
conditions. Activated Carbons (ACs) are typical ones. Unfortunately, ACs suffers of fire risk,
pore clogging, hygroscopicity and lack of regenerability when used for the removal of
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).
Zeolites and related mesoporous materials have been investigated as alternative adsorbents
because of their high adsorption capacity, reliable desorption performances and excellent
chemical stability. In this paper we describe their use as versatile materials for environmental
protection: natural zeolites for removal of heavy metals by ion exchange, hydrophobic
zeolites in case of organic/oil contamination and silica-alumina mesoporous materials in case
of massive organic/oil contamination. Finally, zeolite membranes are proposed for situations
where use of adsorbents is improper (i.e. in presence of very high concentrations of mixed
organic contaminants).
Natural zeolites for environmental applications are still gaining interests mainly due to their
properties and significant worldwide occurrence. Specifically, their ion-exchange capacity for
cations (i.e. ammonium and heavy metal) has been largely demonstrated.
Recently, natural zeolites and their modified forms have also been reported for removal of
anions and organics from water systems. One of the purposes of this paper is updating recent
research results on inorganic cation adsorption using natural zeolites as well as on modified
zeolites for removal of anions and organic compounds. Application of synthetic
(hydrophobic) zeolites for groundwater treatment deserves a special attention. Traditionally,
remediation is performed using Pump & Treat (P&T) technology, involving extraction
(pump) and the aboveground treatment (treat) of the groundwater before its re-injection. This
technology needs adsorbents characterised by very fast adsorption/desorption kinetics. Use of
Permeable Reactive Barriers (PRBs) represents a further innovative approach: the remediation
is operated directly on the groundwater without the need of pumping on the ground.
Adsorbent employed should have both high permeability and ability to front interfering
effects able to reduce process efficiency. Hydrophobic zeolites have been proposed in both
methodologies, as improvement to Granular Activated Carbons (GACs) exploiting both their
high kinetics and selectivity. Furthermore, metal-doped zeolites have been claimed as
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catalysts for organic contaminant decomposition in PRBs (e.g. halogenated compunds). We
describe performances and advantages of using zeolites in field trials in both P&T and PRB
applications: results have been obtained in gasoline refuelling stations (P&T) and in a coastal
petrol refinery (PRB) respectively [1–3]. Successful experiences with zeolites have
demonstrated their excellent adsorption capacity, inertness toward high molecular weight
substances (e.g. humic acids) and inorganic cations, structure stability after prolonged
immersion in water and finally, complete regenerability by simple thermal treatments. It has
to be pointed out that advantage of using the same zeolite lot in subsequent cycles
compensates the higher costs of these adsorbents with respect to conventional ones (e.g.
GACs). On the other hand, zeolites, due to their structural limits, underperform in situations
where huge hydrocarbon concentrations, dispersed oil and different types of heavy metals are
present at the same time (e.g. produced waters from oil extraction). Recent works have shown
that mesoporous materials can have larger adsorption capacity, good selectivity and improved
recoverability for the removal of toxic compounds from aqueous solutions. The preparation of
silica-based adsorbents has generated considerable interest due to their unique large specific
surface area, regular pore structure and modified surface properties. Moreover, they can also
be regenerated for many times after saturation. Mesoporous Silica-Alumina adsorbents
(MSA) have been tested at eni laboratories for the removal of large amounts of organic
compounds, (benzene and toluene at concentrations higher than 200 ppm) and dispersed oil.
The need of contemporary removal of heavy metals, often present as cations and anions, and
organic compounds has stimulated the synthesis of functionalised mesoporous silica,
originating families of adsorbents specific for toxic cations or anions. Functional groups are
anchored on the surface or inside the pores of the mesoporous silica. As a result, the
adsorption capacity is partially influenced by metal-ligand concentrations. In general, removal
of very high concentrations of contaminants can not be managed by adsorption. In this case,
membrane separation systems could be the most practical choice.
Characterizations and applications of zeolite membranes have been extensively investigated
since the mid of 1990s, owing to their potential molecular sieving action, controlled host–
guest interactions and high thermal and chemical stability. The advantages of inorganic
membranes compared with organic ones mainly refer to possibilities of high pressure
application, steam cleaning and back flushing to remove fouling. The uniformity of zeolite
micropore size is a key factor in comparison with amorphous membranes, where control of
pore size distribution is difficult. There are a number of factors which control the separation
properties of zeolite membranes: pore size, Si/Al-ratio and type of counter ions are among the
most important. Furthermore, morphology, size and arrangement of zeolite crystals in a layer
strongly affect permeation and separation characteristics, so that zeolite membrane
technology, although very promising, presents difficulty in commercial diffusion.
As a conclusion, experiences presented and results obtained demonstrate that zeolites and
related mesoporous materials could provide effective solutions for environmental remediation
with particular reference to complex situations.
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Applications of Automated electron Diffraction Tomography (ADT) on
nanoporous materials
Ute Kolb, Enrico Mugnaioli
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany
Structural characterization of nano particles is often problematic for X-ray powder diffraction
due to peak broadening. The impact of this effect is enhanced for large cell structures and
phase mixtures. In these cases transmission electron microscopy (TEM), allowing to use
imaging and diffraction on the same nano volume, is able to deliver significantly more
information. Nevertheless, high resolution TEM, where structural features can be visualized
directly at atomic resolution, demands high electron dose. This causes beam damage, from
structural changes to complete amorphization, in most materials, either organic or inorganic,
and is of high importance for frameworked and hydrated inorganic materials (like zeolites). In
contrast, electron diffraction needs only a fraction of this electron dose and provides structural
data with even higher resolution.
For a complete structure solution, three-dimensional experimental data are needed.
Traditionally, this data is collected via a tilt of a pre-oriented nano-crystal around a low index
crystallographic axis. The resulting diffraction patterns, which are oriented along low index
zones, cover only a limited amount of reflections and are moreover affected by strong
dynamical effects. Data quantity and quality are the key to a successful ab-initio structure
solution and there is a strong need to improve both [1].
Automated electron Diffraction Tomography (ADT) is a recently developed approach for
electron diffraction acquisition and analysis [2, 3]. The core idea is to collect not-oriented
diffraction patterns in a tilt sequence around an arbitrary axis with fixed tilt steps. In such a
way the totality of the accessible reciprocal space can be scanned inside the tilt range of the
microscope goniometer.
ADT data sets have been collected with a FISCHIONE tomography holder and a cooled
GATAN single-tilt holder on a Tecnai F30 S-TWIN transmission electron microscope
equipped with a field emission gun working at 300 kV. STEM images, for crystal tracking,
were collected by a FISCHIONE high angular annular dark field detector (HAADF). Nano
electron diffraction patterns were acquired with a CCD camera (14-bit GATAN 794MSC). A
mild illumination setting resulting in an electron dose rate of 10 - 15 e/Å2s was used. Nano
electron diffraction was performed employing a 10 µm C2 condenser aperture with a 10050 nm beam on the sample. The above described equipment is not mandatory for ADT data
collection. It has been shown that most standard TEMs are capable to be set up for this
technique [4].
The resulting diffraction patterns can not be analysed manually any more, thus a dedicated
software was programmed (ADT3D) which, after some geometrical corrections, reconstructs
the three-dimensional reciprocal space. From this volume cell parameters can be determined
using clustering-routines. Based on that, spots can be indexed and intensities integrated which
are used without any further correction so far. The three-dimensional reciprocal space
reconstruction provides additionally the chance to inspect the volume by eye and detect
crystallographic specialities such as disorder, twinning or other individuals.
Data sets collected by ADT proved to be of higher quality than the ones collected by
conventional electron diffraction based on oriented patterns. Dynamical effects are reduced
such that a standard kinematic approach (intensities proportional to Fhkl2) delivers ab-initio the
complete structural model (direct methods implemented in SIR2008, included in the package
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Il Milione [5]). A further improvement in reflection intensity collection was achieved by
coupling ADT with precession electron diffraction (PED) [6] in order to improve the spot
integration. PED was performed using the SpinningStar unit NanoMEGAS. The precession
angle was kept at 1.2° which is significantly lower than angles used for the measurement of
precessed in-zone diffraction patterns.
Based on ADT and ADT/PED data it was possible to solve about 30 structures in the last two
years, some originating from single nanocrystals down to 30 nm [7]. Remarkably, large cell
porous minerals [8], zeolites [9] and beam-sensitive metal-organic frameworks [10] have been
solved in the last year by direct methods implemented in the same software used in X-ray
crystallography. Examples of recently solved porous material structures will be proposed,
including large cavities and doped zeolites and other porous frameworks.
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Advanced Light Microscopic Techniques for Zeolite Characterization Catalytic Exploration of new Zeolite Materials
Dirk De Vos, co-workers and collaborators*
Centre for Surface Chemistry and Catalysis, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Dirk.devos@biw.kuleuven.be
The lecture will discuss new characterization techniques for zeolite materials, as well as
recent catalytic results with new types of zeolite materials.
Second Harmonic Generation Microscopy and other Light Microscopic Techniques in
zeolite characterization
In a first part of the talk, we’ll focus on developments in light microscopy as applied to zeolite
characterization. We'll first briefly review some of our achievements in fluorescence
microscopy, and the efforts that have been made to improve the spatial resolution, e.g. by
time-resolved, stochastic observation of catalytic sites. We’ll also show how this technique
can reveal diffusional limitations in catalyst particles, e.g. for the epoxidation of olefins in
mesoporous Ti-containing catalysts [1].
As a complementary technique, we have recently introduced Second Harmonic Generation.
SHG is a second-order nonlinear optical phenomenon which, within the electric dipole
approximation, is forbidden for centrosymmetric systems. This means that only molecules
adsorbed on surfaces give a SHG-signal, while the surrounding liquid phases do not generate
a signal. This makes SHG ideally suited to study adsorption processes in the liquid phase in
situ. Moreover, as a second-order process, SHG is very sensitive to symmetry, and can thus be
used to unravel molecular organization. Until recently SHG-work on zeolites was limited to
studies in which the zeolites were filled with dyes outside the SHG-apparatus or in which the
signal was averaged over one or more crystals. We here will show how to use SHG to follow
adsorption and diffusion processes on zeolitic materials in the liquid phase in real-time [2,3]
Recently we expanded our approach to second-harmonic generation microscopy (SHGM).
SHGM has mainly emerged in the last decade for the visualization of biological systems, but
has hardly been used so far in materials science. Herein we present the first SHGM studies on
microporous materials. A study of p-nitroaniline in SAPO-5 crystals reveals that the tool can
be used to map the organization of guest molecules. The study revealed the extent of the
cooperative behaviour of PNA in SAPO-5 [4]. For ZSM-5 crystals it is shown that the
organization of the guest molecules can be used to determine the crystallographic orientation
of the different intergrown crystal parts [5]. The extent of dipolar chains in ZSM-5 moreover
pointed towards a specific diffusion behaviour which has been further unravelled in situ with
SHGM in the liquid phase. New studies in which SHGM is applied to other nanoporous
materials are under way.
Catalytic use of zeolites derived from layered silicate precursors
A high-potential route to new zeolite materials is the topotactic condensation of layered
materials. MCM-22 is probably one of the best known examples. In a collaborative effort[6],
we have studied materials derived from precursors such as the layered silicates RUB-39, or
RUB-36. Condensation of these materials results respectively in the three-dimensional
zeolites RUB-41 (with RRO topology) and RUB-37 (with CDO topology). In early adsorption
studies, the specific separation capabilities of RUB-41, with its 8-MR and distorted 10-MR
channels were already revealed [7,8]. In a next step, Al was inserted succesfully into the
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materials. Specifically, we will demonstrate that the constrained pores of Al-RUB-41 make it
a suitable methanol amination catalyst, with a selectivity for monomethylamine and
dimethylamine that is clearly enhanced because of product shape selectivity [9, 10]. In a next
evolution, the space available in the pores can be enhanced by interlayer silylation of the
material with compounds like dichlorodimethylsilane (DCDMS) or hexamethyldisiloxane.
After calcination of a DCDMS expanded RUB-39, a new ordered material, named COE-2 is
obtained [11]. A detailed catalytic study, with the decane hydrocracking as the test reaction,
revealed that the pores of this COE-2 material are considerably more spatious than in the
related RUB-41 material [12].
Catalytic application of zeolites with MEI topology
ZSM-18 is a microporous aluminosilicate with MEI framework. This zeolite structure was
just recently obtained in its template-free form from an economically accessible synthesis and
can thus be considered new [13]. Relevant characteristics are one-dimensional 12 MR (6.9 x
6.9 Å) pores and unique 3 membered Si-O rings. Presenting a rather Al-rich structure (Si/Al =
5.6), it is not immediately obvious for which reactions ZSM-18 might be a suitable catalyst.
We will show data on the use of ZSM-18 as a catalyst for a series of test reactions. In
addition, surface and structural effects of the catalyst will be investigated. Furthermore, the
effect of dealumination will be assessed.
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The aim of this communication is to present potential advantages of functionalized
magnetic nanoparticles for diagnosis and therapy through (i) an overview of their
potentialities, not only for MRI contrast enhancement, such as the commercial «
(Ultrasmall)SuperParamagnetic Iron Oxide » or (U)SPIO, but also for magnetic fluid
hyperthermia in oncology and remote-triggered drug release, (ii) an understanding of the
problems involved as soon as nanoparticles are injected in the blood-compartment, such as the
reaction of the mononuclear phagocyte system, the opsonization process and the parameters
affecting the nanoparticle biodistribution and (iii) the possibilities for resolving them: surface
modification for long-circulating or macrophage-evading nanoparticles, ligand grafting for
active targeting of specific organs or tumour cells… Illustrations will be given from examples
of the literature or derived from our current research efforts.
In vivo fate of invading nanoparticles
As soon as bare particles are, intentionally or not, injected in the blood compartment,
they are subjected to the action of the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS). The first step of
the clearance mechanism is the opsonization process. Opsonins are circulating plasma
proteins, which adsorb themselves spontaneously onto the surface of particles, and are
capable of interacting with the specialized plasma membrane receptors on MPS cells. The
second step consists in the endocytosis/phagocytosis of the particles by these cells, leading to
their elimination from circulation and their simultaneous concentration in organs with high
phagocytic activity. Therefore, particles are cleared up within minutes from the bloodstream;
their typical final biodistribution is 80-90 % in the liver, 5-8 % in the spleen and 1-2 % in the
bone marrow.
The design of long-circulating particles consists in minimizing their hydrodynamic
radii and making their surface uncharged and hydrophilic in order to prevent/delay the
opsonin adsorption. Moreover, if a definite tissue or cell type is targeted, specific ligands shall
be grafted onto the particle surface in order to create affinity with the cell receptors (active
targeting strategy).
Current and expected applications of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)
MNPs are more and more relevant in medicine because of the penetrability of
magnetic fields into human tissues and the absence of endogenous magnetic entities.
Therefore, MNPs may be towed in magnetic gradients and concentrated in areas of
medical interest (physical targeting strategy). The development of magnetic drug carriers has
been attempted but it necessitates robust drug/MNPs conjugates capable to withstand blood
flow dynamics and therefore large and highly-magnetised particles.
MNPs are able to alter the 1H relaxation and hence to be used as contrast agents in
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Commercial « (Ultrasmall) SuperParamagnetic Iron
Oxide » or (U)SPIOare made of 3 to 10-nm crystals of maghemite/magnetite embedded in a
dextran corona, which ensures their steric stabilisation and later their stealthiness. SPIO
(hydrodynamic diameter of 50-100 nm) are easily phagocytised by the Kupffer cells and are
used for liver MR imaging. Due to their smaller hydrodynamic diameter (20 nm), the plasma
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half-life of USPIOmay reach 20 hours, making some MNPs capable to leak to the
interstitium, where they are cleared by the macrophages of the lymphatic system or drained
via the lymphatic system and subsequently accumulated in the lymph nodes (MR
lymphography). Next MRI developments consist in moving from anatomical imaging to
molecular imaging implying that dextran corona shall beefficiently derivatised with specific
ligands.
Lastly, heat is released when MNPs are subjected to ac magnetic fields making them
useful for oncology hyperthermia treatments. The control of the specific absorption rate
(SAR) of magnetic aqueous dispersion is crucial for calculating the administration dose. In
the literature, SAR values vary from 20 to 600 W.g-1 (of magnetic element), but remain
difficult to compare and poorly correlated to physical theories. The SAR improvement routes
are based on a maximal dispersion state (single MNPs vs. aggregates), surface and core
chemistry optimisation, and narrow size distribution of MNPs. Moreover, the control of in
vivo temperature is equally crucial, because on the one hand heat conduction and energy
adsorption in vivo are widely unknown and on the other hand local overheating may damage
safe tissue. The ideal hyperthermia mediators should be self-regulating by stopping to heat as
soon as the therapeutic temperature is reached. They should avoid overheating due to
agglomerates and achieve a more uniform temperature distribution. For that purpose,
ferromagnetic MNPs with an adjustable Curie temperature are of special interest.
Towards multifunctional platforms
It is now expected that the next developments will also concern multifunctional
platforms which will enable to target specific organs, tissues, cells or sub-cellular
compartments, to be monitored by MRI, to carry drug and release it at the right place and
time. Thermoresponsive polymers / MNPs / drug reservoirs conjugates are being developed
taking advantage of the MNPs heating in ac magnetic fields to trigger the drug release.
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Introduction
Zeolites are currently used in number of technological applications and the potential use of
metal-exchange zeolites in wide range of technological fields, including adsorption,
separation, and catalysis, is evident. While there is a fairly good understanding of most of
these processes taking place in metal-exchange zeolites, a significant improvement of
practical applications can be achieved by increased understanding of little details at the
atomistic level. Assuming that the active site is accessible for adsorbate, the catalytic and
adsorption activity of extra-framework metal cations in zeolites depends primarily on the
metal cation coordination. Understanding of the effect of the extra-framework metal cation
coordination in zeolites on their adsorption and catalytic activity is discussed based on the
extensive reconciliation of experimental and theoretical results.
Results and discussion
The metal cation coordination in zeolites depends on (i) metal cation itself (size, charge,
coordination preferences) and (ii) on zeolite topology and chemical composition (including
aluminum distribution). The framework flexibility, that also affects the cation coordination, is
determined by zeolite topology and composition.
A simple example of CO adsorption on Na-FER and Li-FER is shown in Fig. 1. Small Li+
cation fits perfectly inside the 6R
while Na+ cation is located slightly
above the 6R plane; as a consequence,
-22
-25
CO adsorption on Na+ in 6R is
Na+
stronger than on Li+ in 6R. On the
contrary, the coordination of both
Na+ and Li+ cations is similar in the
8R site on the channel intersection
6R / FER cage
8R / FER intersection
and, consequently, the CO adsorption
is stronger on small Li+ in 8R than on
Na+ in 8R.
Similar examples relevant for
-30
adsorption in alkali metal cation
-20
+
Li
exchanged zeolites are discussed,
including zeolites FER, MFI, LTA,
FAU and various small molecules.
8R / FER intersection
6R / FER cage
The coordination of divalent cations in
energies (in
zeolites is also discussed, in particular, Figure 1. Calculated interaction
+
+
2+
CO and CO2 adsorption on Mg and kJ/mol) of CO with Li and Na cations located in
6R separating two FER cages and in 8R on the
Ca+ exchanged zeolites [1].
intersection of main and perpendicular channels in
FER.
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The effect of extra-framework cation coordination on the stability and structure of
adsorption complexes is also very important for transition metal extra-framework cations.
While the coordination of alkali metals or alkaline earth metals does not change much upon
the interaction with adsorbate, the coordination of transition metal cations may change
significantly upon the interaction with adsorbate. Adsorption enthalpies can differ as much as
50 kJ/mol depending on the extra-framework cation coordination with the framework [2]. The
cation coordination also strongly affects the energies of reaction intermediates and transition
states [3]. Examples of the role of the extra-framework metal cation coordination on the
reaction path are discussed.
While the understanding of the effects of cation coordination on both adsorption and
catalytic properties is mostly based on the results of systematic computational investigation, it
is essential to compare the results with available experimental data. Therefore, a number of
connections between experimental and theoretical work is drawn for both, adsorption and
catalysis.
Conclusions
The better is the cation coordination with the framework the weaker is the cation interaction
with adsorbate. A strong interplay of experiment and theory can help in understanding of
effects of the cation coordination on adsorption and catalytic properties. The adsorption and
catalytic properties of zeolites containing a particular extra-framework cation can be modified
by an appropriate choice of zeolite topology and composition [4].
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Introduction
Due to the manifold applications of crystalline zeolites, such as in molecular sieving, ion
exchange, selective adsorption, catalysis and microelectronic devices, increasing attention
worldwide has been paid to the preparation of zeolites in forms suitable for practical
utilization and to the development of methods for producing bilayer zeolites films with
controllable thickness. This zeolite hybrid coating has great utility and its function and
application can be easily tuned by changing the zeolite species used to generate it. Aluminum
alloys are relevant for aerospace applications due to their many attractive properties such as:
light weight, high mechanical strength and high heat conductivity. In order to solve the
corrosion problems encountered on aluminum alloy, Yan et al. have developed a new class of
zeolite corrosion-resistant coating using high-silica zeolites (MTW, *BEA, and MFI) [1,2].
Unfortunately, all attempts to combine low-silica-zeolite (LSZ) and aluminum substrates have
met with great difficulty. Problems arise when attempting to synthesize LSZ coatings on
aluminum substrates. LSZ synthesis solutions are known to have a very high pH, often greater
than 14. This pH is very corrosive and dissolves the aluminum substrate during synthesis.
This work is dedicated to the development of methods to produce low and high-silica-zeolites
hybrid film on aluminum alloys substrates with desirable thickness for space decontamination
applications.
Experimental
The bottom layer was prepared by in-situ crystallisation of the ZSM-5 zeolite according to the
procedure described by Yan et al. [1]. EMC-1 zeolite (FAU structure-type) top layer was
synthesized on the above protected substrate using secondary growth method. In a first step,
faujasite seed crystals were prepared from a clear solution of molar composition
0.35Na 2O:9TEAOH:0.5Al 2O3:25SiO2:295H 2O as described by Jakob et al. [3]. The resulting
solution was purified by centrifugation. In a second step, the aluminum substrates (AA-6061
and AA-7075) coated by ZSM-5 zeolite were placed in a 1 wt % aqueous solution of cationic
polymer poly(diallydimethylammonium chloride) and immersed in the faujasite seed crystals
colloidal suspension prepared above. Once the seeds had been adsorbed, 4 vertically fixed
seeded substrate were immersed into a 48 mL autoclave containing a gel of molar
composition 2.1 Na 2O:10 SiO2:1 Al 2O3:0.5 (15-crown-5):100 H2O and hydrothermally treated
at 110°C for 10 days. After the synthesis the so-obtained films were cleaned by ultrasonic
bath to remove the loosely attached crystals, rinsed with water, dried and calcined at 550°C
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with a plateau at 380°C and a low temperature ramp of 1°C per minute to avoid cracks in
films.
Results and discussion
XRD pattern recorded on the bilayer film are presented in figure 1a. All detected diffraction
peaks can be indexed to ZSM-5 and EMC-1 zeolites structures, apart the peaks between
38.47° and 44.72° which correspond to the aluminum substrate. Additional evidence for the
existence of both zeolites types is provided by surface SEM images as shown in figure 1c by
the presence of pyramidal shape crystals, typical of EMC-1 zeolite morphology. The bilayer
film thickness was evaluated by cross-sectional SEM observations to be 10 µm while the
thickness of EMC-1 zeolite top layer is approximately 1.5 µm. Proportions of the two types of
zeolites in the bilayer film were also estimated by nitrogen sorption measurement using the
method of mass assessment. The bilayer film seems to be composed of 15% (w/w) of EMC-1
zeolite and 85% (w/w) of ZSM-5 zeolite. This result is in perfect concordance with SEM
observations of film thickness and calculations of deposited mass obtained thanks to volume
of coated zeolites and zeolite density.
The strong adhesion of ZSM-5 zeolite coating to aluminum substrates as well as between the
two zeolites layers were confirmed by scratch technique.
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of the bilayer film of ZSM-5/EMC-1 zeolites on aluminum substrates
(a) and SEM images of ZSM-5 zeolite film (b) and the bilayer film of ZSM-5/EMC-1(c) on
aluminum substrates.
Conclusions
Zeolites hybrid bilayer film composed of a bottom layer of zeolite ZSM-5 and a top layer of
zeolite EMC-1 was synthesized on aluminum alloys using secondary growth method. SEM
and XRD results clearly indicate a homogeneous, highly crystallized and intergrown coating.
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Introduction
Zeolite beta [1] is a model material to study the effects of Al and B heteroatom substitutions
and structure directing agents (SDA) on zeolite nucleation and growth rates because it can be
synthesized with Si to heteroatom ratios from 3 to ∞ [2-4]. The broad heteroatom synthesis
concentration range is due to the variety of SDAs available to crystallize zeolite beta. In
addition to charge, these SDAs range from inorganic (e.g., Na+) to organic, the latter group
containing one or two quaternary ammonium groups in addition to moieties such as benzyl
groups, heterocyclic amines and ammonium groups, methylene chains, and methyl groups.
A significant number of investigations of zeolite nucleation and growth have been
reported [5, 6]. The proposed nucleation mechanisms vary from classical [7] to complex
mechanisms wherein an amorphous phase changes to become crystalline by internal Si-O-Si
rearrangements [8]. There are also disagreements regarding zeolite growth mechanisms,
commonly attributed to either colloidal aggregation [9] or monomer addition [10]. To test the
validity of these models we have previously investigated zeolite beta formation in dilute
solutions. Three populations of particles were observed during crystallization [11, 12].
Initially at room temperature supersaturated silica self-assembles into primary particles (< 3
nm). Upon heating the primary particles to 120°C, the least colloidally stable ones aggregate
into secondary particles. The secondary particles have a density and composition similar to
zeolite beta, change structurally over time to become zeolite beta nuclei, and aggregate into
tertiary particles (zeolite beta) that subsequently ripen into well-ordered crystals exhibiting a
well-defined morphology. Based on these observations a two-step model was proposed to
describe zeolite beta nucleation. In this model the density and composition of the secondary
particles becomes similar to zeolite beta upon heating and afterwards, a slower evolution of
the secondary particle structure occurs to complete nucleation.
Experimental
Synthesis solutions at two concentrations were investigated. The molar composition of the
dilute set of solutions was 1 Si(OCH 2 CH 3 ) 4 / 80 H 2 O / X NaOH / Y TEAOH / 0.02 NaAlO 2
where X + Y = 0.6 and X was 0 or 0.1. The dilute solutions were prepared as described in
reference [12]. The molar composition of the concentrated set of solutions was 1
Si(OCH 2 CH 3 ) 4 / 20 H 2 O / X NaOH / Y TEAOH / L Al(OCH 2 CH 3 ) 3 where X + Y = 0.5, X
was 0 or 0.1, and 0.01 < L < 0.18.
Synthesis solutions were investigated using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and small
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The experimental setup is described elsewhere [11, 12].
Solids separated by centrifugation were analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
JEOL 7400F), thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA, Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 1 STARe
System), and Cu K α powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD, Philips X’Pert X-ray diffractometer).
The TGA program used was heating from 25 to 900°C at 3°C/min in 50 ml/min of air flow.
Results and discussion
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The rates of zeolite beta nucleation and growth have been investigated in dilute synthesis
solutions using DLS and SAXS. It was determined that the growth rate of zeolite beta is
affected by the steric colloidal stability of the secondary particle population in the synthesis
solution which, in turn, can be decreased by exchanging some sodium cations for TEA+. This
exchange also retards nucleation of zeolite beta at low Al concentrations (L < 0.08 in the
concentrated synthesis solutions). Herein we have suggested that this is due to formation of
internal [[AlO 2 ]– Na+] ion pairs and the short-range excluded volume interactions of sodium
cations that optimize T-atom voids in the secondary particles that are not the size of the pores
in zeolite beta.
In more concentrated synthesis solutions the nucleation, growth, and solid solution
chemistry have been investigated using DLS, SAXS, XRD, ICP-AES, SEM, and TGA. In the
absence of sodium cations the crystallization process proceeds through the formation of
primary, then secondary, and then tertiary particles as observed in the dilute solution. Using
this knowledge we were able to synthesize nearly monodisperse zeolite beta particles with
sizes between 100 and 500 nm by simultaneously changing concentrations of
Al(OCH 2 CH 3 ) 3 , NaOH, and TEAOH in the synthesis solution to retain nucleation selectivity
to zeolite beta while varying the relative rate of its nucleation to growth.
A mechanism of exchange of [[≡SiO]– TEA+], [[AlO 2 ]– TEA+], and [[AlO 2 ]– Na+] ion
pairs inside of zeolite beta has been identified using TGA. The exchange of these units
enables the qualitative description of the free energy of the zeolite beta products and in turn
this enables fitting of the observation of surface roughening into a model of growth analogous
to well-established models in protein crystal growth. Identification of the limits of the number
of SDAs occluded inside of zeolite beta enabled an approximation of the end-state diagram of
the synthesis solutions using the T-atom framework density of zeolite beta and the volume to
charge ratio of Na+ and TEA+. This is encouraging for future prediction of zeolite end-state
diagrams.
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Introduction
Zeolites are generally prepared under hydrothermal conditions following two different routes:
the “basic route”, which leads to relatively small crystals with many structural defects, and the
fluoride route, which provides zeolites with large and almost defect-free crystals, as
evidenced by 1H and 29Si NMR [1]. The introduction of the fluoride route offered a
significant number of new structures, particularly those containing D4R units, which could
not be obtained in basic media [2]. Interestingly, many zeolites like ZSM-5 and ZSM-48 can
be prepared in both media. For such zeolites, the question remains whether the two synthesis
methods have some connections or not. If they have, those connections should shed light on
the mechanism of formation of the corresponding zeolites. In the present work, we will show
how as-made [F]-zeolites (such as ZSM-5 and ZSM-48) can be reversibly converted to [OH]zeolites without any dissolution/recrystallization of the framework. The [F] ↔ [OH]
"exchange" will also be investigated on less standard zeolites like ITQ-13, prepared in
fluoride medium and containing D4R units in the structure. The influence of the location of
F/OH anions in the framework will be discussed.
Experimental
Pure silica ZSM-5 and ZSM-48 were prepared using conventional synthesis routes. ITQ-13
was prepared following ref. [3] using hexamethonium cations as template. Treatments were
performed under hydrothermal conditions using NH4F or NH4OH solutions. NMR spectra
were obtained on a Bruker DSX 400 spectrometer and TEM was performed on a Jeol 2010.
Results and discussion
The morphology of pure silica ZSM-5 crystals synthesized through the OH-mediated route
does not change upon treatment with NH4F but significant modifications are observed in the
corresponding 19F and 29Si NMR spectra (Fig. 1). The presence of an intense 19F signal
around -60 ppm after treatment suggests that F anions have been incorporated in the
framework and occupy a [415262] cage, as it is the case for ZSM-5 prepared in the fluoride
medium. Moreover, the 29Si NMR spectrum looks better resolved and characterizes a less
defective framework. The opposite situation is observed upon treating a zeolite prepared in
the fluoride medium with a basic solution. The large crystals are preserved and the 19F NMR
signal, present on the original zeolite, disappears upon treatment. The resolution of the 29Si
NMR spectrum is partially lost, which reflects the presence of defect silanol groups. The
complete disappearance of 19F NMR signal indicates that the process is not limited to the
surface but affects the whole crystal. Very similar results have been obtained on ZSM-48. In
both zeolites, it has been reported that F ions are located in [415262] cages. Our experimental
observations suggest an exchange between F and OH anions in the framework.
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Figure 1: TEM pictures and NMR characterization of pure-silica ZSM-5 zeolites
In ITQ-13, F anions occupy 2 different positions in the framework: one is located at the center
of D4R and the other is close to the 4MR window shared by two fused [415262] cages. 19F
MAS NMR spectra of pure silica ITQ-13 clearly show that F- ions in [415262] cages can be
exchanged for OH- whereas those in D4R units cannot.
D4R
OH
1 2 2

[4 5 6 ]

Figure 2: 19F NMR spectra of [F] (left) and [F,OH] (right) pure silica ITQ-13
The mechanism of exchange will be discussed for a series of as-made zeolites with various
compositions and framework topologies. Moreover, it will be clearly demonstrated that the
process occurs without dissolution/recrystallization of the zeolite.
Conclusions
The easy exchange between F and OH in zeolite frameworks implies that anions could occupy
similar positions in the framework and, consequently, could play a similar role in zeolite
crystallization (stabilization of 4MRs). Exchange is possible in [415262] cages by migration of
anions through 5MR or 6MR units. However, preliminary results show that a partial exchange
is not possible in D4R units, probably because anions cannot pass through the narrow 4-ring
windows or because these units are not stable in the absence of fluoride. Moreover, the
possibility to tune the composition and framework defect concentration in zeolites opens new
opportunities in the preparation of materials with controlled properties.
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Introduction
Cage-based zeolites are of advantage for a score of applications. In particular this is true for
LTA, which for example can serve as host for unique metal clusters. For example K, AgI and
Ag clusters in LTA zeolite exhibit specific magnetic1, light-absorption2 and luminescent
properties3. LTA and KFI topologies have in common that both contain the same cavity called
α or lta-cage. In both zeolites the α cages are accessible through eight-membered rings
(8MRs). But while in LTA the α-cages are directly connected, in the KFI structure they are
spaced by paulingite cages (pau), which makes KFI an interesting host topology.
KFI materials have been synthesized with several different protocols4,5,6,7,8. The majority of
the obtained KFI zeolites have a Si/Al ratio higher than 2. Here we report a novel synthesis
method for low-silica KFI type zeolite. The new method involves the use of an organic
structure directing agent, viz. the tetramethylammonium cation, next to three alkali cations:
lithium, sodium and potassium. A parametric study was conducted in order to determine the
boundaries of the synthesis field of the KFI phase and some samples were cation exchanged
by Ca2+ and K+. Characterization of the samples showed that the very high Al content caused
a symmetry reduction from cubic to rhombohedral due to an ordering of Al sites in the
framework.
Experimental
The chemical composition of a typical starting gel for KFI synthesis was 4 SiO2 : Al2O3 : 3
LiCl : 3.3 TMAOH : 0.2 NaCl : 0.4 KCl : 400 H2O. The synthesis procedure was as follows:
aluminum isopropoxide was dissolved in a solution of tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAOH), sodium chloride (NaCl) and potassium chloride (KCl) by heating at 90 °C until
the solution was clear. After cooling down to 40 °C, tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS)
dissolved in the same volume of methanol was added. Alcohols added and formed by the
hydrolysis were boiled off. The amount of deionized water was adjusted and lithium chloride
was added just before transferring the gel to a polypropylene bottle that was then treated at 90
°C for 7 days.
A synthesis parametrical study revealed the composition limits of the synthesis field. Ion
exchange was carried out on some samples (three times at 60 °C) with either Ca(NO3)2 or
KNO3. As-synthesized and exchanged zeolite samples were characterized by several
techniques including XRD, SEM, 7Li, 13C, 27Al and 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy, TGA and
chemical analyses.
PXRD revealed a symmetry reduction from Im3m to R3c. Before Rietveld refinement with
GSAS9 the lattice coordinates with Al inserted in 3 of the 8 T sites was relaxed using the
Catlow library10 and Gulp11 with a charge neutralising background.
Results and discussion
The described synthesis led to phase pure KFI type zeolite. The parametrical study showed
that the KFI synthesis field in the present system is very narrow, and that KFI is in
competition with zeolites of the CHA, OFF and EDI types. TGA and chemical analyses
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determined the composition of the new KFI material as: |Li22.0Na1.4K2.7((CH3)4N)5.6|
[Si60.2Al35.8O192].68 H2O
29
Si MAS NMR resulted in a Si/Al ratio of 1.66 confirming the very low value determined by
chemical analysis (1.68).
The XRD powder patterns of the as-synthesized and exchanged samples showed that the high
aluminum content caused a symmetry reduction from cubic to rhombohedral. From the eight,
originally symmetrically equivalent, double six-rings (D6Rs) in the cubic system, two
symmetrically different D6Rs were found in the lowered symmetry. Two were of type 1, and
contained 6 Al each, while the remaining six D6Rs of type 2 contained 4 Al each. In total this
resulted in 36 Al per original unit cell, matching perfectly the measured 35.8 Al. The resulting
different charges of the D6Rs also affected the position of the charge compensating cations.
Fig.1 illustrates the situation in the Ca-exchanged form . The two D6Rs of type 1 each have 2
Ca2+ in front of their six-rings, while type 2 D6Rs have Ca2+ positioned off centre.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time such a crystallographic ordering of Al sites
led to a symmetry reduction in zeolites with a Si/Al ratio higher than 1.

Figure 1. Representation of the 8 symmetrically equivalent D6MRs in the cubic KFI structure
(Im3m, left) and of the new KFI rhombohedral structure (R3c, right), in which Ca2+ cations
can be seen next to the type 1 yellow D6MRs (6Al) and the type 2 red D6MRs (4Al).
Conclusions
A new synthesis method for a zeolite with KFI framework, with tetramethylammonium,
lithium, sodium, and potassium cations, was discovered. A parametrical study was conducted,
which showed that in this compositional field other zeolite materials such as EDI, CHA and
OFF are in competition with the KFI. The new KFI material showed a very high Al content
(Si/Al ~ 1.7). A previously unseen crystallographic ordering of Al sites in the framework led
to charge anisotropy in the cavities which may be exploited in novel applications.
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Introduction
Zeolites are regarded as one of the most important catalysts in industry because of
their large surface area, high adsorption capacity, uniform and intricate channels, high thermal
and hydrothermal stabilities, and well-defined micropores with excellent shape-selectivity in
catalysis.[1] As example, titanosilicate TS-1 with a MFI-type framework are considered a
milestone in catalytic oxidation due to its excellent performances in a series of oxidations
using H2O2 as a clean oxidant.[2] MFI-type zeolite possesses an anisotropic framework with
two intersecting 10-membered ring channels including straight channels (5.3×5.6 Å) parallel
to b-axis and zig-zag channels (5.1×5.5 Å) parallel to a-axis.[3-5] Thus, by controlling
crystalline length along b-axis, catalytic properties in oxidations and adsorption selectivities
over TS-1 crystals could be significantly adjusted.
We have investigated the energy of three MFI orientations (001, 010, and 101) using
ab initio DFT calculations, and the results indicate that (010) surface is the most energetic
favorable orientation of the three candidates. This surface is potentially favorable for
adsorption of organic additives due to the orientation and coordination of the exposed Si/O
atoms on this particular surface. Thus, we proposed that as the different additives interact with
this surface during the early crystallization period, the growth of MFI crystals along the borientation would be controlled.[6]
Experimental
Sheet-like TS-1 crystals (TS-1-S) were hydrothermally synthesized from starting
titanosilicate gels with molar ratios of SiO2/0.02 TBOT/0.3 TPAOH/40 H2O/0.33 IPA/0.0740.368 urea. Typically, (1) 0.154 g of TBOT was dissolved in 0.448 g of IPA, followed by
addition of 10.26 mL of TPAOH (12.6 % wt.), 6 mL of water, and 5 mL of TEOS; (2) After
stirring at room temperature for overnight, 0.5 g of urea was introduced into the gel; (3) After
stirring for 4-5 h, the gel was transferred into an autoclave to crystallize at 180 °C for 24 h; (4)
After filtrating at room temperature, drying at about 80 °C, calcining at 550 °C for 4 h, sheetlike TS-1 crystals (TS-1-S1) were obtained.
Chain-like TS-1 crystals (TS-1-C) were hydrothermally synthesized from starting
titanosilicate gels with molar ratios of SiO2/0.02 TBOT/0.3 TPAOH/40 H2O/0.33 IPA/0.0240.084 flurocarbon surfactant (FC-4). For comparison, normal TS-1 crystals were synthesized
from a starting titanosilicate gel with a molar ratio of SiO2/0.02 TBOT/0.3 TPAOH/40
H2O/0.33 IPA.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows SEM images for TS-1-S and TS-1-C crystals. TS-1-S samples
synthesized in the presence of urea exhibit typical sheet-like morphology. Particularly, TS-1S1 synthesized from molar ratio of urea with silica at 0.368 gives uniform crystals with b-axis
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at ca. 80 nm and a-axis at ca. 400 nm. In A
B
contrast, TS-1-C2 samples prepared using
120 nm
400 nm
FC-4 shows a chain-like morphology with
80 nm
b-axis at ca. 5 µm and a-axis at ca. 0.5 µm,
300 nm
which are reasonably attributed to the stack
of TS-1 crystals along b-axis, confirmed by
a high-resolution TEM image. Interestingly, C
D
TS-1-C2 crystals are mechanically stable
5 µm
2 µm
even after ultrasonic treatment for 2 h,
0.5 µm
indicating that this chain morphology is not
0.5 µm
a result of physical aggregation but of
strong interactions between the crystals.
It is worth noting that both urea and
FC-4 play important role for the formation Fig.1 SEM images for (A) TS-1-S1, (B) TS-1-S2,
(C) TS-1-C1 and (D) TS-1-C2 samples
of sheet-like and chain-like TS-1 crystals.
When these organic additives are absent in
the starting titanosilicate gels, the morphology of TS-1 crystals are normal, in good agreement
with those reported previously. When the starting gels have different molar ratios of the
additive to silica, TS-1 crystals with distinguishable b-oriented length have been successfully
obtained. These results have demonstrated that TS-1 crystalline morphology could be adjusted
and controlled by the amount of urea and FC-4 in the starting gels. Notably, both urea and
FC-4 exist during the synthesis period of TS-1 crystallization at 2-4 h, and these additives are
also suitable for applications of the other zeolites. e.g. silicalite-I zeolite with sheet-like
morphology is successfully synthesized in the presence of urea additive.
As a standard reaction benchmark, Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime
shows that the catalytic activities are strongly dependent on b-oriented length of TS-1 crystals.
TS-1-S catalysts with very short b-axis-length (b-axis of 80 and 120 nm and a-axis of 400 and
300 nm) are very active and stable. In contrast, TS-1-C catalysts with long b-axis-length (baxis of 2 and 5 µm and a-axis of 0.5 µm) exhibit relatively low conversion. These results are
attributed to the fact that the short b-axis-length of TS-1 crystals is favorable for the diffusion
and conversion in Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime. On the other hand, TS1-C2 exhibits high ratio of p-/o-xylene at 3.8 in adsorptive test of xylenes, which is potentially
important for industrial production of p-xylene.. On the contrary, TS-1-S1 gives the ratio at
1.2, indicating almost no difference for the adsorption of p-xylene and o-xylene.
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Introduction
The observation of long-lived charge separated states within the zeolite internal void space is
well-known [1-3]. However, most of the parameters stabilizing the charge separated states
have to be clearly elucidated. In that context, the fate of the ejected electron is still a matter of
debate and the influence of the framework topology has to be thoroughly understood.
Therefore, we have used the t-stilbene probe molecule to follow the sorption course into
Brønsted acidic zeolites with ferrierite (H-FER), H-ZSM-5 and mordenite (H-MOR)
topologies and analogous Si/Al ratio. We have used continuous wave and pulsed EPR, diffuse
reflectance UV-visible absorption (DRUVv) and Raman scattering to monitor the direct
exposure of t-St crystals to dehydrated zeolites in the absence of solvent and under inert gas.
Experimental
Prior to sorption, weighed amounts of zeolite (ZSM-5 Si/Al = 13.5; H-FER Si/Al=10; HMOR Si/Al=10) were freshly dehydrated by a calcination procedure up to 723 K under argon.
Weighed amounts of dry t-stilbene (t-St, C14H12) were introduced into the cell under dry
argon. The DRUVv spectra of the powdered samples were recorded using Cary 6000i
spectrometer. The instrument was equipped with an external integrating sphere to study the
powder zeolite samples through diffuse reflectance. A Bruker RFS 100/S instrument was used
as a near-IR FT-Raman spectrometer (λex=1064 nm). The CW EPR measurements were
performed on a Bruker ELEXYS E580E spectrometer operating at X-band (~9 GHz). All
measurements were made at room temperature or at 4.2 K. HYSCORE spectra were recorded
at 4.2 K using the four pulse sequence π/2-τ-π/2-t1-π-t2-π/2-τ-echo.
Results and discussion
The spectral data show evidence of simultaneous t-St spontaneous ionization and the
formation of long lived radical cation-electron and electron-hole pairs. The very long lifetimes
of the transient species generated in zeolite (several months) allow their characterization with
respect to the electronic and vibrational properties. The experimental data show clearly that
the kinetics of t-St sorption, charge separation, and charge transfers depend dramatically upon
the zeolite structure. The ionization rates and ionization yield values demonstrate that a strong
synergy exists between the H+ polarization energy and spatial constraints imposed by the
channel topology. Different charge transfer behaviours are reported as a function of the
zeolite structure. After ionization, the t-St+ radical cations are stabilized for months in the
narrow pores of H-FER (figures 1 and 2, left). In contrast, a competitive reaction mechanism
is observed in H-ZSM-5 where t-St+ evolve progressively to stable electron-hole pairs (tSt@H-ZSM-5●-●+) through hole transfer (figures 1 and 2, right). The created charge transfer
complex is characterized by an intense and broad absorption band in the visible spectral range
[2,3]. The compartmentalization of the ejected electrons trapped away from the initial site of
t-St ionization hinders probably charge recombination. Within the larger pores of H-MOR, the
hole transfer is very fast and the radical cation-electron pair is not clearly detected but its
formation constitutes indubitably the first stage of the electron transfer.
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Figure 1. (Left): Diffuse reflectance UV-visible absorption spectra recorded for 9 months after
the mixing of solid t-St and H-FER dehydrated at 723 K under argon. (Right): Diffuse
reflectance UV-visible absorption spectra recorded for 2 months after the mixing of solid t-St
and H-ZSM-5 dehydrated at 723 K under argon.
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Figure 2. 2D-HYSCORE patterns recorded at 4.2 K after the mixing of solid t-St and
dehydrated zeolite. (Left) t-St●+@H-FER●- recorded 6 months after the mixing of t-St and HFER. (Right) t-St●+@H-ZSM-5●-●+ electron-hole pair recorded 2.5 months after the mixing of
t-St and H-ZSM-5.
These features might tentatively be explained by using the non adiabatic electron transfer
theory. The low reorganization energy in the narrow channels of H-FER might explain the
strong stabilization of t-St●+ through a very slow hole transfer rate. In the less constrained HZSM-5 and H-MOR, the higher reorganization energy might explain the striking increase of
the hole transfer rate to form charge transfer complexes. Thus, the charge transfers occurring
within the channels of zeolites are largely controlled by the close match between t-St and the
pores and by the field gradient that is considerably enhanced by confinement.
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Introduction
In the last decade, Groothaert et al. showed that methane can be converted to a methanol-like
species at mild conditions using Cu-exchanged zeolites [1]. However, the product strongly
sorbed to the surface and the process was not catalytic. To successfully activate methane by
partially oxidation to a methanol derivative one must understand the reaction mechanism.
This necessitates knowing the structure of the Cu sites that participate in the reaction by
determining them during the different reaction conditions. This poses a challenge, since there
might be different Cu sites present and not all might participate in the reaction. High energy
resolved fluorescence detected X-ray absorption spectroscopy (HERFD XAS) and time
resolved XAS (QuickXAS) were explored to monitor the structure of the Cu atoms under
different gas feeds.
Experimental
The Cu-zeolite catalyst was synthesized by aqueous ion exchange of the Na-form of
mordenite (MOR) with copper acetate. Zeolite framework structure was characterized by Xray diffraction (XRD) and N2 physisorption (BET). The sizes of the copper aggregates were
probed by TEM. The in situ XAS measurements at the Cu K-edge were performed at the
SuperXAS beamline of the Swiss Light Source in Villigen, Switzerland. The HERFD XAS
spectra were collected using a Johann-type spectrometer with a spherically bent Si(444)
crystal [2]. Accuracy of the incident and emitted photon energy calibration was better than 0.2
eV. The QuickXAS measurements were in transmission geometry with the Si-111 channel-cut
monochromator oscillating at 0.1 Hz (5-s resolution per spectrum). A copper foil absorption
spectrum was simultaneously measured for internal energy calibration.
For the QuickXAS and HERFD XAS experiments, the catalyst was mounted inside a 3-mm
diameter fixed bed quartz reactor heated with a hot air blower. Feed gases were introduced by
a mass flow controlled gas mixing panel and the product gases monitored by a quadrupole
mass spectrometer. The catalyst was activated in 50 mL/min of oxygen at 450°C, cooled
down to room temperature in oxygen, reacted with methane at 150°C, and heated 5°C/min in
30 mL/min of helium. Standard data reduction of the XAS spectra was performed with XDAP
[3]. HERFD XAS spectra of the catalyst were compared to those of Cu reference compounds.
Results and discussion
XRD and BET showed that the MOR topology was kept intact after ion exchange and the
absence of crystalline copper particles greater than 3 nm. TEM micrographs of calcined CuMOR showed copper particles of 0.5-2 nm. After activation with oxygen and interaction with
methane, the mass spectrometer detected CO2 starting at 225°C during heating in helium,
indicating that a reaction product from methane had sorbed on the catalyst surface, which has
been previously reported by UV-vis measurement and GC analysis (after extraction) to be
methanol [1]. Fig. 1 shows the HERFD XAS spectra of Cu-MOR under the different reaction
steps and includes a spectrum of activated Cu-MOR dosed with methanol. For comparison,
spectra of Cu reference compounds are also shown. The weak pre-edge feature at 8977 eV is
the quadrupole allowed 1s→3d transition indicative of the Cu2+ state. The rising edge features
above 8979 eV are assigned to 1s→4p transitions plus ligand-to-metal-charge-transfer
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shakedown. The edge shifts to higher energy with oxidation state due to increased effective
nuclear charge but is also influenced by ligand environment and symmetry. The absorption
maximum is due to multiple scattering and is dependent on the local geometric structure [4].
The spectrum after calcination showed the pre-edge feature and the rising edge at 8985 eV,
indicative of Cu2+ character. After cooling, flushing out excess oxygen, and interaction with
methane at 150°C, the rising edge shifted to 8982 eV, the 8985 eV feature maintained, and the
pre-edge feature lowered to half intensity. This could be an indication of mixed Cu2+/Cu+
states under methane and reflects the added ligand environment. In comparison, the spectrum
of Cu-MOR dosed with methanol does not have a pre-edge, has the similar rising edge at
8982 eV, and has an added feature at 8988 eV, which shows combination of reduced Cu state
and strong ligand effects. A mixture of Cu states present could not be excluded and requires
quantitative modeling. After heating in helium, the rising edge feature at 8982 eV
significantly lost intensity, indicating loss of sorbed species, which is supported by the CO2
signal in the MS trace. The pre-edge and edge features returned to almost similar shape as the
starting Cu2+ state, showing re-oxidation. QuickXAS spectra indicated a stable first shell
configuration during stages in the reaction run.
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Figure 1. HERFD XANES spectra of Cu-MOR under different reaction conditions, with the pre-edge
region emphasized in the inset (left) and the spectra of copper reference compounds (right).

Conclusions
In situ XAS showed the changes from Cu2+ after oxygen activation to a mixture of Cu2+ and
Cu+ states of the copper particles in Cu-MOR upon methane conversion, similar to the
reduction of Cu after methanol interaction.
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Introduction
The high temperature combustion of fossil fuels in stationary and mobile power sources gives
rise to nitrogen oxides, NOx, which are serious atmospheric pollutants. For engines operating
under lean burn conditions and also in stationary power sources there is an excess of oxygen
over fuel in the inlet mixture, so that selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NO x is required.
One reductant that can be added to the exhaust gas is ammonia, and NH3-SCR is a wellestablished approach to NOx removal. Copper-exchanged ZSM-5 zeolite was reported in 1986
to be a good catalyst for direct SCR of NOx with hydrocarbons in vehicle emissions[1] and
has since been studied extensively for this reaction and also for SCR with NH3. Copperexchanged zeolites with the chabazite structure have also been shown to be active catalysts
for NH3 SCR of NO [2]. Structural studies of chabazite Cu-SSZ-13 have located Cu2+ ions
occupying 3-fold (6MR) sites[3]. Furthermore, copper-exchanged forms of the
silicoaluminophosphate (SAPO) analogue of chabazite (Cu-SAPO-34) have been shown to be
active for the SCR of NO with hydrocarbons such as propene and with NH3.[4] Here we
report the synthesis and characterisation of copper-containing SAPO STA-7 [5], (Cu-STA-7)
prepared using a copper-cyclam complex (cyclam = 1,4,8,11-tetra azacyclotetradecane) as a
co-template. Calcination of the as-prepared solid liberates Cu2+ from the complex, resulting in
microporous Cu,H-STA-7. This preparation route has the advantage of avoiding the additional
aqueous Cu2+ exchange and drying steps previously used to give Cu-SAPO catalysts, and also
reduces the negative effects of hydrolysis of the structure associated with this process. In
addition, Cu,H-STA-7 has been shown to be active in the SCR of NO in the presence of
propene or ammonia, with particularly promising results achieved for NH3 SCR in the
presence or absence of H2O.
Experimental
Cu-STAS-7 was prepared hydrothermally, and characterized by single crystal diffraction,
synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction, SEM, EDX, TGA, ESR and UV-visible spectroscopy.
Cu,H-STA-7 was prepared by calcination at temperatrures between 400 and 550 C, and
characterised by adsorption, single x-ray diffraction, synchrotron powder diffraction (at 25 –
400 C) and NMR, IR, ESR and UV-visible spectroscopy, and the accessibility of the copper
cations was probed by IR in combination with the stepwise adsorption of CO and NO as
probe molecules. Catalytic experiments were conducted at atmospheric pressure in a
conventional continuous-flow microreactor. Around 1 g of the catalyst was sieved to a mesh
size of 20/30 to minimize the mass transfer limitations. Before the evaluation of activity, the
catalyst was pre-treated in situ with a total flow of 3300 cm3 min-1 containing 79% N2 and
21% O2 or 100% N2 at 500 oC for 1.5 h and then cooled to room temperature. A reaction gas
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mixture consisting of 500 ppm NO, 500 ppm NH3 or 2000 ppm C3H6, and 5% O2 with or
without 10% H2O in N2 balance was fed into the reactor system. A total flow rate of 3300 cm3
min-1 (100000 h-1 GHSV) was mainly used for the catalyst activity testing. The inlet and
outlet gas compositions were monitored by a Nicolet 6700 FT-IR spectrometer.
Results and discussion
Copper cyclam is included as a co-template during the crystallization of SAPO STA-7, where
it acts to partially balance the negative charge of the framework. Single crystal diffraction
locates it within the large cages of the STA-7 structure, and the complex is confirmed to be
intact by ESR and UV-visible spectroscopy. Calcination in oxygen liberates Cu2+ cations from
the complex, and they are determined by Rietveld refinement of X-ray powder diffraction to
partially occupy four crystallographically-distinct sites in the structure. IR spectroscopy with
chemisorbed NO molecules supports this site distribution. The resulting Cu,H-SAPO STA-7
shows high activity for the SCR of NO with NH3 in the presence and absence of admixed
water vapour, and over the temperature range of 200 to 450 °C. The material is active for
SCR with propene, but gives lower conversion than for Cu ZSM-5, which may be attributed
to its smaller pore size.

Figure (left) as-prepared Cu STA-7, (center) calcined Cu STA-7 and (right) NO SCR conversion with NH3

Conclusions
Direct synthesis of SAPO STA-7 is possible using copper cyclam as a co-template. Upon
calcination this liberates Cu2+ ions that occupy at least 4 different sites. The calcined solid is
highly active for NH3 SCR of NO. This approach can be generalized to the synthesis of other
AlPO4-based catalysts
We acknowledge Dr. Stephen P. Thompson at Diamond Light Source for help in collection of
synchrotron data and Dr. Sharon Ashbrook and Mr Daniel Dawson for NMR spectra.
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Introduction
The synthesis of zeolites is still today a very challenging subject because many non consistent
schemes exist, without a general consensus among them. One often believes that silicalite
« clear sol » represents a simple enough system with the possibility of proving or disproving
the existence of secondary building units in solution. This belief has been thinning due to
more characterization of the nanoparticles present in what was believed to be "solutions"
appear as stable sols. Actually, the silicalite precursor can be prepared out of silica or of
TEOS mixed with tetra-alkyl-ammonium hydroxide (TAAOH) and water. The composition
expressed as a SiO2/TEOS:TAAOH:H2O. The different objects present in the precursor apart
from water, are the soluble species, from the monomer to high nuclearity oligomers, particles
with various names, sub-colloidal or colloidal particles, the size of which varies from about
0.8 nm to several tens of nm. Actually, the evolution of silicon from the initial source to the
different species under which it incarnates, would be defined by different states of silicon
connectivity. Succeeding quantifying by NMR, the connectivity of silicon under its different
state, oligomers, nanoparticles or crystals has been achieved, despite the many negatives
previous attempts. It is the aim of this contribution to show off the role of the reduced
parameter <n> in understanding where the control of zeolite selectivity lies.
Results and discussion

The results obtained provide for precursors solutions the evolution of the average connectivity
with the degree of hydrolysis. For the precursor heat treated samples, the connectivity changes
with the time of heating. The figure 2 displays the evolution of connectivity for the precursor,
and figure 3 the connectivity of nanoparticles in the heat treated solution.
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
Nanoparticles must be divided into two categories, the nano-aggregates of 2-5 nm formed
during hydrolysis with an average connectivity of about 3.2, and "intermediates particles"
with much larger size 20-100 nm. When crystallization takes places, Bragg lines appears.
With the average connectivity, possible models for describing the crystallization of zeolites
can be checked for consistency with this critical data set. During crystallization the global
connectivity does not change much, indicating a redistribution of bonds created during
hydrolysis. Templating takes therefore place during the first "aging" period of heating for
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crystallization. A model consistent with the global connectivity constancy during heating is
displayed figure 4.

Figure 4. Crystallization mode.
Conclusions
By studying the average connectivity of silicon all along the paths from TEOS hydrolysis to
synthesis of silicalite by heat treatment,[1-4] one can observe a invariant number of
connectivity that is just redistributed among the silicon objects and sites. No new connectivity
is globally created during synthesis. Most of the control of zeolite synthesis is achieved at the
precursor formation and the first heating period where the templating effect takes place.
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Introduction
Acidic zeolites are highly active catalysts in cracking and isomerization of hydrocarbons.
These reactions are usually followed by deposition of coke in the micropores that may affect
both acidity and porosity of the catalysts, leading to their deactivation. The aim of this work
was a complementary study on activity, deactivation and regeneration of zeolite catalysts in
cracking of n-nonane. This hydrocarbon was selected as a probe because its thermodesorption
has been found a good method for characterization of porosity of zeolites [1,2], mesoporous
silicas [2-4] and their carbon replicas [4], allowing determination of the micro- and mesopore
volume. Positions of the peaks in the thermodesorption profiles of nonane are directly related
to the pore size. The mesopore size distributions determined from the quasi-equilibrated
thermodesorption profiles of nonane show very good agreement with those obtained from N2
desorption isotherms [3].
Experimental
The studied materials were commercial zeolites, differing in the pore size and connectivity
as well as in acidity: H-USY (Si/Al=4.5, Linde), HY (Si/Al=15, Zeolyst), HZSM-5
(Si/Al=15, Zeolyst), HMOR (Si/Al=5.7, Bitterfeld Chemie AG, prepared from Na form).
All catalytic and thermodesorption experiments were performed using the catalytic
microreactor system CATLAB (Hiden Analytical) equipped with the QMS detector and
thermostated saturator for adding vapors to the carrier gas. Prior the experiments a sample of
zeolite (25 mg, 0.4-0.5 mm particles) was activated by heating at 10°C/min to 500°C in He
flow. Catalytic cracking of nonane was performed by heating the sample at 10°C/min to
500°C and stabilizing this temperature for 5h. Helium saturated with vapor of nonane (at
20°C, 0.43 % mol) was used as reaction mixture. In order to remove the coke formed during
the cracking and regenerate the catalyst the temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) at
10°C/min to 700°C was performed using of 5% O2/He mixture. For probing changes in
porosity of the catalyst, temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of nonane was performed
before and after the catalytic test and after the TPO: after preadsorption of nonane at 50°C for
1h followed by purging out excess, the molecules adsorbed in the micropores were desorbed
by heating the sample in a flow of He at 10°C/min to 400°C.
The most intensive fragmentation mass 43 (C3 H7) was selected as a measure of the
concentration of nonane. For monitoring the cracking products the mass 28 (C2H4) was
chosen. In the TPO of coke the masses 18 (H2O), 28 (CO) 44 (CO2) were also recorded.
Results and discussion
Result of the catalytic tests (Fig. 1) show that studied zeolites differ considerably in the
catalytic activity: from 29% conversion for HY (Si/Al=15) to 82% for HZSM-5 (Si/Al=15).
These two zeolites exhibit good stability, but for H-USY and HMOR quite fast deactivation is
observed. The TPO profiles measured after the catalytic tests confirm that formation of coke
is negligible on the stable catalysts. However, despite similar activity and deactivation rate
much larger content of coke was found for H-USY than for HMOR.
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Figure 1. Left: Concentration profiles of nonane in the catalytic tests (the profiles for HMOR, H-USY and HY
were shifted up by 1, 2 or 3·10-7, respectively). Right: TPO profiles of the coke formed during the catalytic tests.

Figure 2. TPD profiles of nonane before and after the catalytic test and after the TPO of coke.

The initial parts of the catalytic tests, recorded for the increasing temperature, are similar to
the quasi-equilibrated thermodesorption (QE-TPD) experiments [1]. For the least acidic
zeolite HY (Si/Al=15) the QE-TPD profile is not affected by the catalytic reactions of
desorbing molecules and contains two peaks: the low temperature one (84°C) corresponding
to desorption from the mesopores and the micropore-related high temperature one (191°C).
Additional peak observed for the more acidic H-USY (169°C) may result from desorption of
the molecules chemisorbed on the strong acid sites. For HMOR and HZSM-5 cracking of the
molecules desorbing from the micropores occurs.
The TPD profiles show changes in adsorption of nonane in the zeolites’ micropores
resulting from the coke deposition and its further oxidation (Fig. 2). Large decrease in
micropore volume due to coking and its increase after TPO was found for HMOR and HUSY. For the coking-resistant HZSM-5 the corresponding changes are much smaller.
Differences in the TPD profiles before the reaction and after TPO observed for HMOR and HUSY may indicate structural changes during oxidation at high temperature (700°C).
Conclusions
The use of nonane for probing both adsorptive and catalytic properties of zeolites provides
an insight into origin of their activity, indicating that their catalytic performance depends not
only on their acidity, but also on the pore size controlling adsorption degree of the substrate.
These findings shall be compared with the standard porosity and acidity characterization of
the zeolites obtained by means of N2 adsorption and NH3 thermodesorption.
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Introduction
At present, the majority of structural information of ordered mesoporous solids is usually
provided by electron microscopy. Transmission electron micrographs as well as high
resolution scanning micrographs reveal structural features such as pore geometry, pore size
distributions, pore arrangements, and pore wall thicknesses. Much information from such
micrographs usually can be assessed directly from the images. The information is completed
by electron diffraction data. Far less commonly, structural information that exceeds mere
lattice constant or symmetry determination is derived from X-ray diffraction patterns [e.g. 13].
However, lots of information can be deduced from a detailed analysis of diffraction data but
unfortunately the information is not directly accessible. In contrast to normal crystal structure
analysis, ordered mesoporous solids consist of periodically ordered pores that are enclosed by
amorphous pore walls for most materials. The periodicity that causes the diffraction pattern is
not due to periodic arrangements of atoms but to periodic variation of electron densities
between pores and pore walls. Structural information can be accessed by different methods.
Here, two approaches will be discussed. Fourier transformation of structure factors as derived
from diffraction patterns as the first method and structure refinement via fitting of calculated
XRD patterns of model structures to measured XRD patterns as the second method will be
discussed on diffraction data of ordered mesoporous carbons.
Experimental
Ordered mesoporous carbons of type CMK-3 and CMK-5 were provided by Jörg-Joachim
Nitz and Anhui Lu. They have been synthesized using SBA-15 silica as hard template with
furfuryl alcohol, dissolved in trimethyl benzene, as the carbon source and oxalic acid as
polymerization catalyst. After deposition of the carbon precursor, carbonization was achieved
by heating at 850°C under protective atmosphere. XRD patterns have been measured at the
SAXS beamline of the IBN (Graz, Austria) at the Elettra Synchrotron radiation source in
Trieste, Italy. The powder samples were measured in 2 mm quartz capillaries. Integrated
intensities of the individual reflections have been obtained with a multi-peak fitting routine of
the Igor Pro 6.2 software package (WaveMetrics).
From the derived intensities then structure factors for individual reflections have been
calculated taking Lorentz polarization factors into account. The obtained structure factors then
have been used for direct calculation of electron density distribution maps via Fourier
transformation.
Structures models have been obtained by distributing certain electron densities in a hexagonal
unit cell in a manner that it describes the periodicity of the pore walls. From the distribution
of the electron densities in the unit cell, theoretical diffraction patterns have been calculated
and compared to measured XRD patterns. By modification of the structural parameters, such
as lattice constant, rod/tube diameter, wall thickness, and electron density distribution
between rods/tubes, differences between measured and calculated diffraction patterns could
be minimized which resulted in refined structure models.
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Results and discussion
A typical result of a direct calculation of electron density distribution from measured XRD
intensities is illustrated in Figure 1. Using correct phases, quite reasonable electron density
maps can be derived. However, using incorrect phases results in substantially wrong electron
density distributions as shown on the right.

Figure 1. XRD pattern (left) and electron density distribution for CMK-5 (middle) as
calculated via Fourier transformation of structure factors that have been derived from the
XRD pattern. Projections of electron density maps applying different phases (right).
The phase for each reflection has to be known for a correct calculation. Unfortunately, the
phase changes with different pore diameters and/or pore wall thicknesses. This problem can
be overcome using the second approach. Building appropriate models allows not only
refinement of the pore wall topology by searching for the best fit of calculated and measured
XRD patterns. It also provides correct phases which then in turn can be used for the
calculation of the electron density maps which allows easy verification or falsification of the
structure model.

Figure 2. Structure model (left) and theoretical XRD pattern (right) as calculated using the
electron density distribution of the structure model.
Variance of pore wall thickness and pore diameter allows for further refinement of the
structure as well as consideration of electron density between adjacent rods or tubes.
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Introduction
Solid-State NMR is one of the most used techniques for advanced characterization of the local
environment in a large number of materials, such as zeolites, ordered porous solids, organicinorganics hybrids, but also glasses, ceramics, crystalline or gels. For the last decades, the
technique benefited from numerous improvements on different aspects, which can be
classified into 3 categories: resolution, sensitivity and development of pulse sequences to
highlight connectivities. On the latter case, a lot of these methodological developments have a
focus on quadrupolar nuclei of spin number I>1/2, which constitute a majority of the nuclei
found in the previously mentioned materials. In the present contribution, we will illustrate the
progress in solid-state NMR, through the detection of spatial proximities and bonded
connectivities between spin ½ and quadrupolar nuclei provided by Heteronuclear MultipleQuantum Coherence (HMQC)-type pulse sequences. In this case, the advantage (higher
sensitivity, better robustness) of the HMQC will be given by comparison with popular CrossPolarization (CP) approach. All methodological developments will be applied to the advanced
characterization of aluminophopshate molecular sieves, crystalline and amorphous
phosphates.
Results and discussion
Amongst many advantages of D-HMQC method [1,2] over the CP technique,[3] the
correlation can be obtained either through the evolution of scalar couplings between the
heteronuclei or using dipolar recoupling techniques. In the latter case, we have demonstrated
recently that SFAM [4] sequences provide higher efficiency and robustness to radio frequency
(rf) inhomogeneity and resonance offset than the other recoupling sequences such as REDOR
or R3. We will show that the D-HMQC technique is little sensitive to rf-field, spinning speed
fluctuations, offset and CQ values, and it exhibits a very good efficiency that allows the
detection of nuclei only present in minor proportions. The main conclusions will first be
illustrated for model chemical systems, such as the molecular sieves AlPO4-14 (cf. Fig. 1-a) or
crystalline compounds. Then, the structures of various phosphate-based inorganic systems (cf.
Fig. 1-b) will be investigated by S-{31P} D-HMQC techniques where S = 27Al, 11B and 51V.[5]
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In particular, the efficiency of D-HMQC will be demonstrated through the characterization of
phosphate compound with less than 3% phosphorous content.

Figure 1. (a) D-HMQC MAS 2D spectrum of aluminophophate molecular sieves AlPO4-14
highlighting proximities between aluminium and phosphorous sites. The experimental time
was less than 7 hours. (b) D-HMQC MAS spectrum of vanadophosphate compound. Stars are
used to denote impurities.
Conclusions
We will show that valuable and unreported information on the structure of porous phosphate
materials can be obtained using D-HMQC sequence. The D-HQMC method alleviates the
main limitations of the cross-polarization technique. In particular, it does not require
complicated and time-consuming optimization procedures. Moreover, even if all examples
given here refer to phosphate samples, it is obvious that this sequence can also be applied to
probe spatial proximities between other spin-1/2 isotopes (29Si, 1H, 19F…) and quadrupolar
nuclei.
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Introduction
ALBA synchrotron will soon open its doors to users. Such an important topic as is catalysis
and chemical reactions under operando conditions has not gone unnoticed. The wide range of
applications of zeolites makes them particularly interesting for industrial purposes. To
improve their properties one needs to understand their structural changes in time at an atomic
level while the reaction takes place. In this sense synchrotron techniques are very attractive to
scientist working in this research field. This approach allows to relate structure, activity and
functionality in a direct manner.
There are two beamlines at ALBA that will dedicate part or most of their time to carry out insitu experiments; namely CLÆSS (Core Level Absorption&Emission Spectroscopies)
devoted to X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy, and MSPD (Materials Science Powder
Diffraction) devoted to High Resolution X-ray Powder Diffraction.
In this communication we will present the facilities and capabilities related to catalysis of
both CLÆSS and MSPD beamlines and will give some illustrative examples of recent results
performed with zeolite-based catalysts.
Experimental
2.5 wt% Co-TNU9 and 2.5 wt% Cu-TNU9 zeolite were synthesized following the ion
exchange procedure [1] and calcined at 550 oC for 3h.
The zeolites were measured via X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy at the Co and Cu K-edges
(7709 and 8979 eV, respectively) at Super-XAS beamline (SLS) and SpLine (CRG-ESRF)
under real catalytic conditions in the standard catalytic cell described in the next section. Insitu reactions were carried out in 0.3% NO, 0.5%C3H8 and different percentages of O2 (0%,
0.65%. 1.95% and 11.4%) and using a total flow of 100 mL/min. The measurements were
done at ambient pressures and at different given temperatures ranging from rT up to 550 oC.
X-ray Powder Diffraction was carried out at SpLine (CRG-ESRF) under the same reaction
conditions.
Results and Discussion
Two in-situ catalytic cells have been designed and built within the framework of a
collabotration between the Instituto de Tecnología Químico – Valencia (ITQ) and ALBA
synchrotron to carry out solid-gas catalytic experiments in both CLÆSS and MSPD
beamlines. The first of the cells is a multi-purpose cell that allows to perform standard
experiments where solid-gas reactions take place and different measurement configurations
and combination of ancillary techniques are possible. The second cell instead, is intended to
carry out time-resolved studies via either absorption or diffraction techniques. These cells are
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able to work at temperatures up to 700 oC and pressures up to 20 bars. Both are highly
reliable, robust and easy to use, which makes them ideal to be employed in synchrotrons.
These two cells are a valuable asset to ALBA and will be available for the entire user
community.
The first tests with the cells and control unit have already been performed in different
synchrotrons. Those have shown to be highly reliable, robust and easy to use which makes
them ideal for frequent and intensive usage.
The selective reduction of NOx in the presence of propane and O2 by Co and Cu zeolites
(TNU9, IM5 and BEA) has been investigated by XAS at the Co and Cu K-edges and XRD,
in-situ, under catalytic conditions. This is an important method that enables to reduce NOx
emissions in modern or diesel automobiles that work under lean conditions [2]. These zeolites
appear to be highly active in converting NOx to N2 at temperatures between 450 and 550 oC;
especially the Co-based zeolite that is much more stable at high temperatures and in the
presence of steam that typically comes out from the exhaust of a car.
No long range changes on the zeolite structures could be appreciated by XRD but it was
found by XAS that the overall electronic density around the transition metal atom in the
zeolite was important for the activity and stability of this catalytic reaction.
Conclusions
In this experiment we could conclude that the existence of the redox couple Co2+/Co3+ and
Cu+/Cu2+ in the right amount was critical for the catalytic activity of the zeolite. In other
words, the unique existence of one single oxidation state was unable to catalyze the reaction.
Furthermore, the intrinsic pore structure appears to be also decisive for the activity of the
Co,Cu-zeolites.
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Introduction
SSZ-13 with the chabazite (CHA) topology is a promising catalyst for the methanol to olefins
(MTO) reaction due to its high selectivity towards olefins (up to 87 wt %) [1]. Its
silicoaluminophosphate (SAPO) analogue SAPO-34 is the commercially preferred catalyst
because it leads to less coke formation. Both types of catalysts suffer from comparatively fast
deactivation due to coke deposition in the microporous CHA framework, blocking the
reactants’ access to the acid sites and regeneration cycles remain crucial. One way to cope
with catalyst deactivation due to coking appears to be the introduction of substantial
mesoporosity. Desilication is a straightforward method to arrive at mesoporous zeolites
Olsbye et al. reported mesopore generation in SSZ-13 by desilication with NaOH [2]. Despite
the presence of mesoporosity, catalyst stability was not improved compared to the parent
SSZ-13, possibly due to a lack of interconnectivity of the micro- and mesopore systems.
Recently, Ryoo et al. have explored the use of diquaternary ammonium-type surfactants to
prepare nanosheets of MFI zeolites [3]. Here, we investigate the synthesis of mesoporous
SSZ-13 using [C22H45-N+(CH3)2-C4H8-N+(CH3)2-C4H9]Br2 (denoted as C22-4-4Br2) as the
mesoporogen. The zeolites were characterized by XRD, SEM, TEM, ICP-AES, Arphysisorption, 1H MAS NMR, CO FTIR and applied as catalysts for the MTO reaction.

Scheme 1. Structure of [C22H45-N+ (CH3)2-C4H8-N+ (CH3)2-C4H9]Br2.
Experimental
Mesoporous SSZ-13 was synthesized by using N, N, N,-trimethyl-1-adamantammonium
hydroxide (TMAdOH) and C22-4-4Br2 as templates. The initial gel was subjected to
crystallization in a Telflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave at 160°C for 6 days. After the
crystallization, the solid product was collected by filtration, washed with deionized water and
dried at 110°C. As-synthesized zeolite was calcined in air at 550°C for 6 h and ion-exchanged
three times with 1.0 M NH4NO3 solutions followed by calcination at 550°C for 6 h in order to
obtain its proton form.
Methanol conversion into olefins was tested in a fixed-bed reactor at 350°C at a WHSV of 0.8
g g-1h-1. In a typical experiment, the catalyst was pretreated in air at 550°C for 2 h prior to
reaction. The products were analyzed by online gas chromatography.
Results and discussion
XRD patterns evidence the formation of zeolites with the CHA structure in all cases. Figure 1
shows SEM pictures of SSZ-13 and a representative mesoporous SSZ-13. Whereas the former
sample clearly consists of large cubic crystalline particles, the latter particle is made up from
very small crystals formed by limited zeolite growth. The SEM image suggests the presence
of a network of mesopores integrated into the microporous crystal. The mesopore volume
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determined by Ar physisorption is 0.21 g/cm3 with a Langmuir surface area of 1032 m2/g.
Corresponding values are 0.01 g/cm3 and 664 m2/g for SSZ-13. The micropore volume of
both samples is 0.18 and 0.21 g/cm3 for SSZ-13 and mesoporous SSZ-13, respectively.

a

b

Figure 1. SEM images of a) SSZ-13 and b) mesoporous SSZ-13.
These samples were applied as catalysts in the MTO. As shown in Figure 3, the initial
methanol conversion for both zeolites is 100%. Deactivation is expressed as the time needed
to obtain a conversion of 50%. This was about 3 h for SSZ-13 and 7 h for the mesoporous
zeolite. Both catalysts produce more than 90% olefins with a slight preference for propylene
for the mesoporous SSZ-13 catalyst. Further optimization of the amount of mesoporogen has
led us to obtain a catalyst with a life time of more than 20 h.
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Introduction
Nanosized porous materials can be applied as building units to create hierarchically
structured porosity to minimize internal molecular diffusion for the design of adsorbents and
catalysts. As stable colloidal suspension, they have been envisioned and tested as nanocargo
for imaging and drug delivery in medical diagnosis and therapy. Monodispersion and size
calibration are key points for a better structural control and toxicity problems. In addition, as
nanocargo, their size should be smaller than 100 nm to avoid capillary plugging (embolism) in
living systems. It remains a challenge particularly to obtain particles smaller than 50 nm
particularly when monodispersity and shape control are targeted. The first report by Mann et
al. was based on supersaturation control using dilution to quenching of the nucleation step
followed by a neutralization meant to quenched the growth [1]. A “double surfactant system”
was later proposed without supersaturation control and using instead an additional surfactant
to the cationic surfactant, which is of non-ionic type and claimed to act as grain growth
suppressant [2].
Here, a robust synthetic route for well-structured ultra small porous nanoparticles of less
than 20 nm is obtained by combining the double quenching method of Mann et al. with the
double surfactant approach cited above where the final pH quenching is performed at slightly
acidic pH (5.5) and where the presence of a nonionic surfactant required in the initial stage
apparently affects mainly the very first nucleation step rather than the growth step.
Experimental
Mesoporous silica nanoparticles were synthesized via a quenching method with two
surfactants, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and nonionic surfactant triblock
copolymer Pluronic F127. The typical molar ratio in the reaction solution was 1 SiO2 : 0.5
NaOH : 0.12 CTAB : 0.0048 F127 : 130 H2O. The surfactants were dissolved in a basic
solution with NaOH and distilled H2O at RT under continuous stirring. A short time (40 s)
after silica source (tetraethoxysilane (TEOS)) was added, the reaction solution was 6 times
diluted using distilled water for the nucleation quenching. 4 min later, the pH of the solution
was adjusted to 5.5 by HCl (2M). After stirring for 3 h, NaOH was added to achieve a very
weak acidic or neutral condition (pH~6.5 to 7). The stirring was stopped after another 2 h, and
the suspension was then kept in static solution at RT. A solid sample can by extracted by
centrifugation. Surfactants were removed by calcination at 550 °C for 6 h.
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Results and discussion
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image (Fig. 1a) shows spherical
nanoparticles with homogeneous morphology and size (about 20 nm). X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns (in Fig. 1b) exhibit rather intense broad peak with obvious though unresolved
secondary peaks consistent with very small ordered domains. Assuming an hexagonal array of
channels, the d100 would be ca. 5.3 nm consistent with the HRTEM observations. Notably,
the XRD pattern increases in intensity but remains as broad consistent with a preserved
monodomain size and ordering after removal of the surfactant molecules, as usually observed
for bulk material where the surfactant removal leads to a better density contrast between the
wall and the channel. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement of the synthetic solution
(not presented here) shows that the colloidal objects are distributed in size between 26 to 42
nm, while after dilution and ultrasonication treatment the primary particle size is monomodal
at 18 nm (Fig. 1c). Despite the obvious aggregation of the primary particles in the synthetic
conditions, the colloidal solution is stable at RT and can be kept for more than half a year at
pH~6.5 to 7. The equilibrium between aggregates and primary particles slowly evolves in
favor of the latter progressively increasing the amount of particles that can be harvested by
ultracentrifugation. After 1 month, a yield about 60 % can be estimated from centrifugation. A
typical mesoporous type adsorption-desorption with hysteretic loop suggesting large textural
porosity was recorded. At high relative pressure, the N2-adsorption volume reaches 1335 cm3
g-1, which indicates a large macropore volume consistent with a hierarchical porosity due to
poorly dense packing. Several trial show that the non ionic template has to be present at the
beginning of the process and affects mainly the nucleation step.
(a)

(b)

(c)

20 nm

Figure 1. HRTEM image (a), XRD patterns (b), and DLS after ultrasonication (c) of
mesoporous silica nanoparticles.
Conclusions
In summary, this work presents the synthesis of well-structured homogeneous mesoporous
silica of less than 20 nm in size where two key steps are the use of a secondary surfactant and
a rapid pH quenching at pH 5.5-6 before neutralization.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by Award No. UK-C0017 of KAUST.
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Introduction
A technique that can introduce controlled mesoporosity directly into crystalline zeolites would
be highly desirable and will have great impact to catalytic processes, such as fluid catalytic
cracking.[1] Herein, we describe a new surfactant-based technique that allows for precisely
controlled mesoporosity to be introduced within a wide range of zeolite crystals (i.e.
mesostructuring), e.g. FAU, MOR and MFI of various Si/Al ratios, while maintaining the
chemical and physical properties of the zeolites (i.e. microporosity, crystallinity, acidity,
etc.).[2] Testing of FCC catalysts made with mesostructured zeolite Y showed significantly improved
selectivity in product yields (more transportation fuels and less coke, dry gas and uncracked bottoms).

Experimental
In a typical synthesis, 1.00 g of a zeolite in 64 mL of a 0.37 M solution of NH4OH containing
0.70 g of cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) was stirred for 20 min. The mixture was
next heated at 80°C under autogenous pressure for 24 h. The solid was filtered, washed, and
dried. Close to 100% recovery was observed, and there was no significant leaching of Si or Al
species into the filtrate. Alternatively, other bases such as NaOH, Na2CO3 or
tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) could be used. The pH of the reaction mixture
was maintained at ~ 9‒11 to avoid desilication.
Results and discussion
The method described allows for the controlled homogenous introduction of intracrystalline
mesoporosity while maintaining the original zeolite crystals (Figure 1a) without the formation
of any amorphous phase. This method does not modify the initial Si/Al of the zeolite and it
can be applied to a wide variety of zeolites with a broad range of Si/Al ratios. Mesostructured
zeolites show of the properties of conventional zeolites including crystallinity, microporosity,
strong acidity and hydrothermal stability. The changes in the micropore volume of the
mesostructured zeolite Y during the severe hydrothermal treatment steps described herein
were similar in trend as those for conventional zeolite Y, but the mesoporosity is preserved
even after deactivation (see Figure 1b). Mesostructured zeolites were also formulated with
various matrix compositions into FCC microspheres (of ~ 70 micron in size) by spray drying.
The catalysts, after being properly deactivated (e.g. at 788°C under 100% steam for 4 h), were
tested on a fixed fluidized bed ACE testing unit with different feedstocks. The catalysts made
from mesostructured zeolites produced significantly more gasoline and light cycle oil
(transportation fuels), and less bottoms and coke. The improved product selectivity could be
attributed to the mesostructure introduced into the zeolites that eased the diffusion limitation
in the conventional zeolites.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. a) TEM micrographs of mesostructured type Y zeolite showing intracrystalline mesoporosity and b) Ar
adsorption isotherms and c) X-ray diffraction patterns of NH4Y (black), mesostructured Y (blue), and
mesostructured USY before (green) and after (red) deactivation at 788 °C in 100% steam for 4 hours.

Conclusions
Zeolite Y with well-controlled intracrystalline mesoporosity has been prepared via a
surfactant-assisted synthesis. The mesostructured zeolite Y demonstrated excellent
hydrothermal stability. Testing of FCC catalysts made with mesostructured zeolite Y showed
significantly improved selectivity in product yields, more transportation fuels and less coke,
dry gas and uncracked bottoms.
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Introduction
The emergence of a new class of catalysts consisting of delaminated zeolite precursors
expands the range of reactions that zeolites catalyze by providing access for larger reactant
molecules [1,2]. ITQ-2 represents the first example of such a material, which has been shown
to be more active for the cracking of bulky molecules due to its more open micropore space
[1]. The synthesis of ITQ-2 and other delaminated zeolite precursors typically requires a high
pH medium during precursor material swelling, typically in the pH range of 13.5 – 13.8 [3,4],
which is known to lead to partial amorphization of the zeolite layers during delamination
[3,4]. Here, we demonstrate the synthesis of a new class of delaminated zeolite precursor
materials, UCB-1, formed by delamination of MCM-22 (P) under mild conditions. We
provide evidence of delamination by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), and nitrogen gas adsorption characterization of the synthesized material,
and compare the results for those for ITQ-2. We report results from 29Si MAS NMR
characterization of UCB-1 and ITQ-2, and highlight the high structural integrity of UCB-1.
We also show the first results of catalytic performance tests, comparing the materials in model
acid-catalyzed hydrocarbon conversions.
Materials and Methods
Reagents used in the synthesis of UCB-1 are all reagent grade without further purification.
For comparison synthesis of ITQ-2 was performed as described previously [1].
Results and Discussion
PXRD characterization of as-made UCB-1 (pattern C) is shown alongside data for zeolites
MCM-22 (P) (pattern A) and ITQ-2 (pattern B), which match literature [1], in Figure 1. This
data demonstrates a similar powder pattern for UCB-1 relative to what was previously
reported for ITQ-2 zeolite. The 001 (3.3°, ≈ 27 Å) and 002 (6.7°, ≈ 13 Å) peaks are
significantly diminished in intensity after the treatment by the new method (Figure 1C),
indicating loss of long range order in the direction perpendicular to the layer; thus, the results
indicate that the new method delaminates MCM-22 (P). UCB-1 has a stronger 310 (26.0°)
peak intensity than ITQ-2. This suggests preservation of a greater degree of long-range order
in the direction parallel to the sheet for the material synthesized by the new method. TEM
image characterization of MCM-22 (P) shows a rectilinear morphology, as reported in the
literature, which is in stark contrast to the curved layers shown in Figure 2A for as-made
material UCB-1. A closer examination of as-made UCB-1 via TEM shows single-layers of
2.5 nm thickness as well, indicating that MCM-22 (P) is delaminated efficiently.
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Conclusions
The new delamination method for layered zeolite precursors presents several advantages over
the conventional method, which are demonstrated using MCM-22 (P) as an example. The
promising results encourage the application of the new method for delamination of other
layered zeolite precursors.

Figure 1. PXRD patterns characterizing as-made zeolites (A) MCM-22 (P), (B) ITQ-2, and
(C) UCB-1.

2.5 nm

A

B

Figure 2. TEM images characterizing as-made UCB-1. The arrows in B indicate single
layers.
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Introduction
The large pore 14x12-ring UTL framework was discovered to undergo structural change in
aqueous environment that is consistent with conversion into a lamellar material by
degradation of the D4R units originally supporting its dense layer regions. This is diagnosed
using X-ray powder diffraction characterization (XRD). Subsequent changes upon various
treatments developed previously for investigation of layered zeolites such as calcination,
stabilization and swelling further support the lamellar structure of the product (denoted IPC1P; calcined form IPC-1; IPC = Institute of Physical Chemistry) and its potential for structural
modification. The behavior of IPC-1P matches that of well-established layered zeolite
derivatives like MCM-22 family, however, it provides completely new mode of preparation,
i.e. from 3D framework. The demonstrated IPC-1P conversion into IPC-2, the iterlamellar
expanded zeolite (IEZ), represents a reverse 2-D into 3-D process, albeit with different
interlayer bridges. Additional characterizations including nitrogen sorption, TEM and powder
pattern simulations, support the conclusions about structural transformations derived from
XRD. This is the first example of the conversion of 3D zeolitic framework into a 2D material,
which can be further modified structurally.
Experimental
Synthesis of B-UTL: Preparation of the B-UTL-15(X) zeolites was carried out using the
method similar to that published elsewhere [1,2] with replacement of the part of silica source
for H3BO3. Molar composition of reaction mixtures was 0.692–0.764SiO2:0.036–
0.108H3BO3:0.4GeO2:0.6–0.7ROH/Br:30H2O. Typically, boric acid was dissolved in water
with variable concentrations of SDA and hydroxide/bromide ratios. Crystalline germanium
oxide was added and the mixture was stirred at room temperature producing clear solution.
After this, silica (Aerosil 300) was added into obtained solution and the mixture was stirred at
room temperature for 30 min. The resulting fluid gel was charged into 25 ml Teflon-lined
autoclaves and heated at 175 °C for 9 – 15 days with agitation (~ 25 rpm). Usually, for
appropriate mixing of the reaction mixture, a small Teflon cylinder was placed in an
autoclave. Solid products obtained after preset synthesis times were recovered by filtration,
washed with distilled water and dried overnight at 95 °C. To remove the SDA, the assynthesized zeolites were calcined in a stream of air at 550 °C for 6 h with a temperature ramp
of 1 °C/min.
Treatment of UTL and derivative samples: Hydrolysis was carried out in distilled water or 0.1
M HCl solution with liquid to solid ratio from 100-200 to 1 w/w, at temperatures from
ambient to 100ºC, typically for overnight. Calcinations were carried out in air at 540 ºC for 46 h. Stabilization (IEZ synthesis) involved reacting 0.5 g of solid in 10 ml of 1 M HNO3
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solution containing 0.1 g of Si(CH3)2(OCH2CH3)2 at 170ºC for 16 h. The product was isolated
by centrifugation, washed and calcined. Swelling was carried out by mixing a 25% solution of
hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride in water with 40% tetrapropylammonium hydroxide,
w/w ratio 9/1, mixing with the solid , ratio at least 10:1 w/w and heating at 100 ºC for
overnight. The solid was isolated by centrifugation, washed with small amount of water and
dried at 50 ºC till dry. Typical weight gain was 60-100%. Swellings were also performed at
room temperature.
Results and discussion
In this contribution we report on the discovery that the originally 3D structure of UTL zeolite
in its porous form is unstable and can be post-synthetically transformed in aqueous
environment into a lamellar solid, apparently with preservation of the structural integrity of
the layers. We established this initially using X-ray powder diffraction and further validated
with TEM electron microscopy, simulations and porosity measurements. Furthermore, we
carried out various treatments conducive to modification of interlayer separation similar to
those developed with layered zeolite precursors, like MCM-22P [1]. These treatments
included calcination giving a contraction producing new microporous material IPC-1 (Figure
1), intercalation of cationic surfactants with swelling and stabilization referred to as producing
interlamellar expanded zeolite (IEZ; denoted here IPC-2). The results support the postulated
lamellar architecture that can be modified by intercalation and related treatments. This finding
represents the first example of conversion of a 3D zeolite framework into a layered zeolite
derivative (3D to 2D transformation). This contrasts the behavior of zeolite layered precursors
[2], which convert into 3D frameworks by condensation of layers (2D to 3D transformation),
recognized to date as irreversible. Of course, in the case of UTL the reverse process, i.e.
restoration of the original D4R bridge is highly improbable, but one may consider the
preparation of IPC-2 as the 2-D into 3-D transformation.
UTL

2.9
nm

IPC-1P

IPC-1

2-2.4
nm

stabilization

IPC-2

IPC-1SW

Figure 1. Transformation of UTL into layered zeolite (ICP-1P); its calcined (ICP-1), stabilized (IPC-2) and the swollen form
(ICP-1SW).
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Introduction
Cobalt containing zeolites were subject of numerous studies because of their activity in denox
processes and in reaction of some organic molecules. IR studies of the nature of the cobalt
sites in the pentasil-type zeolites revealed the presence both Co3+ and Co2+ sites. Co2+ can
exists in the form of the exchange cations, the bulk CoO, and in the form of an oxide-like
clusters. The zeolites CoZSM-5 of higher Si/Al, i.e. of long distances between AlO 4-, contains
low amount of Co3+ and most of Co2+ takes the form of CoO and oxide-like clusters. The
zeolites of low Si/Al are characterized by high contribution both of Co3+ and Co2+ in the
exchange positions. Our earlier studies exhibited that the Co3+ species are supposed to exist in
the oxide forms.
The exchangeable cations can be modified by the interaction either with framework oxygens
or with molecules of different electron donor properties. The modification of the properties of
the Co2+ cations in CoZSM-5 by the interaction with ammonia and pyridine molecules, being
a strong electron donors, as well as with CO acting as an electron acceptor ligand is the
subject of present study. The ability of the Co2+ cations to activate the NO molecule in the
presence of the preadsorbed NH3, pyridine and CO has been also investigated.
Keywords: CoZSM-5, NO adsorption, IR spectroscopy
Experimental
Zeolite CoZSM-5 (Si/Al=15, Co/Al=0.18) was obtained by an ionic exchange of a parent
HZSM-5 in Co(NO3)2 solution at 350 K. Before the IR experiments the wafers of zeolites
were activated in situ in an IR cell at 620 K at vacuum for 1 h. The measured doses of CO
were sorbed in CoZSM-5 at 130 K, whereas the sorption of the other probe molecules (NO,
ammonia,and pyridine) was performed at room temperature.
Results and discussion
The sorption of NO in zeolite CoZSM-5 at r.t. results in the formation of the set of bands of
Co2+(NO)2 dinitrosyls as the most stable species (IR bands at 1810 and 1895 cm-1). The
presence of Co2+NO mononitrosyls was reported when the sorption of NO was performed at
high temperature ca. 620 K [1-3]. The stretching frequency of NO molecule in Co2+NO
mononitrosyls (1850 cm-1) is similar as in gaseous NO (1875 cm-1) pointing to the weak
activation of the N-O bond by Co2+ cations neutralized only by the framework oxygens.
An important NO activation was observed when NO was sorbed in CoZSM-5 with
preadsorbed molecules. What is interesting, the sorption of NO at r.t. in CoZSM-5 with
preadsorbed NH3, pyridine and CO molecules results in the formation of Co2+NO
mononitrosyls. As mentioned before, this band is not detected when NO is sorbed in
CoZSM-5 without preadsorbed molecules.
The presence of NH3 and pyridine strongly influences the N-O stretching frequency in
mononitrosyls adducts. Both for the Co2+(NH3)nNO and Co2+PyNO adducts the N-O
frequency (1750 and 1800 cm-1, resp.) is definitely lower than for NO in Co2+NO
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mononitrosyls without preadsorbed molecules (1850 cm-1) indicating an important N-O bond
activation. This N-O bond weakening is supposed to be realized by the electron transfer from
a electron donor molecules to antibonding π* orbital of NO.
At high NH3 loadings the Co2+(NH3)m (m = 5, 6) complexes are formed. The interaction of NO
with the ammonia rich complexes Co2+(NH3)m results in the formation of the NO species
characterized by 1330 and 1660 cm-1 IR bands. The red shift from the position of gaseous NO
(1875 cm-1) evidences a vital weakening of the N-O bond. These bands are supposed to
originate from the hyponitrites [O-N=N-O]2- species [4]. The hyponitrites [O-N=N-O]2- could
be formed in the reaction of mononitrosyls Co3+(NH3)m(NO)- with NO molecule from gas
phase. It is reported that in the Co3+(NH3)m(NO)- mononitrosyls the electron transfer from
Co(NH3)m to NO takes place [4]. In consequence, the cobalt becomes trivalent and NO gets
negative charge (NO-). The N-O stretching frequency (1330 cm-1) is similar to that reported
for NO- (1146-1305 cm-1). The hyponitrites [O-N=N-O]2- are believed to be precursors for the
N2O formation, which leads to N2 in denox pathway. In CoZSM-5 with complexes Co2+
(NH3)m the hyponitrites [O-N=N-O]2- are transformed into N2O. The N2O bands at 2224 and
1280 cm-1 develops simultaneously with the disappearance of the hyponitrites bands at 1330
and 1660 cm-1. Therefore, the electron transfer from a basic ammonia molecules to NO in
Co3+(NH3)m(NO)- complexes plays an important role in the N-O bond activation.
The mechanism of the modification of the Co2+ cation properties by the coadsorbed CO
molecules is different than for ammonia and pyridine. Contrary to ammonia and pyridine, CO
acts as a strong electron acceptor. The flow of electron density from antibonding π * orbitals of
NO via Co2+ towards antibonding π* orbitals of CO results in the strengthening of N-O bond
(a blue shift of NO band) and in the weakening of C≡O band (a red shift of CO band).
Conclusions
The properties of NO interacting with Co2+ ions in zeolite CoZSM-5 exhibit the significant
dependence on the kind of the coadsorbed molecules. As reported by various authors, in the
pentasil-type zeolites e.g. CoZSM-5 and CoMOR without preadsorbed molecules nitrogen
monoxide acts as reducer: Co3+ is reduced to Co2+ whereas NO is oxidized to NO+ [3,4].
In the presence of ammonia, the electron transfer from the ammonia molecules to antibonding
π* orbital of NO influences the redox properties of nitrogen monoxide and NO acts as oxidant.
The Co2+ cations are oxidized to Co3+ while NO is reduced to NO- species, which are
transformed into N2O.
On the other hand, CO acts as the electron acceptor. The flow of electron density from
antibonding π* orbitals of NO via Co2+ towards antibonding π* orbitals of CO results in the
strengthening of N-O bond and in the weakening of C≡O bond.
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Introduction
Maya Blue (MB), a famous pigment widely used in murals, pottery, codices and sculptures by
the ancient Mayas and other people in Mesoamerica has claimed considerable attention because
of its peculiar palette, ranging from a bright turquoise to a dark greenish blue, and its enormous
stability. The interest paid to the chemistry of MB has been considerably reinforced in recent
years because of its unique combination of organic and inorganic components at the molecular
level [1]. Maya Blue can be described as a hybrid organic-inorganic material resulting from the
attachment of indigo, a blue dye extracted from leaves of Indigofera suffruticosa and other
species to the clay matrix of palygorskite, a fibrous phyllosilicate. The location of indigo
molecules in the palygorskite framework, the nature of the indigo-palygorskite association in
Maya Blue and the reasons for its peculiar hue still remain controversial [2]. In all these aspects,
the voltammetry of microparticles (VMP) [3] has provided significant information; in particular,
permitted to document the most ancient use of MB (Substructure IIC of Calakmul, Late
Postclassical period) and suggested that dehydroindigo, the oxidized form of indigo,
accompanies this dye in the palygorskite framework [4]. The dehydroindigo/indigo ration could
be varied by varying the temperature of thermal treatment during MB preparation, thus resulting
in different hues for the resulting pigment [4,5]. Chemometric analysis of Maya Blue samples
from different sites suggested that the preparation procedure of Maya Blue probably changed
along time following a ramified pattern [5,6].
Experimental
VMP experiments on MB specimens prepared from indigo (1% w/w) plus palygorskite
mixtures as previously described [7] were performed upon abrasive attachment of few
nanograms of sample to the surface of a paraffin-impregnated graphite electrode. 0.50 M
sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.75) were used as electrolyte. Instrumentation and experimental
details has been already described [4,5]. Series of kinetic experiments were performed by
extracting aliquots of the MB specimens at different times during their isothermal heating at
temperatures between 130 and 180 ºC.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows a typical voltammetric response for MB samples. Analysis of the variation of
peak potentials and the relative height for signals corresponding to the dehydroindigo/indigo
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and indigo/leucoindigo couples at different temperatures permits to establish thermochemical
parameters for the dye/palygorskite attachment and determine the dehydorindigo/indigo
ratio[4]. Voltammetric and chronoamperometric data leads to estimate the variation of the
abundance of dye molecules with the deep within the crystals of palygorskite [6] and the
coexistence of different topological redox isomers so that MB can be recognized as a
polyfunctional hybrid material [7]. Remarkably, VMP analysis leads to establish the kinetics
of solid-state processes involved in the preparation of MB.
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Figure 1. Time variation of the intensity of indigo oxidation peak relative to the background
during heating at 130 ºC, representative of the kinetics of water loss of palygorskite coupled with
indigo attachment to the clay matrix. Inset: typical square wave voltammogram for paraffinimpregnated graphite electrode modified with a MB specimen immersed into 0.50 M
HAc/NaAc (pH 4.75). Conditions as in ref. [7].
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Introduction
Treatment of the zeolitic layered precursor of Al-MWW, so-called Al-MWW(P), with
diethoxydimethylsilane (DEDMS) in an acidic media leads to the formation of an
aluminosilicate-type interlayer-expanded zeolite MWW (Al-IEZ-MWW) with expanded 12membered ring (12-MR) micropores [1, 2]. Al-IEZ-MWW can serve as a useful acid catalyst
for large molecules. In the silylation, the presence of the acid, e.g., HNO3, enhances the
extraction of the structure-directing agent (SDA) in the interlayer, the hydrolysis of the
silylating agent and the condensation reaction of the silylating agent and the interlayer-silanol
groups. However, the silylation process under acidic conditions simultaneously causes
dealumination from the MWW framework, resulting in the decrease in the acid amount [3].
Here we report a method for preparing the Al-IEZ-MWW without leaching of the Al
species. The strategy is to conduct the silylation under neutral conditions; the silylation was
conducted in the aqueous solution of ammonium salt, NH4Cl, instead of HNO3. The resultant
Al-IEZ-MWW sample exhibited a high catalytic performance in the acylation of anisole.
Experimental
The layered precursor of the MWW aluminosilicate, Al-MWW(P), was hydrothermally
synthesized from fumed silica according to the literature [1]. The Si/Al ratio of the AlMWW(P) was found to be 27. The interlayer silylation of Al-MWW(P) was performed using
diethoxydimethylsilane (Si(OEt)2Me2, DEDMS) as a silylation agent in aqueous solution of
1.0 M HNO3 and NH4Cl under reflux conditions for 24 h. After the silylation, the solid was
recovered by filtration and rinsing with distilled water, and then dried at 100 ºC. The silylated
products were calcined at 550 ºC for 6 h to give the Al-IEZ-MWW samples. Thus obtained
products were denoted as e.g., Al-IEZ-MWW (NH4Cl). Conventional MWW-type
aluminosilicate, Al-MWW, was also synthesized by calcination of Al-MWW (P).
To examine catalytic properties of the Al-IEZ-MWW samples, the Friedel-Crafts
acylation of anisole with acetic anhydride was carried out at 60 ºC in an oil bath with stirring.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of Al-MWW (P), Al-MWW, Al-IEZ MWW (HNO3)
and Al-IEZMWW (NH4Cl). The 002 reflection due to the layered structure along the c
direction was observed in the XRD patterns of the products obtained through the interlayersilylation in the aqueous solutions of HNO3, NH4NO3, NH4Cl and CH3COONH4, revealing
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that Al-IEZ-MWW was successfully obtained even
through the interlayer-silylation in the aqueous
solutions of the ammonium salt. As a control, the
silylation in the only water was unsuccessful.
The BET surface areas of Al-IEZ-MWW
(NH4Cl) and Al-IEZ-MWW (HNO3) were found to
be 490 and 407 m2·g-1, respectively. Judging from
the relative peak area of the D peak (SiMe2(OH)2Figure 1 XRD patterns of (a) Al-MWW
29
(P), (b) Al-MWW, (c) Al-IEZ MWW
Si MAS NMR spectra, the
n(OSi)n) in the
(HNO3) and (d) Al-IEZMWW (NH4Cl).
silylation degree of Al-IEZ-MWW (NH4Cl) was
higher than that of Al-IEZ-MWW (HNO3). The neutral conditions would be more effective
for the silylation reaction than the acidic conditions.
The silylation process in the aqueous solution of HNO3 resulted in the dealumination
from the MWW framework; the Si/Al ratio of the Al-IEZ-MWW (HNO3) was found to be 35.
Note that the leaching of Al species was not observed in the interlayer-silylation in the
aqueous solution of NH4Cl. The 27Al MAS NMR spectra revealed that Al-MWW(P) has only
tetrahedrally-coordinated Al species, while they were partially transformed into octahedrallycoordinated ones through the interlayer-silylation in the aqueous solution of NH4Cl followed
by the calcination.
The catalytic activity of Al-IEZ-MWW (NH4Cl) for acylation of anisole was higher
than conventional Al-MWW, but lower than Al-IEZ-MWW (HNO3). This is due to the
presence of octahedrally-coordinated Al species in the sample. Therefore, the effect of the
acid treatment using HNO3 of Al-IEZ-MWW (NH4Cl) was investigated with the pH of the
acid-treatment solution varied ranging from 0 to 2. The acid treatment with the pH of 0.5 led
to the decrease in the Al amount (Si/Al = ca.54) but the catalytic activity was improved. The
acid treatment with pH below 0.5 caused the leaching of tetrahedrally-coordinated Al species
as well as octahedrally-coordinated ones, resulting in low catalytic activity.
Conclusions
A method for preparing the Al-IEZ-MWW without leaching of the Al species has been
developed; the silylation was conducted in the aqueous solution of the ammonium salt.
Furthermore, the use of ammonium salt improved the silylation degree. Thus prepared the
Al-IEZ-MWW exhibited a high catalytic performance even after the acid treatment.
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Introduction
Considering the good crystallinity of zeolites and the large structural parameters that they
commonly present; it would be expected that they would provide excellent materials for
transmission electron microscopic analysis. However, their stability under the electron beam
has been the main drawback regarding a deep structural analysis with this technique. The first
electron micrograph was recorded 1958[1], where two lattice fringes of {111} planes from
natural faujasite (FAU) were observed. Following that work, electron microscopy was mostly
applied to study the structure by electron diffraction analysis, as small impurities were more
easily detectable through this method rather than X-ray powder diffraction. It was not until the
late 70’s when the first high resolution electron micrograph was recorded[2].
It has been widely accepted that the sensitivity of zeolites depends on ionization due to
radiolytic damage[3-5]. The crucial factor in limiting the lifetime of the zeolites under the
electron beam has been found to be the Si/Al ratio. A Si-rich zeolite is more stable than one
with a low Si/Al ratio. The water content is a direct consequence of this ratio and the
ionization of water is believed to be a critical factor regarding the stability of zeolites under
electron irradiation.
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) has been the method employed
for fine structure determination[6-8]. Unfortunately, with this technique, imaging guest
materials as metals is not so straight forward and a complete characterization for these
catalysts still remains a challenge. For this purpose, high-resolution scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) combined with a high angle annular dark field detector
(HAADF) is a more convenient approach as the images are formed with high incoherent
electrons giving a contrast that is strongly dependent on the atomic number Z of the observed
atoms.
In the present work, we have combined this technique in a spherical aberration (Cs) corrected
electron microscope, which allows reaching a resolution down to 0.8 Å to characterize silver
ion-exchanged zeolite A (LTA).
Experimental
8 g. of lab-prepared NaA were stirred in a 0.1 M solution of AgNO3 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%),
for 16 h at room temperature. The solution obtained was then filtered and washed with 1 l of
deionized water. After that, it was dehydrated at 425 ◦C for 12 h under 1 × 10−6 mbar,
observing a colour change from white to brick orange.
For electron microscopy analysis the powder was deeply crushed using a mortar and pestle,
dispersed in ethanol and finally placed onto a lacey carbon copper grid. Images were recorded
in a FEI TITAN, operated at 300 kV. The spherical aberrations were corrected using a
dodecapole corrector (CEOS) for the electron probe.
Results and discussion
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One of the advantages of using STEM respect to TEM is that the electron beam is converged
into a very fine spot, which is raster over the selected area leaving the rest of the material
intact. In order to minimize the beam damage, the beam current was manually decreased until
a minimum value where the zeolite was still visible. Fig.1a shows the low magnification of
the well structured AgA. Large nanoparticles of 5 nm can be observed formed as a result of
the silver mobility in the presence of air during manipulation. These nanoparticles, which
commonly adopted icosahedral morphology, are too big to be formed inside the zeolite cages
and must remain on the outer surface of the zeolite crystals. However, a closer observation
revealed the presence of Ag atoms (white spots) and clusters within the zeolite cages, Fig. 1b
and 1c (see inset, NaA, for comparison) display the atomic resolution images recorded along
the [001] and [110] orientations respectively.
Due to the heavier atomic weight of Ag respect to Si, Al and O, these atoms and/or clusters
appear much brighter than the zeolite framework making them easily identified.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 1 a) Cs corrected of AgA, scale bar 10 nm. b) High resolution image recorded along
the [001] orientation and c) image recorded along the [110] orientation. Scale bars 5nm.
Conclusions
In the present study we have successfully applied aberration corrected STEM technique for
the characterization of silver exchanged zeolite A. The silver distribution within the zeolite
framework has been observed for the first time together with the formation of metal clusters
inside the zeolite cages.
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Referees comments
The work definitively shows some novelty in the sens that it uses advanced techniques (STEM/HAADF combined
to Cs-correction) to precisely identify and locate isolated and clustered Ag species in zeolite crystals.
Nevertheless, the interpretation of images (all white spots being attributed to silver) present some weakness, due
especially i) to the lack of images of Ag-free A material (are they indeed the same as those presented here except
for the white spots ?) and ii) to the absence of indication on Ag content (what is the expected level after
exchange? what was the volume of 0.1M AgNO3 solution used for exchange of 8g of powder? is the Ag content
in line with the high density of white spots seen on Fig. 1b and 1c?). These aspects need to be considered.
Due to the lack of space in the submission template some issues were not addressed but they were intended to be presented at the conference.
Free Ag zeolite was also “imaged” to unambiguously attributed those white spots to silver (inset image, fig.2). The levels of exchange in that
particular reaction were 100%. This yield have been tested several times through thermal gravimetrical analysis, X-ray diffraction, and EDXTEM. See for example:
Dalton Trans.2006, 2368-2373
Nanotechnology 18, 2007,165708
Adv. Mater. 2001, 13, 1608
The solution was 250 mL 0.1 M which assure the excess of silver and therefore the 100% of exchange. And for that reason the materials was
washed several times.In addition, We are currently developing STEM_HAADF simulations to confirm the atomic position and contrast
observed in the images based on X-ray diffraction analysis in combination with Rietvield refinement.
Considering that the application of this technique to zeolites represents a novelty and that the location of “guest” atoms could have an
enormous impact on the zeolitic and catalitycal fields we would like that the present manuscript would be reconsidered as oral presentation.
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Introduction
Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) spectroscopy is an ideal tool to study hydrogen containing
materials, since the incoherent scattering cross section of hydrogen is almost 20 times larger
than any other element [1]. It is also very easy to establish comparison between experimental
data and theoretical calculations, allowing a straightforward comparison and interpretation of
the data when DFT calculations are available [2].
Theory
The rotational spectra of molecular hydrogen, does also fall within the range of the TOSCA
spectrometer at ISIS. Therefore, it can also be used to study adsorption of molecular hydrogen
in porous materials [1,3].
The rotational energy levels of the hydrogen molecule, in solid hydrogen (very weak
interaction), are given by:
E JM = J ( J + 1)B
where J and M are the angular quantum numbers. For hydrogen, the value of B is 7.35 meV.
INS spectroscopy can measure the sharp
para → ortho hydrogen transition, in particular
the J 1←0 transition, that corresponds to an
energy transfer of 2B. The value of the constant
B is determined by the moment of inertia of the
hydrogen molecule. When the hydrogen
molecule interacts with a surface the energy
spectrum is more complex, and the nature of the
Energy Loss/meV
spectrum will depend on the intensity and, in
particular, characteristics of the interaction with Figure 1. Top, spectrum of solid
hydrogen (no interactions); bottom
the surface.
on
CoALPO
(strong
The results show that the interaction of hydrogen
molecular hydrogen with carbons is very low interaction)
and gives rise to a small shift of the rotational levels. On the other hand the zeolites,
aluminophosphates and MOF show very large interactions between the hydrogen molecule
and the substrate [4-7]. See figure 1.
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Figure 2. The INS spectra of hydrogen in CuBTC as
function of loading, 4 different sites are apparent
(arrows); the population is monitored by the area of
each peak.

Effects of the cation charge in the adsorption of hydrogen in X-zeolite
The rotational-vibrational spectrum of H2 was observed at low energy transfer (below ca 25
meV, 202 cm-1); the vibration is that of the H2 molecule against the binding site (H2―X, not
H―H). The vibration frequency is proportional to the polarising power of the cation (Na+ <
Ca2+ < Zn2+). Polarisation of the H2 molecule dominates the interaction of H2 with this
binding site [5-7]. The study of the translational modes of hydrogen is usually also applied to
hydrogen clathrates [6,7].
Conclusions
INS is a very useful technique to study hydrogen containing materials and can be used to
effectively study the interaction of molecular hydrogen with high surface area materials.
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Introduction
Zeolites with intricate micropores have been extensively studied for a long time as an
important class of industrial porous materials in different areas of chemical industry such as
gas adsorption and separation, ion exchange, shape selective catalysis.1 Earlier work on the
synthesis of low silica zeolites normally used hydrated alkali cations as “templates” for the
formation of the zeolite structural sub-units, and typical examples are A, X, Y, and L
zeolites.2 Latter, organic quaternary ammonium cations are introduced into aluminosilicate
gels, leading to the discovery of the high silica zeolites,3-6 and typical examples are ZSM-5,3
Beta,4 ITQ-21,5 RUB-50,6 where these organic cations direct the assembly pathway and fill
the pore space. Herein, we have shown a novel route, seed-directed synthesis of Beta, Levyne,
and Heulandite zeolites in the absence of organic templates, where zeolite seeds play similar
roles to “organic templates” that direct crystallization of zeolites from the amorphous
aluminosilicate gels.
Experimental
Seed-directed syntheses of Beta, Levyne, and Heulandite zeolites were performed
from the starting aluminosilicate gel with molar ratios of SiO2:1/40Al2O3:0.036Na2O:3541H2O in the presence of Beta, RUB-50, and HEU seed, respectively. As a typical run for
seed-directed synthesis of Beta (Beta-SDS) at 140°C, (1) 0.07 g of NaAlO2 and 0.312 g of
NaOH were dissolved in 8.64 ml of H2O, followed by addition of 0.72 g of fumed silica; (2)
After stirring for 10 min, 0.086 g of Beta zeolite seeds (Si/Al=10.2, 10.3%), was introduced
into the gel; (3) The gel mixture with molar ratio of SiO2:1/40Al2O3:0.036Na2O:40.3H2O was
transferred into an autoclave to crystallize at 140°C for 18.5 h; (4) After filtration at room
temperature and drying at about 80°C, crystalline products were obtained. Beta-SDS
synthesized at 140 °C for 18.5 h in the presence of 10.3 % Beta seeds (Si/Al=10.2) was
designated as 100 % crystallinity.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows XRD patterns of the samples synthesized in the same aluminosilicate
gel without or with zeolite seeds of Beta, RUB-50 (LEV structure), and Heulandite in the
absence of organic templates. Generally, Beta and RUB-50 are templated from
tetraethylammonium (TEA+) and Quinuclidine cations at 140-150°C, and Heulandite is
synthesized in the presence of Li+ cations at 250-300°C. Notably, when the aluminosilicate
gel is absent of zeolite seeds, there is no crystalline product. However, when zeolite seeds of
Beta, RUB-50, and Heulandite are introduced, Beta-SDS,7-9 Levyne-SDS, and HeulanditeSDS zeolites are obtained at 120-140°C, respectively. These results indicate that the seeds
play directing role for the crystallization of zeolites. This new synthesis methodology has
been quickly scaled up by BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany) and several hundreds of
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This also eliminates the formation of
Fig. 1 XRD patterns of the samples synthesized in the
harmful gases due to the combustion aluminosilicate gel (a) without, with zeolite seeds of (b) Beta,
of the organic component. In (c) RUB-50, and (d) Heulandite in the absence of templates.
addition, the organotemplate-free
route allows the utilization of simpler low-pressure vessels, which translates into significant
cost savings in capital investment in industrial zeolite production. All in all, with the new cost
structure made possible by organotemplate-free route, even the zeolite types that were
previously considered to be too expensive for utilization in refinery applications such as fluid
catalytic cracking, can now be employed in this field, which constitutes more than 95% of the
zeolite catalyst demand worldwide.
As a typical example, Beta-SDS was characterized by a series of mordern techniques.
N2 isotherms show that Beta-SDS exhibits BET micropore surface area at 632 m2/g, which is
much higher than that (BET micropore surface area at 452 m2/g) of calcined Beta synthesized
from using organic template of TEAOH (Beta-TEA). After calcination experiments (to test
thermal stability) at 550 °C for 4 h, Beta-SDS still have high crystallinity and pure 4coordinated Al species, while Beta-TEA remarkably reduce the crystallinity and produce
partial 6-coordinated Al sites. Furthermore, after 100% steaming treatment at 750 °C for 8 h,
Beta-SDS remains its crystallinity, but Beta-TEA obviously reduces its crystallinity. NH3TPD tests demonstrate that Beta-SDS has a significantly high density of acid sites compared
to Beta-TEA. As a result, Beta-SDS shows much higher catalytic activity in cumene cracking
than the conventional Beta-TEA and Y zeolites.
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Introduction

Core-shell structures of nanoporous materials have received a lot of attention in recent years
owing to the great versatility of the combined functionalities of cores and shells and their
potential application in drug and biomolecule-delivery, separation science and confined-space
catalysis.1 There have been many successful examples, such as colloidal templating. Recent
tendencies have centred on the replacement of the amorphous disordered core with say,
ordered porous cores such as mesoporous materials and zeolites. However, direct synthesis of
a hierarchically bimodal nanoporous core-shell structure is still a great challenge. Here we
present the synthesis of spherical nanoparticles with a hierarchically macroporous core inside
an ordered mesoporous shell via a one-pot reaction and its application in nanoreactor by insitu encapsulation of metal oxide nanoparticles inside the core-shell structure [1].
Experimental
The typical synthesis of macroporous core@ mesoporous shell Aluminosilicates: (1) the
mixture of 6 g Di-s-butoxyaluminoxytriethoxysilane and 6g TMOS were introduced into the
solution (2.2 g of CTAB dissolved in 56 g of aqueous ammonia (pH = 11)) under stirring. (2)
After stirring for 24 h, the solution was transferred to autoclaves and aged for 72 h at 80 C.
(3) After filtered, the product was calcined at 500 C for 4 h to remove the organic templates.
Results and discussion
SEM images of the as-synthesized sample show that the
spheres are homogeneously sized with a diameter of
around 500 nm (Fig. 1a). Interestingly, foam-like
hierarchically macroporous cages, of sizes 50-80 nm are
observed inside these spheres by TEM studies (Fig. 1 bd). A higher magnification image (Fig. 1d and insert)
shows a ordered 2-D hexagonal (P6mm) mesostructure
covering the foam-like macroporous cores. More
importantly, the TEM image shows that the macroporous
cages are inter-connected with uniformly ordered
mesopores. The present core-shell structure provides a
unique system for investigating nanoreactors, with the Figure 1. SEM image of as-synthesized
(a) and TEM images of calcined sample
shell for designed for a better diffusion of reactants and (b-d).
products, and the core for encapsulation of active sites
such as metallic nanoparticles. As an example of the introduction of the catalytically active
sites into internal macroporous cores, the above synthesis strategy has been employed in the
presence of an iron ions complex solution (Fig. 2). An aluminosilicate ester and TMOS, with
a defined ratio, were added to an aqueous solution of (NH4)3[Fe(CN)6] and CTMAB (pH=11).
The almuminosilicate ester and TMOS instantaneously created a foam-like macroporous core
[2]
containing iron species and a denser, ordered mesoporous shell as discussed above. After
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calcination, the encapsulated iron species aggregate to Fe2O3 nanoparticles and the organic
templates were removed, resulting in the formation of a nanoreactor with an ordered
mesoporous shell and the macroporous core containing active Fe2O3 nanoparticles.

Figure 2. Proposed structure for the formation of the
sample. (a) the aqueous solution containing iron
species, (b) formation of foam-like macroporous
core containing iron species, (c) formation of
mesoporous shell in surface of macroporous core,
and (d) nanoreactor with Fe2O3 nanoparticles.

Figure 3. TEM and HRTEM images of calcined
encapsulated Fe2O3 particles synthesized by various
concentration of iron species (Figure 5a and 5c,
Fe/CTAB = 10 and Figure 5b and 5d, Fe/CTAB = 5,
molar rate).

The successful entrapment of Fe2O3 nanoparticles into the macroporous core was shown in
Figure 3. The Fe2O3 nanoparticles exhibited a uniform size of 8-12 nm (Fig. 3a and 3b). Being
larger than the entrance of mesoporous channels indicates that the nanoreactors can
effectively prevent leaching of the active sites. Furthermore, these HRTEM images clearly
exhibit that the sizes of Fe2O3 nanoparticles are gradually reduced with decreasing the
concentration of iron species in the initial mixture of reactants. This indicates that the size of
Fe2O3 nanoparticles by controlling the concentration of iron species in the initial mixture of
reactants. Catalytic tests show that encapsulated Fe2O3 nanoparticles are very active for the
catalytic conversion of phenol (22.5%). It is also noteworthy that recycled, encapsulated
Fe2O3 nanoparticles still show comparable activities to that of the initial encapsulated Fe2O3
nanoparticles. For example, after 5 cycles, the encapsulated Fe2O3 still exhibits 90% of the
initial activity.
Conclusions
The high activity and stability, and excellent recycling behavior of the encapsulated
nanoparticles in the samples should directly be attributed to the unique core-shell synthesis of
nanoporous materials with integral macro and mesoporosity. We believe that this method may
open an exciting avenue for the preparation of hierarchically bimodal nanoporous materials
with core-shell structures and for the design of nanoreactors with combined functionalities in
the cores and the shells.
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Introduction
Organic optoelectronic devices are becoming commercially important in several fields,
ranging from light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) to photovoltaic cells.1 OLEDs based on
semiconductive polymers are much cheaper to produce than their inorganic counterparts, can
be operated with low voltages and their emissive color can be modulated. Although many
progresses have been made in improving the semi-conductive performances of organic
polymers, there are still drawbacks associated with the application of these materials, such as
reduced fluorescence quantum yields and the tendency to photobleach in the presence of
molecular oxygen. In order to circumvent these
problems and increase both chemical and thermal
stability of organic polymers, the design of
hybrid structures containing an inorganic porous
host represents a valid solution.2 In this contest,
this work presents a new hybrid luminescent
system consisting of an electroluminescent
polyphenylenevinylene (PPV) derivative, the
Super Yellow copolymer (SY), incorporated into
a plate-shaped mesoporous silica SBA-15. The
physico-chemical behavior of the obtained hybrid
material (named SY/SBA-15) (Fig. 1) will be

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the confinement
of Super Yellow polymer into the
nanochannels of SBA-15 platelets.

also presented.
Experimental
The inclusion of Super Yellow copolymer (from Merck) into the channels of platelet SBA-15
crystals, prepared according to a formerly published procedure,3 was performed by
impregnation. Typically, 200 mg of SBA-15 powder were dispersed in 3 mL of anhydrous
toluene and 1 mL of concentrated Super Yellow solution (6 mg × mL-1 in toluene) was added.
The suspension was stirred at 50 °C under gentle nitrogen stream until solvent evaporation
and the obtained material was washed with fresh toluene in order to remove the physisorbed
copolymer.
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Results and discussion
The physico-chemical properties of the SY/SBA-15 hybrid material were deeply investigated
and compared with those of platelet SBA-15. The new hybrid composite reveals a decreased
pore volume and size in comparison to the pure silica, confirming SY inclusion into the pores.
Photoluminescence spectra of the hybrid system in isopropanol dispersion display red-shifted
π*←π transitions, respect to a pure SY solution. The emission of the composite broadens,
peaking at 536 nm, and loses its vibrational structure, indicating that SY emissive and ground
states are more distorted to each other than in solution, probably due to aggregation
phenomena between the polymer chains within the mesoporous matrix. However, the chain

slowed (Fig. 2). Host-guest interactions involving
SBA-15 silanols and aromatic rings of the polymer
were studied by SS-NMR and IR spectroscopy.
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Fig. 2. Photoluminescence stability
tests, carried out by irradiating at λexc =
400 nm a SY film (black dots) and a
SY/SBA-15 film (white dots).

Conclusions
The new hybrid composite SY/SBA-15 displays decreased pore volume and size respect to
pure platelet SBA-15 and the luminescence properties are consistent with a reduced
aggregation in comparison with SY film. The material shows also remarkably increased
photostability in comparison with pure organic film, which makes the hybrid composite a
good candidate for the fabrication of LEDs with higher stability and operation lifetimes.
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Introduction
It is acknowledged that ultimately MOFs could mimic “enzymes” using “molecular
recognition” concept to allow high chemio-, regio-, enantio-selectivity. We could indeed
anticipate MOFs as potential “artificial enzymes” that can combine several properties at the
nanometer scale in a concerted fashion. However to date, the number of MOFs with more
than one reactive “catalytic” function is rather scarce. A key to address advanced MOF
materials suitable for more sophisticated applications is to add functionalities of greater
complexity in a controlled manner. The ability to modify the chemical environment of the
cavities within MOFs would allow tuning of the interactions with guest species, and serve as a
route to tailor the chemical reactivity of the framework. However, the introduction of reactive
chemical functions by self-assembly methods is not a trivial task.
The post-synthetic modification (PSM) using covalent type grafting methods has seen
outstanding evolution in the recent months. Nevertheless, methods developed so far are not
very generic since they can be applied either to the most robust MOF due to relative harsh
conditions or to linear or ramified alkyl (non functional) chains.
Experimental
We have recently reported
an original PSM method
starting
from
amino
derived MOFs [1]. The
first step consists in
converting the amino
group into azide (N3).
Without isolation nor
purification, the desired
functionalized material is
obtained by grafting the
corresponding
alkyne
using “Clik Chemistry”.

Figure 1.Strategy for the generalization of functionalized MOFs
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Results and discussion
In this contribution, we show that our method can be applied to all kind of MOFs with respect
to pore size range (micro to meso), chemical stability (low to high) and different degree of structural flexibility and to all kind of grafted chemical functions (acid, coordinative, base,
aromatic, aliphatic, hydrophilic). A diverse library of 48 original MOFs was synthesized and
characterized.
- To the best of our knowledge, this work reports for the first time the synthesis of two
dimensional combinatorial library of functionalized MOFs.
- We also show that we can control the grafting rate from 10 to 100%.
- For the first time, we report the effect of the grafting rate on the porous volume of the
host MOF
- This method was also used to engineer catalytic MOFs for the transesterification of
ethyldecanoate with methanol. Results show the linear increase of conversion with the
increase of the degree of modification. The best performances are obtained for a multifunctionalized MOF which combined an optimum basicity/hydrophoby balance.
- Finally, new solutions to engineer catalytic site isolation will be presented.
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Figure 2.Effect of the degree of functionalization on ethyldecanoate conversion with methanol
at 130°C after 20 h (left) and on BET (right)
Conclusions
In conclusion, this original PSM technique provides a high level of control for the engineering
of tailor-made and powerful catalysts. Based on this study, we believe that the knowhow and
knowledge developed in Polymer Science (“Click-Chemistry”) [2] will open new doors for
the design of multifunctional catalysts.
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Introduction
Porous metal-organic frameworks built up from Al3+ ions and aromatic polycarboxylate
linkers are well known as materials with high specific surfaces and noteworthy thermal
stabilities. Prominent examples are the compounds Al-MIL-53, -69, -96, -100, and -110 [1, 2].
The synthesis of these compounds was previously achieved using aqueous reaction media. We
have recently started a systematic study on the use of other solvents employing our highthroughput (HT) set-up comprising conventional as well as microwave heating [3-5]. In
addition to the discovery of new phases containing new inorganic bricks, we were interested
in the synthesis of isoreticular compounds of the well known Al-based MILs, i.e.
incorporating larger organic or functionalized organic linker molecules. The latter should
permit post-synthetic modification reactions. Here, we present the results on the HT
investigation of Al3+ containing metal carboxylates.
Experimental
For the discovery and synthesis optimization in house developed high-throughput methods
have been used to systematically investigate the parameter space [6]. Multiclaves containing
24 and 48 parallel reactor with a maximum volume of ca. 2.5 ml and 300 µl were used and the
starting materials manually weighed in or dispensed. Automated characterization was carried
out employing a high-throughput X-ray powder diffractometer system. Synthesis scale up was
accomplished for selected systems up to the gram scale.
Results and discussion
The systems Al3+ / arylcarboxylic acid / solvent / base with solvent = H2O, methanol, ethanol,
isopropanol, acetonitrile or DMF were investigated in detail. In addition to terephthalic acid
or trimesic acid, larger organic acids (naphthalenedicarboxylic acid or benzenetribenzoic acid)
as well as functionalized organic acids were employed. The choice of methanol as solvent led
to two new families of aluminium carboxylates [Al8(OH)4(OCH3)8(BDC)6]⋅xH2O, CAU-1,
and [Al2(OCH3)4BDC]⋅xH2O, CAU-3, respectively (CAU = Christian-Albrechts-Universität)
[3]. The structure of these compounds was determined from X-ray powder diffraction data.
They contain unprecedented octameric (Fig. 1a) and dodecameric (Fig. 1b) Al-containing
bricks, respectively, which are connected through the dicarboxylate ions to twelvefoldconnected nets. The systematic investigation of the phase space using high-throughput
methods allowed the synthesis of isoreticular compounds of CAU-1 and CAU-3 containing
larger and/or functionalized linker molecules. Thus the porosity, i.e. the micropore volume
and the specific surface, as well as the pore chemistry, e.g. the hydrophobicity, could be
varied. Amino-functionalized CAU-1 was also used for post-synthetic modification reactions.
Changing the solvent to DMF and using the tritopic linker molecule benzenetribenzoic acid
(H3BTB), [Al(BTB)]⋅xH2O, named CAU-4, was also discovered. The synthesis was
optimized changing chemical and process parameters and the final synthesis procedure was
scaled up to the gram scale. CAU-4 is thermally stable up to 400 °C in air and exhibits an
apparent specific BET-surface of 1520 m2/g and a micropore volume of 0.61 cm3/g. A
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structural model was developed using the Universal Force Field as implemented in Materials
Studio. The framework structure consists of isolated [AlO6]-octahedra, which are bridged by
carboxylate groups of the BTB-linker. These chains are connected by the tritopic aromatic
building blocks, to form one-dimensional hexagonal channels with a diameter of ca. 10 Å.

Figure 1. Al-containing bricks observed in CAU-3 (left) and CAU-1 (middle) and structure of
CAU-1 (right). The octameric bricks are connected to 12 other units through the
aminoterephthalate linker. Thus, distorted octahedral (red) and tetrahedral (green) cages are
formed. For clarity some of the phenyl rings are replaced by a straight line.

Conclusions
The solvent employed in the systematic investigation of Al-containing MOFs has a profound
influence on the structure formation. New Al-O clusters can be observed that lead to
unprecedented open-framework structures with accessible porosity.
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Introduction
Hybrid inorganic-organic coordination polymers or metal-organic framework (MOF)
materials represent an extensive group of materials where inorganic building units are
interconnected through rigid organic molecules (typically polycarboxylates) forming
crystalline structure [1,2]. In the last decade they have been growing increasingly popular
because of their vast potential in a variety of applications [3] such as heterogeneous catalysis,
ion exchange, gas separation and storage, heat storage and drug delivery. In an attempt to
synthesise new structures, the emphasis was also put on the variation of the solvent. The
influence the solvent has on the structure and dimensionality was studied previously [4] and it
was determined that the solvent can play an important role in the structure formation.
In this work we discuss the role of the solvent on the structure and formation of some new
magnesium tricarboxylate phases.
Experimental
The synthesis of all compounds was carried out with constant ratios of magnesium acetate
tetrahydrate (Mg(ac)2.4H2O, 99%, Fluka) and 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (BTC, 95%,
Aldrich), while the molar ratios of ethanol (EtOH, 99%, Aldrich) and deionised water varied.
The components were mixed in a glass beaker and the white gel was then transferred to
Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclaves and solvothermally treated at 423 K for 24 h.
Depending on the H2O:EtOH ratio we obtained mononuclear complex (0D) [Mg(H2O)4(BTCH2)2], one- (1D) [Mg3(BTC)2(H2O)12], two- (2D) [Mg2(H-BTC)(OH)2(H2O)2] or threedimensional (3D) Mg tricarboxylate structure [Mg(H-BTC)]. The structures of all four final
materials were solved from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data collected on Nonius Kappa
diffractometer with MoKα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). Mononuclear complex was proven to be
isostructural to the [Fe(H2O)4(BTC-H2)2] [5].
1
H, 13C and 25Mg NMR measurements were done on a Varian VNMRS 600 MHz (14.1 T)
spectrometer equipped with a 3.2 mm T3 MAS solids probe.
The size and morphology of the crystals in the product were studied with scanning electron
microscope Zeiss Supra™ 3VP.
Results and discussion
We used 1H, 13C and 25Mg liquid and solid-state NMR spectroscopy to observe the framework
formation and crystal growth of Mg MOF materials. We were able to observe the assembly of
individual building blocks into coordination polymers during the synthesis procedure. Four
distinct magnesium-based trimesates with different dimensionalities synthesised at different
reaction conditions described in experimental section, were studied (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The dimensionality of the magnesium tricarboxylate framework depends solely on
the molar ratio between water and ethanol in the solvent.

We were able to determine that the crucial difference in the framework formation takes place
already in the initial mixture of the reagents, before heating. 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid
reacts with Mg ions and forms an unordered structure that closely resembles the final
crystalline product.
25
Mg NMR spectroscopy of Mg acetate dissolved in different H2O:EtOH mixtures showed
that the crucial factor determining the dimensionality of the final crystallite is the interaction
between the solvent and the magnesium ions. Magnesium acetate dissolves well in water and
Mg ions in the solution are very mobile which results in narrow signals in 25Mg NMR spectra.
Dissolution of Mg(CH3COO)2 in the solvent with higher ratios of ethanol is lower and the
signals in NMR spectra are broadened. We believe that the same magnesium clusters or
complexes that are present in the final compounds are formed, which broadens the 25Mg NMR
signals.
Conclusions
The solvent composition of the synthesis gel influences the dimensionality of the obtained
crystalline MgMOF system. More precisely, as shown by 25Mg NMR spectroscopy, the
dimensionality of the system is determined by the interaction of magnesium ions with the
solvent. By understanding the principles behind the framework formation we can tailor the
structure of MOFs.
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Introduction
There are different strategies to covalently incorporate organic groups in the silica network of
the nanoporous materials like to anchor the organacatalyst onto previously synthesized
mesoporous materials by post-synthesis grafting methods and co-condensation processes in
one-pot synthesis from mono-silylated precursors. However, the hybrid grafted samples may
present important drawbacks for the partial blockage of pores and the undesired site-site
interactions. There is a third route to obtain organic-inorganic hybrid materials that allows
preparing less ordered mesoporous hybrid materials. The soft synthesis conditions together
with the higher flexibility exhibited by the network associated to the non-ordered organization
may encompass some of the mean problems entailed by the grafted materials or by the
periodic mesoporous systems.
Experimental
The bis-silylated Tröger-base precursor was synthesized in two steps from 4-iodoaniline with
formaldehyde and rhodium-catalyzed disilylation of the diodo derivative with triethoxysilane:
NH 2

N

I

(CH 2O)n
CF3CO2 H
I

I

N

N

[Rh(CH3 CN)2 (cod)] BF 4
(OEt) 3SiH, Et3 N, DMF
80ºC

-15ºC to rt

(EtO)3Si

Si(OEt) 3
N

In Table 1 the chemical composition of the synthesized hybrid porous materials studied is
shown.

Sample

Elemental
analysis molar
N/C expa

TB mmol/g hybrid

TB mmol/g hybrid

(TB mmol/g SiO2)

(TB mmol/g SiO2)

Solid NMR
T/T+Q
(TB
mmol/gSiO2)

Organic
contentb

Thermogravimetric
analysis

SBA15-TBG

0.10

0.62 (0.8)

1.08 (1.35)c

0.08 (0.6)

Si-TB-50A

0.14

1.75 (3.1)

2.33 (4.15)

0.30 (2.5)

Si-TB-50F

0.12

1.74 (3.0)

2.17 (3.7)

0.32 (2.7)

a

Theoretical molar N/C ratio 0.13. b Determined by elemental analysis (N% and C%) considering dry sample (or pure silica
content). c corresponding to 0.93 molecules per nm2

Table 1. Chemical composition of the hybrid materials
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Results and discussion
Here we prepared mesoporous organosilica hybrid materials based on Tröger base (TB) units,
using first by a post-synthesis grafting method1 and secondly through two one-pot sol-gel
route in presence2 or not of structure directing agents (SDAs) molecules.3 These assynthesized materials corresponds to three different types of nanostructured solids: (a)
Troger’s base-tethered SBA-15 silica resulting from mesoporous silica surface grafted with
bis-silylated TB, (b) periodic mesoporous organosilicas featuring hexagonal type structure
with rigid walls through self-assembling process, and (c) high surface orderedless mesoporous
materials with flexible structure obtained by NH4F sol-gel route in soft conditions, i. e. neutral
pH and low temperature.3 These hybrid mesoporous materials were extensively characterized,
and the catalytic performance for a base catalyzed Knoevenagel reaction has been correlated
with their physicochemical characteristics.4
Entry Catalyst

Conversion %
1h

2h

8h

Yield %

TON 2 h

1

TB

52.5 73.7 100

75.8

42.5

2

Si-TB-50F

40.5 71.6 99.9 99.9

41.4

3

Si-TB-50A

38.4 60.5 99.8 99.0

35.1

4

SBA15-TB-G 27.6 43.3 91.0 99.1

24.9

Table 2. Catalytic activity of the synthesized materials for the Knoevenagel reaction.

Conclusions
Tröger-base units have been covalently incorporated into mesoporous organosilicas
framework for the first time. The incorporation of this organic builder into the structure was
done through different synthetic processes from the bridged silylated precursor. The activity
of these materials was tested in Knoevenagel reaction. The disordered hybrid materials
obtained through the fluoride-assisted sol-gel method show the best performance. The hybrid
mesoporous organosilica materials containing Troger´s base show a remarkable stability as
catalyst during their recycles.
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Introduction
Extraordinary selectivity of zeolites is often coupled with undesirable effects as diffusion
limitation, pore blocking and catalysts deactivation. Two major avenues are considered in
order to circumvent these drawbacks and fully explore the potential of zeolitic materials,
namely synthesis of nanocrystals and preparation of conventional micron-sized zeolite
crystals comprising larger (meso-)pores. Thermal and chemical stability of zeolite
nanocrystals is not always comparable of their micron-sized counterparts. In addition, zeolite
nanoparticles are still not readily available. Consequently, a lot of research was dedicated to
the control formation of mesopores in zeolite crystals. The different approaches used to
generate mesopores in zeolite crystals can be classified into two groups: i) bottom-up:
sacrificial templates are incorporated in zeolite crystal during crystallization process and
eliminated by post-synthesis treatment; and ii) top-down: wet chemical etching is used to
“drill” mesopores. None of these approaches allows the generation of controlled in pore size
and pore density network of mesopores ensuring access to the entire micropore volume of a
zeolite crystal.
The present study reports on the use of a combination of a physical and a chemical approach
that provide hierarchical zeolite crystals with ordered system of mesopores.
Experimental
ZSM-5 crystals were prepared in fluoride containing system from a gel with composition:
0.2(C3H7)4NBr:0.07Al2O3:1.0SiO2: 0.58NH4F:15H2O at 170°C for 10 days.
Latent track formed upon 238U irradiation (GANIL,Caen) were developed by 0.5 wt. % HF
acid treatment at room temperature for 5 min. The liquid:solid ratio was 50:1. As-synthesized
and treated materials were characterization by X-ray diffraction (X’Pert Pro, PANalytical)
scanning (TESCAN) and transmission (JEOL JEM 2000FX) electron microscopy, N2
adsorption (Micromeritics 2010 ASAP). The catalytic tests were carried out in a fixed-bed
flow reactor at atmospheric pressure and reaction temperature of 623 K. N2 carrier gas was
passed through a saturator filled with m-xylene and equilibrated at 293.2 K so as reactant
partial pressure of 0.9 kPa to be attained. On-line analysis of the reaction products has been
performed using HP-GC with 25m FFAP capillary column.
Results and discussion
The new preparation method reported here is based on the preferential etchability of latent
nuclear tracks. More precisely the preparation of mesopores in zeolite crystals includes two
stages: i) exposing zeolite crystals to a flow of high energy ions for inducing nuclear tracks;
and ii) etching the nuclear tracks to create mesopores. An important feature of the technique is
that one single particle is sufficient to create a damaged zone in zeolite crystal, which is
characterized with high free energy. Substantially different etching velocity of the ion track
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and the intact part of the crystals allows pore formation to be controlled. Thus, the physical
treatment tracks down the pore formation during the following wet chemical treatment.
The method is exemplified by the formation of mesopores in ZSM-5 crystals. The formation
of mesopores of heavily intergrown aggregates is difficult to be studied. Consequently, well
shaped single crystals grown in fluoride media were employed in order to clearly visualize the
mesopores issued from the nuclear track imprinting. The size of the crystals was about 5 µm
along the c axis. Zeolite crystals were exposed to 238U ion beam with fluencies corresponding
to an average distance between ion impacts of 230, 700 and 1400 nm. The irritated samples
were then etched with diluted HF acid and thoroughly washed with distilled water. XRD
patterns of etched samples did not show any differences with the parent as-synthesized
sample. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigation revealed that the
mesopores diameter is constant along the crystal length (Figure 1A,B). The formation of
parallel mesopores of similar size crossing the entire zeolite crystals is a sound prove for the
decisive effect of the ion beam treatment on the following chemical extraction step.
After calcination the resultant materials with average distance between pores of 230, 700 and
1400 nm were subjected to catalytic tests in the reaction of m-xylene conversion. The
catalytic performance of the material with average mesopore distance of 230 nm shows much
higher m-xylene conversion in respect to the initial non-treated ZSM-5 catalysts and the two
materials with less mesopores per unit zeolite volume. Obviously, the procedure applied to
develop denser inter-crystalline mesoporosity has had more beneficial effect on the catalytic
behavior (Figure 1C).
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Figure 1. TEM micrographs of ZSM-5 crystals with ordered systems of mesopores parallel to 010 (A)
and 100 (B) obtained by 238U irradiation followed by diluted HF acid treatment; (C) Total m-xylene
conversion as a function of the time on stream over the initial ZSM-5 sample (empty triangles) and the
mesoporous zeolites with an average distance between the secondary pore system of 230 nm (a), 700
nm (b) and 1400 nm (c).

Conclusions
In conclusion, the presented study proved the possibility to form uniform parallel mesopores
in zeolite crystals. The mesopore formation was pre-determined by creation of defect zones in
the crystals vulnerable to chemical attack. High energy 238U ion beam was employed to form
latent track in the crystals, which were further subjected to attack with diluted HF solution
and thus developed to uniform in size mesopores.
At present, the most evident application of hierarchical zeolites is in the area of heterogeneous
catalysis where crystalline microporous solids with ordered system of mesopores can be used
as model materials. Besides in the area of heterogeneous catalysis such materials are expected
to show superior performance as detection media of sensors and electrodes.
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Introduction
The synthesis of crystalline microporous materials usually requires the presence of organic
molecules that act as structure-directing agents (SDAs). To date, a large number of organic
molecules of different sizes and shapes has been successfully used as SDAs. However, their
structure-directing action has been invariably based on single molecular units; supramolecular
chemistry has only rarely been mentioned, in contrast to the wide use of supramolecular
arrangements in the synthesis of ordered mesoporous materials.
In recent years, a new concept in structure direction has been proposed [1,2], which uses the
supramolecular chemistry of aromatic molecules, able to self-assemble through π-π type
interactions, in order to get larger supramolecular structure-direction entities in a search for
large-pore microporous structures. In particular, we have studied the structure direction
behaviour of benzylpyrrolidine (BP) and (S)-N-benzylpyrrolidine-2-methanol (BPM) in the
synthesis of aluminophosphates. Through a combined study based on fluorescence
spectroscopy and molecular simulations, we observed that although both molecules selfassemble during the synthesis, only BPM forms supramolecular entities able to accommodate
within the one-dimensional pores of AlPO-5; instead, BP forms differently oriented dimers
whose dimensions are too large to enter the AlPO-5 porous network. We now study the effect
of fluorine on the supramolecular behaviour of BP and BPM during the synthesis of AlPO-5.
Experimental
Hydrothermal synthesis of AlPO-5 materials was carried out with using BP or BPM and their
corresponding ortho- or meta-fluorinated derivatives as SDAs. The obtained solids were
characterized by XRD, TGA, elemental analysis and fluorescence spectroscopy. A
computational study based on molecular mechanics of the aggregation behaviour of the
molecules in solution was performed in order to understand the experimental observations.
Results and discussion
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All the SDA molecules studied directed the crystallization of AlPO-5 (AFI). Fluorescence
spectroscopy results showed no notable differences in the aggregation behaviour of the BP
derivatives as a function of the fluorine presence. A low concentration of self-assembled
dimers are found within the AlPO-5 structure regardless of the fluorine presence and position,
indicating that F in BP is not able to modify its aggregation behaviour I : BP tends to form
dimers with the pyrrolidine rings oriented in the same side in aqueous solution, unable to
accommodate within the AFI channels, thus resulting in a major incorporation of monomers.
However, an important difference is observed with the BPM fluorinated derivatives. BPM
tends to incorporate as dimers within the AFI structure since these molecules self-assemble
with the pyrrolidine rings in opposite sides due to the hydrophilic nature of their hydroxylated
rings. Interestingly, fluorine dramatically changes this aggregation behaviour: the presence of
fluorine, both in meta- and ortho- positions, leads to a notable decrease of the incorporation of
dimers within the AFI structure. A computational study showed that meta-F tends to form
larger (non-dimeric) aggregates of BPM due to a strong interaction between F atoms of
different molecules, which are too large to be incorporated within the AFI channels; instead,
ortho-F tends to decrease the self-assembling of BPM in solution. Both observations result in
a preferential inclusion of monomers within the AlPO-5, explaining the experimental results.
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Figure 1. Fluorescence emission spectra (λexc=260 nm) of BP (left) and BPM derivatives
(right) (non-fluorinated: black line; ortho-F SDA: red line; meta-F SDA: blue line).
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Introduction
The last decade has seen an unparalleled development of the rational design of MOFs that
originates in reticular chemistry concepts.[1] In this very active context of hybrid framework
materials or metal organic frameworks (MOFs),[2] polyoxometalates (POMs), a large family
of soluble anionic metal oxide clusters of d-block transition metals in high oxidation states,
constitute ideal building blocks for targeting new multifunctional materials due to their wide
range of magnetic,[3] redox,[4] and catalytic properties.i[5] In particular, the redox properties of
POMs together with their ability to form metal organic frameworks as POMOFs with a
variety of organic linkers provides a unique impetus for the synthesis of electroactive openframework materials,[6] a research area still scarcely explored. Here, we sought to combine the
flexibility with which MOFs may be computationally designed with the extensive
electrochemical activity of POMs that may be exploited when they are retained in a robust
framework. Our general philosophy is to use the ε-Keggin ion as an inorganic building block
to (i) computationally explore its supramolecular assembly with various organic linkers, (ii)
achieve the synthesis of stable architectures and (iii) finally explore the electroactivity of assynthesized structures.
Computational and experimental methods
Computational method: We use here the ε-Keggin POM {ε-PMoV8MoVI4O40-x(OH)xZn4} as
the inorganic building blocks capped by four Zn2+ metallic ions. Its tetrahedral symmetry
allows its combination with bidendate linkers such as 1,4 benzene dicarboxylic acid (bdc) or
imidazolate (im), to target 4-connected networks analogues to zeolites or dense minerals
(coesite, cristobalite, quartz). Alternatively, the choice of a tridentate linker such as 1,3,5
benzene tricarboxylic acid (btc) allows the construction of new (3,4) connected nets. Lattice
energy minimizations allow us to explore the energy landscape of polymorphs in each
{linker/ε-Keggin} system and identify the most stable topologies.
Experimental methods: Hydrothermal syntheses were carried out in 23 mL
polytetrafluoroethylene lined stainless steel containers under autogenous pressure. The
mixture (an aqueous solution of (NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O, molybdenum powder, H3PO3, ZnCl2,
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide with bdc, btc or im) was heated to 180°C over a period of 1h,
kept at 180°C for 40h and cooled down to room temperature over a period of 88h. The
products were isolated by filtration and washed with ethanol. X-ray diffraction were carried
out with a Siemens SMART three-circle or a Bruker Nonius X8 APEX 2 diffractometer, both
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equipped with a CCD bi-dimensional detector using the monochromatized wavelength λ (Mo
Kα) = 0.71073 Å. Finally, cyclic voltametry (CV) analyses were performed using a number
of different modified electrodes techniques using the as-synthesized POMOFs.
Results and discussion
We show how the prediction of polymorphs in each {linker/ε-Keggin} system is performed
with their energy ranking. The diamond-like bdc-based POMOF was predicted as the most
thermodynamically stable one among a series of polymorphs, and was further successfully
synthesized, exhibiting enhanced electrocatalytic reduction activity compared to the
molecular precursors. Using btc as a linker, we discoved a new family of open-framework
POMOFs (Figure 1) and synthesized a couple of new structures more active than platinum for
hydrogene evolution reaction.
polymorph 1

polymorph 2

polymorph 3

Figure 1. Crystal structures of three {btc/ε-Keggin} POMOFs polymorphs.

Conclusions
This work confirms that the {ε-PMoV8MoVI4O36(OH)4Zn4} POM is a versatile and powerful
building block for the construction and synthesis of new POMOFs structures. A rationale for
the stabilization of a number of structures over alternative polymorphs is proposed,
highlighting a structure directing role of TBA in the assembly of the POMs. Also, this unique
feature of POMOFs to allow the stabilization of electroactive POMs in MOF-type scaffold
opens up promising perspectives for the conception of more efficient catalysts for HER.
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Introduction
Molecular simulations are a powerful tool to study the adsorption of guest molecules inside
zeolite crystals. However, adsorption of molecules on external zeolite surfaces has received
far less attention. Surface adsorption and resistivities are of particular importance for a correct
description of mass transport through a zeolite membrane. Here, we studied the adsorption
of ethane, propane, and their equimolar mixture on the external surface of silicalite-1. Pure
component and mixture isotherms at 308K are obtained from molecular simulations. The Ideal
Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) of Myers and Prausnitz [1] correctly predicts competitive
adsorption on the external surface.

Surface

Gas

S,g S,h

(a)

Zeolite

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of the zeolite and the external surface. The external
surface can be split into two parts; the gas part, S, g, and the host part, S, h. The crystallographic
surface is selected as the dividing surface. (b) Typical snapshot from simulations showing the
external surface of silicalite-1 with ethane and propane adsorbed. The red molecules are ethane,
and cyan are propane.
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Figure 2: (a) The adsorption on the gas side of the surface. (b) The adsorption on the host side of
the surface. (c) The surface adsorption on the surface as a total. The results from Ideal Adsorbed
Solution Theory are plotted as the solid lines, while the closed symbols are from simulations
with ethane and propane in an equimolar mixture.
Method
Configurational-bias Monte Carlo simulations in the grand-canonical ensemble are used to obtain
the loading in the different parts of the zeolite as a function of the fugacity. For details on the
simulations, we refer the reader to Refs. [2-3]. Simulations were performed with a zeolite, a gas
phase, and a zeolite with two adjoining gas phases, see Fig 1.
The extent of the external surface, both on the gas side and host side of the crystallographic
surface, is determined from changes in the local density. The bulk zeolite and gas phase are used
as a reference. The surface is considered as a Gibbs-surface [4]. Fig. 2 shows the adsorption of
ethane and propane on the silicalite-1 surface, both for pure component systems and mixtures.
It is clear that for the gas side of the surface (Fig. 2a) the predicted values using IAST are in
very good agreement with simulations, up until the fugacity approaches 105 Pa. At this point the
surface loading starts increasing rapidly, indicating that condensation on the surface takes place.
As for the host side of the surface (Fig. 2b), we also have a very good correspondence between
values predicted from IAST and from simulation.
Conclusion
The IAST is able to predict the adsorption of ethane, propane and their mixture on the surface of
silicalite-1. The gas-side of the surface give good predictions until condensations become important. For the host side, as well as for the total surface, IAST predicts the mixture composition
well up till high pressures. In future studies, we will focus on the competitive adsorption of polar
molecules on zeolite surfaces.
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Introduction
To model alkane adsorption in zeolites is a big challenge for density functional calculations.
In these systems the strength of adsorption depends on two components: (i) the chemical
interaction between the alkane and the adsorption site and (ii) the van der Waals (vdW)
interactions between the alkane and the zeolite framework. While the specific interaction with
the active site is well described by Density Functional Theory (DFT), the dispersion forces,
which mediate the interactions with the framework go beyond DFT. In this work we test the
performance of recently developed post DFT methods to describe the adsorption of methane,
ethane and propane in protonated and Na-exchanged chabazite [1].
Theoretical
We calculated adsorption energies at different levels of theory: (i) semilocal gradient
corrected functionals proposed by Perdew et al. (PBE, [2]), (ii) including dispersion
corrections via semi-empirical pair potentials proposed by Grimme (PBE-d, [3]), (iii) using a
non-local
correlation
functional
designed to describe vdW interactions
(vdW-DF, [4]), (iv) the adiabatic
connection
fluctuation-dissipation
theorem in its random phase
approximation (RPA, RPA-HF, [5,6])
and (v) second order Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory for periodic
systems (MP2, [7]). PBE, PBE-d and
vdW-DF calculations were performed
selfconsistently,
including
the Figure 1: Adsorption energies in Na-exchanged
Chabazite
optimization of the geometry of the
adsorption complex, RPA and MP2 calculations were performed non-selfconsistently for
geometries optimized at the PBE, PBE-d or vdW-DF levels. All calculations were performed
using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP)[8].
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Results and Discussion
Results for the adsorption energies of short alkanes in Na-exchanged and protonated chabazite
are compiled in Figs 1 and 2. The calculated adsorption energies increase in the sequence
PBE<RPA<RPA-HF<MP2<PBE-d<vdW-DF, the increment per additional CH2 group is
almost zero for PBE, similar for PBE-d,
RPA and RPA-HF and largest for vdW-DF
and MP2. Comparison with experiment at
finite temperatures is not straightforward.
Recent ab-initio MD simulations [9] have
shown that due to the weakness of the
adsorptive interaction, even at 300K only
about 2/3 of the molecules adsorbed in the
zeolite are bound to the acid site, 1/3 of the
molecules move freely in the cavity and
Figure 2: Adsorption energies in protonated
experience only vdW-interactions with the
chabazite
framework. Comparison with experiment
should therefore use adsorption energies calculated for acid and purely siliceous chabazite
averaged in a ratio 2:1. With these corrections best agreement with experiment in Nachabazite [10] is found at the RPA-HF-level.
Conclusion and Outlook
We tested the performance of different methods to describe the adsorption of short alkanes in
chabazite. Sadly none of these methods was ideal. MP2, the only method which seems to give
results which are at least close to chemical accuracy, is limited by its computational effort and
scaling behavior to smaller system sizes. Therefore a lot of work has to be invested to find a
electronic structure method suitable for these applications.
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Introduction
In the past ten years, attention was drawn to development of methods for the abatement of
N2O. Transition metal exchanged silicon rich zeolites are excellent candidates for the
decomposition of nitrous oxide to nitrogen and oxygen. Fe-ZSM-5 was studied the most both
experimentally and theoretically but Fe-ferrierite as well as Fe-beta were also investigated.
Our recent study [1] showed that Fe-zeolite samples prepared by Fe(III) precipitation using
organic solvent represent promising catalytic systems with a high and stable activity under
conditions of nitrous acid plants. The catalytic activity of Fe-ferrierite in the absence of NO
was found to be superior with respect to Fe-beta and Fe-ZSM-5 (ferrierite >> the beta zeolite
> ZSM-5). On the other hand, all the three zeolites have similar activities in the presence of
NO. We suggested that a collaboration of two Fe(II) cations accommodated in two adjacent
sites located on the opposite sides of the eight-membered ring channel can explain for the
superior performance of Fe-ferrierite. In this contribution, we focus on the investigation and
description of (1) plausible active sites of Fe-ferrierite and their structures [2, 3], (2) the origin
of the distinct reactivity of Fe-ferrierite, Fe-ZSM-5, and Fe-beta [2], and (3) a description of
the mechanism of the N2O decomposition on (a) two collaborating Fe(II) cations
accommodated in two adjacent sites and (b) isolated Fe(II) cations [4].
Computational details
Five ferrierite double unit cell models were employed to investigate five distinct possible
arrangements of the active sites in ferrierite. The first three models represent three distinct
isolated cationic sites while the other two models feature two cooperating adjacent Fe(II)
cationic sites. Spin polarized periodic DFT calculations (molecular dynamics and subsequent
optimizations) were carried out employing the VASP code. The exchange-correlation energy
was described by the PW91 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional. Brillouin
zone sampling was restricted to the -point. The plane-wave cutoff of 400 eV was utilized for
geometry optimizations while a smaller cutoff of 300 eV was used for the molecular
dynamics simulations.
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Results and discussion
Our investigations [2] provided evidence based on our multiple spectroscopy results, DFT
calculations, and structural models that two Fe(II) cations coordinated in two adjacent E sites
of Fe-ferrierite most likely form the active site responsible for the superior activity of this
catalyst in the N2O decomposition in the low temperature region. The calculated Fe – Fe
distance of the active site is 7.4 Å. The formation of the active sites results from a
combination of (1) a suitable topology of the ferrierite framework and (2) an appropriate
distribution of Al in the distinguishable T sites of the ferrierite framework as well as
concentration of Al in these T sites. Both six-membered rings forming the two neighboring E
sites must contain two Al atoms each (four Al atoms in total). Two adjacent E sites of Fe-beta
can also form an active site with two collaborating Fe(II) cations. However, there are
significant differences with respect to ferrierite. The Fe – Fe distance is somewhat longer and,
more importantly, the distribution and concentration of Al in the rings with the geometry of
the E site lead to a very low probability of occurrence of the active sites with two cooperating
Fe(II) cations. This is responsible for the superior activity of Fe-ferrierite relative to Fe-beta.
Two close D sites of the Fe(II) exchanged ZSM-5 zeolite coordinating two collaborating
Fe(II) cations can compose the active site. However, the geometrical arrangement of two
adjacent D sites is very distant from that of two adjacent E sites in ferrierite. Also the
probability of a formation of these active sites is low due to an unfavorable Al distribution
and Al concentration in the rings forming the D sites. Our study further reveals detailed
mechanisms of the N2O decomposition on both two collaborating Fe(II) cations
accommodated in two adjacent sites and isolated Fe(II) cations [4]. The main feature of the
former active site is the oxidation of FER-Fe-NO2 to yield FER-Fe-NO3 and subsequently
release O2(g).
Conclusions
The results of our investigations of the N2O decomposition explain the order of the catalytic
activity of Fe(II) exchanged zeolites (Fe-ferrierite >> Fe-beta > Fe-ZSM-5) and reveal the
active sites of Fe-ferrierite and their structures and the catalytic mechanisms.
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Introduction
The role of the structure directing agent (SDA) has been the subject of many years of research
however its role is still not full understood. It was proposed by Chang et al [1] that the
hydration layer around the SDA forms a structure isomorphic to the final zeolite product.
Such water is then replaced by silica to form a nucleation species[2,3,4]. Here we demonstrate
how computational methods can be used to investigate the formation of such hydration layers
around SDAs and their structure. Ab inito molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations are used
to generate trajectories which are then analysed for the presence of rings within the hydration
layer around the SDA.
Experimental
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out using the CP2K[5] code using the
BLYP functional with DZVP basis set and GTH pseudopotentials. The energy cutoff was set
to 280 Ry. SDAs were hydrated using our code then the cell volume equilibrated by running
MD in an NPT ensemble at 350 K for 3 ps with a timestep of 1 fs. Trajectories were analysed
to determine the formation of specific water structures and their lifetime.
Results and discussion
Our simulations of TMA (Figure 1) clearly reveal the formation of sodalite-like structures. An
analysis of the lifetime of these structural motifs reveals that they are longer lived than in pure
water. The number of rings found in the hydration layers of protonated and neutral
aminoadamantane and piperidine and methylpiperidine, compared to pure water, was also
analysed. Of note is that five and six-membered rings are more prevalent in the presence of
the adamantanes than in pure water, whilst the number of four rings is diminished. A similar
situation is found for both piperidine and methyl piperidine. Figure 2 shows the number of
rings within 5Å of the nitrogen atom in each of the SDAs considered. A further striking
feature of this analysis is the effect of protonation on the water structure (in the simulations of
amino adamantane): far fewer rings form in the vicinity of the –NH 3+ group than the neutral
NH2. This may be due to the fact that the hydrogens on the charged group participate directly
in hydrogen bonding with the water, thus disrupting the (water-water) network, or due to a
stabilizing effect of the lone pair, which is lost upon protonation, on rings.
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Figure 1: Formation of “sodalite-structured” water around TMA.

Figure 2: Normalised number of rings within 5 Å of the SDA.

Conclusions
QM molecular dynamics simulations show that a number of factors affect the size and lifetime
of the rings within the water hydration layer around a SDA. All SDAs increase the occurrence
of 5 and 6 member rings over those present in pure water. We will discuss further the
agglomeration of silica to the water-SDA interface.
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Introduction
The growing environmental regulations have forced the development of lean-burn engines
that offer, as Diesel engines, a reduction in fuel consumption and in CO2 emissions. In these
conditions of oxygen excess, the ammonia based selective catalytic reduction (SCR) permits
the NOx abatement, particularly when Fe-containing zeolites are applied [1-3].
This work indeed aims at providing chemical data obtained at the laboratory scale for a
simulation platform enabling a fast and reliable evaluation of the catalyst efficiency.
The chemical data useful for any reliable simulation cover a very broad range: in classical
studies, only the gas phase analysis feeds the simulation with both the nature and amount of
various molecules at the inlet and the outlet of the catalytic system. On the contrary, our
approach consists in the application of a unique spectroscopic tool enabling to perform precise
gas analyses while observing the catalytic system in working conditions (operando) and thus
to provide the simulation with:
i)
the nature of adsorbed species (either spectators, poisons or intermediates).
ii)
the candidates for the active sites.
iii)
more details on elemental steps and when relevant on the deactivation path.
Experimental
The investigated catalysts are powders obtained from scratching monoliths (either fresh or
aged) wash-coated with Fe-ZSM5 and provided by Renault.
The samples were tested by the operando methodology, using Quadrupole Mass Spectrometry
(Balzers TCP 121) and FTIR spectroscopy for both surface and gas analysis. A home-made
low volume transmission IR reactor cell fitted with KBr windows was used [3]. Feed
compositions similar to those occurring in exhaust gases of a Diesel engine were applied:
14% of O2, 4% of CO2, 1% of H2O, 300 ppm of CO, 150 ppm of NOx and 150 to 180 ppm of
NH3 in argon, at a space velocity of 120.000 h-1. The impact of 85 ppm of HC was studied,
either added solely to the flow or using a mixture of decane, toluene and propene. Different
temperatures were tested between 160 and 400 ºC.
Results and discussion
When no HCs was present in the flow, we observed that NOx conversion increased with the
temperature, reaching the maximum value (around 70%) at 400ºC. The NH3-conversion was
higher than the NOx conversion in the whole temperature range which implies that NH3 is
partly oxidized by O2 to yield N2 (as checked by complementary studies). At high
temperature, this parallel reaction account for about 30% of converted NH3 not involved to
reduce NOx. Furthermore, the gas IR data do not provide ant N2O evidence, confirming the
high selectivity of the SCR reaction to dinitrogen.
When 85 ppm of HC was added to the flow, new trends were observed. The NOx conversion
greatly decreased when lowering the temperature from 300 to 200ºC, especially in the
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presence of C10H22 or C7H8. Whatever the HC nature, the parallel NH3 oxidation by O2
decreased because the oxidation sites are also involved in HC’s conversion (as evidenced by
CO production). From the IR surface data, the deposit of C-species was observed at 400°C
with a stable amount remaining for all temperatures. As expected, the band intensities relative
to adsorbed NH3 and hydrocarbons increases when the temperature decreases. Specifically,
adsorbed decane (without any further transformation) amount was quite high at T below
300°C. Regarding adsorbed toluene, it was hardly detected and only at the lowest T, whereas
propene was never observed on the surface. Since the amount of available ammonium species
(detected by IR under reaction flow) correlates with the SCR activity, the fact that HCs and
NH3 compete for the same adsorption sites (OH acidic Brønsted sites) explains the decrease
of the SCR efficiency.
The NO/NOx ratio effect was also investigated in realistic conditions. Pure NO2 was shown to
favour the SCR especially in the low temperature region. We indeed did not observed the best
SCR efficiency for the expected NO:NO2 = 1 ratio (fast SCR) and we assign this phenomenon
to the presence of CO. Furthermore, the operando methodology allowed the clear evidence of
ammonium nitrate formation at 165°C whose accumulation leads to a loss of activity for the
NOx reduction associated to the microporous system obstruction (fig.1)
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Figure 1. IR spectra of catalyst during the test at 165ºC (red), catalyst before activation and
reaction (blue) and a mechanical mixture of NH4NO3 and catalyst (green).
Conclusions
Several parameters (unburnt hydrocarbon speciation, NO/NOx ratio…) were studied regarding
their impact on the SCR efficiency. Thanks to our operando system, we were able to conclude
that among several HC residues, decane was the main poisoning agent, especially at
intermediate reaction temperatures (T<300°C) due to its competitive adsorption (regarding
NH3) on active acidic sites. Furthermore, changing the NO/NOx ratio enabled us to evidence
an unexpected positive effect of pure NO2 on the SCR efficiency in the whole temperature
range which is related to the presence of CO. Finally, the catalyst deactivation upon
ammonium nitrate deposit at temperature as low as 165°C was clearly evidenced by mean of
the operando methodology.
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Introduction
Oligomerization of ethylene is an important catalytic route for the synthesis of higher
olefins used in the manufacture of valuable chemicals and clean fuels. Apart from oil refining,
it can be produced from alternative energy resources such as natural gas (NG), coal or
lignocellulosic biomass via syngas directly (Fischer-Tropsch) or indirectly by converting
syngas to methanol followed by methanol-to-olefins (MTO) processes. Oxidative coupling of
methane is another appealing source of ethylene to take profit of small NG reservoirs. In
recent years, researches have been focused on developing efficient heterogeneous catalysts as
an alternative to the current environmentally unfriendly technologies relying on homogeneous
(mostly Ni complexes) systems. In this respect, Ni loaded on acidic mesoporous carriers such
as silica-alumina, MCM-41 (and related mesostructures) as well as on zeolites (Y, MCM-22,
MCM-36) have shown good prospects for ethylene oligomerization under mild conditions [13]. Main factors affecting the oligomerization performance of Ni-loaded catalysts are the
amount and type of Ni species, amount and strength of acid sites, the Ni/acid sites ratio, and
the support porosity. Severe deactivation, however, is usually observed for Ni-zeolite
catalysts mostly due to blocking of the micropores by heavy (branched) oligomers. Here we
address, for the first time, the catalytic behavior of Ni loaded on nanosized Beta zeolite for the
oligomerization of ethylene. Ni speciation in Ni-Beta and reference Ni-USY was studied by in
situ FTIR-CO in an attempt to gain insights into the origin of the distinct behavior.
Experimental
Two Ni-Beta samples with different Ni loadings and a Ni-USY catalyst were prepared
by submitting commercial zeolites from Zeolyst Int. (name for commercial samples given in
Table 1) to consecutive ionic exchanges with an aq. solution of Ni(NO3)2 at 70ºC for 4 h with
intermediate washing and drying steps and final calcination at 550ºC for 3 h in flowing air.
Materials were characterized by ICP-OES, XRD, N2 physisorption, SEM, and FTIR-pyridine.
Ni speciation in freshly activated selected Ni-Beta and Ni-USY catalysts and upon reaction
with ethylene at the applied oligomerization temperature (120ºC) was studied by FTIR of
adsorbed CO at RT. Ethylene oligomerization was carried out in a bench-scale fixed-bed
reactor at 120ºC, Ptotal= 35 bar (PC2== 26 bar, Ar as balance), and WHSV= 2.2 h-1 after in situ
activation of the catalysts under flowing N2 at atmospheric pressure and 300ºC overnight.
Results and discussion
The nomenclature, parent zeolite (from Zeolyst Int.), and main properties of calcined
Ni-zeolite catalysts are given in Table 1. Mean crystallite sizes derived from SEM images for
Beta and USY zeolites were ca. 25 nm and 700 nm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the two
NiBeta catalysts displayed a stable activity with time-on-stream (TOS) during the gas-phase
oligomerization of ethylene, in contrast to the severe deactivation observed for NiUSY. In the
case of NiBeta, higher oligomerization activity and selectivity to liquid (C5+) oligomers (45
wt%, Table 1) was attained over NiB-2 catalyst loaded with a higher amount of Ni. The
activity, however, was not proportional to the Ni loading, indicating that not all the Ni species
are probably involved in the oligomerization reaction. Moreover, the presence of a higher
amount of cationic Ni2+ and Ni+ species (active for ethylene oligomerization) observed by
FTIR-CO on freshly activated NiB-1 as compared to NiUSY (Fig. 2, spectra a and b,
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respectively) might account for the higher catalytic activity of the former. After reaction with
ethylene at 120ºC for 1 h, Ni2+ was completely reduced to Ni+ in NiB-1 while both Ni+ and
Ni0 were detected in NiUSY (Fig. 2, spectra c and d, respectively). The formation of inactive
Ni0 species would, at least partially, account for the loss of activity with time in NiUSY.
Furthermore, analysis of the carbonaceous residues in spent catalysts (TG-DTGA) indicated a
higher amount of high-temperature burning coke (T> 450ºC) in NiUSY, suggesting the
formation of heavier oligomers trapped in the large supercages of the FAU structure as an
additional cause of deactivation. Finally, worth mentioning that the nanocrystalline nature of
Beta zeolite might help in facilitating the diffusion of the oligomers out of the crystallites thus
contributing to the stability of NiBeta catalysts during the catalytic reaction.
Table 1. Main properties of Ni-Beta and Ni-USY catalysts.
Aciditya
Oligomers
Bulk
Ni
BET
MPV
distrib. (wt%)
Commercial
Si/Al
(µmol/g)
Catalyst
zeolite
ratio
(wt%) (m2/g) (cm3/g) BAS LAS C3-4 C5-9 C10+
NiBeta-1 CP811
12
1.7
601
0.19
70
137
77
21
2
NiBeta-2 CP811
12
2.6
589
0.18
55
143
55
26
19
NiUSY
CBV712
5.5b
1.8
607
0.25
148
79
80
18
2
a
b
From FTIR-pyridine after desorbing the base at 250ºC. Framework Si/Al ratio= 17 (from XRD).
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Fig. 1. Ethylene conversion as a function of time- Fig. 2. IR spectra of CO adsorption on NiB-1 (a,
on-stream (TOS) for NiBeta and NiUSY c) and Ni-USY-1 (b, d) catalysts after
catalysts.
pretreatment in N2 at 300ºC for 3h (a, b) and after
reaction with ethylene at 120ºC for 1h (c, d).

Conclusions
Ni loaded on nanosized Beta displays, in contrast to Ni-USY, a stable activity during ethylene
oligomerization. FTIR-CO and TG-DTG analysis of spent catalysts suggest that deactivation
in NiUSY is related to the formation of inactive Ni0 species by the reductant ethylene at the
reaction temperature and by retention of heavier oligomers inside the large supercages.
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Introduction
Zeolite catalyts featuring an interconnected network of mesopores demonstrate improved
performance in a number of conversion processes compared to their purely microporous
counterparts due to enhanced accessibility and transport of reagents and products to and from
the active sites [1]. In recent years, a huge amount of research work has been paid to elaborate
methods for producing bimodal micro-mesoporous materials, among which treatment of high
silica zeolites with alkaline solution emerges as a most versatile, cost-effective and scalable
procedure [2]. In this work, controlled desilication of a dealuminated Y zeolite by NaOH has
been applied to optimize the selectivity of hydrocracking catalysts towards the production of
middle distillates. A unique material, characterized by an intracrystalline trimodal discrete
distribution of pore sizes and remarkable hydrocracking performance has been produced.
Experimental
The starting material was a commercially available steamed and acid leached zeolite H-Y
(CBV760, Zeolyst, Si/Al = 30, 0.5-1µm, 0.31 meq H+/g, hereafter HY-30). This material was
base leached using 0.05 M or 0.10 M NaOH solution for 15 min at room temperature
followed by NH4+ ion exchange and calcination to obtain HY-A (Si/Al = 25, 0.29 meq H+/g)
and HY-B (Si/Al= 20, 0.30 meq H+/g), respectively. Catalytic performances of the Pt-loaded
(0.3 wt% Pt) parent and desilicated zeolite samples were investigated for hydrocracking of nhexadecane and squalane (fixed-bed down-flow reactor, catalyst grain size 180-425 µm,
WHSV 1-3 h-1, H2/Hc = 4 mol/mol, total pressure 20 bar, 180-300°C).
Results and discussion
The unique textural properties of the desilicated zeolites
are depicted in Figure 1showing the (meso)pore size distribution derived from N2 physisorption and a typical
3D-reconstruction image generated by electron tomography [3]. Besides structural micropores, two distinct networks of mesopores with small (~ 3 nm ) and large (~ 30
nm) sizes are evidenced. While the later mesopores have
been generated by steam dealumination, it appears clearly that the creation of the small mesopores is associated
with the desilication process, generating a true intracrystalline trimodal porosity.
In the hydrocracking of n-hexadecane, rate constants calculated at 240°C appeared to be more
than 4 times higher over the two desilicated zeolites compared to the reference HY-30 material indicating an improved catalyst effectiveness upon generation of the secondary network
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of small mesopores. More important, the distribution
of the cracking products remained highly symmetrical
up to high conversions as illustrated in Figure 2 by the
evolution of the molar ratio between C6 and C10
products as a function of conversion. Actually, this
ratio remains close to unity up to a conversion of ca
80% after desilication, showing the absence of secondary cracking, while a significant deviation is observed above a conversion of 40% in the case of the
reference catalyst.
In the conversion of the more reactive squalane
(branched C30 alkane) similar activities were obtained
on the three catalysts. However, here again, a clear
influence of the textural characteristics was noticed (Fig.3). At 75% conversion a symmetrical
distribution of products, typical for a primary cracking, was obtained over HY-30A resulting
in maximization of the C11-C19 fraction.

Conclusions
Alkaline leaching of traditional steam and acid washed dealumianted zeolite Y (exhibiting a
Si/Al ratio of 30 and a network of mesopores 30 nm in size) under controlled conditions leads
to the creation of a worm like network of smaller mesopores, with an average diameter of 3
nm. The desilicated materials preserve a high acidity and demonstrate improved activity in the
hydrocracking of model long chain alkanes. Product selectivities show that these materials
with intracrystalline trimodal porosity behave as ideal hydroconversion catalysts, preventing
secondary cracking of reaction products and leading therefore to enhanced yields in median
hydrocarbon fractions.
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Introduction
The cold properties (pour point) of Fisher-Tropsch waxes can be enhanced by
changing the n-paraffins into iso-paraffins. This can be achieved using a hydroisomerization
process, but this latter also produces cracking products. The hydroisomerization reaction
requires a bifunctional catalyst which should have a strong hydrogenation function
accompanied by a mild acid function in order to minimize the formation of cracking products
[1]. A noble metal (i.e. platinum) supported on zeolite (i.e. ZSM-22 or BEA) is often used for
this purpose [1-3].
The zeolites morphology often affects their catalytic performances. The ZSM-22
zeolite, in particular, avoids the cracking of the long chain paraffin, even at high
hydroisomerization conversion. This is due to the small pore size and shape characteristics of
this zeolite. In this case, the reaction occurs through a key-lock catalysis mechanism which
favors isomerization [3]. Consequently, the ZSM-22 based catalysts are highly selective in
slightly branched isomers (mainly monobranced) which are not too sensitive to cracking.
Unfortunately, the activity of the ZSM-22 based catalysts catalytic is very weak due to the
small monodimensional pore size structure characteristic of this zeolite.
A new strategy is proposed to increase the catalytic activity while keeping high
isomerization selectivity. The use of large pore zeolite nano-crystals, such as the BEA zeolite
ones, would reduce the diffusional limitations inside the zeolite crystals, which would allow
the isomers to leave the catalyst before they crack. However, the BEA nano-crystals
agglomerate after calcination increasing the diffusion limitations. Therefore, we carried out
the direct germination of the BEA crystals over alpha alumina particles, which would prevent
agglomeration.
Experimental
The BEA zeolite synthesis was carried out in situ on α-Al2O3 particles (0.2-0.4 mm),
obtained by crushing and sieving α-Al2O3 extrudates. The molar composition of the starting
gel was 23.6SiO2 : 1.0Al2O3 : 1.9NaO2 : 1.9TEA2O : 235H2O. All the BEA zeolite based
catalysts were prepared from the same gel. The characteristics of the BEA catalysts are
presented in Table 1, as well as those of the HZSM-22 zeolite used as a comparison.
Table 1. Catalysts characteristics.
Zeolite
Si/Al Brønsted Crystal
Vmesopore
SBET
Catalyst
loading
acidity1
size2
(cm3/g)
(m2/g)
(wt.%)
(µmol/g) (nm)
HZSM-22
100
0.183
595.0
30
278
1000
15.7
296
50
100
0.103
718.7
β
14.1
54
43
18.7
0.018
89.0
β/Al2O3 (1)
17.7
59
44
19.2
0.031
120.3
β/Al2O3 (2)
13.0
229
43
57.4
0.031
270.5
β/Al2O3 (3)
1

determined by pyridine adsorption followed by IR.
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2

obtained using the Scherrer formula.

All the catalysts contained 1 wt.% platinum introduced through ion exchange with
[Pt(NH3)4]2+.
The catalytic tests were carried out in a fixed bed stainless steel reactor using nhexadecane (10 mol.%) diluted in n-hexane under the following conditions: T=220ºC,
Ptotal=30bar, H2/n-C16 molar ratio=20.
Results and discussion
On all the catalysts, n-hexadecane transformed into isomerization products
(monobranched M and multibranched B) and into cracking products, but the catalytic
performances were quite different.
The HZSM-22 based catalyst exhibited the best isomerization selectivity (Table 2) due
to its key-lock catalytic properties which favor the monobranched isomers formation (high
M/B ratio). However, the activity of this catalyst was very low compared to the activity of the
β zeolite based catalyst (5 versus 120, Table 2), but the latter catalyst exhibited a weak
isomerization selectivity due to its large pore structure associated to the nanocrystallite
agglomeration. On the other hand, as expected, the direct germination of the β zeolite over an
alumina surface decreased the zeolite mesoporosity (Table 1) indicating the nanocrystallite
aggregation decrease, reducing the molecule residence time inside the catalyst. Owing to the
consecutive nature of the reaction mechanism, the isomerized molecules can exit the zeolite
before they crack, which significantly increased the isomerization selectivity, and also
provoked a neat increase in the M/B ratio. This phenomenon was all the less significant as the
β zeolite content on the alumina surface increased. The β+Al2O3 (1) catalyst exhibited an
isomerization selectivity similar to that of the HZSM-22 catalyst, but a much higher catalytic
activity.
Table 2. Catalytic test results.
Catalyst

1

2

HZSM-22
β
β+Al2O3 (1)
β+Al2O3 (2)
β+Al2O3 (3)

TOF
(h-1)
5
120
81
133
110

M/B
ratio1
8.8
0.6
1.8
1.1
1.0

xmax-isomer (%)2
(conv.%)
87 (96)
55 (66)
80 (92)
72 (84)
65 (83)

ratio between monobranched and multibranched isomers at 20% isomerisation yield.
maximum isomerisation yield.

Conclusions
The direct germination of a β zeolite over alumina improves the zeolite
hydroisomerization properties. The resulting catalyst presents at the same time the high
activity of the β zeolite and an isomerization selectivity close to that of the HZSM-22 zeolite.
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Introduction
Conjugated linoleic acids (CLAs) and conjugated vegetable oils are interesting compounds in
the coatings, paints and polymer industries as well as in the food industry. As conjugated oils
“dry” or polymerize more quickly than non-conjugated oils, they are very valuable for use in
paints, inks and coatings[1]. Conjugated
oils are also very reactive monomers for
manufacturing of “bio-plastics”[2]. Finally,
CLAs are also interesting from a
nutritional point of view. Plenty of
literature is available, describing the
health benefits of CLAs[3]. While the
isomer distribution is not important for the
Figure 1. Structure of linoleic acid (C18:2 c9,c12; A)
industrial applications (drying oils and
and three CLA isomers, c9,t11 (B), t10,c12 (C) and
bio-plastics), the type of CLA isomer is
t9,t11 CLA (D).
crucial for their beneficial effects on
physiological properties. In particular two isomers have been known for their health effects,
viz. c9,t11 and t10,c12, while recent research indicates that t9,t11 CLA also exerts beneficial
health effects[4]. Today, CLAs are synthesized in free fatty acid form from vegetable oils rich
in linoleic acid using soluble base catalysts[5]. Besides the ecological drawbacks, competitive
hydrolysis of the ester linkages is the major limitation of the commercial process. The use of
heterogeneous metal catalysts seems a more attractive route for industrial production of CLAs
and conjugated oils. However, it does not seem easy to design a catalyst with high CLA
selectivity as the competing hydrogenation reaction limits the CLA yield. Moreover, obtained
productivity generally is low[6]. This contribution presents the direct production of CLAs over
Ru supported on hierargical zeolites.
Experimental
Different zeolite supports were loaded with 0.5 wt% Ru by ion-exchange using
Ru(III)(NH3)6Cl3 as Ru precursor. Prior to metal loading, the zeolite powder was changed
from the proton to the NH4-form by slurrying in an ammonia aqueous solution. Activation
was conducted in a flow reactor under flowing nitrogen to 350 °C. Optionally, a reduction
step at 400 °C under flowing hydrogen was performed. Catalysts were characterized with
SEM, TEM, EXAFS, CO-chemisorption, N2 physisorption and XRD. Isomerization of methyl
linoleate and safflower oil at 165 - 180 °C was carried out in a 100 mL Parr-autoclave with
sampling device and under 3.5 bar of N2 under constant stirring (500 rpm). The fatty acid
methyl esters were analyzed with GC.
Results and discussion
Different zeolite supports, varying in topology (ZSM-5, Y, BETA), Si/Al ratio and counter
cation (H+, Na+, Cs+) were tested for the conjugation of methyl linoleate. Ru/Cs-USY having
a Si/Al ratio of 40 was identified as the most active and selective catalyst for isomerisation of
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methyl linoleate to CLA at 165 °C[7]. Interestingly, no hydrogen pre-treatment of the catalyst
or addition of H-donors is required to achieve industrially relevant isomerisation
productivities. Moreover, the biologically most active CLA isomers, viz. c9,t11, t10,c12 and
t9,t11, were the main products, especially at low catalyst concentration. Catalyst
characterization with CO-chemisorption, EXAFS measurements, TEM analysis and TPO,
reveals highly dispersed RuO2 species in Ru/Cs-USY(40). It is assumed that such clusters in
reaction conditions are transformed into highly dispersed Ru metal clusters via a reaction of
autoxidation of methyl linoleate by Ru-O. Conjugation seems to be performed by means of
hydrogen transfer between the fatty acids and the active Ru metal clusters on the catalyst, i.e.
according to a classical Horiuti-Polanyi mechanism, since cis,trans CLAs at positions 9,11
and 10, 12 were shown to be primary products converted consecutively into trans,trans
isomers with double bonds at the same and finally other positions.
Finally, the Ru/USY(40) catalysts were also tested in the isomerization of pure vegetable
oils[8]. Because of the particular synthesis procedure, extra mesopores are created in the
USY support, facilitating transport of the bulky triglyceride molecules to the active
centres of the catalyst. We found a new method for the creation of small mesopores (2-5
nm) in commercially available USY zeolites, which show already some large mesopores
(20-30 nm), caused by a steaming process. This is achieved, using only a diluted aqueous
NH3 treatment at room temperature. The degree of mesopore formation can be tuned by
the concentration of NH3 and by the counter cation (H+<Na+<Cs+). Surprisingly,
comparison of the Ru-dispersions, as measured by CO-chemisorption, reveals that the Ru
dispersion increases with increase of mesopore formation. The mesoporous Ru/CsUSY(40) catalyst performs excellent in the conjugation of vegetable oils. As an example,
the isomerization of safflower oil at 180 °C under N 2, yielded after 2 hours 75 mg CLA/g
oil with a very high specific yield, viz. 377 g(CLA)/(g(metal).h), pointing to a very
efficient process. The level of the desirable c9,t11 and t10,c12 isomers at this point was
almost 55 mg CLA/g oil. Moreover, as no H2 or another H-donor is used in the catalytic
process, almost no hydrogenation was observed and only very low amounts of
undersirable C18:1 trans were analyzed in the product mixture.
Conclusions
A mesoporous Ru/Cs-USY(40) catalysts, containing highly dispersed Ru particles, performs
excellent in the conjugation of methyl linoleate and vegetable oils. Because of the very high
productivities obtained, this process can be a major breakthrough in the production of biobased drying oils, paints and plastics. Moreover, as the beneficial CLA isomers are the main
products with the Ru/Cs-USY catalyst and almost no C18:1 trans products are formed, this
research may also accelerate the development of CLA enriched functional foods.
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Introduction
Chlorine-containing volatile organic compounds (CVOCs) are widely used in the industry.
Their release to the atmosphere involves a considerable environmental impact mainly related
to the photochemical smog formation and to the depletion of the ozone layer in the
stratosphere. In contrast with thermal incineration catalytic oxidation results more attractive
for controlling CVOC emissions since it requires less severe conditions and it is more
efficient and economically advantageous for the destruction of low concentrations of
pollutants. The major challenge of this technology is to find an appropriate catalyst in terms
of efficiency and cost.
In our previous studies we found that the pure cerium oxide, CeO2, exhibited a promising
potential for this environmental application owing to its high oxygen-storage capacity and
facile redox cycle of Ce4+/Ce3+ [1]. Thus, in order to improve its catalytic behaviour the idea
of increasing the surface area of the active CeO2 phase was explored by spreading CeO2 at the
surface of a support oxide. In this work, the H-ZSM-5 zeolite was particularly selected as a
high-surface support. Additionally, it is expected that its notable acid properties may help in
promoting the performance of the resulting bifunctional catalyst. Therefore the purpose of this
study was to examine several methods for preparing CeO2/H-ZSM-5 catalysts so as to find
useful guidelines to design catalysts with a comparable activity to that exhibited by traditional
noble metals and transition metal oxides. The performance of the synthesised catalysts was
evaluated for the deep oxidation of 1,000 ppm of 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE). DCE is typically
encountered in waste streams from chemical plants (PVC production) and dry-cleaning
applications.
Experimental
Cerium nitrate was used as a cerium precursor. The HZSM-5 zeolite (Si/Al=27.3) was
supplied by Zeolyst Corp. Four different methods were employed for obtaining
CeO2(10wt.%)/H-ZSM-5 catalysts: impregnation in aqueous solution (10CeIMw) and in
organic solution (10CeIMe), precipitation with ammonium hydroxide (10CePP) and ion
exchange (10CeEX). The samples (0.3-0.5 mm) were calcined in air at 550 ºC for 4 h. Then,
they were characterised using various techniques, in an effort to understand the possible
surface and structural characteristics that may contribute to the differences in performance for
chlorinated VOC oxidation. Catalytic tests were performed in a bench-scale fixed bed reactor
(150-550 ºC, 0.85 g, 500 ml min-1) operated at atmospheric pressure and fully monitored by
computer.
Results and discussion
XRD analysis showed that in all cases, cerium oxide was deposited over the zeolite with a
fluorite-like structure. In addition TEM images showed that CeO2 was deposited on the
external surface of the zeolitic support [2]. On the other hand it was noted that the surface
area was at around 370 m2 g-1 irrespective of the synthesis route. Nevertheless, the preparation
method did have a marked influence on the mean diameter of the CeO2 crystallites [3].
Table 1 shows that smaller crystallites (3 nm) were obtained when the supported catalyst was
prepared by impregnation with ethanol. This procedure led to a sample with a better ceria
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dispersion, which entailed a promoted cerium reduction as revealed by the larger hydrogen
consumption. On the other hand, the zeolite, apart from having a high surface area, expectedly
presented a high surface acidity. The acid properties of the bifunctional catalysts were even
slightly increased when ceria was incorporated with the 10CeIMe sample exhibiting the
highest surface acidity.
Table 1. Physico-chemical properties of the bifunctional CeO2/H-ZSM-5 catalysts.
Catalyst
Ce,
SBET,
dCeO2,
Total acidity, H2 uptake (650 ºC),
2 -1
wt%
m g
nm
µmol NH3 g-1
µmol H2 g-1
H-ZSM-5
--407
--732
--10CeIMw
11
372
8
742
260
10CeIMe
13
374
3
788
586
10CePP
13
374
4
659
441
10CeEX
5
373
664
177
CeO2
100
99
10
112
340

Conversion, %

Figure 1 shows the light-off curves of the prepared
100
catalysts. For comparative purposes the activity data from
pure CeO2 and protonic zeolite are included.
80
Interestingly, in all cases CeO2 supported catalysts
presented a promoted activity in relation to the reference
60
bulk oxides. The following activity pattern was found:
10CeIMw
10CeIMe>10CeIMw>10CePP>10CeEX>H-ZSM-5>>
10CeIMe
40
CeO2. T50 values were in the 200-250 ºC range. Activity
10CePP
10CeEX
was thus found to be governed by a suitable combination
HZSM-5
CeO2
of a notable surface acidity accompanied by an easy
20
reduction of ceria crystallites. This observation was
consistent with the best behaviour of 10CeIMe.
0
Moreover, a higher crystallite size (7.6 nm) can be
200
300
400
500
-1
Temperature,
ºC
compensated by a larger acidity (742 μmol NH3 g ). This
Figure 1. Light-off curves
is the case corresponding to 10CeIMw which is more
of the oxidation of DCE.
active than 10CePP with a crystallite size of 4 nm.
Also the product distribution of DCE oxidation was investigated. On one hand, H-ZSM-5
gave rise to notable amounts of vinyl chloride and CO as by-products. However, the CeO2
supported catalysts were markedly more selective to CO2 with a significantly reduced
formation of the chlorinated by-product. CeO2 also showed a certain activity for the Deacon
reaction (oxidation of HCl to Cl2) that led to the generation of appreciable quantities of
molecular chlorine.
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Introduction
In recent years, one of the most promising and rapidly growing areas is the utilization of
enzymatic catalysis in the field of green and sustainable chemistry. Enzymes possess high
activities as well as high chemo-, regio-, and stereo-selectivities under mild reaction
conditions. However, the application of enzymes in industry is often hampered by their low
operational stability (denaturation and deactivation), as well as the difficulties in recovery and
recycling [1]. Thus, immobilization of enzymes onto solid supports attracts a lot of attention.
Previous studies have shown that the ordered mesoporous silicas are promising candidates for
the adsorption of enzymes [2]. As a consequence, interest has grown in the use of periodic
mesoporous organosilicas as supports. Here, lipase from thermomyces lanuginosus (TLL) was
chosen as model enzyme because it is a noticeably thermostable enzyme, which has been
employed as biocatalyst in a variety of synthetic and industrial applications [3].
Experimental
The cage-like PMOs were synthesized by using TMB as a swelling agent and the block
copolymer P123 as template under hydrothermal condition. For the immobilization of lipase,
10 mg of support was added to 1 mL of a TLL buffer solution by standard Bradford method
before and after the sorption experiment. The hydrolysis activity was determined using 4nitrophenyl palmitate (pNPP) as substrate; one unit is defined as the amount of lipase that
liberates 1 µmol p-nitrophenol per minute. The transesterification activity of the immobilized
lipase was tested by acylation of alcohols with vinyl propionate.
Results and discussion
In the present work, a group of hierarchically ordered PMOs with large cage-like pores
were prepared with various organosilica units (ethylene, ethenylene, and phenylene bridged
silanes). For the first time, TLL was physically adsorbed on these PMOs materials. The
resulting biocatalysts were applied in hydrolysis and transesterification reactions. It turns out
that the amount of lipase adsorption is significantly influenced by the organosilica units in the
framework of the materials. All the PMOs exhibit higher adsorption capacity in comparison to
pure silica supports (Figure 1a). Using phenylene-PMO as support, the total amount of lipase
was adsorbed from buffer solution within one hour (Figure 1a LPbenzene). Moreover, we found
that lipase immobilized on this series of materials showed much higher stability (Figure 1b)
compared to lipase immobilized on pure silica materials. Lipase immobilized on PMOs
exhibits relative activities of up to 500 % compared to the free lipase in the hydrolysis of
pNPP. Furthermore, these novel catalysts were tested in the catalytic transesterification of
vinylpropionate with 1-butanol in hexane. A butylpropionate yield of 80% was obtained at 40
o
C with immobilized lipase on phenylene-PMO (Figure 2 and Table 1). By increasing the
reaction temperature to 60 oC, the product yield can be further improved. Meanwhile, the
catalysts with the most hydrophobic surface (LPbenzene) preserves a high activity in the
recycling runs. On the contrary LPsilica lost most of its activity after the first run.
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Figure 11. (a) Adsorrption kinettics of lipas e at 298 K (in a TLL/b
buffer solutition, C = 0.2
24 g /L),
and (b) Stability off immobilizeed TLL in bbuffer solutiion at room
m temperaturre.
Tablle 1. The results
r
of iimmobilizeed lipase
catallyzed transeesterificatioon reaction.
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4.1

40
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3.2

60
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40
0.5

40

80.00
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3.3

LPethane-1

LPbenzene

60
96.22
85
5.7
firstt run after 24h
h; b recycle ruun after 24h. Yield was
determined by GC with internal standard.
a

Figure 22. Transesteerification of
o vinylproopionate witth 1-butanol (1:1 molaar ratio) oveer lipase
immobiilized on diifferent supports in heexane using 10 wt% of immobilizzed lipase at
a 40 oC
under sttirring (500 rmp); (solid lines) firsst run; (dash
h lines) seco
ond run.
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Introduction
Heterogenizing bio-inspired organocatalysts and transition-metal complexes on a diverse
range of porous supports provide practical alternatives to current methods and catalysts used
in industrially significant processes. Solid phase bio-derived frameworks facilitate demanding
chemical transformations in an environmentally benign and more sustainable manner. In light
of the apparent advantages heterogeneous catalysts offer over homogeneous analogues, such
as improvement in recycling, ease of recovery and stability, more appreciable consequences
have become perceptible especially in terms of activity and selectivity. Previously [1] it has
been established that deliberate restrictions of space inside the pore of a support, particularly
in the vicinity of a tethered active site, induces chirality in a target molecule. Understanding
this effect and the influence the support can have mechanistically on the stereo-chemical
outcome of catalysis can be a great asset in being able to predict product distribution and
stereomeric excesses. Moreover, the appreciation of the support-catalyst relationship provides
avenues for not only optimising reaction conditions but to specifically tailor the support for
desired outcomes in selectivity.
Well-characterized transition-metal complexes, which mimic the catalytic function of the
active centres in metalloenzymes, can be anchored in a site-isolated fashion on to inorganic
supports, giving rise to highly active and selective heterogeneous catalysts [2] (Fig 1). Using
similar methods, amino acids that act as organocatalysts can also by immobilized and utilized
in fundamental organic reactions such as the asymmetric aldol reaction, which is of great
value when carried out with high selectivity, especially in the synthesis of complex drug
molecules and fine chemicals.
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Figure 1: Covalent anchoring to mesoporous silica (A) and encapsulation within a zeolite (B).
Experimental
Metal amino acid complexes were encapsulated in zeolite X using a ‘zeolite synthesis
method’ [3]. Heterogenization of the complexes onto mesoporous silica was achieved by
covalent anchoring an amino acid through ‘click chemistry’ methods or by functionalizing the
side chain with a tether before grafting, followed by coordination to the metal centre. Benzyl
alcohol oxidation with O2 was performed under a high-pressure and reaction products
analysed by GC. Asymmetric aldol reactions were carried out in anhydrous conditions with
ee’s calculated using HPLC.
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Results and discussion
Varying the support type, immobilization procedure and support properties of the bio-derived
frameworks whilst concurrently measuring the direct effect on the catalysis can provide
valuable information on the relationship between support and active site. In the presence of
Fe-Proline complex benzyl alcohol can be selectively oxidised to benzaldehyde and the
activity of the catalyst increases upon heterogenization due to the isolated single-site nature of
the catalytic complex (Fig 2 right). More strikingly, turnover-numbers are significantly
improved with immobilization on mesoporous silica in comparison to that of encapsulation
within aluminosilicates. Understanding the reasons for this affords vital information about the
mechanistic pathway, therefore providing opportunities to optimize catalysis. The same
notion can be applied to covalently anchored organocatalysts on mesoporous silica. Results
show (Fig 2 left) the ee of the aldol reaction is dependent on the pore diameter of the support.
The pore aperture establishes the extent of the support-catalyst interaction and therefore the
magnitude to which it affects the transition states in the mechanistic pathway that determine
stereoselectivity. Rationalizing this interaction can be used to predict unexplored trends in
catalyst behaviour (blue and orange sectors in Fig 2 left).
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Figure 2. Support pore aperture affect on ee in the aldol reaction (left). Changes in activity of
Fe-Proline catalyst in the oxidation of benzyl alcohol depending on support type (right).
Conclusions
Developing the insight into the relationship between the surface and the active-site creates
novel approaches towards the rational design and optimisation in heterogeneous catalysis
through support tuning and modification.
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Introduction
The distinctive characteristics of mesoporous materials make them ideal scaffolds for
hosting functional guests, including catalytically active species. Herein we report the
synthesis of a new class of materials consisting of an ionic liquid phase supported on SBA-15,
and their catalytic application in the cycloaddition of carbon dioxide to epoxides to yield
cyclic carbonates. The chemical fixation of carbon dioxide is an attractive topic due to
possibility of both recycling the greenhouse gas CO2 and, at the same time, converting it into
valuable products such as cyclic carbonates.[1] Recently, simple supported ionic liquids with
halides counter-ions have been successfully employed as catalysts for the chemical fixation of
carbon dioxide.[2] Our new class of catalysts is generated by the cross-linking and anchoring
of multilayers of bis-vinylimidazolium salts on mercaptoalkyl-modified SBA-15. The
combination of the activity of the ionic liquid with the characteristics of the porous matrix
leads to excellent catalytic results.
Experimental
The experimental conditions used for the synthesis of cyclic carbonates are listed in
Table 1. In all cases supercritical CO2 was used with the double role of reagent and solvent.
The experiments were performed using an innovative high-throughput reaction block.
Table 1. Reaction conditions for the synthesis of cyclic carbonates.
Catalysts(a)

Temperature

Pressure (bar)

Time(h)

3

(˚C)
SBA-15- ClA

150

100

SBA-15-ClB

150

100

3

SBA-15-BrB

150

100, 80(b)

3,1(b)

PS-ClA

150

100

3

PS-BrA

150

100

3

ŚŝŐŚͲƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƉƵƚƌĞĂĐƚŝŽŶďůŽĐŬ

(a) Two different reactions conditions for the anchoring of the imidazolium salt were used: mechanical stirring
(catalysts A) and magnetical stirring (catalysts B).
(b) Reaction performed in a visualization reactor (non high-throughput)

Results and discussion
Ordered mesoporous SBA-15 silica functionalized with mercaptopropyl groups was
used as support for imidazolium catalysts bearing different counter ion (SBA-15-X). The
synthesis was performed by reacting the thiol functionalized porous matrix with a bisvinylimidazolium salt. Since the ionic liquid is added in excess relatively to the amount of -
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SH groups, a newtwork of cross-linked imidazolium was obtained through self-addition
reaction of the double bonds. The multilayered ionic liquid phase was generated through this
oligomerization.
The materials were tested for the synthesis of cyclic carbonates and their activity was
compared with ionic liquid supported on polystyrene (PS) prepared with the same approach.
In order to investigate the versatility of our catalysts, three different epoxides were selected as
substrates for the reaction with CO2: a monosubstituted aliphatic epoxide such as propylene
oxide, a monosubstituted aromatic compound like styrene oxide and the disubstituted
cyclohexene oxide. The results evidenced a better catalytic activity of the SBA-15 supported
ionic liquids (Fig. 1). The best of our catalysts, SBA-15-Br-B, displays a very high catalytic
activity: after 1h reaction at 80 bar it gives a very good styrene carbonate yield (close to 75%)
and reaches 90% epoxide conversion after 3h reaction, in all cases with a complete selectivity
towards the cyclic carbonate product.
100
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0
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2
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4

Catalytic Cycle

Figure 1. Cycloaddition of carbon dioxide to different epoxides (left) and recycling
experiments of SBA-15-Br-B for the synthesis of styrene carbonate.
Thanks to its multilayered structure, SBA-15-Br-B achieves higher productivity (g of product
per gram of catalyst) compared with other supported ionic liquid reported in the literature.
The observed high productivity is an important feature from an industrial point of view, since
a reduced amount of catalyst in a process would result in easier working up procedures and
lower costs.
Conclusions
New multilayered ionic liquids supported on SBA-15 were synthesized and the
materials were tested as catalysts for the chemical fixation of carbon dioxide. The best
catalyst (SBA-15-BrB) achieved very high conversion and selectivity in the reaction with
propylene and styrene oxides and displayed improved productivity compared to known
supported ionic liquid catalysts. The catalyst can be easily recovered and recycled in
consecutive catalytic runs without loss of activity. Rapid screening and reliable comparison of
the catalytic behaviour of the materials was made possible by the use of a novel, unique highthroughput experimentation unit for studying reactions under supercritical carbon dioxide.
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Introduction
The interest in renewable resources as chemical feedstocks for fuels and chemicals is
considerably growing. For example, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF), the main product in
the acid-catalyzed conversion of ligno-cellulosic biowastes, is a key platform molecule for the
production of energy products, monomers for polymers and valuable fine chemicals [1].
In an our previous study, we have demonstrated that it is possible to obtain valuable
components for biofuels [2] selectively, such as 5-(ethoxymethyl)furan-2-carbaldehyde
(EMF), 1,1-dietoxy ethane (DE) and the ethyl 4-oxopentanoate (EOP) , by tuning the acidity
of the catalyst surface in the etherification reaction of 5-HMF with ethanol [3].
As a consequence of these first results, we have better investigated the role played by the
zeolitic defective sites on the catalytic behavior of Silicalite-1 in the etherification by ethanol
of 5-HMF. In order to tune the hydroxyl population of the Silicalite-1 surface, different postsynthesis treatments have been carried out on the as-made catalysts. As function of the
thermal treatment, the pH value of the ionic-exchange and the silylation procedure, the study
on the catalytic behavior of the Silicalite-1 materials, in the above mentioned reaction, has
been carried out. 29Si-NMR, NH3-TPD and IR analyses have been used as usual techniques in
order to characterize the activated catalysts. The Amberlyst®15 catalyst has been used as
referring solid acid catalyst, with strong Brönsted acidity.
Experimental
The Silicalite-1 materials have been prepared starting form a gel having the following molar
composition: 1SiO2 –0.08 NaOH - 0.08 TPABr - 20H2O. All samples have been calcined at
450°C in air flow. After the calcinations procedure, the samples have been submitted to ionic
exchange procedures by ammonium salt (in order to obtain the NH4+-form) and to a second
thermal treatment at 450°C (in order to obtain the catalysts in H-form). The ionic exchanges
have been performed at two different pH values = 5.5 or 10.5. Moreover, Silicalite-1 type
material in H-form, has been silylated by hexamethildisilazane (HDMS) as organo-silane.
Catalytic tests have been performed in a Teflon lined steal autoclave and carried out at 413 K
for 5 hours. After the reaction the products were collected and analyzed using a Finnigan
Trace GC Ultra with FID detector.
Results and discussion
Table 1 summarizes, as function of the post-synthesis treatments, the amount of the defective
sites of the catalysts, measured by 29Si NMR spectroscopy. It is possible to notice that the
post-synthesis treatments strongly affect the hydroxyl population of the catalyst surface. As it
can be expected, the calcination procedure drastically reduce the silanol groups of as made
sample. Moreover, the ionic-exchange at low pH leads to the formation of the geminal
silanols Si(OH)2, while the silylation procedure allows to obtain a Silicalite-1 catalyst surface
with the lowest silanol groups content.
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Table 1. Post-synthesis treatments and amount of defect groups of the prepared catalysts.
Code Name
Na-Silicalite-1
Na-S
S-NH4 +-A
S-H-A
S-NH4 +-B
S-H-B
S-HMS

Characteristics of the
catalyst surface

pH#

nr. SiOH/c.u. §

Si(OH)2 *

As made
Silicalite-1 in Na-form
(after calcination)
Silicalite-1 in NH4 +-form
Silicalite-1 in H-form
Silicalite-1 in NH4 +-form
Silicalite-1 in H-form
S-H-B after silylation
treatment

-

22

No

-

4.8

No

5.5
5.5
10.5
10.5

5.2
4.7
4.4
5

Very few
few
No
No

10.5

1.3

No

# pH value of the ionic-exchange procedure
§ number of difective sites for cell unit
* geminal silanols estimated by 29 Si-NMR spectra

100
90
80

Products yields (%)

The data obtained by catalytic tests
evidence that the yields are closely
related with the amount and the
typology of hydroxyl groups in the
Silicalite-1 materials (Fig. 1). When the
number of silanols on the catalyst is
low, the main reaction product is EOP,
but when the number of silanols groups
is increased the formation of DE is
favored with respect to those of EOP.
Increasing the number of defects on the
Silicalite-1, indeed, the strength of
Brönsted acid sites, responsible for the
formation of EOP, is decreased.
The formation of EMF is also observed.

70
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0
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S‐NH4+B

S‐H‐B

Figure 1. Main products yield from 5-HMF and
ethanol

Conclusions
It was shown how the post-synthesis treatments affect the presence of defects on Silicalite -1
materials and how the presence of these defects plays an important role on the selectivity in
the etherification of 5-HMF with ethanol to products of interest for biofuels and chemicals
production. Further investigations are in progress to better understand the influence of the
presence of these defects sites on the reaction mechanism.
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Introduction
Here, we report a new, one-pot method to prepare a highly active and yet selective as well as
stable acidic micro-mesoporous zeolite catalyst composite for the conversion of bulky
substrates (acetylisation of aldehydes). The process involves generating highly dispersed
zeolitic sheets (ITQ-2) inside the synthesis gel of a mesoporous host structure (siliceous
TUD-1) by the in-situ delamination of the zeolite MCM-22(P).
The active sites of zeolites reside mostly inside the microporous system. This spatial
constraint imparts selectivity (substrate, product and transition state),[1] but at the cost of
increased diffusion barriers. Our new methodology for the in-situ preparation of micromesoporous composites aims to address such issues and will be contrasted with the more
established dispersion of pre-formed zeolite nanocrystals inside a mesoporous host.[2-4]
Experimental
Synthesis: The synthesies of MCM-22(P) and of TUD-1 were based on previously published
procedures.[5-6] MCM 22(P) was swollen and delaminated according to Corma et al.[7] A
typical example of the in-situ swelling and delamination of MCM-22(P) inside a TUD-1
synthesis gel to form the ITQ-2/TUD-1 composite is as follows: CTA+ swollen MCM 22(P)
was combined with triethanolamine (TEA, 7.2 g) and stirred at room temperature for 20 h.
Then TEOS (10 g) was added dropwise and the bi-phasic mixture stirred for 40 min.
Subsequently, it was exposed to ultrasonic treatment for 2.5 h, after which 5.3 g of a 40 wt %
aqueous solution of TEAOH was added dropwise over a period of 5 min., followed by the
drop-wise addition of distilled water (6.3 g) also over a period of 5 min. The mixture was then
stirred for 24 h at room temperature after which time a cloudy solution/suspension had
formed, which was dried at 100 °C overnight and transferred to a Teflon lined autoclave,
where it was heated at 180 °C for 16 h. The material was extracted with ethanol and then
calcined at 600 °C for 10h to produce in-situ ITQ-2/TUD-1 as a white powder.
Catalysis: All reaction steps were performed using Schlenk techniques. With all the materials
tested, the total molar amount of aluminium was held constant (determined by ICP), assuming
that every aluminium centre gives rise to an active site. For the acetalyzation of the aldehydes
the reaction mixture also comprised trimethyl orthoformate, TMOF (14.1 mmol) in
dichloromethane (2 mL) as solvent to achieve a single organic phase. The resulting catalyst
suspensions were stirred at 40 °C under a N2 atmosphere. Samples were taken at intervals
(over 45 min.) and the reaction progress was analysed with gas chromatography, GC, and
combined GC/MS (mass spectroscopy). All mass balances were +95%.
Results and Discussion
To determine if the in-situ delaminated material possesses advantages over the ex-situ
ITQ-2/TUD-1 composite or the pure zeolite ITQ-2, the catalytic performance of these
materials was tested and compared. The aldehydes screened are (in order of increasing
bulkiness) heptaldehyde (I), 2 phenylpropionaldehyde (II) and diphenylacetaldehyde (III).
The results are summarised in Table 1 and Figure 1. As expected, for all three substrates
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TUD-1 alone shows no activity and there is no difference between ITQ-2’s activity on its own
and when part of a physical mixture with TUD-1.
Table 1. Summary of the rate constants for the acetalyzation reactions performed at 40°C,
assuming a pseudo first-order reaction rate (SiO2/Al2O3 of starting MCM-22(P) = 50).
Material
TUD-1
ITQ-2
Physical mixture: ITQ-2/TUD-1
Composite:
Ex-situ ITQ-2/TUD-1
Composite:
In-situ ITQ-2/TUD-1

Rate Constant k (*10-5 (s-1))
(I)
(II)
(III)
13
3.7
3.2
13
3.5
3.1
11
7.5
6.9
21
11
7.3

For the heptaldehyde (I), the relatively low steric demand of the substrate renders the
differences between ITQ-2 and ex-situ ITQ-2/TUD-1 to be minimal. However, in-situ
ITQ-2/TUD-1 displays much higher activities, consistent with the hypothesised better
accessibility of the substrates to the composite’s active sites due to the in-situ rather than exsitu preparation method and also
consistent with the mesoporous
support acting as a ‘sponge’, preconcentrating the substrate (as
observed previously by Lercher et
al.[8,9]) – an effect not available for
unsupported ITQ-2. A more bulky
substrate should accentuate these
differences and this is, indeed, what
can
be
observed.
When
2
phenylpropionaldehyde (II) is tested
there are now clear differences in the
rates observed for ITQ-2 and those of
the composite materials (ITQ-2 < exsitu ITQ 2/TUD-1 < in-situ
ITQ-2/TUD-1).
Figure 1. Conversion of 2-phenylpropionaldehyde to its diacetal over catalysts synthesised
from MCM-22(P) with SiO2/Al2O3 = 50 as a function of time.
Conclusions
Thus, the in-situ delamination preparation offers a novel and facile approach for the
generation of micro-mesoporous nanocomposite materials, where layered zeolitic materials
can be incorporated into the mesoporous structure and enhance the zeolite’s reactivity.
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Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks are microporous and mesoporous crystalline coordination
polymers that may have perspective application for gas separation, catalysis and ion
exchange. In particular, MOFs have attracted interest as novel support materials for
heterogeneous catalysts [1]. From this point of view, MOFs are regarded as very interesting
systems characterized by a number of variable parameters: network topology, surface area,
porosity, crystalline phase uniformity, functionality responsible for donor-acceptor
interactions of a substrate and a support surface, dispersion and localization of the
catalytically active supported metal. The structure sensitivity is of great interest in
heterogeneous catalysis, and Pd catalyzed hydrogenation of acetylenic alcohols is known as a
structure-sensitive reaction. Our investigation aims at the elucidation of the main
characteristics of metal organic frameworks as supports for palladium in the liquid–phase
selective hydrogenation of 2-butyne-1,4-diol. On the other hand, the hydrogenation product,
cis-2-butene-1,4-diol, is a valuable product since it is an intermediate in the production of
endosulfan, vitamins A and B6, and is used in the paper, textile and polymer industries. The
reaction yields a number of byproducts and thus the study of the influence of the Pd particle
size and the support texture and functionality on both activity and selectivity is of major
importance. 3D-metal-organic frameworks MOF-5 (Zn4O(BDC)3, BDC = benzene-1,4dicarboxylate), IRMOF-3 (Zn4O(ABDC)3, ABDC = aminobenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate), 1Dmetal-organic coordination polymer (MOCP) [Zn(pz25dc)(DMF)2] (where pz25dc =
pyrazine-2,5-dicarboxylate), and a host-guest material, e.g. MOF-5 containing encapsulated
calix[4]arene were utilized for Pd deposition.
The synthesized Pd-containing metal organic framework systems were carefully characterized
by a number of physicochemical methods: XRD, DRIFTS, XAS, SEM, and volumetric N2
adsorption/desorption. In addition, the alkylation of toluene over synthesized MOFs was
studied to characterize framework Lewis acid sites.
Experimental
Syntheses of MOF-5 samples were performed by the “direct mixing” method developed by
Huang [2] (Sample I) and Yaghi [3] (Sample II). Synthesis of IRMOF-3 (Sample III) was
performed according to Corma [4]. Calix[4]arene (10 wt. %) was encapsulated during the
MOF-5 synthesis (Sample IV). The heteroaromatic MOCP (sample V) was synthesized
starting from Zn2+ and pyrazine-2,5-dicarboxylic acid. N2 adsorption data were obtained at 78
K. The powder XRD patterns were measured in a transmission mode using a Huber G670
Guinier camera diffractometer (CuK radiation, =1.54059 Å) at 295 K. Zn and Pd K edge
X-ray absorption spectra were measured at the Hasylab (DESY, Hamburg). DRIFTS data
were obtained by NICOLET “Protege” 460. SEM was performed by using a LEO 1455 VP
with XR microanalyzer (Carl Zeiss). Palladium (0.5 – 5 wt. %) was introduced into MOF
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samples via incipient wetness impregnation from a Pd(OAc)2 solution followed by reduction
in a hydrogen flow at 423 K. The hydrogenation of 2-butyne-1,4-diol was carried out in
methanol (293 K, PH2 1atm).
Results and discussion
In contrast with the non-active 0.5%Pd/C, Pd/MOFs (including low-loaded samples) showed
a high activity and selectivity in 2-butyne-1,4-diol hydrogenation. The main product of 2butyne-1,4-diol hydrogenation was cis-2-butene-1,4-diol. Simultaneously, the parallel
reaction of 1,4-butenediol hydrogenation as well as cis-trans transformation took place at the
second stage. Unlike the hydrogenation over 1-5%Pd/C, the first stage of acetylenic alcohol
hydrogenation proceeded much faster on N-containing MOF-based catalysts (Pd/III, Pd/V),
than the second stage - 2-butene-1,4-diol hydrogenation. It suggests a donor-acceptor
interaction of the network surface sites with acetylenic alcohol. The calix[4]arene
encapsulation in the MOF-5 porous structure leads to some activity and selectivity increase of
0.5-5% Pd/MOF-5/calix[4]arene as compared with Pd on parent MOF-5.
DRIFT spectroscopy of adsorbed CO indicated the presence of highly dispersed Pd in MOF.
XAS shows that the supported Pd particles size and localization are strongly affected by the
support nature. Treatment in a spherical particle approximation yielded an extremely small
average diameter of Pd particle of ~ 5.5 Å for 3D-metal organic framework MOF-5, and of ~
7 Å for Pd on host-guest material MOF-5/calix[4]arene. Most studies on size effects for
alkyne hydrogenation have shown that an increase in the metal dispersion decreased the
turnover frequency [5]. Actually, a higher activity and selectivity was achieved on
heteroaromatic MOCP (V) containing the larger Pd particles (~ 12 Å).
Additional tests on toluene alkylation with tert-butylchloride were carried out. These tests in
combination with DRIFTS of adsorbed acetonitrile-d3 demonstrated the presence of Lewis
acid sites in the support. Their strength depends remarkably on the network nature. Such acid
sites affected significantly the side reaction of butanol and γ-oxybutyraldehyde formation in
the case of the Pd/MOF-5 samples. The surface area does not influence the hydrogenation
activity, which indicates the localization of Pd mainly at the outer surface of MOF
microcrystals, i.e. all Pd species are accessible to the substrate.
Conclusions
The activity and selectivity of 2-butyne-1,4-diol hydrogenation depend significantly on the
network topology, host-guest properties and organic ligand nature that control donor-acceptor
interaction with the substrate, Lewis acidity and Pd dispersion. A higher activity and
selectivity for the heteroaromatic Pd/MOCP as compared to conventional Pd/C was found.
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Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are hybrid porous materials, which have been increasingly
studied during the last years [1]. They are built up from metal ion nodes linked together by
organic polydentate ligands. Because of their extremely high internal surface area and pores
of molecular dimensions, MOFs show great potential for applications in adsorption and
catalysis. The great variety in ligands offers the possibility to modify MOFs with either more
electron withdrawing or electrondonating groups. These substituents, which all have different
electronic properties, are likely to influence the electronic properties of the nodal points.
Recently, we demonstrated the catalytic activity of UiO-66, a Zr-terephthalate, and its amino
modified analogue [2].
In this work we demonstrate the correlation of the catalytic activity and the electronic
properties of various substituted ligands in a series of UiO-66 analogues in the cyclization of
citronellal.
Experimental
A series of UiO-66 analogues was prepared from a zirconium salt and terephthalic acid
bearing different substituents (BDC-X in which X=F, Cl, Br, OCH3, CH3, NH2, NO2, H), by
slightly adjusting synthesis conditions from literature [2,3]. 13.5 mmol ZrCl4, 13.5 mmol
substituted terephthalic acid and 13.5 mmol H2O were dissolved in 6 mol N,Ndimethylformamide (DMF) at room temperature. Crystallization was carried out in a 1 L
Schott bottle under static conditions in a preheated oven at 100 °C overnight. The resulting
solid was filtered and repeatedly washed with DMF to remove unreacted ligand. Crystallinity
and porosity were confirmed using XRD and nitrogen physisorption. The samples were
activated by dehydration at elevated temperature (200-300 °C depending on the substituent)
under deep vacuum.
Catalytic experiments were carried out in 10 ml crimp cap vials loaded with 75 mg of MOF
catalyst and 5 ml of solvent. The cyclization of citronellal was carried out in toluene at 100 °C
with a substrate to Zr ratio of 10.
Results and discussion
We probed the potential of the substitued UiO-66 materials for citronellal cyclization
reactions (Table1).
Table 1. Conversions and selectivities of the citronellal cyclization using substitued UiO-66
MOFs after 24 h.
Catalyst
Conversion (%)
Selectivity (%)
UiO-66
31
76
UiO-66-Br
100
76,6
UiO-66-Cl
98
78,8
UiO-66-CH3
77
75,4
UiO-66-NH2
70
73,0
UiO-66-NO2
100
80,7
UiO-66-F
77
78,0
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The substituent has a pronounced influence on the conversion of citronellal. Conversion and
selectivity of citronellal is remarkably higher in the presence of UiO-66 analogues bearing
electron withdrawing (Cl, Br, F, NO2) substituents. This result indicates an increased acidity
of the nodal points. On the other hand, the selectivity drops when electron donating groups are
used, as would be expected from the resulting decrease in acidity.
The altered activity in different UiO-66 analogues can be correlated to the electron
withdrawing or donating properties of the substituents using the Hammett equation (Log kx/kH
= σ ρ). With this method the initial reaction rate is correlated to the electronic effects (both
resonance and field) of the substituent as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Hammett plot with the correlation between the acivity and σm of the substituents.
The Hammett plot shows a nice correlation between σm and the activity, only the CH3
substituted material has higher activity than expected.
Currently the research is broadened to other reactions (e.g. Oppenauer oxidation) and
additional experiments are performed to gain more insight in the catalytic mechanism for
instance by assessing the influence of the particle size,... Infrared measurements are
performed to investigate the activation process.
Conclusions
We showed that ligand substituents have an electronic influence on the nodal points of the
MOFs, using the Hammett-equation, we demonstrated. Using the appropriate ligand
substitution, it is possible to tune the acidity of the MOFs.
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Introduction.
Germanosilicate extra-large pore zeolites are highly promising for application in catalysis
especially in the field of oil refining and fine chemicals [1]. However there is a main
limitation for their practical use: low hydrothermal stability. In the present work
germanosilicate zeolite UTL was converted into a bifunctional catalyst and tested for
hydroconversion of n-decane. To access the stability of framework three different strategies of the
catalyst preparation were used.
Experimental.
The UTL samples were transformed into bifunctional catalysts (0.5 wt.% Pt) by three
different manners. Pt was introduced by incipient wetness impregnation with Pt(NH3)4Cl2
solution to as-made (as-made + Pt) and freshly calcined (calc + Pt) UTL samples and physical
mixing of calcined UTL with Pt-containing amorphous silica (calc + Pt/silica). The catalytic
activity of the Pt-silica gel in the decane hydroconversion was found to be negligible in the
temperature range of interest. Decane hydroconversion was performed in a unit with 15
parallel reactor tubes, loaded with fixed beds of 50 mg catalyst. The H2/decane molar ratio
was 214. The contact time was 1400 kg-1·s-1.
Results and discussion
FT-IR of germanosilicate UTL showed signals at 3730 and 3640 cm-1 in the hydroxyl region
that were assigned to the presence of terminal Si-OH and Ge-OH groups, respectively. The
temperature dependent desorption profiles of pyridine on UTL zeolite indicated presence of
sites with medium acid strength - Brönsted acid centers (IR bands at 1543 and 1636 cm–1) and
Lewis acid sites (IR bands at 1454 and 1620 cm–1). Calculated numbers of Brönsted and
Lewis acid sites per unit cell was 0.21 and 0.07 respectively [3].
The presence of acidity in the UTL structure made testing its hydroconversion activity
feasible. All three samples showed catalytic activity but to very different degrees. The
conversion of n-decane on as-made + Pt started about 180 ºC and the activity increased much
more rapidly with T compared with calc + Pt and calc + Pt/silica (Fig. 1).
The maximum yield of total isomers was about 42% on as-made + Pt (Fig. 2) compared to
ca. 60% on Y samples. For both calc + Pt and calc + Pt/silica samples isomerization yield was
very small (up to 10%) and cracking was the prevailing reaction. XRD and NMR indicated
loss of cristallinity for calc + Pt, but preservation of structure for as-made + Pt sample even
after 3 runs of testing.
The n-decane test served to reliably assess pore architecture of zeolites for a long time. Up
to now almost every tested zeolite framework with 12-membered rings or smaller pores
confirmed the trend of increasing ethyloctane vs. methylnonane selectivity with increasing
pore width. The amount of EC8 formed on as-made + Pt (15.9%, Fig. 2) clearly exceeded
EC8 for known zeolites (for example, the high EC8 amount 12.5 and 13.2% on FAU and
MAZ respectively [2]).
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Figure 1. Decane conversion vs. T (left) and yield of sceletal isomerization on as-made + Pt (right) [3].

Figure 2. Content of EC8 against methylnonane (MC9) isomers in monobranched isodecane
reaction product fraction on as-made+Pt sample, obtained at 5% n-decane isomerization
conversion [4].
Conclusions
The results showed that preparation of bifunctional catalysts by classical wetness
impregnation of Pt on calcined samples is not suitable for Ge-containing zeolites. Using the
as-made sample in following catalyst pretreatment can preserve the UTL structure. Sample
prepared this way presented sufficient activity for bifunctional catalysis and was stable after 3
runs of testing. The bi-directional channel of with extra-large pores allowed the formation of
bulky ethyloctane molecules in larger proportions than in the widest 12-MR zeolites.
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Introduction
Methanol-to-olefin (MTO) reaction has been intensively studied because of the
increasing demands for light olefins. One of the main reaction mechanism is made on the
structure of hydrocarbons formed in zeolite channels, so-called “hydrocarbon pool (HCP)” [1,
2]. On the other hand, less research and discussion have been carried out on the initial C-C
bond formation from the starting C1 compound, methanol [3].
MTO and/or MTHC reactions start with the activation of methanol. The formation of
methoxy species on zeolite upon exposure to methanol can be observed by infrared (IR)
spectroscopy. Hunger et al. have recently been energetically studying the reactivity of
methoxy species and has claimed that methoxy groups are active species in the MTO and/or
MTHC reaction [3]. Here we closely investigated the reactivity of methoxy species on HZSM-5 by IR spectroscopy using isotopes.
Experimental
H-ZSM-5 (JRC-Z5-90H, Catalysis Society of Japan, Si/Al = 45) was pressed into a
self-supporting disk (20 mm diameter, 60 mg) and placed in an IR cell attached to a vacuum
system. The sample was pretreated by evacuation at 773 K with a liquid nitrogen trap for 1 h.
IR spectra were obtained at a resolution of 4 cm-1 using a Jasco 4100 FT-IR spectrometer
equipped with an MCT detector.
Results and discussion
Methanol molecules adsorb on the acidic OH groups of the ZSM-5 zeolite by strong
hydrogen-bonding interactions, followed by dehydration to methoxy groups and water at
temperatures above 473 K. Upon introduction of ethene, the decrease in the bands of
methoxy groups and the recovery of the band of the acidic OH groups are clearly observed,
indicating that methoxy groups on the sites of the acidic OH groups are consumed by the
reaction with ethene. Neither methoxy species nor ethene molecules react individually at 523
K. In contrast, methoxy species react with ethene first to propene, and carbon chain
elongation seems to proceed in the time course as revealed by GC analysis: thus, methoxy
groups are regarded as methylation reagents of light alkenes.
To gain insight into the reaction mechanism, deuterated methoxy groups are produced
from d3-methanol (CD3OH) and allowed to react with light olefins. On ethene introduction,
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CD stretching bands decrease in intensity accompanied with appearance and the increase in
intensity of the acidic OD band at 2655 cm-1. It should be noted that only the acidic OD
groups recover, while the acidic OH band at 3600 cm-1 is negligible in the subtracted
spectrum. This indicates that the hydrogen of the acidic hydroxy groups can be only provided
by methoxy groups but no possibility to be given from ethene molecules. In other words, C-C
bond formation between d3-methoxy groups and ethene molecules does not proceed with the
CD3 unit. Only two deuterium atoms are included in the product as CD2 group, leaving one
deuterium atom as an acidic OD group.
The methoxy groups were supposed to migrate as in the form of methyl cations in a
similar manner to the motion of protons of acidic OH groups. Assuming the carbenium cation
mechanism for the reaction observed in this study, where d3-methoxy species react with
ethene as CD3+ groups, 2-propyl cation (CD3CH+CH3) would be present as an intermediate.
For the conversion of 2-propyl cation to propene and Brönsted acid site, two possible
pathways exist; one results in the formation of CD3CH=CH2 and an OH group, and the other
CD2=CHCH3 and OD. The absence of the recovery of the acidic OH groups cannot be
explained by the carbenium cation mechanism for the reaction. Thus, the methyl carbenium
cation mechanism is not applicable in any cases.
Thus, the presence of carbene-like intermediate is the most likely, since deuterium
originally present in the d3-methoxy group is the source of the recovered Brönsted acid site
(Figure 1). This reaction probably proceeds in a concerted manner as proposed by Hunger et
al [3]. This reaction mechanism is also experimentally evidenced on various zeolites with
other topologies as well as H-ZSM-5 samples with different aluminum contents.

Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of the reaction of methoxy group with ethene to propene via
carbene-like species.
Conclusions
We have clearly revealed the fashion of the addition of methoxy species to ethene via
carbene-like species on acidic zeolites.
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Introduction
Flexibility is a property rarely observed in classical crystalline microporous materials such as
zeolites or other molecular sieves. In contrast, in the case of porous crystalline hybrids, the
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs), where the entire framework is supported by coordination
bonds and/or other weak cooperative interactions such as H-bonding, π–π stacking or Van der
Waals interactions, many series exhibit a notable transformation in their structure during
adsorption/desorption. This property, when understood and controlled, may give one more
degree of freedom in the design of adsorption based separation processes [1].
Recently we reported the excellent performance of the flexible NH2-MIL-53(Al) in the
separation of CO2/CH4 mixtures [2, 3]. The enhanced performance of the material was
attributed to its specific flexibility. The adsorption properties and separation ability of the
NH2-MIL-53(Al) are mostly due to a delicate interplay of weak dispersion forces controlling
the flexibility of the framework [4]. In the current work, the research is extended to a series of
NH2-MIL-53 (X) frameworks based on group III elements (X= Al, Ga, In, Sc). After studying
the influence of the metal on the structural transformation and the separation behavior of the
different materials we are now able to identify the specific phenomena that strongly determine
the performance of the adsorbents.
Experimental
A series of NH2-MIL-53 (X) (where X= Al, Ga, In, Sc) has been synthesized hydrothermally
using 2-amino terephthalic acid as a linker.
The thorough characterization of the whole series of materials includes in situ X-ray
synchrotron diffraction under high pressure of CO2, CH4 and their mixtures, thermogravimetric analysis, in situ DRIFT, nitrogen adsorption and SEM. In addition, adsorption
isotherms of carbon dioxide and methane have been determined at pressures up to 3 MPa at
different temperatures and the results are complemented with breakthrough separation
experiments in the presence of CO2/CH4 mixtures at different concentrations and pressures.
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Results and discussion
In situ XRD results (Figure 1) demonstrate that in the case of the amino functionalized
frameworks, in every case the narrow pore, np form of the framework is preferred after
solvent removal, in contrast to the parent unfunctionalized MIL-53. This is due to the
interaction between the amine moieties and the [XO6] connectors via hydrogen bonding. This
fact has very interesting consequences for separation, since starting from an np form allows to
efficiently accommodate adsorbed molecules of a certain size (CO2) while hampering the
adsorption of bigger molecules (CH4, N2). In addition, the gas pressure needed for the nplp
transition of the framework varies among the different metal connectors, opening the door to
further tuning the flexibility of the framework.

Figure 1 XRD in situ measurements in the samples NH2-MIL-53 (Al, Ga. In, Sc) during CO2
adsorption at 253 K over a pressure range of 0-20 bar.
Conclusions
The synthesis of four amino functionalized MIL-53 materials (where the metals are Al, Ga,
In, Sc) has been achieved. Combining carbon dioxide adsorption and in situ XRD it has been
demonstrated that the metal plays an important role in the flexibility of the framework.
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Introduction
Membrane processes have received significant attention as a promising technology for the
separation of both gas and liquid mixtures. Concerning gas purification processes, over the
last decade, various polymers have been modified with the incorporation of inorganic fillers
(such as zeolites, carbon nanotubes, ordered mesoporous silica [1], metal-organic frameworks
[2, 3], etc.) to produce mixed matrix membranes (MMMs). The advent of inorganic-organic
hybrid membranes combines the superior gas transport properties of the inorganic materials
and the desirable mechanical properties and good processability of polymers.
Experimental
The objective of this work is the fabrication of mixed matrix membranes from flexible, amino
functionalized metal-organic frameworks (NH2-MIL-53) for CO2/CH4 mixed gas separation.
The extraordinary behavior of this material comprises: (1) the presence of amine
functionalized groups able to adsorb strongly towards CO2, and (2) the adsorption-induced
structural transitions (breathing effect) giving rise to a pore widening under certain
temperatures and pressures (Figure 1a) [4, 5]. Thus, gas separation measurements were
performed at different pressures and temperatures to explore the effect of the flexible amino
MOFs within the polymer matrix (polysulfone Udel®). The synthesized materials and
membranes were also characterized by different techniques, including SEM, XRD, FTIR,
TGA and nitrogen adsorption.
Results and discussion
SEM image (Figure 1b) reveals good and homogeneous dispersion of the particles (loading of
NH2-MIL-53 40 wt %) within the polymer matrix. Polymer membrane, Amino MIL-53
material, and mixed matrix membranes were tested at high CO2 adsorption-desorption
pressure showing a clear retarded pore opening when the MOF is embedded (Amino MIL-53
Al at -10ºC presents a CO2 uptake at pressures higher than 8 bar). Moreover, the gas
permeation performance (CO2 permeabilities and CO2/CH4 real selectivities) of mixed matrix
membranes with loadings of about 8, 16, 25 and 40 wt % was studied at different
temperatures and pressures. Changes of structural pore flexibility of NH2-MIL-53 within the
polymer matrix were noticed when using lower temperatures (< 0ºC) and higher pressures (>7
bar) giving to a considerable increase in selectivity. Mixed matrix membranes with increasing
NH2-MIL-53 loadings (from 0 to 40 wt %) exhibited both higher CO2 permeabilities and
selectivities than the bare polysulfone matrix, with an optimum in performance for
membranes containing a 25 % wt of MOF.
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a)

b)

5 µm
Figure 1. Structure of a) the synthesized Amino MIL-53 (Al); b) MMM prepared with
Amino MIL-53 (Al) and polysulfone.
Conclusions
High quality of MMMs with flexible functionalized MOFs (NH2-MIL-53 (Al)) and glassy
polymer (polysulfone) with enhancing permeation and CO2/CH4 selectivity were prepared.
Although the flexibility of the Metal Organic Framework is affected by the presence of the
polymer, it can be used to increase CO2 fluxes at high pressures while maintaining a high
selectivity for CO2.
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Introduction:
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOF’s) are a class of porous material which consists of
hybrid crystalline compounds made up of clusters (or chains of metal ions) coordinated by
organic linkers to form three dimensional structures. These innovative materials with
promising capacities of adsorption have frequently been investigated for the development of
gas storage and separation, whereas adsorption from solution has been much less studied. The
separation of C8 aromatic alkyl isomers [1] from the liquid phase is a real challenge for the
petrochemical industry. Distillation is not effective for separating these isomers because of the
proximity of their boiling points. Another challenge in which MOFs are expected to bring a
breakthrough is the removal of refractory S and N compounds from fossil fuels [2]. Indeed,
catalytic hydrodesulphurization (HDS) is increasingly difficult as the S level needs to be
decreased below 10 ppm to obey environmental legislation. In the present work, we propose a
thermodynamic study of adsorption from solution based on the determination of adsorption
isotherms and adsorption enthalpies by microcalorimetry. The aim of this work is to give a
better understanding of the influence of the structure and surface chemistry of MOF on their
ability to separate different organic compounds.
Experiments and results
When adsorption from an organic phase is studied, the pretreatment conditions of the sample
are very important to eliminate the competition with water. So, we have studied this influence
of sample activation on MOF adsorption capacities. Different MOFs have been tested: UiO66, MIL-53(Fe,Al) , for C8 separation (Ethylbenzene and the 3 xylene isomers) and MIL100(Fe) in the case of N and S recovery (Thiophene, N-methlcarbazole, dibenzothiophene,
indole, and 1,2 dimethyindole).
 C8 aromatic alkyls isomers single adsorption on MIL-53(Fe)

Figure1

Figure2
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Large differences of affinities (Figure 1) towards the MIL-53(Fe) are observed between the
different C8 compounds, which are not directly correlated with the adsorption enthalpies
(Figure2). This adsorbent has a pronounced preference for ortho xylene isomer. The inversion
between the affinity and the measured enthalpies illustrates the importance of entropic
phenomena related to the molecules conformation in the pores. The same behaviour is
observed with the other MOF tested (UiO-66 and MIL-53 (Al)).
 N and S compounds single adsorption on MIL-100(Fe)

Figure3

Figure4

The affinity obtained with the N-compounds is larger than for S-compounds (Figure3).
Thiophene has a low affinity for MIL-100(Fe) in comparison with other compounds .The
enthalpy values (Figure4) are in agreement with the affinity observed on the adsorption
isotherm. .
Conclusion:
These results show a large influence of entropic contribution and molecular conformation
during the displacement of the solvent (heptane) by the C8 alkyls aromatic. The MIL-100(Fe)
has a high adsorption capacity for selective removal of heteroatomic N compounds.
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Introduction
The hydrophilic zeolite NaA membrane is extremely selective for removal of water from
organic solutions by pervaporation and can be used, therefore, for the production of waterfree ethanol for biofuel application. Kita et al. [1] first reported that a water flux of 2.15
kg/m2h and a water/ethanol separation factor of 10000 from a 90 wt.% ethanol solution at
75oC. This separation performance was much better than that of polymeric membranes, e.g.
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) membrane commercially available from GFT of Germany. Mitsui
Engineering and Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. in Japan adopted Kita group’s technology and
developed the first large scale pervaporation plant in 1998 using tubular (OD 12 mm) NaA
membranes for dehydration of organic solvents. In 2003, Bussan Nanotech Research Institute
Inc. (BNRI), a 100% subsidiary of Mitsui & Co. Ltd. Japan, tested successfully the
dehydration of bioethanol in a pilot scale by using NaA membranes on alumina tubular
support with 16 mm outer diameter and 1 m length for vapor permeation in Piracicaba, Sao
Paulo State, Brazil. BNRI [2] reported that in pervaporation of a 90 wt.% ethanol solution at
75 oC the water flux was 5.6 kg/m2h and the separation factor was ~10000. Despite their
excellent water/ethanol separation factor and reasonable flux, the critical drawback shared by
the two NaA membranes mentioned above is the large diameter of their tubular supports (i.e.,
12 and 16 mm, respectively). This large diameter translates into low membrane area per unit
volume, which in turn leads to large inefficient modules. It is also highly desirable to increase
the water flux so that the module volume can be further reduced. We are interested in making
zeolite membranes on hollow fiber supports, because of their high packing density
(membrane surface area/volume ratio >1,000 m2/m3, if the outer diameter is smaller than 4
mm). Another goal of our work is to increase the water flux. The influences of seed size and
concentration of seed suspension on the properties of zeolite membranes on alumina hollow
fibers are investigated. The effects of the synthesis composition are studied using polymerzeolite composite hollow fibers as supports, because there are uniform zeolite crystals as
seeds on the surface of the supports.
Experimental
Two types of hollow fibers were used in this study. One is an alumina ceramic hollow
fiber (HF) (OD 1.2 mm); another one is a PES-NaA composite hollow fiber (CHF) (OD 2
mm). They were cut into ~10 cm long, and mullite tubes (OD 12 mm) were cut into 5 cm for
use. Alumina hollow fibers and mullite tubes were then coated with seeds by dip-coating
zeolite LTA seed aqueous suspension (1-4 wt.%) using seeds with different size. The seedcoated supports were then dried at 60 oC and wiped. Zeolite seeds (average size: 0.8 m) were
from Mizusawa Chemical Co. Ltd., Japan.
The synthesis mixture with molar ratio of xNa2O: 2SiO2: Al2O3: 155H2O was made by
mixing sodium metasilicate nonahydrate (sodium silicate or silica sol), sodium aluminate
(Wako) and deionized water. The synthesis mixture was poured into a Teflon-lined stainless
steel autoclave after stirring at room temperature for 30 min, and then supports were
immersed into the synthesis mixture. The autoclave was put into a convectional oven
preheated to 100 oC for 2-5 h. Zeolite membranes obtained on supports were taken out from
the autoclave, and dried at 60 oC after washed with deionized water.
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Pervaporation performance of zeolite membranes obtained was carried out using the
homemade setup. Zeolite membranes on the hollow fiber (8-9 cm long) or tube (4-5 cm long)
supports were pasted into a stainless steel tube, and then connected to the vacuum system. An
ethanol/water solution of 90 wt.% in a flask was stirred and heated keeping at 75 oC. The
permeate was collected in a trap after vacuuming for 15-20 min.
Results and discussion
We have successfully prepared NaA membranes on ceramic HF supports by seeded
growth method. The seed layer was deposited by dip-coating of 0.8 µm seed suspension
followed by wiping. XRD patterns of membranes obtained were consistent to zeolite LTA
type, although the peak intensities were weak because of the thin coatings on one single
hollow fiber support. XRD patterns of the powders from the same autoclave also confirm that
zeolite LTA was the only crystalline phase formed during the synthesis. The zeolite
membrane is smooth and the crystals are well intergrown in the continuous layer. The
thickness of the dense layer of the zeolite NaA membranes is ca. 3-4 m. There were no
crystals found on the inner wall of the supports, because two sides of the supports were closed
prior to the hydrothermal synthesis. Zeolite NaA membranes on HF supports showed higher
flux (5.0 kg/m2h) than on mullite tubes (1.9 kg/m2h) when they have the same porosity (35%).
The flux of LTA membrane on the mullite tube is similar to what is previously reported [1].
The flux of 9.0 kg/m2h was obtained when the hollow fiber support with the porosity of 50%
was used [3]. It is found that in order to prepare dense NaA membranes with high separation
performance using dip-coating method, for seeds smaller than 100 nm and 200 nm, the
optimal concentrations are 1 wt.% and 3 wt.%, respectively; while for large-sized seeds
(>1500 nm), membranes obtained using the seed suspension with 4 wt.% seed concentration
still have defects.
The separation factor of zeolite NaA membranes after 4 h synthesis on PES-NaA CHF
supports were very high (>10,000), indicating that zeolite NaA membranes on CHF support
prepared by one single in-situ hydrothermal synthesis were continuous and well intergrown.
The flux of zeolite membrane on CHF supports were 8.0-9.0 kg/m2h, much higher than the
results reported in literatures. Also all three zeolite membranes on the CHF supports after the
4 h synthesis showed the similar high PV selectivity (>10,000), indicating the high
reproducibility of the synthesis of zeolite membranes on CHF supports [4]. This shows the
advantage of uniform imbedded zeolite crystals in polymer HF supports. It is found difficult
to obtain high PV performance membranes on CHF supports using sodium metasilicate
nonahydrate as silica source. Continuous zeolite membranes can be well synthesized using
silica sol or sodium silicate as silica source. The reason of these differences is further
explored.
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Introduction
Molecular sieve membranes in general represent a highly cost and energy effective solution to
separate one species of molecules from another. However, high demands are made on porous
membrane materials. Porous metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are organic-inorganic hybrid
materials which offer a unique customizability concerning pore sizes and adsorption affinities.[1]
MOFs consist of metal cations or clusters bridged by organic ligand molecules, which can be
modified with functional groups or replaced by derivatives, while the framework topology is
retained.[2] Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a sub type of MOFs, in which metal
cations are tetrahedrally coordinated and connected by bidentate imidazolate ligands.[3] They
frequently crystalize in zeolite-like structures, e.g. ZIF-7 (pore entrance size 3.0 Å) and ZIF-8
(pore entrance size 3.4 Å) in SOD topology. A number of ZIFs show an exceptional thermal and
chemical stability, e.g. thermal decomposition points > 350 °C under air and resistance in boiling
water, which appoints them as ideal membrane material.
Experimental
ZIF-7 and ZIF-8 membranes were prepared under solvothermal conditions by either in-situ
crystallizations or by secondary growth of nanocrystalline seeds on-top of porous ceramic
supports.[4,5] Scanning electron microcopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
were performed to investigate the microstructure of the membranes. Permeation measurements
were carried out by a modified Wicke-Kallenbach technique with different light gases and short
chain hydrocarbons as pure gas and in mixture. The permeation results were compared with
adsorption and diffusion data from IR microscopy (IRM) on large crystals.[6] In addition,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations including framework flexibility were used to understand
the permeation results on molecular level.[7]
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Results and discussion
In Figure 1 (left side) the cross-section of an oriented ZIF-8 layer obtained from secondary
growth on-top of the ceramic supports is shown. Permeation measurements on the oriented ZIF-8
membrane show an increased performance in comparison with much thicker and non-oriented
membranes prepared by in-situ crystallization (Figure 1, right). The separation performance of
the ZIF-8 membrane can be estimated by a simple model from adsorption and diffusion data
obtained by IRM. The prediction fits very well with the experimental measured membrane
performance.[8]

Oriented ZIF-8 layer

Support
Conclusions
ZIF membranes can generally be prepared by different techniques. The measured moderate
separation factors for light gases could be verified by IRM and are primary not result of
undefined mass transport e.g. through grain boundaries. MD simulations show flexibility of the
pore openings has major impact on the separation performance.
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Introduction
Recently, the unusual adsorptive behaviour of n-alkanes on Chabazite (CHA) and SAPO-34
has been revealed [1]. CHA has a three-dimensional pore system with ellipsoidal shaped
cages of 6.7 x 10 Å2, which are interconnected via 8-membered ring windows with pore
apertures of 3.8 x 3.8 Å2. SAPO-34 is a silicon-, aluminum-, and phosphorus-based molecular
sieve with the CHA topology. This material has excellent catalytic properties for the
methanol-to-olefin (MTO) process [2]. A whole body of literature has already been devoted to
the kinetics of the MTO process while only few studies have been undertaken to investigate
the fundamental adsorption characteristics of SAPO-34 and CHA.
Experimental
Vapour phase adsorption isotherms of methanol, ethanol and propanol at 343K were
measured using the gravimetric technique. Liquid phase adsorption capacities of 1-alcohols
(methanol – octanol), n-alkanes (pentane – octane) and n-alkenes (pentene – hexene) were
determined via batch adsorption at 298 K. To assess dynamic separation potential,
breakthrough experiments for ethanol/hexanol and ethanol/propanol mixtures were carried out
at different flowrates (0.1 – 4.0 ml/min) and temperatures (T = 298 – 473 K).
Results and discussion
Vapour phase adsorption isotherms of methanol and ethanol on SAPO-34 are of type I with
almost equal saturation capacities for both alcohols: 18 wt% for methanol and 16 wt% for
ethanol. Equilibration times are relatively small for these alcohols, i.e. always less than 30
minutes. Uptake kinetics of 1-propanol differ significantly from those of methanol and
ethanol. The equilibration time for 1-propanol after a step in partial pressure from 0 mbar to
1.2 mbar is not in the order of minutes, but in the order of days.
Figure 1a shows the adsorbed amounts of the different C1–C8 1-alcohols in the liquid phase
on SAPO-34 at room temperature after 3 hours. Methanol and ethanol are adsorbed in far
larger quantities than propanol and the other longer 1-alcohols. The strong dependency of
adsorption capacity on chain length is displayed in figure 1b. Small chain alcohols such as
ethanol and methanol are able to completely fill the pores of the adsorbent. With increasing
chain length of the 1-alcohols, the adsorption capacity decreases significantly. SAPO-34 can
still hold one 1-propanol molecule per supercage but alcohols larger than 1-butanol are almost
fully excluded from the micropores and adsorb only in very small amounts (< 9% of the
available pore space on SAPO-34). The obtained results are in line with the liquid phase
adsorption data of Daems et al. where a similar chain length dependent adsorption behaviour
on the isostructural K-CHA was found (see also figure 1b for the K-CHA results) [3]. The
results can be interpreted by comparing the size of the adsorbent cages and the length of the
adsorbates. The lightest alcohols, methanol and ethanol, are small enough to align their main
carbon chain perpendicular to the axis of the cage, allowing efficient filling of the pore
volume. The main carbon chain of 1-propanol has to align along the longitudinal axis of the
cage, leading to a much lower packing density. Moreover, this also results in much slower
diffusion. Both effects lie at the basis of the cut-off in the C2-C3 region for the 1-alcohols.
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The chain length of butanol (Lbutanol = 8.8 Å) also enables this molecule to reside inside the
cages along the longitudinal axis. On the other hand, 1-pentanol has a chain length of 10 Å
which renders it impossible for this molecule and the higher 1-alcohols to fit inside a single
cage in a stretched configuration. As a result, a second cut-off in the C4-C5 region is observed
for the 1-alcohols. It is clear that the hindered diffusion of pentanol and the higher 1-alcohols
causes the extremely low adsorption capacity for these components.

Figure 1: a) Liquid phase adsorbed amounts for C1-C8 1-alcohols on SAPO-34 at 298 K after 3h. b)
Adsorption capacities of 1-alcohols on Na-CHA and SAPO-34 in liquid phase at room temperature. The
bars and line graphs give the number of molecules and number of C-atoms adsorbed per supercage
respectively.

Breakthrough separation experiments demonstrated the selective removal of ethanol from
hexanol under all experimental flow rates and temperatures. SAPO-34 could separate ethanol
from propanol at 298K however with low selectivity. Since, contrarily to hexanol, propanol is
able to diffuse into the SAPO-34 cages (figure 1) it is able hinder the adsorption of ethanol.
The obstructed ethanol diffusion results in a broad breakthrough profile and thus reduced
selectivity. However a sharp breakthrough profile and higher selectivity is obtained for
ethanol at higher temperature (348 K). The temperature rise increases the ethanol and
propanol diffusivity causing ethanol to suffer less from the diffusional constraints imposed by
pre-adsorbed propanol molecules. Preliminary tests have shown that ethanol could selectivity
be removed from a mixture of C1-C4 alcohols.
Conclusions
SAPO-34 shows remarkable properties in the adsorption of short chain alcohols. As a result
of its small cages connected via even smaller windows, it preferentially adsorbs short chain
alcohol molecules with respect to their longer counterparts. Contrarily to typical zeolites with
tubular pores, which have higher adsorption affinity for longer molecules, SAPO-34 and CHA
show an inverse chain length dependent selectivity. This effect can be used to selectively
separate short chain molecules from longer chain ones. Examples include the separation of
butanol from shorter alcohols (ethanol/methanol), which could be relevant for the production
of bio-butanol.
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Introduction
Budd et al. and McKeown et al. were the first to report about a new class of rigid ladder-type
polydioxanes containing highly contorted chains defined as polymers of intrinsic
microporosity (PIM) [1,2]. Among these novel materials, PIM-1 is drawing attention due to a
combination of outstanding permeability with moderate selectivity which defines the
Robeson’s upper bound line [3] for the O2/N2 and the CO2/CH4 gas pairs. Guiver et al. [4]
reported that non-porous fumed silica is able to loosen the inherent polymer chain packing of
PIM-1 in hybrid membranes. In the present work, for the first time silicalite-1 (MFI) crystals
have been incorporated into PIM-1 and the gas permeation properties of the novel mixed
matrix membranes (MMMs) have been investigated.
Experimental
Silicalite-1 (MFI) crystals of 0.35 µm size have been synthesized, calcined and functionalized
with (CH2)2Ph moieties to improve their compatibility with the PIM-1 polymeric matrix. N2
sorption isotherms at 77 K have been carried on the MFI samples (Micromeritics, TriStar II
3020). A certain amount of MFI (35% v/v on a dry base) was suspended in a PIM-1/CHCl3
solution, and the suspension was poured into a steel ring on a leveled glass surface, covered
with a watch glass to reduce the evaporation rate. After solvent evaporation the resulting films
were detached and conditioned by soaking in methanol. One film (PIM-001) was stored in
methanol, left drying in air for 1h, dried under vacuum to remove the residual methanol and
then tested in gas permeation experiments. Another film (PIM-003) was treated in the same
way, but was aged at room temperature in air for 5 months before characterization. The
permeability of pure gases (He, H2, N2, O2, CH4, CO2; ∆p = 1 bar) through the membranes
was measured at 25°C.
Results and discussion
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Figure 1. N2 sorption isotherms at 77K of as-made and functionalized silicalite-1 crystals.
The N2 sorption isotherms of as-made and phenethyl functionalized silicalite-1 crystals (Fig.
1) indicate that the surface functionalization does not obstruct the pores of the zeolite. The
MFI crystals are well dispersed in the glassy PIM-1 matrix (Fig. 2). The pure gas permeability
of the MFI/PIM-1 MMMs (Table 1) indicate that the composite membranes are defect free.
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The permeability of the freshly prepared PIM1-001 membrane is much higher than the values
displayed by PIM-1 soaked in methanol (PIM-1 MEOH, [5]) and by the PIM-1/fumed silica
MMM prepared by Guiver and co-workers [4], yet more selective than the latter. A strong
ageing effect reduces the gas permeability of more than one order of magnitude, but yields the
high selectivity observed with pure PIM-1 as well. The gas permeation data of the MMMs
will be discussed in relation with the gas transport properties (diffusion, solubility) of gases in
pure PIM-1 and silicalite-1.

Figure 2. Cross sections of the aged silicalite-1/PIM-1 MMM (PIM003) at different
magnifications (ESEM FEG Quanta 200).
Table 1. Gas permeability of MMMs silicalite-1/PIM-1 and PIM-1 membranes
Membrane
PIM-001
PIM-003
PIM-1
PIM-1 MEOH
PIM-1/FS†

Gas permeability, Barrer*
He
5500
760
2940

H2
13970
894
1630
7190

O2
6650
351
580
1610
3730

N2
2370
83
180
500
1800

CH4
6450
183
310
740
-

Selectivity
CO2
39770
2530
4390
12600
13400

O2/N2
2.8
4.3
3.2
3.2
2.1

CO2/N2
17
31
21
25
7.5

Ref.
This work
This work
[5]
[5]
[4]

*Barrer ≡ 10–10 cm3(STP) cm cm–2 sec–1 cmHg–1. Fumed silica, 23.5 v%.
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Introduction
Natural Gas (NG) is got from reservoirs as mixture to be treated before transmission to
downstream processors. H2S and CO2 are among the most common contaminants and when
present in relevant amounts both bulk removal and polishing units have to be coupled to get
final specifications [1]. Scrubbing by selective solvents, cryogenics and membranes have
been proposed for bulk removal operations.
Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) technology has recently drawn NG industry attention
because of its flexibility, eco-compatibility (absence of chemicals) and relatively low energy
intensity. It is based on porous materials able to capture certain species at relatively high
pressure PMAX and to release them at a lower pressure PMIN [2].
Applicability of PSA systems to bulk removal of H2S and CO2 from NG were studied at eni
(no PSA processes are presently available for the bulk removal of H2S). Aim of the activity
was seeking for adsorbents able to get selectively large quantities of contaminants and to
release them promptly by depressurisation.
Silica-alumina and silica were considered, due to their large apparent specific surface area (ASSA), pore volume (VP) and moderate heat of adsorption. Effect of their chemical
composition and textural properties on key separation performances were evaluated by
carrying out experiments both with single gases and with mixtures.
Experimental
Home-made microporous (ERS-8 type) and (micro)mesoporous (MSA type) silica-alumina
were considered [3]. Furthermore, commercial microporous silica was added for comparison.
Each sample was characterised in term of elemental composition (ICP-AES, gravimetric
analysis) and textural properties (N2 adsorption at 77 K).
Single-gas (H2S, CO2, CH4) adsorption isotherms were acquired at 303 K in the range from
vacuum to 3000 kPa.
Most promising adsorbents were tested at 303 K over several adsorption-desorption cycles on
a bench-scale fixed-bed adsorber (12.5 mm, ID; 1000 mm, L). Simulated sour NG (mixtures
H2S/CH4 10/90 vol % or CO2/CH4 10/90 vol %) were adopted as feed.
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Results and discussion
Sample

SiO2/Al2O3
[mol/mol]
276
MSA
82
ERS-8 (I)
246
ERS-8 (II)
Infinite
SILICA

A-SSA
[m2/g]
900
705
1260
725

VP
[cm3/g]
0.74
0.31
0.60
0.38

dP
[nm]
3.2
1.2
1.6
1.6

Table 1. Physical-chemical characteristics of silica-alumina and silica: SiO2/Al2O3 molar
ratio; BET apparent specific surface area, A-SSA; Gurvitsch specific pore volume, VP; mean
DFT pore diameter, dP.

Sample

αCO2/CH4

MSA
ERS-8 (I)
ERS-8 (II)
SILICA

9
11
10
8

CO2
QMIN
QMAX
[mmol/g] [mmol/g]
0.57
4.44
0.62
5.26
0.53
5.94
0.45
4.07

ΔQ
[mmol/g]
3.87
4.64
5.41
3.62

αH2S/CH4
9
14
11

H2S
QMIN
QMAX
[mmol/g] [mmol/g]
1.03
3.93
1.03
5.62
0.80
3.79

ΔQ
[mmol/g]
2.90
4.59
2.99

Table 2. Performances of silica-alumina and silica in the separation X/CH4 (X = H2S, CO2):
Henry’s selectivity, αX/CH4; X specific capacity, respectively, at PMIN and PMAX, Q; X working
capacity from PMAX to PMIN, ΔQ. PMAX = 1500 kPa has been adopted for CO2; PMAX = 500 kPa
for H2S; PMIN = 50 kPa for both CO2 and H2S.
Data reported in Tables 1 and 2 show that at low pressure CO2 specific capacity is quite low
although favoured by polarity induced by the presence of aluminium. At higher pressures CO2
specific capacity is maximised on microporous silica-alumina. Conversely, presence of
mesopores gives a minor contribution to CO2 specific capacity at high pressures. A similar
behaviour is noticed also for H2S adsorption. All considered adsorbents show selectivity and
working capacity consistent with their application in PSA systems. Globally, ERS-8 (II)
sample appears to be outstanding in term of high specific capacity, high working capacity and
acceptable selectivity.
Bench-scale experiments carried out with simulated sour NG have confirmed the results
obtained with single gases and have proved adsorbent stability over several PSA-type cycles.
Conclusions
Silica-alumina and silica have been evaluated as adsorbents for H2S and CO2 bulk removal
from sour NG. A proprietary sample has been identified to be outstanding in term of specific
capacity, working capacity and selectivity and suitable for the application in PSA systems [4].
This is a relevant result, considering that no PSA processes are presently available for the
removal of huge quantities of H2S from sour NG.
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Introduction (Times New Roman, 12 pt, bold)
Pharmaceuticals have physiological effects on humans and animals in very low
concentrations. The most important contamination of environment comes from
pharmaceutical companies, but also from excretion from humans or animals [1]. Usually, they
are designed in a way to be resistant to biological degradation. Being often polar compounds,
they are soluble in water; therefore, during the production or use they arrive in soil, surface
waters and eventually in ground and drinking water. Their detection, even in trace amounts,
was enabled in recent years by development of very sensitive analytical techniques.
Consequently, the investigations of their effects as well as the possibilities to remove them
from the environment have received considerable attention. This study is devoted to assess
the adsorption capacities of some natural minerals against chosen pharmaceuticals.

Experimental
Here, the possibilities to adsorb aqueous solution of salicylic acid, acetylsalicylic acid and
atenolol

(purchased

from pharmaceutical

company

“Galenika”,

Belgrade,

Serbia,

concentrations of solution between 2 and 3 mmol/L) on clinoptilolite modified with sorbed
Cu(II), Zn(II), Ni(II) or Mn(II) (2.9 % wt., 1.5% wt., 1% wt., and 0.9 % wt., respectively)
have been probed. The procedure for metallic ion sorption has been published already [2,3].
Natural minerals (kaolin and bentonite, pure or ion-exchanged by octadecyldimethylbenzyl
ammonium chloride, ODMBA-Cl, 25 – 90% of total exchange capacity) have been also
probed as adsorbents. The adsorption was studied at 303 K, by titration microcalorimetry
(Titrys from Setaram), employed to obtain the heats evolved as a result of adsorption.
Adsorption experiments were performed under the same conditions, the equilibrium adsorbate
concentrations were determined by fluorescence spectrophotometer (PTI 1609 from Photon
Technology International). The crystallinities of adsorbents were checked by X-ray
diffraction, before and after adsorption. The presence of other chemical species except initial
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adsorbates has been probed in the liquid phase after adsorption, collecting 1HNMR spectra
(Bruker AVANCE 250 spectrometer) from the liquid state.

Results and discussion
The maximal adsorption capacities of investigated solids lie in the range of 10-5 – 10-6 mol/g.
Modified clinoptilolite have shown higher capacities in comparison with natural mineral; the
adsorption capacities are dependent on the type of metallic cation present in the structure. In
the case of clays modified with organic cation, partial ion-exchange led to increase of
adsorption capacity, while further increase in ODMBA-Cl content resulted in their
decreasing. Figure 1 presents the results obtained for atenolol adsorption on modified
clinoptilolite. Comparable results were obtained in the case of other investigated
pharmaceuticals.
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Figure 1. Adsorption isotherms (left); and differential heats of atenolol adsorption from
aqueous solutions onto modified clinoptilolites (right).
Conclusions
The results obtained in this work show that natural materials can be used effectively in the
removal of investigated pharmaceuticals by adsorption. Their adsorption capacities can be adjusted
using different modification procedures.
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Introduction
The design of new zeolitic materials for shape selective reactions and separations for aromatic
hydrocarbons such as xylenes is a challenging task in academic as well as industrial research.
In this study we compare the transport processes of benzene and p-xylene in MFI particles,
pressed pellets and crystalline membranes to describe the impact of compacting powder
samples, which can serve as model for exudates, and of hierarchically structured materials on
the transport properties.
Experimental
The Silicalite-1 membranes were produced by the Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic
Technologies and Systems (IKTS), with an average thickness of 30 to 60 μm. Scanning
electron microscopy shows a texture composed of well-defined intergrown crystals of 50 μm
diameter. The Silicalite-1 samples were supported on an asymmetric wafer made of titaniumdioxide with a minimum pore size of 30 nm. H-ZSM-5 powder with a Si/Al ratio of 45
composed of agglomerates with an average size of 360 (determined by SEM and DLS) and a
primary particle size of 50-100 nm (measured by TEM and XRD) was used. The pressed
pellets were produced by pressing the H-ZSM-5 powder. The thickness was varied between
0.5 and 1.5 mm.
The diffusion and separation of binary benzene/p-xylene mixtures of pressed H-ZSM-5 pellets
and grown membranes were studied by the Wicke-Kallenbach method [1]. The
transport/diffusion in isolated particles was examined by the pressure modulation frequency
response method.
Results and discussion
The steady state permeability of p-xylene through a crystalline Silicalite-1 membrane was 5
times higher than of benzene and a separation factor between benzene and p-xylene of 0.2
was observed. The temperature dependency of the permeance is shown in Figure 1.
It is possible to obtain separation of p-xylene and benzene (separation factor of 5) if both
substances were applied with the same partial pressure. The surface coverage of p-xylene was
6 to 7 times higher than of benzene according to the isotherms [2], which indicates that the
transport through the membrane is controlled by diffusion inside the micropores.
In contrast, a separation of the binary mixture was not observed in the pressed pellets of
H-ZSM-5. The overall permeability was two orders of magnitude higher than in the
crystalline membrane, which indicates that the transport was controlled by Knudsen diffusion
inside the mesopores.
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In contrast to the crystalline membranes a faster diffusion of benzene compared to p-xylene
was found in isolated H-ZSM-5 particles [3].
The differences between isolated particles and grown membranes can be understood in terms
of the Stefan-Maxwell formalism, which describes the transport depending on the diffusion
coefficient as well as the surface coverage and its gradient. Consequently, the p-xylene
transport is enhanced through a membrane compared to benzene leading to an enrichment of
p-xylene in the effluent stream.
Conclusions
The transport regime in H-ZSM-5 changes significantly from isolated particles to pressed
pellets and crystalline membranes. In isolated particles the transport can be understood in
terms of Fickian diffusion with a faster diffusion of benzene compared to p-xylene. In pressed
pellets a similar steady state diffusion coefficient for benzene and p-xylene in the range of
Knudsen diffusion was observed, indicating that the transport in the mesopores is rate
limiting. The transport through a grown membrane was markedly influenced by the surface
occupation of the diffusing substances resulting in a faster diffusion of p-xylene compared to
benzene. Therefore, it is possible to separate p-xylene from a binary benzene/ p-xylene
mixture with a separation factor of 2.6-5 depending on the temperature by using a Silicalite-1
membrane.
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Introduction
Thermodynamic systems made of a hydrophobic porous solid and water as a non-wetting
liquid have been considered as promising devices for energetic applications. Early works in
this field started in the middle ‘90s on silica gels, and were then extended to functionalized
organized mesoporous solids and pure silica zeolites (zeosils). Investigations were performed
using an experimental approach to assess the intruded water volume along with the applied
pressure, or by molecular simulation (Monte Carlo). According to phenomenon reversibility
or irreversibility between intrusion and extrusion stages, the “water-zeosils” systems are able
to restore, absorb or dissipate mechanical energy. Consequently, molecular spring, damper or
shock-absorber behaviors can be observed.
Experimental
In order to measure thermal effects involved in the intrusion phenomenon of liquid water in a
hydrophobic porous material, a specific high pressure calorimetric device, based on Setaram
C80 Tian-Calvet calorimeter, has been designed [1]. This allows measurements of equilibrium
thermal effects occurring during the intrusion of a fluid in a porous material in the high
pressure range 0.1 to 400 MPa under isothermal conditions. The method used to obtain the
corresponding thermal effect consists in applying a pressure increment or decrement, dp, on
degassed liquid water in contact with the microporous solid placed in a high pressure
calorimetric cell, at 298 K. The reference cell only contains liquid water maintained at the
atmospheric pressure. The measured calorimetric heat is the result of two thermal effects: the
heat due to the compression of the liquid bulk and the heat of intrusion. For each pressure
step, to determine the differential intrusion heat per gram of zeolite įQ/mdp, it is necessary to
subtract the compression heat of liquid water (determined experimentally) to the calorimetric
heat. Finally the integral heat of intrusion can be calculated by integration of the differential
intrusion heat in the pressure range of intrusion.
Results and discussion
This study particularly focuses on water intrusion in two pure silica zeolites: silicalite-1,
which is a pure silica MFI-type zeolite, and chabazite. The use of this calorimetric device to
measure thermal effects of liquid water intrusion, clearly depicts intrusion as an endothermic
phenomenon occurring in the narrow range of pressure 90-95 MPa for silicalite-1, whereas it
is exothermic for chabazite and in a lower pressure range 30-50 MPa (Figure 1). Intrusionextrusion phenomenon appears to be irreversible. It is due in both cases to the creation of
silanol defects in the material, as shown by FTIR and NMR spectroscopies [2,3,4]. Therefore,
the thermal energy involved during the intrusion process does not correspond exclusively to
the phase transition enthalpy from the bulk phase to the intruded phase, but also includes the
energy involved in the formation of silanol defects and the interaction of water with them.
The endothermicity or exothermicity would be related to coordination of water molecules
inside the offered inner space: channels or cavities.
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Figure 1. Thermal effects of water intrusion and extrusion in two pure silica zeolites:
silicalite-1 (left) and chabazite (right).
Moreover, the successive intrusion-extrusion cycles of water in silicalite-1 and chabazite also
display a decrease of the intrusion pressure between the first intrusion-extrusion cycle and the
consecutive ones, whereas the extrusion pressures remain unchanged but lower than the
intrusion pressure. After a “damper” behavior, these two materials really act as “molecular
springs”. If the first shift is attributed to the existence of silanol groups created during the first
water intrusion, the hysteresis between intrusion and extrusion pressures seems to be in favor
of the existence of a metastable intruded phase.
Conclusions
This original experimental approach allows thus to give better insights in the intrusion
phenomenon of non-wetting liquids in hydrophobic porous solids.
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Introduction
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) have received significant interest in recent years owing to
the potential use they may hold in many areas of industry. There is growing interest in the use
of MOFs for biological and medicinal applications1. MOFs have already been shown to be
able to store and controllably release large amounts of nitric oxide (NO)2 (fig. 1). Until the
early 1990s NO was known only as a highly toxic gas, however, interest in this free radical
molecule has significantly increased due to its active role in human physiology3. It has been
shown that exogenously applied NO leads to anti-thrombosis properties and promotion of
wound healing4. MOFs have also recently been shown to be of real interest as storage and
delivery vehicles for pharmaceuticals, in particular anti-cancer and anti-aids drugs as well as
anti-inflammatory agents5-7. With a large number of antibiotics becoming less effective
against bacteria which have increased resistance, the combination of a well-known antibiotic
with NO and an appropriate metal could be extremely useful in keeping wounds clean and
free of infection and also improve wound healing times. Metronidazole is an antibiotic drug
commonly used in the treatment of C difficile8. However due to bacterial resistance (e.g.
MRSA) it is now being used in combination with other more expensive drugs. This work aims
to show that both biologically significant NO and pharmaceuticals can be simultaneously
stored and released when triggered in a controlled manner that could have potential use in
wound healing applications. Further to this, anti-bacterial testing shows that the MOFs display
tri-functionality as the metal used in the chosen MOFs structure is also anti-bacterially active.
This combination has been shown to be effective against a number of common hospital
acquired infections (MRSA and C difficile). These results could form the platform for a new
drug delivery method utilizing MOFs as the delivery vehicle.
Experimental
Both MOFs used in the experiments (Ni CPO-27 and HKUST-1) were synthesized and
characterized according to the previously published procedures9,10. Metronidazole was
adsorbed in the MOFs by dissolving the drug in anhydrous methanol before adding the
previously dehydrated MOF and sealing with stirring for between 7 to 10 days. The resulting
powder was washed filtered before being air-dried. UV measurements were carried out using
a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35 UV/VIS spectrometer with distilled H2O as the background. NO
adsorption and release measurements were carried out in the same manner as mentioned in
previous publications2,11 using a dehydration temperature of 80oC to ensure no loss of drug.
Results and discussion
Metronidazole was successfully incorporated into two well-known MOFs (Ni CPO-27 and
HKUST-1). Elemental analysis showed that the approximate metronidazole content was ~1
mmolg-1 in Ni CPO-27 and ~0.7 mmolg-1 in HKUST-1. UV spectroscopy was used to
characterize the release of metronidazole from these MOFs in both powder and pellet form.
Measurements taken over a number of days showed that the amount of metronidazole
available for release from HKUST-1 was 0.7 mmolg-1 and for Ni CPO-27 was 0.3 mmolg-1
(fig. 2). NO adsorption and release measurements performed on the drug-loaded materials
showed that although the metronidazole resides within the pores, it was still possible to store
3.5 mmolg-1 of NO within Ni CPO-27 and 1.7 mmolg-1 of NO in HKUST-1 (fig. 3). Release
measurements were performed and the poor release of NO displayed by HKUST-1 was
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expected as this has been observed before11. However the Ni CPO-27 metronidazole sample
showed an almost total release of its stores (~3 mmolg-1 of NO) which again agrees with
previously published results2. It was also shown that even after NO adsorption and release that
it was possible to release the same amount of metronidazole that had been stored previously.
Atomic adsorption spectroscopy was used to observe the release of the metal from the
framework over time. This combination of drug delivery, NO and antibacterial metal release
results in the MOFs displaying tri-functionality.
Conclusions
It has been shown that there is great potential for the use of MOFs as drug delivery vehicles as
they can store and deliver biologically significant amounts of both metronidazole and NO
simultaneously which has great implications for the future of wound healing therapies.

Fig. 2. Metronidazole released from different MOFs

Fig. 1. The cycle of NO storage and release in MOFs
Fig. 3. NO adsorption in drug loaded MOFs
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Introduction
Drug delivery systems are a new class of materials intensively studied in reason of
their ability to increase the solubility of hydrophobic drugs in biological fluids. On a
pharmaceutical point of view, it is of crucial importance to characterize the physical state of
the encapsulated molecules as unexpected physical behaviours were observed due to strong
confinement effect [1-2].
In this contribution we propose an overview of the solid-state NMR characterization of such
systems. In particular, we show how variable temperature experiments can precisely
characterize the physical state of drug-model molecules including ibuprofen (a nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drug) and alendronate (a drug preventing osteoporosis) confined in
mesoporous silica materials such as MCM-41 or SBA-15. Moreover, a multinuclear study
was developed to identify the specific interactions that take place at the molecule/silica
interface in such advanced drug delivery materials [3]. The experimental results are
confronted to periodic DFT calculations including geometry optimisation and GIPAW
calculations of NMR parameters. Finally, the homogeneity of the materials was investigated
by an original method namely the hyperpolarized 129Xe spectroscopy which allows building a
precise model of the molecules partition in the mesoporous matrix.
Experimental
The method of encapsulation was the incipient wetness impregnation. The following
drugs were encapsulated: ibuprofen (a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug), lauric acid (an
anti microbial fatty acid) and alendronate (a drug preventing osteoporosis). The following
model molecules were also encapsulated: benzoic acid and phenylphosphonic acid. The silica
mesoporous matrices used were MCM-41 and SBA-15 synthesized through standard protocol.
Functionalized SBA-15 matrices were also used and synthesized through post-grafting of
aminopropyl silane.
Results and discussion
The 1H solid state NMR spectra of various samples are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. H solid state NMR of various molecules encapsulated in mesoporous silica matrices:
b) ibuprofen, c) lauric acid, f) benzoic acid and i) phenyl phosphonic acid. The 1H NMR
spectra of the corresponding bulk substances are also shown for comparison on top (a, c, d
and g).
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Encapsulated acids (carboxylic or phosphonic) exhibit very narrow 1H resonances
characteristic of a high dynamical behavior whereas the corresponding bulk substances
display broad lines characteristic of rigid organic compounds due to 1H homonuclear dipolar
interaction. These experimental results are explained by the presence of confinement effect
that drives the physical state of the encapsulated molecules which act as liquids at room
temperature once entrapped. Confinement effects are now known to be responsible of the fast
release kinetic profiles observed in vitro for mesoporous silica based drug release systems.
Confinement effects can be overcome by varying the chemical nature of the silica
surface and by promoting molecules/walls attractive interactions. In the case of phenyl
phosphonic acid encapsulated in aminopropyl modified SBA-15, attractive coulombian
interactions PO-…NH3+ can explain the rigid nature of the organic framework. The proximity
between the molecules and the walls can be investigated by the use of 1H homonuclear dipolar
interactions through the so-called double quantum (2Q) 1H NMR experiments. Fig. 2 displays
the 2D 1H 2Q experiment of phenyl phosphonic acid encapsulated in aminopropyl modified
SBA-15. The cross peaks between the phenyl resonances and the propyl group proves
unambiguously the proximities between the two species (d < 5-6 Å). A schematic
representation of a possible phenylphosphonic acid/aminopropyl interaction can be seen on
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. a) 2D 1H DQ spectrum of phenyl phosphonic acid encapsulated in aminopropyl
modified SBA-15. b) Schematic representation of a possible phenylphosphonic
acid/aminopropyl interaction
Conclusions
1
H solid state NMR is a very powerful tool to characterize drugs molecules and drug
model molecules encapsulated in mesoporous silica materials. These species encapsulated in
pure silica-based materials exhibit a very mobile behavior related to the presence of a strong
confinement effect responsible of a depression of the thermodynamical parameters including
melting temperatures. The modification of the chemical nature of the surface allows
promoting strong host/guest interaction. Moreover, we demonstrate that the molecule/wall
proximities can be easily investigated through 1H DQ NMR experiments.
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Introduction
Mesoporous silica systems are of great interest in novel concepts for targeted drug delivery.
Their low toxicity combined with their high surface area and large accessible pore volumes
make them suitable as transporters for anti-cancer drugs or other target-specific agents. An
important aspect of such systems is the controlled release of compounds from the host
material only at the desired location and at a specific time. To reach this goal, the porous host
should respond to specific external triggers, such as changes in pH upon cell entrance,
temperature changes or an increase of the redox potential of the environment.
Here we describe the pH-responsive release of acetal-linked mellitin from SBA-15
mesoporous silica, serving as an example for the above-mentioned release mechanisms.
Mellitin, the active component of bee venom, is a small peptide containing 26 amino acids. It
is widely investigated due to its lytic and apoptosis-inducing properties.
Experimental
As host material, large-pore SBA-15-type mesoporous silica was used. A mixture of Pluronic
P123, cetyl-trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), mesitylene, potassium chloride and
hydrochloric acid was prepared to hydrolyze tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and assemble the
mesoporous structure. After calcination, the nitrogen sorption isotherm gave pore diameters
of about 11 nm and a BET surface area of about 700 m2/g1
. The host was grafted with 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS) yielding sample SBA-SH. The
thiol-containing host was reacted with acetal- or ethercontaining linkers through maleimide coupling (see
Figure; MK-linker (a) and BM-linker (b)), followed by
reaction with cystein-terminated mellitin (samples SBAMK-Mel and SBA-BM-Mel).
Results and discussion
The mellitin-conjugated SBA materials were exposed to solutions of PBS-buffer at either pH
7.4 or pH 5.5. These values represent the pH in extracellular fluid and in late endosomes after
endocytosis, respectively. If triggered release can be achieved within this pH-range, the
release mechanism offers a promising way for opening nanocarriers that have been
internalized through endocytosis. A striking difference was found for the behavior of the two
linkers and the resuling release of mellitin at the two pH values, as determined with a
photometric method. At pH 7.4, the acetal-containing sample SBA-MK-Mel released almost
no mellitin, while at pH 5.5, about 50% of the bound mellitin were released into the buffer
within 60 minutes. For the following functional analysis of the released peptide, the samples
were investigated in an erythrocyte lysis assay. Thus, the suspensions of the samples SBABM-Mel and SBA-MK-Mel were serially diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). A
mouse erythrocyte solution was mixed with the respective sample suspension or free mellitin
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solution as reference. The lysed fraction was determined photometrically. We observed that
the MK linker remains stable at pH 7.4, preventing lysis even at the highest concentration
tested. However, when the pH was lowered, the MK-linker was cleaved, resulting in the
release of the encapsulated mellitin. In contrast, the BM-linker remained stable upon
decreasing the pH, keeping mellitin covalently bound to the pore walls. Thus, the pHsensitive cleavage of the acetal-mellitin bonds (at pH 5.5) and the effective release of mellitin
from the mesoporous host could be clearly demonstrated in this study.
We will also discuss additional effective release mechanisms for colloidal mesoporous
nanoparticles recently developed in our laboratory. For example, a novel DNA-based
molecular valve offers a precisely programmable opening temperature.1 The assembly of this
multifunctional nano-device builds on a novel multifunctional core-shell colloidal
mesoporous silica host, free available pore volume inside the host, selective functionalization
of the pore mouths with a double-stranded DNA linker bearing two dyes for FRET
monitoring, and biotin-avidin coupling for valve closure. The possibility to precisely program
the opening temperature by varying the length and sequence of the double-stranded DNA
linker makes this system unique and far more versatile compared to previously reported
mechanisms.
Moreover, we will discuss a one-step assembly route where supported lipid bilayers (SLB) are
deposited on functionalized colloidal mesoporous silica (CMS) nanoparticles, resulting in a
core-shell hybrid system (SLB@CMS).2 The supported membrane acts as an intact barrier
against the escape of encapsulated dye molecules. These stable SLB@CMS particles loaded
with the anticancer drug colchicine are readily taken up by cells and lead to the
depolymerization of microtubules with remarkably enhanced efficiency as compared to the
same dose of drug in solution.
Conclusions
Summarizing, we have developed several novel triggered release mechanisms for bioactive
molecules from mesoporous silica. Such mechanisms form the basis for the evolution of
complex multifunctional mesoporous silica agents for targeted drug release.
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Introduction
Although the destruction of solid tumors by hyperthermia is valuable for cancer treatment,
single heating techniques are not able to discriminate between tumor cells and neighboring
healthy cells. One way to overcome this limitation is to perform a non invasive photothermal
therapy using deep penetrating NIR lasers [1]. Here, the strong optical absorption in the
Vis/NIR region of many Au nanostructures makes them attractive as photothermal agents for
cancer therapy [2]. The absorption band of metal nanoparticles can be readily tuned by
adjusting their shape and size [3] or by controlled assembly of gold nanoparticles [4].
Furthermore, the encapsulation of these gold nanoclusters in a biocompatible and
multifunctional mesoporous silica scaffold provides high stability in biological fluids and
allows simultaneous delivery of drugs. Here we present a novel hybrid nanoplatform for the in
vitro destruction of cancer cells that combines the optical properties of a gold nanocluster core
with the specific therapeutic activity of 20(S)-camptothecin (CPT) delivered within the
regular pores of the silica shell.
Experimental
150-250 nm diameter nanoparticles with internal clusters of 5-9 gold nanoparticles and
mesoporous silica coating (MSGC) were prepared according to a previous report [5]. CPT
(0.8 wt%) was incorporated into the pores of the particles by soaking them in a DMSO
solution and further washing with PBS. Materials were characterized by XRD, BET, DLS,
TEM and UV-Vis/NIR. For the in vitro chemo and photothermal therapy test, 42-MG-BA
human glioma cells were seeded with 100 µg/mL MSGC with or without CPT. A control
group was also incubated with no nanoparticles. After 24 hours in culture, all samples were
irradiated with a femtosecond pulsed Ti:Saphire laser (790 nm, 45 s, 76 W/cm2). Immediately
after NIR-light exposure, the medium was removed and cells were treated with Hoechst
33342 stain and/or acridine orange and fixed with paraformaldehyde in cacodydate buffer.
Fluorescence was visualized with microscope equipped with specific set filters for UV and
acridine orange, digital camera and computer-assisted image analysis program and a set of
customized macros. Cell counts were performed manually on 15-20 randomly selected
microscopic fields for each sample and statistically verified. Results on the combined chemo
and photothermal therapy of cancer cells are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.
Results and discussion
No effect on cell proliferation is observed in the control group after exposition at laser energy
fluence of 76 W/cm2 (n=5, p>0.05) (Figure 1a). Conversely, the internalization of MSGC in
42-MG-BA human glioma cells provokes a significant decrease in cell density and current
mortality about 40% (Table 1, Figure 1b). Cell death is due not only to local heating effect but
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Table 1. Cell density data after in vitro photothermal therapy on 42-MG-BA human glioma
cells with MSGC (100 g/mL) and the combined chemotherapy with CPT.
Sample
Dcluster (nm)a
Dparticles (nm)b
Cell counts (cells/mm2)
Control
MSGC
MSGC+ CPT (0.8 wt%)
(a)
(b)

--72.8 ± 6.5
72.8 ± 6.5

--150-250 (158 ± 33)
150-250 (158 ± 33)

1180 ± 35
740 ± 72
373 ± 64

Hydrodynamic diameter (as determined by DLS).
As determined from TEM images by measuring at least 200 particles: range (mean ± standard deviation).

also to mechanical stress and hydrodynamic pressure, which is produced by vapor
microbubbles formation within the cytoplasm,thus, provoking the lysis of the somatic
structure [6,7]. The mesoporous structure of the silica wall is crucial for the photothermal
response of these materials, as generation of microbubbles is related with vaporization of
water inside the pores. The incorporation of CPT into the pores also leads to a significant
cytotoxic effect. Afterwards, laser irradiation destroys a significant amount of cells (Table 1,
Figure 1c), and the combined action of chemo and photothermal therapy leads to almost 70%
cell mortality. Moreover, CPT is expected to suppress tumor growth after irradiation [8].

a

b

100 µm

c

100 µm

100 µm

Figure 1. Fluorescence microscope images of 42-MG-BA human glioma cells after laser
irradiation (76 W/cm2). (a) Control with no nanoparticles. (b) Cells with 100 g/mL of
MSGC. (c) Cells with 100 g/mL of MSGC loaded with 0.8 wt% CPT.
Conclusions
Nanoparticles with internal gold clusters and mesoporous silica coating are able to produce
photothermolysis when internalized in 42-MG-BA human glioma cells and irradiated with a
femtosecond pulse laser (790 nm). Cell death can take place through a thermal mechanism but
especially by mechanical disruption of cellular components due to in situ generation of vapor
microbubbles. The incorporation of CPT within the pores of the silica shell leads to a
synergetic effect between the cytotoxicity of the drug and the photothermal activity, providing
higher efficacy in the destruction of cancer cells than single laser irradiation.
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Introduction
The development of magnetic materials whose properties can be controlled by means of an
external stimulus can have potential applications for spintronics, information storage,
sensoring, and other uses. One general strategy to develop this type of materials consists in
modifying layered double hydroxides (LDHs) having magnetic properties by anionic
exchange incorporating into the interlayer galleries a guest that can respond to the external
input. In this context we have been interested in the preparation of magnetic LDH materials
with photoresponse. Compared to other alternative inputs, light as external stimulus has the
possibility of spatial and temporal resolution in the excitation, the absence of wasteful
chemicals and the possibility to tune the response by selecting the appropriate wavelength.
Towards the general objective of the preparation of photoresponsive magnetic materials based
on modified LDHs we have prepared a series of LDHs having NiII AlIII, CoII AlIII and ZnII
AlIII in different atomic ratios. The presence of nickel and cobalt introduces magnetic
response in the material while the combination of zinc and aluminum renders an LDH lacking
magnetism that can be used as reference material. As photoresponsive components in the
system we have selected azocompounds. Scheme 1 illustrates the structure of the three azo
compounds that have been studied as well as a pictorial illustration of LDH incorporating
azobenzenes. The selection of azobenzenes as photoresponsive components derives from the
well studied reversible photoinduced trans-cis isomerization that causes a remarkable change
in the dimension of the molecule that should be reflected in changes into the interlamellar
separation of the LDH sheets [1].
Scheme 1. Structure of the three azocompounds and illustration of LDH-Azo compound.

Methodology
One key step in the preparation of magnetic LDH containing azobenzenes is the process to
incorporate photoactive aromatic azo compound. The target is to prepare a material in which
the positive charges of the nanosheets are compensated by the negative azobenzenes in such a
way that a highly crystalline solid is obtained. Incorporation of azobenzenes in LDH was
achieved by anionic exchange and the progress of the intercalation can be followed by XRD
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monitoring the shift in the position of the (003) peak. The crystallinity of the material can be
determined by the number of counts of the (003) peak for a given amount of solid. Figure 1
shows representative XRD of some of the materials prepared showing the shift in the position
of the (003) peak as well as the change in the intensity of the peak as consequence of the
different level of crystallinity.
Results
Prior photophysical characterization of the properties of azobenzenes in solution has shown
that azo compound 3 undergoes trans-cis isomerization reflected by the change in the optical
spectrum that corresponds to a dissappearance of the visible band as 420 nm of the trans
isomer and the growth of 360 nm band corresponding to the cis [2]. Observation of an
isosbestic point shows that the two isomers interconvert one into the other. The cis isomer,
once formed photochemically can revert thermally to the more stable trans isomer with a rate
constant depending on the temperature. Figure 2 shows on UV-Vis spectra to illustrate these
changes. With respect to the behaviour observed in solution, the photoresponse of LDH
incorporated azobenzenes was significantly slower and less defined. The main problem is a
uniform irradiation of the material that is probed spectroscopically and also the sufficient
intensity of the light beam. Under optimal experimental conditions, evidence of the
occurrence of cis-trans isomerization was obtained by XRD (shift in the (003) peaks) and
optical spectroscopy (growth of the band corresponding to the cis isomer and decrease of the
band corresponding to the trans isomer).

Figure 1. XRD spectra of some of the materials prepared. Figure 2. UV-Vis spectra of
azocompound 3.
Magnetization measurements using a SQUID magnetometer shows that the state of the
material promoted by isomerization of the cis-trans is reflected in the magnetic properties of
the solid that can be modulated varying the intensity of the light, the irradiation time and the
nature of the metals and azobenzene of the LDH.
Further work in this field is aimed at the improvement of the photoresponse by selecting
azobenzene with optimum photochemical response and by improvement of the preparation
procedures.
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Introduction
In the chemical technology field, microfabrication concepts have found relatively few
applications to date compared to the microelectronics industry, which is mainly due to the fact
that production scenarios in the chemical industry usually involve the processing of high
volume feeds, often containing impurities and foreign elements. In spite of this, several
important developments in the realm of microdevices for the chemical and process industries
have taken place during the last 15 years, mainly in the fields of microreactors and sensors. In
particular, different 3D microstructures based on silicalite films [1-5] have already been
developed by our group (see figure 1). Typically, the approach involves the preparation of a
defect-freee zeolite thin layer onto the Si substrate followed by lithography and etching
process for the zeolite micropatterning. As a matter of fact, the proof of concept has been
demonstrated for Silicalite, which indeed exhibits limitations for practical applications.
Therefore, the aim of this work is the synthesis of well-intergrowth hydrophilic zeolite
membranes (i.e. NaA and NaY type zeolites) on silicon substrates for the monolith fabrication
of microdevices. Herein, the main challenge relies on the chemical stability of Si wafers in the
synthesis media (pH, time and temperature). Accounting from that, seeding stage, seeds size,
gel composition for secondary growth, heating source, temperature and synthesis time have
been carefully studied for both zeolites.

Figure 1. Silicalite-silicon based micro-devices a) microchannel type micro-reactor, b) micromembrane and c) only-silicalite cantilever.
Experimental
Mostly, the secondary growth approach has been used for the preparation of supported NaA
and NaY zeolite membranes. Thus, the following steps are involved: i) synthesis of colloidal
zeolites for seeding; ii) 4” Si wafer seeding; iii) hydrothermal secondary growth (90º-100ºC);
iv) template removal.
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Results and conclusions
NaA and NaY well-intergrowth zeolite membranes have been successfully prepared over
previously oxidized Si wafers (4” in diameter). In the case of LTA zeolite, layers 3 µm in
thickness have been achieved after 7.5 hours of synthesis time at 90ºC. Similarly, 4.5 h are
required for FAU counterparts (see Figure 2).
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2. SEM pictures of: NaA (a) and NaY (c) top layer of single nano-crystals; and wellintergrowth NaA (b) and NaY membranes on Si wafers.
Accounting from that, it could be concluded that synthesis procedures for the fabrication of
hydrophilic thin zeolite membranes onto Si wafers have been established. Our research efforts
are now focused on the micropatterning of such zeolite layers for the development and testing
of Si based microdevices. In particular, microchannel type reactors based on PtY zeolite for
VOC combustion are under study.
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Introduction
Intense research activities have been focused on the synthesis, structural characterization,
reactivity, and prospective applications of the mesoporous aluminosilica or alumina during
the past decade [1]. If these molecular sieves could be prepared in 3D geometrical monoliths
with uniformly-shaped pores, high acidity, structural integrity, thermal/hydrothermal stability
via simple synthetic strategy, thus these materials would be expected to show widespread
applications [2]. Although, the optical sensors and adsorbents based mesoporous
powder/monolithic carriers recently became a hot packages for remarkably sensing and
selective responses with respect to comparable indicator or probe molecules, the
developments in the form of compact instrumental free ion-sensors are still under research
level and currently being investigated using different techniques [3-5]. Here, we report optical
aluminosilica sensors with high surface area and crystalline -Al2O3 alumina in framework for
facile handling of signal read-out with visual detection of ultra-trace concentrations of organic
and inorganic targets at the same frequency as the human eye.
Experimental
Ordered cubic Ia3d monolithic aluminosilica discs with low silica contents (4 Si/Al 1) that
fabricated by using direct templating method of microemulsion liquid crystalline phase of
P123 (EO20PO70EO20) templates can be used as a miniaturized nano-membrane strips for
anionic (TMPyP) dyes from aqueous solution at room temperature. Typically, aluminosilica
monoliths were fabricated using microemulsion phases formed by addition of C12-alkane
(dodecane) to surfactant/(TMOS)/AlCl3 mixture domains [2]. Moreover, in the basic
laboratory sensing assays, we test the ability of the sensor dye-pellet to be used as an ecofriendly detection and removal of ultra-trace Hg(II) ions in aqueous solution. However,
significant absorbance and color changes were observed with pH solution of 12.5.

Fig. 1 TEM, FTD and 3DTEM profiles of optical sensors for toxic metal ions based cubic Ia3d membranes.

Results and discussion
TEM, FTD and 3DTEM profiles show evidence of retaining the high order of cubic Ia3d
mesopores with fabrication of optical membrane sensor (Fig.1), which led to high flux and
transport of organic TMPyP dye and inorganic Hg(II) analyte ions (in the order of minutes).
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However, the surface acidity on the reactivity of aluminosilica pellets could result in
significant effects on the overall adsorption capacity and affinity of anionic (2x 10-3 M)
TMPyP probe. Strong ion-pair interactions between the TMPyP probe containing pyridinium
ions and the negatively-charged (AlO4- units)  Al2O3-rich silica host matrices led to retention
of the sensor strips during the sensing assays of Hg(II) ions (Scheme 1). The amount uptake
of TMPyP onto  Al2O3-rich silica matrices were sufficient to create signal read-out “optical
color change” as a response of the binding with toxic Hg(II) ions. Key to achieving design of
optical sorbent strips is the dense accessibility and intrinsic mobility of the probe onto
crystalline  Al2O3 –silica framework matrices. Due to the probe accommodation into
nanoscale membranes the sensitivity and binding response kinetics of hg(II) ions were
significantly acheived. Thus, the membrane sensors would allowed simple preconcentration to
yield high adsorption capacity of Hg(II) ions and simultaneously visual detection (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1 Design of optical membrane sensors (A) for removal of inorganic toxic pollutants. (B) Selectivity of
Hg (ions) among all metals using TMPyP dyes at pH 12.5

This simple recognition and removal of ultra-trace Hg(II) ion up to 10-11 M (detection limit) in
real-world analysis, where basic UV-Vis. spectrometer could be effectively used. The
reflectance spectra of the sensor strips exhibited a bathchromic shift from 410 nm to 450
during the recognition of Hg2+, corresponding to the formation of the metal-chelate [HgTMPyP]n+ complex. The portable sensor pellets were able to detect and complete removal of Hg(II)
ions (in the order of 60 sec.), despite the presence of other interfering and toxic metal ions, for
example Fe3+, Ni2+, Zn2+, Cr6+, Sb3+, Bi3+, Pb2+, Cd2+, Mn2+, and Co2+, as shown in Scheme 1B.

Conclusions
The current sensor design based on  Al2O3-rich silica scaffolds in the form of highly
mechanical stable pellet-like monoliths show advanced features to act as portable and storable
strips. However, in addition to conventional recognition of Hg(II) ion at trace levels (10-11
mol/dm3), there is a further control of the sensing assay, governed by facile handling of signal
read-out optical measurements with the same frequency of the human eyes.
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Introduction
Adsorption using natural adsorbents is generally considered to be the most suitable method
for wastewater treatment. Clinoptilolite, as the most abundant natural zeolite, can therefore be
regarded as a cost minimizing choice of the adsorbent for the developing countries. In Serbia,
there are several zeolitic deposits with relatively high clinoptilolite content. A detailed
spectroscopic and structural investigation of the sample from Vranjska Banja [1] showed that
the zeolitic tuff contains three major mineral phases, the clinoptilolite being in the highest
percentage (more than 70 wt. %). We have studied in detail kinetics and thermodynamics of
the removal of Mn(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) from aqueous solutions containing the metal
ions in the concentration range of 50-400 mg dm-3 using this natural zeolitic tuff. Also, we
have investigated whether the exhausted zeolite could possibly find applications as a novel
material.
Experimental
The sorption isotherms and rate of sorption were determined at 298, 308, 318, 328 and 338 K
using the batch method. 100.00 cm3 of the solution were mixed with 1.0 g of zeolite sample
(pretreated with a solution of NaCl) and the suspension was shaken for 24 h in a thermostated
water bath. The solid was then recovered by filtration. All experiments were carried out at the
original pH since preliminary investigations showed it to be optimal.
The samples of metal-loaded zeolite were thermally treated under air at 540 oC at a heating
rate of 10 oC min-1. The obtained products were analyzed by the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).
A pure culture of Acinetobacter junii DSM 1532 has been used for testing the antibacterial
activity of the Zn-containing samples. The A. junii was pregrown on the nutrient agar (Biolife,
Italy) for 16 h at 30.0±0.1°C. Next, the biomass was suspended in sterile 0.05 mol dm-3 NaCl
and inoculated into 100 cm3 of autoclaved synthetic wastewater (composition in mg dm–3 of
distilled water: Na-propionate 300; peptone 100; MgSO4·7H2O 10; CaCl2·2H2O 6; KCl 30;
yeast extract 20; KH2PO4 88; pH=7.0±0.2). 1.00 g of the zinc-containing sample was added
into the flask, while a control flask was left without the addition of the material. The flasks
were incubated for 24 h at 30.0±0.5°C in a water bath. The concentration of phosphorous in
wastewater was measured in a DR/2500 Hach spectrophotometer by the molybdovanadate
method (Hach method 8114).
Results and discussion
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The study shows that the Serbian natural zeolite can be used effectively in the removal of the
Mn(II), Ni(II), Zn(II) and Cu(II) ions from aqueous solutions by adsorption. The removal
efficiency (30-95 %) increases in order Ni < Mn ~Zn <Cu. The sorption capacity varies with
the initial metal solution concentration and it increases with temperature for all the studied
metals. The sorption isotherms are best represented by the Sips (Ni, Mn, Zn) and Freundlich
(Cu) models and the sorption kinetics by the pseudo-second-order model. The sorption
involves a combination of three processes: the film diffusion, the intra-particle diffusion, and
a chemical cation–exchange between sodium ions of clinoptilolite lattice and the aqueous M2+
ions. The sorption was found to be endothermic and spontaneous in the 298–338 K range.
Dehydration of the metal-loaded clinoptilolite at about 540 oC leads to the formation of
crystalline NiO, ZnO and Cu2O nano particles (2-5 nm) which are widespread over the
clinoptilolite surface (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. TEM image of the dehydrated manganese-loaded clinoptilolite (a). Highmagnification image (b) shows a uniform surface of an amorphous clinoptilolite grain without
any oxide nanoparticles. A NiO particle at the surface of nickal-loaded clinoptilolite (c).
Dehydration of the Mn-containing sample however does not lead to the formation of any
oxide products and leads to disruption of the clinoptilolite lattice. The results concerning
antibacterial activity suggest that zinc-loaded clinoptilolite exhibits an excellent antibacterial
activity towards A. junii (99.99 %). It also effectively removes phosphate ions from solution
(80 %).
Conclusions
This investigations show that the Serbian clinoptilolite can be used as sorbent for the removal
Mn(II), Ni(II), Zn(II) and Cu(II) ions from aqueous solutions by adsorption The exhausted
sorbent could find further application since oxide nanoparticles embedded in the zeolitic
matrix have been known to exhibit catalytic activity for various reactions. Also, the Zncontaining clinoptilolite is a promising material for a final step in wastewater treatment, in
which a simultaneous phosphate removal and disinfection can be achieved. These render the
exhausted clinoptilolite a potential candidate for novel applications.
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Introduction
We present the title concept as a new basic principle [1] and discuss its fundamental and
practical significance and implications. The traditional, dominant concept defined idealized
zeolite structures [2] as extended in 3-D periodic frameworks, built from 4-connected, cornersharing tetrahedra, with each T-atom, except those on an external surface, having 4 different
neighbors. It further implied formation of the frameworks by direct assembly in 3-D. This
implication had a practical limiting consequence since, once formed, zeolite crystals and
frameworks appeared to be immutable and not susceptible to a meaningful structural
modification post-synthesis without some sort of degradation. This perspective presented
structural variation of zeolites to be manifested exclusively by various framework types.
The discovery of layered zeolite precursors, first for MCM-22 [3][4] and then several other
frameworks, demonstrated an unsuspected novel dimension to zeolite structures. The
precursors were the first examples of at least two structural forms representing a framework
that could be further modified, yielding additional novel representatives. The latter were
exemplified by swollen-expanded, pillared, delaminated and other species. So far about ten
frameworks have been recognized to have a layered precursor [5] but some of these
frameworks were known for a long time as 3-D entities and only now have been prepared as
layered derivatives. This suggests that still more zeolites, possibly all, may have some sort of
layered precursor. Since it was demonstrated that layered zeolites can be structurally
modified, zeolite frameworks became represented not only by their traditional 3-D networks
but also by various assemblies of monolayers having analogous internal structure. In fact the
former 3-D entities may be viewed as end-members, or a special case of layers fused
congruently with vertical alignment, among diverse materials sharing common building layer.
.
Discussion
In this contribution the new concept is presented as an integrated 2-D scheme incorporating 3D as well as various known lamellar forms of zeolite frameworks. It is shown in Figure 1. The
proposed expanded concept of zeolite structures is best presented based on the MCM-22
zeolite family comprising the 3-D framework materials (MWW; MCM-22 and MCM-49) and
lamellar forms like layered precursors (MCM-22P, EMM-10P), swollen MCM-22P,
delaminated (MCMM-56, ITQ-2), pillared (MCM-36) and others (MWW-IEZ, EMM-13,
EMM-12). This diversity is also reflected in the fact that the MWW framework has been
synthesized directly in 4 distinct structural forms (identified in Figure 1). The individual
members can be clearly identified and distinguished as various packing arrangements of
MCM-22 monolayer using X-ray powder diffraction, which also allows structure assignment
based on specific features observed in XRD patterns
.
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Figure 1. The integrated scheme incorporating 3-D frameworks and various known lamellar
forms based on the MCM-22 family. The materials with different MWW layers arrangement
obtained by direct synthesis, all containing the template, are labeled as Synthesis.
The additional MWW structures, such as expanded, delaminated, pillared, etc have been
synthesized by chemical modification of the as-synthesized forms. These various materials
are not only of fundamental interest but can demonstrate different catalytic behavior,
including improvement in some regard compared to the conventional 3-D zeolite. Since these
novel materials can be structurally modified post-synthesis, in contrast to the conventional 3D frameworks, they offer infinite possibilities for tailored zeolite-based architectures.
As MCM-22 is the most thoroughly studied and developed system it can be a template for
other frameworks and their precursors. This concerns not only the types of possible materials
but provides a method for systematic approach to their identification by XRD, and subsequent
characterization. In this context, the newly-discovered layered form of zeolite MFI [6]
represents a remarkable development deserving full attention. It is very active catalytically,
like MCM-22, and offers layers with perpendicular 10-ring pores enabling transport in the
third dimension.
The presented expanded concept of zeolites structures provides a framework for systematic
and formal treatment of layered zeolites that can be integrated with the traditional 3-D
structures. It is open-ended process, enabling modification of structures with infinite
possibilities. This, in turn, may call, in the long run, for selective approaches and judicious
choice of materials to focus on, which will be also discussed.
As new fundamental insights and practical discoveries occur quite often in this field we will
discuss the most recent and significant findings within the above proposed integrated system.
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Introduction
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are members of a new class of hybrid organic
inorganic materials called metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).1 Compared to other types of
metal-organic framework materials, ZIFs often showed better thermal, hydrothermal and
chemical stabilities, so they can be potentially applied many applications such as gas storage,
separations, catalysis and chemical sensors.2 Up to now, however, all ZIFs crystals reported
so far were made in organic solvents such as dimethylformamide (DMF), diethylformamide
(DEF) or methanol, etc. Attempts in aqueous solutions often ended up with 1D or non-porous
materials.3
Here we report the first example of ZIFs, e.g. ZIF-8, synthesized in pure aqueous system at
room temperature. The mean particle size of our products was ca. 85 nm, and the morphology
is hexagonal. The yield of particle was ~80% based on the amount of zinc.
Experimental
Nanometer-sized ZIF-8 crystals with hexagonal shape were synthesized via rapid pouring
an aqueous solution of Zn(NO3)2•6H2O into an aqueous solution of 2-methylimidazole and
the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 5 min. In addition, the two solutions were all
filtered by filter paper before mixing. In a typical synthesis, 1.17 g of zinc nitrate (3.95 mmol)
in 8 g DI water was added into a solution of 2-methylimidazole (22.70 g, 276.50 mmol) in 80
g DI water, and the molar ratio of 2-methylimidazole to zinc was 70:1. The product was
collected by repeated centrifugation (6500 rpm, 30 min) and washed by DI water for three
times, and was dried at 65 oC overnight in a drying oven.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows the powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns and the transmission electron
microscope (TEM) images of the as-synthesized samples. Comparison of the sample XRD
pattern to the pattern simulated from the ZIF-8 structure data indicates that the product is
pure-phase ZIF-8 materials (Fig. 1 (a)). Peak broadening can be clearly observed from the
sample XRD pattern, indicating the formation of nanosized crystals. From the Scherrer
equation the crystallite size was calculated as ~70 nm. TEM pictures in Fig. 1(b) and (c)
revealed that the particles were nanocrystals with sharp hexagonal facets. The mean particle
size is ca. 85 nm. The polydispersity index is around 0.089 measured from dynamic light
scattering. The electron diffraction pattern showed in the inset of Fig. 1(b) confirmed once
again the product were high crystalline ZIF-8 crystals. The N2 adsorption measurement
indicates the BET and Langmuir surface areas of products are 1079 and 1173 m2/g,
respectively. This result is very close the value that was reported from ZIF-8 particles
prepared in metanol.4 In addition, the obtained nanoparticles can be well dispersed in
methanol to form a stable suspension and can be kept for several weeks without settlement.
Varying the molar ratio of 2-methylimidazole to zinc nitrate can further reduce the crystal
size, but not much to the morphology. The crystal size was reduced from ~85 nm to ~50 nm
when the ratio of 2-methylimidazole to zinc nitrate increased from 70 to 200.
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An in-situ non-ambient XRD measurement was conducted in vacuum to illustrate the
thermal stability of the product. The results showed that the sample could maintain the ZIF-8
framework structure even after 5 h heating at 450 oC, indicating that the release of the guest
molecules didn’t damage the framework structure. In addition, ZIF-8 nanocrystals are stable
in boiling water for at least 5 days and in boiling methanol for 7 days, respectively.
Furthermore, the crystal morphologies were also preserved very well.

Figure 1 (a) XRD and (b, c) TEM pictures of as-synthesized ZIF-8 nanocrystals in pure
aqueous solution.
Conclusions
The synthesis of ZIF-8 crystals in pure aqueous solution for the first time, and it is also the
first example of ZIF materials synthesized in pure aqueous solutions. The synthesis method
allowed us to make ZIF-8 nanocrystals in much shorter time with improved product yield
compared to the synthesis processes developed in organic media. The product showed
excellent thermal and chemical stabilities, and improved hydrothermal stability.
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Introduction
Ultra-stable Y zeolite (USY) has been utilized for the petroleum refinery process, and therefore one of the most important industrial zeolite catalysts. However, due to the complex
structure and acidity, the property and the catalytic function have not been sufficiently revealed yet. We have studied the acidity of Na2H2-EDTA treated USY [1] with an improved
method of IRMS-TPD (Infrared/Mass spectroscopy-temperature programmed desorption) of
ammonia to detect clearly the created strong Brønsted OH located at ca. 3600 cm-1; and, it
could be regarded as an active Brønsted site available for the alkane cracking [2]. Recently,
we revealed an interesting finding that the post-treatment of USY by NH4NO3 effectively created the strong acid sites [3]. In the present study, therefore, the strong Brønsted OH in the
USY has been studied in detail, and also the catalytic function of the Brønsted acid site, not
only active for the cracking but also available for support of Pd in the cross-coupling reaction,
will be studied.
Experimental
NaY (Tosoh, HSZ-320NAA, Si/Al2 ratio 5.5) was ion-exchanged in a solution of NH4NO3,
and the formed NH4Y was treated by steaming usually at 823 K, followed by the posttreatment in a solution of NH4NO3 by varying the concentration. IRMS-TPD of ammonia
was studied in a method previously reported [2]. Activity for the cracking of alkane was
measured by a continuous-flow
Table 1. Brønsted acidity of the USY prepared by the treatment in 0.5
method. The activity of USY to 7.5 M NH NO ; Number A (molkg-1) and strength ∆H (kJmol-1)
4
3
0
decreased small with time on
Sodalite
Strong
D6R
Super cage
stream, but it was recovered
Brønsted
cage
OH
readily by the oxidation with
A0
A0
A0
A0
∆H
∆H
∆H
∆H
oxygen. Pd(NH3)4Cl2 was loadH-Y
1.20 112
0.38 117 0.31 107
ed on thus prepared USY, and
USYused for Suzuki-Miyaura cross0.16 136 0.15 157 0.05 152 0.07 151
0.5M
coupling under the experimental
USYconditions previously reported
0.22 135 0.22 153 0.07 148 0.09 147
2.3M
[4].
USY7.5M

0.27

130

0.25

146

0.09

142

0.10

141

Results and discussion
Characterization of the USY acidity by an experiment of IRMS-TPD of ammonia
HY zeolite showed three kinds of Brønsted OH bands located in super cage (3635 cm-1), sodalite cage (3556 cm-1) and double 6 rings (D6R) (3532 cm-1), and the solid acidity was characterized by the IRMS-TPD of ammonia experiment, as shown in Table 1. USY was prepared by the steaming, and it was found that the post-treatment of the steamed USY with
NH4NO3 effectively created the strong Brønsted OH observed at 3598 cm-1. The acidity of
USY thus prepared by varying the concentration of NH4NO3 was measured, as shown in Table 1. The strength of the created strong Brønsted acid site (Strong) was ca. 150 kJ mol-1,
which was higher than those prepared by Na2H2-EDTA by 13 kJ mol-1 [1,2].
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Cracking activity of the USY zeolite
Thus prepared USY had an excellent catalytic activity for cracking of such alkanes as octane and
hexane. The activation energies for the octane
cracking (Ea) on the USY were ca. 50 kJ mol-1, as
shown by marks in blue in Fig. 1, and these were
the least values among the values previously observed [5]. When Ea and ∆H on HY and cation
exchanged HY zeolite were summarized (Fig. 1),
the Ea decreased with increasing the ∆H for the
Brønsted OH. It was thus clearly revealed that the
weak acidity of HY was enhanced by the addition
of cation M2+ or by the preparation to USY, and the
USY prepared by the post-treatment with NH4NO3
showed the excellent acidity and activity. The
strong Brønsted acidity is, most probably, the origin
of the activity of USY zeolite. The high activity of
the USY thus prepared has already been reported,
but the origin of the activity remained unsolved [6].
Activity of Pd/USY for the cross-coupling
Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling between aryl bromide and phenyl boric acid was studied using Pd
loaded on the USY zeolite. By optimizing the experimental conditions, an extremely high catalytic
activity was obtained [4]. Among the optimized
conditions, the solid acidity of the USY zeolite had
a strong effect on the catalytic activity. The USY
was prepared by the steaming at different temperature, time and vapor concentration, followed by the
post-treatment of 0.5 M NH4NO3 solution, and
used as the support. When the acidity and the activity were compared, a strong relation between the
amount of the created strong Brønsted acid site and
the turn-over frequency of the cross-coupling was
observed, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, it was considered that the Pd loaded on the zeolite was activated
by the strong Brønsted acidity to become the active
catalytic site for the cross-coupling.

Fig. 1. Correlation between Ea and ∆H on
HY and modified Y zeolites.

Fig. 2. Correlation between TOF and amount
of strong Brønsted OH in USY prepared by
the steaming at conditions (temp, time, and
conc. ), followed by the post-treatment.

Conclusions
The strong Brønsted acid site created by the post-treatment of USY with NH4NO3 was characterized to have the strength of acid site ca. 150 kJ mol-1 of ∆H. Due to the correlation between the strong acidity and catalytic activity, it is concluded that the created strong Brønsted
OH plays the role of not only the active site for the cracking but also of the support to activate
Pd for Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling. Preparation, characterization, and catalytic function of
the strong Brønsted acid site in USY were revealed.
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Introduction
Several methods have been suggested in the literature to remove the organic template
occluded within the pores of Ordered Mesoporous Silica (OMS) materials[1] such as
calcination[2,3] and/or chemical extraction by an organic solvent[4-7] microwave digestion[8]
or UV radiation[9]. Chemical extraction is often incomplete and calcination modifies the
hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of the OMS since high temperature (typically ≥ 500°C) is
required. Moreover, most of these process are lengthy and energy consumers. Consequently
new method for template removal in OMS is highly desirable. The originality of this work is
to use a rapid calcination method which is an energy saver process thanks to induction heating
and can also be considered as a friendly environmental process because it avoids the use of
solvent. This new method allows a complete removal of the surfactant (pluronic P123) in the
case of SBA-15 type OMS at low temperature (300°C), fast heating rate and short calcination
duration (15min). Furthermore it was observed that by varying the experimental parameters
such as heating duration and/or heating temperature, a fine tuning of the
hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance of SBA-15 materials is achievable. The induction
calcination was also successfully applied to other type of mesoporous silica materials such as
SBA-16 and MCM-41.
Experimental
A SBA-15 material was prepared following a typical procedure suggested in the literature by
Zhao et al [1]. The starting molar ratio was: 1.0 TEOS: 0.017 P123: 5.6 HCl: 174 H2O.
Calcination procedures: To liberate the porosity of the SBA-15, the as-synthesized samples
were subjected to calcination at different temperatures and durations in a muffle furnace or in
an induction furnace. In both cases, 100 mg of as-synthesized sample were put in a platinum
crucible and calcination was performed between 300°C and 700°C for two short durations 5
and 15 min. For the short calcination time in the muffle furnace, the crucible was introduced
in a preheated furnace at the desired temperature. For comparison the conventional long
calcination duration was also performed, about 250 mg of the as-synthesized sample are
placed in a porcelain crucible and put in the muffle furnace. The temperature is raised during
6 h to the desired temperature (300, 460, 500, 600 or 700°C), then holding at the same
temperature for 4h.
Results and discussion
Whatever the calcination method, XRD diffractograms indicate a well ordered 2D hexagonal
pore arrangement as expected for SBA-15 type materials. Consequently no collapse of the
mesostructure is detected even at higher temperature and for longer calcination duration. In
addition a significant broadening of the Bragg diffraction peaks reveals a less ordered 2D
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hexagonal mesostructure. A framework contraction was also detected upon calcination that
was closely related to the P123 decomposition [10].
The complete template removal was confirmed by TGA and 1H-13C CPMAS NMR analysis.
An SBA-15 material free from surfactant was obtained after 15 min of induction calcination
at only 300°C. For the short time muffle furnace calcination higher temperature is required
(460°C for 5 min) to completely eliminate the surfactant. The removal of the template at such
short time and low temperature is possible thanks to the fast induction heating rate and the
rapid heat diffusion within the sample whereas in the case of the muffle furnace heating
slower heat diffusion probably occurs.
This new calcination method provides an SBA-15 with higher textural and porosity
characteristic (SBET=1000 m2g-1, Vt=1.14 cm3g-1 and Vm=0.20 cm3g-1) compared to the
conventional calcination method (SBET= 890 m2g-1, Vt=1.03 cm3g-1 and Vm= 0.16 cm3g-1).
Whatever the calcination process, these three porous characteristics in addition to the pore
diameter slightly decrease with temperature increase. Increase of calcination duration up to 15
min at 700°C drastically affects these textural characteristics probably due to the network
contraction observed by XRD.
To study the influence of such calcination methods on the silanol content of the samples 1H
decoupled 29Si MAS NMR and TGA analyses were performed. The as-synthesized and
calcined samples at 300°C exhibit roughly the same Q2, Q3 and Q4 species distribution, while
from 460°C to 700°C a concomitant increase of Q4 and decrease of Q3+Q2 species is
observed. This indicates that dehydroxylation occurs in this 460-700°C temperature range.
These results are in agreement with XRD observations. For the conventional long time muffle
furnace calcination the Q4 increase and Q3+Q2 species decrease is more pronounced even at
low temperature. Furthermore, the OH numbers determined by TGA and 29Si MAS NMR
analysis are in reasonable agreement. Above 300°C the number of silanol decreases
significantly (from on average 3.8 to ~2 10-3 mol.g-1 for 700°C).
Conclusions
Induction heating is the most suitable calcination process because it provides a SBA-15
material fully free of organic template with a high specific area, pore diameter and pore
volume already at low temperature (300°C) for a very short time (15 min). Moreover, it was
demonstrated that this calcination method can be applied to other OMS such as SBA-16 and
MCM-41 materials. This method is rapid, easy to perform and ecofriendly since it is a one
step and energy saving procedure avoiding the use of solvent. Moreover the
hydrophobic/hydrophilic character can be modulated thanks to a judicious choice of
temperature and duration of calcination. It was shown that samples with an important silanol
content, which can be very attractive for post-synthesis grafting, can be prepared with a low
induction calcination temperature, while hydrophobic samples require high induction
calcination temperature.
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Introduction
Aluminophosphate molecular sieves (AlPO4-n) with regular nanoporous void space have
shown widespread applications in catalysis, ion exchange, and separation.1 The partial
substitution of the Al atoms in the framework by silicon or other metal elements results in the
heteroatom containing aluminophosphate molecular sieves (MAPOs) with special properties
in catalysis, photoluminescence, magnetism, and so forth. The content and location of
heteroatom in the frameworks of MAPOs can be adjusted by the guest templates through the
host-guest charge-density matching principle proposed by Stucky et al.2 Besides organic
amines as the guest templates, the F¯ ions can also be employed in the synthesis to
compensate the changes of the inorganic framework.3
In this work, three new iron aluminophosphates (Fe-ACO(a-c)) with ACO-zeotype
structure and two magnesium aluminophosphate (Mg-LEV(a, b)) with LEV-zeotype structure
have been synthesized. The M/Al (M=Fe, Mg) ratios in the frameworks can be effectively
controlled by varying the amounts of hydrofluoric acid and organic templates in the initial
reaction mixture.
Experimental
Syntheses of Fe-ACO(a-c). Aluminum triisopropoxide and the ferric oxalate were directly
added to a 9 mL Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave, followed by the addition of the
diethylenetriamine (DETA), orthophosphoric acid (85 wt%) and hydrofluoric acid (40 wt %)
successively without stirring. The reaction was carried out at 433K under autogenous pressure
for 6 days. After filtered off, washed with deionized water, and dried at room temperature, the
pure phases of these products were obtained. The yields of FeAPO-CJ66 (a-c) are 39, 28 and
32%, respectively.
Syntheses of Mg-LEV(a, b). Boehmite was dissolved into the distilled water with stirring,
followed by the addition of magnesium acetate, organic amine and orthophosphoric acid. The
organic amine used is 1,2-Diaminocyclohexane (DACH) for Mg-LEV(a) and
N-methylpiperidine for Mg-LEV(b). The mixture was stirred thoroughly until the solid was
completely dissolved, and the resultant gel was transferred into a 15 mL Teflon-lined stainless
steel autoclave and heated at 180 °C for 3 days. After filtered off, washed with deionized
water, and dried at room temperature, the pure phases of these products were obtained.
Table 1. Gel Compositions (Molar Ratio) for the Syntheses of Compounds.
Samples
Al2O3
P2O5
HF
Fe2O3/MgO
Templates
H2O
Fe-ACO(a)
1.0
21.7
1.8
2.0
27.4
24.8
Fe-ACO(b)
1.0
21.7
4.1
2.0
27.4
28.7
Fe-ACO(c)
1.0
5.2
5.9
2.0
27.4
14.8
Mg-LEV(a)
1.0
8.0
0
2.0
4.0
1800
Mg-LEV(b)
1.0
3.0
0
1.0
4.4
548
* Al2O3 for Fe-ACO is Al(OPri)3, and for Mg-LEV is boehmite.
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Results and discussion
Fe-ACO(a-c) have been synthesized in the similar reaction system of
Fe2O3-Al2O3-P2O5-DETA-HF-H2O except that the amounts of orthophosphoric acid and
hydrofluoric acid are different, in which ethylenediamine decomposed from DETA and F¯
ions were used as the cotemplates. Mg-LEV(a, b) were prepared in hydrothermal system by
using DACH or N-methylpiperidine as the template. The gel compositions for the syntheses
of pure phases of these compounds are listed in Table 1.
Single crystal analyses indicate
that the structures of Fe-ACO(a-c) and
Mg-LEV(a, b) are analogous to zeotype
ACO and LEV, respectively (Fig.1).
ICP analyses give rise to the Al/Fe
ratios in Fe-ACO(a-c) are 1/3.9, 1/5.0,
and 1/9.0. The F elemental analyses
indicate that the content of F¯ ions is
close with that of Al atoms in the
frameworks of Fe-ACO(a-c), which
become smaller and smaller with the
Figure 1. Structures of (a) Fe-ACO(a-c) and (b)
increase in the Fe contents in the
Mg-LEV(a, b).
frameworks. This reveals that the F¯
ions can dramatically control the
number of heteroatom incorporated into the framework. In the structures of Mg-LEV(a, b),
the Mg/Al ratios are about 1/3 and 1/1.5, respectively, based on the ICP analyses. This maybe
caused by the different organic templates, and it needs further study.
Conclusions
Three new members of zeolite ACO family, iron aluminophosphates Fe-ACO(a-c), have
been successfully synthesized in the fluoride ion system by using F¯ ions and ethylenediamine
as the cotemplates. The Al/Fe ratios in the frameworks can be effectively controlled from1/9
to 1/5 to 1/3.9 through increasing the content of F¯ ions in the synthesis. Two Mg doping
aluminophosphates with LEV zeotype structure have been prepared by using different organic
amines, DACH and N-methylpiperidine, as template. The Mg/Al ratios are about 1/3 and
1/1.5, respectively. This work indicates that organic template and F¯ ions can adjust the
content of heteroatom doped in the aluminophosphate.
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Introduction
Natural and synthetic zeolites have been the focus for extensive research owing to their many
applications and huge potential number of new topologies. The majority of such materials are
aluminosilicates, consisting of corner sharing TO4 units, aluminate (AlO4) and silicate (SiO4)
tetrahedra arranged in a framework. Many methods have been employed to form different
topologies, and among these is the substitution of the T atom to form synthetic systems
equivalent to zeolites, known as ‘zeotypes’. Isomorphic heteroatom substitution at the Si
and/or Al sites in 3-D structures is an effective method of framework modification with
substituted elements including but not limited to; Mg, Al [1], Zn [2], Ge [3]and Zr [4]. Often
the resulting zeotype has a different functionality from that of a traditional aluminosilicate
and its structure can also be modified [5].
Research on frameworks incorporating the BeO4 unit is sparse, a few rare minerals
such as lovdarite, K2Na6Be4Si14O36•9H2O and nabesite, Na2BeSi4O10•4H2O are known,
whereas synthetic Be containing frameworks are limited to several beryllosilicates, [6,7]
beryllophosphates [8] and very few berylloarsenates [9].
Here we present the hydrothermal synthesis of several novel three dimensional and
two dimensional berylloarsenate/phosphate frameworks including; three new potential zeolite
topologies, BeAs-MER [10] and BeAs-AFI [11] topology analogues, the first synthetic
equivalent of the WEI [12] topology as well as several interrupted frameworks. Of particular
interest are the common structural features seen in these frameworks, such as the distortion of
four rings leading to artificially increased framework density and the prevalence of the –OH
unit bridging between Be-centred tetrahedra.
Experimental
All of the samples were prepared from commercially available materials of reagent grade that
did not require further purification, a typical preparation is as follows:
Materials were synthesised via hydrothermal methods. The Be source, As source,
solvent and organic template were stirred for 60 minutes before being transferred to a 23 mL
TeflonTM-lined Parr autoclave and heated at 413 – 473 K for 1 – 7 days. The reacted mixture
was allowed to cool naturally to room temperature and the solid product removed from the
remaining liquid by vacuum filtration. The product was then washed with H2O (40 mL) and
EtOH (20 mL) before being transferred to an oven to dry at 353 K for 12 hours.
Single crystals of each product were isolated for study via single crystal X-ray
diffraction. Data were measured at 120 K on a Bruker Nonius KappaCCD diffractometers,
using Mo-Kα (λ=0.71073 Å) radiation. Structures were solved using the WinGX package [13]
by direct methods [14] using XPREP [15] and SHELXS-97 [16] and refined using SHELXL97.
Results and discussion
Several new berylloarsenate and beryllophosphate structures will be presented including the
interrupted
three
dimensional
framework
[{H-pyridine}2]2+
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{Be2[BeOH2][AsO4]2[AsO3OH]}2- (Fig. 1), its phosphate analogue and the fully connected
three dimensional framework [NH4+]2{Be2[Be(OH)2][AsO4]2}2-.

Figure 1. Viewed down c, Be and As centred tetrahedra are light and dark grey respectively;
topology is related to AFI.

Conclusions
A family of new beryllium containing frameworks has been produced, sharing common
building units and features but varying topologies providing further insight into framework
modification.
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Introduction
Porous metal framework materials have received significant research interest in recent years.
Whilst zeolitic aluminosilicates are restricted to tetrahedral building units, the metal species
within metal framework materials can form 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-coordinate polyhedra, depending
on the metal. Indeed it is possible to have multiple metal polyhedra, as well as different metal
oxidisation states within the same crystal structure. These units are typically combined with
tetrahedral units (e.g. PO4/AsO4) to produce framework materials, which can have
nanoporous structures. The structures produced are less rigid than the aluminosilcate zeolites,
leading to important applications arising from ion-exchange. In addition, the structures can
have useful magnetic properties coupled with the porosity, as well as potentially having redox
catalytic properties. Examples of such materials include vanadium phosphates
(Cs[V2(PO4)(HPO4)(H2O)2])[1] and zirconium arsenates ([(enH2)0.5][Zr2(PO4)2(HPO4)F]·H2O)
[2].
Here we present the results of investigations into incorporating fluoride anions into
late first-row transition metal phosphate frameworks, with the aim to hydrothermally produce
frameworks consisting of metal polyhedra [M(O,F)n] (n=4-6) and phosphate tetrahedra
[P(O,F)4]. The use of metal fluorides (MFx) as a source of both framework metal centres and
fluoride has been shown as an excellent method for the production of metal fluorophosphate
frameworks previously[3], and for this reason the same method was applied for this study.
Experimental
All products were produced by hydrothermal methods. A transition metal fluoride, phosphoric
acid and counter cation or organic template were combined in a solvent and autoclaved at
398-498 K in a Parr 23 mL Teflon® lined autoclave for 2-18 days. The products were allowed
to cool to room temperature before collecting by vacuum filtration and washed with 20 mL
distilled water and 20 mL ethanol before drying.
Structures were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction. Single crystal X-ray
diffraction data for this report was collected on a Bruker-Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer
with an area detector. Molybdenum Kα radiation (λ=0.7107 Å) was used and the data
collected at 120 K. The structure was determined using the WinGX package[4], with
XPREP[5] used for the initial setup, SHELXS-97 used to solve the structure and refined
further with SHELXL-97[6,7].
Results and discussion
A large number of late first-row transition metal fluorophosphate frameworks have been
produced, with dimensionality ranging from discrete clusters to 3-dimensional porous
structures. Perhaps the most interesting of these is a family of copper fluorophosphate 3D
frameworks with large (11-12 Å diameter) channels (Fig. 1). The channels contain water, free
anions such as phosphate groups and counter cations, resulting in a structure which could
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have a large number of possible applications including ion-exchange materials as well as
potentially catalytic properties.

Fig. 1: Crystal structures of two copper fluorophosphates produced, showing the framework
consisting of copper polyhedra (black) and phosphate tetrahedra (dark grey). Left: positions of
free phosphate groups (light grey) and M’+ cations in the channels. Right: extra-framework
species not shown to display porosity of the structure.
Conclusions
A large number of novel crystal structures have been produced, including several interesting
3D-porous structures. In general, a number of interesting structural features have been
observed, including bridging (μ2/μ3) fluoride anions and the formation of fluorophosphate
tetrahedra (PO3F/PO2F2).
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Introduction
Most of zeolite syntheses were carried out using amorphous aluminosilicate gels as starting
materials in the presence of inorganic and/or organic structure-directing agents (SDAs). In the
synthesis process, the formation of a zeolite phase proceeds often through the gradual
transformation in sequence: amorphous phase → less stable zeolite → most stable zeolite [1].
As this phenomenon can be considered to be an alternative synthesis strategy for the
hydrothermal conversion of one zeolite into another, i.e., interzeolite conversion, this method
has attracted much attention.
We have also investigated the potential of the interzeolite conversion method, and already
succeeded in synthesizing several types of zeolites from FAU and *BEA type zeolites [2,3]. In
the conversion process, it is considered that the locally ordered aluminosilicate species
(nanoparts) are produced by decomposition/dissolution of starting zeolite and then their
assembly proceeds under a specific SDA, resulting in a fast crystallization rate and a high
selectivity to a particular zeolite. However, we do not have enough data for understanding of
nanoparts [4]. In this study, therefore, to get further information concerning nanoparts, we
investigated both FAU–RUT and FAU–*BEA interzeolite conversion processes using several
techniques such as XRD, NMR, and ESI-MS.
Experimental
The starting FAU type zeolite with various Si/Al ratios was prepared through
dealumination treatment involving steaming and H2SO4 treatment. The dealuminated zeolite
was added into an aqueous solution containing SDA (tetramethylammonium hydroxide:
TMAOH or tetraethylammonium hydroxide: TEAOH), and then the mixture was placed into
a 30 cm3 Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave. The molar composition of starting gel was
SiO2:0.02Al2O3:0.2SDA:5H2O. The hydrothermal conversion was conducted at 140 °C for 2
h–7 d in the convection oven. The solid and solution parts were collected by centrifugation,
and the solid product was washed thoroughly with deionized water. For comparison, the
starting gels were also prepared using amorphous silica and γ-Al2O3 as Si and Al sources.
Characterization of both solid and solution parts obtained were carried out by means of XRD,
XRF, SEM, 27Al NMR, 29Si NMR, and ESI-MS.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows XRD patterns of *BEA type zeolite obtained from FAU type zeolite and
amorphous materials in the presence of TEAOH. As can be seen in Fig. 1A, the peaks
corresponding to the starting FAU type zeolite completely disappeared at 2 h, and then pure
and highly crystalline *BEA type zeolite was obtained after synthesis time of 2 d. On the
other hand, prolonged synthesis time (7 d) was required in the case of amorphous materials
(Fig. 1B). This indicates that the use of FAU type zeolite enhances the crystallization rate of
*BEA type zeolite, namely the advantage of interzeolite conversion method. The fast
crystallization of *BEA type zeolite from FAU type zeolite was also confirmed by 29Si
CP/MAS NMR (Fig. 2). The intensities of the peaks at –100 and –90 ppm corresponding to
Q3 and Q2 species for the use of FAU type zeolite were larger than those for the use of
amorphous materials. These results strongly suggest a difference in the chemical structure of
nanoparts generated.
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Fig. 1 XRD patterns of solids obtained
from (A) FAU and (B) amorphous.
Synthesis time: (a) 0 h, (b) 2 h, (c) 12 h, (d)
1 d, (e) 2 d, and (f) 7 d.
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Fig. 2 Si CP/MAS NMR spectra of
solids obtained from (A) FAU and (B)
amorphous. Synthesis time: (a) 2 h, (b)
12 h, (c) 1 d, (d) 2 d, and (e) 7 d.

Fig. 3 shows the 27Al NMR spectra of aqueous parts
obtained after synthesis time of 2 h. In the case of the synthesis
of *BEA type zeolite from amorphous materials, there were no
peaks. On the other hand, however, the peak assigned to
tetrahedral coordinated aluminum species was observed at ca.
50 ppm for FAU–*BEA interzeolite conversion. The peak was
also observed in FAU–RUT interzeolite conversion in the
presence of TMAOH. In order to clarify the difference, the
aqueous solutions obtained at the initial stage of hydrothermal
conversion were analyzed by ESI-MS. In all negative-ion
ESI-MS spectra, two types of species with various masses,
clustered with and without SDA, were observed. Most species
in FAU–RUT interzeolite conversion were assigned to the
species clustered with SDA. Moreover, the species with higher
masses were observed in the ESI-MS spectrum of FAU–*BEA
interzeolite conversion as compared to the synthesis of *BEA
type zeolite from amorphous materials.
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Fig. 3 27Al NMR
spectra of aqueous
solutions obtained after
synthesis time of 2 h.
(a) amorphous–*BEA,
(b) FAU–*BEA, and (c)
FAU–RUT.
Conclusions
The crystallization rate with FAU type zeolite as the starting material was better than that
with amorphous aluminosilicate gel (the conventional synthesis). From the detail analyses of
both solid and solution parts during the conversion process, the existence of species with
different chemical structures was suggested.
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Introduction
Steaming is the classical way to create mesopores into the framework of Y zeolite.[1] Removal
of framework silicon provides another option for producing mesoporosity.[2] However, early
experiment showed that the NaY zeolite did not possess more mesoporosity after desilication
treatment.[3] Although it is well-accepted now it is because aluminum inhibits Si extraction,
desilication remains as an important concept for Y zeolites, as shown in this work.
Experimental
Alkaline treatment of the parent NaY zeolite was conducted in aq. NaOH. Dealumination of
the alkaline treated NaY zeolite (ATY) and parent NaY zeolites were carried out via ion
exchange and steaming. Product obtained via sequential desilication and steaming was named
as USYA. The reference sample prepared by steaming only was designated as USY.
Results and discussion
The framework Si/Al ratio of the NaY zeolite decreased from 3.1 to 2.8 after the alkaline
treatment. The 29Si-NMR spectra (Fig. 1A) show obviously that the relative intensity of peaks
corresponding to Si(0Al) and Si(1Al) groups were decreased compared with that of the Si(2Al)
and Si(3Al) units after the alkaline treatment. The ATY zeolite exhibited a micropore volume
increment of 0.012 cm3/g and a mesopore volume increment of 0.052 cm3/g in comparison to
its parent material. These changes in framework composition and in porosity properties
inspired the proposal of the generation of the unrepairable hydroxyl nest shown in Fig. 1B.
The USYA zeolite shows similar Si/Al ratio and microporosity preservation compared with
the USY zeolite (Table 1). On the other hand, The USYA zeolite shows much higher amount
of mesopore volume increment compared with its counterpart (Table 1), suggesting that the
desilication treatment has greatly facilitated the mesopore development in ATY zeolite
framework. Further data from NMR and IR supported this point on unique defect (Fig. 1B).
Table 1. Collection of Si/Al ratios and porosity data
Samples

Si/AlXRD

Parent NaY

3.1

ATY
USY
USYA

2.8
7.9
8.4

Vmicroa

Vmesob

VHgc

0.330

0.058

0.039

0.342
0.336
0.302

0.110
0.176
0.263

0.091
0.133
0.254

cm3/g

a: t-method; b: BJH method; c: cumulative mercury intrusion (6-100 nm)

TEM examination revealed that all parts of the crystal of the ATY zeolite exhibit uniform
contrast under electron beams as its parent sample does (Fig. 2A, B), suggesting the
neglectable destruction of framework in alkaline solution. The USYA zeolite presents much
higher density of mesopores observed as white contrast than the USY zeolite (Fig. 2C, D).
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Moreover, a close examination of the TEM images revealed that the USYA zeolite shows
conspicuously increased grain boundary defects (Fig. 2D) than the USY zeolite (Fig. 2C),
providing us with evident clue that the mesopores in the USYA zeolite may be directly
connected to the external surface of crystal particles. This was well supported by the
obviously higher volume of mercury intrusion of the USYA zeolite (Table 1, cumulative
volume in pores with 6-100 nm aperture), and, especially, by the almost coincidence with the
nitrogen adsorption data.
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Fig. 1. Si-NMR of the parent NaY and ATY zeolites (A); The conventional hydroxyl nest
left by removal of framework aluminum or Si(0Al) (1 in Fig. 1B), The unrepairable hydroxyl
nest left by removal of framework aluminum (2 in Fig. 1B), The unique hydroxyl nest in ATY
zeolite left by removal of framework Si(1Al) (3 in Fig. 1B)

Fig. 2. TEM images of parent NaY (A), ATY (B), USY (C) and USYA (D) zeolites.
Conclusions
Although both desilication and dealumination are utterly ordinary post-modification methods,
they can act in excellent synergy in introducing mesopore into Y zeolite framework when
combined in appropriate manner. By desilication, Si(0Al) and Si(1Al) atoms are selectively
removed from the parent NaY zeolite, leaving its framework with a unique type of defects
containing framework Al-OH. It is believed that these unique defects are unrepairable during
dealumination due to its failure to receive the migrating silicate, hereby enables the
consecutive desilication-dealumination a suitable route to highly mesoporous zeolites of
modified accessibility and improved acidity.
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Introduction
Generally, zeolites are synthesized by hydrothermal treatment of amorphous
aluminosilicate gel as a starting material in the presence of organic structure-directing agents
(OSDAs). However, the use of OSDAs is undesirable from a practical point of view because
of their high cost as well as high environmental burdens. Therefore, the synthesis of zeolites
from seed crystals without OSDAs has attracted considerable attention, and several research
groups have already succeeded in the OSDA-free syntheses of ECR-1, ZSM-34, *BEA, RTH,
and ZSM-12 zeolites. Recently we have investigated the potential of an alternative method for
zeolite formation, i.e., the hydrothermal conversion of one zeolite type into another
(interzeolite conversion), and succeeded in the synthesis of several types of zeolites from
FAU zeolite as the starting material in the presence of various OSDAs. The crystallization
rate with FAU zeolite in the presence of OSDAs is greater than that with aluminosilicate gel
(the conventional synthesis). This is because the decomposition/dissolution of the starting
zeolite generates locally ordered aluminosilicate species (nanoparts) that assemble and evolve
into another type of zeolite.
In this study, therefore, we applied the interzeolite conversion method to the OSDA-free
syntheses of *BEA, LEV and MAZ zeolites in the presence of correponding seed crystals.
Experimental
Starting FAU zeolites with various Si/Al ratios were prepared from NH4-Y zeolite (Si/Al =
2.8, Tosoh Co., Japan) using a dealumination treatment involving a combination of steaming
at 700 °C and H2SO4 (0.74 M) treatment at 75 °C for 4 h. The XRD pattern of the
dealuminated zeolite showed no peaks other than those corresponding to the FAU structure.
Hydrothermal conversion of FAU zeolite was carried out by adding the dealuminated FAU
zeolite to an aqueous solution of NaOH; also, 5–33 wt% of non-calcined seed crystals were
added on the basis of weight of silica. The seed crystalsof *BEA, LEV, and MAZ zeolites
were synthesized from amorphous SiO2 (Cab-o-sil M5)/γ-Al2O3 using TEAOH, choline
hydroxide, and TMAOH as SDAs, respectively. The mixture was placed into a 30-cm3
Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave. Hydrothermal conversion was conducted at 70-125 °C
for 24 h–14 days in a convection oven. The solid product was collected by centrifugation and
washed thoroughly with deionized water. The obtained products were characterized by means
of XRD, XRF, SEM, 13C CP/MAS NMR, 27Al MAS NMR, 29Si MAS NMR, N2 adsorption,
and TG/DTA.
Results and discussion
Detailed synthesis conditions are listed in Table 1. We carried out the interzeolite
conversion of FAU by changing NaOH/SiO2 and H2O/SiO2 ratios as well as seed contents.
Pure *BEA, LEV, and MAZ zeolites were obtained only with the higher alkalinity of the
starting material and seed content. To our knowledge, this is the first report of FAU–*BEA,
FAU-LEV, and FAU-MAZ interzeolite conversions although the yields were lower. The
lower yield is probably due to the high alkalinity of the interzeolite conversion condition.
When hydrothermal treatment was performed using calcined seed crystals, the interzeolite
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conversion of FAU did not occur. For comparison, we attempted to synthesize *BEA, LEV,
and MAZ zeolites by the conventional hydrothermal synthesis using SiO2/Al(OH)3 as the
starting materials. However, pure zeolites were not obtained, thereby indicating the advantage
of the interzeolite conversion method. Taking into account the fact that when calcined and
non-calcined seed crystals (0.25 g) were treated with a 1.6 M NaOH aqueous solution (3.0
cm3) at 125 °C for 2 h, a large different in hydrothermal stability was observed, namely noncalcined seed crystals did not decompose/dissolve, it proves that SDA cation containing seed
crystals are more stable and consequently the crystal surfaces contribute to the crystal growth
of *BEA, LEV, and MAZ zeolites.
Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns for the FAU–*BEA interzeolite conversion process. It is
clear that the FAU zeolite decomposed completely after hydrothermal treatment for 2 h. The
intensities of the peaks corresponding to the *BEA zeolite increased with the hydrothermal
treatment time, indicating the crystal growth of *BEA zeolite. Fig.2 shows SEM images of
*BEA, LEV and MAZ zeolites obtained by the interzeolite conversion method.
Table 1 Interzeolite conversion conditions of FAU zeolite and products obtained.

Synthesis conditions
Run
Si&Al source
Seed Temp. Time
NaOH/SiO2 H2O/SiO2
No.
(Si/Al)
(wt%) (°C) (days)
1
FAU(22)
0.4
10
9.1
100
1
2
FAU(22)
0.6
10
9.1
100
1
3
FAU(22)
0.6
20
33.3 125
1
4
FAU(22)
0.6(KOH)
20
33.3 125
1
5
FAU(22)
0.6
15
4.8
125
3
6
FAU(25)
0.6
15
16.7 125
3
7
FAU(16)
0.6
20
33.3
70
28

(B)

(A)

(d)

Product
Yield Bulk
Phase
(%) Si/Al
*BEA,Am.
*BEA
12
7.3
*BEA
26
11
*BEA
34
11
LEV
11
LEV
18
5.0
MAZ
30
4.1

(c)
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Fig. 1 XRD patterns of products obtained from Fig. 2 SEM images of (A) starting FAU and the obtained zeolites
FAU zeolite using NaOH and 9.1 wt% seed
of (B) *BEA (Run no. 3), (C) LEV (Run no. 6), and (D) MAZ
crystals at various crystallization times(100 °C) : (Run no. 7).
(a) 0 h, (b) 2 h, (c) 12 h, and (d) 24 h.

Conclusions
We successfully converted FAU zeolite into *BEA, LEV and MAZ zeolites using
corresponding seed crystals in the absence of OSDAs. Our results strongly suggest the high
possibility and potential of OSDA-free interzeolite conversions.
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Introduction
Isomorphous introduction of boron into the framework of many zeolites was successful. In
addition, some new zeolite topologies were discovered as borosilicates or borogermanosilicate
[1]. Borosilicate zeolites display acid strength significantly lower than corresponding
aluminosilicates but still being able to catalyze many reactions. In the present work we
studied a direct introduction of boron into the framework of germanosilicate zeolites with
UTL topology using several spiroazocompounds (SDAs, Fig. 1). The effects of SDA’s nature,
chemical composition and pH of the reaction mixture as well as duration of the synthesis on
phase selectivity, limits of isomorphous introduction of boron into the framework, location
and coordination of boron atoms, adsorption and acidic properties of prepared
borogermanosilicates were investigated.
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Figure 1. Prepared organic compounds used as SDAs
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Experimental
Preparation of B-UTL samples was carried out using a method similar to that published in [2].
Molar composition of reaction mixtures was in the range 0.300–1.029SiO2:0.0–
0.156H3BO3:0.171–0.840GeO2:0.2–0.7ROH/Br:30H2O. The solid products obtained after
preset synthesis times were recovered by filtration, washed out with distilled water and dried
overnight at 95 °C. To remove the SDA, the as-synthesized zeolites were calcined in a stream
of air at 550 °C. X-ray powder diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, FTIR spectroscopy,
adsorption of pyridine and 2,6-di-tert-butyl pyridine, argon and nitrogen adsorption at –
196 °C, 1H (300 MHz) NMR and solid state 11B MAS NMR spectroscopy was used for
investigation of prepared samples.
Results and discussion
Zeolites with UTL topology can crystallize from the reaction mixtures with a broad variability
of chemical compositions. A detailed study of the peculiarities of crystallization of this zeolite
phase shows that for B-free reaction mixture at pH ~ 11.0, the acceptable content of
germanium and silicon is 0.167 – 0.750 and 0.833 – 0.250 respectively. Increasing boron
content in the reaction medium narrows the fields of appropriate contents of silicon and
germanium. The properties of SDAs strongly influence the upper limit of B content in the
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reaction mixture, which still allow obtaining of pure UTL phase. Syntheses using SDA4,
SDA5, and SDA6 resulted in the formation of a pure UTL phase in a wide range of
В/(Si+Ge+В) ratios from 0.1 up to 11 рН boarders of UTL formation are equal to pH limits of
region, where concentration of Ge8O15(OH)53– (D4R) in water is the highest. For series of
samples prepared from the reaction mixtures with similar chemical composition and different
pH values the B, Si and Ge contents in samples extremely depend on the pH value. While
silicon content increases and germanium content predictably decreases with pH increment,
boron content shows a local minimum at pH ~ 9. Boron content in UTL samples does not
depend straightforwardly on its content in the reaction mixtures but silicon content
substantially increases and germanium content decreases with increasing amount of boron in
the reaction mixture. Consequently, there is a sharp enhancement of Si/Ge ratio for samples
synthesized from boron-rich reaction gels. From 11B MAS NMR data it follows that at rather
low contents of boron in the structure of zeolites (prepared from reaction mixtures with
relatively low pH = 8 – 9) the boron atoms are located mainly in Т4 and Т9 positions, in a
smaller extent in position Т6 (Fig. 2a). The increasing рН of the reaction mixture above 11
leads to a sharp increase in the Si/Ge ratio (and decrease in the concentration of Ge atoms in
D4Rs) and favors additional introduction of boron atoms in Т9 position. B-UTL zeolites
exhibit predominantly Lewis acid sites and a small amount of the Brønsted acid sites (Fig.
2b). Only for samples prepared at pH lower than 8 the concentration of the Brønsted acid sites
increases sharply.
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Figure 2. 11B MAS NMR spectra of as-synthesized B-UTL zeolite samples (a) and FTIR
spectra of pyridine adsorbed on B-UTL zeolite synthesized from reaction mixture of different
composition (b).
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Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are among the porous solids currently more investigated
as potential candidates for hydrogen storage by physical adsorption [1]. An advantage of
MOFs is that in some of them unsaturated (open) metal cation centres can be generated by
removal of the coordinated solvent molecules (which act as terminal ligands for the metal
cations embedded in the porous framework) by thermal treatment under a vacuum. Following
this strategy localized hydrogen adsorption centres (similar to those of zeolites) are created,
and adsorption enthalpy is significantly increased; values in the range of 10-13 kJ mol-1 were
reported [2]. While these relatively large H0 values are promising, one should keep in mind
that the thermodynamics of hydrogen uptake and release is actually ruled by the combined
effect of adsorption enthalpy and entropy, and not by H0 alone. With a view to gain further
insight on the role of the correlation between stardard adsorption enthalpy and entropy, we
report herein on a variable-temperature infrared (VTIR) [3] spectroscopic study on hydrogen
adsorption on MIL-100(Cr) and MIL-101(Cr), which are MOFs having open metal (CrIII)
cations.
Experimental
The MIL-100(Cr) and MIL-101(Cr) samples used were synthesized at 493 K under
hydrothermal conditions following the procedure described by Férey et al.[34], and checked
by powder X-ray diffraction. Thermodynamics of hydrogen adsorption (at a low temperature)
was studied by means of variable-temperature FTIR spectroscopy, following the VTIR
method described elsewhere [4]. For IR spectroscopy, a thin self-supported wafer of the MOF
sample was prepared and outgassed (at 400 K for 10 h followed by 5 h at 553 K) inside an IR
cell which allowed in situ sample activation, hydrogen dosage and variable temperature IR
spectroscopy to be carried out. Transmission IR spectra were recorded at 3 cm-1 resolution on
a Bruker IFS66 instrument.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows some selected FTIR spectra, in the HH stretching region, of molecular
hydrogen adsorbed on MIL-100 (Fig. 1a) and MIL-101(Fig. 1b); they were obtained, for a
fixed dose of hydrogen, over a temperature range while simultaneously measuring IR
absorbance, A, temperature, T, and hydrogen equilibrium pressure, p, inside the closed IR cell.
From these spectra, the standard adsorption enthalpy, Hº, and entropy, Sº, were determined
by following the VTIR method, which assumes Langmuir-type adsorption and validity of the
(well known) integrated van’t Hoff equation,
K(T) = exp(-Hº/RT) exp(Sº/R)
The linear van’t Hoff plots of ln K versus the reciprocal of the temperature, obtained from
spectra taken in the temperature range 79-105 K, gave the values of ΔH0= -6.9 kJ mol-1 and
ΔS0= -80 J mol-1 K-1 for MIL-100, and ΔH0= -9.5 kJ mol-1 and ΔS0= -112 J mol-1 K-1 for MIL101. Estimated error limits are ± 1 kJ mol-1 for enthalpy and ± 10 J mol-1 K-1 for entropy.
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These values show a positive correlation between ΔH0 and ΔS0 similar to that reported for
hydrogen adsorption on zeolites [5], and also found for the MOFs Mg-MOF-74 and Co-MOF74 [6].The implications of such a correlation for hydrogen storage and delivery using MOFs
will be discussed; and it will be shown that the optimum value of H0 for hydrogen delivery
at room temperature (in the pressure range of 30 to 1.5 bar) is likely to be in the range of 2225 kJ mol-1; which is very significantly different from the often quoted value of H0opt= -15.1
kJ mol-1.
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Figure 1. Representative VTIR spectra (MOF blank subtracted) of H2 adsorbed on MIL-100 (a) and MIL-101 (b).
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Introduction
Zeolites play an important role in numerous industrial applications as heterogeneous catalysts
[1, 2]. However, their microporous structure often brings problems with limited diffusion and
low accessibility of acid sites for bulkier molecules. One of the possible ways to overcome
these problems represents hierarchical zeolites combining micropores and mesopores where
the transport of bulky reactants and products proceeds with a higher efficiency [3, 4].
TUN is a new high-silica zeolite [5]. Its framework contains two distinct straight 10-ring
channels. TUN crystallizes under hydrothermal conditions at the expense of a lamellar
precursor over a very narrow range of Si/Al and NaOH/SiO2 ratios in the presence of
diquaternary ammonium structure directing-agent (SDA) 1,4-bis(N-methylpyrrolidinium)
butane. The proton form of TUN exhibits high hydrothermal stability, strong acidity and
unique shape selective properties in acid-catalyzed reactions of monoaromatic hydrocarbons.
This contribution focuses on the post-synthesis treatments of TUN zeolite via dealumination,
desilication, and silylation. Textural, acidic, and catalytic properties of parent and modified
TUN samples were investigated together with the relationship between acidity and catalytic
activity in toluene disproportionation and its alkylation with isopropyl alcohol.
Experimental
TUN zeolite was synthesized according to Ref. [5]. The organic SDA cation was prepared
according to the literature [6]. Detailed description of the synthesis conditions, post-synthesis
treatments and characterization techniques applied to parent and post-synthetically modified
TUN samples is given in [7]. Table 1 summarizes the abbreviations of all samples studied and
the conditions of post-synthesis treatments applied.
The disproportionation and alkylation of toluene with isopropyl alcohol were investigated in a
down-flow glass microreactor with a fixed bed of catalyst under atmospheric pressure. The
reaction products were analyzed using an “on-line” gas chromatograph with flame ionization
detector and a high-resolution capillary column. For more details see [7].
Table 1. Experimental conditions of post-synthesis treatment and textural properties.
marking
TUN
TUN/A
TUN/B
TUN/C
TUN/D
TUN/E
TUN/F
TUN/G
a

HNO3
conc. (M)
0.5
1.0
6.0
-

NaOH
conc. (M)
0.2
0.2
0.2
-

Si
(wt. %)
1.0b

time
(h)
2
2
2
0.25
0.5
2
-

Vmic
(cm3/g)
0.167
0.172
0.168
0.169
0.141
0.140
0.133
0.160

Vmeso
(cm3/g)
0.234
0.298
0.340
-

SBET
(m2/g)
418
442
430
429
435
473
474
406

Δw (%)a
12.7
27.7
42.6
-

weight reduction after desilication, b TEOS

Results, discussion, conclusions
X-ray powder diffraction and scanning electron microscopy confirmed that TUN structure
was preserved after all treatments. No significant changes were observed in the individual
XRD patterns and in the shape and size of TUN crystals. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms
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showed significant changes in the textural properties after desilication. With increasing time
of the treatment with NaOH (Table 1) micropore volume decreased slightly, however, volume
of mesopores and BET areas increased dramatically. Desilication resulted also in substantial
changes in the concentration of acid sites, their location, and partially changed the type of
acid sites. The concentration of Brønsted acid sites (cB) decreased, the concentration of Lewis
acid sites increased. The increase in cB on the “external” surface of zeolites was determined
by the adsorption of 2,6-di-tert-butyl pyridine. In toluene disproportionation, silylation
provided a higher selectivity towards xylenes, higher xylene/benzene ratios and selectivity to
p-xylene. In toluene alkylation with isopropyl alcohol, both dealumination and desilication
decreased the selectivity to p-cymene. The highest selectivity to p-cymene of about 90% was
achieved on silylated TUN with a simultaneous increase in selectivity to cymenes (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Time-on-stream dependence of toluene conversion (A), selectivity to cymenes (B),
iso-/n-propyltoluene ratio (C) and p-cymene selectivity (D) in toluene alkylation with
isopropyl alcohol at 250 °C for TUN (●), TUN/A (●), TUN/C (●) and TUN/G (●).
Obtained textural and catalytic results showed that TUN zeolite is very interesting for
transformation of aromatic hydrocarbons with a potential for other reactions of aromatic
hydrocarbons.
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Introduction
The research on porous materials chemistry was boosted during the last decades by the
discovery of the M41S silicas displaying regular pores in the meso range and the large
number of real and potential applications affected [1]. However, it has been argued that
its typical periodic and unimodal mesoporous structure could not offer specific
advantages for certain applications requiring an enhanced accessibility to the active sites
[2]. Hence, the presence of hierarchic pore systems structured at different length scales
could offer significant advantages to overcome pore-blocking and related phenomena.
One way to tackle the site accessibility problem is conceptually based on the decreasing
(at the nanoparticle range) the particle size of the mesoporous material, shortening
subsequently the mesopore length and increasing the texture volume. Based on this idea
we synthesized bimodal porous silicas denoted as UVM-7 materials achieving a good
control of pore sizes, particle dimensions and other parameters through chemical simple
tools [3]. The intraparticle UVM-7 pore topology is worm-like but there is no evidence
about the entangled or multiconected pore network. In this contribution we show the
tridimensional nature of the mesopore network through direct and indirect probes.
Experimental
The synthesis of UVM-7 silicas has been carried out as previously described in detail [3]. The
expansion of the mesopores has been realized by adding organic expansors such as TMB (1 <
TMB/CTAB < 8). The isolation of UVM-7 carbon replicas has been performed through CVD,
or by chemical methods (using furfuryl alcohol or sucrose for the pore filling) [4]. The
incorporation of gold was realized by impregnation with HAuCl4 solutions [5]. The
adsorption of lysozime has been performed as described in ref. 6. The samples have been
studied by XRD, N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms, TEM, STEM and electron tomography.
Results and discussion
While in the case of MCM-41-like materials, even in the form of nanoparticles, it is evident
from TEM images the presence of regular, unimodal and non-interconnected surfactantgenerated mesopores (inset in Fig. 1a), a certain number of questions remains unclear from
TEM or STEM images of UVM-7 partially disordered silicas. Hence, although the presence
of a bimodal pore structure is evident according to the scheme in Fig. 1c, the possible tortuous
or interconnected nature of the intra-nanoparticle mesoporous is not completely clear.
The electron tomography allows performing from TEM images recorded at different angles
(Fig. 2a) a 3-D reconstruction of the mesostructure. From this analysis the textural-like
meso/macro inter-particle pore (Fig. 2b) similar to the pores in xerogels is confirmed, as
expected. On the other hand, the absence of hexagonal intra-particle mesopore arrays both at
the surface and inside the particles (with the absence of coherence among consecutive cross
sections, Fig. 2c-d) and a certain level of pore joining indicates not only the tortuous character
typical of worm-like mesoporous system, but also the interconnection among mesopores.
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The presence of at least entangled intra-particles mesopores (without discarding pore
interconnection) is also supported through the isolation of self supported UVM-7 carbon
replicas where the clustered organization of aggregated primary porous nanoparticles is
preserved. Although a certain lost of order can be appreciated when compared to the silica
parent material, the size and shape of the UVM-7 nanoparticles are clearly preserved in the
carbon replica (Fig. 3a). An additional evidence of the pore connectivity is obtained by
thermal treating gold impregnated UVM-7 silica. When samples were processed at T higher
than the gold Tanmann temperature, mobility of the gold species occurs. The nucleation and
growth of a centered single gold particle (ca. 1) inside each UVM-7 primary particle (Fig. 3b)
could be accepted as an indirect probe of the existence of interconnectivity among
mesoporous.

The resulting architecture, that allows overcoming usual problems as pore blocking, is the
responsible for the enhanced accessibility achieved for UVM-7 silicas. As can be observed in
Fig. 4, the adsorption of lysozyme (a globular enzyme with a hydrodynamic diameter of ca. 3
nm, slightly lower than the mesopore size), result extremely improved in UVM-7 silicas
(Fig.4a) when compared to a conventional MCM-41 material (Fig. 4b). Both the adsorption
rate as the loading level can be additionally enhanced by using UVM-7 materials with larger
mesopores obtained through the use of TMB as swelling agent.
Conclusions
Following a remarkable parallelism with micellar systems, it is possible to prepare
mesoporous silicas with topologies ranging from ordered, to disordered entangled and also to
multi-connected and highly accessible pore arrays as occurs in UVM-7 materials.
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Introduction
Recent interest on metal noble nanoparticles includes a variety of areas such as
biological markers, sensors, molecular recognition, and electronics [1]. This wide range
of applications expands more classical activity related to catalysis [2]. Regardless of the
specific application, the efficiency of these materials depends on two key factors: the
nanoparticle size and dispersion and the particle fixing on different supports. In fact, the
thermal stability constitutes a major drawback to any metal noble based nanomaterials.
Hence, when Hüttig and Tamman temperatures are reached, atoms at defects and
surfaces and at bulk level will become mobile. Moreover, these temperatures drastically
drop down with the particle size [3]. Mesoporous silica-based materials could be
considered as useful supports for nanoparticles because the expected nanosize
confinement effect, but the null silica-noble metal affinity restricts drastically the
temperature range of the catalytic processes [3]. Thus, even inside mesopores, the metal
noble particles are able to migrate towards the outer surface under moderate
temperature. The usual approach to minimize this problem is to modify the host surface
with organic anchoring species. Although this strategy in general favours a better metal
dispersion, the thermal stability usually does not result significantly improved due to the
inherent instability of the organic groups used. The use of inorganic anchoring species
constitutes a much better approach. In fact noble metal-MOx
materials are good catalysts for a variety of processes [4]. Here
we describe how a wide family of MOx-SiO2 mesoporous
nanocomposites, constructed from metal oxide nano-domains
partially embedded inside silica walls (Figure 1), can be used
as effective and extremely stable inorganic anchors favouring
the nucleation, growth and stability of supported metal noble
particles. This strategy constitutes a good and versatile
preparative platform to design new noble metal-supported
materials with a remarkable thermal stability.
Experimental
The supports used for the gold deposition were MOx-SiO2 (M= transition metal)
nanocomposites with unimodal (MCM-41 or UVM-11) and bimodal (UVM-7) pore structure.
[5]. We used the one-pot atrane route, previously described in detail [5]. The gold inclusion
was realized by impregnation with HAuCl4 solutions and subsequent thermal treatments [6].
The samples were studied by XRD, N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms, TEM, and
spectroscopic, magnetic or optical techniques (depending of the MOx nanodomains).
Results and discussion
Regardless the silica type (MCM-41, UVM-7 or the xerogel type UVM-11) [5] we have used
the same preparative procedure to achieve an effective embodiment of the MOx nanodomains.
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Then, the success of the present approach in
yielding MOx-SiO2 mesophases must be viewed
as consequence of the coexistence of two noninteracting chemical systems: the nucleation and
growth of MOx particles and the formation of the
silica mesophase. Hence, the rapid formation of
the silica mesostructure strongly limits the
growth of MOx or the respective hidroxilated
particles. Insofar as the reaction rates of the
silica polymerization and mesophase growth are
independent of the initial M content, similar
nanoparticle sizes can be expected in all
samples. The present strategy supplies materials
with a high chemical homogeneity and a good
control of the final composition (Figure 2). The
presence
of
partially
embedded
MOx
nanodomains can be appreciated by TEM
(Figure 3). Materials containing nanosegregated
MOx (M= Zn, Co, Ni, Ti, Zr, Sn ….) have been
prepared [6,7]. Determination of the nanoparticle
size has been realized trough magnetic,
spectroscopic, TEM etc. depending on the nature
of the M metal. Once fixed the MOx anchors, these sites can be additionally modified to favor
or not the surface hydroxylation. This point is a key aspect to adjust/modify the zpc of the
MOx anchors to favor the deposition (and subsequent nucleation and growth) of other metal
species, in our case the noble metal
complexes on these domains, instead of
on the silica surface. The resulting
homogeneity and dispersion of noble
metal particles reflects just the
achieved for MOx sites (Figures 2a and
4). Moreover, the effective anchoring
role of these domains together with the
confinement inside mesopores induces
a remarkable thermal stability.
Conclusions
The described approach is very general and can be easily extended to the design of silica
supported polymetallic nanoparticulated catalysts.
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Introduction
MFI-type silicalite-1 has served for a long time as a model system for studying zeolite
synthesis mechanisms. The colloidal precursor route is of particular interest since it facilitates
the characterization of the reactive medium. The initial stages of hydrolysis of tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS) in tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) solution for the
preparation of silicalite-1 precursor were investigated by Petry et al. [1], and they showed that
the nanoparticles present in the system had to be agglomerates of oligomers rather than real
silica particles. In this work we studied, for the first time, the clear sol precursor for the
chabazite zeolite in an attempt to explore the effect of another organocation, N,N,N-trimethyl1-adamantammonium (TMAda), and the presence of Al on chemical composition, internal
connectivity, and stability of nanoparticles as well as soluble species. The initial stages of the
hydrolysis of TEOS in an aqueous solution of TMAdaOH were monitored by quantitative 29Si
and 27Al NMR.
Experimental
Clear sols with the following composition: x SiO2 – 0.02 Al2O3 – 0.6 TMAdaOH – 35 H2O –
4x EtOH were prepared by adding the appropriate amount of TEOS to a solution of
TMAdaOH, D2O/H2O and Al2O3 at room temperature. The resulting emulsion was vigorously
stirred for 30 minutes before analysis with 29Si and 27Al NMR.
Results and discussion
The 29Si NMR spectra of the clear sols at different stages of the hydrolysis with increasing
Si/TMAdaOH ratio are shown in Figure 1. As shown in the figure with the progressive
appearance of up-field signals, the connectivity of Si increases with the advancement of the
hydrolysis. Formation of nanoparticles, as seen by broad resonances, appears when a
Si/TMAdaOH ratio of one is reached. After that, more and more of the oligomers are
converted into nanoparticles. This has also been observed with the silicalite-1 and silicalite-2
systems when TPAOH and TBAOH are used, and appears to be a general phenomenon for
alkylammonium based silicate sols [1, 2]. As seen from the 27Al NMR spectra in Figure 1, the
connectivity of Al also increases with increasing Si/TMAdaOH ratio. After the nanoparticles
are formed, the tetrahedrally coordinated Al is present mostly as being fully bound to four
silicon atoms (Al(OSi)4).
Figure 2 shows the average connectivity (T-O-T) for Si in the oligomers in solution and in the
nanoparticles as well as for Al, calculated from the 29Si and 27Al nQ species distributions. The
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connectivity of Si in the oligomers increases until the Si/TMAdaOH ratio equals one, when
nanoparticles starts to form. After further hydrolysis, all oligomer 29Si signals underwent linenarrowing as a result of incorporation of all aluminosilicates within the nanoparticles.

Figure 1: Evolution of 29Si (left) and 27Al (right) NMR spectra of clear sols with the progress
of TEOS hydrolysis.

Figure 2. Average connectivity of Si in oligomers (red) and in nanoparticles (blue), and of Al
(black) as function of TEOS hydrolysis progress.
Conclusions
The results showed similar behaviors of silicon connectivity and nanoparticles formation
during TEOS hydrolysis to what has been seen for silicalite-1 and silicalite-2 [1, 2],
confirming that is a general phenomenon independent on the nature of the organocation. It can
also be seen that the Al is fully bound to four Si, and located exclusively in the nanoparticles.
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Introduction
Since early 1990s, the first mesoporous silica were discovered by scientists at Mobil Oil
Company and by Kuroda and co-workers [1-3], it has attracted a lot of research interest
regarding its size, structure, application, etc. A lot of efforts have been put on the size and
morphology control of the silica because of the promising impact on the usage in different
aspects. The relative hydrolysis and condensation rates of the silica precursor are the
elemental factors that manipulate the size and morphology. The rates can be controlled by
mean of changing the template material, pH, temperature and solvent. Microfluidics synthesis
is a novel way in a highly controlled process offered by continuous process at small scale
reactors such as reduced reaction volumes, faster heat and mass transfer, which is possible to
prepare smaller particles with narrower particle size distribution, compared with the
traditional reactors. In this project, microfluidic synthesis reactor was investigated to control
the size of the mesoporos silica MCM-41 in a continuous microfluidic reactor. By introducing
co-precursor synthesis condition, the size of the mesoporous silicate can be managed within
the certain range. The targeting materials in this research are Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)
and Tetramthyl orthosilicate (TMOS) different nano-scale mesoporous silica MCM-41 can be
produced with different ratio of the two precursors.
Experimental
The nano-scale mesoporous silica MCM-41 was prepared using a microfluidic reactor setup.
Structure directing agent Cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) was dissolved in DDI water with
dissolved sodium hydroxide, in a molar ratio of 1 CATB: 10100 H2O: 2.55 NaOH. The above
solution was named as solution A. Then TEOS, TMOS and ethanol was mixed to give a
solution B keeping the ratio of 1-TEOS: TMOS: 5.8(1-)+ 6.8Ethanol. The solution was
set to mix in a T-mixer with a mixing volume ratio of 40 solution A: 1 solution B. The final
mixing ratio is 1 CTAB: 8.74 Si: 2.55 NaOH. Just after the mixing, nitrogen is pumped into
the setup in another Tee-union to create a segment flow. The segmented flow was aged in an
aging section made up of Teflon capillary for 5minutes at 80oC. Sample was recovered by
filtration in-situ.
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Results and Discussion:
(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(d)

(g)

(h)

Figure 1. SEM image of sample with (a) 0% TMOS, (b) 5% TMOS, (c) 7.5% (d) 12.5% and the particle size
distribution with (e) 0% TMOS, (f) 5% TMOS, (g) 7.5% (h) 12.5%

As the contents of the TMOS increase, the size of the
particles also increase, this can be due to the difference
in the hydrolysis rate of the precursors. The hydrolysis
rate of TMOS is faster than that of TEOS by several
orders. As the synthesis material involving the
templating synthesis, the nucleation is followed the
concentration of the structure directing agent, in this
case the CTAB, with the same concentration of CTAB
throughout all the operation. However the distribution
becomes boarded as long as the contents of TMOS
increase as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. the means particle size with
different TMOS content

Conclusions
This work shows a possible method to control the size of the mesoporus silica MCM-41 in a
flow system. The hydrolysis rate can be increase by simply change the ratio of precursor and
give a fine adjust on the particle size distribution.
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Introduction
Quite a number of zeolite frameworks are formed in absence of any organic template.
Experience taught the formation of a specific framework critically depends on conditions like
gel composition, temperature and time. Small changes in pH or variation of the metal cation
can entirely change the obtained topology from one type to another or prevent crystallization
at all. The effect of the cations most probably lies in their direct interaction with and
stabilisation of elemental aluminosilicate oligomers (AOs) and should depend on hardness,
size and charge of the participating species, but virtually nothing is known about local
interaction between metal ions and AOs. One strategy to increase insight into the stabilising
role of metal ions on specific structural elements is detailed analysis of framework
transformations. One example is the transformation of zeolite Y (FAU) into chabazite (CHA).
Nominally, both topologies can be assembled exclusively from double six-rings(D6R).
Bourgogne et al. [1] reported a synthesis which was verified by J. Warzywoda, by J. Cejka,
and Liu Xinjin [2]. According to this work chabazite is formed through decomposition of the
zeolite Y with Na/Al ratio below 0.17 in KOH solution with K/Al ratio 2 at 95° C in 96h.
Exposure of a zeolite Y with Si/Al=2.6 and in absence of any Na ions led to quantitative
formation of CHA with a framework composition K11Al11Si25O72. Based on this work the
question arose if and how the structural information from the FAU framework is carried into
the newly formed CHA topology. To gain more insight into the mechanism of transformation
we varied Si/Al ratio, type and concentration of cations in the parent faujasite. We found that
factors described as limiting in literature are not as stringent as reported.
Experimental
Chabazite was synthesized through decomposition of the zeolite Y in KOH solution at 95° C
based on literature [1]. As initial compound for the framework transformation commercial
zeolites Y with different Si/Al ratio and Na content were taken. To investigate the role of
cations, ion-exchanged forms of zeolite Y (NH4-, H-, Na-, K-, Ca-) were taken as a starting
material for the framework transformation. Solid state 27Al and 29Si NMR, powder XRD,
TGA and AAS were used for the characterization of the initial, intermediate and final
materials.
Results and discussion
CHA and FAU topologies both contain double six rings (D6R) as a structural unit connected
via edges, forming the sodalite cavity and supercage in FAU and chabazite cages in CHA.
Like reported in literature simple exposure of a H-form of zeolite Y with Si/Al= 2.6 but with
Na/Al ratio of .21 to aqueous solutions of KOH while heating indeed resulted in phase pure
CHA after 96 hrs [1].
The original work on the CHA synthesis strongly advised the use of the H-form of zeolite Y.
Especially the number of sodium ions in the starting material was described as limiting factor.
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Faujasite usually is obtained as either pure Na- or mixed Na,K-form. So first the sodium
needed to be exchanged by NH4+ before calcination and evacuation of NH3. Surprisingly, we
observed the Na/Al ratio of the starting material is not as detrimental as thought [1]. The
attempt to synthesize chabazite by decomposition of the Na-form of zeolite Y(
Na52Al52Si140O384) was as successful as the transformation of NH4-, H-, or K- forms of this
faujasite in KOH. At the same time the presence of Ca ions in the zeolite Y structure fully
prevented this transformation. It has been observed that especially this cation has remarkable
stabilising effect on the faujasite structure [3,4]. On the other hand, the presence of K+ cations
appeared as critical factor for chabazite framework formation. The attempt to use NaOH or
CsOH solution for structure transformation of FAU to CHA did not succeed.
Our studies confirmed the Si/Al ratio has a strong influence on the system. For example
faujasites with Si/Al ratio below 1 and above 6 resulted in low yields of crystalline CHA or
even fully prevented formation of crystalline FAU under the same conditions.

Conclusions
Chabazite was synthesized from the decomposition of the zeolite Y in KOH according to the
procedure reported by Bourgogne et al. [1]. As initial compound for the framework
transformation commercial zeolites Y with different Si/Al ratio and Na content were taken as
well as ion exchanged forms. Our investigations again revealed the crucial role the nature of
the cations plays in interaction with aluminosilicate species involved in the formation of the
final zeolite topology. A more detailed study currently is in progress to unravel the
mechanism and the nature of the cation interaction in the crystallization process.
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Introduction
Currently, more than 5 millions of hypothetical zeolite structures, which existence have
been predicted on the basis of various methods of mathematical modeling, are described. A
unified approach to the zeolites defined structures synthesis has not yet been developed. Only a
few of hypothetical zeolites have been obtained in practice.
One of the hypothetical zeolites is a zeolite located in a series of type Y zeolites having
alpha cages as components (see fig.1 A, B). Its existence was predicted on the basis of
topological analysis and calculations based on the cellular automaton model [1, 2]. This
hypotetical zeolite (ISC-1) is built of giant five-layer clusters containing 384 silicon atoms, with a
cubic lattice and 25 Ǻ unite cell size.

A)

B)

Figure1. A)- Building units of zeolites having alpha cages as components. Only one these has nether been
synthesized nor found in nature [1]. B)- Zeolites frameworks consisting of nanocomplexes formed as a
result of paulingite Cellular Automaton: zeolite Rho: 0-cycle CA (a), hypothetical zeolite ISC-1: 1-cycle
CA (b), paulingite: 2-cycle CA (c) [2].

The paulingite structure consists of 7 different cavities, 5 of them form the structure of
zeolite predicted. Since the paulingite structure is the closest to the structure of ISC-1 zeolite, its
synthesis conditions have been chosen as the base for the research. The aim of this research was
to study the zeolites crystallization in the system SiO 2 -Al 2 O 3 -Na 2 O-K 2 O-TEA 2 O, where
TEA 2 O- tetraethylammonium oxide, in a wide range of SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 ratios (from 5 to 19), in
order to investigate the possible existence of new zeolites in this system.
Experimental
The following reagents were used for the synthesis: colloidal silica (40%), Sodium
hydroxide (NaOH, 50% aqueous solution), potassium hydroxide (KOH, 40% aqueous solution),
aluminum sulfate (Al 2 (SO 4 ) 3 *18H 2 O, 98%), aluminum hydroxide (Al(OH) 3, 100%),
tetraethylamonium hydroxide (TEAOH, 35% aqueous solution). The gel composition of the
resulting mixture was хSiO 2 :Al 2 O 3 :(0.067х)Na 2 O:yK 2 O:(0.2х-y)ТЕА 2 O:0.3Na 2 SO 4 :15хH 2 O,
where x is varied between 5 and 19, y - between 0 and 1. After being kept at room temperature
for 3 days, the synthesis mixture was charged into autoclaves and heated at 1000C, 1200C and
1500C for 14-16 days. The samples synthesized were investigated by X-ray diffractometer type
D-8 Advance «Bruker».
Results and discussion
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Fig. 2 shows the phase variations in system studied as function of changing Si/Al ratio and
potassium concentration. The diagrams obtained demonstrate the dependence of phase
crystallization on synthesis temperature, Si/Al and K/Al ratios at following constansts: (TEA +
K)/Si = 0.2, Na/Si = 0.067, H 2 O/Si = 15.
It can be concluded that the studied area of compositions is the crystallization area of
zeolites with paulingite, beta, phillipsite and merlinoite structures. Crystallization of these phases
depends on the synthesis temperature. At 1200C single-phase paulingite is the crystallization
product at a ratio of initial components SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 =9 and K 2 O/Al 2 O 3 =0.4. The areas of singlephase crystallization of beta and merlinoite are limited by the range of compositions with ratios
SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 from 6 to 8 and K 2 O/Al 2 O 3 from 0.6 to 1 for merlinoite and SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 from 15 to
17 and K 2 O/Al 2 O 3 = 0.8 for beta. Increasing the temperature up to 150°C leads to the
disappearance of the single-phased merlinoite, beta, paulingite crystallization areas.

A)

B)

Figure 2. Fields of zeolites crystallization in the system SiO 2 -Al 2 O 3 -Na 2 O-K 2 O-TEA 2 O 1200C (A),
1500C (B). M - Merlinoite, B - Beta, G - Garronite, P - Paulingite, Mr - mordenite, H - phillipsite, Ch chabazite, X - merlinoite = phillipsite, A - amorphous phase.

The results obtained can be explained by metastability of synthetic zeolites and their
transitions to more stable forms depending on the different and often difficult to control factors.
As can be seen from fig. 2 paulingite does not always reach a state of thermodynamic
equilibrium, forming a mixture of merlinoite (phillipsite) and beta, that may be associated with
structural similarity of merlinoite, phillipsite and paulingite and with the presence in them of
identical cavities.
Conclusions
The study of zeolites crystallization in SiO 2 -Al 2 O 3 -Na 2 O-K 2 O-TEA 2 O system was made.
The dependence of crystallization areas of different zeolite phases on the synthesis temperature
SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 and K 2 O/Al 2 O 3 ratios was found. It was establish that in studied area of
compositions zeolites with paulingite, beta, phillipsite, merlinoite, mordenite and garonite
structures can be crystallized.
Crystallization of these phases is largely determined by the temperature of synthesis. At
120°C single-phase paulingite, merlinoite and beta can be obtained. Increasing the temperature to
150°C leads to the disappearance of the single-phase merlinoite, beta and paulingite
crystallization area and to mordenite appearance.
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Introduction
Incorporation of tin in a commercial sample of zeolite beta by secondary methods has been
performed in order to prepare a Lewis acidic zeolite. These types of zeolites have recently
been shown to be highly selective catalysts for a number of reactions, such as MPVO redox
reactions [1] and retro-aldol condensations [2]. Especially Sn-Beta has been shown to be a
very active and versatile catalyst. Because of the low solubility of tin in alkaline solutions, the
catalysts are typically prepared by the fluoride synthesis route using long crystallisation times,
typically in excess of two weeks [3]. This makes the preparation of the catalysts cumbersome
and time consuming. Using post-synthesis treatment of zeolites it has previously been shown
that it is possible to modify the metal composition of zeolites [4,5]. In this work a similar
approach has been used to incorporate tin.
Experimental
Two approaches have been pursued to incorporate tin in a dealuminated commercial zeolite
beta. In the first approach, the zeolite sample was heated under a flow of nitrogen, at which
point a volume of gaseous SnCl4 was slowly introduced into the nitrogen stream. The degree
of incorporation was investigated as a function of reaction temperature.
The second approach consisted of performing a secondary crystallisation of zeolite beta by
preparing a synthesis mixture resembling that used for the fluoride route [3], although using
zeolite beta as the source of silicon. The mixture was crystallized at 140°C, typically for 48
hours. Conditions used for the preparations are shown in Table 1 along with the tin content of
the finished catalyst as determined by ICP-OES. Samples G1 to G3 was prepared by the gas
phase approach, while H1 to H3 was prepared by secondary crystallisation.
Table 1. Overview of prepared catalysts.
Tin content
Catalyst Comment
[µmol/g]
Sn-Beta prepared by fluoride route 133
G1
34
reaction temp. 150°C
G2
337
reaction temp. 150°C
G3
122
reaction temp. 400°C
H1
133
contained 41 µmol/g Al
H2
216
H3
no template used.
15
The activity of the prepared catalysts were tested in the conversion of dihydroxyacetone,
DHA, and sucrose to methyl lactate using previously reported procedures [1,2]. The results of
the activity tests are given in Figure 1.
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Results and discussion
By contacting dealuminated zeolite
beta with SnCl4 it is possible to insert
large amounts of tin in the structure as
shown by samples G2 and G3.
Insertion in sample G1 did not occur
to any significant degree; this sample
had
a
lower
initial
defect
concentration, indicating that the
metal inserts into defects. Activity
tests showed yields from the DHA
conversion comparable to catalysts
prepared by conventional methods
indicating
that
isomorphous
substitution does indeed take place.
By
performing
a
secondary
hydrothermal synthesis it was
Figure 1: Yields of methyl lactate obtained with
possible to obtain quantitative
dihydroxyacetone, DHA, or sucrose as substrate.
incoporation of tin in the sample. The
only exception was H3, which was prepared without template. The need for the template to be
present could indicate that the tin is incorporated by an Ostwald ripening mechanism. Catalyst
H1 was prepared from a zeolite, which was used as recived and thus contained significant
amounts of Al, however the expected decrease in methyl lactate yield from sucrose is not
observed.
Conclusion
Preparation of Lewis acidic zeolites by traditional approaches is expensive hampering their
industrial implementation. It has been demonstrated that secondary methods can be applied
when preparring highly active Lewis acidic zeolites. The lower selectivity of these catalysts,
as compared to conventionally prepared catalysts, for the production of methyl lactate is
likely due to residual framework aluminum and a higher defect concentration. Using
secondary methods both the synthesis time and the cost of the finished catalyst can be
reduced. These results shows that secondary methods are applicable for incorporating metals
with a wide range of ionic radii into zeolite structures, thereby allowing for faster screening of
potential catalysts and faster implementation in large scale reactions.
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Introduction
The optimization of synthesis procedures to prepare preferentially oriented zeolite MFI
(ZSM-5 or silicalite-1) layers is a challenging topic. The oriented zeolite layers are attractive
for possible applications in the field of membranes [1], microreactors [2], sensors [3] and
optoelectronic devices [4]. A thin and fully intergrown b-oriented zeolite MFI membrane
would exhibit higher fluxes due to an easy access to the straight channels in comparison with
a random oriented membrane. It is also known that the orientation of zeolite MFI crystals
essentially determines crack formation during template removal, where different
expansion/shrinkage properties of silicalite-1 crystallographic axes are responsible. Due to the
simplicity and possibility to easily coat the surface of complex geometrical objects such as
grains, grids or monoliths, the one step direct in-situ hydrothermal synthesis of silicalite-1
layers was the primary focus of this work. The preferentially b-oriented silicalite-1 layers
were synthesized on mercury surface, silicon wafer, non-porous and porous stainless steel
(TRUMEMTM) supports. The optimized synthesis procedures were based on the preparation
of b-oriented zeolite MFI monolayer films [5]. The optimization was made by the addition of
the second colloidal silica source (TOSIL/LUDOX) to promote preferred orientation and
crystal intergrowth. The main factors that were observed after the synthesis of silicalite-1
layers included: (i) preferred crystal orientation, (ii) crystal intergrowth and (iii) layer
compactness.
Experimental
Zeolite MFI (silicalite-1) crystal layers were hydrothermally synthesized on the surface of
mercury, silicon wafer, non-porous, porous stainless steel (TRUMEMTM) and ceramic
supports. The optimized synthesis mixtures had a molar ratio of 1 SiO2 : 0.32 TPAOH: 165
H2O, where tetraethylorthosilicate and colloidal SiO2 were used as silica sources in different
ratios (TEOS/TOSIL, TEOS/LUDOX) and tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) as a
structure directing agent. The synthesis solutions were aged for 4 hours. Particle size
distribution of precursor species was measured by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) using
Zetasizer Nano S. After the ageing, the solution was transferred to 100 ml Teflon-lined
autoclaves. The crystallizations of silicalite-1 layers were performed at 165°C with duration
of crystallization between 1 to 20 hours. The preferred crystal orientation, intergrowth and
layer compactness were evaluated from Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM
5500LV) and X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical X`Pert diffractometer in Brag-Brentano
geometry with Co radiation). Crystallographic Preferred Orientation (CPO) indexes were used
for comparison between the samples.
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Results and discussion
The synthesis solutions composed of two silica sources were optimized with respect to the
preferred orientation of silicalite-1 crystals synthesized on different supports. Fig. 1 shows
two examples of preferentially b-oriented silicalite-1 layer prepared on P-doped silica wafer
(Fig. 1a) and fine-polished porous stainless steel support (Fig. 1b).

a)

b)

Figure 1. Preferentially b-oriented silicalite-1 layers synthesized on a) P-doped silica wafer,
b) fine-polished porous stainless steel support.
The CPO indexes confirmed preferred orientation of zeolite MFI layers prepared on mercury,
silica wafer, non-porous and fine-polished porous stainless steel supports.
Conclusions
The preferentially b-oriented silicalite-1 layers were prepared on mercury, silicon wafer, nonporous and fine-polished porous stainless steel supports. The synthesis solutions of two silica
sources accelerated crystallization and promoted crystal intergrowth based on the observation
of self-supported silicalite-1 layers.
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Introduction
SBA-type silica materials are ordered mesoporous molecular sieves with higher thermal
stability than other MCM-type materials due to the much thicker walls and the contribution of
micropores [1]. The microporosity of SBA-3 is more pronounced than those in SBA-15.
Thermal and mechanical properties of SBA-3 are promising for their catalytic application [2].
For instance, NbSBA-3 was reported more effective catalyst for oxidative dehydrogenation of
propane and oxidation of cyclohexene than the respective NbMCM-41 or NbSBA-15
catalysts [3]. The direct introduction of heteroatoms into the structure of SBA-type materials
upon synthesis is very difficult because strongly acidic synthesis conditions [4] impede a
formation of metal-O-Si bonds. For AlSBA-15 and AlSBA-1 both post-synthesis alumination
and direct synthesis have been reported [5], while for AlSBA-3 only a post-synthesis method
has been developed [6]. Here, we report the direct synthesis of AlSBA-3 containing
tetrahedral Al and we demonstrate its catalytic activity for the propan-2-ol decomposition.
Experimental
The mesoporous aluminosilicates SBA-3 were prepared using cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTABr), tetraethyloorthosilicate (TEOS) and Al(NO3)3·9H2O as main starting
reagents. HCl was used for adjusting pH of the reaction mixture. CTABr was mixed with
diluted HCl and then dissolved aluminium source was admitted. After 15 minutes, TEOS was
added gradually (Si/Al = 50) with continuous stirring for next 30 min. and white precipitate
was formed. The molar composition of the gel was 1 Si: 0.02Al: 0,27CTABr: 24HCl: 278
H2O. The typical strongly acidic medium was used for preliminary syntheses. In further
experiments pH of the suspension was adjusted to 2.2 or 3.1 value, respectively with aqueous
ammonia. Stirring was continued for another 2 h and then the mixture was left at ambient,
static condition for 22 h. The resulting precipitate was filtered, dried and calcined in air at 550
ºC. For comparison the same procedure was used for Al-free SBA-3. The obtained samples
were characterized by means of XRD, FTIR, elemental analysis ICP-AES, 27Al MAS NMR,
BET. The catalytic activity of the samples were examined in the propan-2-ol decomposition
and cumene cracking.
Results and discussion
The low angle XRD patterns of the samples synthesized at pH<0 showed three distinct peaks
characteristic of SBA-3 structure indicating high ordered mesopore system. The increase in
pH of initial mixture resulted in a little lower intensity of XRD reflections and samples
prepared at pH 3.1 indicated only one signal corresponding to 100 (hkl) index reflection
which illustrated a feeble pore ordering. No distinct diffraction corresponding to any
crystalline aluminium and/or silicon oxides are observed at higher angles. The 27Al MAS
NMR spectrum confirms the introduction of aluminium to the framework for samples
synthesized at higher pH (Fig.1). The peak at 45.1 ppm is assigned to tetrahedrally
coordinated Al. The lack of signal at ca. 0 ppm (from octahedral Al) confirms its exclusively
tetrahedral coordination. Lack of any signal in the spectra of samples synthesized at pH<0
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indicates the absence of any Al in these samples. The elemental analysis of samples
synthesized at pH=2.2 indicate much lower Al content (Si/Al=303) than in starting gel. The
same observations were reported for Al-bearing SBA-15 or SBA-1 [4,5]. The recorded
nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms are a type of IV with inflection in the relative
pressure range of 0.1-0.35. The surface area slightly decreases with growing pH of the
synthesis mixture (regardless of the aluminium presence). The pH does not affect the pore
diameter and volume for all silica samples, whereas Al introduced into the structure results in
their increase.
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The obtained aluminosilicate synthesized at elevated pH shows considerable activity in
propan-2-ol dehydration (~60% at 230 ºC) which is in contrast to all silica samples. The
activity in cumene cracking is negligible (~4,5%) suggesting the presence mainly weak active
centers.
Conclusions
The direct synthesis of SBA-3 mesoporous materials at weaker acidic condition reduce
slightly the ordering of mesopores and textural properties of the samples but certainly allows
to introduce aluminium into the framework of mesoporous silica SBA-3 material. The 27Al
MAS NMR confirms the introduction of Al to the framework for sample synthesized at
higher pH, which is reflected in a noticeable catalytic activity in reaction requiring acidic
centers.
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Introduction
Brønsted acid zeolites constitute an important class of acid solids and they are currently used
in a wide variety of industrial applications, mainly in the petrochemical sector and the
production of fine chemicals. Brønsted acid strength of the bridging Si-O(H)-Al group is
known to depend on several factors, paramount among them being Si:Al ratio of the zeolite
framework, local configuration of the acid site and SiOAl angle [1]. Partial exchange of
alkali-metal cations for protons is known to be a potential method to tune Brønsted acid
strength [2], but the scarcity of systematic studies renders it difficult to attain the needed
insight for establishing reliable trends. With a view to expand knowledge in this field, we
report on detailed IR spectroscopic studies of FAU and MFI type protonic zeolites partially
exchanged with Na+ and K+ cations.
Experimental
NH4-Y (Si:Al = 2.6:1) and NH4-ZSM-5 (Si:Al = 11.5:1) were used as parent materials. From
them, partially alkali-metal exchanged samples were obtained by repetitive cation exchange
with an aqueous solution of sodium or potassium nitrate. For IR spectroscopy, a thin selfsupported wafer of each sample was prepared and heated under a dynamic vacuum at 650 K
for 3h inside an IR cell. This thermal treatment leaves Brønsted acid OH groups (coming
from NH4+) and simultaneously activates the zeolite. The effect of ion exchange on Brønsted
acidity was tested by: (i) the blue-shift of the corresponding O–H stretching band of the
unperturbed zeolite, and (ii) the red-shift of the same IR absorption band after interaction of
the zeolite with CO (used as an IR probe molecule) at 100 K.
Results and discussion
Representative examples are shown in Fig. 1. In the case of (H,K)-Y, the non-exchanged
zeolite (H-Y) shows the characteristic O–H stretching bands at 3644 and 3547 cm-1 (Fig. 1a),
which correspond to Brønsted acid sites vibrating inside the supercage and inside the sodalite
cage, respectively [3]. We will focus here on the band at 3644 cm-1, which corresponds to the
only Brønsted-acid OH groups easily accessible by adsorbed molecules. Spectra of partially
K-exchanged samples show that this band shifts upwards as a function of K:H ratio, the blueshift being more pronounced when K:H>0.7:0.3 (inset in Fig. 1a). Such a blue-shift testifies
to a decreasing Brønsted-acid strength upon increasing K:H ratio, which was better quantified
by the red-shift of the O–H stretching band after hydrogen-bonding interaction with adsorbed
CO (shown in the bottom inset of Fig. 1a). Qualitatively, the same trend was found for
partially K-exchanged H-ZSM-5 zeolites, as shown in Fig. 1b. Note that the IR spectrum of
the purely protonic zeolite shows the Brønsted-acid OH band at 3611 cm-1, while the smaller
band seen at 3744 cm-1 corresponds to silanols. Corresponding spectra for a series of protonic
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Figure 1. Representative IR spectra in the O–H stretching region of (a) (H,K)-Y and (b)
(H,K)-ZSM-5 samples having different K:H ratios. Purely protonic zeolite spectra (H-Y and
H-ZSM-5) shown in black. Top inset shows the blue-shift of the Brønsted-acid O–H
stretching band versus K:H ratio. Bottom inset shows the red-shift of the Brønsted-acid O–H
stretching band as a function of K:H ratio, derived from spectra obtained after adsorption of
CO on the zeolite samples (not shown).
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Introduction
The promising properties of hierarchical zeolites, i.e. zeolites with mesoporosity, have
sparked intense effort to improve zeolite utilization in catalysis. Among the numerous
methods available to prepare hierarchical zeolites, desilication by alkaline treatment is one of
the most widely applied, emerging as a simple and effective approach. In the pore formation
process, induced by alkaline treatment, framework aluminum has a regulatory effect, and was
therefore labeled “pore directing agent” (PDA). Consequently, a confined molar framework
Si/Al window (25-50) was identified leading to optimal introduction of intracrystalline
mesoporosity.1 However, the exact role of the PDA was not established, and the influence of
both the Si/Al and NaOH concentration were never fully explored. Herein we demonstrate full
compositional flexibility in the preparation of mesoporous zeolites by desilication. We
introduce the ‘desilication efficiency’ to couple the developed mesopore surface area to the
weight loss. It is demonstrated that the use of sequential alkaline-acid treatments or the
inclusion of external PDAs leads to improved desilication efficiencies.
Experimental
MFI zeolites with Si/Al ratio 10 (Z10), 15 (Z15), 25 (Z25), 40 (Z40), and 1000 (Z1000) were
used. Alkaline treatments of the parent zeolites in aqueous NaOH solutions were carried out at
338 K for 30 min with different NaOH concentrations (0.1-1.8 M). In case of silicalite-1
(Z1000), aluminum nitrate, gallium nitrate, or tetrapropyl ammonium hydroxide (TPAOH)
was added to the alkaline solution prior to desilication. In the case of Z10 and Z15, some of
the alkaline-treated zeolites were subsequently acid treated in 0.1 M HCl at 338 K for 6 h.
Results and discussion
An extended two-dimensional screening of desilication was performed as a function of NaOH
concentration (0.1-1.8 M NaOH) and Si/Al ratio (10-1000), which enabled to introduce
intracrystalline mesopores into zeolites of virtually all Si/Al ratios (Figure 1a). The
introduction of additional mesoporosity ('Smeso) was evaluated as a function of weight loss,
from which the ‘desilication efficiency’ was derived.2 Figure 1b shows that the introduction
of mesoporosity is optimal around Si/Al=40 and becomes less efficient for high-silica
(Si/Al>200) and for high-alumina zeolites (Si/Al<15). Whereas the development of auxilary
pores in high-alumina MFI is hampered due to excessive Al deposition (causing micro-and
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mesopore blockage), the introduction of mesopores into silicalite-1 crystals is hampered due
to the lack of Al (leading to the formation of large mesopores).3

Figure 1. (a) Contour plot of the mesopore surface area obtained after two-dimensional screening of alkaline
treatments on various ZSM-5 zeolites. The influence of Si/Al ratio is presented on the (y-axis) and the
concentration NaOH of the alkaline solution is varied on the (x-axis). (b) The desilication efficiency plotted as a
function of Si/Al ratio. The desilication efficiency is defined as mesopore surace area per percentage of weight
loss (m2 g-1 %-1). Open symbols indicate the increased desilication efficiency due to either an additional acid
wash (Z10, Z15), or the use of external pore directing agents (Z1000).

A subsequent acid treatment performed on alkaline-treated high-alumina zeolites led to the
removal of extra-framework aluminum, exposing all mesopores and fully restoring
microporosity. On the other hand, the use of external PDAs, deliberately added to the alkaline
solution, e.g. Al(OH)4-, Ga(OH)4-, or TPA+, enabled to increase the efficiency of desilication
of silicalite-1.4 Figure 1b shows that thereby the desilication efficiency window is
considerably enhanced. Moreover the use of external PDAs proved that the pore-directing role
is not directly exerted by framework trivalent cations metals, but by species on the external
surface of the zeolite.
Conclusions
Full compositional flexibility in the preparation of mesoporous zeolites by desilication was
demonstrated. Alkaline treatment alone proved, most efficient in within a Si/Al ratio (15-200).
In order to efficiently prepare mesoporous zeolites by desilication in the full range, the
alkaline treatment should be either followed by an acid treatment (Si/Al<15) or the alkaline
solution should be complemented with external PDAs (Si/Al>200).
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Introduction
Alumina is one of the most used inorganic materials in the chemical industry, widely
used as adsorbents, catalysts or a catalyst support, and surface coatings in various industrial
fields [1].
Significant interest has recently been directed toward the formation of hierarchical
porous materials, which are defined as materials that contain a porous structure consisting of
interconnected pores on different length scales [2]. Hierarchical porosity provides high
surface areas and facilitates mass transport, which can improve a material’s performance in
many applications [3].
In this work we present a straightforward method of synthesizing porous aluminas
through the conjugation of the sol–gel route as well as a dual soft template technique that
consists of dispersed oil droplets and block copolymers micelles. By using this strategy, a series
of aluminas with hierarchical macro–mesopores and high thermal stability are readily obtained.
Experimental
In a typical synthesis, 1.36 g of the Pluronic P123 surfactant was dissolved in 8.31 g of
Milli-Q water at room temperature. After dissolution, 0.16 mL of n-pentanol was added as cosurfactant. Then 2.94 g of aluminum iso-propoxide was further added into the above solution
under magnetic stirring followed by the addition of 2.10 g of HNO3 to catalyze the hydrolysis
of the alkoxide to produce aluminum hydroxide. The mixture was stirred at room temperature
for 5 h. After the sol preparation, emulsification was performed by adding 22.75 g
decahydronaphthalene under stirring. Gelation was induced by adding 1.31 mL of NH4OH
solution (29 wt.%). The gelated emulsions were drying at 50 °C for 2 days and calcined. The
crystalline phases present in calcined samples were analyzed by X-ray diffraction powder
(XRD). The pore size distribution was then determined from mercury intrusion porosimetry.
Results and discussion
Variation of XRD pattern with heat-treatment temperature is depicted in Fig. 1a. There
are no clear reflections in the sample 500 °C, which confirms that the walls of alumina are in
principle amorphous. Then the amorphous wall is converted to γ-Al2O3 after further treatment
at a temperature of 600 °C. With the rise of temperature occurs an increase in the extent of
crystallinity, the diffractogram of sample treated at 1000 °C exhibits a relatively high degree
of crystallinity. When the heat-treatment is higher than 1000 °C, γ-Al2O3 phase diminishes,
and instead, α- Al2O3 phase appears.
Fig. 1b demonstrates the pore size distributions measured for samples treated at
different temperatures using mercury porosimetry. The macroporous structures are not
significantly altered by the heat treatment. The median pore size, pore volume and BET
surface area are summarized in Table 1. By heat treatment at temperature above 800 ºC, the
BET surface area decreases. Simultaneously, the mesoporous volume decrease with increase
in calcination temperature.
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Figure 1. (a) Variation of XRD pattern with heat-treatment temperature, a) 500 °C; b) 600 °C;
c) 700 °C; d) 800 °C; e) 900 °C; f) 1000 °C; g) 1100 °C; (b) pore size distribution and
cumulative pore volume for samples treated at different temperatures.
Table 1. Pore volume of samples treated at different temperatures.
Dmacropore
Heat-treated
Dmesopore
Vmesopore
Vmacropore
3
T(°C)
(nm)
(cm /g)
(cm3/g)
(µm)
500
1.3
7.8
0.66
1.05
600
1.3
7.3
0.64
1.16
700
1.4
8.4
0.74
1.14
800
1.2
8.4
0.72
0.91
900
1.3
6.4
0.74
0.86
1000
1.2
8
0.62
0.91
1100
1.4
50
0.51
0.97

ABET (m2g-1)
372
337
346
360
167
141
22

Conclusions
Macro-mesoporous aluminas with hierarchical structure of pores were synthesized
using one-pot pathway based on the dual templating process of pores by micelles and oil
droplets. The synthetic technique as described here is very simple and reproducible. The
macrostructure has high thermal stability up to a temperature as high as 1100 °C.
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Introduction
The use of templates to produce pores in materials has attracted the interest of several
researchers overall the world. Thereby, emulsions and liquid foams are frequently used to
create pores in materials like metals, polymers and ceramics. Surfactants are mostly applied to
stabilize the interface liquid-liquid or air-liquid and to form pores in smaller scale of size [1].
When the surfactants are used in high concentration (up to critical micelle concentration, cmc)
occurs the formation of micelles that may produce the mesopores (2<d<50nm), whenever
they are only formed by surfactants molecules, and also micelles structures with oil or gas
inside, forming the macropores (d>50nm) [1,2]. This hierarchical organization of the porous
structure is a desirable characteristic for a number of applications, especially in catalysis.
The pores are usually produced by either the drying and thermal treatment of the emulsion
and liquid foam that were formed or the solidification of the continuous phase [3]. The gelation of
continuous phase around of the liquid droplets or air bubbles has been used to avoid the
breakdown of the structure during the drying process. Therefore, the association of sol-gel process
to these templates reaches extreme importance to maintain the formed structure [1,2].
Herein, we present a straightforward method to synthesize porous sulfated zirconium
oxides through the conjugation of the sol-gel route and a soft template technique that consists of
dispersed apolar phase and surfactants, producing an emulsion. With this strategy, a series of
zirconium oxides presenting hierarchical macro-mesoporous structure were readily obtained.
Experimental
The sulfated zirconium hydrosol was prepared by mixing two solutions: 1.5 mol/L of
ZrOCl2.8H2O and 1.5 mol/L of aqueous sulfuric acid, in the 15:1 molar proportion of Zr:SO4.
The suspension was dialyzed against distilled water for 24 h. The zirconium concentration was
increased from 0.5 to 3.5 mol/L by solvent evaporation. The resulting hydrosols were
emulsified under constant stirring in the presence of 10 wt.% of block copolymer Pluronic
F-127 (H(OCH2CH2)106(OCHCH3CH2)70(OCH2CH2)106OH) as surfactant. The apolar phase
used was the decahydronafatalen (DHN). During stirring the gelation was induced by adding
sulfuric acid to the sol until reaching the 3:1 molar proportion of Zr:SO4. Finally, the samples
were aged for 9 days at room temperature, dried at 55 ºC for 48 h and calcined at 600ºC for 2h.
The samples porosity was measured by Dried-Fluid® picnometry (GeoPyc 1360,
Micromeritics). The pore volume (Pvolume) and the macropores size distribution was
determined from mercury porosimetry, using the AUTOPORE III equipment (Micromeritics).
BET surface areas (SBET) and mesopore size distribution were estimated by nitrogen
physisorption isotherms on equipment supplied by Micromeritics (ASAP 2010). The
mesopores size distribution was calculated by BJH method (desorption branch of the
isotherms). The scanning electron micrographs were recorded on Philips XL 30 equipment.
Results and discussion
The results are shown in the figure 1. It can observed that the evolution of the samples
porosities (figure 1.a) were drastically increased when the surfactant is added and also after the
apolar phase inner the system. The standard sample did not have surfactant or apolar phase, it
was only the dried and thermal treated sulfated zirconia sol. Porosities up to 90% were obtained
in these foams. The mesopores are around 3 and 9 nm (figure 1.b), with two families to samples
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20 and 50 wt.% of DHN, due the instability of these emulsions used as template. That behavior
is reinforced by the porosity and pore volume, smaller than others. Closed macropores were
observed by SEM (figure 1.c) with the wall of the pores like fitted sheets.
The properties of porous zirconia ceramics are listed in table 1. The sample prepared
with 60 wt.% of DHN showed high pore volume (1,48 cm3g-1) and surface area (127 m2g-1),
with three families of macropores. The same behavior was observed for the samples with 30
and 40 wt.% of DHN, and the maximum of surface area to 40 wt.% (175 m2g-1). All these
samples give us an idea about how the stability of the emulsion influences the final properties
of the porous ceramics, since they were the most viscous and stable emulsion templates.
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Figure 1. a) Evolution of bulk density and porosity of ceramic foams with the proportion of
DHN; b) Mesopores size distribution obtained by N2 adsorption; c) SEM of sample with
30 wt.% of DHN.
Table 1. Properties of zirconia ceramics.
Sample
Pvolume (cm3g-1) SBET (m2g-1)
Standard
0.12
13
Sol+surfactant
0.30
119
20 wt.% DHN
1.21
82
30 wt.% DHN
1.13
175
40 wt.% DHN
1.03
156
50 wt.% DHN
0.63
53
60 wt.% DHN
1.48
127
*
Macropores families obtained by Hg porosimetry.

Pores diameters* (µ
µm)
0.25
20; 0.1
75
23; 1.8; 0.06
77; 1.8; 0.06
77; 1.8
77; 1.8; 0.1

Conclusions
Macro-mesoporous zirconium oxides were synthesized by one-pot pathway based on
the emulsion templates and on the surfactant micelles templating. The macro-mesoporosity
and porosity of such samples can be fine tuned by the proper choice of the apolar phase
proportion on the emulsion.
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Introduction
Nowadays, ordered nanoporous organosilicas constitute a very exciting field in materials
chemistry and have numerous potential applications due to their high surface areas, large pore
volumes of ordered mesopores and narrow pore size distributions [1,2]. Possibility of
introduction of the organic and inorganic groups into the ordered structure of the final
material during the synthesis is an additional invaluable advantage of the sol-gel processing of
organosilicas [3-6].
In the present work, nanoporous SBA-16 organosilicas were synthesized via cocondensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) with functionalized alkoxysilanes bearing
amine, thiol, vinyl, phenyl and cyano groups in the presence of Pluronic F127 as a template.
Selected materials were tested as sorbents of bivalent metal ions such as Hg2+, Pb2+, Cu2+,
Cd2+, and Zn2+.
Experimental
The SBA-16 materials were obtained by method described in the literature [7]. The SBA16 materials were characterized by FTIR and Raman Spectroscopy, X-ray diffractomentry,
transmisiion ans scanning electron microscopy, thermogravimetry, elemental analysis and
nitrogen sorption measurements. Batch adsorption experiment were performed from aquaous
solution of metal ions – amounts adsorbed were determined by atomic absorption
spectroscopy/UV-VIS spectroscopy/stripping voltamperometry.
Results and discussion
Obtained materials have well-developed ordered mesoporous structure - values of
specific surface area are in the range 700-950 m2/g and pore volumes 0.5-0.9cm3/g. As it can
be seen form the Fig. 1, the isotherms exhibit type IV with sharp capillary/evaporation steps
and pronounced H2 hysteresis loops. The condensation step starts at a relative pressure of
about 0.75, whereas the evaporation step ends suddenly at about 0.5, which is typical for
mesoporous materials containing cage-like pores and narrow pore size distributions (PSDs). It
was determined that structural and adsorption properties strongly depends on amounts of
monomers co-condensing with TEOS.
The analysis of the XRD and TEM data confirms ordering of the samples while FTIR/PAS data shows that co-condensation between TEOS and alkoxysilanes was successful
and the final samples contain covalently bonded functional groups. The FT-IR/PAS testify to
the presence in uncondensed silanol groups and traces of the Pluronic F127 in the final
samples after extraction process.
The selected material have been tested as sorbents of Hg2+, Pb2+, Cu2+, Cd2+, and Zn2+
ions. Observed static sorption capacities testified to great usefulness of these materials
towards effective and selective removal of these ions from wastewaters. Sorption capacities
towards selected heavy metal ions are presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Nitrogen sorption isotherm and PSD calculated
from adsorption branch by BJH method (left), and
porous structure of the materials studied (right).

Fig. 2. Sorption capacities of the obtained materials
towards selected heavy metal ions.

Conclusions
Highly ordered SBA-16 organosilicas functionalized with amine, thiol, vinyl, phenyl and
cyano groups have been obtained by cocondensation of TEOS and proper monomers. These
functionalities may be used for further chemical reactions or adsorption of different species.
XRD, TEM and nitrogen adsorption/desorption data confirm high degree of ordering. The
elemental analysis and FT-IR/PAS data shows that co-condensation between TEOS and
alkoxysilanes was successful and the final samples contain covalently bonded functional
groups. It was establish that synthesized SBA-16 functionalized with above-mentioned groups
can be used as efficient sorbents of bivalent metal ions from liquid phase.
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Introduction
Zeolite-based catalysts have been successfully used in many industrial processes due to their
special properties such as high specific surface area, high adsorption capacity, molecular
dimensions of pores and high thermal and hydrothermal stability [1]. For some applications,
their performances are affected by the particle size distribution and crystalline structure and
then it is useful to prepare beta zeolite as discrete nano-sized crystals. In a previous work [2],
it was reported that the sizes and pores of beta zeolite crystal could be tailored by addition of
amphiphilic organosilane into the gel. In the present work, the effect of crystallization time on
the size of beta zeolite nanocrystals, obtained through a gel containing amphiphilic
organosilane, was studied. The catalysts were evaluated in cyclohexane cracking, as a model
reaction.
Experimental
Nanocrystalline beta zeolites were prepared by adding 1.8355 g of [3-(trimethoxysilyl)
propyl] octadecyldimethylammonium chloride (TPOAC) to the synthesis gel of conventional
beta zeolite. The final molar gel composition was 1.5Na2O:Al2O3:30SiO2:8.4TEAOH:
1.6TPOAC:315H2O. The mixture was kept under hydrothermal treatment at 150 °C for 24, 48
or 96 h. Then the samples were centrifuged, the gel was washed with water and dried at 60
°C; the solid was calcined at 550 °C, for 6 h. The materials were submitted to three successive
ion exchange with ammonium chloride solution 1 mol/L (50 mL/g of solid) at 80 °C, for 3 h.
The solids were calcined at 550 °C, for 3 h, producing the beta nanozeolites in the acid form
(HBTPOAC-24, HBTPOAC-48, HBTPOAC-96). The catalysts were characterized by X-ray
diffraction, nitrogen porosimetry and scanning electron microscopy and evaluated in the
cyclohexane cracking at 400 °C and 1 atm.
Results and discussion
The formation of beta zeolite structure was confirmed by X-ray diffraction for all samples. It
was also noted that the main peak of microporous structure (2θ  22.4 °) was getting broader
and less intense as the crystallization time was decreased, indicating a decrease of the average
crystal size. The particle sizes, calculated by Scherer equation, are shown in Table 1. The
presence of organosilane led to a decrease of particle size. However, this effect depends on
time crystallization; in a general tendency, the particle size decreased with this variable, in
the presence of organosilane. These results are in accordance with the increase of the external
area. The microporous and mesopores areas also increased due to the decrease of time
crystallization. These results show that the decrease of time crystallization leads to a decrease
of particle size with higher area of mesopores and micropores. Therefore the specific surface
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Table 1. Specific surface area (Sg), area of micropores (Sgm), external surface area (Sgext),
area of mesopores (Sgmp) and particle size (τ) of beta nanozeolites.
Samples
Sg
Sgm
Sgext
Sgmp
τ
(m2.g-1)
(m2.g-1)
(m2.g-1)
(m2.g-1)
(nm)
HB-48
333
174
159
117
16
HBTPOAC-24

467

302

165

108

12

HBTPOAC-48

373

252

121

92

14

HBTPOAC-96

314

219

95

68

15

area is related to both particle size and porosity. As a result, the highest time crystallization
(96 h) led to a sample with the highest particle size and the lowest area of micropores and
mesopores, producing the lowest specific surface area. It means that the organosilane is
efficient in decreasing the particle size up to 48 h. After this time, the particles grow,
regardless its presence. Type I isotherm, characteristic of microporous materials, was found
for all samples. Also, the isotherms showed a narrow hysteresis loop of type H4, which is
associated with the presence of secondary mesopores, among the particles. The images of
scanning electron microscopy showed spherical agglomerates of small crystals with spongy
morphology, with sizes close to 1 µm.
All catalysts were active in cyclohexane cracking. The addition of organosilane, during
synthesis, caused an increase on conversion, a fact that was related to the decrease of particle
size. The catalysts showed selectivity to products of cracking and isomerization reactions.
They were selective to hydrocarbons in the following order: C5>C6>C4>C3 and were not
selective to olefins. This is because 12-MR zeolites favored bimolecular hydride transfer
pathways, which eventually increased the selectivity to light alkanes and to coke at the
expense of ethylene and propylene.
Conclusions
The crystallization time (24, 48, 96 h) affects the particle size of beta zeolites, ranging from
12 to 15 nm, for samples prepared by the addition of an organosilane to synthesis gel. The
organosilane is efficient in decreasing the particle size up to 48 h; after this time, the particles
grow, regardless its presence. The micropores and mesopores areas also increased with
decrease of crystallization time. All catalysts were active in cyclohexane cracking and
selective to C3, C4, C5 and C6 hydrocarbons; the activity increased with the decrease of
particle size.
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Introduction
The Methanol-to-Olefins (MTO) reaction utilizes solid acid catalysts, such as silicoaluminates
and silicoaluminophosphates, for the conversion of methanol to light olefins. This reaction
can be used to obtain lower olefins from non-petroleum sources such as natural gas and coal
(that are used to produce methanol). SAPO-341, a silicoaluminophosphate with the chabazite
framework, has been investigated as a catalyst for this reaction and is the first catalyst to be
commercialized. It has been suggested that cages are needed in the framework to promote
selectivity to lower olefins2. Here, we investigate the effects of changing the size and shape of
the cage on the conversion of methanol and the selectivity to ethylene and propylene in
particular. The three solids that we studied were zeolites rather than SAPO’s and contained
contained cages from the LEV, CHA and AFX frameworks. All three cages have 8-membered
ring windows, but are of different overall sizes and geometries as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Cages from the LEV, CHA and AFX frameworks (left to right)

Experimental
The materials were synthesized to have similar Si/Al ratios. The compositions of the formed
products were measured using an Oxford Inca Energy 300 EDS instrument.
Syntheses: Gels with the compositions shown in Table 1 were prepared and mixed at room
temperature. The aluminium source for the CHA and the LEV materials was Al(OH)3, but for
the AFX material, it was Na-USY (Si/Al=12). The structure directing agents (SDA) were: Nmethylquniclidinium hydroxide, N,N,N-trimethyladamantanamonnium hydroxide and 1,3Bis(1-adamantyl)imidazolium hydroxide for LEV, CHA and AFX respectively. The syntheses
were heated in a rotating oven at the specified temperature for the specified time.
Activation: The solids formed were washed with water, dried to 100OC, then calcined in air to
580OC. The structures were determined by XRD analysis and compositions by EDS analysis.
The resulting solids were then exchanged with 1M NH4NO3.
Catalytic Testing: The zeolite powders were pelletized, crushed and supported on glass wool
in a stainless steel flow reactor. The reactor effluent was analyzed on an Agilent 5390 GC/MS
system. All tests were conducted with a methanol weight hourly space velocity of 1.3h-1, a
feed concentration of 10% methanol in inert and a bed temperature of 400OC. The usual
catalyst loading was 200 mg.
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Si

Al

NaOH

SDA

H2 O

T(OC)

LEV

1

0.04

0.2

0.2

40

170

6 days

CHA

1

0.05

0.2

0.2

44

160

4.5 days

AFX

1

0.06

0.1

0.25

30

150

12 days

time

Table 1: Composition and reaction conditions for syntheses

Figure 2: Selectivities after 90 mins. on stream

Results and discussion
The synthesis protocols yielded materials that had similar silicon to aluminium ratios;
all materials had Si/Al of 13-16. Figure 2 shows a summary of the selectivities (all at 100%
conversion) 90 minutes after the start of reactant flow. First, it can be seen that there is a
much greater amount of light olefins and paraffins produced with the smaller cage materials.
This is also reflected in the longer catalyst lifetime (3h52m, 4h10m and 1h15m for LEV,
CHA, AFX respectively). Second, a trend can be observed with regards to increasing
selectivity towards ethylene as the size of the cage gets smaller. Third, it can be seen that the
propylene selectivity goes through a maximum at the CHA cage. It has been suggest that the
cage geometry in CHA facilitates the formation of a hexamethyl benzenium intermediate3
required for lower olefin formation in the MTO reaction. It is possible that cages either
smaller or larger affect this intermediate. Fourth, the selectivity towards butylene seems to be
unaffected by the size of the cage utilized in the reaction.
One possible explanation for the rapid deactivation and consequent low yield of lower
olefins and paraffins for the AFX structure is that the coking of the smaller gme cage that is
part of the AFX framework, but adjacent to the main aft cage (the rightmost cage in Fig. 1).
Second, the larger cage could also rapidly form polycyclic aromatics, that are relatively inert
and would not yield the desired products.
Conclusions
This work illustrates how cage size and geometry affect the selectivity for light olefins
production from methanol when the size of the pore is not altered. Higher selectivities
towards ethylene are obtained with smaller cages. These results suggest that it is the features
of the cage with 8-membered ring pores that determine the light olefins selectivities.
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Introduction
In last years, nanozeolites have attracted much interest, especially for applications in
petrochemical industries. By reducing the crystal size of zeolite to nanoscale, the diffusion
restrictions of bulky molecules are decreased, besides the increase of specific surface area.
These features improve their performance in catalysis, as compared to conventional zeolites.
A promising procedure for preparing nanostructured zeolites is based on the functionalization
of zeolite seeds with an organosilane, to prevent the growth of crystals during crystallization
of zeolite. In a previous work [1], beta and ZSM-5 nanozeolites were successfully prepared
using phenylaminopropyltrimethoxylane. In the present work, the influence of the kind of
organosilane on the properties of beta nanozeolites was studied. The catalysts were evaluated
in cyclohexane cracking, as a model reaction.
Experimental
All samples were synthesized with a molar composition of 30SiO2/Al2O3/30TEAOH/1000
H2O. The following organosilanes were used to functionalize the zeolite seeds:
phenyltrimethoxysilane
(PHTMS),
aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES)
and
phenylaminopropyltrimethoxysilane (PHAPTMS) with a 5 % (mol) of total silicon in the
precursor gel. During preparation, the gel was first crystallized at 140 °C, for 24 h; then, the
organosilane was added to the gel, which was crystallized at 140 °C, for 48 h. The samples
were centrifuged, washed with water and dried at 60 °C; then, they were calcined at 550 °C
for 6 h, under air flow. The samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction, nitrogen
porosimetry and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The catalysts were evaluated in the
cyclohexane cracking, using a tubular microreactor working at 400 °C, 1 atm and WHSV=
0.54 h-1. The products were analyzed on line by a gas chromatograph.
Results and discussion
The solids showed the X-ray diffractograms typical of crystalline beta zeolite, with peaks at
about 2 = 5 and 22°. The presence of organosilane made the peaks broader and less intense,
regardless its kind, indicating a decrease of crystal size of beta zeolite. The particle size,
calculated by Scherrer equation, changed depending on the kind of organosilane, as shown in
Table 1. It can be noted that the particles of the samples prepared with organosilane were
smaller than that prepared without it (20 nm). Also, the length of organosilane chain plays a
role in preventing the growth of the zeolite crystal. By comparing the NB-PHAPTMS and
NB-PHTMS samples, one can see that the first one (higher chain) showed a smaller average
crystal size. The hydrophilicity of organosilane also affects the crystal size, as we can see by
comparing the NB-PHAPTMS and NB-APTES samples, which show similar particle sizes,
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despite the different lengths of organosilane chain. In this case, both compounds have amino
groups which are more hydrophilic than the phenyl group of the NB-PHTMS sample.
Because of this, the seeds of the NB-PHAPTMS and NB-APTES samples were probably
more dispersed, while the seeds of NB-PHTMS sample tend to form larger aggregates, in the
aqueous precursor solution. From Table 1, one can see that there is no simple relationship
between particle size and specific surface area, indicating the contribution of micropores.
Therefore, the NB-PHAPTMS sample has the highest specific surface area because of the
highest micropores area. All samples showed Type I isotherm, characteristic of microporous
materials, with no significant hysteresis loop. The mesopore volume (Table 1) is mostly
related to interparticles pores, typical of nanozeolites. From SEM, spherical agglomerates of
small crystals with spongy morphology were detected, which are smaller than 500 nm. All
samples were active in the catalytic cracking reaction of cyclohexane and showed. The initial
conversion of cyclohexane varied between 40 and 45 % and stabilized at 15 %. The similar
conversions can be related to the same SAR of the gel of zeolite seeds, leading to solids with
similar acidities. In general, the conversion tends to increase with a decrease in particle size.
The catalysts showed selectivity to products of cracking and isomerization reactions, in the
following order: C5>C4>C6>C3 and were not selective to olefins, since 12-MR zeolites favor
bimolecular hydride transfer pathways, increasing the selectivity to light alkanes and to coke.
Table 1. Specific surface area (Sg), area of micropores (Sgm), external surface area (Sgext),
micropore volume (Vm), mesopore volume (Vmp) and particle size (τ) of nanozeolites beta.
Amostras
Sg
Sgm
Sgext
Vm
Vmp
Τ
2 -1
2 -1
2 -1
3 -1
3 -1
(m .g )
(m .g )
(m .g ) (cm .g ) (cm .g )
NB- APTES
307
170
137
0.0852
0.2562
10
NB- PHAPTMS

586

390

196

0.1969

0.2566

12

NB- PHTMS

293

154

139

0.0773

0.2352

16

Conclusions
The kind of organosilane affects the textural properties of nanozeolites. Using
phenyltrimethoxysilane
(PHTMS),
aminopropyltriethoxysilane
(APTES)
and
phenylaminopropyltrimethoxysilane (PHAPTMS) to functionalize the zeolite seeds, in the
crystallization step, one can obtain nanozeolites ranging from 10 to 16 nm, with specific
surface area ranging from 293 to 586 m2/g. The different effects of organosilane in inhibiting
the growing of seeds were related to its chain length as well as to its hydrophilicity. The
nanozeolite with the lowest particle size (10 nm) was obtained by using APTES. All catalysts
were active in the cracking reaction of cyclohexane and selectivity to hydrocarbons C3-C6.
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Introduction
Intensive research and development have made zeolites a scientific, academic and industrial
success-story. However, diffusion limitations due to large particle size often pose problems in
many applications. Therefore, it is often not possible to exploit the full potential of zeolite
catalysts. Reducing the thickness of zeolite crystals from micrometer to nanometer
dimensions can partly eliminate this problem. An interesting question arises from the trend to
continuously decrease particle size for applications. How far can the particle size be decreased
without losing zeolitic character due to surface relaxation and pore termination? Recently,
exceptionally thin sheets of ZSM-5 have been synthesized [1]. Comparison of the catalytic
activity of such nanosheets with different thickness was performed to determine the minimum
layer thickness for characteristic zeolite behavior.
Experimental
Nanosheet ZSM-5 was synthesized by the method described in literature [1]. Size and
interlayer thickness was varied by adjusting the chain length of the structure directing agent
(SDA). Using [C22H45-N+(CH3)2-C6H12-N+(CH3)2-C6H13]Br2 as structure directing agent
sample with layer thickness in b direction of 2 nanometer, further denoted as sample 22-66,
was synthesized. This thickness corresponds to 1 unit cell along the straight channels of the
MFI topology. Increasing the number of quaternary ammonium groups in the SDA to three
and four gave rise to thicker layers, denoted as 22-666 and 22-6666 respectively. After
calcination the individual layers were aggregated in disordered fashion.
Results and discussion
SAXS measurements of the samples confirmed the presence of disordered aggregates of
ZSM-5 layers. Compared to bulk zeolite only the in-plain reflections [h0k] remained in the
diffractogram. Due to the small framework thickness the inter-plain reflections along the baxis were absent. The small angle region revealed broad signatures which related to
characteristic distances between and within the layers. Nitrogen adsorption confirmed the
presence of mesoporosity between the disordered layers. Structural characterization revealed
the layer thickness of sample 22-666 and 22-6666 was very similar despite the different
template lengths used for synthesis and for both range from 6 to 8 nanometer.
The acidity of the samples was estimated through pyridine adsorption followed by IR
spectroscopy. With decreasing layer thickness a reduced number of Bronsted in favor of
Lewis acid sites was observed. This indicates the aluminum on the surface preferably
assumed Lewis character.
The catalytic performance was evaluated with the n-decane hydroisomerization/hydrocracking reaction after loading the catalyst with 0,3% Pt. As reference served an industrial
ZSM-5 with the same Si/Al ratio, CBV 8014. The conversions of n-decane are plotted against
the reaction temperature in Figure 1. The layer thickness clearly influenced the catalytic
performance. Nanosheets with a thickness ranging from 6 to 8 nm showed improved catalytic
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activity due to significantly reduced diffusion limitation. But decreasing the thickness to unit
cell dimensions lowered the catalytic conversion and the structure became even less active
then the classic ZSM-5. Not only the absolute yield changed with layer thickness, but also the
relative distribution of cracked products. ZSM-5 shows a typical symmetric product
distribution, as illustrated in Figure 1 [2]. This M-shaped pattern was absent for the thinnest
nanosheet. It can be concluded the single-unit-cell layer has lost the characteristics defining a
ZSM-5 catalyst.
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Figure 1 : n-decane conversion versus reaction temperature (left) and carbon number distribution of
the cracked products of n-decane at 35% cracking yield (right) for the sample CBV 8014 (filled
triangle), 22-66 (filled circle), 22-666 (filled square) and 22-6666 (open square).
Conclusions
Compared to bulk ZSM-5 zeolite layered nanosheets exceeding two unit cells in thickness
showed increased catalytic activity in the n-decane hydroisomerization/hydrocracking
reaction. However, a single-unit-cell nanosheet of MFI proved active to a lower degree. This
led to the hypothesis that below a limiting size a zeolite loses its characteristic properties.
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Introduction
Cancrinites and sodalites are naturally occurring minerals that belong to the feldespathoid
group, as well as the zeolite´s family. Both zeolites are comprised of the six ring stacking
sequences: ABCABC for sodalite and ABAB for cancrinite. These zeolites can contain
diverse anion into framework, which balancing the positive charge generated by structural
cations [1]. Due to the structural similarity between both zeolites, they can be synthesized
under similar reaction conditions. The formation of cancrinite or sodalite depends on present
anion and the basicity of reaction medium during the synthesis process. Anions with threefold
rotation axis, such as chromate or carbonate, generally direct the formation of the hexagonal
cancrinite structure, while simple monatomic ions, e.g., Cl–, Br–, and those with lower
symmetry, e.g., NO2 – generate sodalite framework [2]. Likewise, the concentration of NaOH
in reaction gel plays an important role in the synthesis of these zeolites: high concentrations
(16 M NaOH) preferably produce sodalite, while medium NaOH concentrations (4 or 8 M)
produce cancrinite [3]. This paper represents a contribution to the knowledge over the
cancrinite-sodalite synthesis, using a combination of anions (nitrate and borohydride anions)
at three different NaOH concentrations (3, 8 and 12 M)
Experimental
Synthesis of cancrinite-sodalite type zeolite system
The used methodology for the synthesis of cancrinite or sodalite was carried out according to
the previously reported procedure [4]. Zeolite X, previously characterized (ZX, Strem
Chemicals, Si/Al =1.3) was used as silicon and aluminum source. Subsequently, NaOH
solutions of different concentrations: 3, 8 and 12 M were prepared. These solutions also
contained mixture of nitrates and borohydride anions in different weight proportions: 0, 25,
50, 75 and 100% (nitrate). Then, one gram of zeolite X was impregnated with 10 mL of the
before prepared NaOH solutions in Teflon reactor and placed in a convection oven at 80ºC for
24 h without agitation. After that, the solids were washed with abundant water until pH ≅ 7
and dried at 80ºC for 18 h. The solids were characterized by XRD, FT-IR spectroscopy and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Results and discussion
The FT-IR spectra of the solids for all NaOH concentrations show that pure nitrate cancrinite
is obtained for 100% nitrate salt. Bands at (1424, 682, 622 and 574) cm-1 show that the
cancrinite structure is obtained, and that nitrate anion is occluded into the solid framework.
Similar results were also obtained for 100% borohydride. In that case, borohydride sodalite
was produced. When, the nitrate concentration reaches a 50% (50% borohydride), nitrate
cancrinite is also produced. For 25% nitrate (75% borohydride) and 3, 8 or 12M NaOH a
mixture phases: nitrate cancrinite-borohydride sodalite is observed. This is an special
condition where both phases are in competition. Results before mentioned, were also,
corroborated by using powder-XRD. For 100% nitrate or 100% borohydride, pure nitrate
cancrinite or pure borohydride is respectively obtained. These results were previously
reported by FT-IR. On the other hand, nitrate cancrinite was also observed by XRD for a
nitrate concentration between 0-50% of nitrate. For this range, does not exist any competition
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between nitrate and borohydride anions; and the nitrate anion dominates the formation of
nitrate cancrinite. The nitrate is a very strong template anion even in low NaOH
concentrations and in presence of the other anions.
For 25% nitrate, XRD results were similar to FT-IR results. Cancrinite and sodalite phases
were determined for 8 and 12M NaOH. However, for 3M NaOH and 25% nitrate was
observed some traces of zeolite X together cancrinite and sodalite structures. The presence of
zeolite X could be attributed to that NaOH was not enough to this zeolite completely reacted.
(Fig. 1). TEM studies allowed observing the presence of the hexagonal phase characteristic of
cancrinite and sodalite cubic phase. Figure 2 shows several hexagonal phase crystal.
Zeolite X

Cancrinite (BH4-/NO3-)3 50 NO3*Zeolite X
(BH4-/NO3-)3 25 NO3-

*

NO3-

Sodalite (BH4-/NO3-)3 0

Cancrinite (BH4-/NO3-)3 100 NO3-

2θ

238 nm

Figure 1. Diffractograms of samples
synthesized at 3M NaOH solution and
different BH4-/NO3- concentrations.

Figure 2. TEM image of sample synthesized at
12M NaOH solution and 50% BH4-/NO3concentrations.

Conclusions
The nitrate is shown predominant toward the cancrinite formation until a concentration of
50% under all the used concentrations. For a 75% nitrate concentration and 3, 8 and 12 M
NaOH seems to exist a competition between theses anions.
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Introduction
Silicon nitride has attracted much attention because of its high temperature strength, low
density, high dielectric constant, and basic property. Mesoporous silicon nitride (MSN) and
oxynitride (MSON) appeared recently as a new class of non-oxide silicon-based mesoporous
materials and might have great potentials in fields of catalysis, structural engineering,
separation, chemical sensing, and electronics. MSN and MSON are generally prepared by the
decomposition of nitrogen-containing silicon compounds, or the replacement of structural
oxygen or carbon in mesoporous or mesostructured materials with nitrogen.1 The previous
investigations, however, could not overcome several disadvantages such as the insufficient
regularity of mesopore structure and the low contents of nitrogen. Recently, we have
developed the new and almost complete nitridation method of M41 with ammonia using a
plug-flow reactor at 1273 K.2,3 Herein, we applied our new preparation method to the
nitridation of various mesoporous silicas.4
Experimental
The mother mesoporous silica M41-x, M48-x, SBA15 was prepared by hydrothermal
treatment of a mixture of the silica source and surfactant, where x is the carbon number of
main chain of surfactant used in the preparation. The parent silicas were heated in a flow of
ammonia at 1273 K after mounted in a plug-flow reactor. The MSON obtained were named
n-M41-x-A etc., where A is the total amount of ammonia per sample weight. The nitrogen
contents were determined by a ion chromatography or an IR spectroscopy.

Nitrogen content / wt %

Results and discussion
We first examined the effect of pore diameter on the nitridation using various parent M41
samples (p-M41s) with different pore diameters.
The nitrogen content increased
monotonously at 0-2000 LNH3/g, and it became constant above 2000. Figure 1 depicts the
dependencies of the nitrogen contents of n-M41
40
samples on the total amount of NH3 supplied at 1273
K. The maximum nitrogen contents were ca. 38
wt %, which was very close to 40 wt % of Si3N4,
30
indicating almost complete nitridation. The figure
shows that all of the experimental data on various p20
M41s formed an excellent linear correlation line,
indicating that the reaction rate of nitridation was
10
independent of the pore size of p-M41.
The effect of pore structure was then investigated.
0
Two findings should be noted. Firstly, the linear
1
2
3
4
10
10
10
10
-1
correlations between the logarithmic amount of NH3
Amount of NH3 supplied / L g
supplied and the nitrogen content were again
observed on these samples. Interestingly, the slopes Figure 1. Dependencies of the nitrogen
contents of n-M41-12 (open circle), nof n-SBA15 and n-M48-16 were approximately the M41-16 (closed triangle), and n-M41same as that of Figure 1. It follows that the 22 (closed square) on the amount of
nitridation mechanisms of mesoporous silicas would NH3 supplied per sample weight.
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be identical and independent of the pore size or the pore
A
structure. The second point is that the maximum nitridation
degrees of n-M41-16, n-SBA15, and n-M48-16 were 38, 35,
and 39 wt %, respectively, at 2000-3600 LNH3/g and almost
the same.
The XRD patterns and the adsorption data of the
nitrided samples revealed somewhat shrinkages of the
lattices and the pore sizes and the maintenance of the
B
hexagonal and cubic pore structures. The decrements in the
lattice constants and the pore diameters through the
nitridation were 0.8-1.8 nm and 0.9-2.2 nm. For example,
the pore diameters and surface areas of almost completely
nitrided n-M41-12, n-M48-16, and n-SBA15 were 529, 515,
363 m2g-1, and 1.9, 2.0, 8.1 nm. In this case, the thickness
of pore walls are 1.2, 1.3, 1.8 nm, respectively, which values
C
were larger by 0.4 nm than that of the respective parent
silicas. The FE-SEM and TEM images of n-M41-12-720
and n-SBA15-3600 are shown in Figure 2 as typical
examples. The figure clearly indicated preserving of the
hexagonally-arranged channels. These results revealed that
 
mesoporous silicas could be converted into mesoporous
silicon (oxy)nitrides without essential loss of the regular Figure 2. FE-SEM and TEM
pore structures.
images of n-M41-12-720 (A, B)
At last, the local structures of Si in the nitrided samples and n-SBA15-3600 (C).
The
were studied by a 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy.
mesoporous silicas heated at 1273 K in N2 exhibited strong signals at -90 - -120 ppm. Upon
the nitridation treatment, the signals gradually shifted to higher positions and finally got
settled at around -50 ppm. The Q4 species rapidly decreased upon the nitridation treatment
and the reactivity of the Q3 species was somewhat lower than that of Q4. On the other hand,
the SiO3(NH2 or NH) species increased at the initial stage of the nitridation, was maximized at
ca. 1 h, and then decreased, indicating the appearance as the intermediate. Similar
phenomena were observed in the species, SiO2N2, SiO2N(NH2 or NH), SiON3, and
SiON2(NH2 or NH). Long-term treatment of M41 in ammonia finally yielded ca. 70% SiN4
species, ca. 20% SiN3(NH2 or NH), and ca. 10% SiON2(NH2 or NH). The small amounts of
oxygen remaining were consistent with the results of the above elemental analysis.
Conclusions
A family of mesoporous silicon (oxy)nitrides was successfully prepared by nitriding
various mesoporous silicas with ammonia using a plug-flow reactor. The nitrogen contents
were determined by the amount of NH3 supplied per sample weight. The maximum nitrogen
contents were 35-39 wt %. Characterization revealed the retention of regular pore structures
and particle morphology. Since the precise control of pore size, pore structure, and particle
morphology of mesoporous silica is well-established, the use of the present method would
enable tailor-made synthesis of mesoporous silicon (oxy)nitrides through the conversion of
silica into (oxy)nitride.
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Introduction
Zeolite beta draws attention because of its unique characteristics, in particular its threedimensional pore channel system delimited by 12 TO4 tetrahedral units, as well as, its acidity
and acid catalysis. Zeolite beta is a highly faulted intergrowth of two polymorphs, A (P4122
or P4322) and B (C2/c), in a 40:60 ratio approximately [1]. Since polymorph A is chiral, a
material enriched with this polymorph could have applications in asymmetric catalysis and
chiral separations. In this contribution we report an aging-drying method for the synthesis of
Si-beta, Si-Al-beta and Si-Ti-beta, aiming to increase polymorphic A enrichment.
Experimental
Si-beta was synthesized by adding tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) to a solution of
tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH) and the mixture stirred at room temperature for a
period of 6 to 18 h. Subsequently, hydrofluoric acid was dropwise added under continuous
stirring. Ti-Si-beta and Al-Si-beta were synthesized following the above procedure but adding
adequate amounts of TiF4 or AlF3, respectively, to TEAOH solution. The obtained gels were
aged and dried at room temperature during one week. The gel compositions are listed in Table
1. Afterwards, gels were hydrothermally treated at 140 °C for 12 days. The products were
filtered, washed with deionised water and dried at 85 °C overnight. The materials were then
calcined at 560°C in air. PXRD of as-synthesized samples was carried out using Cu Kα1 on a
Panalytical MPD PRO X-ray powder diffractometer. A semi-quantitative approximation of
the polymorphic A enrichment was ascertained by peak deconvolution of PXRD patterns in
the low angle region by means of X’Pert HighScore Plus 2.2a software. 29Si HPDEC MAS
NMR spectra of calcined samples were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE-II 300 NMR
spectrometer at 5 kHz spinning rate, 4 ms excitation pulse, 10 s recycle delay and resonance
frequency of 59.63 MHz. FT-IR spectra of calcined samples were collected on a Perkin-Elmer
Spectrum One by the KBr technique.
Table 1 Gel compositions and polymorphic A enrichment
Code

Molar batch composition of the starting mixtures

Si-12
Ti-Si-12
Al-Si-12

SiO2 : 0.54 TEAF: 1.75 H2O
SiO2 : 0.54 TEAF: 1.65 H2O : 0.02 TiF4
SiO2 : 0.54 TEAF: 1.50 H2O : 0.02 AlF3

Aging-drying (days)
8
8
7

A/(A+B)%
Peak Ratio
69
69
64

Results and discussion
Pure and well crystallized beta phases were obtained after heating the aged-dried gels under
autogenous pressure. PXRD of as-synthesized samples reveals that the first peak has a small
shoulder or spur to the left, which is usually attributed to polymorph A enrichment. The first
peak was separated into two peaks, centered around 7.2° and 7.8° 2θ, which could be
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associated with polymorph B and A, respectively [2]. Polymorph A enrichment was estimated
as the ratio A/(A+B) (Table 1). Additional experiments suggested a directing effect of loaded
Al that led to a lower polymorphic A enrichment as could be seen in Table 1.
The 29Si HPDEC MAS NMR spectra of selected samples (Fig. 1) exhibit three peaks at about
-113, -114, and -117 ppm. These peaks are due to framework Si atoms in a Si(OSi)4
environment (Q4 species), located at different crystallographic sites [3]. No distinctive peaks
around -100 ppm, which are usually attributed to Q3 silicate species are observed. Thus, those
materials appear to be free of framework defects with low Si connectivity (< 4). Also a
significant band broadening was observed for Al-Si-12 zeolite in comparison with the other
materials, most likely due to framework distortion by Al incorporation. Meanwhile, Si-12 and
Ti-Si-12 NMR spectra are very similar, suggesting that Ti was not incorporated in the beta
framework. This assumption is supported by the FT-IR spectrum of Ti-Si-12 sample (Fig. 2),
since no band at 960 cm-1 is observed. This band is considered a fingerprint of framework Ti
incorporation in zeotypes [4]. It could be observed that Si-12 and Ti-Si-12 FT-IR spectra are
similar and their band vibrations are consistent with the five-ring pentasil building units of
zeolite beta [1]. Regarding Al-Si-12 sample, the FT-IR spectrum confirms a defect-free
structure, since it does not exhibit a band around 960 cm-1 [4].

Figure 1. 29Si HPDEC MAS NMR spectra

Figure 2. Framework vibration IR spectra

Conclusions
Well crystallized zeotypes with beta framework were obtained by the aging-drying method.
Polymorphic A enrichments up to 69% were reached, though Al containing samples exhibited
lower polymorphic A enrichement. Beta framework, Al incorporation could be proven whilst
Ti incorporation was not accomplished by the synthesis method used in this work.
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Introduction
Materials science plays a key role in the search for energy-efficient and waste-reducing
process solutions. A way to increase the number of potential applications of lamellar
materials, such as MWW, is post-modification treatments, such as metal incorporation,
exfoliation, swelling, pillaring, etc… A structural change such as Interlayer expansion (IE)
amplifies the possible uses of the material to a variety of molecules by allowing access to the
active sites for bulky molecules. In this study we have explored the possibility of interlayer
expansion for a titanium-containing MWW zeolite. Three different silycating agent were
used: diethoxydimethylsilane (DEDMS), dimethoxymethylphenylsilane (DMMPS) and
dimethoxydiphenylsilane (DMDPS). In this work, we will fully characterize and discuss the
structural changes effected in the materials and its implications regarding their catalytic
activity for the cyclohexene epoxidation reaction.
Experimental
Ti-MWW precursor was synthesized by post-synthesis through the reversible structural
conversion [1]. Interlayer expansion was performed using 300 – 400 mg of sylicating agent
per gram of catalyst under acid conditions using HNO3 (50 mL per gram of catalyst), at 383
K, under reflux for 24h [2]. Titanium and silica content were measured by ICP. Ti was also
characterized by UV-Vis. The insertion of silicating agents in the structure was characterized
by IR, TG-DTA and NMR (29Si, 13C, 1H). SEM images allowed us to verify the samples
morphology. The materials were tested for the cyclohexene epoxidation reaction using H2O2
(in equimolar quantity) as oxidizing agent, at 333 K for 2 h (solvent CH3CN).
Results and discussion
XRD patterns present low angle diffraction peaks characteristic of a lamellar structure along
c-direction. Expansion was calculated from the XRD data (hkl=001) showing an increase of
2.8 (Ti-MWW(DEDMS)) - 3.4 Å (Ti-MWW(DMMPS), (DMDPS)). SEM analysis shows the
existence of "thin flakes" and no apparent changes in the crystal morphology were detected
after the interlayer expansion treatment (Figure 1). The 29Si NMR analysis showed the
shifting of the pure substances (sylicating agents) peaks when in the structure, confirming
their incorporation. 13C and 1H NMR spectra confirmed the existence of these agents in the
structure, as well as the molecules integrity. These findings were also supported by the IR
spectra. More interestingly, IR spectra of the samples synthesized using DMMPS and
DMDPS as silycating agents avowed these molecules integrity event at high temperature.
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Evidence of the integrity of the aromatic groups was afforded even after treatment at 773 K,
under air for 1 h.

Figure 1. SEM images of interlayer expanded Ti-MWW using DMMPS and DMDPS
UV-Vis spectra allowed us to follow the changes in the state of Ti in the samples. Acid
treatment alone removes some of the extra framework species, leaving mainly tetrahedrally
coordinated Ti, however, when an interlayer expansion was performed, it appeared also a
significant amount of octrahedrally coordinated Ti, and in some cases, a slight formation of
anatase phase, which can be prejudicial to the catalytic activity. Nevertheless, the interlayer
expanded samples had higher activity than Ti-MWW and excellent selectivity toward the
epoxide product (~99%).
Conclusions
Interlayer expansion of titanium-containing MWW material was successfully achieved using
DEDMS, DMMPS and DMDPS as sylicating agents. The incorporation of these agents,
integrity of the molecules and its effects produced on the structure were fully characterized
using XRD, IR, SEM, TG-DTA and NMR (29Si, 13C, 1H) analysis. The catalytic results for
cyclohexene epoxidation improved considerably by using the IE samples. All the interlayer
expanded samples showed an almost exclusive selectivity towards the epoxide product. Since
the active sites, for the epoxidation reaction, are thought to be tetrahedrally coordinated Ti,
the results also show us that, in order to maintain a good catalytic activity, the interlayer
expansion treatment, in the case of titanium containing MWW, must be optimized (total time
of the treatment, acid concentration) in order to find the good balance between the successful
insertion of the sylicating agent and a loss minimum of tetrahedrally coordinated Ti.
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Introduction
Attention has been focused on the methanol-to-Olefins (MTO) reaction over zeolites such as
ZSM-5 and SAPO-34 as one of the ways of producing propene for the recent decades. It has
been found that pore sizes of zeolites influence a product distribution in the MTO reaction,
and that zeolites with 8-membered ring pores are effective in producing light olefins [1].
Recently, we reported that RTH-type zeolites produced propene selectively in the MTO
reaction [2]. We also reported the synthesis of the RTH-type zeolites in the absence of the
structure-directing agents (SDA) [2]. Both of the zeolites synthesized in the presence and in
the absence of SDA had apparently the same structures, morphologies and coordination states
of introduced metals; however, they exhibited different catalytic properties [2]. SDA in the
synthesis process of the zeolite seems to influence physicochemical and catalytic properties.
In this study, we synthesized the RTH-type zeolites with various types of SDA or in the
absence of SDA, and conducted the MTO reaction over the zeolites to investigate the
influence of SDA in the physicochemical and catalytic properties of the synthesized zeolites.
Experimental
RTH-type zeolites were synthesized by using 1,2,2,6,6-pentamethylpiperidine (PMP), 1methylpiperidine (MP) and pyridine (PY) as a SDA with ethylenediamine (en) as a co-SDA;
and in the absence of SDA [2]. The mixed gel containing the molar composition of 1 SiO2 :
0.005 Al2(SO4)3 : 0.25 H3BO3 : 0.2 NaOH : 0.5 SDA : 2 en : 100 H2O with 5 wt% calcined
boron-containing RUB-13 (RTH) as a seed was hydrothermally treated at 170ºC for 7 days.
The molar composition was 1 SiO2 : 0.005 Al2(SO4)3 : 0.25 H3BO3 : 0.2 NaOH : 200 H2O for
the SDA-free synthesis. The obtained sample was calcined at 550ºC for 6 h. The RTH-type
zeolites synthesized with PMP, MP, PY and in the absence of SDA are denoted by PMPRUB-13, MP-RUB-13, PY-RUB-13 and TTZ-1, respectively.
The MTO reaction was carried out in the mixture of 5% MeOH and 95% He with the weight
hourly space velocity (WHSV) of reactant of 0.9 h-1.
Results and discussion
All samples showed the XRD patterns derived from RTH topology. The Si/Al ratios were 207,
190, 187 and 174 for PMP-RUB-13, MP-RUB-13, PY-RUB-13 and TTZ-1, respectively. The
solid-state NMR measurement revealed that a peak attributed to tetrahedrally coordinated Al
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species were observed on all samples, while no peak derived from octahedrally coordinated
Al species was observed. A solid-state NMR with the high magnetic field (600 MHz) was
utilized to investigate the environment of Al species in detail (Fig. 1). A peak around 56 ppm
was observed on all samples, and another peak around 60 ppm was observed on TTZ-1 and
PY-RUB-13 while a shoulder peak was observed around 60 ppm on PMP-RUB-13 and MPRUB-13. These indicate that there are at least two types of Al species in the framework, and
SDA influences the environment of Al species in the framework.
Fig. 2 shows the results of the MTO reaction over the zeolites at 400ºC. Conversion of
methanol reached to 100% over three samples synthesized by using SDA at the initial stage of
the reaction, and deactivation gradually progressed with the reaction time. Methanol
conversion was below 100% even at the initial time of the reaction over TTZ-1. All samples
produced selectively propene. On PMP-RUB-13, MP-RUB-13 and TTZ-1, the product
distribution was almost retained during the reaction even though methanol conversion became
below 100%. On PY-RUB-13, selectivity to propene was below 40% even at the beginning of
the reaction and dimethyl ether became a main product after deactivation started. Research
concerning the different catalytic behavior depending on the synthesis method is in progress.
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Figure 1. Al MAS NMR spectra of
the RTH-type zeolites (600MHz).
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Figure 2. MTO reaction over the RTH-type
zeolites at 400ºC.

Conclusions
RTH-type zeolites were successfully synthesized with various types of SDA and in the
absence of SDA. SDA influenced the environment of Al species in the framework of the
zeolites. All RTH-type zeolites produced propene selectively on the MTO reaction. However,
the catalytic properties depended on the type of SDA used in the zeolite synthesis.
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Introduction
Organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs) have enabled us to synthesize zeolites
with novel framework types. The number of the framework types approved by the Structure
Commission of IZC is more than 190. For the zeolites synthesized with OSDAs, calcination
(or alternative process) is indispensable as post-treatment, which causes the increases of the
production cost as well as energy consumption and environmental load. Practically, OSDAfree synthesis of zeolites has been one of the most important topics for the commercialization
of zeolites. Thanks to the development of OSDA-free routes, several useful zeolites have
been commercialized so far.
Recently, exciting topics were reported; several zeolites that had been believed that
OSDAs must be used for the synthesis, such as *BEA [1, 2], RTH [3] and MTW [4] zeolites,
could be synthesized without adding OSDAs but with seed crystals. We have investigated the
OSDA-free synthesis of *BEA zeolite [5]. The synthesis region was further broadened
although one synthesis point had been reported so far [1], and the influence of several
parameters such as Si/Al ratios of seeds and heating time on the product was elucidated [5].
In the seed-free condition, the gel yielded MOR zeolite after long heating. More importantly,
the “green” production was demonstrated by employing the product of the OSDA-free
synthesis as seeds [5]. The formation process, especially the role of the seed crystals, was
further investigated by carefully observing the intermediate products [6].
Now one of the most important questions is; which zeolites can be synthesized without
OSDAs and how can we do so? In this presentation, our successes in broadening the zeolite
types are reported, which is based on a working hypothesis with considering composite
building units in zeolites.
Experimental
Formation region of *BEA zeolite
with the corresponding seed crystals is
shown in Fig. 1 [5]. MOR zeolite was
formed when no seeds were added [5]. In
place of *BEA, MEL or MFI or MOR
zeolite crystals were added as seeds.
MEL seed crystals were synthesized with
an OSDA, which were removed by
calcination before the use as seeds.
Results & discussion
XRD patterns for MEL and MFI
Figure 1
OSDA-free synthesis region of
zeolites are shown in Fig. 2 when each of
*BEA zeolite.
them was added as seeds. An SEM image
of MEL zeolite is shown in Fig. 3. MEL
and MFI as well as MOR (not shown here) zeolites could be synthesized with the
corresponding seeds from OSDA-free gel system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first report on the OSDA-free synthesis of MEL zeolite. In the case of MOR zeolite, the
crystallization rate was much faster than that of seed-free synthesis.
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MEL

MFI

   
Figure 2 XRD patterns of MEL and MFI zeolites.

What is common among MOR, *BEA,
MFI and MEL zeolites? The structural
properties were examined, and a significant
feature was found not in the ring distribution
level but in the composite building unit level.
All the zeolites contain a common composite
building unit. Based on this fact, we set a
working hypothesis; for the OSDA-free
synthesis, a target zeolite should be added as
seeds to a gel that yield a zeolite containing a
common composite building unit with the
seeds when it is heated without seeds. This is
Figure 3 An SEM image of MEL zeolite.
a hypothesis to find out suitable synthesis
condition, and we are not going to claim that
such a composite building unit really exists in the gel prior to the crystallization. Thanks to
this hypothesis, several OSDA-free routes have been found out; some of zeolites have never
been synthesized without OSDAs.
Conclusions
OSDA-free synthesis of zeolites was successfully broadened from *BEA to other
zeolites, and a working hypothesis to find out synthesis condition is proposed. Based on the
hypothesis, the zeolite types were further broadened. Several examples not shown here will
be introduced in the conference.
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Introduction
Zeolite Y is the leading catalyst in various processes such as fluid catalytic cracking,
hydrocracking and alkylation. Although the characteristic 3D micropore network of zeolite Y
provides unique activity and shape selectivity, it may also induce slow mass transfer of
reactants and products. Introduction of mesopores via commonly applied steaming and acid
leaching of zeolite Y diminishes diffusion limitations, however those mesopores are
relatively large and often present as cavities [1]. Ideal would be a hierarchical pore network,
in which small mesopores would facilitate mass transfer from large mesopores into short
micropores where catalysis takes place [2]. Here we report for the first time on a zeolite Y
with intracrystalline trimodal porosity with micropores (~ 1 nm), small mesopores (~ 3 nm)
and large mesopores (~ 30 nm), obtained by a combination of acid and base leaching [3].
Experimental
Starting material (to which we refer as HY-30) was commercially available steamed and acid
leached zeolite H-Y (Zeolyst, CBV760). This material was base leached with 0.05 M or 0.10
M NaOH solution for 15 min at room temperature followed by NH4+-ion exchange and
calcination to obtain HY-A and HY-B samples respectively. N2-physisorption isotherms were
measured at liquid nitrogen temperature on a Micrometrics Tristar 3000. Electron
tomography study (3D-TEM) was performed using a Tecnai 20 transmission electron
microscope. Tilt series of images were acquired under bright-field imaging conditions for the
angular range of about -75° to +75° with a tilt increment of 1° or 2° at a magnification of 19k
or 29k.
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Figure 1. N2-physisorption analysis of HY-30, HY-A and HY-B samples A) N2 adsorption
and desorption isotherms, B) BJH adsorption dV/dlogD pore size distribution.
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N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms indicate the presence of mesopores within all three
samples, increase in total porosity by base leaching and decrease in microporosity for
severely treated HY-B sample (Fig. 1a). BJH pore size distributions derived from the
adsorption branches of the isotherms depict two distinct regions of small (~ 3 nm) and large
mesopores (~ 30 nm), and show that the base leaching boosted predominantly the small
mesopores while the volume of large ones increased only slightly (Fig. 1b).
Insight into the pore shape and connectivity was provided by electron tomography [4]
yielding 3D-reconstructions of the internal morphology of particles on a nanometer scale
(Fig. 2). For sample HY-30 we observed mainly channel-like mesopores with diameters of
20-30 nm. Base leaching slightly increased the diameter of these pores and roughened the
surface. More importantly a whole new network of interconnected small mesopores (~3 nm)
was observed. More severe base leaching further boosted these small mesopores, as was also
clear from N2-physisorption. In addition, XRD measurements showed that the crystallinity
was preserved upon base leaching.
A

B

C

Figure 2. Virtual 0.5-0.8 nm thick cross-sections through 3D reconstructions of particles of
A) HY-30 sample, B) HY-A sample, C) HY-B sample.
Conclusions
We have obtained zeolite Y crystals with micropores (~ 1 nm), small mesopores (~ 3 nm) and
large mesopores (~ 30 nm) by base leaching of previously steamed and acid-leached material.
These zeolite Y crystals with trimodal porosity displayed an improved hydrocracking
performance.
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Introduction
Recently it was shown by combination of several experimental techniques and perDFT
calculations, that after CO adsorption in Cu+Me+-FER zeolites (Me = H, Na, K, Cs) the
formation of both isolated Cu+-CO (2156 cm-1) and bridged Cu+-CO-Me+ (2138 a 2112 cm-1;
Me = K, Cs) carbonyls takes place [1]. The population of bridged complexes formed on so
called heterogeneous dual cationic sites, is higher for matrices with larger alkali-metal cocations and higher Me+/Cu+ ratio. This contribution deals with the analysis of FTIR spectra of
carbonyl complexes on FER zeolites with varying Cu+ and co-cation ratio in order to check
the validity of Beer-Lambert law (B-L law) in case of such zeolite systems and calculate the
corresponding absorption coefficients and quantity of individual carbonyl types.
Experimental
Parent FER matrices with nominal Si/Al ratio 8.6 were calcined in the flow of oxygen and
then the alkali metal forms were prepared by the one step ion exchange at 25 °C in 1M
aqueous solution of NaCl, KCl, or CsCl. Na+-FER, K+-FER and Cs+-FER samples were then
contacted with 5.10-4 - 1.10-2 M aqueous solution of CuCl2 or CuAc2 (25 °C) to obtain the
zeolite samples containing a required amount of Cu ions. The chemical compositions were
determined by the WD XRF and correlated with data from H2-TPR and adsorption of CO
obtained from volumetric apparatus. FTIR spectra of carbonyls on CuMe-FER (after Cu2+ to
Cu+ in situ reduction at 450°C) were collected with resolution 2 cm-1 at RT and for
comparison of individual samples they were normalized to unitary wafer surface density
7.4 mg/cm2 (samples 6-11 mg/cm2) using integral intensity of zeolite skeletal overtones as a
benchmark.
Results and discussion
The obtained carbonyl spectra corresponding to monolayer coverage for Cu+Na+-FER,
Cu+K+-FER and Cu+Cs+-FER systems are depicted in Fig.1A (the inset of Fig.1A contains
spectra normalized to unitary absorbance). Cu+Na+-FER zeolites are characterized by
formation IR band localized at 2156 cm-1 with shoulder at lower wavenumbers. This band
reveals constant shape with varying Cu content (related to system Cu+Na+-MFI, Ref. [2]). For
zeolites Cu+K+-FER and Cu+Cs+-FER, three spectral components at 2156, 2138 and
2112 cm-1 can be recognized, their population is dependent on Cu content in sample (see inset
of Fig.1A). According to previous study [1], the high frequency band (2156 cm-1) is due to
isolated Cu+-CO complexes and lower frequency bands (2138 and 2112 cm-1) are ascribed to
formation of bridged Cu+-CO-Me+ complexes. The overall integral intensity of carbonyl
spectra was plotted as a function of adsorbed amount of carbon monoxide, taking to account
Cu:CO ratio 1:1 (see Fig.1B). It can be seen, that this plot reveals clear linear relationship for
whole range of concentration – Cu+/Me+ ratios (the exception is sample Cu+K+-FER with low
Cu content (0.75E-4 g/mol) and high population of band at 2112 cm-1). Based on this
observation it can be concluded, that the ratio of molar absorption coefficients of isolated
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Cu+-CO and bridged Cu+-CO-Me+ complexes (with band at 2138 cm-1) is nearly 1. The linear
regression of Aint vs. nACO leads to the value of integral molar absorption coefficient
ε = 338 (±6) km/mol. The potentialities of transmission IR spectroscopy to calculate the
values of absorption coefficient of function groups and adsorbed species on zeolites and
oxides was widely discussed in last two decades [3-5]. For similar systems it can reach
satisfactory results and can be transferred from one to another. Our contribution extends this
topic about the sensitivity of the IR response for carbonyl complexes formed in Cu+-zeolitic
systems and gives the outlook for analysis of the copper forming isolated and bridged
complexes.
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Figure 1. A) FTIR spectra of carbonyls in Cu+Na+-FER, Cu+K+-FER and Cu+Cs+-FER
systems; B) Integral intensity of IR bands vs. adsorbed amount of CO

Conclusions
It was shown that the calculation of molar absorption coefficients of adsorbed species can be
reasonable, when working with samples having very similar scattering features and
comparable surface area and weight. The possibility to use the B-L equations was
demonstrated for case of CO chemisorbed in zeolite systems with coordinated monovalent
copper and alkali metal.
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Introduction
Substitution of zeolite silicon atoms by different metal ions, is of great importance because it
can generate unique properties of the materials obtained. Recently Nb and Ta containing FAU
zeolites have been successfully synthesised [1,2]. The large cavities in FAU structure and low
Si/Al ratio as well as the synthesis without the use of organic template make the incorporation
of group V metals relatively difficult. In this work we focus on two parameters in the
synthesis route: i) nucleation type (primary or secondary) and ii) types of hydrothermal
treatment (conventional or microwave heating). Moreover, we put our attention on the
experimental and theoretical evidences for the generation of basicity by the introduction of
group V elements into the zeolite.
Experimental
Preparation of Nb or Ta (denoted by X) containing materials of the FAU structure was based
on the two-steps procedure (2S) including the mixing of seed and feedstock gels [1,2] and the
one step method (1S) adapted from [3]. In the first procedure sodium silicate (Aldrich) was
used as Si source, whereas in the second route colloidal silica (Aldrich) was applied. In both
routes sodium aluminate (Riede-de Haën) and niobium or tantalum pentaethoxide (Aldrich)
were the metal sources and Si/Al = 5 and Si/X = 32 or 64 were assumed in the gel.
Hydrothermal treatment of the final gels was performed conventionally in oven or in Parr
autoclave or by the use of microwave radiation (Milestone). The catalysts were characterized
by XRD, UV-Vis, XRF, XPS techniques. Moreover, FTIR study in the vacuum cell was
performed for the identification of hydroxyls on the zeolite surface and pyridine adsorption
was used for the assessment of basic vs acidic properties of OH groups. The catalytic activity
was tested in acetonylacetone cyclisation performed at 623 K in the gas phase.
In order to investigate the acid-base properties a zeolite model was constructed basing on
sodalite. This model has been used with success in other related studies [4-7]. The sodalite
unit cell contains one Al atom, one X (X = Nb or Ta) atom, and 10 Si atoms in the
framework, and one sodium cation in the extra framework position. Basicity was probed by
calculating different descriptors: the protonation energy and dehydroxylation energy. Group V
elements were inserted into the zeolite framework in two different types of sites (X=O and XOH) modelled by a three-dimensional sodalite framework containing Al and Na (counter ion).
Results and discussion
The efficiency of Nb and Ta incorporation into FAU skeleton strongly depends on both
parameters studied, nucleation type and methods of hydrothermal treatment. Especially, one
has to point out on the importance of the combination of both parameters. The application of
two steps (2S) preparation of gel requires the hydrothermal treatment in the oven or autoclave
for reaching the well crystallined Y type zeolite. High crystallinity of Y zeolite was also
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obtained when the (1S) gel was heated at 373 K in a vessel lined with Teflon using a
microwave digestion system. When the mixture of seed and feedstock gels (2S) was
hydrothermally treated in the microwave at the same conditions as (1S) the zeolite structure
was not formed.
Tantalum is easier included into the faujasite structure than niobium, independently of the
methods of gel preparation and thermal treatment. The highest efficiency of Nb and Ta
incorporation into Y zeolite skeleton was obtained when (2S) preparation procedure was used
and the mixed gels were hydrothermally
Table 1. Results of acetonylacetone cyclisation
treated in the oven.
Catalyst
Conversion, Selectivity, % Surface properties of NaY zeolites reflect
%
the method of hydrothermal treatment. In
DMF MCP
case of Nb(Ta)NaY zeolites the catalytic
Nb0.4Al59.3Si132.3Ox
23
33
67
activity and energy of electron charge
Nb1.8Al57.6Si132.6Ox
39
3
97
transfer from oxygen to Nb(V) or Ta (V) in
Ta1.7Al56.8Si133.5Ox
19
7
93
X-O-Si (UV-Vis results) are slightly
Ta2.9Al57.5Si131.6Ox
56
1
99
dependant on the methods of gel preparation
Al54.2Si137.8Ox
16
73
27
and hydrothermal treatment but they are
Catalyst – 0.05 g; Acetonylacetone volume – 0.5
influenced by the number of Nb or Ta
cm3; reaction time – 0.5 h; reaction temp. 623 K;
introduced into the skeleton of Y zeolite. Nb
DMF – 2,5- dimethylfuran; MCP – 3-methyl-2and Ta incorporation enhances basicity of
cyclopentenone
zeolites. The excess of local positive charge
in the zeolite framework, in which Nb(V) or Ta(V) is located, is compensated by basic OH
groups (observed in IR spectra). These groups were thought to be active in the formation of
MCP in acetonylacetone cyclisation (Table 1). Selectivity to MCP is determined by the
number of X atoms and their nature (Nb or Ta). The experimental results were confirmed by
the calculation of the energy necessary for abstraction of protons from the reacted molecule
(in this study – acetonylacetone) onto the zeolite surface. These calculations allowed us to
define even more basic species than X-OH groups. The protonation energy which can be used
as a descriptor for basicity is similar for Nb-OH or Ta-OH containing systems. When no
aluminium is present in the framework the X-OH group is the most basic site, whereas in the
presence of Al the bridging oxygen (Si-O-Al) site becomes the most basic.
Conclusions
The effect of Nb or Ta introduction into the Y zeolite skeleton depends on the methods of gel
preparation and techniques of hydrtothermal treatment. The best efficiency was obtained by
(2S) method and conventional hydrothermal treatment in the oven. The enhancement of
basicity resulted from Nb and Ta incorporation is caused by X-OH formation and promoting
effect of X on electron donating properties of bridging oxygen (Si-O-Al).
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Introduction
Clinoptilolite is the most abundant natural zeolite showing a framework structure with a twodimensional channel system. Although clinoptilolite is a potential heterogeneous catalyst with
a unique framework structure, only few studies concerning characterization of transitionmetal-modified clinoptilolites and their application in heterogeneous catalyzed reactions have
been reported. Otherwise, several Cu containing zeolite catalysts have been applied for dimethyl carbonate (DMC) synthesis finding promising results for Cu+-Y zeolites [1-3]. DMC
is an important gasoline additive and chemical, which is normally produced by phosgenation
of methanol [4]. One alternative environmentally benign process could be the oxidative carbonylation of methanol to dimethyl carbonate, based on the catalytic gas phase reaction of
methanol with carbon monoxide and oxygen.
Fore this reason, various Cu-modified natural and synthetic clinoptilolite samples were prepared and tested for DMC synthesis. The samples were comprehensively characterized by
different spectroscopic methods mainly by in situ FTIR spectroscopy and operando
DRIFTS/UV-vis-DRS/MS measurements.
Experimental
The raw clinoptilolite material (CH) was a pale white rock extracted from the mines at the
San Luis Potosí Municipality from the San Luis Potosí State in Mexico. The synthetic clinoptilolite (SC) was purchased from a foreign laboratory (Prof. Craig Williams, University of
Wolverhampton, UK). The Cu-containing samples with different Cu content were obtained by
wetness impregnation and cation exchange. Impregnated and exchanged samples were calcined at 450°C under synthetic air flow during 12 hours.
The catalyst samples were characterized by XRD and several spectroscopic techniques (UVvis, ATR). Mainly in situ FTIR spectroscopic investigations were made to study the adsorption of methanol (MeOH) and to evaluate the oxidation state of copper by using CO and NO
as probe molecules.
To get knowledge about reaction intermediates and reaction products the catalytic reaction
was studied under reaction-like conditions by in situ FTIR spectroscopic technique in transmission mode. Additionally, a multitechnique operando set up allowing simultaneous
DRIFTS/UV-vis/MS measurements was applied to analyze reaction products, formation and
changes of adsorbates as well as changes of the coordination sphere of the Cu cations
Results and discussion
By comparison of the ATR spectra and XRD pattern of the pure and Cu-loaded CH and SC
samples it could be shown that the basic clinoptilolite structure remained even after the inclusion of Cu in both natural and synthetic catalysts independently of the loaded amount of Cu.
At high Cu concentrations (10, 18 wt.%) crystalline CuO was additionally found by XRD.
Even after calcination procedure in air different Cu+ species were detected by adsorption of
CO at room temperature indicated by several Cu+−CO bands in the range 2170 - 2120 cm-1 in
the FTIR spectra of the Cu-CH and Cu-SC samples. Band intensities and positions varied
depending on the nature of the catalyst, the Cu content and the pretreatment procedure of the
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samples. As detected by adsorption of NO, Cu2+ ions occupy different positions, too. There
are Cu2+ ions at isolated (Cu2+−NO band around 1900 cm-1) and at strongly associated sites
(band around 1880 cm-1) occurring in CuOx agglomerates, mainly in the impregnated samples. During the in situ FTIR experiments it was observed that Cu-CH and Cu-SC samples
were able to oxidize CO as well as NO already at room temperature. Thus, gaseous and adsorbed CO2 were detected. During NO adsorption NO2, N2O, N2O4 were formed in the gas
phase while nitrato species adsorbed at the surface were additionally found.
The oxidative carbonylation of methanol was monitored by in situ FTIR and operando
DRIFTS/UV-vis-DRS/MS. The spectra obtained during exposure of 4 wt.% Cu-SC and Cuexchanged SC catalysts to the MeOH/CO/O2 feed at 150°C are exemplarily shown in Fig.1.
Whereas mainly methoxide is
adsorbed on the exchanged
catalyst, the formation of CO2,
carbonyl-containing
species
−
and formate (COO ) was additionally detected on the 4 wt.%
Cu-SC sample. The carbonyl
bands result from formed
methyl formate (MF) which
was also found adsorbed at the
catalyst surface after evacuation.
Furthermore, changes of the
coordination sphere of the Cu2+
ions were observed in the UVFigure 1. In situ FTIR spectra of Cu-SC catalysts obtained
vis spectra obtained during
during exposure to MeOH/CO/O2 feed at 150°C.
operando DRIFTS/UV-vis/MS
experiments. The main reaction products identified by MS analysis were dimethoxy methane
(DMM) and MF, while no DMC formation could be detected. In contrast to the CuY system
[1-3], Cu-clinoptilolite catalysts seem to be not suitable for DMC production.
Conclusions
In situ FTIR spectroscopic study of the adsorption of CO and NO as probe molecules provides comprehensive information in terms of nature, oxidation state and redox behaviour of
Cu species being available in the investigated Cu-clinoptilolite samples. Exposure to
MeOH/CO/O2 feed gives DMM and MF as main oxidation products. In contrast to the Cu-Y
catalyst system no DMC is formed. Obviously, the greater pore system of the Cu-Y zeolite
compared to Cu-clinoptilolite combined with its essential higher surface area enhances the
formation and dispersion of Cu+ species which are able to fix CO. The latter is indispensable
for an effective carbonylation reaction.
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Introduction
Previous work has shown the successful synthesis and characterisation of a series of
bimetallic and bifunctional aluminophosphate (AlPO) catalysts with tetrahedrally coordinated
CoIII or MnIII ions with simultaneous substitution with TiIV ions.1 Aluminophosphates (AlPO)
– formed from strictly alternating tetrahedral AlO4 and PO4 units – can produce effective
catalysts by the substitution of either the aluminium(III) or phosphorus(V) sites by transitionmetal ions. Metals such as cobalt, manganese or vanadium facilitate redox catalytic processes
while the incorporation of magnesium or titanium leads to the formation of a Brønsted acid
site.2 It has been shown that CoIIITiIVAlPO-5 is particularly active for the epoxidation of
cyclohexene1 with a greater efficiency than the monometallic analogues (CoIIIAlPO-5 and
TiIVAlPO-5), highlighting a synergistic influence of the second metal in the framework.
Experimental
Simultaneous bimetallic substituted AlPO-5 catalysts – including CoCr, CoV, VTi, CrTi and
CrV – were hydrothermally synthesised using N-methyldicyclohexylamine3 as the structure
directing agent. Powder x-ray diffraction confirmed phase-purity of the AFI structure, before
calcination under a continuous flow of air at 550°C. Samples were characterized by BET
surface area and ICP metal loading analysis. Oxidations of cyclohexene and benzyl alcohol
were carried out at atmospheric pressure using acetyl peroxyborate (APB). The reaction
components were analyzed by gas chromatography (Claurus 480 GC fitted with a flame
ionization detector). Conversions were calculated from previously calibrated values against an
internal standard, and turnover numbers (TON) obtained by ‘moles of substrate converted per
mole of metal’.
Results and Discussion
Titanium-containing AlPO-5 catalysts
(VTi, CrTi and CoTi) were tested for
catalytic activity towards cyclohexene
epoxidation,
while
DR
UV/Vis
spectroscopy was used to probe the
coordination geometry of the titanium
centre. Figure 1 shows the relationship
between the catalytic activity of these
catalysts and the tetrahedral nature of the
active
centre.
CoTi
and
VTi
combinations exhibit a defined maxima
around 230nm (near the fingerprint
region for tetrahedral titanium) and show
Figure 1: Relationship between the catalytic activity and the
greater conversions for the epoxidation
coordination geometry about the titanium active centre
reaction. However, the CrTi catalyst
show a maxima which is shifted towards the octahedral coordination region with a shoulder
appearing at 295nm, which is attributed to its reduced activity.
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The most promising of these is the
VTi combination, which has
recently been studied by EPR and
ESEEM.
Correlation
analysis
confirms that vanadium is present
in framework aluminium sites as
vanadyl-type species (Figure 2).
Early results indicate that titanium
can be incorporated into the
framework as Ti(III) at the
aluminium site, as well as the
phosphorus site, which has
previously been suggested.4
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Figure 2: 31P and 27Al HYSCORE measurements provide
evidence for framework incorporation of VO2+ in the VTiAlPO-5
structure at the aluminium site.
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Figure 3: Catalytic activity of bimetallic AlPO-5 catalysts for the
oxidation of benzyl alcohol, after 2 hours.

Combinations of bimetallic
AlPO-5 catalysts were also
screened for their activity for
the oxidation of benzyl alcohol
to benzaldehyde using APB as
the oxidant. Interestingly, for
this reaction it is the cobaltcontaining catalysts, reported in
figure 3, which show the most
promising catalytic potential. In
combination with a Brønsted
acid functionality, this series of
catalysts yield good conversion
and turnover numbers.

Conclusions
From the results shown with the new series of catalysts it can be seen that the AlPO-5
framework can be optimised for the required reaction. For cyclohexene epoxidation, the
titanium-containing catalysts were shown to be most active, while for the oxidation of benzyl
alcohol, cobalt-containing catalysts with Brønsted acid functionality facilitate the reaction.
This suggests that there are two contrasting mechanisms of reaction occurring, which can thus
be optimised for each process, enabling the development of a new generation of highly active
catalysts for industrially significant processes. The design-application approach of selecting
the correct combination of metal centres to affect the required reaction, probing structureproperty relationships, will be presented at the conference.
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Introduction
Surfactant templated mesoporous silica powders have been extensively studied in the past 15
years by exploiting the self-assembly properties of amphiphilic molecules or macromolecules
in aqueous medium. The large success of these systems mainly relies on the apparent
simplicity that enables to design porous networks with different architectures and pore sizes.
However, a better control of the final nanostructures requires a deeper understanding of the
interaction mechanisms between the templating agents and the network-forming species.
Previous studies on this topic have produced a lot of information on the cooperative selfassembly of these systems and much is now known about the mesostructure formation.
Nevertheless, some information still lacks on the very initial moments of the process when it
comes to comparing cubic and hexagonal systems obtained under highly acidic conditions
with cationic surfactants and organically-modified silica precursors. Which is the shape of the
micelles in solution prior to, during and after hydrolysis of the precursor? How does the
nature of the inorganic precursor affect the micellar shape? How can we correlate the micellar
geometry and the final msostructure? This work will show our latest experiments on the use
of in-situ small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) performed under a highly brilliant synchrotron
radiation to follow the formation mechanism of templated silica powders in the presence of
cationic surfactants with different polar head groups and organically-modified silica sources.
Experimental
Mesostructured silica powders are obtained in solution at room temperature using
tetraethoxysilane and organically modified phenyl (PTES), vinyl (VTES) silanes. We used
cationic surfactants with increasing polar head volumes (Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide,
Cetyltriethylammonium bromide and cetyltripropylammonium bromide). SAXS studies were
performed at the initial stage of the reaction when the alkoxide is added to the
water/surfactant solution. SAXS experiments were performed at the SWING beamline of
SOLEIL synchrotron (St. Aubin, France). Additional experimental details can be found in [1].
Results and discussion
In a recent work we used SAXS and Raman spectroscopy to perform a time resolved in situ
study of three 2D hexagonal CTAB-templated samples as a function of the solution
composition. Here, we show similar SAXS experiments performed on cubic silica system
obtained with surfactants having larger polar head groups (CTEAB, CTPAB) or CTAB
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combined with organically-modified silica precursors (VTES, PTES). These experiments
were carried on very recently on the SWING beamline of the Soleil synchrotron, which offers
a higher sensitivity under similar acquisition conditions with respect to our previous attempts
at a different synchrotron facility. Fig.1 shows the SAXS pattern of a cubic system observed
under two different synchrotron sources. In Fig.1.A, signal too noisy is of poor quality if
compared to the acquisition done at SWING (Fig.1.B). This is easily verified by the presence
of the high order peaks characteristic of the Pm3n space group of the cubic structure.
Figure 1.B

Figure 1.A
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Figure 1. Time resolved SAXS data of the cubic Pm3n silica/surfactant system acquired under
similar conditions at two different synchrotron facilities
Most interestingly, the micellar signal at low-q values can be easily detected. Its modelization
with time will provide all the information concerning the shape and size of the micellar
objects and their evolution. We notice the discrepancy between the SAXS pattern acquired for
a cubic system (shown here) and the 2D hexagonal system (CTAB-templated) shown in [1].
In that case, the mesophase was formed directly without any appreciable scattering hump.
When a cubic phase is formed instead, the micellar signal shown below evolves into a hump
which systematically anticipates the formation of the cubic phase, as actually observed in
hexagonal block copolymer templated systems [2]. A deeper (ongoing) analysis of these data
will provide some straightforward answers to the questions introduced above.
Conclusions
This ongoing work aims at identifying the different mechanistic behaviors at the initial stage
of self-assembling in surfactant-silica and organosilica cubic and 2D hexagonal systems. Very
recent synchrotron studies performed under high brilliance conditions allow us to correlate the
micellar geometry with the final mesophase.
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Introduction
The large volume of void space within amorphous silica gels allow them to act as hosts for a
wide variety of other functional materials. We report here the formation of crystalline
nanoparticles of sodium hydride encapsulated in a host amorphous silica gel matrix [1]. These
nanoparticles are formed by in situ hydrogenation of a precursor material - Na loaded silica
gel - under mild conditions. The resulting material is considerably less pyrophoric and less
air-sensitive than the bulk hydride. We anticipate that this formation method of in situ
modification of reactive precursor material may have wide applications.
Experimental
Our starting material is silica gel loaded with sodium metal (32 wt%) provided by SiGNa
Chem (this material is hereafter called Na-SG) [2]. The material is a coarse black powder and
particulate sodium metal is dispersed in the nanoscale pores of the silica gel.
We have carried out both in situ hydrogenation and deuteration of Na-SG. The resulting
material was characterised using Inelastic Neutron Spectroscopy (INS) and neutron
diffraction on TOSCA and GEM instruments at ISIS (Chilton, UK), Rietveld analysis, HighResolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance spectroscopy (EPR).
Results and discussion
On exposure to H2 gas the material reacts under mild conditions, visibly changing colour from
black to brown. We attribute this change in colour to the conversion of metallic Na to ionic
NaH dispersed in the silica matrix. Interestingly, the texture of the material did not
significantly change, remaining a coarse powder, indicating that the silica gel matrix is not
significantly disrupted by the reaction of the dispersed sodium metal with
hydrogen/deuterium. This is understandable as the volume per sodium atom in the crystal
structure of NaH is less than that in bulk metallic sodium, that is, formation of NaH leads to a
volume contraction rather than expansion of the nanoparticulates. The material reacts
vigorously with water, evolving hydrogen gas, and less vigorously with acetone. When this
brown powder is exposed to air its colour slowly fades over several hours until the surface of
the grains becomes almost white; it is not pyrophoric. We attribute this change in colour to
the formation of NaOH, by a slow reaction with atmospheric moisture.
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Conclusions
We find that a new phase of NaH, in the form of distinct crystalline NaH nanoparticles, can
be readily formed within an amorphous silica gel matrix by in situ transformation of
nanodisperse Na in the silica framework, by treatment with hydrogen gas under mild
conditions. The formation of the nanoparticles appears to occur without significant disruption
of the host silica gel matrix, so that nanoparticles remain encapsulated within the silica gel.
We anticipate that our new approach of in situ transformation of a precursor material may
have wide applicability to produce other reactive nanoparticles stabilized within a silica
framework.
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Figure 1: Inelastic Neutron Spectroscopy data on
sodium SG (black), hydrogenated NaH-SG (red) and
bulk sodium hydride (blue, scaled to match the
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Figure
2:
High
Resolution
Transmission Electron Microscopy
image of NaH-SG sample showing
three
distinguishable
NaH
nanoparticles (on the left) of
approximately 50nm in size. EDX
was performed to confirm presence of
Na.
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Introduction
Hydrotalcite-like compounds are layered double hydroxide (LDHs) with the formula [M 2+13+
n+
nxM x (OH)2] [A x/n].mH2O. Their structure is derived from that of brucite where some
divalent cations are substituted by trivalent ones providing positive charged layers. The
interlayer region is occupied by charge-balancing anions and water molecules.
There is a large variety of di- and trivalent cations able to form these compounds and also a
large diversity of anions occupying the interlayer spacing. Hydrotalcites can be synthesized
by a wide number of methods and are extensively used in industry as catalysts, catalyst
precursors, adsorbents, drugs vehicles, polymer fillers, etc.
In particular, Mg2+-Ga3+ hydrotalcites have been used for reduction of unsaturated aldehydes
[1], as catalysts for the liquid-phase Friedel-Crafts alkylation of toluene by bencyl chloride,
and in acylation reactions of aromatics [2]. Only very few studies about synthesis and
structural characteristics of LDHs with Ga as trivalent cation have been reported [3] and, as
far as we know, none about the synthesis of these solids by hydrothermal treatment under
microwave irradiation.
We here report on the synthesis of different series of MgGa and NiGa hydrotalcites obtained
by coprecipitation at pH=10 (NaOH 1M) or the urea hydrolysis method. The final mixture has
been aged with and without hydrothermal treatment under microwave irradiation. Our goal
was to find the precise synthesis parameters applicable to obtain solids with well defined
particle size distribution and textural properties.
Experimental
Coprecipitation with Na2CO3 and NaOH
A portion of 25 ml of an aqueous solution containing Mg2+ or (Ni2+) and Ga3+ nitrates (M/Ga
molar ratio 3) was dropwise added to 75 ml of a water solution containing sodium carbonate
at pH 10 (NaOH 1M). The obtained slurry was splitted in two parts, A and B. Portion A was
stirred during 24 h in air, while portion B was treated in a microwave oven at 120 ºC for
different periods of time. After the ageing treatments the suspensions were centrifuged,
washed with distilled water and dried at 40 ºC in air. The ageing treatments tested were:
a) Stirring at room atmosphere for 8 h and then microwave irradiation for 2 h at 120 ºC.
b) Microwave irradiation for 2 h at 120 ºC.
Synthesis by the urea method
An aqueous solution of the cations with a M/Ga molar ratio 3 was added to 250 ml of an
aqueous solution of urea. The Ga/urea molar ratios tested were 10 and 20. One portion of the
solution was refluxed at 100 °C for 25 h. The other one was directly submitted to
hydrothermal treatment in a microwave oven at 120 ºC for different periods of time. The
solids formed were separated by centrifugation, washed and dried at 40ºC under air
atmosphere.
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Results and discussion
The solids obtained were characterized by element chemical analysis, powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD), FT-IR and UV-Vis spectroscopies, thermal analyses (DTA and TG),
particle size distribution analysis and specific surface area and porosity assessment.
All samples obtained by direct coprecipitation with NaOH showed PXRD patterns typical of
the hydrotalcite structure, their crystallinity depending on the ageing treatment (with or
without microwave irradiation) and the precise nature of the divalent cation. The nature of the
solids synthesised by the urea method varied depending on the Ga/urea molar ratio and also
on the ageing treatment. MgGa hydrotalcites prepared by the urea method with a Ga/urea
molar ratio of 10 contained minor impurities, but when this ratio was increased to 20 only the
hydrotalcite was formed. NiGa hydrotalcite was the only phase found whichever the Ga/urea
molar ratio used. When the time under microwave irradiation was increased from 30 min to 2
h, it was found that the shorter time yielded the more crystalline sample. Impurities were
segregated when the irradiation time was increased.
Particle size distribution results revealed a bi- or tri-modal distribution for solids with
different phases. Microwave treatment and urea synthesis gave solids with a particle size ten
times larger than those obtained without microwave treatment.
FT-IR spectra and thermal analysis results were in agreement with the results expected for the
structure. UV-Vis spectroscopy revealed location of Ni2+ cations in octahedral sites.
Conclusions
Well crystallized layered double hydroxides with the hydrotalcite-like structure can be
prepared by conventional precipitation and hydrothermal ageing, as well as by homogeneous
precipitation by urea hydrolysis. Microwave ageing gives rise to better crystallized solids and
minor segregation of co-phases, affecting as well to the particle size distribution.
The particle size distributions change deeply with the preparation procedure and the ageing
treatment; so, narrower distributions are found for samples prepared through the urea method.
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Introduction
Hierarchical zeolites obtained by the desilication process were the subject of numerous
studies because of their interesting catalytic properties. Even though zeolites of various
structures and composition were used and various bases were applied, the most frequently
studied system was zeolite ZSM-5 desilicated with NaOH or NaOH and quaternary
ammonium hydroxide mixtures. The process of Si extraction and pore system of desilicated
zeolites were well defined, however the acid properties were not well characterized until now.
As catalytic properties of zeolites depend strongly on their acidity, we undertook detailed IR
studies of acid properties of zeolite ZSM-5 desilicated with NaOH solutions of various
concentrations and with NaOH/tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) mixtures of various
compositions. Various desilication time was also applied.
Our quantitative IR experiments of pyridine sorption provided information on the
concentration of both Bronsted and Lewis acid sites. The experiments of pyridine desorption
revealed, that two kinds of Bronsted sites exist: strongly acidic Si-OH-Al groups (IR band at
3610 cm-1) and less acidic protonic sites not being those hydroxyls. The contribution of both
kinds of protonic sites was determined. Low temperature experiments of CO sorption
informed on two kinds of Lewis acid sites: extreframework Al species and sites formed by
dehydroxylation. The IR experiments of pivalonitrile (tertbutylnitrile) sorption were also
realized. Pivalonitrile being bulk molecule does not penetrate the channels of ZSM-5 and
informs on the accessibility of sites to bulk reactant molecules.
Additionally to IR studies, ECSA measurements provided information on the
composition of surface layers of zeolite crystals. Pore system was followed in porosimetric
experiments and also by TEM microscopy.
Experimental
Parent zeolite ZSM-5 of Si/Al = 31.8 was used. Desilication was realized in 0.1, 0.2,
0.5 and 1.0 M NaOH solutions at 80o C and in NaOH/TBAOH mixtures of various
proportions. Desilication time varied from 0.5 to 5 h.
Results and discussion
The most important conclusions concerning desilication with NaOH only are following:
1. NaOH treatment resulted in Si/Al decrease from 31.8 to ca. 10 due to preferential Si
extraction. According to ESCA results surface layer was more desilicated than the bulk.
2. Filtrate analysis showed, that NaOH dissolved partially zeolite, by extracting mostly Si,
but also some Al. At higher NaOH concentration more zeolite was dissolved, higher was
also the contribution of Al extracted (i.e. Si/Al in filtrate was lower).
3. Diluted NaOH (0.1 M) produced mesopores of diameters: of about 14 nm., more
concentrated NaOH (0.2 and 0.5 M) produced mesopores of ca. 14 and 100 nm. The
treatment with concetrated NaOH (1M) resulted in partial destruction of zeolites.
4. The mesopores formed by desilication are well seen in TEM pictures.
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5. The analysis of IR spectra in hydroxyl region showed, that desilication increased the
amount of isolated Si-OH on mesopore walls (the band at 3740 cm-1) “parallel” to the
increase of mesopores area (determined in porosimetric experiments). The internal
Si-OH...O groups in “hydroxyl nests” (3500 and 3720 cm-1 bands) were removed
indicating, that Si atoms connected to three other Si atoms were extracted first (before
those connected with four other Si). The band of acidic Si-OH-Al hydroxyls (3610 cm-1)
increased upon mild desilication (0.1 and 0.2 M NaOH) due to the decrease of Si/Al.
More severe desilication decreased Si-OH-Al band due to some zeolite destruction.
6. The concentration of protonic sites determined by quantitative experiments of pyridine
sorption in parent zeolite was practically equal to the concentration of Al determined by
chemical analysis (3.07/u.c. and 2.93/u.c. resp.).
7. The concentration of protonic sites increased upon mild desilication (0.1 and 0.2 M
NaOH) “parallel” to decrease of Si/Al, but it decreased upon more severe desilication
(with 0.5 and 1.0 M NaOH) due to some zeolite destruction.
8. In the zeolites desilicated in mild conditions (0.1 and 0.2 M NaOH) the concentration of
protonic sites determined by IR was very close to the concentration of Al (determined by
chemical analysis) indicating, that upon mild desilication all Al atoms are in framework
positions and can form Si-OH-Al. Only upon desilication in severe conditions
concentration of protonic sites was lower than of Al due to transfer of some Al from
framework to extraframework positions.
9. IR studies of pyridine desorption revealed the presence of two kinds of protonic sites:
strongly acidic Si-OH-Al and less acidic sites not being these hydroxyls (present mostly
in zeolite desilicated with NaOH 0.5M).
10. IR studies of low temperature CO sorption revealed, that Lewis acis sites were formed
mostly by dehydroxylation of protonic sites on mesopore walls.
11. The IR experiments of pivalonitrile (tertbutylnitrile), which does not penetrate the
channels of ZSM-5 showed, that desilication increased the accessibility of acid sites
inside zeolite pores, which were inaccessible to pivalonitrile in parent zeolite.
The conclusions concerning desilication with NaOH and TBAOH mixtures are following:
1. Desilication with NaOH/TBAOH mixtures is less effective than with NaOH itself, the
decrease of Si/Al was less important than without TBA. ESCA results showed, that
TBAOH protected surface layer against NaOH attack.
2. The analysis of filtrate showed, that addition of small amount of TBAOH to NaOH
decreased the Al extraction from zeolite preventing the loss of acid sites.
3. The diameter of mesopores was smaller (7-11 nm) than with NaOH itself (14 and 100
nm). Mesopore diameter decreased with TBAOH concentration in the mixture.
4. The contribution of Si-OH on mesopores surfaces was bigger in the presence of TBAOH
despite of some decrease of mesopores surface area.
5. The concentration of protonic sites was smaller than without TBAOH due to less
effective desilication in the presence of TBAOH.
6. The concentration of Lewis acid sites is lower than without TBAOH, probably due to
smaller extend of zeolite destruction and dehydroxylation.
7. The accessibility of acid sites (measured by pivalonitrile sorption) in zeolites desilicated
with NaOH/TBAOH was better than for NaOH only.
Project operated within the Foundation for Polish Science MPD Programme co-financed
by the EU European Regional Development Fund.
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Introduction
Zeolites are widely used due to their microporous structure, strong acidity and ion exchange
capacity. They possess catalytically active sites as well as uniformly sized and shaped
micropores, which allow for their use as shape selective catalysts in refining and
petrochemistry for instance. The growing demand for transportation fuels, resulting from over
99% of catalytic processes, pushes the refining industry to process heavier hydrocarbon
sources in a near future. The use of conventional catalysts based on zeolites is then limited by
the small size of the micropores that restrict the matter transport and prevents the large
molecules from reaching the micropore volume. The development of new catalysts is thus
essential and requires the optimization of active site accessibility for large molecules through
the development of larger surface areas and larger pore volumes. For this, three approaches
have been put forward involving the synthesis of zeolites with large pores (> 1 nm), the
preparation of zeolite nanocrystals or the introduction of mesopores (2-50 nm) in zeolites [1].
Although today the industrially applied zeolite catalysts combining micro- and mesopores are
synthesized by destructive dealumination or desilication pathways due to the low cost
processes, the constructive approach permits a better control of pore size and distribution and
has recently made significant progress in the synthesis of “hierarchical” pore systems.
However, its application in industry is still limited because of cost issues, which is partially
related to the high cost of the organic template. Indeed, once the material has been
synthesized, the structuring agent is trapped inside the mesopores. In order to remove it, the
material generally needs to be calcined, which decomposes the structuring agent and often has
a detrimental effect, causing defects in the framework structure. Besides, calcination steps
represent nearly 80% of the material cost and release gases that may cause environmental
issues.
We study here a recent constructive method for preparing mesoporous zeolites resulting of the
partial dissolution of the crystalline structure in basic medium to incorporate a mesopore
structuring agent (CTAB) in the zeolite under hydrothermal conditions [2-4]. The influence of
various parameters has been investigated such as concentration and nature of the structuring
agent, the concentration and nature of the base, the duration of hydrothermal treatment or the
Si/Al ratio of the starting zeolite. The objectives are to control the micropore and mesopore
contributions and to elucidate the transformation mechanisms in this recrystallization route.
Experimental
Recrystallisation of HY zeolite in the presence of a secondary template: First, 1.67g of
commercial zeolite HY powder (Zeolyst CBV-720, Si/Al=15) were added in 50mL of a 0.09M
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH, Sigma, 25% in water) solution. Then, 0.83g of
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Sigma, 98 %) was added and stirring
continued for 30 min. The suspension was hydrothermally treated at 150°C for 20 hours in an
autoclave. The solid was collected by filtration and washed with distilled water. The product
was then dried at 80°C and calcined in air at 550°C for 8h with a ramp temperature of 1°C/min.
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Results and discussion
In case of zeolite Y, this “recrystallization” yields a large mesoporous volume, a high surface
area and a narrow pore size distribution centered at 4.2 nm by pseudomorphic transformation
of the initial zeolite crystals. The pictures obtained by transmission electron microscopy show
the coexistence of a microporous crystalline phase and a homogeneous vermicular mesoporous
phase exhibiting a characteristic signal by X-ray diffraction.
N2 adsorption isotherms reveal the presence of both micro- and mesopores in the material, with
a high specific surface area of about 805 m²/g and a mesopore size distribution centered at 4.2
nm. TEM images (Fig.1) show hexagonal zeolite Y crystals with a well organized mesoporous
structure. At higher enlargement, a vermicular mesoporosity can be clearly observed inside
these crystals along with a long range microporous crystalline structure from the initial zeolite.

Figure 1. TEM images of zeolite HY recrystallized in the presence of CTAB and TMAOH,
highlighting micro-and mesoporosity in the material at different magnifications and focuses.
However, industrial applications are limited by the use of a surfactant structuring agent such as
CTAB, which imposes a calcination step or an extraction with organic solvents. Therefore we
are currently adapting the preparation to the use of recyclable structuring agents, an
environment friendly methodology developed in our laboratory for the preparation of
amorphous mesoporous materials [4] and based on the use of new recyclable micelles resulting
from the induced and reversible assembly of water-soluble polymers (double hydrophilic block
copolymers or DHBC) under the action of a physicochemical stimulus. These polymers are then
extracted from the material by washing with water, under mild conditions to release the porosity
and can be reused for a new material synthesis.
Conclusions
Mesoporous zeolite Y crystals have been prepared hydrothermally from commercial zeolites in
the presence of CTAB. They show a large specific surface area of 805 m²/g and a narrow
mesopore size distribution centered at 4.2 nm. Characterization results indicate that the material
possesses a hierarchical structure with long range crystalline structure along with a
homogeneous (in size and distribution) vermicular structure in the same crystals. We are now
investigating the use of hydrosoluble structuring agents as mesopore-generating agents with our
system in order to replace the classical surfactant templates.
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Introduction
Low concentration of aluminum atoms in silicon rich zeolites (with Si/Al > 8) as ZSM-5,
ferrierite, mordenite, MCM-22 or beta zeolite possesses a high variability of the arrangement
of aluminum atoms in their frameworks. Aluminum atoms are present in silicon rich
frameworks as isolated aluminum atoms and Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences, while Al-O-Si-O-Al
sequences are not present.[1-3] The distribution of aluminum atoms can dramatically affect
accommodation of transition metal ions in dehydrated materials. Bare divalent cations and/or
other divalent cationic species can be supposed to be preferentially located in sites containing
two Al atoms of an Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequence. On the other side, monovalent cationic species
are preferentially located in the vicinity of isolated Al atom. Thus, aluminum distribution can
affect concentration and siting of metal ion species in zeolites and their properties which can
be reflected in catalytic properties of metallozeolite based catalysts. Thus, the distribution of
aluminum in the framework of silicon rich zeolite represents, together with the size and
arrangement of the zeolite channel/cavity system a key parameter of the zeolite catalyst. It
makes the preparation of the zeolite with controlled and defined concentration of isolated
aluminum or Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences located in one ring are highly desirable. Such
zeolites can represent an important and necessary step in the design of the new generation of
highly active, selective and stable catalyst with properties individually tuned for specific
reactions. In this paper, syntheses of industrially important zeolites with controlled
concentration of isolated Al atoms or Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences is demonstrated. Moreover,
parameters controlling aluminum distribution during the zeolite synthesis are discussed, as
well as the effect of aluminum distribution on the catalytic activity of metallozeolite catalysts
in various industrially important reactions.
Experimental
Ferrierite with Si/Al around 9 and ZSM-5 and beta zeolites with Si/Al 12 -15 were
synthesized using different sources of aluminum and silica, with different templates and using
precursors with different surface areas. All zeolites exhibited high crystallinity (according Xray diffraction, FTIR experiments and SEM) with aluminum atoms exclusively in the
framework (according 29Si and 27Al MAS NMR). Presence of Al-O-Si-O-Al sequences was
excluded using 29Si MAS NMR, the concentration of Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences was
estimated using Co(II) ions as probes monitored in dehydrated maximum Co ion exchanged
zeolite by UV-Vis-NIR diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy.[1-2]
Results and Discussion
Ferrierite, ZSM-5 and beta zeolites were prepared with or more than 90 % of isolates Al
atoms or more 90 % of Al atoms in Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences located in one ring. It was
found that variation of all parameters of the zeolite synthesis can affect the concentration of
Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences in the zeolite. Cu-, Co- and Fe-zeolites prepared from parent
matrices with different concentration of Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences (10 or 90 %) exhibited
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dramatic differences in their catalytic activity in NOx-SCR by ammonia and hydrocarbons in
the absence/presence of water vapor.
Conclusions
Industrially important silicon rich zeolites as ZSM-5, ferrierite and beta zeolite were
synthesized or with highly prevailing (90 %) isolated aluminum atoms or with highly
prevailing (90 %) Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al sequences located in one ring. Different aluminum
arrangement in the zeolite framework resulted in significantly different properties of transition
metal ion species stabilized in these materials as it was demonstrated in dramatically different
behavior of prepared metallozeolite catalysts in NOx abatement reactions. Thus, tuning of
aluminum distribution in the zeolite opens the possibility for the optimization of properties of
zeolite based industrial catalysts for specific reactions.
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Introduction
Zeolites are widely used as adsorbents, catalysts, ion exchangers, membranes and sensors.[1-3]
Core-shell zeolite composites have attracted considerable attention due to their storage
capability and chemical separation.[4] Here we present the synthesis of zeolite composites by
epitaxial growth of zeolite A (LTA) shells on cores of zeolite X (FAU) cores of two different
sizes. The growth rate and growth mechanism were studied by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). Structures of the composites were studied by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Experimental
The X-A core-shell composites are prepared in two steps: synthesis of well-shaped core
zeolite X crystals and epitaxial growth of zeolite A shell. Single crystals of zeolite X were
synthesized from a gel with the following molar composition SiO2 : 0.34 Al2O3 : 1.75 Na2O :
237 H2O. The gel was sealed in a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and kept at 85 °C in
static conditions for three days. The obtained solids were filtrated, washed with deionized
water and dried at room temperature. The epitaxial growth of zeolite A on X was carried out
according to the procedures described in Ref. [5]. The zeolite X core crystals and X-A coreshell composites were characterized by SEM (JEOL JSM-7000F), PXRD (PANalytical X’Pert
PRO diffractometer using Cu Kα1 radiation) and TEM (JEOL-3010, operated at 300 kV).
Cross-section samples for SEM studies were prepared by cross-section polisher (JEOL SM09010) and those for TEM studies were made by focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Quanta 200 3D).
Results and discussion
Zeolite X single crystals with two different sizes, ca. 2 and 6 μm, were synthesized and used
as the cores. The sizes and morphologies of the composites after different reaction times were
studied using SEM. In order to understand the kinetics of epitaxial growth of zeolite A on X,
the quantitative ratios between A and X in the core-shell composites after different reaction
times were determined from the PXRD data by Rietveld refinement, as shown in Fig. 1. SEM
observations of cross-sections of the composite crystals revealed the growth rate and quality
of zeolite A; however, due to the un-uniform thickness of A around the core of zeolite X, no
sound conclusions were drawn. TEM studies showed that zeolite A and X in the core-shell
composites had a well-defined orientation relationship which can be summarized as
[110]A//[110]X, [-111]A//[-11-1]X and [-11-2]A//[1-1-2]X, as shown in Fig. 3. Three possible
atomic structure models of the zeolite X-A interfaces are proposed, all with connected pores at
the interfaces between zeolite X and A crystals, see Fig. 2.
Conclusions
Zeolite X-A core-shell composites with two different sizes of zeolite X cores have been
synthesized by epitaxial growth. The growth rate and kinetics were studied by PXRD and
SEM. Zeolites X and A in the core-shell composites have a well-defined orientation
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relationship and the proposed atomic structures of the X-A interfaces suggest that the pores
from the core and shell crystals are interconnected.
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Fig. 1 Weight percent between A
and X in core-shell composites
after different reaction time.

Fig. 2 Three possible atomic structure models for the
X-A core-shell interface. (Above) zeolite A and
(below) Zeolite X. The interface is in the middle.

Fig. 3 Bright-field TEM image of an X-A composite crystal after 4-day growth of A on X. The
zeolite X core in the middle of the image is marked by thick solid lines. The bright region
around the zeolite X core is zeolite A shell, which is divided by different domains. Selectedarea electron diffraction patterns were superimposed at the areas where they were taken.
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Introduction
Hectorites are clays of the smectite group Si8Mg6-xLixO20(OH)4]Xnx/n.H2O, that present
interesting applications in catalysis and in the preparation of composites [1]. Classical
synthesis methods of these materials involve the use of high temperatures (>623K) or long
times of heating at lower temperatures (393K). To solve these disadvantages, an interesting
topic of research is the use of new technologies in the synthesis process. In hydrothermal
treatments, the application of microwaves is a good alternative to reduce the synthesis time.
Vicente et al reported a faster synthesis of hectorite by microwave-hydrothermal treatment at
393K in 8h instead of two week using conventional heating [2]. Another interesting technique
is the ultrasounds to obtain an efficient reactant mixture [3]. An important disadvantage for
hectorites application in catalysis is the collapse of their structure at relatively low
temperatures. The introduction of pillars in interlamellar space or the delamination with
mesopores layers aggregation can minimize this problem.
We describe the synthesis of mesoporous delaminated hectorite varying the pH of synthesis
and employing microwaves and ultrasounds in the hydrothermal treatment and mixture of
reagents stage respectively, to reduce the time of synthesis and increase crystallinity. These
hectorites will be compared with silicate bearing hectorites, which present pillaring
characteristics, also prepared with microwave or conventional heating.
Experimental
Delaminated Mesoporous Hectorites.
This type of hectorites was prepared following the method reported by Iwasaki et al [4]. An
acidified sodium silicate solution was mixed with MgCl2 and LiF. LiOH was then added for
precipitation (to obtain pH=10 or 12). The molar ratio of reagents was Si:Mg:Li=
4,00:2,60:0,40. The resulting suspension was maintained 20 min in an ultrasound bath. Some
experiments under ultrasounds were also performed at 40 min and 60 min to study the
influence of this parameter. One sample was washed until pH=7 whereas the rest were
washed maintaining the pH 10 and 12. Trimethyldodecylammonium chloride (AQ) was then
added in molar ratio Li:AQ= 1:1. The hydrothermal treatment was performed by microwave
irradiation at 453K for 1h or by conventional autoclave at 453K for 2h. All products were
calcined at 893K for 75 min. The samples prepared were named as: 7HD20MW, 7HD40MW,
7HD60MW, 7HD20C, 7HD40C and 7HD60C, 10HD20MW, 10HD20C, 12HD20MW. Each corresponds
to pH, HD (delaminated hectorites), time of ultrasounds and type of thermal treatment (MW
or C).
Silicate Bearing-Hectorites
Hectorites were prepared following the method reported by Torii et al [5]. First an acidified
silicate solution was mixed with MgCl2. NaOH was added until pH=10 to precipitate. The
solution was washed, dried, and mixed with LiF. The molar ratio of reagents was
Si:Mg:Li=4,00:2,70:0,30. The hydrothermal treatment was performed in two ways, one by
laboratory microwave equipment at 453K for 1h (10HBMW) and the other by conventional
autoclave at 453K for 2h (10HBC). Products were mixed with trimethyldodecylammonium
chloride in molar ratio Li:AQ=1:1 and treated in reflux at 353K for 1h.
Samples were characterized by XRD, N2 physisorption, TEM, NMR Si29, ICP, XRF and
determination of C.E.C.
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Results and discussion
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the synthesized hectorites. XRD patterns of all
samples were typical of clays materials and showed only one crystalline phase corresponding
to hectorite (Fig 1). 001 reflection was not observed. This could be associated with
delamination in HD hectorites, and with a very limited ordering in the c-axis for HB. At the
same preparation conditions, the most crystalline delaminated hectorites were those prepared
at pH=10 (higher crystallite size). The use of microwaves and the increase of ultrasounds time
improved crystallization. The hectorite prepared at pH 12 was the most amorphous.
Table 1. Characterization of hectorites.
CEC

7HD20MW

BET
area
603

7HD40MW
7HD60Mw
7HD20C
7HD40C
7HD60C

Si/
Mg
1,5

*Mg/
Alk
68,9 10HD20MW

BET
area
599

CEC

75,7

XRD
nm·
6,5

601
572
563

75,9
63,7
61,6

7,3
7,8
6,0

1,5
1,4
2,1

34,1
38,9
40,7

10HD20C
10HBMW
10HBC

590
262
356

561

53,0

6,5

2,2

14,6

12HD20MW

353

536

51,2

6,8

2,2

+

84,4

DRX
nm·
7,1

Si/
Mg
1,7

*Mg
/Alk
38,1

73,1
39,0
43,5

6,3
11,9
8,7

2,2
1,4
1,4

56,4
7,2
7,3

39,0

5,7

1,1

52,9

+

10,4 *Alk= Alkalines (Na + Li ), · (006) crystallite size

TEM images showed lamellar morphology for all
samples (Fig 2). In delaminated hectorites we
observed nano-sized layers aggregated to make
mesoporous. In contrast, HB samples presented
oriented layers. The BET area of delaminated
hectorites of pH 7 and 10 when the synthesis was
made with microwaves was higher (around 600 m2/g
table1.) than that prepared at higher pH. Besides, of
these samples were more crystalline, and their CEC
Figure 1. X-ray diffraction of 10HD20MW,
values were higher too. These characteristics can be
10HD20C.
related to the presence of alkaline (Li+, Na+) vacancies
in the structure. The high Mg/Alk ratio and the shift to
higher values of the peak corresponding to the Si4+ in
the Td sheet (Si29 NMR) confirmed this fact.
HB hectorites were the most crystalline samples, but
presented lowest areas and CECs, and not alkaline
vacancies were observed.
Conclusions
Figure 2. TEM images of 10HDMW and
Mesoporous delaminated hectorites synthesized by
10HBMW.
microwaves were more crystalline and presented
higher areas and higher CECs than when conventional methods were used in the synthesis.
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Introduction
Titanium dioxide has been proven to be versatile in the catalysis field, for example as support
for metal and metal oxides1 and as a catalyst itself for the photodegradation of organic
pollutants.2 For both listed applications, the use of TiO2 on the nanometer scale is often
employed because of nanoparticles high specific surface area and nanoparticles advantageous
properties mainly attributed to quantum confinement effects.2 However, the use of
unsupported nanometric TiO2 in solution is hindered by elevated costs for recovery and
agglomeration or particle growth. To overcome these difficulties, nano-TiO2 can be supported
in high surface area supports, such as the rigid and thermally stable framework of mesoporous
silica SBA-15. In this work, we present an effective method established in our research group
for the controlled synthesis of nanometric TiO2 inside SBA-15 pores by the impregnation,
followed by the thermal decomposition, of titanium-based metallo-organic precursor.
Experimental
SBA-15 synthesis was based on procedure described elsewhere.3 To obtain TiO2@SBA-15, a
solution of titanium (IV) di-(n-propoxy)-di-(2-ethylhexanoate) (Ti(OnPr)2(hex)2) was
infiltrated in SBA-15 pores. Thereafter, the SBA-15 was filtered and copiously washed with
hexane and thermally treated at 873 K. This procedure was named as one impregnation–
decomposition cycle (IDC) and was repeated for 3, 5, 7 or 10 times, resulting in SBA15/xTiO2, with x corresponding to the IDC number.
Results and discussion
SAXS patterns of SBA-15 before and after IDC with Ti(OnPr)2(hex)2 (Fig 1 A) presented
three characteristic (100), (110) and (200) signals, which result from the hexagonal ordering
of the mesopores, and indicate that mesostructure is preserved even after 10 IDC. A shift in
the reflections is observed after the first IDC and result from unit cell size a0 contraction from
11.8 nm, for pure SBA-15, to 10.5 nm, for all SBA/xTiO2 samples. N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherms (Fig 1 B) exhibited typical SBA-15 physisorption profile with type IV sorption
isotherms with type H1 hysteresis loops. After seven successive IDC, one can observe a less
steep adsorption step and a broader hysteresis loop, suggesting the formation of a
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homogeneous layer of TiO2 in the SBA-15 inner surface, causing progressive constriction in
the pores width without their obstruction. DRS UV-Vis spectroscopy was used for the
determination of the band gap variation upon IDC by extrapolation of the linear portion of the
TiO2 related band (Fig 1 C), since band-gap shift is a size induced effect observed for
semiconductors nanoparticles, such as TiO2.2 IDC number increase resulted in band-gap shift
to lower values, suggesting that TiO2 in SBA-15 is under nanometric regime and increases in
size after each IDC.
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Figure 1. (A) SAXS patterns (B) N2 physisorption isotherms (pore size distribution in detail)
and (C) DRS UV-vis spectra (direct band-gap in detail) of (a) pure SBA-15 and (b), (c) and
(d) for SBA-15/xTiO2, with x = 3, 7 and 10, respectively.
Conclusions
SBA-15 with TiO2 homogeneously distributed inside mesopores was prepared by the IDC
methodology. Results presented show the ability to tune the size of TiO2 inside SBA-15
mesopores, and therefore the capacity to control the band gap, the total pore size and the total
surface area of the final material by only varying the number of infiltration-decomposition
cycles.
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Introduction
Supported Mesoporous thin films with controlled accessible porosity are of great
importance in the development of optical, electronic, sensor devices and catalytic
surfaces. Pore size, pore volume and accessibility of the porosity are critical properties
which qualify the films for various applications [1]. Here we report a facile and simple
way of making mesoporous silica films with fully accessible porosity, tunable pore sizes
and varying thicknesses. The synthesis of transparent and smooth silica thin films were
realized via spin coating of a suspension of zeolitic nanoslabs and triblock copolymer on
substrate, followed by hydrothermal annealing and calcination.
Experimental
The synthesis was inspired from that of 3 D ordered Zeotile-4 powder material [2, 3]. The
zeolitic nanoslab suspension was combined with acidic triblock copolymer (P123). This
mixture was diluted and spin coated over Clean Si wafers. The spin coated films were
hydrothermally annealed by keeping them inside an autoclave at elevated temperatures (6590°C) for 50-60 h, followed by drying and calcination. The calcined films were characterised
with Ellipsometric porosimetry (EP), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), X-ray reflectometry
(XRR), Transmission Electron microscopy (TEM), Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy
(RBS) Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) etc. Chemical
functionalization of the films was realized via Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD).
Results and discussion
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Ellipsometric porosimetry (EP) using toluene probe has been used as a convenient tool to
determine the effective porosity of the films on their original support [4]. Films having
porosity in the range of 70 to 90 vol%, Pore sizes of 5- 25 nm and thicknesses ranging from
100 to 500 nm were easily realized. AFM images revealed that the films had a very smooth
surface (average surface roughness < 4nm). These transparent films processed very low
refractive index (~ 1.08) and low density (~ 0.4 g/cm3). From GISAXS it has been observed
that the films had a disordered structure. The porous thin films exhibited a reversible
shrinkage during adsorption-desorption of toluene. Shrinkage up to 30 % of its initial
thickness as result of adsorption was observed, which is not very common in case of
mesoporous silica films. The young modulus of these films measured by nano indentation was
very low (0.9 GPa) which reasons its mechanical flexibility. Chemical functionalization of the
pore walls of the film using Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) [5] of TiO2 confirmed the fully
accessible porosity measured by EP. Ruther ford backscattering spectroscopy and TEM done
after the ALD further confirmed the accessibility of the pores.

Conclusions
The mesoporous films we present have very high porosity which is fully accessible for
organic as well as inorganic molecules. This fully accessible porosity was obtained by the
random linking of nanoslabs. The adsorption of an organic molecule (toluene) and deposition
of inorganic compounds (TiO2) suggests the new films to be useful in all kinds of applications
where accessibility of the porosity is critical. The adsorption induced shrinkage of the films
also could be made useful in special applications such as nano actuators.
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Introduction
Pillared interlayered clays (PILC) are being synthesized and studied to obtain materials with
micropores larger than usual with controlled surface chemistry. They would be used in industrial
processes in which reactant or product molecules are big. Limited success has been achieved
getting adequate interlayer distances but stability under reaction conditions (temperature and
humidity) is not sufficient yet. Research continues since it would be very interesting to produce
low cost materials with those characteristics for adsorption and catalytic applications.
An important aspect of the studies is to characterize the pillars distribution in the interlayer space
because it determines the microporous features once the pillar density and height have been fixed.
To that end, we have applied our experience in studies of textural and molecular diffusion with
zeolites and PILCs [1,2] by adsorption of hydrocarbons of different size and shape followed by
volumetry and microcalorimetry. Information on surface energetics is also obtained. The
experimental results will also be used in theoretical studies (modelling/simulation).
Experimental
Tabla 1. Zr content and structural and
PILCs were synthesized from two clays (Portosanto, textural properties of PILCs samples.
Portugal, and Wyoming, USA). Table 1 shows Zr
pillars hpillar/
Vµp
Zr
content and structural and textural properties of
nm
cm3/g
mmol/g
/nm-2
Sample
PILCs samples.
Results and discussion
PILC(PTS) samples present the same pillar density
and pillar height but micropore volumes are
different. It must be due to a different distribution
0.8

Tol

n  / mmol g -1

0.7
0.6

nC6

0.5

Mes

0.4
0.3

M5(PTS) (42 ºC)

0.2

nC6

Tol

Mes

ads

0.1
0.0
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

M6

1,71

0,60

0,71

0,097

M5

1,73

0,61

0,70

0,106

M7

1,73

0,61

0,70

0,121

M9

1,71

0,60

0,85

0,101

WYO M8

1,87

0,67

0,85

0,103

M10

2,01

0,73

0,78

0,077

PTS

0.20

0.25

0.30

p / p0

0.35

0.40

and grouping of pillars that produce larger
micropore space although the mean
dimension can be similar. In the case of
PILC(WYO) the Zr content changes between
samples. Equal and different pillar height and
micropore volume were obtained.
Fig. 1 presents as an example volumetric
isotherms of the used hydrocarbons on one of
the samples. Total uptake depends on the molecular size and its facility of molecules to fit
inside the microporous space.

Fig.1. Adsorption on M5(PTS) sample.
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qst,/ kJ mol-1

Differential heats of adsorption vs. amount of adsorbed toluene on some of the PILCs are shown
110
in Fig. 2. A large initial fall of the adM6 (PTS)
Toluene
sorption heat is apparent in all cases. It is
100
M5 (PTS)
42 ºC
M9 (WYO)
due to the specific interaction of the aromaM10 (WYO)
90
tic ring with the acid centres on the pillars
(Zr cations). Adsorption on the rest of the
80
microporous volume follows. The increase
70
of the heat afterwards in some cases is
M10(WYO)
produced by lateral interactions; it unveils
60
the existence of larger cavities. The final
M9(WYO)
50
M5(PTS) M6(PTS)
fall in the qst,-n curves marks the end of
micropore filling (nμp). The relative position
40
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
of the calorimetric isotherms is related to
n / mmol g-1
the micropore size: the narrower produce
somewhat higher heats of adsorption.
Fig. 2. Heat of toluene adsorption on PILCs.
Table 2 presents the results for the three adsorbates on the two families of PILCs. The packing
density of the adsorbate inside the micropores, dpck, and its percentage relative to the liquid
density, %dpck = 100·dpck/dliq, gives an idea of the size of microporous cavities [1]. Percentage
packing density, %dpck, of
Tabla 2. Hydrocarbons adsorption on PILCs samples
n-hexane and toluene on
each PILC(PTS) sample are
n-Hexane
Toluene
Mesitylene
similar although micropore
nμp
dpck *
nμp
dpck *
nμp
dpck *
volumes are different. M9
mmol/
mmol/
mmol/
3
3
Sample
cm3/g
3 %dpck cm /g
3 %dpck cm /g
3 %dpck and M8 WYO samples have
cm
cm
cm
similar micropore volume
M6 0,480 4,95
67 0,605 6,24
68 0,290 2,99
38
and pillar height; values of
PTS M5 0,370 3,49
47 0,470 4,43
48 0,250 2,36
30
%dpck are not so different.
M7 0,485 4,01
54 0,610 5,04
55
However, the M10(WYO)
M9 0,560 5,54
75 0,680 6,73
73 0,440 4,36
55
sample with lower pillar
WYO M8 0,645 6,26
84 0,725 7,04
77 0,410 3,98
50
height and micropore voM10 0,550 7,14
96 0,740 9,61 105 0,390 5,06
64
lume presents the larger
* dpck = nμp(microcalorimetry) / Vµp ('t' method)
%dpck. We must conclude
that it has a small number
of cavities but of the largest dimensions.
A similar analysis extended to all results, volumetric and calorimetric, allows us to get conclusions on the texture of these PILCs. Simulation studies with simple geometric models of the
nanoscopic structure of the PILCs are being carried out. The goal is to determine how the
distribution/grouping of pillars conditions the porosity and adsorption properties. The simulation
of adsorption processes is carried out by Monte Carlo methods in the microcanonical ensemble.
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Introduction
The synthesis of nanoparticles inside mesoporous materials allows a better control of their
size and dispersion. These properties are directly relevant to their use in catalysis. Recently, a
range of metal phosphides have found applications in hydrodesulfurisation (HDS) [1] and
hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) [2].
Moreover, mesoporous silica (SBA-15, SBA-16) show very reproducible and tunable
characteristics: channel width, wall thickness and pore size distribution can all be controlled
during the synthesis [3].
Here we describe an easy synthesis of cobalt phosphide nanoparticles, starting from molecular
metal clusters. Following previous studies [4] and due to their stoichiometry, Co4(CO)10(µdppa) (dppa = Ph2PNHPPh2) and Co4(CO)8(µ-dppa)2 are shown to be excellent cobalt and
phosphorous providers for the formation of Co2P. In the present study, the cluster
Co4(CO)10(µ4-PPh)2 presenting a square planar geometry of the four cobalt centers and a
direct bond between them and both P atoms has also been used as precursor. Their
impregnation inside mesoporous silica followed by calcination leads to confined Co2P
nanoparticles.
Experimental
The organometallic clusters and the mesoporous silica were synthesized according to the
literature [5-7]. The clusters were characterized by IR, 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopies and
then impregnated into the silica matrices by dipping into CH2Cl2 solutions. A thermal
treatment under neutral or slightly reducing atmosphere at different temperatures gave the
Co2P nanoparticles (occluded and external). The structure and composition of the
nanoparticles and of the matrices were studied by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), N2
adsorption/desorption, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and nanoprobe electron
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX).
Results and discussion
The combined studies of unsupported nanoparticles and of the impregnated silica matrices
(namely PXRD, SEM, TEM) show that depending on the cluster precursor, different phases
can be obtained: cubic Co, Co2P and a P-rich amorphous phase. Metallic Co may be easily
eliminated by dissolution from HCl solutions. PXRD were also collected as a function of
temperature to follow the nanoparticle size growth. From Figure 1, the PXRD patterns prove
that Co2P is already formed at 500 °C. At this temperature, the particles are not directly
observable by TEM but, using a replica technique [8] the difficulty is overcome.
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Figure 1. Formation of nanoparticles as a function of temperature. The diffraction peaks from
the alumina substrate have been removed for clarity (*).
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Figure 2. SEM (a) and TEM (b) images of Co2P/SBA-15.
a

b

Conclusions
From well-defined molecular precursors with the suitable stoichiometry, confined Co2P
nanoparticles in organized mesoporous materials may be obtained at relatively low
temperature. Catalytic tests in HDS and HDN will be performed.
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Introduction
In hydrothermal synthesis of zeolites, organic-structure-directing agents (OSDA) are
employed to form zeolite structure, in addition to alkali metals, and Si and Al sources.
Recently, there has been growing interest in OSDA-free synthesis of zeolites, such as MFI
and MOR. In the OSDA-free synthesis of zeolites, Si/Al ratio and concentration of alkali
metals in the synthetic solution are important factors to form the zeolite structure. However,
since formation of zeolite nuclei and crystals proceeds in a strong alkaline solution,
nucleation/crystallization and resolution of zeolites simultaneously occurs, leading to low
yield of zeolite and poor crystallinity due to deposition of amorphous silica.
In contrast, we successfully prepared MFI and MOR zeolite nanocrystals via hydrothermal
synthesis in a water/surfactant/organic solvent [1–4], where the non-ionic surfactants
adsorbed on the surface of the zeolite precursors likely induced the formation of zeolite nuclei.
Moreover, it is considered that the adsorbed surfactant inhibit the zeolite nuclei and crystal
from their resolution. Main objective of this study is development of OSDA-free synthesis of
MFI zeolite at high zeolite yield. The effects of surfactant addition and Si/Al ratio on the
crystallinity and yields of obtained MFI zeolites are investigated.
Experimental
Non-ionic surfactant (Polyoxyethylene(n)oleylether, C18H35-(OC2H4)n-OH, n=2, 10, 15, 20,
50, defined as O-n hereafter) was employed in this study. A water solution containing Si and
Al sources was obtained by hydrolyzing each metal alkoxide with an alkaline solution at room
temperature. The molar ratio of Si to Al (Si/Al) were in the range of 12.5 to 200. Then, nonionic surfactant, O-n, was added into the solution at constant concentrations of oxyethylene
group 0.75 mol/L (e.g. O-10 and O-15 concentrations of 0.075 and 0.05 mol/L, respectively).
The mixture was then placed in a Teflon sealed stainless steel bottle (100 cc bottle), heated to
423 K, and then held at this temperature for 48-72 h with stirring to yield MFI zeolite.
Results and discussion
In order to investigate the effect of surfactant properties on the crystallinity, OSDA-free
MFI zeolite synthesis was carried out using the surfactants with different oxyethylene-chain
length (O-n). It is well-known that HLB (Hydrophile-Lipophile Balance) value can be used to
predict the surfactant hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties. As the hydrophobic property
increases, the HLB value decreases, and vice versa. Accordingly, HLB values were used to
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Amount of adsorbed N2 within micropore
[ml(STP)/g]

evaluate hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of surfactants. Figure 1 shows the effects of HLB
value on an amount of adsorbed N2 within micropore, which was measured at relative
pressure P/P0 of 0.0 in N2 adsorption isotherms. X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples in
Fig. 1 showed the peaks corresponding to MFI zeolite. As shown in the figure, the addition of
surfactant into the synthetic solution was effective in increasing the amount of adsorbed N2
within micropore of MFI zeolite prepared in OSDA-free conditions. Moreover, the HLB vales
of surfactant affected the amount of N2 adsorbed on micropore, which reached to
approximately 85-90 ml(STP)/g when using O-15. Since zeolites possess hydrophilichydrophobic properties on their surface, there exists the affinity between the zeolite surface
and surfactant, depending on HLB values. Accordingly, the HLB values affected the
development of micropore. Figure 2 shows the effect of Si/Al ratio on the yields of ZSM-5
zeolite, and FE-SEM images of the obtained samples. As compared with the sampel without
surfactant, the yield of MFI zeolite at
Si/Al=12.5
incresed
from
Polyoxyethylene(n)oleylether (C18H35-(OC2H4)n-OH)
O-n, n: number of hydrophilic chains
approximately 60 % to 90 % in
100
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OSDA-free synthesis using sufactant
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the adsorption of surfactant on the
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zeolite surface, where the resolution of
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Without surfactant
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Si and Al atoms in zeolite framework
were inhibited. As shown in the FEProperties of surfactant
Hydrophobic
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SEM images, the crystal sizes of MFI
40
0
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zeolite depended on Si/Al ratio,
HLB value
indicating that the Al ions in the Fig. 1. Effects of HLB values of surfactant on an
amount o f adsorbed N2 within micropore.
solution enhanced the nucleation rate.
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Introduction
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline compounds built up from the metal atoms
or clusters connected with the rigid multifunctional organic ligands (linkers). Known for their
low density (down to 0.2 g cm-3), high surface area (up to 5900 m2 g-1) and large pore volume
(up to 2 cm3 g-1) [1], MOFs are suitable for gas storage, applications in heterogeneous
catalysis and drug delivery [2]. Here we report on the solid-state NMR studies of thermal
stability of porous zinc benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (Zn-BTC).
Experimental
Zn-BTC used for the NMR studies was crystallized from the gel with molar ratios of reactants
Zn(ac)2·2H2O : BTC : 93.8 H2O : 72.4 EtOH after solvothermal treatment at 448 K for 1 day
in Teflon-lined autoclaves. 1H-13C CPMAS NMR spectra of the Zn-BTC powder have been
recorded on a 600MHz Varian NMR system equipped with a Varian 3.2 mm MAS probe.
Results and discussion
Hydrothermal stability of Zn-BTC
was evaluated by boiling in distilled
water for different periods of time up
to 16 hours under refluxing.
The reversibility of water sorption
was first confirmed by XRD analysis.
Zn-BTC samples were heated up to
200 °C and then allowed to rehydrate
in humid air for 24 hours. The XRD
patterns were collected using
continuous scanning mode in 2θ
range 5 - 70° with a scanning speed of
0.013° at a counting time of 100 s per
step. The XRD pattern of assynthesized Zn-BTC is shown in
Figure 1a. Heating of the samples up
to 200 °C (Figure 1b) causes the
desorption of water from the pores
and leads to a phase change.
Dehydration is however reversible as
shown by the XRD pattern of the
rehydrated Zn-BTC (Figure 1c) which
is equivalent to the pattern of the assynthesized Zn-BTC.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1: XRD patterns of a) as-synthesized ZnBTC, b) a sample heated to 200 °C and c) a sample
heated to 200 °C and rehydrated for a day.
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Similar studies of thermal stability were then done using 13C NMR spectroscopy. Carbon
spectrum of powdered sample of as-synthesized Zn-BTC is shown in Figure 2a. Peaks
corresponding to 13C nucleus in aromatic rings (between 131 and 138 ppm) and carboxylic
groups (between 174 and 178 ppm) are clearly visible. Samples of Zn-BTC were then
heated in a flow of nitrogen. Heating up to 200 °C causes desorption of water from the
pores and smaller framework modifications as seen by isotropic chemical shifts and
broadening of peaks on the spectra (Figure 2b). Further heating collapses the structure as
suggested by broad peaks in the NMR spectra (Figure 2c). Finally the reversibility of
water sorption was studied. Zn-BTC sample was heated to 200 °C then left to cool down
and rehydrate for three days. Comparing spectra of the rehydrated (Figure 2d) with the
spectra of as-synthesized sample suggests that structure of Zn-BTC is re-formed after
rehydration.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2: 1H-13C CPMAS NMR spectra of a) as-synthesized Zn-BTC, b) a sample heated to
200 °C, c) a sample heated to 300 °C and d) a sample heated to 200 °C then cooled and
rehydrated for three days.
Conclusions
Solid-state NMR studies confirmed the thermal stability of Zn-BTC. For temperatures up to
200 °C structural changes of Zn-BTC framework are almost fully reversible if sample is
allowed to rehydrate. If heated above 200 °C the framework irreversibly collapses.
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Introduction
Molybdenum oxide based catalysts have significant importance for a variety of oxidation and
hydrotreating reactions, as well as the much studied methane dehydroaromatization reaction.
Catalysts are generally prepared from either the wetness impregnation of the zeolite with an
aqueous solution of (NH4)3Mo7O24 or the physical mixing of MoO3 with the zeolite. In both
cases, MoO3 crystallites on the surface can vapourise and migrate into the pores on
calcination, however the extent of migration is unclear and many groups believe the vast
majority of Mo species remain in large clusters on the surface.[1]
A potentially better method of preparing metal oxide/zeolite catalysts involves the room
temperature sublimation and decarbonylation of M(CO)6 (M = Mo, W).[2-5] This synthesis
method has the potential to leave MO3 in a highly dispersed state throughout the zeolite,
leading in turn to a catalyst of higher intrinsic activity. However, the size of the M(CO)6
molecule (greater than 7 Å) strongly restricts the choice of zeolite to those with larger pores.
Furthermore, it can be difficult to control the weight loading of metal species in the catalyst.
Experimental
A selection Mo and W catalysts were prepared via this method, with the view of preparing
catalysts of higher activity for the methane dehydroaromatization reaction. The zeolites
selected included HUSY, HBeta, and HZSM-5. A variety of decarbonylation techniques were
tested, including thermal decomposition (gradual and flash heating with and without the
presence of O2) and photodecarbonylation techniques (in the presence of O2).[6] The catalyst
weight loading was determined gravimetrically and verified using XPS. XPS also gave insight
into the oxidation state of Mo species, as well as the extent to which Mo is oxidized by the
zeolite protons after decarbonylation.
The resulting catalysts were characterized using a variety of techniques. XRD was used to
verify structural integrity remains throughout the decomposition process. 27Al Solid State
NMR was used to investigate how the metal species interacts with the framework and IR
spectroscopy was used to investigate the mechanism of decomposition of metal carbonyls
within the zeolite pores.
Results and discussion
Mo(CO)6 loaded well into zeolite HUSY and gave Mo weight loadings ranging from 3-12%
depending on decarbonylation technique. Despite loading well into HBeta, Mo weight
loadings varied from 0.7% - 9%. Mo(CO)6 and W(CO)6 do not load into HZSM-5 and only
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surface weight loadings could be achieved. W(CO)6 only weakly physisorbs into zeolites and
weight loadings of W varied from 0-14% on HUSY and 0-9% on HBeta.
XPS analysis of as prepared catalysts before exposure to atmospheric air showed that the Mo
metal remaining after Mo(CO)6 decarbonylation is strongly oxidised by the zeolite protons
leaving Mo in a high oxidation state.
XRD analysis showed that the decarbonylation and incorporation of Mo and W into all
zeolites did not significantly effect the framework.
Analysis by IR showed that Mo(CO)6 decarbonylates in stages to give a variety of different
subcarbonyl species, first witnessed by Abdo et al.[2] The extent to which the various
decarbonylation species are formed during gradual and flash heating methods can be
compared.
The OH region of the IR spectrum is well known to give two peaks, corresponding to terminal
silanol groups and Bronsted acid sites. In the case of HUSY, three peaks can be seen,
corresponding to terminal silanols and the acid sites of both the sodalite cages and supercages.
The extent to which acid sites are lost from the zeolite during decarbonylation, due to the
anchoring of molybdenum on Al sites and the oxidation of Mo by zeolite protons could be
monitored by analysing the areas of the corresponding peaks.
27

Al Solid State NMR confirmed the anchoring of Mo on Al sites in all zeolites and showed to
which extent Al is extracted from the framework during this process.
Conclusions
The weight loading of Mo and W in zeolites can be controlled to some extent by choice of
decarbonylation technique. A variety of characterization techniques were successfully
employed to analyze these catalysts fully, in both the synthesis methods and the Mo species
remaining after catalyst synthesis.
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Introduction
Various synthesis methods exist for the introduction of zeolitic features in mesoporous
materials. However, all methods have their specific benefits and drawbacks with respect to the
structural control and properties of the obtained materials. Here, we show results on two
different methodologies: (1) a one-pot synthesis approach in which part of the zeolite template
(TPAOH) to prepare titanium-silicalite-1 is replaced by CTMABr for the templated induction
of mesoporosity and (2) a post-synthesis impregnation of zeolitic nanoparticles in mesoporous
supports [1]. Both methods are strongly divergent and have their benefits and drawbacks with
respect to the mesoporosity, zeolitic features, diffusion and incorporation of hetero-elements.
Experimental
One-pot synthesis approach.
One-pot templated materials, denoted as meso-TSM, were prepared by an adjusted synthesis
of the TS-1 zeolite [2], whereby part of the zeolite structure directing agent (TPAOH) was
replaced by a mesopore templating agent (CTMABr). 1.4 g of CTMABr was dissolved in 13.5
mL of distilled water followed by the addition of 3.75 mL of TPAOH during stirring.
Afterwards, 300 µL of TBOT and 5.6 mL of TEOS were added under vigorous stirring. After
stirring for 1.5 hours at room temperature, the mixture was hydrothermally treated at 100, 125
or 150 °C with a variable duration (2, 4 or 7 days). After filtrating, washing and drying, the
materials were calcined in ambient atmosphere at 550 °C for 6 h (heating rate 1 °C/min).
Post-synthesis impregnation of zeolitic nanoparticles.
A VS-1 nanoparticle solution was prepared as described in a previous article [1a]. The
resulting clear solution containing the VS-1 nanoparticles was acidified with HCl with or
without subsequent dilution. Different amounts and concentrations of the acidified VS-1
nanoparticle solution were impregnated on calcined SBA-15 by means of an incipient wetness
impregnation. The ultimate product was dried and subsequently calcined up to 550 °C for 6 h
in ambient atmosphere with a heating rate of 1 °C/min.
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Results and discussion
One-pot synthesis approach.
Nitrogen-sorption and XRD show that the formation of the zeolitic phase is hampered in the
presence of the mesotemplate CTMABr below 150°C. Hydrothermal treatment above 150°C
results in the formation of a zeolitic phase but coincides with the decomposition of CTMABr
resulting in a decrease of mesoporosity. The ratio of microtemplate/mesotemplate is found to
be determining to tune the porosity characteristics of the resulting materials towards a
dominant mesoporous structure or a pronounced zeolitic character. However, because of the
competitive growth mechanism of the zeolitic phase and mesostructure, a trade-off remains
between a high mesoporosity and a pronounced zeolitic character. In addition, HRTEM
images clearly indicate that the obtained materials are composite materials with both phases
closely intermingled rather than a true hierarchical structure.
Post-synthesis impregnation of zeolitic nanoparticles.
X-ray diffraction studies show that the material does not obtain any true long range zeolite
character. Nevertheless, an increase in microporosity can be observed in N2-sorption.
Furthermore, N2-sorption shows a clear control of the porosity characteristics in relation to the
amount and concentration of the deposited zeolitic nanoparticles, allowing a good control on
porous properties and consequently on diffusion. Since no true long range zeolite character
was observed, spectroscopic studies were executed to reveal the chemical nature of the
impregnated nanoparticles. EPR CW, pulse and HYSCORE experiments on uncalcined
samples reveal differences between the chemical properties (hydrophilicity, local
heterogeneity, interactions with gases) of the deposited VS nanoparticles and the full-grown
zeolite caused by their small dimensions [3]. The observed differences in EPR suggest altered
performance and stability of the nanoparticles in e.g. catalytic processes compared to the fullgrown zeolite.
Conclusions
Although several methods can be applied to create bimodal materials, the structural properties
and control is strongly divergent. One-pot synthesis approaches can be tuned to obtain both
mesoporosity and true zeolitic character. However, no true hierarchical porosity can be
achieved due to the trade-off between mesopores and zeolite formation. On the other hand,
post-synthesis deposition methods allow for a much easier structural control but the zeolitic
nanoparticles have strongly altered properties as compared to full grown zeolites.
Nevertheless, both materials have interesting features, which could be beneficial in several
applications.
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Introduction
In the last decade a variety of innovative materials has been developed for practical
applications, challenges in developing aerospace, mechanical, bionic, medical and
environmental. New achievements of materials that do not belong to conventional approaches
offer great opportunities and challenges.
The ETS-10 and ETS-4 are microporous crystalline synthetic materials [1]. The different
synthetic methods produce these materials as dust. Recently, ETS phases were synthesized in
the pellets form directly by hydrothermal synthesis[2].
The carbon nanotubes were discovered fortuitously in 1991. In general, the nanotubes can be
divided into two main families: single-walled nanotubes (single-walled nanotubes or SWNT)
and multi-walled nanotubes (multi-walled nanotubes, or MWNT).
In this work was studied the possibility to combine the inherent characteristics of self-bonded
microporous materials with the carbon nanotubes performance.
Self-bonded pellets composed of titanosilicate matrix-type and carbon nanotubes were
synthesized. Studies and laboratory tests on samples to determine their constitution, properties
and comparison with pellets titanosilicate matrix without nanotubes were carried out.
Experimental
Preparation of initial gels for the pellets was based on the following synthesis system
expressed in moles:xNa2O-0.6KF-yTiO2-1.28xHCl-1.49SiO2-39.5H2O- with 1<x<2.5, 0.1<y<
0.3 moles. Once prepared, the gel was dried at a temperature of 90° C for 24 hours.
The dried and pulverized gel was mixed with a precise amount of distilled water in the ratio
dry gel/water=3.5, and were added varying amounts of carbon nanotubes (NT), specifically as
0.0%, 0.05% and 0.1% with respect to the amount of dry gel. It was obtained a paste that was
preformed in a pelletizer at a pressure of 25bar/cm2.
Then the pellets were inserted in Morey type autoclaves containing inside a teflon support
with the aim of keeping the pellets raised by a few milliliters of water present in the
autoclave. The autoclaves sealed were placed in an oven at 190° C for predetermined times.
The pellets obtained were then submitted to their chemical-physical characterization, in
particular, the X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermal analysis (DSC, TG, DTG), compression tests,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Furthermore, kinetic studies were performed to verify
the influence of the amount of nanotubes on kinetic parameters.
Results and discussion
The data obtained showed that the pellets, irrespective of the phase obtained, are not formed
for all systems studied, but their formation is dependent on the synthesis parameters used in
the initial reaction system.
Initial systems containing Na2O molar quantity greater than 2 and TiO2 molar quantity greater
than 0.2 lead to pellets with poor mechanical properties. For values that exceed these molar
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amounts the product obtained is always in form of powder. It was observed that the pellets
mechanical resistence depends primarily on three major parameters: % crystallinity, phase
type and nanotubes percentage (tab.1).
Table 1-Examples of some samples obtained by the following reaction systems: xNa2O0.6KF-yTiO2-1.28xHCl-1.49SiO2-39.5H2O-%NT with their mechanical resistance and %
relative crystallinity.
Systems

Obtained
phase

%relative Mechanical
crystallinity resistance
(Kp)

x
(mol.Na2O)

y
(mol.TiO2)

%NT

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.20
0.20
0.20

0.00
0.05
0.10

ETS-10 pellets
ETS-10 pellets
ETS-10 pellets

25
35
40

11.2
10.6
9.3

2.0
2.0
2.0

0.20
0.20
0.20

0.00
0.05
0.10

ETS-4 pellets
ETS-4 pellets
ETS-4 power

20
43
90

5.3
2
----

The % relative crystallinity has been obtained attributing a value of 100 to the sample with
higher crystallinity and comparing the other samples crystallinity of same phase.
Pellets with high % relative crystallinity generally have lower mechanical resistence and it
could be justified by the fact that to determine the pellets cohesion is the presence of a
sufficient amount of amorphous phase.
The pellets of ETS-4 phase are generally less hard than those of ETS-10 pellets and it can be
probably attributed to the different morphology of the crystals. In fact, the ETS-4 phase
having a crystal morphology of the approximately cubic shape, it does not allow an adequate
pellets compaction.
Since the mechanical resistence of pellets depends on parameters set out above, the addition
of nanotubes does not always lead to a clear improvement in the mechanical properties of
pellets. In pellets of ETS-4 phase it is evident that increasing the amount of nanotubes
decreases the pellets mechanichal strength. Kinetic studies showed, for both ETS-4 and ETS10 phases, a similar behavior. The induction time increases with increasing weight percentage
of nanotubes in the system. This means that nanotubes delay the reaction initiation. The
reaction rate, once the reaction is initiated, increases with increasing amount of nanotubes in
the initial system.
Conclusion
It is possible to synthesize self-bonded pellets of ETS-4 and ETS-10 phase containing carbon
nanotubes. The general trend is that increasing the amount of nanotubes decreases the
mechanical strength and increases the crystallinity of the pellets, although it can still be
obtained pellets containing carbon nanotubes with adequate mechanical strength.
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Introduction
Hydrogen is an attractive alternative energy carrier of the future because of its high energy
content and clean burning, but its storage is still a technological challenge [1, 2]. Porous
Metal-Organic Framework materials (MOF) are considered as promising hydrogen storage
materials, because their structures have low density, high surface area and large pore volume.
The sorption process is quick and reversible, which is crucial for on-board applications; the
disadvantage is that the process requires too low temperatures and too high pressure [3]. The
incorporation of undercoordinated metal centres in MOFs by the impregnation of a given
framework with excess metal ions shows the increase of hydrogen sorption at ambient
temperature [4]. We report here on the impregnation of MIL-101(Fe) with nickel and
magnesium cations and on the characterisation of the obtained products with the emphasis on
the nature of metals in the structures.
Experimental
MIL-101(Fe) was synthesised by using FeCl3.6H2O (Aldrich, 99 %) and terephthalic acid
H2BDC as a ligand (Acros, 99 %) in N,N-dimethyl-formamide (Aldrich, 99,8 %) with molar
ratios of 1.8 : 1 : 137, a slightly modified procedure for the preparation of amino-terephthalic
analogue of MIL-101 [5]. After thermal treatment in Teflon-lined autoclaves (30 mL total
volume) at 110 °C for 24 h, the final product (orange powder) was recovered by filtration,
washed with DMF, and then dried at ambient conditions. MIL-101(Fe) was impregnated by
stirring it for 4 hours at room temperature in either 0.5 M Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (Kemika, 99 %) or
0.5 M MgCl2.6H2O (Aldrich, 99 %). The products MIL-101(Fe), Ni-MIL-101(Fe) and MgMIL-101(Fe) were initially characterised by X-ray powder diffraction and scanning electron
microscopy. The amount of metal was detected by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX). The thermal behaviour was investigated by thermogravimetric analysis and hightemperature XRD. X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) were measured in the transmission
detection mode at C beamline of the HASYLAB synchrotron in Hamburg, Germany, to
determine the local structure of the present metals. The porosity of structures was studied with
N2 adsorption isotherms.
Results and discussion
SEM images of octahedral crystals of MIL-101(Fe) show one-phase product (Fig. 1). The
EDX analysis revealed up to 2 % of impregnated metals in the final products. The structural
changes indicated by TG were also confirmed by HT-XRD indicating that the products were
stable at least up to 300 °C (Fig. 2.a). Mass loss attributed to water desorption is enhanced
after nickel and magnesium deposition in Ni-MIL-101(Fe) and Mg-MIL-101(Fe) suggesting
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the presence of additional water sorption sites (Fig. 2.b, 2.c). N2 adsorption isotherms of non
modified nickel and magnesium modified MIL-101(Fe) show that nitrogen uptake is lower
after grafting. The EXAFS analyses indicated the presence of well-distributed metal sites, i.e.
the absence of NiO clusters in Ni-MIL-101(Fe) sample (Fig. 3).

Figure 1. Octahedral crystals of
MIL-101(Fe)

Figure 3. Fourier transformed XAFS spectra
of Ni-MIL-101(Fe) sample compared with
different reference compounds.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. Thermal behaviour of (a) MIL-101(Fe), (b) Ni- and (c) Mg-MIL-101(Fe).
Conclusions
We synthesised highly-crystalline iron-terephthalate MIL-101(Fe) that was additionally
grafted with nickel and magnesium. The initial material showed highly porous nature. Nickel
and also magnesium impregnation of MIL-101(Fe) decreased the surface area of the products.
Spectroscopic analyses indicated the absence of metal oxides within the pores. Hydrogen
storage capacity measurements are in progress.
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Introduction
Metal-organic framework materials (MOFs) are currently attracting a tremendous amount of
interest because of their unique chemical and structural characteristics, which enable a variety
of applications [1]. Many researches have focused on the synthesis of new MOF materials and
systematically investigated the role of pH, temperature, concentration, and time on their
crystallisation [2]. Special emphasis has been recently put on the influence of the solvent
properties, typically DMF, alcohols, ketones, alkanes, water and their mixtures, on the
formation and structure transformations of MOFs [3]. Here we report on the controlling role
of acetone in the syntheses of two iron benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylates MIL-45(Fe) [4] and
MIL-100(Fe) [5] from the same reagents.
Experimental
The syntheses were carried out from 3 to 7 days at 150 °C to 190 °C by using the constant
FeCl3·6H2O/benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid ratio, while the molar ratio of H2O/acetone
varied from 1:1.07 to 1:0.13. NaOH was added to the reaction mixtures to deprotonate the
tricarboxylic acid. No hydrofluoric acid or any other mineralizing agent was used in the
syntheses. The size and morphology of crystals in the product were studied with a scanning
electron microscope Zeiss Supra™ 3VP. The crystal structures of obtained materials were
confirmed with powder or single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Hydrothermal stability of the
products was evaluated by boiling in distilled water for different periods of time up to 16
hours under refluxing. X-ray absorption (XAS) spectra of products and reference compounds
were measured in the Fe K-edge energy region (7112 eV) in the transmission detection mode
at XAFS beamline of the ELETTRA synchrotron facility in Basovizza, Italy in order to
follow the changes in an average oxidation state and local structure of iron during formation
and after hydrothermal treatment.
Results and discussion
The hydrothermal synthesis in the above mentioned time and temperature range always
resulted in the formation of pure and highly crystalline large-pore MIL-100(Fe) structure.
However, the addition of acetone into the same reaction mixture directed the crystallisation to
the formation of MIL-45(Fe) material with smaller pores in the whole range of studied
H2O/acetone ratios and with slight variations in the crystallinity and phase purity of the
obtained materials (Figure 1).
Test of hydrothermal stability revealed that MIL-100(Fe) retained its structure in boiling
water for at least 16 hours, whereas MIL-45(Fe), which is thermally stable up to 400 °C,
converted to MIL-100(Fe) already after a 15-minute treatment in water. The irreversible
transformation was confirmed by XRD.
XANES study revealed that iron was in trivalent form in MIL-100(Fe) and divalent in MIL45(Fe), which confirmed the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ during the synthesis of MIL-45(Fe),
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since Fe3+ was used as the starting iron source in all experiments. After the hydrothermal
treatment the change in oxidation state from Fe2+ to Fe3+ was determined for MIL-45(Fe)
sample, which is in accordance with its degradation to MIL-100(Fe).
6
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Figure 1. SEM images of MIL-45(Fe)
obtained after 7 days at 190 °C with the
molar ratio of H2O/acetone 1:1.07 (top)
and MIL-100(Fe) crystals obtained
hydrothermally after 3 days at 150 °C
(bottom).

Figure 2. Fe K-edge XANES spectra of
MIL-45(Fe),
MIL-45(Fe)-hts,
MIL100(Fe) and standard Fe2+, Fe3+ reference
compounds. The spectra are displaced
vertically for clarity.

Conclusions
The systematic investigation of the effect of variations in H2O/acetone molar ratio on the
reaction mixture revealed the controlling role of acetone in the formation of MIL-45(Fe) and
MIL-100(Fe) structures through oxidation-reduction and solute-solvent interaction processes.
The MIL-45(Fe) transformation to MIL-100(Fe) during hydrothermal treatment starts with a
complete dissolution of the former structure in hot water.
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Introduction
Zeolites with hierarchical porosity have attracted the attention in the last years [1]. In these
materials, the presence of pores and channels of higher dimensions than the strictly zeolitic
micropores has helped to overcome the mass-transfer limitations that conventional zeolites
with micrometer crystal size show in some catalytic processes, mainly when voluminous
molecules are involved in the reactions. Among the variety of methods that have been
developed in order to introduce additional porosity into zeolitic structures, silylated polymers
have been effectively employed as mesopore-directing agents in order to obtain zeolite single
crystals with intracrystal porosity [2]. Zeolite crystallization from organofuntionalized seeds
also has proven to be a versatile method applicable to the syntheses of a variety of
hierarchical zeolites [3]. In this synthesis strategy organosilanes of the type RSi(OR)3 are
added over zeolitic nuclei previously formed, preventing the aggregation of the nanoparticles
into larger crystals during the final hydrothermal treatment at high temperature. In this case,
aggregated zeolite nanocrystals with intercrystal micro- and mesopores are attained. In this
work, not a simple RSi(OR)3 silane, but a silylated polymer is employed as organosilane in
the synthesis of ZSM-5 zeolite from silanized seeds, and its influence in the textural and
physicochemical properties of the materials synthesized is shown.
Experimental
A clear ZSM-5 precursor solutions was precrystallized at 90ºC for 20h [3]. Then, the zeolite
seeds were functionalized with a silylated polymer [2] at 90ºC for 6h, the
Si(polymer)/Si(precursor solution) ratio ranging from 0.0 to 0.15. The silylated polymer was
formed by reaction of (3-glycidoxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (Aldrich) with a polypropylene
oxide diamine (Jeffamine D-400, Huntsman) at a Si/NH ratio of 0.1. After the silanization
stage, crystallization was carried out in Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclaves at 150ºC and
under autogeneous pressure for 8 days.
Results and discussion
XRD diffractograms of the calcined samples are displayed in Figure 1. The materials prepared
employing a Si(silylated polymer)/Si(precursor solution) ratio ranging from 0.0 to 0.10 are
clearly crystalline. Strong and sharp diffraction peaks are observed in these samples although
slightly lower peak intensities are appreciated in their spectra when compared with the
traditional nanocrystalline ZSM-5 (0.0). This fact could be attributed to the smaller crystalline
domains present in these materials in regard to the reference sample. This effect is much more
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important in the sample synthesized with a Si(pol.)/Si(gel) ratio = 0.12, in which low intensity
signals corresponding to the main diffraction peaks of the ZSM-5 zeolite are appreciated and
no trace of background signal characteristic of amorphous materials is observed. Finally, the
sample synthesized employing the highest Si(pol.)/Si(gel) ratio in the silanization stage shows
the diffraction pattern characteristic of a non-crystalline material.
Si(pol.)/Si(gel)

Si(pol.)/Si(gel)
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0.0
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0.05
0.08
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Figure 1. XRD diffractograms (left) and N2 adsorpotion/desorption isotherms (right) of the
calcined samples.
The zeolites synthesized from seeds organofunctionalized with the silylated polymer exhibit
N2 adsorption clearly higher than those of the reference nanocrystalline sample (Figure 1,
right, and Table 1), denoting that these materials present improved textural properties, with
enhanced porosity and higher values of BET and external surface area. At the same time,
increasing the amount of Si-polymer incorporated in the silanization stage, the micropore
volume diminishes (Table 1), corroborating that the size of the crystalline domains is reduced
and the additional porosity is enhanced as the amount of Si-polymer employed increases.
Silylated polymers are effective silanization agents in the synthesis of hierarchical zeolites by
seed silanization and adjusting their proportion in the synthesis medium it is possible to
control the pore size distribution (PSD) in the final materials (Table 1).
Table 1. Textural properties of the ZSM-5 materials synthesized.
Si(pol.)/Si(gel)
0.0
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.15

SBET (m2/g)
396
465
492
537
557
612
604

SEXT (m2/g)
118
227
239
421
356
563
542

VMIC (cm3/g)
0.123
0.105
0.111
0.048
0.086
0.015
0.020

PSD (nm)
4-100
2-100
2-20
2-30
2-11
2-6

Max.PSD (nm)
11
9
4
4
2
2
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Introduction
Typical industrial synthesis of zeolite involves preparation of hydrogel by mixing of silicate
and aluminate solutions (or sols), its hydrothermal treatment, and washing (NaOH removal)
of the end crystalline product(s)[1,2]. In the starting mixture, the particles of precipitated
amorphous aluminosilicate (gel) are dispersed in the liquid phase. Physicochemical
properties of hydrogels (consequently end product of synthesis) depend on the overall batch
composition (xMe2O × Al2O3 × ySiO2 × zH2O) and the way of gel preparation (order of
addition of silicate and aluminate solutions, mode and intensity of stirring of the reaction
mixture, time and temperature of precipitation, etc.). Even small changes in mentioned
processes (e.g., using of different silica sources, hydrogel ageing, template addition) [3,4] can
give a different result with respect to the rate of crystallization, phase composition and to the
particulate properties (particle size distribution, particle shape) of the crystals. Therefore, the
objective of this work is to study the influence of the "density" of the starting hydrogel on
kinetic parameters of transformation as well as on the final products' particulate properties.
Experimental
Starting alumino-silicate hydrogels were prepared by mixing of alkaline sodium silicate
solution with sodium aluminate solution and homogenized by a disperser. Before
hydrothermal treatment, prepared hydrogels were divided into needed number of HDPE
reactors and heated under static conditions at 80 °C, in a convection oven. At predefined
times, the samples were taken out, centrifuged, washed, dried and characterized using
several methods (techniques) such as: powder X-ray diffraction for phase analysis, optical
and scanning electron microscopy for determination of the crystal growth rate and
morphology; and laser light scattering for crystal size distribution by volume and number.
Results and discussion
Different "density" of starting hydrogels was obtained using constant ratios Na2O/H2O and
Al2O3/SiO2 and decreasing SiO2/H2O ratio as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition (oxide form) of starting hydrogels and the size values of the
end product, under which is 50% of particles by volume (LV50) and by number (LN50). Lmax is
the size of the largest crystals, determined by optical microscopy.
Starting hydrogel composition (batch)
Na2O
Al2O3
SiO2
H2O
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

1.400
1.250
1.050
0.500
0.300

2.667
2.381
2.000
0.952
0.571

250
250
250
250
250

Particle size values
LV50 / m
LN50 / m Lmax / m
10.045
0.776
11.752
10.221
0.765
11.786
9.315
0.786
10.763
7.516
0.771
8.744
7.930
0.769
9.093

From the size of the largest particles and LV50 is evident that high density of the starting
hydrogel (H1 and H2) gives larger crystals at lower growth rate, while smaller crystals come
from diluted systems (H4 and H5) at higher growth rate (Fig 1.). Due to the large number of
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small particles in all systems (maxima around 1 m, Fig 2.), LN50 value (Table 1.) is constant
(the difference is within experimental error 0.773± 0.013 m, about 1.7% of average value).
Moreover, similar values for LV50 and Lmax of dense (H1 and H2) and diluted (H4 and H5)
systems show that the major changes in kinetics of transformation and final product
particulate properties occur when SiO2 batch concentration decreases from 2.381 to 0.952.

Figure 1. Growth of the largest crystals Figure 2. Crystal size distributions by volume
during reaction.
of samples at the end of transformation.

Figure 3. SEM photo (cubes with truncated
edges and twin crystals) of the crystals at
the end of crystallization of H3.
Conclusions
The end products of dense starting hydrogels have significantly larger crystals than from
diluted systems. Particle size distributions by volume show bimodal distribution in all
systems. Most of the changes in particulate properties come from the decrease in size of the
population of larger particles with decreasing density of the starting system.
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Introduction
Multilamellar MFI zeolites are ultrathin nanosheets of MFI zeolites with a thickness of about
2 nm along the b-axis and an interlamellar spacing of about 4 nm [1-3]. This material has
shown promising catalytic activities and longer catalytic life time mainly because of its
hierarchical structure and nano dimensions [1]. Up to now, the synthesis of this material has
been reported only under tumbling or rotation conditions and no attempts to obtain nanosheets
of MFI under static conditions have been reported in the literature. Here, we present a
systematic study on the synthesis and characterization of multilamellar MFI zeolites under
static conditions.
Experimental
Highly crystalline nanosheets of MFI with different Si/Al ratios (50 - ∞) were synthesized
under static conditions by using C22H45−N+(CH3)2−C6H12−N+(CH3)2−C6H13 as a template,
TEOS as the silica source and Al2(SO4)3.18H2O as the aluminium source. Prior to the actual
synthesis of the zeolite, the template was synthesized by following the procedure of Choi et al
[1]. Then, a starting gel with a molar composition of SiO2 : 0.3 Na2O : 0-0.01 Al2O3 : 0.1
template : 0.14-0.22 H2SO4 : 4C2H5OH : 40 H2O was prepared in accordance to the method
of Choi et al. [1]. The final gel was transfered into 50 ml-teflon lined autoclaves and heated at
different temperatures in a preheated oven over 20 days under static conditions. After the
desired crystallization time, the autoclaves were quenched with cold water and the sedimented
product was recovered by filtration. Finally the product was dried at 100 °C overnight and
calcined in air at 550 °C for 4 hours.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 (a) shows the XRD patterns of the nanosheets of MFI synthesized at different
crystallization times under static conditions at 150 °C. It can be seen that the formation of
crystalline MFI starts already after 2 days and is completed within 4 days of time. No
significant change in the MFI crystallinity as well as d-spacing was observed after 4 days.
Furthermore, average pore diameter of 4.48 nm and BET surface area of 498 m2g-1 have been
measured by N2-adsorption. The amount of organic material in the as-asynthesized product
was about 40 % as detected by TG-MS (not shown). All the products were stable even after
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calcination (550 °C) and further post-treatments. The high quality of these nanosheets has also
been observed with SEM as shown in Figure 1 (b) (4 days synthesis time).

(a)

(b)

2 µm

Figure 1: (a) XRD patterns and (b) SEM image of nanosheet of MFI zeolite synthesized under
static conditions.
Conclusions
From the systematic studies of the synthesis of nanosheets of MFI zeolites, it is possible to
synthesize this material in a wide range of crystallization parameters under static conditions.
Further optimization of the synthesis procedure and catalytic testing are still in progress.
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INTRODUCTION
In the recent past two new strategies for synthesizing 3-dimensional microporous silicate
frameworks were introduced, both starting from layered silicates as precursor materials. The
topotactic condensation of silicate layers to microporous silicate zeolites proved to be an efficient
and innovative route for the synthesis of new, medium pore materials with framework types such as
CDO, RRO, RWR, or NIS, etc. Interlayer expansion of hydrous layer silicates introduced by
Tatsumi and Wu recently links silicate layers in a condensation reaction with bridging silicate units,
thus increasing pore size to large and extra large openings (1). In our contribution we would like to
show that interlayer expansion is a versatile and more generally applicable technique by introducing
the new, interlayer expanded zeolite material IEZ-RUB-15.
EXPERIMENTAL
RUB-15 as our layered precursor was synthesized using standard procedures described in literature
employing tetramethylammonium cations as charge compensating cations (2). For layer expansion
dried RUB-15 was treated hydrothermally at 170 °C in an aqueous solution of
dimethyldichlorosilane, DMDCS, and acetic acid. The reaction was carried out in teflon lined
stainless steel autoclaves heated in an oven for two days. The ratios of the starting materials were as
follows:
ca. 200 mg RUB-15
641,6 mg H2O
0,11 ml Dichlordimethylsilane
0,05 ml acetic acid conc.

170 °C

2 days

The product was recovered by filtration, washed and characterized with PXRD and SS NMR.
RESULTS AND DISKUSSION
The layer expansion using the silylating agent DMDCS leads, on the one hand, to significant
changes in the layer spacing and, on the other hand, to the formation of a framework structure with
bridges, constituting of - O - Si(CH3)2 - O groups. Whereas PXRD will show the new d-spacing
after the reaction, SS MAS 29Si NMR experiments reveal the connectivity of the tetrahedral centers
and confirm the success of the reaction.
Fig.s 1a and b and 2a and b show the respective data of the diffraction- and NMR experiments of
the as synthesized (Fig. 1) and interlayer expanded (Fig. 2) materials. The parent layer silicate is
highly crystalline with perfect register of layers allowing for structure analysis in atomic resolution.
The 29Si NMR spectrum shows that Q 3 and Q4-species are present in the layer in 2 : 1-ratio with a
layer repeat of ~14 Å. Between neighbouring silicate layers 3 layers of water molecules are stacked
forming a hydration shell for the tetramethylammonium cation. The removal of the hydrate water
caused by the insertion and, synchronously, the formation of kovalent Si-O bonds connecting the
layers leads to a slight shinkage of the interlayer distance. In addition, crystallinity is lost after the
reaction (Fig. 2). However, SS MAS NMR results confirm that almost all Q 3 silicon has reacted
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and, in addition, a new broad signal arises centered at -18 ppm.

Fig. 1: a) PXRD of as synthesized RUB-15

b) 29Si NMR spectrum showing Q3 and Q4-Si
with ratio 2:1.

Fig. 2: a) PXRD of IEZ-RUB-15

b) 29Si NMR spectrum showing the bridging
siloxane group (~-18 ppm) and signal of the
silicate layer. CP increases the intensity of the
bridging group.

Fig. 3: a) Stack of RUB-15 layers before condensation

b) IEZ-RUB-15 with O-Si(CH4)2-O link

Fig 3 shows the silicate layers stacked in the starting material (a) and siloxane-bridged expanded
structure of IEZ-RUB-15.
LITERATURE:
(1)
(2)
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Introduction
The discovery of a new zeolite is always a challenge and several strategies have emerged in
the past. One of them is the “high-throughput” synthesis illustrated by the use of
hexamethonium as organic structure directing agent or SDA in hydroxide (OH-) or fluoride
(F-) media. This strategy allowed the discovery of the 18- and 10-membered ring (10 MR)
molecular sieve ITQ-33 [1] and more recently of ITQ-44, the first zeolitic structure
possessing double 3 ring (d3r) units [2]. In our search for new large pore zeolites, we decided
to engage decamethomium as SDA by varying several synthesis parameters in the (Si,Ge)
system. This diquat has a longer chain than hexamethonium and is known to lead to the
aluminosilicates Nu-87 (NES) [3] and ZSM-12 (MTW) [4] which are 10 and 12MR zeolites,
respectively. Thus, in our investigations, a new molecular sieve, IM-17, was synthesized
among known zeolites [5]. Here we present the synthesis, characterization, and structure of
this new material.
Experimental
All hydrothermal syntheses were performed at 170°C in a homemade multi-autoclave
containing sixteen 2 mLTeflon lined reactors. Gels were prepared both in OH- and F- media
by mixing Aerosil 200 (>98% Degussa) or TEOS (>98%, Fluka), amorphous germanium
oxide GeO2 (>99.99%, Aldrich), HF acid (40%, Carlo Erba), distilled water, and
decamethonium dihydroxide obtained from the bromide form (>98%, Fluka) by ion exchange
in water (Dowex SBR LC NG, OH Form (Supelco)). A typical gel composition was 0.6 SiO2 :
0.4 GeO2 : 0.25 R(OH)2 : 10 H2O, where R represents the decamethonium cation. The
structure of IM-17 was solved from a powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the calcined product
in space group Cmmm with a = 39.0721(6) Å, b = 22.2259(5) Å, c = 12.6846(3) Å. Solid state
29
Si MAS+DEC NMR experiments were also performed.
Results and discussion
In fluoride media the investigated gel compositions only led to EMM-1 (BEC) [6]. In OHmedia, MFI-type zeolite and/or IM-17 crystallized. It was shown that dilution, Si/Ge molar
ratio and the source of silicon are important factors. Figure 1 summarizes some of the
experiments performed for the IM-17 synthesis optimization. The best results were obtained
in concentrated systems and with Aerosil 200 as the silica source. The asymmetric unit of IM17 contains 14 crystallographic independent T sites, two of them having an occupancy factor
of 0.5 and corresponding to disordered silanol groups. The chemical composition per unit cell
of anhydrous calcined IM-17 after the Rietveld refinement is [Si131.9Ge44.1O348(OH)8]. IM-17
possesses a complex 3D pore system consisting of interconnected 12 and 10MR channels.
The projection along the c-axis (Figure 2) shows two types of 12MRs, those with an ovoid
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shape of dimensions 7.3 Å × 5.35 Å and those with a S shape supporting the silanol groups.
At the intersection of the S shaped 12MR and two different 10MR channels, a [445864104122]
super cage is formed (Figure 3). This new topology contains six different composite building
units (CBUs), namely ats, bre, d4r, mel, lau and stf.
H2O ↓

IM-17
MFI
IM-17 poorly crystallized
(nanocrystals)

5

No solid phase

X

10
20
Si 1
Ge 0

X

0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0
1

Figure 1. Reaction mixture dilution and Si/Ge molar ratio influence on the IM-17 synthesis.

c
b

a

b

a

Figure 2. Projection of IM-17 down [001].

Figure 3. The [445864104122] super cage
present in IM-17 with its silanol groups.

Conclusions
Series of hydrothermal syntheses with decamethonium as SDA allowed the discovery of a
new zeolite namely IM-17 in OH- medium. This material with an interrupted framework
possesses a large adsorption capacity (0.22 cm3.g-1) and a high potential in acid catalysis.
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Introduction
When talking about zeolites, the first thing that comes to mind is their use as molecular sieve
or catalyst support. However, in recent decades, these solids have successfully ventured into
other areas like the pharmaceutical industry, being used as carriers of anti-diarrhea, antiparasitic, etc [1,2,3]. These solids have been quite successful as a germicide. Our research
group has used the cancrinite type zeolite as a carrier of metals for use as bactericides against
bacteria from the soil, obtaining very interesting results [4]. It should be noted that the zeolite
acts only as a carrier of the metal, and ion exchange properties determine the controlled
release of metal. Although zeolites only serve as a support, their properties are important in
the formulation of bactericides.
Experimental
In this paper we studied the bactericidal action of commercial A and synthesized cancrinite
type zeolites, exchanged with Ag, Cu and Ag/Cu, against to Escherichia coli (E. coli) and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa). The synthesis of nitrated cancrinite zeolite was
based on the impregnation of a X faujasite type zeolite with a solution of sodium nitrate and
sodium hydroxide 5M [5]. Ion exchange of zeolites was carried out by placing the nitrated
cancrinite zeolite or A zeolite in contact with the salt solution of the cation or cations
described above (hydrothermal exchange.) Besides the type of zeolite and the cation
exchanged, we studied the influence of the amount of modified zeolite on its bactericidal
action [5].
Results and discussion
XRD and the IR studies of the solids obtained from X type zeolite; show that nitrated
cancrinite type zeolites were obtained. These same studies carried out on both types of
zeolites (A and cancrinite) exchanged with metals; indicate that structural integrity is
maintained. Chemical analysis by ICP indicated that the amounts of metal exchanged on both
types of zeolites are practically the same, allowing a better comparison of the bactericidal
action of the studied solids. The effect of the mass of nitrated cancrinite and A type zeolites
exchanged with silver, copper and a mixture of these metals, were carried out on the
exponential phase of bacterial growth to ensure the vitality of both microorganisms. The
results indicate that silver has a strong bactericidal action against Escherichia coli, even at
low metal concentrations. In the case of copper, it did not show a good bactericidal effect on
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any of the tested solid. By contrast, the results suggest that a low amount of this metal is
essential for the development of these organisms acting as a trace element. Solids containing
both metals have a lethal effect even in the presence of trace elements like copper. These
results show the strong bactericidal action of silver, even in the presence of vital trace
elements, not allowing the proliferation of organisms. With regard to the bactericidal action
against Pseudomonas aeruginosa of the cancrinite type zeolites exchanged with silver, have
the best bactericidal activity in comparison with the other solids studied. It was found that the
minimum mass of the studied zeolite matrices, which have bactericidal activity against
Escherichia coli, is 2.5 mg and 20 mg to Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Bactericidal effect was
observed after 10 min and remains at least three hours
Conclusions
The antibacterial zeolites with Ag and Ag/Cu showed bactericidal activity against these
microorganisms, silver ions have strong bactericidal action against Escherichia coli at low
cation concentrations. Copper ions act as trace element for microorganisms. The cancrinite
zeolite exchanged with silver, showed the highest bactericidal activity against Pseudomonas
aeruginosa. The low weights required of zeolite with bactericidal action, represents a
significant savings of reagents and a decrease in the quantity discharged of silver ions into the
environment.

Table 1. - Bactericidal Action of cancrinite and A type zeolites against Escherichia coli
Solid
Bactericidal Action
Solid
Can-Ag
Strong
A-Ag
Can-Cu
Very low
A-Cu
Can-Ag/Cu
Middle
A-Ag/Cu
Can: cancrinite type zeolite
A: A type zeolite

Bactericidal Action
Strong
Very low
Middle
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Introduction
A great number of zeolites and zeolitic structures are very known but only few of them have
been so extensively applied in catalysis as ZSM-5 zeolites. Among other industrial
applications, ZSM-5 zeolites (3D microporous system with diameters of about 0.55 nm) are
used as additive in the Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC process), allowing to improve the
octane number of the gasoline. ZSM-5 zeolites transform hydrocarbons with low octane
number in light n-paraffins and olefins [1]. However, the ZSM-5 micropores limit the
diffusion of heavy hydrocarbons not allowing their transformation inside the crystals.
Intracrystalline diffusion of large molecules is critical during the cracking reactions. Several
potential solutions have been explored with the most of them leading to interparticle
mesopores. Nevertheless, the use of soft or hard templates together with the micropores
organic template during the zeolite synthesis has been able to produce mesopores inside the
zeolite crystals. An important advance in this research field was the use of amphiphilic
organosilanes as soft mesopores template reported by R. Ryoo and co-workers [2].
In this work, it was used an amphiphilic organosilane to produce mesoporous ZSM-5 zeolites
with the aim to verify their acid activity in the cyclohexane cracking and to compare them
with the performance of a commercial ZSM-5 zeolite.
Experimental
ZSM-5 zeolites were synthesized using the organosilane [3-(trimethoxy-silyl)propyl]
octadecyldimethylammoniumchloride, TPOAC, 72 wt% solution, Aldrich). The synthesis gel,
adapted from [2], was 1Al2O3:10TPABr:10Na2O:38SiO2:1.6TPOAC:7200H2O. The mixture
was stirred for 2h at 25 °C, then, the gel was transferred to a stainless-steel Teﬂon-coated
autoclave and crystallized for 5 days at 130 °C (sample ZTPOAC130) or 150 °C (sample
ZTPOAC150). The obtained solids were separated by filtration, washed, dried at 60 °C for 6h
and calcined at 500 °C. The H-form of the zeolites was obtained by NH4+ ionic exchange with
subsequent thermal treatment at 550 °C. Physical and chemical characterizations were done
using XRD, SEM, AAS, NH3-TPD and N2 sorption measurements. The cyclohexane cracking
on the studied zeolites was carried out at 400 °C and using a contact time of 0.54 h-1.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1a shows the XRD patterns of the soft templated ZTPOAC130 and ZTPOAC150 samples and
of a commercial H-ZSM-5. It can be seen that all samples are crystalline and contain
exclusively diffraction peaks of the MFI type structure [3]. Coherently, the isotherms of the
commercial H-ZSM-5 (Fig. 1b) are of type I (only micropores). On the other hand, ZTPOAC130
and ZTPOAC150 zeolites clearly show N2 adsorption in micropores and in intracystalline
mesopores (isotherm of type IV) with H1 hysteresis. The mesopore size distributions are
centered in 3.4 and 2.5 nm for ZTPOAC130 and ZTPOAC150, respectively (Fig. 1c). The textural
properties of the mesoporous zeolites (Table 1) evidence lower mesopores formation at higher
synthesis temperature with both samples having similar morphology (Fig. 2a and 2b). Fig. 2c
shows that the TPOAC templated zeolites are active in the clyclohexane cracking with the
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more crystalline ZTPOAC150 (Fig. 1a), having more and similar conversion than the ZTPOAC130
and the commercial H-ZSM-5, respectively. This behavior indicating that the use of an
amphiphilic organosilane do not alter the ZSM-5 capability to develop its well known acid
properties, as was verified by NH3-TPD (not shown), with the mesopores formation and acid
strength depending on the synthesis temperature.
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Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns; (b) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms; (c) pore size distributions
of the soft templated zeolites and of the commercial H-ZSM-5.
Table 1. Si/Al ratio and textural properties of the studied zeolites.
Samples

Si/Al

SExt (m2 g-1)

VMeso (cm3 g-1)

VMicro (cm3 g-1)

ZTPOAC130

16.3

344

0.3268

0.0804
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Figure 3. (a) and (b) SEM images and (c) conversion of cyclohexane on the ZSM-5 zeolites.
Conclusion
The use of TPOAC during the synthesis of ZSM-5 zeolites led to the formation of
intracrystalline mesopores. The mesoporous zeolites were active in the cyclohexane cracking
with the mesopores formation and acid strength depending on the synthesis temperature.
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Introduction
Amination is an important tool for modification of carbon surface. Introduction of amino
groups onto the surface changes basicity of the latter and various compounds can be
immobilized by the NH2 groups, resulting in further modification of the surface.
Functionalisation with the amine groups has been performed to develop an effective adsorbent
for transition-metal ions like, e.g., Cu2+ [1]. The –NH2 groups generated on the surface
of mesoporous carbons, discussed in this work, are expected to play a role of reacting centers
able to bind 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphine, a complex the molecule of which
contains the –COOH groups. This way, immobilization can occur. Interaction between
the -COOH functional groups of the carbon surface, mediated by carbodiimide derivatives,
and amino groups originating from ligands of complexes have already been reported [2].
The amination of mesoporous carbons is performed in a two -step process: 1) nitration and 2)
reduction of the nitro groups. The porous structures of carbons and acidity were examined
and the influence of the conditions of each step on the properties of modified replicas
was evaluated.
Experimental
The processes of nitration and reduction were studied on ordered carbon replicas of the types
of CMK-1 (I41/a) [3], CMK-3 (P6 mm) [4], and CMK-8. The materials were prepared from
sucrose and synthesized in the pores of ordered silica matrices: MCM-48 (Ia3d), SBA-15 (P6
mm), and KIT-6 (Ia3d) [5], respectively.
The nitration reaction was carried out with a mixture of 70% nitric acid and concentrated
sulfuric acid at 0°C. The reduction of nitrated carbons was proceeded in aqueous ammonia
solution containing sodium hydrosulfite, similarly to the method described elsewhere [6].
The porous structures of replicas and matrices were characterized by the nitrogen adsorption.
A variety of experimental techniques had been used to characterize functional groups
of porous carbon, such as Boehm titration methods, XPS, elemental analysis, and TGA.
The Raman spectra were recorded to estimate a level of graphitization.
Results and discussion
The aminated carbons contain up to 2.2 wt. % of N. The XPS N 1s main peak centered
at 399.5 eV has shown that mainly the nitrogen bound to a carbon atom belonging to
an aromatic entity C-N-H was created. Introduction of amino groups onto the carbon surface
can be confirmed by an increase in the hydrogen content occurring after reduction
as compared to that of nitrated samples.
The shape of the ad/desorption isotherms of nitrogen (type IV according to IUPAC)
for carbon replicas and matrices indicates the presence of mostly mesopores and a small
fraction of micropores. The nitration process caused the structure of the CMK-1 carbon
to collapse partially, whereas a further decrease in sorption capacity was obtained due to
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the reduction. The BET surface areas of the parent CMK-1, the nitrated sample, and
of the amino-modified one were 1144, 727, and 616 m2/g, respectively. Moreover, the pore
volume of 0.5 cm3/g of the parent replica diminished to 0.3 cm3/g. The structure of CMK-8
carbon was less influenced by the oxidative/reductive treatment, as compared to that
of CMK-1. The reason for that was possibly thicker walls of the CMK-8 material. The
CMK-3 carbon replica was the best ordered one. The surface area of CMK-3 was equal to
1137 m2/g and did not practically change after modifications. Its pore volume reached 1 cm3/g
and it diminished by half after amination. However, the external surface area and the area
of primary mesopores developed because of functional groups that had been created
on the surface. The pore size distribution after modification was still monomodal, though
average pore size diminished from 3.5 to 2.1 nm. The highest amount of acidic functional
groups has been created on the CMK-3 surface after nitration, as it was confirmed
by the Boehm method. The whole acidity of CMK-3-NO2, equal to 2.93 mmol/g, resulted
from the phenolic groups, lactones, and carboxylic groups. The concentration of the latter
prevailed. The obtained CMK-3-NH2 material was able to immobilize ca. 10 wt. %
of the TCCP ligand.
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Introduction
The incorporation of organic moieties in the channels or anchoring on the surfaces of
microporous (zeolites) and mesoporous molecular sieves (e.g. MCM- and SBA-type materials)
has provided them with distinctive properties for a broad range of applications such as
immobilization of enzymes, drug delivery carriers, encapsulation of metal nanoparticles, etc.
Nanoporous materials can be functionalized by different pathways, which are categorized
in two groups: (i) post-synthesis and (ii) direct synthesis approaches. Post-synthesis methods
involve treatment on the initially prepared porous materials, using grafting of
organofunctional compounds onto the pore walls via covalent bonds. The grafting process is a
reaction between suitable organic moieties with the surface silanol groups of the material. The
direct synthesis method involves co-condensation of an organofunctional compound with
inorganic precursors during synthesis in a single step.
In this study, the synthesis of micro/mesoporous pure silica molecular sieve functionalized
with thiol groups by co-condensation method is reported. The 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS) with bifunctional groups was used as organofunctional compound
and co-silica source.
Experimental
Thiol-functionalized micro/mesoporous materials (MPTS-silicalite-1) with different ratios of
SiO2 and MPTS are synthesized. For comparison, amorphous SiO2 with MPTS (MPTS-SiO2)
and pure silicalite-1 (TPA-silicalite-1) samples are prepared. The samples were characterized
with XRD, SEM, thermal analysis, elemental analysis, N2 physisorption, NMR, IR and
Raman spectroscopies.
Results and Discussion
Micro/mesoporous (MPTS-silicalite-1) structure with high crystallinity is obtained by cocondensation technique when appropriate amount of MPTS is used. The samples exhibit
diffraction peaks characteristic of the microporous MFI-type zeolite and a broad peak at 1.8
°2θ, which correspond to the mesoporous structure. The co-condensation process occurring in
the presence of MPTS is leading to a high degree of framework cross-linking between the
zeolite silica framework and the organosiloxane resulting in the formation of both micro- and
meso- pores. The organo-functionalized sample contains nanoparticles with a size below 50
nm which tend to form larger agglomerates. An evidence for the incorporation of MPTS in
the sample is obtained by chemical analysis; about 2.1 mmol and 1.6 mmol MPTS per gram is
present in the micro/mesoporous and amorphous silica, respectively. Besides, the
incorporation of MPTS in the samples was confirmed by NMR spectroscopy. In addition to
the Q4 [Si(OSi)4] and Q3 [Si(OSi)3OH] in the 29Si NMR, two well-resolved peaks at -68 and 55 ppm were found for the MPTS-silicalite-1, which are attributed to T3 [R-C-Si-(OSi)3] and
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T2 [R-C-Si(OSi)2OH] species, respectively. The T2 and T3 species confirm the presence of
organosilane centers from the MPTS, and show that the Si–C bonds remain intact during the
synthesis. This is an indication for the high degree of framework cross-linking between
zeolite silica framework and the organosiloxane from the MPTS. To identify the organic
moieties attached to the zeolite framework, the solid state 13C CP-MAS NMR and Raman
measurements were carried out. In addition to the resonance peaks at 62.7, 16.3, 11.3 and 10.1
ppm attributed to the 13C sites from the TPAOH, additional peaks at 35.5, 34.7, 14.0 and 13.0
ppm, are observed in the MPTS-silicalite-1 (Figure 1A). Moreover, the Raman spectra show
bands at 650 and 740 cm-1, which are assigned to νC-Si and νC-S stretching mode of the MPTS
compound. The bands at 1259 (doublet), 1302, and 1413 cm-1 are attributed to the C-H
bending mode of the propyl chain of MPTS, and their slight shifting is proving that the MPTS
is incorporated in the channels of the MPTS-silicalite-1 sample.
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Figure 1. A) 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra of (a) TPA-silicalite-1, (b) MPTS-silicalite-1, and (c) MPTSSiO2; B) IR spectra of MPTS-silicalite-1 thermally treated under vaccuum: (a) 673 K and (b) 823 K.

The modification of the MPTS-silicalite-1 thermally treated under vacuum is followed by
IR spectroscopy (Figure 1B). At low temperature, the anchored propylthiol is evident, the
bands at 2930 and 1430 cm-1 from the methylene vicinal to S atom are present. During the
heating under vacuum, the intensities of both groups of ν(C-H) and δ (C-H) bands decrease
and their pattern change, thus revealing the modification and elimination of organic moieties.
Notably, the formation of sorbed ethene is evidenced. Above 723 K, further degradation of
anchored species result in the formation of Si-H groups and free silanol groups.
Conclusions
In conclusion, micro/mesoporous material functionalized with thiol groups has been prepared
by co-condensation method using 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane as organofunctional
compound and co-silica source. During the synthesis, the methoxy groups of MPTS are
hydrolyzed and the organosiloxane are cross-linked with the silica source thus forming a
porous framework with micropores (silicalite-1) and ordered mesopores. Consequently, the
thiol groups covalently tethered to the silicon atoms of MPTS are incorporated into the pure
silica molecular sieve. The incorporation of MPTS is confirmed by chemical analysis, NMR,
Raman and IR spectroscopies.
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Introduction
MOFs are the latest class of porous solids, and are built up from almost any metal
centers from the periodic table and organic linkers bearing complexing groups
(carboxylates, phosphonates imidazolates…), resulting in a wide range of structures,
pore size and compositions. However, so far, no real application based on MOFs has
been reported despite their promising properties in gas storage, separation or catalysis.
Some of us have reported meanwhile the iron(III) trimesate MIL-100(Fe) (MIL stands
for Materials from Institut Lavoisier) which exhibits oxo-centered trimers of Fe(III)
octahedra, a cubic array of very large cages (25-29 Å) accessible through microporous
windows (5-9 Å) with a large surface area and pore volume (2000 m2.g-1; 1.1 g.cm-3).[1]

Figure 1 : oxocentered trimer of octahedron and BTC linker; hybrid supertetrahedron;
hybrid structure of MIL-100(Fe) with the two types of mesoporous cages.
Experimental
Fe-MIL-100 was synthesized according to the previously reported conditions, using HF,
Fe° and 1,3,5 BTC in water at 150°C. Activation was performed using hot water and KF
treatment at 70°C in water. Samples prior to sorption tests were outgassed overnight at
T=150-250°C while solids was dehydrated prior to encapsulation tests at 100°C.
Results and discussion
Oxidation state of MIL-100(Fe) can be tuned with a partial reduction of iron using
heating and vacuum.[2] IR spectroscopy, Mossbauer analyses, microcalorimetry
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experiments, breakthrough curves, indicates that the back donation effect of Fe(II)
species formed by the controlled pre-activation is at the origin of the strong interaction
between the metal site and unsaturated gas molecules. A significant propylene/propane
selectivity (> 10) at low partial pressures (5 kPa) was evidenced, with the integrity of
the framework kept upon partial reduction of iron(III), as well as a satisfactory
regenerability and cyclability of the sorbent. This redox behavior can be further used for
catalytic applications through the Friedel and Crafts Benzyl alkylation.[1] Secondly,
MIL-100(Fe) exhibits a low toxicity, is biodegradable and can upload records amounts
of antitumoral or anti-retroviral drugs and deliver it on a controlled manner under
physiological conditions.[3] The hydrothermal stability of MIL-100(Fe) has also been
also demonstrated. Finally, MIL-100(Fe) can be produced at large scale (Kg) under
industrially relevant conditions.

Figure 2 : (A) Breakthrough curves of an equimolar binary mixture of propane (open
symbols)o and propylene (closed symbols) in MIL-100(Fe) activated at 150oC for 3 h
and 250 C for 12 h in He; (B) Separation factors ( ) of propylene over propane
obtained from breakthrough curves of MIL-100(Fe) depending on partial pressures. In
breakthrough curves,
partial pressure of equimolar mixture is 0.25 kPa. Measurement
temperature is 40oC for (A) and (B).
Conclusion
The mesoporous iron trimesate MIL-100(Fe) sample combines many interesting
features (large pore volume, non toxic, biodegradable, hydrothermal stability, synthesis
at large scale, redox behavior, reducibility…) that makes it one of the most promising
MOF candidate for a large scale application.
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Introduction
Within the last fifteen years, the development of a new class of organic–inorganic
hybrid compounds, mainly designated as coordination polymers or metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs), has overwhelmingly increased. Own to their potential porous feature, MOFs
constitute promising candidates for gas storage, separation, drug delivery, electronic and
optical applications, sensing, magnetism and catalysis.[1,2] In this purpose, we aim to prepare
new MOF type materials from carboxylate with or without nitrogen-based aromatic ligands
for gas storage and separation.
Hereafter, we report the synthesis and description of five new structures prepared from
4-hydroxyisophtalic acid (H3oip-4) and transition metals such as Cu, Cd, Zn (Fig. 1). In four
cases, nitrogen-based aromatic ligands (4,4’-bipyridine: BPY, 1,2-di(4-pyridyl)ethylene: DPE
and 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane: BPE) were added to the starting media. Mild or hydrothermal
treatments led to Cu2(OH)(DMF)(oip-4)x(DMF)(H2O)2 (1), Zn(Hoip-4)(BPY)x(DMF)(H2O)2
(2), Zn(Hoip-4)(DPE)xDMF (3), Cd(Hoip-4)(DPE)x(DMF)(H2O) (4) and Zn4(Hoip-4)4(BPE)
(5). In addition, the thermal behaviour of compounds 1-5 was investigated by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
Experiment
Synthesis. All reagents and solvents were used as received from commercial suppliers
without further purification (Cu(NO3)2x3H2O, Carlo Erba, 99.5%; Cd(NO3)2x4H2O, Carlo
Erba, 99.5%; Zn(NO3)2x4H2O, Carlo Erba, 99.5%; H3oip-4, C8H6O5, TCI, 98%; BPY,
C10H8N2, Alfa Aesar, 98%; DPE, C12H10N2, Aldrich, 97%; BPE, C12H12N2, Aldrich, 99%;
DMF, C3H7NO, Fluka, 99%).
Table 1. Synthesis conditions for compounds 1-5
Compound

Temp. (°C)

Time (h)

Molar composition

1

90

24

Cu:H3oip-4:DMF:H2O = 1:2:387:554

2

70

96

Zn:H3oip-4:BPY:DMF:H2O = 2:1:1:1033:1107

3

70

96

Zn:H3oip-4:DPE:DMF:H2O = 2:1:1:773:2214

4

70

96

Cd:H3oip-4:DPE:DMF:H2O:C2H5OH = 2:1:1:773:2214:69

5

150

96

Zn:H3oip-4:BPE:NaOH:CH3OH:H2O = 1:1:1:1:500:3320
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Results and discussion
Description of the structure. The copper-containing MOF 1, prepared without any nitrogen
based aromatic ligand, exhibits a three-dimensional network with a distorted rutile-type
topology. Conversely, the syntheses from BPY and DPE in the presence of Zn2+ or Cd2+
cations yield two-dimensional structures (2-4). The latter hybrid compounds display a similar
ABAB stacking of (4,4) sheets. Unlike MOFs 2-4, the structure of 5 consists of threedimensional framework despite the involvement of BPE. The structural difference between 3
and 5 could be explained by the nature of the ligand, since BPE is more flexible than DPE.
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Figure 1 : Representations of the topologies for
compounds 1-5

Figure 2 : TG curves of compounds 2 and 5

Thermal stability. TGA of compounds 2 and 5, performed in air with a heating rate of
10°C/min, are presented in Fig. 2. Further analyses (not shown) indicate that the thermal
stability of compounds 1, 2, 3 and 4 is similar. Indeed, after the release of trapped water
(except for 3, without water) and DMF molecules (for 1, 2, 3 and 4), the structures remain
stable until 300-400°C. As for 5, the TG curve shows no weight loss corresponding to guest
molecules and the structure is also stable until 400°C before collapsing.
Conclusion
We have successfully synthesized five novel metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), built
from transition metals and the H3oip-4 ligand, which exhibit different topologies due to the
absence or presence as well as the flexibility of nitrogen-based aromatic ligands (BPY, DPE,
BPE).
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Introduction
Zeolites are efficient catalysts but their use is often limited due to hindered internal
diffusion. As a result, different strategies have been developed to improve the diffusivity of
reactants by creating mesoporosity in zeolite crystals or creating zeolites in the walls of
mesoporous silica [1]. The characterization of such complex materials with hierarchical
micro/mesoporosities by standard N2 adsorption technique is difficult. Here, we propose a
new method, based on the adsorption/desorption of molecules in flow followed by
thermodesorption, to better characterize these new materials. Such a new technique is fast (23 h) and requires low sample amounts (a few mg). In previous works, different probes (nhexane, n-nonane, 1-butanol) were used in quasi-equilibrium temperature programmed
desorption and adsorption (QE-TPDA) to characterize ordered mesoporous silica (MCM-41,
SBA-15) [2] and zeolites (ZSM-5, FAU) [3]. QE-TPDA allows calculating the pore volume
and the pore size distribution of mesoporous materials using the Kelvin equation (BJH
method) [4]. Larger pore sizes induce lower desorption temperature: desorption of nonane is
observed at 77, 190 and 240°C for MCM-41 (3.8 nm), FAU (0.78 nm) and ZSM-5 (0.51 nm),
respectively. In the present work, we compare QE-TPDA with normal TPD obtained after
outgasing the pores to distinguish the probes present in the pore volume and adsorbed at the
surface of the materials, respectively. Two probes, n-nonane and water, and two mesoporous
materials, MCM-41 (smooth surface) and SBA-15 [5-7] with microporosity, have been tested.
Experimental
Ordered mesoporous silicas were synthesized as following reference [5]. The calcined
silicas were characterized by N2 sorption at 77K. The thermodesorption experiments were
performed using a TPD setup with a chromatographic TCD detector [2,3]. Silica samples (ca.
2-3 mg) were first activated to 500°C under He flow (10°C/min). After cooling to 25°C,
nonane or water adsorption in the materials was performed from He saturated with the
adsorbate. After complete adsorption, the materials were placed under He flow at 25°C for 90
min before TPD in pure He flow performed by heating (10°C/min) from 25 to 500°C. For the
QE-TPDA, He saturated with the adsorbate was used instead of pure He. Heating and cooling
cycles (2°C/min), which provide desorption and adsorption, were repeated several times.
Results and discussion
Fig.1 shows the N2 sorption isotherms for MCM-41 and SBA-15 with pore diameters of
3.8 and 6.0 nm (BdB method [6]). While MCM-41 is formed of straight cylindrical pores,
SBA-15 synthesized at 60°C exhibits additional micropores of 1x1 nm2 size [5,7]. Nonane
thermodesorption (Fig.1) obtained by QE-TPDA and TPD show differences between MCM41 and SBA-15 materials. For MCM-41, nonane desorption temperature is the same for QETPDA and TPD (77°C), showing no difference in the adsorption energy for the molecules
located within the mesopores or on the surface. In contrast, for SBA-15, a stronger interaction
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of nonane molecules with the surface is evidenced by the higher desorption temperature of
nonane (98 vs. 60°C) in TPD compared to QE-TPDA. This confirms the presence of
micropores at the surface of SBA-15 leading to high affinity for nonane as in zeolites.

Figure 1. (left) Nitrogen sorption at 77K, (middle) QE-TPDA and TPD of nonane, (right) Pore size distribution
determined by BJH methods from nitrogen isotherms and from QE-TPDA, for MCM-41 and SBA-15.

In QE-TPDA, the decrease in desorption temperature between MCM-41 and SBA-15 is in
line with the increase of pore size. The pore size distribution calculated from QE-TPDA using
the BJH method for nonane is in perfect accordance with the pore size distribution calculated
by N2 desorption (Fig.1). The pore size underestimation (3.1 and 5 nm, for MCM-41 and
SBA-15, respectively) determined by BJH method is due to the fact that this method does not
take into account the increase of surface tension as the pore size decreases, as in BdB method.
The pore volume calculated by QE-TPDA for MCM-41 is in perfect accordance with the pore
volume (0.66 mL/g - 3.74 mmol/g) evaluated from n-nonane adsorption isotherm [8] at 313
K, but is inferior to N2 pore volume. Indeed the pore volume determined with large molecules
decreases with the increase of the molecule size: Vmolecule/VN2 = 0.92, 0.86, 0.81 for CO2, nnonane, α-pinene, respectively [8] due to a non ideal packing of the molecules into the pores.
For SBA-15, starting from the pore volume of nonane (QE-TPDA) probing the interior of the
pore, the expected N2 pore volume for SBA-15 should be 0.52 mL/g. As a value of 0.64 mL/g
was found with nitrogen, a micropore volume of 0.12 mL/g is estimated for SBA-15 (20% of
the pore volume). Smaller differences between MCM-41 and SBA-15 are observed by QETPDA or TPD when water is used as a probe; thus it seems not suitable for this technique.
Conclusions
Comparison of nonane QE-TPDA and TPD allows probing micropores in a hierarchical
porous silica and assessing pore size distributions. Work is in progress to analyze complex
hierachical structures and develop thermodesorption techniques as a characterization tool.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the International PhD-studies programme at the Faculty
of Chemistry Jagiellonian University within the Foundation for Polish Science MPD Programme co-financed by
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Introduction
Since long time ago, clay minerals have been considered as pristine systems to develop
porous materials, being the development of optimum catalysts one of the main topics of
interest. Pillared clays incorporating different metal oxides (alumina, iron oxides, titania, etc)
or mixed metal oxides have been studied in this context [1]. Other synthetic approach,
described by Pinnavaia et al. [2], achieved the creation of porous clay heterostructures (PCH)
with modulate porosity. More recently, the development of new heterostructures based on
layered silicates has been obtained by a soft chemical route based on sol-gel and
heterocoagulation processes. The resulting materials described high surface areas because of
the great exfoliation degrees of the clay layers [3-5]. This methodology has been extended to
clays with a fibrous morphology, leading to the formation of nanoparticles on the surface of
the silicate fibres [6]. In this communication, we have applied this innovative approach to
synthesize porous silica/alumina-sepiolite heterostructures.
Experimental
The synthetic procedure use a commercial organosepiolite (Pangel B40, Tolsa) as pristine
material. A homogenous dispersion of this organosepiolite is prepared in a butanol medium.
The resultant suspension is treated at 50 ºC with a mixture of aluminium and silicon alkoxides
(aluminium tri-sec-butoxide and tetramethyl orthosilicate), varying the molar ratio of Si:Al
and controlling the hydrolysis by adding the stoichiometric amount of water. The mixture is
kept at 50 ºC until the formation of a viscous gel that is dried overnight at 50 ºC. The
silica/alumina mesophases generated are finally heating at 550 ºC under a control atmosphere
to get the desired heterostructures.
Results and discussion
The incorporation of a silica/alumina network over sepiolite occurs through the sol-gel
process described in Figure 1. The presence of alkylchains on sepiolite is responsible of the
controlled hydrolysis and polycondensation of a mixture of silicon and aluminum alkoxides in
the core of a sepiolite non-aqueous suspension. This procedure yields to the coagulation of the
mixture, resulting in the formation of a homogenous gel. After a designed thermal treatment,
the organic matter of the dried system is removed and the silica/alumina network
consolidated.
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The characterization of these
systems reveals the formation
of silica/alumina nanoparticles
located around the sepiolite
fibers (Fig.1) thanks to the
silanol groups of the sepiolite.
The presence of alkylchains
favored the generation of small
particles avoiding the creation
of silica/alumina aggregates.
These new heterostructures
describes surface areas ca. to
250-300 m2/g. The porosity of

the resulting materials can be design depending on the oxide network generated. Thus, high
silica contents generated microporous systems whereas the presence of alumina enhances the
mesopous formation. The incorporation of a silica/alumina network on sepiolite also permits
to tune its surface acidity, the values increase from 0.1 to 1.4 mmol acid sites per gram
according to the aluminum amount.
Conclusions
Fibrous clays offer a good opportunity to develop a large number of heterostructures due to
the presence of silanol groups in their external surface that facilitate their assembling to other
particles. The anchoring of a silica/alumina network offers opportunities to develop novel
porous clay heterostructures as a new class of acid catalysts. Compared to PILCs and other
silica/alumina systems they exhibit advantages such as larger specific surface area,
development of mesoporosity, and the possibility of tuning the acidity by varying the Si/Al
ratio.
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Intorduction
Micropores of zeolite materials play key roles for gas separation; PSA and TSA and
catalytic reaction. However, it is of vital importance for making process and kinetic
performance improvement to know the relationship of mesopore and macropore to the
micropore in industrial applications. Recently, nano-zeolite, mesoporous zeolite and zeolite
membranes are focused on the possibility of the more effective improvement. TEM and SEM
observations are available methods to check mesopore size, however are only a surface
appearance measurement. Gas adsorption technology can evaluate these bulk mesoporosity by
using these tiny molecular probes. We will report the mesopore evaluation method of
mesoporous MFI zeolite crystal and zeolite membrane from gas adsorption isotherms.
Experimental
We synthesized two different zeolite materials; one type is an etched MFI zeolite particle
which has mesopores in crystal by alkali etching from hydrothermal synthesis zeolite (NaOH
MFI) and de-Boronated zeolite (B-MFI) the other type is a zeolite membrane which is ZSM-5
microcrystal supported on α-alumina porous support tube. These mesoporous zeolite material
has been measured using TEM, SEM photograph and N2 gas adsorption (BELSORP-max,
BEL Japan, Inc.) at 77.4K.
Results and discussion
SEM image of alkali etched zeolite show surface roughness in Fig. 1 and 2.

Fig. 1. MFI zeolite etched NaOH aq (1h)

Fig. 2. De-Boronated MFI zeolite etched NaOH aq (5h)

High resolution N2 adsorption isotherms at 77.4K of the MFI zeolite were measured from
P/P0=10-8 to P/P0=0.997. We made a large sample cell for zeolite membrane (10mmφ,
L=30mm) without any break of sample. The result of adsorption isotherms and pore size
distribution (PSD) by GCMC are shown in Fig.3, 4 and 5, respectively. All of their MFI have
the micropore at around 0.5-0.6 nm from PSD. All of the isotherms show type I isotherm and
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slightly include type IV isotherm which has different hysteresis. We evaluate surface area and
micro and mesopore volume from BET and t-plot of desorption isotherm up to P/P0=0.995
(8nm) in Table 1.
Table 1. Surface area and pore volume from BET and t-plots (desorption isotherms)
Parent (Silicalite)
NaOH-MFI
B-MFI
Total SSA(BET)/m2g-1
435.6
397.3
399.0
2 -1
External SSA/m g
2.2
9.5
3.5
3 -1
Micropore volume/cm g
0.172
0.153
0.123
Mesopore volume/cm3g-1
0.035
0.151
0.122
Parent Silicalite
MFI micropore channel

Artificial PSD from phase transition

0.5 – 0.6 nm

B-MFI
Parent Silicalite

NaOH-MFI
B-MFI

NaOH-MFI

Figure 3. N2 adsorption isotherm at 77K

Figure 4. Pore size distribution by GCMC.

In the case of mesoporous zeolite, Parent
silicalite has negligible mesopores although
MFI micopore channel
there is an artificial pore peak at 3~4nm
0.5 – 0.6 nm
Suport Alumina pore
produced by a phase transition which has
100 nm<
been reported by Nakai, et al [1]. On the
other side, NaOH-MFI and B-MFI have
mesopores of around 15nm as well as
micropore. Furthermore, the mesopores of
Interparticle pore void
2 – 10 nm
B-MFI had an even sharper distribution
than that from NaOH-MFI. From the tplots of Parent and NaOH-MFI, we found
increasing mesopore volume in spite of not
so much change external surface area. We
succeed to synthesize two type MFI
Figure 5. Pore size distribution of zeolite membrane
zeolites with large mesopore volume.
from GCMC
In the case of zeolite membrane, PSD
show three distributions which attribute zeolitic pore, interparticle pore of zeolite crystal and
support alumina tube pore in respectively. This sample show H2 permeation rate is 13 ml/min.
We guess this high flow rate is coming from interparticle pore of zeolite crystal.
From these results, t-plot (desorption isotherm) and GCMC PSD from high resolution N2
isotherm is very usuful for determine pore information of zeolite.
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Introduction
Ordered mesoporous carbons (OMCs) are of great interest based on their high surface areas,
large pore volumes, chemical inertness and electrical conductivity. These qualities make them
applicable for uses as electrode materials in batteries, supercapacitors and fuel cells, as
adsorbents for separation and gas storage, and as catalyst supports, respectively.
Control of the OMC features in all three dimensions is challenging but critical for specific
applications and for the improvement of their properties, i.e., (i) the chemical composition and
structure of the walls determining the electronic properties and the reactivity, (ii) the
mesoporous structure in terms of crystallographic symmetry, pore sizes, pore volumes and
surface areas, and (iii) the OMC morphology at the microscale, such as powders, thin films,
nanofibers or nanoparticles, determining molecular access to the pores. However, often the
optimization of one parameter results in compromising other parameters, for example, high
temperatures are needed for carbonization and good electrical conductivity but they can result
in shrinkage or even collapse of the mesostructure. Herein we report on the synthesis of
OMCs with controlled nano-morphologies, that is, thin films,1 filaments encapsulated within
anodic alumina membrane pores,2 free nanofibers and spherical nanoparticles.
Experimental
For the synthesis of the OMCs, we use the confinement in pre-synthesized porous silica
templates to create the desired OMC-morphologies during evaporation-induced self-assembly
of precursor solutions. Ordered structures of organic templates were cast with silica precursor
solutions to form inverse silica structures. The macroporous silica structures were then used
as templates for the mesoporous carbon precursor solutions. Carbonization at 900 °C was
followed by etching of the silica templates with hydrofluoric acid and OMCs with hierarchical
porosity were formed.
Results and discussion
The 3D-confinement results in beneficial properties regarding the thermal stability and
shrinkage behavior of OMCs. As a main result from this restricted shrinkage effect, the
OMCs exhibit larger pores, higher pore volumes and greater surface areas compared to bulk
materials from the same precursor solutions.2 Figure 1 shows TEM micrographs of highly
ordered spherical mesoporous carbon nanoparticles (left) and nanofibers (right), which both
exhibit extremely high porosities above 2.0 cm3/g and 2000 m2/g, respectively. For
mesoporous carbon nanoparticles, this porosity is one of the highest ever reported.
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Figure 1: TEM micrographs of spherical OMC nanoparticles (left) and nanofibers (right).
The resulting morphologies have high potential in applications such as batteries,
supercapacitors, as adsorbents for separation and gas storage, and as catalyst supports,
respectively. The novel materials are being investigated in energy storage applications and the
promising results will be discussed.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated 3D-morphology control in the synthesis of highly-ordered mesoporous
carbon structures. For this purpose we used the confinement in pre-synthesized porous
templates to create the desired OMC-morphologies. The 3D-confinement shows favorable
effects regarding the thermal stability and shrinkage behavior of OMCs and thus on the
resulting porosity. The OMC spheres and fibers are being investigated in energy storage
applications due to their extremely high porosities above 2.0 cm3/g and 2000 m2/g,
respectively.
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Introduction
Paradoxically, the most severe restriction about the industrial applications of zeolites and
zeotypes (i.e. reactants/products diffusion) is based on some properties allowing them to be
unique and effective catalysts (confinement and shape-selectivity) [1]. In order to limit the
diffusion problems of molecular sieves maintaining their catalytic properties relating to their
porous nature, different synthesis strategies have been proposed and/or developed, including
zeolitic materials with higher pores [2,3], severe reduction of crystal size [4], mesoporous
materials with walls composed by microporous nanocrystals [5] or generation of both intra
and/or intercrystalline mesoporosity in microporous materials. In a recent work [6], we
reported the influence of heteroatom (Me) nature on the generation of intercrystalline
mesoporosity in MeAPO-5, just using the highly specific structure-directing agent (SDA) Nmethyldicyclohexylamine (MCHA) for AFI structure [7] and no extra agent to generate
mesoporosity.
In this work, following the systematic studies to form these materials with this particular
SDA, we study the influence of different synthesis variables (cobalt content, pH value of the
starting gel, crystallization time and temperature) in the generated mesoporosity nature in
CoAPO-5.
Experimental
CoAPO-5 materials were prepared by hydrothermal treatment (1-18 hours, 423-483 K) of gels
with composition 1.0 P : (1-x) Al : x Co : y MCHA : 25 H2O. x and y were systematically
varied in ranges of 0-0.08 and 0.5-1.6, respectively. The resultant blue solids were
characterized by XRD (phase identification and crystal size estimation by Scherrer equation),
DRUV-visible, SEM, and N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K
Results and discussion
The excellent specificity of the SDA MCHA towards AFI-structured materials was again
made clear by obtaining AlPO4-5/CoAPO-5 as the unique crystalline phase in all the attempts
irrespective of the synthesis conditions. The only exceptions were found when: i) very short
crystallization times (for instance, one hour) and relatively low crystallization temperatures
(423 K) were simultaneously used, as no crystalline phase could be detected, presumably for
kinetic reasons; ii) crystallization temperature was as high as 483 K and crystallization times
longer than 4 hours, since an unknown dense phase appears as impurity of the AFI material.
In all CoAPO-5 samples, the right incorporation of Co2+ into the AlPO4-5 framework was
confirmed by DRUV-visible spectroscopy.
Figure 1A, 1B and 1C show the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K, some
representative SEM pictures and the evolution of the mesoporous volume (estimated by
subtracting the microporous volume to the whole porous volume as determined by BJH
method from adsorption branches) for three CoAPO-5 samples prepared under the same
conditions with different amounts of Co. Systematic changes in N2 adsorption/desorption
behavior in the mesoporous region, in particle morphology and size, and in mesoporous
volume with increasing Co content, are evident. Thus, the size of the particles (Figure 1B),
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Figure 1. Characterization results of three CoAPO-5 prepared with Co/(Co+Al+P) ratio of 2, 4 and
8 %. A) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K. B) SEM pictures showing representative
agglomerates of nanocrystals. C) Plot of mesoporous volume versus Co content.

which are actually aggregates of hundreds of crystals, substantially grows as Co content in the
gel increases. More directly related to our aims, the mesoporous volume both substantially
and linearly decreases as Co content becomes richer.
Based on similar systematic characterization analyses, the magnitude of the intercrystalline
mesoporosity in CoAPO-5 prepared with this SDA is higher when increasing the
crystallization temperature, shortening the crystallization time or increasing the pH value of
the starting gel (i.e. increasing y).
Conclusions
The extraordinary phase-specificity of MCHA towards AlPO4-based AFI-structured materials
as well as their ability to form nanocrystals highly ordered in aggregates containing intercrystalline mesoporosity, have allowed us to establish that low Co content, high pH values of
the starting gels, short crystallization time and high crystallization temperature favor the
extent of generated mesoporosity in CoAPO-5 materials directed by this SDA.
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Introduction
The introduction of organic moieties in the zeolite framework providing new materials
with lipophilic/hydrophobic character has become a hot topic in the recent years [1-7].
A new class of microporous crystalline hybrid organic-inorganic aluminosilicates,
referred to ECS, has been recently synthesized in eni laboratories [8]. One of these
materials, ECS-3, showed a Type I nitrogen adsorption isotherm and interesting textural
properties (specific surface area = 105 m2/g, pore volume = 0.11 ml/g), due to
intracrystalline porosity typical of microporous materials like zeolites. The crystal
structure of ECS-3 has been recently solved by using Automatic Diffraction
Tomography [9], it is monoclinic with space group Cc and unit cell parameter: a ~
19.77, b ~ 28.33 and c ~ 9.76Å, β ~ 102.7°.
Analogously to zeolites, the understanding of the structure behaviour of microporous
crystalline hybrid organic-inorganic aluminosilicates materials upon heating is of great
importance for potential applications. As a matter of fact, due to the presence of
organic moieties, the heating process can lead to a dramatic structural collapse or even
to the total structural breakdown, hampering any possible catalytic application.
Accordingly, in order to evaluate the thermal behaviour of ECS-3, an in-situ high
temperature X-ray powder diffraction experiment was carried out. The structural
information obtained by Rietveld refinements are here reported.
Experimental
ECS-3 was synthesized as reported elsewhere [8]. The in-situ high-temperature X-ray
powder diffraction experiment were performed using a PANalytical X’PERT PRO
diffractometer equipped with an Anton Paar HTK 1200 resistance heating chamber and
a RTMS (real-time multiple strip) X-Celerator detector. Data were collected in
continuous mode over 3° ≤ θ ≤ 90° angular region, with an accumulation time of 400
s/step, using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54178Å). Four scans were carried out and rebbinned
at the end of the data collection in order to emphasize structural modification during the
same. Data were collected at room temperature, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 and 200ºC: the
sample was heated with a heating rate of 2°C/min and maintained at the selected
temperature for 3 hour, in order to keep it as close as possible to its thermodynamic
equilibrium. The different temperatures were selected on the basis of the
thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) performed with a Mettler M3 thermobalance. Data
were collected from 25 to 900 °C, with a heating rate of 2 °C/min.
Results and discussion
XRD analysis indicates that ECS-3 maintains its crystallinity up to 150°C, whereas at
200°C a dramatic worsening of the quality of the diffraction pattern occurs, as a
consequence of an incipient structural breakdown. Figure 1 shows the unit cell
variations of ECS-3 as a function of the heating temperature. It should be noted that the
unit cell contraction is almost isotropic with the exception of the parameter a, that
seems to increase at 150°C. The unit cell volume contraction associated to the de357

hydration of the structure is equal to 3.5% at 150°C. Rietveld refinements indicate a
continuous decreasing of the water molecules occupancy as the temperature increases.
Interestingly, at 150°C water molecules are still present in the ECS-3 porosity.

Figure 1. ECS-3 unit cell parameters variations normalized to the room temperature
value.
Conclusions
The in situ X-ray powder diffraction analysis, performed after heating at 50, 75, 100,
150 and 200 °C showed that the ECS-3 structure is stable up to 150°C with
amorphization starting after heating to 200 °C. During the heating process, only small
variations were noted in the dimensions of the unit cell and the dehydration process is
not completed at 150°C. Thus, the incipient amorphization observed at 200°C could be
a cooperative result of the breaking of the Si-C bond and the re-organization of sodium
and potassium ions after loss of the coordinated water molecules.
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Introduction
Studies of dynamic behavior of water molecules in zeolites is the main part of investigations
aiming to elucidate eg. catalytic properties in relation to mechanism at molecular level. Here
we apply deuteron NMR methods to study D2O dynamics in faujasites in a wide range of temperatures. Similar research was performed in other microporous materials [1]. DRIFT spectroscopy and neutron powder diffraction were applied to study adsorption of D2O in NaX [2].
Structure and coordination of water molecules derived there provides a good reference base
for discussion of our results.
Experimental
Experimental procedures and sample preparation had been described before [3]. Amount of
D2O, related to sodium cation abundance, equals 100%, 200%, 300% and 500% in faujasite
samples with Si/Al = 1.3, 1.8 and 2.4.
Results relaxation
Deuteron spin-lattice relaxation time was measured at temperatures above 220K. Activation
energy was derived using the dependence of the correlation time τc = τ0exp(Ea/kT). Results
are summarized in Table I. Ea = 12.5kJ/mol was obtained for NaX(1.3) 500%. Measurements
performed below 217K disclose three time constants in the relaxation process. These may be
related to separate spectral components, but that point is out of scope of the present report.
Table I. Activation energy values.
NaX (1.3)
NaY (1.8)
NaY (2.4)

100%
Ea=12.5 kJ/mol
Ea=9 kJ/mol
Ea=4.5 kJ/mol

200%
Ea=18.4 kJ/mol
Ea=8.7 kJ/mol
Ea=9 kJ/mol

300%
Ea=10.5 kJ/mol
Ea=14.3 kJ/mol
Ea=23 kJ/mol

Results – spectra
Deuteron NMR spectra provide a direct evidence for the symmetry of deuteron mobility [1,3].
So called Pake doublets, with peak separation 3/4CQ, are observed for rigid deuterons and
allow to measure the quadrupole coupling constant CQ. The peak separation equals 1/4CQ for
deuterons rotating about a threefold axis. Twofold exchange of two deuterons in D2O, called
also π-jumps, results in so called pagoda shape [Fig.1]. Gaussian spectra, with decreasing
width, represent reorientations approaching isotropic symmetry and increasing correlation
frequency. There are two Gaussian components with different width in the spectra measured
above 220K. Their width at room temperature increases with decreasing Si/Al for 300%
loading. Contribution of the narrow line equals at room temperature 1/2N, N, 2N and 2.5N,
for NaX samples with 100%, 200%, 300% and 500% loading, respectively, where N equals to
the number of Na+ ions per unit cell. The narrow component decays when temperature goes
down. That dependence was fitted with a function 1–bexp(-aT) with a = 0.045/K for all
samples. Both components broaden significantly, but retain Gaussian shape, when temperature approaches about 220K. A phase transition appears at slightly lower temperatures, eg. at
217K for NaX 500% sample, and shape of spectra changes drastically.
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Fig.1. Deuteron NMR spectrum of NaX
(1.3) 100% sample at 210K. Labels 1 and 2
refer to pagoda and Gaussian components,
respectively.

Fig.2. Deuteron NMR spectrum of
NaY(2.4) 500% sample at 193K. Labels
1,2 and 3 - Pake doublets, 4 - pagoda, 5 –
Gaussian.

At temperatures below 220K we have broad lines which can be decomposed into components
with characteristic shapes [1,3]. Pake doublets, characteristic for immobile deuterons,
dominate in the spectra for almost all samples at low temperatures. Only the spectrum of
NaX(1.3) 100% sample shows dominating contribution of the pagoda component,
accompanied by a broad Gaussian or Pake doublets at high (Fig.1) or low temperature limits,
respectively. At higher water content in NaX samples there is a stepwise increase of the
pagoda component on expense of Pake doublets in the range from 150K to 180K, depending
on the loading. Contribution of the pagoda at a plateau decreases with increasing amount of
water, remaining part comes mainly from a Gaussian broad line. Pake doublets dominate in
the spectra of NaY(2.4) 300% sample in the whole temperature range. Even at 193K
contributions amount 59%, 19% and 22% from Pake doublets, pagoda and broad Gaussian,
respectively (Fig.2). Following quadrupole coupling constants had been obtained for the
following spectral components in most cases: pagoda – 260kHz, Pake doublets – 120kHz,
180kHz, 220kHz and 260kHz.
Discussion
The fraction of freely rotating water molecules is related to Si/Al ratio. Translational freedom
vanish at the phase transition. The nature of the phase transition is related to a spectroscopic
window of NMR. Deuterons are observed as rigid, when the correlation time τc becomes
longer than (2πCQ)-1. Molecules involved in double and single hydrogen bonds, attributed to
pagoda and Gaussian components, respectively, dominate at lower loading. Formation of
hexamers on increasing loading stabilizes the structure. Therefore most of deuterons are rigid
at low temperatures, and pagoda appears only at high enough temperature. Pagoda dominates
in the spectra of NaX samples. On the other hand, rigid deuterons dominate the spectrum of
NaY(2.4)300%, what indicates on a role of sodium cations in water hexamer formation.
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Introduction
Due to unavoidable intercrystalline defects and poor molecular sieving properties of common
zeolite membranes, there have been reported numerous physical and chemical strategies for
their synthesis with a reduced number of defects, or with reduced channel size (application in
gas or vapor separation) or with specific adsorption or catalytic properties.
The typical modification methods widely described in the literature include isomorphous
substitutions of, e.g. Al, Fe, B, V, Ti or Ge in the structure, ion exchange, silylation, atomic
layer deposition (ALD), chemical vapour deposition (CVD), selective coking, catalytic
cracking and reactions with adsorption sites in the zeolite structure [1,2].
In the present work a new post-synthesis method has been investigated, which is based on onstream modification of MFI membranes in supercritical CO2 (SC-CO2). Chosen because of its
attractive transport properties and easily adjustable solvent power, SC-CO2 acts as a solvent in
which methyldiethoxysilane or other metal-organic and alkoxide precursors can easily be
solubilized and then transported to the inorganic porous support where deposition occurs.
Experimental
MFI zeolite membranes were grown on α-Al2O3 commercial supports (Pall-Exekia) according
to the procedure described in [1] using a microwave (Milestone ETHOS 1600) or a classical
oven. Membranes were formed by secondary growth, observed by FE-SEM (Hitachi 4500) and
their microstructure was analysed by XRD (PANalytical X’Pert Pro). The membrane
modification was performed in on-stream high pressure reactor where SC-CO2 with silica
precursor (methyldiethoxysilane or tetraethoxysilane) passed through the zeolite membrane at
a selected temperature and permeate flow rate. The observed increase of ∆P due to
accumulation of the deposited material in/on the MFI membrane was recorded and served as
an indication of the degree of membrane modification. The membrane quality and
performances before and after modification were compared through single gas permeance
measurements.
Results and discussions
The initial MFI zeolite membranes exhibited, before modification, a relatively high N2
permeance in the range 1-4*10-6 mol.m-2.s-1.Pa-1 with N2/SF6 permselectivity in the range of
50-60 at room temperature and 0.5 bar transmembrane pressure. These membranes were
directly subjected to on-stream modification process. The type and quantity of silica
precursor, permeate flow rate and number of modification cycles were studied. The typical
weight increase of the MFI membrane was very low (< 0.05%). Very first results are shown in
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Fig. 1. The membranes properties in terms of N2 permeance and corresponding N2/SF6
permselectivities were remarkably changed by the modification treatment. As expected a
lower permeance and higher permselectivity were measured for the modified membranes.
A

B

Figure 1. Typical evolution, vs. transmembrane pressure, of the N2 permeance and N2/SF6
permselectivty at 25°C, for a MFI zeolite membrane before (A) and after (B)
methyldiethoxysilane modification.
The observed decrease of the gas permeance proved the deposition of silica precursor in the
membrane structure. Moreover, from the higher permselectivities there may be estimated that
the deposition takes place not just on the membrane surface but as well inside the membrane
pores (either zeolitic pores or non-zeolitic defects).
Conclusions
The on-stream modification of MFI zeolite membranes led to a decrease of N2 permeance
with the simultaneous improvement of their permselectivities. Further work is in progress to
determine the exact location where the deposition of the silica precursor takes place (zeolite
channels or non-zeolitic intercrystalline pathways) and thus better understand the resulting
membranes structure. The specifically attractive properties of supercritical fluids open the
way to a large range of (green) strategies for the controlled modification of zeolite membranes
by using on-stream methods.
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Introduction
Copper and gold particles have been for a long time used for similar purposes in
heterogeneous catalysis [1]. Copper materials are usually used in hydrogenation and oxidation
reactions [2,3]. The materials modified by gold are widely applied in selective oxidation
processes [4,5]. If both metals are loaded on the support the interactions between them change
the catalytic activity of the materials [6,7] and create very interesting properties.
The main point of this paper was the preparation of catalysts containing both, copper
and gold species loaded on ordered mesoporous SBA-3 materials and characterisation of the
stability of copper species. The focus was on the methods of sample modification by both
metals (step by step or one-pot impregnation) and on the role of the nature of copper salt used
for impregnation.
Experimental
SBA-3 mesoporous materials were synthesized according to the procedure described
by Stucky et al. [8] and modified by different methods. As the first one the wetness
impregnation with copper and gold was used. These metals were introduced into SBA-3
samples step by step (one after the other, first Cu and next Au) – the relevant sample is
labelled as Au/Cu/SBA-3 or by one-pot mixture – labelled as Au&Cu/SBA-3. The second
way involved modification with gold during the synthesis (the sample labelled as AuSBA-3)
followed by post synthesis wetness modification by copper salt. Two different loadings of
both metals were applied, 1 and 3 wt.%. For copper precursors ammonium tetrachlorocuprate
dihydrate or copper II nitrate trihydrate were used. HAuCl4 was applied as a gold source. The
impregnated samples were dried at 373 K for 5 h and then calcined at 623 or 673 K for 3 h.
The physicochemical properties of the samples were investigated by XRD, N2
adsorption-desorption, ICP, UV-Vis, and XPS techniques. The stability of copper species was
investigated by thermal treatment in the range RT – 673 K under helium flow or vacuum.
Results and discussion
The diffractograms of all materials prepared in the small-angle range show that they
have ordered hexagonal structure as indicated by the presence of the highest peak at 2Θ = 2.7°
and two smaller peaks at 2Θ = (4-6)°. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms are typical of SBA-3 and
are of type IV according to the IUPAC classification. The textural parameters for selected
materials are summarized in Table 1. The presence of metallic gold in all samples was
indicated by UV-Vis spectra and XPS results.
In the wide angle range of the XRD patterns the peaks at 2Θ = 38.1° and 2Θ = 44.2° for goldcontaining materials correspond to the metallic gold [9] and confirm the UV-Vis results. The
samples with a higher copper loading (3wt % as assumed) exhibit more or less intense peaks
assigned to CuO (2Θ = 35.5 and 38.7°) . Interestingly, the intensity of these reflexes strongly
depends on the copper source used for the impregnation (it is much higher when Cu(II) nitrate
is used instead of ammonium tetrachlorocuprate dihydrate) and on the impregnation
procedure. It could be caused by the difference in CuO dispersion (the higher the dispersion
the lower the intensity of XRD peaks), or by the presence of copper in the phase other than
CuO or by the removal of a part of copper species during calcination of the material after
impregnation. The introduction of gold after Cu loading (step by step impregnation) does not
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change the CuO phase in XRD pattern. However, when a mixture of ammonium
tetrachlorocuprate dihydrate and HAuCl4 was used for the one-pot impregnation or copper
was loaded on AuSBA-3 (where Au was introduced during the synthesis of SBA-3 material),
the peaks assigned to CuO are absent in the XRD pattern. These results prompted us to study
the stability of copper species on the mesoporous SBA-3 silica.
The ICP analyses indicate slight loss of copper species after calcination (the highest
when the one-pot impregnation was applied). But more important is the stability of copper
species under thermal treatment in the inert atmosphere (in helium flow or under vacuum). It
is an important feature because the catalysts prepared are to be used in the catalytic reactions
(PROX or CO oxidation) requiring activation under these conditions.
Results of the thermal treatment under vacuum indicate that for some samples a part of copper
sublimates in the form of CuCl2 (a blue species deposited on the glass cell). This phenomenon
is observed only when ammonium tetrachlorocuprate dihydrate is used as a copper source and
the assumed copper loading is 3 wt.%. It is not the case when the loading of Cu is lower (1
wt.%) and if Cu(II) nitrate is applied for the impregnation (even for the high Cu loading).
Taking into account the temperature of sublimation one can order the stability of copper
depending on the method of impregnation and the presence or absence of gold as a modifier.
The lowest sublimation temperature (260 ºC) is observed for 3%Cu&3%Au/SBA-3 material
(the sample prepared by one-pot impregnation with both metal sources containing chloride
ions) and the highest (350 ºC) one for 3%Cu/SBA-3 (the sample containing only copper
introduced from ammonium tetrachlorocuprate dihydrate).
Table 1. Texture parameters for selected samples.
Conclusions
Catalyst
Surface area Average pore
introduced
by
BET (m2g-1) diameter BJH (nm) Copper
impregnation of SBA-3 and
3%Cu/3%AuSBA-3
1080
2.9
AuSBA-3 materials with the
3%Cu/1%AuSBA-3
1061
2.9
assumed loading of 3 wt.% and
3%Cu/3%Au/SBA-3 1005
2.5
with
ammonium
3%Cu&3%Au/SBA-3 1106
2.3
tetrachlorocuprate
dihydrate
as
1%Cu/1%Au/SBA-3 1103
2.7
a source of Cu is not stable
under thermal treatment in vacuum. The sublimation of CuCl2 which occurs under these
conditions is caused by the presence of chloride ions in the Cu source and its deposition on
the support. It is enhanced by the presence of gold species in the material.
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Introduction
Due to having microporous structure, natural zeolites have large surface area which is surface
of channels through it. Diameters of these channels are approximately between 5 and 10 Å.
Specific surface area is defined as surface area per gram natural zeolite.Because zeolites have
capability of adsorption of all inorganic and organic molecules and ions, scientific and
technological importance of natural zeolites will always increases. Natural zeolites can
selectively adsorb from gas and vapour phases or liquid mixtures with multi components and
ionic solutions. For this reason, natural zeolites take place among adsorptive materials.
Specific surface area, mean pore diameter, adsorption isotherm type are main adsorption
properties of natural zeolites. Adsorption properties could be determined by adsorption and
desorption isotherms of nitrogen on natural zeolites at 77 K.
If adsorption properties of any natural zeolites were defined, it can be reply the question of on
which application field this natural zeolite can be used. Aim of this study is to define
adsorption properties of natural zeolite from Yavu region, Sivas-Turkey, main components
which are clinoptilolite and mordenite, and consequently to help for decision of selection for
application field.
Experimental
Adsorption isotherms of Yavu zeolite which dimension of powder is 63 μm, were obtained by
high speed volumetric sorption analizor (Quantachrome, Nova 2200) which runs by B.E.T.
method. Structural formulas of clinoptilolite and mordenite are Na6Al6Si30O7224H2O and
Na8Al8Si40O9624H2O respectively [1],[2]. The mineral content of natural zeolite sample was
calculated from x-ray diffractogram obtained by x-ray diffractometer (Bruker AXS, D8
Advance). The equation of mineral content is Wi = (KiIi/ΣKiIi) × 100, where Wi is the
percentage mineral in the sample, Ki is the approximate area of a given peak to the total peak
area and Ii is the intensity of the basal peak [3],[4]. According to XRD analysis, natural
zeolite sample includes clinoptilolite 15.2%, mordenite 81.5 %, and quarz 3.3 %. In this
study, addition to natural zeolite, through the preparation of Ca2+ and K+ modified forms,
batch method was applied by using 1 M CaCl2 and KCl solutions, respectively.
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Figure 1: (a)B.E.T. adsorption isotherm and (b) Langmuir adsorption isotherm of natural zeolite
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Investigation of adsorption properties of natural, Ca2+ and K+ modified forms of zeolite was
realized by High Speed Adsorption System (Quantachrome 2200). B.E.T. and Langmuir
adsorption isotherms of natural zeolite could be seen in Figure 1 (a) and (b)
respectively.Using lineer regions of these curves, specific surface areas of natural, Ca2+ and
K+ modified forms of zeolite could be obtained. Beside of this, average pore diameters of
these three forms could be obtained by B.J.H. method.
Results and Discussion
Table 1: Comparision of some adsorption properties of various forms of zeolite obtained from
Yavu region, Sivas-Turkey.
Adsorption Property
Specific Surface Area
From B.E.T. Model
(m2/g)
Specific Surface Area
From Langmuir Model
(m2/g)
Average Pore Diameter
From B.J.H.Model
(Å)

Natural Form

Ca2+ Form

K+ Form

23.95

8.97

18.82

45.70

16.33

35.12

55.653

68.254

61.615

As shown in Table 1, because of exchanging of Ca2+ and K+ ions with cations on surfaces of
channels through the structure, average pore diameters were increased and then naturally,
specific surface areas were decreased. Ionic radii of Ca2+ and K+ cations are 1.80 Å and 2.20
Å respectively [5]. Therefore, because of increasing average pore diameter, cations which are
bigger than Ca2+ and K+ ions leave structure of zeolite. Because K+ cation has bigger ionic
radius than ionic radius of Ca2+ , average pore diameter of K+ form is smaller than average
pore diameter of Ca2+ form. As average pore dimeter would decreased, specific surface area
would increased. This situation could seen in Table 1.
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Introduction
Thermal analysis includes the methods in which any physical property of any natural zeolite
was measured as a function of temperature or any heat which was adsorbed or liberated
through any reaction was followed. Main methods of thermal analysis are thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA). In thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
method, mass variation of natural zeolite are measured versus temperature increase. These
curves of mass versus temperature are called as thermogram. Generally, the reason of these
mass variation is absent from the microporous structure of natural zeolite of gas formed H2O,
S, N2 and the other components or leave from the structure of natural zeolite of gases such as
CO2, SO2 at the end of thermal decomposition of inorganic components such as metal
carbonates, metal sulfates. On the method of differential thermal analysis (DTA), applying
same heating program to two material which are sample of natural zeolite and inert reference
material, temperature difference between two material was measured. Thermal curve was
obtained as plotting temperature difference versus the temperature of natural zeolite.
Investigating DTA curves can answer the question of “Are chemical reactions through the
structure and phase transformation exothermic or endothermic?”.
If thermal properties of any natural zeolites were defined, it can be reply the question of on
which application field this natural zeolite can be used. Aim of this study is to define thermal
properties of natural zeolite from Yavu region, Sivas-Turkey, main components of which are
clinoptilolite and mordenite, and consequently, to help for decision of selection for
application field.
Experimental
Thermal analysis of Yavu zeolite which dimension of powder is 63 μm, were obtained by
TGA/DTA system (Setaram Setys Evolution 1750) which runs at N2 atmosphere and heating
rate of 10oC/min and uses alumina (Al2O3) crucible. Structural formula of clinoptilolite is
Na6Al6Si30O7224H2O and its secondary building unit is 4-4-1. Structural formula of
mordenite is Na8Al8Si40O9624H2O and its secondary building unit is 5-1 [1],[2]. The mineral
content of natural zeolite sample was calculated from x-ray diffractogram obtained by x-ray
diffractometer (Bruker AXS, D8 Advance). The equation of mineral content is Wi =
(KiIi/ΣKiIi) × 100, where Wi is the percentage of mineral in the sample, Ki is the approximate
area of a given peak to the total peak area and Ii is the intensity of the basal peak [3],[4].
According to XRD analysis, natural zeolite sample includes clinoptilolite 15.2%, mordenite
81.5 %, and quarz 3.3 %. In this study, addition to natural zeolite, through the preparation of
Ca2+ and K+ modified forms, batch method was applied by using 1 M CaCl2 and KCl
solutions, respectively. TG and DTA curves of these three forms were obtained by thermal
analysis system (Setaram, Setsys Evolution). In figure 1, as an example, TG and DTA curve
of natural zeolite could be shown.
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Figure 1: DTA and TG curves of natural zeolite.
Results and Discussion
Table 1: Comparision of natural zeolite obtained from Yavu region, Sivas-Turkey to its
modified forms in terms of peaks on their DTA and TG curves
Information of peaks on
DTA and TG curves
Minimal Temperature
of Surface Water
Desorption (oC)
Mass Loss Percentages of
Surface Water
Desorption(%)
Temperature on Other
Endothermic Peaks(oC)
Mass Loss Percentages
on Other Endothermic
Peaks(%)

Natural Form

Ca2+ Form

K+ form

124.3

73.3

119.8

7.07
(between 26.6oC and
460oC)
695.9

5.82
(between 34oC and
412oC)
478

6.39
(between 26.5and 450oC)

0.04

0.2

0.32

477.4

Comparision of natural zeolite to modified forms in terms of peaks on their DTA and TG
curves could be shown in Table 1. Other endothermic peaks of natural, Ca2+ , K+ forms were
due to structural modifications. After about 900oC, structures of all three forms fall down.
Because crystal water leaves structure. For this reason, to have a care, through various
industrial applications, temperature must not exceed 900oC.
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Introduction
Surfactant-templated silica materials show some remarkable properties such as large surface
area and controllable pore volume and size distribution.[1-3] One of the limitations of these
materials is their lack of active sites. Different strategies have been investigated to introduce
catalytically active sites into mesoporous silicas including co-condensation of active species
during mesoporous material synthesis or post-synthesis methods such as functionalization by
grafting.[4] In this work, we present the incorporation of the cubane-type
[Mo3S4(dmpe)3(MPTES)3]PF6 cluster (dmpe = 1,2-Bis(dimethylphosphine)ethane; MPTES =
(3-Mercaptopropyl)triethoxysilane) into mesoporous silica.
Experimental
Hybrid mesoporous materials have been synthesized by two different approaches to achieve
the Mo3S4 cubane-type cluster incorporation into mesoporous silica via covalent attachment:
i) a two-step approach, where mesoporous silica MCM-41 was firstly prepared and
subsequently the cubane-type cluster was chemically grafted onto the surface of MCM-41
(grafting synthesis) and ii) a one-pot approach (in-situ synthesis) where the mesoporous
material was prepared by co-condensation of both the functionalized molybdenum cluster (in
ethanol solution) and tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). The molybdenum cluster concentration
in the solids was varied between 1-5wt% nominal Mo:SiO2. Samples was labeled as IScluster-x or G-cluster-x where IS and G stands for in situ or grafting incorporation
respectively, x stands for the wt% nominal amount of the molybdenum into the material, x =
1, 3, and 5. The textural properties of the solids decrease, in all of the cases, with the increase
in the amount of Mo3S4 cluster as shown in Table 1.
Results and discussion
Table 1. Structural parameters of samples prepared by the two different approaches with the highest and the
lowest amount of Mo3S4 cluster into their framework.

dpa ABETb
Vpc
d100d
dpa ABETb
Vpc
d100d
Samples
2
3
2
3
(nm) (m /g) (cm /g) (nm)
(nm) (m /g) (cm /g) (nm)
G-cluster-1 3.0
745
0.75
4.40 IS-cluster-1 2.2
868
0.67
4.05
Samples

G-cluster-5 2.7

650

0.52

4.40

IS-cluster-5 1.9

693

0.63

4.47

a

Average mesopore diameters were estimated from the adsorption branch of the nitrogen isotherm using the BJH
method. b The BET surface area was estimated by using multipoint BET method using the adsorption data in the
relative pressure (P/P0) range of 0.05–0.30. c Mesopore volume measured at the plateau of the adsorption branch
of the nitrogen isotherm (P/P0 = 0.8). d Spacing d100, from XRD spectra.
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The morphology of hybrid mesoporous materials was investigated by transmission electron
microscopy, see Figure 1. Solids prepare with the one-pot method present a non ordered
structure due to the use of ethanol during the synthesis process. In the case of grafting
materials the well-ordered hexagonal structure, typical of MCM-41 materials, is kept after the
post-synthesis modification.

Figure 1. TEM images of two representative samples prepared by the post-grafting method and with the highest
amount of cluster (left) and by the in-situ method and the lowest amount of cluster (right).

Conclusions
Two groups of mesoporous solids with Mo3S4 clusters into their framework were prepared.
The one-pot synthesis produces a non-ordered materials whereas solids prepared using the
post synthesis method show well-ordered structured. All of the materials prepared present
good textural properties with surface areas and pore volumes in the order of 700 m2/g and 0.6
cm3/g, respectively.
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Introduction
Copper-containing ZSM-5 zeolites are known as challenging catalysts for de-NOx reactions [1]
among others important catalytic applications. In this report we present the results of versatile
study of effects provoked by Cu reduction in hydrogen flow over Cu-ZSM-5 zeolites at
temperatures of 150 and 350 ºC. A number of species of the ionic nature can be formed during
the activation treatment; neutral small metal particles and few atomic clusters are possible
products of copper ion transformations also. The effects due to the copper reduction by
hydrogen were monitored using XRD, UV-Vis, EPR, SEM-EDS and Raman spectroscopy.
Experimental
Set of ZSM-5 samples with varied SiO2/Al2O3 molar ratio (MR) was synthesized and generously
supplied by Dr. Alireza Abbaspur, from Isfahan Technology University, Iran. Selected for this
work samples have MR of 30 and 70. Copper ion exchange was carried out from 0.1 M
Cu(NO3)2 aqueous solution for one day. Exchanged samples were dried, and reduced in H2
flow at temperatures of 150 and 350 oC for 4 h. Scanning electron microscopy, as well as EDS
(Energy Disperse Spectroscopy) spectra were performed with a Quanta 3D FEG beam
(FOCUSED ION BEAM). EDS spectra were measured at specific spots with different size.
Measurements showed approximately 1 wt % of Cu for all samples. Micrographs at various
magnifications were obtained at 16 kV. Diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) were collected on a
Varian Cary 300 using a standard diffuse reflectance unit. EPR spectra of air-exposed hydrated
samples were measured at 300 K with a JEOL JES-RE3X spectrometer at a frequency of 9 GHz,
power of 1 mW and modulation frequency of 100 KHz. Raman spectroscopy and optical
images were measured with a computer-model BX41 Olympus Micro-Raman HR800 whose
sources were two laser excitation wavelengths of 633 and 785 nm. X-Ray diffraction
measurements were done with a Philips X’Pert diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation.
Results and discussion
XRD patterns of all the samples demonstrates typical for ZSM-5 zeolite structure, and were
influenced neither by ion exchange, nor by reducing treatment. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis
spectra of Cu-ZSM-5-30 and Cu-ZSM-5-70 demonstrates how the peak of Cu2+ ions, centered
at 850 nm, disappears during reduction treatment, in line with appearance of reduced copper
species; in general similar to observed during reduction treatment of Cu-Mordenite [2].
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EPR spectra of reduced Cu-ZSM-5-30 and Cu-ZSM-5-70 samples at room temperature are
characterized by wide axial Cu2+ ions signals with week hyperfine absorption. These axial
asymmetric signals are associated with two different hydrated Cu2+ ions sites. The spectra and
EPR intensity show a slight but measurable dependence on the reduction treatment.
SEM micrographs of Cu-ZSM-5-30 and Cu-ZSM-5-70 reduced at 150 ºC present a sharp
difference in morphology. The SEM micrographs of Cu-ZSM-5-30-150 sample at magnification
of 500X and 1000X, (Figures 1A and 1B) show crystalline particles with irregularly shaped
crystals of various sizes with apparent sides in the range from 50 to 1m and prevailing crystal
sizes less than 20 m, meanwhile, the
micrographs of Cu-ZSM-5-70-150 sample
(not shown) show mainly spherical
particles with prevailing diameters less
than 30 m. SEM images of Cu-ZSM-530-350 present the formation of new
crystalline particles composed of domains
with marked edge boundaries, that is,
these new particles are formed during the
reduction at 350 ºC. On the contrary the
micrographs of Cu-ZSM-5-70-350 almost
remain unchanged by the reduction
treatment at 350 ºC.
Raman spectra of all reduced Cu-ZSM-5
samples are characterized by a band at
373 cm-1 and several weak peaks and
shoulders when exited by the 785 nm
Figure 1. SEM micrographs of Cu-ZSM5-30
line. These signals overlap to a strong
sample reduced at 150 ºC, (A and B), and
photoluminescence background centered
reduced at 350 ºC (C and D).
at 800 cm-1. The 633 nm excitations
generate two more weak peaks below 280 cm-1. Probably the change observed in the
photoluminescence background is related to reduction treatments.
Conclusions
Copper reduction in the zeolite matrix is influenced both by the temperature of reducing
treatment and by the chemical composition of zeolite, that is by SiO2/Al2O3 molar ratio. This
influence is partly due to difference in copper ion sites in line with MR changing.
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Introduction
Enzyme-containing vesicles (or liposomes) are interesting systems in which a biocatalyst is
immobilized noncovalently, with several advantages over the conventionally immobilized
enzyme. First of all, the noncovalently entrapped enzyme retains its free and stable
conformation in the biocompatible microenvironment inside the liposome membrane. The
activity of the enzyme entrapped inside liposomes significantly depends on the substrate
permeability across the liposome bilayers [1]. For this reason, the enzyme-containing vesicles
could be used for bio-specific reactions, using substrate mixtures. Various enzyme have been
encapsulated inside small and large unilamellar vesicles by various methods, such as the dry
lipid film hydration, the freezing and thawing, the dehydration-rehydration and the extrusion
[2]. The last one is the most characterized method because monodisperse and regular extrude
liposome nanospheres can be obtained. However, the liposomes, but in general the organic
system, are not thermally and chemically stable and, hence, the enzyme molecules can be
denatured and/or released from the vesicles. Silica nanoparticles could be employed for
storage of active biomolecules: their biocompatibility and stability towards external agents
make them attractive systems to overcome the stability drawbacks of organic molecules. In
this work we report the synthesis of organic-inorganic solid with spherical morphology where
enzymes, as active compounds, are encapsulated. The nanospheres are composed of an
organic internal liposomal-enzyme phase covered by an external self-assembled silica shell.
In order to avoid the enzyme leaching, the porosity of the silica shell has been modulated
using different silica sources and/or developing organic fragments on the silica shell in order
to reduce the opening mouth of the pores.
Experimental
The synthesis of nanospheres was carried out using an emulsion of lecitine (as liposome
sources) where enzyme has been added after solvent evaporation. The formation of inorganic
silica shell, around the liposome/enzyme phase, was obtained by polymerization of the silicon
precursor (TEOS or sodium silicate). For the organic-inorganic shell preparation, ester
fragments have been covalently bonded to the silica units [3].
Results and discussion
The first encapsulated enzyme was the lipase from Rhizomucor miehei. Different samples
were prepared in order to change the amount of encapsulated lipase (Table 1). The amount of
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encapsulated enzyme was evaluated by UV-Visible method. When the initial enzyme
concentration was 1M, the highest immobilization efficiency was obtained.
Table 1. Prepared samples starting from solutions with different enzyme concentrations
Sample Code

Initial Enzyme Concentration
[M]*10 3

Amount of encaps.
Enz. [mg]

% Immob.

Enz. Amount in the solid
[%wt]

BL
LL1
LL2
LL3
LL4

0
0.5
1
2
3

0
14
29
54
80

0
95.8
98.3
96.5
95.1

0
3.9
7.6
9.4
15

Figure 1. DTA curves of free lipase and of nanospheres, with purely
siliceous external shell containing the enzyme (LL2)

310-320°C
410°
C

The incorporation of internal organic
liposome/lipase phase, into the external
inorganic silica shell, is clearly corroborated by
thermogravimetric analysis [3] (Fig. 1). Fig. 2
shows an isolated nanosphere containing lipase
enzyme and liposomal phase (sample LL2).

340°
C
410°C

Figure 2. TEM image of
isolated
nanosphere
containing lipase and
liposome (LL2)

Figure 3. N2 ads.
isotherm of nanosphere
containing lipase and
liposome (LL2)

The activity of the enzyme (transesterification of triglycerides) significantly decreases with
the increasing of the initial enzyme concentration (Fig. 4), meaning that, when the enzyme is
encapsulated in large amount, it is less free to move and, then, to meet and catalyze the
substrate.
The pore size of the external silica shell

Figure 4. Lipase/Liposome nanospheres activity

prepared by TEOS as silica precursor is 29 Å:
this pore dimension does not avoid the leaching
of the enzyme. Further investigations are in
progress in order to reduce the pore size of
external shell of nanospheres by changing the
silica precursor and by attaching the organic
fragments covalently to silica shell.
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Effect of preparation method on metal-support interactions
in Ni/ZSM-5+Al2O3 catalysts
Aleksandra Masalska, Jolanta Grzechowiak, Karolina Jaroszewska, Wodzimierz Tylus
Wrocaw University of Technology, Faculty of Chemistry, Poland,
Aleksandra.Masalska@pwr.wroc.pl
Introduction (Times New Roman, 12 pt, bold)
The method of metal incorporation is a contributing factor in the physicochemical properties
of the catalyst (dispersion; metal crystallite distribution and size; acidity), as well as in the
metal-support interactions. Metal may be incorporated into the support/components of the
support before or after the stage of support forming. When the support is a composite, the
method of combining its components also gains in importance. Addition of the active metal
before catalyst formation provides a strong interaction between support and metal precursor,
and produces catalysts of a high metal content and good dispersion. Strong metal-support
interactions may favour a modification in metal and acid sites [1], but may as well induce the
formation of compounds that are difficult to reduce [2]. This work attempts to ascertain how
the method of zeolite combining/mixing with aluminium hydroxide and the method of nickel
incorporation affect the surface properties and reducibility of the catalysts obtained.
Experimental
Catalyst preparation. Examined were Ni catalysts (8 wt.% NiO) supported on Al2O3+Ni,HZSM-5 (1:1) (Table 1). The preparation of series A catalysts involved aging of a mixture of
zeolite and aluminium hydroxide powders in water followed by their peptisation (1% HNO3).
In the AS method dry powders of zeolite and Al(OH)3 were made subject to peptisation. The
preparation of series E catalysts entailed a mixture of two pastes obtained separately: zeolite
(with 1% HNO3) and peptisate of aluminium hydroxide (with 1% HNO3). In the EP method,
powdered zeolite was incorporated into peptised aluminium hydroxide. Nickel (nickel(II)
nitrate(V)) was added before the stage of support forming (method F), by impregnation of the
support already formed and calcined (method I), or by a two-stage method (F+I), where onehalf of the metal was deposited before support forming, and one-half by impregnation. In
series A catalysts, Ni(NO3)2 was added to aluminium hydroxide, and in series E catalysts to a
zeolite and aluminium hydroxide mixture. Extrudates were dried and calcined (480o C, 3 h).
Catalyst characterization. The catalysts were characterized by N2 sorption (at 77 K), TPR (up
to 850°C), ICP, XRD, SEM, TEM, H2 chemisorption, XPS, NH3-TPD and PY-IR. When use
was made of H2 chemisorption and XPS, the catalysts were reduced in H2 at 500°C.
Results and discussion
The catalysts displayed an SBET of 258–298 m2/g, a pore volume of 0.28–0.36 cm3/g and an
average pore diameter of 4.5–5.5 nm (Table 1). Total acidity (determined by NH3-TPD)
varied from 0.82 to 0.89 mmol NH3/g (with ammonia desorbed over the range of 300–450ºC
accounting for 50%). Py-IR measurements show that in all of the catalysts Lewis acid sites
were dominant (Brønsted/Lewis ratios varying from 0.24 to 0.28). The preparation method
contributed to the extent of zeolite and alumina separation, as well as to the nickel distribution
on the catalyst surface and along the extrudates' cross-section (SEM). In the catalyst prepared
by the two-stage method (A/F+I) of metal deposition, the mean size of Ni particles is larger
on the zeolite crystal surface (1328 nm) than on the alumina surface (719 nm) (TEM).
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Table 1. Preparation method and some physicochemical properties of the catalysts obtained.
Catalyst ZSM-5

NiO

SBET

VC

VMIK

APDa

VH2b

Dc

Relative amount of Nid

&Al2O3 deposition (m2/g) (cm3/g) (cm3/g) (nm) (cm3/g) (%)

code

combining

(at.% )
NiAlO4

*

NiO** Nio***

A/F+I

A

F+I

269

0.35

0.039

5.2

0.404 3.7

46

40

14

A/F

A

F

298

0.36

0.028

5.0

0.103 0.9

51

40

9

E/I

E

I

283

0.35

0.029

5.0

0.267 2.2

41

41

18

E/F+I

E

F+I

258

0.35

0.032

5.5

0.310 2.6

43

46

11

E/F

E

F

269

0.33

0.041

4.9

0.181 1.5

52

41

7

EP/F

EP

F

284

0.30

0.033

4.7

0.151 1.3

49

42

9

AS/F

AS

F

281

0.28

0.024

4.5

0.241 2.0

50

40

10

a

b

c

d

Average pore diameter (BHJ method). Volume of H2 adsorbed. Dispersion. by XPS; Ni 2p3/2: *BE
= 857.9 eV. **BE = 855.3 eV. ***BE = 852.8 eV.

None of the catalysts tested has X-ray
diffraction lines characteristic for nickel
species (Ni, NiO and NiAl2O4) (not shown).
All catalysts display a low reducibility, which
f)
is due to the strong Ni-support interactions.
e)
The formation of NiAl oxide spinels and Ni
d)
oxide species that are difficult to reduce is
confirmed by TPR, and XPS experiments. All
c)
TPR profiles exhibit high-temperature
b)
reduction regions at 650800qC (Fig.1). H2
chemisorption
measurements show that Ni
a)
dispersion (D) varies between 0.9 and 3.7%.
200
400
600
800
Ni0 proportion on the catalyst surface (at.%
T ( C)
upon deconvolution of the Ni 2p3/2 region)
Fig. 1. TPR profiles of catalysts: A/F+I (a), A/F
does not exceed 20% (Table 1).
H2 uptake (a.u.)

g)

o

(b), E/I (c), E/F+I (d), E/F (e), EP/F (f), AS/F (g).

Conclusions
Regardless of the method used for combining zeolite and alumina or nickel incorporation,
metal-support interactions in the catalysts obtained are strong. When the whole quantity of the
nickel precursor was incorporated before catalyst formation, metal-support interactions were
slightly stronger (D = 0.92.0%; 710 at.% Ni0) than when the nickel precursor was
deposited by the single-stage method involving impregnation of the support already formed
and calcined, or by the two-stage method with one-half of the metal being incorporated before
support formation, and one-half being introduced by impregnation of the catalyst formed (D =
2.23.7%; 1118 at.% Ni0). Catalysts prepared by the impregnation method displayed higher
metal-to-acid ratios than those prepared by the single-stage method of nickel precursor
incorporation before support forming.
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Introduction
SBA-15 and MCF silicas that are characterized by large and uniform pores size, thick walls
and high surface area represent very interesting supports for V-active centers allowing a large
concentration of accessible, isolated and well defined active sites. In this work, two V-SBA15 [1] and V-MCF [2] systems (V content ca. 2.5 wt.%) prepared by direct synthesis were
tested in both selective (ODH of propane to propene) and total oxidations (dichloromethane
decomposition, the most stable chlorinated-alkane).Their physico-chemical and catalytic
properties were compared with those of similar materials with the same V content [3], namely
two mesoporous samples prepared by impregnation (V-SBA-15-i and V-MCF-i) and a nonporous one prepared by flame pyrolysis (V-SiO2) [4].
Experimental
A V-SBA-15 sample was prepared by direct synthesis (V content ca. 2.5 wt. %) as reported in
literature [1] Likewise, a V-MCF sample (V content ca. 2.5 wt. %) was obtained by a novel
direct synthesis [2,3]. For comparison, two catalysts were synthesized by impregnation of
SBA-15 and MCF supports (referred to as V-SBA-i and V-MCF-i, respectively). A nonporous catalyst (V-SiO2) was prepared by flame pyrolysis (FP) [4]. Samples were
characterized by powders XRD, FE-SEM and TEM microscopies, N2 sorption isotherms at 196 °C, H2-TPR, 51V MAS NMR, DR UV-Vis, micro-Raman and FT-IR. Catalytic
measurements were carried out in a fixed-bed reactor under aerobic conditions at different
reaction temperatures (200-500 °C).
Results and Discussion
The samples directly synthesized exhibited higher specific surface areas (up to 820 m2g-1 for
V-SBA-15 and 925 m2g-1 for V-MCF) as compared to impregnated ones. Raman spectroscopy
of V-SBA-15 and V-MCF showed V=O stretching modes of isolated V species in tetrahedral
coordination (ca. 1035 cm-1), whereas typical bands of polymeric VOx and micro-crystalline
V2O5 were observed with both V-SBA-15-i and V-MCF-i samples. Likewise, TEM images
revealed the presence of V-based clusters only at the surface of impregnated samples. IR
spectroscopy showed that more abundant and acidic sites were obtained by impregnation.
Better catalytic performances in both selective and total oxidation reactions were achieved
with V-SBA-15 and V-MCF as compared to impregnated ones, as consequence of a better V
dispersion. Interestingly, higher selectivity to propene (ODH of propane, Figure 1A) was
obtained with V-MCF as compared to V-SBA-15, whereas better dichloromethane
conversions (Figure 1B) were achieved with V-SBA-15 instead of V-MCF (a similar trend
was observed with impregnated samples). Finally, a non-porous sample V-SiO2 with
comparable V content and V species well dispersed and incorporated into the silica
framework [4] was tested in the same reactions, showing a lower catalytic activity than
mesoporous samples in both cases.
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Figure 1. Catalytic results achieved with V-containing SBA-15 and MCF
catalysts, the latter having a 3-D pores network: A) Selectivity to propene
at iso-conversion (ODH of propane; ca. 4 % propane conv.) and B)
dichloromethane conversions (total oxidation). V-contents: ca. 2.5 wt. %;
aerobic conditions; TOS = 10 min.; T = 500 °C.

Conclusion
The catalytic behaviour of V-MCF and V-SBA-15 is assigned to the different porous network
of the two systems. SBA-15 has monodimensional mesopores that may favour longer
residence times of molecules, unlike the 3-D ultra-large pores of MCF and therefore deeper
oxidations occur in SBA-15 systems. On the other hand, the lower activity of a non-porous
sample (V-SiO2) confirmed the important role of catalyst porosity in oxidation reactions.
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Introduction
Layered materials have been investigated widely in the last years, and several materials have
been delaminated as MCM-22P and PREFER obtaining ITQ-2[1] and ITQ-6[2]. There is
interest in these materials because they may be good catalysts due to high surface area and
easy access to pores and acid sites.
Usually delamination of layered materials is taken in two steps, first step is the swollen of the
zeolite by intercalating surfactant cations between the layers, and then the second step is the
extraction of the surfactant cations by ultrasounds or chemical treatment.
Nu-6(1) is a layered zeolite discovered in the beginning of the 80´s, by removing 4,4´
bipyridine template molecules Nu-6(2) is obtained. It has been reported that this zeolite can be
swollen by exchanging 4,4´bipyridine by cetyltrimethylammoniun (CTA+) or
decyltrimethylammonium (DTA+) and then extract the intercalated molecule to give the
delaminated zeolite ITQ-18[3,4].
Experimental
Nu-6(1) was synthesized as described by Corma and coworkers[3]. The zeolite was
synthesized with three different Si/Al ratios: 45, 90 and ∞. CTA-Nu-6(1)a was treated with
CTA+ and TPAOH at a range of pH of 9 and a temperature of 25-80ºC, afterwards it was
sonicated and calcined at 580ºC. CTA-Nu-6(1)b was treated at pH 12 at room temperature,
CTA-Nu-6(1)c, d and e were treated at pH 9 (given by an arginine buffer) and 80ºC. These
samples were calcined at 580ºC. The conditions of the experiments are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Exfoliation conditions for different Nu-6(1) samples.
Sample

Si/Al

Temperature (˚C)

pH

Time (h)

CTA-Nu-6(1)a

45

25-80

12.9

220

CTA-Nu-6(1)b

45

RT

12.0

16

CTA-Nu-6(1)c

45

80

8.6

26

CTA-Nu-6(1)d

77

80

9.0

26

CTA-Nu-6(1)e

352

80

9.0

26

Results and discussion

In order to know the success of the treatment with CTA+ the degree of 4,4´bipyridine
extraction was calculated for sample CTA-Nu-6(1)a being 3.9, 6.7, 13.3, and 33.7% at 40,
50, 65 and 80ºC, respectively. XRD showed a small peak at low angles indicating swelling of
the material although the peak was small and that suggested a small percentage of swollen
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material. The calcination of this material gave a material with a surface area of 302 m2/g.
Samples CTA-Nu-6(1)b and c did not show any peak at low angle XRD, after calcining these
samples had a surface area of 292 and 272 m2/g. This treatment did not swollen the Nu-6(1)
material and the calcinations gave Nu-6(2) zeolite, this material was not exfoliated Nu-6(1)
(ITQ-18) but exfoliated Nu-6(2). Conventional as-made Nu-6(2) has a surface area of 50 m2/g
[3], which suggests that the zeolite has directly been exfoliated during the treatment with
CTA+ carried out in this work. Figure 1 shows TEM pictures of exfoliated Nu-6(2).
In addition, the influence of aluminum was studied in three different Nu-6(1) samples
prepared with different Si/Al ratio. This Si/Al ratio was determined by XRF being 45, 77 and
352. These samples were treated with the same process as sample CTA-Nu-6(1)c using CTA+
giving rise to surface areas of 272, 128 and 35 m/g, respectively.

1 µm
2 µm
Figure 1. TEM pictures of exfoliated Nu-6(2)
Conclusions
The low bipyridine extraction observed in CTA+ exchange at room temperature suggests that
the process is controlled by the adsorption of surfactant CTA+ and is consistent with a lack of
swelling of the zeolite. Mild pH (around 9) and temperature (room temperature) conditions
leading to the direct exfoliation of Nu-6(1) were identified. These exfoliation conditions
produced neither the swelling of the material (since no low angle peak was observed by XRD)
nor the amorphization of the solid (since upon exfoliation the calcined solid exhibited all the
XRD and SAED features of Nu-6(2)). This is the reason why the obtained material, having a
BET specific surface area of about 300 m2/g, was denominated exfoliated Nu-6(2). Finally,
there is a strong relationship between the exfoliation yield in terms of BET specific surface
area and the Si/Al ratio of the precursor. The best results were obtained for the material with
the lowest Si/Al ratio (45) which seems to favor the ion exchange interaction between the
surfactant and the layered zeolite.
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Automated electron Diffraction Tomography (ADT) – a new technique for
routine structure solution of nano-crystalline zeolites and porous materials
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Institute of Physical Chemistry, Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany
Transmission electron microscope (TEM), providing imaging and diffraction information
from the same volume, is a powerful tool to investigate nano materials where single crystal or
powder X-ray diffraction fails. High resolution TEM can directly visualize structural features
at atomic resolution, but demands high electron dose and may cause severe beam damage for
frameworked and hydrated inorganic materials (like zeolites). In contrast, electron diffraction
needs only a fraction of this electron dose and provides structural data with even higher
resolution.
Normally, for a complete structure solution three-dimensional experimental data are needed.
Traditionally the collection of three-dimensional diffraction data is performed by a tilt of a
pre-oriented nano-crystal around a low index crystallographic axis. Diffraction patterns
collected in such a way are oriented low index zones. This strongly limits the amount of
accessible reflections and enhances dynamical effects, hampering the possibility of ab-initio
structure solution.
Automated electron Diffraction Tomography (ADT) is a recently developed approach for
electron diffraction acquisition and analysis [1, 2]. The idea is to sample the full reciprocal
space inside the tilt range of the microscope goniometer avoiding in-zone patterns and using a
mild illumination on the sample. The crystal is imaged and tracked during the tilt in scanning
transmission mode (STEM) and nano electron diffraction (NED) patterns are collected
sequentially.
Cell parameter determination, three-dimensional reconstruction of reciprocal space and
intensity integration are performed automatically with the software ADT3D. Data sets
collected by ADT proved to be of higher quality than the ones collected by conventional
electron diffraction based on oriented patterns. Dynamical effects are so reduced that a
standard kinematic approach normally delivers ab-initio the complete structural model.
Coupling this technique with precession electron diffraction [3] in order to improve the spot
integration, it was possible to solve complex structures from a single nanocrystal down to 50
nm in diameter [4]. Porous minerals [5], zeolites [6] and beam-sensitive metal-organic
frameworks [7], even with large cells up to 30000 Å3, have been solved in the last year (see
Table 1) by direct methods implemented in the same software packages as used in X-ray
crystallography. Examples of recently solved porous material structures will be proposed,
including large cavities and doped zeolites and other porous frameworks.
Experimental
For TEM-ADT investigations samples were suspended in ethanol and sprayed onto carbon
coated copper grid using a modified sonifier. The TEM work was carried out with a Tecnai
F30 S-TWIN transmission electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun working at
300 kV. STEM images were collected by a FISCHIONE high angular annular dark field
detector (HAADF). Nano electron diffraction patterns were acquired with a CCD camera (14bit GATAN 794MSC).
ADT data acquisitions were performed with a FISCHIONE tomography holder and a cooled
GATAN single-tilt holder. The ADT data acquisition was performed with the module
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described in [1]. A mild illumination setting resulting in an electron dose rate of 10 - 15 e/Å2s
was used. Nano electron diffraction was performed employing a 10 m C2 condenser aperture
with a 100-50 nm beam on the sample. Precession of the beam was performed using the
SpinningStar unit NanoMEGAS. The precession angle was kept at 1.2°.
The program ADT3D was used for the data processing, including 3D diffraction volume
reconstruction, automated cell parameter determination, intensities integration procedures,
and data visualization and validation. The ab-initio structure solution was performed by direct
methods implemented in SIR2008, included in the package Il Milione [8]. A fully kinematical
approach was used (intensities proportional to Fhkl2), and no correction was applied to the
intensity data.
Table 1. Examples of porous structures recently solved by ADT data.
Material

Space

Cell lengths (Å)

group

a

Charoite-90

P21/m

32.0 19.6 7.1

90

Charoite-96

P21/m

32.1 19.8 7.2

87

Natrolite

Fdd2

18.3 18.6 6.6

10

ZSM-5

Pnma

20.1 19.9 13.4 39

ITQ-45

Ima2

17.9 22.4 13.9 41

b

c

Independent
non-H atoms

MUF-4large Fm3m 32.0 32.0 32.0 9
ECS-3

Cc

19.8 28.3 9.8
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Introduction
Oligomerization of n-butenes over solid acid catalysts is an attractive way to obtain higher
olefins such as octenes. The branched octenes can be applied for gasoline blending, whereas
the less branched ones can be used for the synthesis of alcohols. The latter can be further
processed into diisononylphthalates, which are excellent polyvinyl chloride plasticizers.
Zeolites with narrow pores (such as ferrierite) are among perspective catalysts for this
processes [1]. The main drawbacks of these catalysts are rather low yield of target product
and fast catalyst deactivation, which is due to intracrystalline diffusion limitations in zeolitic
porous system. The aim of this contribution was to synthesize micro/mesoporous composite
materials based on ferrierite, which will allow to increase the accessibility of the active sites
and to increase the activity of the catalyst in this process.
Experimental
Micro/mesoporous materials with different contributions of micro- and mesoporosity were
prepared by recrystallization of ferrierite with Si/Al = 34 in alkaline solution in the presence
of cethyltrimethylammonium bromide following the procedure described in [2]. The materials
were characterized by elemental analysis, XRD, FTIR, TEM, SEM, nitrogen
adsorption-desorption, NH3-TPD and IR spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine.The n-butene
conversion was carried out in a fixed bed reactor operated under steady state conditions at
200-300ºC and under high pressure (45 bar). The weight hourly space velocity of n-butene-1
was 2 h-1. The nitrogen /n-butene-1 molar ratio was around 4.
Results and discussion
The main characteristics of the materials obtained are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of recrystallized ferrierites
Si/Al

Relative
crystalinity*

aNH3**
(µmol/g)

Vmic
(cm3/g)

Vtotal
(cm3/g)

Vmic/Vtotal

-

34

1.0

565

0.116

0.130

0.90

H/RеFER-0.8

0.43

31

1.1

670

0.106

0.131

0.81

H/RеFER-0.5

0.8

33

0.77

549

0.105

0.180

0.51

H/RеFER-0.3

1.2

31

0.70

466

0.066

0.226

0.29

H/RеFER-0.1

1.8

31

0.36

277

0.045

0.356

0.13

Samples

CNaOH
(M)

H/FER

* - estimated from the intensity of the diffraction peak at 2θ of 9.44 using the parent ferrierite as a reference
** - concentration of acid sites determined by NH3 TPD
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The different degree of recrystallization was achieved by varying of NaOH concentration. The
relative crystallinity increased slightly for the sample obtained after recrystallization under
moderate alkalinity (Table 1). This effect was likely to be due to the dissolution of some
amorphous phase contained in the parent ferrierite and/or to the recovery of some ferrierite
phase due to the healing of defects in the zeolite framework. Further increase of the alkalinity
led first to partial and then to complete transformation of ferrierite into MCM-41 followed by
a gradual decrease of the amount and strength of the acid sites. At the same time, the
accessibility of the Brønsted acid sites for pyridine increased drastically (Fig. 1). In the parent
ferrierite only 22% of the total number of Brønsted acid sites was available for pyridine. The
increase of the degree of recrystallization led to the increase of the accessibility up to 97% for
H/ReFER-0.1.
75

97%

74

73

72

70
54

59%
48%
40%

24

33

35
25

17

21%

H/FER

29

H/ReFER
-0.8

H/ReFER
-0.5

H/ReFER
-0.3

H/ReFER
-0.1

Figure 1. Contribution of Brønsted acid
sites accessible for pyridine

H/FER

H/ReFER- H/ReFER- H/ReFER- H/ReFER- MCM-41
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.1

Figure 2. Conversion of n-butene ■ and
selectivity to octenes □ at 250°C

The increase of the accesibility of the acid sites was followed by the gradual increase of the
catalyst activity in n-butene oligomerization (Fig. 2). n-Butene conversion increased from
17% for parent ferrerite to 35% observed for H/ReFER-0.1 at 250°C. On the contrary, the
selectivity to octenes did not change significantly. All recrystallized materials showed better
catalytic performance with respect to both parent ferrierite and MCM-41 mesoporous
material. However the best result was achieved over H/ReFER-0.1 with the most open porous
structure.
Acknowledgements
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Conclusions
Micro/mesoporous materials obtained by recrystallization of ferrierite showed improved
catalytic properties in n-butene oligomerization with respect to both parent ferrierite and
MCM-41 mesoporous material. The effect is due to enhanced accessibility of the active sites
and easier transport of bulky molecules provided by mesopores. The best catalytic
performance was achieved on composite materials with high degree of recrystallyzation.
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Introduction
Zeolites are microporous crystalline materials with wide variety of applications, e.g.,
adsorption, ion exchange, catalysis... With natural zeolites being discovered more than 200
years ago, intensive research is nowadays aimed at developing new synthetic zeolites with
tailored properties for specific task. In a given zeolite lattice, the replacement of tetravalent Si
atoms by trivalent Al or Ga atoms places negative charges on the framework, which should be
compensated by non-framework cations. These charge-compensating cations are loosely held
in the pores of a zeolite and can be exchanged by other cations, making zeolites good cation
exchangers. Therefore, zeolites are useful in water softening, nuclear wastes removal, and gas
storage. Additionally, they can discriminate between molecules of different sizes and shapes.
This ability legitimates their consideration as “molecular sieves” and has been the basis for
many applications in current catalysis and separation technologies.
Natrolite is one of the first natural zeolites which have been reported in the literature by the
early 1800’s. It is also one of the first zeolites of which crystal structures have been
established early on by 1930’s by Pauling and Taylor. Nonetheless, its unique chemical and
structural characteristics have continued to be discovered up to date, probably due to the
flexible connectivity of the NAT topology. Pressure, as well as temperature, has been shown
to alter the structure and the composition, in many cases, in unprecedented ways.
The aim of the work presented here is to gain detailed insights into the non-equivalent
tetrahedral sites (T-sites) in hydrated and dehydrated forms of various extra-framework
cation-exchanged natural natrolite to better understand the performance of these materials.
Results and discussion
Magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy of 27Al and 29Si has proven to be a powerful
tool to reveal the chemical environment of the tetrahedral framework atoms in aluminosilicate
zeolites. In this work, high resolution MAS NMR and 2D NMR correlation techniques have
been used to determine the silicon-aluminum orderings in the zeolite framework. In particular,
2D multiple-quantum (MQ) and satellite (ST) MAS NMR spectroscopies strongly improve
the resolution of the 27Al NMR spectrum (fig 1f-g), due to the averaging of the second-order
quadrupolar interaction effects. Additionally, these high-resolution MQMAS and STMAS
techniques were also combined with 29Si MAS NMR to produce highly resolved correlation
spectra of the studied samples.
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29

Figure 1: NMR spectra of hydrated samples : Si MAS NMR of a)Ba-NAT, b) Sr-NAT, c)
27
Ca-NAT, d) Scolecite, e) Mg-NAT, and Al Double-Quantum Filtered-STMAS NMR of f)
Ba-NAT and g) Ca-NAT

Conclusions
The results obtained by a combination of these NMR techniques, in comparison with XRD
data, lead to very precise information to understand the arrangement of the various nonequivalent T atoms in the various exchanged samples.
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Introduction
Zeolite L possesses a LTL framework with characteristic one-dimensional 12-membered
oxygen rings with a diameter of 7.1 Å. It has been extensively studied since the discovery of
the remarkable selectivity of Pt/KL catalyst for hexane aromatization [1]. More recently,
zeolite L has proven to be an ideal host material for the supramolecular organization of
molecules, complexes and clusters [2].
On the other hand, Ag-exchanged zeolites have been reported to be active in the
photocatalytic decomposition of NO or N2O as well as in the deNOx reaction [3]. They can
also be used as antimicrobial agents [4] or in methane activation.
Two L zeolite samples, one in basic form (KL) and other in acid form (HL) were ionexchanged with Ag in order to study the characteristics of silver particles and the effect of the
presence of either H+ or K+ in the zeolite.
Experimental
Commercial KL zeolite with Si/Al = 3 was provided by UOP. HL zeolite was prepared by ion
exchanging KL zeolite with a NH4NO3 solution and calcined under air at 500 ºC for 8 h.
Ag/HL and Ag/KL zeolites were prepared by ion-exchange with an AgNO3 solution under
standard conditions. Then, the samples were calcined as described above.
Zeolites were characterized by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Temperature Programmed
Reduction (H2-TPR), in situ diffuse reflectance UV-Vis at several temperatures under air and
H2, High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy and Temperature Programmed
Desorption of NO (NO-TPD).
Results and discussion
Silver content in Ag/KL and in Ag/HL zeolites was determined by ICP analysis and was
found to be 5.2 and 4.5 (wt.)%, respectively. XRD showed that both zeolites retained its
crystallinity after ion-exchange with Ag.
H2-TPR (Fig. 1) showed, contrarily to results reported in the literature for Ag-exchanged
ZSM-5 zeolites [3], only one reduction peak for Ag/KL and Ag/HL. Moreover, the reduction
peak of Ag/HL appears at a much higher temperature than that of Ag/KL.
DRS UV-Vis analysis (Fig. 1) revealed that after heating under air at 500 ºC both zeolites
presented an absorption band around 225 nm, which corresponds to Ag+ in the zeolite
exchange sites, but Ag/KL had a large band from about 330 nm up to 800 nm which can be
ascribed to Ag partially charged clusters (Agnδ+) and Ag metallic clusters (Agm). However, Ag
absorptions in Ag-exchanged zeolites have only been reported up to 500 nm. On the other
hand, after heating under H2 at 500 ºC, although both zeolites presented absorption bands
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above 330 nm, Ag/KL exhibited a much stronger absorption band than Ag/HL. This confirms
the different reducibility of the Ag species present on both zeolites.

Figure 1. H2-TPR profile (left) and UV-Vis spectra (right) of Ag/KL (

) and Ag/HL (

).

HR-TEM showed the presence of Ag nanoparticles with a mean diameter of 2 ± 1 nm on
Ag/KL and 4 ± 2 nm on Ag/HL. Therefore, the presence of K+ instead of H+ promotes the
formation of smaller Ag particles. Inter-reticular plane measuring seems to indicate that these
particles correspond to Ag0. NO-TPD also evidenced striking differences between both
zeolites concerning NO desorption peaks.
Conclusions
Ag-exchanged L zeolite presents different features when compared with other Ag-exchanged
zeolites studied in the literature. Moreover, the presence of either K+ or H+ affects the type of
Ag species and the size of Ag particles as showed by H2-TPR, in situ diffuse reflectance UVVis and HR-TEM. Therefore, these two cations can be used to tune the Ag species present on
Ag-exchanged L zeolites according to the desired application.
Acknowledgements
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Introduction
Zeolites have played a significant role in the development of the modern society. It has
been widely used as catalysts, adsorbents, medium for gas separation etc. Knowledge about
the structure is crucial in order to get better understand of the properties. A majority of
the zeolites have ordered structures and can be solved by conventional methods. There are
however numerous zeolites with disordered structures which demand more complex routes for
structure solution. Transmission electron microscopy is an important technique for studying
disorderd zeolite structures. Here we use the disordered zeolite beta structure as a type
material [1, 2]

Results and discussion
Zeolite beta is heavily disordered and is built up of a mixture of two twin components stacked
in a disordered manner throughout the crystal, see Figure 1a. When studied using diffraction
techniques (such as X-ray or electron) the disorder gives rise to diffuse scattering. All spots
with index 3n 3m l stay sharp whereas other spots are broadened along the c*-axis and form
streaks, see Figure 1b. High resolution electron microscopy (HRTEM) is very powerful
technique especially when it comes to study disordered structures and defects. The images
provide the possibility to study the local projected potential distribution. However, in contrast
to diffraction data, it remains a technique for local information and will not reveal structure
information representative for the whole crystal.
The intensity distribution along the diffusely scattered lines is related to the stacking
sequence of the structure. By gaining more knowledge about this relationship, information
about the disordered structure can be attained from the diffraction data. The first step of this
study is to understand the diffuse scattering and its origin; this has been done by simulations
of diffraction. The simulations have been made either with a kinematical approximation using
the software DIFFaX [4] or by using the multislice method for calculations of dynamical
electron diffraction.
Kinematical simulations for stacking sequences with different stacking sequences have
different intensity distributions as can be seen in Figure 2. Most peaks coincide well with
the experimental data from a sample of zeolite beta with an approximate content of 68%
polymorph A type stacking, estimated from deconvolution of PXRD data. There is however
one major peak in the experimental pattern that is not present in the simulated data, found at
l ≈ ±3. This peak is however present in the simulated diffraction pattern including dynamical
scattering using multislice simulations, see Figure 1c. This indicates that the multislice
simulations are well in accordance with the dynamical scattering and can be used for further
analyses of the diffuse scattering.
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Figure 1. a) HRTEM image of zeolite beta taken along the [100]A direction. b) Selected area
electron diffraction pattern taken along the same direction. c) Diffraction pattern simulated
with the multislice method viewed along the [100]A direction.

Figure 2. Electron diffraction intensity profiles simulated using DIFFaX. The intensity profles
along the (0 2 l)A line are plotted for stacking sequences with 50%, 68% and 80% polymorph
A type stacking. Experimental data with an estimated content of 68% A-type stacking shown
on top. Peaks assigned to the dynamical scattering are marked with arrows.

Conclusions
There are numerous of disordered zeolites that need a more detailed understanding. HRTEM
and electron diffraction are important techniques for studying the disordered structures..
Gaining more knowledge about the diffuse scattering will help us in the study of these
structures. In order to create a better understanding of the diffuse scattering, we have studied
first which features of the scattered intensities that carries direct structural information and
then the relationship between the structural features and the diffuse scattering.
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Introduction
Considering the quality of diesel oil (low polyaromatics content, high cetane number), it is
essential to improve the activity of the catalysts being elaborated not only for aromatic
hydrocarbons hydrogenation but also for ring opening. In the case of 1-methylnaphtalene (1MeN) conversion, it has been found that to maximize the cetane number, it is preferable to
use catalysts with a high selectivity towards cis-decalins (thermodynamically less stable) [1].
Noble metals supported on MCM-41 mesoporous materials have been successfully tested in
the naphthalene hydrogenation/hydrodecyclization [2]. Since SBA-15 stability is much higher
than MCM-41 [3], there is an interest to investigate SBA-15 as a support for catalyst devoted
to hydrotreating processes. Aluminium substituted SBA-15 materials could be chosen as a
catalysts support for moderate acidic-catalyzed reactions. In this work, we report the
application of Pt/AlSBA-15 for catalytic conversion of 1-MeN. Our study is focused on
assessing the effect of Pt content on the selectivity towards trans- and cis-decalins. The results
for Pt/AlSBA-15 are discussed and compared with those for Pt/Al2O3 which is used in the
hydrogenation of aromatics.
Experimental
AlSBA-15 samples were synthesized by the methodology described elsewhere [4].
Mesostructured materials with the Si/Al=20 ratio were obtained using aluminium sulphate.
The AlSBA-15 was mixed with a binder (20 wt.% of AlO(OH) – Pural KR-1), impregnated
with the Pt precursor solution and then shaped into pellets. Platinum was incorporated by the
incipient wetness method using an aqueous solution of H2PtCl6.6H2O. Catalysts containing
1.2; 3.0 and 5.0 wt.% of platinum were denoted as Pt/AlSBA-15, 3Pt/AlSBA-15 and
5Pt/AlSBA-15, respectively.
X-ray diffraction (Siemens 5005 CuKα), N2 adsorption at 77 K (Autosorb-1C; Quantachrom),
29
Si MAS NMR (AC 200; Bruker), scanning electron microscopy (JEOL 1200 EX), TOFSIMS, and IR-Py were used for catalysts characterization. Pt dispersion was determined by
the H2-O2 titration method. Activity and selectivity of the Pt/AlSBA-15 catalysts were tested
in the hydrogenation of 1-MeN in a fixed-bed lab-scale microreactor, at 200-350oC,
atmospheric pressure and W/F = 0.8 g s/cm3. Prior to catalytic tests, the sample was reduced
in hydrogen flow at 350oC (1 h) and 400oC (0.5 h).
*

Results and discussion
XRD patterns show that the AlSBA-15 catalysts are characterized by a well ordered structure;
the N2 isotherm is typical of mesoporous structures (type IV). AlSBA-15 have a surface area
of 875 m2/g, a mean pore diameter (BJH method) of 1.3 nm, a pore volume of 1.26 cm3/g, and
a total acidity of 0.21 mmolNH3/g. The physical properties of alumina are as follows: surface
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area, 296 m2/g; mean pore diameter (BJH method), 4.9 nm; pore volume, 0.39 cm3/g, and
total acidity, 0.39 mmolNH3/g.
The results show that AlSBA-15-supported Pt catalysts are more active in 1-MeN
hydrogenation than is the Pt/Al2O3 catalyst (Fig.1a). At lower reaction temperature, 1-MeN
conversion over Pt/Al2O3 is by 15% lower than over Pt/AlSBA-15 (Fig. 1a). At higher
temperature Pt/Al2O3 is almost inactive; over Pt/AlSBA-15, conversion totals 70%. The test
also included 5Pt/AlSBA-15(results not shown). The results of catalysts selectivity at 200 and
240oC are shown in Figs. 1b and 1c. The products obtained over Pt/Al2O3 contain
methyltetralins. The yield of methyldecalins in the hydrogenation products obtained over
Pt/AlSBA-15 increases with platinum content. The increase in the Pt amount, however, is
concomitant with the decrease in the cis-/trans-methyldecalins ratio. The differences in the
selectivity between the catalysts in the isomerization reaction decrease with the rise in
reaction temperature, amounting to 0.60 and 0.30 for catalysts containing 1.2 wt.% and 3
wt.% Pt at 200oC, respectively.
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Figure 1. Catalyst activity in 1-MeN hydroconversion: conversion (a), selectivity at 200 oC
(b), selectivity at 240 oC (c); (MD = methyldecalins, MT = methyltetralins).
Conclusions
Our results show that, at the low temperature (200 and 240oC), regardless of the platinum
amount, 1-MeN conversion over Pt/AlSBA-15 is higher than that over Pt/Al2O3. In contrast to
Pt/SBA-15, the products obtained over Pt/Al2O3 contain a low amount of methyldecalins. The
content of methyldecalins in the products of hydrogenation over Pt/AlSBA-15 increases with
the increase in the Pt amount. However, the increase in the metal/acid ratio of the Pt/SBA-15
catalysts is concomitant with the decrease in the cis-/trans-methyldecalins ratio. One of the
reasons for difference between activity of the Pt/SBA-15 and Pt/Al2O3 is the variety of Pt
distribution.
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Introduction
The activity of high-silica zeolites related to highly acidic bridging groups and the shape
selectivity effect enables processing of cracking reactions, isomerisation, alkylation, MTH
etc. with high selectivity at high levels of conversion. Although, linear relationship has been
found for concentration of strong acid sites and conversion, e.g. in cracking of paraffins,
catalytic processes are of high complexity and others structural parameters participate in
reactants transport, activation and transformation[1-4]. Both the commercial and those H-ZSM5 synthesized in the laboratory, with highly regular XRD structure and well-developed
micropore volume, often contain in the framework low concentration of Al- and Si-related
defective sites. The Al-related defects form various Lewis sites, namely of the extraframework and framework Al electron acceptor site types. Beside framework Si atoms in
regular Td coordination, the Si-related defects represented by internal silanols form the less
ordered environment compared to that of the ideal zeolite structure.
This study has attempted to analyse the local structures and the reasons for the
“reversible” and “irreversible” formations of perturbation of the regular framework. The
impact of the presence of Al atoms at various crystallographic sites and the local density of Al
atoms in the framework (population of the [Al–O–(Si–O)n–Al] sequences) is analysed in
ZSM-5 and BEA zeolites[1,2]. Defect sites in micro-mesoporous ZSM-5 are analysed with
respect to the various ways for introduction of mesopores into the micropore structure[4].
Recent progress in methodology has been employed in analysis of the structure of zeolite by
high-resolution 2D (3Q) 27Al MAS NMR, 29Si MAS NMR and FTIR spectra of OH groups
and molecular probes measured at low temperature (20 K). The effect of low concentration of
Si- and Al- related framework perturbations (defects) in the regular framework of small
crystals of microporous and micro-mesoporous H-ZSM-5 on their activity, selectivity and
life-time is analysed in methanol transformation to hydrocarbons.
Experimental
The concentration of [Al–O–(Si–O)1–Al] sequence in the framework and extra-framework Al
were analysed by 29Si MAS NMR high-power decoupling experiments. The concentration of
[Al–O–(Si–O)2–Al] and [Al–O–(Si–O)n>2–Al] sequences in the framework was determined
from the exchange capacity for Co(II) ions and quantitative analysis of d–d transitions of bare
Co(II) ions in the UV-Vis spectra of the dehydrated CoNa-zeolites. Al siting in the T
positions of the framework was analysed using high resolution 27Al 3Q MAS NMR
spectroscopy carried out on a Bruker Avance 500 MHz Wide Bore spectrometer. FTIR
spectra of OH groups and C≡N groups of adsorbed d3-acetonitrile and nitrogen sorption
measurements were employed to identify the structure and content of Td Al atoms in the
framework connected with structural Si-OH-Al groups, of perturbed framework Al atoms, AlOH groups, Al-Lewis electron acceptor sites, and internal and external Si-OH groups in
micro- and micro-mesoporous ZSM-5 and BEA zeolites. The methanol transformation was
carried out in a fixed-bed through-flow reactor typically at 370°C and WHSV of 20 h−1.
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Results and discussion
The structure of ZSM-5 and BEA zeolites was analysed with an attempt to understand the
stability of the framework and origin of the framework defects. The regularity of the
framework and the formation of Al-OH and internal silanols, perturbed Td coordinated
framework Al atoms and Lewis sites were analysed with respect to (i) the population of [Al–
O–(Si–O)n–Al] sequences in the framework, (ii) siting of Al atoms in the individual
crystallographic sites and (iii) the procedures for incorporation of mesopores into the
microporous structure.
(i) The effect of concentration of Al atoms in Al-O-(Si-O)2-Al and Al-O-(Si-O)n>2-Al
sequences in the framework on stability of the framework of BEA zeolites with similar Si/Al
ratios is demonstrated. The framework of BEA with high concentration of Al atoms in Al-O(Si-O)2-Al sequences exhibits higher stability compared to that with prevailing concentration
of Al in the Al-O-(Si-O)n>2-Al sequences. The Al-O-(Si-O)n>2-Al sequences in the framework
of BEA zeolites are easily perturbed already during detemplating and result in the formation
of the framework Al Lewis sites and the extra-framework Al.
(ii) The analysis of the relation between perturbation of the framework and siting of Al
atoms in the individual crystallographic sites of ZSM-5 zeolites shows that the Al siting
represents a key parameter controlling formation of electron acceptor acid sites. This is the
first experimental evidence that the Al siting in different crystallographic sites can affect
properties of zeolite catalyst. As the Al siting in individual crystallographic sites of silicon
rich zeolites can be varied by the conditions of zeolite synthesis, the results open a possibility
to tune presence/absence of electron acceptor acid sites in zeolite catalysts.
(iii) The different procedures leading to hierarchic micro-mesopore structure were
analysed with respect to the formation of defective sites. The formation of mesopores by
zeolite desilication by alkaline treatment (removing a part of the zeolite containing internal
silanols) and subsequent leaching of perturbed framework aluminium (Al-Lewis sites, Al-OH)
by oxalic acid resulted in the non-defective highly regular micro-mesoporous structure.
A series of micro- and micro-mesoporous zeolites with highly regular and, on the other
side, a defective framework were investigated in transformation of methanol to low olefins,
aromatics and paraffins. It is shown that even low concentration of Al- and Si-related
defective sites substantially affects the product composition and stability of conversion during
methanol transformation to hydrocarbons. The low-defective highly ordered micromesoporous H-ZSM-5 favours formation of C2 and C3 olefins, and provides long life-time. On
contrary, the zeolites with defective sites enhance hydrogen transfer reactions leading to
higher selectivity to aromatics and paraffins and coke formation causing deactivation.
Conclusions
The findings of the relationships between the distribution of Al atoms in the framework and
structural stability provide an insight into the origin and formation of defect sites in ZSM-5
and BEA zeolites. These findings point out on the way of preparation of catalysts with highly
regular framework of micro-mesoporous H-ZSM-5 with enhanced durability and selectivity in
methanol to olefin transformation.
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Introduction
Among the surfactant templated silicas, MCM-41 occupies a special place as the first
discovered and also the most studied one. It is classically templated by a cationic surfactant,
cethyltrimethylammonium (CTMA+) and, possesses a hexagonal array of monodimensional
channels. They are widely applied in fields as adsorption, separation, trapping, catalysis,
microelectronics, medical imaging, vectorization and controlled release of therapeutic
molecules owing to their unique narrow pore size distribution in the meso-scale range 2 to 30
nm, their large internal volume (~ 0.9 cm3/g)) and their extended surface area (~ 1000 m2/g).
In fact, nitrogen or argon adsorption profiles of these materials exhibit at 77 K, in addition to
the classical capillary condensation due to mesopores, a steep adsorption at low relative
pressures, P/P0 < 0.1, usually assigned to micropores of materials like zeolites. Since there is
no such micropores in MCM-41, this strong uptake at low pressure is likely due to the surface
roughness. The latter is assigned her to sub-nano alveoli imprinted by the surfactant heads.
Experimental
MCM-41 was prepared as described in previous papers [1,2] .The surfactants used are the
alkylltrimethylammonium p-toluenesulfonate (alkyl = dodecyl (C12-TATos) or cetyl (C16TATos)). BET surface area, Xe and Ar adsorption measurement were performed with
BELSORP-max analyzer (BEL Japan, Inc.). 129Xe-NMR spectra were acquired using a
Bruker MSL 400 spectrometer operating at 100 MHz.
Results and discussion
The confinement of xenon atoms in the voids of the surface roughness of porous
mesostructured silicas (C16-MCM-41) is demonstrated for the first time by solid-state NMR of
Xenon 129. This conclusion is inferred from a set of measurements made on materials in the
presence or absence of a specific blocking micropore agent, namely the
tetramethylammonium ion (TMA+). This latter is characterized by a hydrated diameter of 0.67
nm and van der Walls diameter of 0.42 nm. The void size is first probed by hyperpolarized
129
Xe NMR at 298 K. The NMR signal associated with Xe in the mesopores appears at 58
ppm to 10 Torr and moves up to 40 ppm at 800 Torr. The signal of xenon in the subnanoalveoli appears only above 140 Torr at 70 ppm with a weak pressure dependence. This
unusual behavior is characteristic of a dynamic confinement forced at high pressure into these
alveoli. The volume and size of both microalveoli and mesopores correspond respectively to
both hydrophilic head diameter and hydrophobic tail length of surfactant showing for the first
time dual templating role of the surfactant. In order to further characterize the roughness, we
realize a comparative gas uptake of Xe and Ar between 279 and 307 K over two mesoporous
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silica, namely the C12-MCM-41 and C16-MCM-41, reminding that their Van der Waals
diameter are 4.32Å and 3.76Å, respectively. The polar head of surfactant is the same in both
cases (tri methyl), only the hydrophobic tail is different, which is C12 and C16. These materials
have a porous internal volume (V(internal)) of 0.77 cm3/g and 0.85 cm3/g respectively (measured
using N2 adsorption at 77 K). Surprisingly, both argon and even more obviously xenon are
retained in both MCM-41. If we normalize the volume of adsorbed xenon to the internal pore
volume, it appears that the effect of gas retention is higher for the C12-MCM-41 (Fig. 1 and
2).

(b)
(a)
Figure 1: Xe adsorption isotherm at 279, 288, 298 and 307K of C12-MCM-41 (a) and C16MCM-41 (b) (Volume Xe adsorbed / Internal pore volume Vs. P/P0 ).
The remarkable uptake difference between both C12- and C16-MCM-41cannot be assigned to
the change of the mesopore diameter only. This phenomenon can be better explained
assuming the presence of alveoli coming from the imprint of the hydrated head of the
surfactant during the material synthesis. The estimated diameter would therefore be close to
0.7 nm and larger than 0.42 nm. A mere geometrical model can lead to an estimation of the
depth of these alveoli.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Ar adsorption isotherm at 279K (a) and 298K (b) of C12-MCM-41 and C16-MCM-41
(Volume Xe adsorbed / Internal pore volume Vs. P/P0 ).
Conclusions
These silicas were synthesized in the presence of cationic surfactants used as a template for
mesoporosity. We show in this work that mesopore surface roughness is not random but
rather shaped by the imprint of the head of the cationic surfactant generating cells of about 0.7
nm in diameter.
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Introduction
Conversions of wood-based biomass into fuels, power and chemicals (which take place in a
biorefinery [1]) have attracted much interest due to the vast amount and the sustainment of the
source. Materials with bimodal porosity, in particular meso-macroporous materials in which
mesoporosity contains the catalytic sites and macroporosity favors mass diffusion, are
promising catalysts to perform hydrolysis of wood-based biomass into smaller molecules.
We synthesized a meso-macroporous material containing Al-MCM-41, denoted hereafter as
Al-MCM41-SCNA, and we tested its activity in hydrolysis reactions related to biomass
conversions.
Experimental
The meso-macroporous catalysts, Al-MCM41-SCNA, were synthesized in two steps. First, a
glass-ceramic scaffold containing SiO2, CaO, Na2O and Al2O3 in the ratio 57:34:6:3 (denoted
SCNA) was prepared following reference [2]. Then, the SCNA scaffold was dipped in the
Al-MCM-41 synthesis batch [3] for 12 min. After drying at room temperature overnight, the
scaffold was calcined at 823K in nitrogen for 8 hours (heating rate 1 K/min). In order to
increase the amount of incorporated Al-MCM-41 a second dipping was performed for one
sample. Al-MCM-41 and MCM-41 in powder form were also prepared for comparison. The
Al-MCM41-SCNA system was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy coupled with
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), N2 sorption and
thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). Infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed basic probes provided
information on sample acidity. Catalytic activity of the sample was tested in the hydrolysis of
sucrose and starch. Al-MCM-41 powder and the powder pressed in a pellet form were also
tested for comparison.
Results and discussion
The SCNA scaffold shows interconnected macropores, with a total porosity of about 50% in
volume. SEM pictures of Al-MCM41-SCNA (Fig. 1) evidence the presence of Al-MCM41
particles inside macropores.
a

Fig. 1

b

SEM pictures of Al-MCM41-SCNA at low (a) and high (b) magnification.
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N2 sorption isotherms, as well as the pore size distribution and the XRD pattern of
Al-MCM41-SCNA, are similar to that observed for Al-MCM-41 in powder form (fig. 2). The
content of Al-MCM-41 inside the scaffold, as evaluated by the BET specific surface area, was
about 1% w/w for the sample obtained after a single dipping, and 2% w/w for the sample
obtained after two dipping steps. Further dipping does not increase the amount of
incorporated Al-MCM-41.

Fig. 2

c

b

a

Isotherms of a) Al-MCM41-SCNA (2% w/w), b) Al-MCM-41 in powder form,
and c) XRD patterns of same materials

The activity of Al-MCM41-SCNA (1% w/w of Al-MCM-41) in hydrolysis reactions is
close to that observed for Al-MCM-41 in powder form dispersed in the reaction batch (fig. 3a),
which is definitely higher than that observed for the same sample pressed in pellet form (fig.
3b). This evidences that anchoring the catalyst particles inside the scaffold macropores is
beneficial to the catalytic activity with respect to the powder pressed in pellet form.
a

80.0%

b
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Fig. 3 Percentage amount of hydrolyzed sucrose and starch at different reaction time
Conclusions
A meso-macroporous catalyst was prepared, incorporating Al-MCM-41 inside a SCNA
macroporous scaffold. The catalyst is active in the hydrolysis of sucrose. The catalytic tests
evidence the benefit of using the meso-macroporous system compared to the mesoporous
catalyst in pellet form.
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Introduction
The nature and environment of vanadium(V) ions incorporated in dealuminated BEA zeolite
(VSiBEA) by a two-step postsynthesis method were recently characterized using various
techniques [1]. Because of the absence of d–d transitions in the range 600–800 nm in the DR
UV-Vis spectra and V(IV) EPR signal, the diffuse reflectance (DR) UV–Visible bands
observed at 270 and 340 nm for VSiBEA were assigned to oxygen-to-tetrahedral V(V) charge
transfer transitions involving oxygen in bridging (V-O-Si) and terminal (V=O) positions. The
presence of distorted tetrahedral V(V) species in VSiBEA zeolites has been confirmed by 51V
magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR studies, which reveal a peak at -633 ppm [2]. In contrast
with V species grafted onto a SiO2 surface or introduced in mesoporous siliceous materials, it
was shown that distorted tetrahedral V(V) species are stable in ambient moisture in VSiBEA
zeolites, whereas on SiO2 or mesoporous materials, vanadium changes spontaneously from
tetrahedral to octahedral coordination. A particular environment of vanadium in the zeolite
framework was suggested to be responsible for the higher tolerance to ambient moisture [3].
To obtain more precise information about nature of the framework and extra-framework V(V)
species a comparative investigation by FTIR, RMN, Raman and DR UV-vis of VxSiBEA, and
by DFT calculations of vanadium in sodalite structure, related to different vanadium
framework sites in VxSiBEA, were performed in this work.
Experimental
VxSiBEA zeolites (x = 0.05 - 4.0 V wt.%) were prepared by the two-step postsynthesis
method reported earlier [1-3] using an aqueous solution of ammonium metavanadate in great
excess with the low concentration (10-2 -10-3 mol.L-1) and pH = 2.5. The suspension was left
for 3 days at room temperature without any stirring. The solids were recovered by
centrifugation and dried in air at 353 K overnight. VxSiBEA zeolites (x = 0.05, 0.2, 0.3, 0.9,
1.0, 1.6, 2.0, 2.8 and 4.0 V wt.%) were prepared and labelled V0.05SiBEA, V0.2SiBE,
V0.3SiBE, V0.9SiBEA V1.0SiBEA, V1.6SiBEA, V2.0SiBEA, V2.8SiBEA and V4.0SiBEA,
respectively.
Results and discussion
The combined use of DR UV-vis and Raman spectroscopies allows to evidence three kinds of
tetrahedral V(V) with different structure in VxSiBEA zeolite (Scheme) [4]. In all cases,
vanadium species possess distorted tetrahedral configuration. At very low vanadium content
(0.05 wt.%), the majority of tetrahedral V(V) species are strongly distorted and have a nonhydroxylated pyramidal structure (SiO)3V=O with V=O stretching at 1054 cm-1 whereas the
remaining tetrahedral V(V) species are less distorted with a hydroxylated pyramidal structure
(SiO)2(HO)V=O with V=O stretching at 1018 cm-1.
In contrast, at higher vanadium contents (0.2 - 2 wt.%), the main distorted V(V) species
possess a non-hydroxylated pyramidal structure (SiO)3V=O with V=O stretching at 10331036 cm-1. Periodic DFT calculations confirm the presence of three different kinds of V site
in V-containing zeolites. The experimental Raman bands recorded for VxSiBEA with low and
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high V content were confirmed on the basis of DFT calculations related to seven vanadium
model sites. The difficulty to assign the vibrations in V-containing silica materials is due to
the overlap of the different critical vibrational fingerprints (V=O, and Si-O-V vibration
modes). At much higher vanadium contents (2.8 - 4 wt.%), the extra-framework octahedral
V(V) species appears in the VxSIBEA zeolite as evidenced by DR UV-vis and 51V MAS
NMR.

Conclusions
Three kinds of tetrahedral V(V) species have been evidenced in VxSiBEA zeolite by
combination use of DR-UV-vis and Raman spectroscopies. For very low V content (0.05 wt
%), the majority of V(V) ions exhibits a strongly distorted tetrahedral structure with a nonhydroxylated pyramidal (SiO)3V=O structure with V=O stretching at 1054 cm-1, whereas a
minority adopts a distorted tetrahedral structure with hydroxylated pyramidal
(SiO)2(HO)V=O structure with V=O stretching at 1018 cm-1. In contrast, for higher V content
(0.2 - 2 wt %), the main distorted V(V) species possesses a non-hydroxylated pyramidal
(SiO)3V=O structure with V=O stretching at 1033-1036 cm-1. Periodic DFT calculations
confirm the presence of three different kinds of V site in V-containing zeolites.
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Introduction
Mesoporous materials MCM (Mobil Composition of Matter) since its discovery in 1992, have
been the subject of numerous investigations. Their applications as catalysts or catalyst
supports have been one of the most studied fields. For this reason different methods have been
proposed to try to increase the acidity of these mesoporous materials, one of which is
substitution of silicon with trivalent metals [1]. In this paper we report on the modification of
MCM-41 with Al3+ or Ga3+ to increase acidity. The results of characterization and test
reactions how changes in acidity.
Experimental
The synthesis of the materials was made by the coprecipitation method, with: 250 mL of 30%
NH4OH, 1000 mL of distilled water, 5.6 g cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB),
together with Al(NO3)3 or Ga(NO3)3 in different molar ratios Si/M3+. The mixture was kept
under stirring for 30 min and then 28 mL of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) were added, drop
wise. The mixture was left under constant stirring at room temperature for 24 h. The filtered
solids were washed with distilled water, and then calcined at 550 °C with a flow of 10
mL/min of air.
X-ray diffraction was performed using a Phillis X-pert equipment using copper tube (CuKα).
The surface area was determined with a Micromeritics ASAP-2020 surface area and porosity
analyzer. Attenuated total reflectance IR spectra were recorded in the range of 4000 – 350 cm1
using a Varian Excalibur FT-IR spectrophotometer with a Gladier ATR accessory. The
morphology of the samples was studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with a
Carl Zeiss EM910 microscope using bright field technique. Elemental analysis was performed
by ICP-OES using a Perkin Elmer Optima 3300 DV, equipment. Acidity was evaluated by
pyridine adsorption followed by FTIR in the transmission mode using a Nicolet Nexus 670
FTIR spectrometer equipped with a MCT detector, and by means of the m-xylene
isomerization reaction test 400 °C [2].
Results and discussion
The samples show the X-ray diffraction pattern exhibiting the (100), (110), (200) and (210)
reflections characteristics of an ordered MCM-41 material. When the amount of Ga3+ or Al3+
increases in the synthesized materials the characteristic diffraction peaks become broader and
less intense, indicating a progressive disorder in the ordered MCM-41 structures. This is also
confirmed by TEM. The total amount of Al and/or Ga in the solids is measured by elemental
analysis. It can be observed that the incorporation of gallium to the material is more effective
than aluminum, and increases with increase of the corresponding metal in the synthesis gel
(Table 1). The incorporation of metal ions in tetrahedral positions in the solid framework is
assessed by infrared spectroscopy, ATR-FTIR. The IR spectrum of Si-MCM-41 shows two
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characteristic bands at ~445 and 1059 cm-1 corresponding to the bending and the stretching OSi bond respectively. These bands present a shift to lower frequencies in samples substituted
with Ga and/or Al, indicating the incorporation of these elements to the framework.
Table 1. Elemental and Textural analyses of the different samples
Ga substituted
Al substituted
Si/M3+
Si/Ga
Area
Pore size
Si/Al
Area
Pore size
(synthesis gel)
(solid)
(m2/g)
(nm)
(solid)
(m2/g)
(nm)
5
16.6
876
3.5
3.6
763
3.1
10
8.3
835
3.6
6.8
669
3.4
15
15.4
977
3.8
9.8
728
3.9
20
18.6
1356
3.7
12.5
1071
3.1
25
25.4
918
3.7
15.8
965
3.1
The isomerization of m-xylene has been used as a test reaction to evaluate the Brönsted
acidity of the different samples. Samples substituted with Ga are not active in this reaction,
under the experimental conditions used in this work, probably due to their low number of
Brönsted acid centers, while samples substituted with Al, with higher content of this kind of
acidity show an appreciable activity in the reaction.
Conclusions
The incorporation of metal ions in the framework of MCM-41 increases the acidity of the
resulting material Gallium substitution promotes predominantly Lewis acidity, while
Aluminum substitution generates mainly Brönsted acid centers. This has been evidenced by
FTIR and test reactions.
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Introduction
Coal fly ash and mine waters are two types of waste effluents that are produced from coal
mining operations and coal combustion process respectively. These wastes are considered as
an environmental liability [1]. Fly ash is a fine-grained inorganic spherical non-opaque glassy
particulate residue which is derived from minerals included in coal during the combustion
process. During and after the coal mining process, acidic or circumneutral mine water is
generated depending on the geology of the bedrock in the coal mine. Such water poses
environmental concern at mining sites and require expensive technologies to treat before it
can be discharged in rivers or used for other applications. Acidic waters, acid mine drainage
(AMD), are caused predominantly by pyrite oxidation while circumneutral mine waters
(CMW), often referred to as either Ca–Mg or Na-rich waters, are produced when AMD
undergoes partial neutralization due to the surrounding geology as the AMD flows past
dolomite rich mineral [2]. The need to achieve zero effluent discharge in the mines and coal
fired power stations has prompted scientist to search for new and innovative ways of
recycling these wastes. Previous studies have shown that fly ash can be used in remediation of
circumneutral and acid mine drainage waters [1-2]. Other investigations have also shown that
zeolites can be synthesized from the fly ash and solid residues collected after the co-disposal
reaction of fly ash and mine drainage [1, 3] The current study focuses on the synthesis of
zeolites from fly ash and mine waters collected from Mpumalanga province in South Africa.
The use of these two wastes in zeolite synthesis will not only offer a potentially capital
savings option for disposal of these wastes but will also be advantageous to the coal mines
and power stations since it will enable constructive use of the large volumes of waste that they
generate. A modified classical hydrothermal synthesis process was used to produce zeolites in
this study.
Experimental
Coal fly ash and two types of mine waters (acid and circumneutral) were collected from a coal
combustion power plant and a coal mine respectively in Mpumalanga province in South
Africa. The mine waters were applied as a substitute for ultrapure water in the synthesis of
zeolites from fly ash. For comparative purposes, zeolites made using ultrapure water were
synthesized using a known molar regime from a previous study [3]. Fly ash and sodium
hydroxide in a mass ratio of 1:1 was dissolved in 100 ml of each mine water in a plastic 250
ml sealable bottle. A magnetic bar was added to the mixture and then placed on a magnetic
stirrer. The speed of rotation was set at 800 rpm with the heater adjusted to a predetermined
temperature of 48 oC which was controlled by a temperature probe inserted through the lid.
The ageing reaction was allowed to proceed for 48 hours. After the ageing reaction time, 150
ml of mine water was added to the slurry while stirring and the resulting homogenous solution
was transferred in aliquots of 10 ml into 23 ml Parr bombs which were sealed and later placed
in a thermostated Memmert hot air oven for 48 hours at 140 °C in order to allow
407

crystallization to occur. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of feedstock (Fly ash) and zeolitic
products was performed using a Philips X-ray diffractometer. Multielement analysis (major
oxides and trace elements) was conducted using Philips PW 1480 X-ray spectrometer. Hitachi
X-650 scanning electron microanalyser was used for morphological analysis.
Results and discussion
The pH for circumneutral water and acid mine drainage was found to be 6.5 and 2.5
respectively. The elemental composition of the waters is shown in Table 1. The XRD analysis
of fly ash revealed that it had quartz, mullite, hematite, magnetite and amorphous glassy
phases as major phases (Figure 2). The synthesized zeolites showed disappearance of these
phases due their consumption during the zeolitization process. When circumneutral mine
water was used, an almost pure phase zeolite Na-P1 was obtained while hydroxy sodalte
zeolite was obtained when acid mine drainage was used (Figure 2).
Fig. 1 Composition of the mine waters

Fig 2. XRD patterns of fly ash and zeolites produced
using ultrapure water, acidic and circumneutral water
Conclusions
The results from this study have proved that it is possible to synthesize zeolites using impure
mine waters. Further investigations are underway to determine the major reasons for the
differences in the type of zeolites produced.
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Introduction
During the synthesis of most zeolites, the first crystalline material is only observed with a
certain time-lag after preparation of the synthesis solution or gel. This time-lag is often called
the induction period. Various methods have been employed to obtain insight into the
processes occurring during this induction period, but the phenomenon has remained rather
elusive. Over the recent years, we have developed electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(ESI-MS) as a tool for the study of pre-nucleating and nucleating zeolite synthesis solutions.
Due to the success achieved with this method for germanium-based systems, we decided to
use ESI-MS also in order to elucidate the processes during MFI-nucleation.
Experimental
The aluminium containing zeolite ZSM-5 ([Al]ZSM-5) was obtained by dissolving silica
(SiO2) at 80 °C over night in a basic aqueous solution of the tetrapropylammonium cation
(TPA+), which was used as organic template. After the complete dissolution of silica the
aluminium source (aluminum(III)-isopropylate) was added, leading to synthesis mixtures with
the following overall molar compositions:
0.99 SiO2 : 0.0099 Al(iPrO)3 : 0.2 TPAOH : 20 H2O.
Subsequently the reaction media were set to the required synthesis temperature and analyzed
by means of ESI-MS, ESI-MS/MS as well as dynamic light scattering (DLS). The nucleation
of [Al]ZSM-5 was studied at various synthesis temperatures starting from 40 to 170 °C. All
syntheses above 100 °C were carried out in special designed stainless steel autoclaves. In
order to study the incorporation of aluminum in the different oligomers, some experiments
were carried out using isotopically enriched 29Si.
All ESI mass spectra were recorded in negative mode using a Waters ZMD quadrupole mass
spectrometer with Z-spray alignment. The ESI-MS/MS experiments were performed on a
Bruker Esquire 3000 mass spectrometer with electric ion trap with an Agilent ESI source.
Results and discussion
The synthesis starts as a clear solution after complete dissolution of the silica, and thus mass
spectra could be recorded from the start of the reaction. Directly after dissolution of the silica,
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primarily monomeric species were observed. After addition of the aluminum source and
heating up the mixture to 170°C, higher oligomers start to occur. Prominent species formed
have masses which could either correspond to double four-rings (D4R) with two monomeric
silicate units attached to the corners, or to double five-ring (D5R) species. A maximum of one
aluminum atom was invariably found in these oligomeric species. After six hours, the
concentration of the larger oligomers decreases again, at the same time, first particles are
observed by dynamic light scattering. XRD revealed that the final solid was ZSM-5 with a
Si/Al ratio of 120, as determined by EDX.
MS/MS experiments were used to determine the exact nature of the oligomers over the course
of the synthesis. These studies revealed that in the beginning, the predominant solution
species is the D4R, which is somewhat surprising, since this is not a structural element of the
MFI-structure. However, with increasing reaction time, the oligomer distribution shifts more
and more to the D5R-species. Immediately before the first particles are observed by light
scattering, the ratio of D5R/D4R is around 10, i.e. the D5R is the predominant species. While
D5R is not an SBU of the MFI structure, it at least contains the five-ring, which is a
characteristic structural motif of MFI. Reactions were carried out at different synthesis
temperature, and for each temperature, solid particles were observed after the D5R/D4R ratio
reached a value of around 10 (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Nucleation of Al-MFI at different temperatures (170°C left, 100 °C middle, 40 °C right). Top: particle
size distribution determined by light scattering. Bottom: ratio between double-five ring silicate species and
double-four ring silicate species over synthesis time determined by ESI MS.

Conclusions
ESI MS has revealed that during the induction period in MFI synthesis the silicate oligomer
distribution develops towards D5R units. When the D5R/D4R ratio reaches approximately
ten, MFI-structured solid forms, which suggests that solution species containing the five-ring
are decisive for formation of this zeolite.
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Introduction
The industrial manufacture of artificial ultramarine is currently quite common and cheap
using kaolin, sulphur and soda as raw materials, as well as a simple thermal synthesis
procedure. However, increasingly stringent environmental legislation has forced producers to
reduce the volatile sulphur compounds in the flue gas of plants. This is the main reason for
seeking alternative synthesis methods of coloured products analogous to ultramarine [1,2].
With this aim, a variety of zeolites both natural and synthetic have been tried being the
sulphur anion-radicals chromophores encapsulated inside the zeolite structure [3]. The anionradicals S·-3 and S·-2 are identified as blue and yellow chromophores, respectively. The red
shade of some kinds of ultramarine is attributed sometimes to the anion-radicals S·-4, although
the literature data are scarce.
Sepiolite is a fibrous magnesia-silicate with molecular sized channels and groves which give
them an important commercial value and a great number of applications [4]
The sepiolite has higher channels size than zeolite structures which are very suitable for the
accommodation of sulphur radical anions bulkier than S·-3 and S·-2 in order to to obtain
pigments with new colours. The encapsulation and stabilization of choromophore groups will
be achieved during the folding of the sepiolite tridimensional structure by thermal treatment
(Ruiz et al., 1996; Frost, 2009).
The aim of this work was to synthesize pigments based on sulphur’s cromophors encapsulated
on sepiolite; in particular, we tried to synthesize analogues of ultramarine with red hues. The
pigments obtained were characterized by colour analysis, Fourier infrared spectroscopy FTIR,
X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy.
Experimental
A mechanical mixture of natural sepiolite mineral from Vicalvaro-Vallecas (Madrid, Spain),
sulphur and Na2S·xH2O as precursors of chromophores groups was heated in a reducing
atmosphere to 800ºC. The S/Na2S ratio was varied from 0.5 to 7, sulphur mass being 0.517g
in all samples. The synthesis step was analyzed by thermogravimetric analysis. The colour of
pigments was measured with CIELAB/LCH colour spaces. FTIR, X-ray diffraction and
scanning electron microscopy was employed to analyze the structure and morphology of
synthesized materials.
Results and discussion
Red coloured products were obtained by thermal treatment at S/Na2S ratio of 1 and 0.5 (see
Figure 1). These samples present a maximum of reflectance in the visible zone belonging to
the red, with a maximum at 700 nm (S/Na2S ratio = 1) and 670 nm (S/Na2S ratio = 0.5).
However at higher S/Na2S ratios black and grey samples were obtained.
The thermogravimetric analysis, X-ray diffraction and FTIR analysis of samples reveals that
as the content on Na2S diminished, the structure is similar to sepiolite subjected to the same
thermal treatment. The folding of the sepiolite structure and the introduction of chromophores
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groups was also observed. The Na2S or polysulphides (Sx2-) are responsible for the red colour
creating some bond with the external coordination water and Mg2+ of the sepiolite.

Figure 1. Spectral reflectance of samples between 380 and 720 nm.
S/Na2S ratio = (----) 0,5, (----) 1, (----) 3, (----) 5 y (----) 7.
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Introduction
Since the invention of titanium silicalite-1 in the 1983[1], titanium containing zeolites have
received much research interest as selective oxidation catalysts. The mode of action of these
catalysts is assumed to depend on the titanium atoms being substituted into the framework,
thus having tetrahedral coordination. Typical titanium sources for the synthesis of the
materials are titanium alkoxides. Insertion of titanium atoms into the crystallising zeolite
framework depends crucially on the rate of hydrolysis of the alkoxide ligands. Too fast and
the titanium will tend to precipitate out of solution as TiO2, and not be incorporated into the
zeolite. To combat this tendency, we have investigated a water soluble titanium source, based
on the reducing sugar, glucose.
Experimental
Titanium gluconate was prepared according to the method of Nelson[2], and further utilised in
the synthesis of titanium MFI zeolite. Tetraethylorthosilicate was used as silica source and
tetrapropylammonium hydroxide as a templating agent. The synthesis gel had composition
22.73 SiO2: 2.273 TiO2: 9 TPAOH: 500 H2O. The gel was charged in to a Teflon-line steel
autoclave and heated to 190°C for 96 hours. The product was recovered by filtration and
washed with distilled water. Tests of the catalytic performance of this material are currently
underway.
Results and discussion
Powder X-ray diffraction of the material (see Figure 1) shows it to be crystalline, phase pure,
zeolite with the MFI framework. SEM images of
the material (see Figure 2) show that the crystallites

Figure 1: PXRD of Ti-MFI

are of uniform size (ca 2 micron) and exhibit the
coffin-shaped habit typical of MFI zeolites. EDS
analysis (see Table 1) of the material shows that the
silicon and titanium atomic percentages are 32.05
and 1.28 respectively, giving a Si/Ti ratio of 25.03.
This compares favourably with high Ti-loading
titanium silicalite materials synthesized by
conventional methods[3].
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Figure 2: SEM image and EDS spectrum of Ti-MFI
Element

Weight%

Atomic%

Compd%

Formula

Si K
Ti K
O
Totals

44.39
3.02
52.59
100.00

32.05
1.28
66.67

94.96
5.04

SiO2
TiO2

Table 1: EDS analysis of Ti-MFI
Titanium edge XANES data were collected at the B18 beamline at Diamond Light Source
(see Figure 3). The pre-edge feature in these spectra is a sensitive measure of the titanium
environment with the material.
It
corresponds to an electronic transition that
is forbidden for atoms in an octahedral
environment and fully allowed for atoms in
a tetrahedral environment. Tetrakistriphenylsiloxy titanium, [Ti(OSiPh3)4], is
a model compound for tetrahedral titanium
coordination in zeolite frameworks, and
shows a large sharp pre-edge feature. For
comparison the XANES spectrum of the
starting material, titanium gluconate, is
included in Figure 3. This material only
Figure 3: Ti edge XANES of Ti-MFI
has a weak pre-edge feature, indicating that
the coordination of titanium is largely octahedral. Ti-MFI produced using titanium gluconate
also shows a strong pre-edge feature, suggesting that a large proportion of titanium atoms
present are in tetrahedral coordination. The titanium environment changes markedly between
the gluconate and the crystalline Ti-MFI. Calcining Ti-MFI at 823K increases the pre-edge
feature intensity. This is interpreted as the loss of framework water or template molecules
that were creating a pseudo-octahedral environment around otherwise tetrahedral framework
titanium atoms.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that water soluble titanium sources, based on carbohydrate chemistry,
are a viable alternative to titanium alkoxides for the synthesis of titanium zeolites.
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The formation of single crystals by coalescence of aggregates of oriented nanoparticles has
been initially suggested in biomineralization systems [1] and has been recently developed in
the fast-growing field of mesocrystallization [2]. Bidirectional aggregation of nanoparticles
can provide lath-like materials useful as gas barrier and polymer charge. Most instances of
mesocrystallization, including examples from the seolite synthesis, occurs in the presence of
organic moieties [3, 4]. In this communication, some examples of organic-free faujasite and
sodalite morphologies are presented, which cannot be accounted for by differential growth
rates of single-crystal faces and appear as likely instances of mesocrystallization.
Expe
r
i
me
nt
a
l
Faujasite crystals are formed from synthesis gels of composition 3.9 Na / 0.45 Al / SiO2 / 35
H2O. Sodalite crystals are coproducts of syntheses of zeolite LSX from gels of composition
5.8 Na / 1.2 K / 0.77 Al / SiO2 / 70 H2O.
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Sodalite and faujasite crystals formed at high alkalinity in the described synthesis conditions
present a morphology of hexagonal platelets, as shown in Fig. 1.

2 µm
Figure 1. Flowerlike cluster of tabular crystals of hydroxysodalite (left) and lamellar crystals
of faujasite (right).
The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of flat-crystal faujasite samples present unequal widths
of the diffraction lines, suggesting unequal development of the crystals in different directions.
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When the linewidths coresponding to defined sets of Miller indices are separately considered,
it appears that the crystals are much shorter in the 111 direction of the triple axis than in the
perpendicular hk0 directions. The application of the Scherer formula D = ? / ß cos? indicates
a thickness of 15 nm and a lateral extension of 60 nm for the tabular crystals. The slopes of
the Williamson-Hall plots, proportional to the periodicity disorder, indicate that the crystals
are perfectly ordered in the 111 direction and significantly disordered in other directions.
Analyses of the angles between crystalline planes indicates that tabular crystals are formed by
cubic subunits bidirectionally aggregated on the 100 faces.

0.012
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h=k=l
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0.004
0.002

D = ? / ß cos?
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0.4
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Figure 2: Williamson-Hall plot from the XRD powder pattern of lamellar faujasite
nanocrystals. Linewidths are separated according to the crystallographical orientation.
A mechanism for the formation of lamellae independent from the crystal structure has been
early proposed for the aggregation of surfactant-coated spheres of amorphous silica [4]. The
charge of the surfactant bilayers around the silica particles creates a repulsive interaction.
Unfrequent contacts between particles result from statistical collisions. Once aggregates of at
least three particles are formed, any new particle approaching the face of the aggregate finds a
collective electrostatic repulsion much stronger than the repulsion from the rim of the
aggregate. As a consequence, the aggregate preferentially grows laterally and assumes a sheet
morphology. In the case of the formation of flat zeolite crystals, the high surface charge
expected for nanoparticles formed from alkaline solution [5] can account for a similar
mechanism of oriented aggregation. The nature of the cation affects the aggregation
behaviour, as the presence of tetramethylammonium cations favour the formation of usual
octahedral faujasite crystals.
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Introduction
The choice of organic template is of crucial importance in the formation of a particular zeolite
structure. Templating was defined as the phenomenon occurring during either the gelation or
the nucleation process whereby the organic species organize oxide tetrahedra into a particular
geometric topology around themselves and thus provide initial building blocks for a particular
structure. The roles of organic guest molecules are summarized as follows based on the
specificity of the inorganic host and organic guest: (i) space-filling species; (ii) SDAs; and
(iii) templates [1].
Hydrophilic A-type (LTA or NaA) zeolite is one of the most important zeolite structures
which has been reported as the first commercial zeolite membrane and proposed for a
separation of several industrially important gases [2]. It has been reported that in the synthesis
of A-type zeolite, using tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) as the organic template
decreases the seeds size dramatically [3], but the effects of increasing of TMAOH on the
crystallinity, morphplogy and average particle size of the synthesized zeolite were not clearly
discussed in the literatures. In this work, the variation trend of these parameters with addition
of TMAOH in the synthesis of A-type zeolite was investigated and the optimum amount of
organic template is proposed.
Experimental
The precursor gels were prepared in two steps. First, sodium hydroxide, aluminum foil and tetra
methyl ammonium hydroxide were dissolved in deionized water and then silica sol was added to
above prepared solution under stirring at high speed. The final molar composition of the gels
was: 2SiO2: 1Al2O3: 3Na2O: x(TMA)2O: 200H2O (x = 0, 1.5, 2.75, 4, 5.5 and 7). Then the
mixture was transferred to a teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and hydrothermally treated for
24 h in an oven at 60C. After the hydrothermal treatment, the products were recovered,
thoroughly washed with deionized water and then dried at 80C for 4 h. Finally, in order to
remove TMAOH, products were calcined in air at 550C for 3days. The experiments
conditions and the results for various organic template contents were presented in Table 1.
The crystalline structure of the synthesized zeolite seeds was determined by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns and their crystallite sizes (Sc) were calculated using the standard Scherrer’s
formula [2]. Morphology, particle size (Sp) and Standard of deviation for Sp (SD) of the products
were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and image analyzer software.
Table 1. Experiments conditions and characteristics of the synthesized zeolite particles
Sample
LTA-1
LTA-2
LTA-3
LTA-4
LTA-5
LTA-6

x
(Number of moles of (TMA)2O in the
synthesis mixture)
0
1.5
2.75
4
5.5
7

Product size (nm)
Sc

Sp

SD

28
37
35
41
-

1290
580
620
770
-

350
120
140
200
-
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Results and Discussion
Comparison of XRD patterns of the synthesized zeolites with standard A-type zeolite illustrated
that LTA-1, LTA-2, LTA-3 and LTA-4 samples have the pure NaA zeolite structure. By
increasing the organic template content, the purity of NaA zeolite phase decreased. At x=5.5, the
presence of other picks confirmed that some side phases in NaA zeolite phase have been formed
and at last, LTA-6 (x=7) could not be identified as A-type zeolite. As an example, XRD patterns
of LTA-1 and LTA-6 samples and SEM micrographs of LTA-1 and LTA-2 samples are shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Analyzing the SEM micrographs of the samples showed that in the
synthesis of LTA zeolite, particle size decreases dramatically with the addition of TMAOH
and reach to minimum values at x=1.5. Further increasing the template amount up to x=4
causes to more uniform and cubic morphology of the crystals only (LTA-3 and LTA-4).
The great effect of template can be explained by the following reason: crystallization takes
place in a nearly clear synthesis mixture. This solution must reach the necessary degree of
supersaturation to start the nucleation step. The presence of TMAOH in the synthesis mixture
accelerates reaching the necessary degree of supersaturation by increasing the concentration of
the mineralizing agent OH- and therefore increasing the solubility of the silicon and aluminum
precursors. In this way, the organic template promotes the nucleation process. But after the
formation of certain amounts of nuclei or even crystal, degree of supersaturation decreases due
to reactants consumption. So, more nucleation is not possible because of the lack of initial
material sources. This gives rise to this subject that the increasing of organic template did not
have a strong effect on the average particle size and just leaded to higher crystallinity.
LTA-1

Intensity

LTA-6

LTA-1

LTA-2

Standard NaA zeolite

 (degree)

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of two
samples in comparison with
standard NaA zeolite

Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of two samples of the
synthesized NaA zeolites

Conclusion
By addition of TMAOH to the synthesis mixture, a significant reduction is occurred in the
average size of synthesized NaA zeolite particles. Also, increasing its amount leads to more
crystallinity of the particles. But, this increase was only possible up to a specified value since
high amount of TMAOH is not favorable for the formation of pure NaA zeolite phase.
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Introduction
Air pollution by VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) is becoming nowadays a big
environmental problem [1]. For air cleaning TiO2 photocatalysis represents one of the very
efficient AOP (Advanced Oxidation Methods) that can decompose chemically and
microbiologically stable VOCs [1]. However, the photocatalytic activity of nanocrystalline
TiO2 powder can be significantly suppressed due to the agglomeration of particles to
microsized aggregates, TiO2 poor adsorption characteristics for organic compounds and its
relatively low surface area lead to great limitations in exploiting the photocatalyst to the best
of its photoefficiency. These problems can be solved by immobilization of nanocrystalline
TiO2 on the porous silicate supports [2]. In this work we discuss the advantages of
immobilization of TiO2 nanoparticles on ordered and disordered mesoporous silicates as high
surface area supports in terms of efficiency of this photocatalytic system for decomposition of
VOCs.
Experimental
Ordered (SBA-15) and disordered (KIL-2) silicate structures were prepared via procedures
already reported in the literature [3,4]. Active anatas-TiO2 nanoparticles in a form of aqueous
sols were prepared using titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) as a precursor via sol-gel method
using HClO4 as peptizing mediator at low-temperature preparation conditions [5]. Ordered
and disordered mesoporous silicates were impregnated via sol-gel impregnation methods with
different amounts of low-temperature prepared TiO2 sols. The Ti/Si molar ratio was adjusted
to 1/2, 1/1 and 2/1. The catalytic powders prepared from SBA-15 and KIL-2 mesoporous
silicate supports were denoted as TiSBA-15(x) Ti/KIL-2(x), respectively, where x means the
Ti/Si nominal molar ratio. Characterization of prepared catalysts was performed using X-ray
powder diffraction, N2 sorption measurements, scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
elemental analysis (EDAX), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), UV
and visible spectroscopy (UV-VIS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The
photocatalytic degradation of toluene as a model VOC pollutant was carried out in a gaseous
fluidized-bed photoreactor equipped with UVA light source and connected on-line to the GCMS analyzer.
Results and discussion
The physico-chemical properties of the prepared photocatalytic powders characterized by
different techniques (see Experimental part) are shown in Table 1. The influence of Ti/Si
molar ratio and of the mesoporous silica structure was investigated toward the adsorption
capacity and photocatalytic degradation of toluene (Table 1). The results showed that
adsorption capacity and photocatalytic degradation kinetics were similar using photocatalysts
with the same Ti/Si molar ratio and different mesoporous silicate structure. The adsorption
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capacity was decreasing as a function of the increasing Ti/Si molar ratio in the case of both
types of mesoporous silicate support. Similar band gap value and similar photocatalytic
degradation of toluene if compared to the commercial reference Millenium PC500 (prepared
at high-temperature procedure) was observed by Ti/SBA-15 and Ti/KIL-2 composites with
molar ratio Ti/Si = 1/1 (Table 1) prepared at low-temperature procedure.
Table 1: Some physico-chemical characteristics, dark adsorption capacity and photocatalytic
activity of the anatas-TiO2-silicate powders prepared at low-temperature procedure.
Sample

Ti/Si
molar
ratio

The amount of
TiO2 in the powder
(wt %)

Crystallite
size
(nm)

Rate constant
SBET
(m2g-1)

Band
gap
(eV)

Dark adsorption
capacity (% of
adsorbed toluene)

k (first order)

(min-1)
SBA-15
589
53
Ti/SBA-15(1/2)
1/2
40
10
560
3.39
20
0.0043
Ti/SBA-15(1/1)
1/1
58
10
498
3.20
16
0.0121
Ti/SBA-15(2/1)
2/1
74
12
336
3.14
8
0.0067
KIL-2
504
49
Ti/KIL-2(1/2)
1/2
40
5
345
3.26
17
0.0031
Ti/KIL-2(1/1)
1/1
58
5
309
3.17
14
0.0096
Ti/KIL-2(2/1)
2/1
74
7
296
3.15
9
0.0064
Ti1
73
8
80
3.11
9
0.0006
Millennium PC500
100
5-10
300
3.20
19
0.0114
Ti1 –TiO2 powder prepared at low-temperature procedure described in the reference [5] consists of 73% anatas-TiO2 and 27% organic
Millennium PC500 – commercial TiO2 powder prepared at high-temperature procedure consists of 100% anatas-TiO2

Conclusions
The photocatalytic activity of immobilized TiO2 nanoparticles (low-temperature preparation)
on ordered and disordered mesoporous supports was considerably improved by using
supported TiO2-silicate catalyst than by using pure titania powder prepared from the same
source. The results further demonstrate that the prepared TiO2-silicate photocatalytic powders
enable the decomposition of VOC at mild reaction conditions in gaseous reactor, therefore the
system represents a promising photocatalytic system for air- cleaning process evaluation.
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Introduction
Surfactant-intercalated magadiite is used for the preparation of elastomeric polymerlayered silicate nanocomposites1 that show improved tensile properties owing to the
reinforcement effect of the silicate nanolayers. Magadiite isomorphously substituted by
aluminum may be used to prepare pentasil zeolites as well as ferrierite.2 It can also be used as
a precursor to obtain PILCs (Pillared Interlayered Clays)3 providing materials with high
surface area and high catalytic potential. The pillaring process involves essentially the
reaction between the layered material and an ionic species to swell the solid followed by
fixation of the lamella position with silica-based pillars. Thus, the choice of swelling/spacing
director allows obtaining materials with controllable interlayer distances according to the
interest.
In this sense, this work shows that the use of varied cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) concentration into the interlamellar space of magadiite and [Al]-magadiite during the
PILCs synthesis brings significant changes in the product structure and on the interlayer space
itself. These findings create new opportunities for synthesizing clay-based catalysts or
adsorbents with designed pore structure, accessibility and activity.
Experimental
Cetyltrimethylammonium-Magadiites: To a suspension of magadiite or [Al]-magadiite
(Si/Al=15) (synthesized as described by Superti et al4) in water (1 wt.%), CTAB was added
and the mixture was kept under magnetic stirring for 4 h. In this step, different amounts of
CTAB were used in relation to the exchangeable sodium ions. Considering the general
formula of magadiite as Na2Si14O29.(5-10)H2O, CTA+ was exchange with CTA/Na molar
percentages equal to 25, 50, 75 and 100 were used. Finally, the material was washed with
copious amounts of distilled water, until the end of foaming and dried in air. The samples
were named CTA,Na-magaX and CTA,Na-[Al]-magaX (where X corresponds CTA/Na molar
percentage).
Pillarization process: The pillaring occurred by the method proposed by Zhu et al.3
The TEOS/CTA molar ratio was 160 for all the experiments. The materials were calcined at
500ºC for 10h. The samples were named PILC-magaX and PILC-[Al]-magaX (where X
corresponds to CTA/Na molar percentage on the starting magadiite).
Results and discussion
The comparison of the X-ray diffractograms of samples prepared in this work (Figure
1) with the profiles from the literature4 showed that magadiite and [Al]-magadiite have well
crystallized structure. After the ion exchange process (Figure 1b), confirmed by C and N
elemental analyses, a 1.6 nm increase in the interlayer space was observed in all the samples.
The TEOS/CTA molar ratio is an important factor for successful pillaring. When the
pillaring agent is introduced (Figure 1c), TEOS produces silica-pillars that are firm enough to
prop the expanded gallery after the removal of surfactants (Figure 1d).
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Figure 1. A) X-ray diffractograms of
samples along the pillaring process. (a)
[Al]-magadiite,
(b)
Na,CTA-[Al]maga100, (c) pillared with TEOS and (d)
after calcination for magadiite.
(Given the similarities in the diffraction
behavior of the samples regardless of the
precursor and CTA/Na molar ratios used
in the synthesis, only results related to
PILC-[Al]-maga100
are
shown
to
illustrate.)
Through Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and solid state nuclear
magnetic resonance (SS-NMR) techniques, the evolution of the structural order was probed
showing that after organic surfactants have been eliminated the tetrahedra of TEOS are
arranged into three-dimensional silica framework. The success of pillarizing process is
confirmed by significant increases in the surface area and pore sizes of the PILCs-magadiites
when diminishing the surfactant concentration.
Table 1. Surface area, pore volume and pore
diameter of magadiite and their pillared forms.

Figure 2. N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherms for PILCs derived from
magadiite.

Magadiite
PILC-maga25
PILC-maga50
PILC-maga75
PILC-maga100
PILC-[Al]maga75
PILC[Al]maga100
a

Surface Surface Pore
Poro
areaa
areab volumeb diameterb
(m2.g-1) (m2.g-1) (cm3.g-1)
(nm)
25
23
0.1
13
512
482
1.1
9.4
764
879
2.3
9.0
599
831
1.3
6.9
663
627
0.6
3.7
827

701

0.7

5.1

492

482

1.5

1.2

MultiPoint BET; b DFT method

The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the PILCs magadiite are shown in Figure 2
while the data of surface area, pore volume and pore size are shown in Table 1. The PILCsmagadiites have a pronounced increase in porosity and surface area, and thus in adsorption,
which is due to the fact that TEOS, as the pillaring precursors are converted to silica pillars,
forming the rigid intercalated porous structure.
Conclusions
Monitoring the steps in the preparation of pillared materials enabled to design new
porous materials with particular structures for particular applications in catalysis, adsorption
processes and other.
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Introduction
Alkaline treatment is a widely-applied post synthesis method for the preparation of
hierarchical zeolites. The selective dissolution of framework Si leads to the creation of intracrystalline mesopores, which have proven to be highly beneficial in improving the zeolite
utilization efficiency for catalytic applications [1]. Due to its lower solubility, the framework
Al remains undissolved in basic solution, leading to a decrease in the Si/Al ratio of the
mesoporous zeolites and possible modification of the surface properties. Desilicated zeolites
are known to have increased Lewis acidity, which may be largely removed by subsequent acid
washing, which is thought to restore the acidic properties of the parent zeolite [2].
Characterization methods which permit surface sensitivity will be advantageous in
understanding the compositional alterations occurring in zeolites upon alkaline treatment. We
report the combined use of Ar and H2O adsorption to provide further insight into the pore and
surface structure and properties of hierarchical zeolites prepared by desilication.
Experimental
Two ZSM-5 zeolites with nominal Si/Al ratios of 25 (Z25) and 40 (Z40) were obtained from
Zeolyst International. Hierarchical ZSM-5 (Z40-A) was prepared by desilication of Z40 (1 g)
in aqueous sodium hydroxide (0.2 M, 30 ml) for 30 min at 65°C, as described previously [3].
Washed hierarchical zeolite (Z40-AW) was obtained by treatment of Z40-A (1 g) with dilute
HCl (0.1 M, 30 ml) for 6 h at 65°C [4]. Zeolites were characterized in their acidic form.
Ar 87 K sorption experiments were performed with manometric techniques (Quantachrome’s
Autosorb I MP, Autosorb IQ), and water sorption experiments were performed (at 298 K)
with gravimetric and manometric sorpion analyzers (by using Quantachrome’s Aquadyne and
Hydrosorb). Prior to the sorption experiments the samples were outgassed for 12 hours under
turbomolecular pump vacuum at 350°C. Advanced pore size analysis was performed by
analyzing the argon 87 K data with a NLDFT method which assumes argon 87 K adsorption
in the cylindrical siliceous zeolite pores in the micropore range and an amorphous silica pore
model for the mesopore range [4]. In addition, the zeolite crystallinity was confirmed by Xray diffraction, the mesopores were studied by transmission electron microscopy, and the bulk
Si/Al ratio was determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy.
Results and discussion
Argon adsorption was used to characterize the pore structure of the zeolites studied. The
isotherms of the microporous (Z25 and Z40) and of the mesoporous (Z40-A and Z40-AW)
zeolites show very close agreement in the low pressure range (Figure 1a), despite differences
in Si/Al ratio (Si/Al from 25-40), demonstrating the insensitivity of Ar to surface properties.
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In contrast, clear differences in uptake are evident in the water adsorption isotherms of Z25
and Z40 (Figure 1b), which show greater uptake at low relative pressure for the hydrophilic
Z25. Comparison of the H2O and Ar adsorption isotherms of mesoporous Z40-A (Figure 1c)
highlights the impact of compositional sensitivity on the respective adsorption behavior of the

Figure 1. a) Semi-logarithmic Ar (87K) adsorption isotherms of the micro- and mesoporous
zeolites, b) adsorption branch of the H2O (298 K) adsorption isotherms of Z25 and Z40, c)
comparison of the adsorption branch of H2O and Ar isotherms of mesoporous Z40-A.
two adsorbates. Contrary to argon, which fills the ZSM5-pore at very low rel. pressures (See
Figure 1a), micro-and mesopore filling with water adsorption is shifted significantly to higher
rel. pressures indicating that water only partially wets the pore walls. Differences between the
Z40-A and Z40-AW zeolites (not shown here) indicate that the surface of the acid washed
sample has increased hydrophilicity, which is not expected from analysis of the bulk
composition alone.
Conclusions
Assessment of the pore and surface properties of hierarchical zeolites is enhanced by the
application of H2O adsorption. Ar 87 K adsorption provides an accurate understanding of the
pore structure, being insensitive to the surface chemistry. Further complimentary information
with respect to the surface properties (e.g. hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity) is gained from the
H2O adsorption isotherms, which are found to be sensitive both to the Si/Al framework ratio
and Al distribution of the zeolite. Our findings are not only important for a comprehensive
surface and pore structural characterization of hierarchical zeolites in particular with regard to
optimizing their application in catalysis, but also in general for further advancing the
characterization of nanoporous materials.
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Introduction
Iron-containing mesoporous molecular sieves attract interest because they can be catalysts of
various oxidation reactions. Several methods (mainly post-synthesis grafting [1]) were
developed for incorporation of iron into SBA-type mesoporous silica materials. The
introduction of iron-substituted zeolite seeds was also attempted [2].
The aim of this work was to prepare ferrisilicate materials, having bimodal porosity, by
embedding of zeolite analogue Fe-silicalite-1(FeS-1) nanoclusters/crystals into SBA-15 and to
get a closer insight into the structure of the material. Powder X-ray diffraction, electron
microscopy, N2 physisorption, UV-visible and Mössbauer spectroscopies were used to
characterize the structure, morphology, and textural of the material, as well as the oxidation
and coordination states of the iron. The FTIR spectra of adsorbed of nitric oxide was
determined and analyzed to learn more about the iron sorption sites.
Experimental
A two-step synthesis procedure was applied [2]. First the FeS-1 seeds or microcrystals were
synthesized in basic media. In the second step, the FeS-1 was added in different amounts
(0.25-0.4 g) to the acidic synthesis solution of SBA-15, containing Pluronic P123 (2.4 g)
structure-directing agent and tetraethyl orthosilicate (5.6 g) as Si source. The mixture was
stirred at 40°C for 20 h, and then transferred into an autoclave for hydrothermal treatment at
100°C for 24 h. The products were washed with distilled water, dried in air and calcined at
450°C for 5 h.
Results and discussion
Table 1. The Fe content and textural properties of the calcined samples.

a

Sample

Si/Fe

Mesopore
volumea
(cm3/g)

Micropore
volumea
(cm3/g)

PSD maximumb
(nm)

SBA-15

-

1.13

0.08

6.0

FeS-1(seed)/SBA-15

340

0.43

0.10

6.8

FeS-1(crystals)/SBA-15

270

0.63

0.10

4.5

FeS-1(crystals)/SBA-15

150

0.89

0.10

5.5

Estimated from the alpha-s plots, b The pore size distribution (PSD) was calculated by the BJH method
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Figure 1. XRD patterns (A) and N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (B) of the calcined
samples. Isotherms are offset for clarity.
The 100, 110 and 200 reflections in the XRD pattern of the pure silica SBA-15 sample (Fig.
1A) indicate the long-range hexagonal ordering of parallel cylindrical mesopores. In the Fecontaining samples the intensity of the 100 reflection was lower (Fig. 1A), suggesting that the
FeS-1 nanoclusters or crystals of µm size reduce the hexagonal ordering of tri-block
copolymers micelles, serving as templates of the SBA-15 synthesis. These samples have
mesopore volumes lower than that of the SBA-15 sample (Table 1). The reduction of
mesoporosity, however, was not paralleled by the microporosity. The micropore volume
showed even a slight increase (Table 1). This result suggests that the microporosity is
originated from two sources: first from the SBA-15 component itself, and secondly, from the
zeolite component. In the SBA-15 silica micropores were generated when the ethylene oxide
chains of the copolymer template were removed from the silica walls of the mesopores.
Mössbauer data revealed that the location and coordination of some iron atoms changed upon
reduction of the sample (H2, 400 °C). Although most of the iron ions remained in its original
position within the FeS-1 seeds, a small portion was relocated into the pore walls of the SBA15. About 26 % of iron could participate in reversible Fe2+ ! Fe3+ redox processes. However,
the ferric state remained the most prevailing.
Adsorption of NO on the reduced samples gave ν(NO) bands, assigned to the Fex+(NO)n
nitrosyls (x=2, 3; n = 1, 2, 3).
Conclusions
The hydrothermal synthesis of mesoporous SBA-15 silica in the presence of nanoclusters or
microcrystals of zeolite analogue Fe-silicalite-1 result in Fe-containing samples with
micro/mesoporosity. Data suggest that the mesopore ordering of the composite is lower than
that of the pure silica SBA-15. Mössbauer data indicates that iron is located in the framework
of the clusters or crystals embedded into the silicate. Reduction with H2 resulted in the
formation of coordinatively unsaturated Fe2+ and Fe3+ sites.
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D
&RUUHVSRQGLQJDXWKRU)D[DQGHPDLOJHPDJRQ]#LYLFJREYH


,QWURGXFWLRQ
,Q WKH SUHVHQW ZRUN D GHWDLOHG VWXG\ RI WKH HIIHFW RI S+ LQ WKH UDQJH RI  WR  RYHU WKH
PHVRVWUXFWXUHRIDGLVRUGHUHGPHVRSRURXVPDWHULDOKDVEHHQFDUULHGRXW$OVRWKHHIIHFWRI
K\GURO\VLV RQ WKH $O LQFRUSRUDWLRQ DW WKH GLIIHUHQW S+ ZDV VWXGLHG YDU\LQJ WKH RUGHU RI
DGGLWLRQRIWKHDOXPLQXPVDOWEHIRUHDQGDIWHUK\GURO\VLV7KHPDWHULDOVZHUHFKDUDFWHUL]HG
E\ 6(0 7(0 ,&3 DQG 1 DGVRUSWLRQ &DWDO\WLF DFWLYLW\ RI EXWHQH ZDV SHUIRUPHG  7KH
PDWHULDOV VKRZHG D GLVRUGHUHG PHVRVWUXFWXUH IRU DOO WKH S+ UDQJH VWXGLHG $ FRQWLQXRXV
LQFUHDVH LQ SRUH GLDPHWHU DQG GHFUHDVH LQ SDUWLFOH VL]H ZLWK S+ LQFUHDVH  ZDV REVHUYHG $O
LQFRUSRUDWLRQ ZDV IDYRXUHG DV S+ LQFUHDVHG WKH KLJKHVW LQFRUSRUDWLRQ ZDV REWDLQHG DW S+
$QLPSRUWDQWHIIHFWRIK\GURO\VLVRQ$OLQFRUSRUDWLRQZDVPDQLIHVWHGRQWKHORFDWLRQRI
WKHPHWDO+\GURO\VLVDOVRKDGDQHIIHFWRQWKHGLVWULEXWLRQDQGVWUHQJWKRIWKHDFLGVLWHV7KH
PDWHULDOVWKDWVKRZHGWKHKLJKHVWVNHOHWDOLVRPHUL]DWLRQVHOHFWLYLW\ZHUHWKRVHV\QWKHVL]HGDW
S+ZLWK$OLQFRUSRUDWHGDIWHUK\GURO\VLV
([SHULPHQWDO
1RQLOIHQROSROLHWR[LODGR ZDV XVHG DV VXUIDFWDQW 7HWUDHWKR[\VLODQH 7(26  $OGULFK DQG
$O 12  +2 IURP )LVFKHU ZHUH XVHG DV VLOLFD DQG DOXPLQLXP VRXUFHV 7KH GLVRUGHUHG
PHVRSRURV  PDWHULDOV 60,9,&  ZHUH V\QWKHVL]HG ZLWK WKH IROORZLQJ SURFHGXUH EXW
PRGLI\LQJ WKH S+ RI WKH V\QWKHVLV JHO IURP  WR  7KH VXUIDFWDQW  ZDV GLVVROYHG LQ GH
LRQL]HG ZDWHU XQGHU FRQWLQXRXV DJLWDWLRQ IRU KDWURRP WHPSHUDWXUHDFLGVROXWLRQ RI +&O
0 ZDVDGGHGWLOOS+]HURZDVUHDFKHG7(26ZDVDGGHGXQGHUFRQWLQXRXVDJLWDWLRQ$O
LQFRUSRUDWLRQZDVSHUIRUPHGE\DGGLQJDFHUWDLQDPRXQWRI$O 12 +2WRWKHV\QWKHVLV
JHOEHIRUH7(26K\GURO\VLV %+ RUDIWHU7(26K\GURO\VLV $+ WRREWDLQD6L$OUDWLR 
7KHYDULDWLRQRIS+  ZDVFDUULHGRXWKDIWHUWKHVLOLFDK\GURO\VLVEHJDQZLWK1+2+
VROXWLRQ+\GURWKHUPDOV\QWKHVLVZDVSHUIRUPHGXQGHUFRQWLQXRXVVWLUULQJIRUKDW.LQ
DFORVHGERWWOHLPPHUVHVLQWRDWKHUPRVWDWLFEDWK7KHVROLGSURGXFWVREWDLQHGZHUHILOWHUHG
WKRURXJKO\ZDVKHGZLWKGLVWLOOHGZDWHUDQGGULHGDW.IRUK&DOFLQDWLRQZDVFDUULHGRXW
DW.IRUKXQGHUDQDLUIOX[ZLWKDKHDWLQJUDWHRI.PLQWRUHPRYHWKHWHPSODWH

5HVXOWVDQGGLVFXVVLRQ
)LJVKRZVWKHGUDPDWLFFKDQJHRISDUWLFOHPRUSKRORJ\E\6(0IRUWKHGLIIHUHQWS+
XVHG7KHIRUPDWLRQRIPDFURSRUHVDQGWKHUHGXFWLRQRISDUWLFOHVL]HDVS+LQFUHDVHVFDQEH
REVHUYHG 7KHUH DUH VHYHUDO SDUDPHWHUV WKDW LQIOXHQFH WKH K\GURO\VLV DQG FRQGHQVDWLRQ
UHDFWLRQV DFWLYLW\ RI PHWDO DONR[LGH ZDWHUDONR[LGH UDWLR VROXWLRQ S+ WHPSHUDWXUH DQG
QDWXUHRIWKHVROYHQWDQGDGGLWLYH>@7KHPLFURVWUXFWXUHDQGVXUIDFHFKHPLVWU\RIPDWHULDOV
DUHYHU\VHQVLWLYHWRYDULDWLRQRIWKHVHSDUDPHWHUV)LJVKRZWKH1DGVRUSWLRQLVRWKHUPV
DQG %-+ SRUH VL]H GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WKH PDWHULDOV V\QWKHVL]HG DW WKH GLIIHUHQW S+ ZLWKRXW 7KH
SRUH VL]H GLVWULEXWLRQ FDOFXODWHG E\ %-+ PRGHO IRU HDFK PDWHULDO LV SUHVHQWHG RQ WKH ULJKW
KDQG VLGH 7KH LVRWKHUPV DUH W\SH ,9 H[FHSW IRU S+  WKDW VKRZV D FKDUDFWHULVWLF
VXSUDPLFURSRURXVLVRWKHUP7KHSRUHVL]HDQGSRUHYROXPHLQFUHDVHZLWKWKHLQFUHDVHLQS+
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RIDJJUHJDWHVRUDJJORPHUDWHVRISDUWLFOHVIRUPLQJVOLWVKDSHSRUHVZLWKXQLIRUPVKDSH$V
S+ LV LQFUHDVHG WKH FRQGHQVDWLRQ UDWH LQFUHDVHV ZKLOH WKH K\GURO\VLV UDWH GHFUHDVHV >@
+RZHYHU LQ WKH UDQJH RI S+ EHORZ  K\GURO\VLV RI 7(26 LV VWLOO KLJK FRPSDUHG WR LWV
FRQGHQVDWLRQUDWH,QWKLVHQYLURQPHQWWKH$OVSHFLHVFDQLQWHUDFWZLWKWKHVXUIDFWDQWWKURXJK
ZHDN HOHFWURVWDWLF LQWHUDFWLRQV DQG WKLV LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLOO FKDQJH WKH ILQDO ORFDWLRQ RI WKH $O
VSHFLHVLIWKHSURFHVVWDNHVSODFHEHIRUHRUDIWHUK\GURO\VLV

&RQFOXVLRQV
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Introduction
The availability of zeolitic structures with different pore topology makes them very useful
materials as selective catalysts and adsorbents in a great variety of industrially interesting
processes [1,2]. Once a new zeolite material is obtained, it is submitted to characterization
measurements with the aim of finding out its structure and using it in the appropriated
processes. However, in some cases the poor quality of the samples or the complexity of the
structure makes difficult solving the structure and, therefore, an important number of zeolitic
materials exist with unknown structure. The latter is the case ITQ-28 zeolite that was
synthesized for the first time a few years ago [3]. In this work, we have shed light on the pore
topology of ITQ-28 zeolite by means of characterization using adsorption measurements and
catalytic testing.
Experimental
Zeolite ITQ-28 was synthesized in fluoride medium as aluminosilicate using the dicationic
ammonium organic structure directing agent (R) obtained according to the following scheme:
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The appropriated amounts of reactants were mixed in order to obtain a gel of the following
molar composition:
SiO2 : 0.025 Al2O3 : 0.26 R(OH)2 : 0.52 HF : 7 H2O
The sample obtained after crystallization at 175ºC under rotation for 14 days was calcined at
580ºC and submitted to different characterization measurements, including XRD, 27Al MASNMR, IR spectroscopy, NH3 TPD, and N2 and Ar adsorption. Calcined ITQ-28 zeolite was
submitted to adsorption experiments of butane and isobutene to asses its pore aperture and, it
was also used as catalyst in the 1-hexene and 4-methyl-1-pentene cracking reactions.
Results and discussion
The XRD pattern obtained for zeolite ITQ-28 (Fig. 1a) is not coincident with any existing
zeolite of the Database of Zeolite Structures of the IZA [4], confirming that this is a new
zeolitic material. Zeolite ITQ-28 has a Si/Al ratio of 12, as shown by ICP analysis, indicating
that Al has been incorporated in the solid, whereas 27Al MAS NMR confirms that it is
tetrahedrally coordinated in the framework and only a minor signal assigned to octahedral Al
is observed after calcination. The IR spectrum in the hydroxyl region evidences the presence
of OH groups at 3630 cm-1 that could have acidic properties but, when adsorbing pyridine as a
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basic probe molecule, no interaction with these OH was observed, suggesting that pyridine is
not able to access the porosity of this zeolite. On the other side, NH3 TPD measurements
carried out in the sample demonstrated its acidic character and allows us to hypothesize that
ITQ-28 zeolite structure could be constituted by pore apertures of small pore dimensions.
From the N2 and Ar adsorption isotherms, a BET surface area value of 385 m2/g, a micropore
volume of 0.17 cm3/g and a mean pore diameter of 5.7Å were found for ITQ-28. These results
indicate that it is probably a multidimensional pore zeolite with a medium pore aperture,
contrarily to what has been discussed above. Nevertheless, the possibility of having small
pore windows that give entrance to large cavities can not be discarded.
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of calcined ITQ-28 zeolite (a) and, butane and isobutane adsorption
isotherms at 25ºC (b).
In order to get more insight in the pore topology, adsorption of a linear and a branched
hydrocarbon (butane and isobutane) was carried out, since branched molecules can not access
the porosity of small pore zeolites. The results shown in Fig. 1b indicate that butane is
adsorbed in much higher amount than isobutane, but the latter is not negligible as it should be
for a small pore zeolite. With the aim of separating the contribution of adsorption in the
external surface of the zeolite, an isotherm was performed in the non-calcined sample
confirming that its contribution to the total adsorption is not as high as to justify the isobutane
adsorption in the calcined zeolite (Fig. 1b).
From these results, it can be envisaged that ITQ-28 structure could be constituted by a
bidimensional medium pore system with a non-circular aperture, resulting in a constrained
pore opening.
Finally, the results obtained using ITQ-28 as catalyst in the cracking reaction of a linear and a
branched olefin (1-hexene and 4-methyl-1-pentene) indicated that the selectivity and product
distribution agree well with a microporous system as described above formed by constrained
medium pore apertures.
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Introduction
MCM-48 is a member of the M41S family of mesoporous molecular sieves, disclosed in
1992 [1,2]. MCM-48 has a three-dimensional channel system, which consists of two
interpenetrating pore systems separated by a continuous silica wall. These materials are
characterized by a regular array of pores, in the 2.0 - 10.0 nm range, with uniform diameter,
high specific surface area and pore volume.
Heteropoly acids (HPA) have proved to be the alternative of traditional acid catalysts,
such as sulfuric acid and aluminium chloride, due to their strong acidity and environmental
benignity. With the emergence of mesoporous molecular sieve materials [3], HPAs supported
mesoporous materials have received much attention [4]. In such research, HPAs usually form
finely dispersed species on the internal surface inside the pores of mesoporous materials.
Moreover, higher catalytic activities for these samples than for the conventional catalysts
were observed, meaning that the potential of the mesoporous material-supported HPAs are of
significance in acid catalysis. In this paper we prepared HPAs supported catalysts by different
loading methods including ultrasound and compared their textural, acid and catalytic
properties.
Experimental
The mesoporous molecular sieve type's of Al-MCM-48 was synthesized according to Shih
et al. [4]. 10 wt. % of HPW supported on mesoporous materials (denoted HPW/Al-MCM-48)
were prepared by three different methods: 1) ultrasound irradiation (US), 2) impregnation
(IMP) from water solution and 3) ion exchange (IE). The basic samples were exposed to an
appropriate amount of a 0.02 molar aqueous solution of the acid to achieve a final loading of
10% wt. Ultrasound was executed at 30 kHz and 300 W. Impregnation was performed in a
vacuum rotavapour. The sample was mixed with an appropriate amount of 0.02 molar
aqueous solution of the acidfor 16 hours at room temperature. The slurries from both methods
were evaporated to dryness under vacuum at 80°C. Ion exchange was realized in magnetic
stirrer with an appropriate amount of a 0.02 molar aqueous solution of the acid to achieve a
final loading of 10% for 24 hours at 60°C. Then the samples were filtered, dried and calcined
at 170°C for 4 h.
The crystalline phase identification and structure purity determination of all samples was
determined by X-ray powder diffraction. Surface characteristics were measured by adsorption
of nitrogen at the temperature of -197 °C in ASAP 2400 (Micromeritics); adsorption data
were treated by BET isotherm. The acidity of investigated samples was measured by infrared
spectroscopy (ATI Mattson FTIR) by using pyridine (≥99.5%) as a probe molecule for
qualitative and quantitative determination of both Brønsted and Lewis acid sites. The catalytic
activity was tested by isomerization of o-xylene at 350 °C in atmospheric flow micro reactor
on-line connected with a gas-chromatograph.
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Results and discussion
XRD provides direct information of pore structure and phase purity of these materials. All
calcined samples proved on XRD patterns typical of well-defined mesoporous structure and
showed an intense diffraction peaks at low angle which are indexed as (2 1 1), (2 2 0), (3 2 1),
and (4 2 0) reflection. After loading of HPW on Al-MCM-48 arises the decrease of intensity
of mainly diffraction peak indexed as (2 1 1). These characteristics are consistent with a wellordered cubic structure, which is typical for Al-MCM-48. Values of unit cell parameters and
d-spacings of all tested samples are given in Table 1. The d-spacings are corresponding to
cubic Ia3d space group of Al-MCM-48 as reported in literature [2].
In all adsorption isotherms of nitrogen up to three regions characteristics of this sort of
isotherm can be distinguished: (1) formation of second adsorption layer on the surface (BETrange), (2) capillary condensation inside mesoporous and (3) multilayer adsorption on the
externals surface. All materials exhibit a step rise commencing at 0.21 – 0.32 of relative
pressure due to the capillary condensation of nitrogen in the mesopores. Afte the HPW
loading on the support, both surface area and pore volume decreased, which seems logical as
the impregnated HPW is dispersed and deposited on the support surface, decreasing
consequently also the effective pore diameter (Table 1).
Table 1 Physico-chemical characteristics of Al-MCM-48 samples
Catalyst
Al-MCM-48
HPW/AlMCM-48(US)
HPW/AlMCM-48(IMP)
HPW/AlMCM-48(IE)

d211
(nm)

a0
(nm)

Dp
(nm)

Acidity
Vp
BAS
t
SBET
-1
3 -1
2 -1
(nm) (m .g ) (cm .g ) (µmol.g ) (µmol.g-1)

3.30

8.07

2.68

1.27

1079

1.015

180
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3.22

7.90

2.15

1.48
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Fig.1 The comparison of catalytic activity
in isomerization of o-xylene.
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After HPW loading on the support the
conversion increased together with
Brønsted and Lewis acidity, but at the
same quantity of loaded HPW the
acidity depends on the way of loading.
The catalytic activity was tested by
isomerization of o-xylene in flow
microreactor (Fig.1). The highest initial
conversion achieved the sample with the
highest acidity, prepared by the use of
the ultrasound. The ultrasound loading
seems to be the most suitable method
for the HPA-loading to the carrier in
comparison with the standard IE or
IMP methods to prepare very active
acid catalyst.
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Introduction
The post-synthesis modification of MFI (ZSM-5) type zeolites with phosphorous compounds
is known method varying their catalytic performance [1, 2]. The PZSM-5 catalysts show high
selectivity in the formation of para-substituted benzene derivatives which is the result of
decrease of acidic properties of phosphorous modified zeolites and steric hindrance caused by
formation of occluded extraframework species in the zeolitic channels. The aim of the present
study has been to answer the following questions:
- what is a spatial distribution of phosphorous deposit in the ZSM-5 structure,
- what is a real reason for a decrease in number of the acid sites in H3PO4 modified zeolite
samples,
- is the modification of ZSM-5 zeolite with H3PO4 an irreversible process?
Experimental
xPZSM-5 with different amounts of phosphorous (x=1, 2 and 5%) have been prepared by
impregnating HZSM-5 (Si/Al=70) with water suspension of orthophosphoric acid (H3PO4)
followed by calcination of impregnated samples at 550oC. The subsequent washing with
water at 80oC followed by temperature treatment (550oC) was performed to study if zeolite
physicochemical properties, altered by deposition of phosphorous compounds, can be
restored. 1H, 27Al, 29Si and 31P MAS NMR, SEM, EDAX and TPD of bases (ammonia,
pyridine) were used to characterize the zeolites under study.
Results and discussion
EDAX analysis of xPZSM-5 showed that the phosphorous containing species are located
mainly near the external surface of the zeolite crystals. Even for the highest P content (5wt %)
no phosphorous compound were found outside the crystals. Non-uniform distribution of Al
found in the parent sample can at least partially affect the phosphorous distribution in the P
modified samples.
27
Al and 29Si MAS NMR data showed that impregnation with H3PO4 followed by the
calcination of impregnated samples at 550oC, resulted in the dealumination of the framework
[3]. Both 27Al and 31P MAS NMR revealed the presence of aluminum phosphate formed in
the reaction of H3PO4 with dislodged aluminum species and polyphosphoric acids formed
during the calcination of P modified samples. The introduced phosphorous decreased the
concentration of strong Brønsted acid sites which was explained by the lattice dealumination
rather than by a reaction of orthophosphoric acid with protonic acid sites [3].
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) data of preadsorbed bases (ammonia, pyridine)
confirmed a decrease in acidity of the samples under study, proportionally to the amount of
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phosphorous introduced. 5%wt of P completely blocked access to pyridine to acid sites (some
adsorption of ammonia on weak acid sites was still observed).
The applied washing procedure removed about 70% of P initially introduced into ZSM-5
structure. Temperature programmed activation spectra showed that for washed xPZSM-5
zeolites peaks of the water desorption, attributed to polyphosphate condensation (about
180oC) were not present.
TPD of preadsorbed pyridine confirmed
that at concentration of 1-2%wtP
washing recovered to a certain extent
strong Brønsted acid sites (Fig.1.). The
strong acid sites recovered after
washing the samples with smaller P
loading,
exhibited
higher
TPD
maximum (gamma peak) than no
washed samples. This can be caused by
influence of the extralattice material
upon the strength of bridging hydroxyls.
27
Al MAS NMR reveals that washing
restores a part of the tetrahedrally
coordinated framework Al. The
remaining part is removed on washing,
bringing
about
the
irreversible
dealumination of the framework (Fig.
2).
Conclusions
We report results of the study on
washing the phosphorous impregnated
ZSM-5 zeolite. The obtained data have
shown partial reversibility of the
dealumination process upon water
treatment. Temperature programmed
desorption (TPD) of bases (ammonia,
pyridine) has proved the recovery of
strong acid (Brønsted type) sites in the
washed samples. Simultaneously, 27Al
and 31P MAS NMR data have evidenced
restoration of at least part of the
framework AlIV and removal of Al and
P containing species from the channels
of the zeolite crystals.
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Introduction
Zeolite RUB-13 possesses a RTH type structure consisting of a bidimensional eight member
ring channels system with an aperture of 4.1x3.8 Å [1,2].
Here we report, the synthesis and characterization of pure silica and aluminosilicate RUB-13
zeolites with Si/Al framework molar ratio in the range 13-25, which were obtained through a
novel route using phosphorous-containing organic moieties (shown in Scheme 1) instead of
the classical quaternary amine cations as organic structure directing agents (OSDA). The
characterization of the as synthesized and calcined RUB-13 zeolites was carried out by using
a variety of techniques, and more especially solid state NMR spectroscopy.

Scheme 1. OSDAs used in this study.
Experimental
Gels of chemical composition 0.5 SDA+OH- : (1-x) SiO2 : x Al2O3 : 7 H2O : 0.5 HF have been
prepared in fluoride or in alkaline media using the phosphorous containing cations as SDA. A
portion of sample was calcined at 1023 K for 5h. Zeolites with Si/Al molar ratio of 25, 18 and
13 are obtained from gels with a Si/Al=35, 25 and 15, indicating that more aluminum than
silicon is incorporated into the final solid.
13

C, 19F, 27Al, 29Si and 31P have been recorded using a Bruker AV400 spectrometer with the
sample spinning at the magic angle at rates between 5-25 kHz depending on the detected
nucleus.
Results and discussion
The XRD data of the as synthesized material are characteristic of highly crystalline RUB-13
zeolite as pure phase. The zeolite structure is maintained after calcinating the samples at 1023
K during 5 h.
The positive charge of the phosphorous containing cations entrapped into pure silica RUB-13
zeolite were compensated by fluoride anions or structural defects, depending on the media
employed for their syntheses. Trivalent aluminum atoms substituting for silicon atoms into the
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zeolite framework introduces negative charges which compensate the phosphorous containing
cations.
Figure 1 shows the 29Si, 27Al and 31P MAS NMR spectra of RUB 13 zeolite with a Si/Al=18
as synthesized and calcined forms. The 29Si spectrum of the original sample shows two peaks
at -113.7 ppm of Si(OSi)4 sites and at -106.9 ppm due to the contribution of Si(OSi)4 and of
Si(OSi)4-n(OAl)n sites. The 27Al MAS NMR spectra of Figure 1 indicate that all aluminum
occupies framework sites in the original samples but calcination generates extraframework
species (Aloct at -13 ppm, and distorted Al sites and aluminophosphate at -32 ppm), so that
only a small fraction remains at framework positions. The 31P MAS NMR spectrum of the
original sample shows a peak that correspond to the phosphonium species but upon
calcinations a very broad band with several components in the range (-10) ppm – (-40) ppm
which indicate the formation of phosphate-like species isolated and with various degrees of
condensation as well as aluminum phosphate.
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calcined sample.
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Conclusions
The use of phosphorous containing cations as structure directing agent has allowed the
crystallization in fluoride and alkaline media of pure silica and Al-containing RUB 13
zeolites of varying composition up to a Si/Al ratio of about Si/Al= 13. In the as-synthesized
zeolites, all aluminum is incorporated into the structure and the occluded OSDA is fully
preserved in the zeolite cavities. Upon calcinations, phosphorous containing moieties are
transformed into phosphates species, and most aluminum atoms leave the framework sites.
Some extraframework aluminum is involved in an aluminophosphate phase.
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Introduction
Zeolite SSZ-73 (SAS) has been synthesized previously by Zones’ group at Chevron [1] using
a highly selective Organic Structure Directing Agent as pure silica zeolite. Its synthesis as
pure phase was rather difficult because crystallization of RUB-13 (RTH) competes with SSZ73 because different isomers of the same OSDA direct the synthesis to these two phases [1,2].
Then, the synthesis of pure SSZ-73 relays on the purity of the OSDA, which is not an easy
task. Here, we report a convenient method for preparation of pure SSZ-73 zeolite as pure
silica and as Germania-silica materials. Also, the preferential occupation of Ge of sites located
at eight-ring has been demonstrated by means of X-Ray diffraction and Multi-Nuclei Solid
State MAS-NMR spectroscopy.
Experimental
SSZ-73 zeolites were obtained from synthesis gels having the following chemical
composition: x SiO2 : (1-x) GeO2 : 0.5 OSDA : 0.5 HF 7 H2O, where x was varied from 1 to
0.667 (Si/Ge = ∞ - 2) and OSDA is the tri-tert-butyl-methyl-phosphonium hydroxide. The
gels were heated in Teflon lined stain-less steel autoclaves at their autogenous pressure at
temperatures in the range of 175 – 150ºC for 24 – 72 hours under continuous rotation (20
r.p.m.). The solids were collected by filtration and exhaustively washed with distilled water at
80ºC, and finally dried at 100ºC, overnight. The resulting zeolites were characterized by
means of X-Ray diffraction and multi-nuclei MAS-NMR spectroscopy in the as-made form
and as well as after submission to calcination 700ºC in dried air.
Results and discussion
Table 1 provides the Si/Ge ratio employed and the final chemical of the zeolites SSZ-73.
There, it is evident that the final products posses nearly the same Si/Ge ratios than the original
crystallization media, varying from pure silica to Si/Ge ratio of 3.5. Also, the Phosphorous
contents in all the preparations of SSZ-73 are very close to 2, which is the expected value for
one OSDA in each cavity of SSZ-73 structure and the same value than that obtained in
previous zeolites SSZ-73 [1]. The crystallinity and purity of the zeolites SSZ-73 was very
high as deduced from their corresponding X-Ray diffraction patterns shown in Figure 1.
The integrity of the occluded tetraalkylphosphonium in the as-made zeolites was confirmed
by means of 31P and 13C-MAS-NMR spectroscopy.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of Zeolites SSZ-73
Sample
3.5Ge-SAS
5Ge-SAS
10Ge-SAS
15Ge-SAS
Si-SAS

(Si/Ge)gel
3.5
5
10
15
∞

(Si/Ge)solid
3.5
4.6
9.1
13.2
∞

P (mol/U.C.)
1.96
1.99
2.02
2.01
1.98

Figure 1. XRD patterns of zeolites SSZ-73
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The SSZ-73 samples were submitted to ‘in-situ’ calcination and the resulting zeolites were
analyzed by X-Ray Diffraction. The Rietveld analyses of the corresponding patterns permit to
unambiguously calculate the Germanium occupation of the two crystallographic sites and the
unit cell parameters of the SSZ-73 structures. The parameter c of the tetragonal cell linearly
decreases as the Germanium content, while the parameter a increases, but there is no clear
proportionality between the enlargement of the parameter a and the Germanium content of the
zeolite. The calculated Unit Cell volumes of the SSZ-73 samples are not following any clear
dependence with the Germanium content. Indeed, the Unit Cell volume decreases at low
Germanium content, and subsequently increases from Si/Ge content lower than 5. These
results suggest that there is a preferential sitting of Germanium in one of the two
crystallographic sites. This has been confirmed from the Rietveld analyses of the X-Ray
patterns, indicating that at low Germanium content only T1 is occupied by Ge, while above
Germanium content higher than 3.2 Ge atoms per Unit Cell, also T2 starts to be occupied by
Ge as it is shown in Figure 2. These results are fully consistent to those obtained from 19FMAS-NMR study of the as-made zeolites Ge-containing SSZ-73.

Figure 2. Crystallographic Ge occupation on
SSZ-73 structure depending on the Ge content.

Since 8-memberd rings of the SAS structure is formed exclusively by T1 sites, it could be
concluded that Ge preferentially occupies 8-ring at the SAS structure. The reason of this
preferential occupation is still being studied.
Conclusions
Here we report the preferential occupation by germanium in sites located at the 8-ring of the
SAS structure. To our knowledge, this is the first report of preferential sitting in zeolite
structures of Germanium at structural positions different than those located at Double-FourRings.
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Introduction
The first report on UTD-1 is dated on 1995 [1]. In that earlier report, the Structure Directing
Agent (SDA) employed was not an organic cation, but the organometallic moiety:
bis(pentamethyl-cyclopentadienyl)cobalt(III) cation. Later, UTD-1 was recognized as the first
silica based extralarge zeolite with pore apertures formed by 14 tetrahedra [2], opening the
possibility of processing large molecules by zeolite-based catalysts. However, one of the main
drawbacks of this synthesis was the employment of (Me5Cp)2Co+ as SDA, since its
transformation into the hydroxide form, which is added to the synthesis gel is rather difficult,
and upon calcination, Co species remains inside the channels and are difficultly remove. Up
to our knowledge, there is no any report on an alternative route for synthesizing UTD-1
zeolites. Here, we report a new synthesis route for preparing UTD-1 based on the use of
phosphazenes as structure directing agents, which can be easily completely removed by
calcination and subsequent water washing. Also, we report the synthesis of B and Al
containing UTD-1 materials, which are of interest for catalytic applications.
Experimental
UTD-1 zeolite was typically obtained from synthesis gels having the following chemical
composition: SiO2 : x B2O3 : 0.5 OSDA : 15 H2O, where x was varied from 0 – 0.01 and
OSDA is the 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexakis(dimethylamine)diphosphazene hydroxide. The gels were
heated in Teflon lined stain-less steel autoclaves at their autogenous pressure at temperatures
at 135ºC for 15 – 50 days under continuous rotation (60 r.p.m.). The solids were collected by
filtration and exhaustively washed with distilled water and dried at 100ºC, overnight. The
resulting zeolites were characterized by means of X-Ray diffraction and multi-nuclei MASNMR spectroscopy in the as-made form and as well as after calcination 700ºC in dried air.
Some of the solids were submitted to secondary treatments for removing the occluded
phosphorous species or for incorporating Al sites instead of B centres.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows a typical X-Ray Diffraction pattern of UTD-1 zeolite in the as-made, calcined,
Al-containing and washed materials and Table 1 provide the relevant chemical compositions
of these samples.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of UTD-1
zeolites
Sample
Si/B
Si/P Si/Al
As made
42
15.1
-Si-DON
-16.4
-B-DON
48
16.5
-Al-DON
>2000 134.1 36.2
Washed-DON
63
276.2
--

Figure 1. XRD patterns of UTD-1 samples
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C/N and C/P ratios as well as the 13C (signal at 37 ppm) and 31P (signal at 17 ppm) MASNMR spectra of the as-made UTD-1 solids were in very good agreement with that of free
phosphazene, concluding that the OSDA remains intact filling the pores of the UTD-1 zeolite.
The structure of UTD-1 has been confirmed by means of X-ray diffraction technique. Indeed,
the XRD pattern of the calcined material was indexed according to a Cmcm unit cell with the
following unit cell parameters: a = 18.943(3), b = 22.993(5), c = 8.459(1) Å. The BET surface
area and total micropore volume of the calcined material (calculated from the N2 adsorption
isotherm by applying the t-plot method) were 224 m2/g and 0.055 cm3/g, respectively. The
very low micropore volume is attributed to the presence of phosphorous debris produced upon
calcination of the occluded phosphazene. This phosphorous species can be removed just by
washing with an ammonium acetate (3M) aqueous solution, resulting in a solid of 346 m2/g
and 0.115 cm3/g of surface area and micropore volume, respectively. The Horvath-Kawazoe
formalism applied to the adsorption Ar isotherm shows an averaged pore diameter of 6.9 Å,
which is close to the crystallographic 14R pore aperture of UTD-1.
11

B-MAS-NMR spectrum of calcined B-UTD-1 shows the typical lineshape of a mixture of
tetrahedral and trigonal boron species, which are found in the hydrated zeolites. This result
indicates that B is isomorphically incorporated into the UTD-1 framework.
The main goal of synthesizing UTD-1 zeolite was to study its acid properties, but B-UTD-1
shows very weak acidity precluding its catalytic use for many processes. Then, we have
exchanged B(III) by Al(III) in order to increase the acidity of the zeolite. When this is done,
Al-UTD-1 is obtained, which develops strong acidity able to retain pyridine even at 350ºC
under vacuum. The presence of Al in tetrahedral coordination has been proved by 27Al-MASNMR spectroscopy, and the Al-UTD-1 shows a main resonance at 55 ppm, whose presence is
generally taken as an evidence of the incorporation of aluminium atoms in zeolite
frameworks. This main signal is accompanied by a minor and narrow resonance at 0 ppm, due
to the presence of a very minor proportion of extraframework aluminium .
Conclusions
This study has shown that is possible to synthesize pure silica and B-containing UTD-1
zeolites using phosphazenes as structure directing agent. Al exchange of B-UTD-1 and
subsequent calcination can be successfully use for the preparation of Al-UTD-1 zeolite, which
show strong acid properties and could be employed for catalytic purposes.
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Introduction
Li-A [ABW] (from now onwards Li-ABW) is a synthetic zeolite [1], characterized by highdensity and strong anionic field (Si/Al ratio = 1). The framework of Li-ABW consists of a
regular array of non-crossing channels, filled with Li+ ions and H2O molecules, which are
hydrogen-bonded to each other in a very uncommon one-dimensional chain, parallel to the
channels direction. Although, in general, Li-ABW is not considered suitable for technological
applications, due to the small size of its pores, some investigations have been recently carried
out to explore the possibility of employing this zeolite in hydrogen adsorption and storage
processes [2]. This paper reports the characterization of a Li-ABW sample, obtained with a
novel synthesis route which is reliable and easier than the usually adopted procedures [3, 4].
Experimental
Li-ABW was synthesized by hydrothermal treatment of an amorphous gel, obtained using, as
reactants, Ludox HS 40 (silica source), Al(OH)3 (Serva) and LiOH·H2O (Carlo Erba).
Synthesis parameters, such as time and temperature, were preliminarily explored in the ranges
6-120 hours and 90-180°C, respectively. The best yield in terms of product amount and purity
was obtained, reacting for 72 hours, at 140°C, a batch with the following molar composition:
4Li2O·Al2O3·2SiO2·780H2O.
The synthesized product was characterized by SEM, XRPD (CuKα rad.), and chemical
analyses. Cation exchange behaviour of Li-ABW towards Na+ and K+ was also evaluated.
Results and discussion

Intensity, counts

Chemical analysis. The chemical composition of the synthesized product turned out to be:
Li2O, 10.07%; Al2O3, 35.66%; SiO2, 41.68%; H2O, 12.70%, which gives the following
formula unit Li0.97Al1.01SiO4·1.02 H2O, not very far from the theoretical one (LiAlSiO4·H2O).
Accordingly, calculated cation exchange capacity (CEC) was equal to 6.71 meq/g, compared
to the value of 6.94 meq/g of the theoretical formula.
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Fig. 1 - Scanning electron micrograph and XRPD pattern of the synthesized product.
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Morphology and structural refinement. Figure 1 (left) reports a micrograph of the synthesized
sample. The image shows a highly crystalline, extremely clean product, characterized by
acicular crystals, about 30 μm long. No amorphous phase is apparently evident.
Figure 1 (right), showing the XRPD pattern of the obtained product, confirms the substantial
purity of the sample, as no extra reflections were detected besides those of Li-ABW.
RIR/Rietveld refinement resulted in an orthorhombic cell; space group Pna21; cell constants: a
= 8.195 Å, b = 10.327 Å; c = 5.005 Å, in good agreement with the literature [5]. Crystallinity
was evaluated indirectly through estimation of the amorphous content (internal standard NIST
676), which turned out to be 3.6 w%.
Ion exchange. ABW framework is compatible with large extraframework cations. Anhydrous
silico-aluminate Rb-, Cs-, and Tl-ABW are known, apart from a number of analogous phases
with isomorphous replacements of one or both framework cations. Considering that the above
large cations were included in the framework during synthesis [6], it may be of interest to
know if, and to which extent, Li-ABW can undergo cation exchange with medium-size
cations, such as Na+ and K+. Figure 3 reports the isotherms of Na+ and K+ exchange for Li+ in
zeolite Li-ABW at 25.0°C and 0.10 total normality.
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Fig. 2 - Cation exchange isotherms of Na (left) and K (right) for Li+ at 25.0 °C and 0.10 N.
ENa(s), EK(s) = equivalent fraction of the ingoing cation in solution, ENa(z), EK(z) = equivalent
fraction of the ingoing cation in zeolite. Solid-to-liquid ratio: 1:100; time allowed for
equilibrium: 8 days.
Inspecting Fig. 2, points out that cation exchange is not complete neither for Na+ nor for K+;
in addition both isotherms denote a very unselective behavior. The maximum amount of
exchange do not exceeds 40% of the CEC for Na+ and about 10% for K+, as expected
considering the high density of the zeolite framework. It is concluded that large cations can
enter the framework only during synthesis and have most likely a structure-directing role.
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Introduction
Nanomaterials hold special features attracting the interest of a variety of industrial and applied
activities such as electronics, medicine, catalytic support and cosmetic [1]. Some
nanomaterials such as silica, titania, alumina, zirconia and iron oxide are already
commercially available. This interest is due to the special properties of nanomaterials,
resulting from the quantum size effects and the extremely high surface-to-volume ratio.
Different methods have been proposed in order to obtain particles with high purity,
homogeneity, stability and less than 100 nm in diameter. Some methods are: the sol-gel
process, the reaction spray technique, the thermal plasma and the laser synthesis. Indeed, the
preparation of stable nanometric objects is difficult, owing to surface energy minimization by
coalescence to high-dimension particles. Particular organic polymers are currently proposed
as surfactants and stabilizers [2], although they may react or contaminate final products.
Based on the above facts, we focused on the preparation of metal oxides nanomaterials using
maize starch (essentially composed of amylose (20%) and amylopectin (80%)) as stabilizer.
This approach benefits from many advantages related to the use of maize starch as stabilizer
(readily availability; inexpensive, environmentally benign and easy to process compound). In
this communication, we report that maize starch, behaves in cyclohexane solution as a nonionic stabilizer in the preparation of oxide and hydroxide nanoparticles obtained from the
hydrolysis of metal alkoxides.
Experimental
All the chemical reagents (Ti(OiPr)4, Zr(OiPr)4, Al(OBu)3, Si(OMe)4, maize starch and
cyclohexane) are purchased from commercial sources (Aldrich and Acros) and used without
further purification. In a typical preparation, diluted metal precursors (0.05 mol) in parent
alcohol (10 ml) were added dropwise to cyclohexane solution (50 ml) under vigorous stirring
at 60 °C. Next, 0.5 mol of water was added for hydrolysis step of metal alkoxide. Finally,
starch is added to reach a final concentration of 33.6 g/L. The final gel was aged at the same
temperature for 48 h. Starch removal from the inorganic matrix was carried out by calcination
at 500 °C for ca. 2 h under air.
Samples were characterized by means of N2 adsorption-desorption at 77K, X-ray Diffraction
(XRD), TG-DTA, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) and ATR-FTIR spectroscopy.
Results and discussion
Prepared oxides are displayed in Table 1, with indication of main structural and
morphological features.
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Table 1: Metal oxides properties
Oxide Precursor Specific
Average pore
surface area
diameter (nm)
2 -1
(m .g )
TiO2 Ti(OiPr)4 54
8
i
ZrO2 Zr(O Pr)4 29
15
Al2O3 Al(OBu)3 146
8
SiO2 Si(OMe)4 298
6
‡
SiO2 Si(OMe)4 236
13
‡
Silicon precursor was added to the starch gel.

Crystalline phase
Anatase
Monoclinic
Amorphous
Amorphous
Amorphous

Particle
diameter
(nm)
60
30
22
23
17

TGA curves of metal oxides (not shown here) under air flow show a weight loss occurring
between 300 °C and 450 °C which can be attributed to starch removal. No significant weight
loss was observed above 500 °C. The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the calcined
metal oxides are of type IV characteristic of mesoporous materials with an H2 hysteresis-loop
according to the IUPAC classification.
It was reported earlier [2] that in mesoporous metal oxides prepared through surfactant
templating, the surfactant micelle is incorporated into the continuous oxide matrix, leaving
mesopores after removal of the surfactant. However, starch polymer should not play any
templating role. Mesoporous materials are in fact obtained here through the aggregation of
small metal oxide particles that have been stabilized in solution by starch (inter-granular
porosity). Moreover, no XRD features were observed at low 2 angles. Metal oxides particle
diameter ranges from 17 to 60 nm. Recently, Callone et al. [3] nicely demonstrated starch
removal from inorganic metal oxides (TiO2, In2 O3, CeO2) by using -amylase and yeast
leading to smaller particle diameter compared to those obtained by calcination.
The stabilization effect of starch was enhanced when silicon precursor is hydrolyzed first after
starch addition. This shows a different interaction behavior between starch and oxide or
hydroxide nanoparticles.
Conclusions
Our work demonstrates for the first time the possibility to prepare mesoporous metal oxides
(TiO2, ZrO2, Al2O3 and SiO2) in cyclohexane using a non-ionic starch as stabilizer and
without any pH control. The stabilization at high starch concentration avoids any undesired
precipitation. The pore characteristics of SiO2 can be monitored and controlled by the
stabilization of the oxide and/or the hydroxide nanoparticles obtained during the hydrolysis
step of silicon alkoxide.
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Introduction
Due to the impurity, limited pore sizes, lack of permanent porosity, structure and thermal
stability and catalytic activity, clay minerals have limitations especially in the catalyst and
catalyst support applications. By the pillaring, while preserving the crystal/layer structure by
inserting the voluminous pillar agent between the clay layers followed by fixation by
calcinations, thermally stable micro-meso porous samples, capable of molecular sieve
property named as pillared intercalated clays (PILCs) are obtained. PILCs have the possibility
of application both as catalyst support and adsorbent because of their own peculiar properties.
For the pillared structure, stable structure, functional high surface area as well as the amount
and distribution of catalytic active centers (metal/metal combinations) and acid centers (Lewis
and Brönsted) are also important in reaction temperatures and they are potential
environmental catalyst for air pollution control and organic conversion. These properties are
easily arranged by the correct choice of pillar agent(s). Literature studies have shown that,
thermal stability or catalytic activity is low for the pillared clays synthesized by the use of
catalytic active components alone. The use of pillars of dual compounds with the appropriate
selection caused increases both in catalytic activity/acid centers and thermal stability [1-5].
Al-pillared clays (Al-PILCs) synthesized by Al13 Keggin ion possess several advantages as
the use of support. The Al-polyoxocation, i.e., Keggin ion-Al13 has a well-defined chemical
composition, structure and charge, and it is thermally stable in PILCs [1-5]. The most
common methods synthesizing this structure are forced hydrolysis by a base of an aluminum
salt solution. Al-PILCs have surface area and basal spacing values up to 500 m2/g and 2 nm
respectively. They have bidisperse, (micro and meso) pore structure [1-3, 6-11]. Second metal
incorporation by post-synthesis by ion exchange or impregnation and isomorphous
replacement of aluminum in the Keggin ions were suggested by several authors to improve
catalytic properties [2-4, 6, 8, 10-11]. Vanadium shows high activity especially for oxidation
reactions and gives d-spacing above 2.0 nm. The studies related with the pillaring with
vanadium and dual combination of vanadium and aluminum are rare and in those studied the
detailed characterization studies for the investigation of both surface and catalytic properties
are not to take into consideration [11-13].
Experimental
In this study, by using Hancili White (HW) bentonite from Middle Anatolian as the host and
keeping the “base(OH)/metal(Al)” ratio as 2.0 Al-PILC was obtained as support. The
phsicochemical and mineralogical properties of the host clay Al-PILC synthesis method were
previously reported [6-8]. By use of vanadyl sulphate hydrate (VOSO4xH2O) or sodium
metavanadate (NaVO3), and wet impregnation, washing after wet impregnation and
impregnation from solution methods, vanadium was loaded as active compound in two
different amounts to the Al-pillared clay that was pre-calcined at 573 K. After then the
samples were calcined at 573 K and 773 K. X-ray diffraction patterns with 2θ (Bragg angle)
ranges of 4°–70°were obtained by using a Philips PW 1840. Pore size analysis were done by
use of the nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms obtained from Quantochrome Autosorb
1C between 10-7 <P/P0 < 1.0. The samples were outgassed at 573 K for 4 h under high
vacuum before the measurements. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and MAP images of
some samples were taken by a JEOL-JSM-6060 with accelerating voltage of 25 kV. The near
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surface compositions of metals and Si in the synthesized solids were determined using an
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) equipped in the electron microscope JEOL-JSM6400 and the MAP images were also taken. The metal compositions are reported as in their
oxide forms. By use of Quanto 400F Field Emission SEM, EDAX of one sample was taken
for the comparison. Surface metal compositions to 5-7 nm depth were estimated from SPECS
ESCA X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). FTIR spectra of pyridine adsorbed and
desorbed samples at different temperatures were also recorded to get an idea about the
type/distribution of acid sites. Approximately 1 hour dwell time was allowed at each
desorption temperature. Thermal behaviours of the samples were investigated by Setaram
Simultaneous TG/DTA under air and nitrogen flows with a heating rate of 50C min-1.
Results and discussion
Loading of vanadium caused decreases in the XRD peak intensity and the basal spacing
belonging Al-PILC and vanadium incorporated samples with basal spacing values from 1.75
to 1.35 nm were obtained. The nitrogen adsorption/desorption study showed that, the highest
surface area after support, was observed for NaVO3 loaded by impregnation from solution and
calcined at 3000C and the lowest surface area was observed for NaVO3 loaded by wet
impregnation and calcined at 5000C. The rise in, Al/Si ratio relative to raw clay was seen from
EDS analysis. The NaVO3 loading resulted higher V/Si ratio than the other vanadium source
did. It was seen from XPS analysis vanadium was bonded with 2p3/2. XPS analysis showed
that Al/Si ratio decreased from 0.46 down to 0.35 by vanadium impregnation. The layered
structure of Al-PILC and the placement of vanadium particles between these layers and onto
the clay particles’ surface were observed in the TEM analyses. Fast dehydration till 3000C
temperature, then decreases in mass loss and solid-solid reaction with hydroxylation at 900º C
were observed in TGA/DTA analyses of samples. A high endothermic peak below 1500C and
an exothermic peak above 8000C were observed for all PILCs. The consistence of V-O-Al
and V-O-Si bonds and Bronsted and Lewis acid centers were observed in FTIR results.
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Introduction
The US Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and the new regulations by the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and government regulations in many countries call
for the production and use of more environmentally friendly transportation fuels with lower
contents of sulfur and aromatics [1, 2]. On bifunctional catalysts the first step of an alkane
transformation is the dehydrogenation on the metal, followed by the isomerization or the
cracking of the olefin on the acid sites, and lastly by the hydrogenation of the new olefin on
the metallic sites [3]. The aim of the present work is study of the silver zeolites loading
influence on the H2S-Temperature Programmed Reduction and XRD for characterization of
CoMo/γ-Al2O3+xAgY sulphided catalysts during hydrodesulfurization of thiophene.
Experimental
The materials used were an industrial CoMo/γ-Al2O3 catalyst which were provided by
Procatalyse (SBET = 210 m2/g, VP = 0,50 cm3/g, MoO3-CoO: 14 %-3 %), silver nitrate
[AgNO3] provided by Fluka (99,9 % purity) and NH4Y zeolite of chemical form
Na1 (NH4)52.33 Al53.33 Si138.67 O384 (CBV500) provided by Zeolyst International Society. For
catalytic tests, thiophene used was provided by Acros Organics with 99.5 % purity and 1,050
of density. In the present study, the series of CoMo/γ-Al2O3 + AgY(x) bifunctional catalysts, x
being the wt % of loading AgY zeolite, were prepared by physically mixing of an industrial
catalyst CoMo/γ-Al2O3 and the zeolite in different proportions. The AgHY adsorbent was
prepared by solid-state ion-exchange method. The sulfidation mechanism was carried out by
temperature-programmed sulfidation. The crystallinity of the zeolite and the possible
formation of silver oxide were evaluated from the powder XRD patterns recorded on a Philips
X’pert PRO diffractometer. The industrial CoMo/γ-Al2O3 catalyst and Ag- exchanged zeolite
were characterized by hydrogen temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR). These
measurements were performed after pretreatment of the catalysts and the catalytic tests. The
experiments for thiophene HDS are carried out at atmospheric pressure in a continuous flow
fixed-bed reactor and at different temperatures (573, 593 and 613 K).
Results and discussion
The XRD analysis of the AgY zeolite forms before and after the sulfidation are displayed in
Fig. 1. The XRD pattern of AgY zeolite (Fig. 1-b) showed the appearance of a significant
diffraction lines at 2θ values of 38° and 44°. These results suggest the formation of a small
amount Ag2O species. The Fig. 1-c shows the XRD patterns of AgY zeolite calcined and
sulfided. It is clear that the AgY zeolite structure were retained after the sulfidation treatment.
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Introduction
Fly ash (FA) produced in large amounts at power stations represents an attractive feedstock
for zeolites production [1,2]. It is cheap, contains more than 75 wt.% of SiO2-Al2O3 and made
as fine powder convenient for chemical treatments. Zeolitization of FA requires conversion of
crystalline phases - quartz and mullite, to water soluble silicate-aluminate by fusion with
NaOH. But this does not solve the problem of preparation of high crystallinity zeolite
materials due to relatively low reactivity of existing in FA amorphous metalo-silicates
containing Ca, Mg, Al, Fe, Ti and Cu which content reaches 20-30 wt.%. In the present work
was demonstrated a direct dependence of the FA zeolitization ability on the content of water
soluble silica. The amount of soluble silica in FA can be controlled by its pre-treatment mode
including acid treatment before NaOH fusion. This yielded a faujasite material with 90%
crystallinity at the zeolitization step.
Experimental
The FA supplied by Israeli Electric Co. according to X-ray phase analysis contained 8wt.%
quartz, 25wt.% mullite (Al6Si2O13) and a glassy amorphous phase represented by areas of
pure silica (hallo at 2θ=22o, 45wt.%) and areas where silica was partially substituted by other
metals (hallo at 2θ=30o, 21wt.%). Its chemical composition included (wt.%): SiO2 (49.7);
Al2O3 (23.8); Fe2O3 (7.9); CaO (7.0); P2O5(2.0); TiO2 (1.9); MgO (1.0); CuO (0.5). The
surface area was 5 m2/g, particle size 1-20 µm, BD = 1.14 g/cm3. The content of water-soluble
silica in starting FA and after different chemical treatments was estimated based on weight
loss and chemical analysis of pretreated FA after two-step water treatment at r.t. (60/1 w/w)
and then at 90oC (100/1 w/w). The FA pretreatments included fusion with NaHCO3 at 650oC,
1h; fusion with NaOH at 500oC, 1 h and treatments with concentrated H2SO4 or HNO3 at
110oC, 120h followed by fusion with NaOH. Zeolitization was conducted in Teflon autoclave
with composition of reaction suspension 20Na2O:SiO2(FA);460H2O at temperature 104oC for
24 h.
Results and discussion
The zeolitized FA contained faujasite as main zeolite component and included different
amounts of Sodalite, Zeolites A and NaP1, so that purity of faujasite phase (wt.% in zeolite
fraction of zeolitized FA) ranged from 78 to 99%. Plotting the total zeolites crystallinity
(wt.% of all zeolites in zeolitized FA) versus the content of soluble silica in fresh FA(1) and
FA pretreated by fusion with NaHCO3(2), fusion with NaOH(3) and two-step acid – NaOH
treatments (4,5) (Fig.1) yielded a straight line that extrapolates to 20% zeolites crystallinity at
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% Zeolite crystallinity

zero content soluble silica. This corresponds to the dependence of total zeolites content in
zeolitized FA: Z = A*[SiO2soluble] + 20%, where A ~ 1. It means that in used FA only 20% of
SiO2 can be converted to zeolite phases by solid state zeolitization in alkaline medium, while
80% of silica require dissolution and formation of intermediate primary crystallization
colloidal units.
The highest solubility of silica was after acid treatment followed by NaOH fusion. It
increased the FA surface area to 18-44 m2/g producing mesopores and reduces the content of
metals raising the silica content to 61-66%. Fusion of fresh FA converts quartz and mullite to
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Figure 1. Effect of the amount of water-extractable silica on zeolitization of FA
Na2SiO3 and NaAlO2 phases that disappeared after water-extraction leaving glassy SiO2-phase
with two amorphous areas. Zeolitization of FA after NaOH fusion yields material with about
60% total zeolites content and amorphous phase characterized by XRD hallo at 2θ=30o. Acid
treatment reduces the area of this XRD hallo in FA, so that after zeolitization the amount of
amorphous glassy phase decreases significantly yielding zeolitic material with 90 wt.%
content of faujasite and surface area of 615 m2/g.
This material demonstrated ability for decreasing the content of Al, Co, Cr, Mn,P,Si,V and
Zn in industrial wastewater containing all these elements at amounts 15-935 ppm by 90-99%.
It displayed 4.1 mmol/g adsorption capacity for CO2 at 25oC.
Conclusions
Acid handling of fly ash before fusion with NaOH strongly increases the solubility of silica
component in water after this two-step pre-treatment. This increases the reactivity of fly ash at
subsequent zeolitization step yielding a material containing 90 wt.% of zeolite faujasite phase
with high ability for adsorption of heavy metals from wasdtewater and CO2.
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Introduction
Silicoaluminophosphate (SAPO) based microporous materials are important acidic catalysts.
SAPO-34 has a CHA framework topology containing chabazite cages with an eight-ring
window. The framework is built upon double six-rings joined together by four-rings. SAPO34 is used in industry as a catalyst in conversion of methanol to olefins (MTO). Although
crystallization of SAPO-34 has been examined [1-3], the mechanism of crystallization is still
not fully understood. Normally, SAPOs are normally prepared by hydrothermal synthesis
(HTS). An alternative method is dry gel conversion (DGC) [4]. Specifically, the pre-dried gel
powder containing structure directing agent (SDA) is separated from a small amount of pure
water in an autoclave which is not in contact with the gel before heating and treating this
reactive gel powder in water vapor at elevated temperature and pressure converts the gel to
crystalline molecular sieves [5]. Since the initial “dry” gel actually contain significant amount
of water, the fundamental mechanisms underlying the crystallization in hydrothermal
synthesis and DGC may be similar. However, because bulk liquid is lacking, the mass
transportation is limited. Therefore, the reaction can be slower, allowing the intermediates to
be detected under favorable circumstances. Thus, examination of the evolution of the dry gel
phase may assist in understanding the crystallization in conventional hydrothermal process. In
this work we used DGC method to examine the formation of SAPO-34 using morpholine as
SDA. The attention was also paid to the effect of HF on crystallization.
Experimental
The SAPO-34 initial dry gel samples were prepared according to the method described in ref.
[6]. A series of intermediates was synthesized by placing 1.0 g of initial dry gel powder into
small Teflon cups. Each cup was placed in a 23-ml Teflon-lined autoclave with 0.3 g (without
HF ) and 0.7 g (with HF) distilled water at the bottom and heated in an oven at 473 K. The
reactions were quenched in cold water.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1A shows the PXRD patterns of the dry gel prepared with HF as a function of heating
time. The initial dry gel has the layered structure (so called pre-phase [2]). After 1.5 h the
layered phase starts being converted to triclinic SAPO-34. SAPO-34 with trigonal symmetry
begins forming after 3 h. The final SAPO-34 product obtained is a mixture of triclinic and
trigonal phases. The evolution of the dry gel is similar to that observed in HTS [2,3]. The
situation for the gel made without HF is different (Fig. 2B). The initial gel is amorphous, but
it immediately transforms to a layered phase upon heating. Interestingly, this crystalline phase
further evolves into a semi-crystalline layered phase as indicated by PXRD, from which
SAPO-34 eventually crystallize in a pure trigonal phase.
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Fig. 1. PXRD patterns of the dry gel (A) with and (B) without HF heated at different times
Upon washing with water, PXRD patterns (not shown) indicate both crystalline and semicrystalline intermediates produced from the initial gel without HF transform to amorphous
materials, suggesting the structures of these intermediates are probably partially held by weak
forces such as van der Waals forces or/and very weak hydrogen bonding. Washing, on the
other hand, has no effect on the pre-phase with HF, implying that the pre-phase has fully
developed covalent bonding. These observations explain why the crystallization time is much
shorter for the system without HF because weak non-bonding in the intermediates allows
reorganization of the local structure to proceed with ease towards the formation of the final
product under the conditions where a bulk solution is lacking.
Solid-state 31P and 27Al MAS NMR spectra (not shown) provide crucial information on the
local P and Al environments in various intermediates. In combination with EDX analysis, 29Si
NMR MAS and 1H to 29Si cross polarization spectra show that the Si incorporation is also
affected by HF. For the system without HF, the crystalline layered phase is essentially AlPO
in nature. The silica dispersed in the gel reacts with alumina to first form aluminosilicate
species which are likely occluded between the layers. They are gradually incorporated into the
semi-crystalline phase and, eventually, in SAPO-34. For the system with HF, 29Si NMR data
show that the pre-phase has no Si and Si atoms are incorporated into the framework as an
isolated species Si(4Al)(9P) first and then several other Si environments gradually form in the
framework at a longer crystallization time.
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Introduction
The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of the preparation methods on the
characteristic properties of the catalysts. Recent years mostly surfactant assisted reagents have
been used in the catalysts preparation. Surfactants were used in order to prepare catalysts in
nanometer scale. According to the literature mostly cetyltrimetilamonyumbromid (CTAB)
was used as a surfactant. According to these studies catalysts having average pore diameter in
mesopore diameter scale were obtained [1-4]. For this aim four different catalysts namely
Co3O4/Al2O3/ZrO2, MnO2/Al2O3/ZrO2, Ag/Al2O3/ZrO2 and Ni/Al2O3/ZrO2 prepared.
Experimental
All catalysts were prepared by using three different methods which were coprecipitation, surfactant assisted co-precipitation and surfactant assisted co-precipitation with
ultrasonic irradiation mixing. ZrO(NO3)2.xH2O, AgNO3, MnN2O6.4H2O, Ce(NO3)3.6H2O,
Co(NO3)2.6H2O ve Ni(NO3)2.6H2O as precursors and CTAB as a surfactant were used in
order to prepare catalysts. All catalysts were calcined at 550oC for 3 h in air atmosphere.
Characteristic properties were determined by using different techniques. The phases in
catalyst structure were determined by using X-Ray diffraction; surface areas, pore diameters,
pore volumes were determined by using N2 physisorption; the surface morphology was
determined by SEM; the reduction temperature and adsorption properties determined by using
temperature programmed methods (TPR-H2, TPD-CH4).
Results and discussion
The phases present in the catalysts were determined by the XRD studies. The phases
determined by the XRD were changed with the catalyst composition. In general for CeO2,
ZrO2, CeZroxide, MnO, Mn2O3, MnCeZroxide, Co3O4, CoO, NiO, metallic Ag phases were
obtained in catalysts. The XRD diagram of the Ni/Al2O3/ZrO2 catalyst was given in Figure1.
The surface area results of the catalysts are given in Table 1. The highest surface area
was obtained for the MnO2/Al2O3/ZrO2 catalysts. All catalysts gave average pore diameter in
the mesopore diameter scale. The average pore diameter curves of the Ni/Al2O3/ZrO2 were
shown in Figure 2. Except for the Ag/Al2O3/ZrO2 catalysts which had Type III.
adsorption/desorption isotherm in BDDT classifications, the N2 adsorpstion/desorption
isotherms of the other catalysts fit to the Type IV. and Type V. isotherm in the BDDT
classifications.
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Table 1. Surface areas of the catalysts.

Catalysts

Co-precipitation
C

MnO2/Al2O3/ZrO2
Co3O4/Al2O3/ZrO2
Ni/Al2O3/ZrO2
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Figure 1. XRD diagram
Ni/Al2O3/ZrO2 catalysts.
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Figure 2. Average pore diameters of the
Ni/Al2O3/ZrO2 catalysts.

Conclusions
In this study the effects of the preparation method on the characteristic properties of the
catalysts were investigated. The highest surface area was obtained for the catalysts prepared
by the surfactant assisted co-precipitation method and the MnO2/Al2O3/ZrO2 catalysts. All
catalysts gave average pore diameter in mesopore scale and the uniform (or single) average
pore diameter results obtained from the catalysts prepared by the surfactant assisted method
with ultrasonic irradiation mixing.
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Introduction.
Improving properties of Y zeolites is of paramount interest due to their extended commercial
use as adsorbents and catalysts. Properties of Y zeolites are strongly related to their synthesis
conditions. In this paper we report on the effect of using a strong electrolyte such as NaCl on
the synthesis and properties of Y zeolites.
Experimental.
Six zeolite samples were prepared through seeding by using crystals of a precrystallized Y
zeolite added to a hydrogel of 4.3NaO:Al2O3:10SiO2:180H2O molar composition and further
adding NaCl and/or TMAOH in variable relative amounts (table 1). The hydrogel was aged
for 18 h at room temperature, then stirred and autoclaved at 95 °C for 5 h. The solids were
recovered by filtration, washed with bidistillated water up to pH = 7, dried at 120 °C for 18 h
and calcined at 500 °C for 4h. These as-synthesized zeolites were three folds ion-exchanged
in a 1M NH4NO3 solution, filtered, dried and calcined at 500 °C. Samples were studied by
XRD, N2 adsorption for total and MSA (micropore surface area), FT-IR, 29Si NMR and 23Na
NMR (performed on hydrated zeolites). The Na content was analyzed by AA. The SiO2/Al2O3
ratio was calculated from 29Si NMR. Solid (0.1 g) were tested in the cracking of n-hexane in a
down flow reactor at 450°C, atmospheric pressure and 0.9 mol(nC6) g-1 h-1 flow rate.
Results and discussion.
As-synthesized, zeolites were pure and highly crystalline showing MSA varying between
725-750 m2/g. Upon ion exchange and calcination, zeolites prepared with NaCl comparatively
showed higher stability. These zeolites retained higher MSA and crystallinity (CR) but kept
also a higher content of Na (table 1). The band at 573 cm-1due to the double T6 ring (DT6R)
of the FAU structure in the FTIR spectra (figure 1) was clearly visible in HF5 and HF9 but
barely in HF1 and HF7. The destruction of this band corresponds to a structural collapse [2].
The width of the 23Na MAS NMR spectra (figure 2) must be assigned to strong interactions
of the hydrated Na+ cation found in different locations of the zeolite structure and to the
overlapping of the resonance bands. In order to have a better insight on the chemical
environment and location of Na+ cations deconvolution of the spectra was performed. The
best fitting obtained from this analysis (figure 2 as dotted curves) shows bands attributable to
Na+ located in supercages (ca.+3 ppm), sodalite cages (-6 ppm) and hexagonal prisms (-0.5
ppm), the latter being absent in HF5 and HF9. Based on other reports [3,4], we attributed the
lines at +5, +1.5/+2.0 ppm in samples HF5 and HF9 to [Na4Cl]3+ located in the sodalite
cages and in the supercages respectively, and the broad shoulder in HF9 to a [Nax(NaCl)y]x+
(x ≤4 and y ≤10) complex in supercages.29Si NMR (not shown) gave also valuable
information about the zeolite lattice ordering. The characteristic bands attributed to different
environments of Si atom were clearly identified in samples HF1, HF5 and HF6. They
overlapped in HF10 and were undistinguishable in HF1 and HF7.
The catalytic test showed that the initial nC6 conversion varied between 17-57% mol
depending on the zeolite, HF5 and HF9 being less active but much more stable. These results
can be mainly explained by a lower acidity due to the higher Na content in such zeolites.
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Table 1. Relative amounts of NaCl and TMAOH added into the synthesis gel and main
properties of the ion-exchanged and calcined zeolite samples.
Parameter
NaCl/SiO2 (mol/mol)
TMAOH/SiO2 (mol/mol)
a
CR, %
SiO2/Al2O3
Na (wt%)
b
MSA (t-plot), m2g-1
a

HF1
0
0
70
4.2
0.63
384

HF5
0.74
0
87
3.6
4.54
614

HF6
1.0
0
97
3.9
-563

HF7
0
0.018
30
5.1
0.57
207

HF9
0.74
0.018
94
3.6
4.49
592

HF10
0.68
0.036
92
4.1
2.81
551

Relative crystallinity from XRD =ΣIc/(ΣIc+ΣIa) from reference [1]; b from the t-plot method.
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Figure 2. 23Na MAS NMR spectra of zeolites.

Conclusions.
Zeolites synthesized in presence of NaCl were more stable to thermal and ion exchange
treatments as evidenced by several techniques. However, the Na+/NH4+ exchange in such
zeolites was a boring process to carry on, thus producing less active but more stable cracking
catalysts. Deconvolution of 23Na NMR spectra may be interpreted by the presence of
[Na4Cl]3+ or [Nax(NaCl)y]x+ in the sodalite cages and in the supercages of the Faujasite
structure. Such halide complexes could be the origin of the higher resistance to Na+ exchange
and of a higher stability.
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Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOF) or coordination polymers exhibit structures based on the
extended connection of organic linkers with metallic building units (also chains, or layers)
generating infinite 3D topologies. In our study on the reactivity of trivalent cations, we
focused our efforts in the elaboration of aluminum-based MOFs. MOF-type aluminum
compounds are exclusively carboxylates-based materials. Very recently different teams
described the synthesis and the properties of functionalized aluminum terephthalates of MIL53 type. For instance, the occurrence of free carboxylic acid needs a perfect control of the
reaction conditions to generate at the same time and on the same ligand, free -COOH and
coordinated -COO carboxylate functions. The study of the phase diagram of the reactivity of
the pyromellitate ligand (1,2,4,5-benzenetetracarboxylate) with aluminum allowed us to
isolate three distinct phases, called MIL-118 [1], MIL-120 [2], and MIL-121 [3] (MIL-n
stands for Materials Institut Lavoisier), by varying the reaction pH adjusted with NaOH. Here,
this contribution deals with the solid state NMR characterization of these new three aluminum
pyromellitates, Al2(OH)2(H2O)2[C10O8H2] (MIL-118A), Al2(OH)2[C10O8H2] (MIL-118B),
Al2(OH)2[C10O8H2].3H2O (MIL-118C), Al4(OH)8[C10O8H2].5H2O (MIL-120), and
Al(OH)[C10O8H4].2H2O (MIL-121). Multinuclear MAS and multidimensional techniques
were employed including 1H-1H DQ-SQ and SQ-SQ RFDR, 1H-27Al HETCOR, 27Al 3QMAS,
13
C CPMAS, etc...
Experimental
27
Al and 1H MAS NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Avance 500WB spectrometer
operating at 11.7 T. The spinning frequency used was 30 kHz. Typical spectra were recorded
at Larmor frequency of 130.315 MHz relative to an aqueous solution of Al(NO3)3 and
500.133 MHz relative to TMS for 27Al and 1H respectively. The high-resolution solid-state
13
C MAS NMR spectra were measured at 50.33 MHz, on a TecMag Apollo 200 NMR
spectrometer, capable of high power 1H-decoupling. The spinning rate used for 1H-13C crosspolarization and magic angle spinning experiments was 10 kHz at ambient temperature. The
spectra were referenced to adamantane, which showed two peaks at 29.6 and 38.5 ppm with
respect to standard TMS.
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Results and discussion
The phase domains of MIL-118, MIL-120 and MIL-121 in the system aluminumpyromellitate-NaOH-water were found to depend mainly on the synthesis pH. Regarding the
connectivity of aluminum in the inorganic sub-network, low pH favors a connection via µ2OH corner (MIL-118 and MIL-121) of AlO6 octahedra whereas for higher values of pH, the
aluminum-centered octahedra are linked to each other with common edge corresponding to
two µ2-OH groups (MIL-120). On the organic part, the increase of the starting pH value
induces a constant increase of the number of coordinating oxygen atoms per pyromellitate
ligand. For MIL-121, MIL-118, and MIL-120 respectively 4, 6, and 8 carboxyl oxygen atoms
are connected to Al cations. These observations are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Influence of pH related to the formation of MOF-type aluminum pyromellitate frameworks.

The 27Al, 1H, and 13C nuclei probe the local environment of the organic-inorganic network,
and also the extra-framework species occluded within the channels systems as well as their
mutual interaction as a function of the materials state, ie., as-synthesized, activated, and
evacuated. The effect of these interactions within the pores on the structural change and
evolution reversibly or not are also evidenced confirming the high flexibility of such porous
solids.
Conclusions
Solid state NMR is shown to be a tool of choice for fine structural analysis at atomic level of
aluminum based MOF materials and is complementary to XRD. Additional crucial
information can be gained by this technique when detection of hydrogen network or
disordered occluded species fails with conventional diffraction techniques.
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Introduction
Zeolites are known to possess a microporous structure with well-defined pore architecture and
size. Zeolites can be loaded via ion-exchange by cations to suit requirements of a specific
chemical transformation. However, a precise control of chemical composition and
microstructure is insured by the synthesis procedure. The synthetic technologies for these
materials usually involve the use of structure directing agents (SDA), bulky organic molecules
which can be removed only by a high temperature treatment increasing the price of the final
compound and sometimes damaging the inorganic structure[1, 2]. Recently, ionic liquids
(ILs) have proved to be an excellent media for inorganic synthesis; in addition, they have
attracted increasing attention as templates or solvents for the fabrication of zeolites or
nanomaterials [3,4]. ILs possess tunable solvent properties through which they can easily
interact with various surface and chemical reaction environments; moreover, ILs with
hydrophobic regions and high directional polarizability can form extended hydrogen bond
systems in the liquid state, resulting in a highly structured self-assembly [5].
In this study we report the synthesis of three different zeolite structures using the same ionic
liquid as a structure directing agent in the same synthesis conditions, changing only the silica
source. Depending on the later and on its degree of hydrolysis the zeolite self organization
around the ionic liquid results in 8-, 10-, or 12 – membered ring zeolites.
Experimental
The chemicals used for the synthesis were the commercials, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, 99%
Alfa Aesar), SiO2 Aerosil (Degussa), sodium metasilicate (Foret S.A.), 1-Butyl-3methylimidazolium methane sulfonate (Bmim) synthesized as proposed by Cassol et al. [6],
sodium hydroxide pellets (NaOH, Merck) and sodium aluminium oxide (Alfa Aesar).
In a typical synthesis the gel containing all the precursors (composition presented in Table 1)
was aged for 4 hours at 35ºC and then placed in a sealed stainless steel autoclave. The
hydrothermal synthesis was performed at 170ºC during 5 days. The similar molar ratios of the
gel were reported by Mignoni et al. [7], but different ionic liquid was used.
Table 1. Molar composition (expressed in ratio) and silica source of the gel
A
B
C
Si/Al
43
43
43
Si/OH
2
2
2
Bmim/Si 0.39
0.39
0.39
H2O/Si
60
60
60
Si/Na
1.8
1.8
0.39
Si source Aerosil
TEOS
Na2SiO5 5H2O
Results and discussion
Our previous studies on the MFI type zeolite synthesis using 1-butyl, 3-methyl imidazolium
methanesulfonate as a structure directing agent in water rich media show that the resulted
zeolite like structure posses an interrupted framework character, thermally instable [3]. In this
study we report the change of the synthesis condition from water rich to water poor highly
basic environment, which results in zeolite structures with far better crystallinity (Figure 1).
The use of diverse Si sources for which a different degree of hydrolysis and gelification was
observed, results in three different zeolite families. When the Aerosil is used, high degree of
Si hydrolysis and organization around the ionic liquid is obtained, thus producing a 12461

membered ring of the BEA type zeolite. The change to TEOS results in 10-membered MFI
type zeolite structure, and the use of sodium metasilicate, as Si source for which the velocity
of gelification is very low, result in 8-membered ANA type zeolite.
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Fig.1.XR Diffrasctograms of the obtained solids in function of the Si source BEA(A)-Aerosil,
MFI(B)-TEOS and ANA(C) – Na2SiO5
The use of the same ionic liquid as a structure directing agent for all the synthesis in the same
conditions shows that the presence of different structure directing agent is not necessary for
the organisation of the zeolite structure. More important seems to be the affinity of the
template to the Si source, and its degree of hydrolysis. The influence of the temperature on the
ionic liquid micelle organisation and on the hydrolysis of the Si source is also studied.
Conclusions
The use of one unique template (1-butyl, 3-methyl imidazolium methanesulfonate) for zeolite
synthesis and its interaction with three different sources of Si is studied. The different degree
of hydrolysis of the Si precursor and the different organization around the ionic liquid
micelles results in three families of zeolites (8-, 10-, or 12 – membered ring).
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Introduction
Lithium metal-silicate (Li2MSiO4, M= Fe, Mn and Ni) has attracted considerable interest for a
cathode material for lithium battery, since the oxide solid with a high surface area was
successfully prepared by sol-gel method followed by the thermal decomposition under
reducing conditions. Two Li+ in the formula have been expected to be incorporated with the
charged/discharged process to realize high capacities more than 330 mAh g-1, though the
experiments have provided much less capacities almost corresponding to electrochemical
process with one Li+. High capacities have recently been reported for the cathode composed
of dispersed lithium metal-silicate particles coated with a carbon thin layer, which is probably
carbonaceous “impurity” that is difficult to be removed in the preparation. Although the
mechanism of the enhancement by coating with carbon has not been thoroughly elucidated,
the optimization of the nanostructure of the carbon-Li2MSiO4 composite is highly desired in
order to achieve the stoichiometric charge-discharge reactions. In this study, we develop
Li2MnSiO4 particles in mesoporous carbon CMK-8 by nanocasting method. Since CMK-8 has
a mesopore around 3.5 nm in a periodic structure, its framework is suitable to the support of
nanoparticles and to provide the conductive media at the same time.
Experimental
Mesoporous carbon CMK-8 was prepared by the inverse replication using saturated aqueous
solution of sucrose, sulfuric acid and mesoporous silica KIT-6 as a carbon source, the
dehydration catalyst and the hard template, respectively. The mixture was dried and heated at
433 K for 6 h. The solid thus obtained was soaked with the same sucrose-sulfuric acid
solution, dried and heated at 433 K for 6 h, followed by thermal decomposition at 1173 K for
5 h in vacuum. The KIT-6 template was removed with 5 wt HF. The first stage of the
preparation of lithium manganese silicate was the incipient wetness of CMK-8 into an
aqueous solution containing lithium acetate, manganese acetate, tetraethyl orthosilicate, citric
acid and ethylene glycol. After the absorption of liquid, the solid was dried at 333 K, followed
by thermal decomposition and reduction at 973 K for 12 h with 5% hydrogen. This
impregnation-thermal decomposition/reduction process was repeated once or twice in several
cases. The powdery solid was moulded into a disk electrode with 5 wt% PTFE, which was
mounted in a two-electrode cell with a lithium counter electrode.
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Results and discussion
The X-ray diffraction and the nitrogen adsorption were applied to characterize the structure of
the carbon framework CMK-8. The peaks were found at the position assigned to the
diffractions from the (211), (220), (420) and (332) in XRD. The nitrogen adsorption increased
between p/p0= 0.4 and 0.6, implying a well developed mesoporous structure with a pores
around 3.4 nm. BET specific surface area and pore size were 1900 m2 g-1 and 1.6 cm3 g-1,
respectively. All these data indicate a successful synthesis of CMK-8. The XRD of the
mesoporous carbon-Li2MSiO4 composite agreed with the pattern of Li2MSiO4, though it
contained several peaks attributed to impurities. We confirmed nearly complete removal of
silica by thermogravimetric measurement of this mesoporous carbon, where 99 % of the
weight was lost until the temperature reached at 920 K.
The charge-discharge curves are shown in fig. 2. The specific capacity reaches at 360
-1
mAh g , which is larger than the theoretical value for two Li+ insertion-desorption reaction:
330 mAh g-1. However, as we considered that the capacitance of mesoporous carbon could be
involved in this large capacitance, we measured the charge/discharge properties of CMK-8
and reduced the data from fig. 1 to obtain the net electrochemical property of Li2MnSiO4
particle in the CMK-8 framework. The data are shown in fig. 2. These curves approximately
indicate the charge/discharge behaviour of Li2MnSiO4 in CMK-8, whose specific capacity is
ca. 235 mAh g-1, though irregular fluctuations are found in at the both ends of charge and
discharge processes.

1 st
2 nd
1 st
2 nd

Figure 1. Charge-discharge curves of CMK8- Li2MnSiO4 nanocomposite cathode.

Figure 2. “Net” charge-discharge curves of
Li2MnSiO4 nanoparticles in CMK-8.

Conclusions
Mesoporous carbon CMK-8 was used for the framework supporting Li2MnSiO4 nanoparticles
and the electrochemical behaviour of this carbon-Li2MnSiO4 nanocomposite was investigated
as a cathode material of Li-ion secondary battery. The net capacitance of Li2MnSiO4 in CMK8 was 235 mAh g-1, which was higher than that expected for one Li+ process, 167 mAh g-1.
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Introduction
Periodic Mesoporous Organosilicas (PMOs) [1] are promising materials and research in this
area has expanded enormously. They are ordered materials with high specific surface areas
(~1000 m²/g), large pore volumes (~0.9 cm³/g) and narrow pore size distributions with pores
of approximately 7 nm. Furthermore they combine inorganic rigidity with organic chemical
flexibility resulting in a stable material with many modification opportunities.
PMOs are synthesized using a template such as the non-ionic triblock copolymer P123
(PEO20PPO70PEO20) and an organobissilane as precursor, in this contribution (OEt)3SiCH=CH-Si(OEt)3 will be used. After removal of the template, a highly ordered mesoporous
material is obtained which can be further functionalized and fine-tuned for one specific
application. In this study, the synthesis and use of modified trans ethene bridged PMOs as
mercury(II) ion adsorbents and as solid acid catalysts will be discussed. First, a thiol
functionalized Periodic Mesoporous Organosilica (Fig. 1) will be presented which has been
recently reported by our research group [2].
oxidation

bromination
substitution

Figure 1. Transformation of the trans ethene bridged Periodic Mesoporous Organosilica
in an adsorbent or catalyst. R is an alkyl or thioether group with variable chain lengths.
Secondly, the ethene bridged PMO material can be applied as a solid acid catalyst for liquid
phase reactions when sulfonic acid groups are incorporated.
Experimental
The adsorbents can be prepared starting from a pure trans ethene bridged PMO. First, a
bromination of the trans ethene bond occurs. Secondly, the bromine is successfully substituted
by the Grignard reagent of 3-chloro-1-propanethiol (Fig. 2) [2]. Other reagents (also dithiols)
with longer chains can be used in the substitution step (step 2; Fig. 2).
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This results in an adsorbent with large specific surface area, narrow pore size distribution and
0.4 mmol of reachable thiol groups on the material. The thiol groups is subsequently oxidized
to sulfonic acid groups, immediately converting the mercury(II) adsorbent in an acid catalyst.

Figure 2. Functionalization of the PMO via a bromination of the ethene bond (1) and a
subsequent substitution of the bromine (2). The thiol group is oxidized with the
formation of a sulfonic acid group (3).
Results and discussion
The thiol containing adsorbent has been compared with several other thiol containing silica
materials in the adsorption of mercury(II) ions in aqueous solution: SBA-15 grafted with
propylthiol groups (post-synthetic route) and a silica material prepared via one-pot-synthesis
[2]. The chemical and structural stability and adsorption behavior of these materials has been
investigated in Hg(II) adsorption desorption experiments.
Whereas the silica grafted or co condensed adsorbents lose their structure or functionalities
during several mercury(II) adsorption and desorption cycles in aqueous media, the thiol
functionalized PMO completely maintains its structure and amount of functionalities. Next,
the influence of the initial mercury(II)
concentration on the adsorption behavior of the
PMO adsorbent was investigated (Fig. 3).
Further experiments were performed to
determine the maximum adsorption capacity of
the PMO adsorbent (64 mg Hg2+/g) and
implies thus a 1:1 ratio of Hg(II) towards thiol
group.
Figure 3. Investigation of the influence of
the initial mercury(II) concentration on the
adsorption time. The initial mercury(II)
concentrations were 10 () and 100 (□) ppm.
The catalytic performance of the PMO containing sulfonic acid will be evaluated for
esterification reactions and several catalytic runs will be performed. Also, the influence of the
chain length of the sulfonic acid group on the catalytic activity will be discussed.
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Introduction
Maya Blue pigment was manufactured in pre-Columbian Mesoamerica for almost thousand
year and its bright blue or turquoise coloration and exceptional resistibility results from
entrapment of indigo molecules into fibrous clay (palygorskite) tunnels [1]. The nature of
strong interaction between dye and inorganic matrices remains still not quite clear [2]. It was
found [3] that some zeolites can act as efficient matrices for encapsulation of indigo
molecules, and moreover, they can alter their hue due to various cations introduced into
zeolites. The following study is focused on faujasite (X) containing entrapped indigo (IN) and
its derivatives such as thioindigo (TI), leuco-indigo (LI) and indigo carmine (IC). The dye
molecules were introduced into zeolite cavities either by thermal (Maya) procedure or by
crystallization of zeolites from the gels supplemented by respective dyes.
Experimental
Zeolites NaX as well as their modification with various cations (Na, Ca, Mg, K, Zn) were
applied for entrapment of IN, TI, LI, IC. Two first dyes were ground with zeolite and then
heated at elevated temperatures. The other two dissolved in water were used for impregnation
of zeolites, followed by thermal treatment. Another series of syntheses comprised
crystallization of zeolite X from gels containing mentioned dyes. The resulting products were
sublimated or extracted (Soxhlet) with solvents (DMF, water, respectively) to check the
efficiency of dye molecule entrapment. The properties of the resulted pigments were
characterized by means of physicochemical techniques (UV-vis, IR, XRD, TG, DTA).
Results and discussion
The samples of zeolite NaX or KX ground with TI then heated at 100oC show intense
coloration whereas these with IN are rather pale and color and its intensity depends very
much on treatment temperature. It is in contrast to other types of zeolites (L, mordenite,
AlPO-5) and to other cationic forms of zeolite X, showing very intense and various colors
already upon mild heating (Table1). The influence of zeolite cations is also very noticeable in
pigments based on TI. Zeolite Na-X impregnated with aqueous solution of LI shows pale
yellow color which turns blue upon exposure to air, particularly at elevated temperature, due
to oxidation of dye towards IN. Incorporation of IC into NaX was unsuccessful and all dye
was removed on washing. It was in contrast to AlPO-5 and ZSM-5 matrices which provided
good stability of resulted pigments. It is likely that due to bulky sulfonic groups the IC
molecules are too large to be accommodated in inner cavities.
The crystallization of zeolite X was conducted from gels accompanied by either aqueous
solutions of LI and IC or by powder admixtures of IN and TI. It seems that last two dyes do
not interfere crystallization. Contrary to Maya procedure the resulted IN X indicate intense
color which might suggest different localization of dye in zeolite upon crystallization than
during crushing. Solutions of dyes included into crystallization mixture (IC) do not affect the
synthesis either (except for LI), although IC undergoes decomposition upon crystallization.
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Table 1. Colors of the pigments prepared by introduction of indicated dyes into zeolite X.
Maya Blue procedure
Zeolite

NaX

KX

CaX

prepared

blue-grey

pale blue

blue

sublimated

green-grey

yellowgreen

prepared

light pink

violet

turquoise
pinkviolet

Dye
IN

TI
LI
IC

Crystallization with dyes

washed
(DMF)
impregnate
aged
prepared
washed

deep
lilac
—
—
—
—

lilac
yellow
blue
light blue
white
660

A

MgX
deep
blue
deep
green
deep
violet
pinkviolet
—
—
—
—

pink
blue
pale blue
—
—

B
4

6S
622

430
665

622
3

430

6

F (R)

F(R)

341

5S

658
347

430

665

2

540

Color of products

i. blue

navy blue (FAU)

i. green

dark green

pinkviolet
lightviolet
—
—
—
—

622

325

ZnX

pink (FAU)
pale pink
light blue (SOD/FAU)
pale blue
white (FAU)
white

Figure 1. UV-vis spectra of
selected pigments.
A. 1. X impregnated with LI
2. (1) after 10 minutes
3. (1) after 20 minutes
4. (1) after 24 hours
B. 5. NaX with IN
6. CaX with IN
S – after sublimation
Conclusions

580

5

The Maya procedure with NaX
and KX and IN leads to
1
indigo
products of pale coloration and
200
400
600
800
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900 only
heating
at
higher
Wavelenght (nm)
Wavelength (nm)
temperature (e.g. upon sublimation)
results in intense coloration. In the case of other cation modification the products attain deep
colors already upon heating at 100oC. Probably the alkaline cations inside the supercage
impede a localization of indigo molecules in two adjacent cavities. The above effect is not
seen for TI. The sample prepared by impregnation of NaX with LI is pale yellow and only
after some time (mainly on heating) turns blue, which reminds the conventional vat dyeing of
fabrics. Impregnation of NaX with IC does not lead to stable pigment, because the dye
molecules are probably too large to occupy faujasite cavities. The presence of dyes in initial
mixtures usually does not affect crystallization of zeolite X (except for LI). The IN
localization in crystallized zeolite X is probably different than that in thermally entrapped.
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Nanoparticles and mesoporous films of transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) add new
performance and functional properties to those exhibited by TCOs as thin dense films. While
the TCO nanoparticles open a way to the low temperature fabrication of conducting
composites or the printing of patterned electrodes, the periodic porous films of TCOs provide
large surface area electrodes able to accommodate considerable amounts of functional guest
molecules in electrochemical, electrocatalytical, photovoltaic and sensing applications.
Niobium-doped titanium dioxide (NTO) is a novel transparent conductor, a cheaper and
chemically stable alternative to indium tin oxide (ITO) [1]. Conducting NTO materials have
been so far obtained only by physical techniques (such as pulsed laser deposition) or high
temperature solid state reactions [2], both approaches being unsuitable for the fabrication of
nanostructured materials. Nanostructured NTO films prepared by chemical methods exhibited
however only negligible or low conductivity, or their conductivity was not addressed [3].
In this communication we present a solvothermal synthesis of crystalline monodispersed
niobium doped titania nanoparticles using tert-butanol as both a novel reaction medium and
an oxide source [4], which has been recently reported a suitable solvent for the synthesis of
ultrasmall and highly dispersible nanoparticles [5]. Furthermore, the ability of the obtained
nanocrystals to self-assemble into complex 3D mesoporous nanostructures and the electrical
conductivity of the nanoparticles and mesoporous films have been studied.
Experimental
For the synthesis of niobium-doped titania nanoparticles with 20 mo % Nb content, 0.16 ml
(1.44 mmol) of TiCl4 and 0.09 ml (0.36 mol) of Nb(OEt)5 were added to tert-butanol (12 mL,
1.8 mmol). The clear solution was kept at 100 oC in in a Teflon-sealed autoclave for 4 h. For
fabrication of mesoporous films, a solution of Pluronic F127 (0.07 g, 0.006 mmol) in THF (2
mL) was added to 0.2 g of non-washed particles previously separated by centrifugation (metal
oxide content was 1.75 mmol as determined by TGA analysis), and stirred until the particles
were redispersed. Conc. HCl (0.2 ml) was added to obtain a clear solution, which was dip
coated on various substrates to obtain the mesoporous films. The films were heated in air at
300 oC for 2 hours and/or in N2 at 500 oC for 2 hours, with a ramp speed of 0.5 oC min-1 for
each heating step. The average thickness of the films after heating is around 200 nm.
Results and discussion
The developed solvothermal procedure in tert-butanol enables the preparation of crystalline
doped and undoped non-agglomerated titania nanoparticles, whose size can be controlled in
the range from 4 to 15 nm by changing the reaction temperature and time (Fig.1a). The
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anatase lattice of these particles can incorporate more than 20 mol % of Nb ions without
phase separation. The nanoparticles are easy to disperse at high concentrations in
tetrahydrofurane and to assemble into periodic porous mesostructures, the assembly being
directed by commercial Pluronic block-copolymers. The resulting mesoporous films show a
regular mesostructure with crystalline pore walls, a d-spacing of 17 nm, a uniform pore size of
10 nm, a high porosity of 43 %, and a large surface area of 190 m2/cm3 (Fig. 1b).
Substitutional doping with niobium donates electrons into the conduction band of titanium
dioxide and thus increases the charge carrier concentration, which drastically increases
electrical conductivity of the titania particles. The electrical conductivity of as-prepared
nanoparticles containing 20 mol % Nb is 2∙10-5 S/cm, rising to 0.25 S/cm due to a treatment at
600 oC in nitrogen (Fig. 1c). Time-domain terahertz spectroscopy and microwave impedance
spectroscopy of the doped particles have revealed that electron hopping is the dominating
contribution to the conductivity at terahertz frequencies.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1: TEM image of: (a) NTO nanoparticles with 20 mol % Nb, (b) a mesoporous film
assembled from nanoparticles, and (c) conductivity of nanoparticles annealed in N2 at 600 oC.
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Soft porous crystals that exhibit dynamic frameworks upon external stimuli such as variations
of pressure, temperature or electric field are the latest generation of porous solids. They are
bi(multi)stable crystalline materials with long-range structural ordering that possess a
structural transformability. The phase transformation can take place when a guest molecule is
adsorbed or removed from the network. This property is very attractive for designing new
generations of adsorbants or sensors using “gate-opening” features.
First porous Zinc imidazolates were discovered by Huang et al.[1] In these solids, tetrahedral
Zn(II) are solely coordinated by nitrogen atoms of the imidazolate bridging ligand. These
solids were reexamined by Yaghi and co-workers, who extended this class of porous
coordination polymers to 90 novel structures by high throughput screening.[2] Because the
Zn-im-Zn linkage is similar to the Si-O-Si linkages found in zeolites, the zinc imidazolate
solids usually crystallize in the same topologies as do aluminosilicates. These structures are
therefore referred to as Zeolite Metal-Organic Frameworks (ZMOF) [3] or, more frequently,
as Zeolite Imidazolate Frameworks (ZIF).[2] Their high hydrothermal, chemical and thermal
stability further reinforce their similarity to zeolites. ZIF materials are, however, not as rigid
as zeolites. For example, Cheetham et al. reported that the sodalite cell of ZIF-8 can shrink or
expand, to a limited extend, under pressure due to rotation of the linkers. More recently, the
same team has shown that upon heating, ZIF-4 undergoes a reversible transformation from the
crystal to the amorphous state.[4]
In this study, we show for the first time that ZIF-7 exhibits a reversible breathing effect upon
changes in temperature or CO2 partial pressure.[5] The thermodynamics of the process are
studied in detail and compared to other reference flexible MOFs. We demonstrate that a
reversible phase-to-phase transformation is responsible for this phenomenon. To the best of
our knowledge, this constitutes the first example of a guest-induced gate-opening ZIF.
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Figure 1. Match between XRPD pattern and CO2 adsorption at 303 K. The symbols
correspond to the labels of the different phases. The dashed line is the GCMC adsorption of
the lp ZIF-7 phase
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Introduction
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is one of the most attractive oxidizing agents from the view
point of environmental, because the theoretical by-product is only water. Current production
process via anthraquinone auto-oxidation processes involves many environmental adverse.
Direct synthesis of H2O2 from H2 and O2 gases is one of the promising alternative technique.
However, the catalyst for H2O2 synthesis also actives for H2O2 decomposition in this process.
In order to overcome this thorny problem, one-pot synthesis to utilize in situ generated H2O2
for oxidation reaction is very attractive [1]. Here we designed a new core-shell type catalyst,
based on this approach, to improve the catalytic efficiency for one-pot oxidation. It was found
that the relative position between H2O2 generation site (Pd nanoparticle) and oxidation site
(Ti-mesoporous silica) significantly affects on the catalytic performance.
Experimental
Two types of core-shell catalysts with different Pd site were prepared. One is Pd supported
SiO2 covered by Ti containing mesoporous silica shell (Pd/SiO2@TiMSS) and the other is
SiO2 covered by Pd supported Ti containing mesoporous silica shell (SiO2@ Pd/TiMSS). The
schematics models of Pd/SiO2@TiMSS and SiO2@ Pd/TiMSS are shown in Figure 1. At first,
Pd nanoparticle was loaded on SiO2 sphere. Next, Ti containing mesoporous silica shell was
created on the Pd loaded SiO2 surface. Finally, it was calcined to remove structure directing
agent (SDA) to obtain Pd/SiO2@TiMSS. SiO2@ Pd/TiMSS was obtained by the first coating
of Ti containing mesoporous shell followed by the loading of Pd nanoparticle. Pd
nanoparticles are located within the mesoporous structure in the Pd/SiO2@TiMSS, while Pd
nanoparticles are located on the outer surface of the mesopores in the SiO2@ Pd/TiMSS.
(a)

(b)

SiO2

SiO2

: Pd nanoparticle
Ti containing
mesoporous silica

Figure 1. Schematics models of Pd/SiO2@TiMSS (a) and SiO2@ Pd/TiMSS(b).
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Results and discussion
As shown in Figure 2, TEM images of
Pd/SiO2@TiMSS and SiO2@Pd/TiMSS reveals these
catalysts are core-shell structure and Pd nanoparticle
deposited at the intended site. The thickness of the shell
is about 30 nm. The UV-Vis spectra and XANES spectra
exhibited Ti species in the Ti-mesoporous shell is
tetrahedral coordination suitable for oxidation reaction
using H2O2 as oxidizing agent. The pore structure was
characterized by small angle XRD and N2 adsorption and
desorption. The XRD spectra shows clear peak centered
around 2θ = 2.4° and N2 adsorption and desorption
isotherm showed typically type IV isotherm. These
results indicate the shell have mesoporous structure with
uniform pores.
We explored the catalytic activity of these core-shell
catalysts in the direct synthesis of H2O2 from H2 and O2

(a)

100 nm

(b)

gases and one-pot oxidation reaction of methyl phenyl
sulfide using in situ synthesised H2O2. The formation
100 nm
rate of methyl phenyl sulfoxide and methyl phenyl
Figure 2. TEM image of
sulfone with these two catalyst are shown in Figure 3.
Pd/SiO2@TiMSS (a)
Although the activity of these two catalysts for the
and SiO2@ Pd/TiMSS(b).
generation of H2O2 from H2 and O2 gases
were almost same, the activity for the
one-pot oxidation of methyl phenyl
1
2
sulfide using Pd/SiO2@TiMSS is higher
Pd/SiO2@TiMSS
0.30
than that of SiO2@Pd/TiMSS by a factor
of three. Moreover, the selectivity of SiO2@Pd/TiMSS
0.08
metyl phenyl sulfoxide is improved by
using
Pd/SiO2@TiMSS than using
-1 -1
Figure 3.
Formation
the g-cat
one-pot
h
Production
rate ofrate
(1+2)in
/ mmol
SiO2@Pd/TiMSS.
synthesis.
Conclusions
Two type of core-shell catalysts with different Pd deposited positions were synthesized
successfully. In the one-pot oxidation using in situ synthesized H2O2, it is revealed the relative
position between H2O2 generation site and oxidation site significantly effect the catalytic
activity.
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Introduction
Since the so-called periodic mesoporous organosilicas (PMOs) were reported [1], they
have attracted a great interest as a novel class of hybrid materials with a homogeneous
distribution of organic fragments. However, only a few studies dealing with their
functionalization, particularly bromination and sulfonation, have been carried out. Recently, a
new route of surface modification has been suggested by Diels-Alder reaction between the
double bonds of an ethenylene-PMO and benzocyclobutene [2]. The generalization of this
process to other more common dienes would lead to interesting materials with new pendant
groups linked to the organic bridges of the framework.
Experimental
The starting material, a 100 % E-ethenylene-bridged PMO (e-PMO), was synthesized
by a previously reported procedure by Van der Voort et al. [3]. The Diels-Alder reaction was
carried out as follows: a mixture of the e-PMO and the diene (benzocyclobutane,
dicyclopentadiene or anthracene) in 20 ml dodecane was aged in an autoclave at 200 ºC
during several days. After filtering, the resulting solid was repeatedly washed with chloroform
to assure the complete elimination of the unreacted diene. Subsequently, each material was
functionalized with sulfonic acid groups by reaction with either chlorosulfonic acid or fumed
sulfuric acid. Sulfonic acid functionalized mesoporous organosilicas were used as catalysts
for the esterification of acetic acid with ethanol and their activities compared to that of
Amberlyst-15.
All solids were exhaustively characterized by several techniques such as nitrogen
adsorption, powder X-ray diffraction, thermal analysis, DRIFT and 13C NMR, among others.
Results and discussion
XRD analyses showed that the ordered hexagonal mesostructure of e-PMO remained
after the Diels-Alder reactions and the subsequent sulfonations. However, the (100) peaks
were shifted to higher angles due to the structural contraction caused by the thermal treatment
(200 ºC). All materials exhibited type IV isotherms with a step at relative pressures
0.4<P/P0<0.8 and narrow pore size distributions.
The formation of the surface Diels-Alder adducts was confirmed by DRIFT and 13C
NMR measurements. DRIFT spectra showed C-H stretching vibration bands above 3000 cm-1.
13
C MAS NMR spectra (Figure 1) exhibited several peaks, besides that corresponding to the
double bonds in the framework, which corroborated the existence of the surface adducts. For
example, those with benzocyclobutene and anthracene had signals around 126 ppm attributed
to the aromatic groups.
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After sulfonation, the modified e-PMOs were used as catalysts for the esterification of
acetic acid. They showed high conversions and reaction rates close to that of Amberlyst-15,
thus confirming the application of these materials as solid acid catalysts.

Figure 1. 13C CP/MAS NMR of the ethenylene-bridged PMO before (e-PMO) and after the
Diels-Alder reaction with benzocyclobutene (a), dicyclopentadiene (b) and anthracene (c).
Conclusions
The Diels-Alder reaction between the C=C bonds of an ethenylene-bridged PMO and
different dienes seems to be a quite general route for the surface modification of these
materials. In addition, these new pendant organic fragments can be further functionalized to
introduce acid sites in the mesopores, thus enabling them to be used as catalysts.
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Introduction
Recently sulfonated carbons obtained by incomplete carbonization of common natural
product such as sugar showing catalytic acid sites have been reported [1]. However, the
reported materials were nonporous and exhibited low surface area, which limited their
potential catalytic activity due to restricted accessibility to acid active sites. The catalytic
properties could be markedly improved by modification of preparation procedure in order to
increase the surface area and to develop a uniform pore system. The attempts to introduce
catalytically active groups to the resins by using respective derivatives of phenol were
successful but the resulted products did not show ordered porosity [2]. Here, we report a new
and easy method to synthesize sulfonic acid-functionalized ordered mesoporous polymers.
The main aim of the study is a direct preparation of self-assembly phenol-formaldehyde resins
with sulfonic groups.
Experimental

Intensity

The preparation procedure was based on conventional synthesis of phenol-formaldehyde
resins modified by adding the porogenous agents as
well as sulfonated derivative of phenol. Phenol,
A
formaldehyde
and
sodium
4hydroxybenzenesulfonate were dissolved in NaOH
solution and stirred at 70 °C for 30 min. Then the
aqueous solution of Pluronic P123 was added. The
B
heating under reflux with stirring was continued for
90 hours. The final products were filtered, washed 0,6 1,6 2,6 3,6 4,6 5,6 6,6 7,6
2 Theta (degree)
with water and dried. The soft template (Pluronic
P123) was removed by boiling with 48% sulfuric Fig.1. XRD pattern of mesoporous
acid. Standard method to remove template,
resins prepared with higher (A), and
calcination at 360 °C in inert gas atmosphere, lower (B) 4-hydroxybenzenesulfonate content.
removed also sulfonic groups (Fig.2C). The
products were characterized by means of XRD, IR,
A
TG/DTA, TEM, N2 adsorption/desorption.
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The products obtained upon phenol-formaldehyde
condensation with Pluronic P123 after H2SO4
treatment show the low angle XRD patterns
(Fig.1.) characteristic of well-ordered mesopore
structure.
The incorporation of organic functional groups was
confirmed by FTIR. Figure 2 shows the FTIR
spectra of the mesoporous polymers prepared from
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formaldehyde. Lack of absorbance at 1100 cm-1 (Fig.2.A) suggests that the template is
completely removed after boiling with 48% sulfuric acid at 90°C. The absorbance bands at
3007 and 2934-2868 cm-1 are assigned to the –C–H and –CH2 stretching vibrations from the
aromatic polymeric framework, respectively; while the absorbance at 1610 and 1481 cm-1 are
assigned to the stretching bands from the benzene
ring. More importantly, the absorbance at 1035
cm-1 attributed to the S=O symmetric stretching
(Fig.2.B) prove the incorporation of –SO3H group
within the polymer.
The low temperature nitrogen adsorption on the
sample prepared with Pluronic 123 show the
isotherm (Fig.3) reminding the type IV, although
the typical sharp uptake at p/po is not significant.
The adsorption and desorption branches are not
Fig.3. N2 adsorption desorption
closed at low relative pressure, which is a typical
isotherm of functional mesoporous
sorption behavior of polymer materials. The
polymers
with –SO3H groups
estimated average pore size is ~ 2.8 nm, a BET
2
surface area 464 m /g, and a pore volume 0.32
cm3/g.
The sulfonated samples contrary to the non modified porous polymers indicate a noticeable
catalytic activity for decomposition of propan-2-ol towards diisopropyl ether.
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Conclusions
The presented results indicate a possibility to prepare the well ordered resin molecular sieves
with aid of Pluronic or other porogeneous agents. It is also possible to obtain other novel
ordered porous resins with phenol derivatives. The functionalized mesoporous polymers
indicate activity in catalytic test reaction requiring the presence of acidic sites.
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Introduction
Polymeric materials have usually been prepared including in their composition natural
or synthetic inorganic compounds such as clays, talc, quartz, calcium carbonate or mica, in
order to improve the properties and/or reduce the preparation cost of the final polymers[1]. In
this context, the insertion of monomers in the interlayer space of clay minerals leads to
materials combining functionalities of the organic ligand such as reactivity and flexibility,
with the specific properties of the inorganic matrix, such as chemical and thermal stability,
giving rise to new materials with high functionalities and unique properties [2-3]. Various
inorganic matrices such as silica, zeolite, and titania have been employed in the development
of hybrid organic-inorganic matrices. Several clay composites have been synthesized with
particular thermo-mechanical and electrical properties. However insufficient attention has
been paid to kaolinite, in spite that it is the most abundant clay and can give a rise of
interesting clay-polymer composites and nanocomposites. Taking into consideration that claypolymer nanocomposites have countless applications, and that their derivatives containing
methacrylate groups are potentially applicable in various scientific and technological areas,
we have carried out the functionalization of a kaolinite (Ka) from São Simão, Brazil, with 2hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) and 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TMSPM),
by displacement of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). The materials resulting from the reaction
between molten HEMA and TMSPM and Ka-DMSO solids were characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD), thermal analysis, infrared absorption spectroscopy (IR) and transmission
electronic microscopy (TEM).
Experimental
The nanocomposite materials were obtained by keeping a mass of the precursor (KaDMSO) in the presence of the monomers HEMA or TMSPM for 48 h. The molar ratios
HEMA/Ka and TMSPM/Ka were 5:1. The reactions were carried out at 150 ºC. The resulting
materials were washed with ethanol five times, oven-dried at 80ºC, and designated Ka-HEMA
and Ka-TMSPM, respectively.
Results and discussion
Ka had a basal spacing of 7.14 Å, which increased up to 11.20 Å in the sample treated
with DMSO. Thus, the expansion of the interlayer space produced by the incorporation of
DMSO molecules was 4.06 Å, which agrees with literature data [2, 3]. The solids Ka-HEMA
and Ka-TMSPM did not show great increases in the basal distance, which appeared in both
solids at 11.45 Å. On the other hand, the diffraction effects not depending on the stacking of
the layers in the c-dimension did not appear, due to the polymerization of amorphous
polymer. The low crystallinity of these solids and the decrease of the peak corresponding to
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the basal distance (001 reflection) of the hybrid compound compared to the peak of Ka can be
attributed to the disorder in arrangement of the layers induced by the presence of HEMA and
TMSPM molecules polymerized in the interlayer region. The grafted materials Ka-HEMA
and Ka-TMSPM after washed once with toluene shows the complete amorphization of the
solids, and the characteristic peak of the intercalated material at 11.45 Å disappears
completely, which suggests that the treatment with toluene can induce the exfoliation of the
grafted layers.
Ka-HEMA and Ka-TMSPM displayed bands at 3699 and 3618 cm-1, characteristic of interand intralamellar hydroxyls, respectively. The other bands assigned to interlamellar hydroxyls
(at 3668 and 3653 cm-1) were not observed. The broad band at 3600 cm-1 in this region,
assigned to the presence of hydroxyl groups or adsorbed water on hydrophilic polymers,
confirmed the exfoliation for all composites. Bands characteristic of methacrylate groups
were also observed at 2993, 1728 and 1192 cm-1 , assigned to C-H, C=O and α-CH3 isotactic
polyhydroxiethylmethacrylate (PHEMA) and at 1454, 1388 and 1242 cm-1 corresponding to
δ-CH2, α-CH3 and C-O stretching of syndiotactic PHEMA [4]. The typical band of the
interlamellar aluminol group at 938 cm-1 was absent for both samples, confirming the reaction
between hydroxyl groups from kaolinite and hydroxyl or silanol groups from HEMA and
TMSPM, respectively by condensation reactions. The displacement of the bands
corresponding to interlamellar hydroxyls and the appearance of new bands in regions related
to methacrylate groups evidence the entrance of methacrylate molecules from HEMA and
TMSPM into the interlamellar space of kaolinite. At the same time, the absence of S=O
vibrations in the spectra shows the total substitution of DMSO by methacrylate monomers.
Conclusions
HEMA and TMSPM effectively displaced DMSO molecules from kaolinite interlayer,
giving rise to Al-O-C bonds, thereby characterizing formation of a hybrid organic-inorganic
matrix. XRD revealed the incorporation of the organic molecules DMSO, and then HEMA
and TMSPM into the interlayer space of kaolinite. Displacement of the bands due to
interlayer hydroxyl groups in the infrared absorption spectra and the presence of vibrations
due to methacrylate groups at 3349, 3331, 3290, and 1589 cm-1 also confirm the
functionalization of kaolinite with the monomers. TEM micrographs confirm the partial
exfoliation of kaolinite after insertion of HEMA and TMSPM monomers. These materials
will be applied as support of catalyst to effective immobilization of ironporphyrins and
phtalocyanines complexes, and also as adsorbent from wastewater.
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Introduction

Natural expandable clays (smectites) are widely used in several applications, such as
adsorption, catalysis, synthesis of nanomaterials, etc. The properties (for instance,
chemical or mineralogical composition, particle size, specific surface area, etc.) of
natural clays depend on the mineralogical origin, but these problems can be overcome
by using synthetic clays usually prepared by hydrothermal procedures at high
temperatures and pressures for long times. Microwave assisted synthesis offers an
alternative route to obtain synthetic clays without using these severe conditions.
Saponite has the theoretical formula [Si8-xAlx]t [M2+6]o O20 (OH)4 [M+x] . nH2O, the
divalent octahedral cation being mainly Mg2+ in natural samples. In this formula, it is
possible to change the nature of the divalent octahedral cations (within a range of ionic
radii), the nature of the exchangeable cations, and the degree of Si-Al isomorphous
substitution in the octahedral sheet (even certain trivalent cations different from Al3+
can also substitute Si4+).
The microwave-assisted synthesis of saponite with various different elements in their
composition is reported here. The synthesis is combined with mechanical grinding in
order to improve the properties of the solids. The catalytic activity of these solids in the
epoxidation of (Z)-cyclooctene by hydrogen peroxide is evaluated, an environmentallyfriendly reaction that can be considered a test reaction of the oxidation potential of a
catalyst [1].
Experimental
Sodium silicate (aqueous solution, SiO2 27 wt. %) and the chlorides of the divalent
(Mg2+, Ni2+, or Fe2+ ) and of the trivalent (Al3+ or Fe3+) cations were used as source of
these elements. The synthesis was carried out in strongly alkaline conditions, provided
by
NaOH
and
NaHCO3.
The
targeted
saponite
formula
was
III
II
.
[Si7M 1][M 6]O20(OH)4[Na1] nH2O. The gels obtained after mixture of the reagents
were sealed in a 100-mL Teflon reactor and treated hydrothermally in a Milestone Ethos
Plus microwave furnace at 180 °C, for 8 hours. The epoxidation of (Z)-cyclooctene was
carried out in 4-mL vials, in which hydrogen peroxide, (Z)-cyclooctene, cyclohexanone
(internal standard) and the catalysts were added, the solvent being a 1:1 mixture of 1,2-
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dichloroethane/acetonitrile. The products of the reaction were analyzed by gas
chromatography.
Results and discussion
Most of the solids synthesized were exclusively formed by saponite, except the solid
with Fe2+ as the divalent cation, which was unpurified with Fe2O3 and analcime (Figure
1). Their specific surface areas were in the 200-470 m2/g range. All of them were active
for the epoxidation of (Z)-cyclooctene by hydrogen peroxide, the selectivity being
always 100 % to the epoxide (cyloocteneoxide) and the conversion reached a maximum
value of 7.7% after 24 h reaction (sample containing Fe3+ as tetrahedral cation and Mg2+
as octahedral one) and 8.8 % after 48 h of reaction (sample containing Al3+ as
tetrahedral cation and Mg2+ and Ni2+ as octahedral cations).

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the prepared saponites. The notation of the
samples refers to their divalent and trivalent cations.
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Introduction
Microorganisms such as fungi, yeast, and bacteria can live almost everywhere on the earth
and some of which may be primary and opportunistic pathogens causing clinically important
diseases on human being, animals and plant in the world. The current technology available to
control pathogenic microbial flora in in vivo and in vitro conditions based on use of
antimicrobial agents such as antibiotics, antiseptics, disinfectants and synthetic drugs.
Toxicity, increasing adverse drug reaction and the appearance of drug resistance forced the
scientists to develop novel and safer antimicrobial agents for management of broad spectrum
microorganisms [1]. So far, there is no a full-broad spectrum antimicrobial agent available for
antimicrobial material production. Zeolites are composed of silicon, aluminium, and oxygen
in a framework with cations, water within pores, and are basically nanoporous alumina
silicates [2]. Silica is a neutral regular tetrahedron in which positive charge of silicon ion is
balanced by oxygen. However, in alumina structure there is unbalanced negative charge.
Therefore, the total structure of zeolite has a negative charge and this charge is balanced by
cations (Na+ or K+) [3]. These positive ions can be exchanged for other desired ones in a
contact solution. The aim of this study was to develop novel antimicrobial agents which can
be combined with different materials used for manufacturing of antimicrobial surfaces. In the
present study, silver nanoparticles or zeolites loaded with different concentrations and
combinations of metal ions (copper, zinc, and silver) were synthesized and tested on different
kinds of fungi and yeast species. The results showed that silver nanoparticles were not
effective on fungi species tested. However, optimized concentration of silver zeolite
formulation tested was found to be effective on all kinds of microorganisms tested.
Combination of silver zeolite with liquid paint demonstrated the presence of excellent
antimicrobial activity of metal surfaces covered with silver zeolite embedded paints. This is
the first study demonstrated that the newly synthesized silver zeolite formulations can be used
to develop antimicrobial materials and surfaces in the future.
Experimental
In this work, Zeolites A and X are synthesized using sodium aluminate, sodium metasilicate
and soddium hydroxide under hydrothermal conditions. Compositions of ingredients vary
according to the type of zeolite. The gel composition used for Zeolite A is in the range: 1.943.39 Na2O: Al2O3: 0.84-1.77 SiO2: 117-194 H2O; and for Zeolite X it changes to 6-17
Na2O: Al2O3: 3.5-8 SiO2: 300-670 H2O. The synthesis gel is vigorously shaken for the
homogenization, and is placed into high density polyethylene (HDPE) bottles and placed into
a convection oven at 90 ºC. After a predetermined cooking period bottles are taken and the
zeolite product is filtered and dried. Preliminary characterization is done by SEM (Scanning
Electron Microscope) images and X-Ray diffraction. The zeolites synthesized in sodium form
are then ion exchanged with silver copper and zinc ions for antimicrobial activity. Then
antimicrobial tests were performed for 50 types of microorganisms for each zeolite type
which were ion exchanged at different concentration of solutions. Using these antimicrobial
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zeolites paint mixtures are prepared, and applied to surfaces
performed.
Results and discussion

and microbial testes are

The antimicrobial activity starts as soon as silver, copper and zinc ions are released from the
zeolite crystals into the system containing microorganisms. In this study we examined the
antimicrobial activity of antimicrobial zeolites against E- Coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Candida albicans, Staphylococcus aureus and 40 other microorganizms. Silver zeolite is
effective for every microorganism. Using these zeolites antimicrobial paints and surfaces are
developed.

a
b
Figure 1.a. Negative control for Aspergillus niger. Aspergillus niger was growth on the metal
surface which was painted with paint ordinary paint. b. There is no fungus growth on the
metal plate which was painted with paint includes antimicrobial zeolite.
Conclusions
The paints containing silver, cupper and zinc zeolites showed antimicrobial effect on bacterial
strains, mold and yeast species tested. The most effective zeolite was silver ion-exchanged
zeolite.
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Tin oxide is a technologically important semiconducting material, which is widely used for
sensors and catalysts due to the marked change in the electrical conductivity upon the
interaction with reducing or oxidizing species. A well-developed porosity, controlled pore
size distribution, large interface area and high crystallinity of the tin oxide films are very
important for such applications.
Metal oxides with highly ordered periodic nanostructures are conventionally prepared by a
spontaneous self-organization of inorganic building blocks (metal oxide precursors) and
micelles of amphiphilic molecules (structure-directing agents) in an evaporation-induced selfassembly process. The mesostructure ordering of sol-gel derived tin oxide precursors requires
the use of surfactants with a very strong hydrophilic-hydrophobic contrast such as small
surfactants, which, however, provide mesostructures with only a small pore size, or a special
type of amphiphilic polymers, which are not yet commercially available. [1,2] The
preparation of crystalline mesoporous tin oxide films with a larger pore size using
commercially available Pluronic polymers is far from straightforward due to the unfavorable
interaction of its micelles with the precursor tin oxide species, so a rather elaborate and timeconsuming post-synthesis treatment is needed. Therefore in the present communication we
have aimed at the preparation of defined building blocks with suitable size and surface
properties in order to gain more control over the self-assembly and the mesostructure of the
formed films.
Experimental
These building blocks were prepared as follows. SnCl4 was dissolved in ethanol, then distilled
water was added. After stirring for about 5 minutes, ammonium hydroxide was added, pH
after the ammonia addition equalling 1.32. The mixture was stirred for up to 20 h at 20 to 60
o
C. Afterwards Pluronic F127 dissolved in butanol was added, the optimum Pluronic to tin
oxide molar ratio being 0.8, followed by aging the solution for a certain time depending on
temperature. The films were prepared by dip-coating glass or Si wafers with the prepared
solution at a withdrawal rate of 1.8 mm/s. Finally the films were calcined at 300 to 400 °C.
Results and discussion
We have found that the weak mesostructuring ability of Pluronic polymers is due to an
unfavorable interaction of its micelles with the precursor tin oxide species. [3] Therefore, we
have optimized the interaction strength and the affinity to self-assemble by the variation of the
size, charge and hydrophilicity of the tin oxide precursor. The key issue in the whole process
is the sol-gel formation of suitable colloidal particles of tin oxide precursor, which act as the
building units of the assembled mesostructures. Their formation was triggered by the addition
of ammonium hydroxide and controlled by its amount and the reaction time. Despite the
addition of hydroxide, the pH of the alcoholic solution is still very low of 1.2-1.4. The relative
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concentration of ammonium hydroxide (the optimum OH/Sn molar ratio equalling 2.6) as
well as duration and temperature of the hydrolysis reaction influence significantly the
properties of hydrolyzed tin oxide species and the mesostructure assembled from them.
We have found that species ca. 3 nm in size were formed shortly after the addition of the
ammonium hydroxide to the tin tetrachloride solution. The size of the species
continuously increased with the reaction time, reaching a maximum of 8 ± 3 nm after ca.
19 hours, i.e. the time of the precursor solution aging required for the mesostructure to be
formed. Therefore, we suggest that the ca. 8 nm oligomers are important mesostructure
precursors suitable for the self-assembly around the Pluronic micelles.
The films coated from such a solution were calcined in air at 300 to 400 oC in order to
condense and crystallize the inorganic framework and to remove the template. They
exhibit a well-developed worm-like porosity with a wall to wall distance of ca. 18 nm and
a surface area of up to 50 cm 2/cm2 (corresponding to 55 ± 5 m 2/g). The walls are
completely crystalline, being composed of nanocrystals 2.5 - 3 nm and 3 – 3.5 nm for
films calcined at 300 and 400 oC, respectively. (Fig. 1)
To sum up, we have developed a new facile procedure for manufacturing crystalline thin films
of tin oxide with a uniform mesoporous architecture and full crystallinity of the walls. The
developed protocol offers a practical advantage of a facile and fast preparation. The obtained
films could be of a significant interest for applications where the high crystallinity, small
crystal size, large pore size, accessible porosity and high surface area are of primary
importance, such as in sensorics and catalysis.

Figure 1. SEM (left), TEM (middle) and high resolution TEM (right) images of the
mesoporous SnO2 films calcined at 300 oC demonstrating their mesoporous structure and
crystallinity.
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Introduction
Here we intend to show that hydrophilic block copolymers represent green, innovative and
functionalizing structure-directing agents for the controlled synthesis of functional ordered
mesoporous silica materials.
A generation of structuring agents composed of the assemblies of amphiphilic non-ionic
copolymers is discovered in the middle of the nineties. These copolymers are constituted of a waterinsoluble block (poly(propylene oxide) PPO, poly(styrene) PS or poly(butadiene) PB,
poly(isoprene) PI) and an hydrosoluble poly(ethylene oxide) PEO block able to interact with silica
precursors in acidic aqueous medium. The (PEO-PPO-PEO) Pluronics polymers are well-known
agents for preparing highly ordered 2D-hexagonal mesoporous silica structures (SBA-15) with
tunable large and uniform pore sizes (up to 30 nm). The thick wall SBA-15 silica materials, in
particular, exhibit greater hydrothermal stability than the thinner wall MCM-41 structures obtained
with conventional cationic surfactants. Once the structuring agent is removed, these materials
present a considerable interest because of the high specific surface areas and the possibility to
control pore size distributions; these features have made them interesting candidates for applications
in adsorption, catalysis, sensing or as host-guest materials. Nevertheless, very few applications of
ordered mesoporous materials finally come into the market due to the limitations of the template
removal processes. Indeed, usually, the template is removed either by calcination or by extraction in
organic solvents, which is neither environment friendly nor energy saving.
Recently, we proposed a new synthesis strategy for preparing ordered mesoporous silica
materials in soft conditions, which allows the recovery and recycling of the structuring agent in
water at room temperature [1, 2]. The concept consists in replacing the classical amphiphilic
template by an induced and reversible assembly of water-soluble block copolymers. The
micellization process results from electrostatic interactions between two oppositely charged
polymers in aqueous solution, a hydrophilic polyelectrolyte-neutral diblock copolymer and a
homopolyelectrolyte. Electrostatic complexation leads to an associative phase separation, known as
complex coacervation. The presence of the neutral block ensures that the insoluble electrostatic
polyion complex is sterically stabilized in solution as a micellar assembly. A great advantage of
such polyion complex (PIC) systems is that the phenomenon of micellization is tunable in water
with parameters influencing the electrostatic interaction such as the ionic strength, the temperature
and the pH. We have particularly studied the case of pH sensitive polyion complex micelles formed
between polymers containing blocks, which are weak polyacids and polybases. We have shown that
such micelles can be used as structuring agents of silica. Mesostructured hybrid polymer-silica
materials were formed by precipitation in water at room temperature and under soft conditions, in a
pH range corresponding to the domain of micelle stability. The final ordered porous systems are
then simply obtained by a pH change of the material aqueous suspension, the pH variation inducing
the PIC micelle dissociation process. The polymers recovered in water could then be recycled for
other synthesis runs.
Experimental
Materials are obtained by precipitation in water according to a procedure similar to that used
for preparing SBA-15 mesostructured silica. Double hydrophilic block copolymers, constituted of a
linear or comb polyethyleneoxide (PEO, PAMPEO) block and a polyacrylic (PAA) or
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polymethacrylic acid (PMAA) block, are first mixed with a weak polybase typically a polyamine
like an oligochitosane, a polyetheleneimine, a poly(lysine). Electrostatic complexation between the
PMAA block and the polyamine leads to the formation of PIC micelles. Hydrolysis and
condensation of tetraethoxysilane in the presence of the micelles lead to precipitation of the
materials, which are collected and characterized by TEM, XRD, N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms.
Results and discussion
We first studied the case of polyion complex micelles constituted of polyacrylic acid-bpolyethyleneoxide double hydrophilic block copolymers (DHBC) and an oligochitosane. We
showed that the micelles successfully act as structuring agents of silica, leading to 2D hexagonal
hybrid silica-polymer mesostructured materials. This is achieved when asymmetric DHBC are used,
such as PEO5000-b-PAA1580. Thus, we put into evidence for the first time that polyion complex
micelles of DHBC are able to form mesophases, in a similar way as classical amphiphilic block
copolymers. This lyotropic behaviour had never been observed before in the case of PIC micelles.
The second key result is that a change of the asymmetry degree of the block copolymer can induce
the formation of different hybrid
mesostructures with varying
micelle morphologies (Fig. 1).
We evidenced that an increase of
the PAA block length leads to
the obtention of lamellar
mesophases; this must be related
to a change in the relative
volume of the insoluble block
100nm
100nm
comparatively to the soluble
block, leading to a curvature
Fig. 1:TEM images of hybrid materials using complex micelles of
oligochitosane with PEO5000-b-PAA1580 (a) and PEO5000-b-PAA2400 (b)
change of the micelles. Thus,
lamellar hybrid mesophases were obtained when the PAA block length was increased to PEO5000-bPAA2400. These combined results reveal that the behaviour of polyion complex micelles presents
some similarities with that of classical amphiphilic polymers. It should be noticed that a
considerable advantage of PIC micelles compared to micelles of conventional amphiphilic polymers
is that PIC micelles result from complexation between two entities, creating thus more versatile
systems, whose properties may be varied by changing the nature of each polymer independently.
We have then taken advantage of that property and we varied the nature of the polyamine. We
studied the case of an oligochitosane, a polyethyleneimine, a polyallylamine, and a polylysine. We
obtained structures with different degrees of organization, whose characteristics could be related to
the properties of the respective complex micelles. We also studied the influence of the architecture
of the neutral hydrosoluble block of the DHBC, the possibility to wash out the polymers and obtain
ordered mesoporous materials and finally the possibility to directly functionalize silica pores with
polymer chains by selectively releasing one of the two polymers.
Conclusions
New structuring agents based on non-amphiphilic polymers were used for preparing
mesoporous silica; they result from complexation between hydrosoluble polymers. We
showed that they successfully induce the formation of mesostructured silica materials whose
properties may be varied very conveniently just by varying the properties of one of the
polymers constituting the new electrostatic polyion complex micelles.
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Introduction
Synthesis of mesoporous molecular sieves built with crystalline framework has been of
great interest in nanoporous materials science and related industrial technology. Compared to
solely microporous or solely mesoporous molecular sieves, the hierarchical coexistence of
micropores and mesopores in a single solid porous structure can provide many advantages in
various applications as a catalyst, an adsorbent and a separation medium. Various synthesis
attempts for hierarchically porous zeolite molecular sieves have been reported to date.[1~4]
Herein, we present a dual-porogenic surfactant-directed synthesis route for mesoporous
molecular sieves built with a zeolite beta framework, using an organic surfactant
functionalized with a specific zeolite structure-directing group. The resultant materials exhibit
a disordered mesostructure with a uniform mesopore diameter, in which the thickness of the
mesopore walls can be adjusted in the range of 2.9 ~ 5.1 nm according to the surfactant
structure and where the mesopore diameter is also widely adjustable in the range of 3.5 ~ 21
nm with the addition of mesopore swelling-agent such as 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (1,3,5-TMB).
Experimental
A series of dual-porogenic surfactants was synthesized by multi-step organic reactions.
Synthesis of mesoporous molecular sieves was performed under the hydrothermal conditions
used for conventional zeolites, except for the use of dual-porogenic surfactants. No
conventional structure-directing agent (SDA) like quaternary ammonium salts was used.
Without any of organic SDA, the synthesis conditions produced no zeolite structures.
Results and discussion
Mesoporous molecular sieves having
crystalline
zeolite
framework
were
synthesized by using gemini-type organic
surfactants with alternatively repeating
quaternary ammoniums, phenylene and
hexamethylene spacers. C22H45-N+(CH3)2C6H12-N+(CH3)2-CH2-(p-C6H4)-CH2N+(CH3)2-C6H12-N+(CH3)2-C22H45 (N4-phe in
short) was the bottom-most surfactant which
can generate a disordered mesoporous
assembly of a nanocrystalline zeolite beta
framework. During the zeolite synthesis,
inorganic precursors were crystallized around
the hydrophilic region of the surfactant,
while the self-assembly of surfactant
micelles
derived
the
disordered

Figure 1. (A) XRD of disordered mesoporous
molecular sieves built with a zeolite beta framework
synthesized by N4-phe, N6-diphe and N8-triphe
surfactants. (B, C) TEM images of a disordered beta
synthesized by N6-diphe surfactant.
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mesostructure.
‘C6-diphe’ having 6 ammoniums with 2
phenylene spacers, and ‘C8-triphe’ having
8 ammoniums with 3 phenylene spacer can
be used for the synthesis of zeolites with
different framework thickness (Fig. 1A).
Figure 1A shows XRD patterns of the
zeolite products obtained via three
surfactants with different numbers of
ammonium (4, 6 and 8) and phenylene
spacers (1, 2 and 3), of which the XRD
positions are consistent with that of bulk Figure 2. (A) Framework thickness distribution
by surfactant structures. (B) Expansion of
zeolite beta. The XRD result also indicates controlled
mesopore diameter by the addition of swelling agent.
that the high-angle peak width is gradually
sharpened as the number of ammonium and phenylene spacers in the surfactant increase,
indicating that the mesopore wall (i.e., the zeolite framework) is thickened. Carbon replication
of the mesoporous framework (Fig. 2A) reveals that the framework thickness is gradually
increased from 2.9 to 5.1 nm with high uniformity.
Fig. 1B and 1C show TEM images of the zeolite product obtained with N6-diphe, which
shows a typical disordered mesostructure with a highly nanocrystalline zeolite framework.
The BET surface area and the total pore volume are 870 m2g-1 and 1.14 cm3g-1, respectively.
The mesopore diameter is very uniform at 3.7 nm. Remarkably, when 1,3,5-TMB was added
to the synthesis gel as a mesopore-swelling agent, the mesopore diameter was systematically
expanded to 21 nm as a function of the amount of 1,3,5-TMB (Fig. 2B).
Conclusion
Mesoporous molecular sieves built with a zeolite beta framework were synthesized via the
dual-porogenic surfactant-driven synthesis route, in which zeolite crystallization occurred
only around the hydrophilic ammonium region. Hence, the crystal thickness could be finely
controlled (2.9 ~ 5.1 nm) in proportion to the number of ammonium and phenylene spacers in
the surfactant. Additionally, the mesopore diameter could also be controlled over a wide range
of mesopore regime (3.7 ~ 21 nm). These two remarkable features of the present synthesis
strategy are unprecedented in zeolite science to date. As a further work, it would be necessary
to find valuable applications utilizing the present materials with various framework
thicknesses and mesopore diameters.
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Introduction
True micas are 2:1 layered aluminosilicates with charge density as high as 2 negative charge
per unit cell, with non hydrated cations compensating the layer charge in the interlayer space.
A new family of swelling synthetic micas has been successfully synthesized with an unusual
cation exchange capacity -up to 468 meq/100g of clay in Na-4-mica- with up to four
monovalent hydrated cations accommodated in the ditrigonal holes in the external surface of
the tetrahedral layer [1]. Despite the large negative charge originated by isomorphic
substitution of silicon by aluminum in the tetrahedral layer, high charge micas unlike brittle
micas, exhibit unexpected structure stability.
Porous clay heterostructure (PCH) are a new class of solid acids firstly proposed by Pinnavaia
et al. with pore sizes in the rarely observed supermicropore to small mesopore region [2].
They are formed by the surfactant-directed assembly of mesostructured silica within the two
dimensional galleries of a moderate charged layered clay. Most of the silicates used for this
application are smectite type with up to 1.2 negative charges per unit cell. Although several
efforts have been made to increase the acidity of the PCH, the most popular methods involve
tedious post- and pre-treatments [3]. Swelling high charge micas are ideal materials to be
explored regarding this application; in first place due to the extraordinary number of intrinsic
acidic places in their structure, attributed to the high level substitution of aluminum for silicon
in the tetrahedral layer mentioned above, and in second place because synthetic micas, unlike
smectites, have shown high thermal stability of the structure and the acidic places. In this
work, we present the synthesis of Porous Clay Heterostructures (PCH) formed from two high
charge micas with 2 and 4 charges per unit cell respectively, varying the interaction time of
TEOS.
Experimental
High charge micas with 2 and 4 negative charges per unit cell have been synthesized
following the “NaCl method” described elsewhere [4, 5]. The materials are referred as Na-M2
and Na-M4 respectively. PCH materials were synthesized as follow: In the first step the
interlayer sodium cations were exchanged for organic hexadecyltrimethylammonium cations
(CTA). The amount of organic cations used for exchange was two times the cation exchange
capacity of the raw materials. The samples were added to an aqueous solution of CTABr and
stirred at 50ºC for 9 and 29 days for Na-M2 and Na-M4 respectively. The excess of salt was
removed by washing with desionized water and centrifugation. The resulting solid was airdried and they were denominated as M2-9 and M4-29 respectively. In the next step neutral
amine co-surfactant (decylamine) and TEOS were added to 0.5 g of M2-9 and M4-29 in the
following organoclay/amine/TEOS ratio of 1/11/108 and 1/7/71 respectively. After, 24h for
M2-9 and 72h for M4-29 sample, the interaction of the organoclay with the neutral amine at
room temperature, TEOS was added to the mixture and under stirred at room temperature was
during 4, 24 and 48h. The materials were recovered by filtration and leaving in an atmosphere
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of 50% of humidity for 13 days. At the end the materials were calcined at 600ºC for 2h
(heating rate 1ºC/min). The samples will be denoted M2-x and M4-x where “x” indicated the
interaction time of the materials with TEOS.
Textural properties and distribution of the porosity of the PCH samples were determined by
the N2 adsorption-desorption technique. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) technique has been used to
characterize the long-range order of the synthesized samples in the different steps. The acidity
was determined using cyclohexylamine chemisorption.
Results and discussion
The XRD patterns obtained from the M2-9 and M4-29 samples show a strong peak at 2.7º and
2.6º, 2θ respectively, which is attributed to the symmetrical basal [001] reflection with a basal
spacing value of 32.7 and 34.0 Å respectively. This indicates that the exchange of sodium
ions with the CTA in the samples has been successful because there is a displacement of the
basal reflection from 7.4º for the original micas. The PCH samples synthesized present type
IV adsorption isotherms with H3 hysteresis loop, characteristics of materials with slit-shaped
pores. Porous solids have surface area of 601 m2/g with a pore volume of 0.474 cm3/g for M24 sample and 297 m2/g with a pore volume of 0.307 cm3/g for M4-4 sample. PCH materials
exhibit a clear maximum at pore size of 2.0 nm and 2.5 nm for M2-4 and M4-4 samples
respectively, obtained from the pore size distribution using the BJH model for the adsorption
branch of the isotherm. The total acidity of the PCH samples increases from 0.11 mmol/g for
the mica to 0.56 mmol/g for M2-4 sample. The acid sites detected are placed in the medium
and strong acidic regions, with two desorption peaks centred at 350°C and 480°C,
respectively. The samples obtained with higher interaction time of TEOS have lower results.
Conclusions
Porous clay heterostructures were synthesized by a surfactant-directed interaction of Si
precursor with synthetic high charge micas. Formation of PCH structures leads to an increase
of specific surface area, pore diameter and total acidity. The highest obtained results were
with the lowest interaction time of Si precursor with the samples.
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Since the discovery of carboxylate metal organic frameworks (MOFs) in the late 1990s there
has been a considerable interest in the use of porous coordination polymers.1 Porous metal
phosphonate frameworks had been known for some time before the discovery of the first
carboxylate MOFs, but their development has been slower. Nevertheless, phosphonate ligands
display a range of coordination modes not available to carboxylates, making alternative
network topologies possible. The ligand N,N'-piperazinebis(methylenephosphonic acid)
(H4L) and its derivatives (Fig. 1)2 have proven similarly versatile to terephthalic acid, widely
used in carboxylate MOF synthesis. H4L may coordinate metal cations through one, two or
three phosphonate O atoms. At high synthesis pH the piperazinyl N atom may also engage in
coordination, whilst at low pH the protonated N atoms may engage in H-bonding to direct
crystallisation.

Figure 1: Left - Phosphonic acid ligands used in this work: a) H4L; b) H4L' c) H4L'';
Right – STA-13 viewed parallel to the channel axis.
Work with tri- and tetravalent transition metal cations yielded the first permanently porous
phosphonate MOF, MIL-91.3 Reaction of H4L with the rare-earth cations yields a small pore
structure, M2(LH2)3·xH2O, which may be reversibly dehydrated and rehydrated, but shows no
porosity to other gases due to a strong contraction of the structure on dehydration, observed
by X-ray crystallography. Using the racemic 2-methyl derivative, H4L', together with rareearth cations, the permanently porous STA-13 structure is prepared.4 Unlike the H4L-based
structure, this framework does not distort on dehydration, leaving pore openings of approx.
3 Å. We report here the results of computer simulations and experimental adsorption
measurements on STA-13 for a range of fuel-related gases, including CO2, CH4 and C2H6, and
also consider the factors determining the phase formed in the M3+-L' system.
For divalent cations, the first reported phosphonates were non-porous. However at elevated
synthesis pH the permanently porous, large pore STA-12(Ni) is obtained (Fig. 2).5,6 Loss of
chemisorbed water from this structure on dehydration causes a distortion of the structure to
triclinic. The fully-dehydrated structure has pore widths of approximately 9 Å and also has
accessible coordinatively unsaturated sites (CUS), providing Lewis acidic sites for catalysis.
The adsorptive properties of STA-12(Ni) have already been reported.6 A range of other metal
forms of this material have been prepared and we report their synthesis, adsorptive properties,
and preliminary magnetic measurements.
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Figure 2: The structures of as-prepared (left) and fully-dehydrated STA-12 (right).
The preparation of framework materials with very large pore volumes is an important target
for applications in gas storage and drug delivery. Unlike zeolites, which are limited by the
constraints of the tetrahedral building unit, very large pore MOFs may be synthesised
following the isoreticular synthesis approach, increasing the length of the organic linker
whilst retaining its connectivity. Under suitable conditions, reaction of
N,N'-4,4'-bipiperidinebis(methylenephosphonic acid), H4LL (Fig. 3), topologically similar to
H4L, with Co2+ and Ni2+ yields STA-16,7 an isoreticular analogue of STA-12. The structure of
STA-16 has been determined by synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction. It has a channel
diameter of 1.8 nm, determined both crystallographically and by N2 adsorption data. STA-16
is the first porous phosphonate MOF prepared by isoreticular synthesis, and also has
coordinatively unsaturated sites. The synthesis and properties of this remarkable new porous
phosphonate MOF, in addition to other new phases formed with H4LL and di-, tri- and
tetravalent cations, will be discussed.

Figure 3: Ligand H4LL (left) used in the preparation of STA-16. Structure of STA-16
(middle) with pore-size distribution (right) obtained from NLDFT and the fitted isotherm
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Introduction
The properties of carbon nanofibers (CNFs) make them promising candidates as catalyst
supports in heterogeneous catalysis due to their unique structures and potential applications.
CNFs are usually classified into three types depending on how the graphene sheets line up
with respect to the fiber axis [1]: platelet type CNFs (graphene sheets lined up perpendicular
to the fiber axis), tubular type CNF (graphene sheets parallel to the fiber axis) and, fishbone
type CNFs (graphene sheets inclined respect to the fiber axis).
Ruthenium has long been recognized as an efficient catalyst in both metallic and oxide forms
in a large number of reactions of commercial and environmental importance [2]. Normally,
this active phase is deposited on supports such as alumina, silica, activated carbon or graphite.
Nevertheless, there are very few studies in which nanostructured carbon (e.g. CNFs) has been
used as the support and even fewer using different types of these nanostructure supports.
Experimental
CNFs were grown at different temperatures at atmospheric pressure in a fixed-bed reactor
located in a horizontal oven; synthesis temperatures were: 450 ºC to obtain mainly platelet
type CNFs, 600 ºC to fishbone type CNFs and 850 ºC to tubular type CNFs according to the
procedure described in ref. [3]. Ruthenium catalysts were prepared by the wet impregnation
method using Ru(NO)(NO3)3 (Alfa Products) as the metal precursor salt. The resulting solid
residue was dried at 110 ºC for 24 hours and then reduced at 400 ºC in a flow of H2 for 2
hours. The metal loading of the catalysts thus prepared was 0.5 wt%. Both the supports and
catalysts were characterized by the following techniques: N2 adsorption-desorption, X-ray
diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), temperature programmed
oxidation (TPO), temperature programmed desorption (TPD), temperature programmed
reduction (TPR), acid-base titrations and hydrogen pulse chemisorption.
Results and discussion
Table 1 shows the physicochemical properties of the CNFs and the reduced Ru catalysts. It
could be observed that the graphitic character of CNFs (TPO and XRD analysis) increased in
the following CNFs type order: platelet>fishbone>tubular. As expected, the most graphitic
CNFs presented lower BET surface area in comparison with the other CNFs [3]. After the
introduction of the metal, it is interesting to note the significant increase in the micropore area
that occurred in tubular CNFs whereas it diminished in the other CNFs types. Moreover, the
mesopore area decreased markedly after metal incorporation in the following order:
platelet>fishbone>tubular. These results could be related with the position of the Ru particles
on the different supports. Thus, the smaller surface areas of the catalysts based on Ru
deposited on platelet and fishbone type CNFs was due to the occupation of the CNFs
adsorptive sites by highly dispersed Ru nanoparticles. These results are in clear agreement
with the determined metal dispersion values (Table 1) showing that, the highest Ru dispersion
values were obtained with the platelet and fishbone type CNFs which is associated with a
strong metal-support interaction between Ru and the graphitic edges of CNFs [4]. On the
other hand, the micropore surface area increase that was observed in the case of the Ru
deposited on tubular CNFs could be associated to the presence of additional oxygen
containing groups and defects on the CNFs surface thet were created during the Ru deposition
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treatment [5]. In Table 1 can be observed the increase of oxygen groups in the tubular type
CNFs (note that the amount of NaOH needed to neutralize the surface acid groups was almost
two times higher after Ru incorporation than before). In contrast, the amount of oxygen
groups were almost the same after the Ru deposition on fishbone and platelet type CNFs (the
amount of NaOH was almost the same both before and after Ru incorporation). The presence
of these oxygen groups has been generally considered a requisite to increase the CNFs
hydrophilicity and therefore, has a strong influence on the deposition of the metal precursor
on the CNFs surface. It is interesting note that the presence of oxygen-containing groups
seems to be in direct relation with the average Ru diameter, which decreased for higher
amounts of acidic groups (Table 1).
CNFs support

Ru-based CNFs catalysts

Platelet

Fishbone

Tubular

Platelet

Fishbone

Tubular

BET surface area (m2/g)

286.0

202.0

68.0

183.6

175.9

93.9

Micropore area (m2/g)

57.0

25.0

2.0

11.7

20.6

28.7

npg1

7.7

8.6

12.3

-

-

-

Weigh loss temperature
range (ºC)2

380-585
(519)

430-618
(546)

545-715
(640)

-

-

-

NaOH added (mmol · g-1)

0.75

0.56

0.19

0.78

0.58

0.40

Ru dispersion (%)

-

-

-

67.7

63.5

58.5

dRu, (TEM3/H24) (nm)

-

-

-

1.04/1.41

1.48/1.50

1.93/1.63

1

npg: number of grapheme planes in the crystallites (Lc/d002) obtained by XRD
In brackets: temperature at which the maximum of the oxidation temperature peak appears.
3
Average diameter of Ru particles determined by counting around 200 particles on the TEM images.
4
Average diameter of Ru particles measured using H2 chemisorption technique.
2

Conclusions
Different types of carbon nanofibers (platelet, fishbone and tubular) were employed as
supports to deposit ruthenium by wet impregnation. It was found that the textural properties
and amount of acidic oxygen-containing groups in the supports are clearly dependent on the
orientation of the graphitic sheets. This fact, in turn, determines the Ru particle size, its
dispersion and its interaction with the support.
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Introduction
The polymer-derived porous carbons are interesting materials due to a large number of their
potential applications in adsorption and catalytic processes. The properties of these materials
are strongly depended on the structural transformations occurring during a heat treatment. The
mechanism of the thermal decomposition of polyacrylonitrile (PAN), a raw material often
used for the preparation of microporous activated carbon, has been widely described in
literature [1]. The main stages of the PAN decomposition are presented in Fig. 1. This process
begins at about 270°C when PAN is transformed into so called ‘ladder form’. Higher
temperatures induce dehydrogenation and the formation of the aromatic structure through the
condensation of adjacent ladder species. Finally, above 600°C nitrogen loss corresponding to
the deep dehydrogenation occurs and graphite-like structures are formed.
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Figure 1. The mechanism of the thermal transformation of PAN [1].
In the presented work, the influence of silica support presence on the thermal stability of PAN
layers deposited onto mesoporous silicas (wide pore silica gel as well as SBA-15 and MCM41 molecular sieves) and the mechanism of polymer decomposition was studied.
Experimental
The PAN/silica hybrid materials were obtained by the introduction of polymer onto support
surface [2]. Polymer was deposited on the silica surface by the precipitation polymerization of
acrylonitrile in water slurry of an appropriate support. The polymer/support mass ratios were
controlled by using the proper amounts of monomer. The obtained precursors were
carbonized at 200–450°C in an oxygen-free atmosphere.
The samples were characterized using low-temperature adsorption of nitrogen (textural
parameters), thermogravimetry (coating effectiveness, temperature ranges of PAN
decomposition), SEM (morphology) and DRIFT, UV-vis-DRS and XPS (surface
composition). Adsorption tests for the elimination of methyl-ethyl ketone (MEK) vapour were
performed under dynamic conditions.
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Results and discussion
Low-temperature N2 adsorption showed that all used silica materials can be classified as
mesoporous solids, however they differ significantly in surface areas, total pore volumes and
pore size distributions. The deposition of PAN followed by carbonization resulted in
a decrease in surface area and total pore volume. This fact confirms the successful coating of
the silicas surface with carbonaceous species. It was found that the external and internal
surface of the silica particles was homogeneously covered with polymer layers before
carbonization. After the thermal treatment the highly dispersed carbon domains were formed
on the surface.
The DRIFT spectra collected for the samples carbonized at increasing temperatures exhibited
the presence of PAN forms recognized earlier in literature. Nevertheless, the temperature
range of PAN transformations was strongly depended on the textural parameters of the used
support. The higher specific surface area, the higher thermal stability of polymer was
observed. This supports the existence of specific interactions between a silica surface and
polymer layer. Such interactions are additionally confirmed by the differential DRIFT spectra
recorded for the neat supports and PAN/support carbonizates, which displayed shifts between
characteristic bands for the parent silica and the carbon-coated one. Changes in the surface
composition of precursors and carbonizates were controlled by XPS analysis.
The sorption capacity in the elimination of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) from gas phase
depended strongly on the carbonization temperature. The highest capacity was found for the
composites carbonized at 300°C.
Conclusions
The carbonization temperature plays an important role in the formation of surface
carbonaceous species determining the adsorption properties of the obtained materials. The
dependence between the dispersion of polyacrylonitrile layers on silica surface and the
thermal decomposition of polymer was explained. The spectroscopic studies confirmed that
the thermally induced transformations of PAN are influenced by the textural parameters of a
silica support. A higher specific surface area results in a higher dispersion of polymer material
and an improvement of its thermal stability. The MEK adsorption tests showed the highest
sorption capacity for the samples containing the ladder form of PAN.
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Introduction
The heterogenisation of organic molecules though their insertion into the network of
inorganic matrixes has allowed to obtain organic-inorganic hybrid materials that cover a wide
range of applications in different areas as optics, electronics, energy, environment, biology,
medicine, catalysis [1,2]. In the field of heterogeneous catalysis, the organic-inorganic
hybrids offer the advantage to merge the properties of inorganic materials (high mechanical,
thermal and structural stability) and of organic moieties (flexibility and functionality).
Moreover, the nature of the active sites that can be introduced in the inorganic catalysts is
limited, whilst the organic molecules can be functionalised to catalyse a larger variety of
reactions but suffer from their inability to be recycled. In this view, the production of new
organic-inorganic materials may overcome these drawbacks allowing the structural insertion
of the specific catalytic functions through the organic moieties, while the inorganic part
allows heterogenizing the catalyst and increasing the stability. In this way, it should possible
to design multifunctional materials [3]. In this contribution, the organic-inorganic mesoporous
materials have been produced using a NH4F-catalysed sol-gel process, at neutral pH and low
temperatures, that avoids the use of structural directing agents (SDAs)[4]. Proton sponges
have been used as the organic builder of the hybrids, while the inorganic part corresponds to
silica tetrahedra. The proton sponges are diamines with neighboring atoms at short distance
and aromatic frames, such as naphthalene and phenanthrene and exhibit high unusual basicity.
The 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene (DMAN)[5], the archetype of proton sponge, with
pKa=12.1 and 1,8-bis(tetramethylguanidino)
NMe2
NMe2
naphthalene
(TMGN)
[6],
a
new
organosuperbase, with pKa= 25.1, have been
Me2N
NMe2
NMe2
N
N
NMe2
heterogenized in a non-ordered mesoporous
silica. The synthesised hybrids were studied
as base catalysts in Knoevenagel
condensation. Several recycling tests were
also performed to evaluate the catalyst
DMAN
deactivation and reusability.
TMGN

Experimental
The DMAN and TMGN were functionalized by the insertion of nitro groups using a mixture
of HNO3 and H2SO4. Then, the nitro groups were reduced to the amino in H2 using Pd/C as
catalyst and finally, the amino-proton sponges were silylated using 3(triethoxysilyl)propylisocyanate. The non–ordered hybrids were synthesised using an NH4F
co-condensation route [4]. Tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), used as silica precursor, and
silylated-proton sponges (hereafter indicated as PS-Si) were mixed in CH3OH at 298K. After
dissolution of precursors, a water solution of NH4F was added. The final reaction mixture has
the following molar composition: 1-x SiO2 : x PS-Si : 4 MeOH : 4 H2O : 0.00313 NH4F.
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Several hybrids with different proton sponges loading, starting from x=0.001 to x= 0.1, were
synthesized. All the hybrids were characterized by volumetric, thermogravimetric, elemental
analysis, solid state MAS-NMR (13C, 29Si) and FTIR.
Results and discussion
Organic-inorganic materials based on the silylated-PS inserted into non-ordered mesoporous
silica have been synthesized using NH4F-catalyzed sol-gel route at neutral pH. These
conditions allow binding covalently the functionalized proton sponges’ fragments to the
inorganic units of mesoporous silica, forming the framework of the silica materials. Elemental
analysis (Table 1) confirms the presence of the organic moiety in the hybrids. More
specifically, the presence of carbon evidences that organic units are present in the silica
network, in fact SDAs were not used during the synthesis of these solids and consequently
carbon atoms can only belong to the functionalized DMAN or TMGN species.
Table-1. Elemental analysis and textural properties of the DMAN/SiO2 hybrids.
Samples

DMAN/SiO2

DMAN
loading x
0.001
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.05
0.1

Organic content
(EA)/%
1.57
2.3
2.9
3.6
12.6
16.4

SSABET/
m2g-1
763
752
725
600
455
329

Mean pore
diameter / Å
28
28
27
26
30
30

Conclusions
Non ordered organic-inorganic mesoporous materials have been obtained by the insertion of
proton sponges (DMAN or TMGN) fragments bonded to silica units. The absence of SDAs
and the use of soft synthesis conditions are validated in this study, being possible to design
functional hybrid materials which contain stable, isolated and active basic sites able to carry
out condensation processes to form carbon-carbon bonds. The resultant materials are stable,
active and selective base catalysts for Knoevenagel condensation, reactions that require strong
basic sites.
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Introduction
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are one of the most important classes of nanoporous
crystalline solid as they possess a wide range of pore sizes and the flexibility to tailor
chemical properties by functionalisation of the organic linkers [1]. For these reasons, the
potential applications of MOFs are far reaching. Understanding the fundamental aspects of the
growth of MOFs is critical to develop better materials for new and enhanced applications.
One of the most pressing questions related to the growth of nanoporous materials is the
formation of the structure around the voids in the framework. Several possibilities can be
envisioned involving different growth units and mechanisms for the assembly of these units to
form the void-enclosed framework units. However, only direct observations at the nanoscale
under growing conditions can reveal the answer to this problem. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) can provide this kind of detailed observations. In this paper we report results from insitu AFM growth experiments in three different zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs): ZIF8, ZIF-67 and ZIF-76.
Experimental
Crystals of ZIF-8 were synthesized according to the method of Park [2]. ZIF-67 and ZIF-76
were grown following the recipe provided by Banerjee [3]. In all cases seed crystals were
grown directly over glass substrates that could be fitted on the fluid cell of the AFM. Growth
solutions were prepared by mixing a 2% DMF mother solution with 98% methanol in the case
of ZIF-8. ZIF-67 and ZIF-76 growth was carried out on diluted DMF solutions containing the
appropriate metal and organic linkers. AFM was carried out on a Nanowizard II from JPK
A.G. Scanning was done in contact mode using low spring constant (<1 N/m) cantilevers.
Results and discussion
For all three systems studied growth was observed to take place by a “birth and spread”
mechanism, spiral growth or a combination of the two. The shape of the terraces observed
varied from system to system and also between different facets for the same type of crystal. In
the case of ZIF-8 terraces on the {110} faces where observed to have a truncated
rhombohedra morphology. This is consistent with the 2-fold symmetry of this face and shows
that growth is faster on the <100> direction than in the <110>. In the case of ZIF-67 terraces
growing on the {100} face possess a square shape, in accordance to the 4-fold symmetry of
the facet. For ZIF-76, two different facets were studied; the {100} shows the formation of
nearly isotropic terraces. On the contrary triangular terraces were observed on the {111} face,
reflecting, again, its symmetry. In all cases, cross-sectional analysis of the terraces show that
they possess a monolayer height equal to the plane spacing for that particular face, i.e. each
monolayer is a unit cell high.
AFM observations at slow growth conditions allowed following in great detail the formation
and development of 2-D nuclei, as shown in Fig. 1 for a ZIF-8 crystal. Cross-sectional
analysis of the nuclei reveals a continuous increase of step heights, with measured values of
0.46, 0.60, 0.80, 0.91 and 1.07 ± 0.1 nm (Fig. 1, not all heights shown). The final step size
corresponds to 1.2 nm or one monolayer in height which took 15.6 min. to grow after the
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initial nucleation. These measured sub-step heights can be related to different surface
terminations, as shown in Fig. 1. The 0.41 nm step height corresponds to a single MeIm- and
implies, firstly, that the MOF’s surface termination is not an MeIm- but rather a zinc cation
with a weakly coordinated solvent species attached; and secondly that in order to achieve the
formation of a localised surface island, some interaction and involvement of solvent
molecules with the MeIm- molecules must exist, as the distance between each MeImmolecule preclude the formation of
strong coordinate bonds. Therefore
solvent molecules will provide
stabilising interactions to bridge the
pores in the structure. The
following measured step height
(0.60 nm) would correspond to the
attachment of Zn2+ and MeIm- ions
to the surface tethered MeIm- ions.
This demonstrates that the growth
of ZIF-8 occurs by addition of
individual ions and not by preassembled sub-units in solution.
Further step heights follow through
addition of individual metal or
linker ions.
Figure 1. AFM deflection images (first column) Observations on both ZIF-67 and
showing the nucleation and growth of a ZIF-8 ZIF-76 give similar results,
monolayer on the {110} face. Second column, indicating that this mode of growth
associated cross-sections showing the varying heights is pervasive in ZIFs, although is
at different stages of formation. Third column, possible that it may also be the case
simplified model showing the most probable surface for zeolites and zeotypes.
termination for each stage.
Conclusions
We have revealed that the growth of ZIFs at low supersaturation conditions takes place by the
nucleation and spreading of successive metastable unenclosed sub-layers to eventually form
the stable, enclosed framework structure. This process must be dependent on the presence of
nonframework species that bridge the developing pores during growth. By means of AFM we
have also identified some of the fundamental growth units involved in the process for the
systems studied. These findings could instigate the development of improved synthesis
methods to control the properties of these nanoporous materials.
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Introduction
Unit operations performed using materials with hierarchical porosity represents today an
important challenge in chemical industry. Reactors or adsorption units with hierarchical
porosity are prepared through coating with a micro-, meso- or micro/meso-porous material on
a macro-porous inorganic support. Advantages are low pressure drop, improved heat and
mass transports, easy assembly of reactors, catalyst coating amount that can be tuned [1,2].
Aim of this work is preparation, characterization and evaluation of a specific catalytic activity
of the copper-bearing metal-organic framework HKUST-1 material supported on a macroporous alumina-based ceramic foam (CF).
Experimental
The commercial CF, model VUKOPOR A (nominal size (d) 25 × (h) 15 mm, Lanik-Czech
Republic) with a cell density of 30 PPI (Pores Per linear Inch), was used as support for the
HKUST-1 deposition. The coating was obtained using the in-situ conventional one-step
hydrothermal crystallization technique. In the standard synthesis [3,4], an 1.8M copper nitrate
tri-hydrate aqueous solution was mixed with an 1.0M 1,3,5-benzene tri-carboxylic acid
solution (ethanol solvent) for 30 minutes at 25°C. The obtained hydrogel was poured on the
CF specimen, heated at 110°C for 18 hours in autoclave. The Cu-BTC-coated sample
(HKUST-1/CF) was washed with distilled water and re-immersed in the same starting
hydrogel for a second consecutive deposition cycle.
Hydrogen peroxide (HP) decomposition tests were carried out in a thermostated tubular
reactor, nominal size ID=3.0mm and L=20mm. Six HKUST-1/CF samples were alternated
with seven CF-as-made supports in the tubular reactor and kept at 70°C. The HP aqueous
solution (0.1M) was fed to the reactor by a peristaltic pump at the same temperature. Three
reaction tests were carried out for 120 minutes varying the flow rates at 0.80-1.50-2.25
ml/min (tests A, B, C), respectively. The reaction product was fed for 20 minutes to 20 ml of
0.01 M phenol solution in water at 70°C. Both the HP and phenol decompositions were
monitored during all the experiments.
Results and discussion
The HKUST-1 coating amount after two consecutive deposition cycles was 19.8 wt.% and the
corresponding specific surface area (BET method) 161.2 m 2/g. The X-Ray diffraction patterns
of the coated and as-made powder HKUST-1 material showed that the sample is crystalline.
The CF presence determined the lower peaks intensity in the HKUST-1/CF pattern with
respect to powder. The SEM micrograph (Fig. 1) revealed the presence of HKUST-1 crystals
ranging between 50-115 m and some copper impurities on the CF surface [5]. In Figure 2
the reaction tests results are displayed. Phenol conversion (Xph) increased, ranging between
62.3% (test A), 69.5% (test B), 93% (test C), with the increase of the volume of HPdecomposed fed. It occurred although the HP activation process efficiency decreased with the
increase of flow rate, due to the lower residence time in the tubular reactor. We estimate the
process efficiency as the ratio between the phenol and HP decomposed molar amount. These
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values are 0.18 for the test A, 0.20 for the test B, 0.22 for the test C, showing that it is more
convenient the highest flow rate.
The HKUST-1/CF catalysts were used for more than twenty consecutive reaction runs at
different flow rates, showing an excellent stability. The HKUST-1/CF copper leaching was
measured on the HP activated solution. The value was generally negligible and was attributed
to the release of copper impurities deposited on the CF surface.

Figure 1. SEM micrograph of
HKUST-1 coated.

Figure 2. XHP (%) @ 0.8(▲), 1.5(■), 2.25(●) ml/min.
Xph (%) @ (A)-16ml (∆), (B)-30ml (□), (C)-45ml (○).

Conclusions
HKUST-1/CF samples were used in hydrogen peroxide decomposition tests in continuous
conditions. The samples were able to activate the HP solution, in fact, the reaction product
was added to a phenol solution promoting the organic molecule abatement with a conversion
of 93% after 30 minutes. The results showed that the HKUST-1/CF samples have a high
catalytic stability and that at the selected reaction conditions the efficiency of the process
increases with the increase of the flow rate.
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Introduction
The preparation of multifunctional materials with applications in nanotechnology and
catalysis is a matter of much interest [1]. In this case, structured porous hybrid materials
appear as useful nanosystems where organic and inorganic components interact covalently as
building blocks at nanometric scale imparting de advantages of inorganic materials and
organic molecules [2]. The use of layered inorganic precursors is one of the most efficient
routes to obtain structured nanohybrids by introducing specific organic molecules into the
interlayer space [3, 4]. One approach to this would involve the use of bridged silsesquioxanes
(disilanes) precursors as intercalation agents. In this study, we have synthesized functional
layered porous hybrid materials, one of these formed by magadiite and disilanes which
contain disulfide (BTES), ethylendiamine (BTMN) and ethylene (BTEethy) groups, and the
other formed by the layered precursor of MWW type-zeolite and 1,4bis(triethoxysilyl)benzene (BTEB), this disilane being intercalated as pillars into the
interlayer space [5]. These hybrids materials would be useful to carry out acid, basic or
tandem catalytic processes.
Experimental
Magadiite and MWW precursor were obtained following the state-of-art [6].The layered
silicate is swollen with n-hexylamine and the zeolitic precursor with cetyltrimethylammonium
hidroxyde solution for 2 days at room temperature and for 16 hours at 353 K, respectively.
Finally, into the mixture, disilanes (Figure 1) are introduced as pillaring agents together with
n-hexane or dioxane solutions for 7 days at room temperature or 2 days at 353 K,
respectively. The products were recovered by centrifugation and air-dried at 333 K. The
swelling agents were removed using acid extraction processes.
(a)
(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1. Bridged silsesquioxanes used as pillaring agents: (a) Bis(triethoxysilylpropyl)disulfide
(BTES), (b) Bis(trimethoxysilylpropyl)ethylendiamine (BTMN), (c) Bis(triethoxysilyl)ethylene
(BTEethy) and (d) 1,4-bis(triethoxysilyl)benzene (BTEB).
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Results and discussion
Different experiments were carried out using disilanes as pillaring agents to obtain hybrid
materials with layered characteristics. The organic linkers present in the initial organosilanes
could be incorporated between the layers of lamellar silicic or zeolitic precursors, covalently
bonded to surface of inorganic layers. The diffraction patterns confirm that disilane molecules
are perpendicularly intercalated into the interlayer space of the precursors. C/N and C/S ratios
for extracted samples confirm the presence of the organic molecules in the interlayer space
being coincident with the theoretical ones. The hybrids are stables up to 400 ºC (TGA and
DTA analyses), showing a higher hydrothermal stability when arylic groups (600 ºC) are
intercalated in the interlayer space. The galleries formed between the MWW zeolitic
precursor layers due to the presence of organic pillars exhibited pores of ~ 54 Å of diameter.
In all synthetized materials, channels were generated. The 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of the
organic-inorganic materials show, in all cases, a peak around ~ 0 ppm assigned to carbon
species directly bonded to Si atoms. This fact confirms that the organic fragments remain
intact as in the initial bridged silsesquioxane reagents. The 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectra exhibit
characteristic bands around ~60 ppm assigned to T-type silicon species, namely silicon
species having Si-C bond. This fact confirms the presence of organic modified silicon species
bonded to the layers in these materials.
The potentially of these materials as acid catalysts was corroborated by the generation of
sulphonic groups (SO3H) from disulfide linkers through reduction processes. The layered
materials with BTMN fragments intercalated between magadiite layers were also employed as
promising base catalysts for condensation reactions. On the other hand, the post-synthesis
treatments of the zeolitic hybrids have allowed the functionalization of the organic
counterpart with basic amino groups which combined with the acid sites due to tetrahedrally
coordinated framework aluminums in the individual MWW layers, result in bifunctional acidbase catalysts. Their potential has been shown for acid-base two step cascade processes such
as the synthesis of benzylidene malonitrile from malonitrile and benzaldehyde dimethylacetal.
Conclusions
Hybrid layered materials with well-defined porosity were prepared by pillaring lamellar
inorganic precursors with bridged disilanes used as intercalation agents. The solids were used
as bifunctional catalysts for consecutive catalytic processes.
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Introduction
Ordered mesostructured porous materials have attracted increasing attention since their
synthesis allows a precise control of the features and morphology. Mesoporous MCM-41
silicas have high specific surface area and pores with defined dimensions and uniform
distribution. These features make mesoporous systems ideal candidates as host materials to
guest organic molecules, producing organic-inorganic hybrid materials. Traditionally, these
mesostructured materials were used as supports in heterogeneous catalysis and as molecular
sieves. More recently, they have been exploited for hosting organic or inorganic fluorophores,
in order to obtain a new class of hybrid materials with potential applications as solid lasers
[1], photoinduced switching [2], optical sensors [3] and cellular imaging [4,5]. The
confinement of a luminescent moiety within the pores and channels of mesoporous materials
should result in the protection of the guest against both chemical and photochemical
decomposition (e.g. photo-oxidation reaction for organic dyes) and thermal decomposition.
The immobilisation of the guest species inside the channels of the mesoporous materials can
be achieved by physical adsorption, direct synthesis or post-synthesis grafting. In this
contribution, synthesis and characterisation of photoluminescent hybrid organic-inorganic
materials will be described. MCM-41-type mesoporous silica nanoparticles were used as host
materials and indocyanine dyes and Ruthenium complexes [6,7] as guest species.
Experimental
MCM-41-type mesoporous silica nanoparticles were synthesized according to a slightly
modified method of Radu et al. [8]. Two strongly
luminescent ruthenium complexes (Scheme 1,
structures I and II) were physically adsorbed
within the MCM-41 nanoparticles channels.
Due to the different functional groups available on
the structure of the fluorophore (Scheme 1,
structures III and IV), in particular of terminal
trimethoxysilane
moieties,
three
different
approaches were followed for the preparation of
fluorescent cyanine-MCM-41 hybrids: i) postsynthesis adsorption, ii) post-synthesis grafting and
iii) one-pot synthesis.
Morphological and structural characterization was
carried out by XRD, UHRTEM, volumetric
Scheme 1 Structures of the luminescent
analysis and FTIR. The confinement effect within
guests
the mesopores on the photophysical properties of
the guest molecules were investigated by DR-UV-Vis, photoluminescence spectroscopies and
lifetime measurements. The redox properties of the ruthenium complexes-based hybrids have
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been studied by cyclic voltammetry and the electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) has
been acquired in the presence of the co-reactant tri-n-propylamine.
Results and discussion
MCM-41-type mesoporous silica nanoparticles, with an average particle size of 100 nm, show
a regular pore system consisting of a hexagonal array of unidimensional channels with a 22Å
mean pores diameter and a Specific Surface Area of
ca.1060 m2/g (figure 1). Morphological and structural
characterization revealed that the hybrid materials
maintained the basic features of MCM-41
nanoparticles.
DR-UV-Vis and photoluminescence spectroscopies,
used to evaluate the influence of the encapsulation on
the photoemission properties of the guests, showed for
all the samples a beneficial effect on the stability and
the overall brightness of the encapsulated guests with
respect to the free molecules in solution. In addition,
Figure 1 UHRTEM micrograph of
all the hybrids were characterized by two different
MCM-41-type nanoparticles
lifetimes, suggesting the presence of two different
silica microenvironments around indocyanine/Ruthenium complexes. The longer one can be
attributed to the guests located inside the pores, whilst the molecules adsorbed on the external
surface are responsible for the shorter one. With respect to the ruthenium based hybrids, it has
to be noticed that ruthenium complexes encapsulated within the pores of MCM-41
nanoparticles maintained their high ECL efficiency.
Conclusions
Highly bright and stable luminescent hybrids have been prepared by the immobilization of
indocyanine dyes and ruthenium complexes within the channels of MCM-41 nanoparticles.
The nanostructured spaces of the host material afford effective three-dimensional
environments for orientation and immobilization of guest species, resulting in unique
spectroscopic features of the final hybrids. The obtained materials have interesting potential
applications as photoluminescent and electrochemiluminescent probes for diagnostics and
imaging.
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Introduction
Fuel cells (FC) based on hydrogen are among the key components of the desired “hydrogen
economy”. Hydrogen feed industrially produced usually contains notable amount of CO,
which hindrens the normal functioning of the FCs, and in particular of the proton-exchange
membrane (PEM) FCs, due to poisoning of the noble metal catalyst on the electrode. Despite
the progress in improving the resistance of the PEMFC electrodes towards CO poisoning, still
the desired CO concentration in the feed is rather low, of the order of 10 ppm [1]. One of the
possibilities for reduction of CO content in the hydrogen feed is the highly selective CO
adsorption from the gas mixture at ambient conditions [2,3]. By this reason, in the present
communication we present theoretical study which is based on thermodynamic analysis of
competitive adsorption of CO and H2 on specific adsorption sites in transition metal
exchanged zeolites using data derived from state-of-the-art computational modeling.
Computational details
We carried out periodic DFT calculations with the PW91 exchange-correlation functional
using Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [5,6]. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials were
used as implemented in the VASP package. Due to the large unit cell (see below) the
Brillouin zone was sampled using only the Γ point. The valence wave functions were
expanded in a plane-wave basis with a cutoff energy of 400 eV. The modeled cations and
complexes were located at a six-membered ring in mordenite structure. The monoclinic unit
cell of the zeolite framework was optimized for the pure silicate structure with dimensions a =
b = 13.675 Å, c = 7.54 Å [7].
Results and discussion
From the calculated thermodynamic stability of the different complexes (assuming Boltzmann
distribution) we calculated the concentrations of different surface species depending on the
temperature and the mole fraction of the impurity gas in H2 (considered at total pressure of
100 kPa). For the complexes with CO we presented in Fig. 1 the concentration of the metal
sites which are not involved in M(CO) or M(CO)2 complexes (in logarithmic scale, denoted
as [1-M(CO)n]) for different cations as a function of mole fraction of CO in the feed. This
figure allows us to estimate down to what CO concentration the corresponding material can
purify the feed. In order to use efficiently the adsorbent we may impose a requirement that no
more than 10-5 of the metal ions participate in complexes different from di-carbonyls or
monocarbonyls.
The results show that on rhodium, cobalt and iridium-exchanged zeolites one can purify
hydrogen from CO to concentrations 2.6×10-10, 5.9×10-9, and 4.8×10-8, respectively, via
dicarbonyl complexes [8], thus using most efficiently the metal sites in the adsorbent (Fig. 1 –
dashed red line for Co and full lines for Rh and Ir). However, in case of using Co+, Ni+, and
Cu+ exchanged zeolites, the monocarbonyl species are also sufficiently stable to contribute in
the purification of H2 from CO. As can be seen from the solid lines in Fig. 1, corresponding to
the degree of purification of hydrogen when CO impurities are bound both in M(CO)2 and
M(CO) complexes, then much higher purification can be achieved, 7.7×10-17, 1.9×10-15, and
3.9×10-12, for nickel, cobalt, and copper, respectively (Fig. 1). Thus, for essentially complete
purification of hydrogen one can use Co+ or Ni+ exchanged zeolites, but also Cu+ zeolite gives
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degree of purification that is far beyond the value required currently for utilization of
hydrogen in the PEMFC.
In a similar way we also modeled the purificaton of H2 from N2, NH3 and H2S.

Figure 1. Concentration of the metal sites which are not involved in the complexes with the
impurities for different cations as a function of mole fraction of the corresponding impurity in
H2 (105 Pa) at 298 K: M(CO)2 (dotted lines) and M(CO)2 + M(CO) (solid lines) (for Rh and Ir
the dotted and solid lines coincide due to the low stability of the monocarbonyl complexes).
Conclusions
With respect to purification of hydrogen from CO we can summarize the following features of
the different cationic forms of the zeolites:
Ni+ and Co+ exchanged zeolites can provide the highest degree of purification of
hydrogen from CO to CO concentrations below 10-15 – 10-16, as in case of cobalt this
purification can be accomplished via formation of dicarbonyls down to 10-8, which provides
twice higher efficiency of the adsorbent;
Rh+ and Ir+ exchanged zeolites efficiently remove CO from hydrogen as dicarbonyls
but their serious disadvantage is the high price of the metal; moreover, their performance as
adsorbents can be achieved also with zeolites exchanged with other transition metal cations;
Ag+ is not relevant for purification of H2, due to the low stability of its complexes with
the impurity ligands;
The recommended adsorbent is Cu+ exchanged zeolite since it can purify hydrogen down to
CO concentrations of 10-12, which is sufficient for practical applications; in particular two
other advantages of copper should be taken into account: the weaker binding of CO compared
to the other modeled cations (that will facilitate the regeneration of the adsorbent) and the low
price of copper compared to the other metals.
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Introduction
Periodic mesoporous organosilicas (PMOs) are one of the latest innovations in the field of
nanoporous materials. Similar to ordered mesoporous silica (OMS), the synthesis of PMOs is
based on the use of organic templating molecules as structure directing agents (SDAs). In the
case of PMOs however, the precursor contains an organic functional group (R) bridged
between two silesquioxanes, which can be generally written as: (R’O)3SiRSi(OR’)3. The
amount of possible organic bridging groups is limited but can be further modified via postsynthesis methods making them extremely flexible nanoporous materials. They can be tuned
for all kinds of applications, such as catalysis, sorption, k-low,… Of course it’s of the outmost
importance that the synthesis procedure is optimal to render a high quality and uniform
material with excellent stability under the required circumstances.
In our work we examined the chemical, mechanical as well as the hydrothermal stability of
PMO and compared them with their pure siliceous analogues. Secondly we were able to
synthesize PMOs with a 20% higher surface area and pore volume in a much shorter synthesis
time. The underlying mechanism responsible for the fast synthesis of high quality materials
unravelled.
Results and discussion
Microwave-assisted synthesis has been
applied for the preparation of various OMSs
and recently also for PMO materials [1]. We
found that each separate step of the PMO
synthesis can be conducted under microwave
conditions, drastically reducing the synthesis
time. Next to the time reduction, the pore
volume and the surface area have increased
by more than 25%, without influencing the
pore size or the ordering of the mesoporous
structure. The hydrolysis (stirring) step can be
shortened both under normal conditions and by applying microwave heating. Using
microwave technology, the extraction procedure can be done in one single step of only 15
minutes.
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But the most important part in this process is the aging (hydrothermal) step. This step is not
only responsible for the increase in volume and surface area, but also determines the final
morphology of the PMOs. Comparing the heating ramps of conventional - and microwave
synthesis, a large difference in ramp time to reach 100°C has been observed. We studied the
influence of this ramping time on the synthesis of benzene bridged PMO’s and found an effect
on both porosity and morphlogy of these powders depending on the applied heating ramp.
This way it became clear that microwave heating during the aging step isn’t a necessity to
acquire high quality materials in a short time. It can also be obtained using classical synthesis
methods by simply adopting a carefully chosen heating profile. Applying an alternative
heating procedure on classical
heating equipment (normal oven),
allows us to obtain the above
described 25% increase in porosity
and morphology control in the same
short time intervals as microwave.
These altered heating ramps induced
in conventional ovens allows for a
cheaper and full alternative for
microwave-assisted synthesis, which
is not possible by simply reducing
the aging time under normal
synthesis conditions.
Next to the optimized synthesis procedure, we also examined the stability of these PMOs. A
series of mechanical pressures and a number of hydrothermal conditions, variation of time
and temperature were performed. The chemical stability of the different powders was
evaluated by stirring 2 hours in an alkaline medium. The hydrothermal, mechanical as well as
the chemical stability of the PMOs appeared to be more stable compared to their silica
counterparts, e.g. MCM-41 and SBA as well as HMDS grafted MCM-41, under the “stress”
conditions applied.
Conclusions
(1) The importance of carefully chosen heating ramps on the synthesis time and quality (high
surface area and morphology) of PMO materials is shown. (2) The stability of PMO materials
was found to be very high as compared to pure siliceous analogues and grafted MCM-41.
This makes it an ideal candidate for further modification reactions and application as a
catalyst or adsorbent.
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New zeolites COE-3 and COE-4 obtained by interlayer expansion of layered
silicate RUB-36: Structure analysis.
Postalkoxysilylation of the layered silicate precursors to get new crystalline framework structures
with expanded pore openings had been demonstrated using lamellar precursors of structure types
MWW, FER and CDO. The reslting interlayer expanded zeolites were reported to be thermally and
hydrothermally stable. Here we report the interlayer expansion of another layered silicate, RUB-36,
using a variety of silylation agents (chlortrimethylsilane, ethoxytrimethylsilane, triethylsilane,
triethylchlorosilane, dichlorordimethylsilane, hexamethyldisilane, hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane,
1,1,3,3-hetramethyldisiloxane, hecamethyltetrasiloxane and octamethyltrisiloxane) which results in
new zeolitic materials called COE-3 (as) and COE-4 (calc). COE-3/COE-4 obtained with
dichlorodimethylsilane was structurally investigated using X-ray powder diffraction and N 2
adsorption.
Powder X-ray diffraction shows the surprising periodicity of the expanded silicate framework.
Indexing of the PXRD confirms that the ferrerite layer remained preserved (a = 7.372(2) Å, b =
13.951(2) Å, c = 12.179(6) Å, ß = 107.5(1)°). Since X-ray experiments characterize the entire
sample, the framework and pore structure are uniform and define new zeolite materials. N 2
adsorption of the interlayered product confirms that the pores are thermally stable and can be
accessed after calcination with typical values for the extended ring sizes (ca. 350 m²/g).
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Introduction
Metal-Organic Framework materials (MOFs) have been presented since their discovery as a
promising route to achieve DOE targets for hydrogen storage systems [1]. However, porous
materials are not able to retain significant amounts of hydrogen at near-ambient conditions
due to the weak interactions between hydrogen molecules and the potential adsorption sites of
their surfaces. In this sense, zeolite-like imidazolate metal-organic framework (ZMOF)
materials are interesting candidates to improve the interaction hydrogen-surface since their
negative-charged structure can be potentially ion-exchanged, tuning the physico-chemical
properties of their cavities. If this simple ion-exchange process is carried out with metal
cations, the electric field inside the pores is expected to increase, and therefore the interaction
with hydrogen molecules became also stronger [2]. In the case of SOD-ZMOF material
(ZMOF with Sodalite zeolitic topology) the negative charge of the structure is compensated
by imidazolium cations that also act as a structure directing-agent. In previous works, RHOZMOF (ZMOF with RHO zeolitic topology) has been targeted for metal cation exchange [2,
3, 4] and tested for hydrogen adsorption; however SOD-ZMOF, in spite of having smaller
pores suitable for hydrogen molecules confinement compared to its homologue RHO-ZMOF,
has not received the same attention in the literature and has been only studied by our group
[4]. The aim of this contribution has been to incorporate alkali metal cations into the materials
to enhance their hydrogen gas adsorption properties, a concept which has been frequently
explored for other MOF systems. Specifically, ion-exchange procedure for SOD-ZMOF
material with Li+, Na+, K+ has been optimized, maximizing the ion exchange degree achieving
near stoichiometric proportion, minimizing the contact time and keeping unaltered the
structural and textural properties of the material.
Experimental
SOD-ZMOF material was prepared basically following the procedure published elsewhere
[3], and the ion exchange procedure was carried out as follows: 30 mg of crystals previously
washed with a mixture of ethanol/water were suspended into a 1 N metal nitrate solution in
ethanol/water mixture for 24 h. Then, crystals were washed with the same solvent mixture
seven times in order to remove the rest of non-compensating ions, and finally washed with
acetonitrile for 1 day. Materials so obtained were analyzed by Powder-XRD, N2 AdsorptionDesorption, TGA, ICP-AES and SEM-EDAX. Ion-exchanged materials were named LiSOD_1d, Na-SOD_1d and K-SOD_1d, where nomenclature refers to “metal ion-ZMOF
type_exchanging time”.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the PXRD patterns of optimized exchanged SOD-ZMOF materials together
with the as-synthesized material. In all cases, reflections from pure SOD-ZMOF phase have
been detected. Additionally, SEM image of K-SOD_1d taken with the Retro-Dispersed
Detector shows homogeneous composition and similar crystal morphology after the ion514

exchange process, being these results better than those obtained by other procedures [4] where
morphology was completely modified.
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Figure 1. Left: PXRD of all SOD-ZMOF materials. Right: SEM image of K-SOD_1d.
Similar values of textural properties have been obtained for the exchanged materials
compared to the original SOD-ZMOF, being BET surface area 600 m2/g and pore volume
0.250 cm3/g. A high ion-exchange degree near stoichiometric proportion has been reached for
all the samples in just 1 day of treatment, compared to that obtained before [4]. The tendency
observed was an increase of ion-exchange degree with the atomic number of the alkaline
metal.
Conclusion
In summary, ion-exchange has been successfully carried out in SOD-ZMOF materials with
some alkaline metal ions, reaching near stoichiometric proportions, while keeping unaltered
the structural and textural properties. These materials are potentially good candidates for
hydrogen storage applications, being able to exhibit higher hydrogen storage capacity than the
SOD-ZMOF materials already reported [4].
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Introduction
Zeolites have been widely used as catalysts as well as adsorbents in separation and
purification processes, due to a unique combination of properties such as high surface area,
well defined microporosity, high thermal stability and intrinsic acidity. Nevertheless, the
purely microporous character of these materials often imposes limitations to some
applications in the fields of petroleum refining, petrochemistry and fine chemical, due to
restricted access to the active sites, especially when bulky reaction intermediates are involved.
To overcome this limitation, several studies focused on the generation of mesoporosity
through a controlled extraction of silicon from the framework in alkaline medium
(desilication) have been carried out [1].
Hydroisomerisation of light naphta is an industrially important process for the production of
high octane gasoline. This reaction is generally carried out over bifunctional catalysts
Although Pt/HMOR is a commonly used catalyst in this reaction, the selectivity into the most
valuable products, dibranched isomers, is considered medium. In this sense, modifications of
the zeolite, such as desilication, can be performed in order to facilitate the formation of bulky
dibranched isomers. In this work we studied the potentialities of desilicated HMOR zeolite as
support for Pt deposition and the catalytic behavior of bifunctional Pt/HMOR in n-hexane
hydroisomerisation.
Experimental
MOR zeolite, from Zeolyst (Si/Al = 10) was submitted to alkaline treatment at 85 ºC, for 2 h
using NaOH in different concentrations (0.1 to 0.5 M), by preparing a suspension with a ratio
NaOH/zeolite = 30. The solid was recovered by centrifugation and washed with distilled
water. The alkaline-treated samples were converted into the H-form by three consecutive
exchanges with 1 M NH4NO3 solution for 3 h at 80 ºC. The solid was dried overnight, and
finally calcined in air flow at 500 ºC for 3 h. The samples were named: M/NaOH conc (M).
Platinum (about 1% weight) was introduced by incipient wetness impregnation using
[Pt(NH3)4]2+ as metal precursor. The samples were named: PtM/NaOH conc (M). The
characterization techniques used were powder X-ray diffraction, (Philips PW 1710
diffractometer), 27Al and 29Si MAS NMR (Bruker Avance III 400 NMR spectrometer) and N2
adsorption at low temperature (ASAP2010). The catalytic tests were performed in a flow
reactor under a total pressure of 1 bar. Samples were previously calcined under air flow at
300ºC for 5 h and reduced in situ under H2 flow at 500 ºC for 3h. Toluene hydrogenation was
carried out at 110 ºC, H2/toluene molar ratio = 45 with toluene diluted in n-hexane (1:5 molar
ratio) and WHSV= 100 h-1. n-Hexane transformation was performed at 250 ºC with a molar
ratio H2/n-C6 = 9, WHSV = 6.6 to 53.4 h-1. The products were analyzed on-line by GC
equipped with FID, using capillary columns (PONA for toluene hydrogenation and
CP-SQUALANE for n-hexane hydroisomerization).
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Results and discussion
The characterization of the samples by powder X-ray diffraction denotes some lost of
crystalinity, more important in the case of sample M/0.5. The desilication of the structures
was confirmed by the NMR results. The results of N2 adsorption (Table 1) show that the
treatments promoted the development of mesoporosity, which increases with the base
concentration. The hydrogenating properties of Pt/MOR samples were evaluated by the model
reaction of toluene hydrogenation. Table 2 shows the initial hydrogenating activities for
parent and desilicated samples. Desilicated samples show higher activities when compared
with PtM, increasing with the base concentration. This behavior can be explained attending to
aneasier accessibility of the reactant to the metal sites dispersed inside the porous structure, as
a consequence of the mesoporosity created by desilication treatment.
Table 1. Textural parameters of parent and desilicated
samples.
Sample Vmicro
Vultramicro Vsupermicro Vmeso
(cm3g-1) (cm3g-1) (cm3g-1) (cm3g-1)
M
0.20
0.19
0.01
0.05
M/0.1
0.20
0.18
0.02
0.04
M/0.2
0.21
0.19
0.02
0.19
M/0.5
0.17
0.16
0.01
0.21

MP/DMB ratio

8
6
4
2
0
PtM

PtM/0.1 PtM/0.2 PtM/0.5

Figure 1. MP/DMB ratio for n-hexane
hydroisomerization.

Table 2. Initial activity for toluene
hydrogenation.
Sample
PtM
PtM/0.1
PtM/0.2
PtM/0.5

Initial Activity
(mol h-1g-1)
0.70
0.80
2.44
3.41

In the transformation of n-hexane the total
conversion ranged from 5 to 40 %. The reaction
products for all samples are isomerization products,
mono-branched methylpentanes (2-MP and 3-MP)
and di-branched dimethylbutanes (2,2-DMB and
2,3-DMB), methylcyclopentane, benzene and
cracking products. Figure 1 shows the ratio
between the mono-branched (MP) and di-branched
(DMB) isomers. Only PtM/0.1 sample presents an
increased selectivity in DMBs when compared with
PtM sample. These results point out that, when a
large volume of mesoporous is present the
formation of DMB products is unflavoured. Instead
oligomerization reactions occurred, as indicated by
the presence of secondary cracking products.

Conclusions
The slight modification of textural properties of MOR zeolite improves the selectivity of
bifunctional catalyst (PtM/0.1) into dibranched isomers. This study demonstrated that
desilication treatments can be beneficial to catalytic purposes, nevertheless the desilication
conditions need to be properly controlled, since high mesoporous volumes are not directly
related to a better catalytic performance.
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Introduction
Unique adsorption and ion exchange properties, mechanical and chemical resistance,
high acid and radiation resistance of high-silicon of natural zeolites are causes their wide
range of applications.
One of the important properties of zeolite tuff is their ability to sorption of biologically
active substances аor example amino acids, vitamins and minerals. Fat-soluble vitamin E is a
powerful antioxidant and it is essential to living organism. Vitamin E, fixed in the zeolite
carrier, is potentially of the vitamin and mineral premixes and animal feeds. It is known from
the literature data, the amount of adsorbed vitamin E on the adsorbents depends on the type of
solvent [1, 2]. The aim of work is investigation of sorption α-tocopherol on clinoptilolite tuff
from ethanol, ethyl acetate, n-hexane solutions.
Experimental
The sorption of vitamin E was studied on the zeolite tuff located in Ugra, Russian
Federation. This type of zeolite represents a multiphase mixture. The main rock-forming
mineral is clinoptilolite (68 %) [3].
Vitamin E (α-tocopherol) supplied by Sigma (Germany) was used. Structural formula of
α-tocopherol is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Chemical formula of α-tocopherol
The pre-treatment of clinoptilolite tuff with 4.0 M HCl was carried out to for
dealumination and increasing the sorption capacity. Sorption equilibrium between
clinoptilolite tuff (fraction 0,02-0,06 mm) and α-tocopherol solution was studied at 295 ± 2 K
in static conditions using variable concentrations [4].
Air-dry samples of clinoptilolite tuff placed in flat-bottomed flask with a solution of αtocopherol 5.8 * 2.10 - 46 mmol / l. The mixtureswere kept under stirring at a given
temperature for 24 hours to establish the equilibrium in the system. Equilibrium time was
determined before from preliminary kinetic experiment. After the solutions were separated
from zeolite by filtration and analyzed by UV-spectroscopy Shimadzu equipment. The
quantity of adsorbed a-tocopherol absorbed, converted to 1.0 g of sorbent was determined
from the difference in the concentrations of initial solution and after contact with his
clinoptilolite tuff.
Results and discussion
Sorption of α-tocopherol on native clinoptilolite tuff (fractions 0,02-0,06 mm) is
low. The clinoptilolite tuff were modified by acid treatment to increase the sorption of
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parameters The sorption of α-tocopherol on clinoptilolite tuff activated with 4.0 M HCl was
investigated.
Interphase distribution between α-tocopherol and clinoptilolite tuff from different
solvents (ethanol, ethyl acetate, hexane) were evaluated on the basis of sorption isotherms
obtained at 295 K (Fig. 2). The experimental data indicate the strength of hydrophobicity of
the solvent effect on the value of maximum sorption capacity clinoptilolite tuff.
The best sorption capacity of natural mineral was reached conducting sirption from
ethanol. Adsorption of α-tocopherol is more favorable than the solvation in the volume of
ethanol solution. Equilibrium sorption capacity of zeolite tuff in α-tocopherol from ethanol to
1.37 times greater than from ethyl acetate and to 1.72 times greater than from hexane.
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Figure 2 sorption isotherm :1-solvent is ethanol, 2-ethyl acetate solvent, 3 solvent hexane
This fact can be explained by hydrophilicity of solvents. The strength of
hydrophilicity of the solvents is changed in a series of ethanol> ethyl acetate> hexane.
Contribution of hydrophobic interactions in adsoption of α-tocopherol on dealuminated
clinoptilolite tuff is advantageous compared with the formation of adsorption complexes
between vitamin E and the active basic and acidic centers of sorbent.
Conclusions
Thus, investigation sorption of α-tocopherol on dealuminated zeolite tuff from
ethanol, ethyl acetate, hexane was done. It was determined the largest amount of α-tocopherol
was adsorbed on clinoptilolite tuff from ethanol solution.
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Introduction
The availability of an inexpensive and robust porous chiral silica-based solid could help the
development of enantioselective adsorption separations as a feasible alternative to other
existing approaches. Chiral microporous solids such as certain zeolites would not have pores
large enough for treating molecules of relatively large size. Other chiral (helical)
mesostructured materials recently reported exhibit chirality (in terms of the length of one
complete helix turn) on a scale about two orders of magnitude larger than the mesopore size,
and hence do not show chiral separation performance [1].
In the present work, chiral ordered mesoporous silica (COMS) has been prepared by
hydrothermal synthesis at high pH, in the presence of the amino acids L-arginine, L-histidine,
L-isoleucine and L-proline and quaternized aminosilane N-3[3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]-Noctadecyl-N,N-dimethylammonium chloride (C18-TMS) and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)
as silica sources, followed by calcinations [2]. This COMS has the same 2D hexagonal
structure as MCM-41 ordered mesoporous silica prepared with cetyltrimethylammonium
(CTA) surfactant 2. However, our COMS does not lose enantioselectivity upon calcination, in
contrast to non-ordered enantioselective sol-gel materials. For instance, chiral sol-gel
imprinted materials obtained with chiral cationic surfactant lose enantioselectivity upon
calcinations [3].
Experimental
Silica mesoporous powders were prepared using tetraethyl orthosilicate as the main Si source
and the quaternized silicon source, N-3[3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]-N-octadecyl-N,Ndimethylammonium chloride as initiator, in the presence of several amino acids: L-arginine, Lhistidine and L-isoleucine, and L-proline. The molar composition was TEOS : C18-TMS :
amino acid : H2O : NaOH = 6 : 1 : 2 : 1000. The resulting mixture was maintained at 80 ºC for
24 h. The organic material was removed by calcination at 650 ºC for 8 h. For comparison
purposes, samples were prepared with DL-amino acids and with D-proline
Results and discussion
The charge-matching between organic surfactant and inorganic silicate components
established in the case of the hydrothermal synthesis of MCM-41 and SBA-15 can also be
applied to C18-TMS and the corresponding amino acid. However, there are important
differences between the conventional synthesis of MCM-41 using CTA cation [4] and the
syntheses carried out here combining C18-TMS surfactant and amino acids:
a) The possibility of condensation between hydrolyzed C18-TMS surfactant molecules to
produce dimers.
b) The possibility of organization of the aminosilane dimers into micelles where the amino
acid molecules could electrostatically interact with the positively charged C18-TMS dimers.
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c) The reaction of hydrolyzed C18-TMS surfactant molecules having silanol groups with
silicate species via covalent bonds.
d) The micelle constituted by alternating C18-TMS dimers and amino acids or negatively
charged silica species makes possible the efficient transference of chirality to the ordered
mesoporous silica in a mechanism where the amino acid leaves its molecular imprint in the
silica.
The ordered mesoporous silica obtained possesses the MCM-41 hexagonal order (as seen by
LA-XRD and TEM) and BJH pore sizes in the 2.8-3.3 nm range with BET specific surface
areas as high as 1130 m2/g. Calcined COMSs have been tested in enantioselective adsorption
experiments. Samples of the four studied COMSs were stirred with the corresponding
solutions of racemic Pro, Ile, His or Arg in their zwitterionic form and the solutions were then
analyzed (see Figure 1). Other racemates of interest have successfully been addressed with
these materials.
6
4
2

1

DL-Pro

DL-Ile

DL-His

DL-Arg

0

D/L-AA separation factor (αD/L)

L-Pro-COMS
L-Ile-COMS
L-His-COMS
L-Arg-COMS

Figure 1. Enantiomeric separation factors
resulting from shaking calcined L-AA-COMS
with racemic AA solutions (AA refers to Arg,
His, Ile and Pro). Racemic proline can clearly be
resolved with L-Pro-COMS (αD/L= 6.26 ± 1.98)
and, to a lesser extent, with L-Ile-COMS (αD/L =
1.14 ± 0.01) and even with L-His-COMS, where a
small degree of reverse enantiodiscrimination
(αD/L = 0.92) was observed.

Racemic AA solution

Conclusions
Even though arginine, histidine, isoleucine and proline are different in terms of side chain
polarity and hydropathy index, all of them give rise to ordered mesoporous silica. This
suggests that the experimental procedure used in this research is flexible enough for probable
application to most of the standard amino acids and to other kinds of chiral organic
compounds as chirality inductors. This would open up new possibilities for a multitude of
applications involving, among others, asymmetric catalysis and enantiomeric separation.
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Template nanocasting synthesis of porous carbon materials usually requires the selective
removal of the template silica from carbon/silica composites, not only resulting in waste of
chemicals, but also posing significant environmental concerns as well as waste treatment. In
this work, recycling of etched silica waste released from such nanocasting synthesis is
successfully performed to regenerate valuable microporous MFI type silica materials, which
can help not only in saving chemicals, but also in decreasing chemical waste for better
improvement of our environments.
KEYWORDS : silica waste, nanoporous carbon, waste recycling, mesoporous materials,
nanocasting

Introduction
Porous carbon materials have attracted considerable attention because of their remarkable
properties such as high specific surface areas, large pore volumes, chemical inertness, and
good mechanical stability, which have great potentials in many areas of modern science and
technology, including water and air purification, gas separation, catalysis, chromatography,
energy storage, and electrode for battery, solar cell and fuel cell [1]. Formation of uniform and
3-dimensionally interconnected pores and specific morphologies in these nanostructured
carbon materials is usually achieved by nanocasting of inorganic nanostructured materials as
hard templates. The whole procedure of the nanocasting synthesis of mesoporous carbon
usually involves pre-synthesis of a mesoporous silica host, infiltration of a carbon precursor
into the mesoporous silica host, carbonization of the carbon precursor infiltrated into the silica
host and then selective dissolution of the sacrificial silica host from the carbon–silica
composite to generate silica-free mesoporous carbon replica [2].
However, the procedure in such silica-directed synthesis of the porous carbon usually
requires the selective removal of the template silica from the carbon/silica composite by
harmful hydrofluoric acid or NaOH, not only wasting valuable chemicals, but also posing
significant environmental concerns as well as waste treatment. Although the removal of silica
framework by dissolution in aqueous NaOH solution has been already documented,
hydrofluoric acid is still largely used for the extraction of silica, in which case, a special
reactor is also required with extra care. However, there is no report yet concerning the
recycling of such etched silica waste into valuable functional silica materials. Here, we report
an efficient recycling method of silica waste selectively etched in the nanocasting method for
the formation of silica-free mesoporous carbon replica. The recycling process represents a
regeneration of microporous silica materials by a hydrothermal process of silicate oligomers
from the silica effluent and added structure directing agent. That is, the silica effluent is not
wasted, but rather utilized to produce valuable microporous silica materials by this approach.
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Experimental
Mesoporous carbon replica was prepared by a simple nanocasting method using a calcined
SBA-15 host as a hard template using phenol and paraformaldehyde as carbon precursor. The
silica template was then selectively dissolved by stirring the carbon/silica composite in ~3.5
M NaOH solution for 10 min and heating in oven at 353 K for overnight. The solid product
was filtered, and washed with ethanol, and dried and identified as a CMK-3 mesoporous
carbon by XRD. The first filtered effluent containing silica waste was secured for recycling
and mixed with aqueous solution of 3.0×10-2 M AlCl3·6H2O so that the mixture has various
Si/Al molar ratios. Either tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) or tetrapropylammonium bromide (TPABr) was used as a template agent for the synthesis of ZSM-5 zeolite.
Results and discussion
A photograph of the first filtered effluent containing silica waste (Fig. 1a) confirms that the
slightly turbid solution was retrieved from the silica-carbon composite. Figure 1b shows a
composition ternary diagram of Na2O-SiO2-H2O of three different etched silica effluents and
commercial sodium silicate solutions from J. T. Baker and Aldrich. The etched silica waste as
a silica source is considered to be a kind of new sodium silicate, which is different from welldefined commercial sodium silicate. So-obtained sodium silicate can have different structures
and degrees of polymerization in addition to the difference in composition, viscosity and pH
compared to commercial one, exhibiting different physical and chemical properties.
Figure 1. Photograph of an etched silica
waste from SBA-15 template (a) and
Na2O-SiO2-H2O ternary diagram of
three different etched silica wastes and
commercial sodium silicates (b).
In a subsequent recrystallization
process, the mixture with surfactant
solution in alkaline condition was
placed into the stainless autoclave,
heated to 373 K, and held at that
temperature for 24 h to have ZSM-5 zeolites, whose crystal structures were confirmed by
XRD. All the diffraction patterns of the resulting zeolite prepared at different Si/Al molar
ratios =∞, 40 and 30 in this study agreed well with that of typical ZSM -5 zeolite as
previously reported [3]. The ZSM-5 crystalline structure starts to decrease when the Si/Al
ratio in the synthesis medium decreases to 20, and completely disappears at Si/Al = 10,
indicating that the Si/Al ratio is an important factor for the generation of the ZSM-5 crystals
as well as their morphological shape. There were not significant differences in XRD patterns
for the ZSM-5 prepared with either TPAOH or TPABr.
In summary, sacrificial silica waste released from typical template synthesis of
nanostructured carbon was recycled to regenerate highly valuable microporous zeolite silica.
This approach thus can improve cost effectiveness for the silica-directed nanocasting mass
production of nanostructured carbon by better utilizing the otherwise silica waste into highly
desirable valuable microporous silica.
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Introduction
The industrial interest in selectivity of lipases and their application in stereoselective
processes in pharmaceutical industry or regioselective nutraceuticals synthesis enlighten the
relevance of the immobilization of these enzymes. The use of lipase has also been
investigated in the production of biodiesel. By means of the enzymatic metanolisis of residual
fats, the production of alkaline salts of fatty acids and soaps could be avoided. For this reason,
there is still room for producing a biocatalyst based on lipase that is stable in methanol and
therefore allows for massive industrial implantation of the enzymatic route in this process.
The hydrophobic domain of lipases has been largely used to anchor them on hydrophobic
surfaces of insoluble supports [1,2]. Supports of different chemical nature have been used
having always hydrophobic groups covering their surfaces to interact with this area of lipases.
The use of Ordered Mesoporous Materials as supports offer a good connectivity between the
pores so the substrates and/or products may diffuse more easily through the pores despite the
small pore diameter. The small particle size of these materials also contributes to diminish
diffusional restrictions. The discovery of periodic mesoporous organosilicas (PMO), with
organic groups forming the pore walls, has provided new opportunities for enzyme
immobilization. PMO based on ethane bridges has been tested as support for cytochrome c
and xylanase with no improvement in enzyme loading/leaching in comparison with the pure
silica SBA-15 support [3,4]. Further efforts on fabricating more hydrophobic walls to adsorb
lysozyme implied the use of bifunctional mesoporous organosilicas with different fraction of
diethylenebenzene and ethane groups [5], or mixtures of propylamine, benzene and biphenyl
PMOs [6]. Recently, we have shown that there is an optimum of degree of hydrofobicity that
leads to a higher performance of the lipase [7]. The high hydrophobicity of the PMO wall
along with the confinement of the enzyme within the pores facilitates the formation of strong
interactions enzyme-support. The intense interaction reduces the mobility of the protein, and
therefore it slows down its denaturation. Like consequence, the stability increases. The
obtained hybrid catalyst is more stable in the presence of methanol than a similar catalyst
where lipase is anchored through octyl groups of an amorphous meso-macroporous silica
OAS. This catalyst had proved highly active and stable in different incubation media [8].
Experimental
In the synthesis of PMO, 1.76 g of Pluronic P123 was dissolved in 69 g of water, 5.18 g of
KCl, and 1.18 g of HCl at room temperature, after 10 min of vigorous stirring, 3.08 g of 1.2bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane (BTEE) was added as silica source. The solution was kept at room
temperature for 24 h, and then transferred into an autoclave and heated at 100 °C for 24 h.
The solid was collected by filtration and dried at room temperature. Removal of the surfactant
was made by extraction with an EtOH/HCl solution. Different amounts of a commercial
extract of CaLB containing 4 mg protein per mL were dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer
pH 7.0 up to a total volume of 10 mL. For a quick activity test, the hydrolysis of pNPA was
assayed spectrophotometrically at 348 nm. The tributyrin hydrolysis activity assay was used
to check the hydrolytic activity of the supported biocatalysts. For further details in these
assays see reference [7]. For stability tests, the enzymatic suspensions are first prepared in the
different media (data will be detailed) and sealed to avoid evaporation. The vials were shaken
in a roller agitator at room temperature in order to have homogenous mixtures. Leaching,
thermal stability and different MeOH/water ratios have been tested. In all the cases, the PMO
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supported biocatalyst is compared with soluble free lipase and with an equivalent biocatalyst
based on amorphous silica (Octyl Amorphous Silica, OAS) widely studied in our lab [8].
Results and discussion
The stability of PMO+Lipase catalyst was tested in different concentrations of methanol. The
most relevant results are displayed in Fig. 1. In 100% of methanol lipase supported on PMO is
most stable in the short term, maintaining 75% of activity after 1 hour whereas the other two
catalysts already dropped to 30% within this time. In prolonged incubation the activities fall
remarkably in the three cases due to the instability of lipase in this media. When the
concentration of the dissolution is 50% of methanol, the stability of the catalyst PMO+Lipase
remains very high for a day of incubation.
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Figure 1. For both 100%MeOH and 50MeOH:50H2O incubations 6 mg of PMO+lipasa/ml
catalyst; 3 mg of OAS+lipasa/ml; and 2.510-3 mg of soluble lipase/ml were employed.
The stabilization that is obtained with the PMO is superior to the one of the octylated
amorphous silica (OAS) with average pore diameter four fold higher than lipase dimensions.
Consequently, the contact surface is not large despite the strength of the hydrophobic
interaction of lipase with octyl groups. Oppositely, pore diameter of PMO is only slightly
higher than lipase size so the enzyme contacts the inner surface of the channels all around.
The presence of methanol promotes changes in hydrogen bonds inducing changes in tertiary
structure. Hydrophobic side chains of amino acids that are usually buried within the structure
of the protein in aqueous medium become re-oriented towards external surface of the protein.
These “extra” hydrophobic groups on the protein surface can also interact with the
hydrophobic wall of PMO so that new interactions are established. As a result the structure of
the enzyme becomes more rigid and consequently, also more stable.
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Introduction
This work is aimed of the growth of Zeolite coatings (e.g. ZSM-5) onto a metal
surface (Fecralloy) for catalytic application. Usually, zeolites are used in powder composite
form (pellets) and are backed to form a fixed bed. Disadvantages are the pressure drop,
diffusion problems, and hot and cold spots[1-2]. However, the structured catalysts with large
channel guarantee low pressure drop and improve mass and heat transfer [3-4]. In addition,
small zeolite crystals which are adhere on the metal surface and form thin layer, improved
effectiveness, and faster diffusion. [5].
The supported catalysts have been characterised using X-ray diffraction (XRD),
Electron microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), BET surface area, and
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA).The structured catalysts have been tested by cracking of
n-heptane at temperatures between 325-450oC. Briefly summarised, using TGA to measure
the weight loss during the thermal cycle followed by SEM confirms the production of
uniformly coated firmly attached ZSM-5 Layers on a metal alloy wire. The characterisation
by SEM and XRD shows the transition from oxide on an alloy wires to zeolite hydrothermally
synthesised zeolite coated surface. The zeolite coated wires compared favorably with the
equivalent weight of pure ZSM-5 under identical reaction conditions.
Experimental
The synthesised coating method consisted
of hydrothermal crystallisation of zeolite
in the presence of metal alloy which was
pre-treated (Figure 1). All the synthesis
steps were carried out in stainless steel
autoclaves with PTFE liners. The metal
alloy wires used were pre-treated and
oxidised for 4 hours at 1000°C, to form
thin oxide layer on the wires surface. The
wires were 0.5 mm diameter. The oxidised
wires were immersed in ZSM-5 synthesis
gel (6.36Na2O:1.86Al2O3:0.2TPAOH:60
SiO2:1864H2O) under hydrothermal
conditions at 180 oC. The structured
catalyst were calcined by heating from
ambient temperature to 450/550 oC for 16
hours at 1 oC/min to remove the template.
Then the calcined wires were ionexchanged with 0.1M NH4NO3 at 70 oC
under constant agitation for 4 h. The ionexchanged wires were washed prior to
repeating the ion-exchange process twice
more. Additional calcination was applied
to convert the NH4-ZSM-5 form to HZSM5 form.
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram for the
zeolite coating synthesis.

The cracking of n-heptane was performed in a 4 mm i.d. Pyrex tubular microreactor loaded
with 0.17 g catalyst coated on the surface of the wires. The deactivation and the selectivity of
the structured catalyst were compared to the fixed bed of pelletized catalyst. The deactivation
test was performed as function of time on fresh structured catalyst at fixed contact time. The
selectivity tests were carried out, before and after the deactivation at different contact times at
temperatures 325-450oC.
Results and discussion
The SEM and XRD show the formation of the zeolite crystals covering the alloy wire.
All wires were subject to ultrasonic to dislodge any lose material prior to catalyst testing
(Figure 2&3). The SEM images revealed the wires were totally covered with ZSM-5 crystals
with average crystal diameter 2.8µm and with Si/Al= 11.2. The conversion for the cracking of
n-heptane on the wire surface coated with ZSM-5 is shown in Figure 4.
a

b

c

d

Figure 2.ESEMs for the alloy wire surface; (a) uncoated wire, (b) increased magnification of
oxide layer on the wires surface, (c) coated wire with ZSM-5, (d) increased magnification of
ZSM-5 on the surface.

Figure 4. Conversion of cracking
Figure 3.XRD patterns for oxidized
n-heptane over the structured
and uncoated wires, coated wires and
catalyst at different temperatures.
product ZSM-5
Conclusions
This research demonstrates the production of uniformly coated firmly attached ZSM-5
Layers on a metal alloy wire. The characterisation by SEM and XRD shows the transition
from oxide on an alloy wires to zeolite hydrothermally synthesised zeolite coated surface. The
zeolite coated wires compared favorably with the equivalent weight of pure ZSM-5 under
identical reaction conditions.
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Introduction
The increasing demand of olefins has renewed the interest of methanol-to-olefins (MTO
process) as a route to obtain these valuable petrochemicals from carbon sources alternative to
petroleum. Methanol can be efficiently produced from syngas obtained by natural gas
reforming or carbon gasification, and it might even provide an environmentally carbon neutral
alternative to fossil carbon sources [1], if produced by chemical recycling of carbon dioxide
via hydrogenation [2] or from syngas obtained by biomass gasification [3]. Small-pore
silicoaluminophosphate SAPO-34 (chabazite type of structure) has been proven an efficient
catalyst for MTO process, showing exceptionally high selectivity to lower olefins [4].
However, these catalysts undergo rapid deactivation due to deposition of high molecular
weight hydrocarbons on the pore entrances [5,6] which completely blocks the internal
channels of the SAPO-34 crystals. Extensive studies indicate that the morphology of these
materials can affect their properties and applications. The catalytic adsorption may be strongly
correlated with the particle size due to the diffusion limitations of the guest molecules in the
micropores [7]. For large catalyst crystals, residence time for hydrocarbons is high because of
the long diffusion path. Aromatic compounds cannot escape from the pores of SAPO-34 and
successive polymerizations readily occur because of the long reaction time. Therefore, the
control of the size of SAPO-34 crystals is a very important factor for improving the activity
and lifetime of the catalyst. In the present work, we compare the performance of nano- and
micron-sized crystals of SAPO-34 in MTO reaction.
Experimental
SAPO-34 was synthesized under hydrothermal conditions using tetraethylammonium
hydroxide (TEAOH) to template the zeotype structure. Micron-sized SAPO-34 material
crystallized
at
423K
from
a
synthesis
gel
with
molar
composition
1Al2O3:1P2O5:0.6SiO2:30H2O:1TEAOH and nanocrystalline SAPO-34 was synthesized at
393, 423, and 443K from a synthesis gel with molar composition
x(TEA)2O:Al2O3:xP2O5:0.6SiO2:yH2O where x=2, 2.5 and 3 varying the silicon source, y=37x.
The organic template was removed by calcination at 823 K. The solids were characterized by
powder X-ray diffraction, thermogravimetric analysis, SEM, ICP-AES and N2 adsorption.
Methanol conversion to olefins was tested in a fixed-bed reactor at atmospheric pressure and
673 and 723 K. The reaction products were analyzed on-line by gas chromatography.
Results and discussion
All synthesis parameters were varied in order to obtain nanosized SAPO-34 crystals
(structural type CHA). Besides gel composition the morphology of SAPO-34 crystals was
influenced by the silica source. The employed colloidal silica provided plate-like crystals built
of aligned rhombohedral crystallites. The size of the crystals ranged between 200 and 500 nm
(Figure 1). Spherical particles with size of about 100 nm, built of much smaller crystals, were
obtained when tetraethylorthosilicate was used as a silica source. The kinetics of crystal
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Conversion of oxigenates/ Selectivity C2-C4 (%)

growth has also been studied in order to find a compromise between the crystal size and
synthesis duration.
All the catalysts exhibited a good activity and selectivity in the initial stage of the reaction. It
has been observed an important influence of the crystal size on the activity, selectivity and life
time of the different samples. Nano-sized SAPO-34 showed a remarkable stability in the
MTO reaction (Figure 2), retaining high conversion (more than 80%) during thirteen hours
time-on-stream, while for micron-sized SAPO-34 the activity dropped after seven hours.
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Figure 1. SEM image of nano-sized SAPO-34
crystals prepared with colloidal silica.

Figure 2. MTO reaction conversion (full symbols) and
selectivity (open symbols). Test conditions: WHSV =1.2h-1,
T=673K, 1.0 g of catalyst.

Conclusions
SAPO-34 nanocrystals were successfully synthesized varying the chemical composition of the
initial gel and synthesis conditions. The ratio phosphoric acid / template was found to be the
most important parameter determining the crystal size of ultimate product. Nanosized SAPO34 materials showed longer catalyst lifetime than the micron-sized counterpart.
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Introduction
Exfoliated or delaminated materials obtained from layered silicates and zeolites, due to
the fine particles produced, are useful for catalysis [1], for enhancing the permselectivity of
polymer-zeolite nanocomposite membranes,[2,3] for the immobilization of enzymes on their
highly hydroxylated and ordered external surface,[4] for the production of polymer-layered
silicate nanocomposites with improved tensile properties [5] and so on.
AM-4 microporous titanosilicate belong to the so-called OPT family of mixed
siliceous materials, where OPT refers to octahedral-pentahedral-tetrahedral frameworks. It is
a monoclinic layered solid, with the molecular formula Na3(Na,H)Ti2O2(Si2O6)2•2H2O, built
from TiO6 octahedra and SiO4 tetrahedra forming five-tier sandwiches SiT : TiO : SiT: TiO : SiT
(T: tetrahedral; O: octahedral). It also contains intra- (in small cages within the layers) and
interlayer Na+ cations, and water molecules. In this work, a new material, UZAR-S2, has been
obtained by swelling and exfoliation of the layered precursor microporous titanosilicate AM4.
Experimental
AM-4 was obtained by a seeded-synthesis protocol to control the particle size of the
precursor material [6]. The conditions of AM-4 synthesis are listed in Table 1. The smaller
material, sample D, was protonated with acetic acid and swollen with nonylamine, which was
therefore extracted in HCl/ethanol/water medium to obtain UZAR-S2. The procedure is
analogous to that developed in our laboratory for the delamination of the microporous
titanosilicate JDF-L1 to UZAR-S1 [3]. The delamination process was characterized by XRD,
TGA, N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms, 29Si MAS NMR, FT-IR, UV-Vis, SEM and TEM.
Table 1. Synthesis conditions of the AM-4 crystals at 230 ºC and SEM pictures
Ti source
Seeding Time Size (µm)
B
A
(h)
20 µm
20 µm
A Anatase
96
L: 6.9 ± 0.8
(100-300 nm)
T: 0.6 ± 0.1
300 µm
300 µm
B Anatase
96
L: 3.9 ± 0.5
(< 25 nm)
C Anatase
(< 25 nm)
D Anatase
(< 25 nm)
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B

24

B

12

T. 0.3 ± 0.1
L: 2.7 ± 0.3
T: 0.2 ± 0.03
L: 1.3 ± 0.2
T: 0.05 ± 0.02

C

20 µm

D

20 µm

CO2 adsorbed [mmol/g]

Results and discussion
0.25
The characterization carried out
UZAR-S2
reveals that UZAR-S2 is a partially
0.20
delaminated material composed of sheets
about 13 nm thick, which contains 9 single
0.15
layers of the precursor titanosilicate. AM-4
scarcely adsorbs N2, and this is reflected by
0.10
as-made AM-4
a BET specific surface area of only 7 m2/g
(sample D in table 1) and up-to date
0.05
maximum BET surface area of 122 m2/g
was attained for UZAR-S2. The CO2
0.00
0
20
40
60
adsorption capacity of UZAR-S2 is about 5
Pressure [kPa]
times higher than that of original AM-4,
because the delaminated product has a
Figure 1. CO2 adsorption isotherms in UZARhigher specific surface area available than
S2 and as-made AM-4 (sample E in Table 1).
the layered precursor as it is shown in
Figure 1.
XRD, TEM, FTIR, NMR and DR-UV characterizations suggest a partial intercalation
process that affects the material as a whole but preserves the layer structure. Furthermore, the
Si/Ti atomic ratio in UZAR-S2 (6 because of leaching during the synthesis procedure) is
higher than those corresponding to other titanosilicate delaminated materials obtained from
layered Ti-zeolites. This predicts a good performance of UZAR-S2 in selective oxidation
reactions.
Conclusions
The seeding procedure can help reducing the synthesis time of AM-4 crystals without
compromising the purity of the crystalline phase. The size reduction allows swelling and
delamination of the material. Characterization by several analytical techniques suggests that
the intercalation process is successfully performed and partial exfoliation of the original
material is obtained, providing a final product with more active sites available for adsorption.
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Introduction
The novel class of porous materials, metal-organic frameworks, MOFs, show very promising
sorption properties. The characterization of sorption properties is very often carried out by IR
spectroscopy, which is one of the most versatile tools for exploring the adsorbent-adsorbate
mutual relation and changes in their structure and properties. Such guest-host interactions
have been followed by IR with great success in the case of zeolites. However, it soon
appeared that these experiences cannot be implicitly transferred to the investigation of the
properties of MOFs.
In the present paper some peculiarities encountered during investigation of some of the MOF
materials, MIL-53 and MIL-125 series, will be presented.
Experimental
The MOFs samples were placed on IR-transparent silicon discs from methanol solutions, put
in an IR cell and pretreated in vacuum (10-3 mBa). IR spectra were measured using Mid-IR
Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer, at 2 cm-1 resolution.
Results and discussion
IR quantitative studies: absorption coefficients
The main problem one encounters upon quantitative investigation of IR data for solids is the
Beer-Lambert law applicability [1]. For investigations of MOF properties additional practical
problems need to be resolved. The classic IR bands of well known probe molecules are no
longer useful for MOFs investigation because they are often masked by the adsorbent own
vibrations. The only exception, acetonitrile maximum of the CN stretching, cannot also be
taken as it is, because the frequencies and thus the absorption coefficients are different then
for zeolites, and even more, they vary for different MOFs. For the purpose of determination of
the concentration of coordinatively unsaturated metal sites (Lewis-type centers), the
absorption coefficients of d3-acetonitrile were determined for acetonitrile on CuBTC (band at
2270 cm-1) as equal to =2.78 cm/mol and for MIL-125 (2263 cm-1 band) = 0.56 cm/mol.
The position and the absorption coefficient of the band of coordinatively bonded pyridine at
1069 cm-1 seemed to be independent of the MOF used and equal to 0.042 cm/mol.
H/D exchange: acidity vs availability problem
H/D isotopic exchange is a widely applied method when investigating (i) accessibility of the
surface species and (ii) their relative acidity. Kinetics of H/D exchange was recently proposed
as a measure of the acidity of hydroxyl groups in zeolites [2]. However it is essential to note
that also non-acidic protons are exchanged for deuterium, at the same conditions as acidic
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species. H/D exchange of MIL-125-NH2 shows that not only the OH groups in the nearest
neighborhood of the metallic centers are exchanged but also non-acidic NH2 protons form
organic linkers. The kinetics of their exchange is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. IR spectra of MIL-125-NH2 during H/D exchange and the rate of the exchange.
Co-adsorption of probe molecules: probing the electron properties of metal centers
Co-adsorption of probe molecules can be used to probe heterogeneity of the metallic centers
in MOFs – in terms of their oxidation and coordination state. One of the examples is coadsorption of pyridine as electrondonor species and CO. Pyridine bonded to metallic centers
is forwarding electrons and therefore lowering the frequency of co-adsorbed CO, depending
on the initial oxidation state of copper. With the same base applied, the band of CO-Cu2+ is
perturbed stronger than the CO-Cu+. Therefore, two kinds of copper centers exist in CuBTC,
differing significantly with their oxidation state. Cu2+ centers are readily available and most
likely, easily changing their coordination state, thus being able to bond not only 'framework'
oxygens from the paddlewheel structure but also pyridine and CO at the same time.
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Figure 2. CO interaction with pyridine-free (a) and pyridine-loaded (b) CuZSM-5 and CuBTC.
This demonstrates that a systematic study of MOFs by IR spectrometry techniques may
provide valuable insight into their properties and behavior.
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Introduction
Presently, most of the worldwide supply of cumene is used as a raw material for phenol
production. Typically, cumene is produced either in the liquid or gas phases. The comercial
technology of alkylation of benzene with propylene using sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid
catalyst supported on kieselguhr suffered of corrosion problems and complicated
neutralisation steps, also safe handling, [1, 2]. However, in recent years commercial
production rapidily shift to processes which use zeolite catalysts. The zeolite-based routes
offer benzene-to-cumene selectivity, high product purities and the ability to regenerate the
catalyst, eliminating a waste disposal problem. Besides a high activity, the zeolite should have
a high selectivity to cumene minimizing side effects for example, oligomers of propylene
which can reduce the quality of final product. Slightly less important is the polyalkylation of
benzene because the isopropylbenzene (DIPBs) and triisopropyl-benzene produced can be
recovered by transalkylation with benzene to cumene [4]. In recent years the literature has
reported the use of zeolite beta for cumene synthesis [2, 3] showing the best catalytic activity
and selectivity features. Therefore this paper presents results of synthesis of beta zeolite
membrane, molar ratio SiO2/Al2O3=90 and results of alkylation of benzene with propylene in
a membrane reactor at different reaction conditions.
Experimental
The beta zeolite membrane was synthesized using a tubular support commercial gamaalumina (Exekia T1-70) of 25 cm in length, 1.0 and 0.7 cm in diameter outer and inner. The
gel precursor was prepared using aluminum metal (Merck) and silica powder (Merck)
dissolved in a solution of sodium hydroxide (Mallinckrodt), the solution is added
tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH, Aldrich 35%w) with potassium hydroxide (Merck).
The crystallization of the gel was performed at a temperature of 170°C. The synthesis was
conducted in static mode and under autogenous pressure, the beta zeolite film was
characterized by X-ray Diffraction and Scanning Electron Microscopy. The membrane was
subjected to a study of permeation of nitrogen.
The alkylation of benzene with propylene was carried out in a membrane reactor using a feed
of benzene and propylene at 99% purity. The reaction conditions were: constant pressure of
mixture and reaction temperature varied in the range of 200 to 300°C. Propylene gas was fed
in phase with a flow of 50 cm3/min, which was passed through a saturator containing benzene
at a temperature of 25°C. The gas flow was controlled using a fine adjustment valve. The
analysis of reaction products was performed by gas chromatography in a Hewlett Packard
5890 series II coupled to a FID detector and a column PONA 50 m.
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Results and discussion
Figure 1, shows the diffractogram of zeolite beta membrane, molar ratio SiO2/Al2O3=90
where there are characteristic peaks of zeolite and a high crystallinity. The catalytic
membrane reactor showed good thermal and mechanical stability. Low conversion of
isobutene was observed at 300°C. However, when the temperature was raised at 200°C
conversion was 42% and the selectivity to cumene 13.5%. The selectivity of the membrane
reactor improves to 53.5% at 300°C, secondary product, was minimizing in the membrane
reactor.
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Figure 1. Diffractogram of zeolite beta membrane

Conclusions
X Ray Characterization of the membrane, show that a film was zeolite Beta on alumina
support. The catalytic test show that the catalytic activity of zeolite beta membrane is active
for the reaction of alkylation of benzene with propylene, reaching a maximum of 53.54%
selectivity to cumene, with a total conversion of 18.9%. The reaction tests were maintained
for 30 h and no notice of deactivation. The high activity showed can be attributed to the strong
surface acidity of the catalyst. The catalytic membrane reactor shows better performance for
this reaction in comparison with the fixed bed reactor, when they were tested at the same
reaction conditions.
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Introduction
To date, the main sensors of cesium ions are based on atomic absorption spectroscopy, [1]
radioanalysis, [2,3] and ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) [4-6] which have a good sensitivity but
require expensive instruments and/or controlled experimental conditions. More recently,
different types of fluorescent molecular sensors are receiving an increasing attention because
of their excellent selectivity to cesium ions, [7-12] but their applications are limited by the
requirements for certain solubility and the right choice of the sensing ionophore for given
conditions. [13] Here we report a new type of sensor, which is inorganic and it detects cesium
ions via structure transformation of Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 [14] to CsMn(PO4)·6H2O at room
temperature in presence of other competing alkaline ions. The detection of cesium is not
spectroscopic and it is based on a collection of an ordinary powder X-ray diffraction pattern.
Experimental
The synthesis of Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 was performed according to our previously reported
recipe. Namely, a solution of 0.47 g of NaH2PO4 (Aldrich) in 8.67 g of distilled water was
mixed with 13.28 g of MPMD (Du Pont). Then, 0.05 g of MnSO4·H2O (Aldrich) dissolved in
6.58 g of distilled water was added to the above solution. The crystallization was performed
under static conditions at 150 °C for 6 days.
Results and discussion
Immersing Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 in pure water or alkaline water solutions results in specific
structural transformations that are sensitive to the presence or absence of cesium ions (Figure
1). In pure water, Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 transforms to a phase whose majority of diffraction peaks
coincide with the ones of the mineral switzerite (Mn3(PO4)2·7H2O) (Figure 2a,1). The same
effect was observed when Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 is immersed in 1 M solutions of KCl, LiCl or
RbCl for 72 h at room temperature. This indicates that Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 is indifferent to the
used alkaline elements. However, adding small amounts of cesium ions (in form of CsCl)
results in transformation of Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 to a new type of struvite-like material
CsMn(PO4)·6H2O. The estimated threshold of sensitivity of this transformation is 0.01 M of
cesium ions (Figure 2b−d,2). Thus, when the concentration of cesium is 0.01 M the result is a
mixture of Mn3(PO4)2·7H2O and CsMn(PO4)·6H2O (Figure 2d). Increasing the cesium
concentration to 0.1 M the only phase that crystallizes is CsMn(PO4)·6H2O and the same
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effect is observed in concentration up to 1 M (Figure 2e). In concentrations of cesium ions
less than 0.01 M it is formed only Mn3(PO4)2·7H2O (Figure 2b). When other alkaline ions (Li,
K, Rb) with concentration of 1 M are used instead of cesium, the run product is indifferent to
them and Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 always transforms to Mn3(PO4)2·7H2O (Figure 3a−c,1). Within
these experiments, the most noteworthy finding is that cesium can be also detected in multiple
alkaline solutions. Thus, in mixture of 1 M solutions of NaCl, KCl, LiCl, and RbCl it can be
detected 1 M concentration of cesium ions as Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 transforms to
CsMn(PO4)·6H2O (Figure 3d, 2).

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of
the way of detection of cesium ions
via selective phase transformation of
Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 to Mn3(PO4)2·7H2O
or CsMn(PO4)·6H2O.

Figure 2. Powder XRD patterns
showing the phases obtained after
immersing Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 in (a)
pure water, (b) 0.001, (c) 0.003, (d)
0.01, and (e) 1 M solutions of CsCl.
The obtained XRD patterns are
compared with the calculated ones of
the mineral switzerite
Mn3(PO4)2·7H2O (1) and
CsMn(PO4)·6H2O (2).

Figure 3. Powder XRD patterns
showing the phases obtained after
immersing Na3MnH(P0.9O4)2 in 1 M
solutions of (a) LiCl, (b) KCl, (c)
RbCl and (d) a mixture of 1 M
solutions of LiCl, NaCl, KCl, RbCl,
and CsCl. The obtained XRD
patterns are compared with the
calculated ones of the mineral
switzerite Mn3(PO4)2·7H2O (1) and
CsMn(PO4)·6H2O (2).

Conclusions
A new cesium selective inorganic sensor that can work at room temperature in different types
and concentrations of competing alkaline cations in water solutions was developed. The
detection of the cesium ions is realized by an ordinary powder XRD pattern.
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Introduction
Biodiesel is one of the most industrially developed biofuels to allow a reduction in oil use and
dependency of European countries as targeted by the EU Directive 2009/28/EU. However,
first generation biodiesel has shown serious drawbacks and limitations relative to
conventional diesel fuel due to high production costs, competition with the food market for
raw materials and lack of availability of the refined edible oils as starting materials. Thus, to
overcome the above mentioned problems expanding the number and type of oil sources
towards cheaper, non-edible and readily available in larger amounts (second generation
biodiesel), such as waste oils and fats, would be helpful. Nevertheless, waste oils and fats
usually contain a high number of impurities, including free fatty acids (FFA) and water. Raw
materials with these compounds cannot be processed by existing homogeneous base-catalyzed
biodiesel processes –water leads to triglyceride hydrolysis and further neutralization of the
resulting FFA seriously compromises the yield to biodiesel-. Within this work, we present a
reliable and promising strategy for the design of a heterogeneous acid catalyst able to process
FFA/water-containing feedstocks for biodiesel production in a very efficient manner.
Experimental
Sulfonic acid-functionalized SBA-15 materials were prepared following the co-condensation
strategy using the appropriate organosilane for the synthesis of arenesulfonic acid SBA-15
(Ar-SBA-15) [1] and propylsulfonic acid SBA-15 (Pr-SBA-15) [2]. Surface hydrophobisation
of SBA-15-type materials was accomplished by silanol end-capping through a chemical
modification with (methoxytrimethyl)silane [3].
Catalytic runs were performed at previously optimised operating conditions (163ºC, 8.34 %wt
catalyst, 28.4 methanol:oil molar ratio and 2000 rpm) [1] in a 25 mL stainless steel autoclave
reactor by transesterification of crude palm oil (10.8 %wt FFA) with methanol in the presence
of different amounts of water. Fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) yield was measured by 1HNMR analysis. Thorough textural, structural and chemical characterization of catalytic
materials was performed by N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms, X-ray diffraction, single
pulse 29Si solid state NMR, acid-base titration, thermogravimetric and elemental analysis.
Results and discussion
The addition of just 1 wt% of water to the reaction medium leads to a significant reduction on
the yield of FAME both in Ar-SBA-15 and Pr-SBA-15. This activity decay seems to be
related to the high avidity of the strongly hydrophilic sulfonic groups for water molecules,
displacing the chemical reactions equilibria in the proximities of the catalytic sites. Thus, the
hydrolysis of FAME or triglycerides, which competes with transesterification reactions,
seems to be quite favoured in the presence of water molecules, significantly reducing the
FAME yield. Silanol end-capping (hydrophobisation) leads to increased FAME yield by >7%,
being insensitive to the addition of 1 wt% of water. This result suggests that the surface
hydrophobisation is effective in avoiding the access of water molecules to the catalytic acid
sites. A step forward was taken by removing the water molecules from the reaction medium
(present in the starting oil and produced by the esterification of the free fatty acids) through
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the addition of molecular sieves. This strategy proved to be efficient since the highest FAME
yield was achieved when it was applied. The water generated during the esterification of FFA
seems to be more relevant to the catalytic process than that coming from the raw materials,
probably because the water molecules emerging from the esterification of FFA readily
interact with the catalytic acid sites, remaining adsorbed thereon. Figure 1 shows the kinetics
of the yield of FAME for different catalysts and amounts of water:
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Figure 1. Yield of FAME for the transesterification of crude palm oil; A: ( Ar-SBA-15,
 Ar-SBA-15 + water 1%wt,  Pr-SBA-15,  Pr-SBA-15 + water 1%wt); B: (( ArSBA-15,  Capped Ar-SBA-15,  Capped Ar-SBA-15 + water 1%wt,  Ar-SBA-15 +
dried oil,  Ar-SBA-15 + zeolite).
Conclusions
Sulfonic acid functionalised mesostructured silica materials have shown an important activity
for the production of biodiesel from crude palm oil. However, the presence of water in the
reaction medium significantly decreased the yield of FAME. The end-capping of the free
silica surface created a hydrophobic environment around the catalytic acid sites, increasing
the yield of FAME even if water was artificially added to the reaction. The addition of a
water-sequestering molecular sieve, such as zeolite 3A, allowed processing FFA/watercontaining raw materials over these catalysts, reaching high yields towards biodiesel.
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Introduction
We have recently reported [1] that a copper-containing MOF, [Cu(2-pymo)2] (2-pymo = 2hydroxypyrimidinolate) has interesting potential as heterogeneous catalyst for the liquidphase aerobic oxidation of tetralin (T-H). However, this Cu-MOF showed some limitations,
the most important being the high level of tetralinhydroperoxide (T-OOH) accumulated at the
beginning of the reaction and a low selectivity to the ketone, α-tetralone (T=O). We have now
extended our studies to another Cu-MOF, [Cu(im)2] (im = imidazolate), which has a related
chemical composition and crystalline structure. As we will show, this material presents a
better catalytic performance as compared to [Cu(2-pymo)2] in terms of activity, maximum
T-H conversion, selectivity to T=O and low T-OOH accumulation. The differences between
both materials are rationalized with the help of DFT calculations. Besides tetralin, we have
also studied the aerobic oxidation of other substrates: cumene (CM) and ethylbenzene (EB).
These studies let us evaluate the general applicability of the Cu-MOFs as catalysts for paraffin
oxidation.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows a comparison of T-H conversion and kinetic evolution of products obtained
over the two Cu-MOF compounds studied, while selected data corresponding to the other
substrates is summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1. Conversion of T-H over [Cu(im)2] and [Cu(2-pymo)2] (part a). Time conversion of
T-H and time evolution of products over [Cu(im)2] and [Cu(2-pymo)2] is also shown in parts
b) and c), respectively.
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Table 1. Selected kinetic data for the aerobic oxidation of various organic substrates over
[Cu(2-pymo)2] and [Cu(im)2] MOF catalysts.
Tetralin (T-H)
Conv. 8 h
Conv. max
T=O/T-OH
[T-OOH]max
[Cu(im)2]
55%
68% (22 h)
3.5
9% (1 h)
[Cu(2-pymo)2]
18%
52% (48 h)
2.7
24% (18 h)
Cumene (CM)
Select. CM-OH
74%
64%

[Cu(im)2]
[Cu(2-pymo)2]

Conv. max
99% (23 h)
87% (23 h)

[Cu(im)2]
[Cu(2-pymo)2]

Ethylbenzene (EB)
Conv. 5 h
Conv. max
23%
29% (40 h)
6%
25% (40 h)

[CM-OOH]max
2% (1.5 h)
24% (8 h)

Select. AP
86%
87%

T-H: Tetralin; T-OOH: Tetralinhydroperoxide; T=O: α-tetralone; T-OH: α-tetralol; CM: Cumene; CM-OOH:
cumene hydroperoxide (2-phenyl-2-propylhydroperoxide); CM-OH: cumene alcohol (2-phenyl-2-propanol); EB:
Ethylbenzene; AP: Acetophenone.

Conclusions
As we have shown, MOFs having Cu2+ centers linked to 4 heterocyclic nitrogen atoms are
active and reusable heterogeneous catalysts for aerobic liquid phase allylic oxidations. In
general, copper imidazolate presents a better catalytic performance as compared to [Cu(2pymo)2], which results in higher alkane conversion, higher selectivity and low accumulation
of alkylhydroperoxides in the reaction medium. In our opinion, the differences between the
two catalysts may be related with the different coordination environment of the Cu2+ sites in
both materials. While copper ions in [Cu(2-pymo)2] are in square planar coordination, in
[Cu(im)2] these centers are displaced out of the plain, in a highly distorted tetrahedral
coordination. Thus, the deformation energy needed for the addition of radical species to
copper sites is probably lower in [Cu(im)2]. Theoretic calculations to corroborate this
hypothesis are currently under way. We have recently found that [Cu(2-pymo)2] and
[Cu(im)2] follow a similar catalytic activity trend for 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions [4],
which do also imply ligand rearrangements undergone upon addition of a reactant molecule to
the catalytic center.
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Introduction
Faujasite-type zeolites are the one of the most important classes of zeolitic materials and
are largely used in industrial processes such as FCC, isomerisation, alkylation and organics
and air separation due to their very interesting properties. In recent years, many modification
methods have been developed to confer some new and advanced chemical functions into the
pores of zeolites with organic groups. The surface functionalisation using organosilanes to
graft some organic groups has been made and generally resulted either in the modification of
primarily the external surface of the crystals or in organic groups covalently bound within the
micropores. Although the organic groups could be used as catalytically active sites, this
surface functionalisation induced often a blockage of pores and only high-silica zeolites were
prepared (with Si:Al > 10). Recently, Tatsumi et al managed to synthesize new organicinorganic hybrid zeolites, ZOL, in which certain oxygen atoms have been replaced by
methylene groups 1. Various types of hybrid materials with the LTA, MFI, and BEA
structures have been obtained 2. However, this work has attracted less attention and Faujasite
type zeolites with organically bridged organic groups in the framework have still not been
reported. The aim of the present work is to synthesize the low silicon content Faujasite LSX
zeolites with organically bridged framework.
Experimental
Sodium aluminate and a mixture of sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide solutions
were prepared and aged overnight, then mixed together. Into which the methylene-bridged
bis[triethoxysilyl]methane white colloidal solution was added. The obtained mixture was
aged for 3h at 70°C. It is worthy to note that the removal of ethanol from the gel was
extremely crucial. The obtained gel with a chemical composition of 1SiO1.5(CH2)0.5 : aAl2O3 :
bNa2O : cK2O : dH2O (a: 0.25-0.33, b: 1.38-1.66, c: 0.11-0.15 and d: 13.90-33.60) was then
crystallized in a Teflon-lined autoclave at 93°C from 7 to 13 days. After washing and drying,
the obtained powders have been characterized with a series of techniques such as XRD, SEMEDS, MAS NMR, FTIR, TG, N2 adsorption and elemental analysis.
Results and discussion
X-ray diffraction pattern of ZOF-LSX zeolites have been compared with that of a
traditional LSX zeolite. The unit cell parameters have been calculated by TREOR 90
program. Our materials belong to Faujasite LSX zeolite. The slightly higher unit cell
parameters observed for ZOF-LSX could be due to the angle and larger distance of Si-CH2-Si
compared to Si-O-Si, demonstrating indirectly that the CH2 groups are incorporated within
the framework. N2 adsorption isotherm of type I, typical microporous materials is observed.
Even if its surface area (387 m2/g) and its pore volume (0.23 cm3/g) are slightly lower than
those for the conventional X zeolite, this decrease could be due to the presence of methylene
groups with two hydrogen atoms pointed towards the supercages.
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FTIR spectroscopy revealed the presence of three vibration bands at 1450, 1405 and
1264 cm-1 that are not present in a conventional X zeolite and assigned respectively to the
normal mode of bending vibration of CH2 group, to the scissoring of Si-CH2 and to the
symmetric bending and the deformation of Si-CH3. On the basis of these IR analyses, we can
conclude that CH2 groups were successfully introduced within the framework of X zeolites.
SEM (Fig. 1) revealed a ball-like shape with a particle size twice larger than that of
conventional LSX zeolite.
29
Si MAS NMR (Fig. 2) can prove, in a quantitative way, the presence of CH2 groups
within the framework. The strong and sharp signal at –85 ppm corresponds to a group of
Si(4Al) and the small shoulder at –90 ppm to a group of Si(3Al, 1Si). The calculated Si/Al
ratio is 1.03. A group of weak signals at around -62 ppm can be attributed to the organically
functionalized silicon species: Si(1C, 3T). The percentage of Si-C bonds in the whole sample
is 11.2 %.

Fig. 1. SEM pictures of ZOF-1 samples at
different crystallization times: (A) 7 days, (B) 9
days, (C) 11 days and (D) 13 days. (Inset is the
SEM picture of the conventional X zeolite).

Fig. 2. 29Si MAS NMR spectrum obtained from
ZOF-9 at 9.4 T and 8.0 kHz spinning frequency.
The inset spectrum displays a zoom over the signal
region reflecting Si–C bonding.

Conclusions
Low silicon content and highly thermal stable Faujasite LSX zeolites with organicbridged frameworks (ZOF-LSX) have been for the first time synthesized, in which oxygen
atoms in the zeolite frameworks are partially superseded by methylene groups using
methylene-bridged bis[triethoxysilyl]methane (BTESM) as a silicon source. Despite the
incorporation of methylene groups in the framework (Si-CH2-Si), the Si/Al ratio of the
present materials attains to a very low value of 1.03. The presence and the amount of the
methylene groups within the framework have been revealed by a series of techniques such as
29
Si and 13C MAS XRD, NMR, SEM-EDS, FTIR, TG, N2 adsorption and elemental analysis.
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Introduction
Solid acidic catalysts play a vital role in the development of the chemical industry and
environmental pollution control.[1] Hierarchically porous zeolitic materials, displaying both
micro-meso-macroporousity and strongly acidic sites are more desirable to increase
efficiencies within industrial processes. Ideally, such catalysts should possess well-defined
macropores, and interconnected mesopores in the macropore walls which have been
constructed by tunable micropores units. More importantly, on all length scales, the larger
pores should be connected from the smaller pores, yielding agreater range of wide
applications such as the FCC process. Herein, we describe the preparation and
characterization of hierarchically micro-meso-macro porous zeolitic materials via quasi-solid
state crystallization process. These hierarchically porous materials were constructed from
zeolites nanocrystals, and displayed strong acidity, which is a very important factor when
used in catalytic reactions.
Experimental
The general synthesis procedure is illustrated
in
Figure
1.
Meso-macro
porous
aluminosilicatos
were
mixed
with
tetrapropylammonium
(TPA+),
and
a
supplementary silica source which facilitated
the transformation of the amorphous phase of
the meso-macroporous aluminosilicates to
micro-meso-macroporous zeolite ZSM-5 Figure 1. Schematic representation of synthesis of
hierarchically
micro-meso-macro
porous
architecture. The crystallization process was aluminosilicates: (left) the initial meso-macro porous
performed under quasi-solid state conditions aluminosilicates constructed from amorphous particles
using glycerol. This could prevent the (inset), (middle) the quasi-solid state crystallization
mesoporous and macroporous structures process from amorphous frame to crystalline segment
and crystalline frame using by structure director
being destroyed.
(TPA+) and glycerol, and (right) the micro-mesoResults and discussion
macro porous aluminosilicates constructed from
SEM and TEM (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) revealed zeolites nanocrystals (inset).
that a well organized hierarchically micromeso-macro porous architecture was formed under the quasi-solid state synthesis conditions
at 130 oC over various reaction periods (initial, 1day, and 2days, designated as MMM(0),
MMM(1) and MMM(2) respectively). The initial material had well-defined macropores,
interconnected by worm-like mesopores. The macroporous walls had an amorphous
framework (Fig. 2A). After 2 days at 130 oC, The zeolite MFI nanocrystals replaced the
amorphous phase, and the mesoporosity and macroporosity were not affected (Fig. 2B). As
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the reaction time proceeded (1 day), MFI particles in the material (MMM(1)) began to form
around the macropores (Fig. 3A). The dark-field TEM image (Fig. 3B) was recorded on the

Figure 2. SEM investigation on the formation of
micro-meso-macro porous aluminosilicate: (A)
MMM(0), (B) MMM(2) and corresponding
proposed schematic drawing (insets of A and B).

same region as the bright-field TEM image
(Fig. 3A). The bright spots in the image
correspond to MFI nanocrystals (Fig. 3B).
The nanocrystals centered around the
macropores were disappeared and embedded
within the continuous amorphous inorganic Figure 3. TEM investigation on the formation of
matrix to form crystalline structures while micro-meso-macro porous aluminosilicate: Brightpreserving the meso- and macro- porous field (A), dark-field (B) images of the same area of
structures (Fig. 3A, B and C). The highly MMM(1) and the higher magnification image of
crystalline zeolite MFI particles were MMM(1) (C) taken from (A); Bright-field (D),
dark-field (E) images of the same area of MMM(2)
subsequently obtained after 2 days, and were and the higher magnification image of MMM(2) (F)
found within the frame of meso-macroporous taken from (D).
aluminosilicates precursor (Fig. 3D, E and F).
Notably, these images showed that the randomly oriented nanocrystals replaced the majority
of the amorphous phase in the initial material, constructing a micro-meso-macroporous
aluminosilicates structure. Catalytic activities of the cracking of 1,3,5-triisopropylbenzene
(TIPB) show that the calcined MMM(2) yields the high activity (88.6%). This observation
further confirm that MMM(2) has a strong acidity and high catalytic activity. MMM(2) is an
excellent candidate for a catalyst in the industrial cracking for petroleum, particularly of the
petroleum residues for which high reaction temperatures and large pore sizes are required.
Conclusions
These materials constitute the first example of hierarchically micro-meso-macro porous
zeolitic architecture with strong acidity. They lend two very important advances in the search
for new catalysts. Firstly, our materials show a well-defined macroporous structure, which has
a highly interconnected mesoporous system, in addition to the mesopores that were
constructed by the crystallized microporous zeolites. Secondly, we could modulate zeolites
types and their micropore size by a simple and clean method that could yield new insight into
the synthesis of these hierarchically micro-meso-macroporous materials.
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Introduction
Besides well known nanoporous materials like zeolites and Metal-Organic
Frameworks (MOFs), imogolite, a nanotubular alumino-silicate with chemical formula
(OH)3Al2O3SiOH [1,2], exhibits interesting surface features and offers potential technological
applications due to its intrinsic physic-chemical properties, i.e. an inner diameter of 1.0 nm
and the presence of SiOHs and Al(OH)Al groups at the inner and outer surface, respectively.
Aim of this work is to fully characterize the structure and the chemical properties not
only of proper imogolite, but also those of two hybrid imogolite-like materials obtained after
functionalization of the inner and/or outer surface of imogolite nanotubes. Particularly, the
introduction of methyl groups on the inner surface enhances CH4 adsorption [3] and aminogroups at the outer surface should especially increase affinity for CO2, that rapidly combines
with amines to form carbamates [4].
Experimental
Proper imogolite (IMO) was synthesized as reported in ref. 2. An imogolite-like
material with the inner surface covered by Si-CH3 groups in place of silanols (Me-IMO),
obtained according to ref. 5, was dried overnight at 100–110 °C under vacuum to remove
moisture before the following functionalisation process: 0.052 mL of 3-APS (3aminopropylsilane) was added under stirring to a suspension of 0.2 g Me-IMO in anhydrous
toluene (60 mL) and refluxed at 100 °C for 12 h under inert atmosphere. The slurry was then
cooled and washed with toluene, so obtaining the amminated product (Me-IMO-NH2) that
was filtered and dried at room temperature [6]. CO2 uptake was measured by means of
adsorption/desorption isotherms at 298 K (Quantacrome Autosorb 1C). Samples physicochemical properties were characterized by means of XRD, FE-SEM, FT-IR, XPS, BET,
TGA-Mass and MAS-NMR techniques.
Results and discussion
Figure 1a reports XRD patterns of the three materials studied, showing typical reflection
peaks of the hexagonal structure in which nanotubes are aligned [2]. From the main peak,
center-to-center distances (a) between two adjacent nanotubes were calculated, corresponding
to 2.54 nm (IMO), 2.47 nm (Me-IMO) and 2.67 nm (Me-IMO-NH2). The increase of (a) after
grafting is probably due to some spacing effect by amino-propyl groups anchored at the
external surface. With all materials, nanotubes form bundles, as seen in the FESEM picture
reported in Figure 1b. The stability of functionalized surface was studied by recording IR
spectra of samples outgassed at increasing temperatures. Particularly, Me-IMO-NH2 presents
the typical bands due to the bending δ(NH2) modes of the amino group as well as the
symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of CH2 groups, up to 300°C. TGA-Mass (25500°C) measurements showed that Me-IMO-NH2 is more stable with respect to the other
samples and that the mass fragments leaving the surface are those proper of the aminopropyl
chain. Me-IMO can uptake almost a double amount of CH4 with respect to IMO, though its
uptake capacity is lower with respect to that of other efficient materials (e.g. activated carbons
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and 13X zeolite). CO2 isotherms at 298 K are showed in Figure 2a. So far, these materials can
not compete with industrial amine-based adsorbents.
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Figure 1: a) XRD patterns of IMO (inset), Me-IMO and Me-IMO-NH2; b) FESEM picture of
Me-IMO showing the occurrence of bundles.

Figure 2: a) CO2 isotherms IMO (square), MeIMO (triangle) and MeIMONH2 (stars)
b) 29Si MAS-NMR of IMO, Me-IMO and Me-IMO-NH2
MAS-NMR results available confirmed the presence of methyl group on the inner surface [3]
and the successful aminopropyl grafting on the outer surface, as recently reported [7]. Figure
2b shows the 29Si MAS-NMR spectrum of imogolite samples: due to the functionalization of
the inner surface the peak found in IMO at -79.5 ppm, due to the Si-OH bond, is shifted to ca
-44 ppm (Me-IMO: -43.9 ppm; Me-IMO-NH2: -44.1 ppm), confirming the presence of the
new Si-CH3 bond. Moreover, only the aminated sample presents a second peak that
coherently confirmed the presence of the aminopropyl group, O3Si-CH2-CH2-CH2NH2, on
the outer surface at -70.1 ppm. The ratio between the two peaks of 29Si confirms, also, the
XPS results.
Conclusions
In this work, for the first time the structure of an aminated imogolite material and the
chemical properties of hybrid imogolite-like structures were studied. Three different samples
were analyzed: IMO (proper imogolite) nanotubes, with an inner hydrophilic surface covered
by SiOH groups and an outer mildly basic surface; Me-IMO nanotubes, with an inner
hydrophobic surface cover by methyl groups, able to absorb CO2 reversibly at a low
temperature; Me-IMO-NH2, with an inner hydrophobic surface cover by methyl groups and
an outer surface functionalized with amino-groups that resulted to be more stable with respect
to the other samples.
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Introduction
The formation of anionic surfactant templated mesoporous silica (AMS) was first proposed
by Yokoi et al. [1] in 2003. In this route, cationic functional groups are used as co-structure
directing agents (CDSA) that, under appropriate synthetic conditions, interact
electrostatically with the hydrophilic head of anionic surfactants, while their alkoxysilanes
groups co-condense with TEOS to form the silica network. Coupled with the multitude of
materials that can be prepared by the anionic synthetic route, one of the main advantages of
this synthesis compared with neutral or cationic surfactants, is the prior existence of a high
production of anionic salts (mainly for the detergent industry) getting a decrease in its cost.
In this work, we carried out the in-situ incorporation of cationic complexes in mesoporous
siliceous structures using the anionic route. Whereas some studies have been reported
regarding the incorporation of cationic complexes into the structure of mesoporous silica
materials during their synthesis[2], their ability to act as co-structure directing agents by the
anionic route has not been reported so far. The final goal is to ensure the incorporation of the
complex in the mesopore of the solid. The method uses cationic complexes containing
terminal triethoxysilane groups as ligands as CSDAs which interact electrostatically with the
anionic surfactant on one hand and co–condense with TEOS on the other, inducing the
precipitation of the silica around the micelles of surfactant, as shown the diagram in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the interaction of a cationic complex with an anionic surfactant (sodium
dodecyl sulfate) and the silica network.

Experimental
Cationic complexes formed by reaction of Cu(II) and Ni(II) with a primary amine ligand with
terminal triethoxysilane groups, have been synthesized and incorporate to the hybrid
materials using the anionic route for the synthesis of mesoporous silica materials. The
electrostatic interaction of the cationic complexes and the anionic surfactant assures the
location of the complexes into the pores of the material. In a typical synthesis, the anionic
surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or sodium dodecanoate (SD) was magnetically
stirred (400 rpm) in a water:ethanol mixture at 60ºC. The metal precursor, copper chloride
(CuCl2) or nickel chloride (NiCl2·6H2O), was dissolved in this surfactant solution. As silica
sources, tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) were
added over the previous solution. Immediately, the alkoxysilane APTES and the metal
precursor, Cu(II) or Ni(II), react to give the cationic complexes used as CSDAs changing the
colour of the suspension. The final molar ratio of the synthetic gel was XAPTES:(1-
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X)TEOS:0.1Suf.:180:H2O:20EtOH, this mixture was stirred 1h at 60 ºC and allowed to react
at 60 ºC under static conditions during 48 h. The obtained solid was washed with water,
ethanol and acetone in succession, filtered off, and air dried at 40 ºC. Finally, the surfactant
was removed by an ion-exchange method.
Results and discussion
Hybrid mesoporous materials have been synthesized using Cu(II) and Ni(II) complexes as
CSDAs in the anionic route of synthesis for mesoporous silica materials. After surfactant
extraction, mesoporous materials with regular disordered porous (see Fig. 2.) and specific
surface areas up to 400 m2 g-1 were obtained. The proposed route can significantly increase
the amount of complex incorporated into the material compared to post-synthetic techniques
such as grafting functionalization (near to 9 wt% and 5 wt% for Cu(II) and Ni (II) complexes,
respectively). The ion-exchange technique developed for the extraction of the anionic
surfactant maintains the chemical integrity of the complexes.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. TEM images of representative hybrid materials containing a) 9 wt% Cu/material and b) 5 wt%
Ni/material prepared by the anionic route.

Conclusions
Mesoporous solids with cationic metal complexes in their framework were prepared by cocondensation of TEOS with metal complexes containing trialkoxysilane terminal groups in
the presence of a surfactant. These materials show non-ordered mesoporosity, and surface
areas and pore volumes in the order of 400 m 2/g and 0.55 cm3/g respectively. The chemical
integrity of the complexes after surfactant extraction was confirmed using spectroscopic
techniques.
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Introduction:
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are porous material which consists of hybrid
crystalline compounds made up of clusters or chains of metal ions coordinated by organic
linkers. This fascinating family of materials shows promise in several current strategic areas
of application. One special property of some Metal Organic Framework (MOF) materials is
their flexibility, which can be accompanied by large volume variations1. This flexibility often
leads to a structural transition and may be induced by the adsorption of fluids. A clear
structural transition is observed for the MIL-53 family under gas pressure2. Correlations have
been established between the adsorption energy of the guest molecule and the occurrence of
the transition. Nevertheless, these structural transitions are not only due to the guest-host
interaction. A recent study showed that the structural transition between large pores (LP) and
narrow pores (NP) can be observed for MIL-53 without the presence of any adsorbate but by
simply varying the temperature3.Surprisingly, there is no study to our knowledge about the
effect of pressure on these structural changes, although it is expected that a transition from the
LP to the NP phase would occur provided a high enough pressure was applied to the MOF
crystal. This is why it is proposed here to use a mercury porosimetry apparatus to create an
isostatic pressure around MIL-53(Cr) particles4.
Experimental and results:
The mercury intrusion-extrusion experiments were performed with two MIL-53 samples:
MIL53 (Cr) and MIL-53(Al). Before performing these experiments the MOF was pre-treated
in order to have the open structure prior to mercury intrusion-extrusion.
 Mercury porosimetry analysis of MIL-53(Cr):

The clear step in the volume /pressure curve around 55MPa is interpreted as the LP to NP
transition under the effect of pressure. The pressure induces a reversible transition but with
hysteresis, as observed for the temperature induced transition.
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A simple qualitative model is proposed to interpret this “breathing” transition. In this model,
we consider two energetic contributions, one due to the attractive dispersion forces between
ligands, and the other one due to the deformation of the bonds angle between the ligands and
the metallic center. Quantitative estimations have been made using energetic parameters
coming from ab initio calculations. The competition between the two energy terms stabilizes
one of the two phases with an energy barrier between them. This leads to hysteresis when one
phase is being transformed into the other, as observed experimentally. The range of values
calculated with this model for the energy barrier is in agreement with the mechanical work
calculated by mercury porosimetry.
Conclusion:
This study shows that the mechanical properties of flexible MOF materials can be observed
directly using mercury porosimetry: the modulation of an external pressure gives energetic
and volumetric information on the flexibility of MOF systems. It also shows that these
systems may be potentially used in mechanical energy storage type applications.
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Introduction
MOFs based on alkaline-earth metals raised great interest in the recent years. The use of
inexpensive, non-toxic initial compounds and the simplicity of synthetic procedures
(relatively low temperatures and short times of crystallization) in syntheses of magnesium and
calcium polycarboxylates are in accordance with ecological trends of lower energy
consumption and efforts for a cleaner environment [1-2]. Furthermore, low molecular masses
of magnesium and calcium and consequent low densities of these materials enable higher w/w
uptake of hosting molecules to adsorbent in comparison with already known transition-metal
polycarboxylates in gas storage applications. In drug delivery applications, the most attractive
property is their non-toxicity, which allows them to be used as nanocarriers for encapsulated
active species in the pores or for controlled release of framework constituents (e.g. Ca ions or
therapeutic organic molecules) by degradation in body fluids [3]. Systematic study of Cacarboxylate system lead us to a new Ca-based terephthalate Ca(BDC)(H2O)(DMF) with 3dimensional open-framework structure and interesting structural changes upon heating and
subsequent hydration/dehydration treatments.
Experimental
The material was synthesised solvothermally in the mixture of water and N,N’dimethylformamide (DMF) using Ca(NO3)2.4H2O and terephthalic acid (BDC) as precursors.
Crystal structure of the obtained material (Figure 1) was determined using laboratory singlecrystal X-ray diffraction. The hydrothermal behaviour of the material was investigated by TG,
high-temperature XRD and NMR analyses and porosity of the products with N2 and CO2
physisorption. X-ray absorption (XAS) spectra of materials together with reference
compounds were measured in the Ca K-edge energy region in the transmission detection
mode at XAFS beamline of the ELETTRA synchrotron facility to study the local structure of
calcium at different temperatures and states of hydration.
Results and discussion
The as-synthesised Ca(BDC)(H2O)(DMF) contains infinite chains of edge-sharing 8-fold Capolyhedra connected with terephthalate linkers (Pmnb, a = 6.7220(3) Å, b= 11.0171(4) Å, c =
18.5549(6) Å). A fraction of the 3-dimensional open framework structure with 1-dimensional
channels along crystallographic a-axis is shown in Figure 2. Ca2+ centres in the structure are
coordinated with 6 oxygen atoms from carboxylate groups and the remaining two coordinated
oxygen atoms belong to water and DMF molecules, respectively. TG analysis of the assynthesised material shows weight losses in three distinct steps, up to 150 oC (surface and
coordinated water loss), up to 400 oC (DMF desorption) and up to 650 oC (decomposition of
BDC linker). Calcination at 400 oC leads to a complete removal of DMF molecules as proven
by NMR.
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The removal of water and DMF molecules from the structure causes opening of the channels
and changes in crystal symmetry as determined by N2 sorption analysis and powder X-ray
diffraction. Hydration of the calcined sample, which is fully reversible process, triggers
additional changes in the crystal structure. The rearrangement of atoms in both the first and
second coordination sphere of Ca during thermal treatment and hydration was confirmed by
EXAFS analysis (Figure 3). The calcined structure is stable up to 500 oC (Figure 4).

Figure 1. SEM of Ca(BDC)(H2O)(DMF).

Figure 2. Structure of as-synthesized
Ca(BDC)(H2O)(DMF) (along a axis).

Figure 3. FT EXAFS spectra of the assynthesized (Ca-BDC) and thermally
treated/hydrated samples.

Figure 4. TG of calcined and rehydrated
sample.

Conclusions
We have prepared a new calcium terephthalate, which exhibits porous structure after removal
of solvent molecules from the pores and show reversible structural changes upon
hydration/dehydration treatment.
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Introduction
The presence of hydrophobic functions is known to improve to the catalytic performance of
Ti-MCM-41 materials for epoxidation reaction[1]. Usually, the hydrophobization of the
surface is obtained in the last step of the catalysts synthesis by capping the surface silanol
using chlorotrimethylsilane. Recently, some of us have developed an novel approach called
Molecular Stencil Patterning (MSP) technique using using either cetyltrimethylammonium
(CTA+) or tetramethyl ammonium (TMA+) ions as the surface protecting group during the
capping sequence that leave free spaces to isolate catalytic metal ions in a subsequent grafting
sequence [2]. Herein, MSP is applied to modify the surface of MCM-41 (LUS) with dipodal
silane (Ethyl-1,2-bis(dimethylsilyl), EBDMS) as isolating hydrophobic function and Ti(IV) as
catalytic centers tested here for epoxidation of cyclohexene. It is found that the grafting of
dipodal EBDMS displaces the protecting ammonium molecular stencyl and does not lead to
the same type of molecular patterning than the capping using monopodal trimethyl function.
Experimental
The synthesis scheme is described in the following scheme using recipes described in refs. 1
and 2. The LUS material is equivalent of a MCM-41 prepared from the tosylate salt of the
templating CTA+ ions. The latter are ion exchange for TMA+ groups and, partially removed
using HCl water-ethanol solution (1 H+ for 1 TMA+). Then, the surface is capped using the ad
hoc silazane that leads to surface EBDMS grafting. After removal of the remaining TMA+
ions and drying at 120°C, [Ti(Oi-Pr)4] titanium alkoxydes diluted in cyclohexane is reacted in
reflux for 16 h. The final product is thoroughly washed with cyclohexane and dried in air at
8O°C overnight. Materials obtained using 25, 50 and 75% TMA+ coverage where obtained
and named LUS-Tn-TiPr where n = 25, 50, 75. The epoxidation of cyclohexene was run using
typically 10 mmol cyclohexene, 10 mmol terbutyl hydroperoxyde (TBHP), 10ml acetonitrile
at 333 K, for 2 h.

Results and discussion
The results are similar whatever the initial TMA+ coverage and therefore described here
for 50% initial TMA+ coverage only. Monitoring the retention of the EBDMS species using
C-H stretching vibrations of the CH2 groups typical (region 2800-3000 cm-1), the retention
then the removal of the TMA+ ions using N-C stretching vibrations typical (1492 cm-1) and
the decrease of the remaining silanol groups (960 cm-1), the grafting of EBDMS was proved
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while TMA+ was retained or subsequently removed without reversing the grafting by acid
treatment. 29Si MAS NMR spectra confirms in addition to Q2, Q3 and Q4 of the silicon atoms
of amorphous siliceous pore wall, the presence of ungrafted dimer or oligomers of EBDMS
(less than 5%, narrow peak at 7 ppm), marginally monografted EBDMS revealed by small M0
signal at 18 ppm ) and , mainly double grafted EBDMS ( 80-95%, 13 ppm). The molar ratio,
EBDMS/Siinorg calculated from 29Si MAS NMR is remains constant at 0.21 ± 0.02 during after
grafting, acid removal of TMA and Ti grafting, acid extraction produces only slight amount of
monografted species. Same coverages were obtained for the other solids revealing that despite
the retention of the TMA+ ions the EBDMS succeeds to graft both silanoxy groups and move
the ammonium ions on top of it. Wit out EBDMS, UV visible spectra exhibits an adsorption
at 300 nm (33 000cm-1) due to titanium clusters. In the presence of EBDMS, the hydrated Ti
containing LUS exhibit a large signal fitted with four UV-vis gaussian peaks centered at 200
nm, 227 nm, 255 nm and 282 nm (Fig.1a). The former two are assigned to charge transfer
bands of the Ti-OSi, Ti-OH bridges similar to the [Ti-(OH)(OSi)3] open sites of titanium
silicalite-1. The 282 nm band is a typical of the [Ti(OSi)4] closed sites. The resonant Raman
band at 1078 cm-1 (irradiation at 252 nm) is consistent with the UV data (Fig. 1b).
(a)

(b)
Figure 1 (a) UV-vis and (b) UV Raman spectra at
RT for samples with EBDMS and after Ti grafting.

Figure 2 The (a) TOF, (b) oxide and (c) selectivity
for epoxidation of cyclohexene on LUS-T50-TiPr
with different Ti loading.

High selectivity in epoxidation of cyclohexene confirms the positive hydrophobic effect of
EBDMS while low amount of Ti is preferred.
Conclusions
Dipodal EBDMS groups like trimethysilyl groups are efficient capping groups in presence
of TMA+ group partially covering the surface. Subsequent grafting of titanium leads mainly to
isolated titanium species active in epoxidation of cyclohexene. Nonetheless, TMA+ seems not
as efficient as expected against EBDMS for MSP. Work is in progress concerning this point.
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Introduction
Carbon nanotube (CNT) membranes have the potential to advance current performance of
catalytic and separation processes, mainly owing to (1) the speculation that CNTs can exhibit
extremely high permeability, as indicated by theoretical studies [1], owing to their smooth
internal graphitic surface that provides nearly frictionless molecular transport or enables
single file diffusion, and (2) recent studies showing that molecules and particles inside
nanotubes behave drastically different than when they are in a non-restricted environment,
due to the synergistic effect of confinement by the tube and interaction with the internal
graphitic surfaces, which can have a direct favorable impact on the conversion of various
molecules to useful products by catalysis-under-CNT-confinement. CNTs as catalyst supports
distinguish themselves from other carbon materials, e.g. activated carbon and carbon
nanofibers, in that they consist of well graphitized walls with semiconducting or metallic
characteristics and a tubular morphology with well defined dimensions. Theoretical studies
have shown that the electron density is shifted from the inside to the outside of CNT channels,
and that inside gas molecules exhibit a binding energy different from those outside the tubes.
The CNT restriction effect is also demonstrated by recent experimental evidence concerning
tuning of the redox properties of iron and iron oxide nanoparticles by encapsulation within
CNTs of varying inner diameters [2].
Experimental
CNT membranes were fabricated using porous templates, such anodized alumina, in a flowthough CVD reactor, and optimized using a variety of carbon precursors, catalysts, and
growth conditions. In a particular growth experiment, a colloidal suspension of surfactantcoated iron oxide nanoparticles (ferrofluid) was introduced into the pores to function as a
dual-action source for the formation of CNTs, i,e consisting of both the catalyst and the
carbon provided by the organic stabilizing molecules, in order to trigger nanotube nucleation.
At the CVD temperature (740 °C), an external feed of C2H4 in a flow-through-the-pores mode
provided continuous carbon supply thus ensuring a uniform growth throughout the membrane
thickness, and contributing to prevention of pore blocking. Under this mechanism, the
graphene layers that segregate from the densely-deposited catalyst particles along the pores of
the template merge with each other encapsulating the metal particles, which are rearranged
upon growth, while confinement by the cylindrical pore directs structure roll-up yielding
nanotube formation.
Results and discussion
The CNT pores of the resulting membranes exhibit three-fold monodispersity, i.e. in terms of
diameter, thickness, and inter-tube separation distance, and high graphitic quality as indicated
by Raman spectroscopy. The membranes were also doped with nanoparticles for added
functionality. For instance, magnetic properties were induced to the CNT pores by in-situ
inclusion of magnetic iron carbide nanocrystals inside the tube walls [3]. The stability of the
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wall-encapsulated magnetic particles, which was confirmed by extended exposure of the CNT
hybrids in highly oxidative conditions (concentrated nitric acid), prolongs material durability
and extends the limits of application conditions without compromising functionality. The
ferromagnetic composites consisting of monodisperse, aligned, and inherently open-ended
CNTs can, among other applications, open up new prospects in high-flux magnetic
separations and microfluidics, bio-capturing, and controlled drug delivery and release. The
internal CNT morphology was evaluated by a combination of adsorption, single phase and
relative permeability through the tubes providing insights of various crucial details of the
overall internal surface and hollow space characteristics of the CNT pores [4].

Template
channel
Nanotube
1 m

1 m

0.5 m

Figure 1. (left, middle) CNT membranes, (right) CNTs with Fe3C particles encapsulated
within their walls
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Introduction
Despite the advances described in the structure elucidation of new materials, there are
occasions where the real structure cannot be achieved. This is the case of the molecular sieve
described here, named ITQ-39 [1]. In this situation, one may get an indirect way to clarify the
pore topology and dimensions by considering that the selectivity towards a desired product in
a chemical process will change depending on the shape and size of the channels of the zeolite.
Then, the combination of adsorption studies with the reactivity of selected probe molecules
can provide a good approximation to the pore topology [2], and consequently to predict its
possibilities for the different industrially relevant catalytic processes. This molecular sieve,
named ITQ-39, shows an extensively faulted structure, being the structure elucidation very
difficult. For this reason, we will use a combination of characterization techniques, and a
series of catalytic test reactions, such as m-xylene isomerization/disproportionation and
benzene or toluene alkylation with ethanol or propanol [3], in order to approximate the pore
structure of ITQ-39. Further knowledge is gained by comparing its catalytic behavior with
other two zeolites, one medium pore size (ZSM-5) and one large pore size (Beta).
Experimental
New zeolite ITQ-39 was synthesized following the procedure described in [1]. For
characterization and catalytic comparison, two commercial zeolites, ZSM-5 (MFI) and Beta
(BEA) were supplied by Tricat GmbH and Zeolyst International respectively. Gas phase
benzene and toluene alkylation and m-xylene isomerization reactions were carried out in a
fixed bed down-flow reactor as previously reported in [3].

The XRD patterns of ITQ-39 and Beta zeolite are
compared in Figure 1. The results indicate
certain similarities between them, but also
significant differences. The principal differences
between both diffractograms, among others, are
the presence in the ITQ-39 of a peak in the 2θ
angle close to 6.5, a peak at 7.5 that shows a
pronounced shoulder and, finally, three
consecutive peaks between 21 and 23 degrees.

Intensity (a.u.)

Results and discussion

ITQ-39

Beta
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Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns for ITQ-39 and
Beta zeolites

Chemical and textural properties of the three materials are summarized in Table 2. The N2 and
Ar adsorption isotherms reveal that the micropore volume and pore diameter for ITQ-39 lies
in between Beta and ZSM-5.
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Table 1. Chemical, textural and catalytic properties in m-xylene isomerization
TMB c (normalized %)
S BET V Micropore
Pore
p/o a i/d b
2
3
(m /g)
(cm /g)
diameter (Å)
1,3,5
1,2,4
1,2,3
ZSM-5
11
379
0.15
5.6
2.0
33.4
100.0
ITQ-39
13
547
0.18
6.1
1.2
3.6
15.8
77.8
6.4
Beta
13
586
0.21
6.5
1.1
2.9
26.4
65.8
7.9
Para/Ortho-xylene ratio (p/o), b isomerization/disproportionation ratio (i/d) and c trimethylbenzenes
(TMB) distribution at 20% m-xylene conversion.
Zeolite

a

Si/Al

With respect to benzene or toluene alkylation with
ethanol or isopropanol, the selectivity to monoalkylated
products (cumene, ethyltoluene and cymene) is much
larger over ITQ-39 than Beta or ZSM-5 (Figure 2).
Furthermore, the formation of the undesired npropylbenzene or n-propyltoluene is very low, as
correspond to a large pore zeolite. These results can be
of interest from an industrial point of view due to the
high selectivity to main products and low selectivity to
n-propylaromatics when ITQ-39 is used as catalyst.

Aromatic Selectivity (mol%)

The results of m-xylene isomerization/disproportionation as a reaction test (Table 1) indicates
that the ITQ-39 zeolite presents a three-directional channel system with large pores (12-MR),
with an effective pore diameter and internal void spaces in between that of Beta and ZSM-5
zeolite.
100

90

Cumene
Cumene +
Diisopropylbenzene

80

70

60

50

ZSM-5

ITQ-39

Beta

Figure 2. Aromatic Selectivity in benzene
alkylation with isopropanol (X = 9 %)

Conclusions
A new molecular sieve, named ITQ-39, has been synthesized. This zeolite shows an
extensively faulted structure with very small domains that make very complicated the
structure elucidation. The characterization indicates that this structure could be related to Beta
zeolite, but with lower pore diameter and pore volume. The use of test reactions, such as
isomerization and disproportionation of meta-xylene, and benzene and toluene alkylation,
adds further information on pore topology, indicating that the unresolved ITQ-39 zeolite
presents a three-directional channel system with large pores (12-MR), with an effective pore
diameter and internal void spaces in between that of Beta and ZSM-5 zeolite. The pore
dimensions and topology of ITQ-39 result in very promising results for application of this
zeolite to alkylation of aromatics with olefins.
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Introduction
Phosphine ligands have been intensively used in coordination chemistry because of their
electron-donating power [1]. Diphosphine ligands have received particular attention, because
in general they form more stable complexes than their non-chelating phosphine analogues
under the harsh reaction conditions required for catalysis. Novel diphosphine Ru(II) complexbased hybrid inorganic-organic materials immobilized via a diamine co-ligand site instead of
the conventional diphosphine ligand have been prepared [2].
Experimental
General procedure for the preparation of the complex 2
3-(2-Aminoethyl)aminopropyl]trimethoxysilane (0.035 mL, 0.55 mmol, 10% excess) was
dissolved in dichloromethane (10 mL) and the solution was added dropwise to a stirred
solution of 1 (500 mg, 0.50 mmol) in dichloromethane (10 mL) within 5 min. The mixture
was stirred for ca. 2 h at room temperature while the color changed from brown to yellow.
After removal of any turbidity by filtration (P4), the volume of the solution was concentrated
to about 5 mL under reduced pressure. Addition of diethyl ether (40 mL) caused precipitation
of a solid, which was filtered (P4). After recrystallization from dichloromethane/n-hexane,
complex 2 was obtained in analytically pure form.
General procedure for sol–gel processing of xerogel 3
Compound 2 (300 mg, 0.235 mmol) and HSi(OMe)3 (10 equivalents) in methanol (10 mL)
were mixed together. The sol–gel took place when a THF/water mixture (4 mL, 1:1 v/v) was
added to the solution. After 24 h stirring at room temperature, the precipitated gel was washed
with diethyl ether (50 mL of each), and petroleum ether (40 mL). Finally the xerogel was
ground and dried under vacuum for 24 h to afford after workup 500 mg of 3 as a pale yellow
powder.
General procedure for surface modified material 4
Compound 2 (0.300 mg, 0.235 mmol) dissolved in CH2Cl2 (50 mL) was added dropwise to a
suspension of ProntoSil 120-5 Si (5 mm) (0.5 g) in dry toluene (50 mL) and stirred at 25 °C
for 2 h to allow the diffusion of the molecular precursor into the pore channels. The reaction
mixture was then refluxed for 24 h. After filtration, the unreacted ruthenium precursor was
removed by thoroughly washing the solid twice with toluene then CH2Cl2 (25 mL each).
Finally, the resulting solid was dried in vacuo (~ 0.40 atm) at 30 °C to afford 620 mg of 4 as a
pale white powder.
Results and discussion
These complexes were prepared by two different methods: sol-gel and surface modification
techniques (Scheme 1). The structures of the desired materials were deduced by several
available physical measurements like elemental analyses, infrared, FAB-MS and 1H-, 13C and
31
P-NMR spectroscopy. The structures of xerogel 3 and modified 4 were studied by solid state
13
C-, 29Si- and 31P-NMR spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy and EXAFS. These materials
were stable enough to serve as hydrogenation catalysts in homogenous and heterogonous
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phases. Selective hydrogenation of functionalized carbonyls using these complexes was
carried out under mild conditions (Scheme 2).

Scheme 1. The synhetic route used
in
the
preparation
of
the
hydrogenation catalyst 2, the sol-gel
xerogel 3, and the modified 4.

Figure 1. (a) 31P-CP/MAS-NMR
spectrum of the modified 4, (b)
31
P{1H} of complex 2 in CD2Cl2

The structures of the desired materials were deduced by several available physical
measurements like elemental analyses, infrared, FAB-MS and 1H-, 13C and 31P-NMR
spectroscopy. The structures of xerogel 3 and modified 4 were studied by solid state 13C-,
29
Si- and 31P-NMR spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy and EXAFS. These materials were
stable enough to serve as hydrogenation catalysts in homogenous and heterogonous phases.
Selective hydrogenation of functionalized carbonyls using these complexes was carried out
under mild conditions (Scheme 2).
Scheme
2.
Hydrogenation
of
unsaturated
carbonyl
compounds possibilities

Conclusions
Several polymeric Ruthenium(II) complexes were prepared and tested as catalysts for the
hydrogenation of unsaturated ketones, they showed high degree of stability and activity as
well as an excellent degree of carbonyl hydrogenation selectivity under mild conditions.
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Introduction
Zeolites modified with Cu, Zn and Ag species are of interest due to their catalytic and
olygodynamic features [1,2]. Reports are mainly known for monometallic systems, while
there are only few studies dedicated to multi-metallic systems. Significant differences in type
and stability of the metal species are observed even in binary systems [3]. The aim of present
work was to study the influence of preparation protocol on the thermal reduction of mixed
trimetallic Cu2+-Ag+-Zn2+ system supported on mordenite.
Experimental
Synthetic Na-Mordenite with SiO2/Al2O3 ratio equal to 13, supplied by Zeolyst International,
was firstly exchanged with Cu2+, Zn2+ or Ag+ from 0.1 M solutions of corresponding nitrates.
Exchange was done during 24 h, with solid/solution ratio of 1g/5mL; the solutions were
replaced after 12 hours. Cu2+ and Zn2+ exchange was performed at 100oC; Ag+ was exchanged
at room temperature. To obtain trimetallic forms, CuMor and ZnMor were treated with mixed
in 5:1 ratio Zn(NO3)2/AgNO3 and Cu(NO3)2/AgNO3 solutions, respectively, under the similar
conditions at room temperature. The resulting samples are referred as AgCu_ZnMor and
AgZn_CuMor. The Cu, Ag and Zn content in CuMor, AgMor and ZnMor samples was 3.9%,
13.8% and 1.8%, respectively; in AgZn_CuMor -- 3.2%, 0.7% and 0.9% and in AgCu_ZnMor
-- 1.6%, 0.7% and 1.4%, respectively. These samples were subjected to reduction treatments:
1- In tubular furnace: Reduction in H2 flow at 50 – 450oC, during 4 h. The samples before
and after the reduction were studied by XRD and UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy.
2- Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR-H2): Study was carried out in an Automated
Chemisorption Analyzer – Quantachrome INSTRUMENTS from 20oC to 800oC (heating rate
of 10ºC/min), using a gas flow of 25 cm3/min with 4% H2 (v/v in N2).
Results and discussion
The reduction profile of TPR-H2 of the AgCu-ZnMor trimetallic sample shows three peaks
with maxima centered at 49oC, 100oC and 230oC. The 49oC peak has been associated to the
first step of Ag+ reduction, leading to small cluster formation. The 100oC peak was related
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with reduction both of Ag+ and Cu2+, resulting in formation of larger silver clusters and
quasi-colloidal particles, and in formation of Cu+ and polinuclear charged copper aggregates.
Finally, the 230oC peak was associated with reduction of all cationic species to the elemental
state. The reductions profile of the AgZn_CuMor shows a first very low-intense peak at 85oC,
and two other intense peaks at 260oC and 440oC, which are in line with the reduction profile
of the CuMor. The 260oC peak is very intense and was associated with reduction both of Ag+
and Cu2+, while the 440oC peak was related with final reduction of copper cationic-species.
Thus, the reduction profiles and the peaks location for AgCu_ZnMor and AgZn_CuMor
trimetallic samples are very different, which demonstrate that sequence of ion exchange used
in the preparation protocol for these samples do influence subsequent reduction processes.
UV-Vis spectra of the reduced AgCu_ZnMor sample show that the 320 nm band, associated
with Ag8 clusters, appear starting from 100oC, while it isn’t clearly observed for
AgZn_CuMor sample. Additionally, a clear decrease of Cu2+ band (800-850nm) is observed
in trimetallic samples at 100oC, which is not typical for CuMor reduced at this temperature.
This decrease is more notable in AgCu_ZnMor sample than in the AgZn_CuMor, confirming
the influence of exchange treatment sequence on the properties of the obtained samples. One
can conclude that Cu2+ reduction in the trimetallic systems is favored, and that it is more
feasible when Zn2+ is exchanged before Cu2+ and Ag+ incorporation. The intensity of the
plasma resonance band at 550 nm that belongs to copper nanoparticles increases with the
temperature. Starting from 300oC peaks of silver clusters and quasi-colloidal particles
disappeared, and the optical properties of the samples start to be similar to the “metal blacks”,
that is finely dispersed metals with structureless absorption over UV-Vis range [4]. XRD
patterns of the trimetallic samples reduced at 250oC-450oC show the peaks corresponding to
metal silver and copper, indicating reduction and aggregation of both metals, which is
consistent with UV-Vis and TPR data.
Conclusions
Thermal reduction in hydrogen of Cu2+-Ag+-Zn2+ trimetallic system in mordenite was studied.
The Ag+ and Cu2+ reduction is sensitive to the order used to exchange the cations of this
trimetallic system. The Cu2+ reduction in the trimetallic systems is favored, which is more
feasible when Zn2+ is first incorporated than Cu2+ and Ag+. The use of trimetallic system leads
to the diversity in obtained reduced species both copper and silver and appears to be an
alternative important to inside on the reduction temperature and formation of the resultant
nanoparticles and clusters reduced.
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ABSTRACT
Hydrogen newest interest is mostly to environment troubles by emission damages produced
by fossil fuels. Also, the demand for more efficient energetic sources has increased different
types of technologies interest, such as fuel cells using hydrogen. Microporous materials (e. g..
zeolites, activated carbons) have been used in a great variety of gases and catalytic separation
process. Adsorption capacity from these materials have been strongly determined by their
textural properties, such as inner surface, geometry and pore size distribution, and surface
irregularity. In this work has been studied the hydrogen storage capacity in a porous system,
which has been provided by activated carbon with different specific surfaces (600-1600m2g-1)
and impregnated with 2.5, 5.0 and 10%w nickel concentrations to determine its effect on
adsorption capacity.
Introduction
Hydrogen storage in carbon nanotubes at temperatures almost environment is based on a
chemical reaction between carbon and hydrogen atoms (as opposed to the physical absorption
of hydrogen molecules, which occurs at cryogenic temperatures). This requires breaking
down the hydrogen-hydrogen bond in the H2 molecule, a process that can be catalyzed by the
presence of metals such as palladium or platinum supported on carbon. In recent years, we
have focused on the preparation of metal / catalyst, particularly in doped carbon nanotubes
and to investigate the storage capacity when exposed to hydrogen gas with high pressure, with
the purpose or effect would explain of catalysis in hydrogen storage.
Since carbon nanotubes are usually available only in small quantities, the history of hydrogen
storage in carbon nanotubes had been affected by the experimental difficulties to measure the
absorption and evolution of small amounts of hydrogen at high pressure conditions of
hydrogenation process. Thus, a second aim of our study was to apply a technique capable of
measuring changes of hydrogen from a fraction of a milligram at pressures up to 50 bar.
Recent results of Nikitin and co-workers, show a large storage capacity of carbon nanotubes
exposed to hydrogen atoms, and indicate that carbon nanotubes are promising as a means of
storage if the H2 molecules can be dissociated [1 ]. Also been reported that the capacity can
be increased by the addition of a metal catalyst [2-3]. These recent investigations and border
have recently been published by several authors, perhaps the most significant works are: [4] K.
M. Thomas and [5] Shangzhao Shi, Yang Jiann Hwang, [6] Ki-Joon Jeon, [7] M. Jorda, [8] Z.
G. Huang and C. Rueda, [9].
EXPERIMENTAL
The catalysts used were synthesized from a solution of nickel chloride (NiCl2). We used 3
different activated carbons were prepared 3 samples of each to 2.5% w, 5% w 10% w nickel
concentration. For this process permeated by magnetic stirring for a period of 3 hours, which
is the time required for the nickel is incorporated into activated carbon. After completion of
stirring, the charcoal is put on the stove to evaporate the liquid phase. This was left to dry for
24 hours. Finally, the activated carbon was a tube furnace where it was calcined at 500 ° C
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(using an inert atmosphere) to remove all impurities and residual chloride nickel chloride
solution.
HYDRING/DEHYDRING
The fundamental principle of hydriding and dehydring of the samples is the detection of
changes in weight, under conditions of controlled temperature and pressure in a balance
PCTM-6000. In a first step, the total weight of the sample holder and the samples are
recorded by the scale. The computer software determines the current to be imposed on the
electromagnet base for the rod and the slide levitate. In a second step, the team recorded tare
weight and imposes power of levitation. The differences in weight during the experiments
correspond to changes in the sample.
TEXTURE
Measurements of specific surface area, volume and average pore diameter of solid materials
degassed at 120 ° C and examined for this study were carried out in a Micromeritics ASAP2600 Digisorb by nitrogen adsorption at -196 ° C. The specific area estimation was performed
using the method of Langmuir and BET with pressures on (P / Po) of nitrogen according to
ASTM-D-3663. The specific total pore volume was obtained from the volume of nitrogen
adsorbed at a partial pressure of 0.98, using 0.2 to 0.4 g of sample. The data of average pore
diameter were derived from pore volume distributions analyzed and calculated using the
theoretical model of BET (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were conducted in the balance PCTM-6000, samples were previously activated
by two cycles of hydriding / deshidruración at a temperature of 200 ° C, this will set a 3MPa
pressure for hydriding and 0.01 MPa for dehydring. The results are presented in graphs of H2
adsorbed against pressure.
Shows the scanning electron microscopy using a dual beam scanning electron microscope in
high vacuum mode (FIB, Model Quanta 3D FEG, FEI, Netherlands). The results indicate that
the hydrogen storage capacity is a function of metal content and dispersion.
Scanning electron microscopy was carried out an inspection of the surface morphology and
elemental mapping carried out to determine the distribution of coal and nickel mainly. In
samples MAS03 MAS01 and found that the carbon retains the typical morphology of
activated carbon without heat treatment and lack of interconnected pores, however, smooth
surfaces can be seen under the walls of mesoporous carbon, and rough surfaces at the edges of
fractures of the larger particles.
CONCLUSIONS
The activity and selectivity of supported metal catalysts are strongly influenced by the amount
of metal, the size of dispersed metal particles, the method, and composition of support.
The amount of adsorbed hydrogen depends directly on the metal dispersion, active particle
size and pore volume, as shown by measurements of surface area, pore size coupled with
surface micrographs. The sample M-3 was the one with the best characteristics for hydrogen
storage and was also presented by the size and distribution of activated carbon particles and
homogeneous nickel. All this is summarized and concluded it is inherent in each sample
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Introduction
Silicoaluminophosphate molecular sieves (SAPOs) are believed to have weak or moderate
acidity compared to their aluminosilicate zeolite analogues, and this is a motive of application
of SAPOs to such a catalytic reaction as MTO (methanol to olefin). As far as we know,
however, no direct comparison has been made for the Brønsted acid strength between zeolites
and SAPOs with the same framework topologies. We have developed a method of ammonia
IRMS-TPD (infrared / mass spectroscopy temperature-programmed desorption) for
measurement of number and strength of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites on a solid [ 1 ].
Application of this method to CHA zeolite (chabazite) and SAPO (SAPO-34) suggested the
weaker acidity of SAPO [2]. Subsequently, we systematically compared the acidic properties
of zeolites and SAPOs with AFX, RHO, CHA, ERI, LEV and LTA structures, i.e., cage-based
and small pore frameworks.
Experimental
All zeolitic materials employed here were synthesized in Teflon-lined autoclave according to
the reported procedures [3] and calcined in air at 823 K for 8 h. The aluminosilicate samples
were then refluxed twice in 1.0 M NH4NO3 solutions (1.0 g solid / 100 cm3 solution) for 4 h.
About 7 mg of sample (NH4 form of aluminosilicate or H form of SAPO) was compressed
into a self-supporting disk (10 mm i.d.), and evacuated at 773 K. In a helium flow, IR spectra
were collected with heating the sample from 373 to 773 K at every 10 K. Ammonia was then
adsorbed at 373 K, and IR spectra were again collected with heating. Simultaneously, outlet
gas was analyzed with mass spectrometer (MS). Numbers and ammonia desorption enthalpies
of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites were calculated on the basis of the combined information
from (1) decreasing rate of NH4+ bounded to Brønsted acid site (estimated from 1430 cm-1band in IR spectrum), (2) decreasing rate of NH3 coordinated to Lewis acid site (estimated
from 1250 cm-1-band in IR) and (3) gaseous concentration of desorbed ammonia (quantified
from MS), as described in our previous paper [1].
Results and discussion
All the synthesized samples showed high crystallinity. As shown in Table 1, the number of
Lewis acid sites was negligible in most cases. The number of Brønsted acid sites of SAPO-17
was similar to the number of Si atoms incorporated, suggesting the stoichiometric generation
of acid site by isomorphous substitution of P5+ with Si4+. However, generally, the number of
Brønsted acid sites was smaller than the Si content in SAPO or the Al content in zeolite.
The aluminosilicate zeolites with different framework types showed different Brønsted acid
strengths, and even within one framework type (CHA), a difference in the Brønsted acid
strength was found between SSZ-13 (highly siliceous) and chabazite (highly aluminated). It
should be interesting to discuss the origin of such differences, but here we will concentrate on
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the comparison of acid strength between zeolite and SAPO. The most important finding in
Table 1 is that the Brønsted acid strength of SAPO was always weaker than that of
aluminosilicate zeolite with the same framework type without any exception.
It is possible to discuss the difference between isolated Si and SiO2 island in SAPO. The
sample B of SAPO-34 showed higher acid strength than that of the sample A. The nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) indicates that most of Si atoms were isolated to form Si(OAl)4 in
the sample A, while considerable amounts of Si(OSi)4 (= SiO2 islands), SiOH, AlOH and
POH were present in the sample B [2]. We have calculated the ammonia desorption enthalpies
of acid sites due to the isolated Si and the SiO2 island in SAPO-34 using density functional
theory (DFT) [2]. The observed enthalpies on the samples A and B are in good agreement
with the calculated values for the isolated Si and the SiO2 island, respectively. It is concluded
that an isolated Si atom in SAPO framework generates a weak Brønsted acid site.
Table 1. Number and strength of acid site
Sample

IZA
framework
type code

Zeolite
or
SAPO

SSZ-16
SAPO-56
Rho
Rho-SAPO
Levyne
SAPO-35
UZM-12
SAPO-17
UZM-9
SAPO-42
Chabazite
SSZ-13
SAPO-34,
sample A
SAPO-34,
sample B

AFX
AFX
RHO
RHO
LEV
LEV
ERI
ERI
LTA
LTA
CHA
CHA
CHA

zeolite
SAPO
zeolite
SAPO
zeolite
SAPO
zeolite
SAPO
zeolite
SAPO
zeolite
zeolite
SAPO

CHA

SAPO

[Al] in
zeolite or
[Si] in
SAPO /
mol kg-1
2.4
1.6
3.4
1.9
1.9
1.4
2.5
0.3
4.7
0.5
5.6
2.8
1.6
1.5

Number of
Brønsted
acid site /
mol kg-1
0.30
0.78
1.69
0.31
0.67
0.41
0.41
0.36
0.08
2.07
0.63
0.86
0.37

Ammonia
desorption
enthalpy of
Brønsted acid
site / kJ mol-1
144
131
143
121*
142
123
139
113
129
118
136
149
121
133

Number of
Lewis acid
site / mol
kg-1
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.40
0.00
0.00

*: Because of the weak intensity of IR spectrum, quantification of Brønsted and Lewis acid
sites was impossible. The ammonia desorption enthalpy of total acid sites are shown.
Conclusion
Acid strength of SAPO is weaker than that of aluminosilicate zeolite with the same
framework type.
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Introduction
Molecular simulations are a powerful tool to study the adsorption behavior of small guest
molecules in zeolites. The applicability of these molecular simulations critically depends on
the quality of the force field used. Therefore, there is now a considerable interest in
constructing transferable force fields that can be used for many zeolite framework types [1-3].
Unfortunately, fitting force fields for guest-zeolite interactions to experimental adsorption
data requires excessive amounts of CPU time. In the present work, we propose a new fitting
method by constructing a fast predictive model for the outcome of an adsorption simulation.
The fitting of the force field can then be performed using the predictive model and therefore
the number of molecular simulations is minimal. As this predictive model is orders of
magnitude faster than conventional molecular simulations, the computational effort for fitting
force field parameters is significantly reduced. As a proof of principle, we consider the
adsorption of methane in all-silica zeolites (AFI, TON) .
Experimental
Classical molecular simulations are used to compute the Henry coefficients and heats of
adsorption of methane in all-silica zeolites. Guest-host interactions are described with
Lennard-Jones interactions, in which only the oxygen atoms of the framework are taken into
account. For details about the methodology and the force field we refer the reader to Refs.
[2,3]. Zeolite crystal structures were obtained from the IZA database [4]. A predictive model
is constructed by approximating the zeolite channels as an infinitely long annulus. The
interaction of guest molecules with the zeolite is modeled as an effective interaction with the
interior surface of the annulus. This effective interaction is directly related to the force field
parameters in molecular simulation [5]. The volume of the annulus represents the excluded
volume of the zeolite. In this case, the Henry coefficient and the heat of adsorption can be
obtained analytically resulting in a predictive model for how adsorption properties depend on
the force field parameters in molecular simulation.
Results and Discussion
In Figure 1, we show the dependence of the heat of adsorption and Henry coefficient on the
Lennard-Jones parameters for methane-host interactions, both from molecular simulation and
the predictive model. When the Lennard-Jones size parameter σ is approximately equal to the
channel diameter of the zeolite, the adsorption becomes less favorable. This is clearly
observed for TON-type zeolite for σ≈3.8Å, both in molecular simulations and in our model.
In all cases, the model correctly predicts how the results of molecular simulations depend on
the Lennard-Jones parameters for the methane-host interactions.
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Figure 1. Henry coefficient (a) and heat of adsorption (b) for AFI-type zeolite. (c) and (d):
similar but for TON-type zeolite.
In Refs. [2,3] it was shown that the adsorption of methane in all-silica zeolites is well
described by ε/kB=115K and σ=3.47Å. For AFI, this results in a Henry coefficient of
KH=3.62*10-6 molec./(u.c. Pa) and a heat of adsorption of Q=-14.9 kJ/mol. We now
investigate if we can recover the values of ε and σ using only these values of KH and Q. The
adsorption is modeled using our predictive model, parameterized using 3 random
combinations of ε and σ. A simplex optimization using our predictive model takes less than
0.1 second on a desktop computer and results in ε/kB=114.0K and σ=3.478Å.
Reparameterization of the model using simulation data around the first guess and a second
simplex optimization results in ε/kB=115.0K and σ=3.470Å. In summary, using our predictive
model only 6 molecular simulations are needed for accurately fit parameters describing the
guest-host interactions. We are currently working on extending the method to more complex
molecules and interactions.
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Introduction
The heterogeneous catalytic oxidative conversion of aliphatic alcohols is a highly
perspective method of carboxylic acids preparation. Ion-exchanged properties, large internal
surface, regulated distribution of acidic sites over surface, molecular-sieved selectivity in
catalysis, crystal structure with homogeneous pores and thermal stability of zeolites create
favourable conditions for creation of high-effective metalzeolite catalysts on their basis in
presence of metals cations with known catalytic properties for multistage reactions of
oxidative conversion of alcohols. Studies carried out over the catalysts, prepared on the basis
of natural and synthetic zeolites with the different transition metals, in the oxidation reactions
of ethyl, isopropyl, butyl, isoamyl alcohols have shown that these catalysts are the active
catalytic systems for conversion of these alcohols into aldehydes, ketones, acids and esters
[1-3]. Activity and selectivity of zeolites in these reactions is caused both oxidation-reduction
properties of the elements and acidic-basic properties of zeolite contact itself.
The present paper is dedicated to the study on selection of active metalzeolite catalysts for
the oxidative conversion reaction of n-propyl alcohol.
Experimental
Catalytic tests of activity of the synthesized samples of metalzeolite catalysts (synthetic
zeolites of A, X, Y types and natural ones-clinoptilolite and mordenite) modified by ionexchange method with the cations of Cu2+, Pd2+, Sn2+, Zn2+ in the reaction of n-propyl alcohol
oxidation were carried out on a flow installation with the fixed bed of catalyst at mole ratios
of reagents C3H7OH:O2:N2=1.0:(1.0÷7.0):(1.0÷15.0), space velocity 600-4500 h-1 and
temperature interval 140-3000С. The reaction products were analyzed by GC and IRspectroscopy. Before studying catalysts were activated by air current at 723 K for 2 hours and
then cooled up to the reaction temperature.
Results and discussion
Selection of active catalytic system was carried out on the basis of three groups of synthesized
modified zeolite catalysts for n-propyl alcohol oxidation reaction into propionic aldehyde,
propionic acid and propylpropiponate. The carried out tests have shown that proceeding of npropyl alcohol oxidation reaction with preferred formation of propionic aldehyde, propionic
acid and propylpropiponate depends on zeolite type, distribution of acidic sites over catalyst
surface, concentration and nature of introducing cation and the conditions of the reaction as
well. On the basis of the experimental data the total scheme of reaction proceeding of
oxidation of n-propyl alcohol over metalzeolite catalyst can be depicted as:
C3H7OH

+½O2

CH3CH2CHO

+½O2

CH3CH2COOH

+C3H7OH
-H2O

CH3CH2COOC3H7
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It has been established that zeolites modified with Cu2+ and Pd2+ in comparison with another
cations are more selective in the processes of lower aliphatic alcohols oxidation into
aldehydes, carboxylic acids and esters of carboxylic acids. The ions of bivalent copper,
palladium and also Brönsted acidic sites are catalytically active centers for the studied
reactions. This circumstance and also the temperature proximity of these reactions create the
favourable conditions for the development of catalytic systems for the preferred formation of
one of the abovementioned oxygen-containing compounds.
The zeolites investigation of different types has shown that these samples reveal the various
activity in the vapour-phase oxidation reaction of n-propyl alcohol (Table 1). As seen from
the Table 1, сatalysts prepared on the basis of zeolite A are highly more active in the reaction
of direct oxidation of n-propyl alcohol into propionic acid. The differences in the activity and
selectivity of catalysts appear to be connected with unequal acidity of zeolites on the basis of
which catalysts have been synthesized, it being known that in it the ratio of number and
strength of acidic sites play an important role.
Table 1. Activity of synthetic and natural zeolites modified with Cu2+(0.5 wt.%)
and Pd2+(0.1 wt.%) in the oxidation reaction of n-propyl alcohol
Conversion of
Yield, %
Zeolites
n-propyl
Propionic
Propionic
Propylalcohol, %
aldehyde
acid
propionate
NaX
32.6
25.1
2.9
NaY
68.5
41.4
2.6
CaA
66.3
2.6
49.1
NaA
57.6
2.4
45.1
Clinoptilolite (89%)
32.7
2.1
4.8
16.1
Space velocity: 1400 h-1; Mole ratio of alcohol:O2:N2=1.0:4.0:5.0;
Reaction temperature: 1900C.
It has been established that in the case of the use of X and Y types zeolites as the catalysts for
the oxidation of n-propyl alcohol these catalysts are more active for the oxidation reaction of
n-propyl alcohol into propionic aldehyde. At the same time zeolite of clinoptilolite type shows
activity in the one-stage synthesis of propylpropionate from n-propyl alcohol oxidation
reaction.
Conclusions
The studies carried out over the catalysts, prepared on the basis of natural and synthetic
zeolites modified by different metals cations, in the oxidation reactions of aliphatic alcohols
have shown that these catalysts are the active catalytic systems for conversion of these
alcohols into aldehydes, acids and esters. Activity and selectivity of zeolites in these reactions
is caused both oxidation-reduction properties of the elements and acidic-basic properties of
zeolite contact itself.
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Introduction
The design of Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOF) for applications in catalysis is the object of
a growing interest. The functionalization of the linker or crystallization of the structure with
unsaturated nodes are widespread methods to reach competitive catalytic activities. ZIF-8
[2,3] should not be catalytically active, as the linker is not functionalized and as all nodes are
saturated in the bulk structure. However in the present contribution, ZIF-8 is shown to be able
to catalyze transesterification of vegetable oil with significant activity. Rationalization of this
behavior at the atomic scale is provided by combining CO adsorption monitored by FTIR and
DFT calculations. We demonstrate that the acido-basic sites are located at the external surface
of the material or at defects, but not in the microporosity of ZIF-8. [4,5]
Experimental section and computational methods
The synthesis of ZIF-8 was carried out with slight modifications to the procedure reported by
Huang et al,[2] upon reaction of 2-methylimidazole dissolved in methanol with a zinc
hydroxide solution in aqueous ammonia. In situ infra-red spectra were recorded at 100 K after
adsorption of pulses of CO, on the solid pre-treated in vacuum (10-6 mbar) at 473 K. Catalytic
tests (transesterification of rapeseed oil by various alcohols, molar alcohol/oil ratio = 27.5)
were performed in a stainless steel batch reactor at 473 K. Density Functional Theory
calculations were performed within periodic (VASP program, PW91 functional) and cluster
(Turbomole program, B3LYP functional) approaches.
Results and discussion
The transesterification of vegetable oil produces alkyl esters (when methanol is used, fatty
acid methyl esters –FAME- are obtained and can be used as biodiesel), thanks to acido-basic
catalysis. The reaction of rapeseed oil with methanol at 473 K, in the presence of ZIF-8 as a
catalyst, led to nearly full conversion into alkyl esters in less than 2 h. This corresponds to a
significant improvement in catalytic properties as compared to a conventional ZnAl2O4
heterogeneous catalyst (fig. 1-a). This improvement is confirmed for the reactions of
vegetable oil with ethanol, 1-propanol and 1-butanol. The FTIR spectra obtained after
adsorption of CO on ZIF-8 (fig. 1-b) are complex and suggest the existence of available
Lewis, Brønsted acid and basic sites.
The nature of plausible active sites were studied by DFT calculations. The three following
hypotheses were investigated: (i) the Zn node may be able to increase temporarily its
coordination number to achieve Lewis acid type activation ; (ii) a node-to-linker bond may
temporarily de-coordinates to activate the reactants by the Lewis acid moiety (unsaturated
node) and/or the basic one (unsaturated linker) ; (iii) the active sites may be located at the
external surface, or at structural defects of the MOF. Hypotheses (i) and (ii) were invalidated
by periodic DFT calculations: both methanol and CO were indeed shown to be unable to be
coordinated to the metal within the bulk of the ideal solid.
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Figure 1. (a) Conversion of vegetable oil into alkyl esters by methanol and ethanol, catalyzed
by ZIF-8 or ZnAl2O4. (b) FTIR difference spectra of ZIF-8 recorded after adsorption of CO,
in the CO zone. (c) DFT result depicting the co-activation of methanol and an ester molecule
in the vicinity of a ZnII species.
Hypothesis (iii) was validated thanks to cluster calculations (pre-validated by some periodic
benchmarks). Various coordination numbers for Zn ions were modelled by specific clusters.
Their respective affinity for atmospheric water and CO2 was calculated ab initio. A great
variety of sites were thus found the surface: OH and NH groups, hydrogenocarbonates, lowcoordinated Zn atoms, and free N- moieties belonging to linkers. The stability of each kind of
species as a function of the operating pressure and temperature was determined thanks a
thermodynamic model. An assignment of the CO region of the FTIR spectra can thus be
proposed, on the basis of frequency calculations of CO adsorbed on the various sites within
various adsorption modes. The complex infrared spectrum is attributed to the coexistence of
classical C-adducts of CO with acid sites and other modes on basic sites (O-adducts and sideon adducts). Adsorption energies and CO frequency shifts show that some strong Lewis sites
exist (in particular ZnII species), as well as strong Brønsted acid sites (NH groups), together
with basic sites (OH groups and N- moieties). By calculating the co-adsorption of a model
ester (methyl acetate) and methanol (fig. 1-c), we show the prevailing role of ZnII species as
acid sites, combined with N- moieties and OH groups as basic ones, in determining the
catalytic properties of ZIF-8.
Conclusions
Combining catalytic, infra-red and computational techniques, we show that defects in nonfunctionalized MOFs and their external surface can play a prevailing role in catalytic
applications. This work opens new perspectives on the use of MOFs in catalysis and, more
generally, on the properties of their external surface.
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Introduction
Electron transfer processes within the active site and a substrate, recognized already as the
important factor in catalysis on zeolites [1] may result from individual processes of various
symmetry and impact on the substrate bonding and activation. We use new theoretical tool for
charge transfer analysis (ETS-NOCV) to decompose redistribution of electron density,
accompanying fragments bonding, into independent electron transfer channels and estimate
their importance. It allows to extract charge transfer types in systems without strict symmetry
and may be used with flexible strategy of dividing multicomponent systems such as zeolitic
active sites, into fragments. We have introduced two alternative fragmentation schemes of
three-component embedded cluster models of Cu(I) and Ag(I) sites in zeolites hosting
adsorbed molecules. They provided insight into electron transfers as well between the
substrate and a site as between framework oxygens and a cation. [2-4]. In this contribution we
present cross-analysis of charge transfers between the substrate, the cation and framework
oxygens, with the focus on the influence of zeolite on donation/backdonation processes,
tuning properties of embedded cation and thus activity of Me(I) sites.
Computational
Models of Me(I) cationic sites in ZSM-5 were obtained by combined QM/MM method,
linking force field (GULP) treatment of periodic framework with DFT (Turbomole)
calculation for a cluster model of the active site. ETS-NOCV analysis, linking the Extended
Transition State (ETS) approach with the Natural Orbitals for Chemical Valence (NOCV)
method was used to decompose electron density redistribution into independent density flow
channels with corresponding contributions to orbital binding energy ΔEorbi (ADF) [5].
Results and discussion
Alternative fragmentations allowed to characterize electron transfer channels from framework
oxygens to the cation of appropriate symmetry: opposing -donation of substrate bonding
electrons and supporting π*-backdonation to substrate antibonding orbitals. While the second
process enhances substrate activation (as measured by IR frequency red-shift), the first one
weakens activation ability upon embedding transition metal cation in zeolite (see Fig. 1). Thus
the activity of a cationic site must be viewed as resulting from framework effect on the
sensitive balance between opposing electron transfer channels.
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Figure 1 Electron transfers (ΔEorbi in kcal/mol) for ethene on Cu+/Cu(I)-ZSM-5 (up/down)
red/blue - electron outflow/inflow. Left/right insets represent charge flow from framework
oxygens to cation, responsible for suppressing -donation and enhancing π*-backdonation.
.

Detailed analysis for ethene, ethyne and formaldehyde (FA) substrates (see Table 1) showed
that activation decrease due to reduction of -donation was outweighed by the increase in *backdonation for Cu(I) but not for Ag(I) (except ethyne, due to very sensitive triple bond).
ΔEorbi [kcal/mol]
Cu(I)

Ag(I)

opposing -donation

ethene
-20.0

ethyne
-21.2

FA
-18.0

supporting *-backdonation

-17.8

-17.3

-12.0

ΔΔνcalc [cm-1]
opposing -donation

-8
-17.7

-59
-17.8

-3
-12.4

supporting *-backdonation

-9.6

-9.8

-

ΔΔνcalc [cm-1]

+7

-33

+26

Table 1 Energetic importance of two dominant electron transfers from framework oxygens for
Cu(I)- and Ag(I)-ZSM5 and impact on frequency red-shifts due to cation embedding.
Conclusions
Zeolitic framework regarded as an electron reservoir may either support (Cu+) or impair
(Ag+) electronic processes underlying catalysis. Thus enhancing effective activity of cationic
site requires fine tuning of as well -donation as *- backdonation ability.
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Introduction
Microporous carbons and various zeolites have found recent interest in many areas including
chemistry, chemical engineering and materials science, due to their potential for use in
catalysis, removal of toxic and odorous chemicals, separation and storage of gases like
hydrogen, in the development of the hydrogen fuel cells to name but a few. There is a great
interest in the elucidating the fundamental aspects of the adsorption, desorption and diffusion
in these rather specific inhomogeneous structures.
In many cases, the efficiency of the application of these materials as molecular sieves or
adsorbents decisively depends on the transport properties of the adsorbed molecules. The
diffusive mass transfer controls the rates of many processes. Diffusion in porous materials
has been studied extensively in model cylindrical pores by Hahn and Kärger [1,2] and Mon
and Percus [3,4].
Model
We study the diffusion of guest particles by the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations in the
framework of the lattice-gas formalism. The zeolite structure is modeled by one-dimensional
lattice with deep and shallow sites. The one-dimensional lattice mimics structures of
substances like microporous carbons and zeolites. From the general point of view there is a
system of deep sites or traps (spherical chambers in zeolites, pores in carbons, etc.) connected
by shallow sites -- easy migration pathways (channels) for the adsorbed particles.
Using simple ideas about the particle migration over such lattice we derive the approximate
analytical expressions for the diffusion coefficients and compare the theoretical dependencies
with the numerical data. It occurs that these expressions work fairly well in the case of weak
lateral interaction between the adsorbed particles. They give qualitative and even semiquantitative description of the particle migration in this heterogeneous lattice.
We used the kMC simulations for calculations of the tracer and jump diffusion coefficients,
adsorption isotherms and isothermal susceptibility for some representative values of the
lateral interaction between the adsorbed particles.
Results and discussion
The coverage dependencies for the self or tracer diffusion coefficient are shown in Fig.1. The
diffusion coefficient describes diffusion of the tagged particles. The coverage dependencies
have a maximum at the stoichiometric loading θ=0.5. The deep adsorption sites act like traps
for the migrating particles. As the particle concentration increases, the particles fill the traps
and the effective length of the particle jump successions increases and reaches its maximum
value at the stoichiometric loading when all deep sites are occupied and all shallow sites are
empty. Than diffusion proceeds over the homogeneous quasi-one-dimensional lattice and
diffusion coefficient decreases as the tracer diffusion coefficient is a monotonic decreasing
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function of the particle concentration for the homogeneous lattice gas systems.
Experimentally maxima in diffusion coefficients are known for molecular fluids migrating in
zeolites [5]. Using different experimental techniques the authors measured diffusion of
methanol in NaX zeolite crystals and obtained what they said: “the somewhat unusual
maximum in the trend of self-diffusivity with loading.” In another experiment they measured
the diffusion of water in activated carbons [6]. There was a maximum of the tracer diffusion
coefficient at θ=0.5. The experimental dependence is qualitatively the same as plotted in Fig.1
for the case ϕ=0. Really such behavior is not surprising at all and is universal for the
inhomogeneous systems with deep sites and is independent on the symmetry of the lattice,
and its dimensionality [7].
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Figure 1. The kMC dependencies of the self diffusion coefficient for different values of the
lateral interaction parameter ϕ as indicated.
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Introduction
Recently, demand for light olefin, especially propylene, which are raw materials of
petrochemical industry, are increasing. Accordingly, development of new selective propylene
synthesis process by catalytic cracking of naphtha over zeolite has been expected. However,
pore diameter of zeolites is close to the molecular size of naphtha component. Therefore,
information of diffusion and adsorption mechanism within zeolite are important for design of
efficient zeolite catalyst. In this study, diffusivity and amount of adsorbed n-hexane, which
was selected as model material of naphtha, within silicalite-1, H-ZSM-5 and H-ZSM-5 with
coke was examined by using constant volumetric method and effect of the acid site and coke
on the diffusivity and amount of adsorbed n-hexane were discussed.
Experimental
Silicalite-1(SL), H-ZSM-5 and H-ZSM-5 with 43wt% coke (coke-ZSM-5), which is
obtained after catalytic cracking of n-hexane, were used as adsorbent. The structure and shape
of the silicalite-1, H-ZSM-5 crystal were measured by using XRD and FE-SEM, respectively.
The intracrystalline diffusivities (Dad) of n-hexane within those adsorbents were measure by
the conventional constant volumetric method at a temperature ranging from 373 K to 573 K
and a pressure below 1.5 kPa. In this experiment, adsorption isotherm of n-hexane was also
measured. The apparatus and procedure are the same as in our previous work [1]. Effective
diffusivity (Deff) which has been used for calculation of effective factor of porous catalyst was
calculated by following equation
Deff = H ×Dad
(1)
where H is the partition factor which is obtained from adsorption isotherm.
Results and discussion
Adsorption potential (A) which means the change in free energy when gas component
adsorbed on surface of catalyst is calculated as following equation.
A = RT ln (P0/P)
(2)
where P0 is saturated vapor pressure, and P is equilibrium pressure.
Relationship between the adsorption potential, and an adsorbed volume calculated from
the adsorption isotherm was correlated to a single line (denoted as characteristic curve [2]),
regardless of adsorption temperature and pressure. Figure 1 shows the characteristic curve
obtained in this study, and it is clear that the adsorption potentials could be correlated with
each single curve against the adsorbed volume. In this figure, characteristic curve of coke-
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Conclusion
Diffusivity and amount of adsorbed n-hexane within silicalite-1, H-ZSM-5 and coke-ZSM-5
have been measured. In this study, it is found that effective diffusivities of n-hexane within
MFI-type zeolite and adsorption potential could be correlated with each single curve.
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Introduction
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have emerged as a very promising family of MOFs.
Their great stability, high porosity, framework diversity, transition metal centres and tailored
linkers make them ideal candidates for gas separation and storage applications. Although
many MOFs show the same adsorption behaviour as traditional rigid microporous materials,
some of them exhibit structural changes in the framework during the adsorption process,
leading to interesting selectivity properties. In the prototypical structure ZIF-8, we have
observed experimentally that molecules which are theoretically too large to pass through the
windows of the framework are adsorbed in the material. The adsorption of such large
molecules implies flexibility, associated with a swing effect in the imidazolate linkers.
However, a thorough understanding of this behaviour is a pre-requisite to exploit this
phenomenon. In this work, we explore structural flexibility in ZIF-8 using different
experimental techniques combined with molecular simulations.
Previous work demonstrated the effect of pressure up to 1.47 GPa on structural changes of
ZIF-8.[1] Though this pressure is much higher than a typical adsorption pressure, it is essential
to explore structural changes caused by the adsorption of fluid molecules. On applying high
pressure to ZIF-8 (i.e. 1.47 GPa) a new phase was observed which we refer here as ZIF-8HP.
In this work, we have used ZIF8-HP structure together with the structure of the conventional
ZIF-8 to simulate N2 adsorption using GCMC.
Experimental
ZIF-8 was prepared following the method described by Huang et al. in ref 1. N2 adsorption
isotherms were recorded at 77 K using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument. X-ray
diffraction samples were introduced in quartz capillaries, and outgassed under high vacuum.
Before being sealed, one of the samples was loaded with N2 at a relative pressure of 0.4 P/P0.
In-situ XRD data were collected on station I11 at the Diamond light source. The adsorption of
N2 was investigated using grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) method to model gas
adsorption on a series of ZIFs using the multipurpose simulation code Music. The standard
12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential was used to model the dispersive interatomic interactions
(UFF and TraPPE force fields) whereas the Ewald summation technique was used to calculate
the electrostatic interactions between N2 molecules.
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Results and discussion
The experimental adsorption isotherm of N2 at 77 K showed two steps occurring at 2×10-3 and
2×10-2 P/P0 (Figure 1, left). However, in contrast with the experimental curve, no steps were
found during the simulations on a rigid ZIF-8 structure obtained at ambient pressure. The
isotherm simulated in this structure fits the experimental structure in the low pressure range of
the isotherm very well, correctly describing the Henry constant, which is a direct measure of
the strength of the interactions. However, the prediction deviates from the experimental data
when the pressure is higher than 2×10-4 P/P0. When running the simulations on the ZIF-8HP
phase previously found at 1.47 GPa, the isotherm deviates from the experimental at low
pressure, but predicts the step-shape of the experimental isotherm correctly. The combination
of both simulated adsorption isotherms is able to match the experimental isotherm.
a)
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Figure 1. a) N2 adsorption on ZIF-8 at 77 K: experimental, black circles; and simulated data
on ambient pressure structure, ZIF-8, red closed triangles and high-pressure structure, ZIF8HP, green open triangles. b) Overlay of ZIF-8 loaded with N2 (blue) and ZIF-8HP (red).
In order to confirm that the ZIF-8HP structure is indeed observed at high nitrogen loadings,
we measured in situ powder XRD measurements on ZIF-8 and a separate sample which was
loaded with N2. The comparison of the N2-ZIF-8 structure with ZIF-8HP shows no difference,
showing the same reorientation of the imidazolate linkers (Figure 2, right). This confirms the
existence of a change in structure caused by a swing effect of the imidazolate linker.
We extended our research to study the influence of different functional groups on the swing of
the imidazolate rings. We studied in detail the effect of the flexibility on the window sizes and
therefore its effect on the mobility of molecules with different kinetic sizes through the ZIF
frameworks. We have found that tuning the flexibility, i.e. choosing different functional
groups in the imidazole linker, the swing effect can modify the diffusivity of fluids through
the porous network. We propose that these new ideas provide an extra parameter in the design
of new porous solids.
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Introduction and description of the model
The scope of this work is the investigation of the structure direction effect in the
pentasil zeolite synthesis. In our study we have followed the scheme of synthesis proposed by
Kirschhock et al [1], where after initial stage if oligomerization, the structures having 11
silicon atoms in the form of 3 condensed 5-membered rings have been discovered to be stable.
Subsequently three such oligomers would agglomerate to form Si33 precursor.
This is the earliest possible stage where the structure direction can take place, as the
MFI and MEL type Si33 precursors have different structures – as opposed to Si 11 oligomers,
which geometry is identical for MFI and MEL. However, there are more stages where such an
effect can be present – i.e. the agglomeration of the Si 33 precursor into bigger units can also be
influenced by the interaction with the template.
This work is focused on three different stages of the zeolite formation, which have
been investigated using different scale methods. From the simultaneous analysis of all the
results, we have concluded that the role of the template changes during the synthesis process
and it is not limited to the simple lock-and-key model as believed previously.
Results and discussion
We have identified three possible connections between two Si 11 units that distinguish
the structures of MEL and MFI precursors. The MEL one have 4- and 6-membered rings in
the structure, whereas the MFI precursors contain only 5-rings. In order to be consistent with
experimental findings, we should expect that tetrabutylammonium interacts stronger with
either 4- or 6-ring, and tetrapropylammonium stabilizes the 5-ring. This is indeed the case, it
is confirmed by the results of DFT Molecular Dynamics simulations, gathered in Table 1.
Table 1. Interaction energy [eV] of templates located in the internal and external location with
respect to the precursor.
TPA (in)

TPA (out)

TBA (in)

TBA (out)

4-ring

-8.0

-3.6

-9.8

-5.8

5-ring

-6.9

-3.9

-7.8

-4.0

6-ring

-7.9

-3.9

-10.5

-4.8

The effect of the stabilization of the 4- and 6-rings is evident for the TBA located
either in internal or external space. The interaction energy of TPA is also the strongest with
5-membered ring, when the template is located outside, however – from the inside, the
interaction is weaker by approx. 1 eV.
The analysis of the next stage can provide the explanation of this finding. As soon as
the initial channel in the precursor is fully formed, there is not enough room for the template
cation inside the cavity, and its preferable position is outside, in the space that is equivalent to
the channel intersection in the fully formed framework [2]. As soon as the TPA is pushed
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outside, it cannot stabilize the internal part of the precursor, and only the external interaction
can play a role. The relevant snapshots from classical MD simulations are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The position of the TPA with respect to the silicate during the channel formation.
Again, the results of the channel formation explain the interaction of the
template/silicate system in the subsequent step of agglomeration of two Si 33 units. The
important factor in this step is the length of the carbon chain in the TAA cation. The chains of
the TBA are too long and cause steric repulsion when the Si 33 precursors are aligned in the
same way as in the final MEL framework, and therefore not all intersections are occupied. As
TPA has shorter chains – full occupation is possible for TPA/MFI system. However, the
stronger interaction with TBA compensate this effect – the stabilization energies amount to
-164 kcal/mol for TPA/MFI system and -170 kcal/mol for TBA/MEL. The results of the
framework decomposition to the interacting species is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The proposed stable structure – the results of agglomeration of 8 Si33 precursors.
Conclusions
The role of the template molecules is not limited to any particular stage of the
synthesis. Instead, it is a “multipurpose” molecule, its different properties are of importance in
the steps of: (a) stabilization of the small ring silicate species, (b) keeping the shape of the
channel intact and (c) alignment and stabilization of two Si33 precursors into a larger
agglomerate.
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Introduction
SAPOs are crystalline microporous aluminophosphates in which some phosphorus atoms are
replaced by silicon-proton pairs. SAPO-34 has the highly symmetric chabazite topology with
only one symmetrically independent tetrahedral site (T-site) and four unique oxygen sites.
The protons introduced to ensure charge neutrality after silicon inclusion may coordinate to
one of the four different oxygens. The preferred position of the proton at isolated acid sites
has been the subject of both experimental [1] and computational [2] studies. An interesting
feature of SAPOs is the formation of so-called «silicon islands», which are formed when at
least two adjacent T sites are occupied by silicon. Such islands have also been studied
experimentally [3] and theoretically [4]. In the latter study, it was assumed that the protons
necessary to keep the silicon island neutral would occupy the same positions as those
preferred for solitary silicon atoms. Preliminary computational studies led us to doubt that
assumption. In the present work, we have investigated the relative stabilities of different
proton distributions around a 5-atom silicon island in SAPO-34 through periodic molecular
mechanics energy minimization calculations, and we arrive at a number of criteria that a
proton distribution must satisfy to be stable.
Methodology
A silicon island formed by replacing 4 Al and 1 P atom with Si was chosen for closer
scrutiny. This is believed to be the smallest stable silicon island in SAPO-34 [4]. Three
protons are needed to provide charge neutrality after substitution. The central Si atom is
connected to four other Si atoms through oxygen bridges; hence we assume that no protons
will bond to its associated oxygen atoms. The four remaining silicon atoms each have three
oxygen atoms to which protons can bond. If we assume that each tetrahedron will
accommodate only one proton, we arrive at 108 different possible structures, only differing in
the proton positions. Each of these structures were optimized at constant pressure using the
force field of Catlow [5] as implemented in the GULP program [6] as part of the Materials
Studio 5.0 program system[7].
Results and discussion
The relative energies for the 108 structures are plotted in Figure 1e. The results indicate that
the proton placement is critical for stability, as the limit deviation in our data set is as high as
90 kJ/mol. An attempt to make a simple correlation between stability and electrostatic
repulsion between the three protons based on their mutual positions failed. Careful analysis of
the different structures yielded the following criteria for excluding structures as unstable:
•
•

Two protons connected to oxygen atoms in the same ring, disregarding ring size
All three protons connected to oxygen atoms connected to silicon atoms in the same
6-ring
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At least one proton pointing towards large zeolite cavities or rings of larger than
8 T-atoms (Structures with proton on O(4))
• At least one proton connected to an oxygen atom in the O(2) positions
(O(4) is the common oxygen of one 4-ring and two 8-rings and O(2) is the oxygen
which is shared by one 4-ring , one 6-ring and one 8-ring.)
Excluding all these structures, the remaining structures were all within 20 kJ/mol of the
ground state (red points in Fig. 1e)
•
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Figure 1.a-e: a-d) examples of unstable structure due to: a)Protons connected to oxygen atoms
in the same ring, b)Protons connected to tetrahedra located in same double six ring, c)Proton
pointing to open space (connected to O(4)) and d)Proton connected to O(2). e)Relative
energy of different structures calculated by molecular mechanics. Black points are structures
belonging to at least one of the abovementioned categories and red points are remaining stable
structures.
Conclusions
Our calculation shows that the most stable configurations of protons around a silicon island
cannot be predicted from the most stable proton coordination for a single silicon atom. This
fact is borne out by the great energy difference of the possible proton configurations. We have
established criteria for stability for the proton configuration around a 5-atom silicon island in
SAPO-34. The transferability of finding to larger islands and other topologies, is presently
under investigation in our group.
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Introduction
Zeolites with cages and channels separated by 8-ring windows have been recognized as
potential candidates for the entropic separation of hydrocarbons with sizes close to the 8-ring
window aperture. Materials recently synthesized such as ITQ-3 [1], ITQ-29 [2], and ITQ-32
[3] allow the molecular sieving of hydrocarbons with similar kinetic diameters.

Fig. 1 Uptake of Propane and Propene in zeolite ITQ-32.
In the present communication, we report results from molecular dynamics (MD) on the
behaviour of methane, ethane, propane, and propene adsorbed in three different all-silica 8ring zeolites: LTA[1], ITE[2], and, IHW[3]. Our objective is twofold: to shed ligth on the
kinetic character of the molecular sieving process, and to characterize the molecular motion of
the guest according to the framework topology.
Methodology
To model the short and long-range interactions between atomic centers we have initially
defined a potential energy surface taking into account three main terms: the zeolite potential
energy (Vzeo), the guest potential energy (Vguest), and the intermolecular potential energy
contribution, (Vzeo-Guest/Guest-Guest) [4]. We have used the NVE ensemble for the MD simulations
and histogram sampling for the probability density calculations. Simulation cells are
generated by appropriate scaling of the experimentally reported unit cells. The loading is set
to four guest molecules per simulation cell for all systems, to ensure that guest intraintercage
mobility is not controlled by adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Intracrystalline self-diffusion
constants were obtained from the Einstein relation, and occupation probability density
relative to the center of mass of the guest molecules was determined from a history sampling
procedure. From the self-diffusion coefficients obtained at different temperatures, it was
possible to estimate the Arrhenius activation energy. Our calculations show that the linearity,
and thus the validity of the Arrhenius behavior, is not comprehensive over the whole range of
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temperatures, therefore the calculated values of activation energy should only be seen as a
qualitative result (Vide infra).
Results
Table 1. Self-Diffusion coefficients and Arrhenius activation energies for adsorbates in pure
silica 8-ring zeolites. Self-Diffusion coefficients for CH4, C2H6, and C3H6, are reported at 600
K. Values for C3H6 and C3H8 are reported separately at 1200 K.
Self-Diff. Coeff. Ds (m2/s) Activation Energy AE(kJ/mol)
Framework

Critical
Window Size

CH4
Ds10-9

C2H6
Ds10-10

C3H6
Ds10-11

C3H6
Ds10-10

C3H8
Ds10-11

Si-LTA

4.1

6.1 – 2.5

4.3 – 2.9

5.6 – 7.6

1.5 – 7.6

3.8 – 21.8

Si-ITE

3.8

11 – 2.6

12 – 5.6

7 – 14.9

3.4 – 14.9

16 – 29.9

Si-IHW

3.5

3.9 – 7.1

1.1 – 7.4

0.82 – 12.3

0.56 – 12.3

1.5 – 54.1

Discussion and Conclusions
Self-diffusion coefficients show a decreasing trend correlated with increasing guest kinetic
diameter sizes and decreasing zeolite critical window size, confirming experimental
measurements on the diffusion hindrance exerted by the eight-ring window present in the
structure of the framework. Guest translational long-range motion is shown to be highly
influenced for the topological features of the framework, with the dimensionality of the
diffusion paths presented by the framework posing a noticeable influence. The influence of
the eight-ring window size of the framework is clearly seen by comparing the diffusional
coefficients of methane, ethane, and propene, giving larger values for the wider window
opening of Si-LTA and lower for the somewhat elongated conformation of the Si- IHW
zeolite. This trend is confirmed by looking at the activation energies, which also show an
increasing tendency in the order Si-LTA, Si-ITE, and Si-IHW. Propane and propene interand intracage motion comparison allows one to see a somewhat different picture, with a
higher intercage motion for propane in Si-ITE, which precludes the rationalization of the selfdiffusion coefficient based on the critical size of the windows. Thus, the framework topology
will dictate the diffusional behavior of the guest, which can be clearly appreciated by the
differences in activation energies and self-diffusional constants calculated.
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Introduction
The internal porous void of the zeolite might induce high confinement and high electrostatic
field. The combined effects of the tight fit of aromatic molecule in zeolite channel, high
aluminum content and highly polarizing cation can generate spontaneously radical cationelectron pairs or can stabilize photoinduced charge separated states for long times. Although
the observation of long-lived charge separated states within the zeolite internal void space is
well-known, most of the parameters stabilizing these systems have to be clearly elucidated to
develop potential applications. Particularly the influence of the framework topology,
extraframework cation and aluminum content has to be carefully understood.
In that context, we have used diphenyl-polyene (DPP) molecules (Figure 1) (t-Stilbene, 1,4diphenyl-1,3-butadiene, 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene) as molecular probes to study the
adsorption within three non-acidic medium pore zeolites (ferrierite FER, ZSM-5 and
mordenite MOR) and to investigate the behavior of the occluded molecule as a function of
zeolite structure, charge compensating cation and Si/Al ratio. We have used diffuse
reflectance UV-visible absorption (DRUVv), Raman scattering and fluorescence spectroscopy
to monitor the direct exposure of DPP crystals to dehydrated zeolites in the absence of solvent
and under inert gas. We have also determined the preferred sorption site of the probe
molecule by using Monte Carlo simulations.

( )

n

Figure 1: Diphenyl-polyene molecules (n= 1: trans-Stilbene, n= 2: 1,4-diphenyl-1,3butadiene, n= 3: 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene)

Results and discussion
Monte Carlo simulations and subsequent energy minimization procedures show that the
molecules can penetrate into the void space of each zeolite. The calculations show evidence of
the close interaction between the aromatic rings of the occluded molecule and the charge
compensating cation. The theoretical data through the distribution of calculated energies show
the presence of two different sorption sites depending on the cation size. Thus, for small Li+,
Na+, K+ cations, the molecule is facially coordinated to the cation while for Rb+, Cs+ cations,
the molecule is not facially coordinated to the cation but is located in its the close vicinity as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Distribution of calculated energies of t-Stilbene molecules occluded in M+exchanged ferrierite. Picture a: Predicted conformation and sorption site in ferrierite of tStilbene facially coordinated to the extraframework cation M+ (M+ = Li+, Na+ and K+).
Picture b: Predicted conformation and sorption site in ferrierite of t-Stilbene near the
extraframework cation M+ (M+ = Rb+ and Cs+).
In order to corroborate the theoretical data, complementary experiments were carried out
using DRUVv, fluorescence and Raman spectroscopies. The DRUVv spectra exhibit a red
shift of the absorption band corresponding to the occluded molecule when the charge
compensating cation size increases. The fluorescence spectra confirm these features by
highlighting various environments for the adsorbed molecule depending upon the cation type.
The Raman spectra show also evidence of a significant difference in the vibration spectra
recorded according to the cation size (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: FT-Raman spectra in the 1540-1700 cm-1 range recorded at room temperature of tStilbene molecules occluded in: a) silicalite-1, b) TS-1, c) Na6,6ZSM-5, d) K6,6ZSM-5, e)
Rb6,6ZSM-5, f) Cs6,6ZSM-5.
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Introduction
Certain MOFs, such as the MIL-53(Al, Cr, Fe) series, are flexible and undergo a structural
transition between two or more phases during the adsorption of both polar and non-polar
molecules.[1] In the case of MIL-53(Fe), 4 distinct phases have been observed during the
adsorption of alkane molecules; a very narrow pore (VNP), two intermediate forms (int1 and
int2), and a large pore (LP) form.[2] The extent and the mechanism of this “breathing”
depend on the identity of the metal centre, which is a parameter that may be varied in order to
modify the properties of the material. A second way to modify the physicochemical
properties of the material is the substitution of functional groups for one or more H atom on
the organic linkers. The effect of this would be to provide new interaction sites, and in the
case of flexible MOFs, can alter the flexibility of the framework. New intraframework
interactions would change the chemical potential required to induce the phase transition, and a
substitution on the aromatic rings can change the nature of the pi electron system, and thus
any interaction between the aromatic rings that may stabilize certain phases. In this study, we
have combined experimental and computational techniques to study and characterize the
behavior of a series of modified MIL-53(Fe)-X materials (X=Cl, Br, CH3, NH2) upon
adsorption of normal alkanes. The use of non-polar alkanes as adsorbates allows the study of
the physical properties of the different frameworks without the presence of any specific
interactions between the adsorbate and the framework.
Experimental
The isotherms for the adsorption of the normal alkane series n-hexane to n-nonane on the
materials were obtained by manometric at 313K, and included kinetic measurements. The
modified MIL-53(Fe) samples were synthesized following the procedures already
published.[3] In their activated forms, these materials are all initially in a VNP form. In order
to obtain further insight into the adsorption process at the molecular level, the isotherms and
adsorption enthalpies were calculated using classical Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
simulations and x-ray diffraction experiments (PXRD) enabling a complete study of the
structure and changes during the process.
Results and discussion
Our results collectively show that functionalisation leads to a marked modification of the
flexibility of the MIL-53(Fe)-X materials and their behaviour upon adsorption. The exact
behaviour depends on the adsorbate and the analogue at hand. As per the other members of
the MIL-53 family, the isotherms contain 2 regions separated by a substep (figure 1),
corresponding to at least two different structures, i.e. more than one phase. The exception is
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the MIL-53(Fe)-Cl case, where no features on the isotherms indicate a phase transition.
However, the PXRD, the GCMC simulations and kinetic data show otherwise.

Figure 1: Left: Comparison of the experimental and the calculated isotherms in the NP and LP
forms for n-octane molecule in MIL-53(Fe)-CH3. Right: A typical configuration of n-nonane
in MIL-53(Fe)-Br (narrow pore, NP), showing an interactions with the framework.
For the MIL-53(Fe)-Br and –CH3 forms, the GCMC simulations confirm that the substeps are
due to the presence of the NP and LP forms, although the story is more complex than the nonmodified MIL-53(Cr, Al, Fe). The structural transition starts from the VNP, passes through
the NP form and finishes at the LP form, thus differing from the non-modified MIL-53(Fe)
material in that no intermediate int1 pore form is observed. The pressures at which the
transitions are increasingly lower as one increases the alkyl chain length of the adsorbate, an
effect which is rationalised in terms of the adsorption enthalpy and the interactions that occur
within the pores. These calculations demonstrate that the addition of a –CH2 group on the
adsorbate has an associated enthalpy, and that these alkanes have an enthalpy of adsorption
that are at least as high as those measured with polar molecules (e.g. CO2). This indicates that
the breathing may be induced by non-specific van der Waals interactions. Our simulations
also show that the orientations of the molecules within the pores play an important role in
governing the amounts adsorbed than the conformation of the alkanes, but these factors do not
determine the pressure at which the structural change occurs. Crystalline phase mixtures have
been observed from our XRD data during the phase transitions, which may mean that the
transitions are not necessarily homogenous.
Conclusions
This study characterizes the properties of a series of modified MOF materials by a
combination of experimental and computational techniques showing that the behavior of the
material upon adsorption is greatly influenced by the ligand modification. Our results have
been further rationalized by a molecular level study by computational modeling, allowing the
prediction of the isotherms, enthalpies and a molecular level mechanism of adsorption.
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Introduction
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline porous solids composed of a threedimensional network of metal ions held in place by multidentate organic molecules. In recent
years, MOFs have received considerable attention as potentially valuable materials for gas
storage and catalysis. Until now, most of the studies on the catalytic activity of MOFs are
focused on structures that contain coordinative unsaturated metal sites, as it is often believed
that the coordinative saturated MOFs will not be catalytically active. In this contribution we
will discuss the catalytic performance of a completely saturated Metal Organic Framework,
V-MIL-47 [1], for the oxidation of cyclohexene [2]. In this case, the catalytic activity need to
be explained by accessible surface sites or internal defects. Furthermore, the influence of the
amine and nitro functionalized MIL-47 on the oxidation of cyclohexene will be discussed
theoretically and experimentally. These new MIL-47 analogues with extra electron donating
or withdrawing groups will be compared to the conventional MIL-47 for the oxidation of
cyclohexene. Moreover a catalytic cycle, based on molecular modeling on the non-substituted
V-MIL-47 will be presented. Also, the effect of substituents on radical generation
regeneration of the catalyst will be discussed.
Theoretical section
Geometry optimizations were first performed with the Gaussian03 package using the B3LYP
hybrid functional. The double-zeta Pople basis set 6–31+G(d) was used for all the atoms
except vanadium, for which the LANL2DZ effective core potential was
applied. Even though this methodology was used for the calculation of
the frequencies and the construction of Table 1, the energies will be
refined by single point energy calculations at the b3lyp/6-311+g(3df,2p)D3 level of theory. The fastest activated epoxidation mechanism via
vanadium tert-butylperoxo complexes was taken from earlier results [2,3]
and happens via a V+IVO(OOtBu) complex. To account for the substituent
effect in this complex, the two linkers in the cluster model of MIL-47
(Figure 1) were modified. For clarity, only one out of four relevant
orientations of the linker substituents is shown in Figure 1.
The calculation of kinetic parameters is done by an in-house developed software module
TAMkin [4]. As the pre- and post-reactive complexes, immediately formed from the
transition state are not discussed, only apparent energy differences will be discussed (no
intrinsic barriers).
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Figure 1: Examples of epoxidation transition states on a MIL-47 clusters with two terephtalic
linkers: (A) normal MIL-47, (B) MIL-47(NH2); (C) MIL-47(NO2)
Results and discussion
Table 1 gives us an overview of the bimolecular kinetic parameters fitted between 273 and
373 K for model systems A, B and C (Figure 1). Those three systems can be ordered on the
basis of the epoxidation rate: C > A > B.
Table 1. The pre-exponential factor (Afwd, 1/s), the activation energy (Ea,fwd, kJ/mol), the
kinetic rate coefficient at 323 K (kfwd, mol m-3 s-1) and the free energy barrier for the
transition state at 323 K (∆G323, kJ/mol) are shown for the epoxidation reaction.

A

Afwd
(1/s)
3.71E+04

Ea,fwd
(kJ/mol)
61.9

kfwd (323K)
(mol m-3 s-1)
3.58E-06

∆G323
(kJ/mol)
103.3

B

3.81E+03

61.0

5.11E-07

108.5

C

2.28E+04

57.1

1.29E-05

99.8

Cluster
model

Conclusions
Various linker modifications of V-MIL-47 have been tested experminentally and theoretically
for the epoxidation of cyclohexene with TBHP. In this contribution, theoretical calculations
confirm how various linker substituents affect the epoxidation behavior. In summary, the
epoxidation reaction accelerates with electron withdrawing substituents, while it decelerates
with electron donating substituents.
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Introduction
Two of the main factors which favour the adsorption, or the gas retention, in a microporous
solid are the affinity of the surface for the adsorbate and the confinement effects of the
cavities. While the first factor relates directly with the composition of the solid and determine
the strength and nature of the adsorbate-adsorbent interactions, the second one is mainly
related to the crystal topology. As recently reviewed1 there is a big group of MOFs which have
been tested experimentally for hydrogen adsorption. Particularly, high gravimetric uptakes
(%wt) at low pressure and temperature (1 bar and 77 K) have been reported for the MOFs
presented in Table 12,3,4.
Table 1. Experimental gravimetric adsorption (77K and 1 bar) and properties of some MOFs.
PCN-12
Cu2(QPTC) NOTT-103
Cu3(tdbb) NOTT-112

wt%
3.05
2.56
2.3

Density (g/L)
0.81
0.987
0.503

M-atoms/ Å3
0.00196
0.00134
0.00092

S. Area (BET)
1943
2929
3800

Pore V. (cm³/g)
0.94
1.28
1.62

Pore size ( Å 3)
8.0
7.2/8.6/10.9/12.6/21

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations were performed with a general force field in order to
gain insights on the influence of framework topology and metal-H2 interaction strength in
hydrogen adsorption in MOFs. The force field models a fixed MOF system, with parameters
extracted from the general valence DREIDING force field, and intermolecular MOF-H2 shortrange Van der Waals interaction modeled via Lennad-Jones potentials5,6. The occupancy maps
obtained from trajectories of H2 molecules adsorbed within selected MOFs were analysed and
compared against reported Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) images.
Results and discussion
Detailed determination of adsorption zones for adsorbed H2 in MOFs is achieved through
INS. To our knowledge this analysis has been achieved on a few MOFs such as MOF-5,
MOF-74, HKUST-1, PCN-12 and MIL-53.
MD calculated occupancy maps show a good qualitative correlation with the INS data
reported (Figure 1, top), despite the simplicity of the force field employed in the simulations.
For instance, the MD results obtained for the MOF-74 show a set of well defined zones of
adsorption over the MOF surface at high isovalues of occupancy (most occupied zones along
the simulation). The occupancy map agrees with INS data reported for the stronger adsorption
positions. At low isovalues of occupancy, less populated zones appear, which could
correspond to a second layer of H2 adsorbed.
On the other hand, the results for the HKUST-1 (Cu-BTC) indicate that at high isovalues of
occupancy the molecules are retained mainly in the small cages of the framework (Fig. 1,
bottom), despite that the strongest interaction of the H2 molecules occur with the Cu atoms.
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Figure 1. Occupancy maps at high and low isovalues and reported adsorption positions
obtained from INS for MOF-74 (top) and HKUST-1(bottom).
The artificial increase of the Cu···H2 interactive potential leads to similar results suggesting
that the main factor of retention of the H2 molecules into the pores correspond to a synergistic
contribution of the confinement effects in the small cages and, with less influence, the
attraction to the metal atoms.
This result could explain the favourable adsorption properties of the MOFs presented in Table
1, with different distributions of pore sizes and cages, and for which similar MD results were
obtained.
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Introduction
The need for a clean and sustainable energy source for on-board applications has increased the
efforts to investigate the adsorption of hydrogen in Metal-Organic Frameworks. MOFs are the
best candidates for H2 storage by physisorption1 (e.g. NOTT-112=7.07wt%, 50g/L at 77K and
40bar2) but further improvements are required to reach the proposed targets (5.5 wt%, 40g/L
at ~235K and 5-40 bar for 2015).
Although uptake capacities are commonly measured experimentally there is a shortage of
deeper characterization studies aimed to locate hydrogen based on INS or X-ray diffraction. In
this work we have estimated H2 uptake for some MOFs from first-principle calculations using
as models small clusters of MOFs (e.g. Fig. 1), this allowing to estimate the strength and
number of H2 molecules that can be adsorbed on active sites of different topologies.
Results and discussion

Figure 1. Cluster employed in the calculations and IBU extracted from the UiO-66.
The main results are presented in Table 1 in terms of adsorption energies, gravimetric (x%)
and volumetric uptakes (ρΗ2). Taken into account the different coordination environments of
the metal atoms in the MOFs evaluated, it is interesting to observe that the average adsorption
energy per adsorption centre (Eads/n) are of similar values. However, not all the structures have
similar hydrogen uptake per metal atom (see 'n' in Table 1), nor similar density of metal
atoms (see 'm' in Table 1). These two newly defined parameters, as well as material density,
ρMOF, allow to identify suitable structures for volumetric and gravimetric targets.
UiO-66 presents the adsorption centre with the highest 'n' (5) which explains the large uptakes
(x% and ρH2) calculated. The similar gravimetric uptakes calculated for MOF-5 and MIL88A(Pd) can be adscribed to: for MOF-5, to the high number of molecules adsorbed per metal
atom (n=4) and for MIL-88A(Pd) to the high density of metal centres ('m'=0.0040).
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Table 1. Average adsorption energies (Eads/n), material (ρMOF) and metal atom (m) densities
and gravimetric (x%) and volumetric (ρΗ2) uptakes calculated.

Adsorption of less than 4 molecules per metal atom leads to low uptakes as observed for MIL47 and MFU-1b. Figure 2 presents the gravimetric uptake (x) as a function of 'm·n'. From this,
it is possible to identify the requirements in terms of ρMOF, 'm' and 'n', for a solid material
with H2 storage applications. For instance, to reach the 2015 proposed target (highlighted in
Fig. 2), a material with a density of 0.8 g/cm³ should present a value of 'm·n' 0.014.

Figure 2. Gravimetric uptake (x) as a function of 'm·n' for different values of material density.
'm' is density of metal atoms, 'n' is number of H2 molecules adsorbed per metal atom.
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Introduction
Zeolites are widespread in the industrial world for sorption, separation and catalytic
applications as a result of their good activity, selectivity and stability. Nevertheless, these
microporous materials possess a limited use towards large, bulky molecules and viscous
liquids, because of their narrow pore size distribution and small pores (∅ < 2 nm). On the
other hand, mesoporous materials do possess larger pores (2 < ∅ < 50 nm), but exhibit a
lower hydrothermal and mechanical stability due to the amorphous nature of their pore walls.
A combination of both materials, i.e. a mesoporous structure with zeolitic features, would be
ideal. Therefore, the research on this topic has been directed towards the tuning of combined
mesoporous zeolitic materials possessing a wide range of different functionalities.
The presented work focuses on two different approaches to obtain bimodal micro- and
mesoporous materials with tuneable zeolitic features, namely a mesotemplate-free synthesis
procedure (1) and a post-synthetic impregnation method (2).
Experimental
(1) Mesotemplate-free synthesis
The mesotemplate-free synthesis procedure doesn’t involve a structure directing agent for the
mesopores. [1] Therefore, the method is not only short and facile, but also has extra benefits
on an economic and environmental level by avoiding the use of often expensive and/or
poisonous supramolecular or polymeric templates. Zeolite Beta nanoparticles solutions are
used as silica-alumina source. The properties of the obtained bimodal materials can be altered
by simple changes in the synthesis of the zeolite nanoparticles, like adapting the synthesis
temperature. The schematic representation of the synthesis procedure is shown in figure 1.
Mesotemplate-free synthesis (1)

Zeolite β nanoparticles solution

Acidifying

(Hydrothermal treatment)

(pH < 1)

Second hydrothermal treatment

Bimodal
material

+ Mesoporous siliceous substrate

Bimodal
material

(Calcined and dried)

Post-synthetic ‘Incipient wetness’ impregnation (2)

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the mesotemplate-free and post-synthetic synthesis
(2) Post-synthetic ‘Incipient wetness’ impregnation
The post-synthetic approach to synthesise bimodal zeolitic structures, involves incipient
wetness impregnations of zeolite Beta nanoparticles (same as used in the mesotemplate-free
synthesis) on different ordered amorphous siliceous substrates (i.e. SBA-15, MCF).
Analogous to the former synthesis method, the porosity and the zeolitic properties can be
altered by adjusting the synthesis of the zeolite Beta nanoparticles. Figure 1 gives a schematic
representation of the synthesis method.
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Results and discussion
The mesotemplate-free synthesis method and the post-synthetic impregnation have two
important synthesis steps in common. First of all, the zeolite Beta nanoparticles used for the
syntheses are in both cases prepared under the same conditions. This implicates that the
characterisation of the impregnated samples can give us knowledge over the zeolite Beta
nanoparticles, which can be correlated to the properties of the mesotemplate-free structures.
The second resemblance between the two syntheses is the acidifying step. Especially for the
mesotemplate-free method, the acidifying of the nanoparticles to a pH lower than 1 is
indispensable. Most likely, the strong acidic environment causes the loss of a ligand of the
micropore directing agent (i.e. TEAOH), similar to the observations made for TPAOH. [2] As
a result, the zeolite nanoparticles are no longer able to grow further into a crystalline
framework, but instead organise into a mesoporous structure via a sol-gel mechanism.
Although the first synthesis steps are identical in both methods, the structural properties of the
obtained bimodal materials (mesotemplate-free synthesis vs. post-synthetic impregnation)
differ strongly. The mesotemplate-free synthesised materials show a bimodal porosity.
However, because of the lack of a structure directing agent for the mesopores, these materials
do not have any ordering in their mesoporosity. On the other hand, the impregnated samples
not only show bimodal porosity, also the ordering of the original substrate is preserved.
Despite of these differences, the zeolitic features in both types of materials are very similar,
due to the identical nanoparticles synthesis step. Therefore, both types of materials show
microporosity in nitrogen sorption measurements (77K). Remarkable is the threshold in the
tuning of the microporosity; in case of synthesising the nanoparticles at a temperature below
or equal to 140°C (during 24h), only a small amount of micropores is obtained. In contrast, if
the nanoparticles are synthesised at an elevated temperature (i.e. 150°C/24h), the micropore
volume is more than doubled. This threshold is also visible in several techniques used to
investigate the zeolitic features of the materials. In TGA/DTG spectra all the bimodal
structures show zeolitic characteristics, but these are much more profound in the spectra of
the materials based on nanoparticles synthesised at elevated temperatures (above 140°C).
Similarly, higher synthesis temperatures (above 140°C) are needed during the preparation of
the zeolite nanoparticles, in order to observe zeolitic features for the obtained bimodal
structures in DRIFT and XRD.
Conclusions
Bimodal structures with zeolitic features have been synthesised using two different
approaches, a mesotemplate-free and a post-synthetic impregnation. Both methods give rise to
bimodal micro- and mesoporous materials, whereby the microporosity and the zeolitic
features can be tuned by altering the synthesis temperature of the zeolite Beta nanoparticles.
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Introduction
Taking into consideration the advantages of SDA-free synthesis and positive effects of
seeding on the formation of zeolite ZSM-5 crystals [1-3], recently we reported a controllable
and low-cost procedure for the synthesis of zeolite ZSM-5 with adjustable submicron crystal
size and the specific structure with all-silica core and aluminum containing shell [1]. Postsynthesis alkaline treatment of the products resulted in dissolution of silica core and formation
of hollow particles with the shell of zeolite ZSM-5 [1]. Due to increased surface area, such
hollow ZSM-5 particles are potentially interesting as catalysts. Thus the prediction and
control of both the size of hollow particles and the thickness of ZSM-5 shell through the
control of crystallization pathway is important for potential applications of the hollow spheres
in catalytic processes. From this reason, based on the proposed mechanism of crystallization
[1], we created population balance model of crystallization which enables either the
evaluation of the proposed mechanism and prediction of the particulate properties of products.
Experimental
The reaction mixture having the batch composition 1.0Al2O3/100SiO2/28Na2O/4000H2O
seeded with 4, 8, 16 and/or 32 wt. % of silicalite-1 seed crystals of different size (90 – 690
nm) was prepared as described previously [1]. The reaction mixture was divided among
needed number of autoclaves and heated at 483 K for predetermined times tc. After cooling,
phase separation (filtration), washing and drying (at 353 for 1d), the solid products were
calcined at 823 K for 6 h, before characterization. The XRD patterns were recorded on a
Rigaku D/Max-rB 12 kW diffractometer (Cu Kα). Particles (crystals) size distribution (PSD)
curves of the products of hydrothermal treatment were determined with a Malvern
Mastersizer 2000 laser light-scattering (LLS) particle size analyzer.
Results and discussion
The population balance of the crystallization process is defined as [4]: d(mo)j/dtc = dN/dtc = 0
(1); d(m1)j/dtc = Q(mo)j (2); d(m2)j/dtc = 2Q(m1)j (3); d(m3)j/dtc = 3Q(m2)j (4); Q = dDj/dtc
(5), where (mi)j (i = 0, 1, 2, and 3) are moments of the particle size distribution of zeolite
crystals at crystallization time tc, Nj is the number of crystals with size Dj at the crystallization
time tc and Q is the rate of crystal growth. The subscript j represents particular populations of
the crystals having the size among 20 nm increments (see solid curve in Fig. 1A). Changes of
the incremental size, (Dp)j = (Ds)j + QdDj, where (Ds)j is the incremental size of seed
crystals and the mass mz = 3G (m3)j of the crystalline end products were calculated by
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simultaneous solution of differential Eqs. (1) – (5) by fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, as
explained previously [4].

Figure 1. (A) Measured number, Nj = (Ns)j, of crystals, in 4 g of silicalte-1 seed crystals (solid
curve) and simulated (calculated) number, Nj = (Np)j , of crystals in 29.78 g of the crystalline
end product (crystallized at 4 g of seeds; dotted curve), presented as functions of the crystal
size Dj = (Ds)j (solid curve) and Dj = (Dp)j. (B) Measured (solid curve) and calculated
(simulated; dotted curve) relative number, NR, having the size D.

Figure 2. Measured () and calculated (simulated; curve) fractions of zeolite ZSM-5
crystallized by growth of 4 wt. % of seed crystals having the crystal size distribution shown
by solid curve in Fig. 1A.
Fig. 1 shows that agreement between measured and calculated (simulated) crystal size
distribution of the product is almost excellent for D 0.5 m, but that the product contains a
portion of particles having the size larger than the predicted one. This diagreement can be
simply explained by the formation of small fraction of crystal aggregates during the
crystallization [5]. On the other hand, almost perfect correlation between measured and
calculated kinetics of crystallization (see Fig. 2) shows that the formation of aggregates do not
considerably influence the growth rate of zeolite ZSM-5 on silicalite-1 seed crystals. The well
or almost perfect correlations between measured and calculated data shows that the SDA-free
crystallization of zeolite ZSM-5 on nano-size silicalite-1 seeds takes place by a linear, sizeindependent growth of seed crystals and, at the same time, that the rate of crystallization and
particulate properties of products can be predicted by population balance model.
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Introduction
We performed a systematic simulation study on the adsorption and diffusion behaviour of
pure and binary mixtures of water and hydrogen sulfide in Cu-BTC metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs). These structures are nanoporous materials made of metal ions linked
together by organic ligands. They usually have a periodic composition with channels, big
pores, and large surface areas. MOFs show a wide variety of linkers leading to very different
type of frameworks with unique geometry and different properties. In Cu-BTC, copper ions
are linked by benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (BTC) giving a unit cell with eight octahedral side
pockets.
Methods
We have performed Monte Carlo simulations in the µVT ensemble as well as Molecular
Dynamics in the NVT ensemble to obtain the adsorption and diffusion properties. We have
carried out ab initio calculations using VASP1 and Gaussian032, in order to obtain the
interaction energies between the guest molecules and the framework. The Cu-BTC framework
was considered rigid, with Lennard-Jones parameters taken from the DREIDING3 force field,
except those for Cu, which were taken from the UFF4 force field. Lorentz–Berthelot mixing
rules were used to calculate mixed Lennard-Jones parameters and the atomic charges for the
MOFs were taken from Castillo et al.5 The crystal structure of Chui et al.6 includes axial
oxygen atoms weakly bonded to the Cu atoms, which correspond to water ligands. Our
simulations have been performed on the dry Cu-BTC with these oxygen atoms removed.
Water has been modeled using the Tip5pEw model proposed by Rick et al.7 and for hydroge
sulfide we used the model and force field parameters developed by Kristof and Liszi8.
Results and discussion
The study was performed at 298K for the pure gases and binary mixtures of 10:90, 1:99, and
1:999 bulk concentrations of water and hydrogen sulfide. The adsorption isotherm of the
10:90 mixture shows a very high selectivity in favour of water. This selectivity disappear for
the 1:99 mixture, and reverses in favour of hydrogen sulfide for the 1:999 mixture, where the
adsorption of hydrogen sulfide is higher than the adsorption of water.
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Figure 1. Water (left) and hydrogen sulfide (right) in Cu-BTC metal-organic framework. The
snapshots were performed at 300Pa and 298K.
Based in our simulation results we were able to identify the preferential sites of adsorption in
Cu-BTC for all the systems (Figure 1) proving that the molecules of water have large affinity
for the metal center in Cu-BTC compared to the molecules of hydrogen sulfide.
Conclusions
We performed molecular simulations of binary mixtures containing water and hydrogen
sulfide in Cu-BTC at 10:90, 1:99, and 1:999 bulk compositions. Our simulations show high
selectivity in favor of water for the first bulk composition, no selectivity for the second, and a
reverse in the selectivity for the third composition. The preferential adsorption of water and
hydrogen sulfide occurs in different sites of Cu-BTC. The differences in adsorption make of
this structure a potential interesting material to be used in the separation of water/hydrogen
sulfide mixtures.
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Introduction
The adsorption, diffusion and structural characterization of a series of flexible
siliceous zeolites have been undertaken by computer simulations. Flexibility affects some of
the material properties strongly, while for others the benefit is negligible. Self-diffusion of
guest molecules like argon or methane has been found to be greatly enhanced by modeling a
flexible zeolite host. Adsorption is affected in a lesser and more subtle way [1]. By comparing
several popular force fields for zeolites from the literature with a deliberately simplistic force
field, the importance of accuracy of the force fields for reproducing flexibility is assessed [2].
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Figure 1. Computed adsorption isotherms for Argon in MFI at 77 K [1]. Using flexibility of the
framework, adsorption properties were reproduced far better (left). Inrared spectrum of the MFI
framework (right).

Methods
Three different popular force fields for zeolites obtained from the literature we
compared: Nicholas et al. [3], Demontis et al. [4] and Hill&Sauer [5]. We reproduced the IR
spectra obtained by the original authors, providing a valuable check on the reliability of our
results.
IR spectra were calculated by Molecular Dynamics for several types of zeolites:
sodalite, ITQ-29, orthorhombic and monoclinic silicalite (MFI), Aluminum free LTA,
faujasite, mordenite, MEL, TON and FER.
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Results and discussion
Within pure silica structures, the connectivity and secondary building units are
responsible for substantial changes in the IR spectra. This was used as a testfield for three
popular silicate force fields. Remarkable differences were found in the ability of the force
fields to reproduce experimental IR spectra.

Figure 2. Comparison of the peaks in the IR spectra obtained by molecular simulation for the three
popular force fields (*) and the IR spectra data obtained from the literature. The results labeled
Nicholas without star belong to the IR spectra obtained by Nicholas.

Conclusions
The Demontis force field, the far simplest of the three force fields from the literature,
provides flexibility, although a very inaccurate one. This is not enough to characterize the
framework but it allows for the deformation of the structure, which is very important for the
calculation of self-diffusion coefficients of bulky guests, and probably for adsorption
properties.
On the other hand, both Nicholas and Hill force fields perform better, reproducing
experimental spectra reasonably well. Of these, Nicholas force field is better suited to
reproduce changes of structures.
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Introduction
Search for ways to effectively reduce nitrogen oxides in industrial emissions gives pulse to
the study the Fe-containing zeolites (MFI, FER or BEA), which are highly active in SCR of
nitrogen oxides with ammonia and hydrocarbons, and also in the N2O decomposition [1,2].
The last reaction has been established to proceed [3,4] with participation of a particular form
of reduced iron Fe2+, stabilized in zeolite matrix, so called a-sites. It was shown only on the
set of zeolites with iron introduced at the stage of hydrothermal synthesis. More opportunities
to create effective catalysts open methods of introducing iron into a ready zeolite matrix [5].
The role of a-sites in catalytic activity of such systems is unclear and question is still debated.
Here we make a systematic study of the role of iron and a-sites in the N2O decomposition
using the zeolites modified by iron after hydrothermal synthesis.
Experimental
The samples FeMFI and FeBEA differ with Fe content (the first digit in a sample code), the
Al content ( Si/Al - second figure), the activation procedures ( "s" –steamed at 650 °C in 50%
H2O in He; "c" – calcined at 900 °C in He), HS- hydrothermal synthesis. Fe content were
varied from 0.006 to 10 wt. %. The catalytic activity was measured at temperatureprogrammed decomposition (TPD) of N2O (Fig. 1) in a helium flow with 55 mbar N2O. The
concentration of α-sites was measured in the vacuum set up [6].
Results and discussion
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Figure 1. N2O conversion vs. T for Fe-zeolites prepared by different ways.
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Temperature dependences of N2O conversion (Fig.1) show strong variation in the samples
activity. Arrhenius plots (Fig. 2) for ka - reaction rate constant per mmole a-sites - merge
into lines corresponding to value of activation energy Ea=52±4 kcal/mol for all samples. It is
interesting that value of ka are grouped into two linear relationships, which includes the only
samples activated in the same way. This means that the activity in N2O decomposition is
really determined by the presence of a-sites, whose activity does not depend on the
composition of the zeolite matrix or the iron content. But the catalytic properties of a-sites are
very strongly influenced by the activation procedure. The samples calcined at 900 °C, being
very active even at 300-350 °C, show values of ka to 2 orders of magnitude larger than
steamed samples demonstrate. To explain this fact the hypothesis of the participation of
surface complexes [NO] in catalytic process is attracted. It is stated earlier [7] they are
accumulated on the surface of the zeolite and considerably facilitate the desorption of surface
oxygen into gas phase with the release of free a-site.
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Figure 2. Arrenius plots of kα for Fe-zeolites prepared by different ways. Sample designation
as in Fig.1.
Conclusions
Thus, Fe-containing zeolites, obtained by postsynthesis iron introduction, demonstrate high
activity in N2O decomposition. Their catalytic activity is determined by the presence of αsites. Activity of these sites does not depend on the iron content, but it strongly is influenced
by the activation procedure.
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Introduction
We have recently discovered a new property of realizable zeolites – the flexibility window –
which is a geometric property possessed by all natural and synthetic zeolite frameworks [1].
We find that it is connected both to the selection of hypothetical zeolite frameworks [2] and to
the pressure behaviour of natural zeolites [3,4].
Results and discussion
The flexibility window in a zeolite structure can be identified by geometric simulation [5]. In
this method the polyhedra of the framework are matched to the templates with ideal bond
lengths and angles and the mismatch between the templates and atoms is minimised. If there
exists some range of densities within which the mismatch can be reduced to zero, we call this
range the “flexibility window” (Figure 1). It appears that all zeolites found in nature and all
realizable synthetic zeolites possess a flexibility window. Critically, we conjecture that if no
such window exists for a hypothetical tetrahedral structure, then the structure simply can not
be realized as an aluminosilicate framework without placing an unacceptable strain on the
bonds and angles within the tetrahedra. On figure 1 we show flexibility windows for several
framework types and crystobalite, amorphous glass and quartz.
Since all synthetic and natural zeolites possess this property, but many hypothetical structures
do not, the existence of a flexibility window can provide a valuable selection criterion when
evaluating hypothetical zeolite framework structures as potential synthetic targets [2]. We are
conducting a search to identify such hypothetical structures at the moment.
Furthermore, we find that the flexibility window is intimately connected to the pressure
behaviour and pressure-induced phase transitions in natural zeolites [3,4]. In three natural
zeolites with ANA-framework: analcime, wairakite and leucite, we found that phase
transitions occur on compression when the structure is brought close to the edge of the
flexibility window (Figure 2). It appears that the transition to a low-symmetry polymorph is
triggered when a high-symmetry structure can no longer exist without inevitable distortions of
the polyhedra.
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Figure 1 Flexibility windows for some pure-silica
zeolites, denoted by their framework type, and
denser silicates including cristobalite, quartz and
amorphous silica glass.

Figure 2 P-V data for ANA-framework materials:
analcime (triangles), wairakite (squares) and leucite
(circles). Open symbols - within flexibility window
and closed where the framework is intrinsically
distorted. Arrows indicate phase transitions.

Conclusions
Flexibility window is a new and important property of natural and synthetic zeolites. We
conjecture that hypothetical zeolites, possessing this property, are realizable. We further
found that flexibility window is connected with pressure behavior of zeolites. In analcime,
wairakite and leucite, pressure-induced structural transitions occur at the edge of the
flexibility window.
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Introduction
We perform Configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) simulations to study low-coverage
adsorption properties of hexane and benzene in MFI-type zeolites with different density of
non-framework sodium cations. The effect of the concentration of sodium cations was
systematically analyzed, and our results show that the position of these cations influences
these properties.
Method
The Henry coefficients and enthalpies of adsorption were computed using Configurational
Bias Monte Carlo in the NVT ensemble at 493.15 K. Benzene is modeled as a rigid molecule
whereas n-hexane is defined as a flexible molecule and we grow test chains during the
simulation using the Rosenbluth weight of the adsorbate. Detailed information about this
method can be found elsewhere [1]. Both are described with a united atom model, in which
CHx groups are considered single interaction centers with their own effective potentials.
The MFI-type zeolite is a three-dimensional pore system characterized by two sets of
interconnecting channels defined by 10-membered rings, with straight channels extending in
the y-direction and zig-zag channels in the x-direction. This structure can be synthesized with
a composition range 8 ≤ Si/Al ≤ ∞ with 12 distinct crystallographic T-sites [2]. In our model
cations can move freely.
The interactions between guest molecules (n-hexane, benzene, and sodium cations) with the
zeolite host framework are modeled by Lennard-Jones and Coulombic potentials. We use a
force field, where the density and mobility of the non-framework cation, the density of the
framework aluminium, and all host-guest interactions are carefully taking into account.
Results and discussion
The simulated adsorption enthalpy of benzene is considerably lower than that of n-hexane for
the same density of cations in the structure, for example, for five sodium cations in the T3-site
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is 66.62 kJ mol-1 compared to 73.58 kJ mol-1. For both components we find similar behaviour,
the density of non-framework sodium cations provokes an increasing of the adsorption
enthalpies. The enthalpy of adsorption dramatically increases up to four sodium cations per
unit cell, the number of the intersections between the straight and zig-zag channels in a unit
cell framework. These results are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Heats of adsorption of n-hexane
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Figure 2. Heats of adsorption of benzene
in Na-MFI zeolites at 493.15 K

Analysis of the occupancies of the individual adsorption sites (straight channels, zig-zag
channels, and intersections) from the simulation data indicates that benzene adsorbs only in
the intersections and n-hexane adsorbs preferentially in the intersections; straight and
sinusoidal channels are also occupied but to a lower extent.
Conclusions
MFI-type zeolite is formed by two types of channels which intersect creating a bigger extra
adsorption site; that is capable of adsorbing larger molecules. This feature could induce strong
selectivity for this type of mixtures.
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Introduction
In recent years, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been developed as a novel class of
microporous materials. MOFs are crystalline hybrid materials consisting of metal ions and
polyfunctional organic ligands.[1] They have attracted the attention of many research groups
in both academia and industry, with over 1000 publications on an annual basis due to the
exceptional promises for energy storage, catalysis and energy-related gas separations. Up to
now, most focus has been lying on the development of new structures whereas their usage in
specific applications remains still quite limited. Recently, MOFs have also been applied as
heterogeneous catalysts.[2, 3] An active metal centre for catalysis applications can be present
in many different ways, either within the metal building blocks or incorporated in the linker
during a post modification process.

Figure 1: Detailed view of the internal structure and the incorporated active center.[4]
Goal and methodology
In 1980 Sharpless and Katsuki achieved a breakthrough in enantioselective epoxidation of
allylic alcohols. They showed that in the presence of tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP) and a
complex of Titanium and a chiral tartrate ligand, an allylic alcohol could be converted into an
epoxide with good yield and excellent enantioselectivity.[5] The goal of this study is designing
a heterogeneous catalyst for this reaction by incorporating a titanium active center in a chiral
MOF with a post modification process. BINOL-type linkers are ideally suited for this
procedure (Figure 1). An analogous procedure was already utilised by Ma et al.[4] for other
enantioselective reactions, for example the asymmetric diethylzinc and alkynylzinc additions.
The goal of this research is to determine if this catalyst could also be used for the Sharpless
enantioselective epoxidation. The enantioselectivity is studied by means of molecular
modelling techniques. Hereby, a QM/QM oniom methodology is applied to evaluate the
enantioselectivity of a chosen allylic alcohol within the surroundings of the catalyst. We used
2-penten-1-ol (Figure 2) as test substance for this study since it is a simple and easy to model
compound that has limited options for side reactions.
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Figure 2: Enantioselective epoxidation with tert-butylhydroperoxide (TBHP)
Results and discussion
The staggered conformation of the naphthalene moieties in the BINOL linkers (Figure 1) and
the bulky peroxide cause steric hindrance that lead to a preferred orientation in the transition
state. That preferred orientation will, in turn be the cause of the enantioselectivity.
We have identified two possible pathways for the epoxidation of the allylic alcohol. The first
is the one proposed by Sharpless et al.[6] In this mechanism the alcohol will first bind to the
titanium and due to the sterical hindrance only one approach of the reactants is preferred
which causes the final enantioselectivity.

A second mechanistic proposal consists of a bimolecular pathway. In this reaction scheme, the
allylic alcohol does not bind directly to the titanium center. Depending on the transition state
orientation of the reactant compared to the peroxide, a different enantiomer will be formed.
Certain approach modes of the reactants are more preferred due to the occurrence of
stabilizing hydrogen bridges. In this proposal, the most stable pathway gives the opposite
enantioselectivity from the unimolecular pathway.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the unimolecular (left) and bimolecular (right)
transition states.
Our results indicate the unimolecular pathway as the most favorable, with a free energy for
the transition state of 85.4 kJ/mole compared to 104.2 kJ/mole (both compared to the starting
products).
Conclusions
Our molecular modeling results show that the postmodified chiral MOF with a titanium active
site is a good candidate to use as a heterogeneous catalyst for the Sharpless asymmetric
epoxidation as enantioselectivities over 90% are predicted.
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Introduction
The depletion of oil reserves and the rapidly increasing demand for base chemicals such as
ethylene and propylene initiated the quest for chemical processes based on alternative feedstock.
Among these, the methanol-to-olefin process (MTO), using natural gas, coal or biomass as raw
material, is one of the most important. MTO conversion occurs in acidic zeolites or zeotype
catalysts. For industrial applications H-SAPO-34, which has a chabazite topology, shows the best
performance and the highest selectivity toward light olefins.[1]
The generally accepted reaction mechanism for MTO is based on a hydrocarbon pool hypothesis,
in which organic molecules (predominantly polymethylbenzenes) trapped within the anorganic
zeolite framework act as co-catalysts. Methylation of the hydrocarbon pool species and
subsequent olefin elimination are the key steps in the production of ethylene and propylene.[2]
An important secondary effect of the presence of reactive methylbenzenes, is the formation of
polycyclic aromatic compounds.[3] These large molecules are considered as coke, blocking the
cages or channels, poisoning the active sites and finally deactivating the catalyst. Because the
channels connecting the cages in chabazite topologies are narrow, polyaromatic molecules
typically remain trapped inside the cages.[4] Coke formation increases with the acid strength of
the catalyst, causing deactivation to occur faster in H-SSZ-13, the more acidic zeolite analogue of
H-SAPO-34.[5]
Scope and results
In this contribution H-SSZ-13, H-SAPO-34 and H-ZSM-58 are considered. H-SSZ-13 and HSAPO-34 have a chabazite topology whereas H-ZSM-58 is characterized by a DDR topology.
Both topologies consist of cages connected by 8-membered ring windows through which only
small molecules can pass.
By means of state of the art molecular modelling techniques the activities of benzene,
naphthalene, and phenanthrene toward methylation by methanol are compared.[6] This allows the
assessment of the influence of the acid strength and topology on the stability of these species and
their tendency to lead to the formation of polyaromatics.
The unimolecular reaction rates for the methylation of benzene, naphthalene and phenanthrene
increase in this order for the CHA topology whereas they decrease for DDR. The corresponding
intrinsic forward reaction barriers are displayed in Figure 1. The effect of acid strength and the
confined space in the different topologies can be clearly observed.
Additionally, a possible route for the formation of peri-fused bicyclic compounds via isobutene, a
commonly formed side-product in the MTO process, is proposed in an effort to investigate its
contribution to the formation of deactivating species. Isobutene can be formed during the
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methanol conversion but it is too bulky to leave the cages of CHA or DDR catalysts. Therefore
reaction between isobutene and aromatic species is expected likely to occur.

Figure 1: Forward reaction barriers for the methylation of benzene (B), naphthalene (N) and
phenanthrene (PH) in H-SSZ-13, H-SAPO-34 and H-ZSM-58
This research also implies a tight cooperation with experimental, mainly spectroscopic data.
Calculated IR spectra and experimentally obtained spectra are compared.[7] Theoretical spectra
can ease the analysis of the complex experimental spectra whereas the experimental spectra can
be a guideline for molecular modelling.
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Introduction
IR spectroscopy is one of the more informative experimental techniques that allow at the
nanoscale level a thorough understanding of the reversible physical adsorption of small guest
molecules in microporous zeolites. Particularly, CO as a probe has been extensively used for
characterizing many classes of zeolites containing various cations [1-6]. Distinguishable IR
bands after CO introduction are the signature of relevant and specific CO/alkali metal
interaction but their interpretation is far from being always so obvious. Recent developments
on theoretical methods are supporting IR band attributions for adsorbed species [7]. Although
NaY cationic Faujasite is one of the most widely used microporous materials for separation
and purification processes, it has never been investigated by means of such combined
approach. In this work we use both IR and DFT analysis to provide reliable description of
weak solid-gas interactions supporting the formation of polycarbonyls in NaY zeolite [2-4]
whose IR signatures are red-shifted in respect with the number of CO that bind Na+ cation.
Experimental and theoretical details
In order to limit the IR signal saturation usually observed with high CO doses, we use a very
thin pellet of NaY Faujasite. Details on the IR spectra resolution and experimental procedure
can be found elsewhere [3, 4]. DFT/B3LYP study of the formation of polycarbonyl species in
NaY faujasite was investigated considering a cluster model of 37-39 atoms which represents
one of the six member rings (6MR) of the sodalite cages (see Figure 1).
Results and discussion
DFT optimized geometries of n-CO molecules interacting with a sodium cation located in a
SII site of high aluminium loading six-ring, Al3Si3Na3O18H12 cluster model, are reported in
Figure 1. As depicted in Table 1, DFT harmonic calculations are found to fairly mirror the
experimental results of νCO positions as a function of CO amounts. The mono-carbonyl
species possess the most stable adsorption energy followed by di- and tri-carbonyl species.
The νCO stretching mode for mono-carbonyls is predicted at 2170 cm -1 which is in a good
agreement with the experimental average position observed at 2171.5 cm-1. The two CO
molecules forming the adsorbed di-carbonyl species vibrate at 2158 cm -1 and 2155 cm-1.
These calculated νCO stretching modes reproduce very well the red shift of about 10 cm -1 that
is experimentally observed when the capture of two CO molecules occurs [3, 4]. Similarly,
the assignment of the νCO position at 2148.5 cm-1 due to the formation of tri-carbonyls [3, 4]
is also reproducible by calculation. Indeed, two of the three as-calculated νCO positions for
tri-carbonyl species, Table 1, are found to vibrate at much lower positions compared to the
mono and di-carbonyl species. Decrease of the vibrational frequencies of CO interacting with
Na+ sodium are the signature of Na+-CO distance lengthening. In other words, the presence of
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other CO in the vicinity as far as higher CO doses are concerned would favour polycarbonyls
formation with Na+-CO distance lengthening.

Figure 1: nCO molecules interacting with Na+(SII): a) n=1, b) n=2 and c) n=3. Reported
bonding length values are in Angstrom.

CO capture

Eads

dNa-CO

Calculated νCO1

Experimental νCO2

CO

-22

2.69

2170

2171.5

2CO

-17

2.81
2.91

2158 (as)
2155 (as)

2159.5

3CO

-14

2.78
3.07
3.19

2156 (as)
2151 (as)
2149 (as)

2148.5

Table 1: DFT adsorption energies (kJ/mol), dNa-CO distances (Ǻ) and νCO (cm-1) stretching
frequencies of CO molecules (calculated and observed experimental positions) interacting
with Na+(SII). Symmetric, (s) and asymmetric, (as) νCO stretching frequencies are also
reported for di- and tri-carbonyl species.
Conclusions
This first combined experimental and theoretical study of the CO capture in NaY Faujasite
demonstrates that the different surfaces carbonyls species are resulting from the completion of
the vacant coordination Na+ sites as indicated by both their experimental and theorical
insights. The red shift of about 10 cm-1 experimentally observed for the different νCO
positions are reproduced well by our DFT calculations. Polycarbonyls formation is favoured
for higher amounts of guest CO molecules.
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Introduction
Natural zeolites have attracted a great attention due to their abundance, low-cost and excellent
selectivity for a number of toxic heavy metal cations. The aim of this work was to
experimentally investigate sorption kinetics of Cu(II) ions from aqueous solutions at different
concentrations and temperatures using natural clinoptilolite and then to develop a kinetic
model based on the sorption mechanism.
Experimental
Natural clinoptilolite (Vranjska Banja, Serbia, particle size: 60 – 120 μm) was pre-treated
with NaCl (2.0 mol dm–3). Hydrated salt CuSO4·5H2O (Zorka Pharma, Serbia) was dissolved
in distilled water to yield following concentrations of Cu(II) ions: 100, 200 and 300 mg dm-3.
Series of batches with 1 g of the Na-modified clinoptilolite suspended in 0.1 dm3 of Cu(II) ion
solution were left over a period of time up to 24 h in a water bath at 25, 35 and 45 ºC.
Concentration of Cu(II) in the solution was determined by an atomic absorption
spectrophotometer (Varian SpectrAA 55B). At least five measurements were done for each
determination.
Results and discussion
Natural clinoptilolite used in this work was shown to effectively remove Cu(II) ions from
water solutions (Fig. 1). Experimental data were modeled by the Lagergren pseudo-secondorder kinetics as:
dx
= k ( xe − x ) 2
(1)
dt
where x and xe are the concentrations of sorbed Cu(II) at time t and at equilibrium,
respectively, and k is the rate constant. By applying integrated linear form of the Eq. (1) on
experimental data, rate constants and equilibrium concentrations of sorbed Cu(II) can be
determined (Fig. 1a). The obtained values of model parameters are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Sorption of Cu(II): experimental data (symbols) and model predictions (lines). a)
Lagergren pseudo-second-order model (c0=200 mg dm-3); b) novel kinetic model (25 oC)
Although excellent agreements of model predictions with experimental data were obtained,
kinetic rate constant values did not follow any consistent trend either with temperature or with
Cu(II) concentration (Table 1). Similar findings were previously reported [1-3] indicating that
the simple pseudo-second-order kinetic rate constant is actually a complex function and
cannot be directly related to the ion exchange mechanism.
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Table 1. Parameters of the Lagergren pseudo-second-order kinetic model (k [g mol-1 h-1] and xe
[mmol g-1]) at different initial solution concentrations (c0 [mg dm-3]).
25 °C
k
18415

c0
100

35 °C
xe
0.133

k

45 °C
xe

k

xe

200

9525

0.196

4445

0.252

5715

0.266

300

12065

0.242

4445

0.291

3810

0.337

In order to get an insight in the mechanism of Cu(II) ion immobilization in zeolite, we have
developed a novel kinetic model based on following reactions:
k1
⎯⎯
→ 2Na(+aq ) + P
2Naz P0.5 ←⎯
(2)
⎯
k2

k3
⎯⎯
→ Cu z P
Cu(2aq+ ) + P ←⎯
⎯

(3)

k4

where k represents kinetic rate constant of each of the reactions and P is the free cation site in
the zeolite lattice for binding of one Cu2+ ion. Index 0.5 in the Eq. (2) indicates that 2 sites
occupied by Na+ ions are closed to each other to provide 1 site (P) for Cu2+ ion. It is assumed
that the concentration of free sites is low and constant over time. Thus, the differential
equations for rates of free sites generation and Cu(II) ions sorption were associated to derive
the final expression for Cu(II) sorption rate as:

k2 k4 ( c0 − xe )( cBZ 0 − 2xe )2
=
K' =
k1 k 3
4xe3

( c − x )( cBZ 0 − 2x )2 − 4K ' x 3
dx
= k1 0
;
dt
4k2' x 2 + ( c0 − x )

(4)

where c0 and cBZ0 are the initial concentrations of Cu(II) in solution and Na+ ions in the zeolite
lattice, respectively, and k2’ is the constant defined as k2’ = k2/k3. The constant K’ is
determined from the equilibrium. The Eq. (4) was solved numerically resulting in excellent
agreements with experimental data (Fig. 1b) while values of the constant k1 were found to
increase with the increase in temperature as well as with Cu(II) concentrations (Table 2).
Table 2. Parameters of the novel kinetic model (k1 [g mol-1 h-1] and k2’ [g mol-1]) and calculated
constants K’ [-] at different initial solution concentrations (c0 [mg dm-3]).
c0
100

k1

25 °C
k2’

209

10438

2.00

200

418

25052

2.67

835

29228

0.48

5010

102296

0.30

300

1044

33403

2.20

2088

73069

0.75

6263

123173

0.27

K’

k1

35 °C
k2’

K’

k1

45 °C
k2’

K’

Conclusions
In this work, we have investigated sorption kinetics of Cu(II) ions on natural clinoptilolite and
derived a novel, mechanicistic kinetic model. The model predictions were in excellent
agreement with experimental data indicating potentials for broader model applications to
other toxic metal ions providing insights into the sorption mechanism.
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Introduction
The elucidation of the structure-activity relation of zeolites or zeotype materials remains very
challenging. Recent advances in both theoretical and experimental techniques provide new
opportunities to study these complex materials and any catalytic reaction occurring inside.
Two recent computational studies investigated in detail methylation reactions on alkenes
within an acidic ZSM-5 catalyst. It was shown that but enthalpy barriers [1] and rate
coefficients [2] of individual reactions can now be calculated with "near chemical accuracy".
In order to establish new active reaction routes, the knowledge of formed intermediates is
crucial. The characterization of such intermediates can be done using a variety of
spectroscopic techniques and in this contribution, IR and UV-VIS are applied. Methanol and
ethanol conversion over H-SAPO-34 is investigated [3]. Two stages of the process are
investigated: (1) the initial adsorption of the alcohols, (2) the formation of carbonaceous
compound, which can be seen as both hydrocarbon pool species and coke precursors.
Computational Details
Large finite clusters are applied, the models are constructed using Zeobuilder [4]. A multilayered method combining an ONIOM(B3LYP/dgtzvp:HF/dgtzvp)-D energy and
ONIOM(B3LYP/dgtzvp: MNDO) geometry is used. The normal mode post-processing
analysis is performed using the in-house developed software model TAMkin [5].
Results and discussion
Calculated adsorption energies of methanol and ethanol in a SAPO 44T cluster indicate that
ethanol is absorbed more strongly compared to methanol by almost 14 kJ mol-1. Dispersion
effects are found to be crucial. IR spectra of the large finite clusters containing the adsorbed
alcohols indicate that both alcohols behave in a similar way, which is in agreement with the
experimental in situ DRIFT measurements. In addition, the clusters are loaded with singly
methylated aromatic hydrocarbons, which are representative reaction intermediates of the
alcohol conversion process. Computed IR spectra of these species adsorbed on H-SAPO-34
point out that the characteristic C=C vibrations of the larger aromatic compounds exhibit a
peak with maximal intensity at 1610 cm-1, experimental bands are observed at 1607 and 1600
cm-1 for methanol and ethanol, respectively.
To get more detailed information from the IR spectra, a detailed normal mode analysis
(NMA) of the computed vibrational spectra is applied. A combined Partial Hessian
Vibrational Analysis - Mobile Block Hessian (PHVA-MBH) is presented, in which groups of
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atoms (such as the guest atoms in the zeolitic material) are considered as mobile blocks during
the vibrational analysis [6]. This allows to separate the framework-guest vibrations and to
visualize the induced peak shifts of the gas phase spectra upon adsorption in the
heterogeneous catalyst.
Moreover, contemporary functionals such as CAM-B3LYP seem promising for the
computation of UV-VIS spectra.

Figure 1. In situ DRIFT spectra (black) and computed IR peak locations of the early stage of
methanol (a) and ethanol (b) conversion in H-SAPO-34.
Conclusions
A detailed normal mode analysis of calculated vibrational spectra of reactive intermediates in
a SAPO-34 44T cluster provides a great help to unravel the complicated spectra. It is of
general use in heterogeneous catalysis. In this contribution, the SAPO-34 framework
vibrations could be separated from the vibrations of the guest molecules in the zeolitic pore
and led to assignment of experimental peaks. Contemporary DFT functionals seem promising
for the computation of UV-VIS spectra.
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Introduction
Zeolites are porous catalytic materials - marvelous for the needs of petrochemical industry. In
zeolites, aluminum will form both framework Brønsted and extra-framework Lewis acid sites
and is thus responsible for the catalytic behavior of the material. Importantly, the distribution
and density of the acid sites can be guided by steaming at high temperature, under which
hydration reactions weaken the bonding between aluminum and the framework, eventually
leading to the detachment of atoms creating vacancies like silanol nests. This process is
referred to as dealumination, and plays a pivotal role in the practical application of zeolites as
catalysts. For example, zeolite Y, which is employed in the catalytic cracking of heavy oil
fractions, is typically dealuminated by steaming to reduce the density of acid sites before
application [1]. Herein, we present a detailed reaction mechanism for the dealumination
process. The results are compared to the analogous process where silicon is removed from the
framework (desilication).
Computational details
In this contribution, we use periodic density-functional theory (DFT) calculations as
implemented in the code-package Quantum Espresso, which uses ultra-soft pseudo-potentials
for electron-ion interactions and plane waves as a basis set. For xc-contribution we use the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) GGA-functional. To calculate reaction paths and activation
energies we have performed extensive nudged elastic band method (NEB) calculations. To
ensure computational efficiency in NEB-calculations we have selected the 36 atom unit cell of
chabazite to be our modeling structure. To further confirm our observations we have
performed calculations for the double sized unit cell with Quantum Espresso and for the
original unit cell with hybrid B3LYP-functional with DFT-code CASTEP in Materials Studio
and also used the Grimme dispersion correction (DFT-D) to account for van der Waals
interactions [2].
Results and discussion
The energetics of the reaction paths for the dealumination and desilication can be seen in
Figure 1 and a scheme of the processes is shown in Figure 2. The upper lines in Figures 1a
and 1b is based on assuming that additional water molecules are available without
intermediate adsorption steps, whereas for the lower lines, the sequential adsorption of water
molecules is explicitly taken into account. Both processes occur via stepwise hydrolysis,
eventually leading to an Al(OH)3(H2O) species for dealumination and Si(OH)4 for
desilication. These species have only weak interactions with the remaining zeolite framework
and are thus expected to be mobile. A silanol nest, comprising four silanol hydroxyl groups, is
formed in the zeolite framework as a consequence of both processes.
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Figure 1. DFT paths for a) dealumination and
b) desilication combined from 5 different
NEB-paths. Effective barriers are labeled for
both approaches separately in the upper left
corner. Water adsorption energies are seen as
discontinuous jumps in the lower curves.

Figure 2. Reaction steps with intermediate
configurations drawn in schemes for
dealumination on the left and for
desilication on the right. Solid lines denote
covalent bonds and dotted hydrogen bonds.

Conclusions
A detailed mechanism has been described for the removal of both framework aluminum and
silicon. Substantially lower barriers are encountered for dealumination compared to
desilication, and our results thus agree the experimental observations.
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Phenomenon of adsorption-induced deformation attracted recently a considerable attention
owing to its relevance to practical problems of mechanical stability and integrity of novel
nanoporous materials. Micro- and mesoporous materials find numerous applications as
selective adsorbents and catalysts, substrates for biosensors and drug delivery, membranes
and films in various nanotechnologies, which involve fluids adsorbed or confined to
nanoscale pores within rigid or compliant solid matrixes. Guest molecules adsorbed in pores
cause a substantial stress in the host matrix leading to its contraction or swelling. Although
various experimental manifestations of adsorption-induced deformation have been known for
a long time, a rigorous theoretical description of this phenomenon is lacking. We present a
general thermodynamic approach suggested for predicting adsorption stress and respective
deformation in various microporous and mesoporous materials. The proposed method is based
on the analysis of adsorption isotherms by means of molecular simulations, density functional
theory, and empirical models.
Moreover, the recent discovery of reversible breathing transitions between open and closed
pore structures (lp and np phases) in flexible metal-organic frameworks (MOF) brought about
a new physical phenomenon that represents a challenging problem for the theorists. Breathing
transitions in MOF’s like MIL-53 occur in the process of adsorption of various guest
molecules; as well as during variations of temperature, or external pressure. We present a
dynamic network model of adsorption-driven breathing transitions, which takes into account a
complex interplay of adsorption and elastic interactions. The proposed MC model is based on
the Hamiltonian, which depends on the deformation strain e and adsorption loading n that
may vary from sell to cell,

The first term in the RHS of the Hamiltonian accounts for the elastic energy of the cell. The
second term is the responsible of elastic cell-cell interactions. The third term describes the
interaction between the adsorbed particles and the cell; it includes the adsorption energy and
the adsorption strain. The forth term is the difference of free energies between reference lp
and np cell in vacuum. The MC process involves two types of moves, insertion of guest
molecules and change of cell identity between lp and np. The simulation implies the elastic
relaxation of the network and the change of the elastic energy contributes into the probability
of acceptance of MC moves. An example of simulation is given in the Figure. For certain
conditions, there are, two consecutive lp ! np ! lp transitions associated with the sharp
adsorption uptake and respective changes of the network volume. This example is purely
illustrative; however it captures the main features of breathing phenomena observed
experimentally.
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Fig. 1: Typical results of a breathing material as obtained from the dynamic model we developed. Upon increase
of chemical potential, the host material contracts then swells.
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In this work we characterize a new nitrogen functionalized MOF that was synthesized in 2009
by the group of R. Guillard et al. [1]. It is built by cyclic triamines and carboxylate groups
linking together zinc cations, and presents an extra-framework halogen anions [Fig.1]. It has a
cubic symmetry and only a type of channels, interconnected two-by-two through windows
[Fig.2].

Fig.1. A view of the unit cell and the site occupied
by Cl–

Fig.2. A schematic of the accessible channels

The molecular simulation of this new MOF was challenging because its includes
tetraazamacrocyles, which are not typically featured in materials and whose atomistic
description is an open question for molecular simulation. We used DFT calculations on
clusters extracted from the large unit cell to determinate the partial atomic charges of the
MOF. These were combined with existing potentials for the description of the adsorption fluid
molecules (optimized for reproducing fluid phase equilibria).
Molecular simulation allowed to determine the location of halogen anions (Br-, Cl-, F-) in the
unit cell, which was not possible experimentally. Each ion is localized around a specific and
well-defined site, with a spread varying with temperature (from 77 K to room temperature).
The Br- and Cl- sites are similar, while the F- site is slightly different and less mobile (as a
harder anion).
After having characterized this MOF (porosity, connectivity and distribution of the anions),
we calculated the CO2 and H2O adsorption isotherms at high pressure and at different
629

temperatures in the presence of each type of anions considered. We also investigated the
coadsorption properties of this material at 300 K for mixtures of CO2, CO, O2, N2 and CH4
with different ratios. We find a high selectivity that decreases at high pressure.
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Introduction
Nanoporous metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are topical materials displaying a large
range of crystal structures and host–guest properties. Among the proposed applications of
MOFs, adsorptive storage and separation of strategic gases (H 2, CO2, CH4) are of
particular importance and have gained a lot of attention in recent years.
Some MOFs, such as MOF-5 (also known as IRMOF-1), HKUST-1 and DUT-4, are
unstable in the presence of water vapour. Others, however, are stable even when left in
liquid water for long periods of time. A coherent, global understanding of the factors
behind water stability of MOFs is still lacking and is hard to tackle. If only a few water
adsorption (and desorption) isotherms in MOFs have been published, on the contrary
water adsorption has been extensively studied in other porous materials from both
experimental and theoretical points of view. The special case where the confining matrix
is hydrophobic, in particular, has attracted a lot of interest in the past decade and many
systems for which water adsorption in hydrophobic spaces is relevant, such as activated
carbons and all-silica zeolites, functionalised or coated mesoporous materials were
studied.[1]
We extended these investigations to hydrophobic MOFs, performing a molecular
simulation study of water adsorption in Al(OH)(1,4-ndc) and its functionalised variants,
and of CO2 adsorption in IRMOF-n (n = 1, 10, 16). In both cases, type V isotherms were
obtained, and we shed some light on the nature of the adsorption transition by exhibiting
the effect of confinement on the phase diagram of the adsorbates. We also demonstrated
the influence of pore size and functionalisation of the organic linker on the hydrophobicity
(or “CO2-phobicity”) of the material.
Results and discussion
Partial atomic charges of material Al(OH)(1,4-ndc) were optimised in order to reproduce
the experimental isotherms for water at 298 K. We used parameters from previous work
by Snurr et al. that reproduces adequately experimental data for CO2 adsorption in
IRMOF-1 at different temperatures between 195 K and 273 K. For both phenomena a type
V isotherm is obtained and this can be explained by considering the hydrophobic (and
“CO2-phobic”) nature of the internal surface of the materials studied. The water-MOF and
CO2-MOF interactions are, in these cases, much smaller than water-water and CO2-CO2
interactions and thus the adsorption process at low pressure is unfavourable from a free
energy point of view. Because interested on probing the water adsorption in a series of
functionalised variants of the MOF family Al(OH)(1,4-ndc), we calculate, as shown in
Fig.1, the adsorption and desorption isotherms for different degree of methylation (2, 4
and 8 respectively). It can be clearly seen that such a functionalisation of the material has
an effect on the saturation uptake and the adsorption pressure. If the impact of methylation
on saturation uptake can be simply explained as a steric effect, the influence on the
adsorption pressure is a consequence of the changes of the chemical nature of the interior
surface of the pores, the added apolar methyl groups shielding the more polar carboxylate
groups from the adsorbate[2].
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In order to better characterize the type V isotherm, observed for water adsorption in
Al(OH)(1,4-ndc), we analysed it from the point of view of liquid–vapour phase transition
under confinement. Studying the number of molecules adsorbed at the pressures
corresponding of the transition, we notice the presence of intermediate thermodynamic
states that means the adsorption observed is a continuous transition. From a microscopic
point of view, such intermediate states correspond to situations where some channels are
empty while others are completely filled. A cooperative mechanism among neighbouring
pores leads the global transition for the material to be continuous and it is observed also
for the methyl-fonctionnalised materials. In the case of water adsorbed in Al(OH)(1,4ndc), and its methylated derivatives, thus, as confinement increases, the critical point
shifts to lower temperature[2].
To characterize CO2 adsorption in similar materials, we considered a family of isoreticular
materials (IRMOF-n where n = 1, 10, 16) differing only in their organic linkers, and thus
in porous volume. We calculated their adsorption isotherms at different temperatures, in
good agreement with both experimental data and existing molecular simulations.[3] We
found that when the temperature increases, the transition become continuous and the
higher the internal volume the more important this effect. We were able to determine the
transition pressure for each material at the temperatures studied. Reporting these data on
the phase diagram showed in Fig. 2, we highlight the effect of confinement on the critical
temperature for “CO2-phobic” IRMOFs : when the porous volume increases, the
temperature decreases[4].

Fig. 1: Isotherms for adsorption (filled symbols) and desorption
(open symbols) of water in Al(OH)(1,4-ndc) and derivates.

Fig. 2: Phase diagram of CO2 in IRMOF-n (n = 1, 10, 16) and the
confinement effect on the critical temperature.

Simulation techniques
The calculation of isotherms was performed using Grand Canonical Ensemble simulations.
Water molecules are described by the TIP4P-Ew model and CO2 molecules by a TraPPE
model with three atomic charges; the dispersion and repulsion interactions are modeled by a
12-6 Lennard-Jones potential between all atoms.
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Introduction
The silicon-containing porous materials are often characterized by means of the
vibrational spectroscopy. The existence of some of the functional groups, which are present in
the final materials obtained in the course of the sol-gel polycondensation process (see e.g. [1]
and references therein; cf. Figure 1), can be confirmed by finding the relevant bands on the IR
spectra. However, it frequently happens that the bands important from the point of view of the
identification of the functional groups or some structural motifs are located close to, or even
in the range of the spectrum, where the strong band corresponding to the Si–O stretching
vibration appears. The interpretation of the spectra can be greatly facilitated by the quantum
chemical calculations.

Figure 1. Scheme of the co-condensation route used for synthesis of the materials studied and
functional groups introduced into silica framework

Results and discussion
It is well known that the harmonic frequencies (the only theoretical frequencies
available for systems as large as the representative fragments of the macromolecules)
obtained from a quadratic force field computed at ab initio or DFT levels of theory with the
aid of the so-called Wilson-Decius-Cross method (see e.g. [2]) are typically too high
compared with the fundamentals observed in the vibrational spectra. Much better agreement
between the calculated and experimental frequencies is obtained using scaling methods such
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as the so-called scaled quantum mechanical (SQM) force field method [3,4], or the recently
proposed effective scaling frequency factor (ESFF) method [5]. It was shown [6] that in a
general case of molecules with various structural motifs, the ESFF method renders the scaled
frequencies somewhat lower than SQM. The application of the simulated spectra based on the
SQM and ESFF scaled frequencies (calculated from B3LYP force fields of a representative
fragments of macromolecules) in the interpretation of the experimental spectra of the final
materials will be presented. In this simulation the band widths were allowed to vary, but the
overall integral intensity was assumed to be equal to the computed at a given theoretical level.
The predictive capabilities of the SQM and ESFF methods will be discussed.
Conclusions
Theoretical studies turned out to be very helpful in the interpretation of the vibrational
spectra of the functionalized organosilica materials. The simulated bands based on the scaled
frequencies obtained from the B3LYP force fields of the representative fragments of the final
materials are in good agreement with the experimentally observed ones. Such simulation
should be preferably carried out using a number of conformers of a given fragment, due to
their presence in the bulk phase of the final material.
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1. Introduction
This study is focused on the use of Monte Carlo simulations for the screening of potential
zeolite adsorbents that can be used to remove VOC’s present in ppm range in a toluene
stream. Five compounds having different sizes and functional groups were chosen as model
impurities: butanal, ethyl-hexenal, dimethyl-cyclohexanone, trimethyl-anisole and trimethylphenol.
Simulations have been performed at a temperature of 300 K to study the adsorption
properties of these compounds in silicalite (MFI-type) and Na-Y zeolites. Single-component,
binary-mixture and 6-mixture isotherms, as well as Henry coefficients and heats of
adsorption have been computed. The zeolite is modeled as a rigid crystal as described by
Kiselev and co-workers [1]. The cubic lattice parameter of the FAU u.c. is 25.028 Å and the
u.c. composition is M54Si138Al54O348, where M denotes a monovalent cation. This
corresponds to a Si/Al ratio of 3.55. The Na+ cation positions inside the FAU framework
were obtained from an NVT – Monte Carlo simulation. The butanal, ethyl-hexenal, dimethylcyclohexanone and –CH3 alkyl groups in the substituted benzene rings are described using a
united-atom model [2]. The non-bonded
interactions between the molecules and
140
Simulation van Koningsveld model, 300 K
between the molecules and the zeolite are
Cartarius 1997, 303 K
120
Vihn_Thang 2005, 308 K
described with a Lennard-Jones potential.
Lee 1996, 303 K

100

Simulation OLSON model, 300 K

Loading, mg/g

2. Results
Song 2007, 323 K
80
The molecules were modelled using the
TraPPE force-field [3-8]. However, because
60
of the different sets of parameters used in our
40
simulations, the Lennard-Jones parameters
from the cited literature were further fitted to
20
describe the vapour-liquid curve of the phase
0
diagram. Fig. 1 presents the simulated
0.0001
0.01
1
100
10000
toluene isotherms, obtained using the van
Fugacity, Pa
Koningsveld [9] and Olson [10] model of
Fig. 1. Isotherms of toluene in silicalite (MFIMFI, in comparison with various type). Comparison between simulated
experimental data from the literature [11- adsorption isotherm obtained in this work and
14]. Using the van Koningsveld model, the several experimental results from the
result is in resonable agreement with the literature.
experimental data available in the literature.
The model also predicts the inflection at an adsorbate loading of 4 molecules/u.c. (63 mg/g).
In Table 1 we present the Henry coefficients and the heats of adsorption in MFI and FAU,
computed at zero coverage as described by Vlugt and co-workers [15]. At zero coverage it is
safe to assume an ideal Langmuir behavior for the system and we can compute the binary
selectivities as the ratios of Henry’s constants. In MFI only toluene, butanal and ethylhexenal can diffuse/adsorb through the pores. Judging from the selectivities in FAU, all
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Loading, mg/g

compounds can adsorb very well from the
200
binary mixture with toluene; however, when all
180
160
compounds are present in the mixture, the
ethyl-hexenal
140
competition between the species has a very
Butanal
120
strong influence on the final adsorption as can
diMcyclohexanone
100
triManisole
be seen in Fig. 2. Butanal is preferentially and
80
triMphenol
strongly adsorbed in the whole concentration
60
range, trimethyl-phenol and the di-substituted
40
cyclohexanone show a weak adsorption capacity
20
while the tri-substituted phenol and anisole
0
hardly adsorb at all.
0
500
1000
1500
2000
Equilibrium Concentration in Toluene, ppm
The toluene heat of adsorption in MFI at
around 300 K is reported in several literature
Fig. 2. Adsorption behaviour of the
studies [11-13, 16-20]. However there is no studied mixture in FAU. Simulation
agreement amongst reported values. The conditions: 5000 Pa, 300 K
average heat of adsorption of Toluene in FAU
reported by Canet and co-workers [21] (-70 kJ/mol) is in very good agreement with the value
obtained in our simulations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no data available for the
other compounds in the literature.
Table 1. Computed Henry coefficients, selectivities and heats of adsorption at zero coverage.
Substance
toluene
triMphenol
triManisole
diMcyclohexanone
butanal
ethyl-hexenal

K in MFI
mol/kg/Pa
0.01
0.61
209

K in FAU
mol/kg/Pa
69
.
10
4 10
.
7
6 10
.
5
1 10
.
6
1 10
.
9
1.7 10

Selectivity
in MFI
49
.
4
1.7 10

Selectivity
in FAU
.
8
5.8 10
.
5
8.8 10
.
3
1.5 10
.
4
1.4 10
.
7
2.4 10

∆Hads in MFI
kJ/mol
-56
-67
-90

∆Hads in FAU
kJ/mol
-76
-138
-118
-91
-108
-135

3. Conclusion
A model to describe the adsorption behaviour of several VOC’s was developed. Because
the availability of experimental data is lacking, not all computed properties could be
validated. Experiments in FAU are underway.
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Introduction
We have investigated the structural and dynamics properties of confined hydrogen phases in
Silicalite-I zeolite by neutron diffraction (D2 hydrogen isotope) and incoherence quasi-elastic
neutron scattering (HD hydrogen isotope). Such a system, is particularly interesting due to the
fact that hydrogen sorption isotherm in Silicalite-I presents a nice isotherm sub-step,
characterized by a pronounced hysteresis loop. From the analysis of the neutron
diffractograms and neutron spectrograms measured at different hydrogen loadings on both
sides of the isotherm sub-step, we conclude to the existence of a phase transition from a H2
confined fluid phase to a H2 confined commensurate solid phase. Recall that we have studied
in detail the thermodynamic and structural properties of a large number of simple gas ( He,
Ar, Kr, N2, CO, O2 ) confined in Silicalite-I and ZSM-5 zeolites [1-5], but hydrogen is the
first one which is suited for dynamic properties analysis from incoherent neutron scattering.
Experimental
The Silicalite-I zeolite sample has been
synthesized at the Prof. K. Unger
Laboratory of Inorganic Chemistry (Mainz RFA), while the neutron diffraction and the
incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering
experiments, have been performed at the
Léon Brillouin Laboratoire (Saclay –
France), on the G4-1 two axis diffracttometer and MIBEMOL time of fly
spectrometer, respectively. Detailed calibration sorption isotherms of confined
hydrogen phase have been measured during
the neutron scattering experiments to
determined the host Silicalite-I hydrogen
loadings of each neutron counts with great
accuracy ( as illustrated on figure 1 ).

Figure 1 : Detailed calibration sorption
isotherms of confined hydrogen in Silicalite-I
zeolite, measured at different temperature (17.8
K, 25.7 K and 28.7 K), during the neutron
diffraction experiment accomplished on the
G4-1 two axis diffractometer. A pronounced
hysteresis loop has been observed during the
isotherm sub-step formation at T = 28.7 K.
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Results and discussion
During the hydrogen sorption phenomenon in the Silicalite-I zeolite at T = 25.7 K, we have
observed large modifications of the neutron diffractogram which characterizes the outgazed
Silicate-I sample. In particular, the intensities, of the two main diffraction peaks
located at low wave vector values ( Q ≈ 0.6
Å-1), greatly decrease and finally vanish ( as
shown on figure 2 ). On the other hand, the
intensity of the diffraction peak located at
2.1 Å-1 increases a little. After the isotherm
sub-step formation, on the isotherm plateau
(at 95% D2 loading), the main diffractogram

Figure 2 : Neutron diffractograms of the
Silicalite-I zeolite measured at T = 25.7 K
for different hydrogen (D2) loadings ( 0 %,
30 %, 60 %, 80 % and 95 % ).

modifications concern the appearance of
several narrow diffraction peaks in the wave
vector range (1.8 < Q < 2.5 Å-1). We
interpret such extra diffraction peaks as the
signature of a hydrogen confined phase
Figure 3 : Schematic representation of the
structure of the confined hydrogen phase in solidification. The Rietveld analysis of such
Silicalite-I zeolite at full H2 loading ( 44 a neutron diffractogram is in progress ( at
molecules / u.c. ).
the present time the Bragg reliability factor
is still rather high around 20 %, we continue the D2 confined phase structure refinement). We
have represented schematically on the figure 3, the presently proposed confined hydrogen
structure. Concerning the hydrogen (HD) molecular mobility Dt, we have measured by
incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering, an abrupt change of Dt during the sub-step
formation. Moreover Dt vanishes on the isotherm plateau. We interpret our result as a phase
transition between a confined fluid phase and a confined solid phase.
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Introduction
The conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons (MTH) over acidic zeolite catalysts
has been the subject of widespread research since the reaction was discovered by Mobil
researchers in the aftermath of the 1973 oil crisis. Originally intended to produce
gasoline (Methanol To Gasoline, MTG), the research of the MTH reaction quickly
narrowed towards the production of light olefins (Methanol To Olefins, MTO) and even
to propylene (MTP).
The present work emphasizes on the MTP reaction. In particular, the reaction of
methanol or dimethyl ether (DME) in presence of ethylene will be discussed, aiming at
investigating the possibility of selective propylene production from ethylene and
methanol. Medium pore zeolites were used with various Al content and different
morphology. Catalysts were tested in a continuous flow reactor in a wide range of
conditions, so as to determine the product reaction network, in terms of primary or
subsequent events. In contrast to prior literature work [1-7] where labeled methanol was
used, in this work a mechanistic study was performed with 13C singly labeled ethylene.
Experimental
The experiments were carried out in a continuous quartz fixed bed reactor filled with 1 g of
catalyst pellets with sizes ranging from 250 to 500 μm. The feed was composed of ethylene
and dimethyl ether (DME). Nitrogen was used as a carrier gas.
Reactions were carried out in a 180-300°C temperature range in order to suppress secondary
side reactions
The products leaving the reactor were sampled on-line, separated and analyzed using GCFID. The analysis of the labeling experiments was carried out by a GC-MS system.
In order to verify the reaction network, potential product intermediates were also (co-)fed to
the reactor, viz. propene, butane, diethylether.
Results and discussion
Different zeolite catalysts, mainly with MFI but also with CHA, MTT, FER, TON, MMW
and MOR topology, were exposed to DME and/or ethylene feed at inlet reaction temperatures
below 300°C. In such conditions 100% propylene selectivity can be achieved at low feed
conversion. Co-feeding of ethylene has a positive effect on DME conversion, while pure
ethylene (in absence of DME) favors oligomerization. Upon co-feeding DME and ethylene, a
’unique curve’ for each catalyst topology between DME conversion and propylene selectivity
was observed (fig 1). Generally, the experiments allow stating that at low reaction
temperatures propylene selectivity is inversely proportional to the conversion and this
phenomenon is governed only by catalyst topology, rather than by specific reaction
conditions.
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Fig 1: Propene selectivity vs DME conversion after various TOS (30-900 min) on various catalysts at various reaction temperatures.

The labeling experiments with singly labeled ethylene in presence of DME and in conditions
where 100% propylene selectivity was achieved, indicate that propylene formation occurs
nearly exclusively via methylation of ethylene. As the reaction temperature and the
conversion rises, the degree of ethylene methylation diminishes, while the production of
propylene is more and more the result of methanol propagation (results not shown).
An important observation is the fact that propylene can be formed by methanol propagation as
well as ethylene methylation. Propylene selectivity is very high at low DME conversions as a
result of the exclusive occurrence of ethylene methylation. The major reason for the
decreasing selectivity at higher conversion is the faster propylene methylation (compared to
ethylene) as well as its faster oligomerization rate (compared to ethylene). Moreover, in the
latter conditions a new mechanism, viz. methanol methylation, is intervening yielding a
variety of products.
Conclusion
In this work ethylene and DME have been co-fed to a flow reactor at low temperatures with
different catalysts. The main goal of this work was to examine how and to what extent
propylene molecules are formed over different types of catalysts. Low reaction temperatures
invariably showed low conversions but very high propylene selectivity, irrespective of
catalyst or condition used. At the low conversions, propylene is primarily formed by
methylation of ethylene. The observation of a unique curve connecting DME conversion and
propene selectivity, it is concluded that the reaction selectivity is topology dependent. As the
reaction temperature and the conversion rises, the degree of methylation of ethylene
diminishes and the production of propylene is increasingly governed by methanol
propagation. As the reaction conversion rises at constant temperature, the degree of
methylation of ethylene also diminishes. It follows that ethylene methylation is inversely
proportional to the conversion of DME .
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Introduction
Syngas conversion offers a potential alternative to flaring or reinjection for monetization of
associated gas. However, certain deployment applications disfavor the hydroprocessing
infrastructure required to upgrade the linear paraffin wax product for blending or transport.
We describe here Chevron’s Next Generation Syngas ConversionTM (NGSCTM) technology, a
commercially viable hybrid syngas conversion catalyst comprising both a Fischer-Tropsch
active metal and a zeolite component that truncates the Anderson-Schultz-Flory (ASF)
distribution to provide a liquid hydrocarbon product without the need for downstream
hydroprocessing. This talk will focus on catalyst and process development including a
discussion on the effect of zeolite properties on product specifications.
Experimental
Hybrid Fischer-Tropsch catalysts have been prepared by single, step non-aqueous
impregnation of cobalt and ruthenium solutions onto commercially available 1/16” zeolite
extrudates to give a typical catalyst composition of 7.5% Co/0.19% Ru/zeolite/Al2O3. The
catalysts were then activated using a specific reduction-oxidation-reduction (ROR) procedure.
Detailed catalyst preparation and characterization have been described [1]. Fischer-Tropsch
activity was studied in fixed bed reactors at temperatures between 205°C and 235°C with a
total pressure of 5-20 atm, H2/CO ratios of 1.5 to 2.0 and a total gas flow rate of 2100-6000
cubic centimeters of gas (0°C, 1 atm) per gram of catalyst per hour.
Results and discussion
Hybrid or modified syngas conversion catalysts using an acidic component in some
combination with a Fischer-Tropsch active metal have been known for many years [2]. It is
believed that the acidic functionality, usually a zeolite, provides for oligomerization, cracking,
and isomerization reactions of olefins on the Brønsted acid sites. These reactions serve to
break the ASF hydrocarbon distribution and limit the yield of a separate solid wax phase and
give a distribution of primarily liquid and gas products.
To date a majority of the reported hybrid catalysts have been either physically mixed solid
particles of separate Fischer-Tropsch and zeolite catalysts or a zeolite powder onto which a
Fischer-Tropsch metal has been directly impregnated or ion-exchanged. However, both of
these approaches suffer relative disadvantages. In order to limit light-gas formation and
obtain an acceptable yield of liquid product the Fischer-Tropsch metal and the acid
functionality require close proximity to one another. For a physically mixed system this
requires catalysts of small particle size leading to unreasonably high pressure drop over the
length of a fixed bed reactor. Catalysts in which the Fischer-Tropsch metal is deposited
directly on a zeolite powder result in unavoidable ion-exchange and neutralization of the acid
sites as well as unacceptable pressure drops in commercial fixed bed operations.
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We report here Chevron’s Next Generation Syngas ConversionTM (NGSCTM) technology, a
syngas conversion process that provides for a high yield of a fungible, fully blendable liquid
hydrocarbon product in a single reactor. No downstream hydroprocessing of a separate solid
wax phase is necessary. The preparation and catalytic activity of commercially viable zeolite
extrudate catalysts are described in which the Fischer-Tropsch metals reside exterior of the
zeolite channels so as to provide for high activity of both the polymerization and
isomerization/cracking reactions. Further, a significant effect of both zeolite morphology as
well as process conditions on the resultant product slate will be demonstrated. For example,
Figure 1 illustrates the difference in hydrocarbon distribution using catalysts prepared with
ZSM-12, a single dimensional 12-MR zeolite, or ZSM-5, a multi-dimensional 10-MR zeolite.

Figure 1. Comparison of hydrocarbon distribution using cobalt FTS catalyst (red) and NGSC
catalysts based on ZSM-5 (blue) and ZSM-12 (green).
Conclusions
Chevron’s Next Generation Syngas ConversionTM (NGSCTM) technology, based on a novel,
commercially viable hybrid Fischer-Tropsch catalyst, provides a liquid hydrocarbon product
in high yield without the need for downstream hydroprocessing of a separate wax phase. The
enhanced safety implications of this simplified process as well as the flexibility of catalyst
composition allow for increased optionality in deployment options for monetizing associated
or remote hydrocarbon assets.
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Introduction
We have proposed a mechanism for the production of C3H6 from C2H4 via carbenium
cations intermediates in the initial stage. C3H6 could thus be produced via an
oligomerization-cracking mechanism involving carbenium cations intermediates. In this
mechanism, the selectivity for C3H6 should not depend on which olefin species are produced
in the pores of zeolite. This would allow the possibility of controlling C3H6 selectivity by
something other than the molecular sieve effect.
In this work, on the basis of the oligomerization-cracking mechanism for the production of
C3H6 from C2H4, the cracking reactions of hexene and pentene olefins were examined using
zeolites with 8-, 10-, and 12-menbered rings (MR) and various pore volumes. Highly
selective production of C3H6 from olefins (pentenes and hexenes) can be accomplished by
employing a new concept: adjusting the pore volume of a zeolite to accommodate the volume
of an olefin and/or its carbenium cations, as opposed to a conventional molecular sieve
approach.
Experimental
Various zeolites were prepared with the hydrothermal synthetic technique. The amounts of
Si, Al, and P in silicoaluminophosphate molecular sieves and of Si, Al, and Na in
aluminosilicate molecular sieves were determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectroscopy. For the aluminosilicate molecular sieves, the ratio of Si/Al in their
framework was determined by 29Si MAS NMR measurements.
The zeolite was packed in a continuous flow reactor (10 mm i.d. silica tubing) in a vertical
furnace. After calcinations of the catalyst, the conversion of olefins such as C5H10 was carried
out using a continuous-flow reactor at atmospheric pressure. The hydrocarbon distributions
are expressed on a carbon-number basis, exclusive of the coke remaining in the reactor.
The volumes of olefins and their carbenium cations were calculated with the density
functional theory (DFT). To determine the pore volume of a part of the zeolites, the amount
of adsorbed Ar was measured at 87 K.
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Results and Discussion
1) Selective Conversion of 1-hexene to C3H6
The similarity of the volumes of olefins and their carbenium cations to the pore volumes of
the zeolite catalysts for the conversion of C2H4 into C3H6 served as an important motivation.
When olefins are used as reactants, the selective production of C3H6 could proceeds over
zeolites, whose pore volumes are comparable to the volumes of the olefins and/or their
carbenium cations generated by the reaction of the olefins with acidic protons. On the basis of
our concept, we selected SAPO-31with 12-MR and ZSM-22 with 10-MR, since the pore
volume of these zeolites can be estimated to be ca. 100 Å3, which is close to the volume of
1-hexene carbenium cations estimated by DFT calculation. This indicates that the
dimerization of hexenes, such as 1-hexene, cannot proceed in the pore of and SAPO-31 and
ZSM-22, and that the unimolecular cracking reaction should proceed to produce C3H6.
SAPO-31 gave C3H6 with 85% selectivity at 80% conversion of 1-hexene, while ZSM-22
gave C3H6 with 92 % selectivity at the same conversion of 1-hexene, as expected.
2) Selective Conversions of 2-methyl-2-butene and 2-pentene to C3H6 and C2H4
Considering the classical cracking mechanism via carbenium cations, it is difficult to
believe that the cracking of pentene proceeds via a unimolecular cracking mechanism,
because the three modes of β-scission of C5 carbenium cations (C5H11+) all involve a primary
cations. If the selective production of C3H6 by the cracking of 1-hexene or 3-hexene can be
controlled by the use of a pore, which can accommodate the molecular volume of hexyl
cations, then it should be possible to convert 2methyl-2-butene and 2-pentene to both C3H6
and C2H4. In other words, if the unimolecular cracking of these pentenes can be controlled by
the pore volume of a zeolite catalyst, it is possible that equal amounts of C3H6 and C2H4 are
produced simultaneously when using zeolite catalysts. For example, a highly selective
unimolecular cracking of 2-methyl-2butene into C3H6 and C2H4 proceeded over ZSM-22.
Thus, C3H6 and C2H4 were produced with both 96% selectivity at nearly 100% conversion.
The pore volumes ZSM-22(10-MR) was almost the same big as that of pentyl cations. The
volumes of these cations were about 95 ~ 140 A3.
When the conversion of 2-penetne was carried out by using ZSM-22, C3H6 and C2H4 were
also produced with both 96% selectivity at 98% conversion.
Conclusion
Highly selective production of C3H6 from olefins can be accomplished by employing a new
concept: adjusting the pore volume of a zeolite to accommodate the volume of an olefin
and/or its carbenium cations, as opposed to a conventional molecular sieve approach.
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Introduction
Natural gas always contains contaminants including hydrogen sulfide, carbonyl sulfide,
mercaptans, etc… . Conditioning natural gas for marketing requires the removal of these
contaminants, which comprises several main operations. Usually, the treated gas still
contains: 2% CO2, 4 ppm H2S and 20-50 ppm total sulfur. In view of both increasingly
stringent environmental regulations, technical requirements for further catalytic processes and
the discovery of new gas deposit with high mercaptans concentration, deeper desulfurization
becomes in high demand. Thus, it is desirable for users of natural gas to have concentrations
of mercaptans lowered to 1-5 ppmv. Modern processes for the deep removal of mercaptans
and COS are generally based on fixed bed adsorption and chemical reactions. Deep
mercaptans removal through chemical processes may include oxidation, alkaline treatment,[1]
reaction with olefins[2] and hydrodesulfurisation.[3] The challenge is to discover new processes
without addition of any reactants and producing low wastes.
To this end, this work describes for the first time the chemical transformation of methyl
mercaptan to hydrocarbon (hereafter denominated M2TH) on acidic zeolites.[4] This
transformation was evoked in a few sentences in only one report and some patents.[5]
?

Experimental

C1-C3

The M2TH is carried out on H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al: 15),
H-Y (Si/Al: 15) and H-FER (Si/Al: 10) in a fixedbed reactor with CH3SH in N2 stream (0.5/99.5,
vol/vol) from 573 to 823 K. The mass of catalyst
was 100 mg and the gas flow 50 mL min-1.

CH 3SH

HZSM-5

CH3SCH 3 + H2 S

N2 , 573-673 K

HZSM-5
N2, > 673 K

BTX
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H2S

Catalytic transformation of CH3 SH into hydrocarbons on HZSM-5
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Figure 1 shows the conversion of CH3SH as a
function of temperature on HZSM-5. Below
673 K, CH3SH is selectively converted into
similar amounts of CH3SCH3 and H2S
according to the reaction: 2CH3SH →
CH3SCH3 + H2S. From 573 to 673 K the
CH3SH conversion is 70-75%, which
corresponds to the equilibrium conversion.[6]
Above 673 K, the CH3SH conversion reaches
near full conversion at 823 K. The DMS
decreases to the benefit of methane, ethane and
propane (C1-C3), as well as benzene, toluene
and xylene (BTX). Methane represents more
than 90% amongst C1-C3. The direct
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Figure 1. CH3SH Conversion of as a function of
temperature on HZSM-5; (●) conversion, (□) H2S,
() DMS, (○) CH4, () C2H6, () BTX.
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conversion of DMS (not shown) confirms that DMS is the intermediate in the M2TH.
At 823 K, a CH3SH conversion ca 99-100% is maintained for 13 h before declining smoothly
with the appearance of DMS. The deactivation process is due to coke deposition. The amount
of coke on the catalyst was determined by thermogravimetric analysis. The amount of carbon
transformed from CH3SH, except DMS, as well as the amount of carbon found in the products
formed (except DMS), were determined over the 13 h period. The carbon balance fits necely
with the CH3SH transformed (103%). The efficiency of a regeneration process was evaluated
on the used HZSM-5, by air calcination at 823 K. The regenerated catalyst exhibits the same
catalytic properties.
Table 2. Long lasting runs for the conversion of CH3SH on HZSM-5, HY and H-FER at 823
K. Amounts of carbon transformed from CH3SH into products after 13 h.
Catalyst

CH3SH conversiona

HZSM-5
HY
H-FER

/%
98
67
40

C /mg
103
50.5
32

DMS in
effluentb
/ppm
< 20
380
1050

C in products /mg
C1-C3
55
29
19

BTX
43
4.1
2.0

coke
8.2
14.8
11.5

C bal.
/%
103
96
100

Selectivity /%
C1-C3
53.4
60.8
57.8

BTX
41.7
8.5
6.3

coke
8.0
30.5
35.9

a

Conversion into the final products only: C1-C3, BTX, "coke"; average integrated value.
Remaining DMS not fully converted to C1-C3, BTX and "coke", average integrated value.

b

Similar long-term experiments (13 h) were carried out at 823 K with HY and H-ferrierite. On
the lasting period of 13 h, the CH3SH conversion to the final products, C1-C3, BTX, coke,
was about 99%, 67% and 40% on H-ZSM-5, HY and H-ferrierite, respectively (Table 1).
Very clear differences of catalytic properties appear. Regarding activity, HZSM-5 is the most
efficient catalyst with full CH3SH conversion into C1-C3, BTX and coke. From TPD of NH3,
HZSM-5, HY and H-ferrierite exhibit 1.2, 0.9 and 1.8 mmol g-1 acid sites. One may anticipate
that the activity of H-zeolite in the M2TH process is not dominated by the acidity of the
zeolite, and that the zeolite topology is of importance. This is the same for selectivity; HY and
H-ferrierite yield more alkanes, less aromatics and high coke amount. In contrast, HZSM-5 is
less selective for producing coke but much more for aromatics. This behavior is similar to that
observed in the MTO process.[7] The selectivity to coke formation is lower when a feed of
CH3SH/H2O/CH4 (0.5/1.5/98) was processed, 4% in comparison to 8% for a dry feed.
Conclusions
This work demonstrates for the first time that the selective conversion of CH3SH into
hydrocarbons and H2S can be successfully achieved at high temperatures in the presence of
protonic zeolites without addition of any reactant. One can thus contemplate that M2TH will
be a very attractive new process for the deep removal of methylmercaptan from the industrial
streams and gas deposits, as we claimed in a recent patent.[8]
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Introduction
Light olefins such as ethylene and propylene are essential raw materials for the
petrochemical industry. Production of light olefins from bio-ethanol obtained by fermentation
of biomass has attracted much attention. The production of light olefins from bio-ethanol is an
example of the carbon neutral process. However, there are only a few reports concerning
ethanol conversion to light olefins, especially propylene. Recently, we investigated the
ethanol conversion over various ZSM-5 type zeolites and found that Ga-isomorphous
subsituted ZSM-5 zeolite (HZSM-5(Ga)) also exhibits an excellent performance for ethanol
conversion [1]. However, the catalytic activity and stability are insufficient for industrial
processes. Very recently, Song et al. reported that modification of HZSM-5(Al) zeolite with
phosphorous is very effective for improvement of the catalytic activity and stability [2]. From
such viewpoints, in this study, we investigated an influence of phosphorous modification on
the catalytic performace of HZSM-5(Ga) zeolite .

Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the relatioship between
the P/Ga ratio of P/HZSM-5(Ga) and the
light olefin yields at the reaction conditions
of temp.=500oC and W/F=0.03 gcat/ml/min.
The C3H6 and C4H8 yields slightly increased
with an inrease in the P/Ga ratio and reached
the maximum value at the P/Ga ratio of
ca.0.3, while the C2H4 yield increased

Yield / C-%

Experimental
ZSM-5(Ga) zeolite with a SiO2/Ga2O3 ratio of ca.70 was synthesized as follows. Certain
amounts of colloidal silica(Cataloid SI-30) and tetrapropylammonium bromide(TPABr) were
added to a stirred mixture of gallium nitrate and sodium hydroxide in deionized water. The
resultant hydrogel(SiO2/Ga2O3=70, OH-/SiO2=0.1, TPABr/SiO2=0.1, H2O/SiO2=40) was
transferred into a 300 ml stainless-steal autoclave and stirred at 160oC under autogenous
pressure for 16 h. The precipitated crystals obtained were washed with deionized water, dried
at 120oC, and calcined at 500oC for 10 h. The zeolite was protonated using a 0.6M HCl at
room temperature, and calcined in air at 500oC for 6 h. The bulk SiO2/Ga2O3 ratio and the
BET surface area of HZSM-5(Ga) were 69 and 389 m2/g, respectively. The phosphorousmodified ZSM-5 zeolites(P/HZSM-5(Ga)) were prepated by an impregnation method with a
0.02M (NH4)2HPO4. Characterization of samples prepared was carried out by XRD, XRF,
SEM, FT-IR, N2 adsorption and 71Ga MAS NMR. Ethanol conversion was carried out by
using an atmospheric-pressure flow reactor at 400-600 oC. The reaction gas fed in a
composition of 50 mol% ethanol and 50 mol% N2. The products obtained were analyzed by
gas chromatography. The yields were
60
calculated based on the concentration of N2
C2H4
as an internal standard.
40
C3H6
20
C4H8
0

0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
P/Ga ratio
Fig. 1 Ethanol conversion over varios P/HZSM-5
(Ga). Temp.= 500˚C, W/F=0.03 gcat/ml/min.
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Intensity

Yield of C3H6/ C-%

monotonously with the P/Ga ratio,
P/HZSM-5 (Ga)
indicating that oligomerization of ethylene
30
produced by dehydration of ethanol is
suppressed by the phosphorous modification,
20
HZSM-5 (Ga)
probably due to lower Brönstead acid sites.
Figure 2 shows the time on stream of the
10
C3H6 yield over P/HZSM-5(Ga) with a P/Ga
ratio of 0.3. For comparison, the C3H6
HZSM-5 (Al)
yields over HZSM-5(Ga) and HZSM-5(Al,
0
0
2
4
6
8
10
SiO2/Al2O3 =74) were also shown. Because
Time on stream/ h
we wanted to keep the initial C3H6 yield
similar, we set the W/F values to 0.03 Fig. 2 Time on stream of C3H6 over P/HZSM-5 (Ga),
gcat/ml/min (P/HZSM-5(Ga) and HZSM- HZSM-5 (Ga) and HZSM-5 (Al). Temp.= 500˚C,
5(Ga)) and 0.0125 gcat/ml/min(HZSM- W/F=0.03 gcat/ml/min (P/HZSM-5(Ga), HZSM-5(Ga)),
5(Al)). The rapid decrease in the C3H6 yield W/F=0.0125 gcat/ml/min (HZSM-5(Al)).
was observed for HZSM-5(Al), while the gradual decrease for HZSM-5(Ga). On the other
hand, however, the C3H6 yield over P/HZSM-5(Ga) hardly changed after the reaction for 8 h.
To clarify the difference in the catalytic stability among these zeolites, TG and 27Al and
71
Ga MAS NMR measurements were carried out for fresh and used zeolite catalysts.
Although there was a large difference in the W/F value between HZSM-5(Ga) and HZSM5(Al), only small difference was observed in the amount of carbonaceous deposits after the
reaction for 8 h, that is, 3.2 wt% for HZSM-5(Ga) and 4.7 wt% for HZSM-5(Al). On the other
hand, the amount of carbonaceous deposits on P/HZSM-(Ga) was smaller (1.3 wt%). Figure 3
shows 71Ga and 27Al MAS NMR spectra of zeolite catalysts before and after the reaction for 8
h. In the 71Ga MAS NMR spectra of both P/HZSM-5(Ga) and HZSM-5(Ga), the peak
assigned to the terrahedrally coordinated framework galliums was observed at ca.160 ppm
and the peak intensity hardly changed before and after the reaction, indicating the higher
hydrothermal stability
of HZSM-5(Ga) zeolite.
P/HZSM-5 (Ga)
HZSM-5 (Ga)
HZSM-5 (Al)
On the other hand, in
27
Al MAS NMR spectra
(b)
of HZSM-5(Al), there
(b)
(b)
was a large difference in
the intensity of the peak
at ca.55 ppm assigned to
the
tetrahedrally
(a)
(a)
(a)
coordinated framework
aluminums. Namely, the
50
0
-50
50 -50 100
250 150
50 -50 250 150
considerable dealumiChemical shift/ ppm
Chemical shift/ ppm
Chemical shift/ ppm
nation was observed for
Fig. 3 71Ga and 27Al MAS NMR spectra of P/HZSM-5 (Ga), HZSM-5 (Ga)
the used catalyst.
and HZSM-5(Al) before (a) and after (b) reaction.

Conclusions
The C3H6 yield was strongly dependent upon the phosphorous content in the zeolite and the
highest C3H6 yield (ca.27 C-%) was observed for the P/HZSM-5(Ga) with a P/Ga ratio of 0.3.
The phosphorous modification also improved the catalytic stability.
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Introduction
Heteropolyacids (HPA), like tungstophosphoric acid (TPA) and silicotungstic acid
(STA), with their very high Bronsted acidity and high proton mobility, have good potential as
solid acid catalysts. Major disadvantages of these materials are their very low surface area and
high solubility in polar solvents. In our recent studies, novel STA and Nafion incorporated
silicate structured mesoporous nanocomposite solid acid catalysts were synthesized following
hydrothermal procedures and tested in alcohol dehydration reactions [1-4].
Dehydration of ethanol yields ethylene, which is the main feedstock of petrochemical
industry, and diethyl ether (DEE), which has excellent transportation fuel properties [2,3].
With its very high cetane number and clean burning properties, dimethyl ether (DME) is also
a highly promising alternate/additive to diesel fuel and LPG and it can be produced by
dehydration of methanol over solid acid catalysts [1]. In the present study, TPA incorporated
mesoporous catalytic materials were synthesized following one-pot and impregnation
procedures and catalytic performances of these materials were tested in dehydration reactions
of ethanol and methanol.
Experimental
TPA incorporated silicate structured mesoporous nanocomposite solid acid catalysts
were synthesized following one-pot hydrothermal and impregnation procedures, using
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide as the surfactant. Hydrothermal synthesis was performed at
120oC in a Teflon lined autoclave. In the case of one-pot procedure, the pH of the synthesis
solution of TPA, TEOS and surfactants was lower than 0.5 and following the thermal
analysis, calcination temperature of the synthesized material (TRC-W40) was decided as
400oC. In the case of impregnated material (TPA@MCM-41), first MCM-41 was synthesized
and then TPA with the desired composition was impregnated. Catalytic performances of the
synthesized materials were tested in dehydration of ethanol and methanol, in a flow reactor at
different temperatures, ranging between 150- 400oC.
Results and Discussion
TPA incorporated materials prepared by the one-pot procedure were found to be
highly stable and insoluble in polar solvents. XRD, and nitrogen adsorption analysis of the
synthesized materials showed that the characteristic ordered pore structure of MCM-41 was
partly deformed during one-pot synthesis and impregnation procedures. Characteristic Keggin
structure of TPA is essentially conserved in TPA@MCM-41 (by XRD, FTIR). However, this
structure was partly destroyed and WOx clusters were formed in the mesoporous silicate
lattice of the catalysts prepared by the one-pot procedure. Formation of WOx nanorods and W
nanoballs within the silicate structured mesoporous lattice was also reported in our earlier
publications [2-4], in the case of of STA incorporated materials. STEM, EFTEM, XPS and
EDX mapping analyses, indicated that HPA’s were very well dispersed within the
mesoporous amorphous silicate lattice of the synthesized materials. Some properties of the
synthesized materials are reported in Table 1. DRIFTS analysis of the pyridine adsorbed
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materials proved the presence of strong Bronsted as well as less strong Lewis acid sites in
materials prepared by both TPA impregnation and one-pot procedures.
Table 1. Physical and chemical properties of the synthesized materials.
W/Si
SBET
Pore Volume
Av. pore diameter
2
3
from EDS
(m /g)
(cm /g)
(nm)
MCM-41
1000
1.00
2.9
TRC-W40
0.52
263
0.51
5.6
TPA@MCM-41
0.18
183
0.15
1.4
Ethanol dehydration results yielded very high ethanol conversion values, approaching
to 90% with TPA@MCM-41 and over 40% with TRC-W40 at 300oC and at a space time of
0.27 s.g.cm-3. Ethylene selectivity values approached to 100% at this temperature, while DEE
selectivity was much higher at lower temperatures (Fig. 2). In the case of methanol
dehydration, DME selectivity was close to 100% at all temperatures. Results proved that
materials prepared by the impregnation of TPA into MCM-41 were more active than the
catalysts prepared by the one-pot procedure (TRC-W40), in dehydration of both methanol and
ethanol. However, activity of TRC-W40 was highly stable even after repetitive washing with
water and it gave higher DEE selectivity in ethanol dehydration reaction. Comparison of the
results obtained with TPA incorporated catalysts with our previous results obtained with STA
incorporated materials, indicated that STA incorporated catalysts were more active.
Sample ID

Figure 1. TEM image of TRC-40W

Figure 2. Ethylene and DEE selectivity values obtained
with TPA@MCM-41 (space time: 0.27 s.g.cm-3)

Conclusions
TPA incorporated mesoporous catalytic materials, which were prepared by one-pot and
impregnation procedures, were found to have partially ordered mesopores and relatively high
surface area values. These materials were composed of well dispersed active compound
within the amorphous silicate lattice and showed good catalytic performance in dehydration
of ethanol or methanol to produce diethyl ether, ethylene or dimethyl ether, respectively. A
major superiority of catalysts prepared by the one-pot procedure is their stable and high
activity even after repetitive washing with polar solvents.
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Introduction
Methanol conversion into hydrocarbons (olefins, gasoline and diesel fuel) over zeolites is one
of the most promising applications involving non-oil based sources (natural gas, coal, and
biomass) [1, 2]. Depending on the catalyst and reaction conditions, the products may be light
olefins (MTO process) or high octane gasoline (MTG process). To obtain diesel fuels (C12+
hydrocarbons), the olefinic fraction from the MTO process can be converted over zeolites,
such as HZSM-5 with the MOGD oligomerization process [3]. However, ethylene, which is
the main product in the MTO technology, is only slightly involved in the oligomerization
catalyzed by acidic zeolites. In this work, we design a three-step process, including MTO
(over chabazite zeolite), ethylene oligomerization (over Ni-MCM-41) and olefins cooligomerization (over H-MCM-41), as a potential route for methanol conversion into longchain hydrocarbons.
Experimental
HSSZ-13 zeolite (Si/Al = 2.8), an aluminosilicate with chabazite topology, was prepared from
Y type zeolite, by following the hydrothermal preparation procedure described elsewhere [4].
The methanol conversion was performed in a fixed bed reactor using 250 mg catalyst, with
nitrogen as carrier gas. The effluent was analyzed by online GC-FID system. H-MCM-41 and
Ni-MCM-41 (2 % Ni) were prepared using Na-AlMCM-41 (Si/Al = 10, pore size 9 nm)
starting material, according to reference [5]. The catalytic ethylene oligomerization and
olefins co-oligomerization were performed in a 0.3 L well-mixed gas-slurry reactor operating
in semi-batch mode, in heptane, at 4 MPa and 150°C. The products were analyzed by GC.
Results and discussion
In order to optimize the catalytic performances and the reaction parameters, methanol
conversion, ethylene oligomerization and olefins co-oligomerization were studied separately,
and the representative results are briefly discussed hereafter.
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used as catalyst in the methanol conversion
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topology, revealing a very high selectivity to
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significant deactivation rate (Fig. 1).
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Ethylene oligomerization. Figure 2 compares the excellent average activities obtained on NiMCM-41 mesoporous materials (pore size 3 and 9 nm) with those previously reported,
obtained in the presence of Ni-exchanged zeolites with different topologies [6,7]. These
results show that the catalytic activity is strongly dependent on the pore size: the larger the
diameter, the higher the activity. In fact, the mesopores facilitate the diffusion of larger olefins
obtained from the oligomerization process, which results in a low deactivation rate and high
activity. The Ni-exchanged zeolites suffered severe deactivation, mainly due to micropores
blockage by heavy products. Contrariwise, ethylene oligomerization catalyzed by Ni-MCM41 was very selective, yielding almost exclusively olefins with an even number of carbon
atoms, and presenting a near Schulz–Flory distribution: C4>>C6>C8>C10+ (Fig. 3).
Olefins co-oligomerization. In order to obtain hydrocarbons with chains longer than 10
carbon atoms, the Ni-MCM-41 catalytic oligomerization was assisted by an acid catalysis.
Bifunctional MCM-41 catalysts, containing both nickel and acid sites, exhibited a severe
deactivation. Then, two methods were applied: (i) one-pot, Ni-MCM-41 and protonated HMCM-41 were added in the reactor at the beginning of the ethylene oligomerization and (ii)
ethylene oligomerization (Ni-MCM-41) and olefins co-oligomerization (H-MCM-41) were
consecutive reactions, performed successively in the same reactor, in the same conditions. No
significant difference between the performances of both processes was observed. The results,
displayed in Fig. 3, show that after the co-oligomerization, most of products are C10+
hydrocarbons.
Conclusions
A three-stage strategy for converting methanol into long-chain hydrocarbons is proposed.
SSZ-13 zeolite is an efficient catalyst for the first MTO step, while Ni-MCM-41 and HMCM-41 reveal very interesting properties as catalysts for the oligomerization of light olefins
under mild conditions.
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Introduction
The incorporation of guest species into porous inorganic materials, such as clays, zeolites,
and mesoporous materials, has been extensively studied with respect to synthesizing
functional inorganic-organic supramolecular materials. The resulting materials exhibit unique
physicochemical properties that are controlled by the state of the guest molecules, in addition
to the nature of the functional groups on the host surface [1-3]. In this study, new luminescent
inorganic-organic hybrid materials are developed by anchoring the chloro(2,2’:6’,2’’terpyridine)platinum(II) ([Pt(tpy)Cl]Cl) complex to different mesoporous silica hosts (MCM41, SBA-15, and MCM-48) modified with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS). The
differences in the pore dimensions and structures of these materials make it possible to
investigate the effect of nanoconfinement on anchored guest molecules. In addition, we herein
report that the anchoring of this Pt complex enables selective photooxidation of styrene
derivatives by molecular oxygen (O2) [4].
Experimental
Anchoring of Pt complex: Chloroform solution of [Pt(tpy)Cl]Cl was stirred with APTMSmodified MCM-41 sample at room temperature for 24 h. The product was recovered by
vacuum filtration, washed with chloroform, and dried under vacuum overnight to give
Pt(tpy)/MCM-41 (Pt: 0.4 wt%). Pt(tpy)/SBA-15 (Pt: 0.4 wt%) and Pt(tpy)/MCM-48 (Pt: 0.4
wt%) were prepared by the same method using SBA-15 and MCM-48, respectively. In the
case of MCM48, other samples with different Pt loadings (0.2, 0.8, and 1.2 wt%) were also
prepared.
Photocatalytic liquid-phase oxidation: The powdered Pt catalyst (0.01 g), styrene (10.0
mmol), and acetonitrile (15 ml) were introduce into a quartz reaction vessel (30 ml). The
resulting mixture was bubbled with oxygen for 30 min in dark conditions. Subsequently the
sample was irradiated from a sideways direction using a 500 W Xe lamp for 24 h at ambient
temperature. The resulting solution was analyzed by GC. The turnover number (TON) was
defined as follows: TON = products [mol]/Pt atoms on catalyst [mol].
Results and discussion
[Pt(tpy)Cl]Cl complex was successfully
anchored to a series of APTMS-modified
mesoporous silica materials (MCM-41,
SBA-15, and MCM-48). Pt LIII-edge X-ray
absorption
fine
structure
(XAFS)
measurements reveal that the Pt complex
reacts with amino groups anchored on the
mesoporous silica to create a new Pt–N
bond accompanied by elimination of the
Pt–Cl bond (Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. Anchoring of [Pt(tpy)Cl]+ onto the modified
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Upon anchoring, the non-emissive Pt(II) complex exhibits strong photoluminescence at
room temperature, which is maximized near 530 nm due to ligand-centered (3LC) and/or
metal-to-ligand charge transfer (3MLCT) transitions. The intensities of the emission increase
in the order of MCM-41 < SBA-15 < MCM-48 (Fig. 1A). In the case of MCM-48, the
emission intensity is the highest at 0.4 wt% Pt loading, while concentration quenching is
observed accompanied with a new emission due to the metal-metal-to-ligand charge-transfer
(3MMLCT) transition at high Pt loading (Fig. 1B).
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Figure 1. (A) Photoluminescence spectra of Pt(tpy)-anchored on silica samples: (a)
Pt(tpy)/MCM-48 (0.4wt%), (b) Pt(tpy)/SBA-15 (0.4wt%), and (c) Pt(tpy)/MCM-48 (0.4wt%) at
λex = 330 nm. (B) Photoluminescence spectra of Pt(tpy)-anchored on MCM-48 at various Pt
loadings at λex = 450 nm: (a) 0.2 wt%, (b) 0.4 wt%, (c) 0.8 wt%, and (d) 1.2 wt%.

Anchoring of the [Pt(tpy)Cl]Cl complex to mesoporous silica results in a photocatalyst
which allows highly selective transformation of styrene to benzaldehyde and styrene oxide in
the presence of molecular oxygen at room temperature. Interestingly, the photocatalytic
activity varies according to the type of mesoporous silica material and the loading amount.
This tendency corresponds with the increasing
O
CHO
intensity of the luminescence emission due to
Pt cat.
3
3
+
the LC and/or MLCT states. It can be
hν, O2
supposed that the enhanced excitation rate and
quantum efficiency of the anchored Pt complex, MCM-41 (0.4 wt%)
due to the differences in nanoconfinement, SBA-15 (0.4 wt%)
increase the energy and/or electron transfer to MCM-48 (0.2 wt%)
O2,
which
ultimately
enhances
the MCM-48 (0.4 wt%)
photooxidation activity. The 3D-connected
channel structure of the MCM-48 silica also MCM-48 (0.8 wt%)
accounts for the high photocatalytic activity, MCM-48 (1.2 wt%)
0
100
200
300
where the diffusion of O2 toward the anchored
Total
TON
Pt complex occurs smoothly compared to the
one-dimensional MCM-41 and SBA-15 silicas,
Figure 2. TON for the photocatalytic oxidation of
styrene in the presence of O2.
as demonstrated by the quenching rate constants
obtained from Stern-Volmer plots.
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Introduction
Exhaust gases from motor vehicles are an important source of environmental pollution.
Forthcoming EURO 6 legislation is triggering a renewed interest in deNOx technologies. In
earlier work we presented Na-Y zeolite as a sulfur tolerant NOx adsorbent. However its
applicability for NOx-trapping is limited due to the relatively slow NOx desorption and the
requirement of a 1:1 NO:NO2 stochiometry in the exhaust gas mixture [1-4]. To circumvent
these drawbacks, we incorporated transition metals into the Na-Y zeolite. Out of a selection of
metals, the loading of Na-Y with ruthenium resulted in a remarkable NOx adsorption and
rapid desorption behavior. The nature of the adsorption site for NO was revealed using 23Na
MAS NMR and XRD in combination with structure refinement [5-6].
Experimental
Zeolite Na-Y (Si/Al ratio 2.71) was loaded with variable amount of ruthenium (0,5 to 3wt%)
by an ion exchange with RuCl3. Lean-rich cyclic NOx adsorption-desorption experiments
were conducted in a quartz, fixed-bed reactor in the temperature range 230-315°C. Exhaust
gas was simulated with the following feed gas compositions: lean, 1000 ppm NO, 3% H2O,
5% O2 and balance N2; rich, 3% H2O, 1% H2 and balance N2 at a GVSV between 15000 and
120000 h-1. The gas composition at the reactor
outlet was analyzed with a
chemiluminescence detector (Ecophysics CLD 700 EL ht). X-ray diffraction was performed
on a STOE STADI-P diffractometer in transmission mode using Cu-Kα1 radiation. Rietveld
refinements and Difference Fourier Electron Density Analyses were performed using the
GSAS/EXPGUI software package. 23Na MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
Avance DSX400 spectrometer
Results and discussion
A representative NOx adsorption-desorption cycle of the Ru/NaY NOx adsorbent is shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 1. A detailed NOx adsorption/desorption
pattern recorded at the outlet of a Ru(3%)/NaY adsorbent bed at 250°C. Gas composition
during lean phase was 1000ppm NO, 5% O2,
3% H2O and balance N2. Regeneration of the
adsorbernt was done with 1% H2, 3% H2O and
balance N2.

Significant NOx uptake was observed during the first minutes of the adsorption phase. After
switching to regeneration gas, rapid NOx desorption was obtained which was completed
within 1 minute. During this NOx release, the peak NOx concentration amounted 8000ppm.
The NOx adsorption capacity was 3.2 mg of NOx/g. When H2 was left out of the regeneration
gas, regeneration of the Ru(3%)/Na-Y zeolite lasted more than 10 minutes, pointing out that
the presence of H2 was essential for obtaining fast release.
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Ru/Na-Y samples after NOx saturation and after regeneration were investigated with XRD.
Decreasing the Ru loading increased the NOx adsorption capacity. This suggested that NOx
adsorption did not occur on ruthenium. 23Na MAS NMR experiments revealed a drastic
change of the sodium cation distribution when regeneration was done in presence of H2. The
only species in the adsorbent which could be affected by a redox cycle was ruthenium.
Therefore it was concluded that the reduction of ruthenium caused the dramatic change in Na+
cation environments and destruction of the NOx adsorption site. This hypothesis was
confirmed by Rietveld refinement in combination with electron density maps. A schematic
representation of the proposed mechanism is shown in Figure 2.
Desorption:
H2, H2O

Adsorption:
NO, O2, H2O

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the
proposed NOx adsorption/desorption mechanism
of a Ru/Na-Y zeolite. The adsorbed N2O3
molecule is represented as the blue molecule in
the Na-H2O network The Ru atom, shown as the
purple sphere, is situated in the hexagonal prism
during lean phase and in the sodalite cage during
rich phase.

To overcome the rather limited NOx storage capacity of Ru/NaY based NOx adsorbents, we
incorporated different counter cations. The incorporation of barium led to the most promising
results. Compared to the maximum NOx uptake of the Ru(1%)/Na-Y zeolite (4.8 mg NOx/g)
the adsorption capacity in the barium exchanged material has tripled (16.1 mg NOx/g) while
the mechanism still is reversible and release easily could be triggered by switching to
reducing conditions.
Conclusions
Ru loaded Y zeolite is a unique NOx adsorbent in which NOx is trapped as N2O3 in sodiumwater networks extending in the supercages. Oxidation of NO into NO2 using molecular
oxygen is performed by extraneous ruthenium metal particles. The presence of a small
amount of Ru atoms corresponding to about one atom per unit cell is crucial for obtaining
reversible NOx adsorption. The introduction of barium leads to a remarkable enhancement of
the NOx storage capacity.
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Introduction
In scope of the declining oil production in the future, methane becomes an important
alternative as an energy source and feedstock for the chemical industry. This requires the
activation of C-H bonds, no simple task for an inert molecule like methane. One challenging
way involves the direct conversion of methane into methanol with molecular oxygen. In
nature mono-oxygenase enzymes are capable of selectively oxidizing methane into
methanol. Fe (sMMO) and Cu (pMMO) dinuclear cores were put forward as plausible
candidates of the active core. Inspired by nature, a Cu catalyst was designed in the pores of
the ZSM-5 zeolite. In previous work, we showed that Cu-ZSM-5 is able to activate molecular
oxygen. The active oxygen core has a characteristic absorption band (i.e. 22700 cm-1) in the
UV-vis spectrum, and we unambiguously assigned it to a mono (μ-oxo) dicopper core
([Cu2O]2+) [2]. Upon contacting this active core with methane, methanol is formed selectivity
at low temperature. Despite this unique observation, a continuous catalytic cycle has not been
demonstrated today for reasons of an unknown reaction mechanism [1]. More fundamental
insight of the reaction mechanism is thus highly mandatory. This work reports the assignment
of the oxygen precursor that leads to the active [Cu2O]2+.
Experimental
Na-ZSM-5 (VAW, Si/Al=12) samples were ion-exchanged with aqueous solutions of varied
Cu(II)-acetate concentrations. The samples were initially calcined under O2 at 450 °C for 2 h
(5 °C/min, 50 mL/min), followed by a He flow overnight (50 mL/min). This treatment results
in the autoreduction of the Cu sites in Cu-ZSM-5. Fiber optic UV-vis spectroscopy was used
to monitor spectral changes of Cu-ZSM-5 at ambient and elevated temperatures, and
resonance Raman measurements were performed to obtain the electronic and geometric
structure information regarding the Cu/O2 species in Cu-ZSM-5. MS was used to monitor the
O-isotope distribution in O2-TPD experiments.
Results and discussion
The new Cu precursor complex was discovered by activating O2 with Cu-ZSM-5 at ambient
temperatures. A characteristic absorption band in the UV-vis spectrum at 29000 cm-1 was
observed, which transforms into the 22700 cm-1 band upon heating. Laser excitation into the
29000 cm-1 absorption feature yields a resonance Raman (rR) spectrum characterized by 18O2
isotope sensitive and insensitive vibrations at 736 (Δ18O2: 41 cm-1) and 269 cm-1, respectively
(fig 1A). These vibrational frequencies and isotope perturbation pattern are characteristic of
the μ-(η2:η2) peroxo dicopper(II) species, [Cu2(O2)]2+. Thus, we assign the 736 and 269 cm-1
features to the O-O stretch (νO-O) and the Cu-Cu stretch (νCu-Cu) of the μ-( η2:η2) peroxo
dicopper(II) moiety, respectively. The 29000 cm-1 absorption band is thus assigned as a
peroxo π*σ to Cu(II) charge transfer (CT) transition. Upon heating the sample the μ-(η2:η2)
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peroxo dicopper(II) precursor rR features disappear. In parallel, excitation at 457.9 nm (21834
cm-1) during the heating experiment shows the enhancement of the vibrational features
presented in fig 1B. These have been assigned in ref 2 as the isotope sensitive, intense
symmetric (456 cm-1) and weak anti-symmetric (870 cm-1) stretching vibrations characteristic
of the μ-oxo-bridged [Cu2O]2+ species. These results parallel the absorption changes (29000
cm-1 to 22700 cm-1), and thus suggest the conversion of the side-on bridged peroxo
dicopper(II) species into the [Cu2O]2+ species, reactive in the selective oxidation of methane
to methanol. O2-TPD experiments with 18O2 show the incorporation of the second 18O atom
into the zeolite lattice during the transformation of [Cu2(O2)]2+ into [Cu2O]2+.

Figure 1.(A) rR spectra (363.8 nm) of 16O2 (black) and 18O2 (blue) precursor formed at RT;
(B) rR spectra (457.9 nm) of reactive site formed by heating the O2 precursor rR samples [3].
Conclusions
The combined operando UV-vis and resonance Raman study allows the determination of the
major species acting in the O2 activation process using Cu-ZSM-5 and the final selective
oxidation of methane into methanol [3]. The complete understanding of this methanol
producing core will have a major contribution to different scientific disciplines. Cu-ZSM-5
could serve as a model for the design of active sites, as well as a tool to better understand the
working mechanism of enzymes. Ultimately, the insight will pave the way to develop a
catalytic cycle into the system, and catalytically convert methane to methanol.
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Introduction
Metal containing zeolites and sulfated zirconia are both active catalysts for normal paraffins
conversion to branched isomers. Mordenites are potential environmentally friendly catalysts
for this reaction, however, show activity at relatively high temperatures. Dealumination and
modification of mordenite increase its activity [1,2]. The aim of present contribution is an
investigation of n-butane isomerization over dealuminated mordenites modified with zirconia,
sulfate ions and cobalt, and comparison of these data with the Dubinin-Radushkevich
adsorption isoterm parameters for the study of the modified mordenites microporous
structure.
Experimental
Mordenite-zirconia catalysts have been prepared by impregnation of dealuminated mordenite
with SiO2/Al2O3 ratio 17 (sample HM17) by solution of ZrO(NO3)2·2H2O or by mixture of
zeolite with washed hydroxide zirconia. Sulfate has been introduced by incipient wetness
impregnation with 2M (NH4)2SO4 solution. Samples were dried at 100-110˚C for 5 h, calcined
at 600˚C for 3 h and stored in air. Catalysts were analyzed by XRD, DTA and UVspectroscopy.
Isomerization of n-butane was studied at 175-250˚C. Catalytic tests have been performed
through a fixed bed reactor operated at atmospheric pressure. Catalyst pellets (1.5 g) was
activated at 500˚C for 2 hours in dry air current and cooled up to reaction temperature. Tests
were carried out with pure n-butane with 5 ml min-1 rate or with hydrogen using as carrier gas
(10 ml min-1). Reaction products were analyzed by gas chromatography.
The adsorption of benzene vapors was gravimetrically determined in volumetric-vacuum unit
at 20±0,1oC within pressure range from zero to P/Po=0.2-0.3. The isotherms obtained are
satisfactorily described by Dubinin-Radushkevich equation.
ln a = lnW o ρ − BRTln(P o /P) 2

where, a – amount of the adsorbed compound; Wo – volume of adsorption space (cm3/g)
accessible for adsorption; B – isotherm angle of slope; Po – adsorptive saturated vapours
pressure; P – adsorptive vapour pressure.
Results and discussion
In contrast to non-dealuminated mordenite, being an active in n-butane conversion at
temperatures 300-350˚C and showing low selectivity concerning isobutane, dealuminated
НМ17 sample shows higher selectivity at 250˚C. НМ17 impregnation with ZrO(NO3)2 aqueous
solution with following decomposition at 500˚C results in considerable increasing of activity
and decreasing of reaction temperature. It should be noted that as distinct from НМ17,
ZrO2/НМ17 sulfation still more increases catalysts activity at lower temperatures (Table 1).
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Table 1. Conversion of n-butane over modified mordenites
Catalyst
Temperature n-Butane conversion, %
(˚C)
HM17
250
28.0
4% SO42-/ НМ17
250
28.2
5% ZrO2/ НМ17
220
30.0
4%SO42-/5%ZrO2/ НМ17
220
37.7
190
34.5
Co/ SO42-/ ZrO2/ НМ17
190
43.0

Isoparaffins yield,%
18.6
19.1
21.5
28.1
25.3
30.8

XRD and TGA of НМ17 and after its promoting with zirconia and sulfate ions do not show
essential changes in crystal structure and samples thermal behavior. After promoting
endothermic peak at 113˚C is displaced to 123˚C, and weak endothermic peak is appeared at
353˚C. These peaks are connected with dehydration and zirconia salt decomposition
processes.
It is known that the mordenite microporous structure is characterized with the availability of
two types of micropores having 12- and 8-membered oxygen windows with cross-section
0.67x0.7 and 0.29x0.57 nm. Within the framework of Micropores volumetric filling theory
(MVFT) B change means the change of adsorption characteristic energy connected with the
catalyst micropores effective radius. It was found that Wo and B values for catalysts HM17, 5%
ZrO2/ НМ17 and 4%SO42-/5%ZrO2/ НМ17 are increased (Table 2).
Table 2. Adsorption parameters of n-butane conversion catalysts
Catalyst
Wo, cm3/g B
HM17

0.07

0.03

5% ZrO2/ НМ17

0.09

0.04

4%SO42-/5%ZrO2/ НМ17

0.11

0.08

Such regularity of Wo change corresponds to the arrangement of these zeolites in a row by
their adsorption capacity and B by the sizes of inlet windows to the large channels. Hence, W o
and B parameters are the reflection of their microporous structure.
HM17 modification with simultaneously zirconium and sulfate ions leads to increase of B
parameter and increase isoparaffins yield. Considering that isobutane is differed from nbutane and cracking products by critical diameter the reason of the observed differences in
isoparaffin yields may be connected with the changes of diameters of the inlet window to the
zeolite wide cavities.
Conclusions
It can be supposed that the modifying effect of zirconia and sulfate ions on the HM17 is
connected with surface growth of samples, change of force and concentration of acid centers,
and the other hand, with optimization of zeolite microporous structure.
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Introduction
A high content of 1-alkenes in gasoline causes serious problems concerning both the
emissions and the engines. In consequence, different alternatives have been posed to convert
the abundant alkenes coming from FCC processes. Thus, they have been transformed into
aromatics and/or isoalkanes to preserve the octane number of gasoline [1]. Also, it would be
clearly advantageous to isomerize terminal and linear to internal and branched alkenes,
especially multisubstituted ones, which are much more interesting for their direct use for
blending in reformulated gasolines and as reactants in subsequent reactions (hydrogenation,
etherification, alkylation, hydroformylation, metathesis, polymerization, etc.) leading to
products of increased value as components of fuels or fine and intermediate chemicals [2,3].
Experimental
The parent zeolite (ZSM-5 with a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of 80) was purchased from Zeolyst
Int. (reference CBV8014). Potassium was deposited into the protonic form of the zeolite by
both impregnation to incipient wetness and ion exchange. Platinum was also incorporated to
some samples. All catalysts were characterized by different techniques, such as X-ray
diffraction analysis, nitrogen adsorption isotherms, temperature programmed desorption of
ammonia (acid properties) and, in some case, temperature programmed reduction and H2
chemisorption. The catalytic tests were performed in a fixed-bed continuous flow reactor (10
mm i.d.) connected by a thermostated pipe to a gas chromatograph. In this work, the
transformations of two 1-alkenes (pent-1-ene and hex-1-ene) have been studied.
Results and discussion
At a WHSV of 33.3 h-1, the HZSM-5 sample gave rise to conversions higher
than 90% of pent-1-ene under hydrogen above 450 ºC. The major products were pent-2-enes
with a trans to cis ratio around 2.5. Other compounds, mainly branched isomers, were also
present in small amounts. The selectivity drastically changed upon increasing the temperature.
Thus, at 500 ºC the main products came from the cracking and the skeletal isomerization
(both alkanes and alkenes). The 2-methyl-but-2-ene isomer was predominat (11.6%). Also, a
significant fraction of C6 and C7+ compounds was present. In addition, a yield to
cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes (C5 + C6) of 5.4% was remarkable. At 550 ºC, the products
from the cracking reactions markedly increased whereas the others decreased. Moreover, in
comparison to the reactions at 450 and 500 ºC an enhancement of the yield to aromatic
compounds, mainly alkylbenzenes, was observed.
At 350 ºC, but decreasing the WHSV to 10.0 h-1, cracking was still very high (close to
50%), even though the proportion of skeletal isomers exceeded 30%, particularly isoalkenes.
The reaction of Pt supported H-ZSM-5 zeolites gave rise to the hydrogenation of the alkene as
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the main reaction. In order to tailor the acidity of the zeolite, potassium was incorporated to
the zeolite. The higher the K content, the lower the amounts of cracking products and C6 and
C7+ compounds and the higher the conversion to pent-2-enes (Figure 1). Moreover, as the K
content was higher, the selectivity to skeletal isomers increased. Thus, the yields to the latter
compounds were 55.1 and 33.1% for the zeolites with 2.5% and 0.7% K, respectively.
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Figure 1. Products distribution in the transformation of pent-1-ene as a function of the
potassium content in HZMS-5 zeolites.
The transformation of hex-1-ene has also been investigated on a ZSM-5 zeolite
containing a 2.0% K and 0.5% Pt. The hydrogenating activity was high but also the
conversion to position and particularly to skeletal isomers (both isoalkanes and isoalkenes).
The latter exceeded 30% whereas the cracking was moderate.
Conclusions
The acid properties of ZSM-5 can be modulated by incorporation of potassium in
order to increase the skeletal isomerization of 1-alkenes and minimize their cracking. The
predominance of each process is related to the distribution of acid sites in the zeolite.
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Introduction
It is known that the technology of simultaneous processing of light straight run (C5-C6
alkanes) and light reformate can be used in order to reduce benzene level in a finished
gasoline [1]. At the same time J.-K. Chen et al. [2] observed inhibition of paraffins
isomerization in the presence of the benzene on Pt/zeolite catalysts. To date quite a number of
researches deals with the increasing of the target reactions selectivity, e.g. investigations of A.
Martínez et al. [3] or M.J. Ramos et al. [4].
Our main objectives are to determinate the optimal conditions for hydro-improvement of a
benzene-containing fraction (either medium straight run 70-85°C or light reformate) without
light straight run and to select the most appropriate catalysts for this process. Particularly in
the report we consider influence of H-mordenite/alumina ratio on parameters of the model
mixture conversion.
Experimental
The catalysts used in this work are platinum supported on mordenite-alumina. Carriers were
prepared by peptization of NH4-form of mordenite and pseudoboehmite by force of the
treatment with acetic acid solution under stirring. Then extrudates of carrier were formatted
and drying at 120°C. In order to convert NH4MOR to HMOR and pseudoboehmite to alumina
all carriers were calcined at 500°C. The NH4-form of mordenite (ref. CBV-21A) with Si/Al
ratio of 20 was purchased from Zeolyst International and pseudoboehmite (ref. PURAL SB1)
was supplied by the SASOL Germany GmbH. Platinum (0.3 wt.%) was incorporated into the
calcined carriers from a mixture of H2PtCl6 solution and dilute solution of acetic acid.
Platinum loaded catalysts were dried at 120°C. Reduction was performed in situ in H2 flow at
350°C. In this way following catalysts with the H-mordenite percentage of 5, 10, 20, 30, 50,
70 were obtained. For example platinum catalyst on 30% HMOR and 70% Al2O3 are named
as Pt/A-MOR-30.
The acid properties of the carriers and the catalysts were characterized by NH3-TPD on
AutoChem II 2920 “Micrometrics” precision chemisorption analyzer.
Catalytic investigation was carried out for the model reactions with a binary mixture of 21
wt.% benzene and 79 wt.% n-heptane in a down-flow fixed-bed reactor under the following
conditions: P = 15 bar, T = 200-320°C, LHSV (liquid hourly space velocity ) = 2 h-1,
hydrogen/hydrocarbons molar ratio = 3.
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Results and discussion
The reaction of benzene hydroisomerization includes the stage of hydrogenation of benzene to
cyclohexane (CH) and the stage of isomerization of the latter to methylcyclopentan (MCP).
Straight-chain heptane partly isomerizates to branched-chain one. The conversion of benzene
was 100% in the whole range of temperatures on all catalysts.
The research of the effect of H-mordenite/alumina ratio on the model mixture conversion and
hydroisomerization selectivity showed that the optimum mordenite percentage in the catalyst
is about 20-30 wt%. At these contents, yield of MCP reach the close to equilibrium value at
280-310ºC. When the zeolite content is lower than 20%, the catalytic activity is shifted to not
so thermodynamically favourable high temperature zone. In the case of the Pt/A-MOR-30
catalyst the conversion level of cyclohexane at 290-300°C is 77-82% when the selectivity of
the MCP formation is near 100%. The MCP/CH ratios equal 3.08 and 4.05 respectively. The
conversion of n-heptane at this temperatures reach 70% with selectivity to iso-heptanes above
70%.
The results of NH3-TPD of the samples show that the acidity decreases with decreasing the
content of mordenite in the carrier. The changing of acidity occurs additively and temperature
shift of the acidity maximums are not observed. Comparison between the catalytic results and
acidity data show that decreasing of catalysts activity directly correlate with lowering of
catalyst acidity.
Conclusions
Thus, at the work the optimal conditions for hydro-improvement of a benzene-containing
fraction were determinated. It is shown that optimized mordenite content in the catalyst makes
it possible to reach the equilibrium yield of the MCP on the Pt/A-MOR catalysts with the
selectivity of the MCP formation is near 100%.
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Introduction
Tin dioxide is a potential candidate as catalyst in various redox processes since it comprises
large numbers of crystal defects that ensure high mobility of lattice oxygen. Besides, its
intrinsic non-stoichiometry could be used more efficiently if the SnO2 particle size is
decreased in the nanoscale due to the faster migration of the oxide ions within the SnO2 to
lattice positions and also the more likely higher exposure of defects due to increased surface
to volume ratio. Additionally, the introduction of finely dispersed active metal/metal oxide
component via grafting with metal complexes will further increase the surface nonstoichiometry of SnO2, making it potential support for redox catalysts. Our previous results on
pure nanostructured SnO2 materials showed their potential as active, stable and selective
catalysts to total oxidation of VOCs [1]. In addition, inorganic enzyme carriers in comparison
with polymeric ones are structurally more stable, environmentally more acceptable and
resistant to organic solvents and microbial attack in view of their use as biocatalysts.
Generally, silica, alumina and iron oxide have been the main focus of the scientific
investigations in this field. Nanostructured tin dioxide materials have not been tested as
supports for enzyme immobilization yet. We expect that they will be effective carriers for
lipases due to their large surface area and pores in the nanosize range, The present work deals
with the comparison of the properties of nanosized SnO2 powders prepared by sol-gel
techniques from Sn(IV) tert-butoxide or SnCl4 as tin sources and their modifications with Pt
or Pd. The aim is to test the potential of metal supported nanostructured SnO2 materials as
catalysts for VOCs elimination. The efficiency of lipase immobilization on pure nanosized
SnO2 as well as the catalytic activity and stability of the obtained biocatalysts are also studied.
Experimental
The synthesis of the nanostructured SnO2 materials was conducted as described in [1]. Two
series of samples were prepared from SnCl4 and Sn(IV) tert-butoxide and designated SnO2-A
and SnO2-B, respectively. The grafting with 1 and 4 wt % Pt or Pd was done by using the
molecular design dispersion method from the corresponding metal acetylacetonates. The
samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction, N2 physisorption, thermogravimetric
temperature-programmed reduction in hydrogen (TG-TPR) and catalytic combustion of ethyl
acetate (30 mg of catalyst, 0.59 % ethyl acetate in air, and WHSV of 335 h-1). Lipases from
Candida rugosa, Rhizopus delemar and porcine pancreas were immobilized on SnO2-A via
physical adsorption. The amount of protein adsorbed on the carriers after the immobilization
procedure was determined using Lowry method and bovine serum albumin as standard
protein for calibration. The activity and stability of the immobilized enzymes was estimated
using titrimetric method and tributyrin as a substrate [2].
Results and discussion
The high specific surface area (70-200 m2/g) and the small particle sizes (4-10 nm) of the
prepared nanostructured SnO2 materials favour the high dispersion and ubiquitous distribution
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of the supported palladium and platinum through the tin dioxide as proven by the X-ray
diffraction patterns (not shown). Only in the case of 4Pt/SnO2-A and 4Pd/SnO2-A small
reflections due to metallic Pt and Pd were registered, respectively. All modified samples
exhibit catalytic activity towards ethyl acetate oxidation above 470 K, while high catalytic
conversion with almost complete selectivity to CO2 was registered above 570 K. At this
temperature, the pure SnO2 shows very low catalytic activity that decreases with time on
stream. Under isothermal conditions (T=575 K) all modified samples show stable catalytic
activity (Fig. 1). The 4 wt. % samples have higher conversion rates with the exception of the
samples from series A where bigger metallic particles were present (Fig 1a). The much higher
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Figure 1. Total oxidation of ethyl acetate at 575 K presented as (a) conversion and (b) TOF,
TOF are calculated as moles of ethyl acetate converted to CO2 per mole of metal per hour.
turnover frequencies (TOF) values calculated for the samples containing 1 wt. % metal
(Fig. 1b) could be due to the fact that the metal (Pt or Pd) additionally activates the lattice
oxygen of the support, which is confirmed by the TG-TPR data showing much easier
reduction of the SnO2 in case of the modified samples.
We found that the efficiency of the lipase immobilization on SnO2-A depends on the
molecular size of the enzyme. The protein loading varies more than eight times within the
three enzymes. The best results, protein loading of 24.7 mg.g-1 carrier and activity of 760 Ug-1
carrier were obtained with the lipase from Rhizopus delemar (32 kDa). All immobilized
biocatalysts enhance their thermal stability and tolerance toward the reaction medium.
Conclusion
Only a small amount very highly dispersed noble metal additive is sufficient to dramatically
increase the oxidation ability of nanostructured SnO2 at relatively low temperatures, which
makes it a very perspective catalyst for VOCs elimination. Moreover, it was found that SnO2
is a promising host material for lipase and has beneficial effect on lipase activity and stability.
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Introduction
Wax esters are widely used as emulsifiers, emollients and drug carriers [1]. The conventional
synthesis of wax-esters involves harsh reaction conditions (hazardous solvents, reduced
pressure, high temperatures, and catalysts). Use of enzymes is alternative to the conventional
synthesis. The utilization of lipases as catalysts in ester production makes the process more
effective, selective and environmentally friendly, and decreases the cost of the product [2].
However, there are still obstacles to large scale application of biocatalysts such as their
stability in the reaction conditions (medium, temperature, substrate inhibition, etc.) as well as
multiple usage of the enzyme. These problems can be overcome by application of
immobilized preparations.
Inorganic supports are structurally stable and resistant to oils which are the main substrates of
lipases. Ordered mesoporous materials have been successfully used as carriers for lipases,
trypsin, and penicillin acylase, etc. [3]. The support for enzyme immobilization, however,
should be chosen carefully because it is able to alter the enzyme specificity. There is still a big
demand for novel efficient enzyme supports.
Here we present the synthesis of a novel nanostructured tin dioxide (nano-SnO2) and its
application as a matrix for a lipase from Bacillus stearothermophilus MC7. The thermal and
pH-stability of the novel biocatalyst was assayed. We examined the effectiveness of the
immobilized MC7 lipase in stearyl stearate preparation in environmentally friendly medium
(two ionic liquids and non-solvent system). The operational stability of the biocatalyst in
several consecutive synthetic reactions was also tested.
Experimental
The lipase from B. stearothermophilus MC7 (lipase MC7) was gift from Dr. M. Kambourova
[4]. The nanostructured tin dioxide was synthesized using SnCl4 as a tin source and the
triblockcopolymer Pluronic P 123 as structure directing reagent.
The physical adsorption of lipase MC7 on nano-SnO2 was carried out at room temperature for
12 h, and then the preparation was dried under a flow of nitrogen. The activity of the free and
the immobilized lipase was estimated spectrophotometrically [4]. The amount of protein
loading on the carrier was evaluated as the difference in protein concentration of the lipase
solution before and after immobilization according to Lowry et al. [5]. The lipase-catalyzed
esterification of stearic acid and 1-octadecanol was carried out at 65ºC for 5h. The isolation
and the analysis of the stearyl stearate have been previously described [6]
Results and discussion
The immobilization of lipase from B. stearothermophilus MC7 on tin dioxide (nano-SnO2MC7) yielded a protein loading of 15.3 mg/g carrier and the hydrolytic activity was 15,000
U/g carrier toward 4-nitrophenyl palmitate. We found that nano-SnO2-MC7 carried out the
synthesis of long chain esters twice more effectively than immobilized lipases from C.
antarctica, R. niveurs and A. niger [7]. The synthetic activity of nano-SnO2-MC7 was
comparable to those described for immobilized lipases from R. miehei C. rugosa [6, 8]. The
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preparation gave 75% yield of stearyl stearate for 5h at the optimal temperature (65ºC). The
biocatalyst preserved up to 50% of its synthetic activity after five hours heating at 70ºC in
solvent free system in presence only of the substrates. Recently ionic liquids have been
extensively studied and used as green solvents in organic synthesis. They are not volatile and
possess good chemical and thermal stability. The impact of the ionic liquids containing
chloride anion on the lipase activity has not been extensively studied yet. We tested the effect
of 3-methyl-1-octyl imidazolium chloride [OMIM][Cl] and methyl trioctyl ammonium
chloride [TOMA][Cl] on nano-SnO2-MC7 activity. The imidazolium derivative had a
beneficial effect on the nano-SnO2-MC7 activity. The synthetic reaction proceeded with
higher rate and for 5 h almost a complete conversion of substrates was achieved. This made
the performance of the biocatalyst 1.3 fold more effective than that in the solvent free system.
The effect of media in this case was comparable to the effect of the activation of nano-SnO2MC7 by the non-ionic surfactant PEG1500. In presence of [OMIM][Cl] the enzyme
preserved about 60% of its initial activity after 5h heating at 75oC. The immobilized lipase
MC7 was easily separated from the reaction media containing imidazolium chloride due to its
lower-viscosity. As expected, it ensured higher operational stability of the biocatalyst. Our
results showed that, nano-SnO2-MC7 applied in the sysnthesis of stearyl stearate in solvent
free system kept 47% of its activity at the 8th run, while in presence of [OMIM][Cl] it was
90% active . In our study we found that [TOMA][Cl] completely inactivated nano-SnO2-MC7
lipase when added to the reaction mixture.
Conclusions
High activity of lipase nano-SnO2-MC7 in the green solvent [OMIM][Cl] as well as
operational stability of the immobilized preparations and their thermal stability in lowaqueous medium are characteristics of the enzyme which makes it applicable and sufficiently
valuable in large scale production of wax-esters.
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Introduction
Plastic materials are widely used throughout the world due to their low price, high
capacity of production and simple processing techniques. These qualifications of plastic
materials provide them a great potential of use in plenty of industrial applications. Plastic
materials are generally non-biodegradable, in other words, incapable of decomposing
biologically in the nature. This disability brings the problems of accumulation of plastics with
an increasing trend and uncontrollable environmental pollution. In recent years, plastic
materials are degraded into lower molecular weight liquid and gaseous products which are
potential raw materials and fuels for petrochemical industry. The use of catalysts enhances the
formation of more valuable hydrocarbons at lower reaction temperatures and residence
times[1-3].

Experimental
In this study, tungstophosphoric acid (TPA) containing SBA-15 materials were
synthesized by impregnation of TPA into hydrothermally synthesized SBA-15, to be used in
catalytic degradation of polyethylene. TPA was incorporated to the porous framework of
SBA-15 with different W/Si ratios, using tungstophosphoric acid hydrate as the acid source.
Non-catalytic and catalytic degradation experiments of polyethylene were performed
in the degradation reaction system at different temperatures and TPA loadings. The polymer
used in these experiments was polyethylene of Mn 1700, density 0.92 g/ml, polydispersity
index 2.35. Liquid and non-condensed gaseous products were analyzed using a gas
chromatograph.

Results and discussion
From XRD analysis, it was observed that introducing acidic compounds did not cause
deformations in the regularity and by EDS analysis, it was found out that even at higher
loadings, acidic compounds were introduced effectively to SBA-15 materials. Nitrogen
adsorption-desorption isotherms showed that the synthesized materials exhibited type IV
isotherms. SEM and TEM pictures (Figure 1) showed the hexagonal regularly ordered
structure of SBA-15 materials. FTIR analysis of the pyridine adsorbed synthesized materials
revealed the existence of Lewis and Brønsted acid sites in the synthesized materials.
From TGA analysis, it was observed that SBA-15 samples reduced activation energy
of the reaction effectively. Also, a decrease in reaction temperature was observed when using
TPA loaded SBA-15 materials.
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100 nm

Figure 1. TEM image of TPA loaded SBA-15
In non-catalytic degradation reactions, selectivity of C3 and C4 hydrocarbon gases
was high and in catalytic degradation reactions, selectivity of ethylene was significantly high.
In the liquid analysis of non-catalytic degradation reactions, it was observed that the product
distribution was mainly composed of hydrocarbons greater than C18. The use of TPA loaded
SBA-15 materials resulted in a liquid product distribution in the range of C5-C14, which is
the hydrocarbon range of gasoline fuel.

Conclusions
TPA loaded SBA-15 catalysts were synthesized successfully. These materials
exhibited Type IV isotherms. Their average pore diameters were approximately 6.5 nm. With
these catalysts, the liquid product distribution was shifted to a range of hydrocarbons lower
than C18. They enhanced the production of gasoline range hydrocarbons.
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Introduction
Nowadays, the need to improve the removal of sulfur from gasoline and diesel oil by means
of deep hydrodesulfurization (HDS) is driven by the new environmental legislations regarding
fuel specifications [1]. Many efforts are aimed to design more active or selective HDS
catalysts, depending on their particular application. Recently, different nanostructured
materials have attracted attention as supports for deep HDS catalysts. Among them, wellordered mesoporous molecular sieves of the SBA-15 type have already been tested as
supports for HDS catalysts. In the present work, we report results from a comparison study of
NiMo catalysts supported on SBA-15 prepared by co-impregnation of Ni and Mo active
phases with and without the addition of a chelating agent (citric acid, CA). This study was
undertaken to inquire on the effect that thermal treatment and the amount of CA have on the
characteristics of NiMo/SBA-15 catalysts and their behavior in HDS of dibenzothiophene
(DBT).
Experimental
NiMo catalysts were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of SBA-15 with aqueous
solutions of (NH4)6Mo7O24•4H2O, Ni(NO3)2•6H2O and CA [2]. Ni:Mo:CA molar ratio was
1:2:X. Calcination temperature (Tcalc.) of oxidic NiMo catalysts and amount of CA used (X)
are showed in Table 1.
Table 1. Preparation conditions of NiMo catalyst soported on SBA-15.
Catalyst
Tcalc. (oC)
Amount of
CA (X)
NiMo (100)
100
NiMo (500)
500
NiMoCA2.7 (100)
100
2.7
NiMoCA2.7 (300)
300
2.7
NiMoCA2.7 (500)
500
2.7
NiMoCA4.2 (100)
100
4.2
NiMoCA6.3 (100)
100
6.3
Catalysts were characterized by TGA, nitrogen physisorption, small-angle and powder XRD,
TPR, UV-vis DRS, and HRTEM. The DBT HDS activity tests were performed in a batch
reactor at 300 oC and 7.3 MPa total pressure for 8 h. Prior to the catalytic activity evaluation,
the catalysts were sulfided ex-situ at 400 oC for 4 h in a stream H2S in H2. The course of the
reaction was followed by withdrawing aliquots each hour and analyzing them by GC.
Results and discussion
TGA results showed that CA was completely eliminated from uncalcined catalyst in air
atmosphere at temperature between 100 and 500 °C. XRD characterization of NiMo/SBA-15
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catalysts prepared without adding CA revealed poor dispersion of Ni and Mo oxide species.
The signals of an Anderson heteropolymolybdate (NH4)4[Ni(OH)6Mo6O18]•4H2O were
observed after thermal treatment at 100 °C. This phase was transformed into NiMoO4 at 500
°C. Formation of the above crystalline phases was avoided in the samples prepared with the
addition of CA during impregnation. DRS and TPR characterization of the catalysts showed
that CA significantly increases the dispersion and reducibility of octahedral Mo species.
HRTEM of the sulfided NiMo/SBA-15 catalysts revealed that smaller and less stacked MoS2
particles are formed when CA is used during the impregnation. In line with this, activity of
the NiMoCA/SBA-15 catalysts was higher than that of the NiMo/SBA-15 ones and increased
with the calcination temperature. An interesting and unexpected trend was observed for the
selectivity of the NiMoCA catalysts with variation of the temperature of heat treatment. Thus,
the catalysts calcined at low temperature (100 and 200 °C) showed high selectivity towards
the direct desulfurization (DDS) of DBT (Table 2), whereas the samples calcined at higher
temperature (300-500 oC) were more selective for the hydrogenation (HYD) route. Increase in
the amount of citric acid used in the catalyst preparation resulted in more dispersed Mo
species (HRTEM) and further improvement in the selectivity towards the DDS route of DBT
HDS (Table 3). Catalysts prepared without a chelating agent (CA) almost did not change their
activity and selectivity upon calcination.
Table 2. HDS activity and selectivity of
NiMo/SBA-15 catalyst calcined at different
temperatures.
Catalyst
DBT
Selectivity
conversion
4h
8h BP/CHB*
ratio
NiMo (100)
37
72
0.8
NiMo (500)
40
76
0.9
NiMoCA2.7 (100)
49
82
3.0
NiMoCA2.7 (300)
51
84
0.9
NiMoCA2.7 (500)
63
96
0.4
*

Table 3. HDS activity and selectivity of
NiMo/SBA-15 catalyst prepared with
different amounts of CA.
Catalyst
DBT
Selectivity
conversion
4h
8h BP/CHB*
ratio
NiMo (100)
37
72
0.8
NiMoCA2.7 (100)
49
82
3.0
NiMoCA4.2 (100)
48
81
4.2
NiMoCA6.3 (100)
39
74
8.5

at 50 % DBT conversion.

Conclusions
NiMoCA/SBA-15 catalysts are outstanding catalytic systems that allow one to modify easily
the selectivity towards DDS or HYD routes by varying calcination temperature or amount of
CA added.
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Introduction
Recently, in the area of environmental protection much attention has been paid to curb
odours emissions. Among others, selective adsorption processes with on-site regeneration of
the adsorbents are very promising to reduce the concentration of odour producing substances
below odour threshold [1]. Presently, activated carbon with a very high-surface area because
of extreme porosity has become the most common adsorbent for air pollution (odours) control
applications. However, gold or gold and iron modified BETA and ZSM-5 zeolites have been
also found to be able to adsorb high amount of odours from the air containing dibutyl sulphide
(Bu2S) with high selectivity [2]. Moreover, it has been shown in the literature [3] that
modification of zeolites by alkali metal ions is one of the methods for improvement of
electronic and catalytic characteristics of supported gold, mainly in oxidation processes.
The idea of this work was to get insight into the possible use of gold-modified zeolites (Beta
and ZSM-5) treated with alkali metals for deodorisation of air by adsorption and catalytic
transformation (mainly oxidation) of odours. Dibutyl sulphide (Bu2S) was applied as a model
compound for odours containing sulphur as heteroatom. Taking into account an improvement
of oxidation of sulphide adsorbed, the modification of sorbents was performed with sodium
and potassium, well known as electron-releasing modifier on different supports. The roles of
the amount (wt.%) of alkali metals in Au/zeolite and anion in alkali salt were considered.
Experimental
H-Beta (Si/Al = 12.5, Süd Chemie) and H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 44.9, Süd Chemie) - types of
zeolites were used for further modification. The gold catalysts were prepared by depositionprecipitation with HAuCl4 (1 wt.%) [2]. Na and K -modified zeolites were obtained by two
methods: 1) adsorption (treatment of Au-sample with 0.5 M NaNO3 and KNO3 or NaCl aqua
solution for 24 h at 303 K) and 2) wetness impregnation (Au/Na(K) = 1:1). The materials
prepared were calcined at 623 K.
The physicochemical properties of the samples prepared were characterized by the standard
techniques, XRD, UV-Vis, TEM, test reactions and pyridine adsorption.
Adsorption of odour, dibutyl sulphide (Bu2S), was performed at room temperature by the use
of the balance scale with the sorbent in the glass box purged with air flow. In this box the
appropriate odour was evaporated and the amount of adsorbed compounds was continuously
weighed to plot the adsorption curves. The amount of Bu2S adsorbed/desorbed was analysed
by the elemental analysis.
Results and discussion
The results of odours adsorption presented in Table 1 show a significant influence of the
alkali metal introduction into gold-zeolite on the amount of adsorbed sulphide and total
amount of adsorbates. The wt.% of Na and K depends on the method of modification and is
much higher for zeolites modified by the adsorption (1-2% for Na and 2-4% for K) than
impregnation (0.05% for Na and 0.08% for K). The introduction of high content of alkali
metal into gold-zeolites generates basicity of the surface indicated by the test reactions
(AcoAc cyclisation and 2-propanol decomposition), whereas the low Na and K content does
not change acidic character of Au-zeolites. It is important to note, that contrary to the results
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obtained for Au/oxides [4], alkali cations in zeolites do not protect gold species from
agglomeration and in consequence of Na or K modification the size of gold nanoparticles is
bigger than in the gold zeolites without alkali metal treatment (the increase in average Au
particle size from ca. 8 to 18 nm). The largest gold particles (70 nm except smaller one) are
present on the surface of Na(Ads_Cl)/Au-Beta zeolite prepared using NaCl salt, because
chloride ions promote mobility and agglomeration of gold species. Simultaneously, the
removal of gold occurs as a result of Cl- interaction with Au species. It indicates the important
role of anion in the modifier and its influence on the content and properties of the final
catalyst.
The amounts of Na and K determine the total sorption capacity and the amount of Bu2S
adsorbed on alkali metal modified Au/ZSM-5 and Au/Beta zeolites. The high content of Na
and K (close or above 100% of cation exchange reached in the adsorption method) decreases
the total sorption capacity of all adsorbates (Bu2S, H2O, CO2 and others from air) because of
the blockage effect. However, what is important, the amount of Bu2S adsorbed is similar
before and after modification with Na and K, especially for Beta type zeolite. That is why the
selectivity of Bu2S adsorption increases (Table 1).
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Table 1. The amounts of Bu2S adsorbed on examined materials
Catalyst
% wt of all % wt of Sel., *
%
adsorbates
Bu2S

2

Bu2S

0,11
0,10

0

2000

Time, min

The most important finding from
this work is the improvement of the
Au-ZSM-5
32.87
10.75
33
oxidative properties of gold zeolites
Na(Ads)/Au-ZSM-5
18.14
8.53
47
by the addition of Na and K. The
* Selectivity as the amount of Bu2S in total amount of
shape of the adsorption curves
adsorbates
(Fig.1 for ZSM-5 zeolites) show
some periodic losses of mass which could be explained by the desorption of Bu2S caused by
its migration in straight channels and/or by the desorption of products of Bu2S catalytic
oxidation. The formation of SO2 as the product of catalytic oxidation of Bu2S with oxygen
from the air was documented by UV-Vis spectra performed after adsorption of the odour.
After introduction of alkali metal the desorption of SO2 from the catalyst surface is faster,
which allows easy regeneration of zeolite via cyclic catalytic oxidation of odour. The increase
in oxidative properties of alkali modified Au-zeolites was confirmed also by CO to CO2
oxidation reaction.
To conclude, the study performed indicated the attractiveness of ZSM-5 and Beta zeolites
modified with gold and alkali metals for odour removal from the air, mainly because of the high
selectivity to Bu2S sorption and its easy transformation towards odourless oxides via catalytic
oxidation.
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Introduction
Bringing into play of waste glycerol became a new challenge since a global production of
this alcohol significantly increased. This growth was determined by many regulations
stimulating the biodiesel production. Biodiesel is mainly obtained through triglycerides
transesterification with alcohols leading to fatty acids esters and glycerol. It seems to be
reasonable turning waste alcohol into the product that can be also used as biofuel, which in
consequence makes the most of renewable source. This goal can be reached by glycerol
esterification with acetic acid, since triacetyloglycerol (triacetin), i.e. one of the esterification
products, is known as valuable blending component of biodiesel. For this purpose different
kinds of materials having strong Brønsted acidic centres were examined, e.g. zeolites,
sulphonated resins or MCM-41 and SBA-15 samples containing oxidised MPTMS species,
i.e. (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane. Since the glycerol esterification involves rather
bulky molecules in the liquid phase, the size and shape of pores in catalysts could determine
the activity and selectivity in this process. Herein, we present detailed study on sulphonated
mesoporous materials of SBA-15 and MCF type that contain niobium as a promoter. The
impact of niobium and a kind of structure on the formation and stability of surface sulphonic
species determining activity and selectivity in the glycerol esterification are examined.
Experimental
The SBA-15 and MCF materials having MPTMS species on the surface were prepared via
modified hydrothermal synthesis procedure described previously in [1] and [2], respectively.
Ammonium niobate(V) oxalate (Aldrich) was applied as a niobium source (Si/Nb = 32, 64).
MPTMS (Aldrich) and H2O2 (Merck) were added into the solution. The gel was stirred at 313
K for 20 h and heated at 383 K for 24 h without stirring. For both kinds of materials the
organic template was removed by constant extraction with ethanol for 24 h using the Soxhlet
apparatus and finally dried at RT overnight.
Different characterisation techniques were used, i.e. XRD, N2 adsorption/desorption, XRF,
elemental and thermal analyses, FTIR, UV-Vis, FTIR + pyridine adsorption.
The reaction of glycerol and acetic acid was performed in a liquid phase in batch reactor
without any solvents. The reaction was carried out under nitrogen atmosphere at 373, 398 and
423 K for 4 h using 100 mg of catalyst. Different molar ratios of glycerol to acetic acid were
applied (1:3, 1:6, 1:9). Reuse of catalysts was performed. Products were analysed by a GC
(Varian CP 3800) equipped with 60 m VF-5ms capillary column and FID detector.
Results and discussion
All materials prepared in this study showed mesoporous structure typical of SBA-15 or
MCF samples as evidenced by standard characterisation techniques, i.e. XRD and N2
adsorption/desorption measurements. The highest efficiency of niobium incorporation into the
mesoporous silicate structure was observed for SBA-15 materials. It was found that the
addition of niobium to the synthesis gel, during preparation of MCF sample, caused the
formation of both phases, i.e. SBA-15 and MCF, as evidenced by SEM and TEM images.
Interestingly, this was not observed when niobium was inserted into the gel together with
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OCH3
MPTMS. In this case pure MCF phase was detected,
although, depending on niobium content, the defect holes Si O Si CH2 CH2 CH2 SH
in the material structure appeared. Similar defects have
OCOH
been previously observed in the literature for the
mesoporous niobiosilicates of MCM-41 type [3]. The
SBA-15 structure allowed incorporation of bigger amount
OCH3
of MPTMS species than MCF structure, however in both Si O Si CH CH CH SO H
2
3
2
2
cases the positive effect of niobium on thiols oxidation to Nb O
suphonic species was observed. Niobium was also found to
preserve the oxidation of methoxy species originating form Fig. 1. Dependence of MPTMS
MPTMS, as evidenced by FTIR spectroscopy. This fact bonding to the surface on the
made the higher oxidation of thiol groups possible. The chemical composition of the solid
efficiency of sulphonic species formation was also found to be dependent on the kind of
mesoporous structure. In spite of lower niobium concentration in the final MCF materials the
effectiveness of sulphonic species formation was better for these samples. The
abovementioned results allowed us to propose the different states of MPTMS species on
silicate and niobiosilicate surfaces (Fig. 1) [4].
The acidic properties of mesoporous solids were examined in the glycerol esterification
with acetic acid. The results obtained at optimised conditions are shown in Table 1. The
highest glycerol conversion was reached for MCF samples. It can be notice that the
conversion and selectivity to triacetin was determined by both, the mesoporous structure and
effectiveness
of
thiol
Table 1. Results of glycerol esterification with acetic acid carried out at
oxidation
to
sulphonic
423K for 4h; glycerol to acetic acid ratio = 1:9
species.
As
it
was
presented
Selectivity / yield %
Catalyst
Conversion
above, the later aspect is
%
MAG
DAG
TAG
dependent
on
niobium
MP-SBA-15
54
26 / 14
58 / 31
16 / 9
loading. This can explain
MP-NbSBA-15-64
66
11 / 7
53 / 35
36 / 24
why the samples containing
MP-NbSBA-15-32
73
10 / 7
49 / 36
41 / 30
niobium
showed
much
MP-MCF
90
15 / 14
58 / 52
27 / 24
higher
yield
of
triacetin.
The
MP-NbMCF-64
89
11 / 10
51 / 45
38 / 34
reuse
tests
proved
the
MP-NbMCF-32
85
12 / 10
52 / 44
36 / 31
stability of sulpnonic species
MAG – monoacetin; DAG - diacetin TAG – triacetin
and gave similar catalytic
Last number in niobiosilicate samples stands for Si/Nb ratio assumed
results.

Conclusions
The most valuable finding of this work is determination of interplay between chemical
composition and mesoporous structure having an impact on glycerol esterification with acetic
acid. Materials obtained showed relatively high yield of triacetin formation, similar or higher
than described in the previous literature data.
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Introduction
Methanol to olefin (MTO) conversion is a key step in the journey from natural gas and
biomass to high value chemical products like plastics [1, 2]. SAPO-34, a model catalyst for
this process, expands microscopically due to coke formation during the reaction [3]. We have
used this feature of the crystallographic unit cell to track the progress of the reaction in a fixed
bed reactor using time and space resolved high energy X-ray diffraction. The results allow us
to make interesting observations concerning the origin of the “carbon pool” [4] which is
believed to be the basis of the conversion process and also the driving force for the expansion
of SAPO-34.
Experimental
SAPO-34 catalysts with 4 and 8 % silicon were pressed into pellets and sieved to a size of
between 0.25 and 0.42 mm. 100 mg of the pellets were loaded into a fixed bed quartz tube
reactor of 4 mm internal diameter with a quartz frit supporting the bed. Reaction gases
(helium bubbled through methanol held at 19.5 °C) were fed upwards through the frit at rates
between 30 and 50 ml min-1. The reactor was heated with two Leister LE mini heat guns fitted
with heat spreaders. The temperature profile in the centre of the reactor was measured using a
thermocouple at 10 points from bottom to top of a loaded catalyst bed. It decreased from 346
°C at the bottom to 338 °C at the top. The product stream was analysed using a European
Spectrometry Systems ecoSys-P Man-Portable mass spectrometer with a capillary inlet and
heated inlet tube.
Powder XRD data were collected at beamline ID15 of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF) with a wavelength of 0.14257 Å (89.965 KeV), using a Pixium area detector
at a sample - detector distance of 1473 mm. The reactor and heat guns were mounted on a
Huber xyz stage capable of very fast translations in the z-direction, with a goniometer head
for alignment. During data collection the reactor was moved down through the beam at a rate
of 0.5 mm s-1 with diffractograms being acquired every second, the reactor was then moved
back up in 1 second between scans with no data collection.
The data were reduced using DATASQUEEZE and analysed using parametric Rietveld
refinements in TOPAS academic [5].
Results and discussion
We have previously demonstrated in a microreactor that the unit cell of SAPO-34 expands
strongly in the c-axis direction during the MTO process [3]. Contour plots of the c-axis length
during the scanning reaction allow us to see a reaction front moving up through the catalyst
bed over time (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Contour plots of the SAPO-34 c-axis length during the MTO process versus
position in reaction bed and time. Each numbered scan corresponds to a complete scan up the
reactor bed, so that the scan number axis represents time. Left image = 30 ml min-1
methanol/He flow, Right image = 50 ml min-1 methanol/He flow switched to pure He after
scan 125.
The expansion, reflecting build-up of coke inside the chabazite cages, begins at a point partway up the catalyst bed before spreading upwards, supporting the theory of a critical amount
of methanol to dimethyl ether conversion being required to establish the carbon pool of
intermediates which produce olefins. The onset time of catalyst expansion varies depending
on the flow rate through the reactor but more interestingly it appears that a decrease in the caxis occurs at the base of the reactor later in the process at higher flow rates (50 ml min-1).
Switching from methanol to helium flow emphasises this effect with a significant portion of
the bed returning to its initial c-axis size without oxidative regeneration (figure 1, right).
The expansion of SAPO-34 under MTO conditions has been attributed to the build up of
reaction intermediates and coke in the pores which corresponds with reversible deactivation
of the catalyst. Our mass spectrometry results suggest that the reactor was not fully
deactivated during our experiments which is in agreement with the XRD results showing that
some parts of the bed do not undergo significant expansion in the timescale of our tests.
Conclusions
We have used time and space resolved synchrotron powder XRD to show that a front of
expanded catalyst spreads up through a fixed bed reactor during the MTO process. Even after
several hours on stream we see significant differences in catalyst expansion across the bed
which coincide with the beginning of deactivation as measured in mass spectra collected in
parallel with the XRD data.
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Introduction
Because of the problems of sustaining the environment and the crude oil supply the use of
fuels and lubricants produced from renewable feedstocks have come to the front nowadays. In
this respect it is very important to develop catalytic system that can be applied to produce a
balanced mixture of gas oil and base oil from Fischer-Tropsch (FT) wax (mixture of mainly
high molecular weight n-paraffins) produced from biomass-derived synthesis gas.
Furthermore, it is important to find the proper catalysts and advantageous process parameters
[1-3]. The high-molecular-weight n-paraffins can be effectively isomerized on bifunctional
catalysts. There are only a few indications about the application of catalysts carrying active
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation(HD/DHD) metal component on micelle-templated
aluminosilicate (MTAS) materials, having ordered uniform mesoporous channels [4,5]. We
studied a Pt-supporting Al-substituted silica SBA-15 material (Pt/AlSBA-15) as catalyst, not
investigated in detail in this reaction yet. We compared it to a Pt/MCM-22 zeolite catalyst
which has been recommended earlier for the isomerization of high molecular weight nparaffins [4].
Experimental
The AlSBA-15 material was synthesized according to the procedure of Vinu et al. [6]. MCM22 was hydrothermally synthesized from a synthesis gel of SiO2 : 0.036 Al2O3 : 0.024 Na2O :
0.265 Na2SO4 : 0.517 hexamethyleneimine : 42.6 H2O at 145 °C for 10 days. The Brønsted
acid site concentrations were determined by ammonia thermo-desorption experiments, using
the NH4-exchanged samples (0.65 mmol H+/g for SBA-15 and 0.96 mmol H+/g for MCM22).
The analysis of the N2 adsorption isotherm of the AlSBA-15 material gave pore diameter of
3.6 nm. In contrast, the active sites of the calcined zeolite MCM-22 are located in zeolite
micropores (10-MR channels, supercages, having 0.7 nm x 1.8 nm main dimensions, and 12MR cups of the outer surface of the crystals). 0.5 wt. % of Pt was loaded by incipient wetness
impregnation method on both supports using tetraammineplatinum(II)hydroxide hydrate. The
experiments were carried out in a high-pressure microreactor system in continuous operation
and on a catalyst with steady-state activity. The main properties of the feedstock FT paraffin
were: n-C18-C57): 97.4%, sulfur: < 5 mg/kg, pour point: 72 °C. The following reaction
parameters were applied: T= 275-375 °C, P=40-80 bar, LHSV=1.0-3.0 h-1, H2/hydrocarbon
ratio: 400-800 Nm3/m3. The composition of the products was determined by GC.
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increased
significantly
at
reaction
temperatures above 300 °C. Methane and
ethane was formed only on the Pt/MCM-22
catalyst. In the C5- products, obtained on both
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Results and discussion
Our catalytic result showed that on the
Pt/AlSBA-15 catalyst higher yield of liquid
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Figure 1. The effect of process parameters to the isomer
contents of the liquid products

catalysts, mainly isobutane was identified,
indicating that the cracking mostly followed the isomerization. It is important that the isomer
content of the liquid products (C5+) was significantly higher on the Pt/AlSBA-15 catalyst than
on the other catalyst at the same process parameters (Figure 1). We found that using the
Pt/AlSBA-15 catalyst at advantageous combinations of reaction parameters (T= 300-325 °C
(C11-C20)/ 275-300 °C (C21-C30), P=40-80 bar, LHSV=1.0-2.0 h-1) we can obtain C11-C20 and
C21-C30 fractions, having high isoparaffin contents (63.5-85.6% and 34.1-58.7%) and adequate
yields (29.9-36.6% and 46.2-58.8%). We experienced that the gas oil fractions having the
lowest pour point were obtained at the highest concentrations of 5-methyl isomers. The C21C30 fraction can be used as environmentally friendly, high viscosity index (VI  125) base oil.
These fractions are virtually free of sulfur-, aromatics- and nitrogen. The activity and
isomerization selectivity of the catalysts did not change after 240 hours time on stream.
Conclusions
Owing to the higher isomerization and lower cracking activity the mesoporous Pt/AlSBA-15
catalyst the gas oil and base oil fractions obtained from FT wax had higher isoparaffin content
than the corresponding product obtained using microporous Pt/MCM-22 zeolite catalyst. The
lower cracking activity comes from the weaker acidity and the shorter residence time of the
reactants and the products in the pore system.
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Propylene oxide (PO) is an important intermediate still produced mainly by means of
wasteful chlorhydrine technology, although the manufacture with hydrogen peroxide
application has been developed in last decade. Recently, a new, environmentally
friendly method based on N2O oxidant appeared to be very promising. Vanadium
modified silica containing materials (SBA-3, SBA-15, MCM-41, amorphous silica)
showed significant activity in epoxidation of propylene with N2O as an oxidant. In
contrary, non silica oxides (Al2O3, TiO2, MgO, MgF2) applied as supports did not result
in formation of active vanadium catalysts (PO yield was below 0.5%). SBA-3
containing micropores (diameter ~1.7 nm) appeared the best silica support for active
vanadium species. PO yield for V/SBA-3 samples (with vanadium concentration equal
to 1-2 wt. %) reached almost 8%. The monolayer vanadium loading was the most
advantageous for selective propylene oxidation. The UV-Vis and IR spectra of adsorbed
NO confirmed the formation of isolated vanadium species on the support surface. The
broad range of reduction peaks at TPR profiles (430 - 615ºC) for the vanadium samples
with different supports clearly indicates substantial differences in vanadium – support
interaction.
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Introduction
Diesel engines prove to be among the most fuel efficient technologies, however, the formation
and emission of NOx to the atmosphere still presents considerable concerns with respect to
acid rain and greenhouse gas formation. Previous studies showed that Fe-zeolites are
promising catalysts for the reduction of NOx using NH3 as reducing agent (e.g., via aqueous
solutions of urea) [1]. A major challenge in the application of these catalysts is the presence of
different Fe oxide species and their relation to the catalytic activity [2]. In the contribution
presented we focus on the changes of the Fe species under NH3-SCR conditions in the
presence of steam by a detailed characterization of the zeolite matrix and the Fe species. This
leads us to the conclusion that extraframework Fe can be inserted into zeolite T-atom
positions resulting in the generation of new Brønsted acid sites under the conditions of the
NH3-SCR reaction.
Experimental
The FeBEA catalysts were prepared by a single-step wet-ion exchange of HBEA (Si/Al = 18)
in acidic media using FeSO4·7H2O as precursor salt and heat treated at 480°C in nitrogen.
Afterwards the samples were steam treated under NH3-SCR conditions corresponding to
1000 ppm NO, 1000 ppm NH3, 5 % O2 and 5% H2O balanced in N2 at temperatures between
450°C and 600°C. The concentration of acid sites as well as the distribution of Al in the
obtained zeolites were characterized by IR spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine, temperature
programmed desorption of NH3 and Al XANES. The nature of the Fe species was analyzed
by IR spectroscopy, XAFS and UV/Vis spectroscopy.
The activity of the catalysts for the reduction of NOx with NH3 was studied in a flow reactor
system in combination with IR spectroscopic gas analysis.
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The wet-ion exchange resulted in a FeBEA
catalyst with high activity containing mainly
isolated Fe ions in ion-exchange positions,
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concentration of Lewis acid sites decreased
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Figure 1: Concentration of Brønsted (green) and
Lewis (blue) acid sites of the FeBEA samples.
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by the same value. IR spectroscopy from adsorption of pyridine revealed that this decrease is
mainly due to Lewis acid sites linked to Fe centers. The distribution of Al in the zeolite
investigated by Al XANES showed that although the concentration of acid sites changed, the
Al distribution remained constant throughout all steam treated samples.
UV/Vis spectroscopy indicated the formation of tetrahedral coordinated Fe species under the
conditions of the NH3-SCR reaction, which
contradicts the expected aggregation of the Fe
species to Fe2O3 clusters. This unexpected behavior
could be explained by the insertion of
extraframework Fe species into T atom positions of
the zeolite framework. This can be understood in
analogy to the insertion of Al into the zeolite
framework under NH3 atmosphere [3]. The analysis
of the XAFS (at the Fe-edge) showed a decrease of
the Fe-O distance from 2.15 Å for the untreated
FeBEA samples to 1.86 Å for the steam treated
sample. In addition, the NH3-SCR treatment led to
the increase of the pre-edge peak in Fe XANES,
which is characteristic for Fe in tetrahedral
7115
7140
7165
7190
coordination. The insertion of Fe species into 7090
Energy [eV]
framework positions could be further verified by IR
spectroscopy, showing a transformation of the Figure 2: FeXANES of unsteamed (blue)
extraframework Fe-OH band at 3682 cm-1 to a band and steamed FeBEA samples.
at 3627 cm-1 assigned to Fe-OH Brønsted acid sites.
During this process, the concentration of silanol groups (3740 cm-1) decreased due to the
insertion of extraframework Fe into the silanol nests at structural defects.
Conclusions
The influence of the reaction conditions of the NH3-SCR reaction on FeBEA catalysts
containing mainly isolated extraframework Fe ions was investigated. The Fe ions present at
extraframework positions were incorporated into T atom positions in the zeolite framework
which prevents the agglomeration of the Fe species to Fe2O3 clusters and also leads to the
formation of additional Brønsted acid sites. These isomorphoursly substituted Fe atoms were
found to be active in the NH3-SCR reactions.
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Introduction
Deep desulfurization of gasoline is an important research topic in order to reduce the
sulfur content (less than 10 ppm since 2009 [1]). Indeed sulfur components lead to the
formation of SOx, which are responsible of acidic rains, but also act as a poison affecting the
activity of catalytic converters. About 90% of the sulfur in gasoline comes from FCC naphta,
which represents more than 25 %vol. of the typical gasoline pool in Western Europe.
Therefore, deep desulfurization of gasoline is needed to reduce the sulfur content in FCC
naphta. In order to limit the consumption of olefins, which are responsible of the good octane
number of gasoline cut, desulfurization of this feedstock can be possible by increasing the
weight of the sulfur impurities through alkylation with olefins. Therefore, the alkylated sulfur
compounds can be concentrated in the heavier fractions of gasoline streams and finally
separated by distillation. This process, namely Olefinic Alkylation of Thiophenic Sulfur
(OATS), has been developed by British Petroleum [2]. The catalysts could be used are
supported phosphoric acid (SPA) [3], zeolites [4] and supported heteropolyacids [5].
The aim of the present contribution is to evaluate the activity and the selectivity of
three acidic zeolites (HY, HBEA and HMCM-22) for the alkylation of 3-methylthiophene
(3MT) with two olefins (hex-1-ene and 2-methylpent-1-ene) chosen as model molecules
representative of sulfur and olefins compounds, respectively, likely to be present in the FCC
naptha.
Experimental
The experiments were carried out at 120°C in a fixed bed reactor under atmospheric
pressure. The molar ratio 3MT/olefins was kept constant and equal to 0.3. The weight of the
catalysts was varied between 0.05 g and 0.2 g. Before each experiment, the zeolites were
activated at 450°C under air flow. The reaction products were analyzed by gas
chromatography.
After reaction, the products slightly adsorbed onto the catalysts were eliminated by a
soxhlet extraction. The products strongly adsorbed or blocked in the zeolite pores were
analyzed after dissolution of the zeolites in a hydrofluoric acid solution as described in
literature [6].
Results and discussion
In a first time, pure reactant transformations were carried out over the three zeolites
(HY, HBEA and HMCM-22) which present similar Brønsted acidities. In these conditions,
3MT was unreactive whereas hex-1-ene (H1N) and 2-methylpent-1-ene (2M1P) were totally
converted initially. Nevertheless, a complete deactivation of all zeolites was observed after 6
hours on stream during the transformation of H1N. On the opposite, the catalysts were stable
during the transformation of 2M1P. For both alkenes, double bond isomerization and
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dimerization products were observed. In the case of H1N, the reaction products were
essentially composed of hex-2-enes and hex-3-enes, whereas 2M1P mainly led to the
formation of 2-methylpent-2-ene.
In the second time, the transformation of mixtures of 3MT and alkenes was carried out
over the three zeolites. As expected, in presence of 2M1P, the alkylation of 3MT was more
important than the one observed in presence of H1N whatever the zeolite, as shown in Fig. 1.
These results can be explained by a different stability of the reaction intermediates involved.
Indeed, the protonation of 2M1P leads to the formation of a tertiary carbocation which is
more stable and reactive than the carbocations formed from H1N. In the case of the use of
2M1P as alkylating agent, HMCM-22 was the more active (Fig. 1), and HBEA was the more
selective in monoalkylated products (Fig. 2). This could be related to the location of active
sites in both zeolites. In the case of the HBEA zeolite, these sites are only inside the pores,
allowing a good selectivity in monoalkylation due to steric constraints. Over HMCM-22, a
significant proportion of sites is located on external surface [7] leading to a better activity but
a lower selectivity in monoalkylation. Finally, HY seems to be as active as HBEA initially,
but the deactivation of HY was the most significant. This can be explained by the formation
of polyalkylated species, favoured by the presence of large pores in HY, which remained
trapped inside the zeolite and inhibited the access to the active sites.
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Figure 1: Conversion of 3MT in presence
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Figure 2: Selectivity of monoalkylated
(solid line) and dialkylated (dotted line)
products for the alkylation of 3MT by
2M1P

Conclusions
In this work, HBEA and HMCM-22 zeolites were shown to be active in alkylation of
3-methylthiophene by 2-methylpent-1-ene, HBEA being more selective in monoalkylated
products which limit the olefins consumption. Nevertheless, whatever the zeolite, a very
important deactivation was observed. The use of other acidic solids as heteropolyanions or
sulfonic resins will be considered in further experiments.
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Introduction
Due to the rise and instability of oil prices, the development of biofuels becomes
primordial for all industrialized countries. Among all the alternatives, ethanol emerges as a
viable source [1, 2]. Although it can be naturally added to the gasoline pool, its incorporation
at high contents requires the modification of the motorisation systems, and so, its
transformation becomes a more viable and realistic alternative.
In a previous study [3, 4], HZSM-5 zeolite was found to be a very stable catalyst for the
ethanol transformation into hydrocarbons at 350°C and at high pressure (30 bar). After 24
hours of reaction, ethanol was still totally transformed into hydrocarbons in spite of a near
total loss of Brønsted acidity, 92% loss of microporosity and high coke content inside its
micropore volume. Experiments have shown that the hydrocarbons formation does not occur
at the external surface but probably at the pore mouth of the channel. Ethanol conversion into
hydrocarbons could proceed, as for the methanol transformation into hydrocarbons, either by
the hydrocarbon pool mechanism or by a radical mechanism. Carbon centered radicals were
detected by EPR-CW analysis after 24 hours of reaction indicating that a radical mechanism
may occurs in pore mouth of the channel. Moreover, this mechanism can provide an
explanation of the high conversion over HZSM-5 despite an important loss of its acidity and
porosity. Nevertheless, it remains to be established whether these radical species actually do
participate in the hydrocarbons formation and also to be determined when and how radicals
are generated.
The goal of this work is to study the formation and the nature of the radical species
responsible to the ethylene oligomerization.
Experimental
The ethanol transformation was carried at 350°C under nitrogen in a fixed bed reactor
at a total pressure of 30 bar with a molar ratio N2/ethanol of 4. A gas flow of 3.3L.h-1 was
kept during the reaction and commercial ethanol (96%v/v) was fed at a GHSV of 5.3h-1. The
reaction products were analyzed by on-line gas chromatography equipped with a PONA
capillary column, which allows the identification of all hydrocarbons. In addition to on-line
analysis, the liquid is also recovered and analyzed by GC-MS spectroscopy.
The catalysts were characterized before and after reaction by different spectroscopy
techniques, such as IR and EPR analysis. Coke deposit over the spent catalysts was extracted
using HF/CH2Cl2 and analyzed by GC-MS.
Results and discussion
Under our operating conditions, ethanol was totally converted into ethylene, C3+
hydrocarbons, water and traces of diethyl ether. No deactivation for ethanol conversion was
observed (even after 24h of running). During the first hour, the yield into ethylene decreases
progressively coinciding with the C3+ hydrocarbons yield increase. The C3+ hydrocarbons are
divided into three fractions according to the carbon number: C3-C4 (methane and ethane are
produced in negligible amounts), C5-C11 and C12+; and also divided according to their
chemical family: Paraffin, Olefin, Naphtene, and Aromatic (PONA). Table 1 reports the
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fractions selectivity evolution versus the time-on-stream. The amount of C3-C4 fraction
decreases with the increase of C5-C11 and C12+ fractions. The products become more and more
aromatics. This change in products selectivity with the TOS coincides with a change in the
physico-chemical properties of the HZSM-5(40). As expected, the decrease of the micropore
volume and the number of acid sites is due to the increase of the carbon deposit (coke) inside
the catalyst (Table 2). The nature of the carbon deposit changes also with the TOS. Initially, it
is composed only of highly alkylated mono aromatics which are then transformed into more
condensed aromatics such as alkylated naphtalenes and molecules with 3 aromatic rings.
Thus, the coke is both responsible for the poisoning of Brønsted acid sites and pore blockage,
as well as the appearance of free radicals. Indeed, the CW-EPR measurements have shown, on
the coked samples, a well-defined paramagnetic signal which is proportional to the carbon
content. Moreover the width of the paramagnetic signal changes with TOS which suggests a
change in the radical species nature as it was already observed with the coke composition
evolution. The increase of the radical species amount could be responsible to the increase of
ethanol aromatization with TOS.
Table 1. Evolution of the products selectivity with TOS.
TOS (min)
C2H4
C3-C4
C5-C11
5
6.5
27.1
54.2
10
4
17.8
67.7
60
0
2.9
78.9

C12+
12.2
10.5
18.2

Paraffins
18
19
7

Aromatics
39
55
82

Table 2. Evolution of the physico-chemical properties on HZSM-5(40) zeolite with TOS.
TOS
Brønsted acidity
Micropore volume
Carbon content
Amount of radical
species (µmol/g)
(min)
(µmol/g)
(cm3/g)
(wt%)
0
297
0.177
0
0
5
265
0.132
1.4
0.3
10
213
0.120
1.5
0.6
60
241
0.098
2.3
1.1
Conclusion
HZSM-5 (40) zeolite is very stable for the ethanol transformation into hydrocarbons at
350°C and 30 bar total pressure in spite of a loss of Brønsted acidity and microporosity with
time-on-stream by coke formation. The coke is composed of alkyl aromatic hydrocarbons
which is occluded in the zeolite structure and generates long lived stable radical species. We
suppose that radicals play an important role in the ethanol oligomerization (aromatization).
Nevertheless, it remains to be established the importance of the radical reaction compared to
the acid mechanism commonly admitted.
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Introduction
Nowadays the present environmental regulation led to significant modifications of industrial
processes. In order to reduce or eliminate solvents several chemical reactions that occurred in
the presence of homogeneous catalysts have been replaced by cleaner processes using
heterogeneous ones. In this sense, one of the most used strategies is the immobilization of the
catalysts in materials with high surface area that can behave as supports. Due to the intrinsic
microporosity of zeolites it is often difficult to accommodate large molecules inside its porous
structure. Recently a new methodology - desilication - was developed with the purpose of
create larger pores (mesopores or larger micropores) in zeolite structures using an alkaline
treatment.
C-scorpionate ligands e.g., HCpz3 (Tpm) and derivatives are undoubtedly among the most
important face-capping, six-electron N-donor ligands in coordination chemistry, having
applications in diverse fields ranging from catalysis to supramolecular chemistry. In fact, our
recently prepared C-scorpionate metal transition complexes have shown their ability as
catalysts in several industrial reactions such as the partial oxidation of gaseous and liquid
alkanes.
The scope of this work is to study the potentialities of desilicated MOR zeolite as support for
C-scorpionate complexes and to evaluate the behavior of the immobilized complexes as
heterogeneous catalysts. The catalytic behavior is explored for the industrially significant
peroxidative oxidation of cyclohexane to cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone, under mild
conditions, as an alternative for the industrial process that uses homogeneous Co catalysts and
dioxygen as oxidant, at a considerably high temperature of 150 ºC. The obtained results are
compared to the ones obtained in homogeneous medium.
Experimental
MOR zeolite, from Zeolyst (Si/Al = 10) was submitted to alkaline treatment at 85ºC, for 2 h
using NaOH 0.5M, according to the procedure described in the literature [1].
Hydrotris(pyrazolyl)methane complexes [MCln{HC(pz)3}] [M=V (1) or Re (2), n=3; M=Fe
(3), n=2; pz=pyrazolyl] or C-functionalized derivatives [CuCl2{HOCH2C(pz)3}] (4) and
[VOCl2(TpmPy)] [TpmPy=4-((tris-2,2,2-(pyrazol-1-yl)ethoxy)methyl)pyridine] (5) were
prepared according to published methods [2].
The scorpionate complexes 1-5 were immobilized in parent and desilicated MOR zeolite
supports, using the wet-impregnation method, using the same procedure reported in a
previous study [3].
The supports and the heterogeneous catalysts were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction,
(Philips PW 1710 diffractometer) and low temperature N2 adsorption (ASAP2010). The
oxidation reactions were carried out in Schlenk tubes and under N2, according to a method
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used for homogeneous scorpionate catalysts [2]. Products were analyzed by GC (internal
standard method) at a FISONS Instruments GC 8000 series gas chromatograph with a FID
detector and a DB-WAX capillary column. Blank experiments confirm that no cyclohexanol
or cyclohexanone are formed without the metal catalyst.
Results and discussion
The characterization of the supports by powder X-ray diffraction denotes some lost of
crystalinity of the zeolite upon desilication. However, after the immobilization of the
complexes the crystalinity of the samples is practically unchanged. The results of N2
adsorption on the supports demonstrate that the alkaline treatment promoted the generation of
mesoporosity, according to the mesoporous volumes (Vmeso), 0.05 cm3 g-1 for MOR and 0.21
cm3 g-1 for desilicated MOR.
Scorpionate complexes 1-5 are shown to act as catalysts or catalyst precursors for the partial
oxidation of cyclohexane to the cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone mixture, at room
temperature and using an aqueous solution of H2O2 as the oxidant, reaching TON values from
100 - 700. Concerning the metal center, their activity follows the sequence V, Cu, Re and Fe.
The heterogeneous systems exhibited a catalytic activity, under mild conditions, similar to
that found for the homogeneous C-scorpionate complexes, with TONS up to 700. Studies of
reproducibly, catalyst recycling and lixiviation are presented.
Conclusions
The generation of mesoporosity by desilication treatments revealed to be a good strategy to
improve the anchorage of the scorpionate complexes on the zeolitic support.
The immobilized C-scorpionate complexes appear to be an improved way to achieve the
oxidation of cyclohexane to the cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone mixture, under mild
conditions.
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Introduction
MCM-68 zeolite (MSE) is a new type of three-dimensional zeolite with a 12×10×10-MR
channel system that was reported by Mobil researchers [1,2]. The zeolite has a characteristic
structure in which a 12-MR straight channel intersects with two independent tortuous 10-MR
channels and has a super cage (18-MR×12-MR), which is accessible only through 10-MR
channels [3]. The features of the MCM-68 zeolite are attracting attention [4-7] because there
are only a handful of zeolites that contain three-dimensional channel systems with large pores.
In order to simplify the complicated aspects of the catalytic cracking of naphtha, the
cracking of n-alkane, especially n-hexane, is often examined as a model reaction [8,9]. In this
work, we have investigated the catalytic properties of Al-MCM-68 and dealuminated MCM68 for hexane cracking, and in particular the selectivity for propylene, compared with other
various zeolite catalysts [10].
Experimental
MCM-68 zeolite (MSE) was synthesized by known methods [3-5]. The calcined MCM-68
was treated with aqueous NH4NO3 solution to obtain NH4+-form MCM-68, which was
calcined at 550 ºC for 6 h. The obtained H-MCM-68 (Si/Al = 13) was used as a catalyst in
the cracking of hexane. The dealumination of the calcined MCM-68 (Si/Al = 13) was carried
out by treating with 0.5N HNO3 solution at 80 ºC for 2 h. The dealuminated MCM-68 (Si/Al
= 51) was used in the catalytic reaction. ZSM-5 (MFI, JRC-Z5-90H, Si/Al = 45) and
mordenite (MOR, JRC-Z-HM90, Si/Al = 45) were used without any pre-treatment.
Dealuminated zeolite beta (*BEA, Si/Al = 41) was prepared by the HNO3 treatment of parent
zeolite beta (HSZ-940 HOA, Tosoh, Si/Al = 19).
The cracking of hexane was performed under atmospheric pressure in a down-flow quartztube microreactor. Prior to running the reaction, 100 mg of catalyst pellets were packed in a
fixed-bed of the reactor, and preheated at 650 ºC for 1 h in a stream of air. The reaction was
performed at 450, 500, 550 and 600 ºC for 70 min at each temperature (W/F = 12.1 g-cat. h
(mol-hexane)-1). The reactants and products were separated by a capillary column and
analyzed by using GC-14B (Shimadzu) with a flame-ionization detector. The conversion of
hexane and the selectivity to each product are calculated on the carbon-basis of the initial
amount of hexane.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the product distributions for hexane cracking over various zeolite catalysts.
In all the zeolite catalysts tested, selectivity to propylene was fairly constant, even after
deactivation due to coking, and slight production of methane and benzene was observed at
reaction temperatures higher than 550 ºC. Hereafter, the initial selectivity after 5 min of time
on stream at each temperature is discussed with a focus on the propylene selectivity. MCM68(13) had a lower selectivity of 22% to propylene at 450 ºC. As the reaction temperature
increased, the selectivity to propylene catalyzed by MCM-68(13) gradually increased up to
39% at 600 ºC. It should be noted that the dealuminated MCM-68(51) had a higher
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selectivity of 45–50% to propylene, at all the reaction temperatures examined, from 450 to
600 ºC. Such high propylene selectivity up to 45% was hardly observed in the other zeolite
catalysts examined in this study, and the high propylene selectivity could be correlated to the
characteristics of the pore systems as well as Al distribution of .the dealuminated MCM-68
catalyst.
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Figure 1 Hexane conversion and product distributions for hexane cracking over various
zeolite catalysts after 5 min of time on stream.
(a) MCM-68(13), (b) dealuminated MCM-68(51), (c) ZSM-5(45), (d) morndenite(45)
and (e) dealuminated beta(41).
Conclusions
Dealuminated MCM-68(51) exhibited sufficient catalytic activity and durability to coke
formation for hexane cracking from 450 to 600 ºC, whereas significant deactivation due to
coke formation was observed for Al-rich MCM-68(13). Dealuminated MCM-68(51) also had
higher propylene selectivity of 45–50 % in comparison with ZSM-5(45) and other zeolite
catalysts tested at the reaction temperatures of 450 to 600 ºC.
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Introduction
For several years, many conventions have tried to heighten public awareness of the danger
that Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), harmful pollutants for environment and toxic for
human, represent [1]. According to the nature and the concentration of the VOCs, thermal
incineration, catalytic oxidation and various recovery methods are some of the used
techniques. Catalytic oxidation presents the advantage of decreasing the working temperatures
and consequently the costs, and limiting the nitrous oxides formation [1-2].
Among potential catalysts, ceria (CeO2) is well-known for its efficiency in oxidation assigned
to its strong oxygen mobility [3]. On another side, basic zeolites and particularly faujasites
(NaX) ones proved their capacities in VOCs catalytic oxidation [4-5]. Thanks to high zeolites
porosity, organic molecules to treat spend more time near active sites and catalysts efficiency
can be improved.
The main part of this work was the preparation of hybrid catalysts with strong oxygen
mobility - oxygen storage capacities and oxygen exchange - and high porosity. Keeping the
zeolite regeneration capacity and its poisoning resistance were also taken into account.
Catalytic experiments were performed with isopropanol to check the mixture interest in
oxidation.
Experimental
Hybrid catalysts were synthesized mixing ceria and zeolite in various mass ratios (10, 20, 35,
50, 65 and 80 wt% ceria). Several preparation method were tested: mechanical mixture (M),
high temperature treatment preceded (HT) or not (C) by sieving and dry impregnations in
oven (IE), under vacuum (IV) and in oven under vacuum (IEV).
Acidity was characterized by pyridine adsorption followed by FTIR spectroscopy. Pore sizes
distribution, pore volumes and specific surface areas were determined by N2-physisorption.
Structure, crystallinity and particle sizes were calculated with reference to XRD analyses.
Oxygen storage capacities were measured following carbon monoxide oxidation in transitory
regime without oxygen in gas phase (Oxygen Storage Complete Capacity OSCC and Oxygen
Storage Capacity in dynamic conditions OSC). Temperature-programmed isotopic exchange
(TPIE) and isothermal isotopic exchange (IIE) of oxygen were followed by mass
spectrometry.
The gaseous feed used for catalytic combustion experiments was composed of 1360 ppm of
isopropanol in synthetic and wet air. After catalyst activation, the reaction was carried out at
constant temperature (between 120 and 450°C) in a fixed bed reactor at atmospheric pressure
and followed for 5 hours.
Results and discussion
The crystallographic structure of each compound does not seem to be affected by the
preparation since significant peaks of ceria and faujasite are still visible in each XRD
spectrum. The main part of ceria seems to be deposited on the zeolite external surface.
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The presence of ceria even in low amount seems to enhance the average pore size, near the
one of pure ceria, and the pore sizes distribution varies with the preparation method.
Moreover, the hybrid catalysts present higher oxygen storage capacities especially in dynamic
conditions (Fig.1).
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Figure 2: Ne determination in TPIE over
ceria, NaX and one hybrid catalyst (C20).

Comparing the behavior of parent NaX zeolite and ceria samples to the one of C20 hybrid
catalyst, it appears that the number of oxygen atoms exchanged (Ne) is largely superior to the
expected one, considering the Ne addition in both ceria and NaX compounds (Fig.2), as
corroborated by IIE experiments at 450 and 550°C. The oxygen exchange enhancement can
be due to the ceria presence which could exalt the oxygen mobility of the zeolite skeleton like
showed by Chang and al. on transition metal loaded zeolites [6]. Moreover, we compared the
16
O2 and 16O18O partial pressures ratio of ceria and C20. At low temperatures, it is below 1 for
the two solids while it becomes superior to 1 for C20 at higher temperatures. This indicates a
simple heteroexchange at low temperatures over both solids and a new mechanism (a multiple
exchange) from 500°C over C20.
In addition, a synergy effect was observed over HT50 and C50 in isopropanol combustion
with a significant T50 decrease (225 to 190°C) compared to CeO2/SiO2(1:1) catalyst, prepared
by mechanical mixture in equal mass ratio. Unfortunately, CO2 yields and lightoff
temperatures do not present a logical trend in relation to ceria amount.
Conclusions
Several factors are involved in catalytic performances as oxygen storage capacity and oxygen
mobility. Mixing ceria and zeolite properties led to high increasing of both parameters,
probably due to a better mobility of NaX skeleton oxygen.
However this behavior is not sufficient to ensure efficient catalytic results. Further studies
will be necessary to clarify the catalysts behavior.
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Introduction
Due to their unique redox properties, iron zeolites exhibit high catalytic activity in several
reactions as selective catalytic reduction of nitrogen oxide by hydrocarbons [1-3]. Among the
zeolite family, ferrierites (FER) with low iron loading exhibited excellent catalytic properties
in N2O decomposition in the absence of NO. Nevertheless, the structure of the iron active
sites playing curtail role in N2O decomposition is still matter of discussion. Mössbauer
spectroscopy is the excellent tool for characterization of iron species [4,5]. Using this method
the oxidation state of iron as well as coordination around of iron species can be analyzed. The
goal of this work was identification of the nature of iron species in Fe-FER with low iron
loading and monitoring of their redox behavior under O2 and N2O treatment. This analysis
could be the base for determination of the relationship between structure of the iron site in
FER and their catalytic activity in N2O decomposition.
Experimental
Iron ferrierites were prepared using synthesis method based on the impregnation of FER by
acetylacetone solution of 57FeCl3 [4]. In all syntheses, isotopically enriched 57FeCl3 (prepared
from iron oxide with 57Fe enrichment over 96 %; Isoflex, U.S.) was used. The samples of iron
ferrierite with Fe/Al molar ratio of 0.018, 0.036, 0.072 and 0.30 were denoted as Fe-FER0.018,
Fe-FER0.036, Fe-FER0.072, and Fe-FER>0.30 respectively. The FTIR and UV-Vis spectroscopy
was used to support the Mössbauer results. The N2O decomposition was measured using
fixed-bed plug flow-through micro-reactor in the temperature range 350 – 450 °C.
Results and discussion
Iron ferrierites with low iron lading Fe/Al = 0.018., 0.036, 0.072 were used as model catalyst
for N2O decomposition in the absence of NO. In spite of the low iron loading the investigated
catalysts exhibited a high catalytic activity in N2O; the results are displayed in Fig. 1. By
FTIR and UV-Vis spectroscopy it was shown that iron atoms were located prevailingly in the
cationic positions and that iron oxides were absent. Analysis of Mössbauer spectra of
dehydrated samples confirmed that iron is located in α and β cationic positions [4]. Moreover,
using Mössbauer spectroscopy distinguishing between β-1 and β-2 sites was possible. Sample
Fe-FER0.018 and Fe-FER0.036 contained exclusively Fe(II). In the samples with Fe/Al 0.018 and
0.036 the population of β sites was 90 % and 75 %, respectively. Sample with Fe/Al = 0.072
containing not only Fe(II) (77 %) located in α and β cationic positions but also 33 % of
Fe(III).
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of N2O decomposition on Fe-FER0.018, Fe-FER0.036, and
Fe-FER0.072.
In all investigated samples O2 treatment led to the oxidation of about the same proportion of
the iron cations, i.e. presenting about 20% of the Fe(II) present in the samples. These results
clearly suggest that only part of the iron located in cationic positions could be transformed
into oxidized form by molecular oxygen. It further indicates lower resistance of α and β-2
sites to O2 oxidation in comparison to β-1 site. On the other hand, nearly total transformation
of Fe(II) to Fe(III) was observed after oxidation by N2O.
Conclusions
Mössbauer studies of dehydrated Fe-FER0.018, Fe-FER0.036, and Fe-FER0.072 supported by
FTIR and UV-Vis results led to characterization of iron in different cationic position in FER.
Moreover, two β sites in FER were experimentally distinguished by Mössbauer parameters.
Mössbauer studies of redox properties of iron ferrierites combine with catalytic results of N2O
decomposition over Fe-FER0.018, Fe-FER0.036, and Fe-FER0.072 shown that iron located in
cationic positions played a decisive role in N2O decomposition.
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Introduction
Synthetic fuels production from gasification of coal-biomass (10 wt. % exhausted olive husk)
mixtures, in an IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) plant (ELCOGAS), is
currently studying since no major differences have emerged in the shape of plant operation
and emission values over the use of regular fuel. However, industrial processing has
demonstrated that a Water Gas Shift unit may be needed in order to obtain a syngas
composition that provides good performance in Fischer-Trospch synthesis (FTS) [1, 2].
Fischer-Tropsch process is capable of producing liquid hydrocarbon fuels from syngas and
electricity and heat by cogeneration of the tail gas from the reactor. The use of cobalt based
catalyst provides high activity, high selectivity to linear paraffins and stability toward
deactivation by water [3]. Silicon carbide is a ceramic material with good chemical and
thermomechanical properties that has been scarcely used as catalyst support [4]. In a recent
paper the newer SiC has been demonstrated to be an excellent and promising support in such
exothermic reaction as compared to the usually used alumina support [5]. It is important to
note that Fischer-Tropsch selectivity is strongly influence by nature of support, particle size,
metal loading, basicity and/or preparation method [6]. In this sense, the effect of basic
promoters such as alkali-earth oxides supported on alumina was also studied, resulting in an
important shift towards diesel fraction [7]. Thus, the aim of this work was to study the effect
of Ca oxide as promoter of Co/SiC catalyst on the production and selectivity to synthetic fuels
by FTS.
Experimental
A fixed bed reactor of 1 m length and 17.7 mm internal diameter was used (Fig.1).
Experiments were carried out at: 20 bar, 220-300ºC, H2/CO=2 with N2 balance, gSiC/gcat=6
and gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) 6000 Ncm3/gcat.h. Cobalt based catalyst using
different calcium metal loading were prepared by multiple steps incipient wetness
impregnation. The characterization of both support and catalysts was carried out in terms of
Atomic Absorption (AA) and Inductively Couple Plasma (ICP), XRD patterns, Temperature
Programmed Reduction (TPR), Pulse Oxidation and Acid-base Titrations.
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Figure 1. Bench scale set-up.
Results and discussion
Some of the characterization results are displayed in Table 1. Cobalt dispersion was found to
be enhanced by the use of calcium oxide as promoter. This fact has been attributed to the
ability of alkali-earth oxide to favor a decrease in particle size of cobalt species. It implies a
stronger metal-support interaction and then a lower degree of reduction. As a result,
selectivity to synthetic fuels was significantly modified.
Table 1. Characterization results.
dCo3O4 (nm)

dCo0 (nm)

Degree of

(XRD)

(XRD)

reduction (%)

HCl consumption

Co (wt. %)

Ca (wt. %)

5.0

0.0

36.6

27.5

34.0

-0.2

5.0

1.0

34.4

25.8

30.0

0.6

5.0

2.0

*

*

18.9

6.8

(pKi

7) (cm3 g-1)

*Under detection limits
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Introduction
Cellulose is the most abundant source of biomass. Unlike starch, it is insoluble in water and
not digestible by humans because of the semicrystalline structure composed of β-1,4glycoside bonded glucose monomers. One of the most promising routes for cellulose
valorisation is inspired by reactions on starch, and relies on the one-pot dual catalytic
conversion of cellulose into useful chemicals. Herein, cellulose is hydrolysed under action of
an acid catalyst, followed by a fast metal-catalyzed hydrogenation of the formed glucose to
hexitols. Hexitols, viz. sorbitol, mannitol and sorbitan, are important platform molecules,
which are also used as precursors to renewable chemicals and fuels. A main advantage of the
bifunctional catalytic approach is the fast removal of the unstable glucose, avoiding its
degradation into caramel, tars, etc. Since the formed hexitols have a higher thermal stability
than the corresponding hexoses, higher process temperatures and cellulose feed
concentrations are feasible than in the classic cellulose hydrolysis. Several authors have
recently reported on the bifunctional catalytic conversion of cellulose diluted in water (0.8-2
wt%) using catalyst loadings of 0.2 to 0.4 wt% achieving hexitol yields in the range of 30-73
%, typically within 24 h [1]. These results were recently reviewed [2]. However, the need
remains for a catalytic system that is capable of more rapidly and selectively transforming
more concentrated cellulose feeds into hexitols in high yields. In an effort to help address
these issues, we have recently developed several systems that are capable of a fast and
selective hydrolytic hydrogenation of concentrated cellulose feeds, achieving the highest
hexitol yields and selectivities reported [3-5]. Here, we report on our most recent system,
wherein cellulose is converted to hexitols over a Ru-loaded acid zeolite in presence of trace
amounts of mineral acids [6]. The minute amount of acid (35 ppm vs 104 ppm indrustrially)
avoids many problems with product neutralisation, acid recuperation and equipment corrosion
that are ususally encountered when working with mineral acids at high reaction temperature.
Experimental
Ball milled cellulose (BMC; characterized in [3]) was used in all reactions. Ru(NH3)6Cl3 was
ion-exchanged onto zeolite carriers and reduction was performed in a quartz reactor under H2
at 400°C. All experiments were performed in a batch autoclave at 190°C. When the reaction
temperature was reached, the reactor was pressurized to 50bar H2. Reaction mixture: 1g
BMC, 0.5g Ru/zeolite, 50ml H2O, 35ppm HCl.
Results and discussion
In a first phase of the research, zeolites were tested in reactions with a constant, low acid
(HCl) amount, viz. 35 ppm, resulting in pH 3 in the mixture. The best results were achieved
with mordenite and USY zeolite topologies with Si/Al ratios >15. An illustration of their
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capacity to reductively split cellulose is given in the figure, showing hexitol yields above 50%
within 24 h. Through optimisation of the acid-to-metal ratio, yields could be further increased
to 86% in 24h for 35ppm HCl and a Ru(0.2)/USY zeolite. Increasing the acid amount to
106ppm yielded 80% hexitols in 3h. By increasing the amount of all components in the
mixture five-fold, 93% hexitols were obtained in 13h, showing the systems ability to convert
even concentrated feeds (10 wt%).
Based on the results of mechanistic
experiments, we propose the following
concept to rationalize the exceptional
performance of the new system:
depolymerisation of the cellulose chains
happens under action of three different
acid sources. Hot water is known to
hydrolyze cellulose, chiefly to oligomers.
In our system, hydrolysis is aided by HCl
and the external zeolite acid sites, creating
a pool of soluble cello-oligomers and
glucose that is adsorbed into the zeolite
Fig. 1 Hydrolytic hydrogenation of cellulose with
pores, where the zeolite acid sites further
HCl
& Ru(1.8)/H-USY (open); HCl & Ru(3)/MOR
depolymerize the oligomers to glucose.
(filled). |: hexitol ; : glucose.
The adsorbed glucose is in close proximity to the Ru clusters in the zeolite. This essentially eliminates a considerable part of the
diffusion path for glucose, favoring a highly selective and extremely active hydrogenation.
Conclusions
We report that, contrary to what is claimed in literature, zeolites can be highly active and
selective catalysts for biomass conversion. In fact, when combined with trace amounts of
mineral acids, Ru/H-zeolites become one of the most performant catalytic systems for the
hydrolytic hydrogenation of cellulose reported to date. Thanks to a ‘conveyor belt’
mechanism, the system takes advantage of the zeolite acid sites and its ability to adsorb cellooligomers and depolymerize them to glucose. This results in full cellulose conversion with a
minute acid amount. Up to 93% yield was achieved in 13h for a 10wt% feed.
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Germany
Introduction
Nickel catalysts for the dry reforming of methane use various supports such as SiO2 [1],
Al2O3 [2] and zeolite [3] as well as ZrO2 [4]. However, there are several drawbacks associated
with the rapid deactivation of supported nickel catalyst due to sintering of nickel particles at
the high reaction temperature and coke formation [1,5,6]. An approach to avoid metal
sintering is to encapsulate the catalyst within a shell of a mesoprous material. In the present
work, this core-shell approach was applied to obtain a “nanoreactor” entailing nickel
nanoparticles (NPs) inside zirconia shells. This was achieved by a layer by layer core-shell
method [7]. The activity of the obtained catalysts was compared with that of zirconia hollow
spheres impregnated with nickel.
Experimental
Nickel nanoparticles were synthesized based on literature reports [8], and used as main core
for the synthesis of Ni@ZrO2 hollow spheres. The core was coated with silica followed by
coating with zirconium hydroxide using zirconium butoxide (0.90 mL, 80 wt.-% in butanol).
Removal of the organics and crystallization of zirconia were achieved by calcination at 900 oC
for 2h. The catalysts have been characterized with ICP-OES, TEM, SEM, XRD, XPS, TPR,
and N2 physisorption. Tests of the materials in catalytic reforming of methane with carbon
dioxide reaction were carried out in a fixed-bed flow reactor. Typically, 50 mg of catalyst
powder were reduced in an H2 flow at 750 oC for 2 h prior to reaction. Then, an equimolar
stream of argon, methane, and carbon dioxide with a total flow rate of 100 mL min-1 at 750 oC
was passed over the catalyst for 20 h. The products were analyzed by gas chromatography
with TCD detector.
Results and discussion
XRD patterns of both Ni@ZrO2 and nickel-containing zirconia hollow spheres obtained by
impregnation (Ni/ZrO2) show the presence of tetragonal crystalline phases for Zirconia (tZrO2, JCPDS 14-0534; Fig. 1a). The core-shell structure with a sphere diameter of ca. 90nm
are visible in TEM images (Fig. 1b). Based on TEM and SEM images, shell thickness and
sphere size is directly connected to the size of the core matterial. i.e., larger cores result in
larger spheres with thinner shells. The textural properties of various Ni-containing catalysts as
assessed by N2 physisorption are shown in Table 1. Typically, Ni@ZrO2 has a specific
surface area of 182 m2 g-1 and a specific pore volume of 0.25 cm3 g-1.
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The catalytic reforming of methane with carbon dioxide test shows a methane conversion of
20 % with a coke deposition of < 1 wt.-% for Ni@ZrO2, after 20 h on-stream. At contrast, the
catalyst from impregnation of the zirconia hollow spheres with nickel is significantly less
active (methane conversion of 14 %) and more affected by coking (15 wt.-% after 20 h).

intensity / a. u.

a

b

Ni@ZrO2
Ni/ZrO2
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

2T / °

Figure 1. a) Wide angle XRD pattern for Nickel-containing hollow spheres (Ni@ZrO2), and
Ni/ZrO2 b) TEM images for Ni@ZrO2.

Table 1. Specific BET surface area, pore volume, and average pore diameter of two Ni on
ZrO2 (Ni@ZrO2: Ni in hollow spheres; Ni/ZrO: impregnation of Ni onto hollow spheres).
S(BET) / (m2 g-1)

V(BJH) / (cm3 g-1)

d(BJH) / nm

Ni@ZrO2

182

0.25

5.8

Ni/ZrO2

191

0.14

14.7

Sample

Conclusions
Zirconia nanoreactors entailing Nickel nanoparticles were successfully synthesized and their
catalytic activity for dry reforming of methane was proven. These catalysts show a continuous
conversion rate of methane and carbon dioxide with a low coke deposition of < 1 wt.-% after
20 h on-stream. The typical size of the hollow spheres is 90 nm and specific surface area and
pore volume are as high as 182 m2 g-1 and 0.25 cm3 g-1, respectively. The up-scaling of the
synthesis procedures will be a challenge to be solved in the near future.
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Methanol conversion into olefins over silicoaluminophosphates with
intergrown CHA/AEI structures
E.E. Knyazeva, I.L. Aranovich, S.V. Konnov, O.V. Shutkina, O.A. Ponomareva, I.I. Ivanova
A.V. Topchiev Institute of Petrochemical Synthesis of Russian Academy of Science,
ivanova_ii@ipc.ac.ru
Introduction
Silicoaluminophosphates with the CHA and AEI structure types are promising catalysts for
the synthesis of light olefins from methanol. The CHA type materials (SAPO-34) have an
advantage of high activity and selectivity to ethylene and propylene, while AEI type catalysts
(SAPO-18) are more stable and have longer lifetime [1,2]. A possibility to obtain
silicoaluminophosphates with intergrown CHA/AEI phases may allow to combine the
benefits of the individual phases and to obtain catalysts with improved activity and
selectivity. This idea is backed by the literature data pointing that CHA- and AEIsilicoaluminophosphates can be obtained from reaction mixtures having identical composition
and the same template - tetraethylammonium hydroxide [3].
Experimental
Synthesis of silicoaluminophosphates with the pure CHA and AEI structural types was
carried out using the procedures described in [3]. The formation silicoaluminophosphates
with intergrown CHA/AEI phases was achieved by changing of pH of the reaction mixture
during synthesis. After crystallization, washing and drying the samples was calcined at 500oC
for 2 hours to remove the template. The materials obtained were characterized by XRD, SEM,
nitrogen adsorption, TG-DTA, and TPD of ammonia. They were also tested in methanol
conversion into olefins at 400oC and weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 2g/g*h.
Results and discussion
XRD data obtained over CHA, AEI and CHA/AEI samples are presented in Fig.1a.
Samples CHA and AFI show reflexes typical for corresponding individual phases. In the case
of CHA/AEI sample, the disappearance of the peak at 18,8 degr.2θ (Fig.1a,*) and arising of
the peak at 17,1 degr. 2θ (Fig.1a,▼) gives an evidence for the formation of the intergrown
CHA/AEI phase as it was claimed in [4].
The DTA curves of the freshly synthesized samples presented in Fig.1b also confirm
the above conclusion, pointing to different temperatures of silicoaluminophosphates
detemplating. The sample with the individual CHA framework type loses its template at
450oC. In the case of AEI sample the template removal occurs at 340 oC. On the contrary,
CHA/AEI sample shows two peaks, which are not typical for CHA and AFI.
The acidic properties of the samples were investigated by TPD NH3. The content of
the acidic centers in AEI and CHA/AEI samples was found to be 1300 μmol/g, while over
CHA sample it reached 1600 μmol/g. The TPD profiles of AIE and CHA/AIE samples show
the only peak at ~ 200 oC, indicating that these samples contain only weak acidic sites. On the
contrary, CHA-sample is characterized by both weak and strong sited, as confirmed by the
appearance of two peaks with the maxima at 200 and 400oC, respectively. Thus, the acidic
properties of CHA/AEI are closer to AEI than to CHA.
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Figure1. XRD patterns (a) and DTA curves (b) of silicoaluminaphosphates
The catalytic data obtained over for CHA, AEI and CHA/AEI samples are shown in Table 1,
The comparison of CHA and AEI samples points to higher selectivity to ethylene over CHA
due to stronger confinement effects over this sample. On the contrary, AEI characterized by
more open structure, shows higher selectivity to propene and butenes. Besides that, more
methane, ethane and propane are formed on CHA as a consequence of stronger acidity over
this catalyst. Silicoaluminophosphate with intergrown CHA/AEI phases shows superior
catalytic properties with respect to both CHA and AEI samples. Besides higher selectivity to
ethylene and propene it is characterized by higher stability of catalytic activity in time.
Table 1. Properties of silicoaluminophosphate in MTO process
Samples
Selectivity, % mol.
CH4
C2H4
C3H6
C4H8
C2H6
C3H8
CHA
5
43
37
9
1
1
AEI
1
33
44
16
0
0,5
CHA/AEI 1
46
38
11
0
0,2

Time of 100% conversion
retaining, h
4
5
8

Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that catalytic properties of silicoaluminophosphates with CHA and
AEI structures in methanol conversion into olefins can be improved by synthesis of
silicoaluminophosphates with intergrown CHA/AEI structures. These materials have higher
selectivity to ethylene and propylene and higher stability of catalytic activity in time.
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Conversion of methanol over TNU-9, IM-5, ZSM-11 and ZSM-5.
Intersection volumes of 10-ring influence selectivity towards coke and the
importance of aromatics in the alkene-forming reaction mechanism[1].
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Introduction
Channel intersections in zeolites have profound effect on the product distribution of the
methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) process over zeolites with 10-ring channels. The 3D ZSM5 product spectrum contains aromatics while the 1D ZSM-22 gives a much greater amount of
branched and linear aliphatics[2]. In this study, the aim has been to further elucidate the role of
these intersections on the reaction mechanism(s) and product distribution.

Figure 1. The 10-ring channels intersect differently in the four catalysts, giving rise to
different volumes in which reactions can occur.
Experimental
Four zeolites with three dimensional 10-ring channels, were compared for the conversion of
methanol: ZSM-5, ZSM-11, TNU-9 and IM-5. 40 mg of catalyst was tested in a tubular fixed
bed reactor with i.d. 3 mm. He was used as carrier gas through a methanol evaporator kept at
20 °C, such that the WHSV was kept at 9 g MeOH/g cat/h. Catalyst temperature was 350 °C.
Effluent analysis was performed with an on-line GC/FID. Spent catalyst was dissolved in HF
acid and retained organic material was analyzed on a GC/MS after extraction with CH2Cl2.
Results and discussion
The materials consisted of crystals below 2 microns with Si/Al = 14-24 and the same acid
strength as measured by CO-FTIR. The channel intersection sizes had little influence on the
product spectrum of the effluent in the methanol conversion as seen in Figure 2 (left).
However, the selectivity towards coke, and hence also the rate of deactivation due to coke
varied tremendously over the four catalysts. Figure 2 (right) shows the retained material that
708

was extracted with CH2Cl2 after dissolution of the deactivated catalyst. It is evident that the
two catalysts with the largest channel intersections, IM-5 and TNU-9, produced much larger
aromatic compounds than ZSM-11 and ZSM-5. This separation into two “groups” is also
evident in the life-time analyses (Figure 1). The two catalysts that formed the least amount of
large hydrocarbons had a distinctly longer life-time.
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Figure 2. The effluent at full conversion (left) and retained soluble hydrocarbons after test
(right) for IM-5, TNU-9, ZSM-11 and ZSM-5. WHSV = 9 g MeOH/g cat/ h at 350°C.
Analysis of the yield versus conversion plots (not shown) shows that the yield evolution with
declining conversion was very similar for the four catalysts. Changes in intersection volumes
influenced selectivities towards deactivating coke to a large degree, while effluent
selectivities were very similar for the four catalysts. Penta- and hexamethyl benzene were
observed in the effluent of TNU-9 and IM-5, but not ZSM-11 and ZSM-5. The yield in these
highly methylated benzenes decreased at full methanol conversion, indicating that they were
converted by other reactions than methylating reaction, as has been previously suggested for
larger channel zeolite Beta[3]. This observation is in agreement with a larger degree of an
aromatics-based cycle to form alkenes in the two catalysts with largest channel intersections,
while an alkene-based cycle dominates alkene formation in ZSM-5 and ZSM-11.
Conclusions
Conversion of methanol over the 3D 10-ring zeolites ZSM-5, ZSM-11, TNU-9 and IM-5
shows very similar product distribution, but a large variation in selectivity towards coke. IM-5
and TNU-9 have the largest cavities and have much higher selectivities towards
polyaromatics compared to ZSM-5 and ZSM-11. The high selectivity towards blocking coke
is accompanied with a much faster rate of deactivation.
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Introduction:
During the last decades the development of catalytic carbon monoxide oxidation
catalysts has became an important research topic [1]. The removal of CO is very important
reaction and plays the huge part of environmental protection. Carbon monoxide oxidation has
significance in gas purification in closed-cycle CO2 lasers, CO gas sensors, air purification for
respiratory, purification of hydrogen for fuel cells [2,3].
Heterogenous catalysts that can work at low temperature are useful in oxidation
of CO. The both noble and other transition metals have been used as catalysts for CO
oxidation. However the high cost of the noble metals and their sensitivity to sulfur poisoning
are the reasons of the searching of new transition metals catalysts. In the last years,
the zeolites have been widely used in various processes. Their high surface area and
possibility of good dispersion of metals make zeolites useful in catalytic processes [1, 4].
In this work the influence of the Co content on the catalytic activity
of CoxSiBEA catalysts in CO oxidation was investigated. The state and nature of Co species
were investigated by DR UV-vis, XPS, TPR-H2 and CO.
Experimental:
Samples preparation: Series of CoxSiBEA catalysts were prepared by two-step postsynthesis
method described earlier [5]. Precursor of Co was aqueous solution of cobalt nitrate
(Co(NO3)3.6H2O). This method allows controlling the introduction of Co ions in the zeolite
framework or extra framework position. In the first step the TEABEA zeolite was treated in a
13 mol.L-1 HNO3 solution (4 h, 80 °C) to obtain a dealuminated organic-free BEA. The
resulting SiBEA (Si/Al > 1300) with vacant T-atom sites was recovered by centrifugation,
washed with distilled water, and dried overnight at 80 °C. To introduce Co(II) ions in vacant
T-atom sites (T = Al), SiBEA was stirred under aerobic conditions for 24 h at 25 °C in
200 mL of Co(NO3)2.6H2O aqueous solution with different concentrations to obtain the
CoxSiBEA samples with various Co content (x = 0,5; 1,5; 3; 5; 20 wt. % of Co).
Methods of catalysts characterization: DR UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Varian Cary
5E spectrometer equipped with a double integrator with BaSO4 as a reference. XPS
experiments were performed on photoelectron spectrometer with hemispherical analyzer SES
R4000 (Gammadata Scienta) using Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation. The vacuum in the XPS
chamber was around 10-9 mbar. The power of the X-ray source was 400 W and the energy
pass for analyzer was 10 eV, corresponding to FWHM of 0.9 eV for the Ag 3d5/2 peak.
Binding energy (BE) for Si2p and Co2p was measured by taking the C1s peak at 284.5 eV as
the internal standard. The TPR-H2 measurements were carried out in automatic TPR system
(AMI-1) in the temperature range 25 - 900°C with the linear heating rate 5-10°C/min.
Samples (weight about 0,1 g) were reduced in hydrogen stream (5% H2 - 95% Ar) with the
gas volume velocity 40 cm3 per minute. Hydrogen consumption was monitored by a thermal
conductivity detector (TCD). The TPR-CO measurements were carried out in quartz reactor
using a gas mixture 3%CO - 97%He in the temperature range 25˚C - 780˚C with the linear
heating rate 7°C/min. Carbon monoxide consumption and carbon dioxide formation were
recorded by MS detector.
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Catalytic activity test: Carbon monoxide oxidation tests were carried out in a fixed bad
reactor using a gas mixture of O2 and CO with molar ratio 3 : 1 (total gas flow: 37 ml/min)
and mass of catalyst 0,15 g. Process was carried out under atmospheric pressure at 25 - 500°C
and reagents were analyzed by gas chromatograph. Before catalytic test the catalysts were
pretreated in air at 500°C for 3h.
Results and discussion:
The TPR-H2 and TPR-CO analysis of CoxSiBEA samples show only one reduction
peak at high temperature (680 - 800°C) for samples with low Co content (< 3 wt. % of Co).
It indicates strong interaction of Co species with support and presence of isolated
mononuclear Co species. For CoxSiBEA samples with high Co content besides of the peak at
about 750-785 °C corresponding to mononuclear Co species, two reduction peaks at lower
temperature (315 and 415°C) were observed suggesting the appearance of polynuclear Co
species. The presence of mononuclear and polynuclear Co species in CoxSiBEA samples with
high Co content was confirmed by DR UV-vis investigation. XPS mesurements exhibit for
CoxSiBEA samples with low Co content the core level BE of Co2p3/2 at 783 eV. This value is
very close to that reported elsewhere for Co2+ ions [6].
The catalytic tests showed that activity of CoxSiBEA catalysts grows up with
increasing of Co content. Co0,5SiBEA achieves CO conversion of 100% at temperature 470°C
and Co20SiBEA achieves the same CO conversion at much lower temperature (200°C) (Fig.
1).
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Fig. 1 The influence of Co content on the activity of CoxSiBEA (x = 0,5; 1,5; 3; 5; 20 wt. % of Co) in
CO oxidation

Conclusions:
The catalytic activity of CoxSiBEA zeolites in CO oxidation increases with Co
content. It seems that catalytic activity of CoxSiBEA in CO oxidation is related to the
presence of mononuclear Co species which amount increases with Co content up to 5 wt. % as
evidenced by DR UV-vis and TPR method. At higher Co content (Co20SiBEA) when lots of
polynuclear Co species is formed, the catalytic activity of CoxSiBEA is almost not changed,
as shown by very similar temperature of 100% CO conversion for Co5SiBEA and
Co20SiBEA.
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Introduction
The oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of light alkanes is an attractive way for the production
of corresponding olefins. A large number of catalysts have been studied in the ODH of
ethane. They encompass: (i) mixed oxide catalysts containing, for example, vanadium,
molybdenum and niobium, and (ii) metal species such as vanadium and nickel supported on
inorganic solids or micro- and mesoporous materials [1].
This work contributed to the analysis of the synthesis specimens by specifying the number of
species present in the V-based catalysts (V-zeolites, V-MMT, V-mesoporous silicas, Valumina). A combination of UV-Vis spectroscopy, H2-TPR, N2-adsorption, voltammetry of
microparticles, Raman, XRD and SEM provided complex analytical information of the
vandium species. The present contribution also deals with (i) the activity of single V-based
catalysts in ODH of ethane and (ii) the relation between structure of vanadium species and
their relation to the ODH of ethane.
Experimental
ZSM-5 (MFI) zeolites were supplied by Zeolyst. The silica mesoporous supports with various
Si/Al ratio were synthesized from tetraethylorthosilicate as a silica precursor and various
structure directing agent mentioned in literature [2]. Alumina and mesoporous alumina were
supplied by Eurosupport and NanoScale, respectively. V-based catalysts were prepared by
impregnation from H2O/EtOH solution of vanadium acetylacetonate. The catalysts were dried
for 24 h at RT. Finally the calcinations were performed for 8 h in air at 600, 700, 800 and
900°C. These procedures led to a different distribution of vanadium species.
The ODH of ethane was carried out in a quartz through-flow micro-reactor at 540-650 °C and
atmospheric pressure, typically with 200 mg of the catalyst diluted with 1 cm3 of silicon
carbide inert. The reaction mixture (9 vol. % C2H6 , 2.5 vol. % O2 and the rest of helium) was
kept at a total flow of 100 ml/min (W/F 0.12 gcat.s.ml-1).
Results and discussion
V-based catalysts were prepared with various vanadium contents (0-9 wt. % V), by various
processes and by various thermal pretreatment. These processes led to different distributions
of vanadium species (Fig.1). The complex analysis of vanadium species by the techniques
discussed above evidenced the presence of the several types of vanadium species. The most
important vanadium species on the catalyst supports are monomeric [VO 4] with tetrahedral
coordination (O=V–(O-Sup)3), vanadate dimeric or oligomeric chain- or sheet-like structures,
polyvanadate anions, and 3-D nano- and microstructures of V2O5 at higher V-loadings. While,
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the presence of monomeric and oligomeric tetrahedral vanadium species were dominant at
low vanadium concentration, above 3.2 wt % V oxide-like species were formed [3]. Textural
properties and structure of supporting materials were preserved after the impregnation of
vanadium species. To achieve a high activity and selectivity in oxidative dehydrogenation of
ethane, vanadium atoms should be highly dispersed up to vanadium content as high as
possible. The optimum catalytic efficiency in ODH of ethane is achieved in V-loading
between 2 and 4 wt.% V, when highly dispersed probably oligomeric V(V) species are
prevailing. Adversely, the catalysts with high % of V 2O5 (scherbinaite) has very poor both
selectivity and conversion. The selectivity-conversion behavior of V-based catalysts is shown
in Figure 2. The conversion of ethane 22 % and the selectivity to ethene 55 % was achieved
with vanadium supported on hexagonal mesoporous silica at 600 °C. V-alumina was more
active in comparison with V-HMS. V-alumina had the ethane conversion 28 % and the
selectivity to ethene 60%. The activity of V-alumina was further improved by using
mesoporous alumina support.
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Figure 1. UV-Vis spectra of dehydrated V-HMS calcined at 600°C, 700°C, 800°C
Figure 2. Dependence of selectivity of ethene on conversion of ethane for V-based catalysts
with different vanadium content and calcination temperature
Conclusions
The synthesis conditions, post-synthetic pre-treatment (steam and high- temperature
calcinations) and concentration of vanadium influenced the distribution of vanadium species
on the individual matrices and its catalytic activity.
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Introduction
Lots of investigations in the field of active biomimics synthesis to mimic enzymatic functions [1]
have been executed for the last decade. However, most synthesized catalysts function in the
aqueous phase either in the medium of pure solvent - benzene, acetonitryl (reaction for propane
oxidation with oxygen) as tetraphenylporphyrin complexes [2] or the latter are fixed on silicagel
(reaction for cystein and hydroquinone oxidation with molecular oxygen) [3]. Herein, by
ascertaining the fact of substrate oxidation, authors didn't present numerical values to characterize a
catalytic activity of samples, their loading mass, process technological parameters. By presenting
only selectivity value, the authors didn't present the other quantitative parameters (yield,
conversion).
Experimental
In the synthesized biomimics NaM possessing acid-base properties plays role of peptide
inorganic substitute in the native cytochrome P-450. The synthesis of PPFe3+OH/ NaM was
carried out by adsorption method. Hemin with Fe content as 8,6% ("BDH", England) was used as
an active center to be immobilized. This hemin was dissolved in the aqueous-alcoholic solution
(pH=9). Final samples contained 1,25 mg and 2 mg of an active mass by gram of carrier NaM. The
catalase activity of PPFe3+OH/NaM (1,25 mg/g) and components of its carrier - NaM compared to
5% H2O2 spontaneous homogeneous ^ decomposition (texp= 23°C, weight of samples = 0,5g, H2O2 =
20 ml) was studied.
Unlike the above-described works [2,3], the possibility (established by the authors) of
PPFe3+OH/NaM application in the gaseous phase allows to increase process efficiency, make it
free of some technological difficulties, and, within temperature range as 110-180°C, leads to
the formation of PPFe3+OOH/NaM's intermediate to be responsible for monooxygenase oxidation.
The process was carried out in the gaseous phase, in the quartz through-flow type reactor. Its
reaction zone was loaded with biomimic granules and the reagents - CH4 and 20% H2O2 were fed
into respectively.
Results and discussion
It was found out that the catalase activity of NaM is 4 times higher than that of in case of H2O2
homogeneous decomposition, and is 1,5 times lower than that of PPFe3+OH/NaM's. The volume
of oxygen released for time unit is taken for the catalase activity. With the aim of activity
increasing, biomimic samples were exposed to a thermal treatment at 300, 400, 500°C in the
flow of inert gas - nitrogen for 1 h. Afterwards, these samples were tested for the catalase
activity under condition close to the above-mentioned ones. It was found out that ail the
thermally treated biomimic samples exceed the catalase activity of untreated one, and an increase
in temperature causes an increase in the catalase activity for the thermally treated samples of
PPFe3+OH/NaM. As a result, the catalase activity of PPFe3tOH/NaM sample treated at 500°C,
was 10 times higher than that of untreated sample's, the catalase activity of the sample treated at
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30O°C was 3 times higher than that of untreated one's. A positive effect of thermoactivation for
biomimic immobilized on NaM was hereby concluded.
It was found out that biomimic PPFe3+OH/NaM possessed the monooxygenase activity from
I10°C (sample with content as 2 n g/g), and the yield of CH3OH made up 2% under 100%
selectivity. This experiment was carried out for lh. and the last 30 min featured a decrease in the
yield of CH3OH. A twofold increase in H2O2 feed leads to a rapid decrease in the yield of CH3OH
(only its traces were observed)- On increasing a temperature of experiment to 180°C, the yield of
CH3OH decreased to 1,3% (sample - 1.25 mg/g) under 100% selectivity. Reaction system
PPFe3+OH/NaM - H2O: - H3O - CH4 is two-substrate, and both catalase and monooxygenase
reactions run there.
3+
3+
fast
2 O2
PPFe3+OH/NaM + H2O2 o
 PPFe OOH/NaM + H2O H
o PPFe OH/NaM + O2 +

+H2O
PPFe3+OOH/NaM+CH4 slow

o PPFe3+OH/NaM+CH3OH
Number of catalytic turnovers for PPFe3+OH/NaM (with content as 1,25 mg/g) in the catalase
reaction made up 175 h–1, but in the monooxygenase reaction (texp =I80°C) - 4h–1
Conclusion
The synthesized biomimic PPFeJ+0H/NaM in the hydroxylation of thermostable methane under the
process mild conditions featured significant activity for the catalase reaction and insignificant
activity for the monooxygenase reaction under 100% selectivity in the gaseous phase.
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Introduction
Traditionally the sulfide based catalysts have been used for total hydrogenation [1,2].
Originally they were conceived to solve the problems of deactivation and sulfurated
heterocompound poisoning [3] frequently present in raw materials however they also turned
out to be resistant to carbonaceous deposits [4]. It was chosen pyrrole as a simple model
molecule with the purpose of test the catalytic activity of WS2, but another important reason
of this study is that pyrrole and its derivatives are considered to be the strongest catalyst
poison among heterocyclic compounds containing nitrogen [5]. This work reports the
hydrogenation of pyrrole by WS2. The catalysts were synthesized and characterized by several
psychochemical techniques before reaction.
Experimental
Several methods exist for the preparation of thiosalt precursor [6-8]. Homogeneous sulfide
precipitation (HSP) was used because the prepared catalysts for this method have the most
exposed surface area and they achieve bigger uniformity regarding other methods. In this
work the precursor (NH4)2WS4 was obtained as in reference [9]. The ammonium thiotungstate
(ATT) was first prepared with a water solution of ammonium metatungstate and ammonium
hydroxide, and then it was bubbled with hydrogen sulfide for 4 h, afterwards the reaction
vessel was kept in an ice bath to create yellow ammonium thiotungstate condensation. The
obtained crystals were filtered and kept in sealed containers under argon to avoid
contamination. Reduction of the samples was carried out exposing them to a gaseous flow of
H2S/H2 to 20% in volume for 4 h at 673 K [10]. Afterward, the samples are once again sealed
under argon.
Results and discussion
The surface area values determined of the synthesized catalyst were 16±0.5 m2/g. These
values of surface area are characteristic of ex situ synthesized catalysts [11]. By means of
EDS analysis, an atomic relationship was observed of [W/S=0.33]. The diffraction pattern of
the catalyst WS2 showed one intense reflection characteristic of the catalyst in test is observed
around 14.3°, in comparison with the reference it can indicate that the sample presents a low
crystalinity. It is observed that the decomposition of pyrrole by hydrogen using our prepared
catalyst is preferential toward butylamine in a range of 573 to 823 K. When the temperature
was closed to 873 K the selectivity was preferable toward butane. Also in all the
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measurements we had small amounts of secondary products originated by the different routes
of decomposition of pyrrole. Morávek and coworkers studied the kinetic of the pyrrole
hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) in presence of Ni-W/Al2O3 and the standard industrial NiMo/Al2O3, they observed higher relative reactivity of pyrrolidine and 1-butylamine, to a onestep reaction: pyrrole→NH3+C4 hydrocarbons [12]. In those results the yield is butane and
ammonia, but with WS2 catalyst the selectivity is preferential to butylamine at the same
temperature. In the study of the conversion of pyrrole we found that with our synthesized
catalyst of WS2 it was possible to obtain a conversion almost of 100 % in approximately 20
minutes at 523 K and atmospheric pressure. Also, in the whole analysis course (9 hours) the
catalyst did not present deactivation. Hegedűs and co-workers [13] in acidic medium, at 6 bar
and 353 K during 8 h, in presence of Pd/C obtained 100 % of conversion toward pyrrolidine.
Nevertheless, the conversion percentage of our WS2 catalyst was similar at conditions of less
pressure and considerable time but toward butylamine and butane products. It could be
possible to deduce that considering the selectivity the reaction pressure is a most important
parameter than temperature.
Conclusions
Was synthesized and characterized an unsupported catalyst of WS2. This was effective for the
pyrrole decomposition to almost 100 %. According to the obtained products, the
decomposition of pyrrole was carried out for three different routes that are: hydrogenation,
hydrodenitrogenation and hydrogenolysis. The catalyst was selective mainly toward the
butylamine in the range of 573 to 823 K that was caused by the hydrogenolysis of the C-N
bond, but when arriving to 873 K change toward mainly the hydrodenitrogenation to the
butane.
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Introduction
Waste plastics constitute a subject of deep environmental concern in western societies
because around 50% of them end up in landfills (EU data, year 2007) [1]. Polyolefins (LDPE,
LLDPE, HDPE, PP) are especially important wastes since their share accounts for more than
60 % of the total waste plastics. Among the different alternatives to deal with this problem,
catalytic conversion treatments which convert plastic wastes towards fuels over solid acid
catalysts has received increased attention due to valuable nature of the obtained products (gas,
gasoline, gasoils) [2]. However, conventional catalytic cracking treatments with direct contact
between the catalyst and the plastic show some disadvantages such as the fast deactivation of
the catalyst by the impurities present as well as the formation of a great deal of olefins, which
precludes its straight application as fuels. In this regard, two stages processes with an initial
thermal cracking followed by catalytic hydroreforming of the obtained product appears as a
good choice since no contact exists between the catalyst and the impurities. In addition, the
catalytic hydroreforming enables to control the product distribution as well as to hydrogenate
the olefins, improving the quality of the fuels. Among the different catalysts, hierarchical
zeolites [3] show promising properties due to the presence of a secondary mesoporosity which
allows faster diffusion of the bulky polymer macromolecule as well as to the possibility of
depositing metal particles inside the formed mesopores.
In this work, the hydroreforming of the product resulting from LDPE thermal
cracking at 400ºC was subjected to hydroreforming at 310 - 350ºC over two Ni supported
bifunctional catalysts: a Ni supported hierarchical HZSM-5 (Ni–h-ZSM-5) material prepared
by a seed silanization method and Ni supported over commercial HZSM-5 (Ni-c-ZSM-5)
material. Henceforth, the results obtained are shown.
Experimental
Hierarchical HZSM-5 zeolite was prepared by a seed silanization method [3]. Both
hierarchical and commercial HZSM-5 zeolites were impregnated with nickel nitrate, calcined
and reduced with hydrogen at 500ºC. The theorical nickel content was 7 wt % while the Si/Al
atomic ratio of the catalysts was of 30. The catalysts were characterized by conventional
techniques: XRD, N2 adsorption isotherm at 77 K, H2 TPR, ICP and TEM. The
hydroreforming experiments were performed in a batch reactor at 310 – 350ºC under a 20 bar
hydrogen pressure for 45 min. The feed was the product obtained in the thermal cracking of
LDPE at 400ºC, formed by a C2 – C35 hydrocarbon mixture. The gaseous and liquid products
were analysed by GC. In addition, the bromine index and cetane number of the liquid
products were also determined.
Results and discussion
The characterization data of both activated catalysts shows significant differences
between them. BET surface area values for Ni-h-ZSM-5 and Ni-c-ZSM-5 were 458 and 336
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m2 g-1, due to the presence of a secondary mesoporosity in the former created by the smaller
size of its ZSM-5 constituing nanounits. H2 TPR and TEM micrographs indicate only the
presence of bulky nickel particles over the external surface of the Ni-c-ZSM-5, while a second
population of smaller Ni particles is observed over Ni-h-ZSM-5. In this regard, the bromine
index of the liquid fuels obtained in the hydroreforming at 350ºC over Ni-c-ZSM-5 and Ni-hZSM-5 was of 37.2 and 10.3 g Br2 / 100 g, respectively, pointing out a higher hydrogenating
activity over the hierarchical zeolite based catalyst.
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Figure 1. Hydroreforming results at 350ºC under 20 bar of H2
The hydroreforming results at 350ºC are shown in figure 1. Higher hydroreforming
activity is observed over Ni-h-ZSM-5 which leads towards higher selectivities towards gases
(C1 – C4, 30%), mostly at the expense of gasolines (C5 – C12) and light diesel (C13 – C18). In
contrast, the hydroreforming of the heavy diesel fractions (C19 – C35) is low over both
catalysts, likely to its higher diffusional constraints.
Conclusions
Ni-h-ZSM-5 catalyst was more active than Ni-c-ZSM-5 catalyst leading towards high
content in gaseous products (C2 – C4, 30%), because of its secondary mesoporosity. The
liquid fuels also displayed lower bromine index, likely due to the presence of smaller Ni
particles, more active for hydrogenation
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Introduction
Among a wide range of organic pollutants detected in industrial and municipal wastewater,
dyes are an important group [1]. An attractive, sludge free alternative for the treatment of
dyes in wastewater, is the use of advance oxidation processes (AOPs) [2]. Hydroxyl radicals
(·OH), highly reactive species generated in sufficient quantities by AOPs, have ability to
decompose dyes. Most of AOPs use a combination of strong oxidizing agents (e.g. H2O2, O3)
with catalysts (e.g. transition metal ions) and irradiation (e.g. ultraviolet and visible light).
The current study reports a green decomposition of methylene blue, in industry the most
important basic cationic dye, by advanced oxidation method (AOP) using H2O2 as the oxidant
and mesostructured silicate MnKIL-2 with framework manganese as heterogeneous catalyst.
The KIL family is related to mesostructured silicate families with interparticle (textural)
porosity (HMS, MSU, NBS) [3]. Manganese is known as one of the most intensively used
elements to promote redox catalysis [4].
Experimental
Recently, we have developed the controlled two-step synthesis of the novel mesostructured
KIL silicate family [3]. For this study, we stabilized manganese with Si/Mn molar rations
from 0.005 to 0.05 via solvothermal synthesis into a new inorganic matrice from KIL family
(KIL-2) and denoted the potential catalysts as 005MnKIL, 01MnKIL, 02MnKIL and
05MnKIL. Thorough characterization of prepared catalysts was performed using X-ray
powder diffraction, N2 sorption measurements, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(EXAFS and XANES) [3]. Catalytic wet peroxide oxidation studies were carried out in a 250ml five-necked glass reactor equipped with a magnetic stirrer, heating jacket and a condenser.
In a typical run, water containing methylene blue dye (c0=50 mg/l) was transferred into the
reactor and a known amount of a catalyst (100 mg) was added to the solution. The suspension
was thermostated at T=25o C under continuous stirring and sparging by means of pure
nitrogen. Just prior starting the reaction, concentrated solutions of hydrogen peroxide were
added. Representative aqueous-phase samples were withdrawn at periodic intervals and
immediately filtered. Temporal concentration of dye in withdrawn samples was determined
by means of UV/VIS spectrophotometry. The total amount of organic substances (i.e.
unconverted model pollutant and intermediates) in withdrawn aqueous-phase samples was
determined by measuring the total organic carbon (TOC). In all analyses, 3–4 repeated
measurements were taken for each liquid sample, and the average value of TOC was reported.
The error of analysis was never greater than ±0.5 %.
Results and discussion
Mesostructured manganese modified KIL-2 catalysts with various Mn/Si rations (from 0.005
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to 0.05) were prepared and characterized. XRD, SEM and N2 physisorption confirmed
structural properties of the materials (not shown). From TEM, EXAFS and XANES analysis
framework manganese (catalysts with Mn/Si rations 0.005 and 0.01) and extra-farmework
manganese (catalysts with Mn/Si rations 0.02 and 0.05) incorporated into KIL-2 structure
were determinated (not shown). Among catalysts containing various loadings of manganese,
the lowest activity in the process of wet peroxide oxidation was observed over the catalysts
with framework manganese with Mn/Si=0.05 (see Figure 1, 005MnKIL), while the highest
activities for methylene blue decomposition were obtained in the presence of catalysts with
extra-framework manganese (Figure 1, 02MnKIL and 05MnKIL). However, it was found out
by a detailed examination of withdrawn aqueous-phase samples that catalysts with extraframework manganese significantly promote simultaneous decomposition of hydrogen
peroxide used as an oxidizing agent. With this respect, the catalyst with framework
manganese and molar ratio Mn/Si=0.01 (Figure 1, 01MnKIL) was found as an optimal
catalytic system, since it exhibits both activity for methylene blue oxidation comparable to
catalysts with extra-framework manganese and low ability for H2O2 decomposition. The
investigation of the wide range of operating and reaction conditions using 01MnKIL (Figure
1) as catalyst and the evaluation of the efficiency of this purification system is in progress.

Oxidative destruction of over 80 % of
organic dye methylene blue was achieved
in 30 minutes in preliminary studies by
using prepared catalyst (mesostructured
silicate MnKIL-2 with framework Mn,
Mn/Si=0.01 and interparticle porosity) in
the process of wet peroxide oxidation as
one of AOP representatives. The results
further demonstrate that the prepared
solid enables deep oxidation of organic
matter towards carbon dioxide at mild
reaction conditions; therefore, it is a
promising catalyst to facilitate the AOP
wastewater treatment.
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Introduction
Natural gas always contains contaminants or other unacceptable substances including carbon
dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, water, carbonyl sulfide, mercaptans, heavy hydrocarbons and
mercury [1]. Conditioning natural gas for marketing generally requires the removal of these
contaminants, which comprises several main operations among which deacidizing (CO2 and
H2S removal, partial extraction of methyl-, ethyl- and propylmercaptan), dehydration,
gasoline extraction. The deacidized gas usually contains 2% CO2, 4 ppm H2S and 20-50 ppm
total sulfur (mercaptans and COS). In view of both increasingly stringent environmental
regulations and technical requirements for further catalytic processes (e. g. syngas
fabrication), deeper desulfurization becomes in high demand.
The most efficient adsorbents for mercaptans capture are metal-promoted zeolites [2] and
active carbon [3]. However, even though active carbons exhibit larger adsorption capacities
than zeolites, they are more sensitive to the regeneration process.
Regarding COS removal, the main purifying treatment is the catalytic hydrolysis leading to
CO2 and H2S, which are in turn eliminated through classical deacidizing processes. Usually
the COS hydrolysis is performed at temperature higher than 100 °C, but recent studies
showed than the reaction can be effectively achieved under milder reaction conditions [4].
The adsorption of COS is much less documented. In the open literature, only few materials,
including supported rhodium, activated carbon [5] and layered double hydroxides [6] have
been reported as possible sorbents for COS. On that account, we present new results
describing the highly efficient elimination of CH3SH and COS traces in CH4, in relation with
adsorption and heterogeneous catalytic processes using original sorbents and catalysts.
Experimental
Metal exchanged zeolites and layered double hydroxides (LDH) were prepared according to
conventional routes documented in the literature. Before use, the powdered materials were
pressed, crushed and sieved to keep the grains size 150-350 µm.
The same experimental set up was used for both adsorption and catalytic experiments. It
consists of a fixed bed reactor fed with two mass flow controllers for both reactant and
activation gases. The detection was carried out by on line sampling of the outflowing gas to a
gas chromatograph equipped with a flame photometric detector (Shimadzu GC 2014). The
materials were activated in situ at 300 °C in flowing N2 for 30 min.
Results and discussion
The affinity of both sulfur compounds for Me-zeolites was higher than that for LDHs. On the
other hand, the affinity of COS was found lower in comparison with CH3SH. Generally, for a
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given zeolite structure, the global adsorption of CH3SH for metal-exchanged zeolites was
found to increase with the basicity and the valence of the cation. The catalytic hydrolysis of
COS was performed on the same materials to compare the conversion of COS related to the
affinity of COS species for the different materials.
COS conversions obtained at various temperature are listed in Table 1. In the case of Mecontaining X zeolite, it can be observed that there are considerable differences of activity
among the catalysts, indicating that the nature of the cations plays a major role. Thus, CsNaX
and NaX are excellent and good catalysts, respectively, for COS hydrolysis, whereas CaX and
MgNaX show insignificant activity. Based on these results, it is reasonable to consider that
the catalytic activity of these materials can be related to their surface basicity. Indeed, the
more basic NaX and CsNaX zeolites are by far the best catalysts.
Table 1. COS conversions (%) on calcined LDH-type materials (left) and Me-containing X
zeolite (right); GHSV = 7000 h-1
T / °C
50
100
150
200
T / °C
50
100
150
200
Mg-Al (CO3)
CsNaX
10
85
100
58
100
Mg-Al (NO3)
NaX
2
6
100
3
9
Zn-Al (CO3)
0
24
36
BaNaX
1
3
12
100
Zn-Al (NO3)
CaNaX
1
2
4
5
0
12
32
48
Ni-Al (CO3)
MgNaX
1
2
4
5
44
100
41
Ni-Al (NO3)
12
100
γ-Al2O3
26
100
LDHs with different composition (not shown here), as well as mixed oxides, derived from
LDHs by calcination at 550°C, were also screened for their ability to catalyze the COS
hydrolysis. Mixed oxides proved highly active catalyst in COS hydrolysis (table 1).
We suggest that the basic sites CO32- ions at external surface can account for the reactivity of
the LDH samples activated at 300 °C. Exchange of NO3- for CO32- greatly decreases the
basicity of the LDHs which become almost totally inactive. This confirms that CO32- are the
active sites, in agreement with the results reported for the reaction between formaldehyde and
acetone with NO3-- and CO32--containing Mg/Al LDHs [7].
Conclusions
The sorption of CH3SH and COS and the catalytic hydrolysis of the latter were tested with
metal exchanged zeolites and LDH materials. The basicity of the catalysts was found to rule
the hydrolysis. The LDH-based materials are far more active catalysts than the Me-zeolites.
The CO32--containing mixed oxides exhibited outstanding catalytic activity for COS
hydrolysis performed at temperatures lower than 100 °C
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Introduction
Disproportionation is an important reaction in the interconversion processes between
aromatics, especially for producing dialkylbenzenes. Normally p-dialkylbenzenes are the
isomers with more industrial applications. For example, p-diethylbenzene is a high-valued
desorbent used in the p-xylene adsorptive separation process. ZSM-5-type zeolites are
employed in ethylbenzene disproportionation processes [1] mainly due to its shape selectivity.
Shape selective processes allow a reduction in the production cost and lower subproducts
generation. These processes can be improved using different approaches such as external
surface modification of the catalysts by techniques including the chemical deposition of silica
in the liquid phase (CLD) or in the vapour phase (CVD) using various precursors [2, 3].
In the first place, a study of the variables in the CVD process employed for ZSM-5
modification, such as precursor, deposition time, flow rate and deposition temperature is
presented. Secondly, a study of the catalytic performance of the modified zeolites in the
ethylbenzene disproportionation under different reaction conditions is reported.
Experimental
The starting material was a HZSM-5-type zeolite with a Si/Al ratio of 13, supplied by Zeocat.
The zeolite, after being agglomerated with alumina (final Si/Al ratio of 8.4) and calcined at
550 ºC, was packed in a fixed bed glass reactor. A flow of He saturated in the precursor
(tetramethyl orthosilicate, TMOS or tetraethyl orthosilicate, TEOS) was fed to the bed, which
was heated to the deposition temperature for a certain deposition time. Finally the zeolite was
calcined for 5 hours at 550 ºC. The modified catalysts were characterized by FRX in order to
determine the Si/Al ratio obtained after the silica deposition.
A modified catalyst was selected and used in the ethylbenzene disproportionation employing
the experimental set-up previously described in detail [4]. Pure ethylbenzene was pumped at a
flow rate of 0.5 cm3·min-1. Experiments were carried out at different temperatures and
pressures ranging from 325 to 400 ºC and from 1 to 91 bar. Samples were analysed by a GC
with a FID detector. After the experiments, catalysts were analyzed by thermogravimetry, in
order to obtain their coke content.
Results and discussion
Among all the variables studied, the deposition temperature had the greatest effect. The Si/Al
ratios obtained after the deposition process, carried out at different temperatures, are shown in
Fig. 1, for the two precursors employed (TMOS and TEOS). As it can be seen in the figure,
the temperature has a positive effect on deposition for both precursors. However, the
deposition reached with TMOS is higher than that obtained employing TEOS at all the
temperatures assayed. This is due to the higher reactivity of TMOS, so that a higher
deposition time is necessary with TEOS to obtain similar Si/Al ratios to that obtained with
TMOS.
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Figure 1. Effect of deposition temperature on the Si/Al ratio
The zeolite modified with TMOS at 300 ºC was selected for the catalytic study in the
ethylbenzene disproportionation under different reaction conditions, and some significant
results are shown in Fig. 2. The p-selectivities obtained at different conversions with the
modified HZSM-5 are higher than the thermodynamic equilibrium p-selectivity obtained with
the parent zeolite (Fig. 2.a). Moreover, at the same reaction conditions (Fig. 2.b), a lower
conversion is obtained with the modified material, but this can be compensated for a higher pselectivity reached, obtaining a p-diethylbenzene yield similar to the yield reached with the
parent zeolite but reducing the amount of by-products. Furthermore, the material modification
improves the selectivity to diethylbenzene, avoiding unwanted secondary reactions, and
reduces the coke content of the catalysts.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the catalytic performance of the parent and the modified HZSM-5:
(a) p-S at different reaction conditions and (b) catalytic results at 400ºC and 46 bar
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Introduction
EU-1 is a medium-pore zeolite belonging to the EUO framework type. Its pore architecture is
formed by a monodimensional system of 10-membered ring (10-MR) channels (5.8 × 4.1 Å),
periodically interrupted by alternating 12-MR “side pockets” (6.8 × 5.8 × 8 Å). This pore
structure leads to an original catalytic behaviour which is generally intermediate between
large and medium-pore size zeolites [1-3]. The most promising results obtained with EU-1
zeolite concerned the bifunctional isomerisation of ethylbenzene to xylenes (C8 aromatic cut)
[4]. During this transformation carried out over mixtures of Pt-Al2O3 and H-EU-1 zeolite, the
desired xylenes selectivity increases strongly with time-on-stream [5]. This fact was explained
by a fast deactivation by “coke” deposits of the inner protonic sites of the zeolite, on which
many side reactions (disproportionation, transalkylation) occurred whereas the protonic sites
located at or near the external surface, on which only isomerisation occurs, remain active.
On the other hand, Moreau et al. showed that the partial exchange of the protonic sites of
H-MOR zeolites by sodium cations allowed increasing the selectivity to xylene during
ethylbenzene transformation over Pt/Al2O3-NaHMOR catalysts, due to a the strong decrease
in the rates of the bimolecular side-reactions [6, 7]. The same authors also suggested that
m–xylene transformation at 350°C can be used to check the effect of sodium exchange on the
rates of isomerisation, disproportionation and transalkylation reactions.
In this work, m-xylene transformation at 350°C was used to evaluate the effect of sodium
exchange on the physicochemical and catalytic properties of EU-1 zeolites. Furthermore, the
location of the sodium cations will be discussed on the basis of the transformation of
mesitylene (1,3,5-trimethylbenzene), a bulky reactant which can only react at or near the
external surface of 10-MR zeolites.
Experimental
An as-synthesized EU-1 zeolite provided by IFP was calcined and exchanged in order to
obtain a protonic H-EU-1 sample, using the procedure detailed in Ref.[1]. This sample was
then exchanged at room temperature and for 4 hours with sodium nitrate solutions. Different
exchange levels were obtained by varying the sodium nitrate concentration: 30, 60, 100, 200,
300 and 500 mol.% of the protonic acidity of the parent zeolite. The catalyst acidity was
determined by pyridine adsorption followed by FTIR spectroscopy [1]. The m-xylene and
mesitylene transformations were then carried out in a fixed-bed glass reactor at 350 °C and
atmospheric pressure, using nitrogen as a carrier gas (PN2/Preactant = 13). The products were
collected at different time on stream (TOS) and analysed by gas chromatography.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1a and b show that, as expected, the sodium exchange rate increases with the NaNO3
solution concentration whereas the total Brönsted acid sites concentration decreases.
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Nevertheless, the introduction of the first cations seems to occur faster, which could be related
to a very fast and easy exchange of the strongest acid sites, as previously proposed in the case
of MOR zeolite [7].
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Fig. 1: Sodium exchange of the H-EU-1 zeolite sample. a) Effect of the sodium nitrate solution
concentration on the exchange rate (molar Na/Al ratio). b) Evolution of the Brönsted () and
Lewis () acidity as a function of the exchange rate.
This suggestion is supported by the evolution of the initial TOF values obtained in m-xylene
transformation (Fig. 2a): fast decrease at low exchange rate (Na/Al < 0.15) and then quasi
constant value. On the other hand, the same evolution of TOF can be observed when
mesitylene is transformed on the various samples (Fig. 2b). According to the fact that this
reactant is too bulky to enter the pores of EU-1 zeolites, the strong decrease in the TOF value
might be attributed to a preferential exchange of the protonic sites located at or near the
external surface of the EU-1 crystallites, and in particular those located in external sidepockets which are very active during ethylbenzene isomerisation [5].
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Fig. 2. Transformation of m-xylene (a) and mesitylene (b) at 350 °C. Turn-over frequency
(TOF) taken as the ratio of the initial activity determined after 2 min of reaction to the Brönsted
acid sites concentration) versus Na/Al ratio.
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Introduction
Nowadays biodiesel is an attractive and environmentally friendly alternative to petrodiesel
fuel. During biodiesel manufacture, by transesterification of vegetable oils with methanol,
glycerol is formed as by-product (10 wt % of the total product). The price of glycerol is
falling (until 0.1 $/kg) as fast as biodiesel plants are being built. For this reason, an important
research is currently starting in order to find new outlets for the surplus glycerol by converting
it into high value-added products that improve the economy of the whole process [1-2].
One high interesting option is the catalytic etherification of glycerol (Fig. 1), in the presence
of tert-butanol or isobutene, to obtain di- and tri- tertiary butyl ethers of glycerol (h-GTBE),
which can be used as oxygenated fuels replacing the highly toxic to the environment, methyl
tertiary butyl ether (MTBE), and reducing remarkably the emissions of particulate matter [2].
The best catalysts reported for glycerol etherification (with isobutene or tert-butanol) were
strong acid ion-exchange resins (Amberlyst type). Mesoporous silicas functionalized with
organosulfonic acid groups, introduced by conventional heating, have been tested as catalysts
for the glycerol etherification with isobutene resulting in high conversion and moderate
selectivity values to h-GTBE [3]. The use of microwaves for the synthesis and modification of
materials is becoming an important tool to reduce the synthesis time (energy saving).
However, there are not studies about the use of microwaves during sulfonation of mesoporous
silicas instead of conventional heating. Also, we have not found references about the use of
sulfonated mesoporous silicas as catalysts for the etherification of glycerol with tert-butanol.
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Figure 1. Glycerol etherification with isobutene or t-butanol.

In this work, we prepared two sulfonic acid-functionalized SBA-15 samples with microwaves
and by conventional heating, respectively. These samples were used as catalysts for the
etherification of glycerol with t-butanol or isobutene. Two non functionalized silicas with
different surface characteristics were also tested for this reaction for comparison.
Experimental
SO3H-SBA-15 samples were prepared by adding 4.0 g triblock copolymer poly(ethylene
glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol) (EO20PO20EO20) to 125 ml
of 2 M HCl at room temperature under stirring. Then, the solution was heated to 40 ºC and
TEOS (9 g) was added dropwise. After 45 min, 2.8 g of 2-(4-chlorosulfonylphenyl)
ethyltrimethoxysilane (CSPTMS) solution in methylene choride (50%, Gelest) was added
dropwise (to prevent phase separation). After that, sample was heated under continuous
stirring at 40 ºC for 24 h by traditional refluxing (sample SO3H-C) or at 40 ºC for 2 h by
refluxing under microwaves (sample SO3H-MW). The reaction mixture was transferred to a
Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 100 ºC in a conventional oven for 24 h. The resulting
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product was filtered, washed repeatedly with a large amount of water, and dried in air
overnight. The surfactant template was removed by extraction with ethanol under reflux for
24 h, and later calcination in air at 200 ºC for 24 h. One commercial silica of low surface area
(2m2/g, Sigma-Aldrich), and a high-surface area pure silica SBA-15, prepared by the method
previously explained without acid funcionalization, were also used (samples Silica and SBA15, respectively). Catalysts were characterized by XRD, N2 physisorption, desorption of
cyclohexylamine by TGA, and FTIR techniques. Etherification of glycerol was carried out
with t-butanol or isobutene (glycerol/t-butanol or isobutene = ¼) in a batch reactor under N2
at 1 atm and 75ºC using 1 g of catalyst. Samples were analyzed by gas chromatography.
Results and discussion
From XRD, we observed that the three synthesized SBA-15 samples showed the typical
hexagonal structure. The use of microwaves allowed us to introduce a higher number of
sulfonic groups in the mesoporous silica at much shorter time, as confirmed by the lower
surface area obtained by N2 physisorption (Table 1) and by the higher number of acid centres
observed by desorption of cyclohexylamine by TGA, and FTIR techniques for this sample.
After 24 h of reaction, pure silicas (Silica and SBA-15), with different surface area and
porosity, did not show activity for the glycerol etherification (Table 1). This can be explained
because of the low amount of acid centres of these samples. However, functionalized SBA-15
catalysts were active due to the presence of sulfonic acid groups. Interestingly, the sample
functionalized with microwaves showed higher conversion and higher selectivity to di- and
tri- tertiary butyl ethers of glycerol than that functionalized by conventional heating with
similar selectivity to di- and tri-ethers to that obtained with the Amberlyst acid catalyst [4].
Table 1. Catalytic results for glycerol etherification after 24 h of reaction.
Catalyst
BET area
Etherification with t-butanol
Etherification with isobutene
(m2/g)
Conv S monoethers S di- and triether Conv S monoethers S di- and triether
(%)
(%)
(%)a
(%)
(%)
(%)a
Silica
2
0
0
0
---SBA-15
820
0
0
0
---SO3H-C
622
56
87
13 (traces)
99
15
85(28)
SO3H-MW
559
68
70
29 (1)
100
9
91(39)
a
In parenthesis, selectivity to triether (%).
Conclusions
The use of microwaves for sulfonic functionalization of mesoporous silica modified the
properties of these materials resulting in higher conversion and higher selectivity to the
desired products than those obtained with the catalyst functionalized by conventional heating.
This has been explained by the higher number of sulfonic acid centres obtained for the
microwave sample.
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Introduction
The practical application of metal exchanged zeolites for the abatement of NOx is nowadays
limited by catalysts stability, namely due to the presence of water in the exhaust gases from
both mobile and stationary sources [1].
Metal exchanged Co and Pd-Co zeolites have shown to be promising for the selective
catalytic reduction of NOx (SCR-NOx) with methane, in oxidizing atmospheres [2].
A previous work [3] showed that hydrothermal treatments, performed over Pd/Co-HBEA
catalysts, allow to increase significantly their stability as well as the activity and selectivity,
under wet conditions.
In the present work, a detailed characterization and catalytic evaluation of hydrothermal
treated Pd-Co-HBEA catalysts in the CH4-SCRwas performed in order to emphasise the role
of metal species re-distribution in the enhancement of catalysts performance, after
hydrothermal treatments.
Experimental
Commercial BEA zeolite, with Si/Al = 12.5 was provided by Zeolyst International in the
ammonium form. Co-zeolite catalyst with 2wt.% Co was prepared by ion-exchanging the
ammonium form with a cobalt acetate solution, then calcined at 500ºC under air flow.
Bimetallic Pd-Co catalysts were obtained by ion-exchanging the monometallic form with the
required amount of palladium nitrate tetra-ammine solution, in order to obtain a 0.15 wt.%. Pd
2 wt.% Co/BEA catalyst. The exchange was followed by calcination at 450ºC under air flow.
Catalysts steaming was performed with a mixture of air and 10 vol.% water, at 450, 500 and
550ºC. Steaming was performed in different stages of catalyst preparation, i.e., before or after
metallic exchange. Catalysts were characterized by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Temperature
Programmed Reduction (H2-TPR) and UV-Vis DRS performed at high temperature under gas
flow. The reduction of NOx by methane, in the presence of oxygen excess, was carried out in
a fix-bed flow reactor. Reactants mixture composition intends to simulate a natural gas lean
burn engine exhaust: 150 ppm NO, 1500 ppm CH4, 7% vol. O2, 2% vol. H2O in Ar, with a
GHSV of 45000 h-1.
Results and discussion
Bimetallic Pd0.15Co2 - HBEA catalyst shows low activity and selectivity values, when tested
in the CH4-SCR of NO under oxygen excess and 2% vol. H2O.
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Nevertheless, for PdCo-HBEA samples previously pretreated under steaming conditions at
several temperatures, DeNOx activity increases when tested in the presence of water vapour.
The sample steamed at 500ºC shows a global increase of NO conversion of about 20%, in all
the studied temperature range (Fig. 1A), when compared to the unsteamed catalyst.
Dry-wet cycles with steamed catalyst, at 550ºC

Steady state NOx SCR with unsteamed and 500ºC steamed catalysts
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Figure 1: A - Steady-state NOx conversion with unsteamed and steamed catalyst; B - Drywet (2 vol.% H2O) cycles at 550ºC with steamed catalyst: NOx and methane conversions
Dry-wet reaction cycles (Fig. 1B), performed with steamed catalyst shows a surprisingly
improvement in activity, when water is introduced in the reaction mixture (2nd wet), while
CH4 conversion decreases.
XRD analysis revealed no loss of crystallinity after steaming or catalytic tests. UV-Vis DRS
shows that ion-exchanging Co-HBEA catalysts with palladium, followed by calcination or
even by steaming treatments did not significantly perturb the Co2+ ions in exchange positions.
On the contrary, H2-TPR tests reveal the formation of considerable amounts of reducible
metal species, at lower temperatures (between 100 and 300 ºC).
Conclusions
Results obtained in the present work shows that steaming of Pd/Co-HBEA catalysts can result
in an increase of catalytic performances. The observed re-organization of cobalt species takes
place without modifying the distribution of ion-exchanged Co cationic entities and constitutes
a key factor for the increased activity and stability of these catalysts when tested under wet
conditions.
The formation of cobalt species reducible at low temperatures seems to be a major factor
resulting from hydrothermal treatments. The involvement of these species in the mechanism
of reduction of NO, including the oxidation of NO to NO2 at low temperatures has been
reported as beneficial to the SCR of NO with CH4: the interaction between Pd species and Co
oxo-cations, with the possible formation of multi-metallic species has been suggested [3].
This global behaviour can be attributed to (i) the redistribution of metallic species on steamed
catalysts (favouring, for instance, the formation of NO2), (ii) to a synergetic effect between Co
and Pd cations induced by steaming treatment or (iii) to some stabilization induced by extraframework aluminium species.
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Introduction
The abatement of the NOx emissions of small power plants or engines that use natural gas is a
problem difficult to solve when working under lean conditions. In this sense, the proposed
reduction of NOx on zeolitic catalysts or oxides with methane has produced promising results
[1]. Different metals exchanged in ZSM5 and ferrierite have been reported as active catalysts
for this reaction[2]. It is usually accepted that the oxidation of NO to NO2 is an important step
in the reaction under study [3]. Moreover, on In-zeolite catalysts, InO+ species are associated
with a high NOx adsorption capacity which in turn favors the reaction rate [4]. In this work we
used several techniques to characterize the generated species when indium and palladium
were exchanged in H-mordenite and the effect of the Pd/In ratio on the said species was
investigated. We studied the activity of In-Hmordenite catalysts obtained by reductive solidstate ion exchange and the effect of the addition of Pd.
Experimental
Catalysts Preparation: H-mordenite (Süd Chemie AG, Si/Al = 6.7, BET area = 409m2/g) and
In2O3 were mixed applying intense co-grinding. By reductive solid state ion exchange, InHmordenite (InHM) samples were prepared, reducing the In2O3/H-mordenite mixture in H2
flow at 500 °C for 2 hours and then reoxidizing it in O2 flow at 400 ºC for 1 hour. The In/Al
molar ratio of the obtained mordenite catalysts were 1/6 and 1/3. Catalysts containing 0.5%
Pd (PdInHM and PdHM) were prepared by impregnating the InHM and HM samples with a
solution of Pd(NH3)4(NO3)2 and heating the samples in O2 flow at 350 °C for 1 hour.
Catalysts Characterization: N2 Adsorption: The nitrogen adsorptions were performed at 77 K
using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument. BET and t-plot analyses were applied.
Temperature-programmed reduction: An Okhura TP2002S instrument equipped with a TCD
detector was used. The reducing gas was 5% H2 in Ar and the heating rate was 10 °C/min.
NO-TPD: It was conducted in a flow equipment with controlled gas flow and heating. The
desorbed gases (NO, N2O and NO2) were monitored and quantified by FTIR using a gas cell.
Catalytic test: The powder catalysts were evaluated using the same flow reactor described in
the NO-TPD experiments. The composition of the reagent stream was: NO = CH4,4000 ppm
and 2% O2 (GHSV: 15000 h-1). The reactor effluent composition was monitored for CH4, CO,
NO, N2O and NO2 by FTIR.
Results and Discussion
The InHM(1/3) and InHM(1/6) catalysts have a NO to N2 conversion with the typical shape of
a volcano, where the conversion decreases at a certain temperature because of the undesired
methane combustion. The presence of Pd in PdInHM(1/3) leads to an increase of NOx
conversion at temperatures above 500 °C. This activation phenomenon is permanent and on a
second test, the NO to N2 conversion is greater in the temperature range studied.
PdInHM(1/6) did not show the activation recorded in PdInHM(1/3). The BET surface area of
the catalysts decreased with the indium exchange as a consequence of the presence of bulky
InO+ species inside the mordenite channels. The TPR of monometallic catalysts was carried
out as reference. For the PdHM sample, a negative peak at 106°C is attributed to some
hydrogen produced during the decomposition of the palladium hydride β phase [5]. A low
temperature peak could relate to oxidized Pd species at the external surface of the zeolite as
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Maximum NO Conversion (%)

these are likely the first ones to be reduced. It is well known that wet impregnation could
result in larger PdO clusters deposited at the external surface of mordenite. For InHM and
PdInHM solids, the main reduction peak is below 400°C suggesting the presence of (InO)+ at
zeolite exchange positions wich is associated with active species for the CH4-SCR of NOx [6].
No reduction peaks are observed at temperatures higher than 600 °C; therefore, it could be
inferred that there is no highly crystalline In2O3 in the matrix. For all the catalysts studied in
this work, the amount of hydrogen consumed during the TPR experiments decreased after
their use under reaction conditions. This could be due to the presence of some Pd-In
interaction that leads to a lower reducibility of indium exchanged species, or to a decrease in
60
the amount of those. In NO-TPD experiments, NO2
2nd test PdInHM(1/3)
desorption besides NO were observed in all solids, at
different rates depending on the Pd/In ratio and on
whether the solids were fresh or used. The NO2
formation is associated with the presence of adsorbed
50
oxygen on the zeolite surface [7] or the oxidation of
adsorbed NO on In associated species (InO+ at exchange
positions or InxOy species). An increase in the amount of
PdHM
NO
2 formed during the NO adsorption on the used
PdInHM(1/3)
40
PdInHM(1/3) catalyst suggests a greater amount of
InHM(1/6)
oxygen species associated with the network or the
indium in the matrix. This increment of the active
species could explain the increase in NO conversion
InHM(1/3)
observed in the reaction conditions. From the catalytic
30
results and solids characterization by NO-TPD, it can be
PdInHM(1/6)
noted that there is clearly a correlation between the
maximum catalytic activity obtained for each catalyst
0
1
2
3
NO2/NO Ratio
and the NO2 and NO desorbed ratio. Figure 1 shows that
Figure 1: Desorbed NO2/NO ratio when this ratio increases, the catalytic activity also
enhances; so, we can say that it is influenced by the catalyst ability to form NO2.
Conclusions
The proportion of indium in the catalyst is a predominant factor in the promoting effect of Pd
for the SCR of NO. For higher In loading, PdInHM(1/3), the addition of Pd results in an
increase in the catalytic activity which is more pronounced after certain time-on-stream at 500
°C. The TPR experiments indicate that the majority of In is under the form of (InO)+ active
sites. The Pd-In interactions in the bimetallic samples are interpreted in terms of the mobility
of Pd, giving place to its migration towards sites of low accessibility in the case of the
PdInHM(1/6) sample, and to the occurrence of Pd-In entities which are readily available to
the reaction medium in the case of the PdInHM(1/3) sample. There was a clear correlation
between the maximum catalytic activity of each catalyst and its ability to form NO2 in the
NO-TPD experiments.
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Introduction
Skeletal isomerization of n-butene to isobutene has attracted much attention on all of
the world to meet the demand for isobutene[1]. The pore structure and the acidity of the
catalyst plays important role in selectivity to isobutene. Strong acidic catalysts cause cracking
and oligomerization. On the other hand weak acidic catalysts cause double bond isomerization.
So that catalyst must be at the optimum acid strength for isobutene formation [2]. Among the
large number of catalysts, 10 membered ring zeolites (H-ZSM5, H-Ferrierite (H-FER),
SAPO-11) are the most active, and stable catalysts since their pore sizes (between 4-5,5 Ao)
are very suitable for isobutene formation[3, 4]. Although H-ZSM5 and H-FER catalysts are
very active and stable catalysts, their selectivities are not sufficient to obtain high selectivity
to isobutene. Modification of their acidity is an alternative way to increase their selectivity [5].
In this study different modifications methods were used to modify H-ZSM5 and H-FER
acidity.
Experimental
Synthesized H-ZSM5 with Si/Al ratio of 77, commercial H-FER were used as parent
catalysts. These zeolites were modified by chemical liquid deposition method using
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (3-amino) as modification
agents. They were also modified by acid, alkali and ammonium hexafluorosilicate (AHFS)
treatments using HCl, NaOH and AHFS, respectively. Before the HCl treatment, catalysts
were treated with alkali solutions (Pre-alkali treatment). Crystallinity, morphology, acidity
and textural properties were characterized using XRD, SEM, NH3-TPD, FTIR and BET. A
fixed bed reactor system was used for the testing of catalysts for 1-butene skeletal
isomerization reaction. A feed gas contained 7 % 1-butene in N2. The WHSV was 22 h-1. The
reactions were performed at 375 oC.
Results and Discussion
SEM and XRD results showed that crystal structure and morphology of the catalysts
were preserved after modifications, only slight change on crystallinity was observed on acid
and 3-amino treatment. Modifications affected H-ZSM5 and H-FER similarly, so only the
results for H-ZSM5 were given in this abstract. Table 1 shows the textural properties and
catalytic performance of H-ZSM5 catalyst. It was seen that except alkali treatment,
modifications decreased the surface area of the parent catalysts. This decrease was more
significant with 3-amino treatment which could be related to pore blockage and dealumination
by 3-amino, so effective deposition occurred by this agent [6].
The acidity of H-ZSM5 and its modified forms were studied by NH3-TPD. TEOS
modification reduced acid sites slightly with some pore narrowing. On the other hand total
number of acid sites decreased dramatically after 3-amino modification, because of the pore
blockage and dealumination. Although total acidity did not change in alkali treatment, strong
acid sites increased because of the extra-framework structures occurring during modification
[7]. Selective modification was obtained by AHFS treatment which passivated unselective
acid sites without narrowing pores and changing structure.
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Activity and selectivity of the catalysts were also affected by modifications. Since
most of the acid sites and pores were blocked, selectivity of the parent catalysts were reduced
the most after 3-amino deposition. TEOS modification improved the selectivity of the parent
catalysts since the surface area and total acid amount of the catalysts decreased slightly with
this deposition agent. Alkali treatment caused desilications and increased the activity but
decreased the selectivity of the catalyst. Pre-alkali-acid treatment reduced acid sites slightly,
this caused an increase in selectivity and decrease in activity. The highest selectivities to
isobutene were observed by AHFS treatment although activity of the catalysts decreased
slightly. In this treatment, a thin layer was formed on the surface of zeolites and unselective
sites were passivated. AHFS treatment also blocked the pores slightly. All of these let to
higher isobutene selectivity.
Table 1. Textural properties and catalytic performance of H-ZSM5 and its modified samples
BET
H.K.
Total
Si/Al
Surface
Pore
Acidity
Catalysts
X*
S*
Ratio
Area Diameter
(mmol
2
(m /g)
(Å)
NH3/ gcat)
421.3
9.3
0.376
51.48 57.97 76.3
H-ZSM5
H-ZSM5 -TEOS
405.3
8.7
0.354
47.7 63.74 79.4
H-ZSM5-3amino
319.4
6.8
0.227
25.78 51.87 170.0
H-ZSM5-NaOH
427.0
9.1
0.365
64.48 52.09 78.4
H-ZSM5-NaOH-HCl
406.1
9.0
0.368
49.42 66.67 78.0
H-ZSM5-AHFS
411.4
9.3
0.364
47.36 75.37 85.1
*X: Conversion of n-butene (%), S: % Selectivity to Isobutene (%)

Conclusion
It has been demonstrated that the acidity of the synthesized H-ZSM5 and commercial
H-FER could be controlled by some modification methods. Some modifications blocked
pores, some modificataions reduced the acid sites dramatically. TEOS modified catalysts
acidity&pore size did not change much, it slightly improved selectivity to isobutene. 3-amino
treatment blocked pores of the zeolite and caused some dealuminations. Alkali treatment
affected surface area, acidity and caused desilications. The best results for selectivity to
isobutene were obtained by AHFS treatment which modified the zeolites acidity &pores
slightly.
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Introduction (Times New Roman, 12 pt, bold)
Porous ceramics (ZrO2, alumina etc.) are widely used as catalysts support. Synthesis of
oxides with hierarchical porous structure is of great importance in order to provide the
accessibility of active sites to reagents. To create mesoporous structure organic templates are
widely used. Prepared oxide materials are then impregnated by active metal precursor
followed by metal reduction.
In this paper one-pot synthesis of Ni-ZrO2 composites with citric acid or with wood templates
are studied. Segregation of Ni particles is observed during Red-Ox treatment. Catalytic
activity was tested in hydrodechlorination of chlorobenzenes and CO oxidation.
Experimental
Ni-ZrO2 composites (6 wt. % Ni) were prepared. Biomorphous Ni-ZrO2 composite (NiZrO2_bio) was prepared by calcination of sawdust, impregnated by solutions of Ni(NO3)2
and ZrO(NO3)2. Calcination temperature was determined by DSC-TG.
Another method is sol-gel technique with citric acid as chelating agent. Solution of citric acid,
Ni(NO3)2 and ZrO(NO3)2 was slowly evaporated at 80 С. Obtained precursor was calcinated
at 600 C on air. This sample is denoted as Ni-ZrO2_s-g.
Textural properties were investigated by nitrogen adsorption/desorption on Quantachrome
AUTOSORB. Samples morphology was studied by XRD (Rigaku Miniflex II diffractometer)
and SEM-EDX (Olympus 3100, JEOL, Japan). Temperature programmed reduction was
performed by H2 (5%) –Ar at liner heating. Hydrogen consumption were determined by
thermal conductivity detector.
Hydrodechlorination of chlorobenzene was performed in flow-type reactor at temperatures 25
– 350 C as described in [1]. CO oxidation (2%CO + 1%O2 in He) was performed by a pulsed
microcatalytic technique at temperature range of 150 – 400°C.
Results and discussion
Study of textural properties of prepared samples revealed mesoporous structure (Fig.1), BET
surface area is 50 m2/g (Ni-ZrO2_bio) and 38 m2/g (Ni-ZrO2_s-g). Pore volume is 0,22 and
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0,17 ml/g for biomorphous and sol-gel composites, correspondingly. Morphology of prepared
samples were investigated by SEM. Microphotographs are presented on Fig.2.
Nickel is uniformly distributed in fresh samples according to mapping of elements (Ni, Zr, O)
obtained by EDX analysis.

Fig. 1. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm and pore Fig. 1. SEM microphotograph of
size distribution for biomorphous Ni-ZrO2
biomorphous Ni-ZrO2 composite
Reduction process were studied by temperature programmed reduction. Biomorphous
zirconia is partially reduces at temperatures higher 600 C. ZrO2 is hardly reduced oxide, and
reduction of biomorphous sample proceeds due to the presence of impurities form wood
template. TPR spectra for fresh Ni-ZrO2_bio has two reduction peaks which are corresponded
to reduction of two form of nickel: surface NiO species and Ni2+ incorporated into ZrO2
lattice. After TPR sample was oxidized on air at 600 C. Reduction behavior is significantly
changes because of segregation of nickel to surface. Following oxidative treatment does not
lead to changes in TPR profile. Similar reduction behavior was observed for Ni-ZrO2_s-g
composite. But in this case 2 Red-Ox cycles are necessary for nickel segregation. Prepared
Ni_ZrO2 composites shows high catalytic activity in reductive transformations of
chlorobenzenes and CO oxidation.
Conclusions
Approaches for one-pot synthesis of mesoporous catalytically active Ni-ZrO2 composites is
proposed.
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Introduction
Light alkenes, especially ethylene and propylene, which are produced by thermal cracking of
naphtha show more and more importance in chemical industry. Because the thermal cracking
is an energy intensive process, catalytic cracking has now drawn much attention. In this study,
the catalytic cracking of n-octane was used as a model reaction of naphtha cracking. Ca2+exchanged ferrierite showed high selectivity and stability in n-heptane cracking [1]. So we
applied it in the cracking of n-octane and tried to clarify the effect of Ca2+-exchange through
the characterization.
Experimental
Na,K-ferrierite (Na,K-Fer) with Si/Al atomic ratio of 8.0 was hydrothermally synthesized [1].
Ca2+-exchange was carried out with an aqueous solution of calcium chloride at 343 K. A
fixed-bed flow reactor was used for the cracking of n-octane under atmospheric pressure at
823 K. W/F corresponded to 1.0–54 g h mol−1 with a constant helium/octane molar ratio of 9.0.
Results and discussion
Compared with other zeolites, such as H-Y, H-beta and H-MCM-22, both H-Fer and H-ZSM5 showed high selectivity to ethylene and propylene. Fig. 1 shows the change in selectivity to
ethylene and propylene with n-octane conversion. The selectivity increased in the order, HFer < H-ZSM-5 < Ca(68%),H-Fer. Ca2+-exchange into H-ZSM-5 reduced the activity without
obvious increase in selectivity to light alkenes. As to H-Fer, however, Ca2+-exchange
improved its selectivity to light alkenes. When the conversion of n-octane approached 100%,
the selectivity increased for Ca(68%),H-Fer, while that of H-ZSM-5 and H-Fer decreased.
Ca2+-exchange also improved the stability greatly. Fig. 2 shows the change in n-octane
conversion with time on stream. The initial conversion decreased, but the stability increased
after Ca2+-exchange. The conversions of n-octane after 6.6 h on stream were 76% and 75% of
the initial values on Ca(89%),H-Fer and Ca(68%),H-Fer, respectively, while that was only
14% on H-Fer. TG analysis showed that the amounts of coke formed in 6.6 h of the reaction
were only 2.3% on Ca(89%),H-Fer, 3.7% on Ca(68%),H-Fer and 10.7% on H-Fer.
Ferrierite has two-dimensional pores consisting of 8- and 10-MR channels. Rietveld
analysis of XRD and calculation by Maximum Entropy Method for Ca(89%),H-Fer showed
that Ca2+ cations were mainly located at the center of 8-MR channels. The formation of coke
and alkanes would be reduced by such Ca2+ cations because hydride transfer to form alkanes
and coke precursors is a bimolecular reaction and needs larger space like intersections of 8and 10-MR channels. NH3-TPD showed that the Ca2+-exchange decreased the amount of
strong acid sites and the total amount of acid sites. It is known that strong acid sites accelerate
the formation of coke and high acid density would increase the hydride transfer.
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Conclusions
Ca2+-exchange into ferrierite can improve the stability and the selectivity to light alkenes
through the blocking effect on 8-MR channels and the reduction of acid strength and density.
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Introduction
The concentration of nitrates in natural water has increased in the last years, mainly due to the
use of fertilizers and to the animal excreta. In these areas an important number of water
sources surpass the legal limit of 50 mg/L of nitrates. There are different techniques for the
nitrate removal as reverse osmosis or biological processes. Nevertheless, these techniques
present some problems as the effluent post-treatment or the exploitation costs. Another
alternative is the catalytic removal of nitrates. It is based in the liquid phase nitrate
hydrogenation on a catalyst containing noble metals. Typically, bimetallic catalysts
containing Pd or Pt, and another metal, such as Cu, Sn or In, supported on alumina have been
applied for this reaction [1, 2]. The inconvenient of this process is the formation of undesired
products such as NO2- and NH4+. The formation of these products is probably related to mass
transfer problems [3, 4]. The diffusion of the reactants towards the active centers is very
influenced by the nature of the support, for this reason it is necessary an adequate selection of
it in order to design an active catalyst.
In previous works we developed an active Pd-Sn catalyst supported on alumina [5]. In this
work we study the activity of Pd-Sn catalysts supported on other micro and mesoporous
supports for the catalytic reduction of the nitrates.
Experimental
The supports used in this work were the ITQ-2 zeolite, the ITQ-6 zeolite, the MCM-41, and
the MCM-22 zeolite. The different micro and mesoporous materials are synthesized in our
laboratory. The Si/Al ratio of these materials was between 25 and 30. Pd and Sn were added
to the support by incipient wetness impregnation with the soluble salts of the desired metals in
order to have a metal concentration of 5% of Pd and 2.5% of Sn. The sample was initially
impregnated with SnCl4.H2O, dried at 423 K and calcined in air at 773 K for 1 h. After that,
Pd(NO3)2.H2O was added and the catalyst was dried and calcined again at the same
temperature. The catalysts were reduced with hydrogen at 773 K for 4 h before reaction. The
surface areas of the Pd-Sn catalysts prepared were: 489 m2/g for the Sn/Pd/ITQ-2, 402 m2/g
for the Sn/Pd/ITQ-6, 779 m2/g for the Sn/Pd/MCM-41, and 422 m2/g for the Sn/Pd/MCM-22.
The catalysts were tested in a continuous flow stirred tank reactor (600 mL), where the
reactant solution was fed into the reactor at atmospheric pressure with a liquid flow rate of 5
mL/min. The mass of catalyst was 3 g and a mixture of CO2 and H2 (1:1) with a total flow of
500 cm3/min was introduced into the reactor during the reaction. The experiments were
carried out at 293 K, and the reactor was stirred at 900 rpm. The reaction progress was
followed by taking, at defined periods, small aliquots for the photometric determination of
nitrate, nitrite and ammonia concentration.
Results and discussion
In this work we have studied the activity in the catalytic reduction of nitrates of some Pd-Sn
catalysts supported on two delaminated zeolites, as ITQ-2 and ITQ-6, on a mesoporous
material, as MCM-41, and on a MCM-22 zeolite that is a medium porous size zeolite. The
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results obtained are summarized in figure 1. As it can be seen, the best results were obtained
with the catalysts supported on mesoporous and delaminated materials. The worst results were
obtained with the catalyst supported on MCM-22, because the microporous of the zeolite are
less accessible resulting in an increase of the mass transfer problems and in a decrease of the
catalytic activity. The differences obtained when comparing the activity of the catalysts
supported on delaminated zeolites, i.e. the Sn/Pd/ITQ-2 and the Sn/Pd/ITQ-6, could be
explained by the different morphology of both materials. The ITQ-2 external surface is more
accessible than that of ITQ-6 resulting in a slightly better activity for the catalyst supported on
the ITQ-2 zolite. The comparison of the catalytic behavior of the Pd-Sn catalyst supported on
the delaminated zeolites and that of the catalyst supported on a mesoporous material (MCM41) shows that both catalysts present a similar activity, but a higher selectivity to nitrogen is
obtained for the Pd-Sn catalysts supported on delaminated zeolites. In this way, the best
results are obtained with the Pd-Sn catalysts supported on ITQ-2 zeolites because the structure
of the ITQ-2 makes easy the access of the reactants to the active sites of the catalyst and it
also favor the desorption of the products formed, improving the catalyst selectivity towards
nitrogen.
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Figure 1. Activity of the 2.5%Sn and 5%Pd (weight) catalysts supported on ITQ-2, ITQ-6,
MCM-22 zeolites and MCM-41.
Conclusions
It can be concluded that when using micro or mesoporous materials as supports for the Pd-Sn
catalysts in the catalytic reduction of nitrates in water, the best results are obtained with the
supports that present a high external surface area that minimize the mass transfer problems. In
this way, the activity and selectivity of the catalyst used for this reaction is improved, being
the delaminated zeolites, as ITQ-2 or ITQ-6, and the mesoporous materials, as MCM-41, the
most adequate catalytic supports.
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Introduction
As the worlds’ crude oil reserves are declining, the global energy demand is rising and the
environmental legislation is becoming more and more strict, the search for low-emission fuels
and chemicals is evermore a hot topic. Alternative routes are being explored to valorize
methane, e.g., via ethylene formation by oxidative coupling. At present, ethylene
oligomerization using homogeneous catalysis is an established industrial process, resulting
selectively in even carbon atom numbered alpha alkenes. Heterogeneous catalysis is preferred
over homogeneous catalysis, among others, because of environmental reasons. Moreover,
heterogeneous catalysis offers more opportunities to tune the product yields to the market
demands, i.e., linear α-alkenes or a complex mixture to be used as high octane fuel blend [1].
The aim of this work is to contribute to the development of an active, stable and selective
catalyst for ethylene oligomerization. This challenge is addressed via fundamental modeling
using Single-Event MicroKinetics (SEMK) [2]. An intrinsic kinetic data set is being acquired
on a bench mark catalyst and will be used for regression purposes, i.e., to determine the model
parameters, which can be classified as kinetic and catalyst descriptors. In particular the latter
descriptors can be varied through simulation, in order to identify the optimal catalyst
behavior.
Procedures
Experiments are performed in a fixed bed plug-flow reactor on a bench-mark silica-alumina
catalyst impregnated with 1.8 wt% Ni. The temperature was varied from 443 K to 503 K, i.e.,
the range in which acid catalyzed reactions are reflected in the product yields [1]. Total
pressures between 1.0 and 3.5 MPa are used with a molar ethylene content in the feed of 60%.
The space time was varied from 3.0 to 45.0 kgcat s moleth-1. Care is taken to avoid heat and
mass transfer limitations.
A microkinetic model was constructed describing the intrinsic ethylene oligomerization
kinetics according to the SEMK methodology [2]. The reaction network was limited to
molecules with a maximum carbon number of 12 and consisted of over 3000 species and over
10000 elementary steps. Physical adsorption of the components inside the catalyst pores, prior
to any chemical elementary step was included via a Langmuir isotherm.
Results and discussion
As reported in the literature [1, 3], the catalyst exhibited two regions of activity as function of
the temperature, see Figure 1 (left). At low temperatures mainly linear α-alkenes are obtained
as products resulting from a coordinated insertion mechanism of ethylene on an

Figure 1: Left: experimental conversion of ethylene as function of temperature at
3.5MPa and 45.0 kgcat s moleth-1; Right: chromatogram of the collected liquid phase (C6
to C18) mixed for several experiments at different conditions.
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active nickel cation site. Between 373 and 403 K, in the presence of ethylene, an irreversible
transformation of Ni occurs leading to an activity loss of the catalyst below this temperature
[1]. At higher temperatures, i.e., above 423 K, stable catalyst behavior was obtained for a
time-on-stream up to 6 hours. The absence of odd carbon numbered alkenes in the product
spectrum shows that no cracking occurred, see Figure 1 (right).
Because higher operating temperatures offer a wider range of possibilities for tuning the
product yields, the corresponding data are assessed first using the microkinetic model. At
present simulations have been performed using initial parameter values based on literature
data [1] and have not been further optimized yet by regression. The metal-ion function is
critical for ethylene dimerization to butene. In contrast to ethylene, which can only form
primary carbenium ions, butenes can lead to more stable secondary carbenium ions that
participate in acid catalyzed oligomerization reactions. While the C4 fraction is entirely built
up out of linear alkenes, C6 and heavier fractions also contain branched isomers. Pure metalion catalyzed oligomerization results in an Anderson Schulz Flory distribution. The acid
catalyzed oligomerization disturbs this ASF distribution, however, see Figure 2, left. This is
more pronounced with increasing temperatures, see Figure 2 right. The decrease with the
temperature of the linear alkene content in the C8 fraction from 43.2 % at 443 K to 25.2 % at
503 K, also illustrates the increase of the relative importance of acid catalyzed reactions at
higher temperatures.

Figure 2: Left: natural logarithm of the molar outlet flow rates as function of the carbon
number; Right: product distribution as function of temperature, acid catalyzed
oligomerization included at 3.5 MPa and 6.7 kgcat s moleth-1.
Conclusions
A microkinetic model for ethylene oligomerization at higher temperatures is constructed and
is able to qualitatively reproduce the experimental trends. The C4 species formed all have a
linear character because ethylene dimerization occurs on the metal-ion sites, while the C6 to
C12 species are mainly branched, due to the acid catalyzed reactions. Because of the acid
catalyzed reactions, deviations from the Anderson Schulz Flory product distribution are
obtained. No odd carbon numbered alkenes are present, indicating the absence of cracking.
The kinetic and the catalyst descriptors in the Single-Event MicroKinetic model will be
quantitatively determined by regression and optimal catalyst descriptor values will be
identified.
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Introduction
European directive 2003/30/CE establishes minimum contents of bio-renewable compounds
in transport fuels: a 5,75% of the energy content in gasoline and gasoil in 2010, and it is
envisaged to increase up to 10% in 2020.
The strategy for some oil refiners for introducing bio-components in gasoline is the use of
both ethanol and ethyl tertiarty butyl ether (ETBE). Bioethanol is etherified with isobutene to
yield ETBE, but its production is limited by the availability of isobutene in each refinery. The
total ETBE production is equivalent to 2% of the gasoline energy content, which involves that
an additional source of biofuel must be put into play. One solution is to directly blend ethanol
with gasoline. However, this choice presents several drawbacks, like the solubility in water of
ethanol, its high vapor pressure and the potential incompatibility with the materials employed
in the logistics of the product. It also involves an increase in the overall gasoline production,
while the foreseen demand of gasoline is slightly declining in the near future.
In order to meet the biofuels content requirement, different routes for manufacturing biofuels
with higher energy content, compatible with current fuel, logistics and engine requirements

%v/v blended with gasoline

are needed. If possible, this alternative fuel should be manufactured in existing refineries,
taking advantages of process units that have now more availability due to lower gasoline
market demand in Europe.
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Figure 1. Content of biofuel required for specified energy content in gasoline
In this research, a different alternative for introducing bioethanol in the gasoline is explored.
Ethanol is chemically converted by direct alkylation with benzene, producing ethylbenzenes.
Practically, ethanol is reacted with a naphtha reformate. This approach entails several
advantages. The ethylbenzenes formed present similar energy content to that of ETBE. They
are oxygen free compounds, already existing in conventional gasoline. On the other hand, this
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process reduces or eliminates benzene in gasoline, which is restricted to a level of 1% vol. in
Europe. Hence, hydrogenating such benzene prior to elaborate the final gasoline blending,
which requires hydrogen and energy consumption, might be no longer needed. In addition,
non pure aqueous ethanol can be used.
Experimental
In this work the alkylation reaction of ethanol with benzene has been investigated on several
zeolites, since these materials are reported to be catalytically active in this reaction [1, 2]. It
has been carried out in a fixed bed reactor at temperatures of 200-400 ºC. Zeolites Beta
(SiO2/Al2O3 = 25), Y (2,5) and ZSM-5 (80) have been used as catalysts. Benzene has been
added as component of a naphtha reformate. The influence of the temperature and type of
naphtha feed has been studied, including the effect of naphthenes in the feed.
Results and discussion
It has been found that benzene conversion decays in a short time. When feeding heavy
reformate, higher aromatic compounds than benzene are preferably alkylated.
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Figure 2. Benzene conversion.

Conclusions
Activity and stability in the test performed is not enough for obtaining the objective of
benzene <1% in gasoline and further research must be done to make this process attractive.
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Introduction
Major players in the transport sector are rekindling an interest in dimethyl ether (DME)
as alternative to diesel fuel largely because it is relatively cheap, has high cetane number, and
produces lower toxic emissions from combustion. This interest is promoting research in the
one-step syngas-to-DME (STD) process as an alternative to the traditional two-step
technology [1]. Particularly attractive is the carbon neutral bio-DME produced from biomassderived syngas which might help in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Catalysts employed
for STD most commonly comprise physical mixtures of a Cu-based methanol synthesis
catalyst (MSC) and an acid zeolite (typically H-ZSM-5) dehydration component. While it is
generally consented that the acidity of H-ZSM-5 is of paramount significance in the context
of STD, the previous literature is unclear regarding how the type (Brønsted, Lewis), density,
and strength of the zeolite acid sites impact the performance of hybrid STD catalysts [1-3].
The present contribution intends to shed more light into the acid site requirements of H-ZSM5 for both the methanol dehydration step and the overall STD process.
Experimental
A commercial H-ZSM-5 sample (CBV3020, Zeolyst Int, Si/Al= 16, denoted as HZ) was
modified as follows in order to produce samples with different acid properties: a) partial ionic
exchange with Na+ (three exchange levels: Na/Al= 0.14, 0.27, 0.39), b) partial exchange with
Co2+ (three exchange levels: Co/Al= 0.08, 0.15, 0.20), c) treatment with HCl (1M) at 100ºC
for 12 h (sample HZA). A silicalite-1 (S-1) zeolite was synthesized and used as acid site-free
reference dehydration component. A CuZnAl (abbreviated as CZA, Cu:Zn:Al atomic ratio of
6:3:1) methanol synthesis catalyst was prepared by coprecipitation from the respective metal
nitrate precursors. Hybrid catalysts were produced by carefully milling the powders of CZA
and zeolite components in a 2:1 weight ratio. Catalysts were characterized by ICP-OES,
XRD, N2 adsorption, 27Al MAS NMR, FTIR-pyridine, and NH3-TPD. Methanol dehydration
tests were carried out in a fixed bed reactor at 260ºC (the applied STD temperature) and
atmospheric pressure. STD reactions were performed in a fixed-bed reactor at 260ºC, 4.0
MPa, and 1700 mlsyngas/(gcat·h) using a syngas of molar composition 66%H2/30%CO/4%CO2.
Prior to feeding syngas the hybrid catalysts were pretreated in a 5%H2/N2 reductive gas
stream at 245ºC for 10 h in order to bring the CZA component into its active state.
Results and discussion
The BET and Vµpore values for the acid treated HZA sample were slightly lower than for
the parent zeolite, while Na- and Co-exchanged samples showed a decreasing trend with
increasing the degree of exchange due to partial blockage of micropores by the exchanged
cations. As to the acidity, the parent HZ contained both Brønsted and Lewis acid sites (the
later related to EFAL species) with predominance of the former (B/L ratio= 4.6). Partial
exchange of H+ in HZ with Na+ or Co2+ produced an obvious decrease in the density of
Brønsted acid sites (BAS). For both NaxHZ and CoxHZ series, the amount of BAS linearly
decreased with the M/Al ratio (M= Na, Co). Furthermore, NH3-TPD revealed that Na+
preferentially neutralized the strongest acid sites. The effect of exchange on the Lewis acidity
was less straightforward. Thus, a decrease in the amount of Lewis acid sites (LAS) was
evidenced from FTIR-pyridine for the NaxHZ series with no apparent link to the Na amount.
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This could be due to the exchange by Na+ of some cationic-type EFAL species (contributing
to Lewis acidity in HZ) and/or to the Lewis acidity of the exchanged Na+ cations being too
weak to coordinate pyridine even at the lowest desorption temperature applied (250ºC). For
CoxHZ, the amount of LAS raised with the Co/Al ratio, with the newly formed Co2+-related
LAS being weaker than those associated to EFAL but stronger than those of Na+. Finally, acid
treatment of HZ hardly affected the amount and strength of the BAS but virtually suppressed
the Lewis acidity (B/L=31.5) due to selective removal of EFAL (as seen by 27Al MAS NMR).
The acid characteristics of the ZSM-5 samples profoundly impacted the methanol
dehydration activity (no activity was detected for S-1 lacking acid sites). The best correlation
between the dehydration activity and acidity was found when considering the strongest BAS
(those retaining pyridine at 400ºC), as shown in Fig. 1. A closer look to the data in Fig. 1
reveals, however, that the acid treated HZA sample was less active than the parent HZ zeolite
despite both displayed nearly the same amount of strong BAS, thus pointing towards an active
role of EFAL-related strong LAS. By contrast, LAS of a lower strength associated to the
exchanged Na+ and Co2+ cations appear not to be involved in the dehydration reaction.
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Fig. 1. Correlation between MeOH dehydration Fig. 2. CO conversion as a function of TOS for
activity and zeolite acidity (SDME > 99.95%).
hybrid CZA/ZSM-5 (2:1) catalysts during STD.

As shown in Fig. 2, the hybrid catalysts displayed distinct deactivation behavior with
TOS. Hybrids comprising zeolites with high amount of active dehydration sites (HZ and
HZA) displayed the highest stability with TOS. In particular, that consisting of EFAL-free
HZA showed the best performance during STD featuring high stability and DME selectivity
(ca. 95% in a CO2-free basis) with very minor formation of hydrocarbons (<0.3 wt%).
Differences in stability between the hybrids can be related to both the density of active
dehydration sites and detrimental CZA-zeolite interactions, the later being more relevant in
catalysts comprising cation-exchanged zeolites.
Conclusions
The methanol dehydration activity of ZSM-5 is mostly driven by the density of strong
BAS. Strong LAS associated to highly-dispersed EFAL species do also contribute to the
overall dehydration activity but seem to have a negative effect on stability during STD.
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Introduction
The oligomerization of light (C2-C5) olefins, especially of the C4 stream from FCC
units, has received much attention in the past decades. Dimerization of isobutene yields C8=
branched olefins; after hydrogenation, a clean, high octane gasoline (RON=100, MON=100)
is obtained [1]. The C12= trimers may be used as diesel and jet fuel additives, amongst other
things [2]. Owing to increasingly stringent environmental regulations on the use of MTBE, a
surplus of isobutene is expected, as it is the main raw material for MTBE synthesis. In this
context, catalytic isobutene oligomerization has acquired renewed importance.
There is an active search for an acid catalyst that may provide high C8= and C12=
selectivity, while minimizing the formation of larger oligomers (≥ C16=). Many studies have
focused on the use of zeolites, whose acidity enables acceptable conversions and selectivities.
Nevertheless, GHSVs must remain low, and still they typically display fast deactivation rates.
Extended oligomerization reactions generate high molecular weight oligomers that remain
occluded in pore cavities, depositing as coke and deactivating the catalysts. Therefore, a
suitable catalyst for this reaction must combine an acid strength comparable to that of zeolites
with a meso-pore structure that facilitates diffusion of bulky oligomers.
The aforementioned requirements are not exclusive of oligomerization reactions;
indeed, they may be applicable to a number of acid-catalyzed reactions. In this sense, the
development of mesostructured aluminosilicates, denoted as MSU-S, may be considered a
breakthrough. The success of the approach is due to the use of protozeolitic nanoclusters, or
zeolite seeds, as framework precursors. Zeolitic subunits in framework walls confer the
materials with exceptional hydrothermal stability and strong acidity [3, 4]. Furthermore, the
mesoporosity, large specific surface areas and pore volumes displayed by these materials
facilitates diffusion of bulky molecules. Thus, MSU-S solids possess all the required features
for an effective oligomerization catalyst. Here we examine the catalytic activity, selectivity
and stability of MSU-SBEA for the oligomerization of isobutene. Commercial USY and BEA
zeolites are also tested as a comparison.
Experimental
Zeolite Beta seeds with a nominal Si/Al ratio of 44 were prepared according to
previously described methods [3,4] For the preparation of wormhole mesostructured
aluminosilicate, MSU-S/WBEA, the Beta seeds were added under stirring to a surfactant
solution, containing tallow tetraamine, water and HCl, then heated. A non-mesostructured
analog, denoted MSU-S/SBEA, was synthesized by digestion of BEA seeds. The final products
were recovered by filtration, dried, and calcined at 600 °C for 4 hours. As a comparison, we
tested commercial BEA and USY zeolites with Si/Al ratios of 45 and 2.5, respectively,
purchased from Zeolyst.
The catalytic activity for the isobutene oligomerization reaction was determined using
a fixed bed glass reactor with a volume of 5 mL and using 0.2 g of catalyst. Catalysts were
activated at 400 ºC for 12 h in flowing air. Afterwards, the temperature was lowered to 60 ºC
and then a mixture of isobutane/isobutene was fed into the reactor at atmospheric pressure
(gas phase). For the first reaction test, the GHSV was constant (32.8 h-1), and a 50:50 (w/w)
mixture of isobutane/isobutene was used, for 30 h of reaction. In the second reaction test, the
GHSV value was varied at 32.8, 65.7 and 131.5 h-1 with a 70:30 (w/w) mixture of
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isobutane/isobutene, for 30 h of reaction. The analysis of products was made with a Varian
Star 3600 CX gas chromatographic equipped with a FID detector and a 24 ft 20% MBEA
column coupled to the reactant system. The conversion is reported in terms of the fraction of
isobutene depleted and the selectivity is reported as C8= and C12= mol fractions.
Results and discussion
The morphology, structure and properties of the MSU-S mesostructured
aluminosilicates assembled from protozeolitic precursors, or zeolite seeds, have been the
subject of several previous reports [3,4]. Pyridine adsorption studies revealed that
mesostructured aluminosilicates have strong Lewis and Brönsted acid sites, comparable in
strength to those of USY and BEA commercial zeolites.
During the first test reaction (vide supra), it was observed that, even though all
catalysts present a significant deactivation during the first 5-6 h on stream, it is more
pronounced in the commercial catalysts. USY drops from an initial conversion of 43% to only
5% after 6 h. The deactivation of zeolite BEA is slightly less in comparison to the USY
catalyst; judged by a sustained 10% conversion over 30 h reaction time.
Notably, mesostructured MSU-S/WBEA and MSU-S/SBEA are significantly more active
and stable, compared with the zeolites. Both catalysts show stable conversions above 30% for
at least 30 h on stream. In particular, the wormhole-like mesostructure of MSU-S/WBEA
favors high conversions, as these materials provide three-dimensional mesoporosity that
reduces pore length and diffusional rate limitations. The strong acidity of both mesostructured
samples, promoted by the protozeolitic framework structure, also plays a determinant role.
Reaction products at these conditions are mainly C8= isomers, with selectivity ≥ 70% in all
cases; the remaining fraction consists of C12= isomers. High molecular weight oligomers (C16=
and higher) are not produced in any case.
Catalyst MSU-S/SBEA was chosen to study the effect of space velocity and feed
composition on selectivity and deactivation (second reaction test, vide supra). As expected,
the highest conversion, around 80%, is obtained at the lowest GHSV; activity was maintained
for up to 30 h on stream. An increase in GHSV to 65.7 h-1 decreases conversion slightly, due
to added competition for active sites. With higher space velocities (131.5 h-1), catalytic
activity is lost rapidly, as is usually the case. Nevertheless, the lowest GHSV (32.8 h-1) used
in this work is still much higher in comparison to the GHSV/WHSV values used in previous
studies of this reaction [1, 2]. The selectivity to C8= and C12= products for a 70:30
isobutane:isobutene feed is particularly noteworthy. In this case, the reaction is highly
selective (~90%) towards C12=. Also, the selectivity is not dependent on space velocity, and
undesirable high molecular weight oligomers (C16= and higher) are not formed.
Conclusions
In summary, hydrothermally stable, strongly acidic, mesoporous MSU-S solids with
large surface areas appear as excellent catalysts for isobutene oligomerization. The reactivity,
selectivity and longevity of these catalysts are superior to commercial zeolite catalysts and to
other acid catalysts that have been reported for isobutene oligomerization. Furthermore,
selectivity to the dimeric and trimeric products of interest (C8= or C12=) can be adjusted simply
by changing the feed composition.
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Introduction
Biofuels constitute a potential alternative to replace part of the fossil-derived fuels. The
European Union has set a 10% target for energy from renewable sources in transport by the
year 2020 [1]. In this sense, pyrolysis integrated with upgrading processes is able to convert
lignocellulosic biomass into liquid hydrocarbon fuels. Bio-oils, obtained from pyrolysis, are a
complex mixture containing oxygen compounds (acids, esters, phenols, guaiacols...) which
involve poor properties to be used directly in a conventional engine [2, 3].
Hydrodeoxygenation is a process for biofuel upgrading, which implies the removal of residual
oxygen by reaction with H2 to obtain water and saturated hydrocarbons. In this work, we
focused on hydrodeoxygenation of methyl esters, as model compounds, using Ni supported
over Beta zeolite with hierarchical porosity and conventional Beta zeolite. Improved textural
properties of hierarchical zeolites have a positive effect in hydrodeoxygenation reactions of
these bulky molecules.
Experimental
Catalyst preparation and characterization. Hierarchical Beta zeolite (Beta(PHAPTMS)) was
prepared from a solution with a molar composition as follows: Al2O3 : 60SiO2 : 15.5TEAOH :
1000 H2O. The precursor solution was precrystallized in an autoclave under autogenous
pressure at 135ºC for 3 days. The solid obtained was mixed with an aqueous solution
containing phenylaminopropyltrimethoxysilane (PHAPTMS) and tetraethylammonium
hydroxide (TEAOH). The resulting mixture was kept under reflux and stirring at 90ºC for 6h.
The crystallization was completed by autoclave treatment at 135ºC for 7 days [4].
Conventional Beta zeolite (Beta(0)) for comparison purpose was also synthesized according
with the same procedure but omitting the precrystallization and silanization stages. In both
cases, the solid products obtained were dried overnight at 110ºC and calcined in air at 550ºC
for 5h. Nickel was added to the supports by incipient wetness impregnation of an aqueous
solution of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O to obtain 5 wt% loadings. The solids impregnated were dried
overnight at 110ºC and calcined at 550ºC for 5 h. All samples were characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD), nitrogen and argon adsorption-desorption isotherms, ICP-AES and
TPR/TPD.
Catalytic test. A mixture of esters with up to 70% of methyl oleate was diluted with n-heptane
and used as feedstock. Hydrodeoxygenation assays were carried out under continuous flow in
a fixed-bed tubular reactor. The reactor was loaded with 200 mg of catalysts. Before reaction,
catalyst was in situ reduced with a flow of pure hydrogen at 550ºC for 5h. The reaction was
carried out for 6 h with the following conditions: 350ºC, 30 bar of hydrogen and 20.4 h-1
(WHSV). The liquid and gaseous products were analyzed by gas chromatograph.
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Results and discussion
XRD results confirm the formation of beta zeolite in all synthesized materials. Besides,
samples with hierarchical porosity present broader peaks than those corresponding to the
reference Beta zeolite, suggesting the existence of smaller crystals or a higher number of
defects [4]. According to XRD patterns in figure 1a, nickel precursors have been converted
completely into NiO during calcination. Significant differences are observed in the textural
properties of these systems (figure 1b). Beta zeolite prepared from silanized seeds presents a
high BET surface area compared to Beta(0) sample because of the presence of higher microand mesoporosity. This fact is evidenced in the figure 1c, where pore size distributions are
obtained by applying NLDFT model. A shift in the maximum of the pore size distribution is
observed in Beta(PHAPTMS) sample, which shows a microporous contribution centered at
6.1 Å (5.5 Å for Beta(0)) and a second maximum centered at 25 Å due to the presence of
mesopores (absent in Beta(0)). A decrease of surface area is observed after Ni incorporation.
Catalytic tests exhibit methyl oleate conversions up to 90% in nickel impregnated samples.
Ni-Beta(PHAPTMS) shows changes in product distribution due to its improved textural
properties.
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Figure 1. (a) XRD spectra of samples containing nickel (b) Ar adsorption isotherms at 87 K
(c) Pore size distributions using NLDFT model.
Conclusions
Beta zeolite with hierarchical porosity has been impregnated with nickel and tested in HDO
reactions of methyl esters showing high methyl oleate conversions and hydrocarbon
distributions in diesel range.
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Introduction
Methane dehydroaromatization (MDA) under non-oxidative conditions, being considered
as a promising route for direct conversion of methane into high value- added chemicals like
benzene, toluene and naphthalene, has attracted increasing attention in the past several
decades because of the current importance and industrial interest in effective utilization of
natural gas [1–5].
In principle the conversion is an excellent way in which to convert methane directly to
higher hydrocarbons and the hydrogen is, of course an extremely valuable co-product. It has
been demonstrated that the performance Mo/ H-ZSM-5 can be improved by the addition of
elements such as W, Ga, Ru, Cu Al, Co, Cu, Fe, Pt, Zn and Zr [3, 6–8], while V, Li and P on
the other hand tend to decrease the activity [3,8].
This work aims to reach a compromise of the activities of Mo/HZSM-5 catalyst (well
known highly active aromatization catalyst) after promotion with Fe, Co or Ni (well known
active hydrogen producing metals) for hydrocarbons and hydrogen production.
Experimental
The metal oxides powders (MoO3, Fe2O3, Co2O3 and Ni2O3) were obtained by calcining
ammonium heptamolybdate, iron, cobalt or nickel nitrates in air at 550oC for 4 h then deeply
mechanically mixed with HZSM-5 zeolite powder to produce 6wt%Mo, 3wt%Mo+3wt%Fe,
3wt%Mo+3wt%Co and 3wt%Mo+3wt%Ni/H-ZSM-5 catalysts, respectively. Natural gas
conversion was carried out under atmospheric pressure using a down-flow fixed bed reactor
composed of a silica tube 1.5 mm ID charged with 0.5 g catalyst heated at 700oC and a gas
hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 1500 ml g-1 h-1 at a time-on-stream of 240 min. The hydrocarbon
products were analyzed by Arnel Perkin Elmer-Claurs 500 Natural gas analyzer.
Results and discussion
It is evident from Fig. 1 that the overall conversion to hydrocarbons (ethylene and
aromatics) is significantly higher on the monometallic Mo/H-ZSM-5 against the bimetallic
Fe, Co or Ni-Mo/HZSM-5 catalysts at all time-on-stream values. The electronic structure
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Fig. 2. TGA of Mo, Mo-Fe, Mo-Co and MoNi/HZSM-5 catalysts.

play an important role in catalytic activity. In many cases a direct relationship has been found
between the catalytic activities of transition metals and the electronic properties of the unfilled
d-orbitals. Maximum reaction rates are found for metals with six to eight d- electron [9], i.e.,
Fe, Co or Ni which can be explained in terms of electronic effects. Moreover, the degree to
which the d orbitals are filled with electrons has considerable influence on the chemisorption
capability of metals. This would assist to strengthen the adsorption of CH4 which increase the
rate of coke formation as we move from Fe to Ni (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. Coke selectivity (a) and hydrogen selectivity (b) as a function of TOS using Mo, Mo-Fe, MoCo and Mo-Ni/HZSM-5 catalysts.

The electronegativity of the loaded metals can be summarized as follow: Fe (1.83), Co
(1.88), and Ni (1.91). The susceptibility of interaction with the H+ proton of HZSM-5 by
metal species will increase with increasing electronegativity from Fe to Co then to Ni, where
the metal oxide/carbide prefers to deposit on the strong acid sites of the HZSM-5 zeolite
surface and channels, causing masking of a part of acid sites and decreasing in the H+ proton
repulsion, and consequently increases the zeolite acid strength, which finally increases the
tendency to coke formation as well as hydrogen selectivity (Fig. 3) and hence a decrease of
the aromatics yield.
It has been found using the four current catalysts, that the coke production selectivity and
hydrogen production selectivity (Figure 3) at 5 min TOS, are ~72%and ~24%, respectively. A
carbon level of 72% on each catalyst is equivalent to 6 carbon atoms, whereas a hydrogen
level of 24% is equivalent to 24 hydrogen atoms, and hence, each carbon atom corresponds to
four hydrogen atoms, which is the composition of methane (CH4). This is, exactly the same
finding occurred when using Pd, Ir, Cr or W promoted-Mo/HZSM-5 catalysts, as well as their
unmodified Mo/H-ZSM-5 [10,11].
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Introduction.
The selective catalytic reduction of NOx with methane in the presence of oxygen excess
(NOx-SCR) is a promising method to reduce the NOx emission of power plants fuelled by
natural gas [1]. The transition metals-zeolite catalysts are able to activate the relatively stable
methane molecule for the reaction. Several studies suggest that indium-containing zeolites
show significant activity in the NOx-SCR [2,3]. The catalytic activity is generally attributed
to cationic indium species. On the other hand, Pd zeolites have also been reported as active
catalysts for the mentioned reaction [4] but they deactivate due to the agglomeration of Pd
cations into bulky PdO particles outside of the zeolite pore structure.
We recently achieved a significant improvement in catalytic activity using PdInHM catalysts
[5]. To avoid the problems of pressure drop and improve the transfer of energy and mass, the
powders are normally washcoated on monolithic supports. It is crucial to obtain structured
catalysts with catalytic properties similar to the powders. In this work, monolithic PdInZeolite
catalysts were prepared by washcoating. Fresh and used catalysts were characterized by XPS
and TEM-EDX techniques to establish a relationship with the catalytic activity of solids.
Experimental
In,H-zeolite samples were prepared by the method of reductive solid state ion exchange
(RSSIE). H-mordenite (H-M, Süd-Chemie AG; Si/Al = 6.7) and H-ZSM-5 (our synthetic
product; Si/Al = 33.0) were mixed with In2O3 applying intense co-grinding. The obtained
In2O3/H-zeolite mixtures were treated in H2 flow at 773K for 1 h, then cooled down to room
temperature in He flow and finally oxidized in O2 flow at 673 K. The Al/In ratio of the
obtained zeolitic catalysts was 3. Catalysts, having 0.5 wt% Pd content, were prepared by
impregnating the InH-Zeolite samples with a Pd(NH3)4(NO3)2 solution and by heating the
impregnated samples in O2 flow at 623K for 4 h. The respective catalysts were designated as
PdInHM and PdInHZSM5. The washcoating was performed by impregnating a suspension of
the powder catalysts in deionized water, on a cordierite support with square-section cells to
achieve the expected zeolite load (approximately 20% on dry basis). After each immersion,
N2 was blown to eliminate the excess liquid and achieve a homogeneously thick film on the
walls. It was dried in a stove and afterwards treated in He flow at 400 ºC for 2 h.
XPS analyses were performed in a multi-technique system (SPECS) equipped with a dual
Mg/Al X-ray source and a hemispherical PHOIBOS 150 analyzer operating in the fixed
analyzer transmission (FAT) mode. The spectra were obtained with a pass energy of 30 eV;
an Al Kα X-ray source was operated at 200W and 12 kV. Spectra were acquired in the In 3d,
Pd 3d, O 1s, C 1s, Si 2p, Si 2s and Al 2p regions. The Si 2p peak at 102.7 eV binding energy
(BE) was taken as internal reference. The splitting of In 3d5/2–In 3d3/2 XPS signals was
considered 7.6 eV for the signal processing. All the peaks were fitted by a Gaussian–
Lorentzian component wave-form in order to calculate the surface atomic ratio. The data
processing and peaks deconvolution were performed using the Casa XPS software.
Transmission electron microscopy investigations were carried out using a JEOL 2000 FXII
apparatus using an acceleration voltage of 200 kV.
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Results and Discussion
In previous work, we found that the addition of 0.5% of Pd to InH-mordenite enhances the
activity of the catalyst in the SCR of NO with methane. On the other hand, monoliths
prepared by washcoating showed a catalytic behavior similar to that of the original powders.
We analyzed by XPS the Pd 3d and In 3d
Used catalyst
electronic levels, along with those of the
In 3d 5/2
Calcined catalyst
zeolite structure. For all calcined samples
(air at 400 º C) we found an In3d 5/2
binding energy value near 445.5 eV; this
In 3d 3/2
corresponds to the InO+ species at
exchange positions (Figure 1). This
species is reported as active and selective
for the above mentioned reaction. After
being used in the SCR there was a shift
of about 1 eV to a lower binding energy
(BE) for the catalyst supported on
HZSM5. However, for the HMOR the
435
440
445
450
455
460 binding energy remained constant (Table
Binding Energy (eV)
I). On the other hand, the observed B.E
Figure 1: In 3d Binding Energy of PdInHM
for Pd 3d corresponds to PdO species.
Probably there was a migration of indium from the channels of zeolite to the surface after the
catalyst was used in SCR because the surface atomic
Table I: XPS In 3d 5/2
In/Si ratio increased. The PdInHM catalyst was
Binding Energy (eV)
analyzed by TEM and EDX and we found that after
Catalyst
Calcined
Used
the reaction there is an increase in the size of Pd
particles (15 nm to 30 nm) and these remained
445.5
444.5
InHZSM5
homogeneously distributed on the matrix and we PdInHZSM5
445.4
444.4
also found a segregation of indium (300 nm to less
445.7
445.8
PdInHM
than 4 nm). These results correlate with the catalytic
tests, which indicated that the activity of PdInHM increased after the first evaluation of the
solid while the catalyst supported on HZSM5 (PdInHZSM5) did not show this effect.
Conclusions
We observed that the activation of the PdInHM catalyst is due to a change of the interaction
of particles of Pd and In under reaction conditions. It was also possible to obtain the same
catalytic behavior as the powder catalyst when they were incorporated into monolithic
structures using the washcoating technique.
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Introduction
The replacing of classic, liquid-phase FC-acid catalysts with suitable solid acids is one
of the highest challenges of today’s research in heterogeneous catalysis. One of the conditions
of the successful replacing is the low reaction temperature for heterogeneous catalysts similar
as for homogeneous is used. As solid acid catalysts, mainly zeolites are in the focus of
interest. To approach the overall catalytic activity of heterogeneous zeolitic catalysts, the
influence of internal diffusion is necessary to eliminate to the highest possible extent. The
most known method have been for long time the dealumination, by which the strength of acid
zeolitic sites increased together with the creation of a secondary mesoporous system. Another
method for the creation of a secondary mesoporus and even macroporous system is
desilication [1-3]. From this point of view the mordenite is one of the most studied zeolites.
One of the industrial processes where the great effort is made to replace the FCcatalyst with more environmentally friendly solid acid is the alkylation od benzene with 1alkenes C10-C12 or even longer as a method for the preparation of cationactive surfactants
precursors. In this paper, the comparison between the dealumination and desilication as two
different processes of the secondary mesoporous system creation was studied in the alkylation
of benzene with 1-alkenes in liquid phase.
Experimental
Na-mordenite with Si/Al=6.4 was synthesized in Research Institute of Petroleum and
Hydrocarbon Gases in Bratislava. Ammonium form (NH4-M) was prepared by repeated
treatment with NH4NO3. H-form was prepared by calcinations of ammonium form at 500 °C
in the flow of air.
Dealuminated samples of mordenite were prepared by different combination of
hydrothermal treatment in deep-bed conditions at 780 °C and acid dealumination with HCl.
Desilication of mordenite was realized by the treatment of mordenite samples with 0.2-5 M
solutions of NaOH at 80°C (MD-0.2 – MD-5 according to the NaOH concentration).
Desilicated samples were ion exchanged with NH4NO3 solution and calcinated at 500 °C in
the flow of air.
XRD diffraction and SEM was used to characterize the crystallinity and crystal size
and morphology after desilication of mordenite. The formation of a secondary pore structure
after dealmination and desilication was measured by physical adsorption of nitrogen at -196,5
°C with data treatment by BET, t-plot and BJH methods. Acidity was determined by TPDA.
Catalytic activity in alkylation of benzene with 1-dodecene was realized in a mixed
batch reactor at 200 °C (Be:1-dodecene = 8.6:1 mol:mol, 2% wt. of catalyst).
Results and discussion
After dealumination, Si/Al ratio increased from 6.4 up to 45.5. As a result of
dealumination, a secondary mesoporous system was created, increasing St from 13 to almost
150 m2/g. At the same time the micropore volume stayed at high level of 0.170-0.200 cm3/g,
and the acidity decreased from 1.82 mmol/g to 0.36 mmol/g [4]. The size of a secondary
mesopores created was predominantly in the range of tens of nm.
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By desilication of mordenite with NaOH solution up to 2M concentrations the XRD
spectra confirmed the stability of mordenite structure [3]. Secondary porous structure formed
was substantionally greater – up to action of 1M NaOH with the diameter of 200-500 nm, and
after desilication with higher concentrated NaOH even in the range of macropores.
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The activity of mordenites after
dealumination
increased
with
the
dealumination degree from Si/Al=6.4 to 52
and it seams that by further dealumination
the activity could even increase- Fig. 1A.
On the other side, the desilication seems to
be positive for alkylation activity only at
very low NaOH concentration – up to
0.2M, further desilication decrease the
activity even if secondary pore system
increased – Fig. 1B. The selectivity to 2phenyl isomer of desilicated mordenites in
comparison with the parent mordenite did
nod changed, those of dealuminated
samples even little increased – Fig.2

Conclusions
Dealumination of mordenite creates the secondary porous system in the range of small
to middle mesopores, while desilication of mordenite creates a secondary porous system
falling to great mesopores and even to macropores. Even if the acidity of mordenites samples
after dealumination decreased, and the formation of a secondary porous system was in the
range of tens of mesopores, their activity in alkylation of benzene with 1-dodecene in liquid
phase was comparable and even higher than the activity of desilicated samples with higher
total acidities and with secondary porous system in the range of great mesopores and
macropores. The selectivity to 2-phenyldodecane for dealuminated mordenites was even little
greater (about 70% at more than 95% conversion) than for parent mordenite and its
desilicated forms.
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Introduction
Energy supply in the post-fossil era is one of the main concerns of Chemistry and a particular
challenge when transportation fuels are considered. First generation biocarburants such as
biodiesel (FAMEs) or ethanol from sugar cane or starch have been abandoned for competition
with food production. Hence, second generation biocarburants should be obtained from nonedible biomass (waste) that is grown elsewhere but on crop land. A valuable contribution to
the solution of this problem may be a process that has been presented recently [1]. Sylvan (2methylfuran) is the key-intermediate of this process and two molecules are subsequently
hydroxyalkylated with an aldehyde and alkylated with the resulting alcohol (see eq. 1). After
hydrodeoxygenation of the produced difuran derivative an alkane mixture is obtained with a
high cetane number (71).
+
O

O +

OH +
O

O

(eq. 1)
O

O

O

For the hydroxyalkylation/alkylation reactions Brönsted acidic resins have been employed [2,
3]. Herein, this reaction will be carried out with different catalysts involving zeolites and
resins and para-toluenesulfonic acid for comparison reason. It will be shown that zeolites are
interesting catalysts for this reaction and several hundreds of turnovers are achieved per
catalytic site.
Experimental
The catalytic activity of the materials were tested in the following way: 1.30 g (18.0 mmol) of
butanal were mixed with 3.00 g (36 mmol) of 2-methylfuran, a 50-mg sample of the catalyst
was added and the reaction mixture stirred magnetically and heated to 50 ºC for 8 h. Aliquots
were taken periodically and analyzed by gas chromatography.
Results and discussion
The reaction of Sylvan with butanal was carried out in the presence of USY and Beta zeolites.
The USY samples were commercial zeolites (Zeolyst) with Si/Al ratios from 2.5 to 27.5. The
Beta zeolites were synthesized in fluoride (Si/Al ratios from 13 to 103) and in alkaline
medium (Si/Al ratio from 13 to 112) and characterized by X-Ray diffraction to confirm the
zeolite structure and by ICP-EOS to determine the aluminium content. These samples were
tested in batch mode and the best results for each series is displayed in Table 1. It can be seen
that the highest conversion was achieved with zeolites involving a small range of Si/Al ratios
from 13 to 20. With the synthesized Beta samples yields of up to 60% were obtained (cf.
entries 3 and 4) and with a commercial sample 67% (entry 2). The yield was lower than the
90% achieved with the macroreticular resin Amberlyst 15 (entry 7), however, the unreacted
substrates can be recovered easily by distillation due to their low boiling point of 66 and 75 ºC
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for Sylvan and butanal, respectively. When the catalytic activity is compared with respect to
the number of catalytic sites, i.e. the mol of product per mol of active sites (turnover number,
TON), the zeolites were superior to the resin. A TON of up to 385 was observed with a zeolite
Beta sample synthesized in fluoride medium (entry 4) whereas the resin resulted only a TON
of 138 (entry 7). The mesoporous amorphous Al-MCM-41 showed also a high catalytic
activity with a TON of 402 and a comparable yield as the zeolites although considerable
amounts of the intermediary furfuryl alcohol derivative were observed (entry 6). With respect
to the initial activity measured after 15 min reaction time the USY zeolite achieved a similar
value as the macroreticular resin (cf. entries 5 and 7) whereas all zeolite Beta samples showed
only one third of this initial activity. This was probably due to the smaller pore size of zeolite
Beta that restricted the diffusion of the substrate and the diffusion out of the latter became rate
determining.
Table 1. Catalytic activity of different catalysts for the reaction of Sylvan with butanal.
Si/Al Ratio
Yieldb
TONc
Entry

Catalyst

1

p-TosOH

2

Beta (Zeolyst)

3

Beta (nanocrystalline)
–

Initial Activitya

[%]

[mol/mol]

1142

88

71

13

101

67

202

15

111

59

199

[mol/mol]

4

Beta F

20

89

60

385

5

USY (Zeolyst)

20

331

53

241

d

402

6

MCM-41

30

92

60

7
Amberlyst-15
314
90
138
initial activity in mmol of product/g of catalyst/h; measured after 15 min reaction time. b of
2,2'-butylidenebis[5-methylfuran] with a purity of at least 93% after 8 h reaction time. c mol
of product obtained per mol of Al. d only 88% of the obtained product was 2,2'butylidenebis[5-methylfuran] and 7% was 2-(1-hydroxybutyl)-5-methylfuran.
a

Conclusions
Brönsted acidic Beta zeolites and mesoporous molecular sieves are interesting catalysts for
the reaction of aldehydes with Sylvan to form Diesel precursors. The highest turnover
numbers were achieved with these catalysts that also provide the possibility of regeneration
by calcination in contrast to Brönsted acidic resins.
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Introduction

The amount of plastic wastes generated by our society is growing rapidly. The
low biodegradability of different plastics creates a serious environmental problem. Traditional thermal cracking can be applied to transform thermoplastics
into gases, liquid hydrocarbons and solid residue. However, thermal cracking
yields low value unstable hydrocarbons within a broad range of molecular
weight. Catalytic degradation generally operates at lower temperature and can
result products with better quality [1,2]. The objective of this work is to study
the potential of modified ZSM5 zeolite, MCM41 mesoporous silica and
hydrotalcites as catalysts for degradation of PE, PP, PS, PET and PVC using
thermal analytical method and laboratory reactor experiments.
Experimental
Commercial plastics: PE, PP, PS and PVC in granule form have been used as
model feed. The degradation of pure polymers was followed using either by
utilizing of thermoanalytical method (MOM Derivatograph Q, Hungary) or in a
laboratory batch reactor system with gaschromatographic product analysis
(Shimadzu GC2010, Japan).
The synthesized Na-ZSM-5 zeolite was modified by conventional or solid state
ion-exchange [3] to form H-, Fe-, Cu-, Ni- and Ti-ZSM5 samples, while the
mesoporous catalysts (Fe- and Ti-MCM-41) were synthesized by isomorphous
substitution [4], as well as the hydrotalcites containing Fe-, Cu-, Cr- or Caoxide in the Mg,Al-LDH structure. The fresh and used catalysts were characterized by XRD, TEM, N2 adsorption and IR-spectroscopy.
Results and discussion
The TG analysis of PET proves a relatively sharp, one steep weightloss with a
maximum in the DTG curve placed at 480 oC. This behavior corresponds with
the thermal degradation of this polyester of narrow molecular mass distribution.
On Fig. 1(a) the TG and DTG curves for PET/Ti-MCM41 catalyst mixture with
10 % catalyst content can be seen. The polymer degradation in the presence of
catalyst takes place at a lower temperature, due to the catalytic cracking. The
difference of the PET and the PVC in the catalytic degradation can be seen in
Fig. 1(b). The decomposition of PVC takes place at least in two steps.
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Fig. 1: Thermal analytical study of PET (a) and PVC (b) degradation over TiMCM41 catalyts
The laboratory reactor experiments proved that H-ZSM-5 catalyst possessing
strong acid sites resulted in less liquid products and more gaseous components
than the other, transition metal containing catalysts.
For PP degradation the non-acidic Ti-MCM41 and the Fe-ZSM-5 samples
produced liquid hydrocarbons with yields about 90%, which is higher than that
of non-catalytic thermal degradation. Similar results have been obtained for PS
degradation, however, the activity of the catalyst with small pore sizes (ZSM-5)
have had lower activity (no reaction observed below 350 oC).
The catalytic degradation of PVC takes place at least in two steps: the first one
is the leaving of HCl. In this reaction the catalysts with basic character (CaO,
CaCO3, hydrotalcites and Mg-Al-mixed oxides) have high activity, due to the
stabilization of the system by the reaction with the releasing HCl.
Conclusion
From the results obtained it can be concluded that not only the catalyst
framework but also the polymer structure determinate the activity of porous
materials in the catalytic degradation of plastic wastes. The polymer chain ends
are able to penetrate into the pore system of the catalyst. reaching the active
sites into the channel system.
Polymer with aromatic ring. i.e. PS and PET show lower activity in the case of
catalysts with smaller pore sizes (ZSM-5). By other hand, the higher pore size
resulted in higher initial reactivity, but the coke deposition was improved in the
catalysts of large pores, can lead to a fast deactivation.
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Introduction
The future scarcity of fossil fuels, the rising of their price, the pollution associated with their
use and the potential environmental disasters due to their collection, make necessary to
develop renewable and cleaned energy alternatives independent of fossil fuels. Hydrogen
based fuels offer an attractive alternative to the hydrocarbon fuels currently used. But to
realize the full benefits of a hydrogen economy-sustainability, increased energy security,
diverse energy supply and reduced air pollution hydrogen must be produced from available
renewable resources. Reforming of renewable biomass feedstocks [1], such as bioethanol, can
be used for hydrogen production [2,3]. Catalysts for H2 production from bioethanol steam
reforming is under development. High activity and selectivity are the main catalytic behaviors
for these materials. Besides selectivity and conversion, surface area of the support plays an
important role in the preparation of highly active and selective bioethanol steam reforming
catalysts. Zeolites have attracted much attention as catalysts and supports due to their high
surface due and functional characteristics, such as adsorption, acidity, ion exchange and
molecular sieve properties [4]. We have explored the activity, selectivity, and stability of Co
supported over a modified commercial Mordenite in the steam reforming of bioethanol.
Commercial Mordenite has been previously desilicated in order to generate mesoporosity and
increase the external surface. A complete characterization of Co-based modified Mordenite
catalyst has been carried out (XRD, BET area, TPR and TEM), which has allowed to establish
interesting relationships between its catalytic performance and physico-chemical properties.
Experimental
Modification of Mordenite zeolite was carried out treating the commercial Mordenite
(CBV20A from Zeolyst) with an alkaline solution. This treatment partially dissolves some Si
and/or Al yielding to the formation of ‘holes’ in the zeolite particles. The presence of these
‘holes’ results in the development of mesoporosity in the zeolite. Co was incorporated by
incipient wetness impregnation with an aqueous solution containing the required amount of
Co(NO3)2 6H2O to achieve a nominal concentration of 20 wt% of metal in the final catalysts.
The solid was further dried at room temperature for 16 h and after calcined in muffle oven at
873 K for 3 h. Catalytic test was carried out in a fully automated stainless steel fixed bed
continuous reactor at different reaction temperatures (673-873 K), H2O/Bioethanol of 13 and
atmospheric pressure. Catalysts were reduced in situ in flow of pure H2 before reaction. The
materials were characterized by N2 adsorption, XRD, TPR, and TEM in order to know their
physico-chemical properties more relevant.
Results and discussion.
Characterization by XRD and N2 adsorption shows that the modified MOR zeolite retains the
most part of its original crystallinity, while mesoporosity are generated. Mesoporosity is
confirmed by TEM, Figure 1. As it can be seen in these pictures there is no significant
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modification of the crystal size upon alkaline treatment, but large ‘holes’ are created inside of
the MOR particles.

Original
CBV20MOR

Modified MOR
CBV20‐001

Figure 1. TEM microphotographs of original MOR and modified.

Modified MOR zeolite containing alkaline metals (Na) and Co exhibits the highest catalytic
activity and hydrogen selectivity in the bioethanol steam reforming, Table 1. The presence of
alkaline metals (Na) improves the H2 selectivity and decreases the C2H4 production. Acid
sites and metallic cations (cobalt cations), has been detected in the samples without Na
(Co/mod-MOR, Co/MOR). It could explain the large amount of C2H4 produced by these
samples since the presence of acid sites and metallic cations favor the dehydration of ethanol
[2].
Table 1: Bioethanol conversion and products selectivity. Reaction conditions: 400ºC, atmospheric pressure,
H2O/EtOH of 13 and GHSV of 4700 h-1.
Catalyst
Co/MOR
Co/mod-MOR
Co/mod-MOR(Na)

EtOH
Conv.,
mol %
92,00
79,57
98,24

Selectivity, mol %
CH4
4,70
10,26
15,47

CO
6,29
12,10
18,87

CO2
7,21
9,64
12,03

H2
28,23
36,22
46,02

C2H4
46,92
18,98
0,24

C3H6
0,07
0,16
0,02

C2H4O
6,57
12,62
7,31

C3H6O
0,01
0,03
0,04

Conclusions
The results show that catalytic steam reform of bioethanol can be carried using modified
MOR zeolite containing alkaline metals (Na) and Co. Mesoporosity generated in the modified
MOR seems to account for the best results obtained with this modified zeolite. The results
here presented could be improved by removal the acid sites and metal cations within the
zeolite.
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Introduction
The Catalytic Wet Air Oxidation (CWAO) has become one of the most promising methods
for the treatment of phenolic compounds especially found in wastewaters. In order to promote
the efficiency of this technology, ruthenium supported catalysts have been used. In this light,
several supports have been investigated [1, 2]. Herein, CeO2-Al2O3 mixed oxides with
different weight ratios have been prepared using the sol-gel method and used as supports for
ruthenium catalysts. We study the catalytic behavior of 1%Ru/CeO2-Al2O3 in the CWAO of
p-hydroxybenzoic acid (p-HBZ) chosen as a model of phenolic compounds typically found in
olive mill wastewaters.
Experimental
CeO2 support was prepared by dissolving Ce(NO3)3•6H2O in absolute ethanol under vigorous
stirring. Then, droplets of NH4OH were added to obtain a precipitate. Al2O3 support was
synthesized via the sol-gel process by using aluminium tri-sec-butoxide as precursor and secbutanol as solvent. CeO2-Al2O3 mixed oxides were elaborated as follows: Ce(NO3)3•6H2O
was dissolved in sec-butanol. Ethylacetoacetate was then added into the solution to control
the hydrolysis-condensation reactions. A solution of aluminium tri-sec-butoxide in secbutanol was added in order to obtain 5, 10 and 20 as CeO2/(CeO2+Al2O3) weight ratio.
Finally, an aqueous solution of HNO3 (0.1M) was added to obtain a gel. All the samples were
dried in supercritical conditions (P = 42 bars; T = 263°C) of the solvent to obtain aerogels
which were calcined under oxygen at 500°C for 3h. The ruthenium catalysts (1 wt%
Ru/support) were prepared by impregnation of the support with ethanolic solution of
ruthenium(III) chloride. These catalysts were dried at 90 °C for 24 h and then reduced under
hydrogen at 300°C for 2 h. Characterization of samples was performed by means of N2
adsorption-desorption of nitrogen at 77 K, X-ray Diffraction (XRD), TPR, UV-Visible,
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The
CWAO of aqueous solutions of p-HBZ (10 mmol/L) has been carried out over the catalyst
(500 mg) at 140°C and 50 bar air. The kinetic of the degradation of organic compounds was
followed by HPLC.
Results and discussion
The textural properties and p-HBZ conversion after 7h of reaction over 1 wt% Ru/support
catalysts are summarized in Table 1. The introduction of different amount of Ce into system
increases the surface area of the pure supports. The high values of surface area of the Ru/CeAl catalysts indicate a high dispersion of the CeO2 in the Ce-Al aerogels mixed oxides.
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Nowadays, one of the important problem that we face is the global warming and the
increase of carbondioxide concentration in the atmosphere is the major cause of this
problem. For this reason, to decrease the amount of CO2 emitted during any chemical
reaction and to convert CO2 into feasable chemicals attracted the attention of the
researchers. Methanol has gained great importance with its physical and chemical
properties. Due to being used as a fuel; being converted into other alternative fuels,
being converted into other chemicals, like formaldehyde, researches are carried out to
find ways to produce methanol with high yields at moderate conditions.
Methanol synthesis reaction is limited by the equilibrium. A membrane reactor used to
removed some reaction products from the reaction system. This work has the purpose of
with zeolite membrane synthesis because, among inorganic materials, zeolite is a
promising candidate for high performance membranes for industrial applications. An Atype zeolite membrane was formed by hydrothermal reaction. A porous α-alumina tube
was used as the support for a zeolite membrane.Synthesis experiments were conducted
for various synthesis times by using a reaction mixture compositon. Higly crystalline
zeolite A could be synthesis from sodium silicate and sodium alüminate mixture with
large synthesis times. When zeolite A membrane was formed by different sources of
silicalite , particle size distrubiton of the product crystals were observed to change.
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High activity of ruthenium supported catalysts in CWAO of p-HBZ was observed. We found
that the optimal cerium content in the Al2O3 support was 20 wt%. The activity of the
Ru/Al2O3 and Ru/CeO2 was also tested for comparison. It was found that the addition of CeO2
on the alumina support improves the activity of Ru catalysts. The activity of the samples
decreases in the following order: Ru/Ce-Al (20) > Ru/Ce-Al (10) > Ru/Ce-Al (5)  Ru/Al2O3
> Ru/CeO2. This result is probably due to the fact that Ce-doping, with an optimum ratio,
allows a better ceria dispersion showing high surface area that improves the reducibility of
ceria and promotes the electronic properties and dispersion of the ruthenium particles.

Table 1 Textural properties and p-HBZ conversion after 7h of reaction over Ru catalysts
Catalyst
SBET * (m2.g-1) <Dp> (nm) p-HBZ conversion (%)
Ru/Ce-Al (20)
14
88
292 (303)
Ru/Ce-Al (10)
15
77
298 (306)
Ru/Ce-Al (5)
21
60
259 (262)
Ru/Al2O3
23
62
196 (233)
Ru/CeO2
13
53
40 (40)
*

The data in brackets are the SBET of the supports before impregnation, <Dp>: average pore diameter

The mixed oxide system plays a significant role to enhance the activity compared to the
corresponding single oxide. In fact, this new system ultimately enhances the catalytic activity.
The improvement of the activity could be attributed to the outstanding redox properties of
ceria-alumina mixed oxides and the capacity for these supports to favour the oxygen transfer
from the active site to the organic molecule.
Conclusions
Ruthenium catalysts supported on CeO2-Al2O3 mixed oxides prepared via sol-gel method
show high activity in CWAO of p-HBZ. The activity of 1%Ru/Ce-Al (20) is higher than that
of Ru/Al2O3 and Ru/CeO2 catalysts. This result is due to the synergy effect between ceria and
alumina affecting the surface structural properties of Ce-Al support. The high dispersion of
both the ruthenium particles and the CeO2 on alumina improves the catalytic activity.
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Introduction
In some refining operations the zeolite catalysts work at high temperatures in presence of
steam. In these conditions zeolites suffer dealumination processes, i.e., extraction of
framework aluminum, with consequent change in the number and distribution of active sites,
causing a variation of zeolite activity and selectivity. Therefore, the study of these
dealumination processes is very important, especially the effect they have over the properties
of own catalyst and over its activity and selectivity.
In the following work we study the effect of dealumination degree on the cracking activity of
MFI zeolite and the evolution of their active sites using cracking experiments.
Experimental
Cracking experiments were conducted using n-heptane as feed and He as carrier gas. MFI
zeolite sample, with a Si/Al ratio of 15, was obtained from PQ Zeolyst. The experiments were
carried out at atmospheric pressure. In all experiments the feed flow was constant. The
products of reaction were analyzed in a online G.C.
Dealumination process, also at atmospheric pressure, was conducted at 923 K with a steam
partial pressure of 36.2 kPa balanced with He until the specific dealumination time (tdeal).
Results and discussion
Firstly, we performed the experiments of catalytic cracking with non dealuminated zeolite.
Results of these from Fig. 1A show a small decrease on activity during the first few seconds
time on stream (TOS), followed by a very constant activity. This has been attributed to the
low coking ability of MFI [1]. However, when the reaction is carried out with zeolite which
will be progressively dealuminated with time (tdeal), the overall conversion (X) at the reactor
outlet strongly and continuously decreases with TOS (TOS ≡ tdeal). Note that, as a reference,
we have also included the purely thermal conversion (XT). Dealumination process produces a
loss of framework AlIV with the corresponding loss of Brönsted acidity [2] and, consequently,
a decrease on zeolite activity, more important than the slight fall of activity caused by the
coke formation. It should be noticed that the dealumination process occurred without loss of
crystallinity as indicated by the XRD and micropore volume of the sample.
Fig. 1B1 shows the Arrhenius plot at relatively high temperature for a family of catalysts
derived from original MFI zeolite by treatment with steam at different times. The lines, in this
figure, are not parallel for all dealumination times and the slope increases with time.
Consequently, there is an increase of the apparent activation energy of the cracking process
(EC) when the catalyst becomes more dealuminated. This variation may suggest that there is a
distribution of active sites with different acid strength. During the dealumination process, that
results in a loss of those acid sites, the sites with high enthalpy of adsorption (with lower
apparent activation energies) are the ones that are more rapidly depleted (or transform into
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others with lower enthalpies). In this sense, Dědeček et al. [3] show that during MFI
dealumination a change in the proportion of “Al pairs” to “single Al” occurs and even a
change in the cationic site for those “Al pairs”. This leaves a catalyst with a more
homogeneous distribution of active sites, in where the stronger acid sites have been
preferentially removed and the weaker ones are predominant.
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Figure 1. A: Overall (X) and thermal (XT) conversion vs. TOS at 923 K. Non dealuminated
zeolite (); Dealuminated zeolite at tdeal ≡ TOS (); Thermal conversion ()
B: Compensation effect. tdeal /s: 0 (); 120 (); 600 (); 1800 (); 3600 ()
Figures 1B shows that for dealumination times beyond 600 s, the apparent activation energies
remain constant tend to a limit value around 27.8 kcal mol-1, indicating that the catalyst
surface is quite homogeneous from the acid sites point of view. Nevertheless, the number of
active sites continues to be removed during dealumination time, as it is indicated by a
decrease in the apparent pre-exponential factor (AC), expressed per mass of catalyst.
The increasing linear dependence between ln AC and EC shown in Fig. 1B2 is typical of
processes in which there is a compensation effect [4]. This linear dependence, assuming that
the intrinsic kinetic parameters remain practically constant, implies a linear correlation
between the entropy and enthalpy of adsorption [5]. Therefore, the compensation effect
observed could be explained taking into account that the modification of the zeolite by steam
results in changes of the overall adsorption heats, while remaining constant the intrinsic
parameters of active sites.
Conclusions
From this study we can highlight that the steam dealumination leads to decreased activity by
loss of acid sites and as the catalyst is more dealuminated, the apparent activation energy
increases until reaching a constant value. We have also observed a compensation effect,
possibly due to the variation of adsorption parameters by a selective dealumination of
different acid sites during that process.
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Introduction
Solid materials that allow for molecular-level fine structural and compositional tuning
have attracted increased attention to mimic enzyme reactions. Layered inorganic solids and
the derivatives are the possible candidates due to the large surface area derived from welldefined nanostructures composed of ultrathin oxide layers (so called “nanosheets”) and
materials’ diversity. Among them, the organic derivatives with silane coupling reagents have
exhibited molecular recognition abilities, possibly due to spatially arranged one or multiple
kinds of functional groups in the interlayer nanospace.1 These reports motivate us to
investigate stereo-, region-, and chemoselective syntheses of target organic compounds on
silylated layered materials.
In the synthesis of bisphenol A from acid-catalyzed condensation between acetone and
phenol, it is known that the selectivity of the desired p,p’ isomer to the by-product o,p’ one
enhances when the reaction is conducted in the presence of thiol, accordingly, a lot of efforts
has been done to design heterogeneous catalysts containing sulfonic acid and thiol groups.2
In the present study, we have synthesized the silylated derivatives of a layered silicate,
magadiite, modified only with propylsulfonic acid and interestingly found that the p,p’ isomer
formed with an extraordinary p,p’/o,p’ isomer ratio (~ 1000) when the amount of the
immobilized propylsulfonic acid, which directly correlates to the spatial distribution in the
interlayer nanospace, was tuned.
Experimental
The immobilization of propylsulfonic acid group on a layered silicate, magadiite
(Na2Si14O29), was conducted on the basis of the reported method with slight modification.3
The dodecyltrimethylammonium ion-exchanged form of magadiite (abbreviated as DTMAmag) was mixed with a solution of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS) in toluene and
the solvent was evaporated from the mixture. The precipitation was reacted with a solution of
of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride in ethanol at room temperature for 72 h and
the product was separated by filtration followed by washing with a mixture of ethanol and 0.1
mol L-1 of an aqueous hydrogen chloride solution, yielding the mercaptopropylsilylated
derivative of magadiite (MPSx-mag; x denotes the amount (groups) of the attached MPS per
Si14O29 unit). The mercaptopropylsilylated derivative was mixed with 7 mol L-1 of an
aqueous nitric acid solution and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 6 h. The
sulfonated product (SPSy-mag; y denotes the amount (groups) of the attached MPS per Si14O29
unit) was separated by filtration, washed with water, and 0.1 mol L-1 of an aqueous hydrogen
chloride solution. To control the amount of the attached propyl sulfonic acid (SPS), the added
amount of MPS was tuned.
The synthesis of bisphenol A was conducted as follows: SPSy-mag was added to vaial
(50 mL) and dried under vacuum at 60 oC for 6 h. Phenol (2400 per H+ in mole) and acetone
(300 per H+ in mole) were added, the vaial was sealed under argon, and the mixture was
stirred at 90 oC for 48 h. The catalyst was removed by filtration ad washed with acetonitrile
to a total filtrate volume of 100 mL, and the products were quantified by HPLC analysis.
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Results and discussion
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results indicate the attachment of of the products.
MPS on the silicate sheet via SiO-Si bond (Fig. 1 inset). The 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra (Fig. 2) and compositions of
MPS1.2-mag before and after oxidation revealed that the attached thiol was quantitatively
converted to sulfonic acid. Similar results on XRD patterns, NMR spectra, and elemental
analyses were obtained when the amount of the added MPS was changed, indicating the
formation of sulfonated magadiites with different amount of the attached SPS, which directly
correlates to the spatial distribution in the interlayer space (Table 1).
When all the obtained propylsulfonated materials were used for the synthesis of
bisphenol A from acid-catalyzed condensation between acetone and phenol, p,p’-bisphenol A
was preferentially formed. Higher selectivity was obtained when SPSy-mag with larger
amount of the attached SPS was used. Surprisingly, SPS1.2-mag gave the best result with a
p,p’/o,p’ isomer ratio of ca. 1000 (Table 1), which was considerably larger than those reported
for other heterogeneous catalysts; for example, p,p’/o,p’ isomer ratio of 20 was obtained on a
mesoporous silica modified with thiol and sulfonic acid.2a When the surface coverage with
propyl sulfonic acid is higher, the size and geometry of the interlayer void is so matched with
those of p,p’-bisphenol A that propyl and sulfonic acid groups attached on the catalyst surface
cooperatively interact with phenyl and hydroxyl groups of the product (Fig. 3).
SH
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a
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O O O O
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Table 1. Catalytic activities of materials tested.
Catalyst

Distance
Activity
between adjacent
/ mmol
silyl groups / nm
per H+ h
SPS1.2-mag
0.64
0.15
SPS0.70-mag
0.88
0.058
0.91
0.037
SPS0.60-mag
0.64
0
MPS1.2-mag
0
H2-mag*
*Proton-exchanged form of magadiite.

p,p’/o,p’
isomer
ratio
943
42
28
-

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of p,p’-bisphenol
A formation in the SPS-mag bearing higher
surface coverage with propyl sulfonic acid.
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Introduction
One of the major industrial routes to (-)-menthol is the Takasago process. It involves two key
steps, the isomerization of (+)-citronellal to (+)-isopulegol with an aqueous ZnBr2 catalyst,
and its hydrogenation to (-)-menthol
B
(Scheme 1, route A) [1]. A greener
alternative is the substitution of
homogeneous methodologies with
cleaner heterogeneous approaches.
1A
The use of bifunctional solid catalysts
2A
CHO
OH
OH may even simplify this synthesis
leading to one-pot procedure (route
B). Unfortunately, although several
isopulegol
rac-citronellal
menthol
active and selective heterogeneous
Scheme 1. The synthesis of menthol from citronellal in
catalysts for the one-pot synthesis of
two stepts (route 1A+2A) and in one-pot (route B)
menthols from citronellal have been
reported the diastereoselectivity in the (+)-menthol isomer was generally lower than that with
homogeneous catalysts (52–76% vs 94%). Very recently we reported fluoride-based materials
as a new porous catalysts family in which the surface area and pore size can be tuned
accordingly to the preparation route [2]. In the light of the above information we present in
this study the diastereoselective one-pot synthesis of (+)-menthol using an ionic gold
supported on a porous metal fluoride catalyst.
Experimental
Mesoporous MgF2 supports with surface area of 276 m2/g and pore size of 24 Å were
prepared using a reported procedure and used as support [2]. The ionic gold-supported on
MgF2 catalysts were synthesized as reported elsewhere by deposition of Au via impregnation
with tetrachloroauric acid. Au-x denoted the activation temperature. The obtained samples
were characterized by ICP-AES, XRD, EXAFS, XPS, TG-DTA, DR-UV-Vis and cyclic
voltammetry. Activity tests were carried out in pressurized reactors as described in Ref. [3].
Results and discussion
As evidenced by ICP-AES, a complete impregnation of the gold compound on the
mesoporous MgF2 co-catalyst was achieved without any loss of gold and the final
concentration was 4.0 wt% Au. Because tetrachloroauric acid is not stable in water, chloride
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ions become partially substituted by hydroxyl groups resulting in an acidic impregnation
solution. Thus, the surface of the magnesium fluoride becomes protonated and positively
charged. Therefore, the negatively charged chloride-containing gold complexes should
strongly adsorb on the positively charged support surface resulting in immobilized ionic gold
nanostructures, as EXAFS shown.

[AuCl3-i OHi+1 ] - MgF2

[AuCl4-iOHi]- + MgF2

(i = 0-3)

Their thermal activation at 100ºC preserve the Au3+ species while at 150ºC a reduction of
Au3+ to Au+ or even to metallic species takes place. Different techniques used for the
characterization of the prepared samples confirm these suppositions. However, the catalytic
tests demonstrated the catalytic active species are Au3+. In the presence of the molecular
hydrogen it is slightly reduced to Au+ species that is non-active for the hydrogenation step.
An interesting feature of these catalysts is the easy re-oxidation capacity of the Au+ species to
Au3+ by their simple exposure to air atmosphere. This capacity was also demonstrated by
electrochemical studies. Based on these structural features we have demonstrated that one-pot
synthesis of menthols is possible with selectivities of 92.5% for almost total conversion with a
preserved ds of (±)-menthol: (±)-neo-menthol = 87.8 : 12.2. The identified catalytic cycle is
given in Scheme 2.
Table 1. The catalytic performances of Au/MgF2 [a]
Sample
X[%]
Sisopulegols[%]
[b]
MgF2
95.0
87.0
Au-100
99.0
57.0
Au-150
0.5
0
[c]
99.0
39.2
Au-100
Au-100[d]
99.0
7.5

Smenthols[%]
43.0
0
60.8
92.5

[a] Reaction conditions: 100 mg catalyst, 1.0 mL (860 mg) citronellal, 5 mL toluene, 80°C, 15 atm H2, 22 h. [b] The
cyclization of citronellal to isopulegol: 100 mg catalyst, 1.0 mL citronellal, 5 mL toluene, 80°C, 6 h. [c] The second catalytic
charge. [d] The third catalytic charge.
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In conclusion, we have shown the bifunctional Au3+/MgF2 mesoporous catalyst is
able to catalyze, for the first time, the
diastereoselective one-pot heterogeneous
synthesis of (±)-menthol. These results also
propose a route for the preparation of ionic
noble metals on mesoporous fluoride
supports as bi-functional catalysts.
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Scheme 2. Catalytic cycle for the one-pot synthesis of menthol
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Introduction
Friedel-Crafts alkylation is a very important reaction of organic chemistry that is used for the
production of a large variety of chemicals for a wide range of industrial segments. An
important chemical compound obtained through the benzylation of benzene is
diphenylmethane (DPM) (Scheme 1). DPM and its derivatives are industrially important
compounds used as pharmaceutical intermediates [1] and fine chemicals [2]. In the fragrance
industry diphenylmethane has been used as both a fixative and a scenting soap, as a synergist
in some insecticides and as a plastisizer for dyes [3]. The identification of a zeolite catalyst
for this step may then provide solutions for similar reactions.

+

catalyst
CH 2 OH

H 2C

+

CH 2OCH 2

+

- H 2O

Benzyl alcohol (BnOH)

Diphenylmethane (DPM)

Dibenzyl ether (DBE)

Polyalkylated by-products

Scheme 1. Friedel–Crafts benzylation of benzene with benzyl alcohol.
Experimental
Commercial zeolites with different structures and chemical compositions were purchased
from different companies (H-Beta zeolites: PQ25 (Si/Al=10.0) and PQ75 (Si/Al=3.0)
Mordenites: HSZ 600 (Si/Al=35.8) and CBV 20A(Si/Al=10.8)). They have been
characterized using nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms, NH3-TPD, Py-FT-IR and
dynamic light scattering experiments (DLS). The benzylation reactions were carried out in
free solvent conditions using three reaction methodologies: (A)- adding all benzyl alcohol at
the beginning of the reaction, (B)- by dropwise addition of benzyl alcohol (1-2 drops/min for
4 hours) and (C)-under continuous flow conditions (with different: molar ratio of B/BnOH:
1/1, 5/1, 10/1; flow: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3mL/min and temperatures: 373K and 423K). In a typical
procedure, the catalyst (0.12- 0.60 g) was mixed with 40 mmol of benzene and 40 mmol of
BnOH. All reactions were carried out at 323-423K for 5 min-6 h under vigorous stirring
(1400rpm).
Results and discussion
While some differences were observed among the surface areas (PQ25= 465m2/g;
PQ75=534m2/g; HSZ 600=438m2/g and CBV 20A=362m2/g), depending both on the Si/Al
ratios and the type of zeolite, the pore volume of these materials is very close (PQ25=
0.19mL/g and PQ75=0.18mL/g; HSZ 600=0.18mL/g and CBV 20A=0.16mL/g), that is in a
very good concordance with the typical high external surface area of beta zeolites.
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Following the methodology A the etherification of benzyl alcohol to DBE is faster than the
benzylation of benzene DPM. On the other hand, the variation of the selectivity to DPM
(from 9.1 to 30.9) as a function of the reaction temperature and time suggests that the
generated DBE acts as an alkylating agent [4]. With methodology B, an apparent high excess
of benzene into the reaction medium is induced and the etherification reaction may be
confined. The use of flow methodology (C) brings several advantages as, for example, an
improved heat and mass transfer and a precise control over reaction conditions.
Consequently, important improvements of the chemical reaction in terms of yield, selectivity
and reproducibility were achieved. Under optimal conditions following the route (B),
selectivities of 77% in DPM were achieved for a conversion of BnOH of 58% in 4h of
reaction at 353 K. The flow procedure (C) appeared however to be more advantageous. Thus
a selectivity of almost 90% of DPM, for a conversion of 99.2% of BnOH was obtained. It has
to be pointed out that the investigated catalytic system has also some practical advantages
such as: (i) availability and low costs of the catalysts; (ii) simple and practical experimental
set-up; (iii) easier purification of the final product due to the lower content of by-products.
The catalytic efficiency combined with practical advantages of the catalytic experimental setup and the “green” elements of the reaction itself make this process appealing even in the
commercial stage. Table 1 compiles results obtained with all three reaction methodologies.
Table 1 Benzylation of benzene with benzyl alcohol at 373K over zeolite PQ25.
By-products (%)
Methodology
CBnOH (%)
SDPM (%)
DBE
A
B
C
A*
C*

72.6
57.9
20
96.8
99.2

18.7
77.0
24.8
56.7
88.9

77.9
17.2
75.2
43.3
9.4

Polyalkylated
benzene
3.4
5.8
1.7
0.2
1.7

Reaction conditions: 3.56 mL of benzene; 4.16 mL of BnOH; 600 mg of catalyst PQ25; reaction time
= 4h; *Molar ratio B/BnOH=10/1: 35.6 mL of benzene; 4.16 mL of BnOH; 600 mg of catalyst.

Among the investigated catalysts the zeolite beta PQ25 was the most effective. Actually, the
performances of the catalysts followed the order PQ25 > PQ75 > HSZ600 > CBV20A. This
order accounts of several structural and textural factors: number and strength of the acid sites,
exposed surface, particle size. Recycling tests showed that the catalysts kept the activity and
selectivity to DPM at least for four reaction cycles.
Conclusions
This catalytic study demonstrated that the benzylation of benzene can be carried out in
“green” advantageous conditions even by using a less reactive alkylating agent as BnOH and
with commercial catalysts as Beta zeolites.
Acknowledgements: This work was financially supported by CNCSIS (PN II TE 91/2010 project).
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Introduction
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline porous solids composed of a threedimensional network of metal ions held in place by multidentate organic molecules. In recent
years, MOFs have received considerable attention as potentially valuable materials for gas
storage and catalysis. Until now, most of the studies on
the catalytic activity of MOFs are focused on structures
that contain coordinative unsaturated metal sites, as it is
often believed that the coordinative saturated MOFs will
not be catalytically active. In this contribution we will
discuss the catalytic performance of a completely
saturated Metal Organic Framework, V-MIL-47 [1], in
the oxidation of cyclohexene [2]. Furthermore the
synthesis of the amine and nitro functionalized MIL-47
will be discussed and the catalytic performance of these
MIL-47 analogues with extra electron donating or
withdrawing groups will be compared to the conventional MIL-47 in the oxidation of
cyclohexene. Moreover a catalytic cycle, based on molecular modeling on the V-MIL-47 will
be presented.
Experimental
MIL-47 was synthesized according to a route described in literature [1]. Also the synthesis of
the amine functionalized MIL-47 and the oxidation of the amine group towards the nitro
group was based on a procedure described in literature [3,4].
For the catalytic tests, a 100 ml round bottom flask was charged with 30 ml of chloroform
used as solvent, 5 ml of cyclohexene and 6.2 ml of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (used as internal
standard). We have used 2 oxidants, namely tert-butylhydroperoxide (TBHP) in water and
TBHP in decane. The substrate/oxidant ratio was 1/2. The reaction mixture was stirred during
a required time and at a temperature of 50 degrees under an inert argon atmosphere. Aliquots
were gradually taken out of the mixture, diluted with ethylacetate and subsequently analyzed
by GC. After a catalytic run, the catalyst was recovered by a simple filtration on a combined
nylon-membrane filter, washed with acetone and vacuum dried overnight. The filtrate was
analyzed by XRF to determine the leached vanadium.
All systems have also been modelled on the B3LYP/6-311+g(3df,2p) level of theory to
calculate the reaction kinetics.
Results and discussion
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In Figure 1, the total cyclohexene conversion and detailed product distribution in the
cyclohexene oxidation with TBHP in water for MIL-47 is shown. As can be seen from this
figure, MIL-47 shows a remarkable activity for the conversion of cyclohexene which is
comparable to the homogeneous catalyst VO(acac)2 having the same loading of vanadium.
Heterogeneity and stability tests have been performed indicating that the use of TBHP in
decane as oxidant enhances the stability of the catalyst after successive runs. Moreover, XRF
analysis of the filtrate after catalysis, has clearly shown that the leaching of V can be
neglected when TBHP in decane is used as oxidant.

Figure: The catalytic performance of MIL-47 in the oxidation of cyclohexene with TBHP in
water as oxidant (numbers1-4 represent the yield of each product)
Theoretical calculations on the structurally similar homogeneous catalyst VO(acac)2 have
revealed that the succesful epoxidation is accompanied by a linker exchange with TBHP. A
similar mobility of the terephthalic linkers is required to explain the high catalytic activity of
the saturated vanadium center in MIL-47. Furthermore, a profound study of the effect of extra
electron donating or withdrawing groups on the catalytic performance will be discussed in
detail in comparison to the MIL-47.
Conclusions
MIL-47 shows a remarkable catalytic activity in the oxidation of cyclohexene. Furthermore,
the use of TBHP in decane as oxidant reduces the leaching and enhances the stability of the
catalyst. Moreover, initial theoretical calculations have shown that a linker has to fold away to
explain the high catalytic activity of MIL-47.
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Introduction
The Friedel-Crafts acylations of aromatic compounds are important reactions for the
production of intermediates of fine chemicals. Traditional homogeneous Friedel-Crafts
catalysts like AlCl3, BF3 and H2SO4 involve several problems like difficulty in separation and
recovery, disposal of spent catalyst, corrosion, high toxicity, moisture sensitivity and
undesirable reactions. The replacement of the homogeneous catalysts by heterogeneous can
overcome these problems whereas the most challenging group of tested materials is zeolites
[1,2]. Metal organic frameworks have attracted a great deal of attention in the past decade.
These coordination polymers connecting together metal ions with organic linkers combine
properties of organic and inorganic porous materials. MOFs are promising materials in size-,
shape- and enantio-selective catalysis.
This work is aimed to study the acylation of p-xylene with acid anhydrides and acyl chlorides
over zeolites and MOFs. The effect of the acylating agent, the structure of catalyst and the
Si/Al ratio of zeolites on the course of the reaction was tested. In addition, the effect of the
amount of the catalyst, the molar ratio of substrate/acylating agent on the conversion and
selectivity in p-xylene acylation was studied.
Experimental
Acylation of p-xylene was carried out in multi-experiment work station StarFish. Acylation
experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure and temperature 130 °C. Zeolites
(Mordenite, Ferrierite, Beta, ZSM-5, SSZ-35 and USY (0.2 and 0.6 g cat.)) with different
Si/Al ratios and MOFs (Cu-BTC, Fe-BTC and MIL100(Cr) (0.2 g cat.)) were used. Benzoyl
chloride, hexanoyl chloride, propionic anhydride and isobutyric anhydride were used as
acylating agents. The course of the acylation reaction was monitored by gas chromatography
and mass spectroscopy.
Results and discussion
The highest conversions of acylating agent were achieved over large pore zeolites Beta and
USY with all tested acyl chlorides and acid anhydrides. Conversion of benzoyl chloride
decreased in the order: USY 79.8 % > Beta 50.8 % > Mordenite 43.9 % > ZSM-5 37.5 % >
SSZ-35 22.4 % > Ferrierite 15.8 % (Fig. 1).
Selectivities to monoacylated p-xylene over USY zeolite were following: benzoyl chloride
90.5 % > propionic anhydride 78.0 % > hexanoyl chloride 67.2 % > isobutyric anhydride 33.1
% (at conversion of acylating agent 40 %). It was found that for acylation of p-xylene with
propionic anhydride the optimum concentration of active sites contains zeolite Beta with
Si/Al ratio 25 while the highest isobutyric anhydride conversion was achieved over zeolite
Beta with Si/Al ratio 19.
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Figure 1. Acylation of p-xylene with benzoyl chloride: ■ Beta, ▲ USY, ● ZSM-5, □
Mordenite, ○ Ferrierite, ∆ SSZ-35.

MOFs materials were found to be effective catalysts in p-xylene acylation. Benzoyl chloride
conversions decreased in the order: Fe-BTC 100 % > USY 46.1 % > Cu-BTC 39.6 % > Beta
33.4 % > MIL100(Cr) 25.2 %. It was found that conversion of benzoyl chloride over Fe-BTC,
Cu-BTC and MIL100(Cr) increased with increasing amount of catalyst. Conversion of
benzoyl chloride increased with decreasing concentration of acylating agent over all tested
MOFs.
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Introduction
In recent years, the development of ordered mesoporous polymers – a new class of
mesoporous materials – has attracted increasingly attention since these materials combine the
large surface areas and porosity of mesoporous materials with the characteristics of organic
polymers. In the field of catalysis, these materials are nowadays explored as straightforward
heterogeneous support for different types of catalytic reactions. [1,2] An important advantage
of phenol/formaldehyde resins is the very high mechanical and hydrothermal stability,
especially in comparison with the relative unstable silica based mesoporous materials. [3]
In this study, highly ordered mesoporous
phenolic resins are discussed as acid catalyst
in the esterification of propanol with acetic
acid. The polymers are sulfonated using two
different sulfonation routes: (a) by direct
sulfonation of the aromatic rings and (b) by
grafting sulfonic acid precursors on the
hydroxyl groups. These acid solid catalysts
are investigated for their catalytic activity in
esterification reactions.
Figuur 1 - Sulfonation of mesoporous
phenolic resins: (a) via the aromatic ring
and (b) via the hydroxyl groups
Experimental
Ordered mesoporous phenolic resins are synthesized as reported by Zhang et al. [4] The
polymers are sulfonated by different procedures (table 1):
Via the hydroxylgroups with grafting of SO3H-silane precursors on the surface:
- insert 2: mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane and oxidation of the propyl group to sulfonic
acid group
- insert 3: 2-(4-chlorosulfonylphenyl)ethyltri-methoxysilane.
Via the aromatic ring by stirring the mesoporous solid in:
- insert 4: 2.5M H2SO4 solution
- insert 5: 2.5M H2SO4 solution with triflic acid anhydride
- insert 6: chlorosulfonic acid in dichloromethane
Via the aromatic ring by a gas phase reaction:
- insert 7: with fuming sulphuric acid
Insert 8 is a commercial available acid resin (Amberlyst-16) as a reference catalyst.
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Results and discussion
The mesoporous resins exhibit large surface areas of more than 500 m²/g, large pore volumes
(0,5 cm³/g) and narrow pore size distributions (6 nm). The acidity is determined by an acidbase titration and catalysts with acidities ranging from 0.2 to 2 mmol H+/g are synthesized
(table 1).
Table 1 – Overview of the acidity and the
catalytic activity of the different catalysts
a
Acidity (mmol H+/g),
b
Propanol conversion (%) after three hours reaction
time

Figuur 2 – Propanol conversion in function of
time with (a) FDU-15-SO3H (insert 7) and (b)
amberlyst-16 (insert 8)
Propanol (30 mmol), acetic acid (100 mmol) and
toluene (30 mmol, internal standard) were refluxed
in a two-necked round bottom flask under vigorous
stirring under argon atmosphere at 90°C.
Subsequently, 25 mg of the dried catalyst was
added. The propanol conversion was followed by
sampling 0.1 ml of the reaction medium at several
times. The sample was immediately diluted with
0.5 ml acetonitrile and injected in the gas
chromatograph.

1 P/F resin
2 - Hydroxyl
3 - Hydroxyl
4 - Aromatic ring
5 - Aromatic ring
6 - Aromatic ring
7 - Aromatic ring
8 Reference

Catalyst
Blanco
Pr-SO3H
Ph-SO3H
H2SO4
H2SO4/Tf2O
ClSO3H
Fum. H2SO4
Amberlyst-16

Ac.a Conv.b
0.02 16
0.23 9
0.71 97
0.24 24
0.59 51
1.31 60
1.90 98
4.20 91

(a)
(b)

The acid catalysts are evaluated for their catalytic activity in the esterification of acetic acid
with propanol. Table 1 gives an overview of the propanol conversion after three hours. The
catalytic tests were performed with the same catalyst mass. Figure 2 shows the conversion
curve of propanol in function of time of the sulfonated resin with the highest acidity (insert 7)
and the commercial resin Amberlyst-16 (insert 8). Although, the acidity per gram is half of
the commercial catalyts, the initial reaction rate for the sulfonated FDU-15 is significantly
higher compared to Amberlyst-16. Moreover, the FDU-15-SO3H catalyst reaches total
propanol conversion after 60 minutes already. These preliminary results show that this
straightforward acid catalyst has excellent acidic properties and is promising for other types of
acid catalyzed esterification reactions.
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Introduction
The successful synthesis of SBA-15-type ordered mesoporous silicas overcome the main
limitations of MCM-41 (i.e. thermal and hydrothermal stability) and opened up many
opportunities for new applications, particularly as catalysts. Among various metal-doped
SBA-15 silicas, Al-containing SBA-15 has great potential in moderate acid-catalyzed
reactions (e.g. alkylation). Therefore, efforts have been made to introduce Al and to create
Brönsted acidity in the neutral silica framework of SBA-15 by various synthetic strategies,
which include direct synthesis and post-synthesis grafting. However, as compared to these
conventional methods, the two-step ‘pH adjusting method’ is more convenient to get higher
amounts of tetrahedral aluminium onto SBA-15 and thus an enhanced number of Brönsted
acid sites [1,2]. Within this context, we use ammonia adsorption microcalorimetry to study
the effect of Si/Al ratio on the acidic properties of Al-SBA-15 synthesized by the ‘pH
adjusting method’ in relation to their catalytic properties in the tert-butylation of phenol.
Experimental
Al-SBA-15 samples (AS-X, X = Si/Al in gel) were prepared by a modified ‘pH-adjusting
method’ [1] using Al(NO3)2·9H2O as aluminium source. The calcined solids were
systematically characterized by ICP-AES to assess Si/Al atomic ratio and by low-angle XRD,
N2 physisorption at -196 oC and 27Al MAS NMR to investigate the structural and textural
features as well as the coordination of Al atoms. Acidic properties were studied by volumetric
ammonia adsorption/readsorption measurements at 80 oC and by heat flow microcalorimetry
[3]. The catalytic tests were performed in the liquid-phase alkylation of phenol (PhOH) with
tert-butyl alcohol (TBA) at 70 oC [4].
Results and discussion
The XRD patterns exhibit three well-resolved peaks indexed as the (100), (110) and (200)
reflections associated with the p6mm hexagonal symmetry typical of SBA-15 materials. The
samples display N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of type IV assigned to 2-D hexagonal
mesostructures with cylindrical pores. As shown in Table 1, the specific surface area (SBET)
and pore volume (Vpore) vary with the Si/Al ratio. The pore size (Dmeso) decreases as more
aluminium is grafted on the SBA-15 surface, in line with the increase in pore thickness (Tpore).
Table 1. Structural, textural and acidic properties of Al-SBA-15 materials
ICP
Sample

AS-100
AS-50
AS-20
AS-10
AS-5

Si/Al

130
71.0
24.7
11.7
5.2

XRD
d100
Tpore
(nm)
(nm)

8.9
8.6
8.8
8.6
8.6

0.7
0.9
1.9
2.1
2.8

N2 adsorption/desorption
SBET
Vpore
Dmeso
(m2/g)
(cm3/g)
(nm)

345
360
380
400
420

1.25
1.15
1.10
1.08
0.90

9.6
9.0
8.2
7.8
7.2

NH3 ads. microcalorimetry
Vtot 0.2 torr
Virr 0.2 torr
(µmol/g)
(µmol/g)

204
285
421
520
650

76
133
188
280
295

Catalysis
TOF
(h-1)

6.39
5.80
5.73
4.76
3.73
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Figure 1. A. Differential heat of ammonia adsorption onto Al-SBA-15 samples;
B. Initial reaction rates in the O- and C-alkylation of PhOH with TBA
27

Al MAS NMR data pointed out that calcined Al-SBA-15 samples contain more tetrahedral
aluminium (TAl) than octahedral (OAl) for Si/Al = 100-10, whereas AS-5 sample contains
larger amounts of OAl and even pentahedral Al (PAl). Moreover, TAl/OAl ratio diminished with
the increase in the Al content, suggesting a similar variation of the Brönsted/Lewis acid sites
ratio. However, as observed from the equilibrium NH3 adsorption/readsorption measurements
and the profiles of differential adsorption heat (Fig.1A), the samples containing more grafted
Al show an improved acidity in terms of the number and strength of the acid sites. Thus, the
total number of acid sites (volume of adsorbed NH3, Vtot 0.2 torr) as well as the number of strong
acid sites (volume of irreversible adsorbed NH3, Virr 0.2 torr), increase with the decrease in Si/Al
ratio (Table 1). The alkylation of PhOH with TBA over Al-SBA-15 results in two different
classes of products: O-alkylated products (tert-butylphenylether: TBPE) and C-alkylated
products (2- and 4-tert-butylphenol: TBP and 2, 4-di-tert-butylphenol). As shown in Fig.1B,
the initial reaction rates in O- and C-alkylation increase with the decrease in Si/Al ratio from
100 to 10 and then decrease for AS-5, despite its higher acidity. Nevertheless, TOF number
decreased as Si/Al ratio decreases. Interesting, for all catalysts, TBPE is the main product in
the early stages of the alkylation reactions, as already reported for large-pore zeolites [4]. The
4-TBP/2-TBP ratio was 1±0.1 at all conversion values.
Conclusions
Mesoporous Al-SBA-15 was successfully synthesized by the ’pH-adjusting method’ which
allowed grafting of large amounts of Al atoms on the siliceous SBA-15 framework. Structural
and textural analyses indicated ordered hexagonal mesoporous structures for all samples. In
line with 27Al MAS NMR data, ammonia adsorption microcalorimetry indicated an improved
number and strength of the acid sites for the samples containing more aluminium, in good
agreement with the catalytic activity for the alkylation of phenol with tert-butyl alcohol.
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Introduction
Over the last decade, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have been introduced as a new class
of heterogeneous catalyst systems. Rapid progress is being made in developing MOF-based
catalysts for selective oxidation of hydrocarbons. One approach consists in designing MOFs
that possess metallic clusters with catalytic centers. Corma et al. have investigated Cu-pymo
and Co-ZIF-9, in which the clusters are responsible for the selective oxidation of tetralin in
air. Another approach resides in using MOFs as a host matrix to support the catalyst. MIL101, which exhibits a 3D pore system with calibrated cavities of 2.9 nm and 3.4 nm, presents
a very promising pore structure for the development of supported metallic or oxide complexes
as “ship-in-a-bottle” catalysts. Metal phthalocyanine complexes (MPc) exhibit outstanding
performance as oxidation catalysts. Unfortunately, MPc usually self-assemble to oligomer
structures in solution through π stacking, which strongly limits their catalytic applications in
homogeneous processes.
The objective of this work is to encapsulate large MPc in cavities of MIL-101 for the selective
oxidation of tetralin into 1-tetralone, a diesel fuel additive and an intermediate for the
synthesis of agricultural chemicals. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the
synergistic effect of the confinement of molecular catalysts in porous MOFs.
Experimental
A catalytic screening of different unsupported metal phthalocyanine catalysts in aerobic
tetralin oxidation has enabled the identification of two different perfluorinated complexes
(MPcF16, M = Fe, Ru) and the bulky dimer, (FePctBu4)2N, which were selected for
encapsulation. This reaction was performed in parallel batch reactors at 8 bar of O2 at 90 °C
with a substrate-to-MPc molar ratio of 36 000 ∶ 1. The products were analyzed by GC and
GC-MS. The TONs of the molecular catalysts follow the order (FePctBu4)2N > RuPcF16 >
FePcF16. Interestingly, similar selectivities toward 1-tetralone were obtained for the three
molecular complexes.
The MPc–MOF composite materials were prepared by wet infiltration of the deep bluecolored MPc solutions into Cr–MIL-101 with a maximal theoretical complex loading inside
the MOF of 9 wt%. The actual complex loading for the perfluorinated complexes inside the
MIL-101 was determined by ICP-OES measurements to be 2.1 wt% and 3.6 wt% for FePcF16
and RuPcF16, corresponding to approximately 0.8 and 1.2 complexes per large pore
respectively. X-Ray powder diffraction and N2 physisorption measurements demonstrate the
stability of MIL-101 host materials after the encapsulation process, since similar diffraction
patterns and isotherm shapes were obtained. As expected, the specific surface area and pore
volume decrease for complex-containing MOF systems. For RuPcF16@MIL-101, the total
pore volume decreases by 16 % with respect to pure MIL-101, which is more than the weight
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loading of 3.6 wt%. This clearly shows that the complexes are incorporated into the porous
structure and thus reduce the pore volume by preventing the N2 from entering the cavities. For
the bulky (FePctBu4)2N@MIL-101, the total pore volume decreases by only 5%, which
corresponds to the weight gain of 5.2 wt% after loading. This indicates that the voluminous
(FePctBu4)2N complex is not incorporated into the mesoporous structure of the MIL-101. The
homogeneous distribution of different iron and ruthenium complexes inside the MIL-101
support was verified by EDS analysis.
Results and discussion
The encapsulated perfluorinated complexes were tested in similar conditions with a tetralinto-complex molar ratio of 147 000 ∶ 1 for FePcF16@MIL-101 and 92 000 ∶ 1 for
RuPcF16@MIL-101, respectively. Note that pure MIL-101 shows no catalytic activity.
FePcF16@MIL-101 and RuPcF16@MIL-101 catalysts show very high TONs (Fig. 1). The
turnover number of FePcF16@MIL-101 was 48 200 after 24 h, almost eight times higher than
for the homogeneous FePcF16 catalyst (TON = 6300). Significantly, the FePcF16@MIL-101
catalyst provided a higher selectivity (up to 80 %) toward the desired 1-tetralone compared to
the homogeneous FePcF16 (68 %) at similar conversion. The higher activity for encapsulated
complexes has previously been explained by the preclusion of the dimerization process by π
stacking that is typically observed for homogeneous catalysts. Previously published activities
of up to 3000 TON d−1 are, however, significantly lower than those determined in the present
study. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest catalytic activity ever reported for
homo- and heterogeneous tetralin oxidations. In contrast, a limited conversion of up to 4 %
was obtained for the (FePctBu4)2N@MIL-101 catalyst. This is consistent with the hypothesis
that (FePctBu4)2N is not encapsulated within the mesoporous structure of the MIL-101.

Fig. 1 Tetralin conversion (solid line) and selectivity toward 1-tetralone (dashed line) of
homogeneous FePcF16 and RuPcF16 complexes (grey) and FePcF16@MIL-101 (A) and
RuPcF16@MIL-101 (B) (black)
Conclusions
In summary, this study demonstrates that the encapsulation of MPc in MIL-101 allows an
activity increase of approximately one order of magnitude. This increase in activity may arise
from the dispersion of the molecular complexes as isolated monomers in the nanopore cavities
and/or from the confinement effects provided by the host porous structure. In contrast, the
(FePctBu4)2N dimer, which is too large to penetrate into the porous structure, does not show
this synergistic effect.
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Introduction
Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are nowadays at the upfront of materials research. In
recent years, the combination of organic and inorganic subunits in fully crystalline porous
materials has given rise to thousands of MOF structures with a vast topological richness.
Notwithstanding that impressive progress has been made during the last decade,
heterogeneous catalysis using MOFs is still in an immature stage [1]. The absence of
functionalities (other than open metal or weak functional organic sites like amines) and their
relative low thermal and chemical stability is in most of these structures to a large extent
limiting their catalytic applicability [2]. Robust structures like MILs and ZIFs reveal
improved thermal and chemical stabilities without precedents for this new class of materials.
In addition, MTN and sodalite topologies offer tremendous possibilities in catalysis for the
direct encapsulation of active guest molecules.
In this work, a new strategy has been developed for the direct encapsulation of
polyoxometalates (POMs) in MOFs. The presence of quasi-spherical cages yields to a suitable
immobilization of large active species (i.e. Keggin heteropoly-acids) where leaching is avoid
[3]. Indeed, MIL-101 built up from supertetrahedra (ST) building units, resulting in two types
of mesoporous cages accessible through 12 Å (medium cavities) and 15 Å (large cages),
appears an excellent host for one of the most attractive polyoxometalates, phosphotungstic
acid (PTA ~ 14 Å).

Figure 1. MIL-101 cavity with PTA encapsulated
Experimental
Following a novel approach, polyoxometalates are added to the synthesis mixture, and
exposed to high temperature and pressure conditions during the hydrothermal synthesis. Two
different routes of MIL-101 synthesis have been used to study the effect of the pH on the
stability of the polyoxometalate. PTA-MIL-101 resulting solids have been characterized by
different techniques like N2 adsorption, TGA, vibrational spectroscopies, XRD, NMR and
Elemental Analysis. The catalytic performance has been tested in the Knoevenagel
condensation reaction. The mechanism has been studied by kinetic analysis and ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy.
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Results and discussion
The addition of PTA to MIL-101 synthesis mixture yields the direct encapsulation of POMs
of different nature. Vibrational spectroscopies prove the presence of lacunary sites in the case
of HF synthesis (not possible to observe specific PTA vibrations) while using TMAOH as
mineralizing agent, the softer conditions stabilize the PTA during encapsulation.
In comparison with samples prepared following traditional impregnation routes, the
encapsulated catalysts show an outstanding performance in C-C bond formation reactions
involving cyano substrates like in the Knoevenagel condensation. Spectroscopic and kinetic
evidences show that in contrast to the orthodox base catalyzed Knoevenagel mechanism, in
the case of this hybrid catalyst the reaction proceeds via activation of the methylene
compound and not via activation of the aldehyde reactant.
Malononitrile
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Figure 2. Knoevenagel condensation reaction of (8 mmol) Benzaldehyde and (7 mmol) three
different active hydrogen components using 0.5g of PTA-MIL-101(Cr) and Toluene (5 mL)
as solvent at 65oC. (Red) Malononitrile; (Blue) Ethyl cyanoacetate; (Green) Ethyl
acetoacetate; (Black) Blank of the reaction (the same for all reactants).

Conclusions
We have demonstrated the successful encapsulation of POMs in the supercages of MIL-101.
This new solid catalyst shows a stunning performance in different Knoevenagel
condensations. The reaction mechanism proceeds via activation of the methylene compound.
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Introduction
Metal organic frameworks (MOF) are the enormously growing group of coordination
polymers (CPs) with crystalline, ordered, porous structure. They are family of the molecular
sieves consisting of organic segments and coordinatively linked metal cations. The ZIF
(zeolitic imidazolate framework) is a type of MOF materials showing the same or similar
topology as conventional zeolites. Exceptionally high surface area of some MOF makes them
very promising materials for storage and separation of gases. They can be also used as
matrices for sensors, optical and microelectronic devices. Despite lower thermal stability than
that of inorganic zeolites they are also considered potential catalysts. The catalytic active sites
can be attributed to metal cations or to functional groups attached to organic segments. It is
also possible to introduce active species into their inner voids (e.g. by encapsulation). The
following work is focused on preparation of MOF molecular sieves containing Cu, V or Zn
and examination of their catalytic activity in a mild oxidation of cyclohexene and 2,3,6trimethylphenol (TMP) with tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHPO) as an oxidant.
Experimental
Presented MOF materials were prepared according to the published recipes with some
modifications. The samples were characterized by means of XRD, FTIR, UV-vis, adsorption
measurement.
Synthesis of ZIF-90 [1]. The mixture of aqueous solutions of imidazole and NaHCO3 were
heated and treated with solution of CuSO4. After 5 h heating the colored precipitate of product
was filtered and washed with water and then dried.
Synthesis of Cu(INA)2 [2]. The mixture of copper acetate and isonicotinic acid were ground in
ball mill. The progress in solvent-free reaction was reflected in color change (from violet to
blue). Then sample was heated to 200 °C, and finally washed with water and dried.
Synthesis of MIL-47 [3]. Mixture of aqueous solutions of VCl3, terephthalic acid and HF was
subjected to hydrothermal crystallization in autoclave at 200oC for 4 days. The product was
washed with DMF and CHCl3.
Synthesis ZIF-8 [4]. Zinc nitrate and methylimidazole were dissolved in DMF and heated at
100oC. Then triethylamine was admitted to hot solution and heating was continued at 140oC
for several hours. The resulted brown product was washed with DMF, CHCl3 and MeOH.
Catalytic tests. The oxidation of cyclohexene (CH) and trimethylphenol (TMP) with TBHPO
as oxidant and acetonitrile as mixing solvent was conducted in closed vials under static
conditions at 60oC. The same amounts of catalysts were added to the mixtures. The blank
experiment without any catalyst was carried out too. The reaction products were analyzed by
means of G.C.
Results and discussion
The XRD patterns of ZIF-90, ZIF-8, MIL-47 were very much alike those presented in
literature [3, 4]. Only XRD pattern of Cu(INA)2 was different than literature data [2]. The IR
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spectra of MIL-47 show typical bands of the carboxylate group (from BDC ligand) at 16311571 cm-1 and at 1441-1371 cm-1 from the asymmetric and symmetric vibration, respectively.
The bands at 1040 cm–1 assigned to vibrations of the pyridine ring were seen for the sample
Cu(INA)2. Imidazoles as constituent parts of ZIF-90 and ZIF-8(methylimidazole) were
reflected in bands at 1591 cm–1, 1450 cm–1, 1303cm–1, 991 cm–1 and 740 cm–1. The samples
showed considerable catalytic activity (Fig. 1) for cyclohexene oxidation (except for ZIF-8).
The CH reaction products (Fig. 2) contained: di(2-cyclohexenyl)-ether, 2-cyclohexenone, 2cyclo-hexenone-1-ol, 1-(tert-butyl peroxy)-2-cyclohexene, cyclohexene oxide and
cyclohexane-1,2-diol. Peroxide was predominant product in reactions catalyzed by Cu bearing
samples, while alcohol prevailed for V containing MIL-47. Ether predominated in blank
reaction test.
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Fig. 1. Conversion of CH and TMP at 60
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Fig. 2. Selectivity in CH oxidation

ZIF-90 and Cu(INA)2 showed high activity for of TMP oxidation, although selectivity to
trimethylbenzoquinone (TMBQ) was low (~10%). Products of TMP condensation (e.g.
C18H22O2) were identified and markedly contributed in product mixtures. Sample MIL-47
show much lower activity and even less selectivity to TMBQ. ZIF-8 again appeared inactive.
Conversion in blank experiment was ~ 20% and selectivity to TMBQ 2%.
Conclusions
The MOF samples containing Cu cations (ZIF-90 with sodalite topology and Cu(INA)2) show
considerable catalytic activity in mild oxidation reactions. The sample MIL-47 with vanadium
cations also shows a noticeable activity, whereas the Zn bearing material (ZIF-8) is practically
inactive. The results clearly indicate a crucial role of metal cations in the MOF structure for
catalytic activity and selectivity of these materials.
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Introduction
Oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of light paraffins is a viable alternative to conventional
pyrolysis methods of olefin production, particularly if their numerous drawbacks are
regarded. The most important advantages of ODH process are: lower reaction temperature
(400°C) and lack of thermodynamic limitation. Olefins, obtained in this process, are not
available in the natural row materials, while the demand for them, as semi-finished products
in organic industry, is very high. Therefore, a great effort of chemical industry and research
groups is focused on searching for new ways of receiving these useful products [1]. The iron
modified ZSM-5 zeolites showed promising results in oxidative dehydrogenation process in the
presence of nitrous oxide as an oxidant [2].
Experimental
ZSM-5 zeolites (Süd Chemie), were modified with iron (III) cations by means of ionic
exchange procedure from aqueous solution of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O with following calcination at
600°C or 900°C for 2 hours. Number of iron introduced into ZSM-5 zeolites was estimated on
the basis of ICP-OES measurements. The catalytic tests for C2-C4 hydrocarbons
oxydehydrogenation with N2O as an oxidant, were performed in continuous flow reactor at
400°C under atmospheric pressure, with WHSV=4500 ml/h/gcat and contact time of 0.8 s.
Prior to oxidative experiments, the catalysts were pretreated in helium flow at 450°C.
Substrates: hydrocarbon and N2O were diluted with helium (molar ratio of hydrocarbon:
nitrous oxide: helium = 1 : 1.5 : 12.5). The products were analyzed using on-line GC,
equipped with TCD detector, and in case of C4 hydrocarbons (n-butane and isobutane) ODH,
also with FID detector. The acidity of studied catalysts was estimated by means of ammonia
TPD and FT-IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine. FT-IR spectroscopy of adsorbed NO as
molecular probe as well as H2-TPR measurements were used for assessment of nature of
catalytically active iron species.
Results and discussion
Fe-ZSM-5/N2O catalytic system, very efficient for benzene to phenol oxidation [3] appeared
very promising in ODH reaction of light paraffins. N2O decomposes over active iron
complexes and forms adsorbed monoatomic oxygen species, that are able to oxidize
hydrocarbon molecules. The lifetime of monoatomic oxygen species depends on the nature
and distribution of iron complexes located inside zeolites channels. In turn, the formation of
active iron complexes depends considerably on various properties of zeolite matrices such as
Si/Al ratio, amount of iron introduced into zeolite, temperature of calcination and in a
consequence the acidity of zeolite. Considering the great importance of above parameters in
oxidative activity of Fe-ZSM-5 system used for benzene hydroxylation, we have employed
the catalysts of different iron concentration calcined at temperature 600°C or 900°C for
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hydrocarbons ODH reaction. The oxidative activity changed distinctly with length of carbon
chain and the highest conversion was obtained for C4 hydrocarbons. It resulted from the
lowest value of C-H bond energy in
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especially
for
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ODH
ODH
ODH
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chain (C3-C4). Generally, the reaction
Fig. 1. Catalytic activity of Fe-ZSM-5 (calcined at
of oxidative dehydrogenation was
600 or 900 °C) in C2-C4 ODH reaction
predominant over catalysts calcined
at 900°C (Fig. 1). Selectivity towards olefins over these catalysts was even two or three times
higher than that over catalysts activated at 600°C. Only in case of isobutane the predominant
product was CO2, what additionally confirmed that oxidation of isobutane occurred on the
external surface of zeolites. It looked as if acidity of catalysts was responsible for these
changes. Catalysts calcined at 600°C and 900°C contained the same amount of iron, but they
differed considerably in acidity. Results of ammonia TPD evidence much lower total acidity
of high temperature treated samples, while the FT-IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine suggest a
removal of strong protonic sites with calcination. Partial elimination of Bronsted centers
could be responsible for an increase in olefin selectivity. The nature of iron complexes was
discussed on the grounds of FT-IR spectra of adsorbed NO molecule probe and H2-TPR
measurements. Adsorption of NO on Fe-ZSM-5 zeolites resulted in an appearance of three
strong bands located at 1630, 1880 and 2133 cm-1. First two bands were visible in spectra of
Fe-ZSM-5 catalysts calcined at both temperatures (600°C or 900°C) and were attributed to
different nitrozyl structures adsorbed on Fe2+ species. The band at 2123 cm-1 was assigned to
NO+ group adsorbed on Bronsted acidic sites. H2-TPR measurements additionally confirmed
the presence of Fe2+ species in Fe-ZSM-5 zeolites.
Conclusions
1. FT-IR spectra of adsorbed NO show that thermal treatment already at 600°C results in
autoreduction of Fe3+ ions located in extra-framework positions
2. Isolated iron species containing of Fe2+ ions show a great importance for hydrocarbons
oxydehydrogenation
3. Acidic centers are indispensable for reagent activation, however, the presence of strong
protonic sites leads the ODH reaction towards by-products formation.
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Introduction
Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) is commercially produced by a three-step process, including
acetone condensation, diacetone alcohol dehydration and mesityl oxide (MO)
dehydrogenation. The first two stages have thermodynamic limitations, which lead to
relatively low yield of the target product. Therefore, one-step synthesis of MIBK over
heterogeneous catalysts is a highly desired alternative to a traditional scheme. Pd-containing
zeolites are among the most promising heterogeneous catalysts which can be used in this
process [1]. The main drawbacks of these catalysts are connected with rapid catalyst
deactivation and comparatively short lifetime, which can be associated with acetone and
mesityl oxide condensation into heavy products blocking the active sites of the catalyst. The
addition of different metal oxides to Pd/zeolite can promote faster hydrogenation of MO and
prevent its further condensation with acetone and formation of carbonaceous deposits
deactivating the catalyst.
The aim of this paper was to investigate the effect of various metal oxides (MeOx) on the
catalytic behavior of Pd/H-MFI catalyst in one–step synthesis of MIBK.
Experimental
MeOx/H-MFI systems were obtained by impregnation of zeolites NH4+-MFI (Si/Al=25, 40,
140) with aqueous solutions of corresponding metal salts. Samples were dried at 100°C for
12 h and calcined under airflow at 500 - 600°C for 6 h. Ti, Sn, Ce, Zr, Fe, Cr, Mo and Ba
oxides were chosen as modifiers. The content of metal in the samples was 0.3 wt.% for Ti, Sn,
Ce, Zr, Fe, Cr, Mo and 2.5 wt% for BaO. For the preparation of Pd-containing catalysts the
samples were further impregnated with aqueous solutions of Pd chloride to obtain 0.1 wt.%
for Pd in each sample. The catalyst were dried and calcined under airflow at 500°C for 6 h
All the catalysts were characterized using low temperature N2 adsorption, IR-spectroscopy,
TG, TPD-NH3, TPD-CO2 and XPS techniques. The catalytic activity of the samples was
tested in acetone hydro conversion under 30 atm and at 150-170°C. The weight hourly space
velocity (WHSV) was varied from 1.7 to 4.7g/g*h. The reaction products were analyzed on
line by GC analysis using Crystal 2000M chromatograph, equipped with 30 m Carbowax
capillary column.
Results and discussion
Characterization of the catalysts prepared by XPS confirmed the presence of the following
oxides BaO, TiO2, CeO2, ZrO2, Cr2O3, Fe2O3, SnO in the samples. The analysis of FTIR and
N2 adsorption data suggested that no significant changes in the catalyst structure and porosity
took place upon the catalyst modification with various oxides. The acidic properties of
Pd/MeOx/H-MFI catalysts also did not show significant differences.
The catalytic data obtained over various samples were compared with the parent Pd/H-MFI
system as shown in Fig. 1. Basing on the results obtained all the metal oxides used for
catalysts modification can be divided into two groups. The first group of metal oxides (CeO2,
Fe2O3, Cr2O3, SnO) leads to significant decrease of MIBK yields and fast catalyst
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deactivation. The most tremendous changes were observed in the case Pd-Sn/H-MFI catalyst,
which was not active at all in MIBK synthesis. On the contrary, the second group of metals
(BaO, TiO2, ZrO2) leads to some increase of catalytic activity or resistance of catalyst to
deactivation. The best results were obtained over Pd-Ti/H-MFI and Pd-Ba/H-MFI.
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Figure 1. Acetone conversion into MIBK over Pd/MeOx/H-MFI catalysts (Т=170оС,
p=30 atm, H2/Ac=0.6, WHSV=3,2 g/g*h).
The results obtained can be accounted for by the strong metal support interactions between Pd
and catalyst surface modified by various metal oxides [2]. These interactions may lead either
to the decrease or to the increase of electron density on palladium and therefore affect MO
hydrogenation. To check this hypothesis the best and the worth catalysts were studied in
toluene hydrogenation. The results pointed that while Pd-Ti/H-MFI demonstrated extremely
high activity, Pd-Sn/H-MFI did not show any toluene hydrogenation. This observation
confirmed that addition of small amounts of metal oxide promoters may strongly affect the
state of Pd and therefore its hydrogenation properties, which governs catalyst activity and
stability in MIBK synthesis.
In the case of Pd-Ba/H-MFI, the highest stability to deactivation could be also due to other
reasons, such as different mechanism of acetone condensation, involving basic pathway over
BaO basic active sites.
Conclusions
The deactivation of Pd/H-MFI in the one-step synthesis of MIBK can be reduced by addition
of metal oxide promoters, capable to enhance hydrogenation function of the catalyst. The best
catalytic performance in terms of activity and stability was observed on the catalyst modified
with TiO2. Modification of acid-base properties by introducing of basic BaO leads to the
creation of additional centers of condensation, which also increases the stability of the catalyst
in the MIBK process.
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Introduction
Enantioselective hydrogenations of prochiral substrates are interesting processes in
Pharmaceutical Industry. One of the methods to carry out such processes through
heterogeneous catalysis consists in the application of a metal hydrogenation catalyst together
with a strongly adsorbed chiral molecule which induces chirality to the process (the so-called
chiral modifier).
There are three main systems of this type: i) nickel modified by tartaric acid for chiral
hydrogenation of beta-ketoesters; ii) palladium modified by cinchona alkaloids for
hydrogenation of C=C activated bonds; iii) platinum modified by cinchona alkaloids for
enantioselective hydrogenations of alpha-ketoesters.
There are different features influencing the catalytic performance of the resulting system.
Some of them are common to hydrogenation processes (support, metal precursor, solvent,
metal particle size) but there is an additional feature to be considered: the need for the
adsorption of the chiral modifier in the immediate vicinity of the substrate in a specific
manner [1-5]. In this sense, a typical chiral modifier should consist of the following parts:
1. Flat aromatic ring (π conjugated system) for anchoring onto the Pt surface.
2. Stereogenic center(s) responsible for enantiodiferentiation.
3. Heteroatom to interact with the substrate through hydrogen-bonding. It is typically a
nitrogen atom though Baiker et al. showed that it could also consist in a hydroxyl
group [3].
To make the system even more complicated, the use of some aromatic compounds as
additives can also improve the results [4].
In the present piece of research, enantioselective hydrogenation of ethyl pyruvate is
performed on platinum-based systems modified by cinchonidine (CD). Catalytic performance
is discussed in terms of platinum precursor, support (USY or MCM-41) and solvent. The
effect of the use of a chiral additive (4-Hydroxy-D-Phenylglycine, 4OHDPG) to the reaction
medium is also studied. A first screening allowed us to select a catalyst and a solvent. Further
improvement of catalytic performance was carried out through factorial design (using
hydrogen pressure, concentration of chiral modifier –cinchonidine- and additive –4OHDPGas the variables).
Experimental
Different platinum-based systems, in a weight nominal content of 5% were synthesized
through impregnation using acetyl acetonate (1) and cloroplatinic acid (2) as the platinum
precursor. Supports were commercially available USY zeolites (CBV780 (1) and CBV300
(2) from Zeolyst International) and MCM-41 (3), Re. 643653 from Aldrich.
Catalyst nomenclature includes a prefix indicating the support and a suffix referring to the
platinum precursor. Therefore, for instance, system 2.1. was obtained through impregnation of
platinum acetylacetonate on CBV300.
Prior to their use, the systems were activated at 400ºC under hydrogen. Standard reaction
conditions were as follows: 20 mL solvent, 20 mg catalyst, 2 mg cinchonidine, 200 μL ethyl
pyruvate, 20ºC.
As usual, enantiomeric excess (e.e.) is expressed using the formula e.e.= (R-S)/(R+S)
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Results and discussion
A first screening was carried out at a hydrogen pressure of 1 bar. Results are shown in Figure
1. As can be seen, the highest enantiomeric excess to (R)-ethyl lactate (57% e.e. at 66%
conversion) was achieved using 1.1. system (i.e. USY CBV780 zeolite and platinum acetyl
acetonate as the precursor) in acetic acid. These conditions were then used for further
improvement through factorial design. Figure 2, is an example of the positive effect of
4OHDPG on e.e. values at low cinchonidine contents despite the null e.e. values obtained
when 4OHDPG alone was used as the chiral modifier.
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Figure 1. Preliminary screening of catalysts and
solvents for enantioselective hydrogenation of ethyl
pyruvate under standard conditions (see text)

Figure 2. Results found for catalyst 1.1. for a
hydrogen pressure of 5 bar. Effect of the use of 4hydroxy-D-Phenylglycine (4OHDPG) as the
additive. CD denotes cinchonidine.

Conclusions
Factorial design has proven an interesting tool in order to optimize experimental conditions in
enantioselective hydrogenations. Despite the null e.e. obtained with 4-hydroxy-phenylglycine,
the addition of such a chemical to the reaction medium leads to a substantial increase in e.e.
for low cinchonidine contents.
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Introduction
Alkylation of aromatics by zeolites is one of commercial reaction process to produce
important alkyl aromatics in large scale. However, zeolites with small diffusion pore size
gave limitation for large molecules, which led to development of catalyst with large molecular
dimensions [1].
Many trials have been devoted to obtain zeolite single crystals with uniform mesopore in
order to take advantages of both mesoporous and microporous materials [2]. Currently, the
supramolecular soft template method is immensely adopted because it preferably lead
cooperative self-assembly of framework building blocks such as zeolites to form periodic
mesoporous solids. T. Bein reviewed the self-assembly strategies with zeolites which can be
attached to pre-treated substrates via electrostatic interaction [3]. This inspired us to utilize
such interaction to synthesize highly crystalline mesoporous zeolite with the developed
intracrystalline mesopores, because anionic character on the surface of zeolite would enable
to interact with cationic surfactants to give a birth of the mesoporosity inside of the zeolite
crystals. Recently, we reported the new synthetic method for mesoporous MFI zeolites with
enhanced mesoporosity by microwave induced assembly between the sulfonic acid
functionalized zeolite nanoparticles and counter cationic surfactant. Sulfonic acid group as
negative charge enhancer to interact with cationic mesoporous template boosted surface of
zeolite crystals through the ionic interactions. [4].
The catalytic performance of enhanced accessibility due to mesoporosity and acidity were
demonstrated in the alkylation of benzene, toluene and mesitylene with benzyl alcohol as
alkylating agents. The effect of mole ratios of aromatic with benzyl alcohol and reaction time
were also studied.
Experimental
Synthesis of Hierarchical mesoporous ZSM-5
The mesoporous ZSM-5 were synthesized as follow: ZSM-5 nano zeolites were prepared
from a clear solution with the following molar composition: 1Al2O3: 60SiO2: 11.5TPAOH:
1500H2O. The precursor solution was pre-crystallized and followed by functionalization with
MPTES under MW. H2O2 (30% in water) was added to oxidize thiol group for obtaining
sulfonic acid funtionalized zeolite nanoparticles. The resultant solution was added to CTAB
solution and stirred several hours, then move to MW (165 ºC for 1.5 h) as [Meso-ZSM5(SO3H-CTAB)-MW], whereas in hydrothermal (HT) method the vessel was maintained at
165 ºC for 3 days as ZSM-5 (SO3H-CTAB)-HT. Microporous ZSM-5 [ZSM-5 (HT)] was
synthesized with the same molar composition without surfactant by HT method.
Alkylation of aromatics with various alcohols
Prior to the catalytic experiments each zeolite was activated at 450 °C for 90 min and then
cooled down in a desiccator. The alkylation reactions were carried out with aromatic, alcohol
and Catalysts in a 25 ml single-necked flask, stirred 15-120 min at 100 °C. The mole ratio of
aromatic with benzyl alcohol was verified as 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1.
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Results and discussion
Meso-ZSM-5(SO3H-CTAB)-MW was unique in the sense that they contained both the
interconnected micropores and mesopores inside of single crystals (XRD&TEM). It exhibited
much larger uniform mesoporosity than those of Meso-ZSM-5(CTAB)-MW, ZSM-5 (SO3HCTAB)-HT, and ZSM-5 (HT) (BET).
The influence of mesoporosity and its acidity in the mesoporous ZSM-5 was investigated by
the alkylation of mesitylene with benzyl alcohol (BA) as test reaction (Table 1). The Meso
ZSM-5 (SO3H-CTAB)-MW gave not only better conversion but also 2 times higher
chemoselectivity of benzylated mesitylene (2-benzyl-1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, 9.6 x 6.8 Å )
than the others. Whereas the conversion of benzyl alcohol over Meso ZSM-5 (CTAB)-MW,
ZSM-5 (SO3H-CTAB)-HT and ZSM-5 (HT) were pretty high but mostly converted to self
alkylated product B. This significant difference in catalytic activity and selectivity was
resulted from the existence of acidity inside of mesopores, which definitely allowed the
benzylation in mesopores. These results were well matched with the FTIR investigation of
DTBPy adsorption as discussed (not shown). In alkylation of benzene and toluene similar
result with that of mesitylene were observed.
Table 1. Alkylation of mesitylene with benzyl alcohol over various MFI zeolites.
Catalyst

Conversion (%)

Product distribution (%)

Mesitylene

BA

A

B

Others

Meso ZSM-5 (SO3H-CTAB)-MW

32.2

99.3

60.2

18.4

21.4

Meso ZSM-5 (CTAB)-MW

19.5

91.8

31.8

40.1

28.1

ZSM-5 (SO3H-CTAB)-HT

2.8

46.3

23.3

61.9

14.8

ZSM-5 (HT)

4.8

13.4

14.5

63.2

22.3

* Reaction condition: Substrate / BA / Dodecane = 16 : 8 : 1; Catalyst = 0.05 g; 100 ℃; 60 min. A: 2-benzyl1,3,5-trimethylbenzene; B: Dibenzyl ether.

Conclusions
The Meso ZSM-5 (SO3H-CTAB)-MW synthesized through the microwave induced
assembly
between
the
anionic
functionalized
zeolite
nanoparticles
and
alkyltrimethylammonium cationic surfactants showed much better catalytic activity and
chemoselectivity of monoalkylated product than those of Meso ZSM-5 (CTAB)-MW, ZSM-5
(SO3H-CTAB)-HT and ZSM-5 (HT) due to enhaced mesoporosity and acidity.
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Introduction
The C-C bond formation reactions is an important are in the modern pharmaceuticals and
organic synthesis.[1] Recently, heterogeneous asymmetric catalysis have attracted much
attention in recent years, owing to the easy recovery and separation of the catalyst from the
reaction system. Most of synthetic methods for heterogeneous catalysts were grafting or
immobilization of homogeneous catalyst onto the solid supports.
Trans-1,2-Diaminocyclohexane(DACH) ligand and L-proline have been enormously used as
chiral ligands in several catalytic transformation under homogenous conditions. [2-3] Our
group also prepared l-proline functionalized mesoporous silica was synthesized under acidic
condition using a poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) triblock
copolymer template (EO20PO70EO20, Pluronic P-123, BASF).[4] Furthermore, we
successfully directly synthesized trans-1,2 diaminocyclohexane functionalized mesoporous
silica by using microwave method. The direct functionalization of chiral ligand into the
framework of mesoporous materials is expected to be useful for the heterogeneous
asymmetric catalysis. So, we adopt the direct synthesis of chiral ligand functionalized
mesoporous silica by using thermal and microwave irradiation. Then, chiral ligand
functionalized mesoporous silicas were applied to enantioselective asymmetric catalytic
reactions.
Experimental
1) Synthesis of trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane precursor
The (1S,2S)-(+)-1,2-Diaminocyclohexane (46 mmol) were added to the (3chloropropyl)triethoxysilane (23 mmol). The resulting solution was stirred at 80 °C for 18
hours. The resulting mixture was rinsed with freshly distilled pentane. The solvent was
pumped off from the filtrate. The yellowish solution was distilled.
2) Synthesis of trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane(DACH) functionalized mesoporous silica
Trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (DACH) functionalized mesoporous silica were prepared by
DACH precusor and sodium metasilicate with Pluronic P123 (EO20PO70EO20, Aldrich) and
c-HCl. The mixture was aged and heated under microwave irradiation (300 W, 100%,
Milestone) or thermal method. Trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane precursor to SiO2 molar ratios
in the initial synthesis mixture were 5%, 7.5% and 10% .
Results and discussion
XRD patterns of chiral DMS-n (n=5, 7.5 ,10) are presented in Fig. 1a. The XRD patterns of
all samples exhibit three well-resolved diffraction peaks (d100, d110 and d200), which can be
assigned to the mesostructure of hexagonal space group symmetry P6mm. The N2
adsorption–desorption isotherms of 1,2-diaminocyclohexane ligand functionalized
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functionalized mesoporous silica (chiral DMS-n) are shown in Fig. 1b. The samples had the
type IV isotherm of hysteresis loop with H1-type which was characteristic for highly ordered
two-dimensional hexagonal mesostructured with uniform cylindrical channels. Also, two step
desorption branch were appeared in the plugged hexagonal templated silica due to the pore
blocking. And it was evidenced in the isotherms in Fig. 1b. For asymmetric catalytic
application, ‘plugged’ pore could provide confinement effect.

Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns (a) and nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms (b) for
samples of trans-1,2 diaminocyclohexane functionalized mesoporous silica (chiral DMS-n)
Conclusions
Trans-1,2 diaminocyclohexane functionalized mesoporous silica (chiral DMS-n) has been
directly synthesized. The catalysts having short channel with plugs in the pore structure
showed outstanding catalytic activity as well as chirality enhancement in the enantioselective
michael reaction.
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Introduction
Among the various ordered mesoporous materials, periodic mesoporous organosilicas
(PMOs) has been considered as one of attractive OMSs. This periodic mesoporous
organosilicas are an unique type of ordered mesoporous silica in which organic moieties are
integrated onto the silica framework entirely or randomly to form hybrid organic–inorganic
materials. The most important characteristic of PMOs are that they can incorporate various
organo functionalities into inorganic frameworks to form organic– inorganic hybrid materials
of which diverse organofunctionalities offer broad application. [1] The organic moieties of
PMOs mainly rely on various silsesquioxanes of such as disilanes, trisilanes, and tetrasilanes
with different organic bridging groups. Their syntheses were started at the end of the
twentieth century with three independent groups of S. Inagaki, G. A. Ozin and A. Stein.
Organosilane precursors in the form of trisilanes and tetrasilanes were rarely used. Our group
prepared melamine bridged PMOs with high reproducibility by co-condensation using
N2,N4,N6-tris(3-(triethoxysilyl) propyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine (TBTS) and sodium
metasilicate in the presence of P123 (P123, EO20PO70EO20) at a highly acidic
concentration.[2] Also there are one reports on porphyrin in PMO materials from our
group.[3] Herein, we would like to present several types of porphyrin-bridged periodic
mesoporous organosilica, which will be useful for Baeyer-Villiger oxidation. The obtained
results demonstrate that Fe-TCPP-PMO is a promising and efficient catalyst for the BaeyerVilliger oxidation of ketones to esters using O2 as the oxidant.

Experimental
1) Synthesis of M-TCPP-silsesquioxane (M=Cu, Fe, Sn and Free)
3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane, M-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (M-TCPP) and
dicyclohexyl carbodiimide were suspended in 50 ml of tetrahydrofuran (THF). The mixture
was refluxed overnight under nitrogen atmosphere. After cooling down to room temperature,
the product was washed with petroleum ether.
2) Synthesis of M-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin bridged periodic mesoporous silica
M-TCPP-tetrasilanes linked in the PMO were synthesized by the self-assembly of MTCPP-tetrasilanes (prepared in our laboratory) together with TEOS as a surplus silica
source and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTABr). Then, the synthesized M-TCPPPMOs were used to catalyze the Baeyer-Villiger oxidation with molecular oxygen as the
oxidant.
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Results and discussion
Table 1. Physicochemical properties for M-TCPP-PMO
Sample

TEOS/MTCPP-tet
rasilane

N2 adsorption-desorption analysis

X-ray diffraction

UV-Vis
spectroscopy

Surface area
(m2/g)

Pore
diameter
(nm)

Total pore
volume (cm3 g-1 )

d100
(nm)

a0 (nm)

Wall thickness
(nm)

Soret band

Fe-TCPPPMO-10

90:10

871

2.07

0.80

3.8

4.42

2.35

409

Fe-TCPPPMO-20

80:20

530

1.94

0.71

4.03

4.69

2.75

410

Cu-TCPPPMO-10

90:10

1087

2.47

0.91

4.01

4.62

2.20

416

Cu-TCPPPMO-20

80:20

859

1.97

0.60

4.06

4.72

2.76

417

Sn-TCPPPMO-10

90:10

450

1.67

0.34

4.3

5.00

3.33

420

Sn-TCPPPMO-20

80:20

350

1.62

0.28

4.6

5.35

3.71

419

The synthesis of M-TCPP-PMOs from TEOS and M-TCPP-tetrasilanes were described in
Scheme 1. The synthetic conditions, the pore sizes, cell unit parameters, and the pore volume
of these mesoporous materials are summerized in Table 1.
In the table 1, when the M-TCPP tetra silane content increases from 10 wt % to 20 wt%, the
pore diameters curves decrease. But the wall thickness increases. The tendency of mesopore
shrinkage with increasing M-TCPP tetra silane loading is also exhibited by changes in the
surface area and total pore volume, which indicate worse mesostructural features with higher
loading of M-TCPP groups. Also, M-TCPP unit bridged into mesoporous silica was checked
by UV-DR spectroscopy.
Conclusions
M-TCPP bridged periodic mesoporous organosilica has been successfully synthesized by
microwave heating or thermal method. The catalysts having short channel in the pore
structure showed outstanding catalytic activity of Baeyer-Villiger oxidation as well as
chirality enhancement in the enantioselective Michael reaction and diethyl malonate addition.
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Introduction
Carbonaceous supports, typically activated carbon, are widely used in heterogeneous catalysis
due to their specific properties, such as resistance to acid/basic media, possibility of
controlling porosity and surface chemistry and easy recovery of the metal [1]. The discovery
of novel carbon nanostructures has led to an important increase in works related to their
catalytic applications. Carbon nanofibers (CNF) are characterized by high aspect ratio bodies
with enhanced mechanical strength and surface areas in the range 10-200 m2 g-1. They present
a large amount of edges in the lattice and basal regions, providing increased metal-support
interactions, and lower mass transfer constraints associated with their mesoporous character,
in comparison with microporous activated carbons. Consequently, CNF have been proposed
as potential catalyst supports although, there is still a dearth of studies dealing with their use
in oxidation reactions. In the present work, we report the preparation and characterization of
Au supported on three different types of carbon nanofibers ((CNF-Platelet (CNF-P), CNFFishbone (CNF-F) and CNF-Ribbon (CNF-R)), and its application on the liquid phase
selective oxidation of glycerol, giving rise to many compounds [2]. Actually, the majority of
these products are produced using non-environmentally stoichiometric oxidation processes or
low productivity fermentation processes. So, replacement of these processes by friendly
environmentally and low cost processes, such as the use of cheap oxidizing agents with the
use of heterogeneous catalysts will be a step forwards.
Experimental
The three different types of CNF supports were prepared by the catalytic decomposition of
ethylene over Ni supported on silica, at different temperatures, 723, 873 and 1023 K [3], and
demineralised using HF to remove the parent catalyst particles. The metal function (Au) was
introduced on the support by two different techniques: impregnation (-IMP) and sol-gold
using THPC as oxidizing agent (-SGT). Both supports and catalysts were characterized by the
following techniques: N2 adsorption-desorption, X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), Raman spectroscopy, temperature programmed oxidation (TPO),
temperature programmed desorption (TPD) and temperature programmed reduction (TPR).
Catalytic activity measurements were carried out with oxygen under pressure to 5 bar, 333 K,
300 ml of a 0.3 M glycerol solution, glycerol/Au = 3500 mol/mol, 1000 rpm and
NaOH/glycerol = 2 mol/mol.
Results and discussion
The physicochemical properties of the supports have been described in detail elsewhere [4].
After the incorporation of the metallic phase (Au), it was evaluated the reduction capacity of
the catalysts by temperature programmed reduction (TPR), setting the reduction temperature
of 623 K as a suitable temperature to carry out the activation of the catalysts before the
reaction step, which ensures a complete reduction of the metallic phase without affecting the
structural properties of the supports. The diffraction patterns of X-rays showed a major peak
at 2θ≈26°, corresponding to the (002) diffraction plane of graphite, as well as, four small
peaks at 2θ≈38º, 44º, 64º and 77º corresponding to the (111), (200), (220) y (311) planes of
metallic gold respectively. These small peaks are representative of small gold particles, as
observed from TEM analysis. The average particle size based on the area, obtained by TEM
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micrographs are shown in Table 1. As observed, Au particles deposited by the sol-gold
method had an smaller average size than those synthesized by impregnation, which favored
the catalytic activity as will be discussed below.
Table 1. Physicochemical properties of the Au catalysts.

Au loading (% w/w)
TPR Tmáx (K)
TPR-H2 consumption
(µmol gAu-1)
(experimental/theorical)
d s (nm)
BET surface area (m2g-1)
Total pore volume (cm3g-1)

Au/CNF-P Au/CNF-P Au/CNF-F Au/CNF-F
-IMP
-SGT
-IMP
-SGT
1.4
1.0
1.4
0.8
600
639
630
645
16.4/0.72

12.5/0.53

12.6/0.71

9.1/0.41

11.4/0.57

8.5/0.32

27.1
135
0.038

24.2
147
0.043

25.5
98
0.030

22.2
118
0,032

19.2
94
0.026

13.2
104
0.029

90

XAu/CNF-P-IMP
XAu/CNF-F-IMP
XAu/CNF-R-IMP

Glycerol conversion (%)

80
70
60

Glyceric acid selectivity (%)

XAu/CNF-P-SGT
XAu/CNF-F-SGT
XAu/CNF-R-SGT

50
40
30
20
10

600

SAu/CNF-P-IMP
SAu/CNF-F-IMP
SAu/CNF-R-IMP

50

SAu/CNF-P-SGT
SAu/CNF-F-SGT
SAu/CNF-R-SGT

40

30

20
50

100

150

200

250

Time (min)

Au/CNF-R Au/CNF-R
-IMP
-SGT
1.1
0.6
634
656

300

350

400

450

Catalytic results, Fig. 1, show the increased
conversion of glycerol with time, thus obtaining
the following order of activity Au/CNF-R-SGT >
Au/CNF-F-SGT > Au/CNF-P-SGT > Au/CNF-RIMP > Au/CNF-F-IMP > Au/CNF-P-IMP. These
catalytic results can be explained taking into
account the nature of the different carbonaceous
supports. Thus, the most crystalline material (CNFR) promoted a strong anchoring of small, thin and
faceted Au particles, which facilitated the proton
abstraction from glycerol, increasing its catalytic
conversion. On the other hand, Au particle size,
closely linked to the preparation method of the
catalyst, is another parameter that had significant
influence on the catalytic activity in the glycerol
oxidation. According to results listed in Table 1
and Fig. 1, both conversion and selectivity
increased with decreasing gold particle sizes.

Figure 1. Conversion of glycerol and selectivity to glyceric acid as a function of time-onstream.
Conclusions
The crystalline nature of the carbon support has a strong influence on the way in which the Au
metal particles were anchored to the support. At higher support crystallinity, the smaller Au
Au particle sizes were obtained and, as consequence, the higher activity and selectivity in the
liquid-phase oxidation of glycerol were noted.
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Introduction
Hydrogenation of tert – butylphenols, like 2- and 4 – tert – butylphenol, produces a
mixture of cis- and trans- isomers of 2- and 4 – tert – butylcyclohexanol, respectively. These
alkylcyclohexanols are used in fragrance and perfumery industry. In both cases, the cisisomer is more demanded [1]. Stereoelectivity plays an important role in these reactions,
because both isomers and the corresponding cyclohexanone are produced. This factor and
activity of the hydrogenation could be influenced by many variables: pH of the medium,
reaction temperature, pressure, and type of catalyst used.
All studies about hydrogenation of 2 – tert – butylphenol are carried out in the liquid
phase, over nickel, palladium and ruthenium – based catalysts. The liquid – phase reaction
places restrictions on temperature and pressure and therefore the equipment is more
complicated. The catalyst must be separated from the products, creating additional
complications [2]. The gas – phase hydrogenation could be a promising alternative. For this
reaction, carbonaceous materials could be interesting supports because of their special
properties (high mechanical strength, chemical inertness, and the can be used both in acidic
and basic solutions. It is relatively easy to use combustion for recovery of the precious metal
after deactivation of the catalyst [3].
In the present work, influence of catalyst support in gas – phase hydrogentation of 2 – tert
– butylphenol were studied. Nickel – based catalysts were prepared by impregnation method.
Herringbone carbon nanofibers (CNF), activated carbon (AC), graphite (G) and γ – alumina
(AL) were used as catalyst support. For the best of our knowledge no report on gas – phase
hydrogenation of 2 – tert – butylphenol is given in the literature.
Experimental
Catalysts were prepared by impregnation method with a solution of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O.
Metal loading were approximately 12%. The suspension was filtered, washed with deionised
water and dried at 383 K for 24 hours. N2 adsorption – desorption method (BET), X – ray
diffraction (DRX), temperature – programmed reduction (TPR), acid – base titration and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used for catalysts and supports
characterization. Catalytic tests were realized in a Microactivity reactor. Initially, catalyst
loading (30 mg) was reduced at 400ºC with hydrogen. 2-TBP hydrogenation experiments
were carried out at 250 ºC and atmospheric pressure.
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Results and discussion
Table 1 shows the main characterisation results of catalysts. TPR profiles revealed that
completely reduction of nickel particles were achieved at 673K. This fact is confirmed by
XRD patterns, that showed three peaks at 44.4º, 51.9º and 76.3º corresponding to the (1 1 1),
(2 0 0) and (2 2 0) planes of metallic nickel for all catalysts. The average particle size based
on the area, by counting from TEM micrographs, are shown in Table 1. As it observed,
average particle size changed as function of support properties and porosity.

Table 1. Summary of characterisation data of catalysts used.
CNF-12,3VI AC-10,9VI AL-11,7VI
G-11,9VI
Ni loading (%w/w)
12.3
10.9
11.7
11.9
2
BET Surface area (m /g)
56.78
265.36
125.20
8.56
3
Pore volume (cm /g)
0.245
0.192
0.245
0.053
TPR – Tmax (K)
566
553
558
584
TPR – H2 consummed
0.749/0.314 0.226/0.278 0.315/0.299 0.408/0.304
(mmol/g) (exp/the)
ds (nm)
73.48
42.62
49.58
29.46

80,000

Figure 1 shows results on catalytic experiments.
Catalytic activity order was CNF > AL > AC > G,
which confirmed that catalysts prepared with higher
particle size presented higher catalytic activity.

2-T B P co n v ers io n (% )
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150,000

200,000

250,000

300,000

Time (min)

Figure 1. 2-TBP conversion vs time for all catalysts.
Conclusions
Particle size plays an important role in gas – phase hydrogenation of 2 – tert – butylphenol.
Ni/CNFs-12,3VI shows the largest metal particles and consecuently the most catalytic
activity. Use of different catalyst supports doesn´t affect selectivity to 2 – tert –
butylcyclohexanol.
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Introduction
Zeolites are well known crystalline microporous materials widely used as heterogeneous
catalysts and adsorbents in a variety of fields, like oil refining, petrochemistry and in the Fine
Chemical industry. However, as a result of their small pore size, significant drawbacks are
associated to them in applications involving large compounds. The synthetic effort for
developing materials with large and well defined pores resulted in the successful synthesis of
ordered mesoporous materials [1]. Unfortunately, the amorphous walls of these materials
were not able to match the stability, acid strength and catalytic activity typically associated to
crystalline zeolites. Accordingly, in recent years, much research work and great attention have
been devoted to overcome the limitations of both types of materials by trying to combine the
advantages of zeolites and benefits from ordered mesoporous materials. This is the case of
hierarchical zeolites [2] and hybrid ordered mesoporous zeolitic materials [3], both of them
employed in the present work, performing the 1,2-epoxyoctane isomerisation and anisole
acylation, as catalytic tests, being compared with both conventional Al-MCM-41 and
nanocrystalline ZSM-5 zeolite.
Experimental
Hierarchical zeolites (h-ZSM-5) were prepared by crystallization of zeolitic precursors that
previously were silanized by treatment with phenylaminopropyltrimethoxysilane
(PHAPTMS), following a procedure earlier reported [2]. Two samples have been prepared
varying the amount of PHAPTMS. The synthesis of the hybrid sample (HZM) was based on
the assembling of MFI precursors around CTAB micelles [3]. The reference samples were
prepared according to procedures previously published [1,4]. All samples were characterized
by conventional techniques. The acidic properties of the materials under study were
extensively investigated by adsorption-desorption of different base probe molecules. The
liquid phase rearrangement and acylation experiments were carried out in stirred batch
autoclave and in a 250 ml three-necked batch reactor, respectively.
Results and discussion
The textural and acidic properties of the MFI zeolite-based materials are summarized in Table
1. Argon adsorption measurements confirmed the presence of a secondary porosity, and also
significant modifications are observed in the nature of the acid sites in hierarchical ZSM-5.
Hybrid HZM material possesses larger concentration of Lewis and Brønsted acid sites than
Al-MCM-41. The variation of these properties has a strong effect on its catalytic activity in
the different reactions, such as 1,2-epoxide rearrangement and anisole acylation. Thus, Figure
1.a shows the evolution of the epoxide conversion along the reaction time obtained with the
different acidic catalysts studied.
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Table 1. Physicochemical properties of the samples.
SBET
SEXTa Tmaxb Acid sitesb
2
(m /g) (m2/g) (ºC)
(mmol/g)
431
78
357
0.4259
ZSM-5 (0%)
524
261
349
0.3660
h-ZSM-5 (5%)

31

cLd
(mmol/g)
0.09

cB d
(mmol/g)
0.26

32

0.17

0.15

Si/Alc

h-ZSM-5 (12%)

696

456

329

0.3303

34

0.23

0.11

Al-MCM-41

893

893

258

0.2012

28

0.14

0.02

0.15

0.05

976
956
259
0.2671
29
HZM
b
c
d
SEXT= SBET- SµPORE, NH3-TPD, ICP, pyridine-adsorption FTIR

a

While a significant improvement is obtained in the case of the hierarchical zeolites compared
to standard ZSM-5, the highest conversion corresponds with the HZM sample. Remarkable
differences are observed between the catalysts in terms of product distribution (Figure 1.b).
Octanal and octenols were the main products obtained over the hierarchical zeolites while
heavy products are also formed by aldol condensation in the case of ordered mesoporous
solids. Accordingly, considering both activity and selectivity, the best performance is
exhibited by hierarchical zeolites since they combine a strong acidity, possessing both Lewis
and Brosted acid sites, with the absence of steric and diffusional limitations.
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Figure 1. 1,2-epoxyoctane catalytic rearrangement: a) time evolution of conversion, b)
product distribution for 2 h reaction time.
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Introduction
MOFs (Metal-Organic Frameworks) are crystalline structures consisting of transition metal
ions and chelating organic ligands. In recent era MOF have been widely used in area of
selective gas adsorption, gas storage, separation and catalysis. The utilization of MOF in
catalysis is very limited as most MOF frameworks are based on Zn metal ion which is feebly
active in catalysis. Recently MOFs are utilized in catalysis as supports for immobilization of
metal nanoparticles, however use of such MOF is prone to nanoparticle leaching problem and
deactivation of catalyst. [1] In order to overcome this limitation heterometallic MOF with
active catalytic centres was synthesized by modification of SBU (Secondary Building Unit)
with metalloporphyrins which can posses a catalytically active metal ion inside the
polypyrrole unit and Zinc metal in coordination framework. Heterometallic poryphrin MOF
[Zn2(ZnCuTCPP)(bpy)1.5] (HP-MOF) was synthesized by PPF-4 through treatment with
copper solution. The morphology and structure of HP-MOF and PPF-4 were similar and
posses paddle-wheel type morphology as depicted by X-ray diffraction. [2] The catalytic
properties of HP-MOF were investigated in ethyl benzene and styrene oxidation reactions and
catalytic results were compared with that of PPF-4.
Experimental
Synthesis of Porphyrin paddle-wheel framework (PPF)-4
tetrakis(4-carboxylphenyl)porphyrin (prepared in our laboratory) (0.38 mmol), zinc nitrate
hexahydrate (0.76 mmol), and 4,4′-bipyridine (0.38 mmol) were added to N,N′dimethylformamide (DMF, 25 mL) in a vial. The mixture was tightly capped and
consequently strirred to ensure homogeneity and heated to 100 °C for 24 h. Then the mixture
was cooled to room temperature. Purple flat square crystals were precipitated, filtered and
washed by DMF.
Synthesis of HP-MOF
PPF-4 was added to solution of methanol of copper(II) nitrate trihydrate (0.1 M) and stirring
at room temperature for 24 hours. After filtered and washed by fresh methanol, the crystal
was evacuated by vacuum oven for 24 hours at room temperature.
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Results and discussion
XRD patterns of as-synthesized PPF-4, evacuated PPF-4 and evacuated HP-MOF are
presented in Fig. 1a. The XRD sample of as-sythesized PPF-4 showed Sharp diffraction peak
similar to those reported earlier. After evacuation of PPF-4, a change in XRD pattern was
observed. The XRD pattern of HP-MOF is similar to the evacuated PPF-4 depicting same
paddle like structure. Optical microscopy revealed HP-MOF square type (Fig. 1b).

Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns of PPF-4, HP-MOF (a) and Image of HP-MOF by optical
microscope (b)
The influence of copper ion in HP-MOF was investigated in oxidation of ethyl benzene and
compared with that of PPF-4. The conversion in case of HP-MOF was higher with similar
selectivity to that of PPF-4 which is due to existence of active metal centre Cu2+
Table 1. Oxidation of Ethylbenzene with TBHP over PPF-4 and HP-MOF.
Product distribution (%)
Catalyst

Conversion (%)
A

B

C

Others

PPF-4

1.67

33.01

42.09

13.43

11.46

HP-MOF

25.12

29.70

40.95

13.76

15.59

* Reaction condition: Substrate : oxidant = 1 : 1, solvent = 3ml, Catalyst = 0.05g; 50℃; 6hours. A: benzaldehyde,
B: acetophenone, C: (oxybis(ethane-1,1-diyl))dibenzene.

Conclusions
The HP-MOF synthesized show similar XRD pattern to that of PPF-4 concluding paddle
wheel like structural arrangement. Due to the existence of active metal centre Cu2+ high
conversion in ethyl benzene oxidation were observed compared to that of PPF-4 in.
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Introduction
Benzylacetone, commercially desired fragrance, is usually being prepared in two steps; aldol
condensation of benzaldehyde with acetone and in the following hydrogenation of
benzylidenacetone. For the catalysis of aldol condensation hydroxides are used almost
exclusively. But due to the escalating demands for cleaner, more environmentally acceptable
technology, the efforts exist to find heterogeneous catalysts that would allow easier handling,
product separation and the reuse. Hydrotalcite and their synthetic structural analogues are
described as quite promising catalysts [1] for the synthesis of chemical specialties. Their use
for aldol condensation of benzaldehyde with acetone is described in several works [2], [3],
[4], [5].
This study consists of 2 parts. The first part is focused on two step preparation of
benzylacetone using hydrotalcite as a catalyst for aldol condensation of benzaldehyde with
acetone.
The second part will deal with preparation of benzylacetone using bifunctional hydrotalcite
catalysts. Based on results obtained from aldol condensation using hydrotalcite catalysts,
these catalysts will be modified by precious metals (Pd or Pt) and used for “one-pot” aldol
condensation and hydrogenation of benzaldehyde with acetone. In the following reaction
conditions of this “one-pot” synthesis will be optimized.
Experimental
Hydrotalcites were prepared by coprecipitation method using nitrates solutions Al(NO3)3.H2O
and Mg(NO3)3.6H2O at constant pH of 10 ± 0.1 and at 348 K. Obtained hydrotalcite was dried
at 378 K for at least 12 hours. The activation process consists of hydrotalcite calcination at
773 K for 6-8 h and subsequent rehydration. Both steps were performed under nitrogen
atmosphere. The phase composition of hydrotalcite was determined by X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD). The exact ratio of Mg / Al in prepared hydrotalcite was calculated from
the contents of Mg and Al in the samples determined by atomic absorption spectrometry
(AAS).
Aldol condensation was carried out with prepared hydrotalcites at temperatures from 323 K to
336 K using different solvents. Hydrogenation was conducted under constant hydrogen
pressure in a stainless steel autoclave with the volume of 300 ml. Ni supported catalysts were
used for hydrogenation. The samples obtained from kinetic experiments were analyzed using
gas chromatograph Shimadzu GC2010 Plus.
Results and discussion
Aldol condensation of benzaldehyde with acetone was tested with a series of hydrotalcites
prepared with different ratios of Mg / Al in the range 2-5. In this work the best results were
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achieved with a ratio Mg / Al equals 2 and 3, for which almost the same reaction courses were
observed. Similar results were described by Rao [3] and Campanati [5]. Optimization of aldol
condensation conditions was carried out. Increasing the reaction temperature from 323 K to
reflux temperature (336 K) had, as expected, a positive effect on the reaction rate. The
influence of used solvent was also studied. Different solvents such as n-heptane, toluene,
acetone and isopropyl alcohol, were chosen for testing. The best result, almost 98 %
conversion of benzaldehyde after 3.5 h of the reaction, was achieved using isopropyl alcohol.
For benzylideneacetone hydrogenation, the second step of the benzylacetone synthesis,
optimal reaction conditions (temperature, hydrogen pressure) and the most suitable nickel
supported catalyst were searched for. The influence of temperature and hydrogen pressure
was monitored in the range from 333 K to 373 K respectively from 2 to 5 MPa.
Conclusions
The hydrotalcite series of various Mg/Al ratios was prepared. The most active hydrotalcites
are the ones with Mg/Al ratio equal 2 and 3. Optimal reaction conditions of studied aldol
condensation are the temperature of 336 K using isopropyl alcohol as a solvent. For the
second step of benzylacetone preparation, the suitable Ni supported catalyst and the optimal
reaction conditions were also found, the temperature of 353 K and hydrogen pressure
of 5 MPa. Subsequently, obtained results will be utilized for research focused on “one-pot”
reaction with the use of bifunctional hydrotalcites.
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Introduction
Cinnamyl alcohol is desired compound used in the perfume chemistry [1]. It can be found in
almost all perfumed cosmetic product, for example perfumes, shampoos, soaps and of course
detergents. From available cinnamaldehyde can be prepared by selective hydrogenation on
metal supported catalysts or by Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verley (MPV) reduction.
MPV reductions are reactions catalyzed by metal oxides (Al, Ti, Zr, B) with surface basicity
or Lewis acidity. The hydrogen donors are secondary alcohols - propan-2-ol, butan-2-ol,
pentan-2-ol etc.
In homogeneous arrangement the catalyst can be for example
aluminiumisopropoxide, boron triethoxide [2], aluminiumacetoxydiisobutylane [3]. As
heterogeneous catalysts for MPV reductions pure zirconium oxide or doped with boron was
used for example [4,5]. Another interesting catalyst used was zirconium-1-propoxide or
aluminium-1-propoxide anchored on silica, mesoporous sieves or zeolites [5,6]. In this work
we would like to present another heterogeneous catalysts used for MPV preparation of
cinnamyl alcohol.
Experimental
Heterogeneous catalysts for MPV reduction were prepared using the instructions given in the
literature [5]. Used reduction catalysts are given in the Table 1. As a comparison experiment
the MPV reduction using aluminiumisopropoxide was realized. Conditions used for the
experiments were following: distillation apparatus, reflux, atmospheric pressure. Amount of
catalyst is also given in the Table 1.
Table 1. Catalysts and catalyst amount used in the MPV reduction of cinnamaldehyde.
Reaction conditions
Catalyst
Catalyst amount
wt. ratio catalyst : substrate
Aluminiumisopropoxide
1:15; 1:20; 1:30
Si-MCM-41
1:15
reflux
101 kPa
Zr-MCM-41
1:15
propane-2-ol
Ti-MCM-41
1:15
TS-1
1:15
Results and discussion
The MPV reduction was carried out with aluminiumisopropoxide to determine the undesired
product in the reaction mixture and for comparison the “modern” zeolite catalyst with usual
catalyst. Aluminiumispropoxide is not the catalyst for industrial use due to many
disadvantages. In the reaction mixture two undesired reactions take place – formation of
hemiacetal of cinnamyl adehyde with propane-2-ol and autocondenzation of two molecules of
cinnamaldehyde. These undesired products were detected using all chosen catalyst.
From the chosen heterogeneous catalysts the highest selectivity to desired cinnamyl alcohol
showed the Zr-MCM-41. Si-MCM-41 and TS-1 had no activity in the desired reaction and
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only the undesired hemiacetal was formed. TS-1 was inactive probably due to the small pores
of the material. Using Ti-MCM-41 small amount of desired alcohol was prepared and higher
amount of catalyst should be necessary.

Conclusions
Heterogeneous catalysts for Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verley reduction were tested in the
preparation of cinnamyl alcohol, desired fragrance. The influence of the catalyst amount was
tested using aluminiumisopropoxide, the catalyst showing the highest yield of desired
fragrance was chosen. Mesoporous sieve doped with zirconia was the most active from the
row of tested siliceous catalyst, TS-1 and MCM-41 were inactive.
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Introduction
In this work we compare catalytic properties of gold nano-particles (NPs) supported on
functionalized mesoporous silicas and aluminas in the reaction of glucose oxidation to
gluconic acid using oxygen or hydrogen peroxide as oxidants. Relationships between the
composition of supports/size of gold NPs and catalytic activity were investigated.
Experimental
Nano-sized gold was deposited on alumina and silica modified supports. Samples 1 and 2
were obtained by mixing suitable amount of aluminum nitrate, cerium chloride or zirconyl
chlorate, boehmite nano-powder and water. The obtained paste was shaped, dried at 150oC
and finally calcined at 500oC. Sample 3 was obtained by a phase separation method using
polyethylene oxide and aluminum nitrate. The gold precursor was deposited on the supports
by the incipient wetness impregnation method and reduced with NaBH4. All materials
contained 0.5 wt. % of gold. Samples 4-6 are based on the SBA-15 materials and they were
obtained in a multistage procedure. First, silica SBA-15 materials were synthesized [1], next
they were modified with alumina followed by amine- or thiol- groups functionalization.
Finally, gold nano-particles (1 wt. %) were deposited using two methods: i) in situ reduction
of HAuCl4 with NaBH4 (samples 4 and 5) and ii) colloidal-deposition (sample 6) [2]. For
sample 4 additional reduction with H2 followed by calcination at 500oC were applied. The
catalytic properties and their stability were tested in the reaction of glucose oxidation to
gluconic acid using H2O2 or oxygen as oxidants. The products were analysed by HPLC.
Results and discussion
The structural properties of the samples are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Texture properties of the samples
No. Catalyst
SBET (m2g-1) Vp (cm3g-1)
1 Al5Ce0.5Au
108
0.27
2 Al5Zr0.5Au
127
0.28
3 Al0.5Au
187
0.43
4 SiNH5Al1Au(R) 573
1.11
5 SiNH10Al1Au
n.a.
n.a.
6 Si10AlSH1Au
260
0.33

dm (nm) dAu (nm)
9.5
ca. 5
8.4
ca. 5
6.7
ca. 5
7.8
n.a.
n.a.
ca. 5
6.3
ca. 10

SBET – specific surface area, Vp – mesopore volume, dm – average pore diameters, d Au – average size of gold
nano-particles; n.a. - not available yet

SBA-15-based materials had larger specific surface areas than the modified alumina supports.
The pore sizes and the specific volumes were similar (exception sample 4). The average size
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of gold NPs was ca. 5 nm with the exception of the sample 6 prepared by the colloidaldeposition method (ca. 10 nm). The gold content determined by ICP analysis was 0.83 wt%
for the samples with a nominal content 1 wt%.
All samples were active in the glucose oxidation (Fig. 1) using H2O2 (molar ratio H2O2 to
glucose was 1:1). Almost 95% of conversions and the highest reaction rate were obtained for
amine modified SBA-15 materials (samples 4 and 5). A strong relationship between the size
of Au NP and the activity was observed in the glucose oxidation by oxygen (Fig. 1). The
catalyst with 10 nm gold nano-particles was inactive in this reaction (sample 6). Samples 1-5
showed good activities but the reaction rates were smaller by one order of magnitude than in
the case of H2O2. The selectivity towards gluconic acid formation was almost 100%; ca. 1 %
of by products were detected by the HPLC method. Overall, all catalysts showed better
stabilities in the presence of H2O2. A small decrease of conversion was observed in
subsequent cycles. This relationship is well seen for sample 4 (Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Glucose conversion for Au-catalysts using H2O2 (left) and O2 (right) as the oxidant
(numbers correspond to the sample numbers mentioned in Table 1).

Figure 2. Glucose conversion for sample 4 during three catalytic cycles.
Conclusions
It was found that gold NPs supported on alumina and silica functionalized materials are active
in glucose oxidation to gluconic acid. A strong relationship between size of NPs and activity
was found.
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Introduction
Perillyl acetate is a fragrance that has been suggested for use in perfumery, e.g. in the
modification of certain essential oils (Bergamot, etc.) [1]. The starting material for preparation
of perillyl acetate can be β-pinenoxide [2,3]. The simplest way of the preparation of perillyl
acetate is generally the reaction of β-pinenoxide with acetanhydride in dichlormethane as a
solvent and montmorillonite K-10 as an acid catalyst [3]. The use of perillyl acetate is not
only in perfume chemistry but also as a starting material for the preparation of some other
valuable chemical specialities. The most interesting product usually prepared from perillyl
acetate is perillyl alcohol, due to its antimicrobial and antineoplastic activity [2]. Perillyl
alcohol could serve as an initial substance for the preparation of very valuable fragrance
called Mayol. The main aim of this work was to find the most effective way for the perillyl
acetate preparation from β-pinenoxide. The reaction conditions, especially the catalyst will be
optimized. The prepared perillyl acetate will be saponificated to prepare perillyl alcohol
(optimal way would be chosen) and the last step will be the hydrogenation of perillyl alcohol
to Mayol.
Experimental
Preparation of perillyl acetate
In the typical experiment 2 g of β-pinenoxide and 10 g of acetanhydride were added into the
flask and acid catalyst was then slowly dosed. Homogenous catalyst was added dropwise into
the reaction mixture in amount of 2 g (100 wt.% to β-pinenoxide) or heterogenous catalyst
was added in amount of 0.4 g (20 wt.% to β-pinenoxide).
Saponification of perillyl acetate
The saponification of perillyl acetate was carried out by two methods from the literature [2,4].
1) The obtained perillyl acetate and 30 % water solution of sodium hydroxide [4] were put
into the flask and then the heating started. The reaction was proceeded under the mild boil
(408 K) for 3 hours. After that the top layer was separated and distilled.
2) Perillyl acetate, water, methanol and anhydrous sodium carbonate [2] were mixed in the
flask and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 13 hours. Finally the
extraction and purification of perillyl alcohol was carried out.
Hydrogenation of perillyl alcohol
Perillyl alcohol (2.4 g), nickel catalyst NiSAT 320 RS (0.24 g) and isopropyl alcohol (80 ml)
were introduced into the stainless steel autoclave Parr 4843 (volume 150 ml). The reaction
conditions were: temperature 353 K and pressure 10 MPa.
Results and discussion
Preparation of perillyl acetate
The study of perillyl acetate formation from β-pinenoxide was carried out. The optimal
catalyst able to open both of the rings (epoxidic as same as carbonic) of initial β-pinenoxide
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was searched. Opening of only epoxidic ring leads to the undesired myrtenyl acetate. Desired
product was perillyl acetate and its isomers. Boric acid, phosphoric acid, acetic acid and citric
acid were tested from homogeneous catalysts and zeolite USY (CVB 720), Strong Solid Acid,
montmorillonite K-10 [3] and γ-alumina were tested from heterogeneous catalysts. From the
results using homogenous and heterogenous catalyst the optimal conditions for perillyl acetate
formation were found: 1 : 5 : 1 ratio β-pinenoxide : acetanhydride : acetic acid, 323 K, 2 h.
Saponification of perillyl acetate
As it was mentioned above two saponification processes were adopted from the literature.
Thanks to shorter reaction time and final treatment of the product, the saponification through
the water solution of sodium hydroxide was chosen.
Hydrogenation of perillyl alcohol
The last step in the perillyl acetate utilization is the following hydrogenation of obtained
perillyl alcohol to Mayol. The reaction was carried out using a nickel catalyst NiSAT 320 RS
under the conditions mentioned in the experimental part. After 6 h the composition of the
reaction mixture was 94.6 % (54.1 % cis-isomer and 40.5 % trans-isomer) of Mayol and
2.4 % of dihydroperillyl alcohol.
Conclusions
The preparation of perillyl acetate from β-pinenoxide was carried out, followed by its
converting to perillyl alcohol and to the desired fragrance Mayol. The best results for the
perillyl acetate preparation were obtained using acetic acid (1 : 1 to β-pinenoxide) as a
catalyst, 323 K and acetanhydride ratio (1 : 5 β-pinenoxide : acetanhydride). The achieved
yield of perillyl acetate was 78.7 %. Myrtenyl acetate, which was undesirable reaction
product, was present in the reaction mixture in amount of 4 %, but the mixture was
successfully distilled. The yield of perillyl acetate after separation steps was: 67 % of perillyl
acetate with purity 98 %.
Perillyl alcohol was prepared by saponification followed by distillation. The yield of perillyl
alcohol was 94.4 % at 100 % conversion of perillyl acetate. Finally the Maoyl was prepared.
The yield of this desired fragrance was 47.7 % calculated on the initial β-pinenoxide.
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Introduction
Aldol condensation is very often used in many organic syntheses of fine chemicals and drugs.
It is a carbon-carbon bond forming reaction generally carried out to form larger molecules at
mild temperatures. This condensation is a reaction between two molecules of aldehyde or
ketone in different combinations. One molecule becomes nucleophile and the other
electrophile. This reaction can be catalyzed by basic or acidic catalysts. Basic catalysis is
preferred due to the using acidic catalysts undesirable polymers should be formed, the
reaction time is longer and the conversion is not so high. This work deals with the aldol
condensation using zeolites as catalysts. The use of zeolites with basic properties in catalysis
was reported a long time ago [1,2] and the interest in these materials is recently increasing.
Basic zeolites are obtained by substitution of proton located in ion exchange sites by alkaline
metals or organic molecules. Exchanged ion affect the basicity of zeolite, for example for
alkaline metals exchanged in zeolites oxygen basicity increase in order Li<Na<K<Rb<Cs
[3,4]. Frequently a hydrogenation of the product of aldol condensation is needed, so recently
the research leads to form bifunctional catalyst for “one-pot” synthesis, which means aldol
condensation and following hydrogenation in the same reactor.
One of the most interesting applications of bifunctional catalysts is synthesis of methylisobutyl ketone (MIBK) from acetone. In work [5] zeolites NaX and CsX were impregnated
by Pt, best conversion and selection was reached with Pt/NaX.
Experimental
The starting materials are sodium form of faujasite zeolites with two different Si/Al molar
ratios. The first is zeolite X (Si/Al=1.5) and the other zeolite Y (Si/Al=2.5). At first as an
exchanged ion cesium is studied the next step would be alkylammonium cations. The
exchange of cations was done by different methods. One of the methods was exchange of
sodium ions by NH4+ and then by cesium. Impregnation of zeolites by metals (Pd, Pt) was
performed as is described in literature [7].
Aldol condensation of aldehydes and ketones was chosen as a model reaction for study of
activity and selectivity of prepared zeolites. As a first reaction a self-condensation of propanal
was studied. Reaction was realized in autoclave, reaction temperature was 100 °C. As a
second reaction an attractive condensation of benzaldehyde and acetone was chosen.
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Results and discussion
The amount of exchanged ions and ratio of Si/Al was measured by XRF. Crystallinity of
zeolites was monitored by XRD. Structure of zeolites was not determined.
If self-condensation of propanal was performed under normal pressure, zeolite catalyzed only
oxidation to propionic acid. Reaction in an autoclave using catalyst NaX leads to desirable
product (2-methylpent-2-enal) the conversion was 19 % after 3 hours.
Reaction of benzaldehyde and acetone was realized using these zeolites: NaX, NaY, CsX,
HY. Maximal concentration of desired products (benzylideneacetone and 4-hydroxy-4phenylpropanone) was reached with zeolite HY.
Conclusions
Zeolites were prepared by various methods. They were tested using two model reactions. One
of them was self-condensation of propanal, where the highest yield of desired product was
reached with NaX catalyst. The second one was condensation benzaldehyde with acetone, the
highest yield of desired products was obtained with zeolite HY. Impregnated zeolites will be
used for one-pot reaction of benzaldehyde and acetone followed by hydrogenation leading to
desired fragrance benzylacetone.
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Introduction
Metathesis of olefins [1] is applied in many industrial processes. This reaction is used for the
synthesis of some basic compounds, as well as for the preparation of polymers specialities.
Metathesis can be catalyzed by methyltrioxorhenium (MTO) [2]. Attractivity of this catalyst
is mainly in the using metathesis of olefinic compounds with heteroatoms. MTO is
homogenous catalyst, but its heterogenized form is preferred for this reaction [3].
Immobilization of organometallic complexes is realized by their anchorage on the insoluble
support material. The main advantages of heterogenized catalyst are easy separation from the
reaction mixture and possibility of reuse. MTO immobilization may be realized, for example,
by using silicate or alumosilicate materials.
Experimental
Before metathesis MTO was immobilized on the support, e.g. alumosilicate - siral 40 (1 g).
Dichloromethane was used as a solvent (9 ml). Immobilization was realized using Schlenk
technique to avoid contact of used materials (especially MTO) with air humidity. In the first
step, the support was dried (for 5 hours at the temperature of 723 K under nitrogen
atmosphere). After that, the support was directly modified in the reaction flask (for 3 hours at
393 K, and pressure of 133.3 Pa). In the second step MTO was dissolved in dichlormethane.
The suspension of MTO and support was stirred for 1 hour. After that the substrate
was added in the molar ratio substrate : MTO 6 : 1. Several linear α-olefins
(pent-1-ene, hex-1-ene, oct-1-ene) were used for metathesis. Reaction was carried out at the
room temperature.
Results and discussion
Metathesis was performed using the three substrates (pent-1-ene, hex-1-ene and oct-1-ene).
After 24 hours conversion of pent-1-ene was 87 %, conversion of hex-1-ene was 67 % and the
conversion of oct-1-ene was 64 %. At 50% of substrate conversion, the yield of product of the
pent-1-ene metathesis (oct-4-ene) was 34 %. In the case of hex-1-ene, the yield of product
(dec-5-ene) was 27 % and in the case of oct-1-ene it achieved (tetradec-7-ene) 30 %.
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Conclusions

Heterogenized MTO was tested as catalyst for olefin metathesis. The reaction conditions were
optimized. Both the high conversion (87 %) and the high yield of product (34 %, at 50 %
conversion substrate) was achieved by using pent-1-ene as a substrate.
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Introduction
Nanoporous titanosilicates often find application as redox catalysts at both benchmark and
industrial scale. The classical example of a successful titanosilicate is titanium-silicalite-1
(TS-1), which is very efficient in catalyzing oxidation processes with H2O2 as oxidant. Also
purely mesoporous materials, such as Ti-SBA-15 and Ti-MCM-41, and combined micro- and
mesoporous structures, e.g. Ti-MMM-1 [1] and MTS-9 [2], can be useful catalysts in certain
reactions. In order to correlate the catalytic activities of materials with its structural properties,
it is important that (i) the structural characterization is executed thoroughly and (ii) the
surface chemistry, more specifically the interactions of the reactants with the active sites of
the catalyst, is taken into account. An excellent technique to study the interaction of
molecules with a solid surface is immersion calorimetry, in which the heat/enthalpy of
immersion is a measure for the degree of interaction. However, reports in which catalytic
testing is combined with immersion calorimetry are very scarce. Moreover, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no literature available that explicitly combines the catalytic conversion of
a specific molecule with immersion calorimetry of the same molecule.
In this work, we report for the first time the combined use of immersion calorimetry and a
catalytic test reaction for the comparative evaluation of different Ti-containing siliceous
catalysts [3]. The catalytic results for the epoxidation of cyclohexene are correlated with the
heat of immersion of cyclohexene for the different catalysts, namely TS-1, Ti-containing
MCM-41 (obtained by grafting a Ti(IV) inorganic precursor) and three types of combined
zeolitic/mesoporous materials (SBA-TS-15-pH 1; SBA-TS-15-pH 13; meso-TSM) (Fig. 1).
The goal is to demonstrate that immersion calorimetry can be a very useful extra tool for the
interpretation of catalytic test results.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of synthesis of the
combined zeolitic/mesoporous materials.
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Results and discussion
The structural characteristics of the different titanosilicates are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Structural characteristics of the different catalysts.
XRD

EPMA

BET

Vµ

N2-sorption
Vtot

Rads

isotherm

MFI zeolite

% Ti

(m .g-1)

(mL.g-1)

(mL.g-1)

(nm)

type

profile

TS-1

360

0.11

0.33

-

I

yes

MCM-41 support

1450

0.00

0.80

1.0

IV

-

-

Ti-MCM-41

1330

0.00

0.99

1.1

IV

-

1.4

SBA-15 support

827

0.15

0.99

3.6

IV

-

-

SBA-TS-15-pH 1

406

0.05

0.42

3.2

IV

no

0.9

SBA-TS-15-pH 13

457

0.08

0.48

3.4

IV

no

1.3

meso-TSM

786

0.00

0.79

1.5

IV

yes

1.2

4.1

The catalytic test results point out that the divergent structural properties of the titanosilicates
have a large influence, resulting in the following order of catalytic activity: Ti-MCM-41 >>
meso-TSM >> SBA-TS-15-pH 1 ≥ SBA-TS-15-pH 13 > TS-1 0. Immersion calorimetry in
pure cyclohexene shows that the order of interaction between cyclohexene and the catalysts’
surface is Ti-MCM-41 > meso-TSM > SBA-TS-15-pH 1 > SBA-TS-15-pH 13 > TS-1. This
order completely coincides with the order of the catalytic activity in the epoxidation reaction,
catalyzed by the different titanosilicates.
Conclusions
We demonstrated for the very first time that the combination of catalytic testing and
immersion calorimetry, when using the same molecule, can lead to important insights into the
influence of the different titanosilicates on its catalytic behaviour. Immersion calorimetry can
hence be used as an auxiliary characterization tool for a better understanding of the interaction
between the solid catalyst and the substrate. More specifically, immersion calorimetry with
cyclohexene can be applied as a screening tool for the catalytic epoxidation of cyclohexene.
Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that immersion calorimetry can only serve as an
adequate screening tool (with a straightforward interpretation) for catalysts, when the
adsorption of the molecules used as immersion liquid is the rate-determining step in the
catalytic reaction.
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Introduction
Asymmetric reduction of imines represents one of the most efficient methods for
the preparation of chiral amines (Fig. 1). This reduction can be catalyzed by a chiral catalyst
derived form N-methylvaline formamide [1].

Figure 1: Reaction scheme of asymmetric reduction

In recent decades the immobilization of homogeneous catalysts has become very popular.
The main disadvantage of homogeneous catalysis (no-reuse of the catalyst) may be eliminated
by immobilization [2], owing to this immobilization catalyst could be readily separated and
used again.
Experimental
N-methylvaniline-derivated formamide was used as a catalyst. Mesoporous inorganic
molecule sieves MCM-41 and SBA-15 were used as supporting materials. Chiral catalyst was
prepared by a multistep synthesis. Immobilizations were carried out under the inert
atmosphere of Ar. Reductions of imines were carried out on a laboratory scale in the presence
of immobilezed catalyst and trichlorosilane in the toluene.
Elementar analysis, BET analysis, 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HPLC chiral column was used
for quantification and qualification of these products.
Results and discussion
In the first part of the study malic acid chloride (Fig. 2) was prepared as a catalyst precursor in
several steps.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the chiral catalyst

The catalyst was immobilized on the mesoporous molecular sieves (MCM-41 and SBA-15)
by the covalent bonding. MCM-41 was prepared by hydrotermal synthesis [3] (Surface area
1034 m2/g). Immobilized amount of the catalysts was approximately 0.90 mmol/g. The rest of
hydroxyl groups on the carrier surface were capped by acetylchloride in the presence
of pyridine in anhydrous THF. Immobilized catalyst was used for the asymmetric reduction
of imines. Experiments were carried out under folloving conditions: trichlorsilane was added
to a suspension of imine and the catalyst in anhydrous toluene. The reaction mixture was
stirred overnight at room temperature under an argon atmosphere. After the work up
the product was obtained in hight yeld (87%). The immobilized catalyst was separated and
could be reused.
Conclusions
An efficient way for asymetric reduction of imines with trichlorosilane using the chiral
catalyst immobilized on inorganic mesoporous sieves has been divided.
The catalyst was sucessfully anchored to a solid support (mesoporous molecular sieves),
the immobilized amount was 0.9 mmol/g.
Asymetric reduction of imines in the presence of trichlorsilane and immobilized chiral
catalyst has been observed.
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Introduction
Metal-organic framework (MOF) materials have been explored for applications in
heterogeneous catalysis in recent years. In addition to the use of MOFs as supports for the
deposition of highly dispersed metal particles, the incorporation of active centers such
coordinatively unsaturated metal sites and the functionalization of the organic linkers with
acidic or basic groups seems to be most promising. In our contribution, different MOFs
carrying amino groups at their organic linkers [1,2] were synthesized and tested in the
Knoevenagel condensation, a convenient test reaction for evaluation of the catalytic activity
of basic materials.
Experimental Section
Fe-MIL-101-NH2 and Al-MIL-101-NH2 were synthesized from 2-aminoterephthalic acid and
FeCl3 · 6 H2O or AlCl3 · 6 H2O, respectively, in DMF at 110 °C. For comparison, CAU-1 was
synthesized under solvothermal conditions from 2-aminoterephthalic acid and AlCl3 · 6 H2O
in methanol at 125 °C as reported by Stock et al. [2]. The obtained materials were activated
by soxhlet extraction with Ethanol and characterized by powder X-ray diffraction, nitrogen
adsorption at 77 K (Figure 1), NMR and FT-IR spectroscopy (Figure 2). The catalytic tests
were carried out in batch reactors employing toluene as solvent under inert atmosphere. At
regular intervals small aliquots were withdrawn and analyzed by gas chromatography.
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Figure 1: N2-adsorption isotherms of the
three MOFs employed in this study.
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Results and Discussion
The three MOFs (Fe-MIL-101-NH2 (ABET = 3438 m2g-1), Al-MIL-101-NH2 (ABET = 3031
m2g-1) and (CAU-1 [2] (ABET = 1492 m2g-1)) compared in this study are active catalysts in the
Knoevenagel condensation of benzaldehyde with malononitrile and with ethyl cyanoacetate
yielding benzylidenemalononitrile (BzMN) and ethyl α-cyanocinnamate (EtCC), respectively,
as the only detected products. Due to the very small pore windows of CAU-1 (0.3 to 0.4 nm)
the Knoevenagel condensation proceeds much slower over this catalyst in comparison to the
amino-MIL-101 derivatives, which possess open pore windows of up to 1.6 nm and reach a
conversion of more than 90 % within three hours (Figure 3). These different behaviors
suggest that pore diffusion of the product or even of the educts is strongly limited or actually
impossible in the case of CAU-1 and thus the catalytic transformation primarily takes place at
the outer surface of the crystallites. Although the unfunctionalized Fe-MIL-101 also catalyzes
the reaction to some extent, the presence of amino groups drastically accelerates the formation
of EtCC as shown in figure 4.
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activity of Fe-MIL-101-NH2 and
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condensation of benzaldehyde with ethyl
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In additional experiments, we confirmed by removal of the solid catalysts after a conversion
of 30 %, that there is no leaching of catalytically active species into the liquid phase. Details
of experiments concerning the recyclability of the solid catalysts will be shown in the paper.
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Introduction
Chiral periodic mesoporous organosilicates have been recently developed as a variety of
periodic mesoporous oganosiliceous materials (PMOs) [1,2]. Insertion of chirality inside the
PMOs constitutes a breakthrough for potential applications mainly as suitable catalysts for the
asymmetric synthesis. Hence, the development of novel heterogeneous chiral ligands that
could effectively induce asymmetry might be crucial not only in organic synthesis, but it
could allow the preparation of new valuable materials for applications in areas such as
adsorption, chromatography, optical device, sensors, etc. As best, at least two steps are needed
for accomplishing the chiral PMOs. Previously, the organic synthesis of the usually noncommercial chiral bis-organosilane is performed following different reaction steps and further
purification, with the subsequent assemblage of the chiral precursor around the templating
micelles [3]. This tedious drawback is circumvented by the procedure that we outline herein,
in which a new, easy and unprecedented one-pot approach to the synthesis of chiral PMOs
SBA-15-like material was accomplished, based on a tartrate derivative chiral precursor and a
non-chiral bis-organosilane [4].
Experimental
Once the chiral tartrate derivative employed as chiral precursor, protected L-(+)-dimethyl
tartrate (DMT), is mixed with the (N-methyl-3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane under the
conditions needed for synthesizing a SBA-15-like framework material, a transamidation
reaction takes place, leading to the bis-silylated chiral precursor. Besides, the presence of the
silica source employed, tetraethylortosilicate or 1,2-bis(triethoxysilylethane) and the
copolymer surfactant Pluronic 123 type triblock copolymer provide the mesoscopic ordering
to the final material, following the procedure earlier reported [4]. Therefore, during the in-situ
transamidation reaction the hydrolysis of the chiral and non-chiral bis-organosilane silica
precursors and the condensation of these latter species around the micelles coming from the
structure-directing agent are readily accomplished leading to a chiral PMO material.

Figure 1. TEM image of chiral PMO SBA-15 type material synthesized by a one-pot
approach.
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Results and discussion
The synthesis of chiral PMO SBA-15 type materials with different silica sources by an easy
one-pot methodology has been studied. Furthermore these chiral periodic mesoporous solid
materials with an incorporation as high as 50% molar of dimethyl tartrate derivative chiral
auxiliary precursor (Sharpless ligand) have been synthesized, without any sensitive decline of
the textural properties referred to the materials ordering. Likewise FTIR and NMR solid state
techniques (Figure 2) confirm the chiral ligands coordination environments in the three
dimensional structure of the mesoporous material prepared. Knowledge of the detailed
molecular architecture, including surfactant interactions and the surfactant’s spatial
distribution within the framework, enable the rational design and synthesis of novel chiral
PMO materials with the desirable and tunable properties.
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Figure 2. 13C CP-MAS and 29Si CP-MAS solid state NMR spectrum of the chiral PMO
sample with a ratio BTSE: DMT 50:50.
The thioanisole asymmetric oxidation reaction has been used to validate and compared the
heterogeneously synthesized catalysts activity, achieving enantiomeric excess (ee) and yield
to sulfoxide up to 40 and 75%, respectively, being significative the influence of the
organosilica framework nature on the catalytic behaviour. Key to the widespread application
of the one step approach enclosed in this work is the various chiral auxiliaries that could be
immobilized following this methodology and, more importantly, its simplicity, because the
quiral bis-silane formation, the incorporation of the chiral functional moieties and the
formation of the mesoporous material occur in a single synthetic step. This approach would
mean a higher overall throughput than the more tedious procedures previously reported, in
which the organic chiral precursor has to previously prepared, separated and purified and
subsequently added in a second-step to the inorganic support synthesis media.
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Introduction
Transition metal nanoparticles (TMNPs) have recently attracted a great deal of interest in our
aim to develop readily available and cheaper as well as more efficient catalysts as alternatives
to the traditional widely employed noble metal catalysts in a wide range of catalytic
reactions [1]. Their stabilisation onto supports via alternative methodologies including
microwave irradiation (MWI), ultrasounds (US) and ball-milling (BM) are some of the most
appealing approaches for NPs control and stabilisation to the design of well dispersed, small
size nanomaterials with enhanced catalytic applications [2]. Cobalt oxide nanoparticles have
been used in selective oxidation processes including CO and VOCs oxidation. Herein, we
report the preparation of supported cobalt oxide nanoparticles on Al-SBA-15 and their
application in the microwave-assisted selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde
using hydrogen peroxide as green oxidant.
Experimental
Al-SBA-15 (Si/Al 20 ratio) were prepared according with a previously reported method by
Bonardet et al. [3] using Pluronics P123 as template. Materials with a 0.5 wt.% Co loading
were subsequently prepared by three different methods, namely wet impregnation (CoAlWI)
and microwave irradiation (CoAlMW, followed a previously reported protocol by our group
[4]) as well as a novel ball-milling approach (CoAlBM) in which the support and the cobalt
precursor [Co(NO3)3] were grinded together in a chamber using 10 mm stainless steel balls
for 10 minutes at 500 rpm. All prepared materials were calcined at 773 K during 4 hours.
Samples were characterized using techniques including X-Ray diffraction (XRD), Nitrogen
physisorption, Elemental Analysis, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and UV-vis.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 depicts the structure of the supported cobalt nanoparticles on Al-SBA-15. According
to the diffraction lines in the materials, the structure could be indexed to the JCPDS 9-418
card, corresponding to the Co3O4 phase. Table 1 shows the conversion obtained in short time
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of reaction for all the materials are very similar, in the range of 40-45%, with high
selectivities to benzylaldehyde.

Intensity (A.U.)

CoAlBM

CoAlBM (3 wt. % Co)

JCPDS 9-418

20

40

2 θ (º)

60

80

Figure 1 XRD patterns of CoAlBM y CoAlBM (3 wt.% ), showing the presence of Co3O4
according to the JCPDS 9-418 card.
Table 1. Activities and selectivities to benzaldehyde of cobalt nanoparticles supported on
Al-SBA-15 in the microwave assited oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehide with
hydrogen peroxide as green oxidanta.
Conversion
Sbenzaldehyde
Materials
Substrate
Product
(mol%)
(mol%)
Al-SBA-15
16
> 99
CoAlBM
42.5
97
CoAlMW
38
89
CoAlWI
41.4
> 99
a
Reaction conditions: 0.05 g catalyst, 2 mmol benzyl alcohol, 0.3 mL H2O2 50% (v/v), 2 mL
acetonitrile, microwave irradiation, 300W, reaction time, 5 minutes.
Conclusions
Cobalt nanoparticles supported on Al-SBA-15 have been synthesized by three different
methods. Catalytic activities of the ball-milling synthesized material in the
microwave-assisted oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde were comparable to those
obtained by the others two well established methods, which offers an interesting, simple and
efficient alternative to conventional methods for the preparation of supported nanoparticles.
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Introduction
Friedel-Crafts acylation of aromatic compounds is one of the most important methods
for the production of aromatic ketones, which are key intermediates in the production of fine
chemicals, pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals [1, 2]. Acylation of aromatics have
traditionally been performed using homogeneous mineral acids including AlCl3, FeCl3, ZnCl2
and HF. Such conventional catalysts have inherent problems such as corrosivity, toxicity and
effluent disposal. Hence, the homogeneous catalytic process needs to be replaced by a more
effective, heterogeneous catalytic method from the view point of environmental friendliness,
ease of separation of products and ease of regeneration of catalyst.
Herein, we report the direct preparation of Zr-SBA-15 materials via sol-gel
hydrothermal synthesis and their activity in the acylation of anisole with benzoyl chloride.
Experimental
Materials were synthesized following a previously reported protocol by our group [3]
using ZrONO3 .x H2O as Zr precursor. Samples were denoted as Zr-X where X stands for the
Si/Zr ratio in the synthesis gel (e.g. Si/Zr 40, 20, 10 and 5). Well structured Zr-SBA-15
materials with high surface areas and narrow pore size distributions were obtained. Materials
were characterized by pyridine (PY) and 2,6-dimethyl pyridine (DMPY) adsorption, X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Thermal Analysis (TG/DTA),
Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS), and N2 adsorption.
The activity of the solid acids was also investigated in the Friedel-Crafts acylation of
anisole with benzoyl chloride. Reactions were carried out under microwave irradiation and
compared to those under conventional heating.
Results and discussion
Results obtained in the liquid-phase acylation of anisole with benzoyl chloride under
conventional heating are summarised in Table 1. Selectivities were, in all the cases, almost
quantitative (>93%) to the formation of p-methoxidiphenilmethanone (F4) [the difference to
100 % corresponds to o-methoxidiphenilmethanone (F2)]. All materials exhibited good
activities in the reaction after 24 h under conventional heating, with the exception of Zr-40.
The catalytic activity in the materials was found to increase with an increase in the zirconium
content. In addition, the catalytic activity increase for Zr-10 and Zr-5 was related with the
increase of the density of acid sites. The catalysts were also found to be relatively reusable under
the investigated reaction conditions upon regeneration (1 h in air, 600ºC).
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Table 1. Time of reaction, total conversion (XT,), selectivity (SF4) and surface acidity,
measured by PY and DMPY titration (µmol probe molecule per g of catalyst and µmol probe
molecule per m2 at 300ºC) of Zr-SBA-15 in the acylation of anisole with benzoyl chloride
under conventional heating (140ºC, 10 mL anisole, 1 mL benzoyl chloride, 0.1 g catalyst).
Catalyst
Zr-40
Zr-20
Zr-10
Zr-5
ZrO2

Time
(h)
24
24
24
24
24

XT
(mol%)
45.3
60.7
76.2
80.5
3.4

SF4
(mol%)
93.7
93.0
94.1
93.0
96.0

PY

PY

(µmol g )
82
128
146
66
20
-1

(µmol m )
0.09
0.15
0.19
0.11
0.20
-2

DMPY

DMPY

(µmol g )
26
65
76
62
-

(µmol m-2)
0.03
0.08
0.10
0.10
-

-1

Reactions were also conducted under microwave irradiation where the effect of
parameters including time of reaction, microwave power and quantity of catalyst were
investigated. Optimised reaction conditions (2.5 mL anisole, 0.25 mL benzoyl chloride,
300W, 0.075 g catalyst-3 times more as compared to conventional heating-) provided
comparable and even superior conversion values to those achieved under conventional heating
after 24 h (Table 2). Zr-5 was also found to be the most active material with conversion
values over 96% in 30 minutes.
Table 2. Total conversion (XT) and selectivity (SF4) of the Zr-SBA-15 materials in the
acylation of anisole with benzoyl chloride under microwave irradiation (300 W, 30 min, 2.5
mL anisole, 0.25 mL benzoyl chloride, 0.075g catalyst).
Catalysts
Zr-40
Zr-20
Zr-10
Zr-5
ZrO2

XT
(mol%)
35.3
68.8
90.9
96.4
7.1

SF4
(mol%)
91.3
92.7
92.6
93.2
94.8

Tmáx
(ºC)
150
157
159
152
155

Conclusions
Zr-SBA-15 materials were found to be active, selective and reusable in the
Friedel-Crafts acylation of anisole with benzoyl chloride. Zr-5 was also found to be the most
active material in the investigated reaction both under conventional heating and microwave
irradiation conditions.
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Introduction
Friedel-Crafts alkylations are important types of reactions in organic chemistry
[1]. The liquid phase benzylation of aromatic compounds by benzyl alcohol is of
significance for the production of diphenylmethane and substituted diphenylmethanes,
which are key industrial compounds used as pharmaceutical intermediates and fine
chemicals. Zeolites (including H-ZSM-5 and H-Y) are solid acid catalysts which have
received a great deal of attention due to their strong acidity and regular porous structure
with excellent stability [2]. Recently, ordered mesoporous silica materials such as
MCM-41 and SBA-15 were comparatively proved to be of considerable interest because
of their regular pore array with uniform and tunable mesopore diameter (2.0–3.0 nm) as
compared to zeolites as well as high surface area and pore volume. In this work, the
surface properties and catalytic activities of micro- and mesoporous materials have been
compared in the alkylation of anisole with benzyl alcohol.
Experimental
Friedel-Crafts alkylations were performed under conventional heating in a
multipoint reactor (Carrousel Reaction StationTM, Radleys Discovery Technologies) at
140ºC for 24 h. Samples were periodically withdrawn from the reaction mixture and
reaction products were separated and analyzed by gas chromatography (GC). Al- and
Ga-SBA-15 materials employed in this study (Ga-20-A and Al-20-A, with a Si/Ga or
Si/Al ratio of 20) were previously reported by our group [3]. A conventional
Al-MCM-41 material with Si/Al 20 ratio and a range of zeolites (ZSM-5, MOR, BEA
and HY) with different SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (included in brackets in Tables 1 and 2) were
also characterised and tested in the alkylation reaction.
Results and discussion
Textural and acid properties of the investigated micro- and mesoporous
materials are summarised in Table 1. Materials exhibited high surface areas and typical
pore diameters of zeolites and mesoporous MCM-41 and SBA-15. The activity of the
materials was then investigated in the alkylation of anisole with benzyl alcohol
(Table 2). Al-20-A exhibited quantitative conversion of starting material with complete
selectivity
to
monoalkylated
products
(2-methoxybenzophenone
and
4-methoxybenzophenone) after 30 min reaction. Comparatively, mesoporous
Al-MCM-41 and Al-SBA-15 gave high conversions at 30 min of reaction (Table 3)
probably due to their comparatively high Brönsted acidities. Interestingly, highly acidic
zeolites provided different activities depending on acid distribution and pore sizes.
Small to medium pore size zeolites (H-ZSM-5) exhibited poor activities in the
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alkylation at short reaction times, while larger pore zeolites (H-BEA Si/Al 75 and
zeolite-Y Si/Al 60) gave excellent conversions after 30 minutes of reaction (Table 2).
Table 1. Textural properties and surface acidity [measured by pyridine (PY) and
2,6-dimethyl pyridine (DMPY) titration (µmol probe molecule per g of catalyst at
300ºC)] of a range of micro- and mesoporous materials.
Materials
(SiO2/Al2O3 ratios)
H-Y (60)
H-BEA (75)
ZSM-5 (50)
H-MOR (5)
Ga-20-A
Al-20-A
Al-MCM-41 (Si/Al 20)

Pore
SBET
structure
(m2/g-1)
3D; 7.4 Å
720
3D; 7.5x5.7 Å
680
3D; 5.4x5.6 Å
425
1D; 7.4 Å
562
902
900
943

DBJH
(nm)
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.5
4.9
6.7
2.5

PY, 300ºC DMPY, 300ºC
(µmol g-1)
(µmol g-1)
49
27
158
84
203
41
61
35
127
28
171
98
124
65

Table 2. Activities [total conversion (Xt, mol%)] and selectivities to
2--methoxybenzophenone (SF2, mol%) of different acidic micro- and mesoporous
materials in the liquid-phase alkylation of anisole with benzyl alcohol.
Materials
H-Y (60)
H-BEA (75)
ZSM-5 (50)
H-MOR (5)
Ga-20-A
Al-20-A
Al-MCM-41 (Si/Al 20)

a

0.5 h
Xt (mol%) SF2 (mol%)a
87
51.1
53.5
47.4
5.6
48.7
49.9
54.1
20.6
54.6
82.8
54.3
82.8
54.5

6h
Xt (mol%) SF2 (mol%)a
96.1
54.9
85
52.4
20
51.8
97.9
53.8
81.7
53.1
100
52.9
100
53.3

The difference to 100 corresponds to 4-methoxybenzophenone

Conclusions
Mesoporous Al-SBA-15 and Al-MCM-41, with a higher contribution of
Brönsted acid sites, were highly active and selective to monoalkylated products (2- and
4-methoxybenzophenone). Comparably, small to large pore zeolites exhibited high
activities in the alkylation at short reaction times, except for H-ZSM-5 (50). The
interesting difference in activity between the materials could be correlated with the
different pore sizes and acidities of the materials.
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Introduction
Catalytic hydrogenation of vegetable oils is a well-known process in food industry to make
the oil more resistant against air autoxidation and/or to obtain fats with a certain melting
profile[1]. Unfortunately, hydrogenated edible oils have negative health impact, due to the
cis/trans isomerization of the double bond, occurring in parallel with hydrogenation[2].
One aim of the present research is to investigate the fundamental basis for selective removal
of trans-isomers from a hydrogenated oil sample via sorptive and size exclusion phenomena.
It is known that zeolites act as molecular sieves, excluding the access of molecules with a
diameter too large to enter the pores. The idea is to find a zeolite with a pore structure that is
able to distinguish the linear trans chain from the bended cis chain. Next, the zeolites were
loaded with Pt and tested in the selective hydrogenation of a mixture of methyl oleate (cis
isomer) and methyl elaidate (trans isomer) (Fig. 1). Finally, the concepts found in the
hydrogenation of FAMEs were extrapolated to the level of triglycerides.

Figure 1. Selective removal of trans-fatty acid isomer in presence of the cis isomer by shape selective
hydrogenation over Pt on ZSM-5 zeolite.

Experimental
Zeolites were purchased from Zeolyst or synthesized according to a published procedure[3]. Pt
was introduced in the different supports via three different techniques, viz. incipient wetness
impregnation (IWI), ion-exchange (IE) and competitive ion-exchange (CIE). Pt loaded
catalysts are activated by a successive calcination and reduction, under flowing O2 and H2,
respectively. Catalyst samples were characterized by SEM, TEM, electron tomography, XPS,
XRD, CO-chemisorption and UV-vis. Room temperature chromatographic adsorption
experiments were conducted in the HPLC mode. Hydrogenation of equimolecular mixtures of
methyl oleate (MO) and methyl elaidate (ME) as well as pure triglycerides (OOO, EEE, SOO,
LLL, LnLnLn) and vegetable oils were carried out in batch autoclaves at 65 °C, 60 bar H2 and
500 rpm. The FAMEs were analyzed with GC, whereas triglycerides were analyzed with RPHPLC.
Results and discussion
Different zeolite topologies were tested in order to find a pore system that is able to
distinguish between the linear trans chain and the bended cis chain. ZSM-5 zeolite (MFI
topology) appears the best choice: the quasi-linear trans isomer is sorbed more preferably.
This preference was further investigated in relation to various compositional parameters, the
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Si/Al ratio of the zeolite matrix being the most important one.
Loading the ZSM-5 zeolite with Pt clusters within the crystal
matrix allows the selective hydrogenation of the trans-isomer,
while leaving the cis-isomer almost unreacted. Obviously, the
location of Pt is very critical. Only the Pt particles in the zeolite
matrix will selectively hydrogenate the trans isomer[4]. Various
synthesis procedures with varying compositions and heat
pretreatment were investigated to locate Pt well dispersed within
the zeolite matrix, as will be demonstrated with scanning and
transmission electron microscopic images (with tomography).
Figure 2. HR-TEM image of
Besides the position of the Pt clusters, the zeolite particle size is 0.5 wt% Pt/ZSM-5 containing
another important parameter to selectively hydrogenate the small Pt nanoclusters.
trans-FAME isomer.
Next, some of the Pt/ZSM-5 catalysts were tested in the hydrogenation of pure triglycerides
and vegetable oils. Also in the hydrogenation of model triglycerides a preference of trans over
cis hydrogenation is observed. Moreover, the chain on the central position of the glycerol
backbone is preferably reduced, and points to pore mouth adsorption in tuning fork
conformation[5]. The catalytic data show that some shape-selective Pt/ZSM-5 catalysts are
capable of hydrogenating common soybean oils into stable (devoid of C18:3), essentially
trans-free, fats with extraordinary plasticity, very useful for high-nutritive bakery
shortenings[6].
Conclusions
In this work the concept of shape-selectivity is applied in the hydrogenation of FAMEs and
triglycerides. Because of their smaller diameter, trans isomers are faster hydrogenated than
cis isomers[4]. Moreover a second type of shape-selectivity was found in the hydrogenation of
triglycerides: because of the regioselective property of Pt/ZSM-5, central unsaturated fatty
acids are hydrogenated faster, resulting in an enrichment of intermediately reduced
triglycerides[5]. The melting characteristics of this unique fat composition perfectly match
those of commercial bakery shortenings, however, with the important advantage of having
only traces of trans fatty acids[6].
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Introduction
Epoxidized fatty acid esters and their derivatives are attractive renewable feedstocks for a
broad range of large-scale industrial syntheses of chemicals and intermediates such as
components for plastics or lubricants, cosmetics or pharmaceuticals [1-2]. In view of the
principles of green chemistry, homogeneously and heterogeneously catalyzed epoxidations
are the preferred alternatives to conventional stoichometric conversions, typically based on
peracids as epoxidizing agents. In several recent studies, catalytic epoxidations were reported
using organic hydroperoxides, such as tert-butyl- or cumene hydroperoxide [3-5]. However,
hydrogen peroxide would be an economically and environmentally largely preferred oxidant.
The present work was, thus, devoted to investigating the potential of heterogeneously
catalyzed epoxidation of C-18 unsaturated fatty acid methyl ester (FAMEs) with H2O2 as the
sole oxidant.
Experimental
Supported metal catalysts, e.g., Ti, Mo or W on SiO 2, Al2O3 or MCM-41, as well as an
industrial titanium silicalite-1 (TS-1) were used for the heterogeneous catalyzed epoxidation
of FAME with H2O2 in the liquid phase. The metal-containing catalysts as obtained from cocondensation or wet impregnation of the supports were characterized by different physicochemical methods including XRD, XPS, N2-sorption, NH3-TPD and H2-TPR.
Catalytic tests were carried out batchwise under mild conditions in the liquid phase at ambient
pressure (323 K, CH3CN solvent, molar ratio H2O2 : FAME = 5 : 1, catalyst mass = 150 mg).
Results and Discussion

Conversion X or Selectivity S / %

The results show that the catalytic activity and epoxide selectivity strongly depend on the
nature of the catalytically active components as well as of the support (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Conversion of methyloleate, H2O2 and epoxide selectivity over different catalysts in acetonitrile at 323 K after
24 h.
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The most promising results with almost complete FAME conversion and an epoxide
selectivity up to 90 % are achieved over the industrial TS-1 catalysts. These results were
achieved after optimizing the particle size of the catalyst, the reaction temperature, solvent
and molar ratio H2O2 : FAME. In particular, acetonitril as a dipolar but aprotic solvent
appears to be the most suitable choice (Figure 2). As seen from the H2O2 conversion
(Figure 1, 2) and in view of the 5-fold acess of H2 O2 over the reactant FAME, a large part of
the H2O2 is decomposed without beeing utilized for the epoxitation reaction.
Studies on the catalyst reusability show that the activity is steadily reduced and accompanied
by an increase of epoxide selectivity in three consecutive runs (Figure 3). However,
calcination of the TS-1 catalyst at 673 K in air completely restores both initial activity and
selectivity.
100
80
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run 1

er

run 2

run 3

regenerated
calcined 673K
24 h, after run 3

As shown in Figure 4, TS-1 is an active and
selective catalysts even for the epoxidation of
rapseed oil methyl ester, i.e., biodiesel. The
initial conversion occurs with a only slightly
lower rate than with FAME as the reactant,
while the epoxide selectivity reached after
24 h is comparable. These results show that
the heterogeneously catalyzed epoxidation can
be achieved with H2O2 as the only oxidizing
agent using unsaturated esters derived from
renewable raw material without additional
purification.

Conversion X or Selectivity S / %

Figure 2: Conversion of methyloleate, H2O2 and epoxide Figure 3: Reusability and regeneration of TS-1 for the
selectivity over TS-1 in different solvents at
epoxidation of methyloleate at 323 K after 24 h.
323 K after 24 h.
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Figure 4: Methyloleate (FAME) and RME conversion and
epoxide selectivity over TS-1 at 323 K.
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Introduction
Highly selective chemical processes are required for the production of fine chemicals. In spite of
the higher Turnover Frequencies (TOFs) and enantioselectivities in asymmetric synthesis
provided by homogeneous catalysts, industry clearly prefers the heterogeneous ones because of
their easier recovery and recycling after use and limited loss and agglomeration of metal [1].
Nowadays a great number of oxide materials have been used as supports for homogeneous
single-site catalysts and quasi-homogeneous metal nanoparticles. Among others, titania is a very
versatile material with a wide range of different applications including catalysis and
photocatalysis. Furthermore, the strong metal-support interaction phenomenon makes this
material an excellent choice for the preparation of highly selective hydrogenation catalysts after
Pd deposition [2].
Here, we report the synthesis of different mesoporous titania materials and their use as supports
for the selective synthesis of fine-chemicals under mild conditions.
Experimental
Highly homogeneous titanate nanotubes (Fig.1c) were prepared by hydrothermal treatment of
anatase-TiO2 powders [3a]. Mesoporous TiO2 xerogels were synthesized by stirring at 60°C a
mixture of Ti(OnBut)4, ethanol, HCl, aqueous solution of urea. The resulting gel was aged and
dried in a Petri dish for 7 days at 25°C, and then treated with water under reflux. Meso/macroporous TiO2 monoliths were prepared using a modified Konishi [3b] method. All titania
supports were calcined at 350°C under air. Pd nanoparticles (NPs) were prepared by the incipient
wetness technique. The impregnation of Pd(NO3)2 as metal precursor followed by reduction with
H2 at room temperature produce the supported nanoparticles. The catalysts were tested in
hydrogenation reactions using pro-chiral substrates such as, methyl benzoylformate (MBF) and
methyl 2-acetamidoacrylate (MAA).
Results and discussion
The mesoporous nature of the supports was studied by N2 sorption isotherms at 77K and TEM
(Fig. 1). TiO2 xerogels feature pore diameter of 7 nm formed by an aggregation of 8 nm
nanoparticles, specific surface area of 195 m2/g, pore volume of 0.27 mL/g. TiO2 monoliths
feature pore diameter of 4.5-6.5 nm, specific surface area of 130-220 m2/g, pore volume of 0.18
mL/g, and a homogeneous network of macropores adjustable between 0.3 and 3 Pm (Fig. 1e).
Titanate nanotubes feature internal diameter of 5.4 nm (Fig. 1d) and developed a specific surface
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area of 230 m2/g. For all materials, a slight decrease in surface area and pore size occurs after Pd
NPs deposition. XRD patterns of TiO2 xerogels and monoliths show characteristic peaks of
anatase-type crystalline TiO2 (Fig. 1b), while the nanotubes present peaks of NaxH2-xTi3O7
titanate structures. After Pd NPs deposition, a weak shoulder appears at 2T = 40º corresponding
to the (111) plane of Pd(0). TEM images of Pd/titanate nanotubes show Pd-NPs with an average
size of 3 nm (Fig. 1d). Hydrogenation of MBF and MAA with Pd-NPs (molar ratio
catalyst/substrate = 1/250) supported on the titania supports give quantitative conversions at
25°C after 2 h of reaction with bubbling H2 in aqueous media and negligible leaching of Pd.
600

a

b
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Fig. 1. a) N2 sorption isotherms of titanate nanotubes (blue), (upset of 100) TiO 2 xerogel (red) and (upset of 200)
TiO2 monolith (black), b) XRD patterns of TiO 2 xerogel (red) and monolith (black), TEM images of (c) TiO 2
xerogel and (d) Pd-titanate nanotubes, e) SEM picture of TiO2 monolith.

Conclusions
Different Pd-TiO2 catalysts have been synthesized and tested in hydrogenation reactions in
aqueous media. The mesoporous TiO2 xerogels and monoliths possess an adequate morphology
for their use in flow conditions. Further works will be performed to test these catalysts in flow
reactions for hydrogenation.
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Introduction
In catalysis, SiO2 is widely used as an inert support, although it has been shown to catalyse a
variety of reactions, some by photolysis.[1] So-called “reactive silica” for catalytic
applications can be generated by thermal and chemical treatment of silica.[2-4] A common
theme in much of this work has been the intermediacy of “strained siloxane bridges”,
frequently suggested to be part of a Si3O3 ring. There have been few, if any, attempts to
examine chemical models of the structures of these defects and surface sites, and to probe
their chemical reactivities, and those of SiO2-supported metal catalysts.
Experimental
Preparation of silsesquioxanes: The cyclohexyl-substituted silsesquioxanes, a6b0 and a7b3,
were prepared following the procedure outlined by Pescarmona et al. [5]
Preparation of PMA in hexane: The selected silica source (0.0400 g) and methyl acrylate (8
mL) were heated under reflux in hexane (30 mL) for 24 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to
room temperature and the hexane removed in vacuo to afford poly(methyl acrylate) as a
highly viscous gel.
Preparation of PMA in sc-CO2: In a typical example, pre-treated silica (0.0975g) and methyl
acrylate (18 mL) were placed in a Parr reactor. The reactor was pressurised with CO2 (32 bar)
and heated in order to achieve scCO2 conditions (76 bar, 210 ºC). After 1 h under sc
conditions the reactor was cooled to room temperature and the CO2 vented. Poly(methyl
acrylate) was obtained as a pale yellow, highly tacky polymer.
Results and discussion
The data obtained for the polymerisation of methyl acrylate in scCO2 at 210 ºC are shown in
Table 1. After 1 h, when using silica calcined at 600 ºC prior to use (denoted SiO2(600)), the
poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA) was obtained in 85% yield and possessed a near theoretical PDI
of 1.3. When the same silica was exposed to the atmosphere for 3 months prior to use, a yield
of PMA was obtained which was only slightly above the baseline yield with a PDI of 5.9
(Entry 3).
Table 1. Polymerisation data of methylacrylate in scCO2 using silica initiatorsa
Entry
Catalyst
Time (h)
Yield (%)b
Mn e
PDI
1
1
22
800
5.1
2
SiO2(600)
1
85
12000
1.3
c
3
SiO2(600)
1
35
1700
5.9
4
SiO2(600)d
1
81
11000
1.5
5
SiO2(300)
1
63
10000
4.3
6
SiO2(850)
1
59
5400
5.2
a

Reaction conditions: scCO2 at 76 bar and 210 ºC, b Yields were determined by integration of the 1H NMR
spectra of the reaction mixtures. c Silica that was calcined at 600 ºC then exposed to the atmosphere at room
temperature for 3 months. d Silica used in entry 4, but re-calcined at 600 ºC prior to use. e Number-average
molecular weight.
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However, when the same silica was re-calcined at 600 ºC, the originally observed activity was
re-established (Entry 4). Investigations into the activity of the silica revealed that silica
calcined at 300 ºC or 850 ºC showed significant decreases in yield and polymer quality
(Entries 5 and 6). Use of radical traps revealed the polymerisation was free-radical in nature.
As a means of probing the reactivity of
Si3O3 rings, we have studied two
cyclohexyl-substituted silsesquioxanes:
the fully-condensed a6b0, [(cySi)6O9],
which contains Si3O3 rings; and, the
incompletely
condensed
a7b3,
[(cySi)7O9(OH)3], which has no Si3O3
rings (Fig. 1). When used as initiators
for the polymerisation of methyl
acrylate (hexane, 70 ºC with similar
Figure 1. The silsesquioxanes a6b0 (left) and a7b3 (right).
solvation properties to sc-CO2) a6b0
achieved a 53% yield of PMA with a PDI of 3.9. When the a7b3 was used, no polymerisation
above the baseline yield was obtained. This
result reveals the importance of the strained
Si3O3 rings for the generation of radicals to
initiate the polymerisation reaction.
In order to provide the requisite energy for the
reactions of silsesquioxane defect analogues with
small molecules, and identify the reaction
products, we have examined the reactions of
silsesquioxanes with small molecules by
Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionisation
(APCI) and Collision Induced Decomposition
(CID) mass spectroscopy. The product
distribution obtained from the mass spectrometer
induced reaction of a6b0 with methyl acrylate is
shown in Fig. 2. Under the same conditions no
products are observed when a7b3 was used. In
addition, many other small molecules (such as Figure 2. APCI mass spectrum of the reaction
of a6b0 and methyl acrylate
CH3OH, CHCl3, CH2Cl2, CH3CN and NH4+)
have been found to react with both a6b0 and
a7b3 under similar conditions.
Conclusions
Silica calcined at 600 ºC has been shown to be an active initiator for the polymerisation of
methyl acrylate in scCO2 and hexane. Examination of the same reaction using silsesquioxanes
has revealed the importance of the highly strained Si3O3 rings for the generation of radicals to
initiate the polymerisation.
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Introduction
The alkylation of poly nuclear aromatics, such as biphenyl (BP) and naphthalene (NP), is
important proves to elucidate the catalytic potential of microporous environment of zeolite.
We previously found the steric restriction of the transition states of the products is a key for
the shape-selective formation of the least bulky products, such as 4,4’-dialkylbiphenyl (4,4’DABP) and 2,6-dialkylnaphthalene (2,6-DAN) [1]. Highly selective formation of these
isomers occurs by the fitting of the transition state with the channels, where are controlled by
size of zeolite channels and alkylating agents. We are interesting in catalytic properties of
SSZ-60 with SSY topology was first found by Shevron group, which has one dimensional
corrugated channels with 12-MR pore entrances. In this paper, we studied the establishment
of synthetic conditions, and applied for the alkylation of BP.
Experimental
Cis- and trans-N-ethyl-N-(3,3,5-trimethylcyclohexyl)pyrrolidine was prepared by the
reductive amination of 3,3,5-trimethylcyclohexanone with pyrrolidine over 5% Pd on
Charcoal (Kawaken Finechemical, Tokyo, Japan) in the presence of MS-5A at 80 and 150 °C,
respectively. Cis- and trans-N-ethyl-N-(3,3,5-trimethylcyclohexyl)pyrrolidinium hydroxide
(R+OH) were prepared with ethyl iodide, and converted to hydroxide by DIAION SANUP.
The gel with the ratio: SiO2 (Carb-o-sil M5) 1: NaOH 0.08 : R+OH 0.2 : NaB4O7 : 0.01 : H2O
42.0 was heated at 160°C with stirring according to the literatures [2].
The isopropylation of BP over SSZ-60 was carried out according to the previous papers,
and analyzed by Shimadzu GC-18A equipped with Ultra-1 capillary columns.
Results and discussion
Synthesis of Al-SSZ-60. R+OH (cis/trans = 4/96 and 96/4) did not yield SSZ-60 phase even
by heating 5 days. However, the heating of gel containing R+OH (cis/trans = 53/47) appeared
weak SSZ-60 phase, although XRD intensity was weak (Fig. 1). The seeding of the poorly
crystallized samples enhanced the crystallinity of [B]-SSZ-60, however, products with the
cis/trans ratio of R+OH
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Fig. 3. The effects of the reaction temperature on the alkylation of BP over [Al]-SSZ-60.
Reaction conditions: BP, 25 mmol; [Al]-SSZ-60 (SiO2/Al2O3 = 163), 0.135 g; 0.8 MPa
propene; 0.4 MPa 1-butene and 2-methylpropene; and period: 4 h.
high intensity could not be obtained (Fig. 2). The final [Al]-SSZ-60 has 62 m2/g of surface
area and 0.09 mL/g of pore volume (0.11 mL/g in the literature [2]). Thus obtained [B]-SSZ60 was aluminated with aluminum nitrate yielding [Al]-SSZ-60 with SiO2/Al2O3 = 176). Al3+
species are tetrahedrally coordinated in the framework from 27Al-NMR spectra.
The alkylation of BP. The selectivity for 4,4’-diisopropylbiphenyl (4,4’-DIPB) was less
than 30% in the range of 200-300°C. However, the selectivities for 4,4’-di-sec-butylbiphenyl
(4,4’-DSBB) and 4,4’-di-tert-butylbiphenyl (4,4’-DTBB) were enhanced by the use of bulky
alkylating agent: 1-butene and 2-methylpropene: 50-60% in sec-butylation using 1-butene and
70-80% in tert-butylation using 2-methylpropene. These levels of the selectivities for 4,4’dialkylbiphenyl were in the similar level of results over SSZ-53 and SSZ-42 [3]. These
results shows the channels of SSZ-60 is too wide for the selective formation of 4,4’-DIPB.
SSZ-60 can not prevent the transition states of bulky DIPB isomers by the steric restriction of
corrugated channels. However, the bulky alkylating agents increase the size of the transition
state, particularly for bulky 2- and 3-substituted isomers, and restrict the formation of bulky
products because of the exclusion from the channels. These results indicate that the
selectivities of the least bulky isomers are determined by the exclusion of bulky transition
states. The fitting of the transition state is essential for the high selectivities.
Conclusion
[Al]-SSZ-60 was synthesized through [B]-SSZ-60 by the use of a 1:1mixture of cis and
trans-N-ethyl-N-(3,3,5-trimethylcyclohexyl)pyrrolidinium hydroxide (R+OH) as SDA. The
seeding of poorly crystallized samples enhanced the crystallinity of [B]-SSZ-60.
The selectivities for 4,4’-DIPB was 30 – 40% in the isopropylation of BP: the channels are
too loose for the selective formation of 4,4’-DIPB. However, alkylation of BP was enhanced
by the use of bulky alkylating agent; however, the bulky alkylating agents restrict the
formation of bulky products because of the exclusion of bulky 2- and 3-substituted isomers,
from the channels. These results indicate that fitting of the transition state is essential for the
high selectivities.
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Introduction
The selective oxidation of allylic alcohols is of interest to the pharmaceutical and fine
chemical industries as it can lead to valuable intermediates. Conventional methods using
stoichiometric reagents (chromates or permanganates) is undesirable, as large quantities of
waste are produced, resulting in low atom efficiency and a high E-factor. A “greener”
alternative is heterogeneous catalysis. Palladium nanoparticles are known to be active
catalysts for the selective oxidation of alcohols [1]. Supporting these on high surface area
(350 m2 g-1) mesoporous alumina significantly increases activity when compared to
equivalent low surface area supports [2], which is due to the increasing oxide character of the
nanoparticles, a consequence of higher metal dispersions, which is enhanced with decreasing
loadings. Here the aim is to investigate whether this trend is observed for several of
mesoporous silica supports and one commercial non porous silica support. Mesoporous silicas
[3,4] have higher surface areas, up to 700-1000 m2 g-1, larger pore diameters (up to 30 nm)
compared to their alumina counterparts [5] and allow the synthesised of a range of pore
networks which could prove to be beneficial.
Experimental
Mesoporous SBA-15/16 and KIT-6 supports were prepared using the methods of Stucky [3]
and Ryoo respectively [4]. Commercial non-porous silica (Sigma Aldrich), with an average
surface area of 200 m2 g-1, was used as a benchmark. Pd was deposited via the wet incipient
wetness technique from a [Pd(NH 3 ) 4 ](NO 3 ) 2 precursor. Impregnated samples were
subsequently calcined at 500 °C for 2 h in air prior to reduction at 400 °C for 2 h under
flowing hydrogen (10 cm3 min-1). Catalytic activity and selectivity was assessed in the liquid
phase selective aerobic oxidation of allylic alcohols at 90 °C in stirred batch reactors.
Results and Discussion
Low angle XRD and TEM (Fig. 1) confirmed the pore networks remained intact following
palladium impregnation. Porosimetry indicated a slight decrease in pore volume and surface
area for the mesoporous supports, although pore diameter was unaffected. XPS revealed an
inverse dependence of oxide content on bulk metal loading for all silicas, with surface oxide
favoured over higher surface area and interconnected mesopore supports.
The influence of mass transport limitations was assessed across each support. For mesoporous
supports reactant diffusion improved with pore interconnectivity, in the order of KIT-6>SBA16>SBA-15. Comparing the catalysts under non-mass transfer limited conditions, allowed
further insight into the active species. Initial rates, normalised to both surface Pd and surface
PdO (Fig. 2), reveal that activity does not simply increase with Pd dispersion, and that Pd
metal is not the active site. In contrast, normalising initial rates to surface PdO concentration,
reveals oxide as the surface species responsible for selective oxidation. In accordance with
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this observation, oxygen addition during reactions enhances the desired pathway by
stabilising PdO towards in-situ reduction.
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Figure 1 – TEM image of Pd
impregnated
SBA-15
(Pd
nanoparticles less than 2nm circled).

Figure 2 – Catalyst activity normalised
to PdO (primary axis ) and Pd surface
area (secondary axis)

Conclusion
Silica supported Palladium nanoparticles show high activity for the selective oxidation of
allylic alcohols. Activity significantly increases with support surface area, mesopore
interconnectivity, and decreasing metal loading, providing strong evidence that highly
oxidised Pd nanoparticles are the active site responsible for allylic alcohol oxidation [2].
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Introduction
Porous silicates are used as catalytic supports in chemical reactions [1,2]. Incorporation of
transition metals into their framework generates catalytically active sites. In recent years,
manganese (III)-containing porous catalysts have received considerable attention as catalysts
for the selective oxidation of hydrocarbons using molecular oxygen (air) as the oxidant [2,3].
In order to obtain environmentally benign catalyst, this is an important feature together with
the mild and solvent-free conditions in the liquid phase. Among the attractive conversions is
the selective oxidation of alkyl aromatics in benzylic position to the corresponding aromatic
ketones. The synthesis of these ketones via Friedel–Crafts acylation of aromatics or
conversion of aromatics with stoichiometric oxidants like KMnO4 leads to the formation of
hazardous waste in large amounts. Therefore, the use of solid catalysts which are selective,
use molecular oxygen as the terminal oxidant and allow application of solvent-free conditions
would provide an environmentally friendly and economically attractive alternative. Here, we
report, for the first time, on the successful direct oxidation of alkyl aromatics in benzylic
position to the corresponding aromatic ketones by molecular oxygen in the presence of
microporous Mn silicalite-1 (MnS-1).
Experimental
Highly crystalline MnS-1 (crystals with 1 µm in size) was prepared by hydrothermal synthesis
as described in the literature [4] using tetrapropylammonium hydroxide instead of
tetraethylammonium hydroxide as a template. The local environment of Mn was characterized
using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (EXAFS - Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure
and XANES - X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure). The catalytic experiments were
carried out in the liquid phase under stirring in a stainless-steel high-pressure batch reactor
(HR100, Berghof) equipped with a sampling tube with a sintered metal frit (pores < 0.5 µm)
[5]. Liquid samples were collected at different reaction times (1 and 6 h) or, after cooling and
depressurizing the reactor. The samples were analyzed by capillary gas chromatography using
a flame ionization detector (chromatograph: Agilent 5890 Series II, column: INNOWAX
(J&W), 60 m x 0.32 mm x 0.5 µm). Product identification was achieved by authentic samples
and by GC-MS.
Results and discussion
Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) analyses of the Mn K edge absorption
spectra of MnS-1 revealed manganese cations coordinated to two oxygen atoms at a distance
of 1.93 Å and one oxygen atom at a longer distance of 2.15 Å in the first coordination sphere.
The short distance of 1.93 Å is consistent with the average tetrahedral Mn+3-O distance of
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1.93(4) Å as expected for an isomorphous substitution within the silicate framework.
Additionally, in the second coordination sphere at the distance of 3.52 Å a presence of Si
atoms is indicated. According to X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) studies,
the average oxidation number of Mn is 2.75±0.05 (n(Mn2+)/n(Mn 3+) ≅ 25%/75%).
Ethylbenzene, 4-methylethylbenzene and diphenlymethane were converted with very high to
excellent selectivity for the corresponding aromatic ketone over the manganese-containing
nanoporous silica catalyst MnS-1. With diphenylmethane as the substrate the conversion is
much lower probably due to the larger molecular diameter of diphenylmethane. (Table 1).
Table 1. Results of the selective oxidation of alkyl aromatics with molecular oxygen over
[Mn]S-1.a

Substrate

Catalyst

Conv
./%

Ethylbenzene
4-Methylethylbenzene
Diphenylmethane

MnS-1
MnS-1
MnS-1

33
54
4

Product selectivity/mol%

TOF/
h-1

Ketone

Othersb

106
173
12

87
87
100

13
13
-

Reaction conditions: n(substrate) = 50 mmol, n(1,4-dichlorobenzene) = 5.0 mmol (0.74 g, internal standard), m(catalyst) =
0.25 g; pO2 = 10 bar; T = 110 °C; t = 6 h. b Mixture of 1-(R)ethanol and R-carboxylic acid [R = phenyl and 4-methylphenyl].
a

Conclusions
In summary, the oxidation of various alkyl aromatics in benzylic position to the
corresponding aromatic ketones can be successfully achieved in high selectivity over the
microporous Mn-containing silicalite-1 using molecular oxygen as the terminal and single
oxidant under mild, solvent-free liquid-phase conditions. The presence of isolated Mn3+species in a hydrophobic environment on the catalyst surface favours high conversion rates.
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Introduction
Mesoporous silica materials have attracted a great deal of interest owing to their promising
properties and uses. [1,2] Such materials are designed and assembled in controlled ways with
the aim to achieve specific pore sizes and/or shapes. Among them, helically structured
materials have been the subject of numerous studies due to their potential in applications
including chiral selective separation/recognition and catalysis. [3] However, silica-based
mesostructured materials are intrinsically catalytically inactive due to the lack of active sites
on their structure. With the aim to overcome this limitation, herein we describe a simple
methodology to isomorphically incorporate Al and Ce in mesostrutured silica helicoidal
materials to prepare highly active and stable catalysts with acid and redox properties.
Experimental
In a typical synthesis, 0.4 g cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (C16TAB) as surfactact was
dissolved in 100 mL of aqueous ammonia solution (30 wt %). 2.0 mL TEOS and different
quantities of AlCl3·6H2O or Ce(NO3)3·6H2O were then added and the mixture reacted at 40ºC
for 3 h under stirring (600 rpm), followed by aging at 100ºC for 24 h in an autoclave. Upon
cooling, the solid product was washed, filtered off, and air dried overnight. The surfactant was
removed by calcination at 550ºC for 8 h (2ºC min-1) under air. Samples were denoted as Alor Ce-HMM. Two different Si/Al (190 and 95) and Si/Ce ratios (1000 and 500) were
prepared. A pure MCM-41 sample was also synthesized for comparative purposes.
Results and discussion
N2 adsorption isotherms of the calcined Al- and Ce-HMM materials (Si/Al 95 and Si/Ce 500)
are depicted in Figure 2a. These isotherms are type IV, which is characterisctic of mesoporous
materials. TEM images of sample Al-HMM (Si/Al= 95) also show the helical morphology is
preserved at low quantities of metal into the silica framework.

Figure 1. Adsorption isotherms Al-HMM and Ce-HMM (Si/M 95 or 500 ratio) as compared to siliceous HMM
(Left). Representative TEM image of helical Al-HMM sample (Si/Al 95, equivalent to 1 wt% of Al) (Right).
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The catalytic properties of Al- and Ce-HMM were subsequently investigated in two test
reactions under microwave irradiation, namely the oxathioketalisation of cyclohexanone with
2-mercaptoethanol (Scheme 1) and the oxidation of cyclohexene with tert-butil hydroperoxide
(TBHP). Results included in Figure 2 show both materials were active and very selective in
the investigated reactions, being also highly reusable under the chosen reaction conditions.
Activities were remarkably superior to those of similar Al- and Ce-MCM-41 materials
prepared using conventional methodologies, demonstrating the effect of the metals on the
helical mesostructures.
A
B 100
90
Conversion, Select. (mol%)

H-Y(20)
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Amberlyst-15
H2SO4
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80
70
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50
40
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20
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Blank

CeHMM
(190)

CeCeHMM MCM(95) 41 (60)

Figure 2. A) Activities of Al-HMM (Si/Al 95 and 190 ratios) materials compared to related acid catalysts in the
oxathioketalisation of cyclohexanone with 2-mercaptoethanol (Reaction conditions: 5 mmol cyclohexanone, 10
mmol 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.05 g catalyst, microwaves, 300 W, 2 min, 70ºC (maximum temperature achieved).
B) Activities of Ce-HMM materials in the oxidation of cyclohexene with TBHP (Reaction conditions 2 mmol
cyclohexene, 4 mmol TBHP, 0.1 g catalyst, microwaves, 200 W, 30 min, 100-120ºC).

Conclusions
Alluminium or Cerium incorporated helical mesoporous materials have been succesfully
prepared by direct synthesis. Aluminium metal has been incorporated into a silica matrix with
different coordinations whereas cerium metal is preferently tetrahedrally coordinated. Helical
morphology is preserved until Si/Al ratios of 95 (1 wt% aluminium) or Si/Ce ratios of 500 (1
wt% Cerium) without altering the helical morphology of the materials.
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Introduction
5-Hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) is a basic nonpetroleum chemical readily accessible from
renewable resources, such as acid catalyzed dehydration of fructose.[1,2] HMF has a high
potential industrial demand since it is a versatile molecule which can be converted into
several derivatives with multiple applications, e.g. pharmaceuticals, antifungals, and polymer
precursors.[3] Besides it is considered as a novel scaffold for pharmacologically active
compounds.[4] For valorizing biomass, we have prepared HMF derivatives with potential
nonionic surfactants applications in the presence of solid acid catalysts. In a first step the
acetalization-etherification reaction of HMF with methanol was performed using zeolites as
catalysts and then it could be transformed into long chain alkyl acetals by means of a
transacetalization reaction. Finally the results of one pot reaction involving the etherification–
acetalization and transacetalization with long chain fatty alcohols will be compared.
Experimental
A solution of HMF (1 g) in 20 mL of methanol was magnetically stirred and heated at 65 ºC
in the presence of a previously activated Beta zeolite (0.4 g), during 6 h to obtain dimethyl
acetal ether 1. The transacetalization of 1 with octanol was carried out using zeolites as
catalysts with a molar ratio 1/octanol of 1/2 at 40 ºC during 2.5 h. To remove the methanol a
Dean-Stark instrument with a stream of nitrogen was used. At the end of the reaction the
catalyst was filtered and washed with CH2Cl2, and the organic solution was analyzed by 1H
NMR spectroscopy (300MHz Varian VXR-400S) and GC-MS (Hewlet-Packard 5988 A).
Results and discussion
The direct acetalization reaction of HMF with octanol was first carried in the presence of
different acid zeolites as catalysts. However in all cases very poor selectivity to 5hydroxymethyl dioctyl acetal was obtained due to the existence of a competitive HMF
dimerisation through the hydroxymethyl group. Then we propose an alternative route to
obtain potential surfactant molecules based on HMF dialkyl acetal derivatives bearing the
hydroxymethyl group protected as methyl ether. The process involves as first step the
acetalization-etherification reaction of HMF with methanol (pathway A Scheme 1) and then
the transacetalization of the dimethyl acetal with fatty alcohols (pathway B, Scheme 1)
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Good yield of 1 (98 %) are obtained when HMF was reacted with methanol in the presence of
Beta zeolite (Si/Al=12) at moderate temperature. The transacetalization of 1 with long chain
alcohols was carried out using a series of molecular sieves with different pore and topologies
(see Table 1).
Table 1. Results of transacetalization reaction of dimethyl acetal ether 1 with n-octanol
Brönsted
Conv
Selectivity
Yield (%)
Acidity
Si/Al
. (%)
(%)
150ºC 250ºC
1
2
2
2a Others
PTSA
96
39
32
25
40
MCM-41
19,5
5
12
100
82
16
2
82
Mordenite
67,4
54,3
10
100
76
22
2
73
ZSM-5
42,9
24,5
15
80
52
27
1
65
Beta
42,6
27,1
12
99
96
2
1
97
Y
114
94,4
3
96
69
24
3
72
Reaction conditions: 1/OctOH=0.5, Tª=40ºC, N2, 2.5 wt% of catalyst respect to 1, 2.5 h.
Acidity measures were carried out by adsorption-desorption of pyridine by IR spectroscopy.
Catalyst

For the transacetalization of 1 with octanol, Beta zeolite results the most active and selective
catalyst followed by MCM-41 and Mordenite. The lower activity of HY zeolite, which
possesses the highest amount of acid sites with higher strength, could be attributed to a
deactivation of the catalyst caused by the high hydrophilic character of this material which
produces a strong adsorption of the reactants and intermediate species. The study of the
influence of the Si/Al ratio was performed on a series of Beta zeolite, and reveals that samples
with Si/Al ratio between 27-50, exhibits high activity for the transacetalization reaction which
was related with the adsorption properties of the catalyst surface. When the transacetalization
of 1 was carried out using different alcohols such as hexanol, decanol and dodecanol good
yields (95-98 %) and selectivities to the corresponding acetal (95-98 %) were obtained after 6
h. The Beta zeolite (Si/Al=12) could be reused up to three consecutive cycles without loss of
activity. Finally, the preparation of dialkyl acetal methyl ether 2 was performed in one pot
process starting from HMF and methanol. Thus when the yield of dimethyl acetal ether 1 was
98 % the methanol was removed and the fatty alcohol was added to the reactor. Yields of 9799 % and selectivities to the corresponding dialkyl acetal of 97-98 % were obtained after 4-7
h.
Conclusions
Beta zeolite is a recyclable catalyst able to carry out the acetalization-etherification of HMF
with methanol followed by transacetalization with fatty alcohols to produce HMF derivatives
with potential surfactant properties. The whole process can be performed in one-pot process
achieving excellent yields of the dialkyl acetal derivatives. For transacetalization reaction
adsorption properties of the catalyst surface are as important as the concentration of active
acid sites.
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Introduction
Synthesis of benzothiazepines constitute an important area of research due to a large
number of 1,5-benzothiazepines exhibits a variety of pharmaceutical activities, such as,
muscle relaxant, inhibitor HIV-integrase, anticonvulsant, antibiotics[1] and in
cardiovascular treatments and Alzheimer's disease.[2]Commonly, 1,5-benzothiazepines
are prepared by reacting o-aminothiophenol with ketones, α,β-unsaturated carbonyl
compounds and β-haloketones in the presence of acid or basic homogeneous catalysts.[3]
However examples in literature about the synthesis of 1,5-benzothiazepines using
heterogeneous catalysts are scarce. Thus, exchanged Y zeolites (CeY, LaY, NaY, HY),
Mordenite and Montmorillonite KSF,[4] Al2O3,[5] have been used as catalysts giving the
corresponding g1,5-benzothiazepine with good to moderate yields although in all cases,
high amount of catalyst was required. In this work we have performed the synthesis of
2,3-dihydro-1,5-benzothiazepines starting from o-aminothiophenol and chalcone using
micro and mesoporous aluminosilicates as acid catalysts (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. Synthesis of 2,3-dihydro-1,5-benzothiazepine from chalcone and oaminothiophenol
Experimental
Mordenite and HY zeolites in their acid form were commercial samples (PQ
Corporation). ITQ-2 zeolite and MCM-41 were prepared according to references [7]
and [8] respectively. Acidity measurements were carried out by adsorption-desorption
of pyridine by IR spectroscopy.
A mixture of 2-aminothiophenol (1,2 mmol), chalcone (1 mmol) and 8 mL of toluene
was magnetically stirred and heated at desired temperature. Then, the catalyst was
added (15 wt% respect to the total mass of reagents). At the end of the reaction the
catalyst was filtered and washed with CH2Cl2, and the organic solution was analyzed by
1
H NMR spectroscopy (300MHz Varian VXR-400S) and GC-MS (Hewlet-Packard
5988 A).
Results and Discussion
The synthesis of 2,3-dihydro-1,5-benzothiazepines (3) from o-aminothiophenol (1) and
1,3-diphenyl-2-propenone (2) was carried out in the presence of a large-pore
tridirectional (HY) and monodirectional (Mordenite) zeolites, a delaminated ITQ-2
zeolite and a mesoporous aluminosilicate (MCM-41). The results showed that the
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activity follows the order of MCM-41~ITQ-2>HY~Mordenite> MCM-41-Si.
The highest activity showed by MCM-41, despite their lower relative acidity respect to
microporous materials, was attributed to its higher pore size which allows for fast
diffusion of reagents and/or products along with the presence of a high concentration of
silanol groups on the surface, which are also involved in catalytic activity. Optimization
of Si/Al ratio of the MCM-41, showed that MCM-41 with Si/Al ratio of 12 was the
most active and selective catalyst. Moreover, it could be reused four cycles without
appreciable lost of activity. Finally, MCM-41 was used as acid catalyst for the synthesis
of different 1,5-benzothiazepines with excellent success achieving yields between 80-90
% within 2-3 h.
Table 1. Results of the synthesis of 1,5-benzothiazepine using different heterogeneous
acid catalysts
Si/
Area
A.B.b
A.B.b
Conv. Yield(%) Select.(%)
2
Al
(m /g)
250ºC
350ºC
(%)
3
3
Mordenite
12
507
54
29
86
86
100
HY
5
750
110
58
87
85
100
ITQ-2
12
573
30
20
80
80
100
a
a
MCM-41
12
1100
5
4
99
99
100
MCM-41 Si
1
0
63
29
47
Reaction conditions: Molar ratio 2:1= 1,2, 15%wt catalyst, toluene refluxed during 5h. a
2h of reaction. b Acidity(μmol Py/g catalyst) calculated using extinction coefficient [6].
Catalyst

Conclusions
The mesoporous aluminosilicate MCM-41 gives higher catalytic activity and selectivity
than microporous materials in the synthesis of 2,3-dihydro-1,5-benzothiazepines. This
fact can be explained by the larger pore, which avoids diffusional restrictions. The study
of the influence of the Si/Al ratio of MCM-41 catalyst showed that the number of acid
sites is the fundamental factor to control the catalytic activity under these reaction
conditions. The MCM-41 catalyst with Si/Al=12 was the optimum and could be reused
during four consecutive cycles without loss of activity. Finally, excellent yields of
substituted benzothiazepines were obtained using this catalyst.
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Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs), a new class of porous materials built from metal atoms
or clusters (nodes) interlinked by multifunctional organic ligands (linkers) have attracted
considerable interest due to their outstanding characteristics such as high specific surface
areas and large pore volumes in conjunction with high crystallinity. Up to now numerous
MOFs have been synthesized and characterized with different objectives among them
catalytic and gas storage applications.1-4 1,3,5-Benzene tribenzoate (BTB) has turned out to be
a versatile linker for construction of Metal-Organic Frameworks with large pores.5-7
Here, we report the synthesis and crystal structures of new Metal-Organic Frameworks
obtained by using 1,3,5-benzene tribenzoic acid or chiral substituted analogues of it, as well
as their characterization and application in enantioselective catalysis and gas adsorption.
DUT-6 (DUT = Dresden University of Technology), Zn4O(2,6-NDC)(BTB)4/3 (NDC =
naphthalene dicarboxylate), is a mesoporous MOF containing two types of linkers: the
trifunctional BTB and bifunktional 2,6-NDC.8 The
octahedral secondary building unit is built by a
Zn4O-cluster and six bridging carboxylate groups.
Four of the six carboxylate groups of Zn4O(COO)6
unit are derived from the BTB linker surrounding
the cluster in a square arrangement to give a (3,4)connected net with Pt3O4-topology, while two
additional 2,6-NDC linkers occupy the residual
octahedral sites and further crosslink the network.
The resulting framework exhibits uniform
mesopores of 25-30 Å in diameter.. It has shown to Figure 1: Methane
(25°C)
high
be a leading benchmark material for gas storage pressure excess adsorption (●) and
applications, especially with regard to hydrogen desorption (○) isotherm of DUT-6.
(5.64 wt.% at 50 bar), methane (230 mg g-1 at
100 bar) and n- butane (1.1 g g-1) uptake (Figure 1).
DUT-9, Ni5O2(BTB)2, possesses a new framework topology and is formed by BTB linkers
and Ni5O2 clusters, which is a novelty in MOF chemistry.9 Supercritical drying of the as
synthesized DUT-9 followed by additional activation results in a material having a high
concentration of open metal sites per cluster, large pores (up to 25 Å in diameter) and
remarkable adsorption properties (pore volume: 2.18 cm3g-1, hydrogen uptake: 5.85 wt.% at
40 bar, methane uptake: 219 mg g-1 at 100 bar).
Within the context of prospective catalytical applications, the development of new MOF
catalysts plays a key role. A new approach to the synthesis of chiral Metal-Organic
Frameworks was developed by modifying the BTB linker with chiral and enantiomerically
pure oxazolidinone subunits (H3ChirBTB-n).10 Conversion of the substituted BTB linkers
with zinc nitrate yields the chiral MOFs Zn3(ChirBTB-1)2 and Zn3(ChirBTB-2)2 (Figure 2).
Zn3(ChirBTB-1)2 consists of a dinuclear zinc paddlewheel unit that is surrounded by four
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modified BTB linkers. The resulting framework has a twisted boracites (tbo) topology and
exhibits three different types of pores including a larger pore, approximately 33.7 Å in
diameter, with accessible zinc sites pointing towards the center of the pore. Despite using the
same reaction conditions for Zn3(ChirBTB-2)2 as for Zn3(ChirBTB-1)2 a totally different
structure was obtained. Zn3(ChirBTB-2)2 is built by trinuclear zinc units being interconnected
by the modified BTB linkers to give a 3D framework with channels being 18 Å wide.

Figure 2: Synthesis and crystal structures of Zn3(ChirBTB-n)2.
Zn3(ChirBTB-1)2 and Zn3(ChirBTB-2)2 were tested in Mukaiyama Aldol reactions since the
pores of these materials are accessible even for large molecules, and thus the Lewis acidic
metal sites can be used for the catalytic conversion of organic substrates.
Zn3(ChirBTB-1)2shows a high conversion rate for the reaction of aromatic aldehydes with
1-methoxy-1-(trimethylsiloxy)-2-methyl-1-propene outperforming other mesoporous MOFs
like MIL-101 and MOF-177 as well as the homogeneous analogue zinc nitrate. The ChirBTBMOFs also show an enantioselective catalytic behavior, e.g., the reaction of napthaldehyde
with 1-methoxy-1-(trimethylsiloxy)-2-methyl-1-propene at room temperature in the presence
of Zn3(ChirBTB-1)2 gives the Aldol product with an ee value of 40 %.
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Introduction
Amines, which are versatile intermediates in organic synthesis and important structural
elements in natural products and therapeutic drugs, are synthesized through a sequential
transformation in the same pot using gold nanoparticles supported on oxides (CeO2,
TiO2, etc). In particular, these gold-based catalytic systems efficiently catalyze the Nmonoalkylation of amines with alcohols to give secondary amines in the absence of
solvents, based on the hydrogen transfer methodology [1]. In this case and similar to
other transition metals, gold hydride complexes containing an Au-H structure are the
plausible key intermediates in this gold catalyzed transformation [2].
Experimental
- Catalysts Au(1%wt),Ru(1%wt)-CeO2, Au-Ga3Al3O9 1.5%wt, Au-TiO2 1.5%wt and
Au-CeO2 1.75%wt were prepared according to literature procedures [3].
-Catalytic reactions: 1 mmol of aniline, 1mL of benzyl alcohol and catalyst (from 0.5 to
0.82 mol %) were placed in a 2mL reaction vessel. The resulting mixture was
vigorously stirred at 180oC under a nitrogen atmosphere (1 bar). The reaction was
monitored by GC using n-dodecane as external standard.
Results and discussion
In this reaction an alcohol is oxidized to the corresponding aldehyde giving a metal
hydride intermediate. The aldehyde formed in situ reacts with a primary amine to give
an imine, which is hydrogenated by the metal hydrides formed on the metal surface to
give the desired secondary amine and hence closing the catalytic cycle (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the N-monoalkylation of amines with alcohols
catalyzed by gold.
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The results obtained with different gold supported catalysts are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Results obtained using different gold catalyst. a
Entry Catalyst
1
2

Au-TiO2
1.5%wt, 0.82%mol
Au-CeO2
1.73% wt, 0.66%mol

t (h) Conv. (%) Yield (%)
P1

P2

others

5

100

5

85

10

5

100

6

90

4

Au(1%wt),Ru(1%wt)-CeO2, 5.5 83
50
23 10
0.5%mol
Au-Ga3Al3O9
4
5.5 100
53
15 32
1.5%wt, 0.5%mol
Au/CeO2
5b)
6.5 88
3
85 <1
1.73% wt, 0.35%mol
a) Reaction conditions: 1mmol aniline, catalyst (0.5-0.82 mmol %), 1 mL of benzyl
alcohol, 180ºC, 1 bar N2. b) equimolar amounts of aniline and alcohol, no solvent.
3

Results in table 1 show that Au-TiO2 and Au-CeO2 are the best catalysts since both
efficiently catalyze the cascade reaction in a relatively short period of time and high
selectivity values towards the secondary amine are obtained.
Conclusions
Gold nanoparticles supported on nanometric oxide particles (CeO2, and TiO2)
efficiently catalyze the N-alkylation of amines with alcohols under hydrogen transfer
conditions to afford secondary amines. The process is clean (water is formed as the only
by-product) and selective to the desired secondary amine. The reaction gives good
yields of monoalkylated amine in the absence of solvent, and avoids the use of
hydrogen and pressurized systems, hence providing an efficient and clean alternative to
the synthesis of amines.
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Introduction
Lignin is used mainly as an energy source in pulp mills. In this work we investigate the
upgrading of lignin through a catalytic pyrolysis process. The classical thermal pyrolysis of
lignin has been widely studied in the literature, however, crucial problems like limited yields
of specific chemicals and bio-oil stability, acidity, and fractionation are unresolved. The use
of heterogeneous catalysts in the biomass pyrolysis for the production of high added value
bio-chemicals such as phenols and bio-fuels has received strong attention during the recent
years [1]. Limited information is however available on the production mechanism of specific
compounds (like phenols) from catalytic lignin pyrolysis [2]. This work focused on
heterogeneous catalytic pyrolysis of various types of lignin for the production of high added
value chemicals (such as phenols and aromatics) and fuels that could be used as co-feeds for
petroleum streams in existing refining processes.
Experimental
Bench scale pyrolysis unit
The thermal and catalytic lignin pyrolysis experiments were performed on a bench scale fixed
bed reactor. The reactor operated at 500°C using 1.5 g of lignin and 0.7 g of catalyst. Details
of the experimental set up and the procedures are given elsewhere [1]. In this work, the
physical and chemical characterization of the liquid product (bio-oil) was very important. This
type of characterization was carried out by routine analysis (water content, elemental analysis:
GC-FID) and advanced characterization techniques using GC-MS and 2DGC-TOFMS.
Lignin samples
Three lignin samples supplied by Innventia were used in this study. One from Softwood and
two from Hardwood named Softwood, Hardwood-1 and Hardwood-3, respectively. All
lignins were characterized at CPERI and Innventia. The elemental analysis of the lignins is
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Elemental analysis of lignins on a moisture and ash free basis
Sample name
Elemental analysis (wt.- %), dry basis Ash (wt.- %) Moisture (wt.- %)
C
H
O
S
Softwood
63.68
5.52
28.34
1.89
0.58
32.8
Hardwood-1
59.35
5.48
30.15
2.25
2.77
38.9
Hardwood-3
62.90
6.23
28.45
2.23
0.19
30.52

Catalyst samples
Both commercial (Zeol.1 = MFI, Zeol.2 = MOR and Zeol.3 = BEA) and novel mesoporous
catalysts (Al-MCM-41 and Al-SBA-15) synthesized by SINTEF were examined in this work.
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Strongly acidic commercial zeolites were tested along with mesoporous materials of mild
acidity. The Si/Al ratios varied between 16 and 48, while surface areas were in the range of
120 to 1200 m2/g.

O2 content in organic (wt %)

Results and discussion
In the first stage of this work we carried out lignin thermal pyrolysis using a softwood and
two hardwood lignins (Hardwood-1 and Hardwood-3). Softwood lignin produced a bio-oil
with 30.7 wt.-% yield on biomass and oxygen of 25 wt.-% in the organic phase. The
hardwood lignins showed yields of 29 and 41 wt.-% on biomass with oxygen contents of 33
45%
and 22 wt.-% in the organic phase,
Soft + Silica Sand
40%
Soft + Zeol.1
respectively. It was clear that
Hard3 + Silica Sand
35%
Hardwood-3 yielded more and a
SBA-15
Hard3 + Zeol.1
30%
higher quality biooil, with less
Al-MCM-41(2)
Hard1 + Silica Sand
Al-MCM25%
material available for coke formation.
41(3)
Hard1 + Zeol.1
20%
Hardwood-1 on the other hand was
Hard1 + Al-MCM-41(2)
15%
more difficult to deoxygenate. All
Hard1
+
Al-MCM-41(1)
Al-MCM-41(1)
Hard1
+
Al-MCM-41(3)
10%
three lignin types were catalytically
Hard1 + Al-SBA-15
pyrolysed with Zeol.1 to study their
5%
Hard1 + Zeol.2
deoxygenation potential. The bio-oil
0%
Hard1 + Zeol.3
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
oxygen content was further reduced
Hard1 + Basic1
Organic fraction yield (wt % on biomass)
along with the bio-oil yield. In all
cases the use of heterogeneous catalysts resulted in the increase of aromatic compounds and
the reduction of heavy components. For the purposes of this study two types of catalysts were
evaluated: commercial zeolites and synthesized mesoporous catalysts. The data from all the
tests were compared so that a mapping of both the commercial and the novel mesoporous
catalysts could be used as a tool for the evaluation of the catalysts’ performance. All catalysts
were tested with Hardwood-1. From the commercial catalysts, Zeol.1 and Zeol.3 had the best
performance. Mesoporous catalysts produced a wide range of different bio-oils depending on
the Si/Al ratio. The Al rich systems seemed to be the best suited material for biomass
pyrolysis. The higher deoxygenation was achieved with the Al-MCM-41(1) producing a biooil with an oxygen content of about 17 wt.-%. The Al-MCM-41(3) yielded more phenols.
Conclusions
Catalytic pyrolysis of lignin proved to be a very interesting and promising process for the
production of fuels and chemicals. The quality and the yield of the bio-oil depend on the
lignin and catalyst type. Reduction of the oxygen content of bio-oil with catalysts was
achieved at the expense of the organic fraction yield. Zeol.1 and Zeol.3 yielded the best biooil quality. The mesoporous catalysts produced a variety of bio-oils, with focus on either
aromatic hydrocarbons or phenols.
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Introduction
Monoterpenes are widely used in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic and food industry as active
components of drugs and ingredients for artificial flavors and fragrances [1]. Camphene is an
attractive raw material employed for the synthetic manufacturing of isoborneol and borneol
that are used in the formulation of soaps, cosmetic perfumes and medicines as well as in the
industrial production of camphor, which is used as an odorant/flavorant in pharmaceutical,
household and industrial products [2]. Traditionally, strong mineral acids, e.g. sulphuric acid,
are used for the hydration of camphene [1], leading to environmental problems and
economical inconveniences due to effluent disposal. These problems can be overcome by the
use of solid acid catalysts, such as zeolites and heteropolyacids which have been used for the
hydration of camphene [3]. In this work, sulphonated polymeric membranes have been
prepared, consisting in poly(vinyl alcohol) crosslinked with succinic acid and used for the
selective synthesis of isoborneol from camphene.
Experimental
PVA (Aldrich, average molecular weight: 935000) was dissolved in water at 80ºC, during 24
h. Aqueous 10 wt.% PVA solutions were mixed with succinic acid (5 wt. % ) and different
loadings of sulphoacetic acid (10, 20 and 30 wt. %) and vigorously stirred at room
temperature for 24 h. The solutions were poured and cast on a Teflon plate and allowed to dry
at 60ºC during 24 h. In order to complete the esterification reaction, the dried membranes
were heated at 120ºC, during 24 h under vacuum. The membranes were characterized by
FTIR/ATR, AFM, SEM and Temperature Programmed Pyrolysis. Textural characterization,
as well as swelling degree, water contact angle and acidity was also evaluated. The
membranes were used as catalysts in the hydration reactions of camphene.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the FTIR spectra of PVAx membranes, where x stands for 10, 20 and 30 wt. %
loading of sulphoacetic acid. The bands around 1180 and 1040 cm-1 appearing in the sulphonated
membranes, usually assigned to the O=S=O asymmetric and symmetric vibrations are a strong
indication of the presence of sulphonic acid groups in the polymeric matrix.

Figure 2 shows the conversion profiles for the three membranes tested, where it can be seen
that higher loadings of sulphonic groups leads to higher conversions. The selectivity torwards
isoborneol was also higher for the PVA membrane with 30 wt. % of sulphoacetic acid (92 %).
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Figure 2. Conversion profiles of camphene to isoborneol.
Conclusions
PVA membranes were successfully sulphonated with sulphoacetic acid and have shown to be
active catalysts in the hydration of camphene to synthesize isoborneol with high selectivities.
Higher loadings of sulphonic acid groups lead to higher conversions and selectivities.
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Introduction
Propargylamines are versatile synthetic intermediates in organic synthesis and are also
important structural elements in natural products and therapeutic drugs molecules [1]. These
compounds can be synthesized through C-H activation by catalytic coupling of alkyne,
aldehyde and amine (A3 coupling), where water is the only theoretical by-product [2].
Homogeneous catalyst has been proposed for this reaction, among them cationic gold species
show the highest catalytic activity [3]. However, besides the potential limitations of
homogeneous catalysis for achieving a sustainable catalytic process, the rapid reduction of
cationic gold species into inactive metallic atoms is unavoidable when gold salts activate
alkynes/alkenes [4, 5]. Heterogeneous catalyst may therefore be an attractive solution to this
problem. Since previous literature reports, using gold salts/complexes as catalysts, indicate
that Au(III) and Au(I) could be the active species [3], we have prepared gold catalysts
dispersed in a ionic liquid (IL) grafted MCM-41 in which partially charged and electrondeficient gold atoms are stabilized.
Experimental
The ionic liquid 1-(tryethoxy-silylpropyl)-3-methyimidazolium chloride was previously
prepared and further “grafted” on MCM-41 with a solution of AuCl3 in acetonitrile. A
reference catalyst was also prepared by impregnating the MCM-41 support with the gold
solution. Evidences for the grafting process were obtained by elemental analysis (ICP-AES
and CHN) and 29Si-NMR.
In the general procedure for the three-component coupling reaction, the desired amount of
supported gold catalyst was added to a mixture of benzaldehyde (1,0 mmol), piperidine (1,2
mmol) and phenylacetylene (1,3 mmol), without solvent, and with n-octane as an internal
standard. The A3 coupling was performed in a closed glass reactor (2.0 mL, SUPELCO) with
rapid stirring (1000 rpm) at 80ºC in air for 12 h. The product mixtures were cooled to room
temperature and washed with acetonitrile. Aldehyde conversion was determined through GC
analysis of the remaining liquid upon catalyst separation.
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Results and discussion
Elemental analysis (3,016% N, 12,080% C and 2,344% H) of the functionalized gold catalyst
gives a C/N = 4,95 molar ratio, suggesting the grafting of the ionic liquid (C/N=6.5) involving
the lost of one of more ethoxy groups. Indeed, the 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of the MCM-41
after grafting shows a decrease on the signal of the Q3 silanol groups and the appearance of
three low field peaks corresponding to T3 (R-Si(OSi)3), T2 (R-Si(OSi)2(OR’)) and T1 RSi(OSi) (OR’)3 species. The measured gold amount, 2,098%, is quite close to the target value
and accounts for ca. 10 IL molecules per gold atom.

Figure 1. 29Si-NMR MCM-41 (up)
and MCM-41 functionalized (down)

Figure 2. Cycles of conversion in the two
catalyst

Figure 2 shows the conversion after three reaction cycles for the prepared catalysts. Although
the activity decreases due to gold leaching the functionalized catalyst performs better after
three reaction cycles since gold (III) species interact with the ionic liquid allowing its
stabilization. Therefore, functionalizing the support with IL opens a path for the preparation
of gold(III) heterogeneous catalyst for the three-component coupling reaction.
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Introduction
Mesoporous silica has been widely used as a support material for heterogeneous catalysts due
to its high surface area and regular pore structure. However, discrimination between its
internal surface and external surface has significance in some applications. In this study, we
demonstrate that selective modification of the external surface of mesoporous silica MCM-41
can be achieved using trimethylsilyltrifluromethansulfonate (Me3SiOSO2CF3, TMSOTf). In
the application of the silylated mesoporous silica in Cu-catalyzed phenol polymerization,
Cu(OAc)2 supported on the externally silylated MCM-41 exhibits higher catalytic activity
than the corresponding Cu/MCM-41 catalyst without silylation.
Experimental
Modification of the entire silica surface was conducted by heating a mixture of MCM-41 (1.0
g) and TMSOTf (2.8 mL, 16 mmol) in anhydrous toluene (6.7 mL) at 353 K for 16 h under
argon to afford TMS-MCM-TMS (Figure 2a). The corresponding sample with selective
slilylation of the external surface, denoted as TMS-MCM (Figure 2b), was prerapred by a
reaction of as-synthesized MCM (1.0 g, containing surfactant) and TMSOTf (0.32 mL, 1.7
mmol). After the silylation with TMSOTf, the surfactant was extracted with EtOH-conc. HCl
solution (93:7, v/v) at 373 K twice for 20 h.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of (a) TMS-MCM-TMS and (b) TMS-MCM.
The Cu-catalyzed polymerization of 1,6-dimethylphenol was carried out using catalysts
Cu/MCM and Cu/TMS-MCM, prepared from MCM-41 and TMS-MCM, respectively. Into a
solution of Cu(OAc)2·H2O (39 mg) in acetonitrile (40 mL), mesoporous silica (MCM-41 or
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TMS-MCM, 0.24 g) was added during gentle stirring. The concentrations of supported Cu
were estimated at 1.1 wt% for Cu/MCM and 0.78 wt% for Cu/TMS-MCM. The catalytic
polymerization reaction was performed using 1,6-dimethylphenol (0.3 mmol) and pyridine
(0.1 mL) in toluene (0.5 mL) under oxygen atmosphere at 298 K, in the presence of
equivalent relative amounts of Cu sites in (1,6-dimethylphenol/Cu = 50).
Results and discussion
The nitrogen adsorption experiment (Table 1) indicated that TMS-MCM-TMS has decreased
BET surface area, decreased primary mesopore diameter and increased pore wall thickness
compared to MCM-41. The same analyses showed almost no difference between TMS-MCM
and MCM-41, which is consistent with selective external sylilation of TMS-MCM.
Table 1. Textural Parameters of Modified Mesoporous Silicas.
Primary
Primary
BET surface
Sample
mesopore volume mesopore
area (m2 g-1)
(cc g-1)
diameter (nm)
TMS-MCM-TMS

Pore
wall
thickness (nm)

850 ± 60

0.43 ± 0.03

3.5 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

TMS-MCM

1020 ± 80

0.75 ± 0.06

4.1 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.1

MCM-41

1080 ± 80

0.75 ± 0.07

4.0 ± 0.1

0.8 ± 0.1

As an application of the MCM-41 silylated selectively on the external surface, Cu-catalyzed
polymerization of 1,6-dimethylphenol was investigated. Cu(OAc)2 was supported on TMSMCM and MCM to obtain Cu-supported mesoporous silica catalysts, Cu/MCM and Cu/TMSMCM, respectively. Cu/TMS-MCM afforded a higher polymer product distribution than
Cu/MCM. The higher molecular weight distributions can be attributed to the polymerization
enhanced by the Cu species on the internal pore, where mass transfer limitation is likely to
result in higher concentration of the polymer in the internal mesopore.
Quantitative analyses of the modified mesoporous silica were conducted by use of the
recently developed solid-state 29Si NMR will be also presented.
Conclusions
The surface silanol groups on mesoporous silica MCM-41 were silylated with
trimethylsilyltrifluromethansulfonate (TMSOTf) to afford the selective silylation on the
external surface. In the application of the silylated mesoporous silica in Cu-catalyzed phenol
polymerization, Cu(OAc)2 supported on the externally silylated MCM-41 exhibits higher
catalytic activity than the corresponding Cu/MCM-41 catalyst without silylation.
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Introduction
Recently we presented a new class of carbon silica materials (CSM) with tunable bimodal
porosity obtained by the synthesis of nano-sized graphitic crystallites inside the mesopores of
a silica template [1]. Its porosity characteristics are readily controlled by the pyrolysis
conditions and the amount of carbon precursor. These porous materials can be tuned from
microporous over biporous to mesoporous composites. Past research by molecular probing
techniques already demonstrated the shape selective properties of CSMs [1].
Here we report the use of this CSM composite in the valorisation of common sugar
molecules. Lactic acid has the potential to become a green, very large volume and
commodity-chemical intermediate as it can be produced from renewable carbohydrates. Both
lactic acid and its ester derivatives are of major economic importance. Lactic acid is abundant
in food processing and a key intermediate in the production of bio-degradable plastics.
Alkyllactates are common in the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industry and highly anticipated
as benign green solvent. Both can be catalytically produced from triose molecules e.g.
dihydroxyaceton (DHA) by a two step pathway reaction involving both Lewis acid (LA) and
Brønsted acid (BA) sites (Figure 1) [2]. Moreover an additonal retro-aldol reaction allows
their synthesis straight from common sugars molecules e.g. sucrose [3]. The hybrid CSM
allows for the independent introduction and tuning of these functionalities in order to optimize
the synthesis of lactic acid or its ester derivative from DHA and straight from the sugar.
Experimental
Sn-Si-MCM-41 is prepared by the modified Stöber procedure and consequent grafting with
anhydrous SnCl4. After drying and calcination of the catalyst the pores are filled with a
furfurylacohol carbon precursor solution by incipient wetness impregnation. Heating in He at
423 K initiates in situ polymerisation of the carbon. Further increase of the temperature up to
1173 K results in the final Sn-Si-CSM product. A selection of Sn-Si-CSM samples is treated
in O2 at various temperatures (373-773 K) for 8 hours. Catalytic conversion of trioses is
performed for 6 hours in ethanol or water solvent at 363 K and 383 K respectively while
hexoses are converted in methanol at 428 and 463 K for 20 and 6 hours respectively.
Results and discussion
Conversion of DHA in ethanol solvent demonstrates an increase of the ethyllactate (ELA)
yield after addition of a carbon component from 26 % (Sn-MCM-41) up to 88 % at the
highest carbon loading. Post synhesis oxidation of the CSM catalyst further enhances the ELA
yield up to 100 %. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the surface oxygen groups in the
carbon fraction is performed using TPD, P-NMR and XPS. It shows the amount of oxygen
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can be controlled by the pyrolysis temperature, the amount of carbon deposited into the silica
pores and the oxidation treatment. It is well known surface oxygen groups are related to weak
BA. As such a correlation between the amount of BA sites and the activity of the catalyst was
demonstrated. Moreover all Sn-Si-CSM catalysts remain highly selective (95 %) towards the
ELA product due to the absence of strong BA. Recycling experiments show no significant
decrease in activity. Similar trends were observed in water solvent and lactic acid yields of
100% are obtained.

Figure 1: Reaction scheme of the conversion of mono- and disaccharides towards added-value alkyllactates

Finally Sn-Si-CSM catalysts are tested in the conversion straight from common sugars. As
dehydratation of sugars is catalysed by BA and results in unwanted side products, subtle
tuning of the balance between LA and BA is required. A maximal methyllactate yield of 41%
is obtained at 428 K.
Conclusions
A new Silica-Composite material is presented with adjustable porosity. The hybrid nature
allows for selective functionalisation and independent tuning of the catalytic sites on the silica
and carbon component. This was demonstrated to be especially usefull in a one-pot
multifunctional approach such as the conversion of sugars to lactates.
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Introduction
A new class of porous materials allowing the access of large molecules to the internal zeolitic
area while maintaining the acidic sites found in zeolites are the layered materials that can be
delaminated.[1] It is possible to obtain single or packs of layers with a certain degree of size
selectivity, where the active sites are accessible from the external surface, as observed in ITQ18, from delamination of Nu-6(1)[1].
Experimental
The synthesis gel of [V,Al]-Nu-6(1) was prepared with the following molar composition:
SiO2: xAl2O3: yVOSO4: 0.14R: zNaOH: 33H2O (R=4,4'-bipyridine). The synthesis of the
layered precursor follows that in the literature.[1] The [V,Al]-Nu-6(1) prepared was suspended
in a aqueous solution of cetyltrimethylammoniumbromide (CTABr) and tetraethylammonium
hydroxide (TEAOH) and refluxed for 66 h. After that, the slurry was placed in an ultrasound
bath (50W, 40 kHz) for 1 h. Half of the slurry was washed, dried and calcined at 640ºC,
generating the [V,Al]-ITQ-18(B). Concentrated HCl was added to the other half until pH<2.0.
It was washed, dried and calcined at 640ºC, generating the [V,Al]-ITQ-18(A). Catalytic
experiments were performed under nitrogen in a micro reactor. Xylose (30 mg), powdered
catalyst (20 mg) and a solvent mixture (W/T) comprising H2O (0.5 mL) and toluene (1.0 mL)
were poured into the reactor. The mixture was heated at 140ºC and stirred for 1h. The samples
were characterized by: X-ray diffraction (Shimadzu XRD 7000, CuKa, 30 mA, 40 kV), UVVis spectroscopy (UV-Vis-Nir Cary 50), 29Si- 27Al- and 51V-MAS-NMR (Bruker Avance
400+) and surface area (Micromeritics, ASAP 2020). The products in the aqueous and organic
phases were quantified using HPLC (Alliance).
Results and discussion
X-ray diffraction (Fig 1A) confirms the formation of the layered precursor, [V,Al]-Nu-6(1).[1]
The swollen material presented a peak at 2θ = 2.3º (≈ 4.0 nm) indicative that CTA+ is
intercalated in the precursor, causing turbostratic effects as observed by the broadening of the
peaks and their diminished intensity. After ultrasound treatment and acid treatment, no
structural differences in relation to the swollen material were observed. The alkaline- and
acid-treated materials were calcined generating the [V,Al]-ITQ-18(B) for alkaline- and
[V,Al]-ITQ-18(A) for acid-treated samples. The specific BET surface area confirms the
success of the delamination: the Nu-6(2) zeolite presents SBET=70 m2/g and Smicro=43 m2/g,
while the delaminated sample, values of SBET =852 m2/g and Smicro=14 m2/g were found. 29SiMAS-NMR (Fig 1B) shows the presence of Q4 sites typical of three-dimensional structure.
Differently, for delaminated samples, the presence of Q3 and Q2 sites is observed, typical of
single sheets found in delaminated structures.[1] In the 27Al-MAS-NMR spectra of
delaminated samples (not shown) tetrahedral Al sites, responsible for strong Bronsted acid
sites were observed. In accordance with UV-Vis spectra (Fig. 1D) that presents bands
attributed to tetrahedral V5+ species with different distortion degrees (at 215, 270 and 335
nm)[2] the 51V-MAS-NMR (Fig 1C) spectra shows the presence of tetrahedral vanadium
species with signals at -570 and -625 ppm.[2] For [V,Al]-ITQ-18(B), the only signal observed
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is the one due to tetrahedral species (-625 ppm) while for [V,Al]-ITQ-18(A) sample two new
signals appear at -507 and -520 ppm, along with a new UV-vis band at 400 nm (Fig 1D);
these signals can be assigned to extraframework octahedral vanadium species. The
extraframework situation of this V species was easily confirmed by after ion-exchange with
NH4Cl followed by calcination: the procedure made the band to disappear. Finally, the
advantages of the delaminated materials in catalytic reactions are clearly observed in the
xylose dehydration, Fig 1E. The best conversions and selectivies to furfural were achieved for
delaminated samples indicating that xylose molecules have an easier access to the active acid
sites of the delaminated samples in relation to Nu-6(2) zeolite. The extraframework species
present in [V,Al]-ITQ-18(A) have strong influence in the reaction since conversion and
selectivity decreased after their removal by ion-exchange with NH4Cl.
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Figure 1: (A) X-ray patterns of [V,Al]-ITQ-18 synthesis; (B) 29Si-MAS-NMR, (C) 51V-MASNMR , (D) UV-Vis spectra and (E) Xylose conversion and Furfural selectivity after 1h, at 140
ºC.
Conclusions
The delamination process was successfully performed and both vanadium and aluminium are
incorporated into the framework. The delamination performed in alkaline media caused the
extraction of framework V atoms that were reprecipitated upon addition of acid to
extraframework octahedral sites that can be easily ion exchanged. The material prepared
under alkaline conditions presented tetrahedral vanadium species only. The delaminated
materials are more active and selective to furfural in the xylose dehydration than the
corresponding zeolite.
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Introduction
Oxidation is one of the most fundamental transformations in organic chemistry. Important
intermediates for fine chemical production can be prepared by direct hydroxylation or
selective oxidation of condensed cyclic hydrocarbons, such as naphthalene, tetralin or decalin
[1]. Selective oxidation of tetralin produces mainly 1-tetralone, that is keto-hydronaphthalene
used as a reactive intermediate. It can be converted to compounds of industrial importance,
including dyes, pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals [2]. 1-Tetralone is important
commercially as the starting material for 1-naphthol manufacture [3].
Oxidation of condensed aromatics with H2O2 was studied over ZSM-5, MCM-41 and SBA-15
catalysts modified byTi, Fe, Cr and V. In the presence of mesoporous catalysts significant
activity and selectivity could be observed, the optimal yield was found over Cr-MCM-41 [4].
The use of aqueous H2O2 in the oxidation of organic substrates is very attractive from the
point of view of synthetic organic chemistry, since aqueous H2O2 is an environmentally clean
and easy to handle reagent [5].
The aim of present work is to clarify the details of the oxidation of condensed tetralin by H2O2
over Cr-MCM-41 and Cr-SBA-15 catalysts, and to find the optimal conditions for production of
1-tetralone (or 1-tetralole).
Experimental
MCM-41 materials were synthesized of the literature procedure [6]. Cr-MCM-41 samples were
synthesized like for Si-MCM-41 sample, but Cr(NO3)3·9H2O (1; 5 %, Aldrich) was added to the
solution of C16TMABr, water and ethanol. The SBA-15 synthesis was carried out by Zhao's
method [7]. For incorporation of Cr, either distilled water solution of Cr(NO3)3 (1 and 5 %)
was added to the starting mixture.
The catalyst samples were characterized by XRD, N2 adsorption and TEM. The oxidation of
tetralin was carried out at 50 oC for 5 hours in a continuous mixed glass reactor The reaction
mixtures were prepared with molar ratio of tetralin to oxidant (H2O2) = 1:1 and 1:5 in acetonitrile
as solvent. The H2O2 concentration was determined by titration with KMnO4. The GC analysis
was carried out using a Shimadzu GC2010 equipment with Supelco SPB624 column.
Results and discussion
On the data of XRD patterns and TEM pictures is clearly evident the mesoporous nature of our
synthesized catalyst. The X-ray diffractograms were recorded at low diffraction angles for the
calcined Cr-MCM-41 and Cr-SBA-15 samples. Sharp reflection lines in the 2θ ~2° were
observed (Fig.1). The TEM picture shows the hexagonal structure of the SBA-15 and MCM41 (Fig 2).
The conversion data can be seen on Fig. 3. At the given conditions the MCM-41 sample
exhibits the highest conversion, while in the presence of SBA-15 only ~ 5 % conversion can
be reached. The selectivities are depicted on Fig. 4. Over Cr-MCM-41 (5 %) the main
products are the tetralone and the tetralol, the selectivity for these two components is close to
70 %.
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of Cr-SBA-15

Figure 3. Conversion of tetralin over
Cr-MCM-41 and Cr-SBA-15

Figure 2. TEM images of Cr-SBA-15

Figure 4. Selectivity of products in the
oxidation of tetralin over Cr-MCM-41 (5%)

Over Cr-SBA-15(2) broader spectrum of product can be observed (see Fig. 9 and 10),
however, the selectivity for the desired compounds also high. Two important facts can be
appointed: (i) the conversion is relatively high and (ii) the chromium release is not taking
place. It means that the catalyst is stable and reusable.
Conclusions
In the case of the synthesized Cr-containing mesoporous catalysts, the MCM-41 exhibits
the highest conversion, while using SBA-15, the conversion depends on the preparation
method. Considering the selectivity in the oxidation of tetralin, the formation of 1-tetralone
and 1-tetralol with relatively high yield could be reached in acetonitrile over MCM-41,
however chromium leaching was observed. Over Cr-SBA-15 prepared by isomorphous
substitution the 1-tetralone/tetralol yield is slightly lower than that of MCM-41, however no
chromium extraction can be detected, so this catalyst is reusable and the leaving Cr3+ or Cr6+
do not contaminate the product or the environment.
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Introduction
The chemoselective hydrogenation of unsaturated carbonyl or nitrile compounds is basic
process in the synthesis of important fine chemicals. The unsaturated amines are most
valuable products in the reaction of nitriles, however, the selective hydrogenation of –CN
group in the presence of C=C bond is a difficult task [1]. These reactions can be achieved
over supported noble metals, however, there are several factors affected on the activity and
selectivity. These are the metal, support, size and shape of the particles, preparation,
activation, etc. Pt, Rh nanoparticles supported on MCM41 or SBA15 mesoporous materials
could be active and selective in the hydrogenation of unsaturated nitriles. Pt and Rh
nanoparticles can be prepared by alcohol reduction of the proper salt in the presence of PVP
[poly(vinyl-pyrrolidone)] [2,3].
In this work we prepared different Pt and Rh catalysts supported on SBA15 and MCM41
mesoporous structures and tested them in the hydrogenation of light α,β-unsaturated nitriles
(acrylonitrile: AN, methacrylonitrile: MAN and crotonitrile: CN).
Experimental
For synthesis of Pt nanoparticles PVP was sonicated in ethylene glycol (EG), and K2PtCl4
dissolved in distilled water was dropped into the PVP solution slowly. In synthesis of Rh
nanoparticles RhCl3 was dissolved in water and it was added to a stirred solution of PVP in
EG at 190 °C.
For preparation of supported catalysts, calculated amount (0.1, 1.0 or 2.0 w/w%) of Pt, Rh
or Pt,Rh (bimetallic) nanoparticle solution was mixed in ethanol and pure siliceous SBA15 or
MCM41 was added and the suspension was sonicated.
The nanoparticles were characterized by XRD and TEM and the supported samples were
analyzed by TEM and nitrogen adsorption.
Acrylonitrile hydrogenation was monitored using a reaction cell that permitted IR
measurements of the gas phase as well as the catalyst surface that was pressed in a wafer and
inserted in the reactor. IR spectroscopy is an excellent tool for analyzing different unsaturated
nitriles [4].
The hydrogenation of nitriles was carried out in the temperature range of 20-50 oC in a
laboratory batch reactor with flowing hydrogen at atmospheric pressure using acetone as
solvent. For each experiment 1 cm3 reactant (AN, MAN or CN) and 100 mg catalyst was
added into 50 cm3 solvent, and the reaction was followed by five hours. The GC analysis was
carried out using a Shimadzu GC2010 equipment with a Supelco SPB-PUFA column.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows the TEM images of Pt (Fig. 1/A) and Rh (Fig. 1/B) nanoparticles. The
particles are dominantly cubic, while the particle size distribution is quite uniform. We found
that the average particle size of Pt nanocrystals is 3-4 nm, while the average size of the
discrete Rh particles is about 7-8 nm.
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Figure 1: TEM images of Pt (A) and Rh (B) nanoparticles
In the hydrogenation of AN in the presence of Pt/SBA15 the formation of allylamine as
intermediate and propylamine (PA) could be detected. Unexpectedly amount of propionitrile
could be observed, while it would be the main product of hydrogenation of C=C bond.
However, all of the components mentioned reacted further to form di- and tri-PA.
Over Rh/SBA15 formation of propionitrile was observed indicating the activity of this
catalyst in the hydrogenation of C=C bond.
In the hydrogenation of MAN over Pt/SBA-15, the formation of methallylamine (max.
selectivity 20 % at 1 h reaction time) and isobutylamine (25 % at 4 h) was higher than the
similar products in the reaction of AN. Formation of higher amines also took place with total
hydrogenation into isobutene. Over Rh/SBA-15 both butyronitrile (max. 27 % at 3 h) and
isobutylamine (~ 20 % at 4 h) formed.
The kinetic curves of CN hydrogenation can be seen on Fig. 2. The conversion of CN is
close to 100 % at 5 h. The selectivities have similar features but higher values for the valuable
products than that of AN or MAN.
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Figure 2: Typical reaction profiles of crotonitrile hydrogenation in butanol at 50 oC,
Pt/SBA-15, Rh/SBA15
Conclusion
The nanoparticle containing Pt/SBA15 and Rh/SBA15 catalyst are active in the
hydrogenation of light unsaturated nitriles, the reactions are different over the catalysts
system, which is a proper starting point to the optimization for production the desired
compounds.
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Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are porous, crystalline materials that are attractive for
applications in gas adsorption,1 separations,2 and catalysis3 because of their chemical
tunability, high porosities, and good thermal stability.4 Unfortunately, some of the most
promising materials are limited because of instability with respect to moisture. Stabilizing
these MOFs against ambient humidity would make these porous materials more suitable for
specialized and industrial applications. The post-synthetic modification (PSM) approach,
which has become an important tool in developing diverse systems with extended functionally
and introducing new physical and chemical properties into MOFs,5 offers an opportunity to
address this challenge.

Silica

Results and discussion
Amine-containing MOFs can readily undergo PSM to form imine-functionalized MOFs.6 This
work presents the effect of PSM on isoreticular metal-organic framework (IRMOFs-3).
IRMOFs-3 is a cubic framework comprised of Zn4O clusters and 2-amino-1,4benzenedicarboxylate (NH2-BDC). In this work we have prepared new catalysts by postderivatization of an IRMOF-3 through their amine group by reaction with a series of chiral
precursors, obtained from 2-bromomethyl-6-hydroxymethylpyridine by reaction with a chiral
amine and oxidation to aldehyde.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of new catalytic materials: soluble, heterogenized on a silica
matrix and heterogenized on IRMOF-3 support.

In a previous step we have prepared soluble organometallic complexes with imine-pyridineamine ligands for use in homogeneous media and grafted complexes on MCM-41 mesoporous
silicas optimazing the reaction conditions.
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For preparation of functionalized IRMOF-3, a sample of freshly prepared porous
material, thoroughly washed with chloroform to remove occluded DMF solvent and dried
under “vacuo”, was contacted at room temperature with a chloroform solution of an aminealdehyde, to form an imine group which causes a color change from cream to light or deep
yellow (depending on the loading of aldehyde). The color change is accompanied by a new
UV–Vis absorption band at 450 nm and a new 13C NMR band at 167 ppm due to the C = N,
which are indicative of the formation of the corresponding imine, as similar founded in
soluble ligands synthetized previously. The final step to prepare the new complex-containing
material, IRMOF-3-[M], consisted in reacting a suitable complex precursor (PdCl(cod)2,
[Rh(cod)(thf)2]PF6) with the imine-modified material.
The new heterogenized complexes, IRMOF-3-[M] were compared with the reference
soluble complexes and with the heterogenized catalysts over MCM-41 mesoporous silica
matrices. Preliminary studies on the catalytic activity of the aminopyridineimino- IRMOF-3Rh and Pd complexes show that are active catalysts for hydrogenation and cyclopropanation
of test alkenes with an activity similar to that observed for the corresponding soluble systems
used as reference. The enantioselectivity observed forhydrogenation of substrates as diethyl
itaconate is marginal and increases with increasing steric hindrance around of double bond.
The catalysts are easily recovered from the reaction by simple filtration and reused in several
successive reactions.
Conclusions
A novel catalysts has been prepared by modification of a amine-containing metal organic
framework (IRMOF-3) with coordinative unsaturated transition metal complexes based on a
post-synthesis strategy. The resulting heterogeneous IRMOF-3-[M] catalyst exhibits catalytic
activity which has emulated the catalytic properties of homogeneous transition metal
catalysis, moreover the supported catalysts could be recycled several times by simple isolation
for filtration or centrifugation without lost of catalytic performances.
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Abstract
A simple highly versatile and efficient synthesis of various Synthesis of coumarins from
phenols and ethyl acetoacetate using zeolite as a catalyst in ethanol at moderate temperature.
Short reaction times and milder conditions, easy work-up and purification of products by nonchromatographic methods. The catalyst can be recovered for the subsequent reactions and
reused without any appreciable loss of efficiency.
Keywords: Zeolite, Green synthesis, coumarin.

Introduction
Coumarins, are one of the most important compounds of natural product and in
synthetic organic chemistry. The synthesis of coumarins and their derivatives has attracted
considerable attention from organic and medicinal chemists for many years as a large number
of natural products contain this heterocyclic nucleus. They are widely used as additives in
food, perfumes, cosmetics [1], pharmaceuticals and optical brighteners [2]. Coumarin
derivatives also find applications in pharmaceutical, fragrance and agrochemical industries
[3].
Coumarin and its derivatives can be synthesized by various methods, Pechmann reaction is
the most widely used method for the preparation of substituted coumarins since it proceeds
from condensation of phenols with beta-ketonic esters in the presence of a variety of acidic
condensing agents. Substituted coumarins can be prepared by using various reagents such as
H2SO4, POCl3 [4], AlCl3, FeCl3, HCl, TiCl4, ZnCl2, Heteropolyacids [5], trifluoro acetic acid
[6], clays [7], solid acid catalysts [8], Zr solid acid catalysts [9], ionic liquids [10]. However,
these reagents are required in excess and their corrosive nature makes them difficult to handle,
and formation of several side products is a problem.
As a part of our continuing effort towards the development of useful synthetic methodologies
[11]. Herein, we report the Synthesis of coumarins from phenols and ethyl acetoacetate using
zeolite as a catalyst in ethanol under reflux.
2. Experimental
All reagents were purchased from Merck and Aldrich and used without further
purification. Products were characterized by spectroscopy data (IR, FTIR, 1H NMR and 13C
NMR spectra), elemental analysis (CHN) and melting points.
ZSM-5 Zeolite was synthesized according to the procedure described earlier. The solid phase
obtained was filtered, washed with distilled water several times, dried at 120 °C and then
calcined at 550 °C And followed by ion exchange with NH4NO3 solution (three times), the
acid hydrogen form of the compound is prepared by transferring the oven-dried compound to
a tube furnace. Heat the ammonium zeolite for 3 hours to ensure the thermal decomposition of
NH4+ ions. [12].
3. Results and discussion
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In the reaction between phenols and ethyl acetoacetate, (scheme 1) to minimize the
formation of byproducts and to achieve good yield of the desired product, the reaction is
optimized by varying the amount of catalyst, we found ethanol and 25 mg of zeolite catalyst
an efficient reaction medium in terms of reaction time as well as yield.
CH3
O

O
Catalyst

+ H3C
HO

OH

OC2H5

EtOH, reflux

HO

O

O

Scheme 1. Schematic synthesis of coumarins

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, a one-pot, mild, efficient, and environmentally benign protocol has
been developed for the synthesis of, quinoline derivatives catalyzed by zeolites in high yields.
Compared to previously reported methods, Moreover, the mild reaction conditions, easy
work-up, clean reaction profiles, lower catalyst loading and cost efficiency render this
approach as an interesting alternative to the existing methods.
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Introduction
A novel sorbent material, nano-structured calcium silicate (NCaSil), for removing toxic metal
ions from industrial, communal or agricultural wastewaters has been investigated. NCaSil
comprises nano-sized calcium silicate platelets 5-10 nm thick and up to 300 nm across[1].
These self-assemble into particles of approximately 1-5 μm in size with a three-dimensional
open framework “gypsum desert rose” structure which significantly distinguishes NCaSil
from other amorphous silicates. The material has a high porosity and pore volume
accommodating up to 500-700 g oil 100 g-1 silicate (ASTM Oil Absorption test D281) and a
high and readily accessible surface area of up to 700 m2 g-1(see Figure 1); both of these
features are controllable during the synthesis. The surface of the nano-sized platelets contains
both silanol (Si-OH) groups and Ca2+ ions which collectively provide bonding sites for the
adsorption of ions and functionalisation of the NCaSil by various species of ions [2].
The kinetics and equilibrium data of the up-take of Cu2+, Fe2+ and Pb2+ as single, binary and
ternary component systems have been conducted. The Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm
models were applied and from the kinetic studies, various rate and thermodynamic parameters
were evaluated.

Figure 1: SEM image of NCaSil showing its porous microstructure.
Experimental procedure
Batch sorption studies were performed to obtain both rate and equilibrium data. Different
temperatures and metal ion concentrations were employed to obtain isotherm parameters.
Known amounts of NCaSil were added to the metal containing solutions and the temperature
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was adjusted. 24 hours was chosen as the contact time to establish the reaction equilibrium
based on preliminary experiments. After filtering the solutions the remaining concentrations
of Cu2+, Fe2+ and Pb2+ were determined using atomic adsorption spectroscopy (AAS).
To investigate the kinetic data a known mass of NCaSil was added to a metal containing
solution and samples were taken at certain times (usually 9 samples were collected in the first
hour of an experiment) and the metal ion concentration remaining in solution was measured
again by AAS.
For the characterisation of starting and recovered materials scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), dispersive X-ray spectra analysis (EDS) and X-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD)
were used.
Results and discussion
First results show that NCaSil is able to adsorb divalent metal ions out of aqueous solutions as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Binary component sorption of Cu2+ and Pb2+ using 1 g L-1 NCaSil at room
temperature
XRD and EDS analyses approximate that the silicate promotes formation of minerals and
metal salt(s) depending on the as source materials. In the case of CuSO 4. 5H2O as a source,
Brochantite starts to grow on the surface of NCaSil. This process means that the adsorbed
metal ions are transformed into salts that are stable in solution and can be removed to obtain
water purification and minerals that can be processed to recover the metals.
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Introduction
Current concern about the increasing level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is propelling
research on reversible CO2 adsorbents capable of separating CO2 from flue gases (mainly N2)
of coal fired power stations; a process directly involved in carbon capture and storage (or
sequestration), CCS [1,2]. Current technology for CCS related to energy production uses
mainly alkanolamine solutions, but, besides being energy-intensive and expensive, that
technology can pose environmental hazards derived from accidental spills and from waste
processing; hence the convenience to search for cheaper and safer CO2 adsorbents. Among
them, porous solids such as porous carbons, metal-organic frameworks and zeolites constitute
a main line of research [3].
Experimental
We report on an IR spectroscopic and thermodynamic study of CO, N2 and CO2 adsorption on
the zeolite H-Beta. For that purpose, we used variable-temperature IR (VTIR) spectroscopy.
The IR cell used allows to perform in situ sample activation (degassing) followed by gas
dosing and recording IR spectra while simultaneously measuring temperature and gas
equilibrium pressure inside the closed cell. The VTIR method [4] is a convenient
experimental approach to determine not only the IR spectroscopic features of adsorbed
species, but also the corresponding values of standard adsorption enthalpy, ΔH0, and entropy,
ΔS0, through the equation:
(1)
ln[A / (AM – A) p] = (-ΔH0 / RT) + (ΔS0 / R)
where A is the (integrated) IR absorbance measured at a known equilibrium temperature, T,
and pressure, p, while AM stands for maximum absorbance (at full coverage).
Results and discussion
Representative IR spectra of CO2 adsorbed on H-Beta (Si:Al = 20:1) are shown in Fig. 1. The
blank IR spectrum of H-Beta (bold spectrum) shows IR absorption bands at 3737 and at 3615
cm-1 assigned to isolated silanol groups and to Brønsted acid hydroxyl groups (Al–O(H)Si
groups), respectively. Upon interaction of the zeolite with adsorbed carbon dioxide the band
at 3615 cm-1 decreases to an extent that is a function of temperature. Simultaneously, a new
and much broader band corresponding to Brønsted-acid OH species interacting with CO2
appears, showing a maximum at about 3460 cm-1. In the low temperature regime, a small
perturbation of the free silanol band at 3737 cm-1 was also observed; the intensity of this band
was found to decrease (as a function of temperature) as a result of interaction of free silanols
with adsorbed CO2. In the CO2 IR spectroscopic region (Fig. 1b), the main feature observed is
a distinctive band at 2348 cm-1, which grows when temperature is decreased. This band
corresponds to the CO2 asymmetric stretching vibration (ν3 mode) perturbed by interaction
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with the zeolite Brønsted acid OH groups. The weak band at 2283 cm-1 comes from the ν3
mode of 13CO2 (natural abundance about 1%) and it is of no concern here. From the whole
series of VTIR spectra recorded, and by using integrated intensity of the IR absorption bands
corresponding to the ν3 mode (2348 cm-1) the van’t Hoff plot depicted in Fig. 1 (inset) was
obtained, applying Eq. (1). From that linear plot, the corresponding values of standard
adsorption enthalpy and entropy resulted in ΔH0 = -33(±1) kJ mol-1 and ΔS0 = -146(±10) J
mol-1 K-1. Within experimental error, the same values were obtained from the corresponding
van’t Hoff plot obtained using integrated intensity of the IR absorption bands at 3460 cm-1.
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Figure 1. Representative variable temperature IR spectra of CO2 adsorbed on H-Beta: (a) O–H
stretching region, and (b) ν3(CO2) stretching region. Blank zeolite spectrum shown in black.
From top to bottom, temperature goes from 180 to 253 K, and equilibrium pressure from 0.12
to 1.42 mbar. Inset shows the van’t Hoff plot for CO2 adsorbed on H-Beta; data obtained from
the ν3(CO2) stretching band at 2348 cm-1.
Interaction of carbon monoxide and dinitrogen with the zeolite Brønsted acid sites was found
to involve an enthalpy change of -27 and -19 kJ mol-1, respectively; the corresponding
entropy change was -150 and -140 J mol-1 K-1. The whole set of results will be analysed and
discussed in the context of gas separation and carbon capture and sequestration using zeolites.
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Introduction
Nano-structured Calcium Silicate (NCaSil) is a proprietary material of Victoria
University [1], which has been found to have multiple uses such as sorption of metal ions.
The material consists of a backbone structure of tetrahedral silica and hydrated calcium ions.
This gives rise to platelets stacked semi-randomly which may aggregate forming particles of a
few micrometres in size (approx. 1-100 µm) with a high surface area typically in the order
of 300-700 m2 g-1 as shown in Fig. 1. The surface chemistry grants the possibility to adsorb
Cu2+ ions by a combined mechanism of ion exchange with Ca2+ ions on the surface and
precipitation as insoluble hydroxide salts due to the presence of hydroxyl groups.
Experimental
NCaSil synthesis was achieved via precipitation of dissolved silica with calcium ions at
alkaline pH. The material was filtered and washed with water and ethanol and stored at
110°C. Sorption kinetic experiments were carried out at 293 K contacting under stirring in a
flask 1.00 g of NCaSil with 1.00 L of a 1000 mg L-1 CuSO4 solution. Samples were taken at
different time intervals and purified by filtration. The content of copper in solution was
measured by atomic absorption spectroscopy.
Results and discussion
The sorption of Cu2+ onto NCaSil occurred in a fast manner reaching the equilibrium after
200 min with a loading capacity of 581 mg g-1 as shown in Fig. 2. The high R2 value of
0.9999 obtained by fitting Ho’s pseudo second order model [2] to the experimental data
suggests that the sorption follows pseudo-second order kinetic. Kinetic parameters were
obtained from this model such as: the kinetic rate constant k (1.67x10-4 g mg-1 min-1),
initial sorption rate h (56.5 mg g-1 min-1) and the amount adsorbed at the equilibrium
qe (581 mg g-1). A mechanism that explains a second order sorption process has not yet been
elucidated, but the increment in the release of calcium ions in the presence of copper ions and
the availability of hydroxyl groups on the surface of the material suggests that it could be an
ion exchange combined with precipitation as insoluble hydroxide salts. During the realization
of the kinetic experiment the solution color changed after 6 hours from blue to greenish,
which can be attributed to the formation of a mineral phase over the sorbent. Crystals ranging
from 1 µm to 5 µm are shown in Fig. 1 with and even composition of Cu, O and S for all
crystals as shown by an EDS map. Further analysis by powder-XRD showed that the pattern
displayed in Fig. 1 corresponded to brochantite Cu4(SO4)(OH)6, which is consistent with
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studies by Cairns et al. [3] where atacamite was formed when copper chloride was used under
similar experimental conditions.
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Conclusions
NCaSil is suitable as sorbent for Cu2+ ions presenting a fast kinetic and high uptake capacity.
Brochantite was formed under the studied conditions granting the possibility of treating waste
water effluents containing copper ions and generating a reusable product.
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Introduction
Sodium titanosilicate was developed by Anthony and co-workers in 1993. The material is a
framework structure with cavities and tunnels. Titanosilicate is known as a selective adsorbent
for Cs-137, Sr-90 and actinides from a liquid nuclear waste in the presence of salts, organic
compounds including detergent and complexing agents. Titanosilicates have attracted a lot of
attention during last decades for its synthetic methods and applications. Nuclear waste which
is generated from nuclear industries including nuclear power plants and development of
nuclear weapons has been an environmental concern. Safe and economical disposal of the
waste is required. Liquid nuclear waste contains some highly soluble radionuclides such as
Cs-137 and Sr-90. Hydrothermal synthesis of crystalline titanosilicate needs a very high
temperature in a sealed vessel for several days. A modified method, which allows synthesis of
titanosilicate at mild condition, was developed by authors. The titanosilicate synthesized at
the mild condition showed relatively high sorption capacity for several cations including Cs,
Sr, Pb, Cu, and Cd. The modified method has advantages over previous hydrothermal
methods with closed vessel and long time incubation at high temperature. In current study, a
post-treatment was conducted with the titanosilicate prepared from the modified methods and
tested for selectivity for target radionuclides.
Experimental
Na- and K-type titanosilicate was synthesized by the modified method which allows synthesis
at a mild condition and large amount of production. Na-titanocilicate was prepared from
titanium isopropoxide, tetraethylorthosilicate, and sodium hydroxide. K-titanosilicate was
synthesized from a similar reaction condition of Na-titanosilicate except potassium hydroxide
instead of sodium hydroxide. The synthesized titanosilicate was acid washed to make H-type
titanosilicate at variable pH. The concentration of nitric acid was ranged from 1M to 0.0025M.
Prepared titanosilicate (0.5g) was mixed with 20 mL of each acid solution for 2 hours. The
acid washed titanosilicate was rinsed with deionized water, filtered, and dried at 40℃ for 2
hours. The acid washed titanosilicate was tested for the structural properties through XRD and
sorption properties including selectivity for cesium. Sorption test was conducted in two steps.
A preliminary sorption test was conducted to observe the selectivity of each titanosilicate and
sorption isotherm was obtained through a series of sorption experiments.
Results and discussion
The XRD pattern of Na-titanosilicate after and before acid washing was obtained as shown in
Fig. 1. Based on the structural characteristics of titanosilicate, it is found that a sodium
titanium silicate phase of composition Na2TiSiO5 (STOS) was gradually disappeared as the
concentration of acid getting high but TS showed no change. Sorption experiments showed
that sorption capacity for Ca and Sr was decreased after acid washing while the capacity for
Cs was not changed. This indicates that the selectivity for Cs was increased and the
selectivity for Ca and Sr was decreased. It should note that Cs, a monovalent cation was one
of the most challengeable targets to be removed through ion-exchange, especially in the
presence of divalent cations such as Ca, Fe, Mg. Same experiments with K-titanosilicate
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showed different results. The sorption capacity of Cs was not changed while the sorption
capacity for Ca and Sr slightly increased. This indicates that the sorption selectivity of Ktitanosilicate was affected by a post-treatment, acid washing.

Fig 1. XRD pattern of Na-titanosilicate acid washed.

Table 1. Removal ratio of cations by the acid washed Na-titanosilicate.
Acid
Concentration
1M
0.5M
0.1M
0.025M
0.0025M

Removal ratio (%)
Cs
99.13
98.99
99.08
98.46
99.83

Ca
9.21
10.27
95.89
98.79
69.84

Sr
4.35
5.41
99.43
99.50
93.76

Conclusions
Current study showed that a modified hydrothermal synthetic method could produce a large
amount of titanosilicate and a post-treatment could change the structural property of the
sorbent and this could lead to sorption capacity and selectivity for the radionuclies from
aqueous phase.
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Introduction
During the last decade, Metal Organic
Frameworks
(MOFs)
have
earned
themselves a great deal of attention in the
field of nano-structured materials. Among
the various proposed applications, the use
of MOFs as selective adsorbents in gas
separation processes seems to be most
promising on a short/mid term.[1] Indeed,
some features of MOFs make them behave
as unusual adsorbents with the potential of
overcoming classical separation problems
of the chemical industry, i.e. short chain

Figure 1.- Main cavity of ZIF-7 (left) together with the lateral
(top-right) and front (bottom-right) view of the six membered
ring (6MR) pore opening. Zn clusters are represented as
polyhedra.

olefin/paraffin separation or natural gas
upgrading.
In this work we report the unusual paraffin
selectivity of the metal organic framework ZIF-7 [2] (Figure 1) in the adsorptive separation of
ethane/ethylene [3] and propane/propylene mixtures together with a rigorous performance
assessment in which adsorption, desorption and diffusion limitations are discussed. Although
a few materials showing higher olefin uptakes during single component adsorption had been
reported before, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study showing such behaviour
for mixtures.
Experimental
A series of ZIF-7 crystals with different
morphologies has been synthesized and
characterized by means of X-ray
diffraction, thermo-gravimetric analysis,
in situ DRIFT, nitrogen adsorption and
SEM. Single component adsorption
isotherms together with breakthrough
separation experiments were used to
assess the separation performance of the
adsorbents.

Figure 2.- Adsorption (closed symbols) - Desorption (open
symbols) isotherms of several hydrocarbons on ZIF-7 powder at 25
°C.
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Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the adsorption isotherms of several light hydrocarbons on the ZIF-7
framework at 25 °C. Since the crystallographic pore opening of ZIF-7 is 0.3 nm, the observed
type-IV isotherms can only be understood in terms of a change in the conformation of the
benzimidazole (BIM) linker. The interaction between the adsorbate and the BIM linker
strongly affects the adsorption process, resulting in a gate-opening effect. Specific threshold
pressures control the uptake and release of individual molecules, unlocking the openings to
the ZIF-7 cavities. This creates a pressure window in which paraffins adsorb while olefins do
not.
We assessed the performance of ZIF-7 for the
separation of olefin/paraffin mixtures: binary
adsorption was studied in terms of
breakthrough experiments. Figure 3 shows
the separation performance for an
ethane/ethylene/hydrogen mixture (40: 40:
20) over a ZIF-7 column. From the beginning
of the experiment ethylene free of ethane is
eluted. After a certain point, the paraffin

Figure 3.- Breakthrough profile (molar fraction at the exit of the
column vs. permeated volume) obtained for an equimolar
mixture of C2H4 and C2H6 on a column packed with ZIF-7
pellets at 25 °C and 1 bar. H2, contributing the 20% of the
mixture flow, is added to monitor the dead volume of the
breakthrough setup (FC2H6=FC2H4=4 ml(STP)/min).

keeps adsorbing but already some breaks
through. It is noted that even though at the
used partial pressure of ethylene was enough
as to open the structure, the ZIF-7 adsorbent
shows remarkable ethane selectivity. In the
case of propane/propylene mixtures, both

diffusion and gate opening effects rule the separation, enabling to tune the selectivity of the
adsorbent simply by adjusting the separation temperature.
Conclusions
The first example of a microporous material displaying selective adsorption of paraffins over
olefins is presented. The interaction between the adsorbates and the benzene rings in the
narrow ZIF-7 windows appear to dominate the adsorption process, inducing a ‘gate opening’
effect and enabling the selective discrimination between molecules of very similar sizes, but
different shapes. This gate-opening effect can be utilized in the separation of mixtures,
resulting in an inverse adsorption selectivity for the paraffin.
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Introduction
DDR belongs to the porosils, and further to zeosils due to its channel-like pore geometry and
8MR windows [1]. These 8MR windows enable only small molecules to penetrate, making
the use of DDR crystals conceivable in separation applications. However, the reproducibility
of the DD3R synthesis is still a challenge. The challenge results from the possible side
product formation: synthesis of competitive phases like D1H (DOH) and Sigma-2 (SGT) may
also occur. The parallel formation of these by-products do not just decrease the purity of
product, they can also attach on the surface of the synthesis containers, acting as a seed for
further synthesis and hindering future syntheses of DD3R. In this work, next to an assessment
of the different synthetic methods proposed in the literature, where we pay special attention to
the possible cleaning methods that avoid “memory effects” in the synthesis vessels, we
explore the potential of this zeolite, in the adsorptive separation of small hydrocarbons:
propylene from propane and the enantiomeric separation of cis/trans 2-butene isomers.
Experimental
Different synthesis routes adapted from the literature [2-4] were followed in order to assess
their reproducibility. These routes are named as Method 1, 2 and 3 as given in Figure 1.

where EDA and ADA stands for ethylenediamine and adamantine amine, respectively.

Figure 1. Different DD3R synthesis routes proposed in the literature.
Characterization of the samples was carried out by XRD, SEM, nitrogen adsorption, TGA and
NMR. The performance of the adsorbent in the separation of propylene from propane and in
the separation of butene isomers was studied in packed columns by means of breakthrough
experiments and by single component adsorption.
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Results and discussion

When it comes to the separation
performance, results revealed DD3R
as a very effective molecular sieve for
the separation or purification of
propane–propylene mixtures and for
the separation of cis/trans 2-butene
isomers (Figure 3)

DD3R pattern
Intensity (a.u.)

Reproducibility of the materials
obtained by three methods differs
quite from each other. Representative
XRD patterns of the powders are given
in Figure 2. In general, it is concluded
that the addition of KF as the
mobilizing agent instead of
ethylenediamine, stabilizes the
formation of pure phase DD3R, while
hindering the growth of Sigma-2
(SGT).
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of the powders obtained
by different synthesis methods.
Conclusions

Figure 3. Propane-propylene breakthrough
curves at 353 K, WDD3R = 0.57 g, FC3H6 = FC3H8
= 2 ml/min (STP), FHe = 4 ml/min (STP)

Assessment of three different synthetic
methods has been made. Using the fluoride
route 100% reproducibility in the synthesis
of DD3R has been established. Unlike
other zeolites, fluoride synthesis for
porosils are less known and thus the effects
of fluoride addition to the synthesis is also
studied. The great potential of DD3R as
shape selective adsorbent has been shown
in the separation of the geometric 2-butene
isomers and in the separation of propylene
from propane.
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Zeolite Imidazole Frameworks (ZIFs) are a new subclass of porous metal-organic frameworks
in which divalent metal cations are linked by imidazolate anions into tetrahedral frameworks
that frequently possess a zeolite topology. Several of them exhibit large cavity (>10 Å) and
good chemical and thermal stability, a combination of properties rarely to be found among
other porous MOF materials.[1] In this work, we present a new imidazolate based MOF, the
SIM-1.[2] SIM-1 is isostructural to ZIF-8 (SOD) and consists of Zn4 tetrahedra linked by
carboxylimidazolate (Fig. 1). The functional ligand confers enhanced adsorption properties to
SIM-1 compared to those obtained with ZIF-8. The permanent porosity of guest-free
(activated) SIM-1 is confirmed by gas adsorption measurements. The type-I isotherm
observed for N2 adsorption at 77 K indicates the microporosity of SIM-1. The BET surface
area is 500 m2·g-1.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the frameworks of SIM-1 and ZIF-8.
Metal-Organic Frameworks are new promising materials with potential industrial applications
for CO2 selective adsorption. MOF receive an enormous attention form the scientific
community due to the large pore volume and surface area achieved with this kind of
materials. However, highly porous materials are not necessarily interesting for separation
applications, since gas-solid interactions are mainly diluted on large cavities. In this sense,
materials with low-moderate porosity are more interesting since they maximize walladsorbate interactions. The effect of confinement and the introduction of specific adsorption
sites (induced by the surface chemistry) are linked variables that should be optimised.
Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) processes are of special interest because of their intrinsic
eco-compatibility and flexibility. Adsorbents candidate to be implemented in PSA processes
have to satisfy several requisites: (1) high CO2/N2 selectivity, (2) high CO2 specific capacity,
(3) high regenerability (e.g. high working capacity) by moderate depressurisation, (4) fast
interparticle diffusion, (5) chemical and physical stability, (6) low cost per unit volume, (vii)
reasonable packing density to avoid oversized vessels.
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The adsorption of CO2 and N2 gas were examined at 303 K. CO2 uptake at 5 bar is five times
higher than that of N2, suggesting a stronger interaction between the framework and the CO2
molecules. This behaviour led us to examine the separation of CO2 from N2. we will show
breakthrough curves at real conditions (gas composition and humidity) that prove high
adsorption capacity, complete selectivity, and complete regenerability of the material. [3]
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Figure 2. CO2 and N2 adsorption isotherms of SIM-1 at 303-323 K..
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Introduction
To reduce intermetallic diffusion between the metal support and the Pd layer, and thereby
improving the stability of the Pd/PSS composite membrane, Ma et al. [1] used a controlled insitu oxidation of the porous stainless steel prior to plating to produce an oxide layer to act as a
diffusion barrier between the Pd and the PSS [2]. The objective of this research is to
investigate the effects of temperature on the formation of the intermetallic diffusion barrier
layer by the controlled in-situ oxidation method for Pd/PSS membrane.
Experimental
Porous 316L stainless steel supports were purchased from Mott Metallurgical Corporation
(0.2 µm grade) and Fuji Filter Company (0.5 µm grade). Two of the support tubes were then
oxidized in furnace in the presence of air at 400, 600 and 800 ◦C for 2 h, with heating and
cooling rates of 3 ◦Cmin−1. The furnace was purchased from ELITE THERMAL SYSTEM
model TSH12/50/300-2416CG. The oxidation layer formed acts as a diffusion barrier
between the PSS substrate and the Pd catalyst. The substrate was then activated by preseeding with finely divided Pd nuclei. Procedure for Pd coating.
The composition of the Pd plating solution is given in Table 1. The hydrazine (reducing
agent) was added just prior to plating. The plating solution was renewed every 90 to 120
minutes. After deposition was completed the membrane was left to cool to room temperature
and dried. After each drying, the weight and helium flux were measured. The weight gains
before and after the plating were used to determine the thickness of the membrane.
Table 1 Chemical composition of the plating solution.
Chemicals
Pd(NH3)4Cl2.H2O (g/l)
Na2EDTA.2H2O (g/l)
NH4OH (28%) (ml/l)
H2NNH2 (1M) (ml/l)
Polyoxyalkylene alkyl ether (ml/l)
pH
Temperature (oC)

Pd bath
4-6
40-80
190-400
5-10
0.1-0.5
10-11
60

Results and discussion
Figure 1. shows the SEM pictures of a typical grade 0.2 µm grade Mott PSS after oxidation in
400oC, 600oC, and 800oC.
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Figure 1. (A) supports after cleaning (B) oxidized at 400oC; (C) oxidized at 600oC; (D)
oxidized at 800oC.
Figure 2. shows the change of the properties of the 0.5 µm grade Fuji Filter PSS tubes
following oxidation of the cleaned tubes. The oxygen peaks confirm the formation of oxide
layers on the supports. It was observed that the amount of oxygen on the support increased
with higher oxidation temperatures, indicating a thicker oxide layer. As the oxidation
temperature was increased, the weight gain increased indicating the formation of more oxide
at higher temperatures. The formation of greater quantities of oxide gave a higher resistance
to the He permeation.
Table 2. Percent weight gain and He flux change after oxidation for Mott PSS supports
Oxidation
∆m
Thickness
He Flux, J
Tube
(oC)
(%)
(µm)
(cm3/cm2min)
1
20
0
0
701
2
400
0.035
-700
3
600
0.78
0.2-0.3
565
4
800
4.69
1-6
27

Figure 2. Cross section oxide of the layer of the Fuji PSS supports and EDS spot scans after
oxidation on oxide layer at (A) 600oC, and (B) 800oC.
Among the oxides that can be formed with the elements of stainless steel, Cr2O3 is the most
stable due to its low Gibbs free energy, the low diffusion rates of elements in the oxide scale,
and its high chemical stability under a H2 atmosphere. The SEM micrograph of the sample
oxidized at 800˚C showed a thicker dark region with a very nonuniform thickness was
observed. It could also be observed that the surface of this oxide layer was very crumbly. The
thickness of the dark region varied from 1 to 6 µm from spot to spot since the oxide layer was
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relatively thick. After Pd coating, the final thicknesses of the dense Pd membrane were 23-27
µm on 0.2 µm grade Mott supports and 32-35 µm on 0.5 µm grade Fuji plate supports.

Figure 3. SEM photographs of: B - after 13.5 hr plating; C - after 15 hr; and D - after 24 hr
Conclusions
Oxidation process was carry out in diffrent temprature. It was observed that the amount of
oxygen on the support increased 10 times with higher oxidation temperatures indicating a
thicker oxide layer. Sample oxidized at 800˚C showed a thicker dark region with a very
nonuniform thickness. It was also observed that the surface of this oxide layerwas crumbly.
The thickness of the dark oxide region varied from 1 to 6 µm from spot to spot. Therefore, it
is the most desirable oxide phase for use as a barrier layer to intermetallic diffusion.
Membranes produced by this method have been shown to be stable for over 6000 h in the
Temprature of 800oC.
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Introduction
There is an increasing concern with respect to contamination of aqueous ecosystems. Sorption
processes are very attractive for water treatment applications. The removal of heavy metal
cations can be explored using efficient technological solution based on innovative materials.
The high cation-exchange capacity of zeolites offers an efficient separation base. In this
context, mesoporous LTA zeolites were synthesized in order to overcome usual diffusion
problems due to the microporosity. The objective of this work was to study the cationadsorption of mesoporous LTA zeolites, including homoionic cations as Ca2+ and Sr2+. The
solution depletion procedure was used to date. The heat effects were measured by titration
microcalorimetry. Dielectric Relaxation spectroscopy based on the Thermally Stimulated
Currents (TSC) technique was also employed to determine both the distribution of the cation
among the different crystallographic sites and their de-trapping energy ΔE. The TSC data
were correlated with the ion adsorption capacities.
Experimental
Materials. LTA zeolite containing mesoporosity was hydrothermally synthesized with using
3-(trimethoxysilyl)propylhexadecyldimethyl ammonium chloride as a mesopore-generating
organosilane surfactant (OSS). Different loadings of OSS was added into a conventional
zeolite synthesis mixture containing sodium hydroxide, sodium metasilicate nonahydrate,
sodium aluminate and distilled water.
Adsorption capacity and microcalorimetry. Measurements were carried out using the usual
batch procedure at free pH in water for Ca2+ and Sr2+ cations, starting with the homoionic
sodium form of the mesoporous LTA. The concentrations in the aqueous phase were
monitored by using an ionic chromatography analyzer (Shimadzu HPLC) equipped with a
conductivity detector. The Ca2+ and Sr2+ content in the exchanged LTA was checked by using
ICP-AES. The heat effects were evaluated from titration microcalorimetry with successive
additions of aliquots of cations, step-by step along the isotherm.
Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy. The Thermally Stimulated Currents (TSC) technique
(Setaram apparatus) was used to evaluate the electrical properties of the different anhydrous
LTA samples. With porous aluminosilicates compounds [1], the TSC signal is ascribed to the
dielectric relaxation of the extra-framework cations, regarded as a cation hopping. The
resulting data were analyzed by considering a distribution of the de-trapping energy G(ΔE),
characterizing the nature of the relaxing ion and its environment.
Results and discussion
Figures 1a and 1b illustrate the evolution of the depolarization current with temperature, as
recorded from TSC experiments for the anhydrous Na and Ca mesoporous LTA, respectively.
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The Sr LTA (not shown here) exhibits similar behaviors than Ca LTA. The position and the
shape of the TSC peaks depend on the cation nature, as well as on the mesoporosity loading
of the LTA. These tendencies are reported in figure 2 in terms of the distribution function of
the cation de-trapping energy. As reported for microporous zeolites, the Na form of the LTA
exhibits a less energetic dielectric signal than the Ca form [2]. This suggests that the exchange
of Na by Ca ions is favored. In addition, the Na LTA dielectric response is very sensitive to
the mesoporosity loading of the solid: with the percent of OSS, we observe an increase of the
Na de-trapping energy and a less homogenous distribution of the Na ions among the different
crystallographic sites of the LTA. On the opposite, the distribution functions of the Ca LTA
are similar, whatever the OSS loading.
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Figure 1a. Evolution of the depolarisation current
with temperature, for anhydrous Na LTA, where %
represents the OSS weigh percent of precursors.
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Figure 1b. Evolution of the depolarisation current
with temperature, for anhydrous Ca LTA, where %
represents the OSS weigh percent of precursors.
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Figure 2. Distribution functions of the de-trapping energy for Na LTA and Ca LTA with 0 and 8 % of OSS.

The evolutions of the cation distributions among the crystallographic sites and the cation detrapping energy, i.e. the cation/LTA interaction energy, are further discussed in the light of
molecular simulation calculations data.
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Introduction
Aromatic sulfur compounds, such as benzothiophene (BT) and its derivatives, are noticeably
refractory to hydrodesulfurization (HDS) processes. In order to meet the increasingly strict
environmental requirements, selective physisorption may be a feasible option to lowering the
sulfur content of the outlet streams of current HDS units. Yang and co-workers have reported
an extensive work on the preparation of adsorbents, especially zeolites, containing transition
metals. Copper(I) and palladium(II) have demonstrated to be the most selective towards sulfur
compounds as compared to other aromatic species present in fossil fuels [1]. Since BT and its
derivatives are bulky molecules, mesoporous matrices, such as MCM-41 and SBA-15, have
been recently proposed for their adsorption [2]. The present work reports
adsorption/desorption studies of benzothiophene (BT) on SBA-15 loaded with PdCl2 and
CuCl by in situ FTIR.
Experimental
The SBA-15 was prepared as described elsewhere [3], and the impregnated samples were
prepared following a similar procedure as that reported by the group of Yang [4]. The
adsorbents were characterized by N2 adsorption isotherms, TEM, X-ray diffraction and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The prepared samples and the pristine SBA-15 were then
subjected to adsorption at 20 ºC of BT vapors (carried by He at 150 mL min-1), followed by
desorption under the same helium flux at distinct temperatures. DRIFT spectra of the
adsorbents (under adsorption/desorption) were recorded in situ. To assess adsorptive capacity
for DBT, 100 mg of adsorbent was put in contact with organic solutions (500 ppm in hexane)
of BT or DBT inside sealed vials. The vials were kept in a thermostat bath at 25 ºC for 72 h,
after which the liquid-phase composition was determined by gas chromatography provided
with a flame ionization detector. Normalised adsorbed phase concentrations ( mol of S m-2 of
adsorbent) were calculated by mass balances.
Results and discussion
The incorporated metals were well dispersed as nanoparticles on the mesoporous channels of
SBA-15, under different oxidation states. All the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K
are typical of mesoporous silica (Figure 1). The surface areas decreased significantly for
samples with incorporated metals (469, 186 and 109 m2 g-1 for SBA-15, PdCl2SBA-15 and
CuClSBA-15, respectively), although hexagonal arrangement and average pore size remained
approximately unaltered. To investigate the oxidation states of palladium present on the
surface of the solid, the Pd 3d spectral region of this element in XPS was examined. Two
distinct peaks and their doublets (Pd 3d5/2 and Pd 3d3/2) may be decomposed, which evidences
that more than one oxidation state of the metal is present on the surface. A low intensity
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contribution centred at 335.8 eV was ascribed to metallic palladium, and the main
contribution at 337.5 eV was ascribed to the presence of palladium oxychloride. In the case of
CuClSBA-15 sample, the Cu 2p core level signal shows the simultaneous presence of Cu(I)
and Cu(II).
The incorporation of metals effectively increased the retention of the adsorbent towards the
sulfur compound and the FTIR results were analysed in the light of the textural parameters
and surface characteristics. The incorporation of palladium slightly enhances the adsorption of
BT, but in the case of CuClSBA-15 sample, the adsorption of BT is strongly enhanced mainly
due to the interaction between Cu(I) and BT. This adsorption capacity is much higher than
that observed by Wang et al. [1,4].
FT-IR absorbance spectra collected in operando with a DRIFT cell for the adsorption of BT
vapours at 20 ºC confirm that stronger binding energies develop (with respect to the nonimpregnated SBA-15).
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Figure 1. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K for SBA-1 (blue), PdCl2SBA-15
(magenta) and CuClSBA-15 (green), and adsorbed sulfur ( mol of S/g) from BT organic
solutions (C0 = 500 ppm; 100 mg of adsorbent in 20 mL of solution) at 25 ºC for the
adsorbent under study.
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Introduction
Endocrine disrupting compounds affect human hormonal system and they are difficult to be
treated by conventional water treatment process. Those low-level but potent pollutants could
be treated by the advanced oxidation reactor effectively. Inorganic zeolite membrane is
selected for separating those EDCs in the reactor. ZSM-5 zeolite is widely used in many
industrial applications such as purification, separation and catalysis etc. ZSM-5 is very
hydrophilic comparable to other high silica zeolite which make itself a good candidate on
water separation. However, the water permeation flux is far from satisfaction because the
convention preparation method (using organic template) would reduce the hydrophilicity and
from thermal cracks. In this work, template-free method [1] is introduced which made ZSM-5
membrane much thinner (1.5 ȝm) and defects-free. By combining the ozone oxidation, the
performance of the reactor [2] could be greatly enhanced in terms of overall carbon removal.
Experimental
Table 1. Experiment parameters for treating
organics pollutant
O3 concentration

100 ppm

Gas feed rate

20 ml/min

Temperature

25ɗ

Vacuum pressure

<0.7 Torr

Membrane Surface Area

0.001414 m2

Pollutant source

Potassium
Hydrogen
Phthalate (KHP)

Diagram 1. Schematic diagram of the reactor [3]
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Source concentration

250 ppmC

Feed rate

Vary for different
residence time

Ozone and water was fed continually to the system. Retentate and Permeate would be
collected and sent for TOC and UPLC analysis. Water feed rate could be varied in order to
obtain an appropriate residence time.
Results and discussion

Figure 1. Comparison of flux between
1.5 Ǎm and 6 Ǎm ZSM-5

Figure 2. Permeation flux and permeate
quality at different residence time.

Figure 3. Reactor performance at different residence time
From figure 1, the water permeation flux for 1.5 Ǎm ZSM-5 is obviously much higher than
that of 6 Ǎm. By combining ozonation and membrane pervaporation, the overall carbon
removal rate could be greatly enhanced by over than 80% which also permeating clean water
which contain 1.27 + 1 ppmC TOC. Together with ozonation, the permeation flux increased
due to the reduction on membrane fouling.
Conclusions
By using organic template-free method, a thinner but highly selective ZSM-5 membrane
could be synthesized. Because of the high permeation flux, the performance of the advanced
oxidation reactor could be enhanced.
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Introduction
Elastic layer-structured metal organic frameworks (ELMs) having flexible twodimensional structure show a gate phenomenon in sorption/desorption of simple gas
molecules. The gate phenomenon is accompanied by expansion/shrinkage of the layers. The
gas sorption/desorption is not based on a physical adsorption, but on a chemical reaction,
which is a clathrate formation with high cooperativity. The cooperative clathrate formation
could be analyzed thermodynamically.[1-4]
The gate phenomenon shows advantages in separation of CO2 from mixed gases and in
storage of CH4 owing to easy release of absorbed molecules. Choice of the combination of
building blocks such as metals, ligands or counter ions brings about specific sorption
properties for various gas molecules. Particularly, ELM-11, [Cu(bpy)2(BF4)2]n (bpy = 4.4'bypyridine), is one of the most promising candidate for materials to selectively separate CO2,
because ELM-11 shows the gate phenomenon in CO2 sorption dependent on pressure and
temperature. It will enable us to separate CO2 efficiently by changing pressure or temperature
easily.
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Figure 1 Diagram of an experimental line for a CO2 sorption column.

Experimental
ELM-11 was prepared as a powder sample according to a modified method for that
reported before.[5] The flow method was used for CO2 separation with a column of ELM-11.
CO2 concentration was determined mainly with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and
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partly a Q-MASS detector. The used sorption line is briefly described in Figure 1. Sorption
behaviors of mixed gases of He/CO2, N2/CO2, and CH4/CO2 on the ELM-11 column were
examined at 258, 273, and 298 K. Sorption isotherms of CO2 on ELM-11 in different systems
were obtained using different partial pressure of CO2 in the mixed gases.
Results and discussion
Filled circles in Figure 2 indicate the sorption isotherm of CO2 as a pure component by a
static sorption method at 273 K. The sorption does not occur below P = 280 Torr, but the
isotherm shows abrupt and vertical sorption: This is the gate phenomenon, which is
accompanied by the expansion of the layer distance of ELM-11. The sorption reaches a
saturated amount above P = 350 Torr easily.
Also another sorption isotherm of CO2 on ELM-11, which is obtained using mixed gases
of CH4/CO2 with different partial pressures of CO2, are shown with open circles in Figure 2.
The gate phenomenon on CO2 sorption was definitely found under the coexistence of CH4,
although a gate-opening pressure shifted to the higher pressure or a more modest uprise in the
sorption curve was observed, which are most likely to arise from the dynamic sorption
behaviors. The lowered sorbed amount of CO2 on ELM-11 should be not because of the effect
of the coexisting CH4 but because of the dynamic condition. Thus, very highly selective
sorption of CO2 was accomplished using the ELM-11 column.
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Figure 2 CO2 sorption isotherms of ELM-11 at 273 K.
○: column method using mixed gases of CH4 / CO2
●: static method using a pure CO2.
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Introduction
Alcohol production by fermentation of renewable resources, such as biomass, is
becoming an interesting method for producing bioethanol, which can be used as fuel by
mixing it with gasoline, or like an additive to increase the octane number. The
conventional technology for producing ethanol by fermentation is based in the use of
distillation in order to separate the ethanol from the fermentation mixture (with a
concentration that usually lies between 4 and 10 %w/w, [1] ), which requires a high
consumption of energy [2]. Using this technology, up to 42 MJ/L of ethanol can be
required, while the energy obtained with the combustion of one liter of ethanol only
produces 23.5 MJ. Therefore, several alternatives have been proposed, including ethanol
extraction with supercritical carbon dioxide, solvent extraction, adsorption-based
processes and pervaporation. Among these alternatives, adsorption-based processes are
very promising in order to reduce the energy requirement for this separation. Pitt et al.
[1] proposed a adsorption-desorption cyclic process for recovering ethanol from
fermentation broths based on the selective sorption of ethanol on solid sorbents, such as
polymeric resins and hydrophobic zeolites. This process includes two steps: (1) an
ethanol adsorption step, by feeding the aqueous solution from the fermentation broth,
and (2) a regeneration step by desorption using hot air. From preliminary design
calculations, it was determined that is possible to concentrate an 8 % w/w ethanol-water
mixture up to 99 % w/w, using two adsorption stages in series, with a total energy
consumption of 3.8 MJ/L of product. However, although these results were very
promising, they were obtained from a very simplified model, without taking into
account the adsorption-desorption kinetics.
The objective of this work is the development of a kinetic model for simulating the
regeneration step of an adsorption-desorption cyclic process for producing fuel grade
ethanol, using air purge. The regeneration starts when the total concentration of ethanol
in the bed (including the interstitial liquid and the adsorbed phase) is higher than 99.5 %
w/w. In order to validate the model, a series of regeneration experiments have been
performed at different temperatures, using air to dry a bed of silicalite pellets initially
saturated with liquid ethanol. For each experiment, the ethanol weight and the bed
temperature were recorded. Some unknown parameters of the model have been
estimated by regressing the experimental data, and the experimental curves have been
compared with those predicted by the model.
Experimental
The experimental setup consists on an aluminum column (10 cm length, 1.5 cm
diameter) loaded with the adsorbent (silicalite Zeosorb T-4722), resting on an analytical
balance, which registers the column weight with time. The bed is covered with a spiralwound electrical resistance to heat the column. An autonomous temperature logger
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(with batteries) registers the bed temperature with time. The bed is connected to a gas
supply with a Teflon tube. The resistance wires and the Teflon tube are long and thin
enough not to affect the measured weight significantly.
Results and discussion
The model employed is based on mass, energy and momentum balances. In order to
describe the ethanol desorption, it is assumed that the total amount of ethanol retained in
the bed is divided into two zones. The first zone includes the macropores in the silicalite
pellets. In this zone, the ethanol is not bound to the adsorbent, so its vapour pressure it
is equal to the saturation pressure of pure ethanol. The second zone includes the
silicalite micropores, where the ethanol is bound to the adsorbent. In this zone, the
ethanol vapour pressure is lower than the saturation pressure, and it is estimated from
the adsorption isotherm. The ethanol adsorption isotherm has been measured
experimentally and it has been included in the kinetic model. Figures 1 and 2 show a
comparison between the experimental weight and temperature curves and the theoretical
ones obtained with the model for an air flowrate of 660 ml/min.
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It is observed that the model reproduces the experimental results satisfactorily,
especially the slope change in the ethanol weight curve. In the macroporous zone, the
process is controlled by the unbound ethanol evaporation, where the driving force is
practically constant and equal to the difference between saturation pressure and partial
pressure of the ethanol in the gas, so the weight decreases almost linearly. The
theoretical concentration profiles obtained from the model show that the change in slope
occurs when the unbound ethanol evaporates completely.
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Introduction
The separation of nitrogen from methane is becoming increasingly important in the natural
gas industry for natural gas recovery and enhanced oil recovery. Natural gases that contain
significant amounts of nitrogen need to be upgraded in order to meet the pipeline quality for
minimum heating value specifications (typically < 4% inerts according to US pipeline
specifications) [1,2]. The separation of carbon dioxide from methane is also important in the
processing of natural gas obtained from coalseam and landfill gases because it reduces the
energy content. Carbon dioxide must be removed prior to low temperature processing for
NGL recovery. Generally, pipeline specifications for natural gas require a carbon dioxide
concentration below 2-3%. The removal of nitrogen and carbon dioxide from natural gas by
pressure swing adsorption (PSA) is an interesting alternative due to its low energy
requirements and low capital investment costs. For this separation, it is desirable to use an
adsorbent selective to carbon dioxide and nitrogen, to obtain methane as the purified product.
The selectivity can be based on differences in the equilibrium or kinetics of adsorption, or
both. Therefore, the corresponding adsorption and diffusion parameters must be known to
design the separation equipment. Titanosilicate ETS-4 is a material with kinetic and
equilibrium selectivity to nitrogen and carbon dioxide in their mixtures with methane, because
it possesses a small pore network, the size of which may be tuned (reduced) by calcination
[2]. In a previous work, we measured the adsorption and diffusion parameters of nitrogen and
methane on ETS-4 synthesized by microwave heating [3]. However, the precise mechanism
of separation in ETS-4 is complex, being determined in part by the material’s framework
composition, and the content and type of extra-framework cations. The objective of this work
is to measure the adsorption and diffusion parameters of nitrogen, methane, and also of
carbon dioxide, on ETS-4 (both in Na and Sr forms) synthesized by microwave heating with
different framework composition and cation content than in our previous work. It must be
noted that it is very difficult to find information about the diffusion parameters of carbon
dioxide in ETS-4 in the literature.
Experimental
Na-ETS-4 has been synthesized following the method proposed by Coutinho et al. [4], but
with a different composition of the precursor gel: 8,5 H2O2 : 2 TiO2 : 11,33 SiO2 : 16 NaOH :
761 H2O.The synthesized NaETS4 had a Ti/Si ratio of 0.4, and a Na content of 13.4% w/w.
Sr-ETS-4 was obtained by mixing Na-ETS-4 crystals with SrCl2·6H2O, resulting in a material
with a cation content of 0.9% w/w of Na and 20.4% w/w of Sr. The adsorption and diffusion
parameters are estimated by modeling the experimental pulse responses obtained by injecting
small amounts of the adsorbing gases in a stream of carrier gas (helium or nitrogen), passing
through a bed of adsorbent with controlled temperature. The outlet of the bed is connected to
a thermal conductivity detector, where the pulse responses are recorded.
Results and discussion
Figures 1 and 2 show pulse responses with beds loaded with 1 g of NaETS4 and 1 g of
SrETS4 at 298 K, respectively. The curves have been fitted with a theoretical model
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describing the mass balance in the system [3], assuming a linear adsorption isotherm. The
effect of void volume is considered by simulating the pulse responses of helium as tracer and
nitrogen as carrier. The theoretical responses obtained by fitting the adsorption and diffusion
parameters (adsorption equilibrium Henry’s law constant, and diffusion time constant =
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been obtained after deactivating the irreversible adsorption sites due to the chemisorption of
carbon dioxide on the extra-framework cations.
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Figure 1. Pulse responses in NaETS4 (a) Pulse responses of helium (in nitrogen) and nitrogen.
(b) Pulse responses of methane and carbon dioxide (very similar, overlapped).
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Figure 2. Pulse responses in SrETS4 (a) Pulse responses of helium (in nitrogen) and nitrogen.
(b) Pulse responses of methane and carbon dioxide (similar, overlapped)
It is observed that the pulses of nitrogen, methane and carbon dioxide in NaETS4 are rather
similar, indicating the low selectivity to nitrogen and carbon dioxide of this material. The
differences are more noticeable in SrETS4, due to its smaller pore size. The nitrogen pulse is
lower and wider in SrETS4 than in NaETS4, due to a strong increase of its adsorption
equilibrium constant, and a strong reduction in the diffusivity. The methane pulse is sharper in
SrETS4 (more similar to the one of helium), indicating a lower selectivity to methane, coming
from both a lower adsorption equilibrium constant and a lower diffusivity. The carbon dioxide
pulse in SrETS4 is lower and wider than the one of methane, due to the higher diffusivity of
carbon dioxide in this material.
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Introduction
Polycarbonate resins are widely used in the manufacturing of thermoplastic materials due
to suitable mechanical and optical properties, and synthesized by a reaction between
bisphenol A and phosgene. To replace harmful phosgene, alternative processes have been
proposed by many researchers in the view of the so-called 'sustainable society' and 'green
chemistry'[1]. Especially, the synthesis route through diphenyl carbonate (DPC) obtained by a
reaction DMC and phenol as starting source has attracted considerable attention as one of the
green processes [2]. But the conversion rate of DMC to DPC is very low because of small
equilibrium constant. In order to increase the conversion rate, therefore, the removal of
methanol (MeOH) obtained as by-product is needed form the reaction system.
In order to clarify the potential of adsorptive separation of MeOH from a binary mixture of
MeOH/DMC on zeolite, we investigated the adsorption behaviors of MeOH and DMC on
various zeolites.
Experimental
The single component and binary mixture adsorption experiments of MeOH and DMC
vapors on the zeolites with various pore size and Si/Al ratios were carried out at 10 ~ 60 °C
by a Belsorp 18 and a FMS-BG adsorption apparatus (Bel Japan Inc.), respectively. Prior to
adsorption measurements, the powdered zeolites (ca. 0.3 ~ 1.0 g) were evacuated at 400°C for
10 h. The binary mixture adsorption experiments of DMC and MeOH vapors were performed
by combining volumetric and gravimetric methods. The DMC/MeOH ratio in the initial
mixed vapor was varied from 100/0 to 0/100.
Results and discussion
At first, the single component adsorption isotherms of pure MeOH and DMC vapors on the
siliceous zeolites with different pore sizes and Si/Al ratios were measured using a
conventional volumetric method. As shown in Fig.1 and Table 1, the amount of MeOH and
DMC adsorbed increased with an increase in the pore diameter of siliceous zeolites (Runs
1~4). With a decrease of Si/ Al ratio, the amount of MeOH adsorbed increased, whereas the
amount of DMC decreased (Runs 3, 5, 6). Namely, the amounts of MeOH and DMC adsorbed
were strongly dependent on the pore size and Si/Al ratio of used zeolite. The ideal separation
MeOH/DMC ratio was calculated using each adsorbed amount at P/Ps ratio of 0.5. The
MeOH/DMC ratio increased with a decrease of the pore size and Si/Al ratio. This result
suggests that the smaller pore size and Si/Al ratio are better for the adsorptive separation of
MEOH/DMC system. Therefore, MeOH and DMC single adsorption measurements were
performed using LTA type zeolite with 8-membered rings and Si/Al ratio of 1 (Run 7). As
expected, the MeOH/DMC ratio was higher, indicating that LTA type zeolite has the high
potential for the adsorptive separation of MeOH/DMC system.
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Table 1. Amounts of MeOH and DMC adsorbed on various zeolites. (P/Ps=0.5, 25ºC)
Run

Code

Channel
structure

Si/Al
ratio

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BEA
MFI
FER
CDO
FER
FER
LTA

12, 12
10, 10
10, 8
8, 8
10, 8
10, 8
8

∞
∞
∞
∞
90
10
1

BET surface
area
/m2g-1
584
406
360
141
320
273
-

MeOH
Pore
DMC
MeOH
volume adsorbed
adsorbed
3 -1
-1
-1 /DMC
/cm g /ml(s.t.p)g /ml(s.t.p)g
0.25
116.8
58.5
2.0
0.18
80.1
36.9
2.2
0.14
50.2
36.8
1.4
0.06
28.8
5.5
5.2
0.14
55.2
34.2
1.6
0.11
73.6
4.8
15.3
125.8
2.7
46.6
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Introduction
Industrialization generated an improvement of living conditions, which involved increase
consumption energy. The most problem in the 21st century is the exhaution of fossil energy
sources and the environment impacts due to hydrocarbons consumption [1]. Hydrogen is a
credible alternative as a new energy source; the main obstacle of its uses is having a safety
and effective method for mastered storage [2, 3]. There are four storages approaches: liquid
form, gas compressed, hydrides metal and by adsorption in porous materials ways. The first
two storage modes are currently the most used, but their performances do not satisfy the
technical criteria required in terms of safety and output. Recent researches are focused on the
adsorption into porous solid for storage [4]. Several porous solids are candidates, activated
carbon [5], nanostructures carbon [6], MOFs (metal-organic frameworks) [7] and zeolites [8].
In the present work, we have studied hydrogen adsorption factors on zeolite type NaA with
various calcic exchange ratios and on HY exchanged zeolite with silver. Our experimental
work will be carried out at -196°C and relative pressures about 1 bar.
Experimental
The aim of this work is to examine A and Y zeolites hydrogen adsorbed capacity at the
nitrogen liquid temperature (-196C), under atmospheric pressure and exchange effect of
calcium and silver respectively. Five exchanges ratios of A zeolite: 0, 33, 44, 57 and 74 %,
respectively noted A0, A33, A44, A57 and A74. Thus, four exchange ratios of Y zeolite: 0,
10, 50 and 98, respectively noted Y0, Y10, Y50 and Y98. Firstly, we determined textural
properties versus exchange nature with nitrogen adsorption at -196°C using a surface analyzer
(Quantachrome Nova 3200e) apparatus. After activation (300°C, dynamic vacuum 10-3 bar),
the sample is cooled down till -196°C. Thereafter, hydrogen is injected per amounts up to 1
bar. Quantities adsorbed are measured using a thermobalance (Setaram MTB 10-8).
Results and discussion
We observe that the exchange affects the microporous structure of zeolites. The dimensions
and the valences of the compensation cations modulate the adsorbent internal porosity.
According to IUPAC classification, the obtained hydrogen adsorption isotherms curves for all
zeolites are type I. The largest mass adsorbed is equivalent to 1.16 and 1.05 % recorded
respectively as A57 and Y0 (Fig. 1). By checking with Langmuir model, it can be observed
that physical absorption is prevalent. The exchange ratio influences the beginning adsorption
rate. Also, the increasing in the calcic exchange ratio improves the initial adsorption rate,
following the adsorbed quantities involving. On the other hand, in Y zeolite, the initial rate
decreases with silver exchange ratio (Fig. 2).
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Conclusions
The obtained adsorption isotherms curves show that hydrogen adsorption on A and Y zeolites
is a physical way. The comparison between hydrogen adsorbed quantities on both zeolites
types shows the effect of the electrostatic field. This last comes with the difference in zeolites
atoms electronegativity and the compensation cation. In general, the high electronegativity of
the compensation cations prevents the hydrogen adsorption. The micropores presence in an
adsorbent increases considerably its adsorption capacity. Calcic exchange in A zeolite
supports the hydrogen adsorption as well as the adsorption initial rate. In Y zeolite, silver
exchange decreases hydrogen adsorbed quantities and adsorption initial rate.
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Introduction
In our 3-D macroscopic world we always enter tubular systems, such as tunnels and
corridors, face-first. In the microscopic zeolite world something similar curiously seems to
happen as well. Often bifunctional molecules enter zeolite pores with one functional group
first, which leads to dipolar molecular chains. The technique that allowed this observation was
second-harmonic generation or frequency doubling, since it is extremely sensitive to
symmetry breaking like dipolar order. This stimulated effort in synthesizing guest moleculezeolite assemblies to provide efficient frequency doubling materials.1
A few years ago we started to use SHG not as an aim in itself, but as an analytical tool to
study guest behaviour in zeolites. As SHG is an optical effect that is forbidden in liquids, it is
ideally suited to spectroscopically study zeolites in the liquid phase. We used it to follow
adsorption and diffusion processes on zeolitic materials in the liquid phase in real-time.2
Recently we expanded our approach to second-harmonic generation microscopy (SHGM).
SHGM has mainly emerged in the last decade for the visualization of biological systems, but
has hardly been used so far in materials science. Herein we present the first SHGM studies on
microporous materials. A study of p-nitroaniline in SAPO-5 crystals reveals that the tool can
be used to map the organization of guest molecules. The study revealed the extent of the
cooperative behaviour of PNA in SAPO-5.3 For ZSM-5 crystals it is shown that the
organization of the guest molecules can be used to determine the crystallographic orientation
of the different intergrown crystal parts.4 The extent of dipolar chains in ZSM-5 moreover
pointed towards a specific diffusion behaviour which has been further unravelled in situ with
SHGM in the liquid phase.
Experimental
All microscopy images were taken with an enhanced CCD camera (Hamamatsu) on a
wide-field microscope coupled to a femto-second Ti-sapphire laser in transmission geometry.
By using appropriate filters, the set-up can be used to record both two-photon fluorescence
(2PF) images and SHG images. With a polarizer and a half-wave plate in the incident laser
beam, we were able to record polarization patterns for each position on the image. The liquid
phase experiments were performed in a Ludin Chamber from Life Imaging Services.
Results and discussion
Micrometre sized crystals of zeolite ZSM-5 are known to have an intergrown structure
which can easily be seen via polarized light microscopy as an hourglass structure inside the
crystal.5 Via polarized SHG microscopy on ZSM-5 crystals filled with PNA, we discerned
two polarization patterns (see Figure 1). The four lobe pattern corresponds to a zigzag
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orientation of the PNA molecules, thus PNA in the zigzag pores, while the two lobe pattern
corresponds to straight chains of PNA,
Figure 1
thus PNA in the straight pores. That
way we could unravel that the ramp
protruding from hexagonal face is in
fact 90° rotated with respect to the
hexagonal facet (see Figure 1). This
way, we could also unravel how the
different pyramidal parts of the
hourglass structure were oriented with respect to each other. In fact, we could only visualize
the pores directly accessible from the outer surface (only there dipole chains are formed)
when these were parallel with the sample plane of the SHG-microscope.4 These symmetry
requirements of SHG add extra discrimination, such that only certain pores are visualized
each time. This makes SHG-microscopy a powerful tool for revealing structural details of
zeolites. Playing with the right probe molecule per zeolite should allow such a study for a
large group of zeolites.
As can be seen in Figure 1, SHG is generated only in the areas close to the crystal edges.
This indicates disruption of the dipole chains due to diffusion of PNA from one pore type to
the other as PNA diffuses deeper into the crystal. We studied this behaviour in more detail by
following the adsorption and diffusion of a series of molecules in ZSM-5 crystals in situ in the
liquid phase with the SHG-microscope.
With SHGM we studied the organization of PNA in SAPO-5 crystals (AFI). From the
polarized SHG-image we determined a how the PNA molecules were aligned with the pore
direction, thus providing us with maps of the orientation of PNA. In AFI type materials PNA
can coexist in two different phases. A phase separation that can already take place within a
single AFI pore.6 However, it was unknown whether the interactions between PNA chains in
adjacent pores would also induce a spatial matching beyond one dimension? Our SHG-maps
provided direct evidence that domain formation extends not only in one, but in three
dimensions.3
Conclusions
SHGM is a powerful tool to map the organization and follow the diffusion of guest molecules,
and via probe molecules to obtain crystallographic information.
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Introduction
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) have been recognized as hazardous polutants
discharged into the atmosphere because of their negative influence on human health, role in
smog formation and statospheric ozone destruction [1]. Carcinogenic and mutagenic
properties of VOCs resulted in an appearence of rigid acts regulating their permissible
concentration in indoor air and industry exhaust gases. Many different methods of the VOCs’
removal are known and used on a large scale; e.g. catalytic and thermal oxidation, cryogenic
condensation, biofiltration and gas permeation. Nevertheless, adsorption seems to be the most
effective, technically non-complicated, cheapest and environmentally friendly technique of
the VOCs elimination. Moreover, adsorption is non-destructive method which enables
recovery of adsorbate.
The most common adsorbents of VOCs are activated carbons based on carbonized biomass,
coal or waste polymers, but their microporosity causes diffusion limitations. In this work we
present a new approach to the synthesis of polymer-derived adsorbents. We have extended an
accessible surface of carbon by the deposition of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) layers on
mesoporous alumina or silica supports followed by thermal activation.
Experimental
Organic-silica composite materials with the various intended PAN/support mass ratios (0.1,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0) were synthesized by radical polymerization of acrylonitrile
in the aqueous slurry of an inorganic support (mesoporous Al2O3 or SiO2). The
polymer/support mass ratios were controlled by using required acrylonitrile amounts [2]. The
obtained PAN/support hybrid materials were dried and subsequently carbonized in a tubular
oven at 350°C with an isothermal period of 4 h. The precursors and calcined PAN/support
samples were analyzed by thermogravimetric method. The textural parameters of the calcined
materials were determined by low-temperature adsorption of nitrogen. The morphology was
studied using a scanning electron microscope. The surface chemical composition was
investigated by means of the following spectroscopic techniques: DRIFT, UV-vis-DRS and
XPS. The carbonized composites were tested as adsorbents of methyl-ethyl ketone (MEK)
vapor. This compound was chosen as a model molecule representing a wide range of
compounds classified as VOCs.
Results and discussion
The deposition of polyacrylonitrile followed by carbonization resulted in a gradual decrease
in surface area and total pore volume of the applied support. This fact confirms the successful
coating of the whole surface with carbonaceous species. The coating effectiveness was
determined by thermogravimetric (TG) analyses in flowing air. The TG measurements in the
inert atmosphere revealed that only part of PAN mass is lost at the carbonization temperature
equal 350°C. It was found by DRIFT that carbonization at this temperature caused
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transformation of the polymer into so called “ladder form” of PAN [2]. The adsorption
capacities of the silica supports strongly increased after the deposition of a small amount of
PAN-based carbonaceous species. On the other hand, deposition of higher PAN amounts
caused a continuous decrease in the MEK adsorption because of the reduction of accessible
surface and pore volume. The isotherms of N2 adsorption of the pure support and carbonizates
and the sorption capacities for chosen series PAN/MCM-41 are displayed in Fig.1.
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Figure 1. The low-temperature N2 adsorption isotherms (left-hand) and MEK sorption
capacities (right-hand) for a MCM-41-based series of nanocomposites
Conclusions
An introduction of polymer reduced the surface area and pore volume of porous silica and
alumina. The TG measurements exhibited that the effectiveness of PAN deposition depended
on the nature of a support and a PAN/support ratio (the higher intended ratio, the lower
coating effectiveness). The carbonization of hybrid PAN/support materials at 350°C caused
forming the unsaturated ladder form of PAN, which showed a high potential in adsorption of
polar organic compounds. The PAN/support samples with the lowest carbon loading
displayed the highest sorption capacities, higher than the parent support, and appeared to be
promising materials for commercial applications to VOCs removal.
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Introduction
Principal requirements on diagnostics of zeolite gas separation membranes are (i) to
estimate parasitic penetrants flows through defective (non-zeolitic) pores and (ii) to
estimate texture parameters of defective pores. Thus, there is a need in availability of
rapid and reliable diagnostic technique with the capability to meet the above
requirements. The appropriate experimental technique to fulfill this task appeared to be
measuring of dynamic responses of a semi-open diffusion cell with a binary testing
mixture of penetrants.
Experimental
The method is exemplified in this work on composite silicalite-1 membranes synthesized
on asymmetric D-alumina porous discs prepared in our laboratory. The zeolite layer
synthesis occurred from clear solutions. This operation was facultatively repeated several
times. The calcination of the membrane proceeded in air flow using heating programs
with maximum temperature Tmax between 330 and 550°C. The membrane was
characterized by SEM (combined with HF etching), XPS and UV-VIS spectroscopy and
elemental analysis. The dynamic tests were performed in the diffusion cell with open
upstream compartment which was separated from the closed one by the tested membrane.
The cell was operated at 30°C and closed compartment was stirred. The binary gas
mixture used was CH4-N2. Prior to non-stationary single component permeation consisted
upstream flow and content of closed compartment of the same gas (CH4 or N2). The
dynamic run was started with injection of a small amount of the corresponding gas into
the closed compartment. The dynamic response was represented by gauge pressure
'pCH4(t) (and 'pN2(t)) in the closed compartment. The corresponding normed responses
were defined as:
M(t) = 'pCH4(t) /'p 0CH4 (1) , P(t) = 'pN2(t) /'p 0N2 (2) , X(t) = 'p6(t)/ x0CH4 .pa (3)
superscript 0 denotes the initial value. In experiments with binary species the system was
as a rule initially in the same condition as the single component experiment with N2. The
dynamic run was started with a stepwise change in feed composition from pure N2 to a
mixture N2 + CH4. During this experiment there was recorded the normed response X(t):
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where 'p6(t), x0CH4 and pa stand for total gauge pressure in closed compartment, step
change in molar fraction of CH4 in the feed and ambient pressure, respectively. Texture
parameters of the defective pores were evaluated by the comparison of measured
responses with those simulated by the model given below. As a rule also the response
xCH4 (t) / x0CH4 was evaluated based on GC analysis of the gas in the closed compartment.
Mathematical model
The mathematical model of the system involves mass balance equations for cell
compartments and constitutive and mass balance equations for the penetrants in zeolitic
layer, in porous system of the support and in defective pores. The non-stationary
diffusion of penetrants in continuous zeolitic matrix is described by Generalized Maxwell
Stefan (GMS) formalisms and transport in the support and in defective pores is described
by Dusty Gas Model (DGM).
Results and Discussion
The X(t) response represented for all the calcined membranes a curve X(t) t 0 with X(0)=
0, X(t)  0 for t  0. The curve is characterized by a maximum Xmax (tmax) and a width
't at X = Xmax/2. A development of the X(t) responses in dependence on calcination
temperature Tmax together with the results of responses simulation and the results of
silicalite-1 crystals and layers etching [1,2] and results of XPS and UV-VIS analysis [3]
showed that for heating programs with Tmax t 400°C all the membrane porous system
(micropores + defective pores) percolates. For program with Tmax # 400°C the value Xmax
attains for a given membrane its maximum value but there are still organic residues in the
defective pores. As Tmax, increases Xmax decreases to its limiting value in high
temperature region which is reached at Tmax# 480°C. The dynamic responses measured
for such membranes characterize the defective pores free of template residue and the
texture parameters evaluated are the true characteristics of the membrane synthesis
method used.
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Introduction
Carbon tetrachloride was originally synthesized in 1839. In the early 20th century, it had
extensive applications as dry cleaning solvent, lava lamps, fire extinguishers, refrigerants, and
pesticides. Some years later, it was proved that the exposure to carbon tetrachloride had
several adverse health effects. In addition, carbon tetrachloride plays a role in ozone depletion
and in the greenhouse effect. For all these reasons, carbon tetrachloride was phased out in the
2nd Montreal Protocol’s revision in 1992. Unfortunately, this molecule remains involved in
several industrial processes either due to the lack of suitable replacements or due to it
generation as undesirable by-products, so still today we find significant concentrations of this
component on air.
Recently we demonstrated that adsorption selectivity in favour of carbon tetrachloride can be
further enhanced by selective blockage of the Cu-BTC framework [1]. This short
communication is to date the only work that analyzes the capacity of Cu-BTC to separate
carbon tetrachloride from air. The aim of this work is to cover the gap with an extensive
simulation study, which provides a detailed analysis on the adsorption, diffusion, and
separation of carbon tetrachloride from dry and humid air, using Cu-BTC.
Methods
In this work we use Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations to study adsorption
and diffusion of oxygen, nitrogen, argon, and carbon tetrachloride molecules as pure
components and mixtures in Cu-BTC. The adsorption selectivity of carbon tetrachloride is
analyzed for air with relative humidity ranging from 0 to 100%. Firstly, we provide accurate
sets of Lennard-Jones parameters that we fitted to reproduce the experimental vapor-liquid
equilibrium curves of all molecules under study. Secondly we discuss the preferential sites of
adsorption and the adsorption selectivity obtained for the different systems at room
temperature. The differences observed on the self-diffusion of carbon tetrachloride in CuBTC as pure component and as part of a multi-component mixture are also discussed.
Results and discussion
In order to analyze the effect with water as competing molecule we performed simulations in
a range of different air models, with relative humidities spanning from 0% (0% of water vapor
at 298 K and 105 Pa) to 100% (4% of water vapor at 298 K and 105 Pa).
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The results obtained show a preferential adsorption of carbon tetrachloride over water,
oxygen, nitrogen and argon molecules for all percentages of air relative humidity. Although
the selectivity values are always in favor of carbon tetrachloride we observe different trends
depending on the air relative humidity. The average occupation profiles in Cu-BTC obtained
for water and carbon tetrachloride during the adsorption of the five-component mixture
illustrate the large affinity of water for the metal center in Cu-BTC and the subsequent
adsorption of these molecules in the windows and octahedral cages (Figure 1)
10% ARH

20% ARH

90% ARH

Figure 1. Average occupation profiles of water (top) and carbon tetrachloride (bottom) in CuBTC at 298 K. The profiles were obtained from the molecular simulations of five-component
mixtures of carbon tetrachloride in air with relative humidity 10% (left), 20% (medium), and
90% (right). The same color gradation (from dark blue to white) is employed in all figures,
although the total number of molecules present in the unit cell is different for each
calculation.
Conclusions
According to our results, this material shows extremely high adsorption selectivity in favor of
carbon tetrachloride. We demonstrate that this selectivity can be further enhanced in humid
air. Our simulations results for five component mixtures involving humid air revealed
diffusion values for carbon tetrachloride up to three orders of magnitude larger than those
obtained in dry air [2].
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Introduction
The industrial separation of olefin from olefin/paraffin mixtures, such as propene/propane and
ethylene/ethane by cryogenic distillation has been used for over 70 years [1]. Although this
separation process is efficient, it is the most energy consuming distillation in both the
chemical and petrochemical industries [2]. The adsorption using the π-complexation sorbents
is a good alternative to olefin/paraffins separation process. Transition metals containing
zeolites, such as Ag and Cu, present a particular geometrical and chemical selectivity for
olefins. These metals may form a strong but reversible bond with the olefin molecules
allowing to their recovery via either a pressure or temperature change [3]. An important
problem found during the adsorption process is olefin polymerisation, which is due to the
acidity of the adsorbent and can induce a loss of the adsorption capacity [4-6]. The aim of the
present study is to evaluate the acidity effect on the adsorption of propene over various Agand Cu- exchanged X zeolites. The effect of fractional surface coverage, the nature and the
strength of the propene adsorption will be discussed.
Experimental section
The parent material used for this study is NaX zeolite (SiO2/Al2O3 = 3, Na2O/H2O = 0.025
and Na2O/SiO2 = 1.2) prepared following the procedure reported in our previous study [6].
Prior to modification, the NaX zeolite is treated with NaCl in order to bring the Al/Na ratio to
equilibrium. The modification of NaX zeolite is achieved by following the conventional ionexchange technique (liquid phase ion exchange) to obtain Ag- and Cu- exchanged forms.
Ionic exchange is carried out in various aqueous solutions containing the appropriate amount
of AgNO3 or CuCl2 (supplied by Merck). The ion exchange procedure is repeated several
times to ensure that the desired level of ion exchange is obtained. Thus, zeolites with different
metal loadings ranging from low to high exchange are obtained. The detailed exchange
procedures are well described in our previous work [6]. The exchange degrees are determined
by elemental analysis following standard procedures. Phase purity of the exchanged zeolites is
examined by PANalytical-X’Pert PRO diffractometer. The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns are collected over a 2θ range of 3-50° using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.54060 Å). The
porosity of all samples is measured by adsorption and desorption of nitrogen at -196 °C using
a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 surface analyzer. For FTIR spectroscopy of pyridine adsorption,
the measurements are performed on a Nicolet Magna 750 spectrometer equipped with a
vacuum cell. Adsorption of propene is studied using a Setaram microbalance at 273, 291, 323
and 423 K under a pressure range of 0-97 kPa.
Results and discussion
An example of the propene adsorption–desorption isotherms of NaX zeolite and its Agexchanged forms measured at 273 and 423 K are shown in Fig. 1-a, and b. The results show
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that all Ag-exchanged zeolites exhibit a type I isotherm characteristics without any change in
shape, and that the adsorption capacity decreases noticeably with an increase of Ag exchange
degree.
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Figure 1. Weight increase of Ag- exchanged X zeolite vs. partial pressure of propene at 273 K
(a), and 423 K (b).
When the temperature increases to 423 K, an hysteresis loops is visible on each adsorptiondesorption isotherm. In this case, the propene molecules are strongly held and the desorption
becomes difficult. Nearly the same evolution of the propene adsorption is observed for Cuexchange (isotherms not shown). All these behaviors could be related to the oligomeric
species formation. The fast oligomerization reaction of propene on the Ag- and Cu exchanged
zeolites is catalyzed by the relatively high concentration of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites as
estimated by IR spectroscopy [6].
Conclusion
Our results show that starting from 323 K, a formation of oligomeric compounds (coke
deposition) takes place by polymerization of propene on the Ag- and Cu- exchanged X
zeolites. The oligomeric compounds formation is related to the Brønsted and Lewis acid sites,
which are estimated by IR spectroscopy. In addition, we show that the ion exchange carried
out with copper and silver is effective for the propene retention via π-complexation and
particularly at high exchange degree.
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Introduction
Cationic zeolites’ applications in the separation processes mainly concern gas/solid
adsorption based on the zeolites’ selective adsorption properties resulting from two key
parameters: their pore size selectivity and their affinity for guest molecules. Gas separation
performances of alkali-exchanged zeolites used as industrial sorbents are firstly assessed
through their affinity and their retention capacities for each gas component; both being
determined thanks to the experimental adsorption isotherms determined by gravimetric,
volumetric or calorimetric experiments [1]. In spite of the very informative insights that can
be deduced from, these approaches are limited to a global or macroscopic description of the
cationic zeolites’ properties. Addressing a molecular understanding of the role that cations
play towards each gas regarding selectivity and adsorption capacities is a challenge that might
open promising routes for further developments of new zeolite-like materials with improved
performances.
On the other hand, IR spectroscopy of small probe molecules is one of the more informative
techniques for describing at the molecular level how gas adsorption on cationic zeolites
occurs. After recalling some of the main IR insights from our recent studies devoted to CO
adsorbed on NaY [2, 3], the purpose of this communication is to present the method we
developed allowing us to construct microporous-like isotherm with respect to our previous
FTIR insights of CO adsorption on NaY Faujasite.
Experimental
IR spectra of progressive CO adsorption (80K) on a self-supporting thin pellet of NaY zeolite
(Union Carbide, Si/Al ~ 2.5, m= 5.4 mg) have been recorded as previously described [2, 3].
The CO molecules that were stepwise introduced in the cell from a control volume by doses
ranged from 0.4 to 40 µmol induce a progressive increasing of equilibrium pressure (PCO)
that was recorded for each IR spectrum. Curve fitting of IR spectra was achieved thanks to the
Omnic Peak Resolve software. More details on the peak fitting procedure and its meaningful
regarding the as-formed CO adsorbed species are provided and discussed hereafter.
Results and discussion
CO adsorption on dehydrated NaY Faujasite occurs only on Na+ cations populating the
SII positions in the large α-cages. From recent IR insights, we demonstrated that progressive
CO adsorption results from the completion of the cationic coordination vacancies of these SII
Na+ cations [2, 3]. As a result, mono and di-carbonyls adsorbed species - Na+(CO) and
Na+(CO)2 or M, D - are evidenced through their individual vibrating νCO positions around
2171 and 2163 cm-1, respectively. Moreover, thorough analysis of the IR spectra outlines that
mono-and di-carbonyls’ formation are of CO pressure dependence. For instance, whilst M
formation is favoured at low pressure (PCO = 0.7 Pa), D are progressively formed either
‘directly’ or resulting from mono- to di-carbonyls conversion. According to these results, it
can be put forward that each of recorded IR spectra can be meaningful fitted using two
individual mono- and di-carbonyls peaks as components. Fig. 1 illustrates the above curve
fitting purpose for different sets of CO pressure and highlights how the line shape of spectra is
affected with respect to the sum of the two M and D components.
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Figure 1: IR spectra curve fitting based on mono (M) and di-carbonyls (D) peaks components
for various PCO sets (PCO = 0.4, 2.2 and 5 Pa, from the left to the right part).
The above curve fitting procedure was applied to all spectra recorded for PCO ranging
from 0 to 20 Pa. Then, areas (integrated intensities) of M and D peak components were
calculated and reported versus their corresponding PCO, Fig. 2 (left scale). The concentration
profiles of each of the M and D species are thus reported. At very low CO amounts, M species
predominate and their conversion to D species begins for PCO > 1.2 Pa (the M profile
declines). Concomitantly, D formation slightly appears for low CO amounts and predominates
at higher CO pressure (PCO > 2.5 Pa) till a plateau is reached.
The M and D area calculations combined with the Bee-Lambert law are used hereafter
for adsorbed CO concentration determination. Based on our previous quantitative procedure
[4], it requires however some assumptions to be made that will be discussed at the
presentation. As a result, the as-calculated number of adsorbed CO molecules is reported, Fig.
2, right scale. Thus, it can be clearly outlined that from a qualitative point of view, the CO
concentration profile matches well with those of microporous isotherms of Type I, according
to the IUPAC classification. Moreover, from a quantitative point of view, the NaY micropores
are fulfilled with around 80 CO molecules per unit cell (u.c) as indicated by the plateau shape
for high CO pressure. Considering that theoretically 32 Na+ cations per unit cell are
populating SII sites and that only D species are formed according IR features, our quantitative
calculations match well these theoretical data.
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Figure 2: The M and D concentration profiles versus equilibrium PCO (left part).As-calculated
concentration of adsorbed CO molecules (full circles, right part)
Conclusions
Our interpretation of IR spectra relies upon curve fitting to extract individual gas
isotherms. This bottom-up approach should provide a better understanding of gas adsorption
performances of cationic zeolites towards their chemical composition.
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Highly oriented neutral and cation-free AlPO4 LTA: from seed crystal
monolayer to molecular sieve membrane
A. Huang, and J. Caro
Leibniz University Hannover, Institute for Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry, Germany
Email; DLVKHQJ.KXDQJ@pci.uni-hannover.de

Introduction
Zeolites with their uniform pore structure and high thermal stability are widely used in the
chemical industry as catalyst, ion exchanger and adsorbent. [1] Apart from the use of zeolites as
powders, supported zeolite layers are of interest for many potential applications. It is well
recognized that control of the microstructures of the zeolite layers, such as grain orientation and
grain boundaries, play an important role in their performances. [2-4] Oriented zeolite layers
exhibit superior performances compared to randomly oriented ones. Highly oriented zeolite
layers have been prepared by both direct in-situ growth and secondary growth. For secondary
growth of oriented zeolite layers, a highly oriented monolayer of zeolite seeds is helpful. Much
effort has been made to assemble zeolite crystals as oriented seed monolayer, including physical
adsorption chemical bonding. [5, 6]
Recently, we have developed a novel neutral and cation-free aluminophosphate (AlPO4) LTA
molecular sieve membrane with hydrogen permselectivity. [7] In combination with
ultrasonication, herein we report a simple, effective and versatile strategy to prepare a highly
oriented AlPO4 LTA monolayer through the use of polyethyleneimine (PEI) as an interlayer,
which can attach seed crystals as hydrogen-bonding mediator. [8, 9] After the attachment of
oriented seed crystals, hydrothermal secondary growth follows to prepare an oriented AlPO4 LTA
membrane. It can be expected a highly oriented AlPO4 LTA molecular sieve membrane will
show superior separation performances compared to a randomly oriented one.
Experimental
A highly oriented AlPO4 LTA seeds monolayer was prepared by ultrasonication using PEI as
mediator among the AlPO4 LTA crystals and the substrate. The close packing is attributed to a
certain degree of surface migration by repeated bond breaking (by ultrasonication) and bond
formation (by PEI) between the AlPO4 LTA microcrystals and the alumina support. The oriented
AlPO4 LTA molecular sieve membrane on porous Al2O3 support was prepared through secondary
growth of the oriented AlPO4 LTA monolayer at 200 ºC for 5 h as reported previously. [7]
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Results and discussion
Figure 1a and b show a highly oriented AlPO4 LTA monolayer and molecular sieve membrane
formed on the porous Al2O3, respectively. For separation of single and binary mixtures at 200 ºC
(Figure 2), the oriented AlPO4 LTA membrane showed a higher H2 selectivity than a random
AlPO4 LTA membrane.
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Conclusions
Through the use of PEI as a hydrogen-bonding interlayer in combination with ultrasonication, we
have developed a simple, effective and versatile strategy to assemble highly oriented AlPO4 LTA
monolayers on non-porous and porous substrates. After secondary growth, the former oriented
monolayer grew into a well-intergrown oriented membrane layer with a preferential (h00)
orientation. For permeation of single gas and separation of binary mixtures, the porous Al2O3supported oriented AlPO4 LTA membrane showed a higher H2 selectivity than a random AlPO4
LTA membrane since the oriented growth could minimize the defect density and the transport
pathways through the grain boundaries.
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Packing density of adsorbates inside the micropores of zeolites.
Studies by nitrogen postadsorption
#



J.M. Guil, R. Guil-López , J.A. Perdigón-Melón
Instituto "Rocasolano", CSIC. Serrano, 119, 28006-Madrid (Spain)
J.M.Guil@iqfr.csic.es
Introduction
We have been working along years on the assessment of the microporous network of zeolites of
new synthesis and PILCs based on studies of the adsorption of organic molecules of different size
and shape, mainly by adsorption microcalorimetry (see, for instance, refs. 1). A certain number of
known zeolites and various adsorbates were used. It was shown that the packing density (dpck=
nμp/Vμp, adsorbate uptake/micropore volume) of each probe molecule depends on the size and
shape of channels and cavities of the zeolite. The values for toluene were high and somewhat
dependent on zeolite texture whereas those for n-hexane ranged from near the molar liquid
density to much lower values in zeolites of narrow micropores. In the case of mesitylene, the
packing density inside those zeolites where mesitylene can penetrate was in the order of one third
of its liquid density. So, a fraction of the micropore space has to be empty. The aim of this work
is to prove the existence and determine the volume of those voids by means of nitrogen postadsorption experiments (77 K) performed after controlled partial filling of the micropores.
Experimental
A large number of zeolites (Beta, SSZ-26, mordenite, SSZ-24, ZSM-11, ZSM-12, ferrierite) have
been studied. Toluene, m-xylene, o-xylene, n-hexane, mesitylene were used as pre-adsorbates.
Results and discussion

Toluene / Mordenite

0.8
0.6

Ads. on clean sample:
After outgassing:
315 K, 30 min
+0.44 =
273 K, 30 min
+0.63 =
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Fig. 2. Volumetric isotherms of toluene
adsorption on mordenite.
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Fig. 1. Differential calorimetric isotherms of
toluene adsorption on mordenite.
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The amount of each adsorbate that fills up the
micropores was determined from the differential
calorimetric isotherms, nads-qst (Fig.1). A second
(readsorption) isotherm was used to calculate de
amount that remains irreversibly adsorbed, nirr,

(Fig.1). The later amount was also determined
from volumetric isotherms (Fig.2).
Adsorption of nitrogen (77 K) on the sample with
different controlled amounts of pre-adsorbate,
nirr, gave the amount of nitrogen, nacc(N2), that

Present addresses: RGL. I.de Catálisis y Petroleoquímica, CSIC, Madrid, Spain. JAPM, Universidad de Alcalá
de Henares, Spain.
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was adsorbed on voids, in between adsorbate
N2 (77 K) / nC6 / Beta
molecules (Fig.3). From this quantity, the volume
6
accessible to nitrogen, Vacc, was calculated. Plots
of Vacc vs nirr allowed us to calculate the "true"
packing density of adsorbates, dpck, inside the
4
zeolite micropores (Fig.4):
Ads. on clean sample:
Vacc(N2)= Vμp ("t" method) - (1/dpck) · nirr
2
after nC6 ads. and outgassing at:
315 K, 30 min
+2.43 =
But in fact, more information is readily obtained
273 K, 30 min
+3.63 =
231 K, 30 min
+4.75 =
from these data.
0
0.0
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0.2
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0.4
0.5
0.6
Results for nitrogen adsorption on β-zeolite after
p / p0
n-hexane and toluene pre-adsorption are presenFig. 3. Nitrogen isotherms on β-zeolite with
ted in Fig.4.a. Values of packing density of tolue- different n-hexane pre-adsorbed amounts.
ne and n-hexane inside the micropores, calculated
from the large initial linear part (Fig.4a), are well above their liquid densities: 13.1 and 10.9
mmol/cm3, compared to 9.11 and 7.49 mmol/cm3, respectively. The wide channels and cavities of
this zeolite allow a "free" closest packing of adsorbates to occur. It is the confinement inside the
micropores what makes it possible to measure the void space between pre-adsorbate molecules;
that cannot be done in the bulk liquid although, certainly, empty space exist. When micropores
are nearly full, the volume accessible to nitrogen decreases, probably due to diffusion restrictions.
N2 /Tol/SSZ-24
N2 /nC6/SSZ-24
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Fig. 4. Volume accessible to nitrogen vs irreversible amount of pre-adsorbate: a) β-zeolite; b) SSZ-24

The case of SSZ-24 is another interesting example. It has only unidirectional wide channels. The
packing density of n-hexane calculated from nitrogen post-adsorption experiments (Fig.4b), 5.18
mmol/cm3, is similar to that obtained from n-hexane adsorption, 4.86 mmol/cm3. With toluene,
however, a small amount adsorbed is enough to block the entrance to nitrogen. A tilted position
of toluene molecules - maximum interaction with micropore walls - can be visualised.
Information of interest is obtained for other zeolites and the potential of this methodology is so
established.
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Study of the adsorption of sterols by mesoporous material MCM-41,
modified by organosilanes
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Introduction
Conventional materials applied in separation science and chromatography are
unstructured materials, with their pore volume represented by a disordered narrowing and
widening maze. This sorbent structure gives rise to uncertainty of residence time of molecules
in the pore maze, increasing the time of establishing sorbent - sorbate equilibrium [1]. To
avoid the disadvantages and increase the separation and extraction efficiency, a structured
material with uniform pores and homogeneous distribution over the surface can be used. The
development of ordered-mesoporous materials has been done to eliminate these drawbacks of
amorphous silica [2]. In the last decade the grafted organosilanes materials arose on the basis
of matrix with ordered mesopores material based on MCM-41 structure [3, 4]. The surface
modification can be achieved by covalent attachment. The high surface area allows grafting a
high amount of modifier. These materials are widely used in various fields of science and
technology, such as chromatography [1], sorption [5] and catalysis.
In this work, the surface modification of mesoporous MCM-41 by organosilanes and
the adsorption of sterols on MCM-41 mesoporous material were studied.
Experimental
MCM-41 (Sued Chemie Company, Germany) was used as an inorganic matrix for the
grafting. The different types of modifer, containing alkylchain were used as a modifier. Alkyl
grafted MCM-41 samples were prepared by the addition of alkylsilane to a suspension
containing calcinated MCM-41 at 540 °C. The mixture was refluxed for 24 - 36 hours then
the products were washed with methanol and n-hexane, and dried at 60°C for 4 hours. Diffuse
reflectance infrared fourier transform spectra (DRIFT) were recorded on a Bruker Equinox 55
for a wavenumber range of 400 - 4000 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1. Samples were
prepared by mixing the test sample with KBr (Merck, Germany) at a ratio of 1 : 4. The typical
sorption procedure includes a placing the grafted sample of MCM-41 into a SPE column and
conditioned with about 5 ml of n-hexane, followed by the elution of solution with biologically
active substance. The fractions of eluate were taken every minute to check the analyzer
performance at regular interval during the sorption process. The GC-FID method was used for
the control of quantity of substances in every fraction.
Results and discussion
From the data obtained from DRIFT, the control of grafting layer and analysis of
intermolecular interactions between the atoms of the attached modifier can be done. Figure 1
shows the DRIFT spectra of MCM-41 and grafted samples recorded at room temperature in
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the range of 4000 – 1400 cm-1. The appearance of the bands at 1475, 1490 (δC-H groups in the
CH2 and CH3) [26], 2854, 2892, 2956 and 3021 cm-1 (νC-H groups in the CH2 and CH3)
confirms the successful modification of the mesoporous material.
2 89 2
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Absorbance
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1 40 0
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Figure 1. DRIFT spectra of initial МСМ-41 (1) and grafted by octadecylsilane MCM-41 (2)
recordered at 25 °C
The silicon surface modified by aliphatic silane (alkylcoverage) can reduce the possibility of
water adsorption and it follows, the adsorption capacity of alkyl modified MCM-41 samples
under the chosen conditions is higher in comparison with initial MCM-41. It can be explained
by: 1) steric hindrance effect of remaining after modification free silanol grous by attached
alkylsilanes; 2) higher affinity of nonpolar alkylated mesoporous material to hydrophobic
substanses.
Conclusions
The sorption of sterols on the alkyl modified MCM-41 samples was studied. The ordered
mesoporous material MCM-41, modified with alkylsilane, shows promise as a high surface
area adsorbent for effective and rapid extraction of biologically active substances, such as
sterols.
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Potential of metal-modified MFI zeolite membranes and role of the support
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Introduction
Zeolites are attractive membrane materials because of their calibrated pore size and their large
range of possible modifications. Modifications can be useful for occluding non-zeolite pores or
decreasing zeolite channel size, modifying surface polarity, organo- or hydrophilicity, adsorption and
catalytic properties. Various additives (Fe, B, Ge, V, Ti, carbon, noble metals, metal-organic or
organic molecules…) can be inserted in zeolite membranes by either in-situ or post-synthetic
methods. The additive location (extra- or intra-framework, intra- or inter-crystals) drastically
impacts the final membrane properties and performance. When in-situ methods are used, the
zeolite network formation is strongly impacted by the type and quantity of additive within the
mother sol. A number of modified zeolite membranes have already been evaluated for
separations or reactions in either liquid or gas phase. The synthesis procedure impacts on the
nature, distribution and location of modifying species, and on the associated membrane
performance. In this work the direct insertion of several types of additives into MFI membrane
structure will be reported, as well as their impact of the membrane properties and performance.
Different types of commercial alumina supports will be considered for membrane growth, as
membrane performance may be also impacted by the support on which they are grown.
Experimental
The standard mother sol composition was typically: 1SiO2 : 0.4TPAOH : 19.5H2O : 4C2H5OH.
TEOS was used as a silica precursor. Several additives (Add) such as Al(C3H7O)3, FeC6H5O7,
H3BO3, NH4VO3 or Ni(NO3)2 have been considered and integrated in the mother sol in order to
prepare modified MFI membranes on α-Al2O3 commercial supports with 100-200 nm pore sizes.
Supports were provided by CTI SA, ATECH, Inocermic or Pall-Exekia. A microwave oven
(Milestone ETHOS 1600) was used for preparing the seeds, as described in [1]. Membranes were
formed by secondary growth (classical or MW heating), observed by FE-SEM (Hitachi 4500) and
their microstructure was analysed by XRD (PANalytical X’Pert Pro). Membrane quality and
performances were compared through single gas permeance measurements.
Results and discussions
Representative micrographs of the modified-membranes prepared under MW heating are shown in
Figure 1. The additives such as Al, Fe, B or V inhibit membrane growth for both microwave and
conventional heating methods. The formation of the membranes was hardly operated at temperature
<160°C when the molar ratio Si/Add was below 100. A similar tendency was already observed in
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the case of Ti additive [2], although microwave-assisted heating could potentially modify the
reaction pathways. Single gas permeance studies were useful to compare the membrane quality and
define the synthesis parameters (mother sol formulation, heating method, temperature and duration)
yielding optimum thickness and crystal preferential orientation. The role of additives for modifying
the membrane permeance, selectivity and reactivity will be reported.

Al

3.00 µm

B

3.00 µm

Fe

3.00 µm

V

3.00 µm

Figure 1. SEM observations of modified-MFI membranes (the additive is reported on each
micrographs) prepared at 160°C by microwave heating (2.5h, 400 W).
The type of porous alumina support used for growing the membranes was also found to be a key
parameter influencing membrane growth and performance. For example, differences in the order
of gas permeance (e.g. He and N2) at room temperature and in the permeance profiles vs.
temperature were evidenced, depending on the support provider. Further work is currently in
progress to understand these results.
Conclusions
The influence of several additives on the formation and performance of MFI membranes was
studied in the present work. As expected membrane formation was strongly disturbed by the
presence of additives in the mother sol and optimum synthesis conditions were determined. The
role of additives for modifying the membrane performance and properties was discussed. The
influence of the alumina support provider was also evidenced by comparing namely He and N2
single gas permeances at room temperature and the evolution of permeance profiles vs.
temperature. The results of this study will help selecting the most promising couples “MFIadditive(s)” / “support(s)” for further modification or direct application of MFI zeolite
membranes, in either fluid separations or catalytic reactors.
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Introduction
The quality of a wine depends on its numerous constituents, the presence/absence and amount
of a given compound playing a considerable role. Phenolic compounds contribute markedly to
the color, flavor, bitterness and astringency of the final product. Browning of wines is a result
of an auto-oxidation process due to presence of oxygen (the initiator of the process),
polyphenols (the oxidable mater) and of certain metal ions, Fe2+/Fe3+, Cu2+ (as activators of
the process). The retention of some phenolic compounds by means of an adsorbent is the
method frequently used for eliminating this phenomenon.
Silica SBA-15 exhibit pore sizes from 5 to 30 nm, wall thicknesses of 3.1–6.4 nm and BET
surface areas from 630 to 1040m2/g. The silanol groups (Si–OH), always present, are
responsible for the adsorption of organic molecules. These OH groups are mainly placed on
the SBA-15 internal surface that represents the main contribution to the total surface area of
the porous material. Up to our knowledge, there are no scientific reports on the application of
the mesoporous SBA-15 material in oenology.
The aim of this study is to investigate the potential use of a mesoporous material SBA-15 as
adsorbent for the polyphenols from a Cabernet Sauvignon wine originated from Romania .
Experimental
The purely siliceous molecular sieve SBA-15 was synthesized hydrothermally in acidic media
via a hydrogen bonding (S0H+) (X-I+) templating route according to a procedure reported
earlier, with some modifications [1]. The typical gel molar composition was
1TEOS:0,017P123:5,95HCl:194H2O. Fig.1 shows the SAXRD pattern of the calcined silica
SBA-15 used as adsorbent. The diffractogram presents three clear peaks which are
characteristic of 2-D hexagonally ordered structure (P6nm symmetry) namely the (100),
(110), (200) crystal planes and the corresponding dhkl spacings of 9.007, 5.1905 and
4.5502nm.
Fig.2 shows the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm at -1960C and the pore size
distribution curve calculated with BJH formula from the adsorption isotherm. The structural
parameters of calcined mesoporous silica-SBA-15 are summarized in Table 1.
We used a HPLC method to separate and quantify in a very short time a number of 18
phenolic compounds [2].
The chromatograms of methanolic extract of phenols removed from SBA-15 are shows in Fig.
3.
Table 1. Structural parameters derived from XRPD data and nitrogen physisorption
Sample
d100 spacing
a0
SBET
DBJH
Total pore volume
Wall thickness
2
3
(nm)
(nm) (m /g)
(nm)
(cm /g)
(nm)
Si-SBA-15
(calcined)
9.007
10.40
774
6.62
0.942
3.78
946

Fig.1. Small-angle XRPD pattern of Si-SBA15

Fig.2. The N2 adsorption – desorption
isotherm at -1960C of silica-SBA-15. Inset:
the pore size distribution (PSD)
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Fig. 3. The chromatogram of methanolic extract of polyphenols adsorbed onto SBA-15:
1-gallic acid; 2-protocatechuic acid; 3-para-hydroxybenzoic acid; 4-gentisic acid; 5-metahydroxybenzoic acid; 6-vanillic acid; 7-catechin; 8-caffeic acid; 9-clorogenic acid; 10syringic acid;11-para-coumaric acid; 12-epicatechin; 13-salicylic acid ;14- sinapic acid; 15trans-resveratrol; 16-rutin trihydrate; 17-cis-resveratrol; 18-quercitin
Conclusions
The results show that SBA-15 material has a selective action on the phenolic compounds,
retaining specific molecules in a larger quantity, due to its structure. Quercitine, cis- and
trans-resveratrol is the phenolic compounds adsorbed in the largest quantities.
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Introduction
The removal of a pesticide such as methyl-mesosulfuron from water is a major challenge to
human health. One difficulty is that these molecules are often very large and their diffusion
(and hence their adsorption) are difficult into zeolites. In addition, water molecules are
preferentially adsorbed compared to organic pollutant. Mesoporous silicas with larger pore
sizes should enable a better adsorption of these molecules. However, mesoporous silicas
exhibit a high density of silanols groups which exhibit a large affinity for water molecules.
In this work, the adsorption of methyl-mesosulfuron was then been studied in a batch reactor
using four MCM-41-type mesoporous silicas exhibiting various silanols concentrations
obtained by the grafting of various chemical groups such as Si(CH3)3, NH2 or phenyl.
Experimental
Methyl-mesosulfuron is an herbicide used in the cultivation of wheat. It has a 3-dimensional
structure whose geometry can be inscribed in a cylinder of diameter 9.87 Å and 11.97 Å in
length. These dimensions fall into the category of large molecules for adsorption in zeolites.
The pKa of methyl-Mesosulfuron is 4.35 and that the proton of the sulfonimide function is the
most acidic. The acid form R-NH, function sulfonimide of methyl Mesosulfuron
predominates at acidic pH values below the pKa which greatly reduces the solubility of the
contaminant (see below).
Formula : C17H21N5O9S2
Molecular weight : 503,55g.mol-1
Melting point : 195,4°C
Solubility in water :
pH = 5 : 7,24 mg.L-1, 20°C
pH = 7 : 483 mg.L-1, 20°C
pH = 9 : 15.390 mg.L-1, 20°C
pKa = 4,35 at 20°C

The experiments were performed at 25 ° C using 40 mg of solid in 20 mL of solution at 100
mg.L-1 placed in closed vials of 30 mL and mechanically stirred for 24 hours. Note that the
low solubility of the pollutant in water at acidic pH does not do the research for a pH less than
or equal to pKa. So, the experiments were then carried out at pH = 7.2 close to natural
conditions [1-2].
Results and discussion
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The density of silanols was determined from the adsorption isotherms of nitrogen and water.
From these isotherms, we calculated the surface of the material (ABET) and the amount of
water adsorbed as a monolayer (Nmono). Assuming that a single water molecule is adsorbed by
the silanol SiOH group, the density of silanol groups is calculated as follows :
Density of silanols by nm² = (NmonoxNA) / (ABETx1018) (where NA is Avogadro number)
The hydrophobicity of a solid can be directly related to the density of silanols groups. Indeed,
the higher the density of silanols, the higher the number of water molecules adsorbed that
disadvantage the adsorption of organic molecules. In other words, the higher the density of
silanols, the lower the hydrophobicity. To evaluate the effect of the hydrophobicity, the
adsorption of methyl-mesosulfuron was then performed. The results are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 : density of silanols and capacity of adsorption of methyl-mesosulfuron
Catalyst
MCM-41-Si(CH3)3
MCM-41-Phényl
MCM-41
MCM-41-NH2

Density of silanols
(SiOH per nm²)
2.0
3.6
5.3
6.3

Adsorption capacity
of mesosulfuron (mg.g-1)
2.6
5.4
1.3
3.2

The adsorption capacities in methyl-mesosulfuron do not appear to depend on the
hydrophobicity of the solid. Indeed, the amount of methyl-mesosulfuronadsorbed by MCM41-Si(CH3)3 was lower than for silica MCM-41-NH2 and MCM-41-Phenyl but higher than for
silica MCM-41. The adsorption in MCM-41 can easily be explained by the presence of silanol
groups inside the channels allowing the retention of the species R-NH by hydrogen bonds.
However, silica modified by phenyl groups MCM-41-Ph appears to be the best adsorbent. The
amount of silanols groups of this solid (3.6 SiOH.nm-2) is lower than that of silica MCM-41
(5.3 SiOH.nm-2). In this case, interactions with the silanols groups only cannot explain the
adsorption of methyl-mesosulfuron and another kind of interactions improving the adsorption
of this pollutant should be involved. These favorable interactions resulting from the presence
of phenyl groups could be due to π-π stacking, phenomenon occurring between the pollutant
molecule and the grafted aromatic ring of MCM-41.
Conclusions
The adsorption of methyl-mesosulfuron was then been studied using four MCM-41-type
mesoporous silicas exhibiting various silanols concentrations obtained by the grafting of
various chemical groups such as Si(CH3)3, NH2 or phenyl. It has been shown that the
adsorbed form is the acidic one and the interactions with the adsorbent are hydrogen bonds.
Furthermore, the elimination of organic pollutant does not necessarily require hydrophobic
solids to improve adsorption capacities. The addition of specific groups is essential in order to
induce specific interactions with the pollutant.
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Introduction
Nowadays it is a matter of fact that the World is in a Global Warming stage for most of the
scientific community, probably due to the increase of the atmospheric concentration of
greenhouse gases (GHG), at least in part of anthropologic origin. So, intensive works have
been done to develop technologies that reduce the production of GHG, or to minimize its
impact. By the way, a recent reported elaborated by an expert Group of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change have been published dedicated to the available technologies for
Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage (CCS) [1] to prevent the fatal goal of 450 ppm of CO2,
which is identified as a critical point that could be reached in a close date [2]. In this area
adsorption processes are potentially one of the most effective, and realistic, technical solution
to moderate the continuous increase of carbon dioxide atmospheric presence. With this
purpose recent papers [3 and there in] on ion exchanged zeolites such as, BETA, X, Y, ZSM5 or FER, reported that carbon dioxide adsorption capacities were significantly altered due to
the 1) the acid-basic properties of zeolites; 2) the polarizing power of the exchanged cations;
and, 3) the effective pore size of zeolite employed. Although a number of works about CO2
adsorption on zeolites have been published, no systematic researches on the CO2-adsorption
over rare earth modified zeolites have been reported. Since CO2 is a molecule with a
quadrupole moment, the presence of rare earths as countercations in the KL zeolite can
produce important changes in the CO2 adsorption-desorption processes over this zeolite, and
with that aim we have begun this work. Moreover, in order to facilitate subsequent
desorption-reaction procedures with a chemical transformation of CO2 into valuable products;
Pt was included in the formulation of these samples.
Experimental
Different portions of the Pt KL-zeolite were ion exchanged with aqueous solutions of the
corresponding nitrates of La, Ce, Pr, Nd or Sm as described elsewhere [4]. CO2 adsorption
experiments were performed in a conventional volumetric system at 300K, after outgassing
the samples at 623K. Every gas pulse of a controlled sequence ones were registered both
initial pressure and stabilized pressure twice times, fresh and after outgas at 623K, and then
adequate units of CO2-uptake of irreversible and reversible, respectively, were plotted in order
to get the double isotherm of every sample. Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) of
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CO2 measurements were performed in a quartz vessel fitted with a glass apparatus, connected
to a mass spectrometer (Baltzers, QMG 421), directly attached to the vacuum system.
Selected m/z ions were registered simultaneously to a signal of a thermocouple K-type placed
close to the sample. For each experiment, a sample placed in the quartz bulb was contacted
with 150 Torr of CO2 during 30 min, outgassed and stabilized under high vacuum at room
temperature, before they were heated up to 900 K at 10 K min−1, with a continuous analysis of
evolved gases by MS. FTIR-spectra of self-supported wafers was registered by a Nicolet
5ZDX spectrometer, after pretreatment of reduction, contacted with CO2 and outgas at RT.
Table 1. Resume of adsorption measurements of CO2 for the samples at 300K
Reversible adsorption
Irreversible adsorption
Total adsorption
(µmoles CO2/g sample) (µmoles CO2/g sample) (µmoles CO2/g sample)
PtKL
138
134
4
PtLaKL
139
99
40
PtCeKL
316
300
16
PtPrKL
249
203
46
PtNdKL
236
158
78
PtSmKL
344
249
95
Sample

Results and discussion
As summarize Table 1, the CO2 adsorption capability of all the samples containing rare earths
is larger than that of Pt/KL sample. The type and strength of the surface adsorption sites of the
samples was determined from the TPD profiles of CO2 which evidence two principal zones of
desorption temperatures, as previously reported [5]. The first one at higher temperatures
(>500K) which may be related to structural carbonates (H), and a second zone at lower
temperatures where desorption process resemble to the one reported for surface basic sites
(L). These TPD profiles let classify the samples attending to H/L ratio as: type I (H/L>1) for
PtKL; type II (H/L≈1) for PtPrKL, PtNdKL and PtSmKL; and type III (H/L<1) for PtCeKL
and PtLaKL. Both, the number of adsorption sites and their strength may be discussed in term
of the polarizing power of the countercations and their location in the zeolite framework.
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Introduction
Titanium silicalite (TS-1) is well known to be an efficient catalyst for several selective
oxidation reactions: selective oxidation of alcohols [1], epoxidation of alkenes [2],
hydroxylation of aromatics [3] etc. Its zeolite structure is composed of straight
(0.54 x 0.56 nm) and sinusoidal (0.51 x 0.54 nm) channels perpendicularly crossing each
other to form intersection. Therefore, on the other hand, TS-1 zeolite is potential candidate for
applying as zeolite membrane and membrane reactor.
Aims of this study were (i) to develop a procedure for defect-free titano-silicate (TS-1)
membrane synthesis, (ii) to study the properties of these membranes in light hydrocarbons
separation.
Experimental
Two TS-1 membranes with different Si/Ti ratios were synthesized on stainless steel
support by secondary growth method. The support was covered by a seed layer formed by in
situ seeding step. The TS-1 membrane layers were synthesized on seeded stainless steel
support by crystallization step. This step was repeated until as-synthesized membrane was
impermeable for N2 before the template removing step. The template removal was carried out
at 4800C for 24 hours with the heating and cooling rate of 0.50C/min.
The membrane was mounted inside the stainless steel cell and sealed with silicone
O-ring. The feed composition and flow rates were controlled by mass flow controllers.
Pressures at feed and permeate sides of the membrane were adjusted with pressure regulators.
Single component and equimolar binary mixture permeation was studied according to WickeKallenbach method using helium as sweep gas. Gas chromatograph equipped with TCD and
FID detector was used to analyze the composition of permeate and retentate streams.
Results and discussion
Two titanium silicalite-1 membranes with Si/Ti ratio of 100 (M1) and 25 (M2) were
prepared on stainless steel support. As-synthesized membranes were characterized by XRD,
SEM, FT-IR and UV-VIS methods and the results show that TS-1 layers were successfully
prepared. Titanium atoms were isomorphously substituted in the zeolite framework and no
anatas-like oxide species were detected.
The results of single gas permeation show that the surface diffusion is the main
transport mechanism of hydrocarbons. CH4 flux continuously decreases with increasing of
temperature in the range of 25°C - 175°C, while C2H6, C3H8 and n-C4H10 flux curves as a
function of temperature have the maxima (fig. 1). The maximum position shifts to higher
temperature with number of carbons in hydrocarbons in following order:
CH4< C2H6< C3H8< n-C4H10
The results of the binary mixture separation experiments show that there is a
correlation between amount of titanium in the zeolite framework and the ability of TS-1
membranes to separate hydrocarbons from CH4. The separation factor increases with titanium
content incorporated in the zeolite framework. With increasing temperature, the competitive
absorption becomes less important and leads to lower separation factor. In the range of
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measured temperature generally the separation factors are in the order of
n-C4H10/CH4> C3H8/CH4> C2H6/CH4 (fig.1). Comparison with literature data is shown in
Table 1.

Fig. 1. Fluxes of single hydrocarbons and separation factors for binary mixtures at 101 kPa for
membrane M2.

Table 1: Comparison of binary mixture separation using MFI membranes
Membrane
TS-1/SSa
(Si/Ti=100)
TS-1/SS
(Si/Ti=25)
S-1b/Al2O3
S-1/SS

Experimental
conditions
300 K; 101 kPa;
W-K
298 K; W-K
300 K; 101 kPa;
W-K

Separation factor

Flux
(mmol.m-2.s-1)
C2
C3 n-C4

References

C2/C1

C3/C1

n-C4/C1

9.3

24.5

19.5

15.5

6.5

2

6.5

37.8

40

15.1

6.2

2.7

-

-

16.7

-

-

1.9

[4]

7

-

-

15

-

-

[5]

This work

ZSM-5 / α-Al2O3
(Si/Al=270)

348 K; W-Kc

-

-

11.3

-

-

0.22

[6]

S-1/α-Al2O3 d

298 K; 100 kPa;
W-K

-

-

102

-

-

0.32

[7]

a

stainless steel; bsilicalite-1; cPfeed= 2 bar; Ppermeate= 1 bar; dmembrane P180 in the reference

Conclusions
TS-1 membranes with different Si/Ti ratio were successfully prepared on the stainless
steel support. The membrane with Si/Ti ratio of 25 showed higher selectivity for separating
n-C4H10/CH4, C3H8/CH4, C2H6/CH4 mixtures. The maximum separation factor of 40 was
obtained for n-C4H10/CH4 at room temperature.
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Introduction
The presence of arsenic in groundwater or surface water exceeds permissible concentrations
at the global level. Conventional chemical treatments such as the filtration, ion exchange,
absorption on activated alumina and reverse osmosis among others [1] they have shown
efficacy but high operating costs, which makes them unattractive. Then, there is need to
employ other procedures for the elimination of toxic metals. The use of the zeolites has been a
good proposal since long ago, because these have properties of ion exchange, charge
selectivity and structure, as well as stability at high temperatures, which are insoluble in
solvents organic meaning, have greater resistance to experimental conditions [2]. For this
reason, there is a continued interest in characterizing the zeolite using conventional
electrochemical techniques in combination with structural chemistry [3]. Therefore the
objectives of this study are characterize and identify arsenic behavior through the cyclic
voltammetry technique using carbon paste electrode modified with synthetic zeolites
exchanged with cobalt, as well as establish optimal conditions for which detect the presence
of arsenic contained in electrolyte support.
Experimental
The work was developed with a synthetic zeolite type A, from the company Union Carbide
Corporation. All reagents used as graphite powder (Alfa Aesar), silicone oil (Sigma Aldrich),
NaNO3 (Sigma Aldrich), Co (NO3)2.6H2O (Sigma Aldrich), Na2HAsO47H2O (Sigma
Aldrich), NaAsO2 (Sigma Aldrich) were analytical reagent grade. Solutions 0.01 M NaNO3
arsenic (arsenite and arsenate) were used as electrolyte support and their concentrations varied
from 0.2 to 0.5 ppm. Also solutions 1.63 mM Co to pre-concentrate the zeolite were prepared.
The electrochemical analyses consisted of cyclic voltammetry, where an EG and G PARC
263 potentiostat coupled to a PC with the M270 software was used to impose the
electrochemical signal and measure the voltammetric response. An electrochemical cell was
fitted with three ports: one for the working electrode (carbon paste electrode, CPE–graphiteelectroactive species), another for the counter electrode (graphite bar, Alfa Aesar, Johnson
Matthey 99.9995%) and the last for the reference electrode (Hg/Hg2SO4/K2SO4 (sat), SSE (E
=0.615 V/SHE)). The working electrode was prepared by mixing 0.8 g natural graphite
powder (Alfa Aesar, 2–15 Am, 99.9995%), 0.2 of the electroactive species (Zeolite A) and
silicone oil in an agate mortar to a homogeneous paste. The quantity of silicone oil (Sigma, q
=0.96 g/mL, m =200 cS) employed depended on the zeolite type. Once the paste was ready, it
was introduced into a 7 cm-long, 0.2-cm interior polyethylene syringe. A platinum wire,
welded to a copper wire, was used as the electrical contact. To prepare the paste, the zeolite A
was dried in a furnace for 24 hours after; it was mixed with the oil and the carbon powder in
an agate mortar. Once the working electrode and the solutions (Cobalt and Arsenic) were
ready, the electrode was place into the solution of cobalt for 15 minutes, after; it was removed
from this and washed with distillate water then placed in the other solution (contained arsenite
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or arsenate) for five minutes. After this time, the voltammogram was developed. When the
experiment finished, the exposed surface from the working electrode was removed and
washed with distillate water.
Results and discussion
The aim of the present work is to establish the oxidation and reduction processes for the
arsenic species. Cyclic voltammetry was applied to the samples in order to analyze the
electrochemically behavior of arsenic sorption into zeolites A. For this study, all
voltammograms were traced in the anodic directions, initiating the sweep potential from the
OCP value ((Open Circuit Potential vs. SSE). The anodic and cathodic potential limits were
set at 1.0 V vs. SSE for each case. The sweep velocity was 20 mVs-1.
Figure 1 contains the typical voltammetric response of each arsenic solution (different charge)
for 0.5 ppm arsenite and arsenate concentration, in an independently solution. It can be noted
in the figure that there is a different behavior because there are distinct arsenic species in the
solution. Peak showing arsenite, differs markedly of arsenate. Such oxidation peak is
probably due to the arsenite capacity to oxidize into arsenate. In arsenate species this does not
happen since it is in its maximum oxidation state. However, the behavior of arsenate shows a
slight oxidation at low values of potential (approximately 300 mV), which can be associated
with the cobalt contained in zeolite, which is in a state 2+ and could be oxidizing a fraction to
cobalt 3+.

Figure 1. Typical cyclic voltammograms obtained for electroactive specie (zeolite A)-CPE in
a pre-concentrated cobalt solution (1.63 mM Co). The sweep potential was initiated from the
OCP. v = 20 mVs-1.
Conclusions
The results shown the feasibility to extract arsenic contained in groundwater applying the
voltammetry technique as a first approximation. Cobalt plays an important role during the
pre-concentration otherwise the arsenic species could not be adsorbed.
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Introduction
The separation of light hydrocarbon mixtures with very low relative volatility as
ethane/ethylene of (1.5) using cryogenic distillation is a very expensive process [1].Therefore
it is necessary to develop new technologies that offer a viable alternative for their separation.
Selective adsorption is a potential alternative method, which is based on the specific
interaction between the olefin and chemically modified adsorbents [2]. Adsorption studies of
pure hydrocarbons using microporous adsorbents, such as the Mexican natural zeolite type
Mordenite (ZNT) can be suitable for this purpose and can be modified by ion exchanged for
provide active sites that enhance the selective adsorption. Therefore the main objective of this
work is to study the effect of K+ concentration in the ZNT sample for study the adsorption
ethane (C2H6) and ethylene (C2H4) at different temperatures and establish which of the studied
samples is the most suitable C2H6-C2H4 mixtures separation.
Experimental
The natural Mordenite ZNT was extracted from the Tamaulipas state in Mexico. This sample
was modified for exchange with 0.5 M of KCl solution. The exchanged samples were dried at
room temperature during 24 hours, the K+, Na+, Ca2+quantity was determined by the atomics
emission technique, using an emission spectrophotometer Varian 1450. The gas adsorption
equilibrium isotherms were measured in a high vacuum volumetric system, totally made of
Pyrex glass and equipped with grease free values. Before equilibrium measurements, all
samples were first activated in situ at 400 °C in an oven up to a residual pressure of <1 x 10 -2
Torr and kept for 3 h at these conditions. After sample dehydration, the temperature was
decreased to the desired point and the sample was allowed to stabilize for at least 1.5 h before
the beginning of the measurements. The C2H6 and C2H4 adsorption isotherms on three
samples at different temperatures were fitted by the Dual-Langmiur model, eq 1.
(1)

-40.1ºC-C2H4

0ºC-C2H4

20ºC-C2H4

60ºC-C2H4

100ºC-C2H4

-40.1ºC-C2H6

0ºC-C2H6

20ºC-C2H6

60ºC-C2H6

100ºC-C2H6

300

400

1.4
1.2
1.0

a (mmol/g)

Result and discussion
The composition of exchanged samples are
shown in Table 1, the data showthat Na+ y
Ca2+ were partially replaced by K+,
obtained: ZNT-K1.5 and ZNT-K1.8. Fig. 1
shows C2H6 and C2H4 adsorption isotherms
on ZNT at different temperatures these
isotherms are of type I (BDDT
classification). This means that the
molecules of both hydrocarbons were able
to penetrate the microporous structure of the
adsorbent.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

100

200
P (torr)

Table 1. Chemical Composition (weigh %)
Muestra
ZNT
ZNT-K1.5
ZNT-K1.8
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CaO
1.75
0.11
0.24

K2O
0.49
1.50
1.80

Na2O
1.63
0.41
0.71

Figure 1. Adsorption isotherms for C2H4 and C2H6
on ZNT at different temperatures.

The interaction of C2H4 was stronger than of C2H6 with ZNT because probably the specific
interaction between active centers (cations) of the zeolite with the π bond of the ethylene.
The goal of introducing big cation such as K+ (1.33 Å) onto the crystal structure of the ZNT
sample was reduced the diffusion for C2H6 without affecting the diffusion for C2H4 and the
effect in adsorption of gases both. The equilibrium isotherms on ZNT-K1.5 and ZNT-K1.8
shown that the adsorption behavior was similar that observed in the ZNT sample. However it
can be seen that the adsorbed amounts of both hydrocarbons on the exchanged samples are
lower than those on the ZNT sample could be due to the decrease of the micropore
accessibility and basicity of the Mordenite with a larger content of K+ cations. The diminution
of ethylene adsorbed in the exchanged samples can be due the diminution of the K+ ion
electronegativity.
The data in Table 2 show that the fitting parameters of dual Langmuir equation, values of
equilibrium constants (K1 and K2) for the C2H6 y C2H4 at 20 ºC in the three samples studied
(observed the same tendency for all temperatures studied). The value of equilibrium
constants decreased in the order ZNT>ZNT-K1.5>ZNT-K1.8, confirming, that degree of
adsorbate–adsorbent interaction decreases with increasing of K+ in the samples. The value of
equilibrium constants K1 and K2 is smaller for ethane with respect to ethylene; this confirms
the interaction of ZNT sample is greater for ethylene.
The result established for the ZNT sample the selectivity is encourage with increasing of the
temperature and is the most suitable for separating mixtures of C2H6 and C2H4 at high
temperatures, for example, 100ºC. At low temperatures or close to environment the selectivity
increased with the content of K+, the ZNT-K1.8 sample is most suitable for the separation
(Table 3).
Table 2. Values of Dual-Langmiur Constantes.
C2H6 0.096 0.008 0.054 0.008 0.045 0.006
ZNT
ZNT-K1.5
ZNT-K1.8
K1
K2
K1
K2
K1
K2
C2H4 0.6854 0.0246 0.2506 0.0187 0.0879 0.0104
C2H6 0.0960 0.0082 0.0541 0.0076 0.0448 0.0057

Table 3. Percentages of selectivity of ethylene.
Temperatura 0C
-40.1
0
20
60
100

ZNT
64
64
67
70
78

ZNT-K1.5
72
70
68
67
69

ZNT-K1.8
73
73
71
70
73

Conclusions
The natural mordenite (ZNT) showed a high adsorptioncapacity for both hydrocarbons, but
certain selectivity toward ethylene, because of specific interactions of the ethylene molecules
with cationic adsorption centers the πorbitals of this olefin.
With base on the results it is possible to suppose that if there was contacted a C 2H6-C2H4
mixture with the studied samples, ethylene would selective adsorbed due to interaction strong
of π bond with the adsorbent and pure C2H6 is obtained to adsorber exit, while the C2H4 could
be recovered of adsorbent by regeneration process. This process of separation could take
place even at room temperature.
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Introduction
MCM-48 is the cubic Ia3d member of the M41S mesoporous silica family, its 3D
interpenetrating bicontinuous networks of channels provides more favorable mass transfer in
the catalytic reactions than MCM-41 with a 1D hexagonal pore system [1]. Pure silica MCM48 possesses a neutral framework, which limits its applications as a catalyst. To construct the
catalytic sites on the surface of mesoporous silica is an effective method to modify the nature
of the silica framework by the incorporation of heteroatoms [2] or by impregnation of
transition metal species [3] in a post-synthesis process. In this study, the creation of basic sites
(CaO) was performed by wet impregnation using Ca(NO3)2 as the source of calcium ions. The
materials produced were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), low-temperature nitrogen
adsorption; elemental analysis and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy.
Experimental
MCM-48 mesoporous molecular sieves were prepared by hydrothermal synthesis as
described by Froba et. al. [3]. Calcium-impregnated MCM-48 samples prepared by the
isovolumetric impregnation were designated as xCaO-MCM-48, where x represents the mass
percentage of CaO loaded on MCM-48. In a typical synthesis, MCM-48 was impregnated
with a Ca(NO3)3 aqueous solution at room temperature for 4 h, then the solvent was
eliminated in a rotovapor, and finally the sample was calcined in air at 550 °C for 6 h.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the powder X-ray diffraction patterns of samples prepared in this
work. The XRD pattern of the MCM-48 (Fig. 1a) exhibits a sharp d211 Bragg reflection, a
weak d220 shoulder and several unresolved peaks between 3º and 5º 2θ which confirms the
presence of a Ia3d bicontinuous cubic phase. The XRD patterns of samples prepared from it
did not change significantly after impregnation/calcination of Ca-MCM-48. The peak
intensity, however, decreased slightly, and the peaks with higher hkl indices, i.e., (420) and
(332), almost completely disappeared in the diffractograms of samples with larger content of
CaO (see Fig. 1d). The observed decrease of the XRD peak intensity is probably due to the
pore filling by the impregnated oxide. Disappearance of higher hkl peaks may be due to the
lower structural order of MCM-48 after of impregnation of calcium oxide.
The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K for the original MCM-48 and CaOMCM-48 samples are shown in Fig. 2. The N2 adsorption isotherm of the pristine MCM-48 is
a typical type IV adsorption isotherm characteristic of mesoporous material. Although for the
xCaO-MCM-48 materials had also presented type IV adsorption isotherms, a significant
decrease in the surface areas and pore volumes was observed, probably due to significant pore
filling with CaO (Table 1).
The FTIR spectra of xCaO-MCM-48 materials (not shown) presented absorption
bands at 1500-1400 cm-1 related with δ(CO32-) vibrations. Peaks were observed also in the
spectra of 13C MAS-RMN at 160 ppm associated with chemical shift of CO32- groups.
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of (a) MCM-48, (b) Figure 2. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption
5CaO-MCM-48, (c) 10CaO-MCM-48, (d) isotherms of (a) MCM-48, and xCaO-MCM-48
17CaO-MCM-48 and (e) 25CaO-MCM-48.
with x= (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 17 and (e) 25.
Table 1. Porosity properties of MCM-48 and xCaO-MCM-48 samples
x
d211* /nm
ao*/nm
SBET/m2.g-1
VP/cm3.g-1
DP/nm
0
3.67
8.98
1794
1.450
3.5
5
3.45
8.46
1321
0.968
3.3
10
3.41
8.36
1126
0.968
3.4
17
3.48
8.52
854
0.829
3.4
25
3.51
8.89
459
0.344
3.3
*Calculated by XRD.
Conclusions
Using the wet impregnation technique calcium nitrate was introduced into the
mesopores of MCM-48 silica. In a sequential combination of drying and calcination
procedures, CaO were synthesized within the pore system of this molecular sieve. N2
adsorption/desorption measurements still revealed mesoporosity on the host/guest compounds
although a reduction of the total BET surface area and the pore radius occurs, both being
indications of a decoration/coating of the inner surface of the silica walls. The presence of
basic sites was verified by 13C MAS-RMN and FTIR spectroscopy, showing that the materials
produced in this work can be good candidates for application on adsorption of acid gases as
well as on heterogeneous catalysis.
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Introduction
SAPO-34 (CHA) membranes have been reported to be effective for CO2/CH4 separations due
to the pore size of 0.38 nm of the molecular sieve, equal to the kinetic diameter of the CH4
molecule. Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) are one of the most promising solutions to
improve the separation performance of polymers [1]. A key research issue in the fabrication
of defect-free MMMs is the adhesion of the polymer on the molecular sieve [2]. The
detachment from the filler is the major problem when using glassy polymers. This work
describes the preparation and characterization of different MMMs based on SAPO-34
functionalised with different groups according to the chemical nature of the hosting polymers:
i.e. (CH2)2Ph and (CH2)3NH2 for PIM-1 and PI84 polymers, respectively. The factors leading
to high aspect ratio SAPO-34 crystals are currently investigated.
Experimental
The synthesis of SAPO-34 crystals has been carried out by using the tetraethylammonium ion
and dipropylamine as structure-directing agents, and methylene blue as a crystal growth
inhibitor. The effect of different variables on the morphology of SAPO-34 crystals has been
investigated: aging time, hydrothermal treatment time and temperature. Suspensions of
SAPO-34 in polymer solutions were poured on leveled glass and the solvent was let to
evaporate. The residual solvent of the MMMs was removed in a vacuum oven. The
morphology of the membranes was observed by scanning electron microscopy (ESEM FEG
QUANTA 200) at 0.2/30 kV. Sample specimens were freeze-fractured in liquid nitrogen to
guarantee a sharp brittle fracture.
Results and discussion
In Fig. 1 the SEM pictures of the synthesized SAPO-34 crystals are shown. The morphology
of the crystals ranges from cubic to platelet like with aspect ratio from 1.2 to 16.
Aspect ratio=9
Aspect ratio=1.2

Aspect ratio=2.0

S1

S2

Aspect ratio=2.5

S3

Aspect ratio=16

S4

S5

Figure 1. SEM analysis of SAPO-34 crystals synthesized varying the aging time and the
duration of the hydrotermal treatment.
In Figure 2 the cross section of PIM-1/ SAPO-34(CH2)2Ph and PI84/SAPO-34(CH2)3NH2
membranes prepared by using crystals S3 are reported. In both cases a homogeneous
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dispersion and a good adhesion between the crystals and the two different polymeric matrices
have been obtained.

Figure 2. SEM analysis of the cross section of the MMMs PIM-1/ SAPO-34(CH2)2Ph (top)
and PI84/SAPO-34(CH2)3NH2 (bottom) membranes
In this presentation the gas transport properties of the new MMMs and the effect of the aspect
ratio of the functionalized SAPO-34 crystals will be discussed.
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Introduction
Coordination polymers containing accessible coordination sites, also called open metal sites
or coordinatively unsaturated metal sites, are extremely interesting for application in gas
adsorption and separation. This is due to the large interaction energy between the exposed
coordination site of the metal cation in the coordination polymer and the sorbate molecule,
which usually is significantly larger than at more shielded adsorption sites. An electron
donating molecule might even form a coordination bond with the cation which can be
assumed to be stronger than the interaction to a sorbate molecule without free electron pairs.
In addition, the heat of adsorption may vary in a large energy range as a function of the type
of metal cation and sorbate. These differences can be exploited in removal of one or more
strongly adsorbing components from mixtures. Materials with a large number of exposed
metal sites may consequently be eminently usable in separation processes, like the removal of
carbon dioxide from mixtures with methane usually necessary during the processing of
natural gas. The CPO-27-M coordination polymers contain a high concentration of open metal
sites and are known for a number of divalent cations (M = Mg2+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Zn2+). We
herein present our comparative study of the CO2 and CH4 adsorption and selective CO2/CH4
separation in this series of interesting compounds.
Experimental
Single component sorption isotherms of CO2 and CH4 were collected for CPO-27-M with M
= Mg2+, Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+ in the temperature range 278-473 K and at pressure up to 50 and
100 bar, for CO2 and CH4, respectively. The isosteric heat of adsorption for both gases was
calculated as a function of loading using at least three isotherms at different temperature.
Breakthrough measurements were performed in the temperature range of 303-353 K and at
pressures between 1 and 10 bar using a 10/90 CO2/CH4 mixture.
Powder X-ray diffraction experiments of CPO-27-Ni and Co exposed to CO2 were performed
using synchrotron radiation at the ESRF.
Results and discussion
The CPO-27-M coordination polymers are based on a fairly rigid framework which resembles
a honeycomb. After removal of the solvent, in “activated” state, they contain a significant
number of exposed metal sites (6.4-6.6 mmol g-1 and 8.2 mmol g-1 for CPO-27-Ni/Co/Mn and
CPO-27-Mg, respectively) which are accessible from within the pores of ~12 Å diameter.
All of the members of the CPO-27 series have a significant capacity for adsorption of
methane and carbon dioxide (Figure 1) [1-4]. This is reflected in the unusually high initial
isosteric heats of adsorption which are in the range of 30-43 kJ mol-1 for the first molecule of
CO2 adsorbed and 18-20 kJ mol-1 for CH4 for the various members of the series. Crystal
structure determinations have shown that the open metal site is indeed the primary adsorption
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site for CO2 and CH4 [1, 2]. After full occupation of the first adsorption site, the heat of
adsorption of CO2 drops to ~25 kJ mol-1, which is more usual for coordination polymers
without accessible sites.
The difference in heats of adsorption of CO2 and CH4 results in significant preferential
adsorption of the stronger adsorbing carbon dioxide. Quantitative removal of CO2 from
mixtures with N2 or CH4 has recently been reported for CPO-27-Ni and Mg, respectively [4,
5]. A comparison which also includes the Mn and Co compound reveals quantitative removal
of the carbon dioxide from 10/90 mixtures with methane in all cases. Significant adsorption
capacities, depending on the temperature, are observed, with the maximum adsorption
capacity mainly being determined by the formula weight of the respective compound.
Because CPO-27-Mg is ca. 22% lighter than the other members of the series and it has the
largest isosteric heat of adsorption for CO2, it also has the largest adsorption capacity.
However, the crystal structure and adsorption capacity of the magnesium compound are
degraded drastically if water is added to the gas feed. Application of the CPO-27-Mg
compound must therefore be limited to dry gas mixtures. On the other hand, CPO-27-Ni
remains largely unaffected – both structurally and in separation ability – by the presence of
trace amounts of water.
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Figure 1. High capacity for CO2 adsorption in the CPO-27 series (left, at 298 K) and
exemplary breakthrough curve showing almost complete removal of carbon dioxide from
mixture with methane (right, at 323 K and 1 bar).
Conclusions
All CPO-27-M compounds show a significant ability to separate CO2 from CH4 at ambient
temperatures. CPO-27-Ni is the only of the compounds which can be handled in ambient
atmosphere after synthesis without severe consequences on the adsorption properties. It may
therefore be the best suited material of the series for application, even though its adsorption
capacity is significantly smaller than that of CPO-27-Mg, the material in the series with the
highest capacity for CO2 adsorption.
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Introduction
Separation of propane/propylene mixtures is usually carried out by cryogenic distillation and
this is a highly energetically demanding procedure [1]. The high investment required and the
operation costs associated to this distillation process have motivated the search of alternatives
for the separation of mixtures comprised by olefins and paraffins. It is in this context where
zeolites appear as selective adsorbent materials able to perform this type of separations [2].
The high thermal and chemical stability of zeolites makes them suitable materials for their use
in adsorption and separation processes in a wide range of temperatures and operation
conditions.
Conventional zeolite A (LTA) with a Si/Al ratio of one is widely used as adsorbent and in
separation processes, however, it is not appropriated for carrying out processes involving the
presence of olefins since they oligomerize in the acidic sites of the zeolite. Therefore, the
availability of having this material in its purely siliceous form (ITQ-29 zeolite) and,
consequently, with no acidity in the structure, opens new possibilities for hydrocarbon
separations involving olefins [3]. In this work, we have studied the propane/propylene
separation using ITQ-29 zeolite as adsorbent and how the presence of Ge in the structure
influences the separation performance.
Experimental
Zeolite ITQ-29 was synthesized with two different compositions. One of them was prepared
as pure silica and named as Si-ITQ-29, and the other was synthesized with a Si/Ge ratio of 2
and named as Ge-ITQ-29. The samples obtained were submitted to characterization prior to
the hydrocarbon adsorption measurements. The kinetic adsorption experiments were done
using a gravimetric instrument (IGA, “Intelligent gravimetric Analyzer”) from Hiden
Isochema, employing samples previously outgassed under vacuum at 400ºC. The adsorption
kinetics of propane and propylene were determined at 25ºC and 30 kPa.
Results and discussion
The XRD patterns obtained for ITQ-29 zeolites indicated that they were consistent with the
LTA structure and characterization by means of N2 and Ar adsorption as well as SEM
confirmed the high crystallinity of the samples. The composition and the pore apertures
obtained from the refinement of the XRD data are shown in Table 1. It can be observed that
Ge-ITQ-29 possesses a nearly circular pore aperture, whereas Si-ITQ-29 zeolite has one of
the dimensions being slightly smaller.
Table 1. Composition and pore apertures of ITQ-29 zeolites.
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Zeolite

Si/Ge

Pore aperture (Å)

Si-ITQ-29

∞

4.13 × 4.37

Ge-ITQ-29

2

4.21 × 4.29

The results obtained for the propane and propylene kinetic adsorption experiments using SiITQ-29 as adsorbent are shown in Fig. 1a. It is clearly evidenced there that diffusion of
propane is much slower than that of propylene giving a ratio of the diffusion coefficients of
propylene vs. propane higher than 90 and, therefore, allowing a kinetic separation process
based on the differences in the diffusion rates of both components.
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Figure 1. Kinetic measurements of propane and propylene adsorption on Si-ITQ-29 zeolite at
25ºC and 30 kPa (a), and comparison of propane adsorption on Si-ITQ-29 and Ge-ITQ-29
zeolites (b).
On the other side, the results obtained when using Ge-ITQ-29 zeolite as adsorbent are very
similar to those of Si-ITQ-29 in the case of propylene but, surprisingly, adsorption of propane
is much faster (Fig. 1b). This is a consequence of the small difference in the shape of the
pores that yields to a slightly larger length of the pore aperture in one of the dimensions in the
case of incorporating Ge into the zeolite framework. As a result, the propane/propylene
separation ability of Ge-ITQ-29 zeolite is not as good as that of Si-ITQ-29.
Conclusions
From the results obtained in this work, we can conclude that Si-ITQ-29 allows the
propane/propylene kinetic separation and that changes in the chemical composition of the
zeolite by incorporation of Ge produce small differences in the pore aperture dimensions that
greatly influence the propane diffusion rate. This results in a different propane/propylene
separation performance of Si-ITQ-29 and Ge-ITQ-29.
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Introduction
Nowadays, nanomaterials are applied in many biomedical fields, such as clinical
diagnosis, drug delivery, in vitro and in vivo fluorescent markers [1]. This study is based on
the development of the synthesized drug delivery systems that are composed of successfully
captopril loaded nanoparticles as LDH, MCM-41 and SBA-15 materials. Among the studied
drug delivery systems, silica-based materials having a well defined structure and surface
properties appear to be promising candidates. The purpose of this study is to obtain drug
delivery systems with high efficiency in therapeutic treatment. As captopril has been
delivered, the remained drug-support does not affect in any way the body. On the contrary, it
is dissolved, degraded and easily removed from the body [2, 3].
Experimental
As it is known, captopril is a drug that blocks the formation of angiotensin in the
kidneys resulting in vasodilatation, being used for the treatment of hypertension and some
types of congestive heart failure. In the experiment, the drug loading is carried out by a simple
impregnation method. This way, LDH, SBA-15, and MCM-41 were involved as porous
nanomaterials to be impregnated. Then, the obtained systems were tested in the drug release
process realized in synthetic stomach media (PBS). Comparing with a release process from
the pharmaceutical formulations of this drug, the captopril-loaded LDH, SBA-15, and MCM41 can be considered more efficient controlled drug delivery systems.
The obtained materials were analyzed by N2 sorption, UV-Vis DR, SEM and FTIR
Spectroscopy. Also using the Kärber method, in a pharmacodynamic laboratory, the toxicity
of the synthesized materials, with and without loaded drug, was determined. In Table 1 we
listed the toxicity values and the textural properties of our materials.
Table 1
DL50,
Surface
Pore volume,
Pore radius,
Sample
2
mg/Kg body
area, m /g
cm3/g
nm
CapH2
6590
LDH
7410
195.47
0.395
3.17
LDH- CapH2

7315

16.17

0.048

1.93

MCM-41

7260

1024.2

0.743

1.87

MCM-41- CapH2

7485

801.5

0.387

1.18

SBA-15

7410

862.13

0.927

3.79

SBA-15- CapH2

7522

599.34

0.806

3.54

969

Results and discussion
The drug delivery properties of captopril-loaded materials have been investigated by
captopril release in the simulated gastrointestinal and intestinal fluids. Fig. 1 shows the release
profiles of LDH-CapH2, SBA-15-CapH2 and MCM-41-CapH2 in solutions at pH value of 7.4.
The BET surface areas and the total pore volumes decreased upon loading with captopril
indicating that the drug was introduced inside the channels of the porous matrices and the
mesoporous structure remained as the drug was loaded. Due to a higher surface area, MCM41-CapH2 has the largest amount of the loaded drug (29.90 wt %), while SBA-15-CapH2
exhibits a percentage of 22.61 % loaded drug. The loaded amount is proportional to the
specific surface area of the material (the same trend can be observed for the LDH-CapH2
sample).
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Fig.1. Controlled - release of captopril in PBS media

Conclusions
The delivery profiles showed that the captopril release rates could be controlled by
managing the textural properties and morphology of the mesoporous silica, i.e. SBA-15 and
MCM-41. This way, a well-controlled and economical system for CapH2 delivery could be
achieved by adjusting appropriate surface areas, pore sizes and suitable morphologies of these
materials.
In order to demonstrate that the synthesized materials are perfect drug delivery
systems, in the near future we plan to do a large number of pharmacological tests in rats and
analysis of macrophages from mousses.
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Introduction
The natural (lazurite) and synthetic ultramarine are aluminosilicate sodalites containing
sodium oligosulfide (mostly NaS3) molecules (chromophores) encapsulated inside β-cages. It
has been found that analogs of ultramarine can be prepared from zeolites, mostly from those
containing sodalite units in their crystalline structure (e.g. LTA, FAU, SOD) [1]. Not only
sodium but another alkali cations were used for syntheses as well as zeolite structures
containing different than β-cages. It seemed that encapsulation of sulfur anion-radicals into
small ε-cages in erionite or cancrinite [2] resulted in more pronounced population of smaller
S2- anion radicals (compared to S3-).
The following study is devoted to preparation of sulfur pigments with zeolite L which allows
to benefit small cancrinite (ε) cages forming the LTL structure and exclusive presence of
potassium cations. The results of earlier works indicated that the attempts to replace sodium
for potassium in close vicinity of anion-radicals during thermal pigment synthesis was not
very efficient [3]. The use of zeolite L provides a chance to prepare the pigments with sulfur
chromophores accompanied by potassium cations, encapsulated in small voids (ε -cages).
Experimental
Zeolites L were prepared by hydrothermal crystallization of the initial gel containing K2OAl2O3-SiO2-H2O [4], without any sodium cations. The pigments were prepared by mixing and
grinding zeolite L with sulfur (20 wt.%) and K2CO3 or Na2CO3 regarding various Me2/S ratio.
The mixtures were heated in covered crucibles for two hours in range 500 – 800oC. The
products were washed with distilled water and dried. The characterization comprised XRD,
UV-vis, ESR and Raman spectroscopy
Results and discussion
The resulted samples indicate much less intense coloration than those prepared from zeolite A
[1]. The contribution of blue chromophore is low or negligible (particularly in samples with
Na). The yellow or ochre colors prevail in Na bearing samples (Table). Typical electronic
spectra are given in Fig. 1. The Raman spectra indicate limited contribution of anion-radicals
S3- and S2-. The prevailing yellow (~400nm) chromophores are oligosulfides (e.g. S62-).
Samples prepared from low and medium alkaline mixtures with K2CO3 and sulfur maintain
the LTL structure after heating at all applied temperatures, whereas the alkali rich samples
undergo transformation towards kaliophilite upon heating at 650 and 800oC. The low or
medium contribution of sodium (Na2CO3) in preparation mixtures did not affect the structure
of parent zeolites neither at 500o nor at 650oC. The sample prepared at 650oC from mixture
with Na/S = 0.6 show poor (LTL) crystallinity, while the samples obtained from sodium rich
mixtures (Na/S = 1.0) show appearance of SOD structure. A contribution of S3- radical (UVvis band at ~600nm) in the latter is much more pronounced that in samples with preserved
LTL structure. All the Na bearing mixtures become amorphous upon thermal treatment at
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800oC, but they still show intense coloration. The ESR spectra of selected samples under
study indicate noticeable differences compared with signals of sulfur radicals (S3-)
encapsulated in sodalite cages of conventional ultramarine. The lines are very narrow even at
room temperature which suggests very rigid entrapment of the radicals inside the ε-cages.
Table 1. Properties of pigments prepared under indicated conditions
K2/S T (˚C) Color
Struct.
Na2/S T (oC) color
0.2
500
White
0.2
500
L. cel. LTL
0.6
500
Yellow
0.6
500
P. cel. LTL
1
500
Yellow
1.0
500
P. cel. LTL
0.2
650
White
0.2
650
white
LTL
0.6
650
Ochre
0.6
650
White LTL
1
650
Ochre
1
650
Green
Kal.+un.
0.2
800
Ochre
0.2
800
White LTL
#
0.6
800
Yellow
0.6
800
Cel.
LTL
1
800
Ochre
1
800
L. cel. Kal.
#

Struct.
LTL
LTL
LTL
LTL
LTL#
SOD#
Am.
Am.
Am.

-poor crystallinity, Kal.-kaliophilite, Am.-amorphous, un.-unknown, cel.-celadon, L-light, P-pale

o

o

500 C

500 C

Figure 1. Typical electronic spectra
of samples prepared at 500oC with
K or Na cations.

Conclusions
The sulfur pigments obtained from
K /S =1
zeolite K-L, sulfur and K2CO3
contain limited number of sulfur
anion-radicals,
and oligosulfides are
Na /S=1
0.6
prevailing
chromophores.
0.6
Admixture of sodium to initial
mixture
affect
noticeably
a
0.2
0.2
coloration of the products and
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
influences the direction of thermal
Wavelength (nm)
Wavelength (nm)
structure
transformation.
The
original LTL structure is maintained for the samples obtained from the mixtures with low and
medium alkalinity, particularly heated at lower temperatures. Samples prepared with K
transfer to kaliophilite under severe conditions, while those with Na undergo amorphization
of form sodalite. The recorded ESR spectra illustrate different confinement and surrounding
of S3- within ε-cages than that in conventional ultramarine.
F(R)

F(R)

2

2
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Introduction
Currently three types of thermal energy storage principles are known: sensible, latent and
thermo-chemical thermal energy storage.
The studies reported here are focused exclusively on closed sorption thermo-chemical storage
system. The possibility of long-term storage with minimal thermal losses and a high energy
storage density are the main advantages of this system compared with sensible and latent
thermal storage principles. While some research and development activities have been
executed in the past [1- 3], more advanced sorption materials and system configurations are
still needed for efficient thermal storage at higher temperatures, particularly in the range of
120 – 250 °C to have a significant potential for industrial applications.
The main objective of the studies presented here is to characterize and evaluate different
synthetic zeolites in sorption energy storage system and to find out the influence of up-scaling
the system on the thermodynamic behavior of the materials.
Experimental
Experimental characterizations were performed on a wide range of zeolites with different
chemical composition, geometry, pore and particle size (with or without binding materials)
using static adsorption under vacuum followed by thermo-gravimetric differential scanning
(TG-DSC) dynamic desorption methods.
In addition to µg scale investigations, a laboratory set-up capable of simulating the dynamics
and processes of a closed sorption thermal energy storage system was used to measure the
temperature distributions in the storage system, adsorption capacities, energy densities,
power, pressure gradient and hydrothermal stability. Technical evaluations have also been
carried out in different sized test systems, in order to find out the influence of up-scaling from
lab-scale (V = 1.5 L) to semi-technical (V = 12 L and 50 L) and technical storage systems (V
= 1 m³) on the performance of the sorption materials.
Results and discussion
For each of the investigated storage materials six adsorption/desorption cycles have been
carried out. Through static adsorption performed under vacuum (10.5 mbar, relative humidity
33 %, 25 g zeolite), about 18 - 32 % of water was adsorbed and equilibrium was reached
within 2 weeks. Further investigations on a specific zeolite using dynamical
adsorption/desorption method show results confirming those obtained from static adsorption
with different equilibrium conditions.
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Under specific test conditions (Tcondenser/vaporizer = 10 °C/30 °C, p = 0,1 - 2 mbar, Tdesorption =
200 °C) in lab-scaled and semi-technical test systems, a maximum temperature ranging from
about 125 °C to 145 °C has been achieved.
Conclusions
Several experimental characterizations on different Zeolites have been carried out using
different thermo analytical methods in order to achieve pre-selection of optimal sorption
zeolites out of a very broad spectrum of materials.
From tests carried out in 1.5 liter lab-scale test rig it was possible to get detailed
thermodynamic characteristic features of the pre-selected zeolites. The technical evaluation in
larger scale (15 L and 50 L semi-technical as well as 1 m³ technical systems) reveal quite
satisfactory results, even though clear scaling effects were observed. Further technical
evaluation and performance verification tests in a 1 m³ technical system will be done in the
near future by integrating the system with combined heat and power (CHP) plant for higher
charging temperatures up to 200 °C.
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Introduction
Lithographic patterning techniques have evolved into tremendously powerful tools for creating
metallic features. However, current techniques are best suited for patterning two-dimensional
structures. The lack of efficient processes to create three-dimensional structures sparked
considerable interest in the development of nonconventional lithographic techniques. Here we
present how a photoactive matrix can be used for deposition of metallic features in three
dimensions by localized photoreduction [1].
Results and discussion
The photoactive material used is MOF-5, a metal-organic framework (MOF) material. MOFs are
microporous crystalline materials built up from nodes of metal ions connected by organic linkers.
Recently, photocatalytic activity has been observed in a number of MOFs based on transition
metal ions and carboxylate linkers [2-4]. In the case of MOF-5, the crystal lattice is built up from
Zn4O nodes, in which a central oxygen atom is connected to four Zn atoms, linked together by
terephthalate ligands. Since the coordination sphere of each node contains twelve carboxylate
oxygen atoms, resulting in Zn4O13 clusters, the photoactivity of MOF-5 is explained by zinc
oxide quantum dot behavior [5-6].
Direct-writing of metallic silver patterns inside single MOF-5 crystals was performed as depicted
in Fig. 1A. The crystal is placed on a microscope cover glass, which acts as the transparent floor
of a liquid sample holder to which a 10 mM ethanolic silver nitrate solution was added. The
beam of a pulsed 780 nm laser is focused through the objective of an inverted microscope on a
plane buried between 10 and 60 Pm inside the crystal. Pattern generation is achieved by moving
the sample using a computer controlled piezoelectric stage, thus positioning the laser focal point
according to the pixel coordinates of a digitized image. At each position the laser stops for a
predetermined activation time, thereby irradiating the photocatalytically active MOF-5 matrix
and thus triggering the local reduction of Ag+ ions which results in a metallic silver dot. To
illustrate the patterning capability of the presented method, the word “KULeuven” was encoded
as a two-dimensional 22 × 22 pixel quick-response code (QR code) (Fig. 1B) and written inside a
MOF-5 crystal (Fig. 1C). For an activation time of 250 ms per pixel, the digitized image is
reproduced as a 60 × 60 Pm2 pattern of well-defined dark dots of 700 to 800 nm across. The
dimensions of these activated spots decrease with irradiation time.
Figure 2 shows two identical QR-codes written in planes spaced 10 Pm apart. A side view,
obtained by tipping over the crystal, illustrates the strict confinement of the metallic regions to
their respective image planes. The dimension of the activated spots in the Z direction is about 2.5
Pm.
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Figure 1. A) Schematic representation of the setup. B) Template image of the 22 × 22 pixel QRcode encoding the word “KULeuven”. C) Transmission optical micrograph of the pattern
depicted in (B) written in a single MOF-5 crystal. Scale bar: 25 Pm.

Figure 2. Top and side views of two QR-codes in planes spaced 10 Pm apart. Scale bars: 25 Pm.
Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrated a laser direct-write process to generate three-dimensional metallic
features by using a highly porous, photocatalytically active MOF as a single crystal matrix. The
resulting metallodielectric structures might find application in optics and microelectronics.
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Introduction
Cathodoluminescence (CL), the light emission induced by electron irradiation, has been
widely applied in mineralogical and petrological investigations, especially for carbonate and
silica minerals. The nature of the luminescent centers for a CL emission results from an
intrinsic (lattice defects) and/or extrinsic (impurities) properties of the crystal. CL method
enables observation of trace element distribution and defects in the lattice, which often cannot
be detected with other techniques. Although the CL measurements of a number of geological
materials have been reported by many investigators, no CL data on zeolite minerals has
emerged up to the present. A new system of a cathodoluminescence scanning electron
microscopy (CL-SEM) achieved the CL spectral measurements of natural zeolites with high
sensitive at various temperatures. In this study, CL emission caused by radiation damage was
first confirmed from bikitaite, which is a rare natural zeolite occurring as an alteration product
of spodumene in lithium-rich pegmatite dikes at Bikita, Fort Victoria, Zimbabwe.
Experimental
Crystal fragments of bikitaite were selected for CL measurements after carbon-coating on
polished surfaces. Color CL images were captured using a cold-cathode microscope
(Luminoscope: Nuclide ELM-3R), consisting of an optical microscope, an electron gun, and a
cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Nikon). SEM-CL analysis was conducted using
an SEM (JEOL: JSM-5410) combined with a grating monochromator (Oxford: Mono CL2) to
measure CL spectra ranging from 300 to 800 nm in 1 nm steps with a temperature controlled
stage. The CL intensity emitted from the samples was collected using a retractable parabolic
mirror collector coated with Al (collecting efficiency 75 %). The collected CL was dispersed
by the grating monochromator, which had the following characteristics: 1200 grooves/mm, a
focal length of 0.3 m, F of 4.2, limit of resolution of 0.5 nm, and slit width of 4 mm at the
inlet and outlet. The dispersed CL was collected by a photocounting method using a
photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu: R2228) and converted to digital data. CL spectra and CL
images are obtained employing a new system of CL-SEM, which comprises a SEM (Jeol
JSM-5400) combined with an integral grating monochromator (Oxford Mono CL2) with high
sensitive and high spatial resolution over the wide wavelength range of 300 nm ~ 800 nm.
High magnification CL image can be obtained using SEM-CL system in a scanning mode
linked to SEM.
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Results and discussion
Bikitaite shows a bright thin emission band as CL halo along the outer surface and in the
cracks (Fig. 1). Its spectrum has a broad peak centered at 460 ~ 470 nm in blue region. No
activator of impurity elements can be assigned to the emission center, but structural defect
should be a candidate for this center based on a width of the spectral peak. By considering its
occurrence in pegmatite, the blue CL of bikitaite might be assigned to structural defects as
observed in the quartz and feldspar with radiation-induced damage closely associated with
natural radionuclide minerals. Therefore, the alpha particles from radioactive pegmatite
solution containing radioactive elements such as U and Th during formation process can cause
structural defects (e.g. oxygen deficient center) in the lattice of bikitaite. It leads to an energy
loss process of specific ionization along the track of a charged particle, suggesting
luminescence halo as a thin band along the surface and in the cracks of the bikitaite grain.
This analysis provides valuable applications to geodosimetry and geochronology, e.g.,
estimating leakage of nuclear waste from geologic disposal facility and dating of sedimentary
zeolites coexisted with natural radionuclide.

Figure 1 CL image of radiation damage (CL halo)
in the crack of Bikitaite. Scale bar: 50 μm
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Introduction
There is a growing interest in the use of magnetic porous sorbents for the removal of
heavy metals [1-2] and organic pollutants including oils, dyes and volatile organic
compounds from aqueous systems. Mesoporous MCM-41 has the advantage of enormous
surface area and large easily accessible pores that are amenable to chemical modifications.
This work reports a magnetic sorbent based on MCM-41 for the selective adsorption of
chromium oxyanions which is commonly found in the waste effluents from electroplating,
metallurgical, tannery and textile industries [3]. The selective adsorption of CrO42- at near
neutral pH was achieved by the magnetic mesoporous sorbent after chemical
modification. Single and binary components adsorptions were carried out for CrO42- and
Cu2+, and the effects of pH and metal concentrations were investigated and modelled.
Simulated polluted water was also investigated using tap, river and mountain run-off
waters.
Experimental
A colloidal suspension of magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles was prepared by sonochemical
method from a synthesis solution with molar composition of 3.2 FeCl3: 1.6 FeCl2:
CTABr: 39 NH4OH: 2300 H2O. Twenty milliliters of magnetic colloid was added to a
solution of 1 CTABr: 292 NH4OH: 2773 H2O under vigorous mixing. The magnetic iron
oxide nanoparticles were incorporated within the MCM-41 matrix with the addition of
TEOS in the mixture according to prior methods [4], aminopropyls were grafted on the
pores of the magnetic MCM-41 from 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane by reflux and the
resulting NH2-magMCM-41 was converted to Fe3+-magMCM-41 by overnight adsorption
of Fe3+ from a 50 mM FeCl3 in 2-propanol.
Results and discussion
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Figure 1(a) TEM picture of nanometer-sized magMCM-41 and (b) the magnetic properties of magMCM-41
[1] and magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles [2]
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The embedded cluster of iron oxide nanoparticles and the magnetic ordered mesopores of
MCM-41 are clearly seen from the TEM picture of magMCM-41 in Fig. 1a. The iron
oxide nanoparticles display superparamagnetic behavior and have a magnetic moment of
80.0 emu.g-1 at 10000 Oe, while the magMCM-41 exhibits a magnetic moment of 8.30
emu.g-1 at 10000 Oe with a diamagnetic contribution from SiO2 as shown by the room
temperature magnetization isotherms in Fig. 1b. Table 1 represents the characterization
information of these materials.
Table 1. Physical, chemical and adsorption properties of MCM-41 adsorbents.

Adsorbent
MCM-41

BET
surface Pore size Aminopropyls
Fe3+
area
(mmole/g)
(nm)
(mmole/g)
2
(m /g)
1001
3.17
0
0

Adsorption capacity
(mmole/g)
chromium

copper

0

0

NH2-MCM-41

750

2.86

2.8

0

1.8

0.9

magMCM-41

800

3.20

0

0

0

0

Magnetic
Fe3+-magMCM41

585

2.78

2.7

1.3

1.5

0

The adsorption and separation studies of magnetic nanosorbent (Fe3+-magMCM-41) were
performed on equimolar CrO42- and Cu2+ solutions. The nanosorbent adsorbed only
chromium (i.e., 1.3 ± 0.2 mmole.g-1) over the entire pH range of the study (from 2 to 5).
The distribution coefficient Kd of chromium oxyanions on the magnetic nanosorbent was
measured to be 112,000 from distilled water at pH5 compared to 30000 from mountain
run-off water at the same pH which showed the remove percentage of chromium from
mountain run-off water is more than 97%.
Conclusions
This work shows that it is possible to prepare magnetic nanosorbents of superb selectivity,
large capacity and high magnetization by embedding magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
in the matrix of mesoporous MCM-41 particles. Deliberate modification of the pore
channel with suitable organic and inorganic moieties creates surface sites for selective
adsorptions. The high magnetization of the sorbents means that it could be separated and
recovered using magnetic field and allow possibility of resource recovery for recycle and
reuse.
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Introduction
External humidification equipment is often necessary for proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC) because Nafion as the most common electrolyte membrane presents sharplydecreased proton conductivity under low membrane hydration, which complicates the system
design and operation, and lowers the overall energy efficiency [1]. Many attempts have been
made to achieve the operation without humidification via different self-humidifying
electrolyte membranes including Pt-zirconium phosphate hydrate (ZrP)-Nafion [2], Pt-SiO2Nafion [3], Pt-clay-Nafion [4] and Pt-NaY-Nafion [1]. Recently we developed a new concept
of self-humidifying membrane: confined zeolite-Nafion composite membrane [5]. The fuel
cell with confined HZSM-5-Nafion composite membrane can deliver power density of 572
mW/cm2 at 50oC without humidification and tolerate high temperature operation under dry
conditions. Here we prepared double-layered zeolite-Nafion composite membranes in order to
further improve cell performance.
Experimental
Silicalite-1 and HZSM-5 films with different thickness were grown on micro-structured
stainless steel mesh (SSM) via hydrothermal process. Confined zeolite-Nafion composite
membranes were prepared by casting Nafion resin suspension in water and 1,2-propanediol
into SSM with zeolite films, followed by hot-pressing between two pieces of porous stainless
steels with Pt/C catalyst layers at 130oC under 10 MPa pressure for 3 min to prepare
membrane-electrode assembly.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows clearly the double-layered structure of SSM with HZSM-5-silicalite-1 film.
Thicknesses of HZSM-5 and silicalite-1 films are 5 and 7 micrometers, respectively. EDX
result verifies ultra-low Si/Al ratio (12.4) of HZSM-5 film, which benefits proton transport
through HZSM-5 film. Figure 2 presents MPD vs. Temp. curves of the fuel cell with different
electrolyte membranes without humidification. The fuel cell with double-layered HZSM5(5μm)-silicalite-1(7μm)-Nafion gives much higher performances compared to other fuel
cells from 25oC to 100oC. It outputs the highest performance at 50oC and still gives a high
OCV of 0.94 V at 100oC, whereas OCV of the fuel cell with single-layered HZSM-5(7μm)Nafion decreased obviously from 0.94 V at 50oC to 0.64 V at 100oC.
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Figure 1. (a, b) SEM and (c, d) EDX mapping images of SSM with HZSM-5-silicalite-1 film

Figure 2. MPD comparison of the fuel cells with different electrolyte membranes at different
operation temperature without humidification (H2 and O2 flow rate: 10 ml/min)
Conclusions
Confined HZSM-5-silicalite-1-Nafion composite membranes are prepared and applied as
electrolyte membranes of self-humidifying fuel cell. Compared to HZSM-5-Nafion, doublelayered zeolites improved remarkably OCV and MPD values of the fuel cell, which can be
attributed to better balance between water-remaining ability and fuel crossover.
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Introduction
Air pollution due to the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), such as benzene,
acetone, and toluene, are very dangerous because of their toxicity and extreme flammability.
For instance, breathing low levels of benzene can cause drowsiness, dizziness, rapid heart
rate, headaches, tremors, confusion, and unconsciousness. Therefore the development of gas
sensors for early detection of flammable and/or toxic gases is necessary.
Among materials used for gas sensors applications, cobalts oxide (Co3O4), a p-type
semiconductor having a direct band gap of ~2 eV is one of the most interesting prospects due
to its high response. For instance, Zhang et al. reported on the use of Co3O4 loaded on SnO2
for ethanol and acetone detection. Patil et al. reported that Co3O4 nanorods showed high
sensitivity and fast response to CO. Using the nanoporous Co3O4 for gas sensor applications
is one of the key factors to improve the sensor performance.
In this work, we introduce the synthesis and use of high crystalline nanoporous Co3O4 for
effective acetone, benzene and ethanol gas sensors application. The nanoporous Co3O4 are
synthesized via a facile hydrothermal method, using cobalt chloride and urea as precursors.
This simple synthesis method allows fabricating large yield of products with different
morphologies and meets the growing demand for mass production of nanostructured materials
required in gas sensor technology. The gas-sensing properties of synthesized nanorods are
investigated to volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The nanoporous Co3O4 have been found
to be effective in the detection of acetone. In addition, the effects of carrier gases (reference)
on the sensing properties of Co3O4 are also studied to clarify the sensing mechanisms of
sensors.
Experimental
The nanostructured Co3O4 was fabricated by hydrothermal method. In typical
synthesis, 0.01 mol CoCl2.6H2O and different amount of urea were dissolved in 50 ml
distilled water to obtain a clear solution. Thereafter, the solution was transferred into a
Teflon-lined autoclave of 100 ml in volume for hydrothermal process at temperature of 180oC
for 16 hr. After cooling down to room temperature, the pink precipitate was collected and
rinsed several times with distilled water and ethanol before being dried at 45oC. Finally, the
nanoporous Co3O4 were formed as black powders by calcining pink product at 500oC in air
for 8 hr.
The sensors were fabricated using thick film techniques. The gas sensing properties of
nanoporous Co3O4 were tested to acetone, benzene, and ethanol. The desired concentration of
test gases (VOCs) was introduced into the sensing chamber for 5 min then switched to dry air
for recovery. The sensor response is defined as S=100×(R-Ro)/Ro (in the case resistance
increases). R and Ro is sensor resistance in the present of test gas and carrier gas,
respectively.
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Results and discussion

Fig. 1. FESEM images of nanoporous Co3O4 fabricated using different amount of urea: (a)
0.02 mol, (b) 0.04 mol.

Fig. 2. (a) the change in sensor resistance upon exposure to different concentration of
Acetone, Ethanol, Benzene. (b) Sensor response as a function of gases concentration; ((b)inset) the response to benzene of nanoparticles (NPs), meso-macro porous nanorods (NRs)
and porous plates (plates).
Conclusions
Large yields of crystalline nanoporous Co3O4 have been successfully synthesized
using the hydrothermal method, and without using any surfactants or structure-directing
agents for gas sensor applications. The fabrication fulfills the growing demand for a simple,
low-cost, mass-producted and controllable synthesis of nanoporous Co3O4 for thick-film gas
sensors technology. The synthesized nanoporous Co3O4 were found to be effective in the
detection of acetone, benzene, and ethanol. It has good stability, high sensitivity, and fast
response and recovery time.
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Introduction
Recently, nanoscience and nanotechnology have gained considerable public interest due to the
needs and applications of nanomaterials in all areas of human endeavor, including industry,
agriculture, business, medicine, and public health [1]. Dyes are group of substances applied
widely in industries, including textile preparation and pharmaceutical development [2]. The
release of dyes without purification can pollute the environment [3]. Several methods have
been proposed for dyes removal but adsorption by solid adsorbents shows promise and the
most attractive and efficient methods for purification and
separation of trace organic contaminants.
We present a simple pathway synthesis of cubically
ordered mesocage Im3m aluminosilica membranes (disclike monoliths measuring 1.2 mm in width and 12 mm
in length). The casting of microemulsion liquid
crystalline phases of triblock copolymer F108
(EO141PO44EO141) surfactant assists significantly in the
fabrication of well-defined mesostructures with
condensed and rigid disc-like membranes. Functional
acid sites, multidirectional (3D) pore connectivity, highaluminum content, and ordering structures of
aluminosilica adsorbents exhibit efficient removal of Scheme
1.
Aluminosilica
organic dyes such as N'-disalicylidene-4,5-diamino-6- adsorbents before (A) after (B) the
hydroxy-2-mercaptopyrimidine (H2DSPy), to a maximum adsorption of H2DSPy dye (D)
of 100% within a short period from aqueous solution. inside the mesocage cavity and
However, this approach permits easy-to-use removal onto pore surfaces of 3D cubic
assays of organic compounds, and portable and reusable Pm3n structures (C) 3D TEM
chemical adsorbents without any mesostructural damage image and was recorded with disceven under rigorous chemical treatment for a number of like monolithic adsorbents.
reuse/cycles (Scheme 1).
Experimental
Synthesis of mesopore case adsorbents and H2DSPy dye
Synthesis process of cubic Im3m aluminosilica monoliths (i.e., disc-like membrane), such as
at the Si/Al ratio of 9.0 (mole/mole) and at F108/ Tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS) ratio of
0.8 (w/w), the precursor solution was stirred for 30 min to form a homogenous sol-gel
solution. “Disc-like” membranes were gently dried at room temperature for 2 h and
subsequently allowed to stand in a tightly closed ingot for 1 day to complete the drying
process. Organic moieties were removed by calcination at 550 °C under air for 5 h.
The H2DSPy dye was prepared by dissolving 25 mmol (2.372 gm) of 4,5-diamino-6-hydroxy2-mercaptopyrimidine in 20 ml of DMF and stirred for 3 h. After that 50 mmol (6.106 ml) of
salicylaldehyde was mixed in 150 ml of ethanol. The 4,5-diamino-6-hydroxy-2mercaptopyrimidine solution was added to the salicylaldehyde solution and refluxed for 2 h.
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The yellow precipitate was filtered and washed with small amount of ethanol and then dried at
60 oC. The purity of the (H2DSPy) dye product was analyzed by CHNS elemental analyses.
Results and discussion
Characterization of cage cubic Im3m aluminosilica disc-like monoliths
The characterization of mesopore cage adsorbents were
performed by using several instruments such as X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns, N2 adsorption isotherms, NMR
spectra, HRTEM images. N2 adsorption isotherms (Fig. 1) of
aluminosilica disc-like monoliths were consistent with those
of cage mesoporous materials [4]. Adsorption branches
significantly shifted toward a lower relative pressure (P/Po)
with the increase in aluminum content. Cage aluminosilica
monoliths observed the appreciable textural parameters of Fig. 1 N isotherms of cubic
2
specific surface area (SBET), mesopore volume (Vp), and Im3m aluminosilica disc-like
tunable pore diameters of 8.9–10 nm. Increase in the spherical monoliths with Si/Al ratios of
cavity of aluminosilicas may be attributed to the instability of 19 (a), 9.0 (b), 4.0 (c), 2.33
aluminum in the framework of disc-like monoliths.
(d), 1.5 (e) and 1 (f).

Abs.

Removal of H2DSPy dye onto monolithic adsorbents
2.5
Adsorption time/min
The successful design of condensed and rigid (disc-like)
0.0
2.0
0.5
monoliths with active acid sites, multidirectional (3D)
1.5
3.0
pore connectivity, well-defined cage cavities, and
1.5
6.0
12.0
mechanical stability is promising for easy-to-use
18.0
24.0
1.0
30.0
adsorbents for H2DSPy dye within a short period. In this
36.0
48.0
0.5
study, we performed a series of batch contact-time
90.0
experiments to define and evaluate systematically the
0.0
250
300
350
400
450
suitable conditions of H2DSPy dye adsorption on the
nm
mesocage adsorbents. Concentration of adsorbate
Fig. 2 Time sequence of decrease in
solutes was continuously detected and monitored using
adsorption of [0.5 mmol L-1]
UV–vis absorption at 369 nm as a function of time (Fig.
H2DSPy using 0.3 gm cubic Im3m
2) and under specific conditions (i.e., temperature,
disc-like aluminosilica monoliths at
shaking rate, and adsorbate concentration). Scheme 1B
40 oC.
shows that the uniformity of pore surface not only leads
to a facile accessibility of H2DSPy dye to the cavity sites but likewise increases the
homogeneous transport and diffusion of dye molecules to the binding sites of nano-adsorbent
surfaces.
Conclusions
The fabricated cubic Im3m mesocages with uniform entrance and large cavity pores of
aluminosilicates as highly promising candidates for the colorimetric monitoring of organic
dyes in an aqueous solution. The adsorbents are reversible, reusable for a number of
reuse/cycles, and able to use long time without any noticeable deterioration.
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Introduction
Metal Organic Framework materials (MOF) are among the most promising materials for use
in processes such as gas-adsorption, storage, separation and catalysis [1]. A new and exciting
application for MOFs lies in the area of drug-delivery [2], where the MOF would act as a host
material to encapsulate, transport and further release the drug at the target site. Until now,
polymeric or mesoporous silica have been proposed for this task, and their use allows one to
avoid several problems, such as degradation, high protein-binding, barrier crossing, low
solubility/stability in biological media. However, these materials do not possess the
structural and chemical versatility of the MOF structures, which would allow the fine-tuning
of these properties and thus the optimization of the framework for the encapsulation and
release of a given drug molecule. This project exploits computational techniques in tandem
with experiments to first design the required features of MOF materials for optimizing their
encapsulation properties. Experiments were first realized by incorporating caffeine, an
amphiphilic model drug (liporeductor) into the flexible functionalized iron terephthalate MIL88B MOFs. Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSAR), which has already been
proven to be successful in the design of novel drug molecules has been further used to
correlate the drug encapsulation rate to the properties of the MOF systems.
Methodology
The QSAR establishes quantitative relationships between a target property, here the drug
encapsulation rate, and appropriate descriptors that characterize the MOFs. The QSAR
modeling workflow can be divided into three major steps: (i) analysis of data (calculation and
selection of molecular descriptors), (ii) model building, and (iii) model validation. Molecular
descriptors encode the feature of the materials, and correspond to chemical, electronic and
physical descriptions of the materials. Molecular descriptors were calculated using the MOE
package [3]. The non-informative descriptors that contain only small variation across the data
set were then rejected. The best subset of molecular descriptors was further selected using (a)
genetic algorithms and (b) forward-selection procedure, implemented both in the Weka [4]
code. QSAR models were built using the multi-linear regression (MLR), which relates
property of the MOF with the selected descriptors. Models were described with two statistical
parameters, the coefficient of cross-validation Q2 and the root mean square error RMSE value.
The predictability and robustness of the models were verified using a cross-validation with
leave-one-out (LOO) and Y-scrambling methods [5]. In this last test, the dependent-variable
vector, Y-vector, is randomly shuffled, and new QSAR random models were developed.
Results and discussion
Prior to the computational effort, experimental data were collected on a library of 10 iron
terephthalates MIL-88B bearing different functional groups on the aromatic ring and their
caffeine encapsulation rate. 296 molecular descriptors were calculated for each MIL-88B.
QSAR model was further built using a set of two descriptors. A LOO cross validation
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procedure was performed. Results showed that the validation accuracy expressed as Q2 equals
0.71 and the estimation error of the model RMSE is 2.1. Y-randomization was carried out, and
no significant random models were retrieved, proving the robustness of our QSAR model
(figure 1).

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: The validation of the QSAR model using LOO cross-validation (a) and Yscrambling (b). (a) Plot of experimental versus predicted caffeine encapsulation of our QSAR
model. (b) Validation plot based on 100 random models, represented by their prediction
performance Q2.
As mentioned above, the so-obtained model involves two descriptors: lip_don and vsurf_wp1
corresponding to the number of hydrogen donor groups and the volume delimited by the polar
functions respectively, both present on the organic part of the MOFs. Consistent with this
observation, the functionalized MIL-88B forms that lead to the highest encapsulation rate
contain either amino or hydroxyl grafted functions and a large volume delimited by the polar
functions.
Conclusions
This complete investigation allowed the prediction of the most optimal chemical features of
the flexible MIL-88B materials for combining both an efficient uptake of a model
biomolecule, i.e. caffeine. A further step will consist of validating this conclusion by the
synthesis of novel functionalized MIL-88B forms that contain more polar functions grafted on
the organic linker. This additional data will further help us to refine the QSAR models.
Future work will concentrate on probing the influence of the topology of such nanovector on
the encapsulation rate obtained for caffeine or other hydrophilic/hydrophobic drugs, by
considering a large variety of rigid MOFs.
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Introduction
The discovery of novel porous materials is an essential element in the development of
materials for energy and gas storage, emission reduction and carbon dioxide separation. Highthroughput screening is nowadays an established tool for product control of known materials,
the discovery of novel materials [1] and catalyst characterization [2], some automated synthesis
techniques are commercially available. The discovery of novel porous frameworks like
zeolites [3, 4] focuses on automated X-ray diffraction and the identification of new phases [5].
However, structural analysis from powder patterns is still a bottle neck in the discovery of
new materials.
Together with new fields of application for porous materials, a special need for a fast highthroughput adsorption characterization tool arises in laboratories and industry. Today,
volumetric and gravimetric instruments (for determining porosity) available on the market
offer a lower number of multiple ports and the measurement often takes several hours. Thus,
the intention was to develop a simple tool with a multiple sample interface. The roomtemperature operated infraSORB instrument is based
on adsorption heat detection for rapid screening of
specific surface area and porosity [6]. It allows the fast
screening of 12 samples within 5 minutes. Beside the
investigation of new materials the instrument can also
be used for product control. The advantages of the
setup are an enormous time benefit in connection with
an easy-to-use interface and a sufficient accuracy.
Measurements and applications of the infraSORB
infraSORB instrument with
instrument on different porous materials (zeolites, 12-port interface
activated carbon, MOFs) will be presented.
Experimental
Table 1. measurement characteristics.
sensor type

micropyrometer

adsorptive gas

room temperature adsorption (i.e. butane, CO2)
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purge gas

nitrogen

measurement duration < 5 minutes
recorded signal

V(t), temperature depended

The recorded voltage signal is analyzed by an automated software algorithm, thereby the last
step is a time-based integration. Mass values are included in the processed data to avoid
influences on the result. Hence, the correlation of overall adsorption capacity and surface area
to the relation of signal to gram is determined.
Results and discussion
For instrument characterization activated carbons were used as adsorbents due to their broad
surface range. Butane was chosen adsorptive gas (non-polar, fits to activated carbon). Figure
1 show the results of the correlation of the integrated signal to surface area values.

Figure 1. Correlation of integrated signal and surface area.
Furthermore, the basic idea was proved by correlation of integrated signal to gravimetrically
determined butane capacities (data not shown), resulted in a quality factor (R²) above 0.98.
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Introduction
Artificial photosynthesis is a promising technology for energy-to-fuel conversion, and to
diminish emissions of the greenhouse gas CO2. Different semiconductors, porous materials
with isolated metal centers, and Ti-nanotubes were tested for activity in the target
reaction.[1-3]. Usually methane is observed as the main product in gas phase conditions.
However, it is difficult to compare activity data reported in the literature, since usually
activity is determined under different experimental conditions. In this presentation we will
present a screening facility allowing a fair comparison of various catalytic formulations.
Furthermore, we will evaluate the role of possible intermediates in the formation of methane
over the most active catalyst, Ti-SBA-15.
Experimental
All the illumination experiments were carried out in a combinatorial photoreactor system,
consisting of a set of multi-batch reactors connected to a compact gas chromatograph,
equipped with a fully automated sampling program. The set-up enables photocatalyst
screening up to 12 catalysts, quick analysis (within 80 sec) of each reactor, and a fair
comparison of activity. The applied catalytic activity testing system is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Combinatorial photoreactors applied for gas phase CO2 reduction.
In this study, we conducted illumination tests with various starting gas compositions (CO,
CO2, H2O or H2). Other possible byproducts of CO2 reduction, such as CH3OH, C2H2, C2H4
and C2H6, were also used as initial reactants, in order to demonstrate if any further conversion
of these species leads to CH4.
Results and discussion
A first screening of catalyst formulations indicated that titania dispersed over SBA-15
(Ti-SBA-15) showed the highest production rate of CH4 in a mixture of CO2 and H2O, as
compared to other titania based catalysts, and in addition also C2 products were found. Over
this catalyst, the highest rate of CH4 and C2 formation was observed in a mixture of CO and
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concentration / ppm

H2O, followed by CO and H2, CO2 and H2O, and the lowest rate was obtained in CO2 and H2.
The results are displayed in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Product distribution of Ti-SBA-15 in various conditions after 7h-illumination.
Oxidation of alkanes and alkenes into CO2 was also observed during photo-illumination.
However, the presence of H2O suppresses this backward reaction, resulting in enhanced CH4
formation. The results will be discussed in relation to mechanistic propositions described in
the literature, including CO hydrogenation [4], and a possible role of carbonaceous deposits
[5]. Also possible reasons for the back reaction of hydrocarbons with photoactivated H2O will
be addressed.
Conclusions
The highest production of CH4 was obtained over a Ti-SBA-15 catalyst, and in particular
starting from a mixture of CO and H2O. H2 activation is not as efficient as water activation
over Ti-SBA-15.
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Introduction
The combination of micro-to-meso-porosity with semiconductivity in the new materials opens
up more applications such as electronic and optoelectronic devices, electrocatalysis,
electroanalysis and sensors. The completely controlled structures of the porous materials
make them attractive as true shape-selective compounds. Besides, a number of novel
applications depend not only on the control of pore structure and intra-porous chemistry, but
also on the ability to control the external morphology and surface properties, for example in
thin films and layers for separations or in the design of sensor devices. In the case of highly
reactive chemical sensors, the incorporation of different metals is expected not only to change
their hydrophilicity but also to lead to formation of chemical sensors with enhance selective
towards gases such as CO, NOx, O2, etc.
Metal clusters confined in porous materials have been extensively studied, however, the
size control and location of the clusters seem to be difficult especially when the porous
nanoparticles are store in suspensions. The dimension of internal voids in the microporous
compounds is in the range of 5-12 Å, which is expected to be the upper limit of size of the
clusters that can be stabilized in the hosts without crystalline destruction. Besides, the metal
clusters of nanometer sizes above the limit of the pores of the microporous host can only be
localized at the surfaces.
The aim of this work is to develop a synthetic strategies for generation of structurally
defined, functionalized microporous crystals (LTL, BEA and GIS-type zeolites) with metal
and semiconductor (Pt, Pd, Cu, CdS) clusters for further assembly in thin films for sensor
application. The metal-containing zeolite based sensors are exposed to different analytes such
as alcohols, CO, alkenes and water. The focus is on enhancement of reactivity and selectivity
of the chemical sensors toward CO in the presence of hydrocarbons and water and vice versa.
Experimental
Stable coating suspensions of discrete nanosized zeolites (GIS, LTL, BEA) from colloidal
precursor suspensions under hydrothermal synthesis conditions are prepared. The crystalline
samples were loaded with Pt, Pd, Cd and Cu by ion exchange treatment. The metal clusters in
the nanosized zeolites are formed by radiolysis of the suspensions using the gamma ray
emitted from a 60Co panoramic source. Finally, the stabilized metal containing nanoparticles
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are assembled in mono-to-multi-layered films by chemical binding and spin-patterneddeposition on sensors devices (QCM) and silicon wafers.
Results and Discussion
The stability and crystalline structure of metal containing nanosized zeolites before and after
gamma irradiation are confirmed with DLS and XRD measurements. It is found that the
particle size distribution in the suspensions did not change at ambient conditions for more
than a year; a monomodal particle size distribution for the GIS, LTL, BEA- type zeolite
crystals in the suspensions with a mean diameter smaller than 80 nm is revealed.
The coating suspensions of metal containing zeolites were deposited in thin films on
QCM and silicon wafers. The structural features of the films prior exposing to various gases
are studied by GI-XRD, SEM and ellipsometry. The Bragg peaks of both the zeolites and the
metal clusters are present; the measurements at different penetration depths reveal that the
clusters are homogeneously distributed along the film thickness and have size smaller than 1.8
nm.
CO

C4H9OH

Figure 1. Simultaneous sensing of CO (3 -100 ppm) and C4H9OH (0.1-1.0%) in the presence
of water on Pt-Beta film: high selectivity at low concentration, fast response, and reversibility.
The thin films deposited on the sensor devices are exposed to different concentrations of
gases. The sensing response and reversibility of the sensors toward single gas or a mixture in
the presence of water are investigated at 25, 50 and 75 °C at various low concentrations. As
can be seen (Figure 1), the metal-containing films are sensitive to low concentrations of CO
and hyrocarbons, moreover the presence of hydrocarbons does not change the sensitivity of
the films towards CO and vice versa. The saturation for each concentration of CO and
hydrocarbons takes less than a minute, which is a function of the thickness of the films, size
of the zeolite and location of the metal clusters. The adsorption or co-adsorption isotherms
were modelled by Langmuir equation, and heats of adsorption were calculated.
The microporous crystals with nanometer dimensions, variable pore architecture and
chemical composition (hydrophilic/hydrophobic) containing metal clusters (Pt, Pd, Cu, CdS)
demonstrated enhanced sensitivity for different analytes (CnH2n+1OH, CnH2n+2, CO, CH3CN).
The sensor selectivity towards alcohol and alkenes in the presence of CO is increased, while
the presence of water does not influence on the sensing behaviour. The improved transport
properties of the self-organized materials with nanosized dimensions and preferred crystal
orientation are bringing a large improvement in their sensing performance.
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Ordered hierarchical nanostructured carbon (OHNC) with ordered macroporous array
interconnected with mesopores or another hierarchical nanostructured carbon (HNC) with
hollow macroporous core/mesoporous shell (HCMS) were investigated as cathode catalyst
supports in PEMFC. The unique structural characteristics such as large surface area and
mesopore volume enable the HNCs to support high loading (i.e., 60 wt%) Pt nanoparticles
with small particle size along with uniform particle dispersion. In addition, interconnected
macropores-mesopores of the HNCs facilitate fast mass transport. Compared with commercial
Vulcan XC carbon-supported high Pt loading catalyst, the HNCs-supported ones have
demonstrated considerably improved catalytic activity toward oxygen reduction reaction and
markedly enhanced PEMFC polarization performance, which is mainly contributable to
fantastic support effect from the HNCs.
Introduction
Materials with multimodal pore size distribution have attracted considerable attention
since they combine the benefits of high surface area micro- or mesoporosity with easily
accessible diffusion pathway in macroporous networks. Different pore regimes created in
a body can often provide their respective advantages unique to the corresponding porosity
in the material. Recently, significant progress has been made in the synthesis of ordered
meso- and macroporus carbons with nanometer precision for many fundamental and
technological interests [1]. Rapidly expanding research efforts in this field have proceeded
further to produce more complex hierarchical porous carbons.
Although proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has attracted much attention
as future energy sources [2,3], one of the main challenges identified for its
commericalization is the decrease of Pt usage in the catalyst layer. Catalyst support
technology has been proved as an important and efficient approach to enhance the
utilization of the platinum [4-7], and carbon black Vulcan XC-72 (VC) frequently used as
a catalyst support for low temperature fuel cells [8]. In this work, ordered hierarchical
nanostructured carbons (HNCs) with multimodal porosity were explored as a catalyst
support for Pt catalyst nanoparticles in proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC).
Experimental
Ordered hierarchical nanostructured carbon (OHNC) was synthesized using ordered
hierarchical nanostructured silica as sacrificial template [4]. Hollow core-mesoporous carbon
(HCMSC) was also fabricated thorough nanocasting method of silica core-mesoporous shell
silica template [6]. Furfuryl alcohol (FFA) was used as carbon precursor for both cases.
Carbon-supported Pt nanoparticle catalysts were prepared by homogenous deposition method
along with a microwave-assisted polyol process. For estimation of the electrochemical active
surface area of Pt in various carbon-supported Pt catalysts, a three-electrode electrochemical
cell (i.e., half-cell) was employed, and cyclic voltammetric (CV) measurements were
conducted in 0.5 M H2SO4 at room temperature with a scan rate of 25 mV/s. For evaluation of
catalytic activities toward oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and cell polarization performance
of supported Pt catalysts, single cells were constructed. Membrane electrode assembly (MEA)
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with area of 6.25 cm2 was employed to construct a single cell, which had been fabricated by
hot-pressing a pretreated Nafion 112 (DuPont) sandwiched by the anode and cathode.
Results and discussion
In this study, OHNC with ordered macroporous array interconnected with mesopores and
HCMS were investigated as cathode catalyst supports in PEMFC. The unique structural
characteristics such as large surface area and mesopore volume enable the HNCs to support
high loading (i.e., 60 wt%) Pt nanoparticles with small particle size along with uniform
particle dispersion. All the supported Pt catalysts exhibit the characteristics of the Pt facecentered cubic structure. The average particle sizes were calculated from the broadening of
the Pt (220) reflection as about 5.0 nm for the VC-supported Pt (60 wt%), 3.3 nm for the
OHNC-supported Pt (60 wt%) and 3.1 nm for the HCMSC-supported Pt (60 wt%) using a
Debye-Scherrer equation.
Electrochemical active surface area were calculated as 65 m2/g and 68 m2/g for Pt in the
OHNC-supported Pt (60 wt%) and HCMSC-supported Pt (60 %) nanoparticles catalysts,
respectively, which are much larger than that (36 m2/g) for Pt in Pt (60 wt%)/VC, implying
better utilization efficiency of Pt/HNC due to smaller Pt nanoparticles, better dispersion, and
more efficient mass transport networks around the Pt nanoparticles supported on the HNCs
than on the VC. Larger Pt electrochemical active surface area is expected to provide the
HNC-supported Pt catalyst with higher ORR activity and improved fuel cell performance. In
addition, interconnected macropores-mesopores of the HNCs facilitate fast mass transport.
Compared with VC-supported high Pt loading catalyst, the HNC-supported ones have
demonstrated considerably improved catalytic activity toward ORR and markedly enhanced
PEMFC polarization performance, which is mainly contributable to fantastic support effect
from the HNCs. Furthermore, the HNC-supported high metal loading Pt catalysts (i.e., 40 or
60 wt%) outperform the HNC-supported low metal loading Pt catalyst (i.e., 20 wt%) even at a
low catalyst loading of 0.2 mg Pt/cm2, which
represents a significant breakthrough in fuel cell
technology because the fabricating cost of the
supported noble metal catalyst and the system
weight can be reduced greatly due to the
considerable decrease in the required amount of
catalyst support while high fuel cell performance
can be still achieved through the usage of unique
catalyst support HNCs.
Fig.1 SEM and TEM images for Pt(60wt%)/VC
(a), Pt(60wt%)/OHNC (b), Pt(60wt%)/HCMSC
(c), and PEMFC polarization and power plots for
the various supported Pt cathode catalysts.
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Despite of over 25 years of intensive technological effort, sub-surface environment cleanup
still remains a challenge. Traditional technologies have succeeded in reducing immediate
threats of contaminated sites, while their ability to get further quality water improvements
have been severely hampered by site-to-site variability, contaminant properties and
inadequate design/implementation of remediation systems. Undoubted difficulties have been
met in presence of heavy contaminations and within this framework, reliable and economical
methodologies are still sought. Biological treatments are suitable mainly when few
contaminants are present or low contaminant concentration allows microbial activities. In
more complex situations, physical-chemical treatments are preferred. Among them,
adsorption technologies are considered simple and effective for water treatment: the challenge
is finding adsorbents able to operate in situations involving natural interfering species (e.g.
humic substances or inorganic ions). Nanomaterials and membranes could provide a
technological breakthrough in this field. Ideal adsorbents should have excellent adsorptive
capacity, fast adsorption/desorption kinetics, long service life and stability under operating
conditions. Activated Carbons (ACs) are typical ones. Unfortunately, ACs suffers of fire risk,
pore clogging, hygroscopicity and lack of regenerability when used for the removal of
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).
Zeolites and related mesoporous materials have been investigated as alternative adsorbents
because of their high adsorption capacity, reliable desorption performances and excellent
chemical stability. In this paper we describe their use as versatile materials for environmental
protection: natural zeolites for removal of heavy metals by ion exchange, hydrophobic
zeolites in case of organic/oil contamination and silica-alumina mesoporous materials in case
of massive organic/oil contamination. Finally, zeolite membranes are proposed for situations
where use of adsorbents is improper (i.e. in presence of very high concentrations of mixed
organic contaminants).
Natural zeolites for environmental applications are still gaining interests mainly due to their
properties and significant worldwide occurrence. Specifically, their ion-exchange capacity for
cations (i.e. ammonium and heavy metal) has been largely demonstrated.
Recently, natural zeolites and their modified forms have also been reported for removal of
anions and organics from water systems. One of the purposes of this paper is updating recent
research results on inorganic cation adsorption using natural zeolites as well as on modified
zeolites for removal of anions and organic compounds. Application of synthetic
(hydrophobic) zeolites for groundwater treatment deserves a special attention. Traditionally,
remediation is performed using Pump & Treat (P&T) technology, involving extraction
(pump) and the aboveground treatment (treat) of the groundwater before its re-injection. This
technology needs adsorbents characterised by very fast adsorption/desorption kinetics. Use of
Permeable Reactive Barriers (PRBs) represents a further innovative approach: the remediation
is operated directly on the groundwater without the need of pumping on the ground.
Adsorbent employed should have both high permeability and ability to front interfering
effects able to reduce process efficiency. Hydrophobic zeolites have been proposed in both
methodologies, as improvement to Granular Activated Carbons (GACs) exploiting both their
high kinetics and selectivity. Furthermore, metal-doped zeolites have been claimed as
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catalysts for organic contaminant decomposition in PRBs (e.g. halogenated compunds). We
describe performances and advantages of using zeolites in field trials in both P&T and PRB
applications: results have been obtained in gasoline refuelling stations (P&T) and in a coastal
petrol refinery (PRB) respectively [1–3]. Successful experiences with zeolites have
demonstrated their excellent adsorption capacity, inertness toward high molecular weight
substances (e.g. humic acids) and inorganic cations, structure stability after prolonged
immersion in water and finally, complete regenerability by simple thermal treatments. It has
to be pointed out that advantage of using the same zeolite lot in subsequent cycles
compensates the higher costs of these adsorbents with respect to conventional ones (e.g.
GACs). On the other hand, zeolites, due to their structural limits, underperform in situations
where huge hydrocarbon concentrations, dispersed oil and different types of heavy metals are
present at the same time (e.g. produced waters from oil extraction). Recent works have shown
that mesoporous materials can have larger adsorption capacity, good selectivity and improved
recoverability for the removal of toxic compounds from aqueous solutions. The preparation of
silica-based adsorbents has generated considerable interest due to their unique large specific
surface area, regular pore structure and modified surface properties. Moreover, they can also
be regenerated for many times after saturation. Mesoporous Silica-Alumina adsorbents
(MSA) have been tested at eni laboratories for the removal of large amounts of organic
compounds, (benzene and toluene at concentrations higher than 200 ppm) and dispersed oil.
The need of contemporary removal of heavy metals, often present as cations and anions, and
organic compounds has stimulated the synthesis of functionalised mesoporous silica,
originating families of adsorbents specific for toxic cations or anions. Functional groups are
anchored on the surface or inside the pores of the mesoporous silica. As a result, the
adsorption capacity is partially influenced by metal-ligand concentrations. In general, removal
of very high concentrations of contaminants can not be managed by adsorption. In this case,
membrane separation systems could be the most practical choice.
Characterizations and applications of zeolite membranes have been extensively investigated
since the mid of 1990s, owing to their potential molecular sieving action, controlled host–
guest interactions and high thermal and chemical stability. The advantages of inorganic
membranes compared with organic ones mainly refer to possibilities of high pressure
application, steam cleaning and back flushing to remove fouling. The uniformity of zeolite
micropore size is a key factor in comparison with amorphous membranes, where control of
pore size distribution is difficult. There are a number of factors which control the separation
properties of zeolite membranes: pore size, Si/Al-ratio and type of counter ions are among the
most important. Furthermore, morphology, size and arrangement of zeolite crystals in a layer
strongly affect permeation and separation characteristics, so that zeolite membrane
technology, although very promising, presents difficulty in commercial diffusion.
As a conclusion, experiences presented and results obtained demonstrate that zeolites and
related mesoporous materials could provide effective solutions for environmental remediation
with particular reference to complex situations.
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Introduction
MCM-41 type mesoporous material is a candidate as low cost unconventional adsorbent in
technological fields where sorptive performances are required, besides the common
adsorbents such as activated carbon, perlite, silica gel, etc. [1-2]. For practical applications of
adsorption such as process design and control, it is important to study the mechanism of
adsorption, to describe the adsorption kinetics and finally to suggest a model. Until now,
kinetic models have been described adsorption processes on materials such as activated
carbon. Mesostructured materials with periodic surface and porous properties are particularly
suitable in order to confirm the effectiveness of such models.
In this work, long-range ordered MCM-41 mesoporous material has been used as adsorbent
for 2-methylbenzoic acid, chosen as model molecule. The sorption kinetics were described
using the pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order equations already reported in the
literature [3-4].
Experimental
MCM-41 was prepared using a procedure described elsewhere [5]. Batch adsorption
experiments were performed at room temperature using polyethylene bottles containing
organic solutions (2-methylbenzoic acid in ethanol) and the adsorbent (MCM-41 powder) by
soaking procedure. The initial solution concentrations of 2-methylbenzoic acid in ethanol
were in the range of C0 = 4 x 103 ÷ 20 x 103 mg L-1. After the adsorption step, at appropriate
time intervals (5 min ÷ 24 h), the liquid was separated from solid phase by centrifugation. The
concentrations of the 2-methylbenzoic acid in solution were determined by UV-VIS
spectrophotometer by monitoring the absorbance changes at the wavelength of maximum
absorbance (231 nm).
Results and discussion
MCM-41 material exhibits a unidirectional pore system composed of well-defined hexagonal
pore structure. It is characterized by a type IV isotherm, with BET surface area of 1034 m2g-1,
an average BJH pore diameter of 3.1 nm and pore volume of 1.1 m3g-1. Fig. 1 shows the
amounts of adsorbed 2-methylbenzoic acid, q(t), onto MCM-41 material vs time obtained
from solutions with different initial concentrations. It was observed that the amount of acid
adsorbed increases with the increase of its initial concentration in solution. Moreover, for
longer times an equilibrium state was reached. Two sorption kinetic equations, the pseudofirst-order (1) and pseudo-second-order (2), were used in this work in order to describe the
experimental data:

dq
dq
k1 (qe q(t ))
k 2 (qe q(t ))2 (2)
(1)
dt
dt
where t is the contact time [min], dq/dt is the rate of adsorption, q(t) and qe are the sorption
capacities [mg/g] at time t and at the equilibrium state, (qe-q(t)) represents the driving force of
the adsorption process, k1 and k2 are the kinetic constant.
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Both kinetic models assume that the “rate of adsorption on the surface” is the limiting state
determining the overall rate of the adsorption process in the non-stationary state.
As a consequence, dq/dt is related to the coverage surface fraction θt=q(t)/qmax, defined as the
ratio between the amount of molecules adsorbed and the maximum adsorption capacity.
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Fig. 2 Pseudo-second-order kinetic model

Pseudo-first-order kinetic model (results not reported) shows a good fit with the experimental
data only for low amounts of the 2-methylbenzoic acid adsorbed, obtained at low initial
concentrations and corresponding to a low coverage surface fraction θe=qe/qmax.
The pseudo-second-order kinetic equation (Fig. 2) shows the best fit for all coverage surface
fractions obtained, at all initial concentrations of 2-methylbenzoic acid solutions investigated.
In the pseudo-second-order model, the weight attributed to the coverage surface fraction is
higher with respect to the pseudo-first-order. In fact:
(qe-q(t)) (θe-θt) and (qe-q(t))2 (θe-θt)2
For this reason, for low values of θe both models show a good fit, while at high θe only the
pseudo-second-order model better describes the adsorption process. It has been possible to
estimate the maximum theoretical amount of sorbate (qmax) on the surface of MCM-41
material determining the concentration of OH groups/nm2. In fact, the silanol groups act as
sites of adsorption through hydrogen bonds with carboxylic functions of 2-methylbenzoic
acid. For C0= 6 x 103 mg L-1, a value of θe= 0.45 is found and R2 are 0.986 and 0.999 for
pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order, respectively. For C0= 8 x 103 mg L-1, θe= 0.86 is
found and R2 for pseudo-first-order is 0.948.
Conclusions
Adsorption processes of 2-methylbenzoic acid on MCM-41 materials have been analyzed
using kinetic models of pseudo-first and pseudo-second-order. The best fit are obtained with
the pseudo-second-order model with the adsorption rate proportional to the driving force
square of the process (θe-θt)2.
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Introduction
Encoded microcarriers are a key element in multiplex (bio)assays in which multiple
independent reactions are investigated in the same solution, and in high throughput split-andmix synthesis methods for creating large libraries of compounds from a set of common
building blocks.[1] In a typical multiplex assay, each target is attached to a host particle with
a specific ‘barcode’. Generally this code is determined by the incorporation of different
fluorescent tags in specific concentration ratios (optical encoding), and thus only a limited
amount of unique codes is available. While these strategies rely on encoding of microcarriers
in advance of the experiment (fixed encoding), a more flexible approach where the encoding
occurs during the assay (active encoding) was recently worked out, based on spatial selective
photobleaching.[2] Here we introduce a new strategy for active encoding of microcarriers
based on photo-induced formation of fluorescent silver cluster in a zeolite host, yielding codes
with a positive contrast and an improved photostability compared to the photobleaching
method. Photoactivation by UV-irradiation of silver-exchanged zeolites, resulting in the
formation of emissive silver clusters, was demonstrated before by our group.[3] However, the
spatial resolution of photoactivation was extremely poor due to the large contribution of
unlocalized scatter light on the overall photoactivation. By using a 2-photon excitation source
for photoactivation, these scattering effects could be minimized yielding unprecedented 3D
resolutions.[4]
Experimental
Large zeolite Na-A crystals (± 20 µm) were synthesized according to the Charnell procedure.
Subsequently the Na-counterions were exchanged for K-ions followed by a partial exchange
of K+ for Ag+, resulting in large Ag,K-A zeolites with a silver loading of ± 8wt%.
On these crystals 3D photoactivation was performed by 2-photon excitation using a
femtosecond pulsed 780 nm Mai Tai (Spectra Physics) laser, in combination with an inverted
fluorescence confocal microscope (Olympys IX-70). Patterns were written inside the crystals
by positioning the crystals via a 3D piezo-stage with respect to the laser beam.
An exposure time of about 250 ms at a laser power of about 400 kW/cm2 is sufficient to
create a bright fluorescent spot with diffraction-limited size inside the crystal.
After photoactivation, the patterns were imaged with the same setup, but at reduced laser
power, to avoid further photoactivation during imaging. The fluorescence was collected on a
Perkin Elmer APD detector.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows some examples of photoactivated patterns inside an individual zeolite crystal.
For instance, in panel b, the image of a lion is activated. Even the fine details of the image,
such as the curly tail and the tongue of the lion, are well resolved, yielding a realistic
replication of the original template on a scale of 17 µm by 17 µm. By controlling the
photoactivation time, different intensity levels can even be obtained within one image,
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allowing the creation of grey-scale images. This is illustrated in Figure 1d, where an intensity
profile along the white dashed line of Figure 1b is shown (black curve), together with the
corresponding profile of the template image in Figure 1c (red curve). The tongue of the lion,
which is grey in the template image, indeed exhibits about half the fluorescence intensity as
the surrounding activated regions. To illustrate the data-storage or encoding possibilities of
this material, the text ‘Katholieke Universiteit Leuven’ was encoded according to the QRcode system and written inside an individual 20-µm-sized zeolite particle (Fig. 1e). In Figure
1g, a zoom of an individual activated spot from the image in panel e is shown, together with
its corresponding 2D Gaussian fit (coloured contour plot), showing the actual writing
resolution of about 250nm in the xy-plane. The obtainable z-resolution is about 1 µm,
allowing the activation of several well-resolved layers of codes on top of each other inside an
individual zeolite crystal. Moreover, photostability studies show that the activated fluorescent
patterns are about 2 orders of magnitude more photostable than organic dyes loaded in
zeolites.

Figure 1: Photoactivation of fluorescent patterns in individual zeolites by 2-photon excitation.
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Introduction
Nowadays it is necessary a development and innovation of high value-added materials in
order to compete in textile industry. In this context, microencapsulation technology is a
growing area in this field. Vitamin E (α-tocopheryl acetate) is considered an excellent ally of
beauty and health thanks to its capability of capturing and deactivating free radicals.
Zeolite Y is used as an encapsulation material for several reasons related to its microporous,
adsorption capacity and crystalline structure [1, 2]. Compared to polymers, inorganic
materials generally exhibit much higher stability regarding solvent, pressure, and temperature,
and porous materials are used to prolong the action of the additive.
Experimental
The optimized encapsulation process of vitamin E into zeolite Y and the special fibers
consists of four stages [3]. The first one activates the zeolite surface and pores introducing
zeolite Y in a stove at 250 ºC for 24 hours. Then, the encapsulation, where the α-tocopheryl
acetate and the zeolite Y (3:1, wt/wt) are mixed under vigorous stirring at 110 ºC for 24 hours.
The third step is the post-treatment stages: these include drying in a stove at 80 ºC for
approximately 12 hours and subsequent grinding and micronization to a particle size of
approximately 1-2 m. Finally, the zeolite microcapsules are supplied to the industrial
spinning process to obtain the special polyamide-6 fibers [4].
To extract the α-tocopheryl acetate encapsulated in zeolite microcapsules liquid-liquid
extraction in autoclave has been used while for extraction from the special fibers the method
was liquid-liquid extraction using a condenser.
Results and discussion
The presence of αtocopheryl acetate in the
created
zeolite
microcapsules
is
determined by means of
infra-red spectroscopy.
The analyses of the
different samples show
the main representative
peaks
of
the
αtocopheryl acetate as
well as the main peaks
corresponding to zeolite
Y (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Infra-red spectra of vitamin E-zeolite
microcapsules and standards of vitamin E and zeolite Y.

Y
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In order to quantify the amount of α-tocopheryl-acetate present in the vitamin E-zeolite Y
microcapsules thermogravimetric analyses have been used. Two main weight losses have
been observed, the first one corresponds to weight loss of water (12.2%) and the second one
corresponds to the loss of encapsulated α-tocopheryl acetate (20.4%).
By means of high performance liquid chromatography has been possible to quantify the
amount of vitamin E extracted from both vitamin E-zeolite Y microcapsules and the resulting
special fibers. The yield of the liquid-liquid extractions increases with the temperature, so the
best result is achieved with a liquid-liquid extraction in autoclave at 130 ºC.
Figure 2 shows SEM images of a fiber without zeolite and a fiber with zeolite. The fiber
without zeolite presents TiO2 spherical particles used as white pigment with a size of
approximately 200 nm. The fiber with zeolite Y microcapsules presents these TiO2 particles
and particles of 1-2 m which aspect correspond to zeolite Y and EDX analysis identified the
presence of silicon and aluminium.
a)
b)

2 µm

2 µm

Figure 2. SEM images of a fiber without zeolite (a) and with zeolite Y microcapsules (b)
The introduction of the zeolite microcapsules in the fiber does not affect significantly its
mechanical properties. Fabrics knitted with vitamin E-zeolite Y microcapsule yarns state a
significant presence of vitamin E even after 100 washing machine cycles.
Conclusions
A useful and simple encapsulation methodology has been developed, optimized and
characterized to obtain vitamin E-zeolite Y microcapsules, which are used to fabricate special
textile polyamide fibers, with beneficial properties due to presence of α-tocopheryl-acetate
and gave rise to commercial products (NOVAREL®).
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Introduction
Oxidative stress has been one of the most widely studied biochemical processes and is the
consequence of an imbalance between pro- and antioxidant species. The former essentially
concerns highly reactive oxygen or nitrogen species (ROS or RNS) that can lead to the
oxidation of lipids, proteins or nucleic acids and contribute to the cellular dysfunction. To
avoid oxidative stress, cells are equipped with two major antioxidant defense systems. The
first concerns enzymes which catalyze ROS or RNS degradation, while the second involves
antioxidants like vitamins A, C, E and glutathione, which act by redox reactions [1].
Flavonoids have recently attracted a great interest as potential reducing agents, hydrogendonating antioxidants and singlet oxygen quenchers; in some cases metal chelating properties
have been proposed [2].
Quercetin, in particular, satisfies all the proposed criteria for effective radical scavenging,
since the o-dihydroxy-structure in the central ring confers higher stability to the radical form
and participates in electronic delocalization [3]. The therapeutic usefulness of these potential
benefits is, however, limited by the unfavourable physico-chemical properties of this
compounds, especially its very poor water solubility and its low thermal and photostability. A
recently proposed approach to protect the antioxidants from photodegradation and to improve
their solubility in pharmaceutical formulations is based on the inclusion in supramolecular
structures (phospholipids, cyclodextrins, etc.). The resulting systems should also allow a
gradual release of the antioxidant for topical treatments [4].
In this work, we have studied the inclusion of quercetin in an inorganic host, mesoporous
silica (MCM-41), which has been chosen for the well known properties: high surface area,
ordered porosity allowing the diffusion of bulky molecules, thermal stability, biocompatibility
[5] and possibility to tune the hydrophilic character by surface functionalization. For
comparison, the same approach has been followed to stabilize Trolox, a water-soluble
analog of vitamin E often employed as a benchmark for its antioxidant activity.
Experimental Section
Different procedures were followed to prepare antioxidant/MCM-41 hybrid materials:
impregnation from water, methanol, water/ethanol solutions, or kneading method employing
acetone as volatile solvent. The antioxidant/silica weight ratio was varied and the
hydrophilic/hydrophobic character of MCM-41 was tuned by in vacuo thermal treatments or
surface functionalization with n-octyl groups.
The resulting hybrid materials were characterized by XRD, gas-volumetric analysis, DSC,
TGA, and FTIR spectroscopy. UV-Vis spectroscopy and HPLC analysis were employed to
measure the antioxidant loading. In vitro release was studied by evaluating the diffusion
through an artificial membrane in aqueous solution, in gel and in O/W emulsion. The same
media were employed to perform photodegradation runs with an UVB lamp. Radical
scavenging activity was investigated by DPPH assay.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 reports some representative results about the inclusion of quercetin within the pores
of MCM-41. Gas volumetric analysis (left panel) shows a consistent decrease in surface area
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and in pores volume and dimension with respect to bare MCM-41. The low angle XRD
patterns of the same materials (right panel) display the typical peaks of a hexagonal network
of mesopores (P6mm), testifying that the long range order is preserved after quercetin
inclusion. The shift towards higher 2θ values indicates a decrease of d spacing, suggesting the
presence of quercetin molecules within the pores. The interaction between the antioxidants
and the silica surface was studied by FTIR spectroscopy, indicating that both quercetin and
Trolox interact with surface silanol Si-OH groups by hydrogen bonding, through the
aromatic ring and the carbonyl/carboxyl groups.
6
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Figure 1. Left) Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms and right) powder XRD patterns of
a) MCM-41 and b) 1:4 quercetin/MCM-41 complex prepared by kneading method.
In vitro tests showed a slower release of quercetin and Trolox after inclusion in the MCM-41
matrix, in agreement with an increase of photostability under UVB irradiation; a certain
radical scavenging activity was observed for the hybrids. Significant differences were
remarked among the many prepared and tested samples, suggesting that the results can be
optimized by modifying the inclusion procedure and the antioxidant loading. In particular, it
was noted that the optimal preparative conditions for quercetin and Trolox are different,
suggesting an important role of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic interaction with the silica
surface. The functionalization of MCM-41 with n-octyl groups, to favour the hydrophobic
interaction with quercetin, did not result in better performance in terms of activity and
photostability, suggesting the importance of Si-OH groups in stabilizing the organic
molecules within the pores.
Conclusions
The inclusion of antioxidants within the pores of MCM-41 was studied. The improvement in
photostability and antiradical activity could be rationalized in terms of the
hydrophilic/hydrophobic interaction with the silica surface. Further work is in progress to
improve the performances of the hybrid materials.
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Introduction
For decades researchers in industry have developed and studied synthetic
microporous materials like zeolites. Applications in adsorption, refinery,
petrochemistry and more recently emission control have given rise to an annual
demand of more than 1.5 million metric tons in total. More recently, in parallel to
academic research, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been industrially
investigated. Due to the high porosity of these new compounds some fields in
application might overlap with those zeolites have conventionally been used for.

Prerequisits for industrial processing
Emphasis is put on the manufacture of light weight and simple-to-process aluminiumbased MOFs developed by BASF. The typical synthetic process can include the
different steps of preparation as well as recycling of the solvent and further
processing of the dried powder into shaped material.
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
Issues of prime importance for production scale-up are an appropriate space-timeyield (STY) (kg of MOF per m3 of reaction mixture per day) and product work-up
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leading to the desired properties. On industrial scale, e.g. spray drying can be used
to prepare MOF powder yielding the desired porosity and morphology of the particles.

MOF production at BASF
Based on these findings, the synthesis procedure for one of BASF’s MOFs (Basolite
A520) has already been optimized to allow for organic solvent-free preparation.
Basolite A520 e.g. can be synthesized in a water-based route that has already led to
ton-scale production. Thereby the Al-MOF is industrially produced via both an
economic and environmentally-friendly process. This reliable access together with
their adsorption and gas storage properties paves the way to the broad application of
MOFs. The latter is moreover driven by the current global megatrends that require
innovative applications by using high potential materials.
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Introduction
The encapsulation of dyes into nanostructured ordered systems is a good strategy to provide
new functional materials with interesting optical, chemical and electrical properties [1]. In this
regard, zeolites and zeotypes are very interesting as host materials due to the open nature of
their framework with a well-defined internal structure made of uniform cages, cavities, or
channels. In particular, microporous materials containing linear channels running through
hexagonal microcrystals allow the formation of highly monomeric and anisotropic oriented
dye systems [2]. In this work, we have studied the inclusion directly during crystallization of
the dye Pironine Y (PY; Figure 1) within MgAPO-5 (AFI structure-type material).
Experimental
Gels of composition: x MgO: 1 P2O5: (1-x/2)
Al2O3: y Triethylamine (TEA): z PY: 300310 H2O, where x, y and z where varied
according to Table 1.The gels were heated at
180ºC for 24h under static conditions. The
materials were characterized by XRD, TGA,
CHN analysis and confocal fluorescence
microscopy.

6.2 Å

N

O

N

13.7 Å
3.2 Å

Figure 1. Molecule of Pironine Y

Results and discussion
Initially, magnesium aluminophosphate materials were prepared using triethylamine (TEA) as
structure directing agent (SDA) in synthesis gels with a high water concentration in order to
favor the crystallization of big crystals, suitable for study by microscopy. Competitive
crystallization with MgAPO-34 (CHA structure-type) was observed under the initial synthesis
conditions (C-1, Table 1) as triethylamine can direct the synthesis of both AFI and chabazite
structures. Decreasing of the SDA content (C-2) or the magnesium content (C-3) drives the
products of crystallization to pure AFI topology. Therefore, these conditions were chosen for
the incorporation of the dye during synthesis, experiments C-4 and C-5 in Table 1. In the
presence of the dye, slightly pink prismatic crystals of MgAlPO-5 were obtained as the main
product of crystallization with similar crystal size to those obtained for the preparations in the
absence of dye molecules.
The proof of the incorporation of the dye in crystals of the different samples was assessed by
fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2). Incorporation of the dye within AFI structure is only
possible if the dye molecules are aligned with their long axis along the channel direction (pore
dimensions: 7.3 x 7.3 Å). Since the transition dipole moment of the PY dye is also parallel to
the long axis of the molecule, the encapsulated molecules will only show fluorescence in the
direction of the alignment and no fluorescence will be observed in other directions. This
would not be possible for dyes adsorbed on the external surface.
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Table 1. Gel compositions and products of selected experiments: x MgO: 1 P2O5: (1-x/2)
Al2O3: y TEA: z pyronine Y: 300-310 H2O. All the gels were heated at 180ºC for 24h.
Experiment
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5

x
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1

y
1.5
0.75
1.5
0.75
1.5

z
0
0
0
0.008
0.008

Product
AFI+CHA
AFI
AFI
AFI
AFI

Analysis of crystals of sample C-4 and C-5 shows that the fluorescence is not homogeneous
along the particles but concentrated on the center of the crystals and decreases towards the
ends. This has been previously observed for a related system [3] and suggests that the dye
molecules are preferentially incorporated during the early stages of crystallization and are
gradually replaced by SDA molecules as the crystallization proceeds. Emission spectra of the
crystals show a maximum at about 545 nm, slightly different to the data measured for an
ethanolic solution of the dye (565 nm).

V

H

Figure 2. Fluorescence images of a crystal fragment of sample C-4.
Conclusions
Pironine Y can be encapsulated within MgAPO-5 crystals directly during crystallization of
the material. The dye molecules are mainly incorporated along the direction of the AFI
channels, which coincides with the main axis of the prismatic crystals. The distribution of the
dye molecules along the zeotype crystals suggests some competition between the dye and the
amine during crystallization and evidences that the dye is mainly incorporated during the
nucleation stage.
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Introduction
Folic acid, shows a great promise as a tumour-homing agent in the preparation of devices for
drug targeting to cancer cells. This essential vitamin has a high affinity for FR (Folate
Receptors), which can actively internalize bound folates and folate conjugated compounds via
receptor-mediated endocytosis. Furthermore, FR are over-expressed by several kinds of
cancer cells. Thus folate conjugation to anti-cancer drugs will improve drug selectivity and
decrease negative side effects. Bifunctional hybrid mesoporous silica potentially useful for
drug targeting has been synthesized starting from neutral surfactant-templated mesoporous
silica and covalently coupling folic acid preferentially on the external surface of the particles
[1]. In this report non functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles MSNs and folic acid
(FOL) grafted MSNs (MSN-FOL) are tested towards cellular internalization. Finally,
cisplatin (Cp) loaded MSN-FOL, were tested on cancerous FR-positive (HeLa), cancerous
FR-negative or normal FR-negative (HEK293) cells.
Experimental
The molar composition of the synthesis mixtures investigated was: 1 SiO 2 -0.52 decane 0.324 Triton X-100-126.2 H2 O the resulting material was named MSN surf.
After 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane functionalization the so-obtained mesoporous silica
nanospheres, named, MSN-AP and were functionalized with folic acid according a
procedure reported in reference [1] to obtain MSN-FOL. For Fluorescence labelling of
MSN, Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC,) was added to the above reported procedure to
obtain MSN-AP and the product MSN-FITC was obtained. MSN-FITC-FOL preparation
was carried out according the procedure presented above for MSN-FOL using MSNFITC instead of MSN-AP as starting material. For MSN-FOL-Cp preparation, 120 mg of
Cisplatin (Cp, Sigma) (CAUTION: Cp is a mutagenic and carcinogenic agent) were
dissolved in 6 ml of DMF and MSN-FOL were suspended in the Cp solution and stirred
for 24 hours. The material were characterized by X-Ray powder diffraction, N 2
adsorption-desorption porosimetry,
FT-IR MAS-NMR, SEM, TEM and DLS.
Endocytic mechanisms in the selected cancerous FR-positive (HeLa), cancerous FRnegative or normal FR-negative (HEK293) were examined by TEM.
Results and discussion
TEM observations have been carried out on the differently functionalized nanoparticles at
various time points to evaluate if specific endocytic pathways are activated depending on the
nature of MSNs surface functionalization. Interestingly, MSN never entered HeLa (Figure
1a), neither other cancerous (T47D, MCF-7 and SKBR3) and normal (HEK293) cell lines,
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indicating that non functionalized particles are inert and do not interact with the biological
systems. To investigate if the cellular uptake could be ascribed to electrostatic interactions
between the protonated aminopropyl (AP) groups bound to the MSN surface and the
negatively charged cell membranes, MSN-AP particles were tested. The results showed that
AP groups do not significantly affect cellular uptake (Figure 1b). A highly specific, receptor
mediated, cellular internalization of MSN-FOL, occurs exclusively in folate receptor (FR)
expressing cells (Figure 1c). Furthermore, once inside, the particles localize in endosomal
cavities and are expulsed from the cell mostly in a 48 h time period. Finally, to assess if
MSN-FOL could represent a reliable tool for drug targeting purposes, we loaded the particles
with the chemotherapeutic drug cisplatin, and tested the obtained MSN-FOL-Cp on FR overexpressing HeLa cells and on normal FR negative HEK293 cells.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 1. Tem micrographs of FR expressing HeLa cells treated with a)MSN, b)MSN-AP c)
MSN-FOL.
A strong growth arrest was observed after 2-3 days in MSN-FOL-Cp treated HeLa cells, if
compared to the less dramatic growth retardation caused by comparable amounts of free Cp,
while MSN-FOL did not affect cell proliferation. On the contrary, FR-negative HEK293 cells,
showed no difference between the growth inhibition observed in MSN-FOL-Cp and free Cp
treated samples, with respect to control and MSN-FOL samples.
Conclusions
In conclusion, our mesoporous silica nanoparticles represent a great potential for localized
drug release since they are able to be internalized into FR over-expressing tumour cells, where
they are retained without showing any toxic effect, being mostly exocytosed within 48h.
MSN-FOL-Cp are able to induce growth arrest exclusively in FR-expressing cells,
demonstrating that the folic acid function is the activator in the cellular uptake process.
Interestingly cellular uptake does not occur unless opportunely functionalized.
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Introduction
Mesoporous silica is currently being investigated for a variety of biomedical applications,
especially for the delivery of drugs and biomolecules as enzymes or DNA. In order to further
advance the use of mesoporous silica as a novel biomaterial, in addition to simple laboratory
experiments determining release kinetics and to in vitro tests using cell cultures, animal
experiments have to be performed. For applications aimed at being using in the body,
mesoporous silica has to prepared in a suitable form. Currently, the focus is on mesoporous
silica nanoparticles (MSNPs), although the potential hemolytic effect on red blood cells has to
be dealt with. Another suitable form are mesoporous silica films. We have explored such
films, deposited on a standard implant material (Bioverit®II, a mica-glass ceramic) [1-6].
Here, we report on the efficacy of a thin mesoporous film on a Bioverit®II middle ear implant
as a drug delivery system for the local release of an antibiotic. After having optimized the
loading of the films, studied their release kinetics, investigated their biocompatibility in cell
cultures and their antibacterial action in bacterial cultures [4], we have performed in vivo
experiments in rabbits. The results show that even from a thin film enough antibiotic is
released to effectively combat an intentionally placed middle ear infection.
Experimental
Bioverit®II specimen were coated with a nanoporous silica layer by dip-coating or spraycoating and were then calcined. These materials were functionalized by a grafting step to
obtain sulfonic acid groups on the surface. At a pH of 4, these are deprotonated and
negatively charged whereas the antibiotic used, ciprofloxacin, is positively charged. Thus, the
amount of ciprofloxacin which can be loaded into the pores is increased substantially due to
electrostatic interactions. The time-dependent release of ciprofloxacin was determined with
UV-vis photometry. The antibacterial efficacy of the drug-loaded nanoporous films was tested
in bacteria cultures of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (strain PAO1) a bacterium which can cause
chronic middle ear infections. The general biocompatibility of the materials was demonstrated
in cell culture experiments with fibroblasts [4]. Animal experiments were carried out with
female New Zealand White rabbits. Bioverit®II implants were spray-coated and calcined to
establish mesoporous silica films which were then sulfonate-modified. Two types of
prostheses were implanted, the control group (n=7) receiving implants without the antibiotic.
The study group (n=7) obtained ciprofloxacin-loaded implants. Animals of both groups were
euthanized at the latest 1 week after infection [6]. The animal study was conducted in
accordance with the German law for animal protection and with the European Communities
Council Directive 86/609/EEC for the protection of animals used for experimental purposes.
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All experiments were approved by the Local Institutional Animal Care and Research
Advisory committee and permitted by the local government (Ref.: 33.9-42502-04-09/1734).
Results and discussion
Mesoporous silica films can be produced on Bioverit®II specimen with thicknesses ranging
from 40 to 150 nm. For flat samples, dip-coating was used, the irregular formed prostheses
were coated by a spraying procedure. After calcination, such films showed only a minor
ciprofloxacin uptake. The loading could be improved nearly ten-fold (to about 2 mg cm−2 of
the macroscopic surface) by functionalizing the surface with sulfonic acid groups. Attempts to
prolong the drug release over an extended time period by adding further silane coatings were
successful, but resulted in compromised biocompatibility. Loaded and unloaded sulfonatefunctionalized mesoporous films, however, showed excellent biocompatibility and strong
antibacterial action in vitro [4].
For the in vivo experiments, middle ears of rabbits were intentionally infected with Ps.
aeruginosa and implants were placed using an established operation procedure [7]. Various
parameters checking the clinical condition clearly showed that the animals of the study group
were in better clinical condition than those of the control group. Necropsy showed that all the
animals in the control group had developed an abscess in the middle ear, whereas only one
animal of the study group presented pus. The microbiological examination confirmed the
almost complete elimination of bacteria in this group, as tested on middle ear and implant
irrigations as well as on swap samples of the middle ear [6].
Conclusions
The animal experiments clearly showed the high efficacy of the mesoporous silica-based drug
release system presented here. This work therefore represents the first example of a
functioning biomedical device based on mesoporous silica which has been successfully tested
in vivo.
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Introduction
20(S)-camptothecin (CPT), has shown significant antitumor activity in a broad spectrum of
human malignancies [1]. Unfortunately, its clinical application is hampered by a poor
pharmaceutical profile, with extreme aqueous insolubility, low stability and severe systemic
toxicities [2]. Therefore, the development of controlled delivery strategies could lead to
significant advantages in the clinical use of this drug. At this point, mesoporous silica
nanoparticles have found application for intracellular delivery and release of CPT in in vitro
[3] and in vivo [4] studies. However, such release does not depend on a specific intracellular
stimulus, but on the molecular diffusion through the pores, resulting in premature release of
the drug in biological fluids. In this study, we report a novel and robust delivery platform for
CPT based in amorphous silica nanoparticles (SNPs) that transport the drug covalently linked
(ester bond) at the 20-OH position. The surface of these SNPs has been modified with
trihydroxysilylpropyl carboxylate groups, which are ionized at physiological pH, thus,
provoking electrostatic repulsion and improving colloidal stability in aqueous medium. This
CPT covalently linked to SNP was subjected to biological validation by in vitro studies,
showing cell internalization and cytotoxic activity over several cancer cell lines.
Experimental
SNP materials with CPT (SNP-CPT) or with CPT and Cy5.5 (SNP-CPT-Cy5.5) were
prepared according to [5]. The main characteristics of these materials are listed in Table 1.
Nanoparticles have been characterized by DLS, TEM, XRD, BET, 13C-MAS-NMR, UV-Vis
and elemental analysis. Release test for every sample were carried out both in PBS and human
plasma and CPT was quantified on HPLC systems with a C-18 reverse phase column.
Internalization of nanoparticles in HeLa cells after incubation with SNP-CPT-Cy5.5 (750
µg/mL) and Lysotracker Green was analyzed by confocal microscopy using excitation peaks
at 488/633 nm and emission at 522/693 nm for Lysotracker and Cy5.5, respectively. In vitro
activity of SNP-CPT or free CPT was tested by MTT assay (72 h) over 4 cell lines: HeLa
(cervix carcinoma), U87MG (glioblastoma), HCT-116 (colon cancer) and HT-29.Fluc (colon
cancer), with final doses ranging from 0.025 to 2.5 μg/mL (in CPT equivalents).
Table 1. Main characteristics of materials tested in the present work.
Sample
CPT Loading (wt%)
Cy5.5 Loading (wt%)
SNP-CPT
7.5
--SNP-CPT-Cy5.5
4.7
0.3

Particle Size (nm)
147.7 ± 59.9
102.2 ± 31.0

Results and discussion
SNP-CPT material showed great stability in biological fluids (PBS, plasma) and very low
premature release of CPT before reaching the target cells. Confocal microscope images of
SNP-CPT-Cy5.5 in HeLa cells demonstrated that the Cy5.5 red fluorescence completely
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overlapped with the green fluorescence of Lysotracker (Figure 1), indicating that
nanoparticles were internalized by endocytosis [6]. The sub-micron size of the nanoparticle
aggregates would probably favor the clathrin mediated internalization process. Additionally,
the negative surface charge would also help nanoparticles to escape from the endolysosomes
and enter the cytosolic compartment, where they would release their cargo [7]. Table 2 shows
that SNP-CPT induces cell death at slightly higher concentration than the free drug in the four
lines tested. This is probably due to uncompleted hydrolysis of the ester linking by
intracellular esterases. Sensitivity to CPT and SNP-CPT varies among cell lines, HT-29 being
the most sensitive.
Figure 1. Internalization of SNP-CPT-Cy5.5 in HeLa cells. Confocal images were obtained
for Lysotracker (a) and SNP-CPT-Cy5.5 (b), and merged afterwards to demonstrate that
nanoparticles are allocated inside acidic organelles (c).

a

b

c

10µm

Table 2. IC50 values (MTT assay) for CPT and SNP-CPT in different cancer cell lines.
Cell Line
CPTª
SNP-CPTª
HeLa
0.008 ± 0.003
0.014 ± 0.006
HT-29.Fluc
0.002 ± 0.001
0.006 ± 0.002
U87-MG
0.061 ± 0.024
0.144 ± 0.035
HCT-116
0.039 ± 0.012
0.120 ± 0.011

(a)

Each value indicates the mean ± SEM (µg/mL) of three to five experiments

Conclusions
We present a novel system for delivery of CPT into cancer cells based in very small and
stable surface-modified silica nanoparticles. SNP-CPT internalization by endocytic pathway
leads to efficient growth inhibition and cell death. This is a promising platform for CPT
biological delivery that can be used to improve drug efficiency.
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Introduction
Recently, the emergence of biotechnology research has generated great interest in developing
new systems to improve not only the pharmacological and therapeutic properties of drugs but
also diagnostic methodologies right at the forefront of nanomedicine.
Gated silica mesoporous nanoparticles offer a fresh approach for biomedical applications as
they can incorporate a large variety of “gates” that can control on command the delivery of
the entrapped guest. Molecular gates can be defined as nanoscopic molecular, supramolecular
or macromolecular-based systems that allow mass transport to be triggered by target stimuli.
[1] Thus, the external surface of a nanoscopic mesoporous support is functionalized with
suitable molecules that upon an external stimulus, the gate is “opened” and allows the release
of the previously entrapped cargo in the pores (See Scheme 1). The silica mesoporous
supports (SMPS) that are used as starting material show unique features, such as stable
mesoporous structure and large surface areas (up to 1200 m2/g). Additionally, the size of the
particles (nanometric/micrometric) and the pore size (2-10 nm) can be selected depending on
the final application and the characteristics of the loaded cargo.

External
stimulus

Scheme 1. Scheme of gated mesoporous support.
Results and discussion
Bearing in mind these ideas, we have developed a gated SMPS using antigen-antibody
interactions, triggered in the presence of the analyte sulfathiazole.[2] In this approach, the
external surface of a suitable SMPS is first functionalized with a hapten and then the
mesopores are capped with a certain antibody that shows good affinity and selectivity towards
the anchored hapten via suitable interaction through the two binding IgG regions of the
former. The presence in the solution of the corresponding complementary antigen to the
antibody (sulfathiazole) induced the uncapping of the pores and release of the entrapped
guest.
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Also inspired by functional entities that perform active tasks in living organisms, we have
demonstrated the development of DNA capped SMPS.[3] In this approach, the external
surface of a suitable SMPS is first functionalized with an amine derivative and then the
mesopores are capped with a certain DNA fragment that shows an unspecific interaction with
the protonated amino groups. In presence of the complementary DNA sequence, the delivery
of the entrapped guest was observed. The uncapping process is very selective and DNA
sequences differing in just one pair were unable to open the gate.
Finally, our group has also demonstrated that the attachment of a commercially available
hydrolyzed starch derivative Glucidex 47 as gatekeeper on the surface of silica mesoporous
supports provided a suitable method for the design of mesoporous systems that were able to
deliver entrapped guests by a biocontrolled uncapping using amylase.[4] Thus, when the pores
where capped with the starch derivative, the presence of the enzyme induces cargo release
from the hybrid material. In addition, this material was tested for the controlled release in
intracellular media using HeLa and LLC-PK1 cells. These experiences showed an
internalization of nanoparticles via endocitosis process and the delivery of dye by degradation
of the starch by the lysosomal enzymes. Furthemore, when the hybrid material was loaded
with the cytotoxic agent doxorrubicine the material internalization induced a decrease in cell
viability due to molecular gate degradation by enzymes. This was the first example of
enzyme-induced in-cell delivery using capped mesoporous silica nanoparticles.
Conclusions
The possibility of using different biological host-guest pairs opens a wide range of
possibilities in the development of target-induced delivery from capped-SMPS that can be
used as a new paradigm for signalling/diagnosis applications using the selective delivery of a
dye. In addition, we have demonstrated that the use of gated silica mesoporous supports as
bio-controlled drug delivery vehicles is a promising area in the field of biomedical
applications.
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Introduction
In the present work a detailed study of the effect of pH, in the range of 0 to 4.5, over the
mesostructure of a disordered mesoporos material has been carried out. Also, the effect of
hydrolysis on the Al incorporation at the different pH, was studied varying the order of
addition of the aluminum salt, before and after hydrolysis. The materials were characterized
by SEM, TEM, ICP and N2 adsorption. Catalytic activity of 1-butene was performed . The
materials showed a disordered mesostructure for all the pH range studied. A continuous
increase in pore diameter and decrease in particle size with pH increase was observed. Al
incorporation was favoured as pH increased; the highest incorporation was obtained at pH
4.5. An important effect of hydrolysis on Al incorporation was manifested on the location of
the metal. Hydrolysis also had an effect on the distribution and strength of the acid sites. The
materials that showed the highest skeletal isomerization selectivity were those synthesized at
pH 4.5, with Al incorporated after hydrolysis.
Experimental
Nonilfenolpolietoxilado was used as surfactant. Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), Aldrich and
Al(NO3)3. 9H2O from Fischer were used as silica and aluminium sources. The disordered
mesoporos materials (SMIVIC) were synthesized with the following procedure, but
modifying the pH of the synthesis gel from 0 to 4.5. The surfactant was dissolved in deionized water under continuous agitation for 12h at room temperature, acid solution of HCl
(12 M) was added till pH cero was reached. TEOS was added under continuous agitation. Al
incorporation was performed by adding a certain amount of Al(NO3)3. 9H2O to the synthesis
gel before TEOS hydrolysis (BH) or after TEOS hydrolysis (AH), to obtain a Si/Al ratio =30.
The variation of pH (0-4.5) was carried out 1h after the silica hydrolysis began with NH4OH
solution. Hydrothermal synthesis was performed under continuous stirring for 48h at 363K in
a closed bottle immerses into a thermostatic bath. The solid products obtained were filtered,
thoroughly washed with distilled water and dried at 333K for 48h. Calcination was carried out
at 793K for 10h under an air flux with a heating rate of 1K/min to remove the template.
Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows the dramatic change of particle morphology by SEM for the different pH
used. The formation of macropores and the reduction of particle size as pH increases can be
observed.. There are several parameters that influence the hydrolysis and condensation
reactions: activity of metal alkoxide, water/alkoxide ratio, solution pH, temperature and
nature of the solvent and additive [1]. The microstructure and surface chemistry of materials
are very sensitive to variation of these parameters. Fig. 2 show the N2 adsorption isotherms
and BJH pore size distribution of the materials synthesized at the different pH without The
pore size distribution calculated by BJH model for each material is presented on the right
hand side. The isotherms are type IV, except for pH 0 that shows a characteristic
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supramicroporous isotherm. The pore size and pore volume increase with the increase in pH
The incorporation of Al narrows and flattens up the desorption branches, becoming parallel
to the adsorption branches similar to a H4 type, suggesting the presence of solids consisting
of aggregates or agglomerates of particles forming slit shape pores with uniform shape. As
pH is increased the condensation rate increases while the hydrolysis rate decreases [1].
However in the range of pH below 4, hydrolysis of TEOS is still high compared to its
condensation rate. In this environment the Al species can interact with the surfactant through
weak electrostatic interactions and this interaction will change the final location of the Al
species if the process takes place before or after hydrolysis.
Conclusions
The variation of pH has a strong influence in the mesostructure. Increase pH increases pore
volume, pore diameter and surface area. The particle size decreases with increase in pH,
especially for pH 4.5. Increase pH also favors Al incorporation.
The hydrolysis condition determines the distribution of structural Aluminum in the materials.
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SMIVIC 0 Al pH = 0
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SMIVIC 0 Al pH = 4,5

Fig. 1 SEM images of the materials synthesized at different pH
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Introduction
We investigated “spring” and “bumper” behavior [1] of pure silica zeolites (zeosils) using
computer simulation methods. These phenomena were observed and studied experimentally in
pressure intrusion – extrusion water processes for ITQ-4 (IFR) [2] and TON [3] zeosils. Our
goal was shedding light on the molecular mechanism of the phenomena.
Method
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of water – zeolite systems were carried out with the
GULP code [4]. We have chosen earlier proposed BS force field [5] for calculation of zeolite
energy, with flexible modification of SPC water potential [6], and specially optimized
potential for silanol groups. The simulation cells consisted from 1×1×2 unit cells of ITQ-4
(ca. 18.6× 13.4×15.3 Å, N = 64 SiO2, V=3700 Å3) and 1×1×4 unit cells of TON (ca. 13.9×
17.3× 20.2Å, N=96 SiO2, V= 4830 Å3). Water molecules are loaded only in one channel of
simulation cells with periodic boundary conditions. All crystallographic cell parameters and
atomic positions were varied during the MD simulations. The Ewald summation was used to
evaluate Coulombic energy. MD calculations were performed as NPT canonical ensemble at
P=0.0 Pa and T=300 K, using the leapfrog algorithm for the integration of the equations of
motion. A time step of 1 fs was used in all the MD runs. Each system was allowed to relax
and equilibrate for 100 ps of MD simulation.
Results and discussion
Firstly, we investigated relative energetic stability of defectless ITQ-4 (IFR) and TON zeosils
at different water loading (N) with respect to dry zeosils (N=0) and pure water. Results of
calculations are presented in Fig. 1. The main difference between systems is a region of
stability for water molecules which is observed at 20<N<30 in the case of IFR zeosil.
Hydrophobicity of both zeolites decreased under external intrusion pressure, but only IFR
zeosil became hydrophilic. This observation explains the “spring” behavior of TON zeosil in
intrusion – extrusion water experiments. Several Q3 structural defects were found
experimentally in calcined IFR (ca. 1.8 per u.c.) and their amount increases significantly with
hydrostatic pressure (ca. 3 per u.c.). At the next stage of our investigation we calculated
energies of IFR at different defect site distributions and water loading. We created silanol
defect sites based on NMR data.
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Figure 1. Energy of water in zeosils

Figure 2. 1×2×1 unit cell of IFR

We considered: 1Si1-1Si1, 1Si1-1Si4, 1Si3-1Si3, 2Si4-2Si2-2Si1 defect sites, where the first
digit is number of Si atoms with attached OH groups. Nomenclature of topologically different
silicon atoms is presented in Fig. 2. Silanol nests were created by eliminating one Si atom and
terminating broken bonds.
We found that in all cases the region of energetic stability becomes wider. In the case of 1Si11Si1 and 2Si4-2Si2-2Si1 the curves are under pure water energy straight line (except very
small and large loading) as depicted in Fig. 3. Internal view on IFR channel is presented in
Fig. 4. We analyzed shapes of water clusters depending on loading.
Computer simulations show that TON zeosil should have “spring” behavior because it is
hydrophobic at any loading, but IFR zeosil should be a “bumper” in water intrusion-extrusion
processes due to its hydrophilic behaviour at high loading and formation of silanol defects.
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Figure 3. Energy of water in IFR.

Figure 4. 2Si4 - 2Si2 – 2Si1 defect positions.
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Introduction
To reduce intermetallic diffusion between the metal support and the Pd layer, and thereby
improving the stability of the Pd/PSS composite membrane, Ma et al. [1] used a controlled insitu oxidation of the porous stainless steel prior to plating to produce an oxide layer to act as a
diffusion barrier between the Pd and the PSS [2]. The objective of this research is to
investigate the effects of temperature on the formation of the intermetallic diffusion barrier
layer by the controlled in-situ oxidation method for Pd/PSS membrane.
Experimental
Porous 316L stainless steel supports were purchased from Mott Metallurgical Corporation
(0.2 µm grade) and Fuji Filter Company (0.5 µm grade). Two of the support tubes were then
oxidized in furnace in the presence of air at 400, 600 and 800 ◦C for 2 h, with heating and
cooling rates of 3 ◦Cmin−1. The furnace was purchased from ELITE THERMAL SYSTEM
model TSH12/50/300-2416CG. The oxidation layer formed acts as a diffusion barrier
between the PSS substrate and the Pd catalyst. The substrate was then activated by preseeding with finely divided Pd nuclei. Procedure for Pd coating.
The composition of the Pd plating solution is given in Table 1. The hydrazine (reducing
agent) was added just prior to plating. The plating solution was renewed every 90 to 120
minutes. After deposition was completed the membrane was left to cool to room temperature
and dried. After each drying, the weight and helium flux were measured. The weight gains
before and after the plating were used to determine the thickness of the membrane.
Table 1 Chemical composition of the plating solution.
Chemicals
Pd(NH3)4Cl2.H2O (g/l)
Na2EDTA.2H2O (g/l)
NH4OH (28%) (ml/l)
H2NNH2 (1M) (ml/l)
Polyoxyalkylene alkyl ether (ml/l)
pH
Temperature (oC)

Pd bath
4-6
40-80
190-400
5-10
0.1-0.5
10-11
60

Results and discussion
Figure 1. shows the SEM pictures of a typical grade 0.2 µm grade Mott PSS after oxidation in
400oC, 600oC, and 800oC.
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Figure 1. (A) supports after cleaning (B) oxidized at 400oC; (C) oxidized at 600oC; (D)
oxidized at 800oC.
Figure 2. shows the change of the properties of the 0.5 µm grade Fuji Filter PSS tubes
following oxidation of the cleaned tubes. The oxygen peaks confirm the formation of oxide
layers on the supports. It was observed that the amount of oxygen on the support increased
with higher oxidation temperatures, indicating a thicker oxide layer. As the oxidation
temperature was increased, the weight gain increased indicating the formation of more oxide
at higher temperatures. The formation of greater quantities of oxide gave a higher resistance
to the He permeation.
Table 2. Percent weight gain and He flux change after oxidation for Mott PSS supports
He Flux, J
Oxidation
∆m
Thickness
Tube
(µm)
(cm3/cm2min)
(oC)
(%)
1
20
0
0
701
2
400
0.035
-700
3
600
0.78
0.2-0.3
565
4
800
4.69
1-6
27

Figure 2. Cross section oxide of the layer of the Fuji PSS supports and EDS spot scans after
oxidation on oxide layer at (A) 600oC, and (B) 800oC.
Among the oxides that can be formed with the elements of stainless steel, Cr2O3 is the most
stable due to its low Gibbs free energy, the low diffusion rates of elements in the oxide scale,
and its high chemical stability under a H2 atmosphere. The SEM micrograph of the sample
oxidized at 800˚C showed a thicker dark region with a very nonuniform thickness was
observed. It could also be observed that the surface of this oxide layer was very crumbly. The
thickness of the dark region varied from 1 to 6 µm from spot to spot since the oxide layer was
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relatively thick. After Pd coating, the final thicknesses of the dense Pd membrane were 23-27
µm on 0.2 µm grade Mott supports and 32-35 µm on 0.5 µm grade Fuji plate supports.

Figure 3. SEM photographs of: B - after 13.5 hr plating; C - after 15 hr; and D - after 24 hr
Conclusions
Oxidation process was carry out in diffrent temprature. It was observed that the amount of
oxygen on the support increased 10 times with higher oxidation temperatures indicating a
thicker oxide layer. Sample oxidized at 800˚C showed a thicker dark region with a very
nonuniform thickness. It was also observed that the surface of this oxide layerwas crumbly.
The thickness of the dark oxide region varied from 1 to 6 µm from spot to spot. Therefore, it
is the most desirable oxide phase for use as a barrier layer to intermetallic diffusion.
Membranes produced by this method have been shown to be stable for over 6000 h in the
Temprature of 800oC.
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Abstract
Ethiopia holds vast natural deposits of zeolites which are mostly unexploited. The Chemistry
Department of Addis Ababa University (AAU), in collaboration with the Earth Sciences
Department, is initiating research projects and postgraduate programs that can create scientific
knowledge on zeolite research and provide with an expertise hub, i.e. qualified personnel,
scientific knowledge, technology development for the country. The close collaboration with
the Ministry of Mines of Ethiopia is helping in the discovery, identification and
characterization of new natural zeolite deposits in the country. Preliminary studies have
discovered abundant resources of Philipsite and Clinoptilolite, the latter being a potential
catalyst. Furthermore, natural zeolites could be very useful as additives for the local cement
and plastic industries and could be paramount in the purification of potable water. The
Chemistry Department of AAU has several research lines currently in progress that would
benefit as well from the use of zeolites and other porous materials. We are undertaking
projects to implement the use of zeolites, both synthetic and natural, in the catalytic
conversion of biomass or vegetable materials of natural occurrence in Ethiopia.
Results
Figure 1 collects the research projects currently running in the laboratories of the chemistry
department at AAU.
1) Modified Zeolites

2) Vernonia oil

3) Ionic liquids

4) Furfural

1) Modified Zeolites: We intend to survey the potential use of these natural zeolites in the
catalytic process of biomass. In most of the cases with natural zeolites, a previous
modification of the zeolite is required in order to achieve a desired acidity. On the other hand,
we have started encapsulating some transition metal, and rare earth complexes in the zeolite
cavities. These materials could find application for water purification. More specifically, the
encapsulation of rare earth complexes in the zeolite cavities will be tested in the elimination
of fluorine from potable water. Fluorine contamination is leading to major health problems
especially in the Rift Valley area in Ethiopia.
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2) Vernonia Oil: Vernonia galamensis is a native plant that grows in the low land areas of
Ethiopia, whose seeds contain a significant concentration (approx 40%) of naturally epoxidised
triglyceride oils. Among other alternatives to oil derived chemicals, sugar fatty acid esters,
synthesised from renewable resources such as carbohydrates, have found broad applications
in the food industry, cosmetics, detergents and medical supplies. Our group is investigating
biosynthetic routes for the production of sugar fatty acid esters using vernonia oil derivatives
and endemic sugars such as cassava starch as starting materials. These products will constitute
a new class of naturally epoxydized surfactans with the potential to be used also as starting
materials in the synthesis of biodegradable polymers offering an environmentally benign
alternative to petroleum based products. The enzymatic esterification of sugars in ionic liquids
has been investigated and the results show that the enzyme is highly active in the ionic liquid
media. In order to improve enzyme stability enzymes supported on mesoporous materials are
also being tested with promising results.
3) Ionic liquids: Ionic liquids are salts that are liquid below 100°C. They exhibit unique
properties, including non volatility (no atmospheric emissions) that makes them suitable and
advantageous solvents for applications as diverse as catalysis, nanoparticle synthesis and
electropolymerization. Current research in our laboratories concentrates in the development of
new families of ionic liquids based on 1, 10-phenanthrolinium and 4-4-bipyridinium cations.
These ionic liquids exhibit excellent solubilities for metal compounds. The excellent
coordination ability of the 4,4-bipyridinium cation is expected to enhance the solubility of
glucose in the ionic liquid media and therefore, they are potential solvents/active additives for
the heterogeneous catalytic processes involving biomass: the derivatisation of vernonia oil
and the synthesis of HMF from glucose.
4) Furural: Among the many biomass-derived chemicals, two major key compounds, furfural
and 5-hydroxymethylfurfural, readily available through dehydration of xylose and fructose,
respectively, are suitable starting materials for the preparation of further monomer units
required for polymer applications. The conclusion of these early experiments in the synthesis
of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural predict that among the commercially available zeolites
Mordenite, with a channel like structure, yields better balance between activity and selectivity
than Zeolite Y, with a cage type of structure. Along with the porosity, Si/Al ratio has to be
moderate in the range of 11 to 30, and some degree of hydrophobicity is desirable in order to
prevent the re-adsorption of the products and further re-hydration leading to levulinic and
formic acid [1-5]. In our group we are investigating the use of ionic liquids as reaction
solvents in the presence of zeolites as catalysts. We will present our preliminary results on the
synthesis of HMF using Zeolite Y with different Si/Al ratio, at various temperatures, and in
the presence of commercial ionic liquids with and without co-solvents. Variations in the
extraction methods will be presented as well.
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Introduction
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) have received tremendous attention during the last
decade since the publications of MOF-51 and HKUST-12 in 1999. These two MOFs contain
Zn tetramers and Cu paddlewheels, respectively, as metal nodes, which continue to be popular
in MOF synthesis, despite their instability in air and water3. However, Férey’s group has done
much work on the use of trivalent metals in MOFs, such as Fe3+ and Cr3+, which tend to be
more stable4,5. In particular, they have synthesised various vanadium MOFs, for example
MIL-476. Our aim was to synthesise new vanadium MOFs. This has led to the discovery of
two new interrelated vanadium-containing MOFs, MIL-88(V) and MIL-101(V).
Experimental
The vanadium MOFs, MIL-88(V) and MIL-101(V) were synthesised solvothermally using
VCl3 and terephthalic acid as the metal and ligand sources, respectively. The resulting green
powders were separated from the mother liquor by centrifugation and dried at room
temperature. The samples were studied by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). N2 sorption isotherm was performed on a MIL101(V) sample.
Results and discussion
The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns in Fig. 1 are similar to those of MIL-88B(Cr)7
and MIL-101(Cr)5, respectively, showing that we have synthesised the vanadium analogues of
MIL-88(V) and MIL-101(V). The PXRD pattern of MIL-88(V) (Fig. 1a) gives a hexagonal
unit cell of a = 10.62 Å, c = 19.21 Å, which is close to that of MIL-88B(Cr) (a = 11.05 Å, c =
18.99 Å). The PXRD pattern of MIL-101(V) (Fig. 2b) shows that the sample contains MIL88(V) as an impurity. We are currently working on obtaining pure MIL-101(V).
40

Quantity
Adsorbed
Quantity
Adsorbed
(mmol/g)
(mmol/g)

a

N2 Sorption of MIL-101(V)

35 40
30 35

b

25 30
25
20
20
15 15
10 10
5 5
0
0

0

Figure 1. PXRD pattern of (a) MIL-88(V)
and (b) MIL-101(V).
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Figure 2. The N2 sorption isotherm on a
MIL-101(V) sample.

1
1

The MIL-88(V) crystals (0.5  0.5  2.5 μm) are too small for single crystal diffraction (Fig.
3). Therefore, the unit cell parameters were determined from a tilt series of electron
diffraction (ED) patterns (2) to be a = b = 10.1 Å, c = 18.6 Å,  =  = 90° and  = 120°,
similar to those obtained from PXRD.

Figure 3. TEM image and electron diffraction patterns of MIL-88(V). The two ED patterns
are tilted along the horizontal c-axis by 30°. Insets are the simulated ED patterns.
The N2 sorption isotherm of MIL-101(V) is shown in Fig. 2. The calculated BET surface area
from this isotherm is 2300 m2/g. However, to correctly characterise the material, it will be
necessary to attain pure MIL-101(V).
Early investigations indicate a phase transition from MIL-88(V) to MIL-101(V) with
increased synthesis times, indicating that MIL-88(V) is a kinetic product. We are currently
trying to better understand this phase transition.
Conclusions
We have synthesised and partially characterised two new vanadium analogues of MIL-88 and
MIL-101; MIL-88(V) and MIL-101(V). Further characterisation of these materials is in
progress.
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Introduction
Reducing the size of zeolite crystals from the micrometric scale to the nanometer scale
has produced significant changes in the properties of these materials. For example, the use of
zeolites formed by nanocrystals gives rise to significant improvements in traditional
applications, as for instance catalysis and separation. The ratio of external to internal number
of atoms grows rapidly with decreasing particle size, increasing the external surface area [1].
Moreover, smaller crystals have a larger amount of exposed pores, reflecting lower internal
diffusion limitations when compared to micrometric-sized zeolite crystals [2]. Considering
the growing importance of zeolite nanocrystals in catalysis, this work investigates the
synthesis conditions to obtain a FAU zeolite with nanocrystals without using an organic
template.
Experimental
A typical molar composition containing the following ratio: 5.5 Na2O : 1.0 Al2O3 : 10
SiO2 : 180 H2O, was used to synthesize the faujasite zeolite. The reagents used in the
synthesis were Aerosil 380 (Evonik), sodium aluminate (Riedel de Haën – 54% Al2O3 : 41%
Na2O : 5% H2O), sodium hydroxide (Quimis) and deionized water (Riedel de Haën - 54%
Al 2 O 3: 41% Na 2 O: 5% H 2 O), (Quimis). The reaction mixture formed was transferred to a
Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and kept in an oven at 100 °C for 6 h. After this time
elapsed, the solid obtained was washed several times until the pH reached 8 and then dried at
60 °C. The samples were characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Nitrogen Physisorption,
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) of 29Si.
Results and discussion
The alkalinity effect on the product properties was checked, changing the number of
Na2O moles in the synthesis gel. This modification was performed by adding sodium
hydroxide in quantities to achieve a Na2O/Al2O3 molar ratio of 5.5, 6.5, 7.5 and 8.5. The
hydrothermal treatment time was of 6 hours at 100 °C. Figure 1 shows the diffraction patterns
for the different samples. Increasing the amount of Na2O in the synthesis mixture decreased
the intensity of the diffraction peaks. The results of nitrogen physisorption show that the
micropore volume and the samples’ external surface area decrease with the increasing amount
of Na2O. The sample Y-B5.5, showed an external area of 39 m2/g and a micropore volume of
0.27 cm3/g. Comparatively, the sample Y-B8.5 showed an external surface area of 27 m2/g
and micropore volume of 0.06 cm3/g, showing that the material is not yet well structured. This
may be related to an increased alkalinity in the reaction mixture for the samples with high
contents of Na2O, thereby favoring a higher dissolution of the zeolite. To decrease crystal size
and improve the micropore volume, the reaction mixture was subjected to additional aging,
therefore favoring the formation of a greater number of crystallization nuclei. For this, the
sample with the Na2O/Al2O3 ratio of 8.5 was chosen, shown in Figure 1, it was the one that
formed the worst diffraction pattern of the FAU structure. Aging was performed at 25 ° C for
24, 48 or 72 h.
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Figure 1. XRD of the samples synthesized with Figure 2. XRD of the samples synthesized with
different Na2O/Al2O3 ratios.
different aging times: 24 (a), 48 (b) and 72 h (c).

The diffraction patterns (Figure 2) of the three samples with aging exhibit the
characteristic peaks of FAU. The sample aged for 72 h has a micropore volume of 0.23 cm3/g
and external surface area of 115 m2/g, respectively. The TEM results show that this zeolite
has aggregates smaller than 100 nm, hence Figure 3 shows the crystal planes for the plane
(111), showing that this zeolite is well crystallized. The NMR spectrum of 29Si shows the
different chemical environments of Si atoms, the Si/Al ratio obtained from the NMR peak
areas is of 1.46, close to that obtained by EDS (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. NMR of
aged for 72 h.

Figure 3. TEM sample aged for 72 h.

29

Si-HPDEC of the sample

Conclusions
It was possible to synthesize nanometric crystals with the FAU structure, without
requiring organic templates, with high external surface areas. Due to this material’s
presumably lower diffusion limitations, it can potentially be used as catalysts or adsorbents.
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Introduction
Paulingite is one of the most interesting natural zeolites due to its complex framework
structure and its large unit cell volume. It occurs as colorless, transparent rhombic
dodecahedra {110} in vugs of basaltic rocks. The size of the crystals varies between several
µm to mm. Only nine occurrences of paulingite are known worldwide, four of them from the
USA and five from Europe. In the majority of cases the samples are K, Ca- paulingites with
Si/Al ratios around 3 [1]. The general formula is (K2, Ca, Na2, Ba)x/8[Si672-xAlxO1344] · n H2O
with 432 < n < 700. Paulingite crystallizes in the cubic space group Im3m. Depending on the
cation filling, the cell constant for fully hydrated paulingite varies between 35.030 Å
(paulingite-K) and 35.240 Å (paulingite-K,Ca) [2]. The complex framework structure builds
up a 3-dimensional channel system with eight-ring openings (framework type code PAU;
<100> 8 3.6 x 3.6***). Seven different polyhedral cage types can be distinguished in the
framework, among others the α-cage, known from zeolite A, and the double-eight ring D8R
[3]. Thermogravimetric analyses have shown that the dehydration of paulingite occurs in
several steps and that the structure breaks down above 523 K [4]. After water loss of
approximately 75% a partly dehydrated structure exists at 373 K with a reduced cell constant
of 33.88 Å [5]. The flexible structure responds to dehydration at higher temperatures with a
cell volume reduction of about 10% and a transformation to a low-symmetry phase in space
group I-43m. The subject of the present study is the behavior of the framework structure at
low temperature conditions.
Experimental
A transparent single crystal of paulingite-Ca, K from Ritter, Grant County, Oregon, USA, was
used for the diffraction experiments. The 150 µm size crystal is a fragment of a rhombic
dodecahedron. The composition of this Ca-rich sample is Ca59K36Na14Ba2[Si499Al173O1344] ·
550 H2O [1]. The diffraction measurements were performed using a micro-focus X-ray
rotating anode source with CuKα-radiation and optimized X-ray optics combined with an
image plate detector with 345 mm diameter. The sample was cooled in a dry flow of N2 and
rates of 120 K/h. Data sets were collected at 296 K, 283 K, 263 K, 225 K, 150 K and 100 K.
The maximum resolution of the data sets is 1.55 Å. Data processing and refinement of the
structure model were performed with CCP4 programs [6] and Shelxl [7].
Results and discussion
The cell constant of hydrated paulingite at room temperature (296 K) is 35.113(4) Å. After
cooling in dry N2 to 100 K, a0 decreases to 34.245(5) Å, corresponding to a unit cell
contraction of 7.2% . Fig. 1 shows the values of the cell constants at different temperatures.
From geometric structure simulations it is known that the compression of the PAU framework
to a cell with lattice constants smaller than 33.6 Å is only possible if the inversion center and
the diagonal 2-fold axes are disregarded [8]. Therefore, space group I-43m was chosen for the
refinement of the LT-structure. Using isotropic displacement factors, convergence was
achieved with R1=0.0895 and a GoF of 1.2. The structure of paulingite at 100 K comprises
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tetrahedrally compressed α-cages and elliptically distorted eight-rings. The deformation
resembles the distortion observed in the partly dehydrated, high-temperature form of
paulingite.

Figure 1. Cell constants [Å] of paulingite at low temperatures [K].

However, the decrease of the unit cell volume is in both cases predominantly caused by
dehydration and is not a solely thermally induced effect. This interpretation is supported by
the measurement of paulingite in a flow of dry nitrogen at 296 K. The cell volume drops from
35.113(4) Å to 34.345(6) Å, which means a volume reduction of 6.6% as a response to the
lower humidity of the environment and the immediate dehydration. It is the loss of water
molecules that causes the flexible framework structure of paulingite to collapse and to adapt
its cell volume to the remaining water molecules and cations filling the pores of the
framework.
Conclusions
The investigation demonstrates not only the low-temperature behavior of paulingite but also
the sensitivity of collapsible zeolite structures to humidity and environmental conditions.
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Introduction
We investigated “spring” and “bumper” behavior [1] of pure silica zeolites (zeosils) using
computer simulation methods. These phenomena were observed and studied experimentally in
pressure intrusion – extrusion water processes for ITQ-4 (IFR) [2] and TON [3] zeosils. Our
goal was shedding light on the molecular mechanism of the phenomena.
Method
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of water – zeolite systems were carried out with the
GULP code [4]. We have chosen earlier proposed BS force field [5] for calculation of zeolite
energy, with flexible modification of SPC water potential [6], and specially optimized
potential for silanol groups. The simulation cells consisted from 1×1×2 unit cells of ITQ-4
(ca. 18.6× 13.4×15.3 Å, N = 64 SiO2, V=3700 Å3) and 1×1×4 unit cells of TON (ca. 13.9×
17.3× 20.2Å, N=96 SiO2, V= 4830 Å3). Water molecules are loaded only in one channel of
simulation cells with periodic boundary conditions. All crystallographic cell parameters and
atomic positions were varied during the MD simulations. The Ewald summation was used to
evaluate Coulombic energy. MD calculations were performed as NPT canonical ensemble at
P=0.0 Pa and T=300 K, using the leapfrog algorithm for the integration of the equations of
motion. A time step of 1 fs was used in all the MD runs. Each system was allowed to relax
and equilibrate for 100 ps of MD simulation.
Results and discussion
Firstly, we investigated relative energetic stability of defectless ITQ-4 (IFR) and TON zeosils
at different water loading (N) with respect to dry zeosils (N=0) and pure water. Results of
calculations are presented in Fig. 1. The main difference between systems is a region of
stability for water molecules which is observed at 20<N<30 in the case of IFR zeosil.
Hydrophobicity of both zeolites decreased under external intrusion pressure, but only IFR
zeosil became hydrophilic. This observation explains the “spring” behavior of TON zeosil in
intrusion – extrusion water experiments. Several Q3 structural defects were found
experimentally in calcined IFR (ca. 1.8 per u.c.) and their amount increases significantly with
hydrostatic pressure (ca. 3 per u.c.). At the next stage of our investigation we calculated
energies of IFR at different defect site distributions and water loading. We created silanol
defect sites based on NMR data.
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Figure 2. 1×2×1 unit cell of IFR

We considered: 1Si1-1Si1, 1Si1-1Si4, 1Si3-1Si3, 2Si4-2Si2-2Si1 defect sites, where the first
digit is number of Si atoms with attached OH groups. Nomenclature of topologically different
silicon atoms is presented in Fig. 2. Silanol nests were created by eliminating one Si atom and
terminating broken bonds.
We found that in all cases the region of energetic stability becomes wider. In the case of 1Si11Si1 and 2Si4-2Si2-2Si1 the curves are under pure water energy straight line (except very
small and large loading) as depicted in Fig. 3. Internal view on IFR channel is presented in
Fig. 4. We analyzed shapes of water clusters depending on loading.
Computer simulations show that TON zeosil should have “spring” behavior because it is
hydrophobic at any loading, but IFR zeosil should be a “bumper” in water intrusion-extrusion
processes due to its hydrophilic behaviour at high loading and formation of silanol defects.
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Introduction
The present theoretical study is the extension of our previous work reported on the
double proton transfer reaction between 4,4’-bipyridine ligand (44BPY) and Brønsted acid
sites of H-ZSM-5 simulated by a two ten-membered ring cluster (2-10T) with two particular
distributions adapted to the concerted mechanism, leading to the formation of the
diprotonated dication 44BPYH22+ [1]. This dication was observed by Raman spectrometry
upon adsorption of 44BPY inside H-ZSM-5 [2]. In our study, extensive cluster density
functional theory (DFT) calculations have been carried out on six other Al distributions in
order to gain an understanding of the influence of the Al distribution on the different
mechanisms (concerted and consecutive) of the double proton transfer from H-ZSM-5 to
44BPY. The energetic, structural and vibrational properties of the adsorption complexes
involved in the proton transfer reaction have been characterized.
Theoretical model
The zeolite straight channel is simulated by two ten-membered ring clusters, arranged in
parallel way. Each ring is composed of nine Si atoms and one Al atom. Six Al distributions
(Al1, Al1’), (Al1, Al2’), (Al1, Al3’), (Al1, Al4’), (Al1, Al5’), and (Al1, A6’) are considered
in our study (Fig. 1). Taking into account of the location of the protons associated with the Al
atoms, 24 (Al, H) configurations may be generated. Among them, 8 (Al, H) configurations
have been chosen. 44BPY is initially positioned perpendicularly to the 10T rings, and its
molecular centre is fixed on the cluster straight channel axis during the geometry
optimization. For all Al configurations, the structures of the adsorption complexes have been
optimized, their adsorption energies have been calculated, the minimum energy pathways for
proton transfer have been characterized, and the vibrational frequencies of adsorbed 44BPY
have been analyzed.
All calculations have been carried out with the DFT method at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 1. Schematic representations of 44BPY in the straight channel of H-ZSM-5
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Results and discussion
For the double proton transfer from H-ZSM-5 to 44BPY, two mechanisms according to the Al
distribution have been proposed: a concerted mechanism in which both protons are
simultaneously transferred [1], and a consecutive mechanism in which the transfer of the two
protons takes place successively.
Only for the two (Al1, Al6’) and (Al1, Al5’) distributions in which the two acidic protons are
the farthest from each other, the double proton transfer may occur through a concerted
mechanism. The related potential energy surface shows only one minimum corresponding to
the formation of the bidentate ion-pair complex 44BPYH22+/Z2-.
For the six other Al configurations, the double proton transfer reaction likely occurs via a
consecutive mechanism. The potential energy surface has two minima corresponding to the
formation of the monodentate 44BPYH+/Z- and bidentate ion-pair 44BPYH22+/Z2- complexes.
In the first step, only one proton is transferred, giving the monodentate complex 44BPYH+/Z-.
The calculated adsorption energies for the six monodentate complexes are slightly sensitive to
the Al distribution. On the other hand, in the second step, the transfer of the second acidic
proton leading to the formation of the bidentate complex 44BPYH22+/Z2- depends on the Al
distribution. For the (Al1, Al1'), (Al1, Al2') and (Al1, Al3') distributions, the bidentate
complexes are less stable than the corresponding monodentate complexes, whereas it is the
opposite for (Al1, Al4'), (Al1, Al5'), and (Al1, Al6') distributions. The height barriers of the
energy paths connecting two minima corresponding to mono- and bidentate complexes
strongly depend on the Al distribution (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Energy diagram for the double proton transfer via the consecutive mechanism
The calculated vibrational frequencies and frequency shifts of 44BPY adsorbed as monoor diprotonated species are in good agreement with available experimental data. It was found
that most of them are insensitive to the Al distribution.
Conclusions
The proton transfer reactions upon adsorption of 44BPY on H-ZSM-5 were investigated by
DFT calculations at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level using a 2-10T cluster. Our results provide new
insights on the nature of the species formed upon adsorption, and clearly show that the
formation of the mono- or bidentate ion-pair complexes are governed by the Al distribution.
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Introduction
Mobility of organic molecules in cages of zeolites has drawn a lot of attention [1]. It
was well established that adsorption behaviour of methanol in faujasites was mainly
determined by methanol-cation interaction. In that context o lot of attention was devoted to
the migration of cations and the concentration dependence of methanol self-diffusivity [2,3].
Molecular mobility, both diffusivity and reorientation, is determined by the forces between
the organic molecules and the zeolite complex framework. The forces may range from weak
van der Waals interaction, electrostatic interaction with extra-framework cations to strong
hydrogen bonding. Analysis of the deuteron NMR spectra at a wide range of temperatures
provides information on the distribution of species, on the nature of binding sites, and about
the symmetry of rotation of the sorbed molecules [4]. Temperature dependence of the
relaxation rate allows to estimate the strength of interactions and to follow their evolution.
Experimental and discussion
We apply deuteron NMR spectroscopy to determine rotational mobility of CD3OD
molecules (172 molecules per uc) in NaX(1.3) zeolite. Low temperature spectra disclose
several components related to well specified rotational modes for various possible locations.
Two localized methanol configurations may be pointed out, based on the schemes proposed
in previous papers [2,3]. First one considers a bonding to cation with some possible
interaction of deuteriums with framework oxygens in the neighborhood ( a parallel to the
cage wall confuguration). In the second one the methanol OD is involved in the hydrogen
bond to the framework oxygen and CD3 remains rather free in the space (a perpendicular to
the cage wall configuration). We attribute labels relating methyl and hydroxyl groups to their
position, eg. CD3I and CD3II.
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Figure 1. Deuteron NMR spectrum of CD3OD in NaX at 30.3K. Components: 1-pagoda, 2three-fold rotation of CD3I, 3-threefold tunneling of CD3II, 4, 5 and 6-Pake’s doublets.
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The spectrum in Fig.1 exhibits diverse mobility of deuterons even at 30.3K. The
component 1, called pagoda here, represents the case of two-fold jumps of tunneling CD3II.
That is the case for about 50% of them, the remaining undergo rotational tunneling about C3
axis and contribute to the component 3 calculated according to [5]. Component 2 reprents a
fraction (4%) of CD3I still rotating at 30.3K, while remaining ones contribute to Pake’s
doublet 4, i.e. are immobilized. Two more doublets, 5 and 6, also from motionless deuterons,
are attributed to ODI and ODII, respectively. Temperature dependence of their contributions
provides information on the mobility evolution in the adsorbate system. The fraction of
tunnelling CD3 decays with increasing temperature, and at about 50K all CD3II (37.5% of the
total signal) contribute to the pagoda. The rigid components decay in parallel to a 12%
plateau at about 100K, attributed to still motionless deuterons of ODII. The threefold rotation
component grows accordingly to plateau at 50% at about 80K, coming from CD3I and ODI.
Above 167.5K all components narrow significantly to a sum of Gaussian spectra with width
decreasing on temperature.
Complex relaxation processes of methanol molecules at two configurations,
characterized by three time constants at low temperature, were analysed in terms of a
distribution of interactions. On increasing temperature there is a phase transition at 167.5K,
and strongly localized molecules may diffuse. Spectra indicate isotropic reorientation of
methanol molecules above the phase transition and indeed there are just two time constants in
the relaxation. Both exhibit the same temperature dependence, but there is about one order
(exactly 3-2) of magnitude difference in relaxation rates as the quadrupole coupling constant
of CD3 deuterons is 1/3 of that for OD due to fast internal rotation. Molecules move on cage
walls first and then at 250K diffusion across cages leads to a dramatic change in the
temperature dependence of the relaxation rate. That feature appears to be common for a
number of molecules.
Conclusion
A picture of methanol molecules mobility, diversified due to their different location,
obtained by deuteron NMR adds new features, particularly at low tempeartures, to those
obtained by other methods. Some data need more detailed analysis and interpretation. Among
these are values of the quadrupole coupling constant. These values are 177kHz, 205kHz and
232kHz for immobile deuteron doublets 4, 5 and 6, respectively. These are expected to
reflect a strength and length of chemical bonds.
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Introduction
Aluminium sites in zeolite frameworks cause negative framework charges that are
compensated by cations or protons. They are thus the origin of activity of acidic zeolite
catalysts. The distribution of aluminum within a given zeolite is thus crucial for the catalytic
performance of a given zeolite. Next to pore diameters and pore geometry, local enrichment
or homogeneous distribution of aluminum sites may strongly affect reaction kinetics and
catalyst deactivation characteristics. The question whether preferred aluminum sites exist is
an issue of an ongoing discussion [1], especially for high silica zeolites. In the present
contribution, different strategies have been followed to identify aluminum sites in industrially
used ZSM-5 zeolite via crystallographic evaluation of powder diffraction data. These included
direct assessment of aluminum positions by neutron diffraction, indirect identification of
aluminum sites by location of extra-framework cations, and electron density analysis of fully
dealuminated ZSM-5.
Experimental
The ZSM-5 material (SM-27) was provided by AlSi Penta GmbH. Ion exchanges have been
performed three times at 75°C in either 0.5 M K2SO4, Cu(NO3)2*3H2O, or Zn(NO3)2*6H2O
salt solutions for 20 min. Sodium exchange was performed similarly in 0.1 M NaOH solution.
The products were washed with hot de-ionized water and dried at 50°C in air. XRD
measurements of dehydrated zeolite powders in sealed capillaries were performed on a
STADI P diffractometer in Debye-Scherrer geometry using a curved primary germanium
monochromator. Neutron diffraction experiments on dehydrated samples in sealed vanadium
containers have been performed at the D2B beamline at ILL in Grenoble. For Rietveld
refinements Fullprof and Topas software packages have been used whereas GFourier has been
used for difference Fourier analyses.
Results and discussion
Direct identification of aluminum within the zeolite framework is impossible with XRD data
since aluminum and silicon cannot be distinguished. Even though silicon and aluminum have
slightly different scattering cross sections, also for neutron diffraction data, direct
identification of specific aluminum sites turned out to be difficult, if not impossible. As the
consequence, aluminum sites had to be identified indirectly via location of extra-framework
cations. These cations serve as counter ions that balance the negative framework charges due
to the presence of aluminum within the zeolite framework. Provided that the aluminum sites
are homogeneously dispersed within the zeolite crystallite (no zoning) and that the
concentration of aluminum is not too high, extra-framework cations can been assumed to be
relatively isolated. In that case, one can assume that extra-framework cations will be located
in the proximity of the negative framework charges, and thus in the proximity of the
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aluminum sites. For this purpose, different cations (K+, Cu2+, Zn2+) have been exchanged on
extra-framework positions in SM-27, an industrial zeolite that is known to have a
homogeneous aluminum distribution. The positions of these cations have been located by
Rietveld refinements and difference-Fourier analyses from X-ray and neutron diffraction data.
From the refinement of the occupancy factor of the cation positions and the evaluation of the
distance of the cation to the framework oxygen atoms, several cation positions have been
confirmed. From the analysis of the neighboring oxygen atoms to these cations, potential
aluminum positions have been deduced. T-positions with a certain probability to be occupied
by aluminum in the investigated ZSM-5 zeolite are illustrated in Figure 1 [2].

Figure 1. Potential Al positions in AlSi Penta ZSM-5 SM-27.
As can be seen, four T-positions have been identified. One could pose the question whether
these positions are indeed all occupied by aluminum. A critical review of the data will be
given together with a thorough discussion on the reliability of the data, the methods, and the
strategies used.
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Introduction
The selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NOx using NH3 over transition metal containing
zeolites is considered the most promising technology to reduce NOx emissions from diesel
vehicles.[1] Cu and Fe-zeolites catalyst are the most used. Copper containing zeolites are of
special interest because of their low-temperature SCR-activity compared to e.g. iron
containing zeolites. One of the major drawbacks of copper systems is the fast deactivation
during operating conditions primarily because of dealumination [2] and copper migration [3]
This study concentrates on the influence of the framework on the stability of the SCR catalyst
by comparing the IMF type framework, in which framework-Al are expected to be more
stable, with the traditional MFI type framework.
Experimental
IM-5 (IMF framework) was synthesized to produce similar Si/Al ratios (11) and similar
crystal sizes (0.1-0.3 µm) as in a commercially available ZSM-5 (MFI framework). The
zeolites were ion exchanged with copper acetate solutions of varying molarity to obtain
different Cu/Al ratios (see Table 1).
Catalytic tests were carried out in a reactant gas composition of 500 ppm NO, 530 ppm NH3,
10 % O2, and 5 % H2O, balanced with N2 to a total flow rate of 300 NmL/min. Prior to
measurements the samples (40 mg) were treated in the reaction mixture for 1 h at 550 °C.
A simulated aging of the samples were performed by heating the samples in an diesel exhaust
stream containing ca. 10 % H2O and 7 % O2 at 750 °C for 16 hours.
Results and discussion
Copper zeolite catalysts with three similar copper loads were prepared (see Table 1). In the
fresh state IMF and MFI type catalysts behave very similar (see Figure 1 and Figure 2)
indicating that the framework has little influence on the catalyst performance in the fresh
state. At medium and high copper loads a maximum low temperature conversion is obtained.
At the same time with increasing copper loads the NO conversion drops at higher
temperatures because of the competing ammonia oxidation reaction (see Figure 2).
Table 1. Overview of fresh and aged samples, copper load and the BET surface area
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Catalyst

Framework Cu wt. % Cu/Al

Cu(0.29)-IM-5
Cu(0.43)-IM-5
Cu(0.62)-IM-5
Cu(0.28)-ZSM5

IMF
IMF
IMF
MFI

2.28
3.35
4.81
2.20

0.29
0.43
0.62
0.28

SBET (m2/g)
Fresh
Aged
390
323
368
258
353
220
453
241

Cu(0.44)-ZSM5
Cu(0.62)-ZSM5

MFI
MFI

3.37
4.68

0.44
0.62

366
350

215
259

After simulated aging the surface area drops for all systems. The smallest relative decrease is
seen for samples with the IMF structure containing low to medium amounts of copper. In
Figure 1 and 2 the conversion of NO at 225 and 450°C is shown for all catalysts before and
after aging. It is noticeable that the low temperature activity drops drastically after ageing for
all catalysts and that an increasing copper load slightly improves the performance. In all
cases, the Cu-IMF catalyst outperforms the Cu-MFI type when similar copper loads are
compared after aging. One of the reasons for this behavior appears to be the increased
stability of Al in the framework of IMF compared to MFI-type zeolites.
Fresh Cu-IM-5

Fresh Cu-ZSM5

Aged Cu-IM-5

Aged Cu-ZSM5

Fresh Cu-IM-5

Conversion @ 225 °C
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and
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Cu(0.29)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.28)-ZSM5

Cu(0.43)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.44)-ZSM5

Cu(0.62)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.62)-ZSM5

Figure 1 Comparison of conversion of NO at Figure 2 Comparison of conversion of NO at
225 °C with NH3 over the different catalyst 450 °C with NH3 over the different catalyst
(fresh and aged)
(fresh and aged)
It is known that deactivation of 10-member ring frameworks is more pronounced compared to
other framework types.[5] Therefore the comparison between IMF and MFI frameworks gives
the opportunity to investigate the deactivation mechanism and determine the influence of
framework stability and copper species on catalyst deactivation under realistic conditions. For
this purpose XRD, NH3-TPD, 28Al- and 29Si-MAS-NMR and adsorption of different probe
molecules monitored by FTIR have been used and results are going to be presented.
Conclusions
In the fresh state Cu-IMF and Cu-MFI-type catalysts appear to perform very similar, which
indicates little influence of framework type between three dimensional 10-member-ring
frameworks in the NH3-SCR reaction. After simulated aging the Cu-IMF type catalyst
outperform the Cu-MFI type for similar Cu-loadings The role of framework and copper
species stability was elucidated for the two systems. In all cases deactivation is more severe at
low temperatures.
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Introduction
Alkylation of isobutane by olefins, practically the only process which allows yields highquality component of gasoline, the percentage of involvement which in the fuel is limited only
by existing production resources.
Modern alkylation process implemented in the industry with the use of liquid acid catalysts
(sulfuric and hydrofluoric acids), but has a number of known environmental and economic
drawbacks, which led to the need to find new effective catalytic systems of alkylation of
isobutane by olefins. Therefore, the 70 years XX century began development to the creation
of heterogeneous alkylation catalysts, which were invited in large number of different options.
In the course of many years research it was found that the most promising heterogeneous
catalysts of the alkylation of isobutane by olefins are:
 catalytic system containing zeolites modified with noble or transition metals;
 catalytic systems containing zeolite - faujasite type in rare-earth form.
Based on these catalytic systems, and were made attempts to implement in the industry the
alkylation technology in the USSR (processes ATK Grozny research institute) and abroad (a
process AlkyClean - Companies ABB Lummus Global, Albemarle Catalysts, and Neste Oil, a
process ExSact - Company Exelus, Alkylene process - Company UOP LLC), but,
unfortunately, has been implemented on pilot and pilot tests only.
Analysis of the process development of solid-acid alkylation showed that the creation of
effective heterogeneous catalysts lies in the use of zeolites, mainly faujasite type (structure
type FAU) [1].
Experimental
In collaborative studies on the development of zeolite-containing alkylation catalyst held
Department of Technology of Oil and Gas USPTU, CATACHEM Company and the Division
of Fuel Institute of Petroleum Refining and Petrochemistry were synthesized and investigated
catalytic systems based on zeolite type Y. Acidic characteristics of zeolite Y - the density of
acid sites, their availability and distribution of the force - have been optimized by means of a
post-synthetic methods (decationization, dealumination and ion exchange).
The starting material for the preparation of a series of samples № 1-3 using zeolite NaY
obtained from solutions of sodium silicate, ammonium sulphate and alkali, having 100%
crystallinity, molar ratio of SiO2/Al2O3 = 5,2, the content of Na2O = 13,1% wt. The starting
material for the preparation of a series of samples № 4-6 used zeolite NaY produced by
Catalysts and Chemicals Industries Co. Ltd, (Japan), which has 100% crystallinity, molar
ratio of SiO2/Al2O3 = 5,0, the content of Na2O = 13,3% wt. To obtain of samples of the series
used the sample № 7 HNa-USY-2 – low-alkaline high-silica zeolite Y produced by Ishimbay
specialized chemical plant of catalysts with the ratio of SiO2/Al2O3 = 9,1, the content of Na2O
= 1,99% wt.
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Results and discussion
Prepared 23 samples of zeolite Y, with different chemical composition (sodium, calcium, and
lanthanum), the ratio of SiO2/Al2O3 in the structure and degree of crystallinity, which
provides them different acidic characteristics and, therefore, indicators of activity and
selectivity in the alkylation. By the nature of the modified zeolite, a process modification,
chemical composition and ratio SiO2/Al2O3 samples are grouped into 7 series:
 series number 1 and number 2 - samples of zeolite Y, have different degrees of exchange
on the sodium cations, different ratio SiO2/Al2O3 in the structure;
 series № 3, 4 and number 7 - samples of low-and high-silicon zeolite Y, have different
degrees of exchange on cations of ammonium, calcium, and lanthanum;
 series number 5 and number 6 - sample of comparison – low-silica zeolite Y, have
different degrees of exchange on the cations sodium, calcium, and lanthanum.
Based on the modified zeolites prepared 23 samples alumina and zirconium silicate zeolite
catalysts.
Conclusions
As a result of revealed studies found that the greatest interest is ultrastable (high-silicon) Y in
polycation-decationated form (HCaLa-USY/Si-O-Zr) with a binder based on zirconium
silicate obtained by the sol-gel method. Use as a binder - zirconium silicate in the synthesis of
catalyst leads to reduced of formation of condensation products C9+ by enhancing the cracking
reactions and by increase the yield of fractions of C5-C7, which also allows to extend the
lifetime of the catalyst, while maintaining rates at a high level.
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Introduction
The development of materials with high capacity for fuel gas storage, gas capture or
purification and separation processes are of great interest in recent years. One of the key
parameters that control the gas adsorption and separation capacities is the presence of
micropores. Carbon materials, metal-organic framework (MOF) materials and zeolites
are materials that have been proved to be efficient for these applications [1].
The aim of this work is the development and design of suitable adsorbents for gas
storage systems. Various microporous materials, selected considering the chemical
composition and the structural properties, have been applied in this study for hydrogen
and methane storage at high pressure. Equilibrium adsorption data have been also
analysed using isotherm models, in order to investigate the adsorbate-adsorbent
interaction.
Experimental
The materials used in this work were an activated carbon (MAXSORB, Kansai Coke
and Chemicals), three MOFs (Basolite C300, Basolite Z1200 and Basolite A100,
Aldrich), an alumina-pillared clay [2] and three zeolites (Fluka).
Nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide and methane low pressure physisorption
experiments were performed on two static volumetric analysers, a Micromeritics ASAP
2010 and a Quantachrome Autosorb 1. Hydrogen and methane high pressure
physisorption experiments were performed on another volumetric apparatus, VTI
Corporation model HPVA 100. All samples were previously degassed for 24 h at 473 K
at a pressure lower than 0.133 Pa.
Results and discussion
The textural properties of the solids have been derived from the results of nitrogen and
carbon dioxide adsorption at 77 and at 273 K. Representative results are summarized in
Table 1. From these properties, it is clear that all materials can be considered as
microporous solids.
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Table 1. Textural properties derived from nitrogen and carbon dioxide adsorption at 77
and 273 K.
Materials

SLang
2

(m /g)

Vp

VµpN2

3

VµpCO2

3

(cm /g)

(cm /g)

3

(cm /g)

Sext
(m2/g)

Basolite A100

856

0.915

0.285

0.568

97

Basolite Z1200

1870

0.685

0.643

0.367

12

MS-5A

597

0.249

0.212

0.199

14

MS-10A

557

0.339

0.189

0.225

33

MS-13X

691

0.353

0.240

0.252

25

Al-PILC

271

0.133

0.093

0.097

17

The hydrogen and methane adsorption isotherms, shown in Figure 1, are of type I in the
BDDT classification [3], indicative of a physisorption process. To establish whether the
gas uptake mechanism is in fact an adsorption process, the effect of the nitrogen
microporous volumes on the gas volume uptake has been studied. According to the
results of the present work, both hydrogen and methane uptake are related to the
microporosity of the materials [2]. Several isotherm equations [4] have been used to
describe the experimental adsorption results. From this study a strong degree of
heterogeneity for the adsorption of hydrogen has been obtained.
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Figure 1.- Experimental (symbols) and model (lines) isotherms for the adsorption of
hydrogen at 77 K and methane at 298 K.
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Introduction
Fuel-based pollutants are commonly present in soil and ground water coming from areas
where refinery plants and gas stations are located. To restrict downward movement of
contaminants, physical barriers made of a continuous synthetic layer of low permeability
materials constructed as the base of a land cell can be used [1,2]. The information needed to
properly scale these barriers includes the nature and strength of interactions between
pollutants and barrier fillers. Also the adsorption selectivity of filler in the presence of a
number of pollutants is believed very important to foresee the real behaviour of these
chemicals always present as a complex mixture.
In this study the adsorption of chemicals representative of fuel-based pollutant families (both
single molecules and binary contaminant mixtures) on high silica zeolite Y (a material
commonly used to built sorbent barrier) has been studied by FTIR spectroscopy and
augmented by models and ab initio calculations.
Experimental
n-Hexane, toluene, 1,2-dichloroethane, and methyl tert-buthyl ether were selected as
representative of hydrocarbons, aromatics, halogenated and oxygenated compounds family,
respectively.
The adsorption of pollutants has been studied in high silica zeolite Y (200 SiO2/Al2O3), HSZY, on the basis of its high hydrophobicity and pore dimension large enough to let enter the
selected molecules. The host/guest interactions between zeolite surface and model molecules
were followed by FTIR spectroscopy by contacting vapours of single pollutants with zeolite
self-supporting pellets outgassed at room temperature. Experiments were performed by using
special cells connected to high vacuum lines allowing in-situ adsorption/desorption
experiments. Binary mixtures of model molecules were in addition adsorbed on HSZ-Y to
study the relative affinity and interactions of each pollutant with the sorbent phase. The
arrangement of pollutants included in a Y zeolite cage has been optimized at the DFT level
with the hybrid functional B3LYP and a double-zeta basis set. Harmonic vibrational spectra
were calculated to facilitate the assignment of absorptions in experimental infrared spectra.
Results and discussion
The infrared spectrum of HSZ-Y shows a spectral region (3743-3730 cm-1) were the
absorption of isolated silanols located at the external surfaces of crystal and in internal defects
of zeolite cage takes place. Upon adsorption of pollutants, isolated silanols stretching modes
are shifted to 3230, 3596, 3620, 3700 cm-1 in the presence of methyl tert-buthyl ether,
toluene, 1,2-dichloroethane, and n-hexane, respectively. This downward shift suggests the
formation of H-bonded complexes of different strength between silanols and organic pollutant
in the order: methyl tert-buthyl ether >> toluene > 1,2-dichloroethane > n-hexane. In addition,
changes in some stretching modes of aliphatic and aromatic CH3, CH2, and CH groups of
adsorbed pollutants indicate the contribution of Van der Waals interactions with zeolite
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framework whose strength is in the order: 1,2-dichloroethane >> n-hexane >> methyl tertbuthyl ether > toluene. The DFT structure of methyl tert-buthyl ether computed into zeolite
cage is represented in Figure 1A. All interactions are reversible at room temperature: as a
matter of fact pollutant/silanols complexes are not stable upon progressive reduction of the
pollutant pressure.

B
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Figure 1A): DFT structure of one molecule of methyl tert-buthyl ether H-bonded to a silanol inside a zeolite Y cage; B):
FTIR spectra of Y zeolite (SiO2/Al2O3= 200) after dehydration at rt (a), after adsorption of 15 mbar of 1,2-dichloroethane (b)
and subsequent adsorption of 20 mbar methyl tert-buthyl ether (c). “c-b” curve results from the subtraction of spectrum b
from spectrum c.

As far as the adsorption of binary mixture is concerned, methyl tert-buthyl ether shows the
best affinity for zeolite Y silanols and displaces all the other pollutants previously H-bonded
(In Figure 1B, the adsorption of 1,2-dichloroethane and methyl tert-buthyl ether is reported as
a representative example).
As expected, methyl tert-buthyl ether is also able to remove water molecules from zeolite
adsorption sites owing to its higher Lewis base character. The competitive interactions among
all classes of model pollutants with HSZ-Y were studied by FTIR spectroscopy in the
presence and absence of hydration water, and information concerning formation of H-bonding
and Van der Waals interactions with zeolite framework were collected aiming to understand
the behaviour of sorbent phase upon real working conditions.
Conclusions
High silica zeolite Y shows an adsorption selectivity which is the highest for methyl tertbuthyl ether, followed by toluene, 1,2-dichloroethane and n-hexane. The concentration of
silanols in HSZ-Y available for H-bonding interactions is drastically reduced by the presence
of methyl tert-buthyl ether which is often found in soils contaminated with fuel-based
pollutants. The non-polar portion of HSZ-Y – i.e. the siloxane fraction - which is the vast
majority of the network, remains available for Van der Waals interactions with the less polar
pollutants as hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds.
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Introduction
Energy production using nuclear fusion is an attractive alternative to the present fission power
plants. The most favourable fusion reaction is the one between deuterium and tritium
(hydrogen isotope mass 2 and 3). However, special requirements for fuel handling and
processing have to be considered due to the radioactive properties of tritium. A closed loop is
necessary to recover and reuse the unburned fraction of tritium and efficient detritiation
systems (for glove-boxes and rooms) have to be implemented as well.
Many tritium processes (detritiation systems, tritium extraction from breeder blanket [1]) rely
on adsorption/desorption using zeolite packed beds, to remove from a tritiated stream tritiated
water or molecular tritium at room and cryogenic temperature, respectively. As an alternative,
the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK) has recently proposed the use of zeolite membranes
as pre-concentration step that would avoid immobilisation of tritium, and ensure simple and
fully continuous operation without cryogenic temperatures or temperature cycles [2].
Based on a literature study, some promising types of zeolite membranes were identified and
several multistage membrane processes were simulated [3]. Since the literature data for such
applications is scarce, sometimes disagree concerning temperature behaviour of permeance,
and vary with membrane types and production, a dedicated experimental study has been
started at TLK. This paper presents the firsts results obtained on MFI-alumina hollow fibre
and single gases permeation experiments using helium and hydrogen (replacing tritium).
Experimental
The nanocomposite MFI-alumina hollow fibre used in the present study is prepared by
IRCELYON via pore-plugging synthesis on porous asymmetric 15 cm-long support with o.d.
1.65 mm and i.d. 1.44 mm. The surface area of the membrane is 4.97 cm2, the equivalent
thickness of zeolite layer is less than 1 µm. Detailed description could be found in [4]. It is
immobilized on the supporting alumina perforated tube using a home-made glaze. Finally it is
assembled in the stainless steel module and sealed with cylindrical graphite o-ring. At first the
hollow fibre is conditioned by heating at 400°C under vacuum during 6 h to remove some
adsorbed species from the pores. Then the leak tightness of the membrane is checked by
measurement of permeance at different ∆p in the range 100-500 mbar. The experiment is
carried out in the dead-end mode. The gas is fed inside the hollow fibre, and the permeate
flow is measured at steady-state condition by mass flow controller, while the retentate outlet
is closed. The pressure difference across the membrane is kept constant at about 500 mbar
using two pressure sensors at both the feed and permeates sides. The module is thermostated
in a high temperature cylindrical oven from room temperature up to 400°C.
Results and discussion
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The experimental results obtained in the present work are displayed in Figure 1. The single
gas permeance is calculated from the measured permeate flow rate, the pressure difference,
and geometrical membrane data with precision of ± 2%. The permeance of hydrogen
decreases significantly with temperature, from 1.3 µm/m²· s ·Pa at room temperature to
0.78 µm / m2·s·Pa at 400°C, while for helium this decrease is negligible. Thus the sorptionsurface diffusion mechanism is applicable to our results. At the same time the ideal selectivity
(determined as the ratio of permeances for single gas experiments) decreases as well, from 2.2
at room temperature to 1.5 at 400°C. From the other hand the permeation level still remains
high enough to make these nanocomposite MFI-alumina hollow fibres that make them
attractive for application in a pre-concentration stage in the breeder blanket.

Fig
ure 1: Single gas permeance (on the left) and ideal selectivity (on the right) for hydrogen and
helium in nanocomposite MFI-alumina hollow fibre as a function of temperature
Conclusions
The experimental study of zeolite membranes for tritium processes has started. It is shown
that such membranes are highly permeable for components of mixture encountered in fuel
cycle of fusion machines. This makes them attractive for further investigations in this field
since several applications could be envisaged.
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Introduction
Aluminium sites in zeolite frameworks cause negative framework charges that are
compensated by cations or protons. They are thus the origin of activity of acidic zeolite
catalysts. The distribution of aluminum within a given zeolite is thus crucial for the catalytic
performance of a given zeolite. Next to pore diameters and pore geometry, local enrichment
or homogeneous distribution of aluminum sites may strongly affect reaction kinetics and
catalyst deactivation characteristics. The question whether preferred aluminum sites exist is
an issue of an ongoing discussion [1], especially for high silica zeolites. In the present
contribution, different strategies have been followed to identify aluminum sites in industrially
used ZSM-5 zeolite via crystallographic evaluation of powder diffraction data. These included
direct assessment of aluminum positions by neutron diffraction, indirect identification of
aluminum sites by location of extra-framework cations, and electron density analysis of fully
dealuminated ZSM-5.
Experimental
The ZSM-5 material (SM-27) was provided by AlSi Penta GmbH. Ion exchanges have been
performed three times at 75°C in either 0.5 M K2SO4, Cu(NO3)2*3H2O, or Zn(NO3)2*6H2O
salt solutions for 20 min. Sodium exchange was performed similarly in 0.1 M NaOH solution.
The products were washed with hot de-ionized water and dried at 50°C in air. XRD
measurements of dehydrated zeolite powders in sealed capillaries were performed on a
STADI P diffractometer in Debye-Scherrer geometry using a curved primary germanium
monochromator. Neutron diffraction experiments on dehydrated samples in sealed vanadium
containers have been performed at the D2B beamline at ILL in Grenoble. For Rietveld
refinements Fullprof and Topas software packages have been used whereas GFourier has been
used for difference Fourier analyses.
Results and discussion
Direct identification of aluminum within the zeolite framework is impossible with XRD data
since aluminum and silicon cannot be distinguished. Even though silicon and aluminum have
slightly different scattering cross sections, also for neutron diffraction data, direct
identification of specific aluminum sites turned out to be difficult, if not impossible. As the
consequence, aluminum sites had to be identified indirectly via location of extra-framework
cations. These cations serve as counter ions that balance the negative framework charges due
to the presence of aluminum within the zeolite framework. Provided that the aluminum sites
are homogeneously dispersed within the zeolite crystallite (no zoning) and that the
concentration of aluminum is not too high, extra-framework cations can been assumed to be
relatively isolated. In that case, one can assume that extra-framework cations will be located
in the proximity of the negative framework charges, and thus in the proximity of the
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aluminum sites. For this purpose, different cations (K+, Cu2+, Zn2+) have been exchanged on
extra-framework positions in SM-27, an industrial zeolite that is known to have a
homogeneous aluminum distribution. The positions of these cations have been located by
Rietveld refinements and difference-Fourier analyses from X-ray and neutron diffraction data.
From the refinement of the occupancy factor of the cation positions and the evaluation of the
distance of the cation to the framework oxygen atoms, several cation positions have been
confirmed. From the analysis of the neighboring oxygen atoms to these cations, potential
aluminum positions have been deduced. T-positions with a certain probability to be occupied
by aluminum in the investigated ZSM-5 zeolite are illustrated in Figure 1 [2].

Figure 1. Potential Al positions in AlSi Penta ZSM-5 SM-27.
As can be seen, four T-positions have been identified. One could pose the question whether
these positions are indeed all occupied by aluminum. A critical review of the data will be
given together with a thorough discussion on the reliability of the data, the methods, and the
strategies used.
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Introduction
Open-framework germanates are of particular interest for their ability to form structures with
extra-large pores (>18-membered rings). These very open-frameworks are often built of
composite building units (CBUs) with combinations of GeO4 tetrahedra, GeO5 trigonal
bipyramids and GeO6 octahedra (Figure 1). One example is the Ge10(O,OH)27-28 cluster (Ge10)
in phases such as SU-61 [1], a framework with 26-ring channels analogous to those of MCM41. As with zeolites, many germanate phases have a tendency to form crystals too small for
structure determination by single crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) even on a synchrotron
source. Due to their large unit cell volumes, structure determination from X-ray powder
diffraction (XRPD) can be complicated by the large number of severely overlapping of
reflections. Beam damage is an issue when subjecting germanate crystals to extensive
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies, although selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) can be more easily obtained on beam sensitive samples than high resolution imaging.
Each of these three techniques were applied separately in unsuccessful attempts to solve the
structure of a novel germanate, SU-66. Through a combination of IR spectroscopy, SAED and
XRPD, we have finally obtained a reasonable framework structure for SU-66.

Figure 1. CBUs commonly found in germanates including the Ge7(O,OH,F)19 (Ge7),
Ge9(O,OH,F)26 (Ge9) and Ge10(O,OH) 28 (Ge10) clusters.
Experimental
The IR spectra of 14 germanate compounds with various CBUs were recorded. The spectra
revealed bands characteristic to the CBUs found in the frameworks. The IR spectrum of SU66 was recorded and compared to the spectra of known structures for CBU identification.
Unit cell parameters and reflection conditions of SU-66 were determined from both XRPD
and SAED data. The XRPD pattern, unit cell parameters, space group and CBU were input
into FOX [2] for structure determination using real-space methods. The resulting structure
was then used as a model file for Superflip [3], where the initial phases were allowed to vary
by up to 20% [4].
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Results and discussion
Crystallographic parameters obtained by both XRPD and SAED (Figure 2a) indicate that SU66 has a space group and unit cell (Pmcm, a = 31.60 Å, b = 18.66 Å, c = 14.96 Å) related to
that of the known structure SU-61 (Cmcm, a = 34.48 Å, b = 19.88 Å, c = 14.86 Å), which is
built of Ge10 clusters. IR results (Figure 2b) also indicated the presence of Ge10 clusters in SU66. The positions and orientations of Ge10 clusters in the asymmetric unit were found by FOX.
The structure from FOX was used to define the initial phases for charge-flipping in Superflip
to obtain a structure with more reasonable atomic positions.
SU-66 has a framework with two Ge10 clusters in the asymmetric unit. Half of the clusters are
in an arrangement similar to that found in SU-61, while the other half are rotated. The
structure contains 12-, 18- and 26-ring channels along [001] and 8-ring channels along [010].
Half of the 8-rings and 26-rings in SU-61 are replaced by 12-rings and 18-rings, respectively,
in SU-66 (Figure 2c). The final framework contains 53 symmetrically independent atoms (17
Ge-atoms), and is therefore one of the more complicated frameworks solved from XRPD data.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) SAED of SU-66 along [100]. (b) IR spectrum of SU-66 compared with those of
various known germanates. (c) The structure of SU-66 obtained after performing FOX,
Superflip, and some early refinement with XRS [5].
Conclusions
We have determined the building unit of SU-66 by IR spectroscopy, its unit cell parameters
and space group by XRPD and TEM, and consistently obtained a reasonable structure using
real-space methods from XRPD data. The combination of these techniques has been shown to
be powerful for structure determination of complicated polycrystalline phases.
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Introduction
Nuclear fusion using mixtures of deuterium and tritium is proposed as alternative to the
present fission power plants. Since tritium is radioactive and expensive, special requirements
for fuel handling and processing have to be considered. The Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe
(TLK), which is a world-wide unique semi-technical facility, operates several processes
relying on molecular sieve beds (MSB) containing zeolite material.
Detritiation systems using zeolite and AMOR facility for MSB regeneration
Under routine operation as TLK infrastructure [1], the individual tritium retention systems
connected to each glove box and the central tritium retention system are recovering residual
tritium from primary and secondary containments before the detritiated gases are released into
the environment (Fig. 1, left). Both processes rely on the same principle: i) tritium (HT)
oxidation on CuO or other Pd- or Pt- based catalysts, ii) tritiated water (HTO with tritium at
ppm level) adsorption at room temperature on MSB containing 15 kg of a 4A/13X zeolite
mixture. This allows handling and processing significant amounts of tritium while minimising
the tritium releases.

MSB

MSB
MSB

MSB

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the TLK tritium confinement (on the left) and picture of the
AMOR facility for MSB regeneration (on the right).
The MSB regeneration is performed in the AMOR facility [2] (Fig. 1, right) using dry N2 recirculated in a closed loop at about 10 m3/h. Heating is achieved by i) pre-heating the gas, ii) a
heating mantle, and iii) the in-bed integrated heater. The regeneration procedure is performed
isothermally at 300°C and lasts for about 48 h to dry the MSB down to residual water less
than 1% in weight. The desorbed tritiated water is collected as liquid using a condenser.
Typically a batch corresponds to 1- 2 kg of water containing tritium between 109 - 1012 Bq/kg.
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This water was so far considered as waste and therefore transferred for later treatment to the
central waste department. However, the recent commissioning of a new water detritiation
system [3] will allow tritiated water reprocessing so that the TLK tritium cycle will be fully
closed.
Handling and processing highly tritiated water
In contrast to the large amounts of HTO of intermediate and low activity routinely produced
in tritium facilities, highly tritiated water (HTW) up to stoichiometric DTO (5 x 1016 Bq/kg)
is much more difficult to manage. Among the potential techniques to recover tritium from it,
the use of a catalytic palladium membrane reactor (PERMCAT) has been proposed. The
experimental demonstration at small scale but with relevant tritium levels is in progress [4].
Firstly, HTW is produced oxidising gaseous tritium, processed with a PERMCAT reactor, and
afterwards the detritiated water containing residual tritium amounts is collected in a small
MSB containing about 100 g of zeolite 5A. The MSB is used here for sampling purpose: after
disconnecting it from the process, it is placed inside a sensitive calorimeter to measure the
residual tritium content in order to finally determine the PERMCAT detritiation efficiency. In
a later stage, this collected tritiated water is desorbed from the MSB for a second run on
PERMCAT prior to its final handling in the liquid form. Such operation, i.e. MSB
regeneration followed by PERMCAT, would be typically the best method to be used in any
future fusion machines for the detritiation of HTW. During the MSB regeneration, the control
of the water desorption rate process is required to ensure optimal tritium recovery efficiency.
Conclusions
Since it ensures safe and simple operation, MSB containing zeolite are widely used in tritium
handling facilities. For glove box and atmosphere detritiation, oxidation of tritium followed
by a drying step into zeolite packed beds was demonstrated to be very efficient and reliable.
Reconditioning the MSB allows reusing them close to their nominal performances and
significantly reduces the operation costs. The R&D activities (experiments and simulations)
are now focusing on the regeneration (desorption) step. This is particularly important for
MSB in the detritiation systems with respect to possible memory effects, and for MSB
containing highly tritiated water that should be detritiated continuously in the vapour phase.
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Introduction
The most common process for biodiesel production consists in a transesterification reaction in
which a triglycerides source (vegetable oil or animal fat) reacts to a short chain alcohol
(usually methanol) in catalyst presence. Since ethanol is largely obtained in Brazil from
renewable sources (mostly sugarcane) it might be advantageous to replace methanol in the
transesterification reaction for biodiesel production. This study presents the use of a
lanthanum SBA-15 catalyst in vegetable oil transesterification using ethanol. The catalyst has
lanthanum oxide as active phase inserted into the SBA-15 framework by isomorphous
substitution.
Experimental
The SBA-15 modified with lanthanum was synthesized by hydrothermal method using
Pluronic P123, tetraethyl orthosilicate, hydrated lanthanum chloride, HCl and distilled water.
The mixture was stirred for 22 h at a temperature of 333 K. The resulting gel was submitted to
hydrothermal treatment at a temperature of 373 K for 48 h. After filtration and calcination, the
samples were characterized through X-ray diffraction (DRX), N2 adsorption and desorption
isotherms at 77 K, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The transesterification reaction
was carried out at inert atmosphere using 1000 rpm agitation using molar ratio of ethanol and
oil of 20:1. When the oil and ethanol mixture reached the desired temperature, 343 K, the
catalyst was inserted to the reaction mixture using a catalyst/oil mass ratio of 0.01. Samples of
5 mL were taken after 6h, filtered under vacuum to extract the catalyst from the reaction
mixture.
Results and discussion
The diffractograms and SEM micrographs of the original SBA-15 and the lanthanum
modified SBA-15 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The textural properties are shown
in Table 1.

(a)

(b

Figure 1. Diffractograms of SBA-15 samples. (a) original ; (b) lanthanum modified.
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs of SBA-15 samples. (a) original ; (b) lanthanum modified

Table 1. Textural characterization of SBA-15 samples.
Sample

Dp(nm)

Vp(cm3g-1)

SBET(m2g-1)

SBA-15

4.33

0.95

931.3

Lanthanum SBA-15

7.29

1.09

735.2

The calculated value of the conversion of soybean oil with ethanol using lanthanum modified
SBA-15 as catalyst in the transesterification reaction was 80% v/v, which is comparable to
previously reported values (see Table 2). The classical homogenous process catalyzed by
KOH is reported using ethanol as transesterificant agent with conversions as high as 96%v/v,
however the downstream separation of the products (ester/glycerin phases) is rather difficult if
compared to heterogeneous systems.
Table 2. Comparison of conversion to biodiesel with previously reported values.
Alcohol/Oi
Catalyst/oil Temp. Time
l molar
Oil/Alcohol
Catalyst
mass ratio
(K)
(h)
ratio
Soybean/EtOH

20

Soybean/EtOH

18.8

Soybean/MeOH

21

La50SBA15
homogeneous
(KOH )
Ca3La oxide

Conv.
(%vv)

Ref.

0.01

343

6

80.0

This
study

0.01

n.a.

4

96.0

1

0.05

331

3

94.3

2
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Introduction
The selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NOx using NH3 over transition metal containing
zeolites is considered the most promising technology to reduce NOx emissions from diesel
vehicles.[1] Cu and Fe-zeolites catalyst are the most used. Copper containing zeolites are of
special interest because of their low-temperature SCR-activity compared to e.g. iron
containing zeolites. One of the major drawbacks of copper systems is the fast deactivation
during operating conditions primarily because of dealumination [2] and copper migration [3]
This study concentrates on the influence of the framework on the stability of the SCR catalyst
by comparing the IMF type framework, in which framework-Al are expected to be more
stable, with the traditional MFI type framework.
Experimental
IM-5 (IMF framework) was synthesized to produce similar Si/Al ratios (11) and similar
crystal sizes (0.1-0.3 µm) as in a commercially available ZSM-5 (MFI framework). The
zeolites were ion exchanged with copper acetate solutions of varying molarity to obtain
different Cu/Al ratios (see Table 1).
Catalytic tests were carried out in a reactant gas composition of 500 ppm NO, 530 ppm NH3,
10 % O2, and 5 % H2O, balanced with N2 to a total flow rate of 300 NmL/min. Prior to
measurements the samples (40 mg) were treated in the reaction mixture for 1 h at 550 °C.
A simulated aging of the samples were performed by heating the samples in an diesel exhaust
stream containing ca. 10 % H2O and 7 % O2 at 750 °C for 16 hours.
Results and discussion
Copper zeolite catalysts with three similar copper loads were prepared (see Table 1). In the
fresh state IMF and MFI type catalysts behave very similar (see Figure 1 and Figure 2)
indicating that the framework has little influence on the catalyst performance in the fresh
state. At medium and high copper loads a maximum low temperature conversion is obtained.
At the same time with increasing copper loads the NO conversion drops at higher
temperatures because of the competing ammonia oxidation reaction (see Figure 2).
Table 1. Overview of fresh and aged samples, copper load and the BET surface area
Catalyst

Framework Cu wt. % Cu/Al

Cu(0.29)-IM-5
Cu(0.43)-IM-5
Cu(0.62)-IM-5
Cu(0.28)-ZSM5
Cu(0.44)-ZSM5
Cu(0.62)-ZSM5

IMF
IMF
IMF
MFI
MFI
MFI

2.28
3.35
4.81
2.20
3.37
4.68

0.29
0.43
0.62
0.28
0.44
0.62

SBET (m2/g)
Fresh
Aged
390
323
368
258
353
220
453
241
366
215
350
259
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After simulated aging the surface area drops for all systems. The smallest relative decrease is
seen for samples with the IMF structure containing low to medium amounts of copper. In
Figure 1 and 2 the conversion of NO at 225 and 450°C is shown for all catalysts before and
after aging. It is noticeable that the low temperature activity drops drastically after ageing for
all catalysts and that an increasing copper load slightly improves the performance. In all
cases, the Cu-IMF catalyst outperforms the Cu-MFI type when similar copper loads are
compared after aging. One of the reasons for this behavior appears to be the increased
stability of Al in the framework of IMF compared to MFI-type zeolites.
Fresh Cu-IM-5

Fresh Cu-ZSM5

Aged Cu-IM-5

Aged Cu-ZSM5

Fresh Cu-IM-5

Aged Cu-IM-5

Aged Cu-ZSM5

Conversion @ 450 °C

Conversion @ 225 °C
100

100

80

80
NO conversion (%)

NO conversion (%)

Fresh Cu-ZSM5

60

40

20

60

40

20

0

0

Cu(0.29)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.28)-ZSM5

Cu(0.43)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.44)-ZSM5

Cu(0.62)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.62)-ZSM5

Cu(0.29)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.28)-ZSM5

Cu(0.43)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.44)-ZSM5

Cu(0.62)-IM-5
and
Cu(0.62)-ZSM5

Figure 1 Comparison of conversion of NO at Figure 2 Comparison of conversion of NO at
225 °C with NH3 over the different catalyst 450 °C with NH3 over the different catalyst
(fresh and aged)
(fresh and aged)
It is known that deactivation of 10-member ring frameworks is more pronounced compared to
other framework types.[5] Therefore the comparison between IMF and MFI frameworks gives
the opportunity to investigate the deactivation mechanism and determine the influence of
framework stability and copper species on catalyst deactivation under realistic conditions. For
this purpose XRD, NH3-TPD, 28Al- and 29Si-MAS-NMR and adsorption of different probe
molecules monitored by FTIR have been used and results are going to be presented.
Conclusions
In the fresh state Cu-IMF and Cu-MFI-type catalysts appear to perform very similar, which
indicates little influence of framework type between three dimensional 10-member-ring
frameworks in the NH3-SCR reaction. After simulated aging the Cu-IMF type catalyst
outperform the Cu-MFI type for similar Cu-loadings The role of framework and copper
species stability was elucidated for the two systems. In all cases deactivation is more severe at
low temperatures.
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Introduction
Fuel-based pollutants are commonly present in soil and ground water coming from areas
where refinery plants and gas stations are located. To restrict downward movement of
contaminants, physical barriers made of a continuous synthetic layer of low permeability
materials constructed as the base of a land cell can be used [1,2]. The information needed to
properly scale these barriers includes the nature and strength of interactions between
pollutants and barrier fillers. Also the adsorption selectivity of filler in the presence of a
number of pollutants is believed very important to foresee the real behaviour of these
chemicals always present as a complex mixture.
In this study the adsorption of chemicals representative of fuel-based pollutant families (both
single molecules and binary contaminant mixtures) on high silica zeolite Y (a material
commonly used to built sorbent barrier) has been studied by FTIR spectroscopy and
augmented by models and ab initio calculations.
Experimental
n-Hexane, toluene, 1,2-dichloroethane, and methyl tert-buthyl ether were selected as
representative of hydrocarbons, aromatics, halogenated and oxygenated compounds family,
respectively.
The adsorption of pollutants has been studied in high silica zeolite Y (200 SiO2/Al2O3), HSZY, on the basis of its high hydrophobicity and pore dimension large enough to let enter the
selected molecules. The host/guest interactions between zeolite surface and model molecules
were followed by FTIR spectroscopy by contacting vapours of single pollutants with zeolite
self-supporting pellets outgassed at room temperature. Experiments were performed by using
special cells connected to high vacuum lines allowing in-situ adsorption/desorption
experiments. Binary mixtures of model molecules were in addition adsorbed on HSZ-Y to
study the relative affinity and interactions of each pollutant with the sorbent phase. The
arrangement of pollutants included in a Y zeolite cage has been optimized at the DFT level
with the hybrid functional B3LYP and a double-zeta basis set. Harmonic vibrational spectra
were calculated to facilitate the assignment of absorptions in experimental infrared spectra.
Results and discussion
The infrared spectrum of HSZ-Y shows a spectral region (3743-3730 cm-1) were the
absorption of isolated silanols located at the external surfaces of crystal and in internal defects
of zeolite cage takes place. Upon adsorption of pollutants, isolated silanols stretching modes
are shifted to 3230, 3596, 3620, 3700 cm-1 in the presence of methyl tert-buthyl ether,
toluene, 1,2-dichloroethane, and n-hexane, respectively. This downward shift suggests the
formation of H-bonded complexes of different strength between silanols and organic pollutant
in the order: methyl tert-buthyl ether >> toluene > 1,2-dichloroethane > n-hexane. In addition,
changes in some stretching modes of aliphatic and aromatic CH3, CH2, and CH groups of
adsorbed pollutants indicate the contribution of Van der Waals interactions with zeolite
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framework whose strength is in the order: 1,2-dichloroethane >> n-hexane >> methyl tertbuthyl ether > toluene. The DFT structure of methyl tert-buthyl ether computed into zeolite
cage is represented in Figure 1A. All interactions are reversible at room temperature: as a
matter of fact pollutant/silanols complexes are not stable upon progressive reduction of the
pollutant pressure.

B

Absorbance (a.u.)

2978
c-b
1370
3740
2830

c

1455 1428
1450

2963

b
a

A

3500

3000

1500

-1

Wavenumber (cm )

1400

1300

Figure 1A): DFT structure of one molecule of methyl tert-buthyl ether H-bonded to a silanol inside a zeolite Y cage; B):
FTIR spectra of Y zeolite (SiO2/Al2O3= 200) after dehydration at rt (a), after adsorption of 15 mbar of 1,2-dichloroethane (b)
and subsequent adsorption of 20 mbar methyl tert-buthyl ether (c). “c-b” curve results from the subtraction of spectrum b
from spectrum c.

As far as the adsorption of binary mixture is concerned, methyl tert-buthyl ether shows the
best affinity for zeolite Y silanols and displaces all the other pollutants previously H-bonded
(In Figure 1B, the adsorption of 1,2-dichloroethane and methyl tert-buthyl ether is reported as
a representative example).
As expected, methyl tert-buthyl ether is also able to remove water molecules from zeolite
adsorption sites owing to its higher Lewis base character. The competitive interactions among
all classes of model pollutants with HSZ-Y were studied by FTIR spectroscopy in the
presence and absence of hydration water, and information concerning formation of H-bonding
and Van der Waals interactions with zeolite framework were collected aiming to understand
the behaviour of sorbent phase upon real working conditions.
Conclusions
High silica zeolite Y shows an adsorption selectivity which is the highest for methyl tertbuthyl ether, followed by toluene, 1,2-dichloroethane and n-hexane. The concentration of
silanols in HSZ-Y available for H-bonding interactions is drastically reduced by the presence
of methyl tert-buthyl ether which is often found in soils contaminated with fuel-based
pollutants. The non-polar portion of HSZ-Y – i.e. the siloxane fraction - which is the vast
majority of the network, remains available for Van der Waals interactions with the less polar
pollutants as hydrocarbons and aromatic compounds.
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Introduction
Due to their open framework, zeolites are metastable materials, which can be transformed into
non-zeolite crystalline aluminosilicates above a certain temperature [1-2]. Since many of the
synthetic zeolites have compositions close to those of aluminosilicate-based ceramics, their
thermal treatment may result in the formation of ceramic materials, such as mullite. [3]. The
need of temperature stable catalysts with selective characteristics induced the synthesis of
metal incorporated mullite. The improved new catalysts are designed for the wet oxidation of
phenol solutions that are found to be one of the most important representative of organic
pollutants and are toxic even at low concentration [4].
Experimental
Zeolite A was synthesised by a known synthesis procedure [5]. Ion exchange of the original
Na+ ions from the starting zeolite precursor with NH4+ ions was carried out by previously
described procedure [6]. The resulting NH4A was then partial exchanged with Cu /Fe from
copper nitrate or iron chloride solution, respectively. Post synthesis thermal induced
transformations of ammonium, iron and copper form of zeolite A at the appropriate
temperature (1273K) and time (3h) in a controlled-temperature chamber furnace yield into a
mixture of mullite and amorphous SiO2 in the first case, Fe-mullite and amorphous SiO2 in the
second case and to Cu-mullite and SiO2 in the third case. Alkaline treatment of the resulting
powder mixtures in 2MNaOH solution resulted to pure mullite, Fe-mullite and Cu-mullite
phases after the dissolution of the entire crystal content of amorphous SiO2.
The final products were characterized by Fourier Transform Infra Red spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction and Scanning electron microscopy.
The evaluation of their catalytic performances for the wet hydrogen peroxide oxidation of
phenol was carried out in a stainless steel Parr reactor in batch operation mode under the
conditions of the experiments listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental conditions for the estimation of catalytic activity
Catalyst
mCAT=0.1gdm-3
of mullite
Fe-mullite
Cu-mullite

Temperature(K) Pressure(kPa) cphenol(moldm-3)
353
100
0.01

cH2O2(moldm-3)
0.1
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Results and discussion
Figure 1. presents the conversion of phenol as a function of the time over mullite, Cu-mullite
and Fe-mullite under the same conditions of the experiment. The highest decrease in phenol
concentration showed Fe-mullite catalyst.
0,012

Cphenol / moldm-3

0,01

0,008

0,006

mullite
Cu-mullite
Fe-mullite
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0
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Figure 1. Phenol oxidation over mullite, Cu-mullite and Fe-mullite
Conclusions
The present study reports on the catalytic oxidation of phenol on Cu / or Fe exchanged mullite
catalyst. Incorporating specific cations (Cu, Fe) into mullite has been found to be a useful
technique for improving catalytic properties as it is obtained from the results on the catalytic
oxidation of phenol.
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Introduction
Energy production using nuclear fusion is an attractive alternative to the present fission power
plants. The most favourable fusion reaction is the one between deuterium and tritium
(hydrogen isotope mass 2 and 3). However, special requirements for fuel handling and
processing have to be considered due to the radioactive properties of tritium. A closed loop is
necessary to recover and reuse the unburned fraction of tritium and efficient detritiation
systems (for glove-boxes and rooms) have to be implemented as well.
Many tritium processes (detritiation systems, tritium extraction from breeder blanket [1]) rely
on adsorption/desorption using zeolite packed beds, to remove from a tritiated stream tritiated
water or molecular tritium at room and cryogenic temperature, respectively. As an alternative,
the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK) has recently proposed the use of zeolite membranes
as pre-concentration step that would avoid immobilisation of tritium, and ensure simple and
fully continuous operation without cryogenic temperatures or temperature cycles [2].
Based on a literature study, some promising types of zeolite membranes were identified and
several multistage membrane processes were simulated [3]. Since the literature data for such
applications is scarce, sometimes disagree concerning temperature behaviour of permeance,
and vary with membrane types and production, a dedicated experimental study has been
started at TLK. This paper presents the firsts results obtained on MFI-alumina hollow fibre
and single gases permeation experiments using helium and hydrogen (replacing tritium).
Experimental
The nanocomposite MFI-alumina hollow fibre used in the present study is prepared by
IRCELYON via pore-plugging synthesis on porous asymmetric 15 cm-long support with o.d.
1.65 mm and i.d. 1.44 mm. The surface area of the membrane is 4.97 cm2, the equivalent
thickness of zeolite layer is less than 1 µm. Detailed description could be found in [4]. It is
immobilized on the supporting alumina perforated tube using a home-made glaze. Finally it is
assembled in the stainless steel module and sealed with cylindrical graphite o-ring. At first the
hollow fibre is conditioned by heating at 400°C under vacuum during 6 h to remove some
adsorbed species from the pores. Then the leak tightness of the membrane is checked by
measurement of permeance at different ∆p in the range 100-500 mbar. The experiment is
carried out in the dead-end mode. The gas is fed inside the hollow fibre, and the permeate
flow is measured at steady-state condition by mass flow controller, while the retentate outlet
is closed. The pressure difference across the membrane is kept constant at about 500 mbar
using two pressure sensors at both the feed and permeates sides. The module is thermostated
in a high temperature cylindrical oven from room temperature up to 400°C.
Results and discussion
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The experimental results obtained in the present work are displayed in Figure 1. The single
gas permeance is calculated from the measured permeate flow rate, the pressure difference,
and geometrical membrane data with precision of ± 2%. The permeance of hydrogen
decreases significantly with temperature, from 1.3 µm/m²· s ·Pa at room temperature to
0.78 µm / m2·s·Pa at 400°C, while for helium this decrease is negligible. Thus the sorptionsurface diffusion mechanism is applicable to our results. At the same time the ideal selectivity
(determined as the ratio of permeances for single gas experiments) decreases as well, from 2.2
at room temperature to 1.5 at 400°C. From the other hand the permeation level still remains
high enough to make these nanocomposite MFI-alumina hollow fibres that make them
attractive for application in a pre-concentration stage in the breeder blanket.

Fig
ure 1: Single gas permeance (on the left) and ideal selectivity (on the right) for hydrogen and
helium in nanocomposite MFI-alumina hollow fibre as a function of temperature
Conclusions
The experimental study of zeolite membranes for tritium processes has started. It is shown
that such membranes are highly permeable for components of mixture encountered in fuel
cycle of fusion machines. This makes them attractive for further investigations in this field
since several applications could be envisaged.
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Introduction
Reducing the size of zeolite crystals from the micrometric scale to the nanometer scale
has produced significant changes in the properties of these materials. For example, the use of
zeolites formed by nanocrystals gives rise to significant improvements in traditional
applications, as for instance catalysis and separation. The ratio of external to internal number
of atoms grows rapidly with decreasing particle size, increasing the external surface area [1].
Moreover, smaller crystals have a larger amount of exposed pores, reflecting lower internal
diffusion limitations when compared to micrometric-sized zeolite crystals [2]. Considering
the growing importance of zeolite nanocrystals in catalysis, this work investigates the
synthesis conditions to obtain a FAU zeolite with nanocrystals without using an organic
template.
Experimental
A typical molar composition containing the following ratio: 5.5 Na2O : 1.0 Al2O3 : 10
SiO2 : 180 H2O, was used to synthesize the faujasite zeolite. The reagents used in the
synthesis were Aerosil 380 (Evonik), sodium aluminate (Riedel de Haën – 54% Al2O3 : 41%
Na2O : 5% H2O), sodium hydroxide (Quimis) and deionized water (Riedel de Haën - 54%
Al 2 O 3: 41% Na 2 O: 5% H 2 O), (Quimis). The reaction mixture formed was transferred to a
Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and kept in an oven at 100 °C for 6 h. After this time
elapsed, the solid obtained was washed several times until the pH reached 8 and then dried at
60 °C. The samples were characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Nitrogen Physisorption,
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) of 29Si.
Results and discussion
The alkalinity effect on the product properties was checked, changing the number of
Na2O moles in the synthesis gel. This modification was performed by adding sodium
hydroxide in quantities to achieve a Na2O/Al2O3 molar ratio of 5.5, 6.5, 7.5 and 8.5. The
hydrothermal treatment time was of 6 hours at 100 °C. Figure 1 shows the diffraction patterns
for the different samples. Increasing the amount of Na2O in the synthesis mixture decreased
the intensity of the diffraction peaks. The results of nitrogen physisorption show that the
micropore volume and the samples’ external surface area decrease with the increasing amount
of Na2O. The sample Y-B5.5, showed an external area of 39 m2/g and a micropore volume of
0.27 cm3/g. Comparatively, the sample Y-B8.5 showed an external surface area of 27 m2/g
and micropore volume of 0.06 cm3/g, showing that the material is not yet well structured. This
may be related to an increased alkalinity in the reaction mixture for the samples with high
contents of Na2O, thereby favoring a higher dissolution of the zeolite. To decrease crystal size
and improve the micropore volume, the reaction mixture was subjected to additional aging,
therefore favoring the formation of a greater number of crystallization nuclei. For this, the
sample with the Na2O/Al2O3 ratio of 8.5 was chosen, shown in Figure 1, it was the one that
formed the worst diffraction pattern of the FAU structure. Aging was performed at 25 ° C for
24, 48 or 72 h.
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Figure 1. XRD of the samples synthesized with Figure 2. XRD of the samples synthesized with
different Na2O/Al2O3 ratios.
different aging times: 24 (a), 48 (b) and 72 h (c).

The diffraction patterns (Figure 2) of the three samples with aging exhibit the
characteristic peaks of FAU. The sample aged for 72 h has a micropore volume of 0.23 cm3/g
and external surface area of 115 m2/g, respectively. The TEM results show that this zeolite
has aggregates smaller than 100 nm, hence Figure 3 shows the crystal planes for the plane
(111), showing that this zeolite is well crystallized. The NMR spectrum of 29Si shows the
different chemical environments of Si atoms, the Si/Al ratio obtained from the NMR peak
areas is of 1.46, close to that obtained by EDS (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. NMR of
aged for 72 h.

Figure 3. TEM sample aged for 72 h.

29
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Conclusions
It was possible to synthesize nanometric crystals with the FAU structure, without
requiring organic templates, with high external surface areas. Due to this material’s
presumably lower diffusion limitations, it can potentially be used as catalysts or adsorbents.
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Introduction
Lignin is a highly oxygenated polymer consisting of phenolic compounds. It has long
been recognized as a potential feedstock for producing fine chemicals and fuels and fast
pyrolysis is one of the most effective methods for its transformation, although the formation
of coke and gases (mainly CO2, CO, and CH4) is unfavorable, and must be avoided [1].
Therefore, catalysis is essential to improve this process. We show that the yield of desired
liquid products can be maximized using zeolites as catalyst. The pore size and topology and
Si/Al ratio had great influence on the product distribution.
Experimental
Commercial zeolites H-ZSM5 (Zeochem, Switzerland) with Si/Al = 13, 25, 50, and
200 and laboratory synthesized silicalite were calcined in air at 550 oC for 5 h prior to
pyrolysis. Alkaline lignin (TCI Europe) had C:H:O:S:N composition as 48:5:36:2.8:0.2 by
weight. Before pyrolysis, lignin and catalysts were physically mixed, grinded and sieved (<
200 mesh, 75 µm). The samples were accurately weighted and introduced into the reactor
with loose quartz wool packing.
Fast pyrolysis experiments were conducted using a platinum coil pyrolyzer 5150 (CDS
Analytical, USA). The probe was a computer controlled resistively heated element which held
an open ended quartz reactor. During pyrolysis, the products were brought by a helium carrier
gas stream through a 300 oC heated transfer line and analyzed online with an Agilent 7890A
gas chromatograph system. The system was equipped with 3 channels: HP5 column with
Agilent 5975C mass spectrometer detector for condensable organic compounds, Plot/Q and
mol sieve columns with TCD for separation of non-condensable C1-C2 and permanent gases.
The yield of solid left after pyrolysis was determined gravimetrically. The yields of noncondensable gases (CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6) were quantified by calibration of GC with standard
gas/He mixtures, (Messer AG, Switzerland). The yield of liquids was assumed to be the
remaining difference. The products in the liquid phase were classified into several categories
according to their functionalities: non-aromatic esters, ketons, aldehydes, furans, acids;
nonaromatic hydrocarbons; aromatic hydrocarbons; aromatic hydrocarbon alkoxy; phenols;
phenols alkoxy; and unidentified compounds.
Results and discussion
The conditions of lignin fast pyrolysis, such as temperature, heating rate, reaction
time, and sample weight were optimized over lignin without catalysts. The target maximum
yield of 40 wt % liquid was achieved at 650 oC, 20 oC/ms, 20 s and sample weight of 1.5 mg.
These conditions were chosen for further study.
Figure 1 shows (a) the conversion of lignin and (b) the selectivity to phenol alkoxy
species in the liquid fraction for different Si/Al ratios and different catalyst loadings.
Compared to pure lignin pyrolysis (catalyst loading 0%), the conversion of lignin slightly
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decreased. Increasing catalyst loading led to significant increase of lignin conversion.
Depending on the zeolite it reached 60-70% conversion. However the composition of the
catalyst did not influence the conversion of lignin. For example, silicalite revealed similar
behavior as acid zeolites. We believe that acid centers of the zeolite do not participate in
lignin breaking up, which corresponds to the fact that such polymeric compounds as lignin
cannot penetrate zeolite pore structure and thus cannot reach acid sites of ZSM-5 located in
channel intersections. It is well known that lignin pyrolysis follows a radical reaction pathway;
first lignin depolymerizes to generate a significant amount of radical species, which undergo
repolymerization to form coke [2]. The fact that with participation of zeolite (Fig. 1a) less coke is
being formed suggests that zeolite prevents this repolymerization, probably stabilizing highly
active radical species which can enter the pores.
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Fig. 1. Conversion of lignin (a) and selectivity to alkoxy phenolic compounds in the liquid fraction (b)
as a function of catalyst loading and catalyst composition.

Nevertheless, the acidity of ZSM-5 plays an important role in the composition of the liquid
fraction. Without catalyst, alkoxy phenolic species are the main products of pyrolysis: they
are the building units of the lignin polymer and thus primary reaction products. With the
increase of catalyst content, they were converted into phenols and aromatic hydrocarbons (not
shown). Such reactions happen over acid sites of zeolite. Thus the amount and nature of active
sites is very important for product composition. Fig. 1b shows that highly acid zeolites shift
the selectivity from alkoxy phenolic compounds to aromatics such as benzene and toluene.
These findings give us an important key on how to tune the products of lignin fast pyrolysis,
by choosing the right catalyst to adsorb and convert primary products of lignin breaking to
useful chemicals.
Conclusions
Acid zeolites play a dual role in fast pyrolysis of lignin. The porous structure of zeolite
captures the initial products of lignin pyrolysis: oxygenated aromatics (alkoxy phenols). This
prevents their repolymerization and coke formation. The application of zeolites of different
acidity allows transforming those initial products to aromatics by dealkoxylation and
dehydroxylation.
[1] T.P. Vispute, H. Zhang, A. Sanna, R. Xiao, G.W. Huber, Science, 330 (2010) 1222
[2] C. A. Mullen and A. A. Boateng, Fuel Process. Technol., (2010) 91:1446-1458
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Introduction
Due to their open framework, zeolites are metastable materials, which can be transformed into
non-zeolite crystalline aluminosilicates above a certain temperature [1-2]. Since many of the
synthetic zeolites have compositions close to those of aluminosilicate-based ceramics, their
thermal treatment may result in the formation of ceramic materials, such as mullite. [3]. The
need of temperature stable catalysts with selective characteristics induced the synthesis of
metal incorporated mullite. The improved new catalysts are designed for the wet oxidation of
phenol solutions that are found to be one of the most important representative of organic
pollutants and are toxic even at low concentration [4].
Experimental
Zeolite A was synthesised by a known synthesis procedure [5]. Ion exchange of the original
Na+ ions from the starting zeolite precursor with NH4+ ions was carried out by previously
described procedure [6]. The resulting NH4A was then partial exchanged with Cu /Fe from
copper nitrate or iron chloride solution, respectively. Post synthesis thermal induced
transformations of ammonium, iron and copper form of zeolite A at the appropriate
temperature (1273K) and time (3h) in a controlled-temperature chamber furnace yield into a
mixture of mullite and amorphous SiO2 in the first case, Fe-mullite and amorphous SiO2 in the
second case and to Cu-mullite and SiO2 in the third case. Alkaline treatment of the resulting
powder mixtures in 2MNaOH solution resulted to pure mullite, Fe-mullite and Cu-mullite
phases after the dissolution of the entire crystal content of amorphous SiO2.
The final products were characterized by Fourier Transform Infra Red spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction and Scanning electron microscopy.
The evaluation of their catalytic performances for the wet hydrogen peroxide oxidation of
phenol was carried out in a stainless steel Parr reactor in batch operation mode under the
conditions of the experiments listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental conditions for the estimation of catalytic activity
Catalyst
mCAT=0.1gdm-3
of mullite
Fe-mullite
Cu-mullite

Temperature(K) Pressure(kPa) cphenol(moldm-3)
353
100
0.01

cH2O2(moldm-3)
0.1
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Results and discussion
Figure 1. presents the conversion of phenol as a function of the time over mullite, Cu-mullite
and Fe-mullite under the same conditions of the experiment. The highest decrease in phenol
concentration showed Fe-mullite catalyst.
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Figure 1. Phenol oxidation over mullite, Cu-mullite and Fe-mullite
Conclusions
The present study reports on the catalytic oxidation of phenol on Cu / or Fe exchanged mullite
catalyst. Incorporating specific cations (Cu, Fe) into mullite has been found to be a useful
technique for improving catalytic properties as it is obtained from the results on the catalytic
oxidation of phenol.
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Introduction
Lignin is a highly oxygenated polymer consisting of phenolic compounds. It has long
been recognized as a potential feedstock for producing fine chemicals and fuels and fast
pyrolysis is one of the most effective methods for its transformation, although the formation
of coke and gases (mainly CO2, CO, and CH4) is unfavorable, and must be avoided [1].
Therefore, catalysis is essential to improve this process. We show that the yield of desired
liquid products can be maximized using zeolites as catalyst. The pore size and topology and
Si/Al ratio had great influence on the product distribution.
Experimental
Commercial zeolites H-ZSM5 (Zeochem, Switzerland) with Si/Al = 13, 25, 50, and
200 and laboratory synthesized silicalite were calcined in air at 550 oC for 5 h prior to
pyrolysis. Alkaline lignin (TCI Europe) had C:H:O:S:N composition as 48:5:36:2.8:0.2 by
weight. Before pyrolysis, lignin and catalysts were physically mixed, grinded and sieved (<
200 mesh, 75 µm). The samples were accurately weighted and introduced into the reactor
with loose quartz wool packing.
Fast pyrolysis experiments were conducted using a platinum coil pyrolyzer 5150 (CDS
Analytical, USA). The probe was a computer controlled resistively heated element which held
an open ended quartz reactor. During pyrolysis, the products were brought by a helium carrier
gas stream through a 300 oC heated transfer line and analyzed online with an Agilent 7890A
gas chromatograph system. The system was equipped with 3 channels: HP5 column with
Agilent 5975C mass spectrometer detector for condensable organic compounds, Plot/Q and
mol sieve columns with TCD for separation of non-condensable C1-C2 and permanent gases.
The yield of solid left after pyrolysis was determined gravimetrically. The yields of noncondensable gases (CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6) were quantified by calibration of GC with standard
gas/He mixtures, (Messer AG, Switzerland). The yield of liquids was assumed to be the
remaining difference. The products in the liquid phase were classified into several categories
according to their functionalities: non-aromatic esters, ketons, aldehydes, furans, acids;
nonaromatic hydrocarbons; aromatic hydrocarbons; aromatic hydrocarbon alkoxy; phenols;
phenols alkoxy; and unidentified compounds.
Results and discussion
The conditions of lignin fast pyrolysis, such as temperature, heating rate, reaction
time, and sample weight were optimized over lignin without catalysts. The target maximum
yield of 40 wt % liquid was achieved at 650 oC, 20 oC/ms, 20 s and sample weight of 1.5 mg.
These conditions were chosen for further study.
Figure 1 shows (a) the conversion of lignin and (b) the selectivity to phenol alkoxy
species in the liquid fraction for different Si/Al ratios and different catalyst loadings.
Compared to pure lignin pyrolysis (catalyst loading 0%), the conversion of lignin slightly
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decreased. Increasing catalyst loading led to significant increase of lignin conversion.
Depending on the zeolite it reached 60-70% conversion. However the composition of the
catalyst did not influence the conversion of lignin. For example, silicalite revealed similar
behavior as acid zeolites. We believe that acid centers of the zeolite do not participate in
lignin breaking up, which corresponds to the fact that such polymeric compounds as lignin
cannot penetrate zeolite pore structure and thus cannot reach acid sites of ZSM-5 located in
channel intersections. It is well known that lignin pyrolysis follows a radical reaction pathway;
first lignin depolymerizes to generate a significant amount of radical species, which undergo
repolymerization to form coke [2]. The fact that with participation of zeolite (Fig. 1a) less coke is
being formed suggests that zeolite prevents this repolymerization, probably stabilizing highly
active radical species which can enter the pores.
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Fig. 1. Conversion of lignin (a) and selectivity to alkoxy phenolic compounds in the liquid fraction (b)
as a function of catalyst loading and catalyst composition.

Nevertheless, the acidity of ZSM-5 plays an important role in the composition of the liquid
fraction. Without catalyst, alkoxy phenolic species are the main products of pyrolysis: they
are the building units of the lignin polymer and thus primary reaction products. With the
increase of catalyst content, they were converted into phenols and aromatic hydrocarbons (not
shown). Such reactions happen over acid sites of zeolite. Thus the amount and nature of active
sites is very important for product composition. Fig. 1b shows that highly acid zeolites shift
the selectivity from alkoxy phenolic compounds to aromatics such as benzene and toluene.
These findings give us an important key on how to tune the products of lignin fast pyrolysis,
by choosing the right catalyst to adsorb and convert primary products of lignin breaking to
useful chemicals.
Conclusions
Acid zeolites play a dual role in fast pyrolysis of lignin. The porous structure of zeolite
captures the initial products of lignin pyrolysis: oxygenated aromatics (alkoxy phenols). This
prevents their repolymerization and coke formation. The application of zeolites of different
acidity allows transforming those initial products to aromatics by dealkoxylation and
dehydroxylation.
[1] T.P. Vispute, H. Zhang, A. Sanna, R. Xiao, G.W. Huber, Science, 330 (2010) 1222
[2] C. A. Mullen and A. A. Boateng, Fuel Process. Technol., (2010) 91:1446-1458
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Introduction
Nowadays, the presence of pharmaceutically active compounds as pollutants in the aquatic
environment is considered a relevant and very important topic [1]. Pharmaceuticals have
physiological effects on humans and animals in very low concentrations. Today, we are aware
that certain discarded pharmaceuticals can persist in the environment and make their way
back to us either via the food chain or via drinking water. Some members of eminent
prescription-drug groups are ubiquitous in natural aquatic systems, since they are polar
molecules and hence soluble in water [1]. Therefore, their detection, the investigation of their
effects and discovery of versatile possibilities to remove them from the environment impose
challenges for researchers.
Recently, mesoporous zeolites, obtained by desilication procedures, have attracted attention
since they express improved ability as carriers for large active species [2, 3]. In this work, we
report results concerning adsorption of salicylic acid, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug
– diclofenac Na, a β blocker – atenolol and phenol from aqueous solution, using mesoporous
HZSM-5 zeolite.
Experimental
Mesopore formation in HZSM-5 zeolite (Zeolyst, Si/Al = 26) has been done through silicone
extraction by sodium hydroxide (0.2 M), using procedure reported in reference 2. The surface
areas, pore volumes and pore sizes were measured by nitrogen adsorption at 78 K on a
Micromeritics 2010 apparatus, after pre-treatment at 673 K during 4 hours. XRD
measurements, performed on a Bruker D5005 powder diffractometer scanning from 2° to 80°
(2θ) at a rate of 0.02° s-1 using a Cu Kα radiation, have proven that MFI structure has been
preserved after desilication procedure. Salycylic acid (SA), diclofenac-Na (DFK), atenolol
(ATL) and phenol (PH) have been purchased from Sigma, Aldrich, pharmaceutical company
“Galenika”, Belgrade, Serbia and Fluka, respectively). The adsorption was studied at 303 K,
equilibrium adsorbate concentrations were determined by Shimadzu UV-1650PC
spectrophotometer. In parallel experiments performed under the same conditions, the heats
evolved as a result of adsorption were measured by titration microcalorimetry (Titrys from
Setaram). In order to estimate the population and strength of acid sites, ammonia adsorption
(done at 423 K) on both parent and mesoporous zeolite has been studied by means of
microcalorimetry. These experiments gave evidence that desilication procedure did not
influence importantly the acidity of ZSM-5 zeolite.
Results and discussion
Desilication of parent HZSM-5 (Si/Al = 26) resulted in development of mesoporosity; which
is evident from the profiles of isotherms of low-temperature nitrogen adsorption, presented in
Figure 1 (left). Table 1 summarizes the textural properties of both zeolites.
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Table 1. Textural properties of parent and mesoropous HZSM-5 zeolite.
HZSM-5 zeolite Vpore [cm3 g−1],
Vmicro [cm3 g−1], Smeso [m2 g−1], SBET [m2 g−1],
at P/Po = 0.98
t-plot method
t-plot method
BET method
Parent
0.24
0.14
64
365
Mesoporous
0.45
0.14
173
470

0.00035

Parent ZSM-5
Mesoporous ZSM-5
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Figure 1. Textural properties of parent and mesoporous HZSM-5 zeolite (left); adsorption of
atenolol from aqueous solution, isotherms collected at 303 K (right).
Both parent and mesoporous HZSM-5 express affinity toward adsorption of investigated
pollutants. The adsorption capacities of mesoporous zeolite towards SA and PH are
comparable to those of the parent zeolite (approximately 0.2 mmol/g for both molecules). The
amount of adsorbed phenol is in accordance with our previous results obtained on ZSM-5
zeolites [4]. In the case of larger molecules, DFK an ATL, mesoporous samples show
increased adsorption capabilities, (see Figure 1, right, as example). The maximal adsorbed
amounts of DFK were found to be 0.5 and 0.4 mmol/g, and of ATL 0.3 and 0.1 mmol/g, for
mesoporous and parent ZSM-5, respectfully. The initial heats of adsorption are similar for
two materials, for all investigated adsorbates.
Conclusions
The results obtained in this work show that desilication procedure improves mesoporosity in
MFI type zeolites what offers possibility to use these materials as effective adsorbents for
pollutants of water. Mesoporous ZSM-5 zeolite shows improved capacities for adsorption of atenolol
and diclofenac-Na from aqueous solutions. From the results obtained in this work, it can be inferred
that improved mesoporosity and increased free volume inside the zeolite structure are the most
important for adsorption capabilities of mesoporous zeolites toward pharmaceutically active
compounds.
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Introduction
To reduce intermetallic diffusion between the metal support and the Pd layer, and thereby
improving the stability of the Pd/PSS composite membrane, Ma et al. [1] used a controlled insitu oxidation of the porous stainless steel prior to plating to produce an oxide layer to act as a
diffusion barrier between the Pd and the PSS [2]. The objective of this research is to
investigate the effects of temperature on the formation of the intermetallic diffusion barrier
layer by the controlled in-situ oxidation method for Pd/PSS membrane.
Experimental
Porous 316L stainless steel supports were purchased from Mott Metallurgical Corporation
(0.2 µm grade) and Fuji Filter Company (0.5 µm grade). Two of the support tubes were then
oxidized in furnace in the presence of air at 400, 600 and 800 ◦C for 2 h, with heating and
cooling rates of 3 ◦Cmin−1. The furnace was purchased from ELITE THERMAL SYSTEM
model TSH12/50/300-2416CG. The oxidation layer formed acts as a diffusion barrier
between the PSS substrate and the Pd catalyst. The substrate was then activated by preseeding with finely divided Pd nuclei. Procedure for Pd coating.
The composition of the Pd plating solution is given in Table 1. The hydrazine (reducing
agent) was added just prior to plating. The plating solution was renewed every 90 to 120
minutes. After deposition was completed the membrane was left to cool to room temperature
and dried. After each drying, the weight and helium flux were measured. The weight gains
before and after the plating were used to determine the thickness of the membrane.
Table 1 Chemical composition of the plating solution.
Chemicals
Pd(NH3)4Cl2.H2O (g/l)
Na2EDTA.2H2O (g/l)
NH4OH (28%) (ml/l)
H2NNH2 (1M) (ml/l)
Polyoxyalkylene alkyl ether (ml/l)
pH
Temperature (oC)

Pd bath
4-6
40-80
190-400
5-10
0.1-0.5
10-11
60

Results and discussion
Figure 1. shows the SEM pictures of a typical grade 0.2 µm grade Mott PSS after oxidation in
400oC, 600oC, and 800oC.
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Figure 1. (A) supports after cleaning (B) oxidized at 400oC; (C) oxidized at 600oC; (D)
oxidized at 800oC.
Figure 2. shows the change of the properties of the 0.5 µm grade Fuji Filter PSS tubes
following oxidation of the cleaned tubes. The oxygen peaks confirm the formation of oxide
layers on the supports. It was observed that the amount of oxygen on the support increased
with higher oxidation temperatures, indicating a thicker oxide layer. As the oxidation
temperature was increased, the weight gain increased indicating the formation of more oxide
at higher temperatures. The formation of greater quantities of oxide gave a higher resistance
to the He permeation.
Table 2. Percent weight gain and He flux change after oxidation for Mott PSS supports
He Flux, J
Oxidation
∆m
Thickness
Tube
(µm)
(cm3/cm2min)
(oC)
(%)
1
20
0
0
701
2
400
0.035
-700
3
600
0.78
0.2-0.3
565
4
800
4.69
1-6
27

Figure 2. Cross section oxide of the layer of the Fuji PSS supports and EDS spot scans after
oxidation on oxide layer at (A) 600oC, and (B) 800oC.
Among the oxides that can be formed with the elements of stainless steel, Cr2O3 is the most
stable due to its low Gibbs free energy, the low diffusion rates of elements in the oxide scale,
and its high chemical stability under a H2 atmosphere. The SEM micrograph of the sample
oxidized at 800˚C showed a thicker dark region with a very nonuniform thickness was
observed. It could also be observed that the surface of this oxide layer was very crumbly. The
thickness of the dark region varied from 1 to 6 µm from spot to spot since the oxide layer was
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relatively thick. After Pd coating, the final thicknesses of the dense Pd membrane were 23-27
µm on 0.2 µm grade Mott supports and 32-35 µm on 0.5 µm grade Fuji plate supports.

Figure 3. SEM photographs of: B - after 13.5 hr plating; C - after 15 hr; and D - after 24 hr
Conclusions
Oxidation process was carry out in diffrent temprature. It was observed that the amount of
oxygen on the support increased 10 times with higher oxidation temperatures indicating a
thicker oxide layer. Sample oxidized at 800˚C showed a thicker dark region with a very
nonuniform thickness. It was also observed that the surface of this oxide layerwas crumbly.
The thickness of the dark oxide region varied from 1 to 6 µm from spot to spot. Therefore, it
is the most desirable oxide phase for use as a barrier layer to intermetallic diffusion.
Membranes produced by this method have been shown to be stable for over 6000 h in the
Temprature of 800oC.
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Introduction
Aluminas are key materials in catalysis. They serve as a support for many applications. One of
the most important is perhaps for hydrotreatment catalysts, as γ-alumina. This type of materials
has shown excellent performance when hosting NiMo or CoMo; they are low cost and
recyclable. The preparation is based on the precipitation leading to materials with BET surface
areas up to 300 m2/g with pore volumes of 0.8-1.0 cm3/g [1]. The porosity comes from the
interparticles void space of the microcrystalline aggregates. The pore dimension lies in the high
mesopore region, and importantly, a wide pore size distribution is typically obtained. It would be
desirable to narrow this distribution of pores and, if possible, shifting it into the lower mesopore
region. This can be done by using surfactants during the hydrolysis in a similar fashion as
reported for MCM-41 silicas. However, our case is more complex since the hydrolysis of
aluminum salts is much faster than silicon. This challenge has been addressed extensively and
partly solved by using Aluminum alcoxides and various types of anionic, cationic or non-ionic
surfactants as structure-directing agents.
Bagshaw and Pinnavaia [2] reported a IoSo type mesoporous alumina material with
unprecedented textural features having BET surface areas ranging between 425-535 m2/g.
Considerable research was undertaken afterwards including more insight on non-ionic
surfactants by means of adding acid catalysts or employing anionic or cationic surfactants. It can
be noted beyond doubt that small changes in the synthesis conditions have a big impact on the
mesophase formation. The topic has been reviewed by Márquez-Alvarez et al [3] covering a
thorough analysis of the synthetic aspects known. Until recently, the materials reported were
indeed mesoporous but not having an ordered pores arrangement. Niesz et al. [4] were the first to
synthesize mesoporous aluminas with an ordered pore arrangement. The trick was performing a
HCl catalyzed hydrolysis of aluminum tri-tert-butoxide using Pluronic P123 in ethanol with a
controlled amount of water. Although the material showed well organized pores as evidenced by
TEM, the textural data manifested a wide pore size distribution and a lack of closure in the high
p/po region of the isotherm, i.e. mostly extraparticle pores. This challenged us on making a new
material with ideally a narrow distribution of pores in relatively bigger particles that allows
having interparticle pores more defined.
In this paper we have developed new synthetic aspects arriving to materials with much
narrower pore size distribution in the low mesopore region. This was achieved by proper
selecting the Al source, the solvent (must be similar to the alkoxide to avoid exchange reaction
with the alkoxide) and carefully controlling the evaporation and drying rate.
Experimental
The synthesis protocol is based on the sol-gel chemistry in acid medium using HCl with a nonionic surfactant (Pluronic P123) [3]. Several modifications to this method were thoroughly
investigated covering the use of aluminium tri-sec-butoxide as Al source; two types of alcohols,
namely absolute ethanol and sec-butyl alcohol as well as the critical ageing and drying protocol.
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The molar composition of the final gel of this study was: 1 Al3+: 0.017 Pluronic P123 : 30 2C4H9OH : 6 H2O : 1.8 HCl.
Results and discussion
The quality of the ordering for the hybrid mesophases was evaluated by SAXS as well as by the
steepness of the capillary filling in the N2 physisorption isotherms. Table 1 summarizes the
results obtained (not shown) where several parameters were investigated: alcohol type,
temperature, and evaporation protocol. It must be noted that the temperature corresponds to
hydrolysis as well as for the drying steps; therefore, the total synthesis time varies among
samples. It was found that a highly ordered alumina mesophase can be obtained under strictly
defined conditions (dark area in table) using sec-butyl alcohol and drying under dry-N2 at 60 oC
after an ageing isothermal period. We believe that at these conditions a good compromise
between the rates of hydrolysis and condensation of the Al-oxides retaining the block copolymer
is achieved. This material showed a 2D hexagonal ordering with a defined 100 reflection
centered at 1.44 degrees (a0=69.7 Å). The excellent textural properties were manifested by an
intense PSD located 41 Å due to the sharp capillary condensation in narrow interparticle
mesopores. The latter is due to the isotherm closure; the material possesses a BET of 411 m2/g
with 0.58 cm3/g. This PSD is much narrower (and having smaller pores) than for a commercial γalumina and prior art [4].
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1
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3

/ degree

Figure 1. SAXS patterns for calcined samples that
were synthesized and dried in sec-butyl alcohol at
40, 60 and 80 oC.
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Table 1. Crystalline ordering of the calcined mesophases. Shading code: black is highly ordered, vertical to a partly
ordered material while the dotted region is when an amorphous material was found.
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N2 aided evaporation
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Figure 2. Pore size distributions for the mesophases prepared
under sec-butyl alcohol under N2 flow. Inset: full isotherms.
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Introduction
Zeolites have been utilized in many industrial technologies, including gas adsorption,
ion exchange, separation and catalysis because of their unique porosity and high surface area.
Recently, 8-membered ring (8-MR) zeolites and zeotype materials have attracted much
attention in expectation of selective catalysis based on their small pores. For example, CHAzeotype materials such as SSZ-13 and SAPO-34 showed a catalytic activity for methanol to
olefins (MTO) reaction to selectively provide ethene and propene, which are important
chemicals for the polymer industry. Recently, we reported that RTH-zeotype materials such
as [Al,B]-RUB-13 and [Al,B]-TTZ-1 showed a high selectivity for propylene in the MTO
reaction [1]. Although, besides these structures, a variety of 8-MR zeolites with different
structures have been synthesized, the studies on the compositional variations leading to their
catalytic applications of other 8-MR zeolites have been rather limited.
DDR-type zeolite, which was discovered at 1987, consists of mtn cages as composite
building unit with the openings of 8-MR and has two-dimensional channels with aperture size
of 0.36 x 0.44 nm [2]. DDR-type zeolites have been synthesized in the presence of several
organic nitrogen compounds such as 1-adamantanamine, quinuclidinium hydroxide, Nmethyltropinium iodide as organic structure-directing agent (OSDA) [3]. However, the
incorporation of heteroatoms into the framework and catalytic application have not been fully
investigated.
In this study, we report the synthesis of DDR-type zeolite with trivalent heteroatoms.
The catalytic performance of thus prepared zeolites in the MTO reaction was also assessed.
Experimental
The metallosilicates with a DDR topology ([M]-ZSM-58, M = Al and Ga) were
synthesized according to the original recipe of ZSM-58 with modifications [2]. In typical
synthesis of [Al]-ZSM-58, aluminum sulfate and N-methyltropinium iodide (MTI) were
added to an aqueous solution containing NaOH with stirring. Fumed silica was added to the
mixture. The molar composition of the reaction mixture was 1.0 SiO2 : 0.025 Al2(SO4)3 :
0.033 NaOH : 0.25 MTI : 40 H2O. Thus prepared mother gel was crystallized in an oven at
160oC for 7 days with tumbling at 40 rpm. The solid product was recovered by filtration,
washing with distilled water and drying overnight at 100oC. In the synthesis of [Ga]-ZSM-58,
Ga(NO3)3·n H2O (n = 7-9, Wako) was used as Ga source.
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The conversion from sodium-type into proton-type zeolites was conducted by repeated
ion exchange with 2 M ammonium nitrate solution and subsequent calcination at 550oC for 6
h. Thus prepared acid-type zeolites were used as catalysts for the MTO reaction.
The MTO reaction, which gives methane (C1), ethane (C2), ethene (C2=), propane
(C3), propene (C3=), C4-C6 hydrocarbons and dimethyl ether (DME) as products, was
carried out in a fixed bed reactor. The selectivities of the products were calculated on the
carbon numbers basis. The reaction was performed at 375oC at a W/F of 17-34 g h mol-1.
Typically, 100 mg catalyst was centered at a quartz reactor in a furnace and 5 % methanol
diluted with helium was used as reactant. The weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of
methanol was 0.5-1.0 h-1. The catalyst was calcined prior to the reaction at 500oC for 1 h, and
then the reactor was cooled to the reaction temperatures.
Results and discussion
XRD measurements showed that [Al]-ZSM-58 with the atomic ratios of Si/Al ranging
from 18 to 25 were crystallized. The products with the Si/Al ratios of 29 to 73 were a mixture
of the DDR-phase and unknown phase. Similarly, in the case of gallium, [Ga]-ZSM-58 with
the Si/Ga ratio of 17 was obtained, while high silica products with Si/Ga ratios of 35 to 81
were a mixture of DDR-phase and unknown phase. The SEM images revealed that the
products with the DDR-phase were cubic crystals about 50-150 nm in size irrespective of the
kind and/or the amount of heteroatoms.
The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of [Al]-ZSM-58 with the Si/Al ratio of 18 exhibited a
sharp peak at 58 ppm, which is assigned to tetrahedrally coordinated Al in the framework. In
addition, a small peak at 0 ppm, which is assigned to octahedrally coordinated Al was
observed. The 71Ga MAS NMR spectrum of [Ga]-ZSM-58 with the Si/Ga ratio of 17
exhibited a broad peak at 170 ppm, which assigned to tetrahedrally coordinated Ga in the
framework. No marked peak at 0 ppm assigned to octahedrally coordinated gallium was
observed.
The MTO reaction were conducted over [Al]-ZSM-58 with the Si/Al ratio of 18 and
[Ga]-ZSM-58 with the Si/Ga ratio of 17. In the case of [Al]-ZSM-58, the conversion of
methanol kept 100% until the time on stream of 360 min, and the main product was constantly
propene with the selectivity of 42%. In the case of [Ga]-ZSM-58, the conversion was
drastically decreased from 98% to 58% at the time on stream of 250 min. Although the main
product was propene with the selectivity of 50% in initial stage, the formation of dimethyl
ether (DME) was observed at the time on stream of 150 min.
Conclusions
Aluminosilicate and gallosilicate with DDR topology were successfully synthesized by
the hydrothermal synthesis method in the presence of N-methyltropinium iodideas OSDA.
DDR-type aluminosilicate exhibited a long catalyst life with the selectivity to propene of over
40 % kept in the MTO reaction.
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Fig. 1 Selectivity and conversion of
MTO reaction over [Al]-ZSM-58 (top)
and [Ga]-ZSM-58 (bottom)
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Introduction
Hierarchically microporous–mesoporous architectures built with zeolitic crystalline
frameworks (hierarchical zeolites) have attracted great attention in zeolite science due to the
advantage of facile diffusion via mesopores. The zeolite mesopores are known to be generated
through a post–synthetic demetallization treatment, or using a mesopore–generating agent
during the synthesis process. Our laboratory has developed a synthetic approach using
surfactants that are functionalized with zeolite structure–directing groups.[1] In the synthesis
approach, the surfactant head group acts as a structure–directing agent for crystalline MFI
zeolite framework while a large number of surfactant molecules are self–assembled into a
lamellar mesophase due to the hydrophobic interaction between tails. The zeolite–structure–
directing function and the resultant zeolite morphologies are markedly affected by the number
of ammonium groups, the length of spacers between ammonium groups, the surfactant alkyl
tail, and also other short alkyl groups. This analysis has been discussed in this presentation.
Experimental
Surfactants were synthesized in the laboratory.[2–4] These surfactants were used as
structure–directing agents instead of tetrapropylammonium, which is commonly used in the
conventional synthesis of MFI zeolite. Tetraeothoxylsilane, fumed silica or water glass was
used as the silica source. Sodium aluminate or aluminum sulfate was the Al source. Zeolite
synthesis was performed in an autoclave that was tumbled in an oven at 150oC. The products
were characterized by powder XRD, TEM, SEM, and nitrogen adsorption.
Results and discussion
A hexagonally ordered
mesoporous aluminosilicate
material without framework
crystallinity, similar to MCM–
41, was generated within 1 h
when hydrothermal synthesis
was performed with C22H45– Scheme 1. Schematic diagram showing a consecutive structural
transformation upon excessive hydrothermal aging.
N+(CH3)2–C6H12–N+(CH3)2–
C6H13 (designated as C22–6N2Me). With increasing the reaction time, this mesophase
transformed consecutively to a lamellar mesophase without crystallinity, unilamellar MFI
zeolite, and finally multilamellar MFI zeolite, as shown in Scheme 1.[2,3] The rates of the
transformations depended on the details of the synthesis conditions, such as silica sources,
counter anions of surfactants (OH– or Br–), sodium content, and pH.[3] The thickness of the
individual zeolite nanosheets was 2 nm, independent of the synthesis conditions and the
lamellar packing order. The structural transformation from unilamellar to multilamellar was a
thermodynamically–favored spontaneous process, which takes place through dissolution–
recrystallization under a highly basic condition like the Ostwald ripening process. This
process can be retarded by decreasing the pH of the synthesis gel and/or reducing the length
of the surfactant tail. Through the delicate control of such variables, the unilamellar MFI
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zeolite having a high surface area and total pore volume (660 m2g–1 and 1.0 cm3g–1) could be
synthesized even under Na+–rich conditions using an inexpensive silica source like water
glass. The high surface area and pore volume, as compared with 400 m2g–1 and 0.2 cm3g–1 of
bulk MFI zeolite, is due to the mesopores between adjacent zeolite nanosheets.
The effects of the number of ammonium groups, spacer length, hydrophobic tail length,
and alkyl moiety in the surfactants with the schematic formula of tail–N+(CH3)2–{spacer–
N+(R)2}n–1–C6H13 (Ct–sNnR) were investigated in the synthesis of MFI zeolite nanosheets.[4]
The n number was varied over 1 ~ 4. The tail was selected among linear alkyl chains (–
CtH2t+1, t = 6 ~ 22). The spacer was an alkylene bridge (–CsH2s–, s = 3, 6 and 8). R was alkyl
groups (–CxH2x+1, x = 1 ~ 4). MFI zeolite nanosheets were obtained in the range of n = 2 ~ 4.
The thickness of the nanosheets increased with n in this range (Figure 1). However, for n = 1,
crystalline zeolite was never obtained. When the spacer length, s, was 6 and 8, MFI
nanosheets were obtained. In the case of a short spacer with s = 3, the surfactant was
decomposed into a small amine
that led to the generation of bulk
MFI zeolite. The surfactant tail
for the generation of the zeolite
nanosheet should be as long as –
C10H19. In addition, the R group at
the terminal ammonium should be
–CH3 or –C2H5 to direct the MFI
structure. In the case of –C3H7
group, only a non–zeolitic silicate Figure 1. Effects of ammonium numbers in the structure–directing
product was obtained.
surfactants on the formation of MFI zeolite nanosheets.
Conclusions
The formation of the MFI zeolite nanosheets is due to the self–assembly of surfactant
molecules into a lamellar mesophase while the surfactant head groups functions as a MFI
zeolite structure–directing agent. At least two suitable ammonium groups are necessary in the
head group, for the generation of the zeolite. The nanosheet thickness can be precisely
controlled by the number of ammonium groups. Among the ammonium groups, the one
directly attached to the surfactant alkyl tail, does not seem to directly function as the zeolite
porogen. Nevertheless, it is necessary as a part of the surfactant configuration for zeolite
structure generation. This information will be useful for synthesis of other zeolite–structure–
directing surfactants that may lead to various types of nanomorphic zeolites with various
framework structures, such as ordered mesoporous materials with a microporous zeolite
framework in the future.
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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) offer an advantage over classical other porous materials
(activated carbon, zeolithes) because their properties can be tailored due to the vast available
choices of metal clusters and organic linkers. Nowadays these structure are foreseen to
multiple applications in gas adsorption, like hydrogen storage, selective adsorption of CO2
against CH4, CO2 against H2,…
The gas sorption Sievert’s technique has proven to have many advantages over the other
techniques for the evaluation of the ad/ab-sorbed amount of gas by the materials in a wide
range of temperature and pressure. In addition, there is a total freedom in the size and shape of
the sample holder in the volumetric technique, enabling the coupling of techniques and in-situ
measurements of various chemical and physical parameters. X-rays and neutrons
diffractomers, mass spectrometers, calorimeters have already been successfully tested and
allow to have simultaneous PCT isotherms and kinetic measurement with structural, gas
composition or thermodynamic data.
The thermodynamic of the adsorption is essential for the practical application and among all
the enthalpy of adsorption (or desorption) is a key parameters.
Practically there are two ways to determine this enthalpy. The first one is an indirect method,
where the enthalpy is derived from adsorption isotherms at different temperatures. The second
one is a direct method, where the enthalpy is measured via calorimetric technique. The
biggest disadvantage of this technique is that it gives a result per mole of solid sample and not
per mole of gas. Recently the combination of manometric technique (to quantify the amount
of hydrogen absorbed/released) and calorimetry was successful to overcome this issue and the
direct measurement of enthalpy of formation per mole of gas was reported [1-3].
The paper will present some new results on combinations of calorimetric and volumetric
technique, especially on Cu-BTC, selected as an example of Metal Organic Framework that is
available commercially. It will give an overview of the state-of-the art possibility of combined
analysis together with the Sievert’s technique
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Up: Pressure versus time during the experiment of CO2 adsorption. At the beginning of each aliquot, the step is
the measurement of the pressure in the manifold.
Down: Heat Flow signal versus time obtained on the calorimeter. The exothermic peaks correspond to the
successive doses.
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